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ORIGINAL PAPERS. 

CONVEUSATIONS OF PALHY. 

Cimmxudcattd bjf ific Author of** Four Years in Franct 

There are fifty-two prebendaries of the Cathedral Church of Lin-* 
coin, of whom four, the dean, subdean, chancellor, and precentor, 
each in his turn, reside for three months in every year. Paley's resi¬ 
dence began on the day ** commonly called,” as the prayer-book has it, 
and still called, such is the pertinacity of tradition, “ Christmas day;” 
but he continued his abode at Lincoln for six weeks or two months after 
his trimestral duty was terminated. I had frequent, almost daily oppor¬ 
tunities of meeting him, and I hardly ever met him without his saying 
something worthy of being recorded in his ana. The anecdotes now 
offered to the public I have repeated very often in conversations with 
my friends, many of whom have suggested to me the scheme of making 
a collection of them and giving it to the world. At length I have 
followed this advice, and have found the renewed recollectionofPaley's 
sayings a very agreeable occupation. I employed a few days in making 
hcadsoi the ‘'Conversations," and then sat down to reduce them into form. 

Paley is by no means forgotten; his works arc in the hands of every 
one; the circumstances of the times in which he lived and talked, are 
still fresh in the memory of every, one, and have an intimate connexion 
with the state of things at the present day. 

I cannot affirm myself to have been an ear-witness of every saying 
here set down; the far greater part of them I heard with my own ears, 
but some of them have been related to me by persons worthy of all 
credit, members of the society of the place, who, like myself, were fre¬ 
quently in company with Paley,—men incapable of attributing to him 
what did not justly belong to him, admirers of his talents and jealous 
of his fame. 

I may be blamed (for belonging, as I do, to the proscribed and tole¬ 
rated, and tliercfore insulted and calumniated, Catholic people, any 
reproach, however unjust, may be thrown upon me, not only with impu-' 
nity, but with applause to the censurers)—1 may be blamr^d for violating 
the confidence of social intercourse, for reporting what would not liave 
been uttered but with an implied reliance on the discretion of the hearers. 

1 have certainly had private interviews with Paley; but 1 have taken 
care tb avoid all mention of whatever may have passed between us 
when alone. *When he spoke of what I call bis “retreat to Longtown/* 
I believe no one heard him but myself; but there can be no ground for 
the charge of indiscretion in the relation of an anecdote which, though 
very interesting, is perfectly innocent. In his^talk respecting Dr. Jebh^ 
he was particularly cautious; a proof that he considered his hearer* as 

ia27.—'VOL. XIX. MO, LXXlll. H 



Conversations of Paley. 

free to interpret him unfavourably, and that he guarded himself there- 
rehand against representations that might “ not much contiAbute 
Wy." These Conversations,” then, whatever may be the 
demerits of the speaker or his editor, I submit^toj^e re^er, 

hope of “ benefiting and delighting” him. ^ f 

When I #eiit to live at Lincoln, in 1797, I knew that Archdeacon 
Paley had. been some few years before appointed subdean and as hi^ 

cdiKgedhim to three months* residence every yeart I a^tici^ted 
much delight and instruction in the conversation of the author of *^VIo- 
ral and Political Philosophy,” of The Evidences of Christianity,” and, 
above all, of that sagacious and original work, Horae Paulinse.” On 
his arrival to perforin his duty of residence, in the year above mentioned, 
I made him a visit without finding him “ at home.” It was known after¬ 
wards that he was at this time occupied in the composition of his Na¬ 
tural Theology.” He returned my visit: unfortunately, I was “from 
home.” My curiosity was not, however, long to wait for its gratification. 
I was soon invited to meet him at a dinner party,—at one of those din¬ 
ners whicli T have elsewhere spoken of as regularly interchanged between 
the residentiary and the society of the place. 1 cntered« the drawing¬ 
room with some degree of awe: the greater part of the company was 
assembled, and T>r. Paley was amongst them. 

Imagine to yourself, reader, if you never saw Dr. Paley, and many of 
my readers may not have seen him, since 1 write about twenty years 
after bis death,—imagine to yourself a thick, short, square-built man, 
with a face which, though animated and cheerful, could not but, at first 
flight, appear ugly ; with bushy brows, snub nose, and projecting teeth; 
with an awkward gait and movemt nt of the arms ; a decent and digni¬ 
fied, but by no means excessive, protuberance of belly; w'caring a 
white wig, such as suited his place, and a court coat; but without what 
would also have suited his place, a short cassock. To this part of the 
dress of the dignified ecclesiasf-ic he had a particular dislike, and ridi¬ 
culed it by calling it “a black apron, such as the master tailors wear in 
Durham.” The whole of his dress was of course black. He wore silver 
buckles at his knees and in his shoes. 

He was talking as I entered; and I perceived, with much surprise, 
that he spoke a very broad northern dialect. He had passed, indeed, 
great part of his life in the north of England; but he had been educated 
and lived long at Cambridge, and had seen a good deal of the world. 
Perhaps he was vain of this singulaiity: perhaps he would not seem to 
wish to correct wliat he found he could not cure without difficulty, and 
so gave up the attempt. I heard him repeat three or four times the 
word “noodge,” pushing his elbows at the same time towards the sides 
of tho>c who stood nearest to him : this motion explains the meaning 
of a word not very generally in use among scholars, nor in good com¬ 
pany. Hut Paley’s merits, though they might have been recommended 
by poliblied manners, were superior to them, and wanted them not; and 
his learning was the more agreeable by being entirely free from for¬ 
mality, pedantry^or assumption of literary importance. I could not 
learn to what all this “ nfiodging” referred, as the story was finished; 
and, soon after, dinner was announced. 

When wc were seated at table, the mistress of the house said,^** Mr* 
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Subdean» what will you be pleased to eat ?“ ** Eat, madam ? eat every 
thing, from the top of the table to the bottom—from the beginning of 
|he first course to the end of the second.^ Then, putting on gn air of 
grave doubt and deliberationThere are those pork I bad 
intended to proceed, regularly and systematically, throvgh the haza add 
fowls to the beef; but those pork ataakes stagger my system/* I set 
next to him; he turned suddenly upon me:—** Mr..trhat would 
you do in such a case ?" As I had to answer the first question pro^ 
posed to me by the great Dr. Paley, I endeavoured to do so in choice 
and correct phraseology. I said, that when the end was the same, and 
the means equally innocent and indifferent^—. Paley had a quick 
and nice tact on all occasions: whether he understood the preciseness 
of my sentence as in jest or in earnest I know not; but, not allowing me 
to finish it, he cried out—“ Ay, 1 see you are for the pork Ataakes 
Give me some of that dish —naming neither pork stakes not hai4 
and fowl. 

Every one who has heard Paley talk must be aware how much his 
talk loses by being written down : no speech of the greatest orator,—not 
even that to which was applied ** quid si ipsum vidisses ?" could lose by 
transcription more of its force and effect. Paley’s eloquence, however, 
did not, like that orator's, consist in his action: that was by no means 
graceful. Uis utterance was at times indistinct; and when the persons 
to whom he talked were near him, he talked between his teeth; but 
there was a variety and propriety of inflexion in the tones of his voice— 
an emphasis so pronounced, and so clearly conveying his meaning and 
feeling, assisted too by an intelligent smile or an arch leer,—that not only 
what was really witty appeared doubly clever, but his ordinary remarks 
seemed ingenious. 

A party was assembled in the Subscription News-room. Some one 
came up to him and made an excuse for a friend, who was obliged to 
defer an intended visit to the subdeanery, because a man who had pro¬ 
mised to pay him some money in April, could not pay it till May. “ A 
common case,” said Paley.—We all laughed. Paley, by way of re¬ 
warding us for our complaisance in being pleased with what was reepnw 
mended chiefly by the quaintness of his manner, went onA man 
should never paay muoney 'till he can't help it; soomHhiii^ maay hap^ 
pen.” These three last words were pronounced slowly, and with much 
affected seriousness. 

At another time he said—I always desire my wife and daughters 
to pay ready money. It is of no use to desire them to buy only what 
they want; they will always imagine they want what they wish to buy: 

. but that paying ready maottcy is such a check upon their imaginuation.” 
I will not trouble the reader with any more northern orthography^ 

but observe, once for all, that Paley’s patois added much drollery and 
fun to all that he said, and he said mu^ with such intent; and, after I 
had been accustomed to it, it by no means weakened the impression of 
what he said seriously and logically. It did not appear like vulgarity, 
but the mere carelessness of force in one conscious that this fault was 
redeemed by his matter. Solhetimes he did not disdain to use pur«* 
posely a vulgar phrase. Having won a rubber whist, he cried out. 

Pay the people: U. P. spells geslings."* • 
We, that is the society of the place, dined af tlie subdeanery. The 
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weather was excessively cold; the fire in the room in which we dined 
h&d been lighted but just before dinner; we were all chilled. Paley 
felt it to be useless to make apologies for what might have been sy 
easily prevented; he talked of a dinner-party, “an impjrovement upon 
this room, for they dined out of doors/’ To one of the company who 
was helping to the trifle^ as it is here called—“ Captain-, you seem 
to be up to the elbows in suds; send me some of that; dig deep/* I 
obiterved, that immediately after dinner he sent for his tooth-pick case, 
and was impatient till it was brought; that he drank very sparingly, of 
white wine chiefly; and that some gingerbread was served, not as part 
of the desert, but to him alone. 

After dinner, one of the party said, “ Mr. Subdean, if you will give 
me leave. I'll stir the fire/' Paley rushed from his end of the table: “ I 
understand your trick! you want to have an opportunity of warming 
yourself. These are reflections of a mind at ease: I have been farther 
from the fire than any of you : give me ike po^er.” When we were 
seated round the fire, he gave me a letter : “ It relates to the hare we 
had at dinner. It is written by a farmer, a tenant to the Dean and Chap¬ 
ter. Nay, read it aloud/' I read :—“ lleverend Sir: I request your 
honour’s acceptance of a hare, as 1 mean to ask a favour in a short 
time* I am, &c. &c.” Paley said, “ As the Dean remarked, so many 
thousand presents have been made with the same intention, yet the 
motive was never so honestly avowed before.” I said, “I hope the 
farmer will obtain the favour.” “ Very likely he will.” 

“ A little girl, not quite four years old, came to me one day with a pink 
ribbon tied round her throat:—‘Why do you put on that silly bit of 
ribbon?’ ‘Tomake me look pretty/ Purposes may be divined, but 
ingenuousness is rare; nay, it is a bad compliment to the understand¬ 
ing of those who are to be conciliated, and therefore may very fairly be 
laughed at as a blunder, but still a venial blunder.” 

Paley came to dine with me. On entering a room of which two 
sides were covered with books—“ Mr.-, you are not of my mind ; 
I make it a rule never to buy a book that 1 can either beg, borrow, 
or fpteal.” I did not expect much success in any of those three means. 
“ Well, however, I do make it a rule never to buy any book that 1 want 
to read only once over.” I said there arc very few books here that you 
would consider as of that sort. I thought I observed that, when he had 
perceived his “ Evidences” and “Horae Paulinse” among the divines, he 
looked about for his “ Philosophy.” He might reasonably doubt whe¬ 
ther it would be allowed a place on the shelf of an honest man's library. 
There it was, however, the rascally book ; and I did not say that to 
read it once was to read it once too often. The effect of reputation is, 
that one is obliged to procure of the works of a famous author those of 
which one does not approve; and even this, my censure of Paley's 
“ Morals and Politics,” may induce some one to read the book. The 
tutors of Cambridge, no doubt, neutralize by their judicious remarks, 
when they read it to their pupils, all that is pernicious in its principles. 

Three reasons have been given why Paley was not made a bishop. 
He was said not to be presentable; he wis said not^to be orthodox; it 
was said, too, that th^late King (than whom none went more directly 
& the conclusions of good sense, when not led by conscience-keepers) 
having seen or heard dt the ingenious but most imprudent illustration 
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df ** Property/' towerds the beghming of the work in question, replied 
tq some one who recommended Paley, “ What ? Pigeon Paley 1" 

He said, I^iave always asserted, and still maintain it, that all tai* 
lors are cowards. They brought against me the example of many 
tailors that had enlisted tliemselves as soldiers. No argument at all in 
disproof of my assertion : these men had minds impatient of tailoring." 
This Latinism, and the importance he gave to the subject, were amus- 

“■ing enough. 
“The appearance of-, the butcher, answers admirably to my 

idea of a lord. So long, and so lank, and so pale and unwholesome, with 
something of the shabby-genteel about the fellow: he was intended for 
a lord." It may be a question whether he meant to ridicule, or really 
had adopted such a vulgar prejudice. Probably he bad no serious 
thought on the matter. 

“ When I lived at Carlisle, I used to send half a guinea to market on 
the market-day, and that supplied my family with provisions for the 
week." A proof, notwithstanding the cheapness of that country, of 
the straitness of Paley’s circumstances. His family was numerous, and 
he had, he said, three servants. He talked without reserve of passages 
in his former life, which a man of ordinary character, in the situation he 
then filled, would have been careful to keep out of view. There was 
latent pride in this perhaps. 

“ When I went to town to teach a school, I pleased my imagination 
with the delightful task to teach the young idea how to shoot. The 
room stunk of p-, and a little boy came up, as soon as I was seated, 
and began—b, a, b, bab ; b, 1, e, ble, babble." Was this babbling or 
truth ? 

I wanted a waistcoat at this time, and went into a second-hand 
clothes-shop. It so chanced that I bought the very same waistcoat 
that Lord Clive wore when be made his triumphal entry into Calcutta." 

“ I went to the play ; and, on coming outof the theatre, felt six hands 
aH trying to pick my pockets: whether they were rival or conspiring 
hands I cannot say. They took from me a handkerchief not worth two¬ 
pence. I am sorry for the disappointment of the poor pickpockets." 

His education had been sufficiently hardy. “ My father rode to 
Peterborough, and I rode after lum, on a horse that I could not manage. 
I tumbled olF. My father, without looking back, cried out, ' Get up 
again, Will,' " 

“ When I set up a carriage, it was thought right that my armorial 
bearings should appear on the panels. Now, we had none of us ever heard 
of the Paley arms; none of us bad ever dreamed that such things ex¬ 
isted, or had ever been. All the old folks of the family were consulted; 
they knew nothing about it* Great search was made, however, and at 
last we found a silver tankard, on which was engraved a coat of arms. 
It was carried by common consent that these must be the Paley arms ; 
they were painted on the carriage, and looked very handsome. The 
carriage went on very well with them; and it was not till six months after¬ 
wards that we found out that die tankard had been bought at a sultV' 
His looks and manner were an admirable runnia;^ commentary on this 
story, and rendered it superfluous for him to make, and he did not make^ 
any remark upon it. ^ 

We talked about the great schools. He said, “ A lad came to us at 
# A 
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Cambridge; he had been seven years at Eton, and could not spell buU** 
Part of the fun of this consisted in the circumstance, that^ext to Palc^ 
was seated an Etonian, one, however, whose literary attainments were 
worthy of the fame of his school. He affected to laugh incredulously^ 
though he must have known the story to have been but too probable. 
Pdey rejoined: I tell you the plain fact; the lad had been seven years 
at Eton and could not spell but; but we cooked him up.” “I sup« 
pose you taught him to spell said the Etonian. The difference^ 
in Paley’s pronunciation of but (die same as that of an Italian in the 
word huttare) and the Etonian's pronunciation of the same vowel m 
butter, almost spoiled to the ear the jest intended,—that butter should 
be the comparative degree of but^ the positive. 

I knew at Oxford a young man from Eton, who, after seven years of 
education, though he could spell bvt^ no thanks to his masters, cer¬ 
tainly could not decline musa, I asked him how tliey could contrive to 
keep him so long at the school, and teach him so little. ** They gave 
me the run of the school, and dogged me now and then to show they 
had not forgotten me.” The reproach of making boys serve an ap¬ 
prenticeship to Greek and Latin, without learning either, is shared by 
Eton with every other great school; ay, and little school, and private 
school, and by seminaries for a select number, where the strictest 
attention is paid to the health and morals of the young gentlemen 
but Eton may boast that the manners of the young men there educated 
are gentle, polished, and manly; free from boyish rudeness or bashful¬ 
ness, in a degree superior to those of the youth of any other school, 
public or private ; though in this most important point the former will 
always have the advantage of the latter. Yet, in manners, a youth of 
eighteen from Eton is as correct as a man of the world at five-and- 
twenty. 

This could not spell but*' has its pendant, resembling it in playful 
exaggeration, and even in the form of the sentence, “ I was driven by 
the rain into the News-room this morning,” said Paley ; ** there I found 
Mr. ■■ alone ; he was poring over the map of Italy, and could not find 
Home. 1 showed him bow and all about it; traced out to him the march 
of the armies, and made a politician of him.” Mr. —- had that claim 
to kind attention which is derived from having passed threescore and 
fifteen years in this miserable world ; and it is much to Paley's credit 
that be acknowledged it so good-naturedly. 

He talked of education at the Universities : “ You may do any thing 
with young men by encouragement, by prizes, honours, and distinc¬ 
tions : see what is done at Cambridge. But there the stimulus is too 
strong; two or three heads are cracked by it every year.'^ He was 
asked, “ Do you mean that they really go mad from over-studying the 
mathematics ?” “ Why, some of them go mad : others are reduced to 
such a state of debility, both of mind and body, that they are unfit for 
any thing during the rest of their lives. 1 always 'counselled the 8d« 
mixture of the study of natural philosopliy, of classics and literBture« 
and that University honours should be accorded to all. One thing I 

^always set my face against; and that is, exercises in English compoSif- 
«tion: this calling upon lads—(lads, be it understood, is the oJd- 
fashioned University ^ord for undergraduates)—this calling upon lads 

; for a style before they have got ideas, sets them upon fine writing, and 
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is the main cause of the puffy, spungy, spewy, washy style that pre¬ 
vails at the present day.*' These four epithets, being all of them words 
capable of the grace of northern pronunciation, had all and each of 
them the advantage,—and it was by no means an inconsiderable one in 
point and effect,—of the “ vulgar tongue" learned by Paley in his youth. 

Whether a few hundreds of young men, at Oxford or Cambridge, 
shall learn a little more or less of Greek and Latin, or a little more or 
less of mathematics, is of little importance to the community at large. 
The former University excludes in liminef hnd the latter excludes from 
ks degrees, all who will not subscribe to the thirty-nine articles of the 
.Church of England. This subscription is no security to the religion 
by law established, as no man can think himself bound by an act of 
this sort imposed upon him in his infancy. Before I went to Oxford, 
being then sixteen years of age, I consulted a friend whom I thought 
capable of advising me. I am to subscribe tlie thirty-nine articles; I 
cannot understand them.” ** You will understand them hereafter.” 
To how many does this “ hereafter” arrive ? To some who consider the 
subscription as a take-in, and reconcile their consciences to it as well 
as they can; to some who think then that they are bound in duty and 
in honour to reject it, and whose rejection causes discussions %ot always 
favourable to the reputation of Anglican orthodoxy ; to some few who, 
after inquiry, retain it in sincerity: but the great mass persevere in 
their primitive indifference; having once subscribed as a matter of 
form, they subscribe again. It is an old college joke that a youth, on 
his matriculation, being told he was to subscribe to the thirty-nine 
articles, very readily took out his purse and asked, “ How much ?” 

Thus academical institutions and establishments sufficient for tike 
education of half the world, are reserved for the sole use of a compa¬ 
ratively insignificant number. Four-fifths of his majesty's subjects are 
excluded from what ought to be regarded as the patrimony of all of 
them 2 yes, four-fifths of them; for, if we allow that there are four 
millions willing to sign the confession of the Church of England, we 
rate very high the number of its faithful adherents. Foreign nations 
are excluded: the Anglo-Americans are excluded. Proud of their 
English origin, and speaking the same language, they would gladly 
avail themselves of the advantage of educating at Oxford or Cambridge 
the youth of their leading families; and we ought to avail ourselves of 
the means we possess to unite to us this great nation—for a great 
nation it already is—in bonds of parental and filial-affection. This 
would be our glory; it is our interest; it may be our safety. Let, in¬ 
deed, the aspirants to degrees in divinity subscribe “ with a sigh or a 
smile,” to use Gibbon’s words; but the arts, and sciences, and lan¬ 
guages, and law, and medicine, have nothing to do with theological 
orthodoxy. # 

No man could have a better right than had Paley, to criticise the 
faulty style of the imitators of Johnson, including the great names of 
Gibbon and of some of the Scotch historians. The vices of this style 
are its latinisms, its verbosity, and, above all, its monotony. A friend 
ofmine at Oxford called it the smng^sxoang style.^ ^'Yes,” said I, 

each period has its brother; 
And half a sentence just reflects the other.’ ” 
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But we ere improved, I think, within these last twenty*five years* 
Paley^s style is eminently terse and correct and animated, end purely 
English ; his cadences are sufficiently harmonious, without being 
fittigaingly uniform. 

There was a book«club at Lincoln, the members of which assembled 
once a week, at tea-time, and after tea each one took of books what 
he wished to read during the week following. The secretary said, 

Mr. Subdean, what books do you choose ?'* He, casting a look as^ 
of doubt and dismay on tli^ table covered with pamphlets and new 
publications, said, I will try not to take more than 1 can read ; but 
one's eye is always bigger than one’s belly on these occasions." One^ 
of these evenings, being unable to attend, he wrote me a note, desiring 
me to choose his books for him; giving me to understand that he 
rather inclined that they should be light reading. When we next met, 
1 asked him how he liked his books: “ You have done very well: 1 
was afraid you would have been too serious for me; but you have bit 
my taste exactly." 1 fear I have lost this note, which 1 should now 
consider as a precious autograph. 

After selecting our books, we usually formed a party at whist. 
Palcy held out the pack of cards for me to draw one; but suddenly 
withdrawing his hand, short reckonings make long friendships, pay 
for your cards." I laid down my shilling ; “ Do not forget on what 
consideration, Mr. Subdean." 

After whist, we entered into talk. Some one, speaking of a very 
worthy man, a clergyman in the city, said tliat he was a Jacobite. 
One of the company cried out, What? Mr. D. a jacobin?" “ No,” 
says Paley, “ not bin; whoever thought Mr. D. a jacobin?" 

No," said I, ** Mr. D. is a very honest man: no one here will say that a 
jacobin jacobin, is an honest man; and a man must be either bite 
or bin/* I was called on to show the necessity of the alternative : ** As no 
one will say that we have a right to do now what was done in 1G88, na 
one can consistently say that what was then done was done rightfully^" 
The Precentor said, 1 presume that it is in consequence of the change 
in your religious opinions that you have taken up jacobitical princi¬ 
ples.” No," said I, ‘‘it was at Oxford that 1 learned them." The 
Precentor opposed my argument that the right of deposing kings either 
did exist at all times, or did not exist at any time, by distinguishing 
between the present time and 1688 ; hinting that James 11. was de¬ 
posed because he endeavoured to change the religion of the country. 
“ Admitting the fact," said I, “ other sovereigns had not only endea- 
vou^d, but done the same thing before him." Paley interrupted us, 

« perhaps he thought it high time ; addressing himself to tne, “ So, you 
are a Jacobite ?" “ Yes." “ And Mr. D. is another ?" “ He is so report- 
edi” ** Then there ar^ two of you. Well, I did not think the Preten¬ 
der had been no strong ” “ At this time of day," I replied, “ it is merely 
an historical question ; there is no one for Mr. D. and me to fight .for, 
even if we were so inclined." 

Paley said, “ The writers of novels have a very fair ground of quarrol 
against Mr. Pitt; he made so many new lords, with such pretty-sound* 
)og titles, ending in mont and«n7/e, and such novel-like terminations, that 
the writer of a noveKian hardly have a lord in his work without feat’ 
of incurring the penalties of seandalum magnaiuw/^ 
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Paley did not very easily brook ^at any one should mmntaio ab 
opinion different from his own. On these occasions he usually cut 
short all argument in a rough and,sudden.manner. He asserted that 
old age had more advantages, and was, on the whole, happier than 
youth. I ventured to dider from him, and amongst other obvious 
arguments, put forward the remark that age has lost all hope; and 
that hope, even though it be an illusion, is still a consolation. ** Hold 

*^jWrrr tongue: yon know nothing of the matter. 1 could write a book 
about it.” I replied quietly, ‘‘ I wish you would.’’ This was in pure 
good-nature; he behaved, however, rather pettishly to my friend —_ 
on a similar occasion, and by way of making an amende honorable^ in- 
vit^ him to partake of a barrel of oysters the following evening. 

One day after a dinner, he laid it down as a rule that when an 
author bad once defined a word, he had a right to use that word in the 
sense so defined, be the sense whatever it might. 1 contended that a 
writer could not be allowed to pervert words from their known and 
ordinary acceptation. He got warm: A man has as much right to 
his word.s, once defined, as to the breeches on his backside.” A care¬ 
ful old gentleman of the party said, '* If he has paid for his breeches#” 
1 retreated from all further, now useless, argumentation with a pun; 

that is fundamental,” said I. 
Observing that female infants learned to talk earlier than males, he 

said, Boys begin to tell lies at two years old, and girls at one.” 
At a card-party 1 was standing with him near the lire, leaning on the 

chimney-piece ; I took up an ornamental stone peach and showed it to 
him: he said, “ It is not harder than many that are served at table.” 

A skeleton regiment, such is the phrase, arrived from the West Indies, 
and was quartered at Lincoln. This skeleton had been clothed with 
flesh brought from Ireland ; in other words, had been recruited there, 
and on a peculiar plan. The regiment was intended to be sent to 
jtofea after three years; boys, therefore, of from fifteen to seventeen 
ye^ of age had been enlisted, with the intention of giving them a par- 
ticulibly good military education before their embarkation and during 
the p^age, that they might be qualified for non-commissioned officers 
in the native regiments. Meantime, the cat-o-nine-tails, though ad¬ 
ministered, as was supposed, with due regard to the tender age of 
these young soldiers, was not idle* One boy died a day or two after a 
punishment: the officers, shocked at the event, wished to impute it to 
some other cause; the previous state of the boy's health; some mis¬ 
management. We met at dinner on the day of the poor lad's burial; 
of course the conversation fell on this topic. Paley said, It is a pity 
that tlie oiheers sliould endeavour to excuse the matter; all the wdfld 
must see that if the hoy had not been flogged he would not have died; 
it is an unlucky accident.” One officer of the regiment was present, a 
very young man; he was praised for the unaffected sensibility which 
he manifested on the occasion ; be was not aslramed to shed tears. If 
he is still living, 1 hope I may recall to his memory what then did him 
so much honour. I forget the number of the regiment; Lord South¬ 
ampton was colonel. ^ 

A strange tale was circulated about this* time, of a farmer's mfe, 
who, returning from market, fell from her horse afld was buried in the 
snov^ under which she lay for nine days and was then dug out alive: 

# • 
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in 6ctt ihe lived ibr more than two after, Remarhiog on th^ 
le^Dg incredibility of this story, Fal^ said, Formerly I used to 
believe nothing; now 1 believe every thing; men tell lies about ciiv 
cumstances, but they do not invent." 

He had been in Ireland^ and had passed some time with his fri^d 
., who was a bishop in that country. He observed ; “ There are 
two orders of the Irish peasantry : the lower order live with the pig: 
the higher order apart from the pig-” 

He said, ** A good harbour is not sufficient to make a commercial 
town; Ireland has the finest harbours in the world, and but few com¬ 
mercial towns. Where there is a rich country, ports are made ; but 
the harbours of Ireland, especially in the west, are backed by a cdbn- 
try poor and miserable.” 

Some one was explaining to him that the matter used in vaccination 
was die same as what is called the grease in the heels of horses. The 
osder kisses the dairy-maid,” said he, ** and so the disease is communi¬ 
cated and conveyed, from the heels of the horse to the dugs of the cow.” 

A friend of mine told me, that when he was about to undertake 
any building, or to have any thing to do with masons or carpenters, it 
was his practice to order three estimates, and to take the middle one as 
that to be'^relied on. * Nay,*j said some one present, * surely the 
highest is most likely to be true in fact/ I told him he had better 
take the three estimates and add them all together,” 

Mr. Subdean, we saw you this morning in a situation that must 
have been very distressing to you;—in the midst of the crowd that was 
accompanying the poor man who was going to be hanged. ** Why," 
said he, ** I got into the crowd without intending it; but, being there, I 
waited to see the poor fellow pass by. I looked in his face to see the ex¬ 
pression of it; he was amazed and stupified, and that was all: I observed 
that the nails of his fingers were perfectly white.” Soon after, be said, 

How strange it is that we should be so much under the influences' 
our habits! the poor man who was executed this morning 
miller; had been brought up a miller; after the commission m the 
felony, when he knew that they were in search of him, he hid himself 
in a mill, and in a mill he was apprehended.” 

He told me, “ When I wanted to write any thing particularly well,-— 
to do better than ordin^y,—I used to order a post-chaise and go to 
Longtown; it is the first stage from Carlisle towards the north ; there 
is a comfortable quiet inn there. I asked for a room to myself; there 
then 1 was, safe from the bustle and trouble of a family, and there I 
remained as long as 1 liked, or till I had finished what I was about.” 1 
said, That is a very curious anecdoteand I said it in a tone which, 
from a certain change in his countenance, I believe to have set him on 
musing how this anecdote would appear in the history of his life. 

Paley took his rides on horseback occasionally, but always alone, 
without the attendance even of a servant. ** I am so bad a horseman, 
that if any man on horseback was to come near me when I am riding, 
I should certainly have a fall; company would take off my attention, 
and I have need qf all I can command to manage my horse and keep my 
seat; I have got a horse, the quietest creature that ever lived, one chat 
at Carlisle used tcHbe covered with children from the ears to tbf 
Understanding all this, and seeing him gambadfHiig on the race-emme^ 
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I turned tAj horse's head another way. ** I saw what you meant diis 
morning; it was very considerate of you; 1 am much obliged to 
you." 

Paley was too careful of petty expenses, as is frequently the caae 
with those who have had but narrow incomes in earlydife. He kept a 
sufficiently handsome establishment as Subdean, but be was stingy, 
^■^lentlful fall of snow took place during an evening party at the 
^^entor^s; two of Mr. Subdean*s daughters were there; he showed 
great anxiety on account of the necessity that seemed to have arisen 
of Bedding them home in a sedan-chair: taking the adviee of several 
of the company, whether such necessity really and inevitably existed, 
he said to me, “ It is only next door.”—** The houses touch,” said I, 
“but it is a long round to your door; the length of both houses, 
and then through the garden in front of your house.” He consulted 
the Precentor, who, to put the matter in the right point of view, cried 
out, “ Let the girls have a chair; it is only three-pence a-piece.” 

We all admired Paley’s talents; we were all proud of having him 
for Subdean; we all sought and delighted in his conversation : he was 
liked, yet it cannot be said in an unqualified sense that he was respect* 
cd. The familiarity of his manners, his almost perpetual jests, his 
approximations to coarseness of language, weakened that splendour of 
his liter Ary reputation by which we should otherwise have been daz¬ 
zled. Yet he was, though rough and unpolished, perfectly well be¬ 
haved ; if ever he stepped aside from conformity with the order and 
regulations of good society, it was in the spirit of fun, and understood 
to be so ; he was, in all ordinary cases, gentle and good-natured; his 
tact enabled, and his seemingly-benevolent disposition prompted him 
to say what might be pleasing to those with whom be conversed, and 
to avoid what might be disagreeable. He certainly was not by nature 
of a selfish character; how far the example of the world, and the ne* 
cessities of his own situation might have engendered this sentiment, 
which every man finds unamiable when exerted against himself, it is 
not for man to judge, who cannot know the heart, and can seldom im<- 
partially decide on the conduct of his fellow-man. 'The carelessness 
and indifference which he not only affected in politics, but which he 
really felt at this time, may be accounted for by the failure of the hopes 
of his party; had the party succeeded, he wo^d have adhered to it; 
but he seems, as will soon be perceived, to have always secured for 
himself a retreat in this very indifference. Of the sincerity of his 
attachment to the doctrines of the Church of England, I care not to 
give an opinion. I regard him as a most able champion of the cause 
of Christian revelation. Let all those who, as Paley was suspected td 
have done, subscribe the thirty-nine articles without believing them: 
all those who know nothing, all those who care nothing about th^, 
be deducted from the number of his judges; and bow many will re¬ 
main to condemn him? 

I have now done with his miscellaneous talk, and henceforward 

major rerum mihi nascitur. 
Majus opus moveb. 

1 am now to record some conversations whicMmay exhibit Pidey in 
his qjyn colours as a politician and ecclesiastic. ^ 
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We bad/' said he, “ a club at Cambridge of poKtical refoxjmera; it 
was called the * Hyson Club/ as we met at tea-time; and there a great 
variety of schemes was proposed and discussed. Jehb's plan was ^is: 
that the people should meet in their several districts, and declare, their 
will—there it was—their will; W.I.L.L. ; if the House of Commons 
should think 6t to pay due attention to the will of the people, why, 
well and good ; if not, the people were to appoint other representatively 
or delegates to carry their will into effect. We bad no more ideaTEat 
we were talking treason than that we were committing ** bestiality; it is 
treason now, and very properly." This assertion of innocence offnten- 
tion was well acted, with an air and tone of affected simplicity: the 
word that concludes it, though unfit to be committed to paper, is too 
characteristic to he omitted ; the pause before the words “ very pro¬ 
perly/’ was significant enough. He went on ; ** I was always an advo¬ 
cate for braibjry and corrooption,'* I cannot resist the temptation to 
give these words as they were enunciated. “ They raised an outcry 
against me, and affected to believe that I was not in earnest. Why, 
said I, who is so mad as to wish to be governed by force? Or who is 
such a fool as to expect to be governed by virtue ? There remains 
then nothing else but bribery and corruption." He argued for some 
little time in defence of a government by bribery and corruption; then 
said, The club had a vast deal of talk,” adding, in an under voice, as 
if somewhat ashamed of himself, at least, it is to be hoped that such 
was his feeling, “ I did not care raucli about it; I got what I want¬ 
ed.”—“ So much for Buckingham.” 

The political circumstance of the most important and home-felt 
interest to us all about this time was the income-tax; it gave occasion 
to much pleasantry on the part of Paley, and to several bon mots» 
The inn at which the commissioners assembled was opposite to the 
news-room; Paley looked out of the window on the crowed of farmers 
on the market-day waiting to make their appeals. “ I dare say most 
of them contrive to wriggle themselves down to sixty pounds a year.” 
The phrase, “wriggle themselves down,” seems, to my apprehension, 
not only expressive, but picturesque. Paley's manner, must, however, 
be taken into account, as well as the merit of the choice of the terms; 
a look, half scowl, half smile, and the voice kept back almost in the 
region of the epigloltist while the words came from betw'een the teeth 
in a sound partaking of the semblance both of a growl and whisper. 
Such were the graces which beggar all description, and which must 
plead my excuse if I appear sometimes to esteem Paley's pleasantries 
more highly than they deserve. 

There was good cause for “ wriggling,” for, at and below sixty 
pounds a year, there was a total or partial exemption from the opera¬ 
tion of the act. This agreed in part with Paley’s notions, who said 
that “ Tliere also ought to have been an ascending scale of income- 
tax ; Tom Paine proposed it, and it was just and reasonable; but, as 
Tom. proposed it, it could not be adopted. Tom was the Mack dog, 
and his name was sufficient reason for rejecting the measure : nothing 
could be good th^ came from Tom." 

He said, “ If the income-tax could have been foreseen, we should have 
bad no war; and ndW that it is put on, I wish my head may never 
tilMt is taken off again." The income-tax is taken off; Paley*s ^ad is 
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past aching; but should that tax ever be put on again, many heads 
and hearts too will ache. Mr. Pitt's successors have been, let us hope 
they always will be, men of more feeling than himself; men of eartldy 
mind, not “ heaven-born !*' 

Some one brought word that the commissioners had served a sche* 
dale on - --the butcher, formerly mentioned as Paley’s beau idial, 
or representative of a lord. This man was one of their number. 
Paley cried out, ‘‘ What schedulize-, himself a commissioner ? 
Bi;^at dog, that’s too bad." 

He said that indirect taxation was the best mode of taxing; that it 
would-be found that direct taxation would lessen the produce of the 
indirect; that the argument in its favour, that it made misers pay their 
share, was a very slight one, since the number of those who did not 
spend their incomes was very small in proportion to the whole people; 
that if a mun chose to be a miser, he ought to have leave to be one; 
while, the taxes being laid on articles of consumption or domestic es¬ 
tablishment, every one has the privilege of taxing himself. 

Paley used sometimes to cite opinions delivered in his own works, 
beginning with “ I have said—I have always said." Whether or no he 
has done so in this instance I cannot recollect, and my readers will 
pardo.n roe if 1 do not take the pains of looking through his books to 
ascertain the fact; of course 1 have taken care to avoid such repetition 
whenever I have been aware of this self-quotation, by which Paley 
seemed merely to identify himself with the author of that name, natu¬ 
rally, easily, and without vanity. 

If 1 had been prime minister," said he, “ I would have followed up 
the battle of Aboukir, just upon the neck of it, with a proposal for peace. 
Instead of that we were to electrify all Europe—that was Mr- Dundas's 
own word, electrify. And so the King of Naples, he was electrified ; 
and the King of Sardinia, he w^as electrified." He paused a moment; 
I thought he refrained, out of complaisance to me, from mentiuning the 
Pope among the electrified; for 1 and another were his only hearers; 
he went on, ** And then we w'cre to disturb the opium slumbers of the 
Grand Turk. Where is all this to cud ? wc must have peace at some 
time. They treated about the basis of a peace; one would think 
they had been making triangles. We boast that we have destroyed 
their commerce and manufactures ; wdiy, in ruining their manui'actures 
we have created their armies, and such armies, they fight to the water’s 
edge; nothing stops them but that: and our asses," meaning the 
ministers,—Paley did not manage his terms—our asses could not 
foresee all this. And then they boast that Egypt is hermetically scaled ; 
Bewonnyparty will get out somehow or other." 1 have represented 
as well as may be in letters, his way of ])Tonouncing this once ter¬ 
rible name, which, had it not been exchanged for that of J^ apoleoiif 
might have been terrible still; or at least till the King of Terrors had 
disarmed it of all terror. 

** The war might easily have been avoided : the French at first did 
all they could to avoid it; but Mr. Pitt wanted to be a great war minis^ 

•ter; and so it was settled that he should try to be a great war minis¬ 
ter ; and so the war was begun: however, they soon wished to get out 
of it, and would have treated with Robespierre, oi^ the condition of 
guaranteeing, so far as they could, his situation at the head of the 
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French people.”—•' What,” said I, “ such a horrible wretch as that?” 
** Ay, the business was to stop the spread of republican principles; any 
head would have answered our turn that could hinder the revolution 
from coming over here.” It must be remembered that this conver* 
aation refers to a time anterior to that at which Mr. Pitt, without re¬ 
pealing a single indirect tax, established, what be pleasantly called, 
“ a solid system of finance,” shortly after the introduction of a paper 
currency, which, no doubt, he thought to be a solid circulating me« 
dium: he thus obtained twelve or fourteen millions a year, and 
culty of borrowing in paper what we now are paying in gold. A war 
of a quarter of a century has inflicted on this empire wounds^ which 
half a century not heal. It is no imputation on Paley's sagacity 
that he could not foresee all this. 

During the campaign in which the Archduke Charles so skilfully and 
successfully opposed Jourdan and Moreau, it was often a question with 
us in the news-room which side had the advantage; with so trembling 
a hand did victory for a long time hold the balance. Paley asked 

Which army advances? that one army advances proves the other 
army is retreating.” 

In the following year, an invasion of England by the French was 
so seriously apprehended, that a military man, skilled in such matters, 
was sent down to Lincoln by his Majesty's Government to organize 
the means of defence for that county. It was supposed that the ene¬ 
my might land an army on our flat coast, where, on account of the 
shallowness of the water, a large vessel could not reach them, and so 
penetrate across the county, into the midland manufacturing districts, 
in which it was feared many would join them. A public meeting was 
called, at which the Lord Lieutenant presided. The commissioner of 
Government w'as s German; he conducted himself with great good 
sense and imperturbable phlegm, answering all questions without any 
sign of impatience, unless, indeed, taking snuff were one ; this expedient 
certainly gave him time to recollect himself. It was amusing to bear 
with how much coolness he talked of driving cattle, burning corn-stacks, 
destroying mills and ovens. To reconcile us to these measures repay¬ 
ment of damages was promised on the part of Government, and the 
son-in-law of the Lord Lieutenant, he himself being infirm and deaf, 
made us a speech. The speech was appropriate; but Lord — —■ 
was betrayed by his zeal and by the spirit of the time, into the use of 
two epithets, against one of which 1 took exception, and Paley against 
the other. Lord — called the French “ our atrocious and implaca¬ 
ble enemy.” “ ‘ Implacable,'” said I afterwards to Paley; “ that is too 
humble: we do not want placate, to appease or soothe our enemy."— 

Ay," said he, ** and * atrocious:' they have a right to come, and we 
have a right to knock ’em on the head: there’s nothing atrocious in 
all that: it is fair in war. We have done them as much harm as 
we could, wherever we could: they have a right to serve us the 
same sauce.” 

An important cause was tried at the Assizes at Lincoln, in which 
Mr. Perceval, then a barrister attending the Midland Circuit, was 
counsel for the defendant; a large estate depended on the decision of 
this cause, in wlvch the defendant obtained a verdict. Mr. Perpeval 
happened afterwards to be Prime Minister, and this circumstance may 
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make Faley's opinion of liim worth recording. ** I think/* said he, 
** 1 think hir. Perceval contrived to insist on the only weak part of 
his own client's cause.” Perhaps Mr. Perceval owed his elevation 
to his known ability in this way, considering what was expected 
him. Of Edmund Burke, Paley spoke in the highest terms of ad** 
miration. 

Game, and the game-laws were, of course, frequently a subject of 
conversation. Paley said, I have always thought that the best way 
of settling the matter, was to make game private property; the pro¬ 
perty of him on whose land it is found.” 

Religion is also Politics : very few people care about dogmas ; very 
few beUeve in them; and 1 am inclined to think that Paley believed 
and cared for them as little as any man. His proposal for establishing 
the Catholic religion in Ireland, spoken of in “ Four Years in France,” 
was grounded by him on political expediency; ** For,” said he, “ the 
Presbyterian religion is established in Scotland, not because it is true, 
for the religion of the Church of England and of the Eirk of Scotland, 
being different, cannot both be true; but the Kirk is established in 
Scotland because it is the religion of the people of Scotland ; for the 
same reason the Catholic religion ought to be established in Ireland 
and he proceeded to point out the political advantages that would, 
in the ordinary course of human interests and passions, result from 
the adoption of such a measure ; on the justice of the measure he 
insisted a little, and but a little. With him, things are just, because they 
are expedient ; it consists with his principle, indeed, to say that justice 
is the greatest possible good : but he was not always consistent. Such 
will be the usual march of his philosophy. 

I was talking with him on the subject of Catholic Emancipation; our 
discourse was carried on with a reference to Ireland chiefly ; it always 
happens thus; the number of Irish Catholics is so great, that the 
injury and injustice indicted on about half a million of British Ca¬ 
tholics, is not worth consideration. ** Prptestant ascendancy,” said he, 
“ must be maintained ; this would be impossible, (the Catholics out¬ 
numbering the Protestants in so great a proportion,) if the Catholics 
were admitted to equal civil privileges.” 1 replied, “ This maintenance 
of Protestant ascendancy against a superior population is not the true, 
at least not the only reason for depriving Catholics of their civil 
rights, since the disqualifications in England, where they are not one in 
thirty, reach to more objects than in Ireland.*’—“ That is true, and the 
reason for it is this; whatsoever should be granted to the English Ca¬ 
tholics, the Irish would expect and require something more; besides, 
if the English Catholics were put on the same footing as the Irish, 
England would be over-run with Irish Catholics: to prevent this^ it is 
necessary that the law should be more severe against English than 
against Irish Catholics.” No Orangeman could have spoken better. 
Paley’s spirit animated those who rejected Mr. Canning’s bill for re¬ 
storing to the English Catholic freeholder his elective franchise. And 
this is the way to make of Great Britain and Ireland an united king¬ 
dom ! 

It is but fair to observe, that Psley’s proposal of establishing the 
Catholic faith by law in Ireland, was subsequent to'this last mentioned 
conversation, by an interval of some months. Mad I converted him 
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to a sense of justice ? Had 1 set him on seeking expedient for 
Btifiing that monster^ Protestant ascendancy ? I do not believe it: I 
rather believe that he never cared about the subject on which be con- 
versed, except as a subject of conversation. He never seemed to 
care seriously about any thing. He was a very pleasant fellow, after 
all. 

It is 'the custom at Lincoln for the Residentiary to entertain at 
dinner the Judge of the Assizes, on the Sunday on which he makes 
his public appearance at the Cathedral. Paley received in this manner 
the late Sir William Ashurst, and surprised him not a little by saying, 
in- his table-talk, “ Formerly, my Lord, the Dean of Lincoln h'ad so 
much to do, that he was obliged to liave a subdean to help him; but 
now I cannot find out, for the life of me, that there is any thing for 
either of us to do.*’ 1 have already given an instance—namely, in his beau 
ideal of a lord, that Paley sometimes indulged in what is called commons- 
place ; though he certainly brought it forward in an uncommon man¬ 
ner. That a subdean should say this, and to a judge too, and at liis 
own house, and at an ofBcial dinner, on Assize Sunday, as our people 
call it, all this was strange. The judge looked grave, as a judge 
ought to do ; and Paley well deserved to be repressed by the gravity 
of the judge. Paley must have known that these places of “ repose 
with dignity" are the encouragement and reward of talent and exertion; 
he was himself at the moment a living proof that they do not always 
miss their designation. If they arc sometimes given to men of no 
extraordinary ecclesiastical merit—to the younger sons of great fami¬ 
lies—to persons of large property, on the recommendation of powerful 
patrons, even such distribution, in the present relation of the church 
to the state, is not without its utility. The utility of that relation of 
the church to the state, is an entirely different question. 

It was Paley’s way, however, to treat dignities and dignitaries ec¬ 
clesiastical with great familiarity; and what is the consequence of too 
much familiarity, as an old proverb will tell us. Speaking very contemp¬ 
tuously of some one, he said^ “ What can one do with such a lellnw 
as that ? What is he good for ? One wight make a Dean of him— 
he would do for a Dean** Yet it is my intimate conviction that Paley 
would most willingly have effaced the letters S.U.B. from his own title 
ecclesiastical. 

Some one mentioning the name of a late Primate of all England, 
Paley cried out, ^^Wbat? such a fool as that?" and this in a large 
company; adding too, at the same time, something very scandalous, 
and not fit to be re]:>cated, respecting the cause of that prelate's pro¬ 
motion. 

“Law’*—it was thus, and without further addition, that he desig¬ 
nated the^Bishop of Carlisle—“Law was vapouring about residence; 
declaring, that in riding through a parish he could tell whether a clergy¬ 
man was resident there or not; as, if it were so, that circumstance 
always threw an air of civility over the people who inhabited it. Why, 
said I,’’ Paley continued, “ i know a great many parishes to which I CQuId 
take you, and, let the whole population pass in review before you, you 
shall not be able to tell‘which is the Vanon: /know him by certain 
signs that I have Idkrned by long practice: he has usually a black Bilk 
handkerchief round ^his neck, and he is more greasy than any man in 
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the parish, except the butchtr. And. these are jowt men to tl|ro^ an 
air tf civility over a people!” And he seriously removed the doubts of 
the incredulous among his hearers, by re-asserting that a larffe propor¬ 
tion of the clergy of his former arch^aconry were men of mis equivo¬ 
cal exterior. 

** We had a good joke against Law; you have read his works ? Well; 
tio matter : the fact is, he is very fond of parenthesis in the structure 
of his sentences; he will set a pair of hooks at a ^reat distance one 
Irom the other, and then have another littleparenthesis m the belly of tiat. 
He had a hook printed at Carlisle; they were a long time abqut it: 
he'sent several times to hasten them ; at last he called himself to know 
the reason of the delay. ‘ Why does not my book make its appear¬ 
ance?’ said he to the printer. * My Lord, 1 am extremely sorry; but 
we have been obliged to send to Glasgow for a pound of parenthesis.' 
Law heard of this often.” 

1 approve of his having written a letter to Ching, and given him 
leave to publish it—the letter that appears in the advertisements of the 
worm-medicinc; there was great good sense in not allowing his 
dignity as a bishop to prevent him from doing a good-natured action. 
I am only sorry for a mistake in the letter; he tdks of an obstruction 
between the stomach and the viscera: now the stomach is one of the 
viscera.” The appearance of the “ Natural Theology” shortly after, 
explained how' Paley came to be better acquainted with anatomical 
terms than his former bishop. 

He had some particular cause of dislike of Watson, Bishop of 
Llandaff, some old college quarrel perhaps. 1 told him I had been 
reading a work that Watson had lately published. What is it about?” 
said he, *']s it a proposal for paying off the national debt? Mind— 
every cracked man proposes to pay off the national debt: that is a 
rule; nobody but a cracked man would think of it, and Watson has 
been thinking about it for several years past.” 

The income-tax again. He put on one of his grave, risible looks— 
one is obliged to make use of contradictory epithets, and, after all, 
can give but a very inadequate idea of the oddity of his manner—** 1 
have but one objection to declaring the amount of my income ; but for 
that objection, all the world should be welcome to know it; and that 
objection is,” he paused and made us wait a little; “lam afraid of 
exciting the concupiscence of the younger clergy.” 

He had a very low opinion of the talents and learning of the 
Abb6 Beaumont, who is mentioned in the account of the Author’s con¬ 
version to the Catholic faith, which precedes the“ Four Years in France.” 
Some one spoke to him of M. Beaumont as the cause, of that con¬ 
version. “ He convert! He never converted any thing but a rump 
of beef into steaks.” It may be supposed I was not present; but the 
anecdote has been repeated to me from several quarters. Paley did 
not know, and men who cry down the Catholic priesthood' do not know, 
thut a Catholic priest, by merely complying with the daily obligation of 
reading his breviary, is better informed in matters of religion than 
——: but comparisons, it is said, are odious ; let each one fill up this 
sentence according'to his own observation of the degree of knowledge 
possessed'by those who take upon themselves to talk about sUch mat-* 
teKi, from motives of interest or party spirit. * 

.(era—^OL. XIX, Ko. LXXIII. c 
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Paley was, however^ in the right; Beaumont had neither learning 
nor powers of reasoning sufficient to have aided in my conversion, 
but for a certain predisposition on my part. This predisposition was 
not puerile, nor fanciful, but strictly theological; it consisted in High- 
churchmanism, a religion differing much more from Low-churchman- 
isra than from Popery. The High and Low-churchman profess the 
same creed, subscribe tlie same confesnon; but the Low-churchman 
may believe any thing except Popery; whereas the High-churchman is, 
in principle, a Catholic; nothing is wanting to him but consistency 
and the admission of three or four points of doctrine, in which points 
only the Anglican church, according to its book of ammun pray 
differs from the Catholic. 

Yet so completely has the Protestant faction of Queen Elizabeth 
succeeded in misrepresenting, disguising, and even in keeping out of 
view the tenets of the faith of our forefathers, that Beaumont was of 
great use to me. He proposed to me the argument of the “ perprtuite 
he explained tlie difference between articles to be received as of faith, 
and those that arc to be admitted by a pious belief only (as Gil Bias 
believed himself to be the father of his own children) ; between points 
of discipline, which the.church regards as essential, and those that are 
indifferent. But I was converted by my own deductions from princi¬ 
ples previously adopted; and by a desire to avoid the sin of heresy 
and schism, from which, in the litany of the established church, it 
prays to be delivered ; classing it with hardness^ of heart, and contempt 
of God’s word and commandment. 

Sir Keiielm Digby was educated a Protestant, but became a Catholic, 
altbougli Archbishop Laud, with whom he corresponded on the subject^ 
did all he could to dissuade him. My ancestor gave as a reason for 
returning to the faith of his fathers, that tenets which they did not pro¬ 
fess, and practices which they did not follow, had been falsely imputed to 
the Catholics by his instructors in religion^ He was a brave man who, ia 
the beginning of the long parliament, rose in his place in tlie House 
of Commons, from whkh Catholics were not yet excluded, and profes¬ 
sed his faith in that assembly, which detested Popery even more than 
Prelacy; though this latter was the more immediate object of their 
attack. The reader will, 1 hope, pardon this digression, which I 
conclude by observing that Paley well knew that, in order that beef¬ 
steaks sliould be good, it is requisite that the rump be well prepared; 
and that the converting it into steaks is an operation that demands but 
little skill, provided the cook's knife be a good one. 

M. Beaumont told me that Paley made him a visit and had a 
long conversation with him on the ecclesiastical affairs of France, and 
the state of religion in that country, previously to the Revolution. On 
two subjects Paley expressed the greatest astonishment: he inquired 
concerning the residence of the parochial clergy, and was told that the 
cure, not a substitute, but the jirincipal, was resident in every parish: 
he sounded Beaumont as to the sincerity of the French clergy, and 
expressed much surprise when assured that they really and truly be¬ 
lieved what they taught. We have seen that Paley called his Dioce¬ 
san’s commendation of residence a “ vapouring ahoixt residenceit 
«was too highly coloured, perhaps, but certainly ought not to have been 
i][uali!ied as “ vapouring,” especially by aii Archdeacon: the circurA- 
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stances of die case allowed Paley the opportunity of turning It into 
ridicule; yet clergymen with white cravats and jet-^black coats are not, 
it may be, those who pay <nost attention to the instruction of the Eoor; and Christian instruction, be it remembered in confirmation of 

iishop I^w’s sentiment, is the great civiliser of the human race. On 
Paley's orthodoxy, as an Anglican, I give, I have said, no opinion ; I 
never heard either himself or any one else assert it, though 1 have heard 
mafly deny it. He was asked why he had not .affirmed the divinity of 
Christ in his ** Evidences he answered, and the answer was a perfectly 
fair dhe, that contested doctrines made no part of his plan. This work, 
with the “Horse Paulinac," I earnestly recommend to the younger 
members of the Catholic church. I draw no inference from what is not 
there ; what is there is good. 

He said, “ 1 have often thought that if 1 was to turn swindler”— 
Boswell, if I remember right, makes some whimsical remark on 
Johnson's beginning with ** Sir, 1 have often thought that if 1 were to 
keep a seragliolet us not be hypercritical, nor suppose that seraglios, 
or liarams, were the frequent subject of meditation to one of these 
worthies, or swindling to the other. Paley said, however, have 
often thought that if I was to turn swindler, 1 would try to swindle in 
the character of a dignified ecclesiastic. It would be quite a new 
thing, and nobody would suspect it. Bishops, however, are too well 
known: it wouVl not be safe to pretend to be a Bishop. Even an 
English Dean might appear in proprid persond, and push one out of 
one’s place: but an Irish Dean; ay, that would do very well; even 
the titles of Irish Deans arc, many of them, unknown in England ; for 
example, the Dean of Aghadoe. Well, I would take a house at the 
west end of the town, or in Marybonc, and I would have a fine brass 
plate on my door, on which should be inscribed, in grand uncial letters, 
“ Dean of Aghadoe.” Then Lwonld wear a short cassock—nothing to 
be done without a black apron. So I would begin to run in debt: 
nobody would refuse to trust the Dean of Aghadoe: I would order in 
goods—every sort of thing that could be easily disposed of, and before 
I had exhausted my credit, before any one began to suspect, I would be 
off, and the Dean of Aghadoe would be returned non inventus ” 

He spoke of Dr. Ogden, author of “Sermons on Prayer:” he did 
not think highly of Ogden’s works, but, as he had acquired celebrity as 
an author, an account of him was interesting. “Ogden had the 
strangest tone of voice I ever knew ; a most solemn, drawling, whining 
tone; he seemed to think he was always in the pulpi.t. I met him one 
day in company with a friend, who said, ‘ Ogden and I went into the 
country yesterday to dine with-‘ What had you for dinner?’ 
‘ Nothing but a boiled leg of muttonto which Ogden subjoined, 
with a cadence as if concluding a sentence in delivering a sermon, *No 
capers!' ” 

“ Ogden laid a trap for-(naming the late precentor of Lin¬ 
coln) ; you all know that he played a skilful game at whist, and liked 
for his partner to do so too.” “ Yes, said I, he used to tell the whist 
players here tlmt they called it Splaying at w^hisc,’. and, therefore, 
never could acquire a right notion of the game.” Paley went on; 
" O^den placed himself quietly at the side of the wflist-table, at which 
the lat^^pr^entor was playing; his partner played in such a manner 
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that, according to all the rules of good play, he ought not to have held 
a certain card; 6— directed his own play accordingly: at last comes 
out from the band of G—s partner this very card. G— complained 
aloud to his partner, * I have been playing all the while on the suppo* 
sition that you had not that card.* Ogden put in, with his usual 
preaching tone, * It could not be demonstrated now that he had 
not that card/ G— impatiently cried out, Why yes, it might; be¬ 
cause -/ * What!' said Ogden, what I when he had it ?* ** It must 
be remembered that the scene lies at Cambridge, where the force of 
the word demonstration is most accurately apprehended. 

Of this Precentor, thus brought to my recollection, let me say 
that I always looked up to him with respect as a man of honourable 
mind, of great sensibility and right feeling, of an enlarged and compre¬ 
hensive, though somewhat prejudiced view of things. He treated me 
with benevolence in my youth, and gave me good counsel. He was a 
high church-man, and paid as much attention to order and ceremonial 
in his cathedral as it was possible for him to do. He once said, You 
have got rid of Popery, and what have you got instead V' He an¬ 
swered the question himself at some length. I leave it to the reader to 
do the same. 

On the evening when Paley told the story of the Hyson Club, 
as recorded in the political subdivision of his table-talk, he was in an 
admirable flow of conversation. Now let us hear him reason in 
divinity.” There were present some who could well understand him— 
an advantage which he did not always enjoy, but which always seemed . 
to incline him to garrulity. One of the company was a Catholic: ano¬ 
ther who, for the time, was supposed to have adopted the tenets of 
Arianism : I say, for the time; because he once said to me, I know 
what ire my religious opinions to-day, but I do not know what they 
will be to-morrow: no man can be sure of his creed, unless, Ijke 
you, he pins his faith on an infallible church/’ A pretty good argu¬ 
ment for the necessity of an infallible church. Animated by the pre¬ 
sence of these two heterodox:, the orthodox Dr. Paley launched a sort 
of defiance against them, as follows: ‘‘ Mrs. Jehb was a very sensible 
pleasant woman, and almost as great a theologian as her husband. 
They had no children. I said to Jehb, ‘ I suppose you and your wife 
pass your nights in dissertations on the eternal generation of the 
Logos, or in disputes about the immaculate conception of the Virgin 
Mary.* ’* Having thus thrown down the gauntlet by a sneering allu¬ 
sion to Arian controversies and a question of Catholic doctrine, Paley, 
without waiting for a reply, went off into the drawing-room with an 
air of infinite self-content. In the course of this evening he bad as¬ 
sumed to himself the merit of indicating, or of seeming to indicate, that 
the political and religious tenets of Dr. Jehb, supposed to have been 
heretofore adopted by William Paley, a young man, were, very pro¬ 
perly,'* discarded by the Subdean of Lincoln. 

As many persons, after having laughed at the immaculate concep¬ 
tion of the blessed virgin,” have asked me the meaning of the wor^, 
I beg leave to offer an explanation of them, that the laugh may pro¬ 
ceed avec cotmoissance de cause. They mean that the blessed virgin was, 
by a particular pifovidence, conceived and born without the stain of 
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original sin. Such is the belief of many members of the Catholic 
church; but the church itself has given no decision on the subject. It 
becomes me to limit myself to an explication of the terms, requesting 
the members of the Establishment not to forget that they themselves 
believe in original sin, lest, as it is not unusual with them, they should 
wound Protestantism through the sides of Popery. 

IRISH ROMANCE.—NEW TALES OF THE O'^HARA FAMILY. 
• 

Thrue is no country more fertile in the materials of romance than 
Ireland. Its dark and mournful history; the sad contrast between its 
capacities for good and its actual condition; and the frequent instances 
of noble daring and suffering by which the pictures of its degradation 
have been lightened, suggest, even at a distance, the fitness of tlie 
scene for the bolder effects of the ambitious novelist. Nor will the 
sense of this peculiar aptitude be diminished by a closer study of the 
character and manners of its people. They are not only more im¬ 
pressible than we are on this side the channel, and infinitely more ex¬ 
pressive, but they want all the gradations and softenings of English 
life, which render its tenor even, dignified, and graceful, but which 
give it a smoothness and consistency unfavourable to the work of a 
selecting copyist. In Ireland, on the contrary, common life is almost 
of itself a romance, requiring no foreshortenings, no artificial contrast, 

* no dexterous excision of level passages, no heightenings of passion, 
fortitude, or crime. Pleasure and despair border as closely on each 
other as the chapters in a novel; the darkest and the noblest qualities 
are developed by a single impulse; and a volatility of heart, equal to 
the French volatility of manner, presents the whole compass of the 
passions within a short period to the observer. The same exciting 
cause developes at once the laughable and the pathetic, the grotesque 
and the generous, the gay and the terrible. There is not the unify 
and decorum requisite for tragedy; but there is precisely the variety 
which the exigences of romance demand, thrown by nature into the 
strongest relief; changes of feeling no less striking than the most 
sudden vicissitudes of fortune; hate springing out of the depths of 
love; a stern sense of justice visible amidst the wildest excesses; and 
traits of oddity and whim decidedly marked even amidst scenes of 
agony and horror. 

The national genius seems well fitted to take advantage of these 
ample resources. Incapable of poetry, in the highest sense, it should 
triumph in romance as it has long triumphed in eloquence. All that 
mere quickness of sensibility can prompt, and mere acuteness of per¬ 
ception discern, Irishmen can feel and describe; but they (generally 
speaking) want the power of harmonizing their conceptions ; of 
making truth visible as beauty, and of endowing the mighty forms of 
Nature with life. The separate elements of poetry are theirs, and 
these they present (in brilliant and imposing succession; but the great 
interfusing faculty, divine imagination, which alone can make their 
combinations ** all compact/’ is wanting, or is not suflSciently potent 
to control the other qualities over which it should preside. Their 
very vivacity, the buoyancy of their spirits, and tie warmth of their 
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young blood, render them incapable of that calm wisdom which be^ 
longs to poets sage." From these very causes, that render them 
unfit for an art which has compression for its framework and truth 
for its essence, they are admirably calculated to succeed in extended 
prose narrative. Here " the extravagant and erring spirit," even 
within its proper confines, may find scope for the display of its graces 
and its powers. Here we do not expect to find description touched by 
sentiment; passion steeped in beauty; individual traits suggesting 
universal conditions; or glimpses into the inmost recesses of our na¬ 
ture, afforded in illustrations apparently casual; but wc look for 
striking incidents, ])ictiiresque details, animated characters, and an 
ever-stirring spirit of'life and action;—and all these seem peculiarly 
within the range of Irish talent and sympathy. 

It is, however, only of late that the writers of the sister Kingdom 
have discovered their strength as novelists, or, at least, have become 
practised to use it with advantage. Miss Edgeworth, indeed, would 
have succeeded beyond almost any one else of her time in being 
amusing, if she had not been so perversely bent on being useful. She 
has a fine tact of observation; a brilliant rapidity of sketching what¬ 
ever is singular in cliaracter, or grotesque in situation ; a strong sense 
of humour, and subtle power of sarcasm; and these qualities she has 
employed in the delineation of many exquisite groups of the peasan¬ 
try of her country. To these also she added an extravagance as truly 
Irish as the vagaries of any of those sentimentalists, against whom she 
was accustomed to point her sneers—as the story of Ennui, the Adven¬ 
tures of Lady Delacour, and the whole amatory portion of Belinda, 
abundantly testify ;—but she chose to become the avowed instructress 
of the people, and with all her vividness of fancy, sank into a clever 
teacher, and exemplified the philosophy of utility and scepticism, by 
cold conceits and impossible incidents. liady Morgan, with less dis¬ 
criminating power, was inspired by a higher enthusiasm, and wrote in 
a style eloquent, voluptuous, and gracefully free ; but she resigned this 
department of literature before she had done full justice to her own 
capacities, though not before she had given some most im}>ressive na¬ 
tional pictures. Poor Maturin, with the richest pomp of words; a 
style absolutely embossed by quaint yet solid devices of varied 
beauty ; a power of conceiving the most terrible situations, and infe¬ 
rior only to Mrs. Radcliffe herself in moving the passion of fear, was 
entirely destitute of the skill to individualize, and the warmth to ani¬ 
mate his persons. In his ‘‘ Milesian," he has given some of tlie 
dreariest and wildest representations of his country’s misery which 
can be conceived ; but the characters do not convey the impression; 
the author speaks for them, not through them. No writer has, we 
think, yet arisen who has exhibited the great resources of Irish ro¬ 
mance with nearly the effect which the author before us promises to 
attain, and has in no inconsiderable degree produced already. 

This series of “ The Tales of the 0*Hara Family," at least in its 
principal tale, is of a much higher order than that which preceded it. 
The first peculiarity which strikes the reader is the entire ease witli 
which the author proceeds in his narrative. There is no note of prepa- 
ration ; no painful effort; and though the transitions are often violent 
and the incidents improbable, they seem suggested by the natural bent 
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of the mind, not painfully sought after as effects. Horrors are detailed 
with a simplicity that renders scepticism difficult, and humorous 
scenes, though too rarely interspersed, described with a seldom 
preserved in books, which heightens the enjoyment of the reader. The 
extravagance is the extravagance of feeling, not of taste merely ; tl e 
honest ^ult of the author's genius, not the result of a laborious attempt 
at greatness. His stories are certainly not conducted with the rcu]ui-‘ 
ske attention to probability, not* even to clearness; their developenient 
is sometimes itself a puzzle; and there is too great a tendency to startle 
thet reader with a new light for which he was wholly unprepared— 
which always injures the general impression of a drama or tale, how¬ 
ever it may tell for the moment. But there h no inconsistency in the 
character—in all that which appeals to the heart and abides there—tlio 
defects are those of form, rather than of substance. There is 
mucli excellent painting of manners; but the peculiar strength of the 
author is shown in his dealing with the passions in the fulness oi 
their power. He has no shrinking timidity; descends to no half mea¬ 
sures ; but displays the real struggle of emotions cither agitating xho 
breast of an .individual^ or overmastering circumstances, or fiercely 
grappling for victory. In the boldness with which he shows what the 
passions are in their full growth, he reminds us more forcibly of some 
of our elder dramatists, especially of Webster and Ford, than any 
author of our time; and though he has little of their fancy or 
sweetness, he successfully follows them in the exhibition of the muscles 
and sinews of our intellectual nature strung for mortal WTestle; of the 
fiery ebullitions of ill-placed love, and the dark solemnity of revenge. 

'I he tale to which these remarks are chiefly applicable is called 
The Nowlans, and occupit's two volumes of the present series. Its 
hero is a youth, destined ior the Catholic Church, who is tempted to 
break liis vows by the fascinations of a beautiful girl in a sphere of life 
superior to his own, and who, after years of misery, is restored to his 
family and his profession. He is the younger son of a substantial 
farmer, but is taken, when a boy, to live with an uncle whose heir he 
should be—the half-witted, dissolute, low-minded proprietor of a consi¬ 
derable estate—in whose miserable establishment his piety is first as¬ 
sailed, his studies broken, and his heart prepared by habits of irregular 
thought, to yield to the potent temptations with which it is assailed. 
The uncle, Aby Nowlan, vegetating among the spoilers who arc bring¬ 
ing him to ruin, and all his strange household—the slatternly mistresses, 
the ragged children, the rapacious guests, and their whole course of 
varied profligacy and pleasure—are pourtrayed with extraordinary gra¬ 
phic power; and the feelingsof the innocent lad among these strange com¬ 
panions^ his resistance, his half lapses, and his recurrences to the pure 
and noble, are developed with delicacy and truth, and finely contrast 
with the sordid vice and brutish insensibility of those by whom lie is 
surrounded. When that ruin, which has long been gathering round 
his uncle, is complete, lie returns unsettled and lestless to his home, to 
encounter a more formidable tempter in the lovely niece of a gentle* 
man of large fortune, whose life he has saved. This service naturally 
produces an intimacy; and Letitia Adams and John Nowlan fall in love,, 
after he has been precluded by the solemn protestations of his faith from 

an earthly [Mission. The progress of this fatal affection—the cherishing 
c:: 
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gjra^ual absQq>tioo of all other feellngi i& oao-^e vain though manful 
aUempt to overcome its fascinations^and the wretchedness which follows 
ii^ gratification in a moment of frenzy^ are given in the bold and mas¬ 
terly style to which we have referred, and, in their kind, have been 
exceeded by no modem writer. There is no false sentimentality; no 
meretricious art; and the delineation, vivid as it is, is yet moral, because 
its subject is passion, not mere appetite: and it is utterly free from 
affectations and sickly excuses. In this part of the work, which js 
conceived and executed in a real tragic vein, is, to our minds, the 
highest triumph of the author;—but there are incidents connected 
with the history of Frank, Letitia’s brother, and Peggy Nowlan, 
one of the priest’s sisters, whicli are more terrible in situation, and 
wrought with darker colouring. Mr. Frank is one of those melodrama¬ 
tic heroes who are easily painted—a gentleman by education and in 
manner, who is really a villain of the deepest dye—a cold-blooded sen¬ 
sualist, a highway robber, and a participator in murderous schemes. 
He fixes hi^ eye on the beautiful Peggy Nowlan ; flatters her vanity ; 

, and having been compelled to marry her by her brother, who is led 
falsely to believe she had been dishonoured, meditates her death. Hav¬ 
ing persuaded her to postpone declaring her marriage till the next day, 
he entreats her to meet him at midnight in a wild glen, there to be made 
his by the rites of the Protestant Church ; she steals from the house 
to the spot; and having concealed herself behind a fragment of rock, 
beholds one of the desperate companions of her husband digging a 
grave intended to receive her ; but commands her terrors, and waits 
till he despairs of his prey, fills in the earth, and retires. This is, no 
doubt, extravagant in conception ; but it is made fearfully real by the 
manner in which all the circumstances are described ; and is elevated 
by the mild heroism of the poor girl who is marked out as a victim, 
and who, in presence of mind and singleness of heart, resembles Jennie 
IJcana, though possessing characteristic and nation^ traits which ab¬ 
solve the author from having designed to imitate that beautiful pattern 
of lowly simplicity and goodness. 

The courage of this rustic and modest heroine is ^destined to other 
trials almost equally severe. On a journey to Dublin, which she takes 
tp seek out her afflicted father, who had fallen sick there while in 
search of his penitent son, the coach breaks down, and she is conveyed 
to a lone dilapidated house a few miles from the city—now the abode 
of the hardened mistress of her uncle, and the rendezvous of the rob¬ 
bers with whom her husband Frank is connected. Here she overhears 
preparations for the murder of one of the gang who had been detected 
in a scheme to betray his fellows, and witnesses, through the chink of 
her cabin wall, the deliberate perpetration of the deed on the wretch as 
he lies in his drunken slumber. She listens to the council held be¬ 
tween the woman and her squalid son on the probability of her having 
become acquainted with the dreadful secret, and on the prudence of 
dispatching her; yet she counterfeits sleep; and, during the whole of 
the next day, baffles the cross-examination of her fearful hosts, sub¬ 
dues all symptoms of repugnance and fear, and succeeds in inducing 
them to allow her to quit the house at night on her road to Dublin, 

whole business in this haunt of worse than banditti is really ter- 
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rific; as a mere robber scene it it not inferior to the famous scene in 
Count Fathom, to the adventure of Raymond and Agnes, or to the 
more elaborate horrors of the cottage in the Family of Montorio ; and 
it has an additional interest derived irom the quiet bravery of the poor 
girl who is encircled with its horrpr6« 

The tale is too much crowded with incidents for analysis, and we 
have no room for any specimens which could be extracted uninjured 
^m the context. There are other* scenes of tragic power scarcely 
less appalling than that to which we have alluded—as when Frank re¬ 
ceives his guilty associate in his uncle's house, and hints at his death 
wdiile the uncle is standing in the darkness near—one in which the 
same fearful person, after he has been regarded as dead, imposes him¬ 
self on the young sister of his forsaken wife as her long-lost brother, 
and admits robbers into the house, which she leaves in her agony of 
fear—and the closing scene at the Police-Office, which we will not anti¬ 
cipate. There is also a curious picture of a lodging-house in Dublin; 
“ its mean pinching economy, miserly comfort, unwarranted neatness 
and propriety, and cold, heartless, worthless independence"—all shin¬ 
ing and polished from excessive care into a presumptuous appearance 
of respectability—the shrivelled hen-pecked landlord, with bis shining 
suit of Sunday black, yet glossy after ten years service—the fet tyran¬ 
nical landlady, sitting in a huge arm-chair, casting up her accounts and 
reading pathetic novels—and the daughter and niece, her dwarfish, 
hardened slaves, who “ gave no idea of flesh or blood whose ago 
could not be guessed within twenty years, and with whom “ one would 
no more think of flirting than with the wooden effigies found in the 
niches of old cathedrals/' 

The other tale, “ Peter of the Castle," which occupies the third vo¬ 
lume, is very inferior to this; but contains some striking passages, 
and an animated description of an Irish country wedding. 

There are many minor defects in these volumes which we have not 
space to notice: but there is one pervading fault which we must point 
out, and which we earnestly hope the author will be able to remedy in 
his future productions—a want of lightness and relief. The whole is 
of too gloomy a texture ; there is too little heartsease; too little of the 
sunlight of humanity. In impressiveness the author is scarcely below 
the great novelist of Scotland; but he wants the cheerfulness, the 
sense of enjoyment, and the airiness of touch, which give to the Wa- 
verley Romances their unwearying charm. If he can add these_and in 
genius such as he displays our faith is almost absolute_he may do 
much towards restoring the balance of power in the world of romance, 
by giving Ireland a share in the honours which have been well nigh 
monopolized by Scotland. 
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PASSAGES MARKED IN MONTAIONE’s ESSAYS BY 

LORD BYRON. 

'To ihc Editor of the New Monthly Magazine, 

Dear Sir,—As every thing relating to Lord Byron has become 
doubly interesting since his death, it has struck, me that a set of pas¬ 
sages marked by him in Cotton's Translation of Montaigne may not bo 
unacceptable to your readers. The work was lent him by myself while 
residing under the same roof with him; and he read the whole three 
volumes tiirough with an interest, which he expressed in strong terms, 
and which, indeed, is very obvious. 1 mention these circumstances in 
order that the reader, from the manner in which 1 address you, may 
see that my communication is genuine, and tliat you know it to be so : 
and if it were of no other value, tlie public would be so far gainers in 
their information respecting the noble poet; of wiiom it has been truly 
said, that he seems to have furnished an experiment, how lar it is pos¬ 
sible to relate false and inconsistent things of a known individual. 
But of this, before long, I shall be able to convince the public in detail, 
and under my own name. 

You know Cotton’s excellent translation of Montaigne. He was a 
kindred spirit with his author,—frank, good-humoured, a mixture of 
the jovial and melancholy, with a careless, but strong and natural style, 
suitable to his mental vigour and personal dislike of artifice and ela¬ 
boration. He bad also, from education, a leaning to the aristocratical; 
though in his heart he embraced the whole human race. He had not 
Montaigne’s egotism (to use a term very ill applied to the self-reflec¬ 
tions of such men); but he had candour enough for it, if lie had 
thought fit to give us an account of himself. Lord Byron had a liking 
on all these accounts both for the author and his translator; though 
having fallen with various sorts of ambition upon more independent 
times, his rank did not sit so easily upon him ; and not being quite so 
wise as Montaigne, he suffered las eye for “ universality” to be more 
obscured with spleen. 

Lord Byron liad a peculiar way of marking the pages that pleased 
him. He usually made a double dog’s-ear, of a very light, and, as it 
were, irritable description ; folding the corner twice, and drawing his 
nail with a sort of violence over it, as if to hinder “ the dogV' escape 
from him. I will begin the extract with one that he has marked with 
a triple dog’s-ear. The reader will observe in it a very obvious appli¬ 
cation to himself. I must premise that these dog’s-ears are the only 
marks: so that the reader must notice for himself such passages as he 
thinks the noble poet may have Iiad more particularly in view. As 
there is another dog's*car two pages farther on, and the subject is 
closely pursued, 1 will give the whole conclusion of tlie chapter that 
his lordship has here noticed, putting the particular pages marked by 
him between brachets^ as I shall do with the rest. The present passage 
may serve as a treatise on the egotism of men of letters in general, Wnil 
should be read by all critics before they commit their own by too hasty 
comments upon it. 

Every one, as Pliny says, is a good doctor to himself, provided he be 
capable of discovering himself near at hand. This is not my doctrine., it is 
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niy study ; and is not the lesson of another, but my own, and yet if 1 commu¬ 
nicate it, [it ought not to be ill taken. That which is of use to me, may also 
peradvcnturc be useful to another. As to the rest, 1 spoil nothing, 1 make 
use of nothing but my own ; and if 1 jjlay the fool, it is at my own expense, 
and nobody else is concerned in it: for it is a folly that will die with me, and 
that no one is to inherit. We hear but of two or three of the ancients who 
have beaten this road ; and yet 1 cannot say if it be after this manner, know¬ 
ing no more of them but their names. Not one since has followed the track: 
k is a ticklish subject, and more nice than it seems to follow a pace so extra¬ 
vagant and uricrrtain as that of the soul; to penetrate the dark profundities 
o^tlieir intricate internal windings; to choose and lay hold of so many little 
graces and Dimble motions, is a new and extraordinary undertaking, and that 
withdraws us from the common and most recommended employments of the 
world. It is now many years since that iny llioughts have had no other aim 
and level tha.i myself, and that I have only pried into and studied myself: or 
if 1 siudy any other thing, it is to lay it up for, and to apply it to myself. And 
yet 1 do not think it a fault, if, as others do, hy other much less profit¬ 
able sciences. 1 communicate what 1 have learnt in this affair; though F am 
not very well pleased with what 1 have writ upon tliis subject. There is no 
description so difficult, nor doubtless of so great utility, as that of a inau’s 
self. And withal a man must cur), r^t out, and adjust liimself to ajipcar in 
public.] Now I am perpetually tickling myself; for I am eternally upon my 
own description. Custom has made all speaking of a man's self vicious, and 
docs positively interdict it, in haired to the vaniiy tliat seems inscpji.ihly 
joined with the testimony men give of themselves. J do not know that 
necessarily follows ; hut allowing it to be true, and that it must of necessity 
be presumption to entertain the people with discourses of one's self, 1 ought 
nor, pursuing my generul design, to forbear an action that puhlishe!i this 
infirinity of mine; nor conceal the fault wdiich I not only practise, but pro¬ 
fess. Noiwithstamling, to speak iny thought freely, I do think that the 
custom of condemning wine because some people will be drunk, is itself to 
be condemned. A man cannot abuse any thing but what is good in itself; 
and 1 believe that this rule has only regard to the popular vice; they arc bits 
with which neither the saints whom we hear speak highly of themselves, 
nor the philosophers, nor the divines will be curbed ; neither will 1, who am 
as little the one as the other. Of what docs Socrates treat more largely than 
of himself? To what does he more direct and address the discourses of his 
disci]des than to speak of themselves, not 'of the lesson in the hook, but of 
the essence and motion of their souls ? We confess ourselves religiously to 
God and our confessor; and, as they are our neighbours, to alt the people. l3at 
some will answer and say, tliat \vc there speak nothing but accusation against 
ourselves. Why then we say all, for our very virtue itself is faulty and rr- 
pentable; tny trade and art is to live. He that forbids me to speak according 
to my own sense, experience, and practice, may as well enjoin an architect 
noL to speak of building according to liis own knowdedge, but according to 
that of his neighbour; according to the knowledge of another, and not ac¬ 
cording to his own. If it be vain glory for a man to publish his own virtues, 
wl^ does not Cicero prefer the eloquence of Hortensius, and Hortensius that 
of Cicero ? Peradventure they mean, that 1 should give testimony of myself 
by works and effects, not barely by words: I chiefly paint my thoughts, an 
inform subject, and incapable of operative production. It is alt that 1 can 
do to couch it in this airy body of the voice. The wisest and devoutest men 
have lived in the greatest care to avoid all discovery of works : effects wo^jd 
more speak of Fortune than of me. They manifest their own oflice, and not 
mine ; but uncertainly, and by conjecture. They are but patterns of some 
one particular virtue. 1 expose myself entire : it is a skeleton, where at one 
view the veins, muscles, and tendons are apparent, every of them in 
proper place. I do not write my own acts, out myself and iiiy essences 1 
am of opinion that a man must be very wise to Yalue himseib and equally 
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conscientiouSj to give a true report; be it better or worse, indifferently. If 
I thought myself perfectly good and wise, 1 would speak with open mouth, 
and rattle it out to some purpose. To speak less of a [man's self than what 
one really is, is folly, not modesty; and to take that for current pay, which is 
under a man’s value, is pusillanimity and cowardice, according to Aristotle. 
No virtue assists itself with falsehood: truth is never the master of error; 
to speak more of one’s self than is realjy true, is not always presumption, it is 
moreover very often folly: to be immeasurably pleased with what one is, 
and to fall into an indiscreet self-love, is, in my opinion, the substance of this- 
vice. The most sovereign remedy to cure it, is, to do quite contrary to what 
these people direct, who, in forbidding them to speak of themselves, do cotj^ 
sequently at the same time interdict thinking of themselves too. Pride 
dwells in the thought, the tongue can have hut a very'little share in it. 
They fancy, that to uiink of one’s self is to be delighted with himself; to fre¬ 
quent, and to converse with a man’s self, to be over indulgent. Bui this 
excess springs only in those, who only take of themselves a superficial view, 
and deoicate their main inspection to their affairs; that call meditation, 
raving and idleness, looking upon themselves as a third person only, and a 
stranger. Jfanyonebe ravished with his own knowledge, whilst he looks 
only on those below him ; let him but turn his eye upward toward past ages, 
and his pride will be abated, when he shall there find so many thousand wits 
that trample him under foot, if he enter into a flattering vanity of his per¬ 
sonal valour, let him but recollect the lives of Scltno, Epamlnoudas, so many 
armies and nations that leave] him so far behinci them, and he will be cured 
of his self-opinion. No particular quality can make any man proud, that will 
at the same time put so many other meek and imperfect ones as he has in 
him in the other scale, and the nothingness of human condition to balance 
the weight: because Socrates had alone swallowed to purpose the precept of 
his God, 'lo know himself', and by that study was arrived to the perfection 
of setting himself at nought, he was only reputed worthy the title of a Sage. 
Whosoever shall so know himself, let him boldly speak it out.” 

These observations were suggested to Montaigne by a story he bad 
been telling. It was an account of an accident that happened to him¬ 
self, and as it is curious, and preceded by some remarj^s on a subject 
of universal interest, 1 will proceed to quote tlic passages which l^rd 
Byron has noticed in the same chapter. Such of your readers as are 
not acquainted with Cotton's translation, will be glad to get thus ac¬ 
quainted with it. To some Montaigne himself may be new. If so, it 
will be like bringing upon them unexpectedly an illustrious guest* 
Cotton comes with him to interpret; and Lord Byron sits expressing 
his approbation in silence. 

** Canius Julius, a noble Roman, of singular constancy and virtue, having 
been condemned to die by that beast Caligula, besides many admirable testi¬ 
monies that he gave of his resolution, as he was just going to receive the 
stroke of the executioner, was asked by a philosopher a friend of his; well 
Canius, said he, whereabout is your soul now ? what is she doing ? what are 
you thinking oh 1 was thinking, replied the other, to keep mysdf ready and 
the faculties of my mind settled and fixed, to try if in this short and quick in.^ 
stant of Death, I could perceive the motion of the soul when she parts from 
the body, and whether she has any resentment at [the separation, tnat I may 
after come again if I can, to acquaint my friends with it. This man philoso¬ 
phizes not unto death only, but in death itself. What a strange assurance 
was this, and what braveiy of courage, to desire his death should be a lesson 
lo him, and to have leisure to think of other things in so great an aiiair i 

\ • ■ - ■' '■ Jus hoc aaimi morientis habebtf/ 

This mighty power of mind he dying had. 
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** Aad jet I fancy, there is a certain way of making it familiar to us, and 
in some sort of maaing trial, what it is. We may gain experience, if not 
entire and perfect, yet such at least as shall not be totally useless to us; and 
that may render us more assured. If we cannot overtake it, we may ap¬ 
proach it and view it, and if we do not advance so far as to the fort, we may 
at least discover it, and make ourselves perfect in the avenues. It is not 
without reason that we are taught to consider sleep as a resemblance of death. 
With how great facility do we pass from waking to sleeping, and with how 
little concern do we lose the knowledge of light, and of ourselves 1 Perad- 

*venture the faculty of sleeping would seem useless and contrary to Nature, 
being it deprives us of all action and sense, were it not that by it Nature in- 
atnicts us, that she has equally made us to die, as to live, ana from life pre¬ 
sents us the eternal estate she reserves for us after it, to accustom us to 
it, and to take from us the fear of it. But such as have] by some violent ac¬ 
cident fallen into a swoon, and in it have lost all sense ^ these, melhinka, 
have been very near seeing the true and natural face of death ; for as to the 
moment of the passage, it is not to be feared that it brings with it any pain, 
or displeasure, forasmuch as we can have no feeling without leisure; our 
sufferings require time, which in death is so short and precipitous, that it 
must necessarily be insensible. They are the approaches that we are to fear, 
and those may fall within the limits of experience. Many things seem 
greater by imagination, than they are in effect. 1 have passed a good part of 
my age in a perfect and entire health ; 1 say, not only entire, but moreover 
spritely and wanton. This estate, so full of verdure, jollity and vigour, made 
tne consideration of sickness so formidable to me, that when I came to ex¬ 
periment it, 1 found the attacks faint, and easy in comparison of what I 
nad apprehended. Of this 1 have daily experience ; if I am under the shelter 
of a warm room, in a stormy and tempestuous night, 1 wonder how people 
can live abroad, and am afflicted for those who arc nut in the field: if 1 am 
there myself, I do not wish to be any where else. This one thing of being 
always shut up in a chamber, 1 fancied insupportable; But 1 was presently 
inured to be so imprisoned a week, nay a month together. And have found 
that in the time ot my health, I did much more lament the sick, than I 
think myself to be lamented when I am so, and that the force of my imagi¬ 
nation enhances near one half of the [essence and reality of the thing. 1 hope 
that when I come to die I shall find the same, and that I shall not find it 
worth the pains I take, so much preparation and so much assistance as I 
call in, to undergo the stroke. But we cannot give ourselves too much ad¬ 
vantage at ail adventures. 

In the time of our third, or second troubles (I do not well remember 
which) going one day abroad to take the air, about a league from my own 
house, which is seated in the very centre of all the bustle and mischief of the 
late civil wars of France, thinking myself in all security, and so near to niy 
retreat, that I stood in need of no better equipage, 1 Had taken a horse that 
went very easy upon his pace, but was not very strong. Being upon my re¬ 
turn home, a sudden occasion falling out to make use of this horse in a kind 
of service that he was not acquainted with; one of my train, a lusty proper 
fellow, mounted upon a strong German horse, that had a veiy ill mouth, but 
was otherwise vigorous and unfoiled, to play the bravo, and appear a better 
man than his fellows, comes thundering mil speed in the very track where 
I was, rushing like a Colossus upon the little man, and the little horse, 
with such a career of strength and weight, that he turned us both over 
and over topsie-turvy, with our heels in the air! So that there lay the horse 
overthrown and stunned with the fall, and I ten or twelve paces from him 
stretched out at length, with my face all battered and broken, my sword 
which 1 had in my hand, above ten paces beyond] that, and my belt broke 
all to pieces, without motion or sense any more than a stock. It was the 
only swoon I was ever in till this hour in my life. Those who were w]th 
me, after having used all the means they couj^ to bring me to myself. 
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concludi^ me dead, took me up in their arms, and carried me with very 
much difnculty home to my house; which was about half a French league 
from thence. Having been by the way, and two long hours after, given 
over for a dead man, 1 began to move and to fetch my nreath ; for so great 
abundance of blood was fallen into my stomach, that Nature had need to 
rouse her forces to discharge it. They then raised me upon my feet, whefe 
1 threw off a great quantity of pure florid blood, as 1 had also done several 
times by the way, which gave me so much ease, that I began to recover a 
little life, but so leisurely and by so small advances, that my first sentlmentsc 
were much nearer the approaches of death than life. 

* Fercbe dubbiosa anchor del suo ritorna , 
Non s’assecura attunitala mente.' 

Because the sou) her mansion half had quit. 
And was not sure she was return'd to it. 

** The remembrance of this accident, which is very well imprinted in iny 
memory, so naturally representing to me the image and idea of death, has 
in some sort reconciled me to that untoward accident. When [ first began 
to open my eyes after my trance, it was with so perplexed, so weak and dead 
a sight, that I could yet distinguish nothing, and could only discern the 
light. 

—— * Cotne quel ch'or apre, or chiude 
Gli occhi, mezao tra'l sonno i Tesser dcsto.’ 

As people in the morning when they rise, 
*Twixt sleep and wake, open and shut their eyes. 

As to the functions of the soul, they advanced with the same pace and 
measure with those of the body. 1 saw myself all bloody, my doublet being 
stained and spotted ail over with the blood I had vomited; and the firs't 
thought that came into my mind was, that I had a harquebuze shot in my 
head: and indeed at the same time, there were a great many fired round 
alioulus. Methought, my life but just hung upon my lips, and 1 shut my 
eyes, to help, methought, to thrust it out; and look a pleasure in languish¬ 
ing and letting myself go. It was an imagination that only superficially 
floated upon my soul, as tender and weak as all the rest, but really, not only 
exempt from pain, but mixed with that sweetness and pleasure that people 
arc sensible of, when they indulge themselves to drop into a slumber. I be¬ 
lieve it is the very same condition those people are in, whom we see to 
swoon with weakness, in the agony of death, and am of opinion that wc 
lament iheni without cause, supposing them agitated with grievous dolours, 
or that tlieir souls suffer under painful thoughts. It has ever been my be¬ 
lief, contrary to the opinion of many, and particularly of Stephen Boetius, 
that those whom wc see so subdued and stupified at the approaches of their 
end, or deprest with the length of the disease, or by accident of an apoplexy, 
or falling sickness. 

——‘ fVi morbi mpe coactn** 
Ante oculos uliquis nostros ut fulminis ictu 
Concidit, et spunias agit, ingemit, et tremit artus, 
Desipit, extentat nervos, torquetur, anhelat, 
Inconstanter et injactando membra fatigat.)’ 

(By the disease compeird,. so we s<*c some, 
As they were thunderstruck, fall, groan and foam. 
Tremble, stretch, writhe, breathe short, until ut length 
In various stragglings they tire out their strength.) 

Or hurt in the head, whom we hear to mutter, and by fits to utter 
grievous groans, though we gather from thence some sign by which it seems 
as if they had some remains of sense and knowledge : I have always believed 
1 say, both the body and iiit soul benumbed, ana asleep. * 
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* Vlvit et est vitee neBciun ipse suae.* 
He lireSy bat does not know. 
That he does so. 

And could not believe that in so great a stupefaction of the members, 
and so great a defection of the senses, the soul could maintain any force 
within, to take cognizance of herself, or look into her own condition, and 
that therefore they had no tormenting reflections, to make them consider 
and be sensible of the misery of their condition, and consequently were not 
much to be lamented. I can for my part think of no estate so insupiKirtable 
and dreadful, as to have the soul spritely and afflicted without means to de¬ 
clare itself: as one should say of such who are sent to execution, with their 
tongties hrstcuc out; were it not that in this kind of dying, the most silent 
seems to me the moat graceful, if accompanied with a grave and constant 
countenance; or of those miserable prisoners, who fall into the hands of 
the base bloody soldiers of this age, by whom they are tormented with all 
sorts of inhuman usage, to compel them to some excessive and impossible 
ransom, kept in the mean time in such condition and place, where they have 
no means of expressing, or signifying their mind and misery, to such as 
they may expect should relieve them. I'he poets have feigned some gods, 
who favour the deliverance of such as sufl’er under a latiguishing death. 

- ■ ‘ Hunc ego Diti 
Sacrum jussa fero, teqiie isto copore aolvo.* 

1 by command offer to Pluto this, 
And from that body do the soul dismiss. 

Both the interrupted words, and the short and irregular answers one gels 
from them sometimes, by bawling and keeping a clutter about them; or the 
motions which seem to yield some consent to what we would have them do, 
are no testimony, nevertheless, that they live an entire life at least. So it 
happens that in the yawning of sleep, before it has fully possessed us to per¬ 
ceive, as in a dream, what is done about us, and to follow the last things 
are said with a perplexed and uncertain hearing, which seem but to touch 
upon the borders of the soul; and make answers to the last word,s liave been 
spoken to us, which have more in them of fortune than sense. Now seeing 
1 have effectually tried it, I make no doubt but 1 have hitherto made a 
right judgment. For first, being in a swoon, 1 laboured with both hands to 
rip open the buttons of my doublet, (for 1 w'as without arms,) and yet 1 
felt nothing in my imagination that hurt me; for we have many motions 
in us, that do not proceed from out direction, 

* Semianimesqne micant digiti, ferrumquc retractant.’ 

And half-dead fingers grope about and feel. 
To grasp again the late abandon'd steel.* 

So falling people extend their arms before them by a natural impulse, which 
prompts them to oflices and motions, without any commission from iis. 

* Falcifcros nieiiiorant currus abscindere membra, 
Uttremerc in terra videatur ab artubus, Id quod 
Decidit abscissum, cum mens tamcn atque hominiB vis 
Mobilitutc mali nou quid sentire dolorein.* 

How limbs scythe-bearing chariots lopt, they tell, 
* Would move and tremble on the ground they fell. 

When ha himself, from whom the limb was ta’en. 
Could by the swifCness feel no kind of pain. 

My stomach was so oppressed with the coagulated blood, that my hands 
moved to that part of their own voluntary motion, as they frequently do to 
the part that itches, without being directed by our will. There are several 
animals, and even men, in whom one may perceive the muscles to stirund 
tremble after they are dead. Every one experimentally knows that there arc 
some members, which grow stifT and flag without Ifls leave. Now these 
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passions which only touch the outward baric of us* as a man may say, 
cannot be said to be ours: to make them so, there must be a concurrence 
of the whole man, and the pains, which are felt by the hand or the foot while 
we are sleeping, are none of ours. As 1 drew near my own house, where 
the alarm of my tall was already got before me, and that my family were 
come out to meet me, with the hupbub usual in such cases, 1 did not only 
make some little answer to some questions were asked me, but they more¬ 
over tell me, that I had so much sense, as to order that a horse I saw trip 
aud falter in the way, which is mountainous and uneasy, should be ipyen 
to my wife. This consideration should seem to proceed from a soul mat 
retained its functions, but it was nothing so with me. I knew not what 1 
said or did, and they were nothing but idle thoughts in the clouds, that Were 
stirred up by the senses of the eyes and ears, and proceeded pot from me. L 
knew not for all that, or whence I came, or whither 1 went, neither was I 
enable to weigh and consider what was said to me; these were light 
effects that the [senses produced of themselves, as of custom ; what the soul 
contributed was in a dream, as being lightly touched, lieked and bedewed by 
the soft impression of the senses. Notwithstanding, my condition was in 
truth very easy and quiet, 1 had no afflictions upon me, either for others or 
myself. It was an extreme drooping and weakness without any manner of 
pain, 1 saw my own house, but knew it not. When they had put me to 
bed, I found an inexpressible sweetness in that repose; for I nad been 
damnably tugged and lugged by those poor people, who had taken the pains 
to carry me upon their arms a very great and a very ill way, aud had in so 
doing all quite tired themselves twice or thrice one after another. They 
offered me several remedies, but I would take none, certainly believing that 
I was mortally wounded in the head. And in earnest, it had been a very 
happy death, for the weakness of uiy understanding deprived me of the 
faculty of discerning, and that of my body from the sense of feeling. I 
suffered myself to glide away so sweetly, and after so soft and easy a manner, 
that 1 scarce find any other action Jess troublesome than that was. But 
when 1 came again to myself, and to reassume my faculties, 

* Ut tandem sensus convaluere mci,’ 

As my lost senses did again return. 

which was two or three hours after, 1 felt myself on a sudden involved in 
tenible pain, having my limbs shattered and ground to pieces with my fall, 
and was so exceeding ill two or three] nights after, that I thought once more 
to die again, but a more painful death, naving concluded myself as good as 
dead before, and to this hour am sensible of the bruises of that terrible shock. 
I will not here omit, that the last thing 1 could make them beat into my head, 
was the memory of this accident, and made it be over and over again repeated 
to me whither 1 was going, from whence 1 came, and at what time of the 
day this mischance befel me, before 1 could comprehend it. As to the 
manner of my fall, that was concealed from me in favour to him, who had 
been the occasion, and other flim-flams were invented to palliate the truth. 
But a Jong time after, and the very next day that my memory began to 
return and to represent to me the estate wherein I was, at the instant that 1 
perceived this horse coming full drive upon me (for I had seen him come 
thundering at my heels,, and gave myself for gone: but this thought bad 
been so sudden, that fear had no leisure to introduce itselO it seemed to me 
like a flash of lightning that had pierced through my soul, and that 1 came 
from the other world. 

** This long story, of so light an accident, would appear vain enough, were 
it not for the knowledge I have gained by it for my own use; for 1 do really 
find, that to be acquainted with death, is no more but nearly to approach it.^' 

H. 
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** Opiaiony ioveireign mistres* of effepU.**»SHASBPBARB. 

Out upon it I away with it! down with it ! to all’the devils widi 
18)!61 One^ two, three, four. • • .eleven, twelve,—there, there it goes; 
—and now methinks my soiil hath elbow room.*’ Thank^Heaven/ 
this wearisome year is over; 18^6 is passed! Well might Shak- 
speare call opinion, in the woi^s of my motto, ** sovereign mistress of 
c^eSsJ* In the present instance, at least, she has shown that she can 
walk off with a decent quantity of them. What between the blowing 
and tffe bursting of her joint-stock bubbles, she has very considerably 
lightened the pockets of his Majesty's lieges. Every change in her 
versatile physiognomy has cost the nation a pretty penny ; and it will 
be well if her cursed grimacing does not in the end bring us all to a 
return of nulla bona. Talk of the press governing opinion, after this, if 
you can. . For once, opinion has clearly been too much for the press.—- 
Of all the folks, whose interests were affected on this occasion, we poor 
authors were the worst off. An ex M. D. may turn quack doctor, an 
ex-Chancellor of the Exchequer may pick pockets, an ex-lawyer may be 
good at hocus-pocus and figure as a new Abersbaw, and an unfrocked 
divine may turn Methodist parson; but an author is unfit for every 
thing but writing. Would the Bank advance three fardiings upon the 
best article that ever came from the most experienced hand ?’* Oh, 
no! our paper currency is in no such vogue. We may kites.of 
our manuscripts, but we shall neverthem. The best style will never 
be deemed, on Change, an equivalent for the stern simplicity of^‘1 pro¬ 
mise to payand I question if Cobbett himself would accept of 
all the notes of a Dutch commentator, in lieu of one Abraham New- 
land. 

No more of this. 1826 has got the go-by; we have outlived its 
pains and perils, ay, and its pleasures too, for pleasures are sometimes 
fatal; and are ready, such of us as do not intend to cut our throats, 
to be the spectators or the actors in another “ strange, eventful 
history.” Once more, therefore, let us renew our annual overhauling 
of accounts with opinion, lay down the chart by which we are to 
navigate its varying quicksands for the coming year, and arrive at a 
good understanding with our readers, in order to avoid an angry and 
acrimonious collision with their prejudices and predilections. This 
practice of yearly self-examinations, laudable in itself, is doubly ne¬ 
cessary after the shock we have sustained. 

Opinion, which has been so hard upon us, has not herself escaped un¬ 
hurt from the conflict. Many long-established notions have gone down 
in the gale ; and of those which survive, the ran nantes in gurgite vasto 
(I hate hacknied quotations) there are but few which are not so maimed 
and mutilated in the struggle, as to be recognized with difficulty for 
their former selves. The opinions of 1826 are indeed as bbeolete as a 
stale almanack; and the orthodoxy of last year is become little better 
than heresy and schism. There is one incidental result of this revolu¬ 
tion, favourable to ** original correspondents,*'-—and it is well that there 
is any thing in it favourable to any body,—namely, that the shodk of 
o^nions has awakened some slight suspicion in the public of the un- 
eei'tein value of its own notions; and our reaiders are/ess in a hurry to 
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fttn a-muek against the promulgators of ideafl» which formerljr^ being 
new, would at once have been censured as heterodox. Liberality 
has, in feet, gained **smce our last*' Folks are not now quite so apt to 
cry mad dog after the writer who hints a fault and hesitates disUke of 
extravagance in our financeSi or questions the blessings of a oaticmal 
debt. A joke may be cracked against the divine right to tithes, with-* 
out incurring the reputation of a knave, or of endangering all private 
property: nay, so closely hre men's thoughts modelled by the stafe of 
their pockets, that it may be doubted whether even John Bull or the 
New Times, which like Cerberus latratu regna trifauci perapnat,*' 
would now venture a sneer at the exiguity of an American president’s 
salary. Such is the growing disposition to question institutions and to 
grant a liberal indulgence to latitudinarian sentiment! Woe to the man, 
who, a little more than a twelvemonth back, should have dared to 
assert that the country was not in a most prosperous and promising 
condition; that the debt was not the cause of this prosperity; or 
that we should not bug ourselves in the certainty that the sink* 
ing fund will speedily annihilate that debt. What! you will ask, 
would you annihilate the cause of your prosperity? would you 
ruin the nation by rendering it solvent? This, I must confess, is 
not very logical; but who said that opinion was bound to be lo¬ 
gical? and John Bull, above all the world, is a heaven-bora free¬ 
man, and not bound to any thing. To question the logic of loyalty, or 
the loyalty of logic, would, fourteen months ago, have been a dangerous 
matter; and men were called sad names even for speaking ill of 
country bankers, those tortoises upon which reposes the elephant of Jmblie credit, which bears on its back the throne and the altar, the two 
bundations of the world itself. But now in this 1827, so cheap have 

silks and broad-cloths become, that I should not wonder if a man 
might censure with impunity the pence-collecting propensities of the 
dean and chapter of Westminster, call Southey’s return to parliament 
by Milord a proof of purity of election, sneer at the quarrels of bibli- 
c^B, question the taste of a newly-cliristencd architect, or deny the 
judgment of him of the Custom-house. A man might assert the 
possibility of an honourable member being a dishonest roan, without 
losing his ears, or jeer the money-making intrigues of a parliamentary 
chairman, without being called to order. Strange to say, we have 
lived to see the abuse of the king’s ministers, and their measures, taken 
as a proof of loyalty; a stern rejection of his advice, and an hostility to 
his wishes, eulogized as tests of aflectxon to his person and govern¬ 
ment, and high Tory periodicals attack the principles and men they 
have been for years eulogizing for the sake of Iqcre, speculating like 
Judas upon the sale of their masters. This abandonment of the reins 
of fancy, this relaxation of the ties of authorship comes very apropos. 
For it is not easy to be eternally dancing hornpipes in fetters, nor to 
walk a cord with the same grace and fashionable ease as we figure 
along die pavement of St. James’s-street. Besides there are so many 
periodicals, gazettes, magazines, and reviews, all crying ** give, give,” 
that really it is all but impossible to keep within the narrow bootids^of 
orthodoxy, and find food for the public. As well might we exMct a 
good tragedy confined to die unities and common-places of the Imnch 
stage, as look for originality within the limits of the canons of cburch 
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and state criticism. It is in ri^ij diat the writers for the periodicals 
steal—coaveyi the wise it ea^ other, without mercy and 
without shame; and rummage bid books, and vamp up old articles with 
new titles; there is no supplying the perpetual cravings of editors, there 
ic no decently filling ** our pages’* when compelled to “ pri|^ dl Jitth 
under the inspection of two or three censors,” as French have it, wim 
public opinion running against you like a mill^stfeam. Rejoice, diere- 
Me, wiUi me, at our escape from the trammels of a war establishment of 
opinions; rejoice, that our minds, like our persons, are free to expatiate 
over the wide World of Nature, provided they be provided with the neccs* 
Sary passports. When a Swiss officer was reproached by a Frenchman 
that he fought for money, and not, like the objector, for honour, he re- ?lied, Every man fights for that, of which he is the most in want.” 
'his explains the different states of opinion in France and England. 

The disputes of the people on the other side the channel with their 
Jesuits, and the pointing of the canons of the church against the people, 
are the sole topics of public interest, simply because Frenchmen are 
lamentably deficient in a due respect for state religions; we on the con* 
trary, in England, arc wholly engaged in the struggle for a morsel of 
bread, because there arc so many of us without a seat at Malthus’s 
great table. Hence a leading peculiarity in our opinions, and esti¬ 
mates of character. Formerly, to take money from a man against his 
will, and without giving him a quid pro quo, was very generally called 
an act of dishonesty. But it must be noted as an opinion of 18£T, 
not to be contradicted or gainsairl on any pretext, that this depends 
altogether upon circumstances. Notwithstanding our no-popery zeal, 
we borrow a little in this matter from the Jesuits; and come down 
upon the case with a didiugvo” Robbery at the point of the pistol is 
very different robbery at the jpoint of an Act of Parliament; and 
fraudulent miOTepresentation by individuals is, technically, getting 
money on false pretences, but not so in corporate bodies, such as 
joint-stock companies, and the like. If Waithman goes into his cases 
of parliamentary jobbing, we shall probably hear the landed interest 
loud in reprobation of the intrigues of money-brokers ; and when the 
Corn Laws are discussed, the monied men will amply retaliate by dis¬ 
playing the roguery of legislating to raise rents. Before the end \of 
18iS7, it may be suspected that opinion will discover both parties to 
have spoken the truth. They had better patcli up their Peachem and 
Lockit quarrels; and come to an open and avowed understanding, that, 
in money matters, frieze and broad-cloth make the whole difference 
between right and wrong; and that no man wearing a gilt button can 
be justly found guilty of thieving. In the mean time it ipay be taken 
for granted, that an opinion prevails among those who look on in these 
quarrels, that bread is too dear, and wages too low ; and there aro not 
a few who begin to surmise, that there is something rotten in the state 
of Denmark,’' which must be amended,—ay, and right suddenly too, 

or the state vessel will capsize and go down, “ like the Eddystonc.” 
Another point upon which opinion has fairly veered round since 

1826, is the case of the forty-shilling freeholders of Ireland. Last year, 
these worthies were to be sent to the right-about, because the^ have 
no conscience: now it is to the left wheel” with (liem, for having too 
much. ^At the same time, it is more or less currently believed, that their 
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landlords are about the most impudent fellows that ever sought to 
carry a point by an oath and a bluster. Like Tom Thumb, who 

Made the giants (irstj and then he kilPd them,” 

they are fitting with the work of their own hands. To be sure, when 
the act of Union acknowledged the principle of parliamentary corrup¬ 
tion, by paying the proprietors of boroughs for the cession of dieir 

(Gracious God, what a proposition!!) the proprietors*of 
counties may, in some measure, be excused for imagining that they 
have a right to the consciences of their tenants, and that the votes of 
those miserable wretches form a part of their rackrent. Connected with 
Uiis subject, please to take notice, that till further orders, the inter¬ 
ference of (Catholic) priests in elections is a scandalous breach of privi¬ 
lege ; but that Protestant priests only fulfil the duties of their cloth, 
in preaching intolerant political sermons, and forcing the votes of all 
within their reach and influence. 

Among the current opinions for 18£7 it must be noted, that the race 
between Hunt and Leatherbreech has been decided a fair match. 
Lord Beresford is voted to be rather displeased, that his horse did not 
come in first at Waterford. Bets are offered that the jockey of Sud¬ 
bury, brought to the scales, will be found “ not weight.” The best 
judges who attended at Louth, think that L. Foster’s b. c. was a little 
lame on its no-popery leg; and that if he does not come round before 
he runs again, he will surely be distanced. There is but one opinion 
on the old colt Sumner; every body on the Surrey course was glad 
he broke down. About the opening of Parliament, serious doubts 
were entertained concerning the existence of Ireland, from the circum¬ 
stance of the minister’s making no mention of it in the royal speech. 
This doubt is the more reasonable, inasmuch as the largest part of the 
Irish population was long ago declared by a great laWiofBcer to have 
no legal being. There are, however, who thix^, that, before the session 
is over, ministers will be perfectly convinced that there is such a place, 
and that it is no “ bed of roses” for them. 

A lively notion at present subsists among playhouse-managers that 
theatres are a losing concern ; and it is expected, that before the ex¬ 
piration of three years, sermons will be introduce'd between the acts, 
instead of music, as being infinitely more likely to draw bouses. It is 
credited that Kean suffered no great sea change” on becoming a Norcb- 
American Indian. His motive on this occasion is now believed to be 
the putting himself on a level with those savages, who imagine that 
two shillings paid at the door of a theatre give a brevet of immaculate 
purity to the holder of a gallery-check, and entitle him to cast the first 
orange-peel at a backsliding actor. For the next three giontbs, Shiel’s 
invective against the D. of York is to be taken as a conclusive argu¬ 
ment against Catholic Emancipation. The Kmg's name on a five- 
shilling-piece is precisely like the owner's mark on a sheep; ** pecunia!' 
as every body knows, coming from The Leicester reverend 
is therefore *‘only mad north north-west: when the wind is southerly, 
he knows a,hawk from a handsaw." Liston is thought to have made 
a good hit in Paul Pry; and so too has the Hector of St. Olave's. Not 

. so, Mr. Sedgewick^, He had much better not have “ dropped in" Ujpon 
the Scotch excisemen, nor intruded” upon the dignified (B)peculat)on8 
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of tlie Melville Action. Why did he not stay at home and read bis 
Hesiod* before he thodgfat of increasing the King’s revenue at the ex^ Ee of the King’s Scotch officers?—at the expense of his English' or 

» no matter. What childish simplicity, not to know that honesty 
is hot always the best policy! Apropos to this adage, Sydney Smith’s 
letter to the Electors of Yorkshire is deemed a master-piece of logic, 
wit| and irony; but it is not an opinion for 1S£7 that he will be the 
next bishop. What need, indeed, have bishops of logic, wit, or irony 7 
The London University is looking up (to use a mercantile phrase). 
Its* prospects repose on a solid foundation ; and its friends may conh* 
dently build upon a growing popularity. Still, however, knowledge 
is for the present suspected of being suspicious; and it is certain, that, 
as birds sing best when they are blinded, men are led to the best 
tune, when kept in the dark. The Lord Mayor of London is thought 
not to have been born with a gold spoon in his mouth, unless, indeed, 
he has sent it up the spout.” His Lordship must know, that when 
the newspapers are inclined to be abusive, they will make a handle of 
any thing. Let him imitate his own waiter, and pocket the peppering 
he has got without further notice. It is at present fashionable to 
believe, that Sir W. Scott read through the entire of the King’s Library 
at Paris in one calendar week- A coroner's inquest is not an open 
court, and publicity is the bane of justice and official purity in all 
cases. “ Cherry ripe” is no longer in season. Madame Vestris is in 
full blow. La Porte is doctus utriusque linguae“ good worts—good 
cabbage”—*he had better act French in England, and English in France, 
if he means to thrive. The war against Sunday applestalls wages more 
fiercely than ever; the parable of the lamb falling into the well on a 
sabbath-day being voted apocryphal. As the poor do not work on a 
Sunday, they have no right to eat. Spanish bondholders, it is thought, 
will be paid at the Greek calends; and the Greek bondholders get a 
mortgage on des chateaux en Espagney Tl^ Turks, having accepted 
the ultimatum, have become an integral part bf the Christian commu¬ 
nity ; and are henceforth to be deemed eligible to a seat in Orange 
lodges, parliamentary commissions, borough corporations, and all other 
liberal institutions. The Royal Society of Literature is either spending 
the summer with the lost Pleiad, or undergoing a whitewashing retire¬ 
ment for the benefit of the insolvent act; or it is tunnelling under the 
Thames; or‘*perad venture it sleepeth.” Assuredly it is not setting the 
Thames on fire; at least, such is the prevailing opinion. The day of 
judgement is nearer than ever—in the Court of Chancery; so too is 
Catholic Emancipation, the operation of the sinking fund on the pay¬ 
ment of the national debt, and a reform in Parliament. The Speaker's 
modest doubts of the King's approving his election are not thought 
more of than the assembly of the Convocation; and neither are matters 
for more grave logic than the new election and virtual representation, 
or '*Love, law, and physic,” as exhibited in 1826. Baking chrono¬ 
meters in an oven is the best means of making them to pieces, 
though some think it a greenish trick.f It is no longer orthodox to 
sympathise with Italian refugees; and no Greeks are thought or talked 

* ouK franv trav kfuwu ^ 

t ** Greenwich trick.” Rrport says at much.—Pfoitrr*« Drvfl. 
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of| except sudi as are men of consequence. In all other matters, opinions 
are pretty much as they were last year. Talent and honesty ate as 
much in request in our public offices, as at my last writing. Prelates 
are equally tolerant, and the judges not less prompt to uphold the right 
of the press. Charles the Tenth is quite as much a Jesuit, Nicholas 
as moderate, Ferdinand as liberal and enlightened. Waiting, tlierefore, 
the end of the Session, and the next revolution in public sentiment, 
by these opinions I shall firmly and faithfully hold, as long as tbSy 
continue profitable; and what more could be expected from the 
soundest lawyer, the most fashionable divine, or the most independent 
journalist ? What more can the most fastidious reader of the New 
Monthly expect, from his “ pore beadsman and oratour/' M. 

LONDON LYRICS. 

The Year Txvefitj^-aix, 

’Tis gone with its toys and its troubles. 
Its essays on cotton and corn. 

Its laughing stock company bubbles. 
Its Cherry Ripe—(music by Horn.) 

^Tis gone, with its Catholic question. 
Its Shiels, its C’ConneU, and Brics ; 

Time, finding it light of dij^cstion. 
Has swallow’d the Year rwcnly-six. 

1 've pennM a few private mementoes 
Of schemes that 1 meant to eflect. 

Which, sure as I hobble on ten toes, 
I vow'd 1 'd no longer neglect. 

“ My wits,” I exclaim'd, are receding, 
’lis time I their energies fix : 

1 *11 write the town something worth reading. 
To finish the Year Twenty-six.” 

My pamphlet, to tell Mr. Canning 
Tne Czar has an eye on the Turk: 

My treatise, to show Mr. Manning 
The way to make currency work : 

My essay, to prove to the nations 
(As sure as wax-candles have wicks) 

Greek Bonds are not Greek obligations— 
Were planned in the Year Twenty-six. 

I sketch'd out a novel, where laughter 
Should scare evangelic Tremaine, 

Shake Brainbletye House off its rafter. 
And level Tor Hill with the plain. 

Those volumes/ as grave as my grundam, 
I swore with my book to transfix: 

^Twas call’d the New Roderick Random, 
And meant for the Year Twenty-six. 

My play had—I'd have the town know it— 
A part for Miss Elinor Tree; 

At Drury 1 meant to bestow it 
On Price, the gigantic lessee. 

Resolved the fourth act to diminish, 
(’Tis there, 1 suspect, the plot sticks,) 

I soleifinly swore that ('d finish 
The fifth, in the Year Twenty-six. 
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But somehow 1 thought the Haymarket 
Was better for hearing by half. 

To people who live near the Park it 
Affords the best home for a laugh. 

“ There Liston,” 1 mutter’d, *' has taught *em 
Mirth’s balm in their bitters to mix: 

I ’ll write such a part in the autumn 
For him—in the Year Twenty-six!” 

1 meant to complete my Italian— 
I’Tis done in a twelvemonth with ease,) 

Nor longer, as mute as Pygmalion, 
Hang over the ivory keys. 

1 meant to learn music, much faster 
Than fellows at Eton learn tricks: 

Vcrcellini might teach me to master 
The notes, in the Year Twenty-six. 

*Tjs past, with its corn and its cotton. 
Its shareholders broken and bit; 

And where is my pamphlet? forgotten. 
And where is my treatise ? unwrit. 

My essay, my pl^ and my novel. 
Like so many Tumble-down Dicks, 

All, all in inanity grovel— 
Alasl for the Year Twenty-six I 

My Haymarket farce is a bubble. 
My BoccaJRomana moves stiff, 

1 ’ve spared Vercelliui all trouble, 
I don’t even know the base cliff. 

My brain has (supine anti-breeder) 
Neglected to hatch into chicks 

Her offspring—Pray how, gentle reader. 
Thrive yours for the Year Twenty-six ? 

George Whitfield, whom nobody mentions 
Now Irving has got into fame. 

Has paved with abortive intentions 
A place too caloric to name. 

1 fear, if his masoniy’s real. 
That mine have Macadamized Styx : 

So empty, cloud-capp’d, and ideal. 
My plans for the Year Twenty-six I 

Past Year 1 if, to quash all evasions, 
ThouMdst have me with granite repair, 

On good terra firma foundations. 
My castles now nodding in air; 

Bid Time from my brow steal his traces 
(As Bardolph abstracted the Pix), 

Run back on his road a few paces. 
And make me—like thee—Twenty-six. 



A VISIT TO THE SUMMIT OF MONT BLANC, BY CAPTAIN 

MARKHAM SHBRWILL, 

25th, 26th, and 27 th of August, 1825. 

In Letters addressed to a Friend^ by Cop^rtia ISSarkhwfn Shevw^L 

LETTER 11. 

Friday^ 26/A August^ 182d. 

. Je jurai de consacrer la trace 
De ce trop rapide moment, ^ 

£t de grater ici ton nom." 

Dear Fribnp.—About four o'clock in the morning my companions began 
to awake, and wdk soon on the alert. In some degree 1 envied them the 
comfortable sleep they had experienced: such a pleasure was denied to me 
by the constant nausea, which had not left me during the night. The 
thermometer marked two degrees of Reaumur below zero; and how much 
lower it bad been 1 could not ascertain, not having one of Cavallo's horizon- 
tal therinoiiieters, which indicate in the morning the extreme cold during 
the night. It is, however, a general opinion, that at the break of day, and 
just before the sun rises, the cold is at the greatest, and I do not think the 
thermometer had been much lower. 

A good fire was soon blazing in one corner of our dormitory; snow was 
melted, some negus made, and two or three cold fowls soon disappeared; I 
was thirsty, but my appetite was gone. 

As soon as breakfast was finished, we made preparations for our second 
day's march ; and having determined, if we possibly could, to sleep at the 
same place the second night, we left great part of our bagMge, taking with 
us provisions for a mid-day meal, and two or three botues of wine: our 
shoes and stockings were hung up to dry in the sun, there being no fear, as 
Coutet observed, that they would be stolen by any passers-by. Towards 
five o'cjock we were all in readiness, the ropes were ag^in affixed to us, 
^ yesterd^, and we started forth, linked together like criminals to be 
tried for Ufe or death. Coutet gave us a paper of figs and raisins, which he 
said vrtiuld be very acceptable to munch occasionally with a handful of 
snow. On descending from Lcs Grands Mulcts, we passed by the ruins of 
the small hut which Monsieur de Saussure had erected during his visit to 
Mont Blanc in 1787. It was a good deal encumbered with snow, and the 
walls did not appear more than two or three feet high. I preferred the spot 
we bad chosen for our night's lodging, as the views were more extensile. 

After a cursory view of the remains of the hut, which the indefatigable 
Saussure had once occupied, we almost immediately found ourselves on the 
Glacier de Tacconai. Our guides felt very sanguine as to the weather. The 
sky was clear, and the morning cold, although the sun had already influenced 
our thermometer before we left the Grands Mulcts; for between four and five 
o.'clock it had risen one degree, and was thus only one degree below zero, 
when we commenced our second day’s journey. 

The Glacier de Tacconai is not so difficult to traverse, as the one we had 
encountered yesterday, but I should say it was more replete with beauties of 
its own peculiar kind. It would be endless to detail to pou our progress 
over the crevices, our descent into them, and the difficulties of overcoming 
the irregularities on the ice. I'hesc glaciers, as well as others among the 
Alps, are supposed to be in many places five hundred or six hundred 
.English feet tnick. Where the inclination of the rock on which th^y are 

■ formed makes an angle of thirty or forty degrees, their descent must be sup¬ 
posed to be somewhut rapid towards the valleys, although their, movement is 
of course imperceptible to the eye. Passing, as they do, over a very nigged 
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foundation, parts of them are impeded, while other ports are proceeding; and 
hence arise me crevices, or cracks,' some of which 1 have seen not wider than 
half an nch> apparently just made, while others were much too large for us 
to pass over. Once we made a bridge, by laying four or five of our poles in 
a horizontal position, close together, where the chasm was not very wide, 
but of unknown depth. The ice of the glaciers has a different appearance 
from that which we see on ponds, or lakes: in no case could skaits ne used: 
the ice is porous, and scarcely ever can you find a piece exempt from innu¬ 

merable air-bubbles, except in the icicles, the formation of which is evidently 
different. We were obliged frequently to cut ladders or steps in the rapid 
ascents or walls of ice \ and 1 think it was seldom so hard as the common ice in 
our valleys, the globules of air naturally rendering it less compact. ** The ice in 
these lofty regions is plainly formed in a different mai^r from all other ice. 
There is a constant, though gende thaw, in the day, ana this humidity freezes 
every nighty thus an ice is produced, which might be said to be composed 
of an endless succession of strata, the mid-day thaw not being sufficient to 
dissolve all the snow; the air consequently is not entirely driven out; hence 
the innumerable interatices. It is well known, and easily understood, that 
whenever it rains in the valleys, it snows on these high mountains; so that, 
in fact, it never rains on. the summit of the Alps. 

These glaciers are constantly fed, not only by the snows, but by a thousand 
smaller f^aciers, which descend from the peaks through the ravines, to aid 
the growth of the greater. On many sides of these perpendicular aiguilles, 
the snow finds no place to lodge, as is very evident on that face of Mont 
Blanc next to the All^e Blanche; consequently in long and heavy snow¬ 
storms, the accutnulaiion on the glaciers, which become the reservoirs, is 
double what it would be if the surrounding country was a plain.* 

We continued our journey across the Glacier de Tacconai, in a dircctiou 
leading towards the D6ine de G6ut^. In about two hours we encountered 
fresh difficulties, such as we had not experienced before, from the fresh-fulleU 
snows, not more than three or four days old; the surface was frozen of the 
thickness, of a shilling, but not sufficiently to bear our weight; consequently 
the fatigue of walking became very great, as we had now lost all solid foot¬ 
ing. This fresh snow retarded our progress very much, for the guides were 
obliged constantly to advance a considerable distance before us, in order to 
ascertain the most practicable path; the crevices being partly obscured, the 
danger of passing them was very much increased. We frequently halted 
some minutes for their return, and, if their report was unfavourable, we 
changed our direction and pursued another. The anxiety and perseverance 
of the guides were beyond all praise, and could only be equalled by a de¬ 
gree of calmness and prudence rarely met with in such hardy fellows. 

It was towards nine o’clock that we began to fee) a strong tendency to 
sleep: the sensation cannot be described, for it is momentary. While we 
were in movement, it was less perceptible; but as soon as we remained sta¬ 
tionary, an instantaneous desire to sleep overcame us, and frequently we 
were obliged to sit down on the snow, and beg of the guides a few minutes’ 

* In traversing these stagnated oceans, very large blocks of granite of many tom 
weight may be seen riding on the surface of the ice. These blocks have atl'orded 
the means of ascertaining a fact of importance. The experiment 1 am about to 
relate to yon was made last year by some of the guides of Cbamouni at the Mer 
de Glace. 'JVo poles were erected one on each side of the glncier, out of reach 
of its movement, and so placed as to be iu a direct line with .the block of granite. 
In the course of twelve montba this block had entirely changed its position aa re- 
ipecting the two poles, and had advanced upwards of one hundred yards off its 
march towards the valley; a clear proof that the glaciers do move on, and am 
continually ^dimimahing at their lower extremity by the melting of tlm ice^ and en-n 
creating at the upper end by the constant snows. • 
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repose. Our thirst also bedame very annoying, and with 'difficulty could we 
titter two or three^ words without moistening our throats with snow, for 
we had now no more chance of finding water in the refreshing f^oh and 
bright streams, which had given us so much pleasure during our walk of 
yesterday. 

Having now reached a very highly rarified air, respiration became trouble¬ 
some and difficult, so that at every fifteen or eighteen |^ces we were obliged 
to haJt, and turn ourselves round towards that point from whence the light 
winds came, in order to breathe more freely; but as soon as we haltea to« 
breathe, sleep attacked ua on the other hand; so that we had, during the 
whole of this day, a variety of enemies, contending each in his own way 
to prevent our arrival at the summit of the mountain. 

My indefatigable fri|pd. Dr. Clark, was constantly in advance, and it was 
necessaiy to summon all my force and all my courage to keep near him 
often 1 found myself following, 1 knew not how; 1 had now acquired so 
mechanical a mode of walking, and putting my legs into the footsteps of the 
leading men—the snow being at this time hearly up to our knees—that 1 
became almost insensible of fatigue. From nine o'clock to ten we were em¬ 
ployed in ascending what is termed Les Adont<^es,’' a wall of snow, before 
arriving at **Le petit Plateau.’’ Having accomplished this with conu- 
derable difficulty, we traversed Le petit Plateau, and arrived at the foot 
of a second and much steeper ascent, which conducts to the '' Grand Pla- 
teau.*’ Sleep, a burning sun on our head, cold feet, shortness of breath, 
and nausea, which 1 still felt in a great decree, rendered this ascent the most 
fatiguing 1 had ever hitherto attempted. Endeavouring, as I am, to give you 
a simple and true account of our proceedings, it is not necessary to call in 
the language of exaggeration. When therefore 1 tell you that this ascent 
was pretty steep, you may easily conceive it was so, from the simple circum¬ 
stance, that frequently, in accomplishing the task, 1 was obliged to hold 
by the leg of the guide before me, to assist me in climbing through the snows, 
and that leg was perhaps at the moment even with the top of my bead. 
The guide could not bend himself sufficiently to give me his hand, out, by 
sticking his pole firmly in the snow, he held fast by that, until I could bring 
myself to the spot where he stood. On arriving at the summit of this diffi¬ 
cult ascent, we all with one accord spread the two or three knapsacks which 
we had brought, and sat down on them to eat our breakfast. It was now 
eleven o'clock, and we had hoped to have been hy this hour much nearer the top 
of Mont Blanc; but the fresh-fallen snows had very much impeded our pro¬ 
gress, and even the hardy guides began to complain somewhat of fatigue. 
We now looked back at the small plain, which wc had just crossed, and I was 
told its breadth was about half a league. The Grand Plateau was to be 
our next undertaking, which, however, is a league and half across, almost 
quite level, entirely surrounded by lofty mountains, covered with eternal 
snows, its surface a good deal interrupted by large blocks of ice, and the 
ruins of avalanches, which continually fall on it from the inaccessible 
heights around. It is scarcely possible to call to your mind any figure which 
would give a just idea of the appearance of the Grand Plateau and its en¬ 
virons, unless I were to say it resembled what the inside of a white wash- 
band basin might perhaps appear to an ant We had entirely lost oui 
appetite, and even the guides did not eat like the hardy race of the Alps: ^ 
we drank some wine with snow, ate a small part of a fowl, and remaiora 
to rest in this place half an hour, with every hope and expectation of being 
on the summit in three or four hours. 

tasked Coutet, who was my guide and counsellor, if 1 might He down, 
an^ sleep on the snow for a few minutes: he gave his consent radier reltiO- 
tantlr, but, spreading my great-coat, and giving me hie knapsack for a fallow, 

M fell back, and ivas immediately in a profound sleep. In teit minu^ ' 
twoke me, or I mightj^ave slept for ever. '' * 
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We sat on the brink of les Mbnt&ss, which had cost us so much labour 

to ascend^for nearlv half the way we had cut steps in the snow and ice—we 
could not distinguish one cheerful object^ being entirely shut in by projecting 
hills of snow. We had lost all sight of the peaceful and happy vale of Cha* 
mouni, of which we were but yesterday the inmates. Nothing, in short, wad 
visible, but endless tracts of snow around, and a burning sun above. Not a 
trace of any living creature was to. be found; all was silent; not a sound to 
disturb the solitude! 1 would willingly have enjoyed this extraordinary 
scenery still longer, but the word was given to proceed. Our unavoidable 
delays had very much deranged our plans; and the fear of being late, and in 
thd dusk of the evening, amidst the horrors and dangerous passes of the 
Glacier de Tacconai on our return, occasioned us to tiurry on; for had we 
met with the slightest accident, we must have slept oniBte snows the whole 
ni^ht. We hadlost all crevices, caverns, and dangers of this sort, but the 
fatigue was not diminished. Frequently we were obliged to change our 
leading guides; for the simple fact of their walking first through the snow, 
occasioned exhaustion. To walk long without stoppii^ was totally imprac¬ 
ticable ; respiration became very short and quick. The reverberation of 
the sun’s rays incommoded us, and the heat was considerable. It appeared 
to me strange, that if the globe of quicksilver was turned to the sun, 
it seemed to have no effect on it^ whereas a person sitting still in the 
same place, or even walking on, would rejoice to put himself under the 
shelter of an umbrella—so scorching were the sun’s rays on the body. When 
we had reached the extremity of the Grand Plateau, Coutet pointed out to 
us the spot where he and his brother guides were ingulphed in an avalanche, 
which fell from the very precipice we were now about to climb. We 
stopped for a few minutes, but were soon hurried on, lest a similar catas- 
tropne should overtake us. The surface of the Plateau indicated that a fall 
haa taken place not longer ago than six or eight days. The irregularities, and 
mountains of snow which were driven together, showed very plainly that the 
fall had been very considerable; for we reckoned its extent to be nearly or 
quite two miles long. Silence and expedition were imposed on us by our 
guides : the one was certainly more practicable than the other. To talk we 
had little Inducement; and to hurry on, overcome as we were with fatigue, 
was next to impossible. 

We now took rather an oblique direction, winding round a very steep 
ascent at the foot of the Uochers Rouges. We found this part very steep; 
and by a zigzag movement we left this bare granite rock on our len hand, 
and arrived at a small plain which conducts to the Petits Mulcts, which afe 
two or three uncovered peaks also of granite. We did not reach Les Petits 
MuleU until half past one o’clock. We sat down ten minutes to recruit out 
strength, and drink a glass of wine to all our friends below; the guides 
threw off their knapsacks, and shaking each other cordially by rite hand,, 
seemed to forget all their fatigues. 

1 ipust acknowledge to you that I looked at the magnificent summit of 
Mont Blanc, from this point, almost without consciousness. The stfength 
and force which we possess, when quietly walking through the beautmil 
valleys of Switzerland or Savoy, are well nigh exhausted v^n we arrive at 
the top of their stupendous mountains. The mind becomes worn down by 
fatigue, as well as by the changes the body must necessarily undergo in 
pasting through these different atmospheres; and its powers are enervated 
almost to annihilation. However, though weary and ieeble enough, we had 
no thou^t of abandoning our object. Dr. Clark and two guides led tho 
way; Coutet and Pierre Simon assisted me'their aid is here very essentidl* 
for this last ascent is icy, with scarcely any sno^ to prevent your alipp|ng( 
and at f he same time so steep, that the surface appears sometimes nnarTy 
«lose to your face. 

The wind, as we continued to ascend, was bitterly cold. We bad tied 
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some extra handkerchiefs over our ears aud chin, and Coutet buttoned up 
closely his Alpine jacket, saying to me two or three times, by way of conso^ 
lation, **Noa8 vserons tout k I’heure.*’ My other guide, Simon, had never been 
up; and though his strength and spirits ^d not failed him, he complained, 
and suffered a good deal from pain in his eyes. Within a short distance from 
Les Petits Mulcts, 1 forgot to mention to that we saw very near to us, 
two birds which the guides called They were, 1 think, 
what Buffon calls “ Le choquard des Alpes/* add'ltinnaeus Corvus Pyrrljo- 
corax." They inhabit the highest Alps, even amidst the eternal snows, and 
scarcely are seen on the mountains of the Jura. They feed on berries and 
wild fruits, and such insects as are found near the ed^e of the snow. * 

At two or three minutes after three o'clock we arrived at the utmost sum¬ 
mit, the object of all our tolls, and Coutet called out, **Nous voici au som- 
metdu Mont Blanc I stood motionless for some time to take a general 
view of this strange wild world of mountains, and could scarcely believe 
where 1 was I We proceeded on towardsi^thc centre, and immediately fixed 
three poles in a triangular form, and suspended the barometer and thermo¬ 
meter to them. My watch was five minutes past three o’clock. A^lthput 
five minutes after throe o'clock in the afternoon of the 2Gth August, 
the barometer marked fifteen inches nine lines and one-tenth French ; and 
when we left Coutet’s house the day before, it stood at twenty-five inches one 
line and one-tenth. The thermometer was three-fourths of a degree below 
zero, Reaumur. Having made notes of these observations, Coutet pointed 
out the principal objects worthy of notice, and most clearly to be seen from 
this the highest point in our quarter of the globe. It being three o’clock, or 
a little later, the sun was in the south-west, and interrupted our view very 
mueh in the direction of Geneva and the Jura: the Jura mountains formed 
our horizon in that direction. Langres, the highest town in France, we 
could not discover, although it has been said, that the chain of the Alps has 
been seen from it. On the opposite side of Mont Blanc the Apennines were 
visible for a vast extent, and the situations of Milan and Turin were pointed 
out to us. We looked very carefully and with an earnest wish to discover 
anything like the Mediterranean sea in the line over Genoa, but I cannot say 
that 1 saw it. On the side of Switzerland the ** Jungfrau,” near Grlndelwalti, 
was very conspicuous, as well as the Mont Buet, the Diablerets, the Ghemmi, 
and St. Gothard; more to the eastward, Monte Rosa was visible, which is 

,$430 toises above the level of the sea. The Valley of Chamouni, and even 
its little village, can be seen with a telescope. The convent of the Grand St. 
Bernard was hid, owing to its situation among the mountains. We could 
not see much of the All^e Blanche, or the environs of Mont Blanc, imme¬ 
diately at its base on that side, owing to the various projections, which, as 
it were, grow from its sides. 

The day was remarkably fine—there was not a cloud above our heads; 
1>ut on many of the lesser chains of mountains, and on the Apennines, there 
were light clouds and vapour. 

Coutet endeavoured to make me see a star; but either he was mistaken^ or 
bis eyes were better than mine. 1 walked to the extreme end of the summit, 
and looked over towards the Maritime Alps: this chain was very distinct* 
The length of the summit of Moot Blanc is two hundred paces, and nearly 
level. I found a difficulty in measuring the width, for the sides are an im¬ 
mediate descent, so that 1 did not know where to begin or where'to finish. 
The whole figure may be understood by the common terrri, a hogVbaek 
shape.—1 am told that the summit of this mountain has been ditscribed as 
forming nearly a triangle; but we did not find this to be the case now. It is 
evident, from the drifts during the turbulent winds in winter, that 
its appearance may change in twenty-four hours; arid that which is of a 
triangular form to^ay may be circular to-morrow. The variety and chaoget 
in the drifU of snow^n exposed plains, are sufficiiently well known to etOry 
traveller. 
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Every object seen from this sumnoit (9460 toises above the level of the 
sea) becomes so diminutive^ with the exception of a few principal moun¬ 
tains, and so fore-shortened, that it seems entirely to have changed its (brm 
and character. The beautiful Aiguille du Midi, and those ofCnarmoz, the 
delight and admiration of even singer who visits Chamouni, are in some 
degree lost in the general co^aion ; I ought to say, in trurii, that no one 
particular object could b%||p^ wtinctly: every thing appears so massed to¬ 
gether, that all power of i^Unctlfc is lost. 

* While stationary on the summit of Mont Blanc, I experienced a very 
peculiar sensation of lightness of body, which was also felt by some of the 
pazty, to whom 1 mentioned the circumstance. It appeared as if 1 could 
have passed the blade of a knife under the sole of my shoes, or between them 
and the ice on which i stood. I mentioned this fact to Dr. Ebel at Zurick, 
and also to other persons whom 1 thought capable of efucidating the cause j 
but their explanations were not satisfactory. The subject will, perhaps, 
serve to amuse your studious hours: I only vouch for the fact. The rarity 
of the air did not affect me quite s*b much on the summit, as when labouring 
through the deep snows ana climbing the ascents on our passage, during the 
tep hours we were employed in ascending from LesGranas Mulcts. 

The sense of hearing was not interrupted, if there had been any thing to 
hear; the smell, and power of feeling, were not diminished; but the facul¬ 
ties of the mind were in less activity. The sky was of a very dark indigo 
blue ; this deep tint was, indeed, among the most remarkable features we ob¬ 
served. Being, as we were, above all vapour and thick atmosphere, which 
rises to a certain height above the level of the earth, the medium through 
which we saw it was of course more pure; and we looked, as it were, ipio a 
dark ocean of infinite space. After having well observed, as far as couhf' be 
distinguished, the principal objects within reach, and again examined our 
glasses, the barometer was found to remain steady: the thermometer, how¬ 
ever, had somewhat changed, and the mercury had fallen a very little below 
the point at which it was first marked, viz. three-fourths of a degree below 
zero of Reaumur. The wind began to freshen from the south-west, and 
Coutet would not suffer us to remain. 

, The snow drifted from the neighbouring mountains, and was hurrying 
along the surface of the summit about halfway up to our knees, but none of 
it remained on the ice where we stood. This drifting snow, meeting with 
resistance, such as the body or legs of a man, would soon accumulate, not 
greatly to his coepfort. 

1 have mentioned to you before that we had been ten hours coming from 
the Grands Mulcts to the spot whe^e we now stood. Although our return 
would not occupy more than half that lime, still it was already late, and we 
might, therefore, Gy some accidental delay, have to cross the dangerous Gla¬ 
cier de Tacconai in the dark, or else sleep unsheltered on the ice. The in¬ 
junctions of the guides were positive, and we were obliged reluctantly to 
obey their summons. We took one more general view, to endeavour to fix 
on Our minds the wonderful panorama spread before us. How I wished 
you could have been transported, without experiencing the dangers and 
difficulties we had encountered, to the same spot, and enjoyed with me the 
magnificence of this wondrous scene. ** Partager les plaisirs, n^est-ce pas 
les doubler?’* Yes, my dear friend, I did indeed wish for you,' that you 
might experience for a short time the awful impression of this sublime 
sceneiy.^ You may imagine that any other solitude is very similar to this, or 
tlut the silence of the lonely glen, or dark forest, may well represent the 
stillness^ere. Bat, no! the dreary wildness of the whole imposes on the 
mind a totally different feeling to that whiqh experience where there are 
olgects nf less horror to relieve the train of thought. There is a grandeur, a 
savageneas, an awfulness in these* regions, whicn seem to hurry the ^ul of^ 
man into a state of distraction, and to render the prospgpt widely unlike thos^ 
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" scenes of quietude, which soothe ^nd soften the mind, and bid it reflect with 
composure. Here we were above all living beings, the sole inhabitants of a 
region far above the lofty flight of the eagle, where the foot of the chamois 
never ventures, and where man has seldom been. Wc stood amidst the 
frowns of savage Nature, almost insensible to every object beneath, and 
silently contemplating the cloudless heavens, pure and bright as the unsullied 
wastes of snow around and beneath. Here all worldly passions cease j man’s 
thoughts occupy themselves in a more worthy train of reflection; he forgets 
the injustice of his enemies: his soul raises itself to heaven, as its ncar&t 
point, and rejoices 10 feel itself nearer the abode of truth. "Le vrai nous 
vient du cici, I’erreur vient dc la terre.” When we meet, we will enlacge 
upon this subject; in the mean time I will briefly state our mode of descent, 
an operation very difl'erent from that pursued in ascending. 

On reaching the edge of the declivity which led to the Petits Mulcts, 
Coutet told me that it would nut he safe to walk down ; and on inquiry 
1 found the usual practice was to seat yourself on the ice between two 
guides, and thus s!i(le in a few minutes the distance which had cost us an 
hour and half to ascend. I submitted to the ])lan suggested to me; and 
though the operation is somewhat hazardous, the agility of the guides 
gulating the velocity by means of their poles, seems to remove all danger. 
In descending this first slope by this new method, I cast my eyes once or 
twice over the precipice to our right hand, and hud just one moment to 
think, that if, by an ill-fated turn, we had directed our course that way, it 
appeared that wc should most unexpectedly have paid a visit to the good 
monks of St. Bernard. When at Lcs Petits Mulcts, 1 begged Coutet to stop 
a few minutes that 1 might once more look up at the hoary summit of Mont 
Blanc; and having rested a short time, and gathered u few fragments of gra¬ 
nite froTn this, the highest bare point, we continued our line of inarch- 

The Grand Plateau, whose lengthened plain extends nearly league and 
a half, is not very comforting to a traveller ready to sink under an accu¬ 
mulation of fatigue and erhaustion. We ha<l scarcely eaten any food' 
during the day: a few of Goulet’s figs and raisins bad satisfied me; and 
among the seven guides, only half a three-pound loaf had been devoured, 
and two small chicken, wliich certainly, on any of their accustomed 
expeditions, would scarcely have suniced for one; and our consumption 
of wine did not this day amount to three bottles. Having crossed the 
Grand Plateau, which required an hour and a half, owiiu* to the deep 
snow, we stood fora few minutes debating what means would be the most 
secure to descend what 1 endeavoured to describe to you before as the great 
Monti^es. To slide seemed impracticable. This s1o|ic had been warmed by 
the sun in the mid-day, when wc passed it; but now, owing to the shade 
and cold winds, it had again frozen, and was become exceedingly dangerous. 
Something was to be done ; for to remain there all night, destitute of food, 
firing, and clothes, was not very desirable. Wc, therefore, began to walk 
with a very careful and deliberate stop, placing our feet in the track wc bad 
made in the morning. We slowly crawled downward for some lime, using 
every precaution not to slip; for though we were attached to each other by 
rtmesi still the fall of one might endanger others: and to the base of the 
Montdes was about twice as higli as the dome of .St. Paul’s Cathedral. I 
bad not descended more than one hundred, or one hundred and fifty feel, be¬ 
fore 1 fell, and instantly the snow began to roll with me, nor could 1 stop 
myself until the ropes were extended to tlu ir full length. Coutet cried out-*^ 

Ne bougez pas. Monsieur, ne faiics pas Ic moindre mouvement.” It re¬ 
quired some little self-command to obey his orders; but 1 remained perfectly 
quiet, though not very composed, until he gave me directions to endeavour 
to press my heels into the snow, and thus raise myself n little, while the two 

k guides, who held tlie ropes, should by degrees pull me up t6 the path froth , ‘ 
*whence 1 had fallen. ^In trying to press my feet forcibly into the snbw, 
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cam« in contact with the ice, and slipped, so that my efforts were quite use¬ 
less. However, by the utmost exertibn in niy power, and by the force of the 
guides, 1 was pulfed up, bat required some.little time to recover my senses ; 
for, s\yinging almost iu the'air, itnmedi4tely bX'er so great a depth, with some 
doubt of the result of the inanceuvre, I was for the moment a little nervous. 
Two or three other trilling slips brought us to the small Plateau, over which 
we walked as rapidly as fatigue would allow us. When at its extremity^ we 
had the smaller Monties to descend ; hut, as this was much less steep, and 
ofjly about half the height of the other, we all sat down, and were very soon 

.comfortably landed at its base.—I never enjoyed the pleasure of descending 
thq Moiitagnes Russes, which were formerly fashionable near Paris; bul l 
apprehend our slides were very similar to them.—We now witnessed two or 
three grand avalanches ; but, happily for us, they took an oblique direction, 
and we remained stationary to observe their fall. The avalanches which fall 
directly from the mountain tops, thunder down with a deafening roar; but 
those which merely slip down the snowy sleeps, cause little noise, but raise 
a cloud of white dust, which marks their progress, and produces a beautiful 
effect. When we reached the edge of the Glacier dc Tacconai, about six 

it was getting dusk; and we had to cross a deep and frightful cliastn 
iiL^aer to save a very considerable circuit. This passage was only nracti- 

by laying four or five of our poles in a horizontalposition, and thus 
making a Bridge, having ropes affixed to each person. To descend the cre¬ 
vice was out of tile question, for it was very deep, and contained water, and 
ice apparently not sufficiently frozen to support our weight. The poles were 
laid, but not in a very secure manner, and the leading guides, throwing their 
knapsacks oxer before them in order to be as light as they could, passed over 
m safety, and we followed. The poles, however, were very slippery, as well 
as the soles of our shoes. Many times in the course of our halitngs, I found 
that I could not make the least impression on the upper leather with my iron 
spike, the shoe being frozen as hard as a sabot. To traverse this fragile 
bridge requires a pretty slcady siep, for one fall would he one too many. 

Having successfully passed this chasm, vve had not far to arrive at I^es 
Grands Mulcts, and reached our resting-place in perfect safety soon after seven 
o’clock, having been little more than four hours in descending fr<im the sum¬ 
mit; whereas it cost us ten liours to ascend to it. The rapid slides which we 
accomplished without any overturn or accident, facilitated vety consideruhly 
our arrival. Wc soon spread our blanket on the rork, and in a very I'exv 
minutes we were in a sound sleep, leaving the guides busy in preparing their 
supper, lighting their fire, and making negus. Our wood being all expend¬ 
ed, the old useless ladder was soon cut up, and did good service even in its 
last moments. 

As I shall have a few more jiarticulars to relate to you relative to onr 
arrival at Chainouni, 1 shall close this letter, and threaten you with a third. 
I dare say your patience is exhausted, but you imposed on yourself the 
fatigue, by a desire for every particular. For the present, however, I lake 
compassion on you, and only add that 1 am ever, 

Vours alTectionately, 
M, S. 

UETORT LEGAL. 

“ What with briefs and attending the court, self and clerk, 
. /'m at rnywiis* cn;/,’* muttered Drone the Attorney. 
” 1 fear ’tis a medreal case,” answered Shark— 

You ’re so terribly tired by so little a journey.” 
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DICTIONARY OF LOVE AND BEAUTY. 

NO. V. 

Age.—Ninon tk VEnclos, — Lorens past their printe* 

Lord Byron, in a pleasant passage his “Don Juan/* says, that 
he never, by any process, could prevail upon a lady to tell him her 
age. We have been luckier than the noble poet, perhaps becai^e 

f our fair informants have had better faith in our good opinion. Men 
are supposed to bo more ready to tell their ages than women; yet,;we 
suspect, that wherever a gentleman has piqued himself on his good 
looks, lie is apt to let the truth out as unwillingly as any of the other 
sex; though he may think it belongs to his manly courage to do so. 
It is not handsome to watch people’s faces for a disclosure ; otherwise 
the experiment might easily he made. 

Like all other concealments and insincerities, it is a foolish thing to 
palter about one’s age; and like all other truths and open-dealings, 
it is a tvise and triumphant thing to be candid about it. There is no 
case more in i>oint respecting the advantage of truth-telling in ordinary, 
than this very one. The matter is clear and logical. If the lady is 
younger than we suspected, she has all the advantages, whatever they 
may be, which ladies propose to themselves in looking older than they 
ought. If she is older, our surprise at her young looks, and admira¬ 
tion of her candour, are proportionate. 

Upon tlie subject of age itself, as it concerns the passion of love, 
we have already touched in our article upon Abelard and Eloisa. But 
there is a great deal more to he said ii)>on it, as all those will agree 
with us, who are of an age between—what shall we say?—and seventy. 
We were going to say, sixty; but a friend of ours, who retains the en¬ 
thusiasm of youth at sixty-three, and cracks walnuts and a play of 
Euripides at night-time, has just informed us of his intention to take 
unto himself^ a iburth wife ; and he is left far behind by a lady, who 
ought to have lived on, and loved better, for his sake ; we mean the 
famous Ninon dc rEnclos, whom Steele calls “ the grandmother of the 
loves.” ^ 

Voltaire, in spite of a sum of money she bequeathed him to buy 
books, says, that Ninon was by no means so charming in her old age, 
but partook in a very unequivocal degree of the aspect and infirmities 
of that time of life. He laughs at the story of the passion of the Abbe 
Gedoyn. Voltaire, however, was then a boy ; and besides the dislike 
of children for old faces to which they are unaccustomed, could not be 
expected to discern, in the countenance of Ninon, what might have re¬ 
mained to create it an interest. Nevertheless, we incline to believe with 
hirh. We dare say that Ninon, like Diana de Poitiers (of whose au¬ 
tumnal charms Brantome gives a most vernal account), retained the sort 
of beauty that she possessed, to a considerable period; for she led an 
easy, and to her a natural life, and doubtless took care of her health by 
those duties of temperance in eating and drinking, and personal clean¬ 
liness, which Nature never fails to reward. We doubt not her graces 
in those particulars ; nor her good sense in most; nor even her good- 
heartedness, to ^certain extent. It is an especial honour'to her me¬ 
mory, that she never forsook an old friend. But we are confident, 

/ 
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from her never having had a lasting attachment* and her being able to 
dismiss a lover at a moment's notice, when she was no longer as pleased 
as he was, that she wanted imagination and love; and the very pru¬ 
dence and freedom from passion that would keep her young when 
others had grown old, would finder her from being charming much 
longer,—at least to our taste. Certainly it would not hinder her, even 
in a common point of view, from breaking up, like a proper plaster 
ca^t, in extreme age. To be sure, there is no saying what a French 
Abbe might have liked. 

At no time, we confess, would Ninon have been a person to our 
taste. If we could not have loved her affectionately, the love would 
not have been love; and if we could, she ought not to have been able 
to throw it aside at a moment's notice. It would be nothing to us to 
be loved, after her fashion. We would rather have the smallest cor¬ 
ner in a large heart that loved another. The proofs of a real ability 
to love are precious to us, wheresoever they show themselves. 

It has been asked, at what age people ought to cease to love. In 
one sense, never. In the other, Nature will tell them. A certain ten¬ 
derness of recollection, and a sweet and respectful treatment of one 
another, will never forsake those W'ho have known how to love truly. 
As to the rest, there is a great difference in different people. There 
are men and women both, who seem as if they would never be old. 
On the other hand, there are some who appear as if they had never 
been young. We meet even with youth, who have the manners and 
carking thoughts of old age ; children perhaps themselves of old age ; 
or born and bred, while their parents were in a state of indecent ill- 
temper, or solemn nonsense. Disease and misfortune produce unhealthy 
children, prematurely old in constitution; but not, of necessity, little 
solemn coxcombs like these, both old and unpleasant. We have known 
men advanced in life, whom we could fancy making love with far less 
indeco|;pm than some of twenty and thirty years of age. The reason is, 
that the former are young in spirit, and can pay their attentions with 
a grace, a pertinence, and a vivacity, that in rescuing love from the 
common-place of mere animal passion, at once make up for the want 
of youth, and supply what youth itself ought to brii^. To be sure* 
set a man of this kind against a Romeo, and he will stand no chance; 
nor ought he to seek it. Juliets are not for him, vivacious as he maybe. 
But set him against a young Shallow or Holofernes, and a Juliet herself 
would at least sigh over the difference. We sympathize with the im¬ 
mortal gaiety of Anacreon, in spite of his silver hairs. Nay, he succeeds 
in making ua like them. His candour and pleasantry disarm us; we 
allow his cheeks, blooming with wine instead of youth; and agree to 
think of his white locks against them, as of lilies against roses. Solid 
objections appear superficial before the magic of his poetry and animal 
spirits. We think how many minutes he could make precious to one 
of his beauties; and by the help of his toleration, contrive to put up 
with the rest, and to fancy a little regard for him not so monstrous. 
We wonder whether any body ever thought of Anacreon young. 
What prodigious odes we fancy him to have written then 1 And yet 
perhaps he wrote as he did when old, because he did not begin writing 
too soon. m ^ 

But we are the more willing to concede the point to Anacreon, be- 
Jan.—VOL. XIX. NO. LXXXII. b 
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cause his gallantry appears a conscious and jovial sort of make-believe. 
If he were more in earnest, we should demand him to he younger or 
less sensual. His wine, his fiction, and he all go together. We look 
upon him as a gay old man, of invincible animal spirits, who finds 
care unnatural, and has confused the transition from youth to age by 
the help of wine. Wine is his youth, and he knows it. That is all. 
If it were not for the bottle, he would not pretend even to pretend 
gallantry; and accordingly he never separates the two ideas. Thip is 
not a lover, in our sense ; and we arc glad, for the sake of his good 
sense, that he does not affect to be such a one. He is only the pi;ince 
of tavern-haunting old gentlemen. If he liad lived now, he would have 
been an old younger brother of some lord, with a moderate income, a 
white waistcoat, and red face. He would have noticed the maid¬ 
servants as they went by ; and been as fastidious in his notion of an 
ankle, as if he were a Newmarket jockey. 

Of this cast, allowing for the cynical grossness of the goad old times 
in France, were the Abbe Chaulieu, and his friend the Marquis de la 
Fare. They kept up an imaginary fire of youth with their wine; and 
in very agreeable verses, showed that they knew nothing of love. La 
Fare was sixty before he began to celebrate his debauches ; and upon 
the strength of his Burgundy, very odd celebrations he made of them. 
He is like an old boy, just broken loose from some antediluvian go¬ 
vernor. We forget how long he lived. Chaulieu lived till eighty, 
surmounting his gout in an extraordinary manner by the help of the 
French inconsequciitiality, which was then taken for philosophy, and 
indeed had some right to be called so. It was better philosophy, at all 
events, than theirs who regard the crabbedness of age as wisdom; and 
think they have just come to their senses, when they have taken leave 
of them. He was in love at that age with Mademoiselle de Launay, 
afterwards the well-known Madame de Stahl; that is to say, he was in 
as loving a mixture of habit, wine, and vanity, as the gout would let 
him be. His verses to MaJenioiselle de Launay look, we confess, 
more like real love, than his younger ones; but this was only because 
he had nothing but good wislies to offer her. A man of the world, 
who has never been truly in love when a y»uth, will hardly begin in 
his old age. If he could, this kind of second childhood would be 
more touching than any other. ^ 

It must be something both young and goor/, that renders any thing 
like love warrantable and real, after a certain time of life. There must 
be a warmth of temperament, to hinder the rest of it from being formal 
and impertinent; and a belief in the good qualities of the object to 
render the warmth graceful and afiectionate. To believe in goodness 
is in itself a goodness. But under no circumstances can we reconcile 
to our imagination the idea of a marriage between a person advanced 
in life and a young one. Marmontel, who married at fifty-four, had 
grace and the love of beauty ; and he tells us, that bis young wife 
loved him and was very happy. He also informs us, that his mar¬ 
riage bad made a great alteration in his opinions on love and duty; 
that is to say, he was not for allowing the licences, now that he was a 
married man himself, and had a young wife, which he took in former 
days with the yqgng wives of others. But Marmontel, on the face of 
his own Memoirs, was not eminent either for want of selfishness or the 
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poseesaion of candour. It is very possible, that with his wit and plea-* 
sant a]:^arances he took the girl in. How was his wife situated by 
the time he was seventy, and she had discovered that her husband was 
a calculating man of the world? His marriage, in the opinion of one 
of his biograpliers, added much to his felicity, and secured the regular 
habits of his lije'* This may be; but there are two persons to these 
bargains. We ought to know how much it added to the felicity of an- 
othei^ who, perhaps, did not wish tp be so extremely regular. Elderly 
gentlemen really should not marry young wives, purely because they 
find itdnconvonient to be gay. 

The celebrated Condamine, who married a year later than Mar* 
monte], had more warrant, because he was a man of inexhaustible 
spirits, and remarkably young in constitution. He wrote some gallant 
verses to Madame de la Condamine the day after his bridal; which 
the reader may see in the “ Poetes du Second Ordre,” vol. iv. p. 17d. 
But we know not whether, on any account, the Pope had a right to 
give him, or he to take, a dispensation to marry one of his nieces. He 
was a “ tough senior,” no doubt; but hardly had a right to so tender 
a juvenal.” His claim to a victorious comparison of himself with 
Tithonus might be allowed him; but a man has no right to think of 
Tithonus, on such occasions, even victoriously. What shall we say, 
however, to Cicero, who, at the age of sixty-one, married a young 
beamy to whom he w’as guardian? He had divorced his wife leren- 
da, alleging that she had a bad temper. How long was it before 
Publilia would have been glad to divorce him? We shall say of him, 
what, with due reverence to his conduct on some occasions, we sltould 
say, perhaps, in more instances, that he was a great impostor. 

We can imagine two cases only, in which an elder might be w'ar- 
ranted in marrying a young person t—one, when the latter could be 
protected from some barm or disaster in no other way; the other, 
when the young person falls in love with the older one, out of passion¬ 
ate admiration of some fine qualities. Instances of the former liave 
happened; but they are very rare. They ought also to be very unequi¬ 
vocal, and are not likely to U|||te place in civilized countries. Jn the 
latter case, the passion ought to be tried by time; ought to be soothed, 
diverted, and, if possible, to be done away, even by the object beloved; 
though it is neither very easy for the flattered person to do so with 
good will, or to succeed by dint of showing so much disinterestedness : 
of which a remarkable instance occurs in the history of Crates, the cynic 
philosopher. On the other liand, the person loving (whether lady or 
gentleman) is likely either to be of so very wilful or so very noble a 
nature, that the person beloved finds it difficult to escape in proportion. 
Madame Riccoboni, the French novelist, has a pretty story on this 
point, of tvhich w'ehave either the original or a copy in the little come¬ 
dy of **The Guardian,” by her friend Garrick. In no other instances 
is the disproportion warrantable ; and in these it ought not to be at all 
approaching to the ridiculous; nor indeed is it likely in the one just 
mentioned. When we speak of love in advanced life, and of the iieces- 
•ity of founding it on something both yoiatg and goodf we do not 
apeak of the love of old age for youth, but of persons past prime of 
life for one another. Next to an affection of long standing, begun in 
youth and perfected by kind oflBces, we cannot conceive any thing 
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more just or lovely than an attachment between two persons^ formed 
for one another, who meet too late in life for all the fire, but for none 
of the tenderness of the passion; who have hearts ; who have under¬ 
standings ; who have experience, without being spoilt by it; who love 
nature, and books, and goodness; who exalt desire with imagination, 
and the whole world they look upon with the thought that the other is 
a part of it. What a thing for one of them to say, “ This is a person I 
should have fallen in love w'ith when I was young and to finckthat 
the other said it at the same time! What notes will they compare! 
How will they live their youth over again! What walks will' they 
take ! What readings and conversations enjoy! What evenings fill 
brimfull of the happiness they have missed, no one the unhappier 
for it, and two become as angels! 

It would be very rare indeed for two persons of unequal ages to live 
in this manner. They might do so for a time. Grace and a young 
imagination might, for a season, supply the one with attractions, 
and appear to equalise the connexion: perhaps might even give 
the younger person cause for self-congratulation. If a gentleman, 
he might say to the lady in the words of the Greek poet, which have 
been imitated by the French poet, which have been turned best of all 
by the Englisli poet:— 

Thou still art so lovely to me, 
1 would rather, my exquisite mother. 

Repose in the sunset of thee. 
Than bask in the noon of another.^’ 

But a season comes, when one of the parties must secretly draw 
painful comparisons, and the other be uneasy at the consciousness of 
it;—the more so, if generous, in proportion to the other’s concealment. 

Between old people, who have been hners^ the language of lov^ may 
still survive, and be very touching. We will extract, on this subject, 
a passage out of the “ Collections from the Greek Anthology,” by the 
Rev. Mr. Bland and others. It is in the notes to that elegant work, 
and contains some very delicate French verses, extremely in point, 
with a translation worthy of them. But let the translator speak for 
himself:— - ® 

in the fair and courteous days of France, when a gay and half romantic 
gallantry was the universal taste of the young and old, the lofty and the 
bumble, Madame la Mareschale dc Mirepoix, already in the winter of her 
days, but with more wit and warmth of imagination remaining than most 
of the youngest and gayest ladies of the court, sent to her old admirer, M. le 
Due de Nivernois, a lock of her grey hair, accompanied by some very 
pretty and elegant verses descriptive of the regard she felt for him, which age 
could neither extinguish nor diminish. The Duke’s reply is one of the 
sweetest specimens of gaiety and tenderness that J ever remember to have 
met wiih. 

** For the consolation of those English ladies, who like Madame de Mire¬ 
poix, are growing grey, and to assure them that the aged themselves, al¬ 
though not likely to make new conquests, have at least the power of re¬ 
taining the admirers of their youth, I venture my rude copies of these 
charming originals. 

Madame de Mirepoix io the Due de Nivernois, with a lock qf her hair, 
** Look, they are grey—but turn’d to grey 

These locks our union^s date attest. 
Poor spoil that age can bear away, 

But leaves me yet in friendship blest. 
r 
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** No change in Friendship’s star appears. 
Whose lustre, as in early prime, 

Flames in the winter of our years. 
Kindled by choice, and fed by time. 

“ No more the world our flame reproving. 
Will force our bosoms to repress it; 

Grey hairs, beside the charm of loving. 
Allow the freedom to confess it.*’ 

Answer of ike Duke de Nivernois. 
** Talk not of snowy locks—have done— 

Time runs the same, and let him run— 
Tons what bodes the tyrant’s rage? 

He knows not tender hearts to sever, 
The little Loves are infants ever. 

The Graces are of every age. 

To thee, Themira, when 1 bow. 
For ever in my spring 1 glow. 

And more in age approve thee. 
Gould 1 to gay eighteen return. 
With longer ardour I might burn. 

But dearer could not love thee.” 

The French, *it must be confessed, excel in these courtesies ; in 
which there is often a great deal more heart, than Englishmen with 
less address arc willing to imagine. Even if the attachment has not 
had as much sentiment in it as might be wished, it is hard to deny to 
good-natured old gentlemen and ladies, as handsome an opinion of one 
another as they can contrive. But it is as well to know the inferior ex¬ 
hibitions of these things for what they arc, lest the old should frisk out 
of Jjheir sphere, and take their weaknesses for their strength. It is 
difficult to restrain a smih.' at the grave manner in which Madame de 
Genlis, in her Memoirs (see Volume the Fifth) speaks of a retreat for 
old ladies and gentlemen, in which the congenial souls are sure to And 
out one another, and strike up a sort of imitation of a flame. Mr. 
Bryan Edwards, in his “History of the West Indies” (vol. ii. p. 81) 
does not mince the matter ;i||ioT would Madame de Gcnlis, if she had 
been talking of negroes. *But the passage belongs to too many 
French counts and countesses, as well as negroes. Mr. Edwards 
doubts whether those sable gallants ever felt the passion of love at all, 
if by love is meant desire heightened by sentiment and reflned by 
delicacy." For our parts, vve have no doubt on the subject; for we 
believe that negroes, as well as their masters, have felt such passions, 
though they could not read Akenside or Thomson’s Seasons. But we 
agree with him respecting the indiscriminate lovers he speaks of, black 
or white. Of these ho says, that when age begins to mitigate the 
ardour, and lessen the fickleness of youth, many of them form attach¬ 
ments, which, strengthened by habit, and endeared by the conscious- 
ness of mutual imbecility, produce a union for life. It is not uncom¬ 
mon," he adds, “ to behold a venerable couple of this kind, who, 
tottering under the load of years, contribute to each other’s comfort 
with a cheerful assiduity, which is at once amiable and aflTecting." 
The picture ihight be worse. Among uninformed clasps, perhaps it 
is rarely so good ; and their betters might profit by it, if they were as 
informed as they suppose themselves. Mutual help and comfort. 
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arise how it may, has something more venerable in it, than the solitary 
solemnity (i* e. sulkiness) for which many old ages would fain lay claim 
to that epithet. 

The only passion in old age which ever appeared to us to have any 
decency in it, was that of the celebrated Lord Peterborough at seventy 
for Lady Suffolk, then forty-five- It had more ; for it is really im¬ 
possible to think of Lord Peterborough at any age in the light*of an 
old man, his nature was so youngfso lively, and so invincible. We 
shall not say more on the subject here, because we cannot say enough 
without discussing some delicate particulars, and we design a separate 
article for his Lordship. But the critics were out the other day, when 
they pronounced his letters to Lady Suffolk insipid and over-wrought. 
They took him for a common-place old gentleman, and he was a genius 
and an eternal boy ; one too that could be very much in earnest; and 
who, in spite of all his knowledge of the world, as a soldier, a states¬ 
man, and a gallant, had a love and belief for good qualities, which 
should put to the blush all his eldem from forty upwards. 

A SONG or IMPOSSIBILITIES. 

lei iinit Ic Roman ; oh l*on remarqnura que je iie suis paa heureux dans la 
conclusion de ines amours.’'—Rouskkau. 

Lady, I loved you all last \t*ar, 

Ilow honestly and well, 
Alas ! would weary you u> hear. 

And torture me to tell ; 
1 raved beneath the midnight sky, 

i sang beneath the limes ; 
Orlando in my lunacy, 

And Petrarch in my rhymes. 
But all Is over I When the sun 

Dries up the boundless main ; 
W hen black is while, false-hearted one, 

I may be yours again! 

When passion’s early hopes and fears 
Are not derided things; 

When truth is found in falling tears. 
Or faith in golden rings; 

When the dark Fates, that rule our way. 
Instruct me where they hide 

One woman that would ne’er betray, 
One friend that never lied ; 

When summer shines without a cloud. 
And hi :ss without a pain ; 

When worth is noticed in a crowd, 
1 may he yours again I 

When science pours the light of day 
Upon the lords of lands ; 

When Hiiskisson is heard to say 
What Lethbridge understands; 

When wrinkles work their way in youth. 
Or KIdon’s in a hurry; 

When lawyers represent the truth. 
Or Mr, Sumner, Surrey ; 

f 
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When Aldermen taste eloquence^ 
Or bricklayers champagne; 

AVlien common law is coinoqon sense^ 
I may he yours again i 

When learned judges play the beau. 
Or learned pigs the tabor; 

When trafeller Bankes beats Cicero, 
Or Mr. Bishop, Weber; 

When Sinking Funds discharge a debt. 
Or female hands a bomb ; 

When bankrupts study the Gazette, 
Or colleges Tom Thumb; 

When little hshes learn to speak, 
Or poets not to feign ; 

When Dr. Gehlart construes Greek, 
1 may be yours again! 

When Pole and Thornton honour cheques, 
f.>r Mr, Const a rogue; 

W' hcn Jericlio’s in Middlesex, 
Or minuets in vogue ; 

When Highgate goes to Devonport, 
Or fashion to Guild-hall ; 

When argument is heard at Court, 
Or Mr. VVynn at all; 

When Sydney Smith forgets to jest. 
Or farmers to complain ; 

W^hen kings that are are not the best, 
I may be yours again ! 

When peers from telling money shrink. 
Or monks from telling lies ; 

W’hen hydrogen begins to sink. 
Or Grecian scrip to rise ; 

W’hen German poets cease to dream, 
Americans to guess; 

When Freedom sheds her holy beam 
On Negrpes, and the Press; 

When there is' any fear of Rome, 
Or any hope of Spain; 

When Ireland is a happy home, 
I may be yours uguin. 

When you can cancel what has been. 
Or after what must be; 

Or bring once more that vanish’d scene, 
Those wither’d joys, to me ; 

W'^hen you can tune the broken lute, 
Or deck the blighted wreath : 

Or rear the garden’s richest fruit'^ 
Upon the blasted heath; 

W'hen you can lure the wolf at bay, 
Back to his shatter’d chain ; 

To-day may then be yesterday, 
I may be yours again! * 
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WALKS IK HOME AKD ITS ENVIROKS.—-NO. V. 

Thz apartment of my antiqupian friend was situated, as tlie teader may 
have aaticipated, at the very tdp of the house, and approachable, with oon-* 
uderab^ difficulty, by a very gloomy stmrcase, hardfy lighted by the enor- 
mous unglazed windows on the landing-places. An outer door, hsM way 
down, defended it from the profane; ana its sole guardian, unless indeed 
may be considered such a large tabby cat in the antichaniber, was a wltljpr* 
ed dame, formerly a nun, who had ptfffited by the first irruption of the 
French to leave her convent, and dedicate her talents mice more to the nee 
of society. She was cook, portress, and valet de chamhre; and these vaj^ous 
employments hud grudu^y sharpened her feutures into an ill-defined cun¬ 
ning, which now and then lightened up through the habitual gravity of her 
earty profession. There was little exercise, however, for her or for her ta¬ 
lents in her jiresent service; her master was too poor, and perhaps too young ; 
but with an older or richer man fdie would infallibly have enacted the Serva 
Padroaa. She raised her cri})plcd head and green juerciiig eyes to me as I 
advanced; but, perceiving her master behind, soon relaxed into a ^astly 
smile, and came up to whisper to him the names of those who had ewed on 
him in his absence. T perceived now and then a slight «diHde of alarm and 
solicitude m>ss his brow, which was dibsipated altogether on hearing that 

V* the Signor P-had been amongst his visitors, anti that he had promised 
to return in less than half an hour, lie insisted on introducing me to his 
friend, and we agreed to wait for him in the tStudio. The Abbate preceded, 
and we groped our wuy to the sanctuary, through a nari'ow passage lighted 
only by the door, and rendered still more narrow by shelves covered with 
cobwebs and terra cotta fragments, and reaching very nearly to the ceiling. 
The Studio was a curious epitome of the man and His occupatums. In tlio 
centre was a huge table, Mhich nearly filled the room, onginnlly covered 
with green morocco leather. The leather liad curled up at the corners, and 
here and there been cut off for despatch, instead of glueing it hack to its 
original position. Ihe antiquarian, seeing me notice it, observed with com- 
^cency that it had been (»no of the most fortunate pun'hases at the great 
Colnnna sole. On the table, half hid by a vail of large parchnicnt-covered 
quartos, some blotted, otliers torn, lay a bason, and near a brush and a heap 
of medals. He had been lately cleansing some of the more illegible, but in 
attepipting to decipher their legends had scnipnlouRly avoided touching the 
interior. No man was a more duvimt worshipper <»r the orthodox green, the 
legitimate patina of antiquity, than my friend. 1 liad M'arcely been five 
minutes in the r<K)m, wdten he begged me to taste some ten or twelve speci¬ 
mens that he had especially select^ for this merit, observing at the same 
time that he gave me the example, with a significant smile and nod of the 
bead, that thet/ at least did not taste of the vinegar.” I (hiw a few curious 
volumes on his single bookcase, and was prot'eedijig to cross over with the 
intention of inking them down, when 1 found the brick floor w'as sc^arcely 
passable with rubbish of all descriptions, amphora* rolling at full length> 
iragments of £truscan sarcophagi, masques gr(»tesque enough for a satyr, 
&c. &c. nor was the value much diminished in Ids opinion by the ffiiijoiilted 
and fractured state in which they had been found. inscriptionB, not always 
exceeding ten letters, ]a||iDcar, were husbanded with tne sAne care, and 
limbs of all sizes and ages were ranged Hyramctrically in a sort of oMirble 
catacomb behind. He perceived me smile in passing them, and immed&ately 
interpreting my thought, and anxious to justify his occupations, crossedover 
two or throe of thehe^s which im}»eded my progress, and call^ my-atten¬ 
tion to a largo lump of perinme, upon which there were still traces of ^reo 
Etruscan letters. Whilst I was occupied in clearing them tbe 4iH;> 
he sat down to c<»py them for me, observing that it was now, h6he^eVed> the 
tenth time thatN^o had transcribed them, ^'thev were so singularly t^qtie 
and beautiful*’ I left him in the enjoyment of Ids pleasure, and recounted 
in turn an anecdote 1 had heard that morzung of modern barbarism, whidL 

’ as 1 had ima^ned, immediately roused numerous exclamationarjf horroi^ and 
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IndigAttti^* The inscription generated a dissertation^ and Lami and Lanai 
were put into requisition. A large copy lay tumbled with otherbooks in a comer 

^^hia DOokcaae: he immediately leapt up on his bed^ which l^y hdf entopibed 
in,an extremity of the room amongst that marbles, and h^ just oji^ed it 
when hisfriend was heard at the rusty bell at the doon'' Favorisca^ faVorisoa, ’’ 
exclaimed the Abbate with exultation ; and immediately throwing down the 
volume on the medals, and the medals on the marbles, scrambled through 

all, and rushed out of the chamber to receive him. He was quite atio- 
^ner man on his return: the uatumJ affections had got back to bis heart, and 

,.hia heart to his face. Instead m ,the earthy and saturnine complexion 
which seemed to “embrown** every thing which came from him with a hue 
of ace and studv, there was a youthful flash and flow of the blood to his very 

lost in the fervour and earnestness of his first salutations. He had iu>t seen 
his friend for some time: his visit was a novelty; from dwelling apart from 
mankind, he bad preserved the truth and purity of his affections, hut insen¬ 
sibly contracted a certain tone of exaggeration in their expresf^on. He 
listened, kindled at every word, and cast forth in his turn, though almost at 
random, every Cruscan and Ciceronian expression of kindness lie could heap 
together; he stumbled through a quotation, then left it, shook )iis friend 
again and again by the hand, and trailed over the third and remaininjg^ 
chair, justifying the scantiness of his accommodations with an a^Kilogy froiw/ 
Horace, Sipotea arvhaieis convivn recumberc lectis/* which seemed fully 
called for by the occasion. 1 was soon introduced, hut not without a mag¬ 
nificent preamble, to the esimio pittore’’ at iny side. We drew our chairs 
doser, exchanged compliments, and in a few moments were in the midst df 
an interesting conversation. 

This “ distinguislicd painter” was an artist of some reputation and more 
pretousion. He had come for the pmqiose of borrowing a few antiques Axim 
the Abbate, for a paiutiag, still in hand after four montiis continue lahoun 
He was a short stout Roman figure, with deep and dark eyes firmly set, 
a high and daring nose, and otherwise distinguished by the usual charac- 
teristii^s of his nation. He spoke in the lazy superlatives of his profes¬ 
sional idiom, whenever he touched upon the commonplaces of the arts; 
but his manner altered with his matter, and his favourite topics, ns with 
must Roman artists not immediately connected with the government, 
were French and Italian politics, lie expatiated on the past and pre¬ 
sent ; and above all, upon the future—on the “Tedesca rabbia,*' tlie 
mock liberality of England, the Jesuitism of France, and not least nor 
last, on the wrongs and hopes of Carbonarism and the Carbonari. There 
is no liberty of the press in Rome,—little indeed in any part of Italy; but 
the conversazione sometimes, and the tete-a-tete, always, mfdces u]> for the 
silence or flattery of the (hizettc. An Englisliman is always regarded as a 
friend, or at worst as a neutral; his nation^ pride is propitiated by sepa¬ 
rating him and his country from his government, and he is allotted the part 
of an arbitrator, or a Chorus, wherever curi(»sity or chance may 'iast him 
amongst the grievances or complaints of Continental society. My presence, 
tberetore, was no check to the free expression of his feelings, nor was he 
.m4ch mor|j^embarrassed by the title or chara^r of his friend. The AlilWm 

An Irish Baronet, whose connoisseurahip did not equal his riches, had pur- 
' Chiued a handsome alabaster base, with an interesting sepulchral inscription of. the 

Qdest letter and most perfect preservation. The Abbate Fea, inspector and doii- 
aider of all the antiquities of the city, beard of the discovery, and laid an embargo 
on the vase for the sake of the inscription. The Baronet, who valued the alabaster 

' and counted the inscription as nothing, proposed to arrange the matter by erasing 
the inscripUoQ. Fea expostulated—the purchaser was inexmahle. After much 
•parley in vain, the inspector was at last obliged to relent; adoinscription apd rase 
were both carried off, to the great surprise of the antiquarians, to decorate tba 
drawing-room of a barbarian. 
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^ ^surmised^ had been intended for the Ohureh; 
rl'^'liad eiltered'the order of the Ciiierrd Re^lari^ but hndin§^ there eofoe 
* 4n^dinient to hih OurshitB^ had, like liis maid, profited by the larse pw- 
.tx^smen of the Revolution, and transferred his affections from the theoWy 
of the mode^, to the ^Theogony and Pantheon of their predecessors. He 
was, therefore, a very tolerant auditor of all declamations against the dege¬ 
neracy of modem times, smiied at an anecdote from Burchard, enjoyed a 
ilpeer at a Cardinal, joined in a laugh at a Capucin, and went toto unitgo, 
with every invective against all who werf concerned in the late restrictions 
imposed upon excavation. As Fea Tuled, and no one could excavate with¬ 
out a permissu superiorum,” every thing was tending to a premature defcre- 
pitude ; an era of unalloyed Vandalism was approaching ; and though there 
was a strOtig smell of heterodoxy in the Venta of the Carbonaro, he almost 
preferred it to an academy or a commission, which stood between him 

' and the treasures with which every monticule in Rome, though } know 
Stot how often they have been disembowelled, is still considered to be 
pregnant. The painter had shaped his political idol out o£ the inutile 
Bignum" of former controversy, and had quite as much of Leti and Aretino 
in his head, as of Filangieri, Delhco, and other modem innovators but in all 
times the Roman anomaly has justified nearly the same accusations, and 
])Opes, cardinals, and the heterogeneous admixture of the clay and gold in 
the same statue, of this world and the next in the same system, little prac¬ 
tice, and decreasing strangers, maintained his politics in a state of proper viru¬ 
lence, which wanted only a protet^ing army, and a gocul constitutional occa¬ 
sion for their explosion. The arts, also, and in their own domain, had been 
recently invaded. Not only had a horror of “ the nude,” in the instance of 
Canova's latest monument, recalled the decent and decorous era of Daniel di 
Volterra,* but other Braghettoni were employed, and the ]>ious antipathy to 
nature was intended to be extended by the reformers dow n to the smaUest 

o No one can visit the I^st Judgement of Michael Angelo, without hearing from 
hia guide the story of Daniel di Volterra, and the order “ to clothe the naked,” 
which acquired for him the cognomen of Braghettone.” This corrective of the 
simplicity of the artist has ludicrously (though 1 am told necesburily} been ex¬ 
tended from painting to sculpture, in the instance of the Verita of Giacomo della 
Porte la St. Peter's. A beautiful, though too attractive statue, has been disfigured 
into modesty; a thousand sarcasms and epigrams thrown off; and the morality 
and curiosity of the Romans remain very nearly where they once were. The shortest 
and simplest expedient would have been to remove the scandal altogether, though 
Bueba reformation, to be worth auy thing, should be universal. The Verita was seduc¬ 
ing enough : but why not also give tlic benefit of bronze drapery to the very naked 
Adam and Eve of tl^ Duomo of Orvieto ? Caoova was treated with more severity 

but who can compifun after Michael Angelo ? fie had scarcely completed his 
monument of the Stuarts^ordered and paid for by the King of England, (and 
vhidi, by tlie by, w^aa a subject of much commentary and merriment at Rome,} 
when the two Genii who watch with reversed torches at the entrance of the innu- 
ioleum began ta attract the attention of the fatliers of the Rev. Fabbrica, and were 
thoDglit BO scandalously beautiful, that instant inquiry was ordered (not on the 
^plicadon of the ladies) for some artist who would undertake to clothe them 
after the manner of the Veritk. The inquiry, to the disgrace of modern decency, 
totally failed; no modern Braghettone was to be found, and Canova etiU triumphs 
in the purity and naiveti of bis ori^nalidea* The Bambino, however, does not 
escape so well: a few engravings were passed off, indeed, at the commencemeixt, on 
the Maestro del Sagro Palazzo, but he soon found better spectacles, and will not al¬ 
low a child at present to go undrest. Nor does this regard the present onljr<«pthe 
edict is to have all the force of an ex-post-facto law. The wife of a sculptor com- 
pUio<^ to me that she bad been compelled altogether to reform a Holy Family 
of Gorregio which she bad just engraved. This war with gnats may be very reason¬ 
able In England, here, where they have camels to fight with, it is exquisitely 
absurd. It is in n^lise better than the modesty, of the Tartuffe, and corrects mo¬ 
rals much in the same way that Xerxes did the sea. The ocean receives the 
shackles, and closes over them. 
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Bambino in the wax-works of .the Ara CoalL Vsdone artiiflai tnUe 
ployed, and all ^od; but somehow or other, with eveiy di^a irUb^ the 
unznorality. It uways found its level in the eyOs and ears of tile nblio. 
These d^estic grievances were farther enhanced-^the engrave]^ Ocon- 
plained of his paper being taxed; the painter of his customers being, a^lred 
away; the butcher of the increased rigour of the Lent^in fine to a^ but 
the spoilers themselves, a quiet revolution was discoverable in the very den 
pf Oacus. The anti-chaml^rs of the Vatican were not exempt fnim Aose 
murmurs; but what was to be siihstituted for the abuse ? in all this theiewas 
the vaguest image of good government possible—the Utopia of the Homans 
ii, when a great conqueror shall build great arches, and gain great victories 
every day to <M>ver them, and find artists, and pay all wh<im he sii^l find,fortho 
exploits which they are to translate or traduce into paint or marble. That 
time, or rather its ho])es, jiassed away with Napoleon: the arch of Milan was 
yet unfinished—the great bas-relief of the Quiriiial lay still in model and 
stucco—the excavations at Naples had almost ceased—at Home had advanced 
feebly—(Banova had no more Ids dozen of imperial portraits, and the Ett*r- 
nsd City was dying daily. As to the English, they bought like sluqt-keepers 
—^nothing sold sooner or better than a necklace; their genius could just 
reach a chess-board or a tea-table ; tliey were the barbarians who spend only 
upon a bauble. Home had experienced the tide, and was now in the ebb— 
the commerce was without the merchant—an interruption l>egot a famiue-*- 
the air-pump was exhausted, and the animal dying within. There was 
scarcely an atelier which was not in opposition: the only sincere admirers 
of things as they are, were the buyers and sellers of the Vatican* Our visitor 
was neither, and was c^>uscquuntly a Carbonaro from disappointment as much 
as from conviction, lie spent ten minutes in railing bef(»re he entered 
upon the ol)ject of Ida visit; and it was only by way of postscript, tlmt he 
at last begged to have a small Nolan vase for the purpose of introduciug it 
into his painting. 

I'he conversation naturally reverted to his profession, ami he was not 
Sony to liave one visitor to his atelier. The day was yet youtig, and I had 
already intrenched upon the Abbate^s hour of dinner. 1 perceived, from the 
frequent entry and unqidet glances of the goveriiante, or maid, that my 
delay was unwelcttme, ajid I m'cepted with ]deasure the pnqiOHal to visit, lit 
company with my new acquaintance, the Studii of Scidpture and Painting in 
the city. The Ahbate made us as many reverences as he pronounced words, 
and bowed us out of the nmm into the dark room, with a last allusion t(» the 
(Japitol. In a few moments we were in the street, and 1 surrendered myself at 
discretion to my new guide. The Giulia was not very far from the Poiite 
8esto, or the Ponte Sesto from tlie Piazza Apollinarc. There stands the 
Studio of W-. We immediately, took that direction. W—- is not a 
native, but a resident of Romo, and, as an inquiliuo, or stranger-citizen, has 
obtained that influence, if not consideration, which sooner or later strungeiu 
must acquire here more than in any other portion of the worM. Rome is 
made up of passengers; it is the great high road of Europe, and the chief ca- 
ravansery of the arts. Everv one seems to camp in its precincts; and, be¬ 
tween the cares of religion and the other world on one side, and on the other the 
cares of the arts, which connect you in some manner with all Europe, no one 
con remain here long without losing a great of the mal de pays, and more or 
less becoming intellectually and mor^ly a col^o^lite. A new country rises 
around us in place of the old, and we cling to Rome by our occupations as 
mu(*h, perhaps, as by the more tangible and positive ties of birth and citizen- 
diip. ^^at every one feels in himself, he extends to others, and we soon 
allow every new comer to naturalize himself without any otlier claim than 
his profession. We soon reached our destination. The Studio of W— 
was formerly a church ; one of those ex^temples which the French and the* 
malaria, want of funds and population, have retrench^ from tlie four hun<«^ 
dred which make up one-sixth of the Pontifical city. An inscription, in a 
bright slab of white marble over the door, fresh from the stonecutter and 
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the puiegyrist <x>smliifiented the painter in complimenting hie visitors^ and 
receded how, with a condescension belonmng only to (reigning) popes and 
empOTorfij Pius Vll. and" Francis I. had deigned to visit and cheer his 
hours," This is only pommon parlance here; but an eye and spirit ne^ 
from En|;h^ demurs for some time to these kovtoox on marble. In the 
present iiimilce the wonder is a littie more miraculous; for a visit at all to 
such a man is a consoling sign of the times, a striking symptom of the mer¬ 
ciful dispositirm of the legitimates to acts of amnesty and oblivion, and be¬ 
trays an amiable weakness and compassion for political as well as domestic 
frailties. Nn man as an individual, and few as a ^lainter, have less title to 
their indulgence- W-is a Fleming, and was, it is said, the jackall in¬ 
former of the bloodiest Terrorists of the Revolution. He bought and sold 
blood, and the thirty pieces of silver have pn>spered iu his hands. He has 
put o^ and on all weeds and creeds, all colours and moralities—Motley's 
your only wear" in the great European Bedlam, and no yii)$iuette of them 
all has a greater assortment uf subaltern costumes and masques for all ^s- 
guises and treacheries down to ,the disgustiug nakedness of absolute self. 
He is a walking illustration of the proverb, and no man has ever done in 
Rome more exactly as Rome does. In France a speculator on the crimes 
and follies of the mob above tind below him, soberly pi-oftingon their drun¬ 
kenness, and treating every master, as he did David, a cuvaliere of the 
Legion of Honour in the empire—and in the Holy City one of the chief mem¬ 
bers of the Pontifical Ai^demy of St. Luke, scandalously rich and sordi^y 
avaricious. "You will see him,** said my conductor, “sometimes recalling 
to a Bonaparte the gorgeous illusions of the late dynasty, when the * Grande 
Pens^’ wfts tj^e shibboleth for every groveller for the crumbs of the imperial 
table; wietmies with the penitential Imw of a pardoned offender holding 
up the tmn of restored legitimacy, and bepraising, in their ambassadors and 
courts, the right-royal right to taste and judgement of every crowned idiot in 
Europe ; sometimes railing in a su}>pressed sneer, with a relic of the Revolu¬ 
tion, at the jugglery of the revived religion, and sometimes with the flowing 
robes, and laced cravat, and lighted taper of the performers in a jubilee- 
procession, lamenting over the weakness of these latter times, and praying 
for the restoration of Christendom to its ' ancient order.’ He is known to 
be all this and ten times more; but 1 will not lca«l you into his liouse—if he 
be bad in the street, what must he be in his atelier? And is it singular he 
should be so ? Of what difference to him is vice or virtue ?—^is he not en¬ 
dured, praised, protected, paid, jiatronized, and honoured, to the very co¬ 
lumns of the Diario ? These things are miracles : but here they are stand¬ 
ing ones. If you ask me why;—go iu and judge for yourself. For my part, 
I have seen him, and wiLfaw^ait your return in the street,*' 

A FAMILIAR EPISTLK FROM LENTULUS CRUS 

TO THE LESSEE OF THE GREAT GAP IN ST. JAMES’s STREET, 

Just landed from Brighton, wdth wonder I found 
Our Dove-cote so splendid quite razed to the ground, 
Penates and Lares all put to the rout. 
Not a brick of the building but's scatter’d about. 
And, specimen sad of the mischief that's brewing. 
Instead of a Club-house the Guards have a ruin 1 
Where shall white-trowser’d Warriors now rendezvoos. 
Take a glance at the ladies and pick up the news ; 
Fight Peninsular battles again and again, 
Re-take each iiosition and thrice kill the slain. 
Describe on the table each river and fort. 
And ma4|&it all plain as a pike-staff in Port ?— 
The neighbours complain, such a dust you have kick’d up, 
Twould take both the Thames and New River to lick’t up. 
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. Then the Gap in the street is so frightfully wide. 
Over which your Colossus of Vice is to stride! 
It has r&ised an alarm, be assured, through the town. 
And Birnie declares that your pride must come down. 
You boast, like Augustus, that brick you receive it. 
And quick hocus pocus, that Portland you leave it^ 
But Holdfast’s a dog far sup^lor to Brag, ■ v 
For he never would let the cat out of the bag; 
Without all this fuss our Vingt'^un and Ecart^ 
Were very well lodged and our cozey Loo party, 
Nor Brooks’s nor Whites such a Hazard room sported. 
Where Legs of the very first fashion resorted. 
But fortune is buckled in vain on your back. 
You fling it all down like a stumbling old Hack : 
The fools who, by splendid example undone. 
Their sight undermine while they gaze at the sun, 
Must be left to the malice and jest of mankind. 
And grope out their way like the halt and the blind. 
What if George, out of humour with palaces grown. 
Should ask a new drawing of Wyat or Soane, 
With a word or a nod set the tradesmen all going. 
And thousands on thousands lay out, that are ovving. 
The structure is changed from whatever ’tis found, 
Jf round ’tis made oblong, if square ’tis made round. 
Tumbledown and build up, are the words of command. 
And Nash holds the magic of Prospero’s wand; 
But what may not Princes think graceful and pretty 
When such things are dared by the dregs of the City! 

REMINISCENCES OF A YOUNG FENClBtE.—NO. iJ. 

I NOW imagined that I was in perfect safety, and had nothing to 
apprehend provided my two companions kept their own counsel, which 
it was as much their interest as mine that they should do ; so thatl felt 
little fear upon that head. It was destined, however, that I should 
experience some tribulation for my conduct amongst the insurgents. 
One fine evening, after 1 had returned from parade, I went to my 
room, which was in a small public house, w'here some other soldiers 
were also quartered. I sat myself down by my room-window, which 
overlooked a garden, and taking up my clarionet played, for my own 
amusement, an air which I had often played before for the amusement 
of others. I mean “ Croppies lie down.*' It is a beautiful air, and I 
played it solely because I liked the music, and not for the purpose of 
excitement, which was the general object when that and other similar 
tunes were called for by the loyalists. 

I had not been playing more than five or ten minutes, when my 
attention was attracted by a voice beneath my window. I immediately 
laid down my clarionet; upon which a man, dressed as a soldier, 
looking up to the window, said in a tone as if unwilling that his words 
should reach any other ear than mine,— 

You have played that very beautifully ; but not so well as I have 
heard you play 

Than tho* sin hullah augus na dusig me.” 

** I’m asleep, and don’t wake me,”* 

* A celebrated Rebel air, and a very beautiful one also* 
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1 Started from my seat with terror and mnasement^ and gazed at my 
encomiast in order if p^nble to recognize him. This was no diiSouk 
task, for he did not appear to wish for concealment; and 1 soon recol¬ 
lected the features of a man who had been very conspicuous in his zeal 
for the success of the rebels, and had held a commission in.their army 
during the first and second week of my sojourn amongst them. I im¬ 
mediately laid down my clarionet and descended to the garden to as¬ 
certain his motive in thus attracting my notice, not doubting but that 
he bad assumed the uniform of a soldier to secure himself from de¬ 
tection. 

Well, my lad, said I, as soon as 1 bad joined liim, what can induce 
you to risk your person in this quarter, near which you have so recently 
acted in a very different character from that in which you now make 
your appearance 7 ^ 

lean scarcely think the risk very great when for the last three weeks 
I have appeared daily in this character. I am actually a soldier. 

What! you! the most active of the rebels? 
Even so—I was, as you say, one of the most active amongst them, 

and would have been so still, could 1 have seen the slightest glimmer¬ 
ing of success. When hope vanished, I thought it would have been 
criminal to keep up a contest for the purpose of ascertaining which 
party could shed the greatest quantity of human blood: I therefore 
left them; and, deeming myself insecure in any other vocation, I be-, 
came, as you see, a soldier. 

And have you felt no uneasiness at the prospect, or at least the ha¬ 
zard of being recognized ? 

I was little known in these parts before I joined the rebels, and, 
therefore, not very likely to be recognized under my present circum¬ 
stances. As soon, however, as I learned that the regiment to which I 
had attached tnyself was the same as that to which you belonged, I 
became apprehensive that upon our first meeting some inadvertence 
upon your part might betray me. 1 always calculated upon your 
eventual liberation from the rebeb, but did not feel uneasy upon that 
score, as I believe we might each tell tales wliich would be of little ad¬ 
vantage to each other in this quarter. 

You may rely upon it. that 1 will never open my lips upon the sub¬ 
ject to mortal breathing.’^* 

Neither must you appear to know me when first you see me in the 
presence of others, and your conipunions would do well to adopt the 
same precaution. 

I told him that I would venture to promise for my comrades; after 
which we shook hands, and parted mutually satisfied. 

He was a young man, apparently about two and twenty years of age, 
and remarkably li^ndsome. 1 felt a prepossession in his favour the 
first hour that I saw him, and we for many years afterwards continued 
to be the firmest friends. 

A few nights after the interview which I have just related, he again 
paid me a visit in my quarters, and asked me to accompany him a ■ 
short distance into the country. I asked him how far; and he replied, 
only about two miles: it was upon a matter to him of the utmost im- 
{lortance, and he would communicate it to me on the road. Although I 
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knew but little oFfahn, and some people might think tliat little not alto¬ 
gether in his favour, 1 agreed to accompany him. 

He continued silent until we had got about a mile upon the road; and 
ini^t, perhaps, have continued so to the end of the journey, had I not 
asked him whither we were proceeding. 

The fact is, he replied, that I am so absorbed in my own thoughts 
that 1 forgot that you were still ignorant of the favour which 1 wish 
yo^ to grant me. My future fortunes depend upon this hour. This 
would not trouble me but that I may henceforth involve another in my 
own/ate; and should it be for evil I should not easily forgive myself* 

You are about to be married, then ? 
You have guessed rightly* 
Have you anv other expectations or resources for supporting a wife 

than those whim you derive from your new profession ? 
None except what 1 may perhaps expect by my marriage* My 

father and mother may each or both be living or dead, for what 1 know; 
for I never knew either one or the other. When I came to years of 
maturity I found myself alone in the wide world, without kith or kin. 
Relation I had none. I had one friend to whom I owed my educa¬ 
tion, and I have forfeited his friendship, it matters not how ; but when 
it happened, 1 found myself without any claim on society, and society 
was equally, I thought, possessed of no claim on me. I became reck¬ 
less of my life. 1 took a satchel on my back, and as a poor scholar 
wandered about the country, living upon the hospitality of the pea¬ 
santry, and sometimes entertained in the houses of the minor gentry. 
About twelve months since I passed through this part of the country, 
and at a gentleman’s house where I was entertained, I dared to fall in 
love, and with his daughter. Yet I was not ungrateful to my enter¬ 
tainer, as 1 could prove if I had leisure to enter into details; but 
sulBSce it to state that I was beloved in turn. I knew the immeasurable 
distance which spread itself between me and my elected bride, and be¬ 
came dejected. The rebellion broke out; my hopes revived ; the 
flame of liberty burned strongly in my bosom, for even when I had 
nought else to love, I loved my country. My expectations, as you al¬ 
ready know, were blighted and in despair. 1 returned hither to take a 
last farewell of her to whom fortune decided, as I'thought, that 1 was 
never to be united. Affection was too strong for prudence, mid she 
resolved to share my fortunes whether good or evil. To deter her 
from quitting her father’s house 1 became a soldier. It was all in 
vain. Mine she would be, even though she was compelled to follow 
the baggage-waggon. In short, 1 have no choice left, and this night 
she is to be my wife. 

After a pause of some duration 1 asked him how he meant to pro¬ 

vide for his wife, for it was impossible for him to expect that an edu¬ 
cated female, of reflned habits, could at once descend to the humiliating 
privations which as a soldier’s wife she must be compelled to sub¬ 
mit to. 

Reasoning upon the prudence of the step is now too late, be re¬ 
plied. 1 both foresee and apprehend the worst. I have also painted 
my apprehensions to her in their worst colours; and the reply which 

conquered all my reasoning was, ** My father loves ma, and when it 
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cannot be retracted he will forgive me, and purchase a cpminlssioA 
for you/’ ./ ^ " 

I hope it may prove so, I teplied ; but if it should prove other^ad 
Why, then^ I must get the enemy to shoot me m the first engagditiehi 

that our regiment enters, and then surely hei^ father must be recon-^ 
ciled to her, 

T’his, my friend, is a poor prospect to |[o tothc altar with. Had you' 
not better dissuade her from her purpose until your conduct in,the 
field may raise you ^to the rank of an officer ? You know the soldier’s 
motto—a gold chain or wooden leg. 

I do, he replied, and 1 know that many have been compelled/o take 
the wooden leg, while the instances are few in the English service 
where a common soldier has ever succeeded in obtaining the gold chain. 
But there is no use in thinking, the die is cast, and"" this night shall 
witness our union. 

But what is the favour which you require at my hands ? 
Simply, to give her away—to stand in the shoes of her father. 
I am but a young man to act as father upon such an occasion; but I 

will do so, although for your sake as well as the lady’s I could have 
wished that the marriage might be celebrated under more favourable 
auspices. 

We soon after turned from the main road, and crossing some fidds 
arrived in a short time at a handsome house, surround^, as far as 
the darkness would permit me to see, by very beautiful plantations. 
My companion having stationed me within the edge of a coppice, 
where it was next to impossible that 1 should be discovered, proceeded 
himself to the mansion, requesting that I would there await his return. 
It was a long while before he returned, and my patience was well nigh 
exhausted, when at length I perceived two figures approaching, and 
shortly after recognized my companion with the lady of his love lean¬ 
ing upon his arm. 

1 issued from the coppice, and we all proceeded at a rapid pace until 
we regained the high road. Instead of proceeding towards our quarters, 
however, we now struck through a by-path which wound between two 
hills. Here 1 began to feel considerable apprehensions for our safety, 
upon hearing a whii^c so loud and long, breaking upon the silence of 
the night, as if it would never terminate. I had lived long enough 
amongst the rebels to know their signals; and the moment I heard 
this I conjectured that there was a party at no great distance. My 
companion perceived at once my perplexity; and in order to relieve 
my alarm, observed that there was nothing to apprehend. 

Whoever whistled thus, said he, is at least two miles distant. Be* 
sides—it is unanswered. 

Not so, said I, as another whistle as shrill and as loud as the fore* 
going swept through the air from the opposite direction. 

Good Heavens ! exclaimed the lady, I liope we are in safety. 
Be not alarmed, he replied. If you only recollect yourself a mo¬ 

ment, you will perceive that these signals can have no reference to us. 
The moon was beautifully clear, and we had just crossed a rividet 

upon stepping stones by its light, when another whistle right a-head, 
and at no great distance, caused us more perplexity and uneasiness 
than we had yet experienced. In a few seconds the whistle was replied 
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to ujMD ’ei^er side of us; and knowing that since the dispersion of the 
rebels ^numbers of them had forn^ed themselves into bands of robbers, 
and 41ved by plunder and devastation, I became seriously alarnled. 
My companion appeared now to be completely at a non-plus. He 
stopped for a moment, and looked around him, at the same time ob« 
serving he knew that part of the country well, and that from the Kings 
troops it could easily conceal us, but unfortunately the rebels Were as 
intimately acquainted with its hiding places and recesses as he was 
himsel/. 

Do you think then, I asked him, that they have seen and are in pur¬ 
suit of us ? 

I think no such thing, he replied. We have unfortunately taken our 
path through thi spot which they have assigned for their place of 
meeting; and thcrch>re, as I apprehend no search, 1 shall be able in a 
few moments to recollect a convenient place of concealment. 

In less than a minute he proceeded rapidly forward to a hedge that 
crossed our pathway, with a ditch at each side of it, and which, from 
the fine weather tlmt had lasted for some weeks, was perfectly dry. 
The hedge was a broad one, and set at each side with trees and bushes, 
that in some places were almost impervious. We got into the ditch, 
and proceeding to the closest part of it, wc sat down to await the issue, 
completely screened from observation. 

We had not been long in our cover, wlien some persons crossed the 
hedge, about twenty yards distant from the spot where we had taken 
shelter. Here they halted, and again the whistling recommenced, and 
was answered not only from each side, but also from the path we Imd 
just passed. In a short time a party of hfleen or twenty had assembled, 
and, as usual upon these occasions, the whiskey was produced and 
handed round, while a conversation went on, in which I soon felt the 
deepest interest. 

Well, Paddy, said one, have you heard any thing lately of——? 
and he named my companion, who had some reason to wish that I was 
not privy to this conversation. 

Faith and that I have—the devil’s cure to the rascal \ he has turned 
red-coat. ^ 

So Jack Financ told me, said another. He said he saw him on pa¬ 
rade in his regimentals. 

Bad luck to him! said another ; it was the like of him that lost Ire¬ 
land. 

He may not be so bad, after all, said another. He never liked a red 
coat yet; and, take my word for it, he will serve them a slippery trick 
one day. 

You seem to be well known in this quarter of the world, said I, 
in a whisper, to my comrade. 

Better known than trusted, said he, in a tone and manner which I 
cannot describe, but which left the impression upon my mind for a 
moment, that the opinion of the speaker was not wholly without foun¬ 
dation, who said that he believed he would serve the red-coats a slip¬ 
pery trick one day yet.” 1 had but little time to think upon the mailer, 
however, when another whistle announced an accession to./he party. 

The whistle was answered, and in a minute or two after a man 
was seen approaching at full speed, and almost breathless from exertion. 

Jan,—VOL* XIX, NO. LXXlll. F 
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.He came up staggering from fatigue^ and, when within a few pacc^ of 
the party, he hallowed forth at the top of his voice : News, newa— 
boys—news—jarrah, by J- s, the best an4 the finest news ibr old 
Ireland that you ever heard since the day Father Murphy hoisted the 
green flag upon the hills. Let me wet my whistle/’—ana, suiting the 
action to the word, he snatched a bottle from one of the party, and 
putting it to his lips took somewhat more than would fill a thimble, if 
me might judge by the time he held it to his mouth. There, m^'lads 
—now for the news—the French, the French—arrah, then, bad luck 
to my mother’s son if it isn’t true. The French, you dogs, the 
French !” He could get no farfiter, but capered about like a madman, 
while the whole party gathered open-mouthed round him, and begged 
him to tell them what really was the news he brought. 

Didn’t I tell you?” he continued—“ the French—they are landed 
in Killala Bay.” 

A shout of exultation was immediately raised by the whole party. 
As soon as this had subsided, the questions were eagerly renewed. Are 
there many of them? how many ?—and w'hat have they done ? , 

Many of them ? faith and that there are—a power of them. They 
have taken Killala. The red coats attacked them, and made them run 
hke the devil. 

Made them run ? 
By my soul they did; but it was d ■ "d bard after them. But come^ 

my lads, we must spread the news and raise all the men we can.— 
Arrah, by J-s, ray boys, we’ll have another toss up for it. 

The exulting spirit with which lie gave utterance to this prediction 
was eagerly caught by the rest of the party, and nothing was to be 
heard but the most confident anticipations of success, now that the 
French were come at last. Neither did they forget to ask whether their 
favourite general Bonaparte had not come in person ; but as their in¬ 
formant could give no authentic answer upon this point, they consoled 
themselves with the certainty, that at all events the French were ar¬ 
rived, so long, so anxiously, and hitherto so vainly looked for. 

The whole party soon after crossed the streamlet, and were shortly 
out of view, to our great relief, for, had we been discovered, our treat¬ 
ment might not have been of the most agreeable description. We now 
resumed our journey, and in about a quarter of an hour arrived at a 
hut, where we found a priest, of course a Catholic, in readiness to re¬ 
ceive us. An old crone who sat in the corner of the chimney, and her 
son, a stout fellow about five and thirty years of age, were the witnesses 
to the ceremony, and in a few minutes the destiny of this blooming girl 
was sealed for ever. 

The night was somewhat chilly; but there was a blazing fire on the 
hearth, and the old woman was endeavouring to boil some water in a 
three-legged iron*pot which hung from an iron banger in the chimney. 
There were some glasses on the table, and two bottles, the contents of 
which might be easily surmised. 

These preparations, however, were scarcely sufficient to dissipate a 
tinge of melancholy which pervaded the whole party. The journey 
and the alaiyp had brought down the romantic notions of the lady to 
the realities of life; and perhaps, at that moment, she might for the first 
time have entertained a just sense of the importance of the proceed- 
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iogs'tn which «he had' thus clandestinely enga^. Her husbtod, too, 
was depressed in spirit; and upion the whole, I have never seen a wed* 
dii^, resulting from mutual love, in which less felicity was apparent 
than in this. The priest endeavoured to enliven fliem' by a few jokes, 
and the old crone threw out insinuatiohs with a knowing leer about 
throwing the stocking, at which the maiden blushed; but all failed in 
exhilarating their dejection, although each endeavoured to assume a 
forced gaiety, which evidently but ill accorded with what was passing 
within, . 

"^e quaffed a glass of mountain-dew to the health and happiness of 
the new-married couple, while the priest, looking at them, protested 
that it was impossible they could be otherwise than happy. A supper 
of cold meat prepared for the occasion was then served up, which to 
me was by nb means unacceptable. I was as hungry as a hawk, and 
did ample justice to it; as did also the old woman’s son, who had, per¬ 
haps, seldom the good fortune to sit down to such, to him, sumptuous 
fare. 

Shortly after supper was over, the priest wished us good night, and 
left us without appearing to have any apprehensions of the rebels, with 
whom he might probably have had a perfectly good understanding. 
Before he departed, however, I perceived that he accepted his guer¬ 
don from the fair hands of the bride, and, if 1 might form a judgment 
from the satisfaction expressed in his countenance, it was liberal. 

After his departure, the old woman conducted the young couple to 
their bridal chamber, a miserable room, rendered as comfortable as cir¬ 
cumstances would admit of for the occasion. The old woman laid her¬ 
self down upon a bed of rushes in a corner of the room, where we had 
been sitting. The son and myself occupied two chairs by the fire-side, 
and consoled ourselves with whiskey punch for our want of rest. 

It was necessary that we should be in our quarters before the day¬ 
light was far advanced, in order to avoid being missed, which in those 
times would have subjected us to serious punishment. I was still more 
anxious upon this head, in consequence of the intelligence we had heard 
relative to the landing of tlie French, which might, if it reached the 
town, cause an immediate muster of the troops. I mentioned these 
fears to my comrade before he retired, and we arranged that I was to 
knock at his room-door at half-past two o’clock, when we should with 
all expedition return to our quarters. 

I continued chatting away the time with the peasant, who enter¬ 
tained me with numerous tales of ghosts, fairies, and apparitions, to 
which I listened with a greedy ear, until I judged that the appointed 
hour had arrived. My comrade was alive to the summons, and the 
grey dawn of morning was just peeping over the hills when we issued 
from the hut, and retraced our steps to the paternal dwelling of the 
bride. Having deposited her in safety, we pursued our way to the 
town, where we arrived before five o’clock, and regained our quarters 
without difficulty and without observation. 

T 0 
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TUB LAST TREK OF THE FOREST. 
I 

Whispeb, ihou Tree, thou lonely Tree, 
One, ^here a thousand stood ! 

Well might proud tales be told by thee. 
Last of the solemn Wood! 

^ I 
t ► * ^ 

Dwells there no voice amidst thv boughs. 
With leaves yet darkly green ? 

Stillness is round, and mwntide glows— 
Tell us what thou hast seen! 
I have seen the forest-shadows Re 
Vl'liere now men reap the corn; 

I have seen the kingly chace rush by. 
Through the deep glades at morn. 
With the glance of many a gallant spear, 
Aj)d the wave of many a plume, 

And the bounding of a huniired deer 
It*hath lit the woodland’s gloom. 

“ I have seen the knight and his train ride past 
With his banner borne on high ; 

O’er all my leaves there was brightness cast 
From his gleamy panoply. 

1 he pilgrim at my feet hath laid 
His palm-branch ’midst the flowers. 

And told his beads, and meekly pray'd. 
Kneeling at Vesper-houi*s. 

And the merry men of wild and glen. 
In the green array they wore. 

Have feasted here with tne red wine's cheer. 
And the himter-songs of yore. 

And the minstrel, resting in my shade. 
Hath made the forest ring 

With the lordly tales of the high Crusade, 
Once loved by chief and king. 
But now the noble forms are gone, 
'liiat walk'd the earth of old ; * 

Tlte soft wind hath a mournful tone. 
The sunny light looks cold. 
There is no glory left us now 
Like the glory with the dead:— 

I would that where they dumber low. 
My latest leaves were shed!”— 

Oh! thou dark Tree, thou lonely Tree, 
That mournest for the Past! 

A peasant's home in thy shade I see. 
Embower'd from every blast. 

A lovely and a mirthful sound 
Of laughter meets mine ear ; 

For the poor man’s children sport around 
On the turf, with nought to fear. 

And roses lend that cabin’s wall 
A happy summer-glow. 

And the open door stands free to all. 
For it recks not of a foe. 

^nd the villa^bells are'on the breeze 
lliat stirs my leaf, dark Tree 

•—How can I mourn, amidst thii^ like these, 
fox the stormy Past with theef F. H. 
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LETTEBS FBOM 8O0TH AFRICA. 

No. Ili^Cq^cr Campaignsm—The Prof>het Makanna. 

You have peirhtiM^heard in England of the Caffer war of 1819^ and of the 
aeeault on Gr^aiA-s I'own hy an army of 10^000 eavage warriors; but I ap-^ 
prehend the real occasion of that war, and the character of the extraordinary 
man who then directed the counsels of the Gaffer chiefs, are scarcely known 
beyond this secluded nook of the world. Tlie grievous wrongs inflicted on the 
native tribes under the Dutch ^vemment of the (/Hpe, were long ago ex¬ 
posed by Mr. Barrow, in a strain of generous indignation highly rre^table 
tothd feelings of that distinguished wi*iter; but, since the colony became a 
dependency of the British empire, not one of the many travellers who have 
explored its remote provinces lias thought fit to tell the world how matters 
are managed uow. It is therefore, 1 presume, taken for granted that tlie 
abuses that once existed have been long ago redressed, and that the treat¬ 
ment of tlie natives by our colonial authorities has been strictly regulated 
1»y those principles of justice and humanity, which as a nation we so loudly 
profess. Such is, doubtless, your impression^—for our Government proclama¬ 
tions at the Cane have been of late years damingly philanthrupioal. But 
let not Englanu “ lay the flattering unction to her soul,'* that empty pro¬ 
fessions will pass for good deeds. Ine light of day will at length reveal what 
has been doing in the dark ; and tlieii it will be found that the long-abused 
Aborigines of South Africa have, indeed, gained but little by the transfer 
of the Cape from Dutch to English dominion; and that the chief, almost 
the sole aHeration in their condition is this :—Under the Dutch they were 
plundered, and oppressed by the boors; under the English by the Govern¬ 
ment itself. 

A detailed narrative of our wars with the Gaffers would furnish but a de¬ 
plorable tale of wrong and retaliation, far too long and too monotonous for 
your pages. I send you therefore only a single “ act of the drama.'* It is 
neither the last, nor perhaps the most affecting; but it may serve as a speci¬ 
men of our colonial perfomancos in this style of acting, and perhaps draw 
some attention to our secluded political theatre before the last scene of 
the Caffer tragedy is completed, as the Hottentot one has been long ago. 

In the year 1818 an internal war broke out among the Gaffer clans which 
border on the colonial frontier. It originated in certain disputes between 
the Chief Gaika and his uncle S*Lhainbi, about the possession of a tract of 
pasturs^e,—and in resentment of the conduct of the former in plundering 
some of the weaker chiefs of their cattle, and forcibly carrying (»ff and ap¬ 
propriating to his own use tlie wife of a distinguished warrior.* Hie ]>artios 
flew to arms, and a powerful confederacy was formed against the arrogant 
usuriier. S'Lhambi was supported by his brother Jaluhsa, hy the prophet- 
chief Makanna, by Congo, Jlabanna, lliiiza, and most of the other principal 
leaders of the Amakosa nation. In the conflict which ensued, Gaika was de¬ 
feated with great loss, his clan dispersed and plundered, and he himself driven 
for slielter to the vicinity of the colony. The victors did not press him 
farther, nor was nnv aggression committed by them upon the colonial terri¬ 
tory. There was, tnerefore, not the slightest jiretence for our interference. 

* GaikaV fine person and plausible demeanour fascinated the travellers Barrow 
and Lichtenstein, who saw him when he was a i-ery young man. Since that time 
his character has developed itself very differently from what those writers antici¬ 
pated. At this day he stands lower in moral estimation, even in the opinion of the 
Caffers, than any other chief of note in their nation. He has been long notorious 
for his arrogance, duplicity, sensuality, and insatiable cupidity; and is considered, 
by the missionaries and other Europeans to whom he is known, to he very far be* 
low the average character of his countrymen, who are certainly, on the whole, a fine 
high-spirited race of men, and not undeserving of the favourable aclzounts which 
the intelligent travellers above named have given of them. 
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It wiitotifefy a dme«Uo qoarrel* aiid.tiie Cafiets ou|^t tp ^ye 
t6*Mtde Utheif o^way. 

Ui^|q»]y> the cdkmid Government did aot dioose to iieutn^ 
adopted tho cause of ^'Kina Gaika;’' publidy declared him the paranu»h>t 
and le^tiinate chirf of the Gaffer natiim^* and dmiounced hia opponenta. ap 
rebels and outlaws! In prosecution of this extraordina^ policy^ JLieut.-* 
Colonel Brereton was directed to march into Cafferlmid, in the dose of 
leie, with a powerful force of milita^ and Burgher militia. The insuigez^t 
diie& deprecated this unprovoked invasion; they declared that they iiere 
aSLkious to remain at peace with the colony; but at the same time obstinately 
refused submission to Gaika. The commando" (I adopt the colonial fenn) 
marched forward. The unoffending inhabitants were attacked in their 
IdraalB or villages, plundered of their cattle, and slaughtered or driven into 
the woods. 1 have been assured by officers who accompanied this com-* 
mando, that not less than 23,000 head of cattle were carried off from the 
lands of 8’Lhambi and his allies,—9000 of which were allotted to Guka, and 
the rest distributed among the boors^ or sold to defray the expenses of the 
expedition.t 

* By this unprovoked invasion the Caffer clans were not only wantonly 
asperated, but rendered in a great measure desperate, by being deprived of 
their principed means of subsistence. Under such circumstances is it to be 
wondered at that they followed the retiring track of their mvaders, and 
gan to pour themselves into the colony in numerous swarms, ravenous for 
plunder and reven^ ? Retaliation was easy and immediate. The cattle of 
tlm boors along the frontier were everywhere swept off, and many of the 
inhabitants were forced to abandon their dwellings. Detached military Cwere captured. Captain Gethin of the 6th re^;iment. Lieutenant 

) of the Afncan corps, and numerous small parties and patrolea of 
Bvitidi soldiers were massacred. The Gaffers soon discovered diat the 
European troops were but ill-adapted for withstanding their system of bush- 
warfare, and their audacity daily increased. The Moravian settlement of 
Enon, a hundred miles fn>m the frontier, was plundered and burned to the 
gwrand. The Zuurveld, where the British settlers are now located, was 
overrun and laid waste; and the British troops, harassed and baffled by this 
desultory mode of warfare, strove in vain to maintain their ground, or to 
def^d the frightened colonists. 

The counsem of the Caffer chiefs were at this time directed by an extra¬ 
ordinary individual, generally known in the colony by tiie name of Lynx, 
but whose native appellation was Mtdcanna.:^ He had been originimy a 
Coffer of low rank, destitute of property, and without any pretension to no- 

* The claims of Gaika to such authority were, at the best, exceedingly question** 
able. He bad never been recognized as sovereign by the greater part of the 
Amakosa clans; and he told Lord Charles Somerset himself, in 1817, that many 
of the other chiefs considered themselves bis equals, and were entirely independent 
of his control. In point of lineage even be is inferior to Hinza, who, if any 
thing like regular monarchy existed among these wild tribes, would of cottfie be 
king. But it is altogether absurd to talk of legitimate sovereignty in such a state 
of aoclety $ and it is at all events manifest that we had no business to interfere in 
the internal polity and civil broils of these barbarians, so long as the safety of ^ 
ecdony was not endangered by them. 
t .^artof this plund^ was also devoted to pious purposes^mneh after the fasliloa 

of pur European worthies of the middle ages, who religiously wasted provinces to 
.endow abbeys and cathedrals* About 3000 rix-dollars, accruing fttm thesad^ of 
Caffer pattie, was allotted to build a church in the village of Uitenhage. QiPtttloith 
able as such an appropriation was, however, it was too disinterested an ob^ta 

. be executed*. In January 18^, when I visited that village, 1 found that 
waf yet erpeteda and that the ** consecrated fund** had been, by peemisA^ pf tie 
gbvpmr, dive^d, a rery'different object. ^ 

i lue similwity of this name to that of Mr. hlk>ore's Veiled PmkiM** leJh 
euriona coincideiice. . r f 
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; but| by Ub talents and address, had gradually rataed hkn- 
Q. Befbre tte present war bidce out, newasin timhatofC 

^l^uently visitixig the British head-^quarters at Graham's Town; and had 
etineed an inastiable curiosity and an acute judgment on subjects both 
cUlbtive and praotlcaL IVith the military officers he talked of war, or of 
BtU^ of the mechanical arts as fell under his observation; but his great da** 
light was to converse with Mr. Vanderlii^er the chaplain, to eUcit i^on* 
mation in riggard to the doctrines of Christianity, and to puzzle him in re« 
turn wHh metaphysical subtleties or mystical ravings* 

Whether Ma^nna had acquired any correct views of the Christian sy»i 
tem seems doubtful; but of his knowledge, such as it was, he made an ex^ 
traordina^ use* Combining what he had learned respecting the creation, 
the fall ot man, the atonement, the resurrection, and other Christum doc-* 
tiines, with some of the superstitious traditions of his countrymen* and with 
his own wild fandes, he iramed a sort of extravagant religious medley ; and, 
like another Mahomet, boldly announced himsw as a pro}>het and teacher 
directly inspired Heaven. He endeavoured to throw around his ob^ 
scure origin a cloud of mystery; mid impiously called himself 'Hhe brother 
of Christ.^' In his usual demeanour he assumed a reserved, solemn, and 
abstracted air, and kept himself apart from observation: but in addfrering 
the people, who flocked in multitudes to hear him, he appeared to pour 
fpri;h his soul in a flow of affecting and impetuous eloquence. The missionary, 
lUad, who visited him in Cafferland in 1816, describes his ^pearanoe as 
exceedingly imposing, and his inff uence both over the chiefs and the common 
people as most extraordinary. He addressed the assembled multitudes re¬ 
peatedly in Mr. Read's presence with great effect; inculcating a stricter 
morality, and boldly upbraiding the mo^ powerful chiefs with their vices: 
at other times, instructing them in Scripture histoiy, he adduced as a proof 
of the univers^ deluge, the existence of immense beds of sea shells on the 

by his impious pretensions, and could only conclude that he was calculated 
to do much good or mischief, according as his influence might be ultimately 
et^loyed. 

By degrees he gained a complete control over ^1 the principal chiefs, 
with the exception of Gaika, who feared and avoided him. He was con<« 
suited on every matter of consequence, received numerous gifts, collected a 
large body of retainers, and was acknowled^d as a warrior chief as well as a 
prophet. His ulterior objects were never fully developed; but it seems not 
improbable that he contmnplated raising himself to the sovereignty as well 
as to the priesthood of bis nation ; and proposed to himself the patriotic task 
(for, though a religious impostor, he certainly was not destitute of high and 
generous aspirations,) to elevate by degrees nis barbarous countrymen, both 
politically and intellectually nearer to a level with the Europeans. 

But, whatever were Makanna's more peaceful projecte, the unexpected m« 
vasion of the country by the English troops in 1818 diverted his enterprise 
into a new and more disastrous channel. The confederate chiefs, in turning 
their arms agunst Gaika, though roused by their own immediate wrongs, hM 
acted at the same time under the prophet's directions; for it was one of his 

* Many of the traditionary customs of the Gaffers, besides the rite of circum¬ 
cision, b^r a striking resemblance to those of the Mosaic law, and seem strongly 
to corroborate Mr. Baitow's opinion, that they, however remotely, derived their 
Imeags from a Hebrew or Arabian origin. Many terms in thebr lan^age appear to 
^nt tq a similar source. Fur example, the name of that beautiful antelope, t^ 
%»riQgbi;& (AnH/ope p^gttrga) is l%ehi in the Amakota toogne. The very aamo 

ra U used In Hebi Word is used In Hebrew to denote an Antelope of tbe same deacription, If not the 
weeiap apeciesi erroneously rendered **roe^’ by our translators; **Like % voe 

‘ bra young hart upon (he mountains of Bether/* ** ra 
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to humUey if not to crush entirely that tyrannical iitnd treacherous 
who was the ^eat obstacle to his public^ perhans^ perso^m^ 

views of aggrandisement. With the Ei^livi authorities he had aswuously 
cultivated tenns of friendship; and had not apparently anticipated any hoa-* 
t&e collliuon with them on this occasion. But^ after Brereton's destouotiyw 
inroad, by which Makanna's followers, in common with the other ixinfederate. 
clanSf haa suiFered most cruelly, whole soul of the wurrior-pruphet seems 
to have been bent upon revenging the aggressions of the Christians, and 
emancipating his country from their insolent control. He saw that this was 
not to be effected by mere marauding incursions, supb as had always hitherto 
char^terised Caffer warfare. The great difficulty was to concentrate the 
energies of his countrymen, and du*ect their desultory aims to mure iiQpor* 
tant objects; and this be at ieiigth effected. 

By bis spirit-rousing eloquence, bis pretended revelations from Heaven, 
and his confident predictions of complete sucAiieas, provided thby Implicitly 
followed bis counsels, he persuaded the great majority of the Amakosa clans 
(including scnne of-Hinza's warriors) to unite their forces for a simultaneous 
attack upon Graham s Town, the bead-quarters of the British troops. He 
told them that he was sent by Uteka, the Great Spirit, to avenge their 
wrongs; that he had power to call up from the ^ave tlie spirits of their an¬ 
cestors to assist them in battle against the white men, whom they should 
drive, before they stopped, across the Zwai-tkops river and into the ocean 

and then,'’ said the prophet, we will sit down and eat honey !'* Igno¬ 
rant of our vast resources, Makanna probably conceived that, this once 
effected, the contest was over ibr ever with the usurping Christians. 

Having called out the chosen warriors from the various clans, Makanna 
mustered his army in the forests of the Great Fish Rii'er, and found himself 
at the head of between nine and ten thousand men. He then sent (in con¬ 
formity with a custom held in repute among Caffer heroes) a message of de¬ 
fiance to Colonel Willshire, the British commandant, uuuouucing;'* that he 
would breakfast with him next morning." 

At the first break of dawn the warriors were roused for battle on the 
mountains near Graliam’s Town; and before they were led on to the assault, 
were addreseod by Makanna in an aninmtiug speech, in whidi lie is said to 
have promised the aid of spirits of earth and air to assist their cause and to 
countervail the boasted prowess of the white men’s fire." 

Thus excited, they were led on by their various chiefs, but all under 
the general direction of the prophet himself, and his chief captain, Dusani the 
son of S'Lhambi. llie English were ctimpletely astonished when they appear¬ 
ed, soon after sunrise, marching rapidly over ine heights which environ Gra¬ 
ham's Town; for Colonel Willshire had so entirely disregarded the message 
sent him, considering it a mere bravado, that he had t^en no precautions 
whatever, and was himself veiy nearly captured by the enemy as he was 
taking a morning ride with some of his officers. H^ the Gaffers advanced 
by night, they could not have failed of capturing the place. 

All was now bustle and confusion in the little garrison, which consisted of 
only about .three hundred and fifty European troops, and a'small corp^ of 
disciplined Hottentots. The place had no regular defences, and the few 
field-pieces which it possessed were not in perfect readiness. The Caffera 
rushed on to Uie assault with their wild war-cries. Thfey were gallanHy eOn 
countered by the troops, who poured upon them, as they advanced in dense 
disorderly masses, a destructive fire of musketry, every shot of which was 
<leadly, while their showers of assagais fell shuil or ineff^ive. Still, how¬ 
ever, they advanced courageously, the chiefs cheering them on, almost to the 
imizries of the British guns; and many of the foremost warriors were now 
seen breaking short their last assagai, to render it a stabbing weapon, in order 
to rush in upon the troops, according to Makanna s dh-ections, and deride tlie 
battle in close combat. 7'his was very different from their usual mode qf 
Imsh-^fig^ting; but the suggestion of it evinces Makanna's judgment; for, 
if promptly iinOoldly acted upon, it could not have failed of success. The 
great bo^y strength and agility of the Caffers, as well as their vast supe- 
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xtortty' in'nuBibdrfl, would have enaldcd them to overpower the fertile jeN 
ritfoa In e few minutes* 

: At this critical moment, and #hil6 other parties of the birbarfans Vfttt 
pushing on to assaii the place in flank and rear—the old Hottehtot Cjaptrtn, 
B^ac, who ^happened that day to be accidentally at Graham's Town witli' 
a party of his buffalo-hunters, rushed intrepidly foWard to meet the enemy. 
To old Boezac most of the Gaffer chiefs and captains were personally knowm 
He was a man of great coolness too, and familiar with their fierce appearance 
and furious shouts. Singling out the boldest of those who, now in advance^ 
wefe encouraging their men to the final onset, Boezac and his followers^ the 
best marksmen in the colony, levelled in a few minutes a number of the mo^ 
distu^ished chiefs and warriors. Their onset was for a moment checked* 
The British troops cheered, and renewed with alfccrity their firing, which ex¬ 
haustion and. dismay had somewhat slackened. At the some inst^t the field Sieces, now brought to bear upon the thickest of the enemy, opened a most 

Bstructive fire of grape shot. Some of the warriors madly rushed forward' 
and hurled their spears at the artillery-men. But it was in Vain. "J'lie front 
ranks were mown down like grass. Those behind recoiled—wild panic and 
irretrievable rout ensued. Makanna, after vainly attempting to r^y them, 
accompanied their flight. They were pursued but a short way; for the 
handful of cavalry durst not follow them into the broken ravines where they 
speedily precipitated their flight. The slaughter was great for so brief a 
conflict. Fourteen hundred Gaffer wan'iors strewed the field of battle; and 
many hundreds more perished of their wounds before they reached their 
own country. 

This formidable attempt, altogether unprecedented in Gaffer warfare, 
alarmed the colonial Government, and awakened all its vengeance. The 
burgher militia throughout the whole extent of the colony was called out, 
and marched to the eastern frontier to assist in chastising the “savages.'* 
Colonel WUlshire, collecting all the disposable British and Hottentot troops, 
marched into the enemy's country in nme direction, while Landdrost Stoi^- 
enstrom, with his hurgner commando of a thousand horsemen, swept, it in 
atidther. The villages of the hostile clans were buiiit, their cattle carried off, 
their fields of maize and millet trodden down, and the wretched inhabitants 
driven into the thickets, and there bombarded with grape-shot and Congreve 
rockets. Dispirited by their late failure, defeated in every attempt at resist¬ 
ance, their women and helpless old people often massacred indiscriminately 
with the armed men; thuir principal chiefs, S'Lhambi, Congo, Habanna, 
—above all, their prophet Makanna, denounced as “outlaws," and the inha¬ 
bitants threatened with utter extermination if they did not speedily deliver 
them up “ dead or alive,"—the Gaffer people yet remained faithful to their 
chiefs. And though the prophet had lost much of his influence since the 
disastrous failure of his great enterprise, yet among the multitudes now 
driven to despair, and perishing of want around him, not one was found 
willing to earn the high reward offered for his apprehension by hii civi¬ 
lized” conquerors. The course adopted by Makanna under these trying 
circumstances was remarkable; and 1 shall detail it in the words of a friend 
who witnessed his surrender, and who, having accompanied this Christian 
commando, had taken notes at the time, (which 1 have had the advantage 
of,) descriptive of the manner in which our Caffer wars are manag^, and of 
such remarkable occurrences as fell under his observation. 

rain had coatiouefl to fall in torrents for several days. Mr. Stockenstrem, 
with his division, was encamped on the high ground east of Trompetter's Drift. The 
CHflrei;B rep ^atedly shewed themselves in great force, as if disposed to attack i rush¬ 
ing forward with their usual shouts;—^but, on being fired at, as quickly retired to the 
ravines.—In the afternoon of the 15th, (Aug. 1819,) two Gonaqua women came to 
^e camp, and told Mr. Stockenstrom, that they were sent by tlie chief Makanna to 
sue for peace; he offering to come himself and treat, if his life and liberty coulil 1^ 
guaranteed. Mr. S. replied, tliat he would pledge himself that the Chiers life 
should be safe; but he could offer no guarantee for his liberty; because one of the chief 
objects of the ezpedition was to take Makanna and some others * dead or alive.* 



dasartedidditbU meti^ge; mndtha Jjimddr^Bt |an»l|r alldvvd 
IjiMMuto Siauiae uurt thtax Ti»H bad aay other objeet Uiim that ^ eBpioneffit Or; 
OjCt^Ming him intQ security) so that it excited no smatl,dedne of snrpriae axa/^K 
na, when the ^eltdirated Caffer propbet* towards evening of the next day^ walbed 
coolly into the camp-^with an air of pride and self-possestioo} which certainly, 
commanded respect. J 

** it appeared tiiat the message sent by the women bad been correctly deliver^ 
hot* (added this barbarian with a magnanimity which would have done hononr 

to the most civilized being) * people say that I have occasioned the war ; let nns 
see whether my giving myself up will restore peace.’ ^ 

** After partabing of some refreshment, be entered into a conversation with the 
Lsnddroat, in which he displayed no small share of sound judgment and shrewd 
aagacity. He became evidently uneasy, however, when he learned that he waB not 
speaking to the < principal man,' and that he would be delivered over to the com* 
mandant (Lieut.-Col. Wiltshire) the day following. He said that be knew the 
Colonel too well to trust him : that be was too much the friend of his mortal enemy 
Oaika, and would deliver him up to that chief, who would cruelly torture ami 
murder him. Our arguments to persuade him that this suspicion was unfounded^ 
were unavailing. He remained gloomy and indignant; so that it was deemed ne> 
cessary to place a guard over him until next luurniog,—when Colonel Willshire^ 
with the main body, passed by the Landdrost's camp, and took Makanna aa a pri¬ 
soner along with him. 

** A few days afterwards, a small body of Caffera were seen at the edge of a 
thicket near Colonel Willshire's camp, who made signs that they desired a parley. 
The Colonel, attended by a couple of officers (of whom the narrator was one), having 
moved towards them unarmed, two Caffers approached, and proved to be the one 
S'Lfaambi's and the other Makanna's chief counsellors. They were, I think, as 
noble-looking men, and as dignified in their demeanour, as any I have ever beheld. 
After a few questions and answers relative to the disposal of Makanna, (who by 
this time had been sent into the Colony,) and the prospects of an accommodation, 
the friend of the captive chief delivered lilmself in the following terms—in so manly 
amaimer, with so graceful an attitude, and with so much feeling and animation, 
that the bald translation which 1 am able to furnish, can afford but a very faint 
and inadequate idea of his eloquence. 

*The war (said he) is an unjust one, for you are determined to extirpate a 
people whom you have forced to take up arms. When our fathers, and the fathers 
of ibe Boors, first established themselves in the Zuurvcld,^ we then lived together 
in peace. Tlieir docks grazed on the same bills; their‘herdsmen smoked to¬ 
gether out of the same pipes ; they were brothers^until the herds of the Caffera 
increased so as to make the hearts of the Boors sore. What those covetous men 
could not get from our fathers for old buttons, they took by force. Our fathers 
were mmi they loved their cattle: their wives and children lived upon milks 
they fought for their property. They began to bate the colonists, who coveted 
their all, and aimed at their destruction. 

*Now their kraals and our fathers* kraals were separate. The Boors made 
commandoes on our fathers. Our fathers drove them out of the Zuurveld j and 
lived there, because they had conquered it. There we were circumcised ; there we 
got wives ; and there our children were born. The white men hated us, but could 
not drive us away. Wjicn there was war, we plundered you. When there was peace, 
some of our bad people stole; but our chiefs forbade it. Your treacherous friend 
Gaika always bad peace with you; always plundered you: and, when his people 
stole, always shared in the plunder. Have your patroles ever found cattle taken in 
time of peace, runaway slaves, or deserters, in the kraals of our chiefs ? Have 
they ever gone into Gaika’s country without finding such cattle, such slaves, such 
deserters, in Gaika's own kraals ? But he was your friend : and you wanted the 
Zuurveld. You came at last like locusts.* Wc stood: we could do no mote. 
You said, ** Go over the Fish River—that is all we want.” We yielded, und came 
here. 

* We lived in peace. Some bad people stole, perhaps ; the nation was qnUt-^ 
the chiefs were quiet. Gaika stole—bis chiefo atole^his people stole. You sent 
him copper; you sent him beads; you sent him horses—on which he rode to steal 
more. To us you only seat commandoes. 

* Alluding to Colonel Graham's commandoes in 1811 and 1812, 
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msrrdled irtA Oilka; a^fc gnm-^no basiaesf af lom^ 'YM MM a 
*«^you took. OUT last Gow^yon left ody a few calTesi^wMcli IlMf 

ilpiiiLti along with oar children. Von gare half the spoil to Gaika: half yiau 
yaan^TeS. Without mUk»—our com destroyed,—we saw our wires and cUldren 
perish—we saw that are must ourselves perish ;—we followed, therefore, on Hw 
fooor t of our cattle into the colony. We plundered, and we fought for our Hvea* 
We fouhd you weak; we destroyed your soldiers. We saw that we were strong ; 
we attacked your head-quarters t—and if we bad succeeded, our right was good; 
for you began the war* We failed—and you are here, 

VWe wish for peace : we wish to rest in our huts : we wish to get milk for our 
children : out wires wish to till the land. But your troops corer the plains, and 
swarm in the thickets, where they cannotdistinguish the man from the woman, and 
shoot all. 

* Yon want us to submit to Gaika. That man's face is fdr to yon, but bis 
heart is insincere. Leave him to hftnself. Make peace with us. Let him fight 
for himself—and shall not call on you for help. Let Makanna loose; and 
S'Lhambi, Congo, and the rest will come to yon any time you fix. But if you will 
still make war, you may indeed kill the last man of us-but Gaika shall not mle 
over the followers of those who think him a woman.’ § 

* Brereton'fi commando in 1818. t Foot-prints. X Graham's Town. 
§ As a suitable accoinpanimcDt to this genuine specimen of Caffer oratory, L suh- 

join a few lines of their poetry. The following is part of a hymn which 1 have fre¬ 
quently beard sung by them to a low monotonous native air. It is right to state, 
however, that it is far more elevated in sentiment than their ordinary songs, which 
seem to be in general very umuraning. This hymn was composed by a chief named 
Sicana, who, like Makanna, could not read a syllable in any lungnage, but whose 
ideas had doubtless been enlarged and elevated by intercourse with the Mission¬ 
aries. It is the only specimen 1 have ever met with of versification iu any African 
dialect, and will afford a tolerable notion of the liquid flow of the Amakota 
tongae:— 

** UHn iriiba inkulu siambata tina> 
Ulodali bom’ uadali pezula, 
Umdaiauadala idala izula, 
Yebinza inquinquis zixeiiela. 
tlTiKA umkulugozizulind, 
Yebinza inquinquis nozilimele. 
Uroze iiakonona subiziele, 
LFmkokeli aa sikokeli tina, 
Uenze infama zenza ga boml ; 
Imali inkula subiziele, 
Wena wena q’aba inyaniza, 
Wena wena kaka liuyaniza, 
Wena wena klati linyaniza: 
Ulodali bom* uadali pezula 
Umdala uadala idala izula.’* 

TraTtslation, 

He wbo is our mantle of comfort, 
The giver of life, ancient, on high, 
He is the creator of the heavens 
And the ever-burning stars. 
God is mighty in the heavens, 
And whirls the stars around the sky. 
We call on him in his dwelling-place. 
That he may be our mighty leader. 
For be maketb the blii^ to see; 
We adore him as the only good. 
For he alone is a sure defence. 
He alone is a trusty shield. 
He alone is our bush of refuge; 
Even He, the giver of life on high, 
Wbo is the creator of the heavens. 



Sl^etches ^arimn Satiety, 

• Tbip manly; and movinc temonstl^ce^ which affected some of thpge who 
htoaxd it even to tears^ had no effect’ on Colonel Willehire, and obtmded no; 
i^dteaeefor Makanna nor reprieve for the famiBhed and hunted inh^tani^ 
llhe commandant and hie s^eriors were made of atemer stuff than to he 
melted by the misery of " Caffer sav^es.” All efforts, however,* to, get 
possession of the persons of the other chiefs wete uiiavdi^g: even treachery 
was tried in vm.* So, after plundering the country of all the cattle that 
could yet be found, and leaving famine and devastation behind them, ouy 

Christian" commando retired into the'colony, without gaining the objecUfor 
which the war was professedly commenced; but with a spoil (inriuding 
Brereton s) of about 50,000 head of cattle captured from the dispersed^ and 
despairing natives-f 

In the mean while the unfortunate Makanna was carried captive to Cape. 
Town, and condiied by order of the Government on Robben Island, in the 
mouth of Table Bay,—a spot appropriated for securing convicted felons, con¬ 
demned slaves, and other malefactors, doomed to work in irons in the slate, 
quarries. After being here a few weeks, Makanna attempted to effect bis 
escape by seizing a fishing-boat,—^but was upset and drowned before he 
could gain the shore. 

SKECTCMES OF PARISIAN SOC1 P.TY, POLITICS, & LITERATURE. 

Paris, November 18, 1826. (In continuatimi.) 

Talma was more remarkable for talent than intelligence. He wrote 
an Essay on Le Kain, whicli was printed some years ago. It is merely a 
common-place dissertation, and it scarcely possesses the merit of unftdding 
the writer's views with perspiniity. Talma had many anecdotes of Napoleon, 
and never varied in nis manner of relating them—whetlier the Emperor 
was all powerful at the Tuileries, or in captivity at St. Helena—or within 
the last year or two, when the progress of liberalism and the love of the 
charter have rendered Napoleon, in the eyes of the younger portion of the 
Prench public, a despot remarkable for his talents and inisft»rtunes. 

One day Napoleon said to Talma—“ I have just been acting a tragic 
scene. The Princess d’Ekmulh (Madame Davoust) has been long tor¬ 
menting me for a ])rivatp audience. I gave her one this morning, and what 
do you think she wanted.!* A throne for her husband. He is, in truth, 
a prudent man; and, if he sind I escape the dangers of war for a few years 
longer, I may,perhaps, give him what he wants.” 

On another occasion he absented to Talma, “ The Austrians never had 
but one good, general; and, liecause 1 did not praise him, they suffered him 
to perish in an inferior service." 

♦ The late Colonel Fraser was urged by a superior officer to seize Congo and 
Habanna by inveigling tbem into his power under false pretences $ hut that humane 
and honourable man indignantly refused. 

<f Compare the conduct of oiir ** civilized and Christian" warriors with that of 
the^'SRvage Caffers" in their own wars, as described by Lichtenstein, whose in- 
fortnatioD is generally correct and well authenticated ;— 

** Any one who falls unarmed into the bonds of the enemy is never put to death c 
the women and cfaildnm equally have never any thing to fear for their lives j they 
are universally and witho<it exception spared."—“ The women and cbtldren ave 
sent hack ; the victors also return some of the cattle taken, though, perhaps, but a 
small part, dividing the rest among themselves. This claim of the conquered to 
the restitution of some part of the booty rests upon a principle, which is a comnwo, 
saying among the Koosas,—That we must not let even our cnciiitcs die with bun-^ 
ger.’*—LtcAle/w/eiait Travels in Southern Africa, 
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%ie^hg of lieroisnL he said one day Your tragedies are very 
^ey attempt to pourtray milittury heroism. Battles axe vda Iqt 

Judgment and perseverance, and sometimes by chance. When two armiei dr 
a hundred thousand men each engage together, the majority of the troc^ 
on both sides have the strongest inclination to %ht. So long as this ardotnr 
prevails, a general hte nothing to do, at least not more than a coachman 
who drives a coach through the Rue Saint Honore. But, when the engage*^ 
ment has lasted five or six hours^ the love of fighting begins to dimininh 
vei^ much in both armies, and then the generaT must possess the talent 
requisite for animating his own troops, and discouraging tnose of the enemy* 
'Ihlsdialent, or whatever it may be called, must be ready on the spot. i\Tid, 
besides, judgment is requisite to enable a man to see things as they really 
are^ and not your tragic enthusiasm which misleads and raises false expec¬ 
tations as to what men are capable of doing. Murat was a tragic hero; yet 
he was but a poor general. Dessaix, on the other hand, was a true hero, 
but he was too simple for tragedy.'^ He then pronounced judgment on all 
the distinguished men he had known. 

One day about the .beginning of April 1815, just after his return from 
Elba, Napoleon sent for Talma. The latter, on his arrival, found him very 
much out of humour—People say, he exclaimed, that 1 have taken 
lessons of you to learn how to mount my throne, and to make a speech.* 
At all events, whether you gave me lessons or not, it is a proof that 1 have 
played my pari; welL 1 understood, added Napoleon, that Louis XVIII. was 
much pleased with you. You could not but be flattered by the approbation 
of a good-natured man, who has seen Le Kahi.” 

The harmless calumny to which Napoleon here alluded, was not so 
awkwardly contrived as some wliich were invented by the retrograde party, 
which endeavoured to detract from the glory of that extraordinary man, to 
whom alone kings are indebted for preserving monarchy in Euro]>e, during 
the 10th century. When Napoleon was anwy, his countenance and gestures 
strong^ resembled those of Talma. The likeness was pariicularly strycing 
when Talma appeared in the characters of Manlius and Cinna. Napoleon’s 
fits of anger were sudden and violent. 1 was at the Tuileriea one day when 
he suddenly cast his eyes on the Abb^ Dastros, (now Bishop of Bayonne,) 
who had been maintaining illegal correspondence with Pope Pius Vll. The 
Pope had just excommunicated Napoleon. Do you know what you have 
been doing. Sir?" said the Emperor to the Abb^. You will stir up civil 
war in your country. I should do well to have you tried and shot within 
four and twenty hours!”—^Napoleon was like a madman: he could not 
restrain his rage: and I was never so forcibly struck with his resemblance to 
Talma. 

M. Tissot has published a pamphlet on Talma, which contains some 
ps^s of very interesting matter, viz. the advice given by Napoleon to the 
celebrated actor, respecting tlie proper mode of performing the ])art of Nero, 
in Racine's Britannicus. 

The constant object of Talma's ambition was not to shine in sotuety, but 
to excel in his profession. He devoted himself wholly to the advancement 
of the dramatic art. This sort of feeling, without] which no ]>roficiency 
can be attained in the Fine Arts, is becoming more and more rare. I^he 
Arts are now cultivated merely as the means of making money. The 
punter finishing his picture, and the poet concluding his tragedy, are only 
eogEOBsed with thou^ts of the reception whicdi their works may experience 
in the wcwld. Canova and Comeme thought in this manner of their 
wbfks; and, in consequence, they suffered themselves to be too mnch 

The royalist pamphlets of 1814 were continually ridiculing Napdeim for 
harbig been, as they alleged, obliged to place bimaBlf under Talma’s tuition. 
Talma was insulted by the ofiicers of a regiment, at Lille, 1 think, on account 
of the pretended lessons which he was said to have given tS the impromptu 
Soverai^ 
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Itteod byAe ttUyac^imiif seeiely* ate ram^mli^llfedti^^ 
itt FhoM^ and it it not the rkbett, hot the cltvmtt aiaO) wm iwdM Ike 
gmteat iStfW in. a ihrawii^-room, Thit t^unph of sodst^l^ Ur ikta^to 
WB AftBi Talma^ however^ etca^ the contagion; and to thk c&ounaitattte 
•he aired htiprOA^d &el^ fi>rTragic Art. He ga^o umIuI hUits tohcato 
of our oOEKtnaporaiy tragic writert, and strongly reconnnended them teHte 
ieea bembaetie. He began to feel the' absurdity cn the tirade,* 
., No sooner had Mr. Canning quitted PaiUf, tiian ^ Waher SooCt arrived, 
ji^ as it were to keep the attention of the fashionable world engaged on 
HhH^and. Sir Walter has not been, by any means, fio ^ular as Mr. OaOninff. 
Ae '^d not come recommended by that striking maim of alnliiy, by mMm 
Mr. Canning placed Portu^ out of the reach of France, and of the Hofy 
Alliance; and that, too, without firing a gun, or spending a sixmle peni^. 
It appears that the celebrated novelist is now engaged on a Life ofrfapcdeen. 
So mu<di has already been written respecting the Captive of St. Helmuij ibet 
the French public seem resolved to read nothing more on the sulneot. um^ 
it ffh»ll be treated by some man endowed with the talent of MachiaVel 
or Monteaweu. The descriptive powers of the of WoodMtoc^, 
who reoenuy presented us with so singular a traifinie of Crmnwell 
other Engli^ republican Generals, appear to me hardly calculated to'paint 
the ambitious Napoleon, who filled us at once with terror and adm^ation. 
and whose plans were continually changing as they became eztmided. 
In 1810, M. Semonville observed, that Napoleon was the most loquaciona 

How will Sir Walter Scott relate his spirited and doqu 

some cmp of those distinguished men of the Revolution whom he had eaHed 
to his Council of State; and, on these occasions, he discussed aud matoted 
his plans. Judging from the dialc^es which Sir Walter has introduced into 
hisnovels. ’ — --- - . „ . 

the sa^ 
with tnpm; but as to the language put into their mouths, if divested of the 
interest wldch the Author's vivid descriptions have excited in tiie mind of 
the reader, it will often be found too tame. This would be a fatal error in 
reporting the conversations of Napoleon, which were alw^s itee &om 
intipidity. He might be extravagant, and sometimes mystical; but he Was 

. never by any chance insipid. Th^ fact is attested by hundreds of witnesses 
who mijy be found in the saloons of' Paris, and who are competent judges 
of tile matter. 

llie King showed Sir Walter the most marked attention. When he epr 
peered at Court, on the 5th of November, his Majesty addressed a few 
sentences in English to him; and his daughter. Miss Scott, has been ttmdb 
admired by the ladies at the Tuileries. She is said to have a Spanish coun« 
teaance, with a fine intellu^t expression, and beautiful blade hair. It is 
fortunate for Sir Walter that he belong to the high Tory party; otiierwiae 
he would have been terribly bored wim the troublesome attentiems of tiie 
old Marchionesses, who learned to speak broken English during their emigra¬ 
tion. Sir Walter Scott speaks French so indiffsrentlr that he cannot maix^ 
tain conversation in it, and the old ladies of the Faubourg^^ C-'~ 
toede advantage of this circumstance to overwhelm him with their 
ipen^ in bad English. Sir W. Scott is mudi more formal than Mr. 
He has the politeness of a coun^ gentleman who is always ^ idriiid ^ 
ajmearing impwte. His conversation was described as almost , 

Kr Walter visited the Theatre du Gymnase, to see M. SoiWa popedir 
piece, the Mariage de Raison;** and on this occasion he gave jpr(Ki& of 
extraordinary memory. Severaloftbe inddentsintiieJHoHt^ds Athmege 
borrowed firood various novels, simie of which are not very ww known; fye 

» s f ‘ 

* The French give the name, of tirades” to thoM dedamatory pdnm ei i 
or fifty lines, wbSb occur no frequently in the teagedies of Volwie and Riclil^ 
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flflfttM iawhiidiBitzettenv^licr husband the IcOT of the a¥w- 
iMv 400^1 uVorroved Awn Madame ae MontoUea'a Caroline m Tiifihft^dt Bir 

imaoediat^y racog^iized this inddemt> aa well aa several ethevtu In 
hox wliic^ the reeleot lent to Sir Walter that evening, were thje Dirf&e 

da Fita^Jamee, Madame de^ Mirbel, &c. and they were aS amazed at hli 
Uterary inibriDation, But in the eatiination of the Frendi, literary informa- 
tion ie not equal to wit and the talent for eloquent and animated oonversatimA. 
Mr. Caitninff, on the contrary whenever prudence permitted .him> displayed 
a odtuuderam diare of wit. He made several unexpected saDies. 

Mias Anne Scott has atnnewhat of the formally poute manner of her father. 
Bbe apeaks but little, and has a touch of the Srotdi accent: she is siai]^ 
fuid' frank. Age excepted, she has been compared to Mias Fox, Ihe daum« 

of Lord Holland, who was much admired in Paris last winter. During 
his stay here. Sir Walter saw none but diplomatic characters, whose oonveiv 
sationhas always an official tone, owing to their professional habits and 
oontracted views. He did not seek to gain the intima^ of such men as 
MM. Mdneval, Bassano, Fain, Dam, Mol^ Beliard, &c. who were on a foot¬ 
ing of'close intercounuwith the Emperor Napoleon for a long series of years. 

14. Gosselin, a booHeller of Paris, has reauzed about ten or twelve thou¬ 
sand pounds by publishing bad translations of the Scotch novels. H« is 
now bringing out a splendid edition of the whole of the novels in seventy- 
two volumes j and he addressed a copy of this publication to Sir Walter, 
apriogizing for having printed the Baronet's name on the title-page. “ These 
works are mine,*' replied Sir Walter; “ pecuniary misfortunes oblige me 
to make, this avowaL , This is the story here, and it is said to be the first 
time Sir Walter owned himself the author of those popular productions. 

French literature now flourishes only in two of its branches. First, little 
comedies, in the style of Marivaux, invigorated by the intelligence of the 
nineteenth century: surii as M. Scribe’s Mariage de Raison/' tmd ** Le 
plus beau jour de ma vie.*’ And secondly, historical works: 1 know of eight 
great pubucations of the latter class, which are to appear between this and 
the month of May; several of which, 1 think, deserve to be in the highest 
degree successful. A circumstance which will contribute to their succesi 
is, that the Frenchman now-a-days believes in nothing; To please him, a 
writer must be sensible, honest, mid diligent; and these qualities, of wMoh 
the puWc of the nineteenth century are most competent to judge, are pre- 
eiaely cnuh as are requisite in the composition of a good historiad work. 

Count Dam, who is so celebrated for the courage he displayed during ihe 
fatal retreat from Russia in 1812, and who, for respectaoility of riiaracter 
and solidity of talent, may be compared to your Sir James Macintosh has 
announced a Histoiy of Brittany, m three volumes. This work will, no 
doubt, be translated into English. ^ Count Dam seems to consider an histo¬ 
rian as toe minuter of truth, honestly reporting a series of events to poste¬ 
rity. A picturesque and highly coloured narrative may cause the historian 
to D€ suspected of passion and prejudice; and may diminish the reader’s 
oouAdeoce in the accural of the details presented to him. In the opinion 
of competent critics, the History of Brittwy is perfectly faultlew, with re¬ 
gard to accuracy and extensive research. Perhaps, however, it may appear 
UMYT to those, who, during the last ten years, have fancied they have been JX history in ^ W. Bcott's novels. But Count Dam's work has been 

y a W days, and 1 can merely speak of it from the impression whirii 

the greatest General oi mouern times. Most ot our pre 
mmmple^ Ihou, Barante, Fain, Mathiw, Dumas and ^ur, have acted their 
parts in toe great political scenes whito they describe, and which, for the 

toirty yean, have agitated France and the whole of Europe. It iq, 
toerefiwe, probable, that posterity will confirm the favourable judgment al- 

pnmounoed on most of their works. ^ 
The fnlliowfaMr are the titles of some of the historical publicatUma an- 
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Booneed for llili vinter^ 
dqd who in i^«t 

«nd 

M. fetOf who was NaMleon's private seerfttutjv' 
in i^at Oftpaeity beoaito acquainted wfth » multitude of curitma 

L poli^<qd ie preparing a HUrtor; of the retreat from 
Rtkisiiii This aluch ill to consist of two volumes, will be entitlad 
" Pmt^fepilie de ISIS/* M. Pain has already published two works of the 
same JUnd, entitlpd, ** Pcartfollos of 1814 and 1915 ;** both of which contain 
a grOal dm of OUrious matter, thou8:h they were tl^u^t to be rather too 
muc^ Wnted with Bonapartism. The portrait of M. Fain appears beside 
that af the Duke de Bassano, in the print represenfi^ Napoleon's fkr^well 
to his guard at Fontainebleau. Faithful to the nraetioe of the modem 
sudmol, the Planter has not set off his figures to the best advanta^*; and 
there is notmng to admire in the picture, except the idea of treating the 
Subject. Ilie French public will not fail to institute a rigid comparison be- 
tw^ M. Fain's forthcoming account of tlio retreat from Russia, and the 
excellent history of the same* period for which we are indebted to Count 
l^Qippe de Segur. M. de Segur has accepted a grand cordon from the 
Boiiroon government, after having severely censured hfs old master. His 
style partokes Of the extravagance of Madame de ftael's school, and fre¬ 
quently betrays a straining for effect. This fault exeepted, M. de Segur's 
work is excellent: he has cautiously spared two or three individuals, who 
are still liying, and whose imprudence occasioned the disasters of the retreat. 
Four or five years hence he may tell the whole truth on this interesting 
subject. 

Count St. Auliure is a man of considerable wit; and what is more, he 
knows how to manage it. lie is also described to be a perfect modd of 
clemnoe of manners. 1 do not know whether lie preserves these brilliant Sualities as a writer. It is reported that he is about to publish a History of 

lie Fronde* Never was there a more hazardous speculation. Cardinal 
Betel, whose genius was eminently French, and consequently calculated to 
eJeaspthe French taste, left some admirably written Memoirs, containing an 
account of tUe Fronde^ the most comical event in the history of France, or 

. pei^ps of any other country. To describe this event in the grave and so¬ 
lemn tone of Schiller's Thirty Pears* War, would render the narrative ex- 
tewmely dull and heavy. It would be easy to make a very ajmeable history 
of the Fronds, by aodiiig an introduction and notes to the Memoire of 
Cardinal Betz. 

The Cardinal, who had fed a very irregular life in his youth, became ex¬ 
tremely devout in his old age. He wrote his Memoirs to please his last 
mistress, just before his fit of piety came u])on him. He could not find it in 
his heart to bum the manuscript, and he gave it to Abbess of a convent. 
The nuns, shocked at what bad been written by a prince of the church, 
scored out of the manuscript every thing which they thought indecorous; 
and thus we are deprived ox all that relates to tlie Cardinars gallantries, for 
the Memoira have been published from a copy of the manuscript with the 
omissions. The original manuscript was known to be in existence in 1799. It 
WpS lout to Rewbell, one of the directors of the Frendi Republic; who, it 
seems, lost it. So at least the story goes. 

A large work by M. Thierry, on the early ages of the Frendi Republic, 
is announced for publication next spring. 

Mignet's admirable work, the History Of the French Revolutloiii" 
is well known. It roused the indignation of the retrograde and ministerial 
party, though they have not yet been able to make any ^ly to it. M. Mignet 
has '^tten a History of the League and Henry IV., which will |tataia 
many curious facts not hitherto known. The two first volumes of tBs im¬ 
portant a^k, whidi is to conrist of four, will appear in March 1897, aadj^the 
two last in May. llie Lewue disorgauizea the Frendi kingdoio, and 
Henry IV. ro-orgiuiized it. It is in^ossible to form a just eogaception of the 
settlement dfeoted by Henry IV. without undarstandi^ thsug^te of disoi^ 
der brought alfimt by the nKmks, directed hr the Court "eMpaiMy and Sup¬ 
ported the treasures of Spain. Henry IV. was perhiqM the beat of 
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kingd&m^ ruindd, as it had 
Ov all celebrated men^ Hi 

tiie fair aez. Libertines usually love the sex'in ^eral. aful 
addom attached to ofte woman. But Henry IV. on the contravy^^mia aU 

inwards of fifty. The history of his amours is connected with the history 
It France. To an intrigue or Gabridle d'JStr^es we were hidehted tbr* the 

immortal Sully. Henry IV. who was wholly deroted to his amours^ waa re¬ 
markable for no other quality than the courage he evinced on the Seld of 
battle. He, however, had suffioient judpmnt to make choice of three or 
four derer ii&en> (Sully fbr one^) who dischar^d for him all the duties of 
government. From the nature of the subject, M. Mignet'a book cannot fhil 
to be highly interestiw and popular. 

M. de Potter, wfio^hough a native of Belgium, is reckoned among Uie 
number of our French writers, has just published a little historical pamuilet 
which has erolted a great deal or attention. It is a translation or the 
Letters of Pope EHos the Fifth. These letters, which now, for the fird 
time, appear in the French langtm^, were discovered at Borne by Vroo* 
ds Goumni, of Antwerp, and published bv the Plantins in 1040. Ihey 
have hitherto been so dispenM, that M. Lacretelle jun.* has not even 
mentioned them in his history of the relifipous wars o£ France. Pius V. 
was intent on Ihe axtiraation of the heretics; and his principles were so 
purely Catholic that afrer his death he was ranked among the saints. In 
a letter to Catharine de Medicis he says, ** Be convinced Qwt you cannot 
do any thing mortameabie to God than openly to persecute your enemies." 
He proposed that ail the prisoners taken in the battles of Jarnao and Hon* 
oontoi^ ^uld be put to death. He died three yem after the massacre 
of St. Bartholontew, an event which he had prepartMi during his pontifiodiA 
fle wu a shrev^ and artful man, apd his curious ictipts prove thM ha knew 
how to take advantage of the weak side of the^iprincess with udiom he 
coiremnded*' He treated Charles IX. as a child, sad kept him in fear of 
hell fire; He alumed Catiiarine de Medicis by reuesentaticnu of the 
power of the Hugonots. He spoke of glory to the Duke of Anjou, and 
offered his support to the ferodous Duke of Alba, whose ambitious spirit be 
well knew. I nave not space to describe more fully the curious character 
of Midmel OhisIibr^Sbetter known by the title of Pirn V. These letters 
completely unibld the pdicy of the Court of Rome, which is the same in 
1826 as it was in 1S70, and which cannot but be interest^ at the present 
moment, when the que^n of Catholic Emancipatton is aptated in England. 
The Court of Rome seems to forget, that in 1570 the church and the 
priests were at the head of informatuHi mid civilisation; but sinoe thsct time 
they have been stationary. While the world has h^n ^vaading, they have 
been opposers of knowledge, and the preatest enemies to sU human improve¬ 
ment. They cannot be convinced that the b0wer of the steara-engliie has 
succeeded the power of the thunder of the VaUcan. M. de Potter, who is 
well known as the autholr of the SrprU de rEp/iM,*"and the life of jMpio 
Riool, Bbdiop of is said to be preparing a history of the Popes ftom 
8fc. Peter to Leo JUl. He proposes devoting only a few sheets to those 
Pi^te who have merely feliowed up the plana and plote of their nredefeesors; 
but he wBl treat at grroter length the histories of Gregory Vll, Benifeoe, 
Leo X, fik. Qirintut, and Pins VI. Such a work, written tw a man trim fer 
the naoe often years has had ftee aecpaf te the libraries of Rome, FWanoe, 

* H. Laaterilte is a droU historian, for he cfeum the tone of his Uamtive, 
aoeoelitedy at he wiihet to flatter Napdeon or the ftniriions. 

xi^No. txxit I. c; 
« ^ * 
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must neceBsarilf be foU of curious matter. Gregorio Let^ bus throwB^ 
<»dy au uncertain and partial light on the intrigues of the Court of 
in his Histories oi the Condaves^ which is^howeTer, an exceedingly ouzio^ 
woj4c. ; 

My letter has already extended to such a lenj^ that I must de^ a 
description of the splendid building, the new Excha^e, which was opened 
on the 4th of November, the /Me of Charles X. building was com- 
mencedjjSL the time of Napoleon,' by the architect Bmuniart. The expense 
had bee^efrayed by the merchants of Paris. It r4j|Hlimes a Greek temple, 
and is, I think, one of the finest edifices in Parieu ' lir ^ 

I suppose M. Reinuzat’s Chinese novel will shortly make its appearance in 
an English dress. It has probably been already noticed and quoted in'your 
Literary Reviews, and if so, it would be useless to send you any extracts 
from it. It has been very much read in Paris. It presents a picture of 
Chinese manners about the y^ar 14^0, though th^ author lived about the 
year 1600; and shows the Chinese to be no less artM and tricky than European 
diplomatists. The celebrated Duke of Orleans before a 
man could moke hLs way at Court, he must be et sans humeur* 
This precisely the character of the Chinese, M. Remuzat has 
introduced us. They practise all kinds of dishon^ty, and without exciting 
the resentment of the persons they injure. Among all the rogues exhibited 
In this^ovel, only one is punished, and he is a poor porter who suffered him¬ 
self to be bribed, and is turned away by his master. M. Remuzat seems to 
have faithfully translated, without attempting to embellish the original 
author. 

You recollect M. Ouvrard's affair. Never was there any thing so scan¬ 
dalous. Eighty millions of francs have been made away w„ith ; and so pow¬ 
erful are the iiidividuala concerned in this embezzlement, tiiat M. de Villele, 
who has only one object in view, viz. to keep his place, has been intriguiiw 
for two years to screen the offenders. On the 10th dP November, M. 
Ouvrard appeared before a new tribunal. He has just published the 
second part of his Memoirs, and he has announced the third. He acknow¬ 
ledges that at one period of his life he possessed seventy^two iniilions of 
Arancs, and there is reason to believe that he was once wort^ no less than 
two hundred millions.'^e is now at Sainte Pelsgie, the prison for insol¬ 
vent debtors. 

llie French works Wely published on Spain have, generally speakii^, 
been full of. absurdities, for their authors nave either been sold to the 
Jesuits or to M. de Villele. M. Ouvrard, with the* intention of attracting 
public attention to his own affairs, has published bob^ very amusing par- 
ticuhurs respecting the Peninsula, llie book has b^^ out only two days, 
and every body is already acquainted with the history of the celebrated 
brigand chief Jlenne. This man, at the fall of Napoleon in 1814, Gbm- 
manded a band of 500 men, who had always been robbers rather than sol¬ 
diers. He kept them in active service, that is to say, plundering on the 
highways, from 1814 to 1823. The fVench* Generals on entering Spain 
formed acquaintance with Jienne, who was a spirited and. intelligent man. ■ 
They admitted him to their table, and jokingly compared him to Laroque 
Guinard. After the restoration of Ferdinand, f&ienne had the misfortune 
to incur the displeasure of the Monks, and the French Generals^ suffered 
their table-companion to be hanged I M. Ouvrard gives a description of 
the celebrated Father Cirillo, who resembles Sir W. Scott's character of 
Rob Roy. The curious anecdotes related by M, Ouvrard, exhibit smne of 
the Spanish liberal Generals in a very ridiculous point of view. Not only 
were they destitute of the t^ent requisite for inventing measures to 
attach the people to the cause of liberty, and to create new interostS; 
but they could not even adopt the measures invented in Francelby Mirabdf^ 
Damtoh, tokd Caniot. The Spanish liberals ridiculed the Frendb for hayii^ 
purchased o^y« sort nf half and half liberty, at the prioe of ao mncn 
Dlood and money. M- Ouvrard relates some curious and interertlng 
culars retq>ecting the death of Biego, and Ferdinand's departure from Cadis, 

* » 
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Inrt ht myu nothing about the blow which his Miyesty gave the Queen, and 
whi<^ so diocked all the young French olHGei's. It is said that M. 
(>uvrard'B Memoirs have been prepared for the press by MM. lioun- 
Laboide and Regnaut, both men of considerablo talent. Should the 
author be still more indignant against the ministry six months hencts u^hen 
he intends publishing the third part of his Memoirs, ho will, 
ture to tell the whole troth. Nothing is likdy to be more eiiioi'taining to 
the public, or more tnAimdng to the distingui^ed personages concf^ed in 
the eKibez2sl6mepts in •mBn, 

The Abbd Marcefd^a Roche Arnault, who has been long umoug the 
Jesuitic has just published a Biographical Account of those good fathers. 
This ^wk would be more curious if it contained less of fiction and more 
of fact. 

The Duchess de Diiras, so celebrated for her talent, is just now 
dangerously ill. Her death would be a ^at loss to literature. The 
8'doon of the Duchess ^ Duras retains all that grace of manners and 
amiable urbanity whyjr Ulstinguidied the French nobility of the old 
school. The DuchevKi^ the authoress of some very pretty novels, in 
which she has painted thd im|>ossibilitiea of love, if ^ may so express 
myself. Ourika cannot marry her lover, because site is a woman or co¬ 
lour ; and Edward caimot be united to the Ducliess de Nevers, bccaiihe 
he is not a nobleman. The Duchess de Duras has read to some of Jier 
friends a novel entitled Olivier," which is said to be superior to any of 
her former works, butwliich has not been printed. 

M Scrilie, the clever author of the "Somnambule/' “Michel ct Christine,” 
and the popular little piece the “ Manage de llai'^ou/* is reported to have 
fallen into a state of languor, which is very alarming, not only to ins per¬ 
sonal friends, but to alj interested in Frencli Dramatic Literature. 

An intriguer, named Roger, at present reigns paramount at the Academic 
Francaise. Befiire^thc^ Revolution, the title ot Academician vus a Mar-* 
shal's baton to a man of letters, and procured him a high degree of gonsl- 
deration in society. In 1815, Louis XVIll. dismissed from the Academy 
almost every xntin of merit, and their pLtces were filled by u riters sold the 
ultra party, such as M. de Hnnald, wh(» receives a pennon out of tho odious 
tax paid by common prostitutes to the police of Paxis. To complete the 
degradation of the Academy, the Ministers have consigned it to tne super¬ 
intendence of M. Roger, who has orders to admit no individual of the liberal 
party. ]>uring the last three montlis, tlie Academy has fallen into such 
utter discredit, that no candidates presented themselves as successors to 
MM. Lemontey and yillars. MM. de Lamartine, Berangor, Benjamin 
Constant, de Burante/Mignet, Scribe, &c. feel that they uould be sacri¬ 
ficing the respect they now so justly enjoy, were they to be nominated by M. 
Roger. This.geiitleman has at length prevailed on M. Dupeytren, (the sur¬ 
geon who distinguished himsdf by his intrigues at the death of Talma,^ 
Dr. Pariset, the Abbd Guillon, and some others, who, though very loyal 
subjects of the King, are very insignificant sort of people, to become can¬ 
didates for the vacant places at the Academy. But the Bishop of Paris, 
who displayed such an unbecoming want of temper in Talma's house 
when that celebrated man was on his death-bed, has, however, forbidden 
the Abh^ Guillon to present himself at the Academv. The successors for 
MM. Lemontey and Viillars are not yet chosen. It lias been reported tliat 
M. BOTer Collord, who is really a man of merit, will ]ilace himself on the 
list of candidates. In the mean while tlie petty intrigues which are now 
goinp on more actively than ever at the Academy, serve to increase the 
public contempt for that establishment, and its director M. Roger. Our Present government certainly possesses the art of degrading every thing. 

'his is an advantage to a nation, which requires a change of all its old 
ii^itutions. Every thing now esdsting in France, the Cl^cr excepted, 
will be overthrown before this time twenty years. Nobody doubts this fact 
—not even M. de Villele. 
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ObUttration of Ideas. 

So long ago as the year 17B2 a subject for dissection'Was brought 
to the then residence of Sir William Blizard in Lime Street. John 
Haynes bad been by profession a thief and housebreaker, and had, in 
consequence, finislied his career at Tyburn. The body showed signs 
of life, and Sir William perfected its recovery* Anxious to know the 
sensations which John Haynes bad experienced at the moment ^his 
Suspension, the surgeon questioned the thief earnestly upon that subject* 
All the answer he obtained was as follows ;—The la^t thing l*^recoU 
lect was going up Holborn Hill in a cart. I thought then that I was in 
a beautiful green field—and this is all 1 remember till I found myself 
in your honour’s dissecting-room.” “ Well, but, my dear Sir,” said Sir 
William Dlizard, in his emphatic manner, beautiful green fields? 
?ou must sively mistake ! there are no fields between Holborn Hill and 

ybum, but tliose in which the church of Saint Giles’ was built, and 
they have been brick, stone, and mortar this many a year—and besides, 
there was Middle Row to pass, and the north-end of Drury-Iane ; not 
to mention the portal of the church I have alluded to, over which Judg¬ 
ment-day is carved in bronze; this surely must have arrested the atten¬ 
tion of a gentleman in your situation.” It was all to no purpose, 

''For still the little maid replied. 
Indeed but we are beveii.’* 

There was no recalling to the mind of John Haynes any local object 
beyond the parish church of St. Andrew's, Holborn* The surgeon was 
sorely puzzled: he had some reading in metaphysics, and more than 
some^io anatomy ; but here was a clear case of obliteration of all ideas 
immediately preceding the catastrophe in the cart. They had not 
merely faded from the man's mind; they were fordibly driven out of 
it, and no effort of his brain could suffice to recall them, 

Mr. Deputy Dowgate was one of the stewards of the Literary Fund 
anniversary dinner. He locked his desk, walked from his counting- 
house in Union Court, Broad-strcct, entered a hackney-coach at the 
comer of Queen-street, Cheapside, and descended from it at the en¬ 
trance of the Crown and Anchor Tavern, in the Strand. He then was 
summoned to dinner, swallowed the usual quantity of bad wine and 
worse speeches, and, in the evening, mounted the box of the Camberwell 
coach to return home. Jehu, on arriving at the Old Parr's Head, at 
the corner of the Green, drove his left front wlieel unconsciously over 
a supine sow. Tl>e coach was upset, and the Deputy lay as supine ^ 
the sow. He had reached Parr's head, but seemed totally indisposed 
to attain his years. In three days Mr, Dowgate recovered his senses, 
and alleged to the wondering by-standers that he had no recollection 
of any incident beyond that of locking his desk and depositing the 
keys in his left waistcoat pocket Now Mr Poet Fitz-Gerald had recited 
some verses at the dinner, aloft from a small table covered with gfeeit 
baize, at the right elbow of the president. This surely was enough to 
" create a soul under the ribs of death,” as the aforesaid poet's proto* 
type has it But no! not even that event; no, nOr Mr. DepO^ 
Dowgate's own white wand of office, nor his own speech in answqr to 
**The Stewaifts! with thanks for their kind entertainidefit/’ could bv 
any effort of the attendant apothecary be replied id'^ file sufibrer^ 
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seoftorium. The immortal Charles Di^uai, deceased, bad moi^over 
itmg two songs after dinner. He, upon being told of the poet’s dull ob- 
iivikmif ^^ote, did not exdaim with Miss La' Rolles, Dear Mr. Mea^ 
dbwa ! oniy conceive bow you forget things,” ina&much as Miss Burney^s 
Cecrlia had not formed pait and pared of bis studies; but I have a 
credible note of what he did exclaim—“ Lord now, only think—poor 
man^—not remember ?. why I sang two songs, < Sally in our Alley/ and 
* Tlfe lass that loves 4' sailor/ Dear! why I had more pine-apple jelly 
than 1 could possibly eat, so I gave him a bit. Not remember that? 
He naust be mad—I’m sure of it—I don’t know/’ Here was another 
instance of all ideas between Broad-street and the Strand obliterated by 
a concussion of the brain. 

Xom Meredith drove his cabriolet, one fine day, during the many 
that enlivened the last summer, to join a dinner party at the Castle 
at Richmond. On his return homeward, rather warm with the Tuscan 
grape, be encountered an old woman, vending stationary pippins, in 
^nt of the Red Lion at Putney. Tom made no bones of breaking 
the old woman’s^—the Paddington coachmen do so daily—and why 
not Tom?—but, unluckily, the crone was cased in a pair of Yorkshire 
stays. These served her in ns good a stead as the corslet of the man 
in armour, who tumbled from his horse last Lord Mayor’s day, and 
lay snug and unhurt in Mac Adam’s mud, at the corner of Bridge- 
street, Blackfriars, immediately opposite the Albion Assurance Office, 
while the whole prO^pssion passed over him. So it fared with the old 
apple-vender, by {.tough whalebone Tom’s wheel was tilted into 
the air. The horse Ranged; the shafts snapped; and the driver lay 
under the hood of the cabriolet like a butterfiy under a hat/ The 
quadruped, in the mean time, with his hind hoofs, helped himself where 
he liked; and Mr. Thomas Meredith became insensible from rather too 
rude a blow on the forehead. Tom, in the course of a week, came to 
what his friends, by courtesy, call his senses; but no incident could 
his sensorium recall beyond the payment of the toll at Putney Bridge, 
on his way down to Richmond. Mrs. Forty’s excellent bottled porter 
and iced Champagne bad been diluted by the waters of Lethe. As I 
had been of the dinner party, and had told one of my best stories, it 
so grieved me to the soul that Tom Meredith should pass through his 
future life unapprised of the anecdote, that I determined to take a ride 
to the aforesaid* Red Lion, to cross-examine him upon the topic. 
‘^WcU,hut, my dear Tom,” said I, “ although you may possibly forget 
rassing old Lord Kenyon’s miserly mansion at Marsh Gate, ai^ Mrs. 
rorty^s carved mahogany staircase, and her maid of honour cheese¬ 
cake^ and even the * hip, hip, hip, huzza’ of Major Stentor, yet it is abso- 

impossible that you can have forgotten my story of the Cambridge 
mayor/' Indeed, my dear friend, biit I have,” faintly ejaculated 
Mr* Meredith, will you oblige me so far as to repeat it ?” ‘‘ For 
once, Tom, 1 will,” rejoined I, ** but pray take care of your head in 
itttuw. If my anecdote is again knocked out of it, 1 cannot promise 
to rej^at it a third time. You must know, Tom, that at an election 
dinned at Cambridge, the mayor sat at one end of the table, and Sir 
Peter Pawcey, a gentleman of a good estate in lancolnshire, at the 
otb^. Sir Peter’s son, a raw long-legged lad from Harrow, was also 
at tiAle. After'dinner, that general buz that frequently occurs in a 
large mixed pa|ty.^as succeeded by a momentary silence. * Here is 
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one of those awkward patises that one Bomctimes meets with at table/ 
observed the mayor to a doctor of civil laws on his right. Well, Tom, 
the converbation went on, and in about ten minutes a second ces^sation 
of talk suddenly took place. ‘ Here is another of those awkward 
pauses at table,’ repeated the mayor to tiic doctor.-—* Not half so 
awkward as a Cambridge mayor/ bellowed Sir Peter Pawsey, casting 
a furious glance at the astonislied chief magistrate. The fact is, Tom, 
the baronet bad pock('ted the first supposed personal affront, w4iich 
he had taken to himself; but the second, glancing, as it seemed to 
do, upon Ins darling and only son, was too much for his temper’s 
endurance.”—Mr. Meredith thanked me for my story, and promised 
to drive more cautiously in futun*. 

Here are three well-attested instance's of Ideas obliterated by a 
blow—clearly knocked out of the head, as if they were so many books 
knocked from the shelf of a library; and one of the strange parts of 
the matter is, that the periods of time thus rudely annihilated, are in all 
three cases nearly similar. The time occupied by the thief in riding 
between Holborn Hill and Tyburn, must have been about the same 
as that employed by Deputy l)owgate between Union Court, Broad- 
street, and the Crown and Anchor 'I'avcrn, in the Strand; and, allowing 
for the average rate of motion of Tom Meredith’s cabriolet, he must 
have employed, hetivccn Putney and Richmond, a portion of time 
nearly equal to the other two. I am not much of a metaphysician, 
hut I think I may venture to say, that from John ^cke to Dugald 
Stewart, no similar fact has been accounted fbr^ or e^n mentioned. 

Leaving it, however, to philosophers to explain the phenomenon, I, 
as a practical man, cannot but dilate upon the usafhl purposes to which 
it may be turned. If a simple fracture of the^Kull will drive out of a 
man's head an hour's incidents, a compound fracture nifty obliterate a 
whole day’s: and r converso, a mere external contusion may knock 
off twenty minutes, and a slight rap with a cudgel may get rid of a dis¬ 
agreeable quarter of an hour. What a field is here opened for im¬ 
provement in social intercourse ! How many bores next to one at 
table may he put up with, if one’s footman may with his cane knock it 
all out of one’s head. Then again, as to Courts of Justice. In a case 
which occurred last Friday in the Court of King’s Bench, where the 
editor of a morning paper was tried for the publication of two libels ; 
Mr. Scarlett, for the pluintiff, upon the calling on of the second cause, 
desired the jury to dismiss from their minds all that had occurred ill 
the trial of the first. How palpably impossible! So the public is 
repeatedly desired to suspend its judgment. The public may hang up 
its hat, but 1 defy it to suspend its judgment. There is onl^ one prac¬ 
tical way of effecting it. Embody Caligula’s Roman wish in London: 
give John Bull one neck, and one head will follow as a matter of 
course. Then take a sledge hammer and smite him between the 
horns: so shall John Bull suspend his judgment. So too in two simi¬ 
lar actions at law. Let the crier of the court be furnished with a good 
bludgeon, and, after the first verdict, smite each special juryman on 
the oblivious occiput: (not omitting a tap for the tales men). Mr. 
Scarlett may then say, Gentlemen of the jury, are you all cudgelled ?” 
and the second cause may proceed. 

I dined lately with the Mortmains, a serious family In Mecklenberg 
'Sq'iare; and a very serious piece of business it vLas. Metbought the 
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very cod*s head looked seriously at me out of the top dish, and the 
roasted bare in the second course looked very serious indeed* 1 was 
asked after tea, (or rather it was hoped), that 1 did not play at cards. 
I ansv^ered as Horne Tooke answered George HI* “ 1 don’t know 
a king from a knave.” Hereupon 1 was highly lauded by Mrs. Mort¬ 
main, who pronounced card-playing a sad waste of time.” I ven¬ 
tured to ask the serious Miss ICmma IVlortmain lier opinion of Cara- 
d^ri's La Vestale, that being a grand serious opera : the young lady 
answered, ** We never go to the Opera, or any public places—it is 
a waste of time/' As 1 saw the whole family last spring at a 
crowded concert at Willis’s, that, I presume, was a private place. The 
Keverend Hezekiah Halt, the celebrated anti-gamist of Finsbury, then 
proceeded to expound us a text, and this I must in candour own was 
the least serious part of the entertainment. At eight o’clock we ad¬ 
journed to a room on the ground-door to see Jane, Sarah, and Lucy 
Mortmain take a lesson in dancing. 1 consider myself very fortu¬ 
nate,” said Mrs. Mortmain, as we descended the stairs, ** in having 
discovered a serious dancing-master.” This, 1 own, awakened my curio* 
sity. I had not seen a serious dancing^master since Deshayes danced 
the Death of Nelson at the Opera-house. On entering the back room 
behind the dining parlour, we found the young ladies arrayed, with 
their light-brown locks as lank as three pound of candles. “ Curling 
the hair,” said their mamma, “ is a sad waste of time,” “ It is worse, my 
dear,” said her^ipouse, it is heatlienisli.” 1 rather suspect Mr, Mort¬ 
main here glwc^d the marble head of Jupiter Tonans at the 
Deepdene, whose looks and beard wave in spiral corkscrews ; but of 
this I am not certain, ^fter dancing a serious quadrille, the children 
were walked off to to the tunc of the Dead March in Saul, and the 
elder branches and myself returned to the drawing-room. As all 
amusement is a sad waste of time, we then occupied ourselves till ten 
o'clock by looking at the fire. 1 had almost forgot to mention, that 
the serious dancing-master played upon a serious kit which he drew 
out of a black bombazeen bag. 1 mentioned this latter circumstance 
to William Spencer, who exclaimed, “ 1 have often seen a serious cat, 
but a serious kit.must be as great a rarity as a Tortoise-shell Tom.” 
I considered the whole of this affair to be what we lawyers call a dies non. 
The bare reflection upon it was a bore of the first water and magnitude: 
whereupon 1 resolved to hie to the witches,”—in plain language, to 
adjourn to Mr. De Ville, the phrenological lamp-maker in the Strand, 
to know whether he could not by some process, less rude than fractur¬ 
ing the skull, drive the recollection of what had passed in Mecklen- 
berg Square clean out of ray head. 1 told him my errand, and the cause 
of it. “ Ah, Sir,” said the philosopher (whose words 1 will not repeat, 
inasmuch as he broke Priscians head whilst examining mine);. ** you 
are not the first gentleman who has come to me from that house upon 
this errand. Let me see—yes, here it is—Organ of Evangeliam* very 
faintly propelled.” “ I feared as much/’ said I mournfully, "Then 
prithee repel it, for I am in a fever to forget Mecklenberg Square.” 
" 1 could do it in a moment, Sir,” said the artist," but with submission 
I think you had better leave it alone.” " Why so ?” " Because if you 
drive Mr. and Mrs. Mortmain entirely out of your Jjiead, you may, 
from forgetfulness of what has passed, be induced to diue there again; 
whereas nowf—** Say no more, Mr. De Ville,” said I with alacrity, 
** say no r'f re, /u. are a man of sense; so pray send me home that 
bronze reading-lamp.” 
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^ FASH10J< IN Itf2f5. , 
Yet I^Sb, you tey, is If/if we bsve seeu^tWf sce^ 
And with a Uviiiff pleasure ifire detcribe> 
And fits’of sprightly malice do bat bnoo 
The laognld tnind luto hctfivltp/’ WORDsWbflTftl^ 

There are few words which have departed more from their original 
signiiS^ation than that talismanic word Fashiok, or have been itodd 
in mote various senses. First, we have JTasAion in the simple tnean^ 
ing bf the French word from which it is derived, fajron, (from facere) 
form, workmanship, or make: then, Fasdton, manner; as **^arms ktilt 
o* this &8hion then we have I^as^w/t as applied tea dress, ot a parti¬ 
cular mode of dress; then we have Fasiion in a higher acceptauon-^ 
The Fashiok ; some mode established by precedent—1 was about to 
say, by universal taste or approbation; but how many bow to the 

fashion without approving it! and how often are the fashion and taste 
in direct opposition to each other! In this sense, the Fashion is the 
influential power of the day— 

'' Ruling the court, the camp, the grove. 
And mmds below andmaitu above,**, 

extending its influence to literature as well as dress; to politics, to phy" 
sics, and to metaphysics; to languages and the arts; to die education 
of mind as well as of the body ; and, strange to say, there is a 
fashion in virtue, in charity, and even in religion. ^ the fashion 
to admire Mr. Irving and to imitate Mrs, Fry; drink^hot water, after 
the precedent of Lady H-; and to experiment in opium-eating: 
now, it is the fashion to listen to Mr. B-i; to be converted by 
Mr. ■' ■' to eat mustard-seed; to drink littl#^tbe. ** It is so easy 
for the vulgar to ape the vices of fashionable life, that I suipebt it will 
soon be the fashion to be good, merely by way of distinction,” said a clever 
woman of rank, who has gone to set the fashion of goofl^^f in a dty 
and court where it is least likely to be followed. 

Lastly, we have the word Fashiok, in its highest and most modem 
acceptation, as used without the article, and expressing an abstract and 
intangible idea ; as when we say, a look, an air of fashion; a woman of 
high fashion. In this, its arbitrary and ideal sense, faslaim has nothing to 
do with externals, either of rank, person, or dress. It can d^pense 
with tUle^ but not with station; with virtue^ but not with discretion^ 
Talents and beauty are not necessary; but some sense and good taste 
are a sine qui non* Fashion lieih not in the cut of a coat or the make 
of a gown; nor in the tye of a cravat, nor in the shape of a bonnet: 

" Where fashion is, these are more fashionable,’* 

but diefie arc notfashim. Look at Mrs. ■■ ■■■ ■; dress is the least part 
of her care; she is even habitudly *^unptu neghgente dans sa mwe*** 
Shef Vs not in a hurry to adopt theJashionj whatever it may be. ft is 
eveii suspected that her warchanSt dt modes is English instead of * 
French; and it is easy to guess that her bonnet is not m Het^* 
Yet who can see her enter a room and not perceive in her whole 
person, air, and manner, with all her careless simj^idty and uadM- 
scioas supeHority, that stamp of high fashion, that iiraescnbaUe some* 
thitag; which pToelaims her at once to be ** somebody f* Ontheolbeir 
hand, then; ie Lady S*-—: every part of her dress, from the trimnling' 
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of the cometit down to the little ehoe which peepi from benetth the 
mukifold flounceSf is of the newest pattetta^ and of the true Pj^aian 
cot^but the whole, tbotigb reaHy studied, is in iitch excellent keeping, 
BO unobtrusively rich, it is sbch ** artletfs and majestic elegance,*' that 
it is ^ajp tbOiCliantt we admire, the look of fashion,” lies apart from, 
and^is independant of the dress. What can make Lady the 
gen^e liiarchesa,” a woman of frishion? Can her high birth, her title, 
her ^rahk, her richer, her airs, her diamonds, which eclipse tho^a of 
crowned heads, or the embroidered page who stands behind, her chair, 
preyept her from being noted almost as mamais ton as Mrs. C. h^r* 
self, or equal^her with those there sitting where she Conner soar?** 
Then there is Lady —, who contrives, whatever may be the fashion, 
to wear only what is most becoming to herself; her waist, or her head¬ 
dress, does not rise and fall, like the mercury in a thermometer, with 
every fluctuation in the atmosphere of fashion. Her dress is never 
remarkable, and it is never remarked* She looks not only fashionable, 
but so bewitchingly lovely in every thing she wears, that those who 
by chance observe her dress, are surprised to find in it nothing rei- 
inarkable. And apropos to the example here set before them, our fair 
readers w^o may not have an opportunity of studying Fashion at the 
VVest end of th^ town, but are obliged t6 borrow their ideas from tfan 

Belle Ass*bnib1ee,” or the Costumes Parisiennes,” are hereby admo* 
nished that the extreme of any fashion is in the highest degree tin- 
fashionablt. knew some young ladies, who, when large bonnets 
were' worn, earned,bn Ihfeir heads such monstrous machines of black 
velvet; that their tiiitranc^ into a room was like the coming of a thick 
cloud; one bonnet was ^i^p^h to intercept the light of a" bow-window. 
Then the^ is our ydung acquaintance Miss C - ; because the hair 
is no# worwl^k she frizzles out her head, till a full-bottomed 
wig is nothing to it, and ranges cylindrical curl upon curl, till her fece 
peeps out like an owl in an ivy-bush. Lastly, there is Lady ———, who 
always looks as if she bad just come out of ||^iUiner’8 band-box, 
or as ifdressed out as a lay figure in Madame Cassonne’s show-rooms 
every article of her dress is strictly fashionable, but the tout ensemUe 
is ** bkn mauvais g^t** Lady —is a woman of quality; she neter' 
was, she never willhey a woman offashion. 

We find among the significations of the word fashion, in Johuson^a 
Dictionary, above the vulgar and below nobility** Now every body 
knows that fashion is above nobility; mere rank cannot give fMhion^ 
a Duchess, as we all know, may be a dowdy, a Marchioness may 
have the manners of a market-woman, a Countess may look like a 
kitchen-maid. 

Jilfpopers are not fashion^ for tlie very osence of fashion is the ab¬ 
sence Pf laoneer: we liave not an English word which expresses the 
Fseo^ word • no person of fashion » mankrL The Duchess 

■off ' ft .in^bad no Aanner, and sometime it must be confessed no 
moftiisr^ yd. she was undoubtedly a woman of fashion: with all her 
courseneask.she waanevCT less than a duchess. What, then, is faskioni 
A tppn ;WM writes a successful poem, or makes a voyage to the, 
Nbir^ or ,bimle ,on an embassy to the black Sultan of TaUal- 
dar^dlediadledoo—an Esquimaux savage, or the authqr of a eaMrioi^ 

he MeyarAton^the lion or lioness of one or two sbykMiei but 
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here fashion and the fashion are at variant: no person of fashion is 
over either a lion or a lioness. In short» to bs in the fashion is in Uie 
power of any one; to be the fashion^ is the transient distinction of a 
few; but to be qjffashion^ is the privilege of a certain caste only; 
indescribable except by its eifects; felt rather than understood; pentna-* 
nent in its possessor, but neither hereditary nor transferable. 

# a a a ' a 

The iashionable season last year began late and gloomily, the ap¬ 
palling vicissitudes of the comm^cial world were felt through all *he 
ramifications of society. The dissolution of parliament carried most 
of the leading fashionables out of town sooner than usud^ the gentle¬ 
men to canvass squires and burgesses, the ladies to play the courteous 
and hospitable in behalf of husbands, sons, or brot])ers, like Lady 
Adeline Amundeville; 

«-Watching, witching, condescending. 
To the consumers of fish, fowl, and game.*’ 

The town was unusually empty, many were abroad, many never came 
up to town, anticipating a short season; trade languished, and the 
fashions remained nearly stationary. In female dress we liavc had a 
lew variations, which are master of rejoicing to all who take an interest 
in feminine bqauty, and show the dawning of a better taste. When the 
successive publication, last year, of Brambletye House, V^oodstock, 
Pepys’s Diary, and the well-written reviews of popu¬ 
lar comedies turning on the same period, much amusement 
and interest, and fixed the attention of the ptmit t^pn the reign and 
court of the second Charles,—it was at and feared 
that some of the fashions of that day wodfd hkve be^ adopted in 
this; that we should have had forthwith tM bj^tiful*co^vre d la 
Castlemaincy the chemuette d. la Nell Gwt/ny or corsage d la belle 
Siexparty or the ^char^ brodees d la Grammont. It Wrould have been 
so at Paris, where fdsfnon and popularity mean pretty much the same 
thing, and where they are in no respect particular about the names or 
derivations of their fashions.^ Tlie knot of ribbon worn in the hair 
formerly, was called a Fontanges, after one of Louis the Fourteenth's 
least reputable mistrebses ; and a late importation |of Egyptian anti¬ 
quities has given name to a variety of fashionable colours, as the terre 
(TEgyptCy eau du NilCy poussidre des Ruinesy &c. But to return, for these 
digressions will never do:—about the beginning of the spring, the style 
of dressing the hair full was carried to a preposterous excess. The 
men bearded like pards,’’ their hair pulled over their brows, their 
whiskers meeting at the point of their chins, looked as if they were 
ashamed of their own faces :—with our women it was still worse—the 
hair, frizzled and tortured into enormous curls (aptly termed a saitrts- 
eon.), and loaded with a tasteless melange of jewels, flowers, and combs, 
seemed to emulate the vast and elaborate edifices under which our 

* About five years ago ve bad among the fashionable colours at Paris, tbe 
** Cotdevr (Tuns ara^^e mlditani une enmr,*’ and tbe ** CouUur d*anr sourts 
effrayie :** tbe derivation of which I could never ascertain. During the RevolU'^ 
non it is well known that women wore ear-rings, ** a la 6ui7to/tne,** and “ Rohea a 
la victi-me,** The celebrated Parini meeting one day in the streets of Milan, a 
beautiful girl in fashionable dress, it gave occaaioa to hii elegant and well- 
known ode, ** l^via vestula a la victinse,** 

I 
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frandin^hers tottered some sixty years since. This odious and un- 
ecoming Tashion, invented by some French friseur to the desperation 

of painters and the perdition of beauty, has since declined; and we do 
hot despair of seeing the hair of our beautiful women (that is, as much 
of it as may have been spared from the burning, frizzing, and cripting 
of the last two seasons,) falling again into those graceful ringlets, 
which, if not more natural have at least the advantage of appearing 
BOu The bust has not been so mu^ covered this year; and this too 
we rejoice at: if there mvst be an excess one way or the other, conceal¬ 
ment i^ mc^re tolerable than exposure ; but there was something parti¬ 
cularly unbecoming in those high formal-looking dresses which were 
worn last year, even cn grandt parure* The envious mufBitig of a 
part of the figure, which in a beautiful woman is so very beautiful— 
that graceful falling of the bust, where the throat and shoulders unite, 
—had a chilling efTect to the eye—it was good policy as well as good 
taste to banish them. We admired the gay, many-coloured ribbons 
crossing the shoulders, and floating downwards to the feet. The long 
semi-transparent sleeves, so generally worn, were certainly invented 
for the advantage of those whose arms were not particularli/ handsome: 
we who love to see the white and roundad arm fall gracefully over the 
harp or the guitar, charming the eye with its undulating outline—its 
snowy tints relieved by the jewelled bracelet—^liave often wished away 
the envious clou^J^f^ woven vapour” lace, muslin, or ru//c, which 
disguise without d^^^oAcealing the beautiful limb; but the leveller 
Fashion made nn^^^roons, and these tantalizing sleeves have been 
almost univetj^s^ii;;^^ manner, the tight bracelet at the end 
of the sleei^ the wrist, or the cuff turned back after the 
Queen Elizabeth beautiful when the hand so exposed is 
beautiful; but wdier^n^^ad of a white, delicate, and taper hand, with 
a velvety and transpai'eht surface, 

-O'er which the violet vem 
Waiidering leaves a tender stain,’* 

} 

it happens, par malheur, to be a clumsy hand, wrinkled by age, 
or gaunt and di||eoloured by ill health, the exposure is unbecoming, 
and even disagreirable;—but here Fashion again interposes in defiance 
of Taste, as inexorable and indiscriminate in exhibiting imperfections as 
in disguising attractions. 

The rich loose mantles, lined and trimmed with furs and velvets, 
and of the most splendid colours, have our warm support* In a car¬ 
riage, or an opera-box, when worn by a woman who has (as it was said 
of a great painter) “a soul for drapery'*—when gracefully disposed, 
and* falling lightly round the figure, which it half hides and half reveals 
•—the effect is charming, and reminds us of Titian and Giorgione; 
but, like other things, the effect depends on the manner in which they 
are worn ; and as walking-dresses, however pleasant and convenient, 
they are odiously unbecoming. In appearance, at least, they impede 
the progress, conceal the shape, restrain the ftee movements of the 
body, and give a heavy and cumbrous air to the lightest and loveliest 
figure. They have, in short, all the disadvantages, the clumsinesi, 
and awkwardness, without the dignity of a hoop-petticoat, of which 
exploded piece of parure it was once comically said, that ** a hoop- 
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petticoat was no more a pe^^icoa^ 'than Diogenes* tub was bis 
brttches.** 

Women, wbo study dress as a matter of taste, not of adornnieut 
merely, ate well aware that the colours and patterns of their dresses 
do not affect the complexion only, but even the longitude and latitude 
of the figure, the whole toarnure in short: though mixed and contrasted 
colours are the fashion, they know that there are certain colours, 
beautiful in themselves, which, when approximated, are as discordant 
to the eye as consecutive fifths to the car. There is no beauty without 
fitness: a colour or pattern which looks well on Miss A——, is fright* 
ful on Miss B-; a woman who has a short or rotund figure should 
not Wear a dress in which the pattern runs horizontally, (a check or 
plaid for instance,) nor one in which the colours are so arranged that 
the eye is attracted in a lateral direction, nor full nor broad trimmings: 
such a style of dress adds greatly to the breadth, and detracts from 
the height of the person. With tall or slight figures the rule should 
be just vice vena. 

Having reached the skirts of the dress, the petticoat's sacred and 
** enchanting round," we stop discreetly, and turn to other matters. In 
literature the prevailing taste has been, and is, for Works of fiction or 
biography, Novels, Tales, Diaries, Reminiscences, Recollections^" 
and personal Narratives; and the best works whic^ have appeared for 
some time post have been in these departments. 

Granby was, in every sense of the word, a fashionable novel; it 
was written by a young man of fashion. It described fashionable 
manners and characters well, in a tone of feeling perfectly gentlemanlike, 
and without the slightest caricature or exaggeration. parts of 
Tremaine are superior in power and style to imy part^i^ Granby: 
though it is hardly fair to compare the two works, inasmuch as the 
former is written with a higher purpose, and is, in all probability, 
destined to a more permanent end, than any thing can be which is dedi* 
cated to the fleeting and vapid subject of Fashion. 

Since the appearance of the earliest and best of the series of Wa« 
verley novels, nothing in the way of literature has so ^xcited the public 
mind as the Tales of the O'Hara Family. In the Scotch novels, the 
iteration of the same subjecU and scenes, however splendidly got up, 
and varied with all the skill of a master-genius, began to pall upon 
the imagination. The O'Hara Talcs introduced us at once to a new 
state of society, another country, another race of people,—a land which^ 
for centuries has been warring with destiny, and in which the terriUe 
conflict of opinions, prejudices, and passions, have called forth wildest 
extremes of vice and virtue, have ** melted to sorrow or maddened to 
crime.** If in some parts the overpowering interest of the story be« 
comes almost too harrowing, and the delineations and style ver^ng 
upon coarseness, it must be unavoidable from* the class of sub^ti 
choseiy at all events, it is the very sublime of Dutch puoting. Allied 
to this author in the peculiar power and bent of his genius is Cooper, 
the American novelist, wbo, without the slightest violation of costume 
or probability, has continued to make his young North American ln*i 
dian* so interesdng, that for a few weeks Uncas was the fashionaMe 

* Ia The Last of fhe Mohicans." 
j 
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Hero de Romaic It is very amusing to corapare'this genuine young sa* 
— with the sentimental hero of M. Chateaubriand’s Atala. 
It has been the fashion lately for our nobility to take to authors}|ip. 

(toerhaps for the same reason as the Laird of Auldbiggin^8)^^rd 
Hormanby, Lord Blessinton, Lofd Dillon, and Lady Caroline Lamb. 
In short, it is the fashion, 

Those write now that never wrote before, 
• And those who always w/otc, now write the moreJ* 

llfacadamisation may be pronounced fashionable, since it has at length 
reached Bond'Street. German, and German literature, and German 
horrors, “ Diavolerie Tedesche,” have been very much the fashion; so 
are Geology and the Antediluvians ; so are Professor Voelker and his 
Gymnastics. , Female gymnastids have been adopted lately, under the 
patronage of the Duchess of Wellington, Lady Byron, &c.; we doubt 
their becoming fashionable. Dancings which was never so universally 
the fashion, never so well taught, or cultivated in so graceful, so finish¬ 
ed, so perfect a style—no, not in the days when Sir Charles Grandison 
danced a minuet with the amiable Miss Harriet Byron—is almost the 
only gymnastic exercise we can allow the sex, in which* physical 

* strength and ' muscular agility are neither necessary nor attractive. 
Walking, dancing, riding as ladies rid0‘, exercise sufficient to preserve 
the health and bloofi, and “ keep the palace of the soul serene,” will 
never, we trust, beiunfashionable among Englishwomen. Au rate, 
we remember a -pleasant anecdote apropos to female gymnastics: A 
lady, very mucif ifflicted with nervous complaints, went to consult the 
celebrated surgeon, Jilr. Abernethy: the rough and caustic manner in 
which h^xatt^ised her, so discomposed the fair one’s weak spirits^ 
th« shif'^^^hrown into a fit of hysterics. On parting she put the 
usual fee into his hand, in the form of a sovereign and a shilling. Mr. 
Abernethy pocketed the sovereign with one hand, and with the other 
presented the shilling to her, saying gravely, y Here, Madam, take 
this shilling, go to the next toyshop, buy a skipping-rope and use it 
every day ; it will do you more good than all my prescriptions}” 

We come now$;|^ Music and the Theatres.—The Opera last season 
opened with the Crocciato in Egitto and Signor Velluti; but poor 
Vellutl was neither in fashion nor in voice. Madame Cornega, in 
Felicia, was an inefficient substitute for that lively little warbler 
Maria Garcia. She hiis great musical science and execution; biit the 

’quality of her voice reminds one ofColeridge’s lines on Dr. Donne, some¬ 
thing about “ twisting iron pokers into true-love knotsmoreover she 
caught a cold, perhaps from singing in an empty house; and more than 
once'the part of Felicia—a principal part, too—was left out altogether 
—an omission which the orderly public either did not perceive, or did 
not regret sufficiently to resent. Caradori is always charming, but 
Ih'h requires strong support; and the opera went on languishingly, in 
apke of a new ballet and an importation of very beatitifnl danesrs and 
^pirSnte., till ^e arrival of Madame Pasta in April, and all ws. 
hghia alertness on the stage and enthusiasm in the audience. .For 
•bout a Month or six weeks she appeared suecessively ifi her favourite 
pBtta—(he Nina, Taneredi, Desdemona, and Ronteo^ and at length 
appeared in the “ Medea in Corinto.” The effect she produced in this 
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part—the blending of vocal talent with highest histrionic art; the 
conflict of earthly passions and supernatural powers; the impassioned 
tenderness of the mistress, the meltings of maternal love, the pangs 
and fury of a woman scorned,” and the final and terrible vengeance 
of the sorceress, were given with a grandeur of effect which will never be 
forgotten : it was, on the whole, the most magnificent piece of acting 
which has appeared on the stage since the days when Mrs. Siddons 
was in the zenith of her powers. It has been the fashion to draw ela¬ 
borate comparisons between Pasta and our Siddons—unfairly we think. 
Pasta unites talents seldom combined, never before perhaps united in 
the same degree of perfection.* She is not pnly the most magnificent 
tragic actress, but incomparably the finest singer of the day in her 
fine and mobile features; in the contour of her face; in the tbrm of 
her head, and the manner in which it is placed upon her sliouldcrs, 
she bears a striking resemblance to the antique Niobe. Nothing can 
exceed the grace and originality of some of her gestures and attitudes, 
they are so many studies for a painter :t she has a manner peculiar to 
herself of raising her arms gradually over her head, as if about to soar 
upwards, reminding one of some of Murillo’s “ Assumptions,”—which 
is perfectly beautiful;—but she has certain disadvantages of figure 
and person, and combats with a tendency to (mbonpoint^ which has 
latterly increased, and wliich is any thing but tragic. Her wonderful 
genius can, it is true, surmount these disadvantages: but Siddons was 
80 gifted by nature, that she had no disadvantages to contend with. 
Was*Aer genius therefore less? No; but the admiratipn she inspired 
was more intense, unmingled, unalloyed. In her splendid and solitary 
example we have witnessed that union of extraordinary mental endow¬ 
ments with the most perfect and commanding beauty of form and 
feature, which, in her department, has realized aU that the painter, 
sculptor, and poet ever dared to imagine. Why have wc not a 
statue erected to her ? She has been the idol and the pride of two 
generations!^ We shall talk to our children and our grandchildren 
of Siddons; but never, never shall we 8r they look upon her like 
again! 

The other theatres have been unfashionable—they are voted gothic 
and mauvais ton. It is idle to plead the late hours and dinners of our 
fashionables as a reason for the decline of the dramatic art, and the de¬ 
sertion of the great theatres by the highest orders: if there was talent 
and attraction sufficient, these would give Way- 

Travelling and residing abroad, wc lament to say, continue to be the 
fashion—the result is the absence of many of the ornaments of the 
higher ciicles, many dandies of ton, many brilliant women and beauti- 

* Grassini united both; but tnaj^nificent as she was, there was a waht of va¬ 
riety in her singing and in her acting—she had not the tnmpus% of Pasta. 

■f Mr. John Hayter has made drawings from the striking scenes in the 
Medea, which ought to be in the possession of every admirer of Pasta : some of 
tiiem are full of dramatic effect, particularly the groupe of Medea and her chil¬ 
dren. 

t Nortbeote, remarking that people of talents bad their full share of admiration, 
adds, that he hid seen young ladies of quality. Lady Marys and Lady Ddrotbys, 
peeping into a rot^ where Mrs. Siddons was sitting, with all th^ same tlkuidlty 
and curiosity as if life had been a preternatural being—I am sure more than if she 
had been the Queen.”—Bostce/f Redtvtous, New Monthly Magazine fir October, 
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ful girls, who are ** finishing their education,” and studying moral phi- 
Ipsophy at Rome and Naples : another, and a better result, is the in*' 
creasing taste for music and painting, and in the latter a juSter taste 
and a finer feeling than has ever yet prevailed in this country. The 
National Gallery and the King's Pictures ” have been this year a 
fashionable lounge: it was gratifying to see the numbers of elegant wo¬ 
men who crowded the rooms from morning till night: if only half the > 
iiumbSr wore led thither by a genuine love of the art, the other half by 
fashion, idleness, example, afFe|OCation, or assimations^ something must 
still be gained ; few are so dull of eye, so cold of heart, so obtuse of 
mind, as to look round upon those chefs-d'oeuvre of art without some 
“ pleasurable feeling of blind love,” some awakened perception of 
excellence, some gradual improvement of taste. In music there is 
nothing new in style : Venio is charming everywhere with his violin— 
niusicm parties continue the fashion. The Royal Academy of Music 
is likely, from bad management, to go out of fashion: it wants a better 
organization. Music was never such a universal passion as at present— 
every body who has or has not a voice sings, every one who has 
fingers plays something or other. The guitar this season seems to have 
reached the climax of favour—it is everywhere*. No drawing-room 
or boudoir is furnished without a guitar lying on the sofa or fauteuil. 
The elegance of its form, its faortability, its manageableness, the grace¬ 
ful yet udKli^usive support it gives to a soft voice, and all the romantic 
associations connected v^ith it—of moonlight nights, serenades, and 
lovers muffled in Spanislv cloaks—combine to make it a favourite.^ The 
guitar has been in and out of fashion in this country several times 
within the last lmhdred and fifty years. The first notice taken of it as 
a fashionable iultrument was in the merry days of Charles the Second. 
A young Italian^'^m^fi Francisco, came over to England, and gained the 
King’s favour by his admirable performance of a certain sarahande^ 
which greatly tickled the royal ear. Immediately, the mistresses and the 
courtiers set themselves to leari^he guitar, and, adds De Grammont, 
“ Dieu sait la raclerie que c'itait .* Among the Guitarristes de la rowr,” 
the Earl of Arran distinguished himself; he was, next to Francisco, 
the finest performer at court; even his brother, the gallant Ossory, did 
not disdain to tinkle the guitar. With the ladies it became as indispen¬ 
sable at the toilette " as their rouge and patches,'" 

In the two following reigns it became completely neglected *and un¬ 
fashionable, nor is it once alluded to in the Spectator, nor in any of 
Pope's or Addison’s works, as far as we can recollect. It came into 
use again in the middle of the last century, again went out of fashion, 
and re-appeared during the Peninsular war ; most of our young officers 
learned daring their campaigns in Spain and Portugal, to sing tu 
mi chamas,” and thrum a bolero or fandango. On their return, they set 
the fashion, and a yearly importation of amateur guitarists from Italy 
has made it general, or' rather universal. Those who merely culti¬ 
vate the guitar as an accompaniment, without any conception of its 
capabilities as an instrument, should have heard Sor, who astonished 
ail the musical circles in London some years ago ; or since that is no 
longer possible, they ought to bear the young Spaniard Huerta, who 
has lately arrived in this country: his superiority m cleavAss and bril¬ 
liance of touch, the power^ the rapidity, the-facility, the grace of his 
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execution, the depth and variety of tone he can call forth, are incredi¬ 
ble, inconceivable to those who have not heard him; he gives to. the 
puny instrument in his hand an efi&cj^ like that of a band of .mniic, 
heard through some diminishing medium. Sometimes, when i(Mpired| 
and in & fit of musical enthusiasm, he breaks forth into the wildest and 
tnoat beautiful voluntaries and improvisazioni, his fingers seem literally 

to feel in each chord, and live along the strings." It is idle to say 
diat the result is trifling, compared to the genius, time, and labdiir be- 
stowed. Huerta has done what he sej^hlmBelf to do: he has attained 
matchless perfection on his instrument; he can inspire, at once,' breath¬ 
less admiration, wonder, and unmixed delight—is not this something 1 
Besides Huerta, we have Sola, Bertioli, Newske,' Derwort, all 
celebrated performers; and, above all, as a master and composer, 
the mild and tasteful Verini. The whole soul of this man is 
formed by the spirit of harmony; he has not a discord in his 
whole composition: his very thoughts unconsciously arrange them¬ 
selves in music. His simple melodies are full of character, ori- 
ginalitjf, and beauty; and some of his. national ariettas aoA. hi^rtfs_ 
the latter particularly, are exquisite morfeaus. ii^But the witchery 
of music is leading us too far, “ to turn and to return." The season 
of 1827 has begun unusually early, in consequence of the meeting of 
Parliament. London is unusually gay. The shops are dready full of 
novelties—the streets full of carriages ; there is a stir—a hMipe among 
ill ranks—every thing, in short, which can pleasantly contn^ with the 
last gloomy season, and promise a crowded; busy, and auspicious 
spring. The only fashionable, as well as popular topic is at this mo¬ 
ment war, war, war!—a prospect, which, whatever may be its proba¬ 
bility, policy, or justice, seems to give universal’satisfaction,—except 
to the fund-holders, and the young ladies who c;ime out last season. 

E.MINENT LIARS. 

I BEVEXENCB Liars.. I must not understood as meaning those 
coiners and utterers of falsehoods, always petty whether great or 
■mall, which are intended either to injure other persons, or to serve 
themselves; those despicable creatures who invent lies, or pervert the 
truth, as a means to attain an end: all such I abandon to the contempt 
they deserve. Nor do I mean those peddling, pettifogging, would-be 
liars, who only lie by halves, who falsify facts, or timidly set about 
embroidering a groundwork of truth with details of their own creating. 
No; the liars I allude to are the spirited emulators of the Mandevilles, 
the Pintos, imd the Munch-Hausens, who tell you the lie, the whole 
lie,, and nothing but the lie ; and who lie, too, (I do not desire a softer 
term, for, though “ familiar;” yet, in the sense in which it- is here ap¬ 
plied. it is “ by no means vulgar,”) from no less noble an impulse than 
the pure, disinterested, honest, unadulterated'love of lying. So pro¬ 
found is my veneration for that illustrious fraternity, that 1 cannot con¬ 
sent to honour with a niche in their temple even Gulliver fahnselft To 
say the truth, Gulliver was but a poor fellow after all. Ihde^ It 
never waa serioualy pretended that such a man as Gulliver did 
or ever had existed. He was nothing more than a peg .to haWilt «a- 
tire upon; the puny invention of a novelist. Gulliver was |nd 
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wi|B Ga]liv<!r« wi the hUtory of bis adventures was timidly put 
fohh asa mere fiction. For this reason the /foo/r called Gulliver ylbr 
GiiUiver is biU a book and never was a man) must be degraded to the 
leyel of the Utopias, the Arcadia.s, and other fiimsy books of the same 
ignoble kind* Had Jonathan Swift stood forward, as a gallant, gen¬ 
tlemanly liar (my late lamented friend, Colonel Nimrod, for instance) 
woi^, have done, and roundly asserted that he, himself, the identical 
Jo;^iaD,—that he, in bis proper person, had visited a country 
called Lilliput, where he bad held intercourse with a race of human 
beings of such diminutive proportions that their very giants were 
scarcely sis inches tall; had he pledged bis own character for vera¬ 
city on the positive occurrence to /liTr^sejf of all the adventures he 
tamely ascribes to a shadow, then had .Jonathan Swift been deemed 
worthy of equal rank with those glorious liars whose names 1 have 
recorded. As it is, he has compromised his fame. He may be a tine 
writer, a keen satirist, a profound philosopherwith so much reputa¬ 
tion as those ordinary qualifi9ations may acquire for him, let him rest 
satisfied ; but - ^Liar he is not. 

I liave mentioned Munch-Hausen. It is generally believed that 
Munch-Hausen is only a nom de guerre. Such, however, is not the 
fact. Baron Munch-Hausen was a Hanoverian nobleman, and even 
so late^^ five and forty years ago he was alive and lying.* It is 
true, th^tfae Travels published as his, though not by him, were in¬ 
tended as a satire or^ parody on the Travels of the famous Baron de 
Tott: but Munch-Hausen was really in the habit of relating the ad¬ 
ventures, now sanctioned by tlie authority of his mendacious name, as 
having positively occurred to him ; and from the frequency of the 
petition of the Same stories, without the slightest variation even in thejr 
most minute points, he at length believed the narratives he had him¬ 
self invented, and delivered them with as much sang-froid ob if they 
had described nothing but so many probable events. There was no¬ 
thing of the Fanfaron, or braggfrt, in his manner; on the contrary, he 
was distinguished by the peculiar modesty of his demeanour. When 
Called upon, in company, as he invariably was, to relate some of the 
extraordinary adventures of his life, he would enter upon the subject 
with as much diffidence as a Wellington or a Nelson describing his own 
real achievensents; till, gradually warming, he would become vehe¬ 
ment, and endeavour to illustrate his descriptions by the most extrava- Sint, yet, at the same time, the most expressive gestures and attitudes. 

e was a masterly liar; a great artist. It must be remarked, that in 
hia wildest inventions there is nothing to shock the understanding: 
admit the cause, and the consequences follow naturally enough. He 
shoots a handful of cherry-stones into a stag’s forehead! Allow the 
pouibiltty of cherry-st<mes taking root in a stag’s forehead, and there 

• Hie present paper is certainly admitted to be a suspicious medium for the 
conveyimDe of truth ; nevertheless the information concerning Baron Muaw- 
Hatiaen is given under the positive belief of the writer th^ it ia authentic. He 
recsiv^ it from a Polish gantlemaQ, one whose veracity has never ^en im- 
peadhedi'Who assqred him that when travelling many years ago, through Hsnovo^ 
heii«t SHCh sSversI persons who had beSn well acqmdut^ with fhe hero, and 
that^thS'^IMiBO of Mnneh-Hausen wasthSd^ as It way be still, a by-word lor My 
•toi7 partaking uver-muciy>f the marvellous. 
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18 nothing improbable in his finding, a few years afterwards, a cherry* 
tree sprouting from it. The cold, in a certain country where he is 
travelling, is so intense as to free/.e the tunes a post-boy endeavours 
to play upon his horn. I'he horn is hung by the fire-side, and, as the 
tunes in it become thawed, they flow out audibly one after another.' 
Admit the cause, I say, and there is nothing absurd in the conse¬ 
quence. Had he made a tree of emerald^^ and rubies to spring ftjpm 
his cherry-stones, or a band of musicians start out of his horn, (as 
some of his awkward imitators would do,) he would not so Iong,havo 
maintained his enviable eminence as a consistent and credible liar, but 
have been confounded in the mass of inventors of nonsensical Rhodo- 
montades. ' 

But my main object in this paper is to rescue from oblivion a few of 
the mighty lies of one who, hud he committed his sublime inventions to 
the press, instead of modestly employing them for the ediiication and 
delight of those private circles which he sometimes honoured with his 
presence, had eclipsed the whole galaxy of liars. But, alas! be is 
dead! Colonel Nimrod is dead ! The day that witnessed the extinc¬ 
tion of that lying luminary of the sporting w^orld, was a day of rejoi¬ 
cing to all the birds in the air and all the fishes in the sea. Ah! se¬ 
curely may'st thou gambol now on yonder pleasant slope, thou noble 
stag, for Nimrod is no more! Spread out your glittering wings in 
peace, ye bright inhabitants of ether; and you, ye little Ashes and ye 
great, sprats, shrimps, leviathans, white-bait, whales, sport freely in 
your watery homes, for Nimrod is no more! Well might it be to them 
a day of jubilee when their unparalleled destroyer was destroyed; to 
.me it was a day of lamentation and sorrowing. 1 knew him well. 
With what delight have 1 listened to his astounding narratives, each 
aentence worth a whole volume of truth! and how impatiently have 1, 
upon such occasions, turned from the captious lover of matter-of-fact 
who has petulantly whispered me—“ 'Tis all a lie.**—And what then? 
The Faery Quee^ is a lie; the Midsummer-Nighr^s Dream is a lie ; 
yet neither Spenser nor Sliakspeare are stigmatized as liars. Why 
then should the epithet lie/’ in its opprobrious and offensive sense, 
be applied to those extempore prose inventions of any reveller in the 
realms of Imagination, which, were they measured out by lines and 
syllables, and committed lo paper, would be called Poems ? All inven¬ 
tive poets are, in a certain sense,liars; and akin with poets are travellers 
into countries which never existed, seers of sights which have never 
been seen, doers of deeds which were never done ; and such merely was 
Colonel Nimrod: he was an extempore prose poet. Such liars, I 
would say liars generally, are your only interesting tale-tellers; for no¬ 
thing is sb insipid as the bare truth ; and thejproof of this is, that we 
seldom meet with a true story worth tellings .«bis may appear to be 
a startling opinion, but most people entertain,^ and are often uncon¬ 
sciously led to express it. Of a hundred real adventures, ninety-nine 
are not worth relating ; and the common eulogy bestowed on any real 
occurrence which happens td be somewhat out of the usual way, is, that 
it is as interesting as a romance; in other words, that that particular 
fast is as iifteresting as a fiction—or, to come at once to the point, that 
that true story is as interesting as if it were a lie. 
. But 1 am digressing from my purpose, wb^h is simj^y to record 
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two or three of the most exquisite of the many admirable lies I have 
beard delivered by my late lamented friend, Colonel Nimrod and, 
outrageous and extravagant as they wiH appear, 1 do most positively 
assert that I repeat them, as nearly as I can, in his own words. His 
manner of narrating those marvellous tales, of which he always was 
himself the hero, was per^tly easy and assured, and was calculated to 
impress his hearers with U conviction that, at least, he entertained not 
the slightest doubt of their' t^th. He seldom described his feats, or 
the accidents of his life, as subjects to be wondered at; they were 
casually noticed, as the turn of the conversation might afford occasion, 
and as mere matters of every-day occurrence. If, indeed, any one ex- 
jiressed a more than usual degree of astonishment, or exclaimed, 

Tlmt’s rather extraordinary, Colonel!" his reply invariably^was— 
Extraordinary, sir! why 1 know it is extraordinary; but I'll take my 

oath' that I am in all respects the most extraordinary man that God 
ever let live/' 

A Broken Head.—I was one day standing with him at his window 
when a man was thrown from his horse. There’s a broken head for 
him, Colonel," said 1.—" I am the only man in Europe, sir," he replied, 
** that ever bad a broken bead—to live after it. I was hunting near my 
place* in Yorkshire ; my horse threw me, and I was pitched, head-fore¬ 
most, upon a scythe which had been left upon the ground. When I was 
taken up my head wa^ found to be literally cut in two, and was spread 
over my shoulders like a pair of epaulettes. That was a broken head, 
if you please, sir,” 

New mode ov e'xfcuting a Writ.—Something having occurred ip 

conversation thtU led to the subject of arrests, he started up aUd ex¬ 
claimed, ** Gentlemen, I have been arrested ofeener than any man in 
England! Once under most atrocious circumstances. You must know 
that 1 was lodging at Stevens’s ; my wife was with me. One morning, 
between seven and eight, while we were in bed, a bailiff came into the 
room* * I understand your business, my good fellow^’ said I; wait below, 
ril get up and dress, and accompany you to my solicitor, who will do the, 
needful. By G—, Gentlemen, he swore I should get up and go with 
him as 1 was. * What! in my night-shirt!* said I. He insisted, I re¬ 
sisted ; when the scoundrel went to the fire-place, drew out the poker 
which had been in the fire all night, and thrust it, red hot as it was^ 
into the bed between Mrs. N. and me. Mrs. N.—woman-like—the mo¬ 
ment she fell the red-hot poker jumped out of bed ; not so, your hum¬ 
ble servant. I'hcre 1 lay, and there stood the scoundrel poking at me; 
and there would I have remained, had not the bed-clothes taken 
fire. Now I did not cl^se to be burnt in my bed, nor would 1 endan¬ 
ger the safety of the hopi^i in which there happened to be many lodgers 
at the time, so up 1 got and dressed myself—I resolved to carry that 
point, and I did. Now I put it to you, as men and gentlemen; did 
1 compromise my honour by giving in at last? But observe, ’twas as 
I tell you—not till the bed took fire.” 

Expeditious Shooting.—I once said to him, “ You have the repu¬ 
tation of being an exctdlent shot. Colonel Nimrod 1"—** Ay, ; 1 shoot 

* It need «CMrcel/l)G objyi*veit thnt the name of N'mirod is fictitious; but the 
person it represents was, for H very long period, a prominent character in the 
sporting world* 
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with a ramrod sometimes/'—Sho5t with a ramrod T—** Wh^ihdW 
the devil else would you shoot when you ate in a hurry 7”—Really, I 
don't understand you/'—** This is what I mean. Sir, for instance: I was 
going out one fine n^oming at the latter end of October, when 1 saW* 
the London mail changing horses—as it did within a mile of my 
gates—when 1 suddenly recollected thi|||j||P^^ promised my friend P— 
a basket of game. Devil a trigger htMTJPmnled—the coach was ready 
to start—what was to be done ? I lea|ied^ver the l^dge, fired otF my 
ramrod, and may I be d—d if I didn't spit, as it were, four partridges 
and a brace of pheasants. Now I should be a liar if I said 1 ever did 
the same thing twice—in point of number^ I mean.” 

These specimens will serve to show to what perfection poor Nimrod 
had brought the art of lying. I could repeat another which he deli¬ 
vered whilst lying (in both senses of the word) on his death-bed, but 
that it might be misconstrued into the pure effect of delirium. For my 
own part I consider it as another illustration of “ the ruling passion 
strong in death.” That he believed his own stories, and expected 
they would be believed by his bearers, I am fully persuaded. I shall 
not attempt to trace the causes of this infirmity of mind; but wherever 
it exists in the same degree, 1 consider it as ])resenting a case for the 
consideration of the physician rather than of the moralist. P*« 

TALKS OF A VOYAGER TO THE ARCTIC OCEAN.f 

These volumes possess unusual attraction. As comprehending a 
series of Talcs, they resemble, in their general model, an entire class 
which has recently been called into existence amid the encouragements 
of public favour; but they differ from their precursors in the novel 
circumstance of their well-managed introduction into the narrative of a 
real voyage at sea, and a voyage, too, of the very peculiar character 
which belongs to that, the incidents of which are here narrated. 

Our readers, however, like ourselves, will probably be in some danger, 
from a mere glance at the title-page, of wandering wide of a just guess at 
the source to which they are to be indebted for their entertainment, and, 
we may add, for their information. Is the author one of the late com¬ 
panions of Captain Parry ? Are the tales a part of those identical ones 
which, doubtless, along with balls, theatricals, and masquerades, formed 
part of the recreations of our adventurous discoverers during the long 
night and winter of the Arctic Regions? Or, is the ‘‘Voyager” the 
actual pursuer, or the actual pursued, of whom we have beard in Mrs. 
Shelley's history of Frankenstein's equally monstrous and disastrous 
man-making ? 

But the author is notthe one nor the other of tnese, but is propounded 
to us, as neither more nor less than,a valetudinarian young gentleman, 
a passenger and candidate for health in that hitherto somevHiat un* 
thought-of pleasurc-bark, a ship bound to explore jdie white wonders of 
the Frozen Ocean, and the ice-bomid regions of Spitzbergen. In point 
of fact, wee have, in these volumes, a delightful and moat instructive 
description of a real voyage in the Arctic, interspersed with Tales of 

e 
f Tales of s Voysger to the Arctic Occao,” 3 vole, post Bvo. 
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life hi the most various countries, periods, and circmnstaneea* 
As his 'tales are as alluring (and ere can say no more) as hia very 
intelligent and eventful narrative of what, as a voyager, the 

^either felt or saw, our admiration is continually divided between hll 
Jacts and his fctions\ many even of which latter arc, in their strength 
of ^colouring and knowleggf, of the human heart, near of kin to 

fectSm ’ 
The name of jthe “ Afcn^*cean," and its necessary present associa¬ 

tion with that of our inl^l^ent and undaunted northern navigator, 
Captain Parry, will, perhaps, plead our apology for digressing, for an 
instant, into a word or two of intelligence regarding the new enter¬ 
prise in the Arctic Regions, at present projected, in the hands of the 
same gallant and persevering officer. Tlie new undertaking, then, and 
which is made at the sole instance of Captain Parry himself, is not that 

, of reiterating the attempt at a North-west Passage, or of meeting Capt* 
Franklin ; but exclusively that of endeavouring to arrive, cither upon 
the ice or upon the water, from Spitsbergen, at the North Pole, and 
th^ce to return to Spitzbergen. But the thought, at present almost 
mysterious and romantic, of actually reaching the North Pole, togetlier 
with the name of Spitzbergen, an hyperborean island so long an object 
of curiosity to the readers of voyages and nautical misfortunes, tempts 
us to dash at once into the middle of our present author's work, and 
quote from his second volume the very grand and picturesque de¬ 
scription of the distant appearance and general condition of the island 
alluded to. 

Spitsbergen ^and its climate appeared on the thirtieth; but I willingly 
bore the frost and chill breezes, which dwell like native genii around this 
grim and desolate region, for the gratification of gazing on a land associated 
with my earliest reminiscences among books- At present, however, it is 
only a distant object, exhibiting a long track of snowy mountains, which 
appear to rise out of the sea, and hide their summits in the clouds, We are 
in latitude 11', running along the western co;ist of the island, if this 
vast tract of sterility may be so called. By the English fishers it is generally 
denominated the east-land, in contradistinction to the west-land, or Old 
Greenland, which is the real Greenland, although Spitzbergen sometimes 
obtains that name. It extends to a little above the eightieth degree, north; 
and is celebrated for reindeer, bears, foxes, and down, to obtain which the 
Russians are said to leave a party of men every winter, whom they relievo 
in the summer, when they supply their place by a fresh company. 

Another view of Spitzber^n appeared on the following day, being part 
of Wnce Charles's Foreland, a long island on the western coast, 'Hie ice¬ 
bound regions of the main land were clearly seen beyond it, and 1 obtained a 
more distinct view of its surface than 1 had enjoyed before. 1 say enjoyed, 
for Spitzbergen had been the Ultima Thule of my travelling desires since 1 
was a child, although I never even dreamt of seeing that land of the Bublinie 
and deOolate.-^'l^ shores of this extensive tract of barrenness and beaut) 
looked low where we saw them, and wide plains stretched from the coast 
ixihnd to the foot of a range of mountains; but there are seven cimic^l 
hjfia, lying near each other, towards the sea, which seem unconnected with 
any otner cluster, and have been designated by the name of the seven Ice 
Bergc, though, in all probability, thqy are only smaller mountains, shrouded 
in eternal snow.—Numerous hills, ramilar to the seven Ice Bergs, stand 
Scattered ove^r the desert that lies aloiw the shore; but, ,a8 they grow more 
distant, the^ assume bolder and still loAier diaraoters, many of theni hiding 
their heads m the clouds, while others show their snow-wreathed ereiito above 
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the vapour.—^The uiiiversiJ whitenes^^which eprendaover liiil and 
valley to the rar distant mountain, i^ivefi a singularly da^/liug and unvaried 
oast to the wild features of the sveiie^ when lifted u]» by the stin; but 1 had 
also the g;ood fortune to view it when ]>iirt]y free from tliis delusive brilliaiicyi^ 
and 1 traced, with a telescope, the gradually uacendin^ chains of Alps, till 
they seemed to rise beyond the sphere of em-th. My miud felt as if mount-. 
inj5 with pifantic strides fnnn pinnaele to pinnacle, to scale the barrieis of 
unotlier world; cliff rose beyond cliff, and precipice was ]>ilciil upon ])recipico, 
till their fleecy sides scarce allowed a ])cr&^Mfia^e to the idght; bu^ even 
when I helieved 1 had ptined the ultimate of vision, an airynunarat 
gleamed still far beyoml my fancied limit, which, though in perspective siie a 
mere flake of snow against tlie sky, might be in reality u huge avalanche, 
hanging on the brow of an arctic Mont lllanc. What, then, were the 
wonders which might lie between me and tliis speck of distant world! M^hnt 
the caverns, the lakes, th^ glaciers, the ]ieo]»V, and the monsters! I was 
lost in a dream of spocidation and dt*»ilre, os 1 gazed long and lingeringly over 
this expanse of regions unexjdored, and I turned from it to the familiar 
things around me wicli cuutempt and mortiiied ambition.—The })ortiou of 
Prin<‘e Charles’s Foreland winch M-e made, and of which 1 preserve a draw¬ 
ing, was the ^ North Hook/ or northern extremitv, and presented the bluff 
fac^ of a steep precipice, terniin.atiiig a high-backed hill, which seemed to 
run round a small bay, of which the ^ Hook' formed one of the points. Its 
colour was dark and grey, and broad streaks of snow traversed it perpendi¬ 
cularly, probably occupying rifts in the surface, where it lay seoure from the 
w'armth of the min." 

Of the pleasures, as well as the trials and strange adventures of the 
“ Voyage,” we have scarcely room to speak, nor to give any specimens 
of the strong and beautiful, but, as we arc quite persuaded, not extra¬ 
vagant language of our author's descriptions; language which, per¬ 
haps, is mainly beautiful because it speaks of beautiful things; and 
which, we half suspect, will, erelong, with the aid of improved steam¬ 
boats, lure at least some hundred of even our ordinary Margate visi¬ 
tors, to peep at whales and molly-raaw^ks beyond the Skerries, But 
our present business is, not with the Voyage, but with iJie Tales that 
were told on its progress. These, as already intimated, are very vari¬ 
ous in their character ; the scene of some is in England, and even in 
London ; and of others, in Germany, France and Italy. The eras to 
which they refer are equally diversified, corajirchendmg Tales of the 
middle ag(*s, of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and of His present Ma¬ 
jesty's coronation, if not of still later epochs. The reader, in short, is 
alternately surprised with the exhibition of the materials of romance, 
now tipon the banks of the Rhine, or in the Campagna di Roma; and 
now in the Shetland isles, Rotherhithe, St. George's Fields, Whitehall, 
Hyde Park, and Mary la bonne Watch-house; including living pictures 
of his own days, not less than those w^iich belonged to generations 
now mouldered into dust. ^ 

The principal titles, in the catalogue of tales, are, " The Charioteer, 
or Night Adventures in London”—“ The Nikkur lloll, a Romance of 
the Shetland Isles”—“ Woolcraft, a story of real life”—** The 
Assassins”—** A Vision of Lucifer”—“ The Vrow, or the Dutch Wife 
and her Suitors”—“ The Valetudinarian”—The Boar-Wolf, a Tale 
of Terror”—“ Mortram,” the longest of the whole; and “Tlw Ooth> 
a tale of Italian Banditti,” the next in length. Of these, ** The Nikkur 
Holl,” the first of the series, is the largest and most ]^werful of the ro* 
mantic kind; and may be truly said to abound in extraordinary merit. 
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It is AiU of the most intense interest; the machinery is, in great part, 
lofty; and it is written cverywjiere with the pen of a master. Though 
founded upon dark supcrstilions, which tiave come down from the 
most remote ages, it links itself, through the peculiar circumstances of 
the “ Shelly” or Shetland populations, with the existing generation; 
and thus unites, in striking mixture, the creed and the dreams of anti* 
quit]^ with the details of modern industry and commerce, and with the 
forms of modern yice and fo%*' To relate the story, or to wrong both 
author^and reader by presesnE^ any abstract, Is no part of our design; 
but we cannot desiy oursel^s the gratification of alluding to one of 
its most striking portions. 

Spiel Trosk, and Petie Winwig, are “ Shelties” of our own time, and 
native residents of one of the outer Skerries. They arc sworn friemls, 
and partners in a fishing-boat, and in ail their Other undertakings; hut 
Petie is fat, stupid, good-natured, and contented; and Spiel, thin, 
acute, restless, and avaricious; while both are honest and industrious. 
Unfortunately, the industry of Spiel degenerates into a ravenousness of 
gain, and by this passion is engendered in his bosom a wild persuu- 
sion*of his destiny to extraordinary riches by extraordinary means; a 
misfortune which ultimately draws him wholly aside from regular 
labour, and devotes him to visionary schemes and the thirst of lucra¬ 
tive adventur^ It is in the state of mind,, that Spiel (according to the 
legend) becomes the prey of demoniacal temptation, and is promised, by 
a “ Kelpie,'* the discovery of the sunken treasures of a Dutch wreck, 
upon condition of performing a gloomy and strange rite in a desert spot. 
We bad intended to quote the magnificent description of this sacrilice ; 
but our pages are already too full to admit it. This, at any rate, re¬ 
lieves us from the perplexity of selection from a tale where almost every 
passage is instinct with genius and expressed in words that burn.” 
A vision falls, as the rew^ard of the unholy sacrifice; but the history 
of that and of its results, as well as of the wonderful scenes which precede 
it, we leave to delight and enchain the readers of our author s volumes. 

From the grand and terrible of romantic fiction, as drawn from the 
Shetlands, and from the superstitions of barbaric life, the reader will 
hardly turn without surprise to the narrative of The Assassins,” in 
which the author has actually found the materials of his taJe of ter¬ 
ror” in the front of tlienew Bethlehem Hospital in St. George’s Fields, 
and between the spots occupied by the Elephant and Castle, and the 
Three Stags respectively. But of the tales which are most connected 
with English and modern life that of ** Mortram,” as it is the longest 
of the whole, so it is equally distinguished by a lively observation of 
the ways of men, and by keen glances into the intricacies of the human 
heart. The opening paragraplis fully prepare the reader for the dark 
pictures of human error which are to fbllow, and for the author’s ae- 
quaintance, as well with the manners of different ages, as with the 
political history of his country, A living interest is sustained through¬ 
out the whole narration ; the sarcasm and censure are strongly directed; 
and the catastrophe, though achieved by means of a concurrence of 
circumstances somewhat bordering upon the improbable, is very art¬ 
fully deferred, and very unexpectedly introduced. • 

The Tale of ** The Goth” is that which, from its incidents, borders 
the most closely upon common-place of novel-writing; but those 
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incidents are quite marvellous fU^^mpro^ble enough to captivate all 
the general romance-readers, whil^^e stor^^ scientific and historical 
reading, and of Continental travel, vniichhave coiAributed to the beauty 
of the narrative, command the warmest approbation of the critic. The 

Goth,"’ is an English gentleman of the Elizabethan age, who visits 
Italy, where the natives of the North are popularly known as Goths.” 
He is the son of a hunting, drinking, riotous, and blaspheming "Squire, 
(capitally sketched) who, after Joating 4ipoD him while, in the first 
years of bis childhood, his ruddy health enabled bim'td drink and swear 
to bis father’s full cont^mt, becomes his father’s aversion for many 
years, during which a sickly constitution disables the child from profit¬ 
ing from, or even receiving, similar lessons. In this interval, his fatlier 
proposed sending him to Oxford; and, here, our author introduces a 
very brief but just leroark, demonstrative of the general, national, and 
individual value of that ancient school: You possibly,” says he, 
“may consider that University as a valuable retreat of learning, in this 
age, when the literature of antiquity is, perhaps, too much neglected.” 

The youthful sickliness of “ the Goth,” combined with peculiar do¬ 
mestic circumstances and opportunities, had both rendered him stu¬ 
dious, and led him into the study, or, at le^st, into the reading, of books 
of magic and astrology, a part of the favourite pursuits^f the time in 
which he lived. Upon leaving England, for the purpose of foreign tra¬ 
vel, we find him characterising Frenchmen as wanting in depth, of 
character; and the natives of Milan as celebrated for magical attain* 
ments: “ Sbakspeare,” says the narrator, ** in representing its Duke 
as skilled in magic, has only fallen in with the opinion then entertain¬ 
ed of the Milanese.” 

In the Campagna, “ the Goth,” by dint of his meditative habits, and 
of his acquaintance with the books, at least, of the astrologers and 
magicians, is introduced to some very surprising adventures, all of 
which terminate, however, in procuring for him a wealthy English wife, 
to the great satisfaction of his swearing, roaring, and vivacious father. 

The “ Valetudinarian” is an exquisite morsel, upon the model of 
the “ Stout Gentleman,” and well adapted, like its original, to keep 
the reader in an incessant smile, if not in broader mirth, (and not 
wholly unaccompanied, perchance, with a tear) throughout all its 
length. Almost every line contains a jest, and there is a vein of the 
kindest and most delicate feeling, which everywhere pervades, it. The 
scene is in Kensington Gardens. Some of the actors are “ the Vale¬ 
tudinarian,” who frequents them for his health, and a youtliful stranger, 
for whom “ the Valetudinarian” conceives a lively iriterest, but to 
whose acquaintance, and even speech, every effort fails of introducing 
him. Having taken it into his head that the youth is a poet, and 

' Writing a Pastoral, “ the Valltudinarian” falls into reveries and pro¬ 
jects which are humorously told. 

We have not room to notice the other tales, but must conclude Cur 
remarks upon^this interesting work, by saying that “ the Boar-WolP* is 
conceived and executed with a ppwerful feeling of supernatural terror, 
and ingtand and poetical language. It must he confessed, however, 
that the iab^e is a little too much in the wild German taste. 
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JTie ddfholic^hbr,—Mr, Bellew* 

And ye shell walk in silk attire/'—Old BaUatL 
i 

Upok the first day of last Michaelmas term eight gentlemen iNrere 
called to the Bar, of whom four were Roman Catholics. This was a 
kifld of event in the Hall of the Four Courts, and in the lack of any 
other matter of interest, such as the speech of a new Sergeant at a cor¬ 
poration dinner, which had by this time ceased to excite the comments 
of the attornies, produced a species of excitadAn. There are two assort¬ 
ments of oaths for Catholics and Protestants upon their admission to 
the Bar. The latter still enter their protestations, in the face of Lord 
Manners and of Heaven, against the damnable idolatry of the Church 
of Rome. But when the more mitigated oath provided for the Roman 
Catholics happens to be rehearsed on the first day of term, it is easy to 
perceive an expression of disrclisli in the countenance of the Court; and 
although it is impossible for Loid Manners to divest himself of that 
fine urbanity which belongs to his birth and rank, yet in the bow with 
which he receives the aspiring papist, there arc evident symptoms of 
constraint; and it is by a kind of effort even in his features that they 
are wrought 4ntr> an elaborated ^mile. It does not frequently happen 
that more than one or two Roman Catholics are called in any single 
term ; and when Lord Manners hoard four several shocks given to the 
Constitution, and the Roman Catholic qualidcation-oath coming again 
and again upon him, it is not wonderful that his composure should 
have been disturbed, and that the loyal part of the Bar should have 
caught the expression of dismay, Mr* Sergeant Lefroy, alarmed at 
the repeated omissions of those pious denunciations of the Virgin Mary, 
by which the laws and liberty of these countries are sustained, in the 
very act of putting a fee into his pocket, lifted up the whites of his eyes 
to Heaven: Mr. Devonshire Jackson let fall his mask, and determined 
on voting for Gerard Callaghan: the Solicitor-general was observed to 
whisper Mr. Saurin, until the arrival of Mr. Plunket withdrew him 
froi9 the ear of his former associate in office: to Mr. Saurin it was 
propdseJ by Barclay Striven to petition Mr. Peel to appoint him 
Attorney-gcder.d in the island of Barbadoes; and it is rumoured that 
Apther letter to mjt J^ord Norbiiry has been discovered, in which the 
witer protests his bcliefj thsttht Bar will be soon reduced to its con¬ 
dition in the reign of James the Second. 

. In the reign of James the Second'Roman Catholic barristers were * 
raised to office; and, as the time appt^fS to be at hand when they * 
wfll be rendered eligible by law to hold pl5C"s of distinction and ofjj* 
trust, it is worth our while to examine in what W3Y they conducted 
themselves when, in the short interval of their politicSi prosperity, i m 
Roman Catholics were invested witli authority. Doctor says, 
that ** no sooner had the Papists got judges and juries that woidd^he-^ 
lieve them, but they began a trade of Bwearinj|( and ripping up what 
they pretended their Protestant neigliboura had said of King James jit \ 
whilst Duke of York;** and procceeb to charge them wit^ gfosa oOr^ ' 
^uption in the administration of justice. The Doctor was Arohbishop of 
Dublin. He had origlj^ally been a sizar {n the university; and having 
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afterwards obtained a fellowsbip, gradually raised hinwelft by dint of 
sycophancy and intrigue^ to one of .the richest sees in the richest esta« 
blisbment in the world. Whether he exhibited all the arrogance of a 
Pontifical panetm; whether he was at once a haughty priest and a 
coi^ecrated jackanapes; whether he was a sophist in hia creed* an 
equirocator in his statements, and a cobweb-weaver in his theology: 
whether he had a vain head, a niggard hand, and a false and ser- 
Tile heart, and betrayed die men who raised hixn, I have not been 
able to determine. He appears to have been an apostate in bis poli¬ 
tics. His representation of the conduct of the Catholic judges in his 
time is not without some episcopal characteristics, and justifies what 
Leslie says of him:—** Though many things the archbishop says are 
true, yet he has hardly spoken a true word without a warp.*’, The best 
and most incontrovertible evidence (that of Lord Clarendon, the Lord- 
lieutenant, and a firm Protestant,) can be adduced to show how widely 
the statements of Doctor King vary from the fact. 

Lord Clarendon tells us that when the Popish judges went to the 
assises in the counties of Down and Londonderry, where many con¬ 
siderable persons were to be tried for words formerly spoken against 
King James, they took as much pains as it was possible to quiet the 
minds of the people wherever they went; and that they took care to 
have all the juries mingled, half English and half Irish.”—(State 
Letters, vol. i. p. SS6.) ** Judge Daly,” be says, one of the Popish 
judges, did, at the assizes of the county of Meath, enlarge much upon 
the unconscionableness of inditing men for words spoken so many years 
before; and thereupon the jurors, the major part of whom were Irish, 
acquitted them and he adds, that Mr. Justice Nugent, another 
Popish judge, made the same declaration at Drogheda, where several 
persons were tried for words.” Lord Clarendon further states, that 
he was in the habit of consulting Roman Catholics, who had been re¬ 
cently promoted, respecting the appointment of mayors, sheriffs, and 
common-council men. “ 1 advise,” he says, with those who are 
best acquainted in these towns, particularly with Justice Daly, and 
others of the King’s council of that persuasion ; and the lists of names 
these men give me are always equal, half English half Irish, which 
they say, is the best way to make them unite undj|j,yg^ftieD^y togetbej^," 
(Slate Letters, vol. ii. p. 319.) ^ 

In the first volume of the State Letters, At the 
council-board, there was a complaint proved against a justice of the 
peace; and it is remarkable that- 'several of our new Roman Catholic 
counsellors, though the justice'was an Englishman and a Protestant, 
were for putting off the bu^ness; and particularly the three said Popish 
judges said, the gentleman would be more careful for the future.’* He 
ad4*« that when the Popish judges were made privy-counsellors, they 
conducted* themselves with singular modesty,”—a precedent which 1 

‘bavt; no doubt that Mr. Blake will follow, when he shall be elevated 
io the vice-regal cabinet. 

Of the Roman Catholics, who were promoted in the reign of James 
^ the Second. Sir Theobald Butler, of whom such frequent mention has 

been recenUy made in the House of Commons, was by far the most 
distinguished. He was created Attorney-generd, and discharged the 
duties of his office with perfect fairness and hapartiality. This very 
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ibi«i Md, as &r as renown can be obUined in Ireland^ this celebrated 
taaiii wee not only widtout an equalt but without a eomyadtor in his 
j^oJbasion. Ahkouigh the'^eputati^ of n lawyer is almost of necessity 
evatitiieeatr yet saeh was the impression produced by his extraordinary 
idiHitieS, that bis'^ name is to this day fbmiliariy referred to. This pee- 
menenee in the national recollection is in a great measure to be attri* 
bated to the very important part which he took ip politics, and especially 
m ehe negotiation of the treaty of Limerick. ~ His high rank also, for 
be was a membeir.of th^ great house of Ormond, -added to his inSubnce* 
As far as I have b^n able to form an estimate of his intellectual quali¬ 
ties, from such notices of Kim as occur in4lie writers of the time, and 
from the speech which he delivered at the bar of the* Irish House of 
Commons, he was more remarkable for strength, brevity, condensation, 
and great powers of argument, than fbr any extraordinary faculty of 
elocution. The speech to which I have adverted, has none of those 
embellishments of rhetoric, and those Splendid vices in oratory, to 
which the school of Irish eloquence became subsequently addicted. 
The whole of this oration is cast in a syllogistic mould, and exhibits too 
much logical apparatus. It was, 1 t^Heve, the fashion of the time: 
still the vehemence of passion breaks through the artificial regularity 
of reasoning, and while he is proceeding with a series of propositions, 
systematically divided, the indignant emotions, which the injuries of his 
country could not fail to produce, burst repeatedly andabu^antly out: 
in the midst of all the pedantic forms of scholastic disputation, Nature 
asserts her dominion ; he gives a loose to anguish, and pours forth his 
heart. 

Sir Theobald Butler had not only been among the besieged Catho¬ 
lics at Limerick, but was employed by his countrymen to settle the 
articles of capitulation. His name appears on the face of the treaty as 
one of the parties with whom, on behalf of the Irish, it was concluded. 
When in the year 1703, only twelve years after the articles had been 
signed, a bill (the first link of the penal code) was introduced into par¬ 
liament, the effect of which was utterly to abrogate those articles, the 
eyes of the whole nation were turned upon the man who had been in¬ 
strumental in effecting that great national arrangement Independ¬ 
ently of his great abilities as an advocate, he presented in his own per¬ 
son a more immediate and distinct perception of that injustice which 
was about to be exercised against the body, of which he was the orna¬ 
ment, and to which his emquente now afforded their only refuge. 

In a book entitled An Account of the Debates on the Popery Laws,'* 
it is stated that the Papists of Ireland, observing that the House of 
Commons was prepaying the heads of a bill to be transmitted to Ehig- 
knd to be drawn into an ac^ to prevent the growth of Popery,* and 
having ia vain endeavoured to iput a stop to it there, at its remittance 
back to Ireland presented to the House of Commons a petidon pray¬ 
ing to be heard by their counsd against the bill, and to have a copy of 
the bill, end to have a reasenabla time to speak to it before it passed, 
when it was ordered that they should be heard. 

Upon Tuesday the SlSd of February, 1703, Sir Theobald Dntler ap¬ 
peared at Ae bar, snd with the treaty of Limerick in bis band, requettcdi 

bebplf of the Iri^ Roman Catholics^ to be heard. l\ must bftve 
baeUi^l;' very remarkable scene. WbediW we consider die assembtjr to 

' • It 
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which the remonstrance was addressed, or the character and condition 
of the body on whose behalf it was spoken, whose leading nobles, and 
they were then numerous, stood beside their advocate at the bar of the 
House, we cannot but feel our minds impressed with a vivid image of a 
most imposing, and in some particulars a very moving spectacle. The 
first advocate of his time, who was himself a principal party in the 
cause which he came to plead, Stood before a Protestant House of 
Commons; while below the bar were assembled about their counsel tthe 
heads of the Roman Catholic aristocracy. The latter constituted a 
much more extensive and differently constituted class of men*^from 
those by whom they have been succeeded. They had been born to wealth 
and honour: they had been induced, by a sentiment of chivalrous devo¬ 
tion, to attach themselves to the fortunes of an unhappy prince. The 
source of their calamities was in a lofty sentiment. Almost all of them 
had been soldiers; scarce a man of them but had carried harness on his 
back. They were actuated by the high and gallant spirit which belongs 
to the profession of arms. On the banks of the Boyne, on the hill of 
Aughrim, and at the gates of Limerick, they had given evidences of 
valour, which, although unavailing, were not the less heroic. They 
had been worsted, indeed; but they had not been subdued : they had 
been accustomed to consider their privileges as secured by a great com¬ 
pact, and in substituting the honour of England for the bastions of 
Limerick, they looked upon their liberties as protected by still more 
impregnable muniments. It is easy to imagine the dismay, the indig¬ 
nation, and the anguish with which these gentlemen must have seen a 
statute in rapid progress through the legislature, which would not only 
have the efiect of violating the treaty of Limerick, and reduce them to 
a state of utter servitude, but, by holding out the estate of the father 
as premium for the apostacy of the child, would inculcate a revolt 
against the first instincts of nature, and the most sacred ordinances of 
God. Their advocate, at least, saw the penal code in this light. ** Is 
not this,*' he exclaimed, against the laws of God, and man, against the 
rules of reason and justice ; is not this the most effectual way in the 
world to make children become undutiful, and to bring the grey head 
of the parent to the grave with grief and tears ?“ In speaking thus, 
be did no more than give vent to the feelings which, being himself a 
father, he must have deeply experienced; and the heart of every 
parent whose cause he was pleading, must have been riven by their 
utterance. 

If there was something imposing in the sight of so many of the old 
Catholic nobility of Ireland, of so many gallant soldiers, gathered 
round their counsel in a group of venerable fi^r^, (for most of those 
who had fought in the civil wars were n§w assembly to which 
they were come to offer their remonstrances imH^have also presented 
a very striking spectacle. The Irish House of Commons represented 
a victorious and triumphant community. Pride, haughtiness, and dis¬ 
dain, the arrogance of conquest, the appetite of unsatisfied revenge, the 
consciousness of masterdom, and the determination to employ it, must 
have given this fierce and despotic convention a very marked character. 
Most of its members, as well as their Roman Catholic supplicants, had 
been soldieA ; and to the gloom of Puritanism, to which mey were ftill 
prone, they united a martial and overbearing sternness, and eiduhited 
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fYie Utaih of victory on their haughty and commanding aspdet. To 
this day, there are some traces of lugubrious peculiarity in-the de- 
scehdatits of tlie Cromwellian ^tilers in Ireland; at the period of 
which I speak, the children of the pious adventurers must have exhi¬ 
bited still deeper gloom of visage, and a darker severity of brow. In 
addressing an assembly so constituted, and in surveying which an or* 
dinary man would have quailed, Sir Theobald Butler had to perform a 
high and arduous duty. How must he have felt, when, advancing to 
the bar of the House, he threw his eyes around him, and beheld 
before him the durid looks and baleful countenances of the Protestant 
conquerors of his country, and saw beside him the companions of his 
youth, the associates of his early life, many of them his own kindred, 
all of them his fellow-sufferers, clinging to him as to their only stay, 
and substituting his talents for the arms which he had persuaded tliem 
to lay down! The men whom be had seen working the cannon at the 
batteries of Limerick, stood now with no other safeguard but his elo¬ 
quence, at the mercy of those whom they had fought in the breach and 
encountered in the held. An orator of antiquity mentions tliat be never 
rose to speak upon an important occasion without a tremor :—when the 
advocate of a whole people rose in the deep hush of expectation," and 
in all that thrilling silence which awaits the first words of a great 
public speaker, how must his heart have throbbed ! 

Sir Theobald Butler’s speech (1 dwell thus long upon the subject, 
because the event which produced it has been attended with such im¬ 
portant consequences, and the arguments of the Roman Catholic 
Barrister have lately excited a good deal of parliamentary notice) com¬ 
prehends almost every reason which can be pressed against the enact¬ 
ment of the penal code, &s a violation of public faith. He did not how¬ 
ever confine himself to mere reasoning upon the subject, but made 
an attempt to touch the feelings of his Protestant auditors. He has 
drawn a strong and simple picture of the domestic effects of the penal 
code in the families of Roman Catholics, by transferring the estate of 
the father to his renegade son. ** That the law should invest any man 
with the power of depriving his fellow-subject of his property would be 
a grievance. But my son—^my child—the fruit of my body, whom 1 
have nursed in my bosom, and loved more dearly than my life—to be¬ 
come my plunderer, to rob me of my estate, to take away my bread, to 
cut my throat—it is enough to make the most flinty heart bleed to 
think on it. For God’s sake, gentlemen, make the case your own,” &c.* 

* Extracts from Sir Theobald Butler's speech were given about a year ago in the 
Etoile newspaper, wbic%ip a series of articles on Ireland contributed to produce 
that calculation iipi^tm&eliDgs of the Roman Catholic body recently evinced in 
the debates of the^’Sjp^^* parflatnent. The following is the translation of the 
passage referred to, appeareip in the Eioile i—** Grand Dieu ! cst-ce que cette 
Idi feroce u'est pas uue r^volte contre la loi primitive de la nature, qui est gravte 
par Dieu Ini-mime dans ie cceur buinain ? Un code qui donnerait a qui que ce 
soil le .droit detestable de me priver de mes hiens a cause de ma croyance dans U 
religion de mes peres serait tyraniiiquc ct execrable. Mais mon fils, mon enfant, 
le fruit de mon propre corps, celui k qui j’ai donn^ tine vie plus cb4re que la tnlenne, 
et qui porte mon sang dans son cceur! que mon fils soit rmstrumeoC fatal de ce 
co^ de brigands, que ce soit lui qui me perce le sein. qui me plonge un polgnard 
dans le cosur, qui me pousse avec mes cheveux blancs dans la tombe 1 Vous 
Protestants que vous dtes, mootrex que vous fites bommes, et songez que voua ache- 
tei des proselytes par des moyeos qui font borreur k la nature, et dont la 8eu.e 
pens^ fait navrer le comr d’un pdre.” 
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This ^juration exhibits no art 6f phrase, but it has nature, ishiobi 4i 
was observed by Dryden of Otway^s plays, is after aH the greatest 
beauty. Those simple words, which bontain^ so much truth, cannot be 
read without einotion ; but how far greater must have been their effect 
when uttered by a parent, who was lifting up his voice to protect the 
sanctuaries of nature against violation. In what tone must a father 
have exclaimed, “ it would be hard from any man, but from my sou, 
my child, the fruit of my body, whom I have nursed in my bosom*)" 
Surely in the utterance of this appeal, not by a mere mercenary arti** 
ficer of passion, but by a man whom every body knew to be speakk^ 
the truth, and whose trembling hahds ahd quivering accents must have 
borne attestation to his emotions, the sternest and most resolved of bis 
judges musthaye relented, and, like the evil spirit at the contemidatiem 
of all the misery he was about to inflict, 

'' For a moment stood 
Divested of his msdice." 

And if the hearts of the Protestant confiscators were touched, did not 
the tears roll down the faces of the unfortunate Catholics who stood 
by—did they not turn to sob in the bosom of their children, and clasp- 
ing them in their arms inquire, in the dumb eloquence of that parental 
embrace, ** whether they would ever strike the poignard with which the 
law was about to arm them, into their breasts?" Their advocate did 
not, however, merely appeal to the sensibilities of his auditors, but 
swept his hand over strings by which a still deeper vibration must have 
been produced. 

He assumed a loftier and a bolder tone. He raised himself up to the 
full height of his mind, and, appealing to the principles of eternal truth 
and justice, denounced the vengeance of Heaven on those who phould 
be so basely perfidious as to violate a great and sacred compact; and 
was sufficiently courageous to remind a Protestant House of Commons 
that the treaty of Limerick had been signed, “ when the Catholics had 
swords in their hands." Tliis was a stirring sentence, and sent many a 
heart-thrilling recollection into the hearts of those to whom it was 
addressed. The prince of the conquerors must have started, and the 
conquered must have looked upon hands in which there were swords 
no more. It is recorded of an ancient orator, that he exercised over 
the minds of his heroes an influence so powerful, that his description 
of a battle was interrupted by the exclamation of a soldier who had 
been present at the engagement, and whom the spell of eloquence had 
carried back to the field. Even at this day, every reference to the 
siege of Limerick produces an extraordinar^gj^citation in Rornfan 
Catholic assemblies; and if the descendants u^mQ|j^whose rights were 
secured by the treaty of Limerick, recur with inm^ation to the inci¬ 
dents of that celebrated siege, to what a point of excitation mtiat the 
gallant cavaliers by whom the advocate of the Irish nation was sur¬ 
rounded, have been wrought, when he, who was" himself a party to 
that great national indenture, with that deep and solemn tone and 
that lofty gravity of demeanour for which be was vemiurkable, reo^led 
the events in which almost every man who heard hhn, bore a oons^ii 
cuous part. It is in the remembrance of such scenes that mcasory 
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imy b9 justly called The actor jof our passions o'er again*” I do 
not^ think that I am guilty of any exs^eration when 1 say» that in 
appealing to the time when the Reman Catholics had arms in thei^ 
hands, the, advocate of their rights and the representative of their 
emotions must have brought back many a martid recollection to the 
clients, in whose front he stood, and w'hose cause he was so emphati* 
ca]ly pleading. The city, from which William at its first siege, with 
an of thirty thousand men, had been driven back—the fortress 
which art and nature had conspired to make strong, and which valour 
and constancy would have rendered impregnable, must have risen be¬ 
fore them. All the glorious circumstance incidental to their former 
occupation must have returned. The shout of battle, the roar of the 
cannon, the bloody foss, the assault and the repulse, the devotion and 
abandonment, with which whole regiments rushed tbroii^h the gates, 
and precipitated themselves into imaginary martyrdom—Sarsfield upon 
the battlements, the green flag floating from the citadel, and the cry of 
“ Help from France!”—these must have been among the recollections 
which were awakened by their advocate, while he appealed to the time 

when they had arms in their bands,and stood in the Are of their 
batteries, and not at the threshold of the House of Commons. But if 
the sentiment of martial pride was rekindled for an instant, how quickly 
it must have gone out, and.how soon those emotions must have col¬ 
lapsed into despair. They must have known, for the countenances of 
their victors must have apprised them, that they had nothing to expect 
but servitude and all the shame that follows it; and then indeed they 
must have mourned over the day, when at the head of a powerful army, 
in a strong fortification, with several garrison towns still in their pos¬ 
session, with a great mass of the population ready to rush again to the 
field, witli a French fleet freighted with arms and with troops in 
the Shannon, they had been induced, upon the faith of a solemn com¬ 
pact, to lay down their swords, and put their trust in the honour of the 
King and tlie integrity of his people. I'hey must have cursed the day, 
when, instead of adding their bones to tlie remains of those who lay 
slaughtered in the trenches of Limerick, they survived to behold the 
Protestants of Ireland taking advantage of that fatal surrender, and 
in defiance of the most solemn compacts, in violation of a clear and 
indisputable treaty, not only excluding them from the honours and 
privileges of the state, but wresting their property from their hands, 
instkuting a legalized banditti of discoverers," exciting their children 
into an insurrection against human nature, converting filial ingratitude 
into a merit, and setting up parricide as a newly-invented virtue, in the 
infernal ethics of the Iflfe 
- As Sir Theobalc^Spm had anticipated (for he intimates it in an 
involuntary expression of despondency), his arguments were of little 
avaU, and he lived long enough to see the penal code carried to its 
atrocious perfection, and chain after chain thrown upon his country. 
He even survived an act of parliament by which Roman Catholics were 
excluded from the profession in which he had earned fortune and re- 
nowtk. It is .a edmmon notion that lie changed his religion in order to 
avert the evils which he so powerfully described ; but I was informed 
by bis grandson, Mr. Augustine Butler, that he died in tjie religion in 
which he bad lived, and that bis great estates became in ccmsequence 
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equ^y divisible among his children. He was interred in the church- 
yard of Sts James s church in Dublin, where a huge but rather uncouth 
monument has been raised to his memory. His epitaph differs from 
most obituary panegyrics by the adherence of encomium to truth. It 
IS inscribed under a rude and now mutilated bust, and runs as follows: 

Designatur hac efiigie 
TheobalduB e gente Butlera 

Hibemus Jurisconsultus 
Legunij Patriae, nominis decus 

Dignitate equeetri denatus, non auctus 
CausidicuB 

Anrutus, concinnus, integer 
Barbarie forensi, et vernacula disertuB 

Non ^artium studio 
Non tavoris aucupiq 

Non verborum lenocinio 
Sed rerum pondere 
Et ingenii,vi insita 

Et legum scientia penitiori 
Pollens 

Quern lingiia Bolers, illibata fides 
(^omitate et sale multo condita gravitas 

Quem vitse tenor sincerus 
Et recti custos animus 

Legum recondita depromere sagax 
Ad famse fastigium evexere 

bortuiitf etiain, ni religio obstaret, facile evexissent. 
Obut Septuagenarius XI Martii, 1720. 

Notwithfltanding the exclusion of Roman Catiblics from the Bar, the 
expedient which was adopted for the purpose does not appear to have 
been found effectual. A certificate of conformity was all that was re- 
quired, and this certificate was so easily obtained, that the members of 
the obnoxious religion were still able to creep and steal into the pro- 
fession. The letters of Primate Boulter, who governed Ireland for a 
considerable time, and whose simple maxim it was to keep Ireland 
divided, m order that her dependency might be secured, give us a very 
curious insight into the state of the Irish Bar in the year 1727. In a 
letter dated the 7th of March, 1727, he writes, “ There is a bdl gone 
over to regulate the admission of barristers, attornies. six clerks, solici¬ 
tors, sub-sheriffs, &c. which is of the last consequence to this kingdom. 
The practice of the law, from the’ top to the bottom, is at present 
mostly m the hands of new converts, who give no further security on 
this account, than producing a certificate of their liaving received the 
sacrament in the Church of England or Ireland, i^ich several of them 
who were Papists m London, obtain in the rok^.^her, and demand to 
^ admitted barristers in virtue of it at their arrival, and several of them 
have Popish mves and have mass said in their bouses. Every body 
here IS sensible of the terrible effects of this growing evil, and both 
Lords and Conimons are most eagerly desirous of this biU.” (Boulter's 
Letters, vol i. P-179.) The horror entertained by bis Grace of Dublin 
for barristers, whose better-halves were infected with Popery, aMears 
ludicrous at this day. Doctor King considered the divbion ofSe- 
glance at the^Bar between the law and the fair sex as highly dangerous 
U> the security of the e.-itablished Church, and would have taken “ on frii 
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de la lettre*' what Lord Chesterfield said of the beautiful Lady Palmer,* 
that she was the only ** dangerous Papist” he had ever seen in Ireland. 
1 know not, however, whether the feeling by which Doctor King was 
influenced, be wholly extinct. 1 do not mean to say that Lord Wel¬ 
lesley would object to a barrister on account of his having a Popish 
wife, and mass said in his housebut it is observable that of the three 

* The writer of thin article was acquainted with Lady Palmer, when she was up¬ 
wards of one himdrcd years of Hfce. The admiration which Lord Chesterfield is 
knoVn to hare entertained for this lady induced me to seek an introdnetion to her. 
Although rich, she occupied a small lodging in Henry-street, where she lived ae- 
eluded and alone. Over the chimneypiece of the front drawing-room was aus- 
pended the picture of her platonic idolater. It was a half-lengt^ortrait, and had, 
1 believe, been given to her by the man of whose adoration s|m ijKs virtuously vain* 
I was engaged in looking at this picture, while 1 waited on foe day of my first in¬ 
troduction for this pristine beauty of the Irish court. While 1 gazed upon the pic¬ 
ture of a man who united i>o many accomplishments* of manner and of mind, and 
observed the fine intellectual smile, which the painter nod succeeded in stealing upon 
animated canva.ss, 1 fell into a somewhat imaginative strain of thought, and asked 
myself what sort of woman the dangerous Papist'* must have been, in whom the 
master of the graces had found such enchanting peril. What a charm,’* 1 said, 

must she have possessed, upon whose face and form those bright eyes reposed In 
illuminated sweetness,—how soft and magical must have been the voire from whose 
whispers those lips have hung so often, what gracefulness of mind, what an easy 
dignity of deportment, what elegance of movement, what sweet vivacitv of expres¬ 
sion, how much polished gaiety and bewitching sentiment must have been united ! 
1 had formed to myself an ideal image of the young, the soft, the fresh, the beauti¬ 
ful, and tender girl, who had fascinated the magician of so many spells. The 
picture was almost complete. The Castle in all its quondam lustre rose before me, 
and I almost saw my Lo^ Chesterfield conducting Lady Palmer through the move, 
lueuts of a minuet, wheiraic door was slowly opened, and in the midst of a volume 
of smoke, which during ray phantasmagoric iniaginations had not inappropriately 
filled the room, 1 beheld in her own proper person the bciqg, in whose ideal crea¬ 
tion 1 bad indulged in a sort of Pygniulian dream. The opening of the door pro¬ 
duced a rush of air, which caused the smoke to spread out in huge wreaths about 
her, and a weird and withered form stood in the midst of the dispersing vapour. 
She fixed upon me a wild and sorceress eye, the expression of which was aided by 
her attitude, her black attire, her elongated neck, her marked and strongly moulded, 
but emaciated features. *She leaned with her long arm and her witlu»red hand of 
discoloured parchment upon an ivory-headed cane, while she stretched forth her in¬ 
terrogating face, and with a smile, not free from ghastliness, inquired my name. 
1 mentioned it, and her expression, as she had been informed that I was to visit 
her, immediately changed. After the ordinary formulas of civility, she placed 
herself in a huge chair, and entered at once into politics She was a most vehe¬ 
ment Catholic, and was just the sort of ]ierson that Sir Harcourt Lees would have 
ducked for a rebel and a witch. Lord Chesterfield and the Catholic question were 
the only subjects in which she seemed to take any interest. Upon the wrongs done 
to her country, she spoke not only with ener;^, hut with eloquence, and with every 
pinch of snuff poure^ out a sentence of sedition. Steth, sir, it is not to be 
borne," she used to exdaim, as she lifted her figure from the stoop of age, with 
her eyes flashing with fire, and struck her cane violently to the ground. Wishing 
to turn the conversation to more interesting matter, 1 told her I was not surprised 
at l..ord Chesterfield having called her a ** dangerous Papist." 1 bad touched a 
chord, which, though slackened, was not wholly unstrung. The patriot relapsed 
into the woman; and passing at once from her former look and attitude, she leaned 
back in her chair, and drawing her withered hands together, while her arms fell 
loosely and languidly before her, she looked up at the picture of Lord Chesterfield 
wlOh a melaucboly smile. **Ahl" she said-But 1 have extended this note 
b^Snd all reasonable compass. 1 think it right to add, after so much mention of 
Lady Palmer, that although she was vain of the admiration of Lord Chesterfield, 
she took care uever to lose his esteem, and that her reputation was without a 
blemish. 
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Catholic barristers ivho have been promoted under bU Lordship's ad¬ 
ministration, by a strange matrimonial coincidence every one is inarrie4 
to a Protestant. 

The bill sent over by Primate Boulter was ^rried, and Catholics 
were efTectually exclud^ from the Bar. From 1725 to 1793 lawyer^ 
earnestly and strenuously professed the doctrines of the state; and 
although upon his death-bed many an orator of renown supplicated in 
a Connaught accent for a priest, yet his lady, whose gentility of re¬ 
ligion was brought into some sort of question, and who would have 
considered it as utterly derogatory to set up a widow’s cap to the me^ 
mory of a relapsed papist, either drowned the agonies of conscience in 
the vehemence of her sorrows, or slapped the door in the face of the 
intrepid Jesuit, who adventured upon the almost hopeless enter¬ 
prise of saving thenoul of the expiring counsellor. The Bar gradually 
assumed a decidedly Protestant character; and although an occasujinal 
Catholic practised as a conveyancer, yet none obtained any celebrity 
in the only department of the law from which Roman Catholics were 
not actually excluded. Indeed they held so low a place, that it ap¬ 
peals to have been a kind of disrepute to have had any thing to do 
with them;^and 1 remember to have read, in the cause of Simpson 
against Lord Mountnorris, the deposition of a witness, who stated as 
a ground for impeaching a deed, executed by the Earl of Anglesea, 
that it was drawn by a Papist. Roman Catholics were at thif period 
excluded from the English, as well as from the Irish Bar; but 
Booth, the great conveyancer, was a Roman Catholic, and, before 
the professors of his religion were admissible to the rank of counseL 
Mr. pharles Butler, of Lincoln's-inn, had obtained great fame. 

In the year 1793 the great act for the relief of the Roman Catholics 
was passed. It was a piece of niggard and preposterous legislation: 
all, or nothing, should have been conceded. The effect of a partial 
enfranchisement was to give the means of acquiring wealth, influence, 
intelligence, and power, and yet withhold the only legitimate means of 
employing them. The Roman Catholics were not admitted into, but 
brought within reach of the constitution. They were still placed be¬ 
yond the state, and were furnished with a lever to shake it. They 
obtained that external point d'appui” from which they have been 
enabled to exercise a disturbing power. The extension of the elective 
franchise to men, who were at the same time declared to be ineligible to 
parliament, and the admission of Catholics to the Bar while they were 
denied its honourable rewards, are conspicuous instances of impolicy. 
The late Mr. George Ponsonby was strongly impressed with the im¬ 
prudence of allowing Roman Catholics to enter therace of intelligence, 
and yet shut up the goal. He felt that the goveHiment were disci- 
plining troops against themselves, and insisted on (he absurdity of ex;*' 
citing ambition, and at the same time closing the avenues to its Inti¬ 
mate gratification. He saw that so far from conciliating the Roman 
Catholic body by so imperfect and lame a measure of rmief, their j|i- 
dignation would rather be provoked by what was refused, than, their 
gratitude be awakened by what was granted: desire would be infiaiin 
by an approach to its object, while it was denied its natural and trhplr. 
quillizing enjoyment. Mr. Ponsonby’s anticipations were well-founde4# 
and are going through a rapid process of verification. 
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Jbe* first Rofiian Catholics who took advantage of the anobHiig 
statute, were Mr« Donnellan, Mr. Mac Kenna, Mr. Lynch, and Mr« 
Bellew* Every one of those gentlemen (quod nota, as Lord Coke says 
in bis occasional intimsdjfkns to the Junior- Bar) was provided for by 
Government- Mr. Donnellan obtained a place in the revenue ; Mr. 
Mac K^nna wrote some very clever political tracts, and was silenced 
with a pension; Mr. Lynch married a widow with a pension, which 
was*doubled after his marriage; and Mr. Bellew is in the receipt of 
six hundred pounds a year, paid to him quarterly at the Treasury. 
The latter gentleman is deserving of notice. Whether I consider him 
as an individual, as the representative of the old Catholic aristocracy 
at the Bar, as a politician, a religionist, or a pen^QQ^r, I look tipon 
this able, upright, starch, solemn, didactic, pr%i^ttj|al, indexible, 
uncompromising, obstinate, pious, moral, good, ron^olent, high- 
minded and exceedingly wrong-headed person, as in ever5rway entitled 
to regard. 

Mr. William Bellew is a member of one of the most distinguished 
Roman Catholic families in Ireland. There was formerly a peerage 
attached to his name, which was extinguished in an attainder. A 
baronetcy was retained. His father, Sir Patrick Bellew, was a 
of a high spirit, distinguished for bis munificence, and that species of 
disastrous hospitality, by which many a fine estate was so ingloriously 
dismembered. He constituted a sort of exception among the Catholie 
gentry; for at the time when that body sank under the weight of ac¬ 
cumulated indignities, Sir Patrick Bellew exhibited a lofty sense of his 
personid importance, and was sufficiently hold to carry a sword. His 
property descended to his eldest son, Sir Edward Bellew. Mr. 
William Bellew, the barrister, who was his second son, was sent to 
the Anglo-Saxon university of Douay, from whence he returned with 
all the altitude of demeanour for which his father was remarkable, but 
with a profound veneration for all constituted authorities, of whatever 
nature, kind, or degree, and with abstract tendencies to political sub¬ 
mission, which are by no means at variance with a man’s interests in 
Ireland. He was one of the first Roman Catholics called to the Bar, 
and I have understood from some of his contemporaries, that, as he 
represented the Catholic gentry, and was considered to take a decided 
lead in their proceedings, in his first appearance in the Four Courts he 
attracted much notice. His general bearing produced a sort of awe ; 
and it was obvious tliat, as Owen Glendower says, ** he was not in the 
roll of common men.” His lofty person, his stately walk, his peirpen- 
dicular attitude, the rectilineal position of his head, his solemnity of 
gestujre,. the deep meditative gravity of his expression, his sus¬ 
tained and measured utterance, the deliberation of his tones, his self- 
collectednCss and concentration, and that condensed, but by no means 
arrogant dr overweening, look of superiority by which he is charac¬ 
terized, fixed an universal gaze upon him; and from the contrast be¬ 
tween him, and the rapid, bustling, and airy manner of most of his 
brethrm, excited a general curiosity. Heedless of observation, and 
scarify conscious of it, the forensic aristocrat passed through the 
throbg of wondering spectators, and as Horatio says of the Roypl 
Dane, 

with stJenin march 
Wat t slow and stately by them.” 
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There was indeed something spectral in his aspect. The phantom 
of the old Catholic aristocracy seemed to have been evoked in hia 
son, while the genius of Protestant ascendan^ shrunk before its ma¬ 
jestic apparition. All idea of checking growth of Popery” 
vanished in an instant at his sight; the only man who could compete 
widi him in longitude of dimensions being Mr. Mahaffy; but that 
gentleman's stupendous length sat uneasily upon him, whereas the soul 
of the lofty Papist seemed to inhabit every department of his frame,*and 
would have disdained to occupy any other than its sublime and appro¬ 
priate residence. High as his post and demeanour were, thej^ were 
wholly free from affectation. With a great deal of pride, he manifested 
neither insolence nor conceit. He looked far more dignified than 
authoritative; and although a strong expression of austerity was in¬ 
scribed upon his countenance, it was by no means heartless or even 
severe. If I were a painter and were employed to furnish illustrations 
of Ivanboe, I do not think that 1 could find a more appropriate model 
than Mr. Bellew for the picture of Lucas Beautnanoir. His visage is 
inexorable without fierceness; and many a time hath he been observed 
fixing his immitigable eye upon a beauty in the dock at the assizes of 
Dundalk, with that expression with which the Grand Master is repre¬ 
sented to have surveyed the unfortunate Jewess, llis friend Mr* Mac 
Kenna used to observe, that “ if William Bellew saw a man hanging 
from every lamp-post down Capel-street, in his morning walk from 
Great Charles-street to the Four-Courts, the only question he would 
ask would be whether they were hanged according to law ?” 

Mr. Bellew came with signal advantages to the Bar. He was 
closely connected with the oldest and most opulent Roman Catholic 
families, and was employed as their domestic counsel. Their wills, 
their purchases, and marriage articles were drawn under his inspection. 
It was, i have heard, not a little agreeable to behold Mr. Bellew going 
through a marriage settlement, whore an antient Catholic fapiily was 
to be connected with an inferior caste. , In Ireland, as well as in the 
sister country, the pride of birth prevails among the Roman Catholic 
gentry beyond almost any other passion. As in England we find an 
universal diffusion of cousinship through the principal Catholic houses, 
so the ancient blood of the Catholics of the Pale has been, by a similar 
process of intermarriage, carried through an almost uniform circulation. 
This pride of birth among the Catholic gentry, when excluded from 
political distinction, was perfectly natural. Having no fi'eld for the 
exercise of their talents, and without any prospect of obtaining an 
ascent in society through their own merits, they looked back to the 
achievements of their ancestors, and consoled themselves with the 
brilliant retrospect. While a young Irish Protestant threw himself 
into the field of politics, an Irish Catholic was left without the least 
scope for enterprise, and had scarce any resource, but to pace up and 
down the damp apartments of his family mansion, and to commune 
with the high-plumed warriors of the Pale, who frowned in mouldering 
paint before him. The yonng ladies too were instructed to look wtu 
emulation on the composed visages of their grand aunts, and to tisve- 
rence the hyge circumference of hoop in which their more sacred 
metries were encompassed and concealed* For a considerable tiinb It 
was possible to maintain the dignity of the Roman Catholic fam^es 
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wit)iout any plebeian intercourse; but at last the pressure of mortgages 
and judgments became too great» and it was requisite to save the 
estate at the expense of the purity of its owner's blood. After a 
struggle and a sigh, thq|head of an old Catholic house resigned him¬ 
self to the urgency of circumstances, and yielded to the necessity of 
intermingling the vulgar stream, which had crept through the grocers 
and manufacturers of the Liberty, with a current which, however pure, 
begian to run low. A priest, a friend of the family, who, us matrimony 
is one of the seven sacraments, thinks himself in duty bound to pro¬ 
mote so salubrious a rite, is consulted. He gives a couple of taps to 
his gold snuff-box, tenders a pinch to the old gentleman, protests that 
there are risks in celibacy, that it is needful to husband the constitution 
and the estate, and observing that the young squire, though a little 
pale, is a pretty fellow, puts his Hnger (o his nose, and hints at a young 
damsel in New-row, (a penitent of his reverence, and a.mighty good 
kind of young woman, not long come from the Cork convent,) with 
ruddy cheeks, and vigorous arms, a robust waist and antigallican toes. 
The parties are brought together. The effect of juxtaposition is no¬ 
torious ; most of my readers know it by experience. The young 
gentleman stutters a compliment, the heart of the young lady and her 
wooden-fan are in a fli.ttcr ; the question is popped. The old ]>copIe 
put their heads together. Consideration of the marriage, high blood, 
and equity of redemption upon one side; and rude health and twenty 
thousand pounds on the other. The bargain is struck; and to ensure 
the hymeneal negotiation nothing remains but that Counsellor Bellew 
should look over the settlements. 

Accordingly a Galway attorney prepares the draft marriage settle¬ 
ment, with a skin for every thousand, and waits on Mr. Bellew* 
Laying thirty guineas on the table, and thinking that upon the credit 
of such a fee, he may presume to offer his opinion, he commences 
with an ejaculation on the fall of the good old families, until Mr. 
Bellew, after counting the money, casts a Caius Marius look upon 
him, and awes him into respect. He unrolls the volume of parch¬ 
ment, and the eye of the illustrious conveyancer glistens at the sight 
of the antient and venerable name that stands at the head of the in¬ 
denture. But as he advances through the labyrinth of limitations, he 
grows alarmed and disturbed, and on arriving at the words on the 
body of the said Judy Mac Gilligan to be begotten/’ he drops his 
pen, and puts the settlement away, w'ith something ofthelookofa 
Frenchman, when he intimates his perception of an unusually bad 
smell. It is only after an interval of reflection, and when he has re¬ 
called the fiscal philosophy of Vespasian, that he is persuaded to re¬ 
sume his labours, but does not completely recover his tranquillity of 
mind, until turning the back of his brief, he marks that most harmo¬ 
nious of all monosyllables paid,” at the fool of the consolatory 
atiTOD4- 

No man at the Bar is more exact, careful, technical, and expert in 
conveyancing, than Mr. Bellew. He at one time monopolized the 
wh^ole Catholic business. 

Nor was it to the Roman Catholic body that his reputation as a 
lawyer was confined. He deservedly obtained a very high character 
with the whole public for the extent of his erudition, his familiar 
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knowledge of equity and of the common law, the dearness of h^s st^e« 
meAts, the ingenrui^ and astateness of hU reasonn^, and for thit 
^ledes of cahn and deliberative elocution which is of such importance 
in the Court of Chancery. I look upon Mr. Bellew as a man who 
baa tAost grievously suffered by his exclusion from the inner bar, 
from which nothing but his religion could have kept him. It was 
in the Court of Chancery that his business lay almost entirely ; and 
in that court, it is absolutely necessary to have a silk gown,*- in 
order to be listened to with ordinary attention. The reason is this: 
liot that Lord Manners pays no respect to any individual who is not 
in silk attire, but because the multitude of King’s Counsel who pre¬ 
cede a Lawyer in a stuff gown of necessity exhaust the subject, and 
leave him the lees and dregs of the case. Mr. Bellew has lived to see 
his inferiors in talent and in knowledge raised above his head, and it 
is now his doom, at the end of a cause, to send his arguments like spent 
shot, after the real contest has been decided, and the hot fire is over. 
His situation would be very different indeed, if it were his office to 
state cases, and open important motions, for which no man is more 
eminently qualified. The whole Bar feel that he labours under a great 
hardship in this particular^ for which a pension of 600/. a-year affords 
a very inadequate compensation. Mr. Bellew's pension of GOO/, has 
effifctually excluded him from all useful interference in Roman Catholic 
affidfs; for, whenever be opposes a popular measure, it is sufficient to 
refer to bis salary at the Castle, in order to excite the popular feel¬ 
ing against him. He has, however, upon this subject been a good 
deal misrepresented, and it is only an act of justice to him to state the 
fects. 

* The Catholic aristocracy supported the Union. They were led astray 
a promise from Lord Cornwallis, and by such an intimation from 

Pitt as induced him to resign. 1 dd'not intend to discuss the merits 
of the question, but -can readily conceive that many a good man might 
have advocated the measure, v/ithout earning for his motto, Vendidit 
hie auro patriam.” I ^m fully convinced, from what I know of the 
honourable cast of Mr. Bellew’s mind, that he never did promote the 
measure from any sordid views to bis own interest. Lord Castlereagh 
was well aware of the importance of securing the support of the lead¬ 
ing Roman Catholic gentry, and the place of assistant barrister was 
promised to Mr. Bellew. Whether the promise was made before or 
after the Union, 1 am not aware; nor is it of consequence excepting 
we adopt the scholastic distinction of Father Foigard in his argumenla- 
tive assault upon Cherry’s virtue ; ** {fit be before, it is a bribe ; if it 
be after, it is only a gratification,” At all events, 1 am convinced thkt 
Mr. Bellew did nothing at variance with honour and conscience from 
any mercenary consideration. The place of assistant barrister bee&hie 
va<ant: Lord Castlereagh was reminded of his engagement,, when, be¬ 
hold! a petition signed by the magistrates of the county, to whit^'Mr. 
Bellew was about to be nominated, is presented to the Lord Li^t^ant, 
praying that a Roman Catholic should not be appointed to any^ judicial 
office, and intimating their determination not to act with bitn; 
government were a good deal embarrassed by this notifieatidn ; aiqid in 
order at oned to fulfil the spirit of their contract, and not to give ofl^oe 
to the Protestant magistrates, a pension equivalent to thb 
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tMkman was to Bellew^ and he was put in the enji^nteat 
oiTthe fhiits of the office, without the labour of cultivation. 

That It was reprehensible to tax the people with an additionsd pea* 
sion on the part of the Irish government, out of a miserable dread of 
irritating a few Protestant gentlemen, cannot, 1 think, be questioned: 
and but few persons will be inclined to attach any great blame to Mr, 
Bellew for having accepted of this compensation. It would be very 
idle, however, to enter into any explanation upon these subjects with 
the Roman Catholic body, among whom the very name of pensioner, 
connected as it is with all sorts of back door and postern services at 
the Castle, carries a deep stigma. No matter how well Mr. Bellew may 
argue a point at a Catholic assembly ; no matter how cogent and con¬ 
vincing his arguments may be in favour of a more balm and moderate 
tone of proceedings; the moment Mr. O’Connel lifts up his strong arm, 
and with an ejaculation of integrity “thanks his God that he is not 
a pensioner!** all the Douay syllogisms of Mr. Bellew vanish at the 
exclamation, and yells and shouts assail the retainer of governmmit 
from every side. Had he the eloquence of Demosthenes, the clinking 
of the gold would be heard amidst the thunder. Yet I entertain no 
doubt that Mr. Bellew has not, in his political conduct, been actuated by 
any mean and dishonest motive. I utterly dissent from him in his 
views, principles, and opinions; but 1 believe that he is only noting in 
conformity with impressions received at a very, early period, which bis 
education and habits tended not a little to confirm. His first opinions 
were formed at a period when the Roman Catholic aristocracy was 
actuated by a spirit very different from that which it has lately 
evinced. Much condemnation has been attached to that body for their 
want of vigour in the conduct of Catholic affairs. But allowances 
ought to be made for them. The penal code had after a few years ground 
the gentry almost to powder. They lived in a state of equal terror and 
humiliation. From their infancy they were instructed to look upon every 
Protestant with alarm; for it was in the power of the meanest raemlier 
of the privileged class to file a bill of discovery, and strip them of their 
estates. At their ordinary meals, they must have regarded their own 
children with awe, and felt they were at their mercy. Swift represents 
the whole body as little better than hewers of wood and drawers of 
water. The complication of indignities to which they were exposed 
must necessarily have generated bad moral influences; and accordingly 
we find in their petitions and remonstrances a tone of subserviency at 
which their descendants would blush. Even after the penal code was 
relaxed, and they were restored to the rank of citizens, they preserved 
the attitude of humility to which they had been accustomed ; and when 
the load which they had carried so long was taken off, they retained a 
stoop. At length, however, they stand erect in their country; and 
with very few exceptions, exhibit the same spirit as the great mass of 
the people. Lord Fingal, though prevented by his health from taking 
an active part in public affairs, gives evidence of his assent to the bold 
and vigorous course of measures adopted by the body, of which he is 

hereditary head, by the presence of his son. The latter. Lord 
Kitl^n, manifests as much energy and determination as he does sound 
seppe and admirable discretion. Lord Gormanstown ha^ thrown him¬ 
self with enthusiasm Jnto the national cause, and feels the injuries of 
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hiB country with a deep and indignant sensibility; and even Lord Ken* 
mare, whose love of retirement excludes him iVom the bustle of public 
meetings, lends to the Catholic Association the authority of his name, 
and shows that the spirit of patriotism has penetrated the deep woods 
of Kiliamey, in which ins lordship and his excellent lady (the sister of 
Mr. Wilmot Horton) are connubially embowered. I should not omit i 
to add, that Sir Edward Bellew and his son, who is a young man of 
very considerable abilities and likely to make a distinguished figure, 
displayed during the late election for the county of Louth great public 
spirit, energy, and determination. But amidst this almost universal 
change in the general temperature of the country, amidst this general 
ascent of the mercurial spirit of the people, Mr. William Bellew remains 
at zero. Not the smallest influence is perceptible in the cold rigidity 
of his opinions* True to the doctrine of non-resistance, be brings 
up in its support, the whole barbarous array of syllogistic forms 
with which his recollections of Douay can supply him. It is in vain 
that the rapid progress of the Catholic cause is urged against him : 
you appeal iii vain to the firmness, union, and or^nization of the peo¬ 
ple, which have been eflected through the Catholic Association: the 
insurrection of the peasantry against tlicir landlords, and the conse¬ 
quent sense of their own rights with which they have begun to be 
impressed, are treated with utter scorn by this able dialectician, who 
meets you at every step with his major drawn from religion, and his 
minor derived from passive obedience, and disperses your harangue 
with his peremptory conclusion.* Nor is it to speculation that he con¬ 
fines his innate reverence for the powers that be ; for after the dissolu¬ 
tion of the old Roman Catholic Association hy an Act of Parliament, 
when an effort was making to raise another body out of its ruins, of 
his own accord Mr. Bellew gratuitously published a letter, in the pub¬ 
lic journals, to demonstrate to the Attorney-general that it would be 
legal to put it down. In this view Mr. Plunket does not appear to 
have concurred. 

Notwithstanding the censure which I have intimated of Mr. Bellew*s 
political tendencies and opinions, I repeat, and that sincerely and un¬ 
affectedly, that I entirely acquit him of all deliberate corruption. His 
private life gives an earnest of integrity which I cannot question. 
It is, in all his individual relations in society, deserving of the most 
unqualified encomium. It would be a deviation from delicacy, even 
for the purposes of praise, to follow Mr. Bellew through the walks of 
private life. Suffice it to say, that a more generous, amiable, and ten¬ 
der-hearted man is not to be found in his profession, and underneath a 
frozen and somewhat rugged surface, a spring of deep and abundant 
goodness lives in his mind. 

If in the hasty writing of the present sketch, I have allowed grotesque 
images in connexion with Mr. Bellew to pass acro.ss my mind, I have 
** set down nought in malice and if I have ventured on a smile, that 
smile has not been Sardonic. In addition to the other qualities of Mr. 
Bellew for which he merits high praise, 1 should not omit his sincere 
spirit of religion. He is one of those few who unite with the creed of 
the Pharisee the sensibilities of the Samaritan. Mr. Bellew Ui||.devoot 
and unostentafious Roman Catholic, deeply convinced of the truth, of 
his religion, and most rigorous in the practice of its precepts. The 
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only requisite which he wants to give him a complete title to spiritual 
perfection, is one in whichjaome of his learned brethren are not deficient; 
and it cannot be said that ne has given joy in heaven/’ upon the prin¬ 
ciple on which so many barristers have the opportunity of administering 
to the angelic transports. One of the results of his having been always 
equally moral and abstemious as at present is, that his dedication to 
religion attracts no notice. If another barrister receives the sacrament, 
it is bruited through town ; and at all the Catholic parties, the ladies 
dcAribe with a pious minuteness the collected aspect, the combined 
expression of penitence and humility, the clasped liands, and the up- 
lifted^eyes of the counsellors; while the devout Mr. Bellew, who goes 
through the same sacred exercise, passes without a comment. In truth, 
I should not myself know that Mr. Bellew was a man of such strong 
religious addictions, but for an incident which put me upon the in¬ 
quiry. Upon Ash-Wednesday it is the practice among pious Catho¬ 
lics to approach the altar; and while he repeats in a solemn tone, ** ]te« 
member, man, that thou art dust/’ with the ashes which he carries in a 
vase the priest impresses the foreheads of those who kneel before him 
with the sign of the cross. Some two or three years ago, I recol¬ 
lect the court was kept waiting for Mr. Bellew, and the Master of the 
Rolls began to manifest some unusual symptoms of impatience, when at 
last Mr. Bellew entered, having just come from his devotions; and such 
was his haste from chapel, that he had omitted to efface the memento 
morf' from his brow. The countenance of this gentleman is in itself 
sufficiently full of melancholy reminiscences; but when the Master of 
the Rolls, raising his eyes from a notice which he was diligently perus¬ 
ing, looked him full in the face, he gave an involuntary start. The 
intimation of judicial astonishment directed the general attention to the 
advocate; and traced in broad sepulchral lines, formed of ashes of 
ebony in the very centre of Mr, Bellew’s forehead, and surmounted by 
an ample and fully powdered wig, the black and appalling emblem. 
The burning cross upon the' forehead of the sorcerer in “The Monk” 
could not have produced a more awful effect. The Six Clerks stood as¬ 
tonished; the Registrar was petrified; the whiskers of Mr. Daniel 
M‘Kay, the Irish Vice-Chancellor, stood on end ; and while Mr. Driscol 
explained the matter to Mr. Sergeant Lefroy, Sir William McMahon 
with some abruptness of tone declared that he would not go beyond 
the motion. 

HON. CAPTAIN KEPPEL's PERSONAL NARKATIVF.* 

The British possessions and commerce of India—the relations which 
those possessions and that commerce induce us to cultivate, as a nation, 
with tbe Asiatic countries which lie between India and our own—and 
the frequent passage of intelligent individuals through those countries, 
as an overland route, for going to or returning from India, are gra¬ 
dually introducing us to a considerable share of that intimate know- 
ledge, which the several parts of the great region of which we are now 
speiddng, very anciently cultiva..ed with each other; but wliich, in our re- 

* Pertomil Narrative of a Journey from India to England, by BiiBs^rab, Bagdad, 
the Ruins of Babylon, St. Peteraburgh, &c. dec. in the year 1824. By Captain 
tbe Hon. George Keppel. 4to. pp. 338. 
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mote division of the’globe, has long been almost confined to bookSi and 
almost worn the aspect of romance, rather than that of faithful history 
and accurate and familiar description. The extensive area now under 
contemplation> embraces within its limits some of the countries the. 
most interesting, under every conceivable aspect, to our minds; they 
are associated with the traces and recollections of our national origin, 
with our civil history, and with that of our arts, sciences, letters, and 
civilization, and, above all, with our religion. The regions which lie still 
further to the eastward—the Asiatic countries to the east of the Persian 
Gulf—have no such popular and national,*familiar, and even mysteri¬ 
ous attractions ; ancient history—their historical remains—^heir 
hallowed sites—however interesting to another portion of mankind, 
have little or nothing to do with onr w'estern learning, with the his¬ 
tories which we read, with the allusions to which we are accustomed, 
with our Greek and Roman classics, with our manners, or with our 
religious faith. But, when travellers, as now, are able to talk to us 
of Chaldea (a portion of the modern pashalic of'Bagdad), of Bag¬ 
dad itself, the city of the Califs, and, above all, of theGalif Haroun al 
Raschid; of the reputed site of the Garden of ^den; of the actual 
ruins of Babylon, and of the Tower of Babel; alPbur attention is then 
awakened, and we receive with eagerness every word that is written 
concerning scenes that have been ever present to our mind’s eye, though 
yet discernible only through a veil of darkness and of distance. 

Captain Keppel, the author of the present interesting work, sailed for 
England from Bombay; and after touching at Muscat, disembarked at 
Bussorah, and ascended the Tigris; from Bagdad, he made a short 
excursion to the reputed ruins of Babylon, on the banks of th6 Eu¬ 
phrates ; and passing through Kermansfaah to Teheraun, the present 
capital of Persia, pursued his way to Bakoo, on the Caspian Sea, 
and thence, by land, to St. Peteraburgh, whence he finally took ship¬ 
ping for England. On the Persian coast, a country pilot ran the ship 
aground, but without any serious consequences. While measures for 
retrieving the actident were in progress, the author of our cala¬ 
mity,” says Captain Keppel, was pacing the deck, the picture of hor¬ 
ror and indecision, calliag aloud on Mahomet to assist us out of 
danger;” and adds, ‘‘when called to account for his obstinacy, the 
pilot gave us an answer in the true spirit of predestination; ‘ If it is 
God's pleasure that the ship should go ashore, what business is it of 
mine?”’ It should be observed, however, that the pilot’s reply is 
here erroneously associated with the doctrine of “ predestination,” 
since it obviously belongs rather to that of a special and over-ruling 
Providence. The first and second chapters of Captain Keppel’s book 
introduce us to several instructive traits of Persian and Arabian life 
and manners. Between the two nations there subsists no more (as we 
think) than the discordance observable in all corresponding instances, 
though to Captain Keppel it appears in a harsher point of view. 
** We were much amused,” says this gentleman, with the Sheikh’s 
son, a child of three years’ old, whose spirited answers were strong 
indications of the manner in which his father was bringing him up; I 
asked him, among other questions, if he was an Arab or a Persian ? 
Indignant that there should be a doubt upon the subjjsct, ,his little 
band graspefl the dagger in his girdle, as he replied, in an angry tone, 

* God be praised, I am an Arab !* ” 
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At Bussorah (the Balsora of our earlier writers) the English party 
witaessed the ceremonious entry of a new Governor; and upon occa¬ 
sion of describing the audience granted by that personage. Captain 
Keppel makes a judicious and gentlemanly remark, highly drserv^ing 
of practical and more general attention. It was (tor example) bar¬ 
barous ignorance and ill-breeding alone, which induced our last English 
Embassy to refuse the performance of the co-foo at the court of 
Pekin. * 

Daring this visit we wom our hats, in conformity to the Eastern custom 
of always keeping the head Aivered; and agreeably to an exclusive privilege 
praftted to Englishmen, we did not take oiF our shoe^ Without entering 
into the merits of that John Bull policy, which exacts fmm the natives of the 
country in which we atre residing, a conformity to our customs, instead of our 
adopting theirs, the privilege we Englishmen claim, both at Bagdad and at 
this place, of keeping on our shoes in the presence of the Pasha, certainly 
does appear an useless acquisition of privilege on our parts, and one that 
cannot but ho highly offensive to their Asiatic feelings. 

It is scarcely necessary to mention, that throughout the East, the mere 
act of a native entering a room with shoes on, is the greatest possible insult, 
as it is on the floor that all meals are eaten. Let us put the question to our¬ 
selves. Would any ^ us be pleased, if a foreigner were to claim the right of 
coming from the streets in his dirty boots, and of dancing up and down our 
dinner-table?" 

At Bussorab, also, the party witnessed a horse-race, in which the 
English manner was imitated execrably ; and a betrothinent, according 
to the singular custom of the place. 

After these allusions to the light and agreeable nature of the greater 
proportion of the contents of Captain Keppd’s volume, and of the 
easy and well-written form in which it is communicated, we make no 
apology for the haste with which we now proceed to pages of a 
graver, or at least an intenser interest, as being devoted either to 
some of those objects of that majestic and attractive antiquity to which 
we have made reference, or else to such as are bright with the en¬ 
chantment of Arabian fiction; for Captain Keppel, throughout all this 
part of his journey, travels with the alternate volumes of Scripture 
and of the Thousand and One Nights ip his hand ; and compares 
continually, as he goes, the text of either page with the objects before 
his eyes. From the concluding words of the subjoined passage, the 
reader will see that the Wahhabbecs, of whom so much has been said 
at recent dates, are by no means of very recent original, 

“ Mr. Hamilton, two officers of the jCUigator, and myself, went to Zoheir, 
a town eight miles distant, to examine some ruins*in the neighbourhood, 
supposed, by some, to be those of the ancient city of Bussorah. vVithin two 
mues of Zobelr, the remains of a wall can be traced; and hero commence tlio 
ruins, which are very extensive- Large fragments of stone pillars lie sciil- 
tered in every direction; many of these remaining in tlie original position, 
show that the former buildings were spacious, and supported by colonnades. 
About a mile west of Zobeir, the remains 6f building are much more indi¬ 
cative of former splendour, than elsewhere. Our guides informed us, that 
this quarter was formerly inhabited by the wealthy Barmecides, of whom 
mention is piade in the Arabian Nights. This noble family was of Persian 
extraction, but settling afterwards in the cities of Bagdad and Bussorah, its 
memhera enjoyed, under several successive Caliphs, the highest honours of 
the state- The portion of a handsome arch, containing a Cuiic inscription, 
Was pointed out to us, as the Jamee All Barmekee, the tomb bf Ali the Bar- 
medde. This personage was the uncle of our old acquaintance Ui© Vizier 

t k2 
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Giafferi of Arabian Nighta* celebrity. Half a mile to the west of this tomb, 
is a small mosque, covered with glazed tiles, contauiing the tomb of Zobeir, 
an Aral) chief, from whom the neighbouring town derives its name. This 
chieftain was one of the earliest followers of Mahomet, and was slain at the 
battle of the Camel, whi(;h was fought near this place; an action memorable 
in the Mahometan annals, as the first in which the arms' of the faithful*' 
were stained with civil blood. 

Jt would be difficult to assign a correct date to these ruins. D’Anville 
supposes them to belong to the city of the Orchsepi, a sect of Chaldean as¬ 
tronomers and mathcniaticifms. Niebuhr, and other travellers, say they are 
those of ancient Iiussorali; but then the time in^bicli that city was founded, 
has never been correctly defined. Jly some, we are assured that Bussorah 
owed its existence to Omar, in the 14th year of the Hegira, and 035th 6f 
the Christian era; and liy others it is attributed to the Roman Emperor 
Trajan, who reigned five hundred years previous to the former date. 

We were met within a mile of Zobeir by Plajee Yusuf, one of the prin¬ 
cipal inhabitants, who, with two or three horsemen, paid us the compliment 
of preceding us into the town. On arriving at the Hajee's house, we alighted 
irom our horses, and ]»artook of a plentiful Arab breakfast. 

Zobeir has regalar streets, and an air of cleanliness that must strike 
every one coming from the stinking city of Bussorah. It was Ijnilt a century 
ago, hy some Arabs, who fortific<l themselves in it l^inst the attacks of 
that desperate gang of jMahoinetan dissenters—^the^WfiU^bees, so called 
from their leader Abdool Wahheb.’’ 

Leaving the ship, and ascending the Tigris toward Bagdad in a 
boat, the travellers soon arrived at 11 Jescerah, also called Irak 
Arabia, and Babylonia, the seat, as locally reputed, of primeval 
Paradise. 

A little higher up the river, the party came in sight of the Hammerine 
Mountains ; and passed a building venerated and enriched by both Jews 
and Mahometans, as the tomb of the prophet Ezra; and hereabout 
Captain Kcppel killed a brace of partridges “ in the Garden of Eden,*' 

Some wood-engravings, which, in addition to a map and two or three 
lithographic prints, illustrate this'volume of travels, contribute, in the 
succeeding and subsequent chapters, to give precision to our ideas of 
the antiquities which Captain Feppel soon begins to bring to our notice; 
but we shall introduce these subjects, (as they are also introduced 
Captain Keppel) with a short extract, descriptive of the general appear¬ 
ance of the ruins of ancient buildings in the country traversed. 

Shortly afterwards, wc came upon some extensive ruirjs on the left bank 
of the river, which we landed to examine: indeed, from hence to Bagdad, 
this now desert tract bears the marks of having once b(‘en cx>vcred with large 
and popiilous cities. Previous to erttering ijjion a descripti(»n of this place, 
a few general observations are necessary respecting the appearance of all 
ruins of this once populous region. 

The soil of ancient Assyria and Babylonia consists of a fine clay, mixed 
with sand, with which, as the waters of the river retire, the shores are 
covered. This comTu»st, when dried by the heat of the sun, becomes a hard 
and solid mass, and foiTtis the finest material for the beautiful bricks for 
which Babylon was so celebrated. We all put to the test the adaptation of 
this mud for pottery, hy taking some of it while w^ct from the hank of the 
river, and then moulding it into any form we pleased. Having been ex¬ 
posed to the sun for half an hour, it became as hard as stone. These Re¬ 
marks are important, as the indication of buildings throughout this region 
are different from those of other countries, the universiu substitution of 
brick for stone being observed in all the numerous ruins we visited, includ¬ 
ing those of the great cities of Seleuda, Ctesiphon, and of the mightv ZlaCrf- 
Ion herself, for which we have the authority of Scripture, that her ouRdm 
* had brick for stone, and slime had they for mortar.^ 
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** In consequence of this circumstance^ the ruins now before us, wluch 
our ^ides cwed Mumliheh, instead of showing fragments of pillars, or any 
marks by which we might conjecture the order of architecture, exhibit an 
accumulation of mgunds, which, on a dead flat, soon attract the eye of a 
traveller, and have at flrst sight the appearance of sandy hillocks. On a 
nearer inspection they prove to be square masses of brick, facing the cardi¬ 
nal points, and, though ^pmetlmes much worn by the weather, built with 
much regularity; the neighbourhood of these lar^ mounds is strewed 
with fragments of tile, brcjcen pottery, and manumctured vitreous sub- 
stanpes. Coind, the incontestable proofs of former population, arc generally 
to be* found. In this place they are so abundant, that-m^iny persims come 
from Bagdad in the dry season to search for them. Ahoo Nasir told us that 
some time ago he found a pot full of coins; and IVir. Hart picked up two, 
with auparently Cuflc inscriptions, but their characters were not very deci¬ 
pherable. Near the place where they were found, was the fragment of a 
vessel whicli possibly contained them.'^ 

But, though iteither the foregoing remarks, nor the materials for 
building which it brings under our review, would lead us to expect the 
existence of pillar^ or columns among the decorations or resources 
of Babylonish‘edificet; and though, perhaps, we ought at least lo hesi¬ 
tate at believing that the invctttioa of the column could have had place 
upon such a soil; yet we presently find Captain Keppel presenting 
us with the figure of what, in the first instance, indeed, he calls a pillar 
or column, but afterward describes as resembling those ancient columns 
(sometimes, we believe, called towers) ** so common in Ireland/* 

" Half a mUe from tlje banks of the river was the portion of a pillar, com¬ 
posed of snu-lmrnt bricky, twenty feet two inches high, and sixty-tbreo feet 
in circumference. It consisted of eight layers of bricks, several coiuprirt- 
ments of seven layers placed horizontally, and one vertically; between tlic 
layers was interspersed cement, one-half the thickness of the brick, Xho 
pillar stands at the eastern side of a large mass of ruins, apparently the 
remains of an extensive ])aJace, or temple; that portion which is left, ]>rovos 
it to be detached, and there were evidently no means of ascending it/' 

If this column, of sixty-three feet in circumference,” was at any 
time a part only of another building, our notions of the imignitude, as 
well as of the ornamental character of tliat building, must be enhanced 
indeed! But was it not more probably a detached and independent 
object 7 

At page 67, we have the sculptured figure of the lower limbs of a 
sitting female, with long vestments, wrought in granite, and much re¬ 
sembling the corresponding portions of the Egyptian figures of Isis; 
but the Mahometan antiquaries of the country relate, that it is all that 
now remains of a brother and sister, whom God, for their sins, turned 
into Slone.—The view and description of the Tauk Ki&ra, on the site 
of the ancient Ctesiphon, discover to us the remains of a palace of very 
large dimensions. 

But, refraining from further reference to the particulars of Baby¬ 
lonish antiquities, we content ourselves, in this place, with citing Cap¬ 
tain Keppel’s very succinct and satisfactory statement of that important S»nt—his grounds “ for supposing the ruins he visited were those of 

abylon we merely observe, in addition, that while upon the spot, 
ojur author found ample reason for reliance upon the ngeasurements, 
and every other particular which was given to the world, by the late 
estimable English conful at Bagdad, Mr. Rich. 
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From thia place, the ruins of the once mighty Babylon are distinctly 
visible, presenting the appearance of a number of irre^W and mis-shapen 
hills. Fourteen miles to the N. N. E. is the Tower of Babel, now known by 
the name of Nimrod's Tower. Since my return to England, 1 have been 
occasioniilly asked, what grounds 1 had ior supposing the ruins I visited were 
those of Babylon. Rennell has so completely estabGsbed their identity wi^ 
that city, that I shall merely state the following r^^ons for my belief. 

llie place in question is still called Babel by tne natives of the country. 
The traditions of Oriental writers, and those of the neighbouring Arabs, 
assign the highest antiquity to the ruinq^ The accounts given by ancient 
authors agree with the Oriental traditions. The appearance of the place 
answers the description given by those authors, and the position agrees in 
tlie relative distance of Babylon from otlier ^eat cities: the city of Seleucia, 
for instance, to the north-east, and that of Is to the north-west. The ruins 
seen by me coiTespond with all ancient accounts, both in their geographical 
relation to Babylon, and to the peculiar description of building. The appear¬ 
ance of the fiiilen city is precisLdy*that wliich the divine writings predict 
Babylon should exhibit after her downfall. I'he geographical accounts con¬ 
vince me, that Babylon could not have stood elsewhere than on the spot 
1 visited; and the prodigious remains are conclusive evidetjtce that they could 
have belonged to no other city. . '' 

“ The next point for consideration is, the reason why greater remains of 
Babylon are not to be found ? Remembering the circumstances under which 
this city was built, there will be no diiliculty in accounting for the deficiency. 
It is the vast size of Babylon, and not the want of durability in its material, 
that ought to excite our wonder. I have before stated, on the authority of 
Sc/ipture, that tlie builders of Babylon substituted “ bricks for stone, and 
slime for mortara peculiarity wliich is mentioned by Herodotus, and va¬ 
rious ancient authors ; aud I have also remarked on the ready adaptation of 
the wet mild on the banks of the river for the making of bricks. When we 
consider the sandy nature of the soil on which Babylon stood, the perishable 
materials of which the city was composed, and the many large cities that 
havd been built of the ruins; when it is remembered, that w'orkmen have 
been constantly employed in removing the bricks; that for two thousand 
years the ruins have been subject to the operations of the weather, and that 
in consequence of the Euphrates periodically overflowing its banks, they are 
for two months of every year in a state of iniiiidatiou;—we ought th^ rather 
to be surprised, that such vast masses should have withstood so many concur¬ 
ring causes for total extinction. From these circumstances, I take it fur 
granted, that all the ordinary buildings are crumbled into dust, and that only 
the remains of the largest exist. 

Whoever has seen the mud habitations of an eastern city, will readily 
accede to this suggestion. If any furiher argument were wanting, the fact 
mentioned by Diodorus Siculus, that the greater portion of the place within 
the walls was ploughed up in his time, would be, in my opinion, conclusive 
evidence. 
* After stating upon what gi'ounds I rest my belief in the identity of these 
ruins, it is fair to add, that our party, in common with other travellers, have 
totally failed in discovering any traces of the city walls. 

The divine predictions against Babylon have been so literally fulfilled in 
the appearance of the ruins, that I am disposed to give the fullest significa¬ 
tion to the words of Jeremiah, that the broad walls of Babylon wall be 
utterly broken.” We are told by Herodotus, that Babylon was surrounded 
by a very wide and deep trench, with the earth of which the wall was con¬ 
structed. 'lliis wall was 900 cubits or 300 feet high. When Darius took 
Babylon, being exasperated against the inhabitants ibr the resistance they 
had ^own him, he reduced their wall from its original h^ht to 50 cuhits. 
As Ids oMect was evidently to incapacitate the proud ciuwns from again 
opposing him, it is higlily probable that he refilled the trench with the earth 
wnich had been tideen from it. The work of destruction did not stop here* 
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XerxMj on returning iVom hia ill-fated Grecian expeditionj ia said to have 
levelled the remaining port of the wall. This statement, however, inuat nut 
be taken too literally. St. Jerome, who lived in the fourth century of the 
(Christian era, states, that the wall was still standing; nevertheless, the re¬ 
duction by Xerxes must have been very considerable. Froth the time of 
Jerome, no mention is made of Babylon for several centuries, in which inter¬ 
val it is most probable that what remained of the wall must have contributed 
to the building of the numerous cities which Lave been formed out of these 
ru^JuB.” 

accounts of the mendicaijt order of Calendars, of the tomb of 
Zobeide, and of a visit to the Roman Catholic Bishop of Bagdad, can 
by no means fail to interest the reader. 

Tearing ourselves away from Captain Keppel's very alluring ac¬ 
count of his stay at Bagdad, (the City of Gardens,) and from Gaur, 
(the City of Magicians,) we are equally obliged to hurry our reluc¬ 
tant steps through Kermanshah, where the Persian domination 
takes place of the Turkish. The length of the desetiptioa of 
the funeral of a deceased Prince, (associating its circumstances, as, 
to a limited extent, we do, with those of a recent and lamented oc¬ 
currence among ourselves,) prevents us from extracting it. We allow 
ourselves room, however, fur remarking on the barbarian combination 
which that description presents, not only of many observances entirely 
similar to our own, but of many features of the most polished man¬ 
ners, united, nevertheless, with others of the most gross character. 
On the road from the capital to the place of sacred deposit, the con¬ 
voy halted for a night in a caravanserai, wliere the royal chief- 
mourner, (the son of the deceased,) together with the chief priest, 
were foremost in a carousing party—got drunk—and sang the most 
licentious, not to say the most loathsome, songs. It ia remarked upon 
this occasion by Captain Keppel, that ** some Persian love-songs have 
been elegantly translated into English by one of the most ilowery 
poets of the last century ; but the reader would throw down the verses 
with disgust if he were aware of tlie objects to whom these amatory 
ellusions are generally addressed.” 

The author’s arrival at Teheraun, and his account of the Persian 
Court, along with further displays of Persian manners, and Persian an¬ 
tiquities, would easily detain us for many pages further; and the more 
so, because we think it an object of interest to impress upon English 
readers in general, us well that ancient connexion which, as we have 
above hinted, unites themselves and the Persians, both for common 
Scythian origin and for community of all fundamental ideas—as also 
that modern and hourly increasing connexion which, as we have also 
above hinted, our Indian empire creates and dictates, as matter of 
state policy, at the present day. At the funeral of the Prince of Ker¬ 
manshah, the music played was chiefly English, and, amongst the 
rest, the air of ** Rule Britanniathe English name is in general 
repute in Persia; and we may here add, from another source than 
Captain KeppeVs volume, a brief view of the existing English ascen¬ 
dancy in Persia. The Persian troops are commanded by English 
officers, clothed in English uniforms, and supplied with English arms. 
An English officer (Major Hart) is Generalissimo of the Persian 
fprees; the physician of the Prince, Royal, Abbas* Meerza, (Dr. 
Cormic) is an Engl^hman. At the date of the last advices to Eng- 
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landi Colonel Macdonald Kinneir, the British Charge d'Affairea, was 
with the king of Persia, who was then about to proceed to the fron¬ 
tiers to join Prince Abbas. In short, the whole machinery of the 
Persian 6ov|pmment is put into motion by English agents, and by 
English influence. It may be remarked, too, that within a very recent 
period, all foreigners, except the English, were ordered to quit the 
Persian territory. The national policy (it may be scarcely necessary 
to subjoin) which dictates this close intimacy of England with Persfa, 
refers to the joint interest of both in the defence of the latter against 
the power of Russia—Persia struggling for her own independence, 
and England for preventing the general aggrandisement of Russia, 
and especially for the prevention of a Russian acquisition of Persia as 
a means of annoyance/at the least, if not of overthrow, of the Eng¬ 
lish empire in India. There are those w^io suspect a connexion be¬ 
tween the existing troubles at the two opposite points of Persia and 
Portugal; that is, that Russia foments the 'jdtscorct in the Iberian 
Peninsula, in order to divert the English resources fflfe the assistance 
of Persia, and from the ultimate defence of India, 

From Teheraun, Captain Keppel and his friends* as before stated, 
passed into the Russian territory, and thence ,by Kakoo on the Cas¬ 
pian Sea, by the Desert of Astrakhan, and through the midst of the 
Lesguy, Calmuc, and Nogui Tartars, to St. Petersburgh. 

'' One morning," says the author, “ as we were changing horses, a state pri¬ 
soner, guarded and heavily manacled, drove up to the inn door. He looked 
pale and dispirited; no one a}»pcnred to be actjuainted with the nature of his 
accusation. He had been suildenly taken from his family at Vladimir, had 
been travelling night and day, and was not to be allowed to stop till he 
arrived at St. Petersburgh. It was with a shudder I heard, that he was, in 
all probability, likely to perish under the dreadful lash of the knout." 

Of the easy and agreeable manner in which Captain Keppel has 
throughout communicated his information we have already spoken; 
and in laying down bis book, we have only further to remark, that it 
has everywhere both amused and instructed us, and that we are 
struck with the very competent amount of enterprise, intelligence, 
learning, and good taste which have stamped the whole of his observa¬ 
tions and researches. 

THE CLUBS OK ST. JAMES’s. 
* ^ 

BY AN OCTOGENAUIAN. 

Brummell and Alderman Combe.—^Tbe late Alderman Combe 
was a great gamester, and made as much money by his dexterity at 
play, as he did by brewing. One evening, whilst he filied the office 
of Lord Mayor of London, he was busily engaged at a ftill basard- 
tabie at Brookes’s, where the wit and the dice-box circulated together 
with, great glee, and where Beau Brummell was one of the party. 
“ Come, Mash*tubf** said Brummell, who was the caster^ “ what do 
you set?" “ Twenty-five guineas,” answered the Alderman. “ Well 
then," returned the Beau, have at the Mayor’s poney,* only,—and 
Seven^s the m^n."* He continued to throw until he drove home the 
■ ' --—-- ■ " ill. ■ — - ..I ■ I I ii nil 

* By gamesters, twenty-fire guineas (rolled up in pa|fer} are called a Peeey ; 
and fifty, a Rouleau, 
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Brewer*8 twelve poneys, running; and then gening up and making 
him a low bow» whilst pocketing the cash^ he exclaimed, Thank 
you, Alderman; for the future 1 shall never drink any porter but 
yours."—I wish. Sir," replied the Brewer, ** that every other blacks 
guard in London would tell me the same." 

Roger Wilbraham and Sir Philip Francis.—The late Sir Philip 
Frangis, who, during many years of his life, was a member of the 
House of Commons, spoke, on all questii>n8 of importance, on the side 
of Opppsition. He was the convivial companion of Fox, and during 
the short administration of that Statesman, was made a Knight of the 
Bath, Roger Wilbraham, who was also on the same side, came up 
one evening to the whist-table, where Sir Philip (who, for the first 
time, wore the ribbon of the Order) was seriously engaged in the 
middle of a rubber, and t)}us accosted him. Laying hold of fhe rib- 

' bon, and examining it for some t'mc before bespoke, he at length 
said, “ So, this is'Jhe way they have rewarded you at last:—they 
have given ycu hit of red ribbon for your services, Sir Philip, 
have they ?—a prTOj^it of red ribbon to hang about your neck ; and 
that satisfies you, doe^ k ? Now, 1 wonder what 1 shall have! What 
do you think they will giye me, Sir Philip ?” The newly made 
knight, who had twenty-6vtf guineas depending on the rubber, and who 
was not very well pleased at the interruption, suddenly turned round, 
and casting on him a ferocious look, exclaimed, “ A halter^ and be 
d——d to you 1" 

Sheridan’s Introduction into the Club.—It is proper to pre¬ 
mise, that when any gentleman is desirous of being a member of 
Brookes's, it is necessary that two members should propose him, and 
that hia name, with those of the proposers, should be inscribed on a 
board over the fireplace of ti;e club-room, for one month before his 
election or rejection is decided. This must be by ballot, and if even 
one blade ball be thrown into the urn, the candidate cannot be admit¬ 
ted. This rule, in the olden time, was, like the Median and Persian 
laws, never infringed: perhaps it is not now; but the present mem¬ 
bers of the Club are not so rigid nts to the character, quality, and for¬ 
tune of candidates, as their fathers were. Twenty years ago, the 
Club was select, and by no means numerous: a citizen or merchant 
could seldom or never obtain admission; and wealth alone, without 
high blood or transcendant talent, was generally.excluded. Within a 
few late years, the number of members has been extended to fifteen 
hundred; consequently wealth, ora seat in the Opposition, has been 
a pretty certain passport for admission. Election by ballot, how¬ 
ever, still continues; and the only person who ever became a member 
without this ceremony, was liis present Majesty, then Prince of Wales. 
His Royal Highness entered the Club in order to have more frequent 
intercourse with Fox; and, on his first appearance, every member got 
up and welcomed him in by acclamation. But^ to return to the subject 
of the present anecdote. ^ 

When Fox first became acquainted with Sheridan, he was so de¬ 
lighted with his company and brilliant conversation, that lie was 
exceedingly anxious to get him admitted as a member of Brookee's, 
whi(2i he himself was in the habit of frequenting every night. Sheri¬ 
dan was accordingly proposed; and though on several occasions 
every gentleman was earnestly canvassed to vote for him, yet he was 
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sure to have one ilufk ball whenever he was balloted for; which was, 
of course, sufScieut to disqualify him. 

This was carried on for mouths; and it was at length re¬ 
solved on by liis friends to find out who the person was that so in- 
veterately opposed the admission of the orator. Accordingly, the 
balls were marked^ and old George Selwyn (whose aristocratic pre¬ 
judices would have induced him to black-ball his Majesty himspll^ if 
he could not produce proofs of noble descent for three generations at 
least) was discovered to be the hostile party. This circumstapce was 
told the same evening to Mr. bheridan, who desired that his name 
might be put up again as usual, and begged that the farther conduct 
of the matter might be left to himself. 

Accordingly, on th.o next evening, when he was to be balloted for, 
Sheridan arrived at Brookes’s, arm-in-arm Mth the Prince of Wales, 
just ten minutes before the balloting begn^^eing shown into the ' 
candidates’ waiting-room, the waiter was mmed'io tell Mr. Selwyn 
that the Prince desired to speak with him, fl|:the room below stairs, 
immediately. Selwyn obeyed the summons ^thout delay; and She¬ 
ridan, to whom, by the by, he had no ferhnal dislike, entertained him 
for half an hour with a political story wh^ inte^fested him very much, 
but which, of course, hud no foundation in trulh. During Selwyn’s 
absence the balloting went on, and Sheridan was chosen; which cir¬ 
cumstance was announced to himself and the Prince by the entrance 
of the waiter, who made the preconcerted signal, by stroking his 
chin with his hand. Sheridan immediately got up, and apologising 
for an absence of a few minutes, told Mr. Selwyn that ‘‘ the Prince 
would finish the narrative, the catastrophe of which he would find 
very remarkable." He now found his own way up-stairs, and his name 
being sent in to Fox, he came out, took him by the hand, and intro¬ 
duced him with all due formality to the Club; all the members of 
which welcomed him by shaking hands, and with the most Battering 
compliments. Sheridan was now in his glory. 

The Prince, in the mean time, was left in no enviable situation; 
for he had not the least idea of btiing left to conclude a story, the 
thread of which (if it had a thread) he had entirely forgotten, and 
which, perhaps, his eagerness to serve Sheridan’s cause prevented him 
from listening to with sufficient attention, to take up where Sheridan 
had dropped it. Still, by means of his auditor’s occasional assistance 
in the way of prompting, he contrived, with a good deal of humming 
and hawing, to get on pretty well for a few minutes; when a question 
from old Selwyn, as to the Hat contradiction of a part of his Royal 
Highness's story to that of Sheridan, completely posed him, and he 
stuck fast. Having endeavoured to set himself right by floundering 
about a good deal, and finding that it was all labour in vain, the Prince 
at length burst out into a loud laugh at the ludicrous figure which he 
cut, and exclaimed ** D—n the fellow!—to leave me to finish bis in¬ 
fernal story, of which 1 know as mqch as the child unborn ! But never 
mind, Selwyn, as Shcry does not seem inclined to come back, let us 
go up-stairs, and I dare say Fox, or some of them, will be able to tell 
you all abqut it.” 

They adjourned to the Club Room accordingly, and old George, 
who did not know what to make of the matter, had his eyes com- 
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pl^ly opened to the whole manoeuvrei when on bis entrance, Sheri* 
clan, rising, made him a low bow, and thus addressed him : *' Ton my 
lionour, Mr. Selwyn, I beg pardon fOr being absent so long; but the 
fact is, I happened to drop into devilish good company:—they have 
just been making me a member,—without even one black ball,—and 
hei'e I am." ** The devil they have!” exclaimed George.Facts 
speat^for themselves,” replied Sheridan; “ and as I know you are very 
glad of the circumstance, accept my grateful thanks Cpressing his hand 
on his i^rcast, and bowing vert/ low.) for your friendly suffrage.—And 
now, if you will sit down by me, I’ll finish my story ; for 1 dare say 
his Royal Highness has found considerable difficulty in doing justice 
to its merits.” “ Your story! It's all a lie, from beginning to end!” 
screamed out Selwyn, amidst immoderate fits of laughter from all parts 
of the room. The old nfen now sac down, growling, at the nearest 

*whist-tablc ; but, in time, lie could not help joining in the peala 
of mirth which wer^ d^^U^oed by the trick that had been played 
him; and before the c^ihg was over, he shook hands with Sheri¬ 
dan, and kindly wished him welcome. 

Poor Sheridan remained nlany years a member, and was the delight 
of all. lie paid bis s^bscrij^on, it is true: that is, twenty guineas the 
first year, and twelve^every succeeding one; but his account with the 
house was, alas! like all his other debts, continually on the increase. 
When he was turned out of office, the partners who managed the con¬ 
cerns of the Club, seeing no chance of their claim being ever cancelled, 
would fain have ni^membered him ; but his fascinating conversation had 
made him so many friends (?) that it was more than they dared do, to 
refuse him a bottle when he called for it; or to forget to lay a knife and 
fork for him, when tlie members chose to dine together on grand oc¬ 
casions. There is no doubt but Sheridan would have paid all his 
debts if he could; but his wishes to do so, compared with his well- 
known want of economy, were like Paine’s simile of Mr. Pitt's theory 
of Finance: viz. that the power of the Sinking Fund to redeem tlie 
Nauonal Debt, was like that of a man with a wooden teg trying to over¬ 
take a hare,—the longer he ran, the farther he was behind 1 Mr, 
Sheridan was sufficiently sensible that some apology, or ** promise to 
pay,” was due to the proprietors ; and never failed, on proper occasions, 
to amuse them with flattering prospects of the future. In these, he de¬ 
ceived himself more than those whom he attempted to cajole. Still, 
he was at all times a welcome guest at Rrookes’s ; for the gentlemen 
above alluded to, continued to grant that with a good grace, which 
tliey could not refuse, or withdraw, without considerable offence to the 
oldest and most respectable members. 

Fiohtimo Fitzgerald.—Whilst on the subject of sinister admission 
to the Club, the writer cannot do better than relate the very singular 
and whimsical manner in which Mr. Arthur Fitzgerald forced his way 
into Brookes's. This personage, it is well known, though nearly re¬ 
lated to one of the first families in Ireland (Leinster), was publicly 
executed, in the year 1786, fora murder which.he had coolly premedi¬ 
tated, and which he and others perpetrated in a most cruel and cow- 
arilly manner. The fame, or rather infamy, w\iich encircle4 his brows, 
from having'been the survivor in a great many duels, beemne at length 
the cause of the most fejocious haughtiness, and greatly increased his 
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overbearing and quarrelsome disposition. His duelling propensities, 
however, kept him out of all the first clubs in London, and rendered 
him at once both an olnect of terror and of hatred ; and, even when he 
was introduced at the Court of France, where single combat was not so 
much reprehended as in Great Britain, the young monarch (the unfor¬ 
tunate Louis XVI.) could not help showing his abhorrence of a pro¬ 
fessed duellist, by uttering a inobt deserved sarcasm on Fitzgerald, and 
by refusing to admit him a second time to his levee* The gentleman 
who introduced him (the English Ambassador) having said, ‘^Ihave the 
honour to introduce to your Majesty, Mr. Fitzgerald, an Irishman, of 
high descent, who, in his time, has successfully fought no less than 
eighteen duels, and always killed his man: the King replied, Mon¬ 
sieur TAmbassadcur, 1 have read your famous English history of Jack 
the Giant Killer; and 1 think it may be greatly improved by adding 
this Irishman’s life, by way of* appendix—Let ium retire!" His Ma-* 
jesiy farther observed to the Ambassador, in the duellist’s hearing, that 
if Mr. Fitzgerald showed a disposition to qugtr^^ith any of Ais sub¬ 
jects, he should ordei him to quit Franck hours. 

But, to avoid farther digression, state that Fitz¬ 
gerald having once applied to Adtniial to propose him 
as a candidate for lirookes's, and the Worthjr Admiral well knowing 
that he must either figlit or comply with his r^ucst, chose the latter 
alternative. Accordingly, on the night in which the balloting was to 
take place, (which was oiuy me^-e form in this case; for even Keith 
Stewart himselfhad resolved to vtack-lntU him,) the duellist accompanied 
the gallant Admiral to St. Jaineb's-strect, and waited in the room be¬ 
low whilst the suffrages were taking, in order to know the issue. 
The ballot was soon over, for without hesitation each member ttxew 
in a black bnU, and when the scrutiny took place, tJie company were 
not a little amazed to find not even one while one among the number. 
However, the point of rejection being carried nem, cow. the grand 
affair now was, as to which of the members had the hardihood to an¬ 
nounce the same to the expectant candidate. No one would undertake 
the office, for the announcement was sure to produce a challenge ; and 
a duel with Fighting Fitzgerald had, in almost every case, been fatal to 
his opponents. The general opinion, liowe^r, was, that the proposer. 
Admiral Stewart, should convey the intelligence, and that in as gen¬ 
teel terms as possible. But the Admiral, who was certainly, on all 
proper occasions, a very gallant officer, was not inclined to go on any 
such embassy. “ No, gentlemen,” said he, “1 proposed the fellow, 
because 1 knew you would not admit him; but by G—, I have no in¬ 
clination to risk my life against that of a madman.” “ But, Admiral,'* 
replied the Duke of Devonshire, there being no wkife ball in the box, 
he must know tliat you have black-balled him as well as the rest, and 
he is sure to call you out, at all events.” This was a poser for the 
poor Admiral, who sat silent for a few seconds, amidst the half-sup¬ 
pressed titter of the members ; at length, joining in the laugh against 
himself, he exclaimed, ''Upon my soul! a pleasant job Ure got into. 
D—the fellow !—No matter!—I won't go :—let the waiter tell 
him that t^ere was one black ball, and that his name musf be put up 
again if he wishes it/’ This plan appeared so judicious, that all con¬ 
curred in its propriety : accordingly, the waiter was, in a few minutes, 
despatched on the mission. 
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In the mean time Mr. Fitzgerald showed evident symptoms of im* 
patience at being kept so long from his “ dear friends" above stain i 
and frequently' rang the bell to know the state of the poll. On 
the first occasion, he thus addressed the waiter who answered his sum-* 
mons ; ** Come here, my tight little fellow; do you know if I am chose 
yetT' I really can’t say, sir," replied the young man, but I’ll see.*’ 
“ There’s a nice little man: be quick, d’ye see, and I’ll give ye six¬ 
pence when ye come witlr the good news.” Away went the Utile man; 
but he was in no hurry to come back, for he as well as his fellows were 
sufficiently aware of Fitzgerald’s violent temper, and wished to come in 
contact with him as seldom as possible. 

The hell rang again, and to another waiter the impatient candidate 
put the same question, " Am I chose yet, waitherV* ** The balloting is 
not over yet, sir,” replied the man- Not over yet!” exclaimed Fitz¬ 
gerald. ** But sure, there is no use of balloting at all, when my dear 
Iriends are all unanimous fqr me to come in. Run, my man, and let 
me know how they aref g^ting on.” 

After the lapse of^ao^her quarter of an hour, the bell rang so 
violently, as to pro<^|fc^^,^intqst among the poor servants, as to whose 
turn it was next to^^mny^Mio^Jn his den ; and Mr.Brookes, seeing no 
alternative but reso1u!HPP|G^'^e message from the waiter who was 
descending the stul^case, boldly entered the room with a coffee 
equipage in his hanfi,,^*V^klyou call for coffee, sir ?” said Mr. Brookes, 
smartly.—** D—n jfeur' coflee, sur, and you too,” answered Mr. 
Fitzgerqjd, in a voice which made the host’s blood curdle in his veins. 
*' I want tg know, sur, and that without one moment’s delay, sur, if I’m 
chose yet T ** Oh, sir,” replied Mr, Brookes, who trembled from head 
to foot, but attempted to smile away the appearance of fear; “ I beg 
your pardon, sir; but 1 was just coming to announce to you,—sir,— 
with Admiral Stewart’.® compliments, sir,—that,—unfortunately,—there 
was one black ball in the box, sir ; and,—consequently, by the rules of 
the club, sir,—no candidate can be' admiUc d without a new election, 
sir,—which cannot take place,—by tbe'standiag regulations of the Club, 
sir,—until a month from this time, sir.” 

During this address Fitzgerald’s irascibility appeared to undergo 
considerable moUificat’wn ; and, at its conclusion, the terrified landlord 
was not a little surprised and pleased to And his guest shake him by the 
hand, which he squeezed heartily between his own two, saying, My 
dear Mr. Brookes, I'm chose, and I give yc much joy; for I'll warrant 
ye’ll find me the best customer in your house;—but there must be a 
small matter of a mistake in my elecii n ;* and as 1 should not wis];) to be 
so ungenteel as to take my sate^ among my dear Iriends above stairs 
until that mistake is duly rectified, you’ll just step up and make my 
compliments to the gentlemen, and say, as it is only a mistake of one 
black ball, they will be so good as to waive all ceremony on my account, 
and proceed to re-elect their humble servant without any more delay 
at all;—so now, my dear Mr. Brookes, you may put down the coffee^ 
and 1^1 be drinking it while the new election is going on.” 

Away went Mr. Brookes, glad enough to escape with whole bones, 
for this time at least. On announcing the purport of his errand to the 
assembly above stairs, many of the members were panic-struck; for 
they clearly foresaw that some disagreeable circumstance wAs likely to 
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be the finale of the farce which they had been playing. Mr. Brookes 
stood silent for some minutes, waiting for an answer, whHst several of the 
members whispered and laughed, in groups, at the ludicrous figure which 
they all cut. At length, the Earl of March (afterwards the Duke of 
Queensberry) said aloud, “ Try the effect of iwo ballsD—n his 
Irish impudence, if #too black balls don’t take effect upon him, I don’t 
know what will.’' This proposition met with unanimous approbation, 
and Mr. Brookes was ordered to cominunicate accordingly. 

On re-entering the waiting-room, Mr. Fitzgerald rose hastily frem his 
chair, and seizing him by the hand, eagerly inquired, “ Have they 
c/ectedmeriglU now, Mr. Brookes ?”—" I hope no offence, Mrr Fitzge¬ 
rald,” said the landlord, “ but 1 am sorry to inform you, that the result 
of the second balloting is,—that two black balls were dropped in, sir.” 

By J_8, then,” exclaimed Fitzgerald, “ there’s now two mistakes 
instead of one. Go back, my dear friend, and tell the honourable mem¬ 
bers that it is a very uncivil thing to keep a gentleman waiting below 
stairs, with no one to keep him company but himself, whilst they are 
enjoying themselves with their champaigne and their cards and their 
tokay, up above. Tell them to try again, andT hope they will have 
better luck next time and make no more mia^akesj;becanse it’s getting 
late, and I won’t be chose to-night at all.—SS, now, Mr. Brookes, be off 
with yourself, and lave the door open ’till I see despatch you make.” 

Away went Mr. Brookes for the last time.^fPn announcing bis un¬ 
welcome errand, every one saw that palliati'i^ Indaslires only prolonged 
the dilemma; and General Fitzpatrick proposed, that Brookes should 
tell him, “ his cause was hopeless, for that he was black-balled all over, 
from head to foot, and it was hoped by all the members, that Mr. 
Fitzgerald would not persist in thrusting himself into society where his 

company was declined.” ^ 
This message, it was generally believed, would prove a sickener, 

as it certainly would have done to any other candidate under similar 
circumstances. Not so, however, to Fitzgerald, who no sooner heard 
the purport of it than he exclaimed, “ Oh, I perceive it is a mis¬ 
take altogether, Mr. Brookes ; and I must see to the rectifying of it 
myself,—there’s nothing like daling with principals,—and so I'll stej) 
up at once and put this thing to rights, without any more unnecessary 

delay.” 
In spite of Mr. Brookes’s remonstrance, that his entrance into the 

club-room was against all rule and etiquette, Fitzgerald found his way 
up-stairs, threatening to throiv ilie landlord over the banisters for en- 
dUvouring to stop him. He* entered the room without any farther 
ceremony than a bow, and saying to the members who indignantly 
rose up at this most unexpected intrusion, “ Your servant, gentlemen! 
I beg ye will be sated." Walking up to the fireplace, he thus ad¬ 
dressed Admiral Stewart;—“ So, my dear Admiral, Mr. Brookes in¬ 
forms me that I have been elected three times.”—“ You have been bal¬ 
loted for, Mr. Fitzgerald, but 1 am sorry to say, you have not' been 
chosen,” said Stewart. “ Well then,” replied the duellist, “ did you 
black-ball me ?” “ My good sir,” answered the Admiral, “ how could 
you suppose such a thing 1 ” Oh, 1 supposed no such thing, my dear 
fellow, I only want to know who it was that dropped the black bails in 

by accident, as it were.” 
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Fitzgerald now went up to each individual member, and pnt the lame 
question seriatim, **Did you black*ballme, sur until be made the round 
of the whole club; and it may well be supposed, that in every case he 
obtained similar answers to that of the Admiral. When he had finished 
his inquisition, he thus addressed the whole body, who preserved as 
dead and dread a silence as the urchins at a parish school do on a 
Saturday, when the pedagogue orders half a score of them to be horsed 
for neglecting their catechism, which they have to repeat to the parson 
on Sunday :—You see, gentlemen, that as none of ye have black¬ 
balled me, I must be chose ; and it is Mistker Brookes that has made 
the mistake. But I was convinced of it from the beginning, and 1 am 
only sorry that so' much time has been lost, and honourdl)le gentlemen 
prevented from enjoying each other's good company sooner.— Waither! 
come here, ye raskaly and bring me a bottle of champaigne, till I drink 
long life to the club and wish them joy of their unanimous election of a 
roc/ gentleman by father and mother, and"—This part of Fitzgerald's 
address excited t^ie risible muscles of every one present, but he soon 
restored them to their former lugubrious position, by casting around 
him a ferocious look, aiSd saying in a voice of thunder,—and xoho never 
missed his man ! GteTor^the champaigne, -and d'ye hear, sur, 
tell your wasthur, Misthef Brookes that is, not to make any more mis¬ 
take about black though it is below a gentleman to call him 
out, I will find other^wmef of giving him a bag full of broken bones!" 

The members nbsi stfvt^'that there was nothing for it but to send the 
intruder to Coventry, which they appeared to do by tacit agreement; 
for, wlien Admiral Stewart departed, which he did almost immedi¬ 
ately, Mr. Fitzgerald found himself completely cut by all his dear 
friends.’* The gentlemeti now formed themselves into groups at tho 
several whist-tables; am no one chose to reply to his observations, 
nor to return even a nod to the toasts and healths which he drank, 
whilst discussing three bottles of the sparkling liquor which the terri¬ 
fied waiter placed before him in succession. At length, finding that 
no one would commimicate with him in either kmd, cither for drinking 
or for fighting; he arose, and making a low bow, took his leave as 
follows: ** Gentlemen, I bid you all good night; 1 am very glad to 
find ye so sociable:—1*11 take care to come earlier next night, and 
we ’ll have a little more of it, flase G—d.” 

The departure of this bully was a great relief to every one present, 
for the restraint caused by his vapouring and insolent behaviour was 
most intolerable. The conversation immediately became general, and 
it was unanimously agreed that half-a-dozen stout constables should be 
in waiting the next evening to lay him by the heels and bear him off to 
the watch-house, if he attempted again to intrude. Of some such mea¬ 
sure Fitzgerald seemed to be aware; for he never showed himself at 
Brookes’s again, though he boasted every where that he had been una¬ 
nimously ehosen a member of the club! 

The writer trusts that none of his readers are impressed with the idea, 
that want of personal courage on the part of any member contributed, 
in the smallest degree, to prevent Fitzgerald from being kicked out of 
a society into which he had so unwarrantably thrust himself; more 
particularly when he considers, that the whole affair was so eccentric 
as to create mirth, rather than a desire to inflict chastisement; and 
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that many (particularly the junior members) bad no small curiosity to 
witness the termination of an adventure so impudently and so ludi¬ 
crously carried on. But, these considerations apart, it is not to be sup¬ 
posed that men whose courage on ordinary occasions might easily be 
“ screwed up to the sticking point/’ should be very ready, as Admiral 
Stewart expressed it, “ to risk their lives against that of a madman.'~ 
Moreover, in addition to the well-founded and rational dislike which 
many have to duelling, family considerations, and a natural love of life, 
were sufficient to deter any man of sense from encountering the tighU 
ing Fitzgerald, either with sword or pistol i for, being a really good 
swordsman and marksman, and being accounted almost invulnerable in 
his own person, the result of a combat with him ceased to be an affair 
of chance, but amounted to a dead certainty. Is it surprising then that 
no gentleman should have had the hardi^Oid to espouse the cause of 
all, by throwing away his own life on the desperate chance of overcom¬ 
ing a professed bully ? 

Blue Hanger.—Lord Coleraine, formerly known by the familiar ap¬ 
pellation of Blue Hanger, from the colour Rothes, was perhaps 
the best-dressed man of his age; and he was no^ less remarkable for 
his politeness and good-humour. Heavy losses at play, when he was 
a young man, compelled him to retire to France in order to avoid his 
creditors; and there he remained upwards of ^twelve years, until the 
death of his elder brother, when be came to the title, and returned to 
this country—a complete Frenchman, 

On his Lordship’s first visit to Drury Laue X^atre, his natural turn 
for pleasantry brought him into a rencontre him some uneasi¬ 
ness. Seeing a gentleman in boots en^r where he was sitting 
(in the dress circle), and place himself on ji^^^seat just before him 
rather abruptly, his ideas of etiquette coul^Hi brook what in 
France would have been consid^ed a breachW^dOrum ; accordingly 
h^ addressed him in the following words 1 beg, sir, you will make 
no apology!"—^‘Apology, sir!” replied the stranger; “ Apology for 
what?”—*' Why,” returned his Lordship, pointing down towards the 
boots, '* that you did not bring your horse with you into the box.”— 
** Perhaps it is lucky for you, sir,” retorted the stranger, ** that I did 
not bring my horsewhip; but 1 have a remedy at hand, for I can pull 
your nose for your impertinence.” Some otlier gentlemen in the box 
now interfered, an exchange of cards took place, and both parties left 
the Theatre. 

Blue went immediately to his brother George at Brookes's, and hav¬ 
ing stated the particulars, begged his assistance to get him out of the 
scrape, ** which,” said he, ** may end in bloodshed.'—I acknowledge,” 
he continued, ** that I was the first aggressor; but it was too bad to 
threaten to pull my nose. What had I better do?”—'' Soap it tue/I,” 
replied George, ** and then it will easily slip through his fingers*”* 
George, however, accommodated the affair to the satisfaction of all I)artie8, by explaining to the stranger that his brother had resided so 
ong in France as almost to forget the customs of bis countrymen. 

* This method of avoiding a hearty tveak of the ptohoscit appears to have been 
a fiSvourite of Colonel Hanger's ; for he recommenas it even in the Memoirs of hii 
Life. He 8a)u, that whenever any person is inclined to calumniate a gttitisman 
behind his back, he ought to take the precaution of soaping hit nose first. 
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Wb must now return again to Mr. Adair's audience of the Sultan. 
At half-past four, every thing being in readiness, Mr* Adair, dressed 
in the cavalry-uniform of a volunteer corps, descended the grand stair¬ 
case, followed by a crowd of gentlemen dressed in all kinds of uniforms, 
and many in plain clothes; every one mounted the horse which had 
beeta provided for him, ^nd wc soon made a formidable cavalcade, at¬ 
tended by a much more numerous body of infantry and pedestrians. 
The order of the procession ran thus:— 

Three companies of Janissaries (three hundred in number), two by 
tw^ 

Eight superior officers 
Twenty-four Janissaries' 

splendidly drcs&ed. 
Twenty-four marines, with bay^Eots unfixed, followed by their 

lieutenant on horseback. 

4|h|jhM^orte on horseback, two by two. 
es^^pernianently attached to the palace, very 

The equerry of'ijtlill'^mbassy and his deputy, with twelve grooms 
richly dressed, all moitnted on the ambassador’s horses. 

Eight lacqueys on fodt, in the ambassador’s private livery. 
Twenty-four footmen of the embassy, dressed in blue frock coats, 

trimmed with broad gold lacc, and wearing laced cocked hats lined w'ith 
ostrich feathers. In the midst of them walked the chief butler with a 
bag and sword. 

The five interpreteMl^f the embassy, riding singly according to se¬ 
niority, that is, the lomjSt in rank going at the head, and the highest 
going last. They wtta dressed according to the Oriental costume, 
^though of Frank etiquette or rather the arrogance of the 
Porte forbidding inteiflniers serving foreign embassies to appear be¬ 
fore the Turkish authorities in their national dress. They wore, how¬ 
ever, on their heads, as a mark of independence and privilege, a hig^i 
cap made of black sable, similar to the one which is worn by hussars, 
the top being, as in theirs, of scarlet cloth.—Next came 

The ambassador. 
The secretary of the embassy. 
The consul-general. 
A secretary, supporting with botli hands a small crimson satin cush¬ 

ion, on which were placed the ambassador s credentials and letters of 
recall, contained in a satin bag embroidered widi gold. 

Captain Bathurst of the Salcette.—After him no regular order was 
observed, except going two by two, and eveiy one rofle as chance had 
placed him. These gentlemen were followed by their own servants, 
also on horseback, who, with a crowd of other persons attracted by 
mere curiosity, closed the cortige. 

We proceeded down to the quay of Top-Hanne, where we dis¬ 
mount^, leaving our horses to the care of our own servants. The 
ambassador embarked with the first interpreter in the state barge of 
the embassy, a fine large boat, painted scarlet, and rowed by twelve 
Turks dressed in white, each plying a pair of oars. A great number 
of other boats of all sizes had, of course, been provided for us, which 
were soon filled, and we followed the ambassador. * 

The Salcette was anchored in the middle of the harbour, and wa had 
XIX. NO/ T.XXIV* h 
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to pass close to her; all her holiday flags were hoUtedi and on our 
approach the yards were manned, and she fired a salute of nineteen 
guns. On reaching the opposite shore, the ambassador and suite were 
invited to the hottse of an ofiieer of the Porte,, situated near the spot 
where we landed ; and pipes, coffee, and sherbet were there served by 
turns, until every thing had been put in readiness to enable us to pro¬ 
ceed. No great care had been taken in the choice of several horses 
which were said to be sent from the seraglio to take us up at this place; 
and with the exception of the one destined for the ambassador, which 
really appeared to come from the sultan's stables, there wafl^ every 
probability that the wretched worn-out hacks which were presented to 
us, with their ragged and filthy TurkisI^ saddles, had been hir^d fvom 
the nearest and cheapest Menzil Besides, 
the number provided did not suffi^nt, and a sort of scramble 
took place for them. Many companions were left to find their 
way on foot through the crool^cd and intricate streets which led from 
this to the seraglio. Little regularity was observed in this part of our 
procession; the order of it was conducted by a^|her master of cere- 
mouies, who had come so far to meet us, and opr progress was by no 
means expeditious. 

The imperial residence, called the seraglio, consists of a great num¬ 
ber of small and low detached buildings, the highest of which have not 
more than two stories. They are scattered oyer an immense extent of 
ground, intermixed with trees and gardens, and occupying the whole 
and identical space on which Byzantium once stcfi6d. The walls by 
which the seraglio is surrounded, have been tepposed to be those of 
that ancient city; but the more reasonable is, that they were 
raised in the reign of the Emperor Justinian,'mm^ numerous architec¬ 
tural improvements in and about Constantinople many monuments 
attest to the present day. The outer principal entrance to the seraglio, 
on the street side, is a lofty ^and long gateway, bordered with broad 
fixed benches, on which numerous porters spread their carpets in the hot 
summer-days, and enjoy, smoking their pipes, the constant refreshing 
draft. This entrance leads immediately to a wide open square, on the 
left of which is situated the Mint. Facing is a high wall, through 
which a second gate, as high but not as deep as the first, leads to an 
inner court, thickly shaded by a number of tall trees very symmetri¬ 
cally laid out. This co'urt is surrounded with buildings of various 
shapes and sizes, most of which arp used as household oflices, and 
lodgings for such of the seraglio attendants as are not allowed to pene¬ 
trate into the inner apartments. Among them, to the left, is the great 
divan-room, or council-chamber, which in appearance and shape may 
be compared to the Guildhall of London in miniature. 

When our procession had come up to the first gate, we were all de¬ 
sired to dismount, and the ambassador was requested to sit on one of 
the side benches, and wait a short time. To this his Excellency con¬ 
sented without hesitation, and we all ranged ourselves in a row beside 
and opposite to him. Here we were made to witness the respective 
arrivals of all the ministers of the Porte and dignitaries of the Bmpirei 
from the grand vizier down to the Greek dragoman, or state intetpreter, 
pro tempore, all of whom passed us on horseback, and dismounted only 
at the second gate. However humiliated we might have been disposed 
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to feel at being thus exposed to the contemptuous gaze of every pass¬ 
ing oflScer of the Porte» from none of whom, excepting the Greek, 
we were even honoured with a salute, this introductory form prepared 
us, in some measure, to go through many others of a still more de¬ 
grading character, which awaited us. It was at last notified to us that 
we might proceed, and we were conducted on foot tiirough the outer 
court to the inner one, and taken to a wide viranda used as a sort of 
ahtichamber to the divan-room. Here a chair was offered to the 
ambassador, and he was informed that the distribution of the Janissa¬ 
ries pay had been ordered by the Sultan to be made in his Excel¬ 
lency’s presence, and would immediately take place in the open space 
before him. The days on which this quarterly business is to be gone 
through, are always choseiAbr public audiences to foreign ambassadors. 
This is done with the view of giving foreigners an exalted idea of the 
Sultan’s wealth, by an ostentatious and pompous display of the gold 
laid out on the occasion. We consequently expected to see immense 
heaps of the prcciws metal; but in this we were a little disappointed; 
for nothing mcrre.tndn thirty or forty coarse canvass bags were brought 
from the Mint; and from their apparent weight, and the sound issuing 
from them when thrown on the ground, the contents were evidently 
nothing more than^ommon piasters. The bags were laid out in a cir¬ 
cular manner, after which the paymasters of some of the regiments, 
who had been waiting at a distance seated on the bare ground, were 
called, and each took away a bag, It was ailerwarda ascertained that 
the amount of tile sum thus paid in our presence did not exceed thirty 
thousand piasters, wwh at that time were equal to no more than 1500/. I 

The moment thgitlihe distribution of the pay commenced, the head 
chamberlain was ^led in by the Vizier, and desired to go to the Sultan 
and announce the arrival of the English ambassador in these words: — 

Some infidels have come from the King of England with presents,* 
aqd beg to be fed and clothed at your court, and admitted to be daz¬ 
zled by the splendour of your sublime presence.” The chamberlain 
returned half an hour after, and approached us in solemn and dignified 
pace. Ho held in his left hand a long staff richly ornamented with 
gold ; and in his right, wdiich was raised to his forehead, a paper or 
parchment, contained in a bag made of embroidered crimson satin, on 
which were written these imperial words, addressed to the Vizier, Let 
the English infidels be fed, clothed, and admitted to approach my sub¬ 
lime presence.” Upon the reading of this mandate, the ambassador 
was welcomed by the Vizier, and invited to walk into the divan-room 
to partake of an entertainment which was here called u dinner, but to 
which we might have given the appellation of a d^jeune d la fourchettc^ 
if such things as knives and forks were to be seen on Turkish tables. 
The divan-room we found to be, as it were, thoroughly lined with dark 
walnut-wood: floor, ceiling, wainscots, tables, benches, and stools, being 
all of that material. The Vizier was sealed on a kind of arm-chair in 
the middle of the bench facing the entrance, with his legs hanging 
dbwn and resting on a stool—the first instance 1 had seen of a Turk's 

* They had been forwarded the day before to the Sultan, and consisted of dag¬ 
gers, snntf-boxes, watches and rings, all richly mounted with diamonds, and 
valiSed about 10,000/. At every audience new presents arc made reciprocally. 

t 2 
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quitting the usual posture of sitting cross-leggtA: this» however, was 
accounted for by the absence o^f sofas, which are<^ indispensable ar¬ 
ticle of furniture in every room of a Turkish house. Before the 
Vizier stood a ver^ Small table. On the right-hand bench were, seated 
all the ministers of the Porte, and on the left the Mooftee and all the 
dignitaries of law and religion. There were also^ before them tables 
of some length. With the exception of these, the room was occupied 
precisely in the manner it is seen when a council of state is held thereiA 
lor some extraordinary purpose. About four or five feet above the 
Vizier, we perceived a latticed window, behind which the Sultan &its 
on those occasions as a silent president, seeing without being seen, 
and making known his will in writing to the Vizier through private 
secretaries, who are constantly going backwards and forwards between 
the sovereign and his viceroy. 

On the outer side of the long tables no benches or other seats had 
been placed, the honour of sitting in so distinguished a presence being 
apparently reserved for the ambassador alone, for whom a chair had 
been provided, and placed at the Vizier’s table mj|igBshe to him. Mr. 
Adair went up to his place; and as many of the ^ntlemen of his suite 
as there was room for at the other tables, ranged th^|elves along them 
in a standing posture. Several dishes were then brought and laid 
before us. Wc found them to contain precisely the same sort of viands. 
Our opposite neighbours did the honours by firjt putting their fifigers 
into them, and taking out each a morsel. The es^s^ple was imme¬ 
diately followed by us, and then the dishes were hastily taken away by 
the attendants, and others put in their stead. In this manner we went 
on through between thirty and forty dishes; some of which were of 
pastry, and many of different-coloured Olanc-mange and jellies. To 
these we were helped with spoons. The poultry, of which there was 
great abundance, both boiled and stewed, was all done to rags, so as to 
dispense with the necessity of carving. They were torn up either by 
one person, or two, pulling them by the two legs or wings. The drink, 
consisting of various kinds of iced sherbett, and milk sweetened, was 
served in profusion in small silver bowls. The last dish was brought 
in by the head cooks with a sort of pomp: it was the renowned Turkish 
Pilau, made of rice stewed with lamb. Although, as an amateur of it, 
I had eaten it repeatedly elsewhere, I found it here in unrivalled per¬ 
fection. 

Silver basins and ewers full of water, with embroidered muslin towels, 
now went round the room, and nothing could have come more d propose 
after the oriental use we had just made of our fingers. 

During the time we were at table, the Turks observed the most per¬ 
fect silence. Nothing was heard on their part but the rustling of the 
attendants” thick damask or satin gowns; and as they were verv nume¬ 
rous and very active, the kind of buzz raised by their walking about the 
room produced a curious effect, and was for some time uninterrupted. 
At the Vizier’s table the strictest Turkish etiquette prevailed. The 
ambassador was observed to make an attempt to enter into conversa¬ 
tion by remarking that the fish of Constantinople was the finest in the 
world, and ihat the turbot before them was truly excellent. His first 
dragoman, standing all this while close to the table in the event.pf his 
services h^ing required, explained his Excellency’s meaning with all 
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'4ue gravity; and the Vizier replied that the turbot was very good in¬ 
deed. Here'the subject dropped* and no more words pass^ between 
the two high dignitaries. But the silenpe which prevailed between them 
was not perhaps owing so much to custom as to the inability of the 
poor Vizier to say any thing which he was not 4iQund to utter; and 
even in this he proved himself deficient, as will be seen by the sequel. 

The undeviating gravity observed by our own opposite neighbours, 
the Mooftee, &c.^nd the measured and unsparing manner with which 

*they helped themselves out of every succeeding dish, formed a contrast 
with the manners of some of our youthful companions who stood at the 
Icfwer end of the tabl#, and who not only appeared^isposed to be merry 
at every thing around, but also assailed almost bvery dish that was 
placed before them in a manner which might be called a scramble. 
Particular notice seemed to be taken of this manifest deviation from 
the rules of Ottoman decorum by the Turks, who no doubt took it as a 
fresh instance of the superior refinement of their own manners. 

Curiosity often directed our eyes towards the latticed window over 
the Vizier, and we distinctly saw the outlines of a turban, such as is 
usually worn Sultan. We were given to understand he was 
there in person ^afuting our proceedings. 

The table buj^ness tooV up about half an hour, and when it was 
finished, the a^lassador was shown out of the room, and conducted to 
a sort of shed at the upper end of the square, where an arm-chair was 
brought for him, and where he was desired to wait until the Sultan's 
further pleasij^ was made known to him. One of the chamberlains 
soon after catbe to us, followed by several attendants bringing with 
them large bags, Vhich they carelessly threw before us. Out of one of 
them was taken an enormous pelisse of orange-coloured cloth, lined 
with costly black* sable, with broad borders of the same material, but of 
a deeper black and finer quality. This clothing is the outer garment 
of the Turkish costume, and in shape and size is similar to a Spanish 
cloak, v^th sleeves attached to it. The one with which Mr. Adair was 
presented might have been worth about ^ve hundred pounds. He was 
desired to put it over his own dress, conformably to that part of the 
Sultan's message which directed that the infidels should be clothed, 
and in compliance with a national prejudice of the Turks, who look upon 
our tight dress as a sort of unbecoming nakedness. Thu persons who were 
to accompany Mr. Adair into the audience-room were now fixed upon, 
and pelisses of much inferior value were presented to them ; the greater 
number of these were lined with a cheap and light sort of ermine, very 
common in that country, and usually worn by the natives as a summer- 
dress. This robing ceremony was preceded by the unbuckling of our 
awords, with which we were not permitted to appear before the Sultan,* 

* Prince Cantimir, in liis history of the Ottoman Empire, relates some interest¬ 
ing particulars of what took place at the andience of a French ambassador, at wliich 
he acted as state interpreter* The Frenchman, he says, treated the proposal of sur¬ 
rendering his sword as a great indignity, and haughtily refused to give it up. This 
Wsxpected incident threw his Turkish conductors into considerable alarm and con- 
^ipn, as they durst not interrupt his progress to the auriience'Cbamber, but on the 
other hand might have liad to answer to the Sultan with their own heads for suf- 
fdiitig him to appear armed in the imperial presence. Several vain attempts having 
Wn made to disposeesa him of the weapon by stratagem, it i^as at length deter- 
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All this took place in the open air, and in the presence of an immenae 
crowd of idlers, who followed us wherever we went, and gazed upon us 
with vacant curiosity. Near this spot was the inner entrance to the 
Sultan's apartments and to th^audience-cliamber. We*waited about 
half an hour with anxiety and in silent expectation, at the end of which 
time we had the satisfaction of seeing the gate thrown open for our 
admission. We walked on singly and slowly, and, when we came up to 
it, a novel and picturesque sight presented itself to our view. From the 
gate, up to a building about five hundred yards off in a straight line,an^ 
avenue bad been formed of pages dressed in white, and all in the same 
manner. Behind them, on each side, stood a row of men also dressed 
in white, but wearing green Roman helmets on their heads, and bolding 
each a hatchet in his hand. From these military attributes we judged 
them to be the Sultan’s body-guards, and so they proved afterwards 
to be. 

The instant the ambassador had crossed the threshold of this gate, 
the two pages standing next to it gently placed their hands on his 
shoulders, and went on with him without taking them oiT. Those who 
followed met with the same reception; and thus, unarmed and well 
guarded, we were conducted to the small buildin^at the Wtremity of 
the avenue, which had all the appearance rff being a fire-proof ware¬ 
house, such as they generally build in this country, thc^indows being 
secured with coarse iron gratings, and its small door bch% made of the 
same metal, painted green. On entering it we foptid it so dark, after 
the brightness of the sun to which our eyes had 4)een exposed all the 
morning, that wc were unable to distinguish at first the objects wdthin. 
They became gradually visible, and then we ascertained that we were 
in the Sultan's presence. The size of this room might have been about 
twenty-four feet by eighteen. The floor was covered with a carpet 
which felt unusually rough when trod on, and which we found, on close 
examination, to be a cloth so thickly embroidered with gold and silver 
that the primary material was completely hidden. On the Ic^t corner 
of the room farthest from the*principal entrance, was fixed the throne. 
In shape, size,'and height, it might be compared to a large English four- 
post bed. The pillars were of silver-gilt, and supported a canopy 
of crimson velvet, embroidered with pearls, from which hung a fringe 
composed of thick clusters of fine pearls, each cluster being about a 
foot in length. A mattress was extended over the whole surface of 
this bed, covered over with crimson velvet, embroidered with gold and 
pearls, and bordered on three sides with large cushions, covered with 
the same kind of velvet, but decorated with pearls, diamonds, and 
other precious stones of various colours. In the centre of the border. 

mined to nse force. Accordingly when he came to the place where, conformably to 
long establisbed custom, two eunuchs nppenr to lay hold of the ambassador’s arms, 
they did this effectually, and with all their m'ght, so that three or four others broke 
the belt, carried away the sword out of sight, and he was impelled forwards and 
hnn’ied into the Sultan’s presence. The sword was, of course, returned to him on 
coming out. 

Genend Sehastiani, when he was Bonaparte's ambassa^w et Constantinople, also 
refused to quit bis sword on a similar occasion. The not insisted upoa^ 
and he gained it* But the Sultan Selim who reigned at'Biat time was a difereitt 
man from his pnedheessors. ^ 
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which bad no cushions, the Sultan sat, with liis legs hanging from 
it, and his feet resting upon a high stool, also covered with velvet and 
ornamented with embroidery. The styk^of his dress was only dis¬ 
tinguished from that worn by all the Turn of the higher order, by a 
greater recherche in the shape of his turban, and the imperial glass 
feather fastened in the front of it with a large clasp set in the largest 
diamonds I had yet seen in Turkey. He had on a very capacious pe¬ 
lisse of scarlet cloth, with pearl ornaments sewn on each side in the 
manner of a hussar’s outer jacket; it was lined and broadly bordered 
witb«the most costly black sable ; and this garment, which completely 
covered his wholet person, excepting about the waist, was worth, we 
afterwards understood, twenty thousand pounds. From his. waist pro¬ 
jected through the black sable the handle of his haTtgiar, or dagger, 
mounted in beautiful brilliants; and across his thighs had been placed 
a Damascus sabre, the blade of which, half drawn, seemed to be of a 
value not far inferior to that of its handle and scabbard, which |^ere of 
gold enamelled, and thickly set with diamonds. At his right, lying 
close to him op th^ throne, was an inkstand of gold richly ornamented 
with diamonds';, and^Wn his left lay a blue satin bag, which we after¬ 
wards understodd to contain the presents destined for the ambassador; 
but what they co|t^,sted of, it was not possible to ascertain. 

I had frequeiiSt^ had opportunities of seeing the Sultan in the 
streets,* but it was. always eu passant: this was the first time that 1 
came sb near him, and was allowed to examine him at leisure. Al¬ 
though I had come in one of the last, and found the room completely 
filled hy our party af)d the pages who conducted us, excepting the re¬ 
spectful distance whieh divided the Sultan from his guests, one of my 
conductors, seeing my anxiety to have a full viewof him, very obliging¬ 
ly exerted himself to gratify my curiosity, and succeeded in placing 
me exactly opposite to him, about five yards from the throne. 

In appearance, Sultan Mahmood was at this time about twenty-six 
or seven ydars of age ; his countenance 'was strikingly handsome, 
though his features were not all perfectly well-shaped. His eyes were 
large, of a deep black, and his look had something of an imposing 
kind, not unmixed with an expression of ferocity. His jet eyebrows 
and bushy beard formed so peculiar a contrast with the excessive 

* On B fine afternoon in the month of May, I went in company, with one of the 
lecretaries attached to the Austrian embassy, to smoke a pipe at the delightful 
spot called Dolma-Bachtch^, in the neighbourhood of the Sultan’s summer re¬ 
sidence. We were seated on low stools enjoying our chibooks and coffee, when 
we perceired the Sultan on horseback coming towards ns incognito, being only at¬ 
tended by four (shohadars or footmen. We stood up on bis approach, and taking 
off our hats, held them in our hands until he passed us. The Sultan not being 
used to such demonstrations of respect on the part of Franks, was, it seems. In a 
humour to be pleased with the testimony we gave him of ours, and be determioed 
upon rewarding it on the spot in a more substantial manner than by the mere re¬ 
turn of our salute. After he had ridden about a hundred yards past us, he sent to 
uft one of his tshohadars, who came up running, and, putting into my hands a 
purse full of gold, told us that the Sultan sent it as a present which wo were to 
divide equally between ns. Our astonishment may be easily imagined i especially 
when, on opening the pUllfty .ve found it to contain one thousand roobies, a gold 
coin then worth each abiMt half-a-crown. The purse itself was a large double 
silk one, which we also divided by cutting in two. I have to tiliq very 4ay pre¬ 
served my share of it. 
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paleness of his face and forehead, that one might have supposed patal 
had heen used, though on close examination it was found to be his na¬ 
tural complexion. His hands were also very white and delicate, and 
on one of his fingers he wore a diamond of an uncommon size, which 
he often presented to our view by bringing the hand which had it on 
into contact with his beard. I had previously heard of this gem, 
which had cost the Turkish treasury about thirty-five thousand pounds 
some twenty or thirty years before. ‘ 

On the right hand of the Sultan, and close to the throne, stood 
alone the personage whom I have hitherto styled Vizier, but whose 
real title was Caimacam-Pasha, or Vizier’s substitute, the actual 
Grand Vizier being at the head of the Turkish army at Shoomla, con¬ 
ducting the military operations against the Russians. No other 
Turkish minister came into the audience-chamber, nor was there any 
person present besides him and the Greek state interpreter when we 
entere]^. When the ambassador had made the customary salute, which 
consists of a low bow on entering the room, and another when near 
th(* throne, he placed himself a little to the left of the Sultan, and im¬ 
mediately opposite the Vizier. When every one^had taken bis station 
in a line with him and behind him, his Excellency addressed the 
Sultan in a complimentary speech delivered it}. English. It was 
translated into Turkish by the first interpreter of .the embassy to the 
dragoman of the Porte, who repeated it to the Vizier, through whom 
it finally reached the Sultan. The poor Vizit^t, who was a venerable- 
looking old man, had never officiated on an occasion of this solemnity, 
and was at that time of life when a man may be expected shortly to 
take leave of the good things of this world. Either through weakness 
of memory or embarrassment, arising from the novelty of his situation, 
he went through his task with the utmost difficulty, stammering at al¬ 
most every word, and repeating the last of every phrase two or three 
times. It was really painful to hear him ; and the Sultan’s impatieoce 
became evident by the looks of anger he darted on the old man, whose 
confusion was thereby increased, and liis articulation rendered still 
more laborious. • Indeed appearances almost threatened at one time 
that we might be made witnesses to some violent act of that authority 
of which the Sultan bore the symbol on his lap. The Vizier, of course, 
skipped over several passages of the speech, but this was of little con¬ 
sequence, as a written translation had been previously forwarded to 
the Sultan, who had prepared his answer upon it. This his Higb- 
xress* delivered in a clear, unhesitating, and emphatic manner, looking 
the ambassador, whilst he spoke, full in the face—an honour which, 
we were informed, was not bestowed on ordinary occasions, and on the 
present one was meant as a personal distinction to Mr. Adair, on ac¬ 
count of his having negotiated and signed the late treaty of peace at 
the Dardanelles, Etiquette, however, could not dispense with the 
Vizier’s repeating the imperial answer; but the Sultan very wisely 
spared himself and every one present the pain of listening to the old 
man again, by casting his eyes in a significant manner on the state 
Dragoman, who, instantly catching his meaning, interrupted the Vizier 

* The litcraPtrsasUtioD of the title by which the Sultan is addressed, but better 
rendered in French by the word Flautesse instead of Altesse. 
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8tth« conclusion of the first phrase, and, after making a low bow to 
htan» resumed the speech in Frencli, which thus came hack in the same 
circuitous way to the ambassador.* 

l>uring all this' time, the gravity maintained by the Sultan partook 
more of a natural sternness ^an of that vacant and unmeaning expres¬ 
sion of countenance artificially acquired by the Turks in general, who 
are regularly trained to it from their infancy. A certain impetuosity 
of fiisposition was evinced in all his motions ; it was difficult to bear 
his look without experiencing a feeling of restraint, and every stranger 
present was made to pass through this trial. 
' When the speeches were concluded, the letters of recall were de¬ 
livered to the Sultan through the same roundabout way, and the pre¬ 
sents were given in return.' The whole ceremony in the audience- 
room occupied about half an hour, at the conclusion of which we made 
low bows again, and retired under the escort of our vigilant attendants, 
who conducted us in the same manner back to the gate where th^y had 
first met us, and where other ofhcers had remained waiting for our re¬ 
turn. These accompanied us to the outer square, where we met our 
former attendants ana horses ; but, as if the ambassador was the person 
least concerned ih the morning*s business, every one seemed attentive 
to and officiously,concerned in the departure of the Vizier and the 
other great meh'^ of the Empire, and we were left to bear, in this 
unshaded place, the burning rays of the sun, with the additional 
weight to some of us ofnrge fur pelisses on our backs, until none but 
our party remained. Then only our principal conductor desired us to 
mount, and we returned to the British palace in the same order, and 
through the same waj that we had come, with the additional clothing 
on US, which most of our companions seemed to consider more as a 
badge of honour than a mark of degradation. On the same day Mr. 
Adair gave a grand dinner at the palace, which would have been 
followed by a ball if a sufficient number of ladies could have been in¬ 
vited to attend. The majority of families who form the society of 
Pera, belonged to nations who were at that time at war wdth England; 
and they shunned the society of the English as if the national contest 
could have been affected by any intercourse with them. This may ap¬ 
pear strange in a remote place where the common interest of a few 
private and obscure individuals, most of whom were indeed born and 
brought up in the country, required that they should mix together 
without scruple, since the manners and customs of the subjects of the 
country were too widely different to render any association with them 
except on matters of business possible. But such was the petty 
tyranny exercised by M. Maubourg, the French minister, over the 
Pera residents who were subjects of France, or of states under Bona- 
parte^s influence, that either of these classes would as soon have 
ventured into the sick-room of a man attacked with the plague, as into 
the house of an Englishmanf- 
~ > t, ...... ... , , I —.. - 

* Od tbe fonowiDg day we learut that the Viuier pro tempore was changed. 
. t'ThiS same M. MauUourg, who bad shown hitusell' on many occasions tbe 
zealous agent of many odio^nnd oppressive measures under Bonaparte's govern- 
mebt, was, after tbe peace,^Bhoseti to fill tbe post of ambassador extraordinary 
from-the Bonrbon king to the Porte. After eight months* residence at Coa- 
Btantioople, he solicited his recall from the French government, and gave as a 
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If the particulars into which I have entered, relative to a puUic w* 
dienceat the Ottoman Court, be attentively considered, the intentiob 
and tendency of all the forinalities through which a foreign ambassador 
is regularly and undeviatingly made to go, will appear obvious, Igno*' 
ranee and fanaticism incline the Turks to lopk upon ail people, who do 
not profess pure Mahometanism, as a degenerate and corrupt species 
of mankindand their delusion in this respect goes so far that they 
deny the possibility of a soul being possessed by those who do ^ot 
believe in their Prophet. Hence the assumption of that national 
superiority which they have long boasted of maintaining over *^very 
other people, and that manifestation of arrogance and contempt with 
which’their intercourse with Christians is invariably conducted. At 
the period when Turkey was respected as a powerful State, some 
Christian nations courted its alliance, and sought the advantages 
of its commercial resources. The vanity of the Turks was flattered 
by overtures from which they inferred a decided acknowledge¬ 
ment of their supremacy, and they mistook the presents brought 
to the Sultan as a tribute; on the other hand, they had begun to ap¬ 
preciate the benefits arising from foreign trade, and'all these things 
considered, they consented to enter into treaties, in which many im¬ 
portant commercial advantages and personal privil^es were ceded and 
insured to the proposing parties, and their subjects who chose to reside 
in Turkey. In negotiating these treaties at a,time when the arts of 
diplomacy were less understood among the Turks than at present, they 
were tenacious only in certain points, which, in their view, went to 
assert the Ottoman superiority within their own dominions; and as 
the ceremonies attending the reception of an ambassador at the Porte 
were the principal occasion on which the observance of the forms in¬ 
tended for that purpose were required, the stipulation was consented to 
without much difficulty, the humiliations to which foreigners were to he 
thereby subject being likely to occur but seldom, and promising to be 
more than amply compensated for by the important advantages ceded 
to them. 

Things, however, have undergone a vast change since those times; 
and the progressive debility of the Ottoman empire has reduced its 
government to a state of impotence and insignificance by no means 
calculated to justify its claims of equality with any European power. 
But although the Turks, who have not for centuries made one step 
towards civilization, and whose political existence may well be con¬ 
sidered as an insult to it—although, I say, they liave been tanght by 
the conflicting interests of Europe, to build upon their very insigni¬ 
ficance that importance which, in remoter times, was acquired and sup¬ 
ported by real strength, and to assert with redoubled insolence thmr 
claims to the respect of the world,—is it not, under present circum¬ 
stances, a disgrace that the representatives of the most powerful.kings 
in Europe should be suSered to submit with the best possible grace to 

reason for it to the persons around him, that he bad been accustomed to deal 
with the I^lks in a manner so different from tbac'wbich he wae now obliged to 
adopt, that bis amoi/r-projprc would not suffer him to submit to the change ; which 
in plain words meant, that it was no longer in his power to bnlly the Turks with 
his insolence, arnd his piide would not suffer him to alter histone. 
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every, .degrading and humiliating ceremony which their barborom^ 
capnce formerly chose to dictate I 

Whether the advantage of upholding Turkey be likely to become 
so much more beneficial to the interests of England than the opening 
of new political relations with China, as to render the sacrifice of 
national dignity necessary at the one court, but not advisable at the 
otlier, is a question which I will not undertake here to determine. Ilut 
I leave it to the English reader to judge whether the degradation of 
submifting to the Ko-tou be more incompatible with the honour of 
Great Britain, than the forms which her ambassadors are made to go 
through at the Ottoman Court. 

Some days after Mr. Adair had had his audience of leave, he sailed 
for England in the Salceite frigate, and Mr. Stratford Canning (the 
same who is now ambassador-extraordinary at Constantinople) suc¬ 
ceeded to the direction of our affairs at the Forte. Being invested 
with the character of Minister Plenipotentiary, he was, as such, to 
appear again before the Sultan for the purpose of delivering his cre¬ 
dentials. The forms observed at his audieneb were precisely similar 
to those which are hefe related, but lessjpompous, and his suite was not 
equally numerous ^ith that which attended Mr. Adair. Lord Byron 
was on this occasion allowed the privilege to which he had attached so 
much importance on former one, and therefore accompanied Mr. 
Canning. His youthful and striking appearance, and the splendour of 
his dress, visible as it Was by the looseness of the pelisse over it, at¬ 
tracted greatly the Sultan’s 'attention, and seemed to have excited his 
curiosity. 1 have recently been assured at Constantinople, that when 
the Sultan was informed of an English Vizier* having joined the Greeks 
for the purpose of assisting them in their struggles against his autho¬ 
rity, and was given to understand that this Vizier was the same indi¬ 
vidual who made a conspicuous figure at Mr. Canning’s audience, the 
Sultan would not believe in the identity, insisting that the person who 
had appeared before him on that occasion was a woman dressed in 
man’s clothes. 

During the three or four montlis which Lord Byron spent at Con¬ 
stantinople, I had almost daily opportunities of cultivating his acquaint¬ 
ance, and noticing a variety of particulars which might have added 
considerable interest to these Recollections.” But at that time it was 
impossible to foresee that every action of his life, and every trivial 
incident respecting him, would, at a future period, acquire that share of 
importance which they have received. He appeared undetermined 
whether he should publish again, and nothing in him announced the 
fame to which he has since risen; although by no means unconscious 
of su^ior genius, I do not believe that either he or his acquaintance 
believed that it would ever develope itself with any tclat. The eccen¬ 
tricities of his manners and mode of living already distinguished him 
from other men. The kind of unconcern with which he seemed to 
view mankind in general, and the little intercourse he held even with 
his most intimate acquaintances, were calculated to impede his know¬ 
ledge of men, or at least confine it within a very narrow space. His 
principal studies were of atl, abstract kind, or such as to divert his 

* The title by which the Turks dcsigsato an Engiiab peer. 
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Vtention from the common occurrences in life. The profound knoir- 
ledge of the human heart which he *ha8 exhibited m all his writings^ 
divesting it of the gloomy colouring he has thrown orer it, appears, 
therefore, to have been the result of a remarkable quickness of percep¬ 
tion, assisted by much theoretical information. He soon became a 
theme of conversation among the narrow-minded and short-sighted 
race, who, under the appellation of Europeans*, inhabit the dark and 
filthy suburb of Pera. Lord Byron was, in a short time, pronounced 
by these learned Thebans'" to be insane, though it i^doubtful whether 
any one of them had ever an opportunity of conversing with him. A 
very pardonable mistake into which his Lordship fell one day strengfth* 
ened this opinion among the Perotes, at the same time that it became a 
suUect of merriment at their expense among the English residents. 

The ladies of Pera have not only adopted the fashion of showing 
themselves often at their windows, but have so far improved on it as to 
spend the whole day there. As they belong to the privileged class of 
Franks^ they are not, like the Turkish women, obliged to conceal them¬ 
selves behind lattices. Opposite to the house in which Lord Bytbn 
occupied apartments, lived a Venetian ex-dragonisb^ whose farnHy Coti<- 
sisted of several grown-up and good-looking daughters. These young 
ladies’ assiduity at their sahimheeis was proverbial even among the 
other inhabitants of Pera themselves; and as the distance which sepa¬ 
rated them from Lord Byron's windows was only a few yards across, 
they had the facility, and made it a practice, to watch his motions and 
pry into all his private occupations. Lord Byron was thus led to 
believe that these ladies took a more than common interest in his con¬ 
cerns ; and being yet too apt to judge of the manners of foreign coun¬ 
tries by those of his own, he construed this attention on their part into 
advances for closer acquaintance. Accordingly one evening he called 
at their house, and was shown into the room where they were sitting. 
He was received with a civility which was perfectly unrestrained, though 
strictly in accordance with local custom ; and this confirming the con¬ 
jectures he had been induced to form, his demeanour soon became 
such as to convince them that he was labouring under some strange 
delusion. They all, therefore, quitted the room with precipitation, 
leaving his lordship in amazement. The father of the girls shortly 
made his appearance, and, instead of having him turned out of the 

* A great number of families descended from natives of different Europ<^n 
States, eKpecially Italy, estabUshed at Constantinople for more than a century, 
look upon the Turks as au Asiatic race, and appropriate to tbemselres the title of 
Europeans. Although few of their members have ever ventured beyond fifteen 
mil^B of Constantinople, these people have preserved the manners of their respec¬ 
tive nations, mixed up with those of the country, and they pride themselves on the 
ideabf belonging to the former. Nevertheless, the career to which they think 
proper to confine their professional labours, beiug that of subaltern employ¬ 
ments, principally in the interpreting line, to foreign embassies, it follows from the 
great number of candidates, and from a total absence of all optional feeling In 
them, that they are at all times eager to enter the service of any embassy who 
would choose to employ them. The Turks look upon them with contempt; but 
their amour propre is by no means alive to the species of consideration in which 
they ^re held ; and whilst they make it a glory to be the subjects of foreign states, 
they feel indignant at any attempt to turn into meiited ri^cole their pretensioa of 
constitntaig the nobility of Pera.*' 
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bouief M might have been expected, very civilly told him that he had 
mipte^en jta character. 

Hit Ibrdsjup has often related this 'adventure in a very amusing 
manner, and 1 am surprised hot to find it recorded in any of the 
** Conversations’* with him, which have been published since his death. 

When Lord Byron had fixed the time of his departure from Con- 
stantinoj^e, he requested me, before it took place, to assist him in col¬ 
lecting information on the subject of the two revolutions which broke 
out in that capital during the years 1807 and 1808. I applied for this 
purpose* to my Armenian friends, the brothers Duoz~Ogloo, who, as 
masters of the mint, jewellers of the seraglio, and confidential agents 
to a long succession of ministers at the Porte, were likely to possess 
the beat information relative to the causes and particulars of those in¬ 
teresting events. It was, hbwever, some days after Lord Byron had 
left Constantinople that I obtained the required notes, a copy of which 
I forwarded to him in Greece. But I have since had reason to believe 
that the letter which contained it never reached its destination ; and as 
the subject is, mentioned in none of the modern accounts of travels in 
Turkey which havte since that time been published in this country, I 
shall proceed to give,here a brief sketch of such occurrences during 
those revolutions as may appear most interesting. 

4 

TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LADY -, 

ON RECEIVING THE PRESENT OF A SILVER SNUFF-BOX 

INEAin WITH GOLD. 

1 HAVK styled it the Gift of the Fair, 
As 1 gazed on its beauty the while; 

But can silver or gold sjiread a snare 
Like the witchcraft that dwells in her smile ? 

It was once with ecstatic delight 
That 1 bask’d in the beam of her eye; 

And though now far removed from my sight. 
To my dream still her image is nigh. 

Long, long may thy loveliness reign 
OW each heart as the cheerer of woe, 

And thy bosom each rapture retain 
Which Friendship and Love can bestow ! 

To the South shouldst thou deign to retire 
Like the sun in the dead of the year. 

And bid other nations admire 
That beauty to Britain so dear— 

When by thee our sad shores are forsook. 
And thy bark dances light on the wave, 

O throw back a languishing look 
On the land of the free and the brave! 

But, loved Fair, should my freedom offend,^ 
On this earth while far distant we live. 

Be it mine to repent and amend. 
And thine to lorget and forgive. H..P. 
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A VISIT TO THE SUMMIT OF MONT BLANC. 

In Letters addressed to a Ftiend^ by Captain Markham SherwUii 

LETTER HI. 

By tbe inquisitive and half-suspicious looks 
With which yc eye each other, ye do wish 
To disbelieve all ye have heard, and yet 
Ye dare not/’ 

August ^7, 1825. 

^ My dear Friend,—I have no doubt that you remember the fallowing 
passage of our regretted bard Byron, in his ** Childe Harold.” Mo language 
of mine can equal the accuracy of his glowing lines:— 

** What palaces of Nature! whose vast walls 
Have pinnacled in clouds their snowy scalps, * 
And throned Eternity in icy halls 
Of cold sublimity, where forms and falls 
The Avalanche, the thunderbolt of Snow ! 
All that expands the spirits, yet appals, , 
Gathers around these summits, as to show*?' 

How earth may pierce to heaven, yet leave vain man below !*’ 

I told you in my former letter that, on our arrival at Les Grands Mulcts 
on the evening of the second day, we immediately threw ourselves on our 
blanket, and were soon asleep ; hut our watchful guides would not peitoit 
us long to enjoy this delight, fearing, as they said, that the cold winds might 
attack our limbs after so much exercise, and ren^r them stiff, and, perhaps, 
for ever useless. We were, therefore, soon roused to partake of the supper 
which the guides had prepared. Some few slices of mutton were toasted be¬ 
fore the fire, and these 1 now found very agreeable, as the quarter of an 
hour’s restand sleep had removed many of the unpleasant sensations ] had felt 
all day in walking: my regular breathing was restored; the nausea had left 
me; and we began to recover ourselves, except our faces, which were very 
much swollen and inflamed. 1 found my wrists also very much enlarged and 
extremely painful: this was owing to the constant use of the pole in sustain¬ 
ing the body. There was a smile of complacency on the countenances of 
the guides as they sat in a circle round the bloxing Are; nor could the merry 
FalstafF, had he been there, have more enjoyed his cup of sack than we did 
our saucepan of negus. 

The sun’s last beams were long gone from our “ airy hall,” but they still 
illuinined Mont Blanc. 

** It stood before us 
^ A moiiDt of snow fretted with golden pinnacles.” 

Our slender tent was again pitched, and every preparation made to inclose 
ourselves as well as we could for the night. Dr. Clark kindly ordered all the 
^ides, if possible, to come within its covering; for after so fatiguing and 
longm walk, it would have been injudicious in them to have remained ex¬ 
posed to the cold air. They lay over and across each other in every direc¬ 
tion rearms and legs seemed disputing for the most snug and comfortable 
corner; but we all soon fell asleep, and were only occasionally awakened by 
the continued thunder of the ax'alanches. The moon was at her full: we 
had no wind : the same awful silence reigned as during the first night, but 
our sleep was more profound. In the morning of Saturday, 27th August, 
1825, we arose at five o’clock, but were in no great hurry to leave our abode, 
as seven or eight hours would be sufficient to take us back to Chamouni. 

With a small part of the ladder which had been saved, a fire was soon 
made, aild we breakfasted. After this we crept about some parts of Les 
Grands Mhlets, m search of various specimens of lichens, minerals, &c. 
The guides were too happy to fill their now almost empty knapsaoks with 
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minerals and other snecimensi which are sold in their respective cabinets 
*M^hisU)ire natiirelle'* at Chamouni* of which Coutet*s is the beat, bein^ 
very rich in all that relates to the highest Alps. These specimens are sold at 
a very moderate price, when we consider the personal danger and risk which 
these hardy men undergo. 1 was surprised to see with what apparent care¬ 
lessness they would step from stone to stone, round this rock, utterly regard-* 
less of the enormous depth below.—‘The guides have occasionally seen some 
mice on this elevated rock. [ was exceedingly anxious to secure a specimen, 
bu| our search was unavailing- A mouse from so unfrequented a spot would 
have been as interesting as the spiders of De Luc. 

It was seven o'clock when we bade adieu, probably for ever, to the hospi- 
taHty*of Les Grands Mulets; and descending by a rugged passage, we im¬ 
mediately launched forth on the Glacier des Bossons. I wilt not inflict upon 
you a repetition of our slides, and tumbles on the ice. We did not, how¬ 
ever, pursue the same track as heretofore, but kept nearer the base of the 
Aiguille du Midi, as the glacier was there less fissured and creviced than 
in our former route. We met with several blocks of ice riding on the sur¬ 
face of this glacier. Some of them must have been at least twenty feet 
high, and doubtless, like the masses of granite I have mentioned before, have 
been for years descending from the higher steeps of Mont Blanc. It is the 
falling of these pk«es of rock, as well as the avalanches of snow, that cause 
the noises in the higlier regions, which we heard continually by night and 
by day. 

We now felt the wind more troublesome, and the guides said that it blew so 
hard on the summit of Mont Blanc, as to render it impossible to venture 
up to-day. We could perceive light clouds passing over it with great 
rapidity. Nothing could be more propitious than the weather we had expe¬ 
rienced: no fogs, no 'winds, nor one unlucky change in the heavens, had 
thwarted our plans. About noon we found ourselves once again on terra 
firma. During four or five hours we had been on foot, wandering 
amidst the frozen sea of the.Glacier de Bossons, and examining all Us beau¬ 
ties at leisure. We quitted the Glacier, at least 1 speak for myself, with a 
mixed feeling of pleasure and regret. In approaching La Pierre de I’Kohelle, 
we passed over the debris of a very considerable avalanche which had fallen 
across our former path, at the exact spot where our guides on Thursday had 
strictly enjoined us to pass silently and quickly. To avoid these heavy falls 
of ice, or indeed the avalanches on the higher mountains, would be almost 
impossible, owing to their rapidity, and the clifhculty of running out of their 
line, where it is impossible even to walk quick. 

When arrived at La Pierre de PEchelle we ate our last morsel, and drank 
our last bottle of wine, each with his hat raised on the top of his pule waving 
in the air ; ami a hearty congratulation passed from lip to lip, that we had 
overcome all diflicullies and dangers, and were safely returned from the mo¬ 
narch of the Alps. 

We stayed here nearly an hour, and chatted over many of our hair¬ 
breadth escapes. The heal was exceedingly oppressive, now that we had 
left the cooler atmosphere of the glaciers. 

-This temple 
In undisturbed and lone serenity, 
Finding; itself a solemn sanctuary 
In the profound of heaven," 

was indeed to us a resting-place of joy I We could, for the first time, 
hear indistinctly the rushing of the wild Arve in the valley; the shiuing 
spire of Chamouni church was glittering in the sun’s mia-day rays, and 
something like a habitable world lay at our feet. As we turned rounu a point 
pf tlie rock which led to the Pierre Pointue, 1 was very much struck by the 
appearance of a single ^oat browsing above our heads, which seemed to 
.aalule us with its plaintive cry: the fact is of no conscquenctf in itself> but, 
unaccustomed as we were to any fresh sound, the incident to me was iu- 
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tcresdng. We soon passed the Pierre Pointue, and descended vci^ npidijr 
towards the Chalet de la Part* where we hoped to have found our hostess, 
who had so kindly wished us a safe return when we.parted from her on 
Thursday} but she was absent. Many a lovely flower was still on the 
mouOiatn-side. 1 gathered a great number, which I have carefully preserved 
as relics. ^ 

The rhododendron was very abundant, and we brought down many sprigs 
of it in coinmeinoration of our journey. The long descent we had still to 
accomplish we found very fatiguing. The quantities of loose stones which 
lay in the path made the footing unsafe, as the declivity was very rapid, and 
the sun intensely hot. 

We continued on during another hour, and towards one o'clock suddenly 
espied, in the shade of a large hr, two or three persons apparently with a 
cloth spread before ibein on the grass, as if enjoying a cold repast. The 
elevation at which we still were above the valley seemed to preclude a visit 
from the strangers ofChamouni, and we conjectured some time in vain what 
the preparation could mean. On a nearer approach, our guides told us it 
was Maria de Mont Blanc come to welcome us. And who, said 1, is Maria 
de Mont Blanc ? Before he could reply, she advanced to meet us, and invited us 
to partake of her cheer. She had spread on the ground upon a clean white 
napkin, a can of milk, a large jug of cream, and some delicious brown 
bread. We seated ourselves on the green turf arouiKl this unexpected and 
welcome feast, and begged Maria to relate her history, of wdiich the fol¬ 
lowing is the only part which seems to connect itself with our excursion. 
Maria is known throughout the whole valley by ihe somewhat loft/ title of 
Maria de Mont Blanc, and for the following reason,. . When she was twenty 
years of age, her youthful ardour, and love of'indnhtain scenes, led her to 
join a party of guides who were going for their own amusement to explore 
the unfreauented, and then almost unknown, passage to the top of Mont 
Blanc. Maria set out in good heart wiili her companions, and bore her 
share of the fatigue with a prowess seldom equalled by a female. They 
continued their march until they had passed the plain of the Grand Plateau, 
when, in her ascent towards the llocher Rouge, her strength failed l|l|r, and 
for some time she could advance no farther. Her spirits were still good. 
Her friends and companions had too much kind feeling to abandon her, 
and enjoy the selfish pleasure of accomplishing their task alone. They 
admired the fortitude which she had hitherto evinced, and determined, 
one and all, that Maria should be the first female who had ever visited the 
summit of Mont Blanc ; and by incessant exertion they accomplished their 
purpose, and succeeded in placing her on the summit of Europe. She de¬ 
scended in safety, and has ever since borne the title of Maria de Mont 
Blanc. The fact of her ascent to ihe summit is not doubted by any of her 
neighbours; and is more satisfactorily stated than that of Monsieur Meyer, 
of Aarau, to the summit of the Jungfrau.* We listened attentively to her 
tale, and partook of her welcome repast, which she told us she had not 
spread on a similar occasion during the last three years. Mr. (Hissold made 
his successful ascent with Coutet as his principal guide. It is to be under¬ 
stood, that Mr. Jackson has since ascended in 1933, but Maria de Mont 
Blanc did not happen to meet him. 

* The Jnnghran acquired this name, because no one had ever surmounted its 
dlfimlties, ox gained possession of its summit. Various are the reports respect¬ 
ing the ascent of Monsieur Meyer of Aaran : it has l)een affirmed, and as often 
contradicted. It is said that the guide who attended him, has, since the death Of 
that ffentleman, denied the fact of their haring reached the top. Dr. Etiel, of 
Zurich, told me, that he was persuaded of the truth of Monsieur Meyer's state¬ 
ment. The undertaking is perhaps more difficult than the ascent of Mont Blane, 
owing to the almost insurmountable walls of ice, which defy the approach of the 
best chamois hunter. They meet you after haring passed the glacier, which ti 
seen between the Shreckhom and the Eiger. These two latter mountaips, as well 
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Having slept during two nights in an atmosphere below the freezing point, 
we felt the heat of the valley, as we approached it, most oppressive. My face 
was considerably swollen, and much inflamed, and J apprehended some 
violent attack of inflammation. We continued to descent) about otre hour 
more, walking at a gentle pace, under the shade of the noble firs which skirt 
the mountain, attended by one or two friends of the guides, who had ad¬ 
vanced to meet them, and assisted in carrying their knapsacks. 

Coutet, the chief guide, had very considerately sent two mules to the foot 
of the mountain, which \Ve mounted with great satisfaction. We proceeded 
to Coutet*s house at Les Pelcrins, amidst the congratulations and smiles of 
the inmates of this hamlet, who had assembled to welcome us. The ther¬ 
mometer at Les Pelerins marked fourteen degrees of Reaumur. We halted 
a short time at Comet’s, and had now about half an hour more to the Union 
Inn, passing by several cottages, the windows of which were filled with 
ruddy smiling countenances. 

We were joined by groups of young and old, who accompanied us to 
Chamouni, where we arrived between two and three o’clock, and soon 
sought the quiet of our own chambers. 1 cannot quit this part of my letter 
without expressing my gratitude to Captain Boyce, of the Royal Navy, who 
was, at the moment of my arrival, a stranger to me, but who acted the part 
of dn old and kind friend. He bathed my head with cold water during some 
lime, and performed many little kind offices for me, from which, oftentimes, 
pretended friendship will shrink. I mention this to you, that you may 
thank him again and again for me. 

We appeared at dinner at the tahl€-d'h6te^ although our faces were not in 
very decent trim; and busily occupied in answering the numerous 
inquiries of those whoVwere interested in the “ high-ways and by-ways” of 
Mont Blanc. 

To the prudence, foresight, and knowledge of pur guides we entirely 
owe our success in the expedition. They were persevering in difEculty, and 
prudent in danger. They were cheerful and obliging throughout the three 
days, in every respect merit the good-will of the stranger who visits the 
valley orchaniouui. 

To Dr. Clark I owe all the pleasurable part of my excursion. On our 
arrival at Chamouni he seemed to forget the care necessary for his own 
health, in his aiteniions to the wants of the guides, and to my necessities 
at the moment. We had both suffered from heat, cold, and fatigue: I 
could render him no service ; but he kindly relieved me from every un¬ 
pleasant result. 

I beg to repeat the observation, I would not myself advise any friend to 
undertake a journey to the summit of Mont Blanc. It is in itself a danger¬ 
ous effort. The risk of losing one’s own life, or that of the guides, is too 
great to be incurred without a very important object. In case of loss of life 
on^the part of any one or more of the guides, his or their wives and children 
would naturally look for a mainieuance from him in whose service that life 
had been forfeited. On the other hand, I would strongly urge any one who 
is a good walker, to go to the Grands Mulcts, sleep there one nighv under 
the canopy of Heaven, and return to Chamouni the second day. There is 
not a great deal more danger in this expedition, with experienced guides, 
than there is in traversing the Mer de Glace to visit Lc Jardin j but the 
beauties of Nature are inmiitely greater during the journey to the Grands 
Mulcts,'and better repay the tourist, who is fond of this description of scenery, 
than anjr thing he can sec in going to Le Jardin. 

We hgd a long conversation with the father of our guide Coutet, who 
is eighty years, of age, very stout hearty. It does not appear that he was 

as the Wetterhorn and the Monck, have never been attempted by.tlie most per- 
oevering guides or mountaineers of the Oberlaud. They are abouttwelvo hundred 
toises mgb. 
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of the party with Dr. Picard in 1786, who was the first person that ever 
reached the sumiuU of Mont Blanc. But old Coutet ascended the same 
year with two of his companions, and afterwards with Monsieur de Saus- 
sure- The guides were only paid by him six francs per diem, 

Napoleon ordered a cross to be erected on the top of Mont Blanc, I for¬ 
get in which yeaf, as well as one on the Monte llosa, and on the Buct- 
Old Comet had the superintendence of the one in his own neighbourhood; 
and although it was fixed with every care, and in a workmanlike manner, 
Coutet told me, that in four hours the cross was very much out of a'^er- 
pendicular, and in a few d.iys was entirely carried away by ibe winds. Such 
must be the fate of any thing exposed to the fury of the elements in*such a 
situation, where contending winds very commonly meet, as indeed we saw 
in our passage up, and curry the snow into the air in the form of a column 
to a surprising height, if I might be permitted to adil a few hints in 
the shape of advice to those who intend to visit Mont Blanc, with respect 
to dress, &c. 1 should say it is essential that a person should walk rather 
lightly clad about the body, that is, with one waistcoat and a coat orjacket, for 
the diHicuItv of proceeding with more would be very great. No one should 
undertake this journey without strong worsted stockings and shoes mode¬ 
rately thick, such as have been worn several times, and have acquired the 
form and shape of the foot. Two pair of each will he sufficient. The gaiters 
should he two pair, of coarse, waim materials, but not of leather, and well 
tied down and secured all round the foot to prevent the snow from getting 
in, which freezes into small lumps as large as peas, and becomes very painful 
to the inslep. Cloth pantaloons are necessary, and a second pair is required; 
for on descending the slides, they are liable to be torn and get wet. Let all 
the above articles he cliaiiged, on arriving at the huliing*placc for the 
night. A great coat should he carried by one of the guides, so that it may 
be ready to throvv o\er the shoulders during li'.c unavoidable stoppages. A 
flannel waistcoat to put on at night is also lecrnnmeutU’d, but by no means 
to walk with on. A large nightcap to pull over the cars, and a neckcloth 
to cover the chin and mouth, wiieii on the summit, or lying down to sleep, 
are essential:—a hat is a bad thing in every respect, a cap is belter. 

Avoid drinking brandy; it may warm the body for the moment and give a 
temporary activity, but an artificidl stimulus of this nature is almost always 
followed bv faintness and lassitude, which in tlie end has no remedv. If the 
feet become numbed, in case of being obliged to stand still a quarter of an 
hour, do not attempt to take ofi' the shoes to rub them, but strike them 
forcibly against each other, howc\er painful the operation may be. Use no 
greasy substance on your face during your ascent or descent, but apply the 
Potnmade de Coneombre, well rubbed into your face on going to bed the 
first night of your arnval in the valley; in the morning take a hot bath with 
eight or ten pounds of bran in it, and the act of shaving immediately in the 
bath-room will be a luxury. If, on descenrling, there sliould be a great Itlis- 
position in the blond to rise to the face and head, apply towels of cold water 
as soon as possible, which wilt be of service. If these few and simple bints 
shall prove of any benefit to future adventurers over the snowy plains, niy 
object will be fully answeredj and 1 wish them all as pleasant a ramble, and 

successful a return, as we had. 

Table of the principal heights in the neighbourhood of Chamouni. 

French Toises, above 
the level of the 
Mediterranean. 

Mont Blanc ....... S460 
Gdant ^Aiguille du). 2174 
Verte (Aiguille).2094 
Aiiguillc d’Argenii^re. 2015 
Midi (Aiguille du)   2009 
Grand plateau du Mont Blanc . 199'^ 
Buei • • ^ » • 167S 
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J«rdin (le). ]4l4 
Cramoat(le).1401 
Joli (Mom). i3()S 
La Pied (le I’Aiguille (lu Midi . . . ]3(>8 
Breven J3o6 
Prairion .. . 1000 
Monlanvert   9j4 
Fl^gfere (Croix de).J)54 
Forclaz (sur Prairion) .... 7^3 
Courmayeur.(i30 

* Chamouni, village. .524 
Gervais, village dc Su.408 

I subjoin a Copy of a Ccrtificale, regularly sealed, signed, and witnessed, 
which was brought to each of us unasked by the Chief (juidc and the Syndic 
at Chaniouni. 

• Copy tf the Ccrtijicnlc, 

Nous Simon Coutet guide clief presidaiit la compagnie des Guides dtablie 
a Chainouiii, province de Faucigny, divibion de Savoie, Royaume de Sar- 
daigne, ceriifions, et aitestons u qui il uppartiendra, avoir vu nous-iiii^ines d^s 
noire Bureau hi^geantuu chef lieu de Chainouiii, au mnyen dc Lunettes de 
longue vuc, Ic vingt six Aout courant ii trois heures dix minutes dc J'apr^s 
midi, arriver a la premiere somniiie du Mont Blanc, Messieurs le Docteur 
Ldmund .7. Clark de Londres, et ie Capitaine Markham Shcrvvill de Fou- 
tainebleau, accompagn^s de sept guides, doiu le r^tour tr^s heureux a cu lieu 
le leiidemain dans Papr^s midi, an d^bir de la multitude qui les a vus arriver. 
lin foi de quoi Chamouui ie 29 Aout, 1825. 

Signed, Le Guide Chfef 
Simon Coutet. 

Syndic 
W. Darvier. 
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llECORDS OF WOMAN.—NO. X. 

Pauline.*^ 

■ One adequate support 
For the cahiinities of inortal life 
Exists, one only ;—an assured belief 
'I'hat the procession of our fate, howe'er 
Sad or dibiiirb'd, is order'd by a Heit.g 
<‘)f infinite benevolence and power. 
Whose everlasting purposes embrace 
All accidents, converting them to good. 

WORDSWOntH. 

Along tlie star-lit Seine went music swelling, 
'rill the air thrill'd with its exulting mirth; 
Proudly it fioated, even as if no dwelling 
For cares or stricken hearts were found on earth; 
And a glad Hound tl^e measure lightly beat, 
A happy chime of many-danciiig feet. 

For in a paliice of the land that night 
Lamps and fresli roses and green leaves were hung. 
And from the painted walls a stream of light 
On flying forms beneath soft splendor flung: 
But loveliest far amidst the revel’s pride 
Was one, the lady from the Danube-side. 

---I -- 

* For the Affecting story of the Princess Pauline Sebwarzenberg, fee Madam 
de SUel't L’AHcuiugne, rob iii.p. 3.V). 

M X 
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Pauline, the mecklv br^ht!-—though now no more 
Her dear eye flashed wiSi youth's tameless glee. 
Yet something holier than its dayspring wore. 
There in soft rest lay beautiful to see ; 
A charm with graver, tenderer sweetness fraught— 
The blending of deep love and matron thought* 

Tlirough the gay throng she moved, serenely fair, 
And such calm joy as fms a moonlight sky. 
Sate on her brow, beneath its graceful hair. 
As her young daughter in the dance went by. 
With tho fleet step of one that yet liath known 
Smiles and kind voices in this world alone. 

Lurk'd there no secret boding in her breast ? 
Did no faint whisper warn of evil nigh? 
—Such tift awake when m(»st the heart seems blest 
'Midst the light laughter of festivity : 
Whence come those tones?—alas! enough we know. 
To mingle fear with all triumphal show! 

Who spoke of Evil, when young feet were flying 
In fairy rings around the echoing hall, 
Soft airs tlirough braided locks in perfume sighing. 
Glad pulses beating unto music's call ? 
—Silence! the minstrels ]>ause—and hark! a sound; 
A strange quick rustling which their notes had drown'd ! 

And lo! a light upon the dancers breaking— 
Not such their clear and silvery lamps had shed! 
Fivun the gay dream of revelry awaking. 
One moment holds them still in breathless dread 
The wild fierce lustre grows—^theu biu'sts a cry— 
Fire ! through the hall and round it gathering—fly ! 

And forth they rush—as chased by sword and spear— 
T(» the green coverts of the garden-bowers ; 
A gttrgcous masque of pageantry and fear. 
Startling the birds and trampling down the flowers ; 
While from the dome behind, red sparkles driven 
IMcrco the dark stillness of the midnight Heaven. 

And where is she, Pauline?—^the hurrying throng 
Have swept her onward, as a stormy blast 
Might sweep some faint o'erwearied bird along,— 
—'Till now the tlireshold of that Death is past. 
And free she stands beneath the starry skies, 
Galling her child—^but no sweet voice replies. 

Bertha I where art thou ?—speak, oh ! speak, my own 
—Alas! unconscious of her pangs the while. 
The gentle girl, in fear's cold grasp alone. 
Powerless hath sunk ^idst the blazing pile; 
A young bright form, deck'd gloriously for Death, 
With flowers all shrinking at the flame's fierce breath ! 

But oh! thy strength, deep Love!—there is no power 
To stay the mother from that rolling grave. 
Though fast on high the fiery volumes tower, 

« And Ssrth, like banners, from each lattice wave. 
Back, back she rushes through a host combined— 
Mighty is anguish, with affection twined! 
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And what bold step may follow, 'midst the roar 
Of the red billows, o'er their prey that rise ? 
lione!—Cooraffe there stood still—and never more 
Did those fair mrms emerge on human eyes! 
Was one brief meeting theirs, one wild farewell, 
And died they heart to heart ?—oh ! who can tell ? 

Freshly and cloudlessly the morning broke 
On that sad palace, midst its pleasure-shades ; 
Its painted roofs had sunk—yet black with smoke 
Ana lonely stood its marble colonnades: 
But yester-eve their shafts with wreaths were bound— 
Now lay the scene one shrivell'd scroll around I 

And bore the ruins no recording trace 
Of all that woman's heart had dared and done ? 
—Yes ! there were gems to mark its mortal place. 
That forth from du^ and ashes dimly shone f 
Those had the mother, on her gentle breast. 
Worn round her child's fair image, there at rest.* 

And they were all!—^the tender and the true 
Left this alone her sacrifice to prove. 
Hallowing the spot where mirth once lightly flew. 
To decp/lono, (fasten’d thoughts of grief and love ! 
—Oh! we have need of patient Faith below. 
To clear away the mysteries of such woe! F. II. 

BOSWELL REDIVIVUS,-NO. V. 

N.mentioned the death of poor F-, who had been with him 
a few days before, laughing and in great spirits ; and the next thing he 
heard was that he had shot himself. I asked if there was any par¬ 
ticular reason ? He said “ No: that he had left a note upon the table, 
saying that his friends had forsaken him, that he knew no cause, and 
that he was tired of life. His patron, Croker of the Admiralty, had, 
it seems, set him to paint a picture of Louis the Eighteenth receiving 
the Order of the Garter. He had probably been teazed about that. 
These insipid court-subjects were destined to be fatal to artists. Poor 
Bird had been employed to paint a picture of Louis the Eighteenth land¬ 
ing at Calais, and had died of chagrin and disappointment at his fail* 
ure. Who could make any thing of such a figure and such a subject ? 
There was nothing to be done; and yet if the artist added any thing of 
bis own, he was called to order by his would-be patrons, as falsifying 
what appeared to them an important event in history. It was only a 
person like Rubens who could succeed in such subjects by taking what 
licences he thought proper, and having authority enough to dictate to 
his advisers.^’ A gentleman came in, who ask^ if F-was likely to 
have succeeded in his art ? N answered, “There were several 
things against it. He was good-looking, good-natured, and a wit. 
He was accordingly asked out to dine, and caressed by those who 
knew him; and a young man after receiving these flattering marks of 
attention, and enjoying the height of luxury and splendour, was not 

* ** L’onn'apa reconnoitre ce qni restoit d’elle snrlaterre, qn'au cbiffre de 
ses enfsni, qui marquoit encore la place ob cet anee avoit p^ri/* • 

Madame Ue Stabi.» 
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inclined to return to hir painting-room, to brood over a design that 
would cost him infinite trouble, and the success of which was at last 
doubtful. Few young men of agreeable persons or conversation turned 
out great artists. It was easier to look in the glass than to make a 
dull canvass shine like a lucid mirror ; and, as to talking, Sir Joshua 
used to say, a painter should sew up his mouth. It was only the love 
of distinction that produced eminence; and if a man was admired for 
one thing, that was enough. We only work out our way to exeellenpe 
by being imprisoned in defects. It requires a long apprenticeship, 
great pains, and prodigious self-denial, which no man will submit to, 
except from necessity, or as the only cluince he has of escaping A'om 
obscurity. I remember when Mr. Locke (of Norbury Park) first came 
over from Italy; ami old Dr. Moore, who had a liigli opinion of him, 
was crying up his drawings, and asked me, if I did not think he w'ould 
make a great painter? I said, ‘ No, never!’—‘ Why not?’—‘ Be¬ 
cause he has six thousand a year.’ No one would throw away all the 
advantages and indulgences this ensured him, to shut himself up in a 
garret to pore over that which after all may expose him to contempt 
and ridicule. Artists, to be sure, have gone on painting after they 
have got rich, such as Rubens and Titian, and indeed Sir Joshua ; but 
then it had by this time become a habit and a source of pleasure instead 
of a toil to them, and the honours and distinction they had acquired by 
it counterbalanced every other consideration. Their love of the art 
bad become greater than their love of riclies or of idleness: but at first 
this is not the case, and the repugnance to labour is only mastered by 
the absolute necessity for it. I^eojde apply to study only when they 
cannot help it. No one was ever known to succeed without this stimu¬ 
lus.” I ventured to say that no one, I believed, ever succeeded without 
great application ; but that where there was a strong turn for any thing, 
a man in this sense could not help himself, and the application followed 
of course, and was, in fact, comparatively easy. N-turned short 
round upon me, and said,—“ Then you admit original genius ? I 
cannot agree with you there.” I said,—“ Waving that, and not in¬ 
quiring how the inclination comes, but early in life a fondness, a passion 
ibr a certain pursuit is imbibed ; the mind is haunted by this object, it 
cannot rest without it (any more than the body without food), it be¬ 
comes the strongest feeling it has, and then, 1 think the most intense 
application follows naturally, just as in the case of a passion for money, 
or any other passion—the most unremitting application without tins 
is forced of no use ; and where this original bias exists, no other 
motive is Squired.”—“ Oh I but,” said N-, “ if you had to labour 
on by yourself without competitors or admirers, you would soon lay 
down your pencil or your pen in disgust. It is the hope of shining, or 
the fear off being eclipsed, that urges you on. Do you think if nobody 
took any notice of what you did, this would not damp your ardour ?” 
—“ Yes; after I had done any thing that I thought worth notice, 
it might considerably ; but how many minds (almost all the great ones) 
were formed in secrecy and solitude, without knowing whether they 
should ever make a figure or not I All they knew was, that they 
liked what they were about, and gave their whole souls to it. There 
was Hogarth, there was Correggio; wbat enabled these artists to gain 
the perfection in their several ways, which afterwards gained them the 
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attention of the world? Not the premature applause of the by¬ 
standers, but the vivid tingling delight with which the one seized upon a 
grotesque incident or expression—* the wrapt soul sitting in the eyes' 
of the other, as lie drew a saint or angol from the skies. If they had 
been brouglit forward very early, before they had served this thorough 
apprenticeship to their art, (tlie opinion of the world apart,) it might 
have damped or made coxcombs of them. It was the love and per¬ 
ception of excellence (or the favouring smile of the iVluse) that in my 
view produced excellence and formed the man of genius. Some, like 
Milton, had gone on with a great work all tlieir lives with little en¬ 
couragement but the hope of posthumous fame.'*—It is not that,** 
said N-; “ you cannot see so fai*. It is not those w'ho have gone 
before you, or those who are to come after you, as 8ir Joshua used 
to say, blit those who are by your side, running the same race, that 
make you look about you, \Vhat made Titian jealous of Tintoret? 
Bt'cause be stood immediately in his vray, and their works were com¬ 
pared together. If there had been a hundred Tintorets a thousand 
miles off, he would not have cared about tliera. TJiat is what takes 
off the edge and stimulus of exertion in old age; those who were our 
competitors in early life, whom we wished to excel, or whose good 
opinion we were most anxious about, arc gone, and have left us in a 
manner by ourselves, in a sort of new worlds where we know and are 
as little known as on entering a strange country. Our ambition is 
cold, with the ashes of those whom we feared or loved. I remember 
old Alderman Boydell using an expression which explained this. Once 
when I was in the coach with him, and in reply to some compliment of 
mine on his success in life, he said,—' Ah! there was one who would 
have been pleased at it; but hvr I have lost!* 'J'he fine coach and all 
the city-trappings were nothing to him without his wdfe, who remem¬ 
bered what he wms, and the gradations and anxious cares by which he 
rose to hi.H present aflhience, and was a kind of monitor to remind liim 
of his former self and of the different vicissitudes of his fortune." 

N—— then spoke of old Alderman Boydell witii great regret, and 
said,—“ lie was a man of sense and liberality, and a true patron of tlie 
art. His son, who came after him, had not the same capacity', and 
wanted to dictate to the artists what they were to do. lie mentioned 
some instance of his wanting liim to paint n picture on a subject for 
which he was totally unfit, and of a size which he had never been ac¬ 
customed to, and he had told him * he must get somebody else to do it.'" 
I said,—‘‘ Booksellers and editors liud the same inf]raiitj^;and always 
wanted you lo express their ideas, not your own. Sir -had 
once gone up to Coleridge, after hearing him talk in a large party, 
and offered him ‘ nine guineas a sheet for his conversation 1’ He 
calculated that the * nine guineas a sheet* would be at least as strong 
a stimulus to his imagination as the wasting his words in a room full 
of company.*' N-. “ Ay, he came to me once, and wished me to 
do a work which was to contain a history of art in all countries, and 
from the beginning of the world. I said it would be an invaluable 
work if it could be done ; but that there was tio one alive who could 
do it." 

jjjl-afterwards, by some transition, spoke of the characters of 
women, and asked my opinion, I said, ** All my metaphysics leaned 
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to 4he ;vulgar side of these questions; I thought there was a difier* 
ence of original genius, a difference in the character of the sexes» &c. 
Women appeared to me to do some things better than men; and there¬ 
fore ! concliuled they must do other things worse.'’ N-mentioned 
Annibal Caracci, and said, How odd it was, that in looking at any 
work of his, you could swear it was done by a man ! Ludovico Ca- 
racci had a hner and more thoughtful expression, but not the same 
bold and workmanlike character. There was Michael Angelo again— 
what woman would ever have thought of painting the figures in the Si^ 
tine chapel? There was Dryden too, what a thorough manly cha¬ 
racter there was in his style! And Pope'’-^I interrupted, “seemed 
to me between a man and a w^oman !”J—“Uwas not,” be continued, 

that women were not often very clever (cleverer than many men), 
but there was a point of excellence which they never reached* Yet 
the greatest pains had been taken with several. Angelica Kauff¬ 
man had been brought up from a child to the art, and bad been 
taken by her father (in boy’s clothes) to the Academy to learn to 
draw; but there was an effeminate and feeble look in all her 
works, though not w^ithout merit. There was not the man’s hand, 
or .what Fuseli used to call a “fist” in them, that is, something coarse 
and clumsy enough, perhaps, but still with strength and muscle. 
Even in common things, you would sec a carpenter drive a nail in a 
way that a woman never would; or if you had a suit of clothes made 
by a woman, they would hang quite loose about you, and seem ready 
to fall ofiF. Yet it is extraordinary too, said N-, that m what ha? 
sometimes been thought the peculiar province of men, courage and 
heroism, there have been women fully upon a par with any men, such 
as Joan of Arc, and many others, who have never been surpassed as 
leaders in battle.” I observed that of all the women 1 had ever seen 
or known any thing of, Mrs. Siddons struck me as the grandest. He 
said,—“ Oh ! that’s her outward form, which stamps her so completely 
for tragedy, not the mental part, I assure you. Both she and her 
brother were cut out by Nature for a tragedy king and queen. It is 
wbat Mrs. Hannah More has said of her, * Her*s is ihe tijflicted 
I replied, that she seemed to me equally great in anger or in contempt, 
or in any stately part, as she was in grief, as in her Lady Macbeth. 
“ Yes,"' be said, “ that, to be sure, was a masterpiece.” I asked what 
he thought of Mrs. Inchbald ? He said, Oh! very highly: there 
was no affectation in her. I once took up her Simple StorVf (which 
my sister borrowed from the circulating library,) and looking into 
it, I said, ^y God ! what have you got here ?’ and I never moved 
from the chair till I bad finished it. Her Nature and Art is equally 
fine—the very marrow of genius. She seems to me, I said, like Venus 
writing books. Yes, women have certainly been successful in writing 
novels; and in plays too. I think Mrs. Centlivre’s are better than 
Congreve’s. Their letters, too, are admirable : it is only when they put 
on the breeches and try to write like men, that they become pedantic 
and tiresome. In giving advice, too, 1 have often found that they ex¬ 
celled ; and when I have been irritated by any circumstance, and have 
laid more stress upon any thing than it was worth, they have seen the 
thing in a ri^t point of view, and tamed down my asperities.” On ^is 
I remarked, that I thought, iii general, it might be said that the 
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faculties of women were of a passive character. They judged by the 
simple effect upon their feelings, without inquiring into reasons. Men 
had to act; women had the coolness and the advantages of by-standers, 
and Were neither implicated in ‘the theories nor the passions of men. 
While we were proving a thing to be wrong, they would feel it to be 
ridiculous. 1 said 1 thought they had more of common sense, though 
less of acquired capacity than men. They were freer from the absur¬ 
dities of creeds and dogmas, from the virulence of party in religion and 
pofitics (by which we showed our sense and superiority), nor were their 
heads so much hllcd with the lumber of learned folios. I mentioned 
as aifillustration, that when^oid Baxter (the celebrated casuist and non¬ 
conformist divine) first went to Kidderminster to preach, he was 
almost pelted by the women for maintaining from the pulpit the then 
fashionable and orthodox doctrine, that ‘ Hell was paved with infants* 
skulls.* The theory, which the learned divine had piled up on argu¬ 
ments and authorities, is now exploded : the common-sense feeling on 
the subject, which the women of that day took up in opposition to it as 
a dictate of humanity, would be now thought the philosophical one. 
“ Yes,’* said N-, “ but this exploded doctrine was knocked down 
by some man, as it had been set up by one : the women,would let things 
remain as they are, without making any progress in error or wisdom. 
We do best together : our strength and our weakness mutually correct 
each other.” N-then read me from a volume lying by him, a cha¬ 
racter written of his deceased wife by a Dissenting Minister, (a Mr. 
Fox, of Plymouth,) which is so beautiful that I shall transcribe it here. 

Written by Mr. John Fox, on the death of his wife, who was the 
daughter of the Rev. Mr. Isaac Gelling. 

^My dear wife died to my unspeakable grief, Dec. 19th, 1762. 
With the loss of my dear companion died all the pleasure of my life; 
and no wonder: 1 had lived with her forty years, in which time 
nothing happened to abate the strictness of our Friendship, or to create 
a coolness or indifference so common and even unregarded by many 
in the world. I thank God I enjoyed my full liberty, my health, such 
pleasures and diversions as I liked, perfect peace and competence dur¬ 
ing the time; which were all seasoned and heighteued every day more 
or less by constant marks of friendship, most inviolable affection, and a 
moat cheerful endeavour to make my life agreeable. Nothing disturbed 
me but her many and constant disorders; under all which 1 could see 
how her faithful heart was strongly attached to me. And who could 
stand the shock of seeing the attacks of Death upon and ^hjMr'her final 
dissolution? The consequences to me were fatal. Old ^^e rushed 
upon me, like an armed man: my appetite failed, my strength was 
gone, every amusement became fiat and dull; my countenance fell, and 
1 have nothing to do but to drag on a heavy chain for the rest of my 
life; which I hope a good God will enable me to do without murmur¬ 
ing, and in conclusion, to say with all my soul— 

Tb Deum Laubamvs. 

This was written on a paper blotted by tears, and stuck with wafers 
into the first page of the family Bible. 

“ Mr. John Fox died £2d of October, 176fi. He was born May 
lOth, 1&93.” . 
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In consequence of the foregoing intelligence, all idea of continuing the 
expedition against Fort Wayne was abandoned, and the boats were ordered 
the same evening to descend the river. Major Muir having, however, re- 
suTved to await the approach of the enemy, a position was t.iken up early 
on the following morning on the heiglits overlooking the ford at which 
the enemy was expected to cross. Having passed nearly the whole of the 
day in the vain .expectation of liifi appearance, it was at length dedded 
on, that tlie Ameriwins, a])prised of our vicinity by the view of the bodies 
of their scouts slain the evening before, had taken a different direction, 
and instead of travelling tlie river at the usua^/ord, had forced their march 
by a less frequented route on the <»ppcsite bank. Such a mameuvre on 
the part of the American general would necessarily have cut off onr retreat, 
and we must have combated an enemy infinitely superior in numbers, under 
every disadvantage, inthedieart of bis own country, and, in the event of our 
boats falling into his hands, destitute of every resource. The detachment 
was cousequeiitly ordered to retire with all ]>ossible expedition on Defiance, 
a "fortress situated about half way betw'een the Miami village and the point 
from whence we commenced our retreat, formerly garrisoned by the Ameri¬ 
can troops, but then in a state of utter ruin mid dilapidation. Having 
crossed the river at this place, a position was again taken up at a point 
beyond which the enemy could not effect his passage un])erceived. Here, 
however, we did not long remain. Early on the inorniug after our arrival, a 
party of Indians a])]>earcd along our line conducting a prisoner they had 
found straying in the woods at a short distance from the enemy's camp. 
From his account it appeared that the information given by tlie American 
officer was jiorfeetly correct. 'Jlie force of the enemy consisted of two 
thousand five hundred men under the coinmand of General M^inchester; they 
were destined for the Miami, wdiere it w'as intended to construct a fortifica¬ 
tion. On arriving at the spot where their slaughtered scouts lay unlmried 
along the road, an alann was spread throughout their columns, and deeming 
a numerous enemy t<» be in their front, it was thought prudent to intrench 
themselves where they were. For thi.s purpose trees were immediately 
felled, and in the course of a few hours, with that expedition for which the 
Western Americatis, wdth w'liom the ax{! is almost as indispensable a weapon 
as the rifle, are remarkable, an inclosure with interstices for musquetry, and 
sufficiently large to contain their whole force, together with their baggage 
and waggons, was completed. It being evident from this intelligence that 
the object of our enterprise w^as entirely frustrated, and that an attack on the 
enemy's intrerichments with our feeble force, if iinsuccessrul, must neces¬ 
sarily compromise the safety of our own ])Osts, Major Muir decided on 
returning to Amherstburg, which fortress the detachment at length reached 
after a fruitless absence of three weeks. 

In the coui*se of our return, and shortly subsequent to his capture, we fell 
in with the j>risoner fi*om whom the above report had been obtained. He 
was already adopted in that tribe of Indians, t(» which his eapt(H*s belonged, 
and was habited after their manner, llis head was iiartiy shaved, and 
covered with a handkerchief, rolled in the form of a turban, after the manner 
of the natives. His face was painted several coloui's, and so complete was 
the metamorjffiosis, that but for the whiteness of skin visible through several 
parts of his dress, it would have been difficult to distinguisli him from those 
oy whom lie was surrounded. At the moment we saw him, he was seated in 
a tent, sharing the evening-meal of his new countrymen, with much appe¬ 
tite and unconcern. He expressed himself as being quite reconciled to his 
new condition, and spoke with warmth of the kind treatment he had re¬ 
ceived ; nor did he seem to attach much consequence to the assurance given 
him that every exertion would be made on our return to obtain his libera¬ 
tion. We sa^v him some weeks later at Amherstburg; and strange as it may 
appear, he assured us tliat he preferred the idle life he had led among the 
Indians to a repetition of active service in the American army. 
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> ^ About this period Mr. Robert Dickson^ a geutlexnan to whom a long inter¬ 
course with the more remote savages of the West had rendered their lan¬ 
guage and customs as familiar as his influence among them was unbounded^ 
arrived at Amherstbui^ witli a number of canoes^ fllmd with warriors of the 
flercest character and appearance. Among the most remarkable of these 
tribes were the Sawkies, a race of men whose towering height, athletic 
forms, and nobleness of feature, might reciJ the idea of the Romans in the 
earlier stages of their barbarit}’^; and another tribe, whose Indian name 1 do 
not recollect, but who were known among ourselves by their assumed appella¬ 
tion devoted vnen. The costume of the latter was a dress of white leather, 
extremely pliant, and curiously embroidered with the stained quills of tlie 
porcupi/ie, in the preparation ;of which the natives evince much taste and 
ingenuity. They were few in number, and, professing to hold death in deri¬ 
sion, were looked upon by the itther warriors luiuh in the sauie light that 
we 1‘e^ard our forlorn hope, tliepost of danger being reserved for them. One 
of their chiefs having been invited to breakf;ist with severiJ oiHcers of the 
garrison, was at much pains, in the course of the meal, to impress upon the 
minds of his hosts the }>artieular virtues of his tribe ; and in order to demon¬ 
strate more fully tlie extent to which they carried their disregard of pain or 
death, drew a sharp knife from its sheath, and, liaving cut a piece of flesh 
out of one of his thighs, threw it contemptuously away, exclaiming that 
^ he gave it to the dogs/ A tribe even fieriser than these, althougli evincing 
no dis}»osition to prove their hardihood and <'-ourage hy the self-infliction of 
pain, were the Miriuuminies, a race of men whose limbs formed iu the tinest 
mould of symmetry, and full ex]iansivc chests, sufficiently attested their vigour 
and activity. Of these, however, I shall have occ4ision to speak hereafter. 
It was a picturesque sight to behold the light bark canoes of the diflerent 
warriors skimming idong tlie surface of the broad and tranquil river of 
Detroit, their streamers floating in air, and the paddlers keeping time with 
their oars, while the salute tired from the fort, and answered from the little 
fleet hy discharges of fire-arms, mingled with the shrill war-cry echoing 
over the hosoin of tlie deep and dying away in the adjacent forests. The 
arrival of this reinforcement increased our Indian strength to three thou¬ 
sand warriors. The 4<lst regiment, about six hundred strong, and two com¬ 
panies of the Newfoundland Fencibles, composed the whole of our regular 
iortie. The latter w'cre, however, einjdoyed as marines on lioard the diflerent 
vessels of war, so that the defence of the two fortresses of Detroit and Am- 
liorstburg was iiiirusted to tlie tint alone. 

The month of Oc;tober w^as marked by an event of the most melancholy 
nature-—the death of General Brock, who fell a victim to the intrepidity and 
daring of his character. The Americans being in force along the Niagara 
frontier, a lauding was effected early on the morning <»f the 13th l»y a con¬ 
siderable body under General Wadsworth, who immediately possessed him¬ 
self of the heights of Queenston. I'he little army of General Brock con¬ 
sisted of the 1st battalions Hth and 49th regiments, u few companies of the 
Glengary Fencibles, some militia, and a small body of IridiaiiH. Opt the first 
alarm, the gallant commander, leaving General Slieafle U> bring main 
body, dashed foru ard at the head of the flank companies of the 8th and 49th 
regiments, who advanced up the licighta in douhle-quictc time, and under a 
heavy fire from the enemy. IVmspicuous from his dress, his height, and the 
enthusiasm with which he animated his little band, General Brock was soon 
recognized .ind singled out hy their riflemen, whose celebrity for unerring 
aim was never more cruelly justified. Mortally wounded, he fell from his 
horse, and his body lay extended near that of Colonel Macdq^nell, his ])riu- 
cipal aide-de-camp, a fine promising young officer, killed nearly at the some 
instant at his side. Filled with grief, and burning to revenge the death of 
their favourite commander, the men redoubled their exertions in the ascent, 
and the main body coming up at this moment the action became general. 
The enemy was soon driven from his position at the point of the bayonet. 
Those who attempted tr> escape in the woods were driven back ny the In¬ 
dians and militia, and falling on such of their own lines as yet sustained the 
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ehock, threw them into confusion. Little quarter was given in the onse^ 
Driven near the edge of the precipices, with which the hm^its^of Queensta. 
abound, the enemv foiubt for a imanent with all the obstinacy of de«pair> 
but, coiiq»elled at lengw to ^eld to th^ exasperated foe, theur remakiing 
line was entirely'broken. Many threw down their arms, and implored the 
demency of ttoir victors. Others cast themselves wildly over the precl-< 
pices, and were dashed in their fall against the rocks, or hung suspended^ 
&om the bushes which had caught them in their descent, and in partSf 
where no human liand could tender them assistance. Never was victory 
more complete. Few of the enemy returned to tell the - tale of iheir 
disaster, and the American general was among the number of the captives^ 
The loss • of their leader, however, cast a gteom over every English brpw, 
and an advantage thus purchased was wemed at too high a price. 
General Brock was beloved by the soldiery, particularly the 49tn, of 
which he had long been colonel; and the indignation of their grief for 
his loss cost the Americans many a life on that day, that had otherwise been 
spared. At Amherstburg the account of his death was received with heart- 
frit concern ; and not a man was there of those he had lately led to victory, 
who failed to pay that tribute of regret to his memory, which the gallant^ 
and magnanimity of this glorious chief was so every way calculated to 
awaken in the breast of the soldier. 

Towards the close of the autumn. General Winchester having advanced 
to the Miami, and thrown up a strong fortification on the right bmik of that 
river, a detachment consisting of one hundred militia, a six-pounder, and n 
body of Indians, under Major Reynolds of the militia, were oraered to occupy 
Frenchtown, a small village on the opposite shore, situated on the river Raisin, 
and distant about eighteen miles from Amherstburg. Here this little corps 
of observation continued to remain until the 17th of January, 1813, when 
the advanced guard of the enemy, closely followed by their main body, sud¬ 
denly appearing in right, Major Reynolds withdrew to a small wood skirUng 
the plain. At this point, the Americans were kept in check by an animated 
fire from the militia and Indians, supported by the well-directed service of 
Bombardier Kitson. After a spiritea affair, which continued upwards of an 
hour, the fire from the enemy's line began to slacken, and they retired across 
theplain, suffering Major Reynolds to effect his retreat unmolested. 

Tne account of this affair readying Amherstburg on the evening of the 
18th, the whole of our disposable force was ordered to be in readiness to 
march on the following morning. Accordingly, early on the 19th, Colonel 
Procter, then commanding, leaving a handful of men to garrison the posts, 
crossed the river Detroit with a body of one thousand troops and militia, 
eight hundred Indians, two howitzers, and several four and six-pounders. 
The different vessels being laid up for the season, parts of their crews were 
ordered to serve with the artillery, and the two companies of the Newfound¬ 
land Fencibles attached to the brigade. No sight could be more beautifhl 
tlian the departure of this little army from Amherstburg. It was the depth 
of winter; and the river at the point we crossed being four miles in breadth, 
the deep rumbling noise of the guns prolonging their reverberations like the 
roar of distant thunder, as they moved along the ice, mingled with the wild 
cries of the Indians, seemed to threaten some convulsion of nature; while 
the appearance of the troops winding along the road, now lost behind some 
cliff or rugged ice, now emerging into view, their polished arms glittering in 
the sunbeams, gave an air of romantic grandeur to the scene, whicm £urO" 
pean unaccustomed to the sight of those stupendous seasons, can with 
Gulty conceive. 
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defences, and yet not an individual was aware of out approach. Severri 
riiells throvn into their camp, however, soon aroused them their ritum^ 
ber, and the action became general. The Americans, restiiig their rififla on 
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Hril iHPeMtirork ^Itib they w0re covered^ fbught tinder eveiy advanta«> 
the derk line of troops before them serving as a point of direotioni wwh 
o^d not fail to be perceived along the tract of snow W which they were 
soiTottnded. Much execution was done among the artiueiy and seamen. 
Hiced in iront of the line> and singled out by their marksmen^ the offlcera 
ami Men of those departments were particularly exposed, and many of the 
gutiB were abandoned from want hands to work them. The fire of the enehiy 
was not less galling to the troops, yet, although falling at every stop, they 
contfhued to advance with the utmost resolution and gallantry. The action 
had continued about an hour, when the American right being entirely 
brokendiy the militia and Ii^i^ns, a movement was made to occupy the 
ground they had abandoned, and t^e the enemy in flank. This mancsuvre 
succeeding, a corps of Americans, to the number of six hundred, threw them* 
selves into the strong block-houses they had already constructed since their 
arrival, where they continued to make an obstinate defence. Meanwhile^ 
their right and part of the centre, closely followed across the ice by the In¬ 
dians, fell almost unresisting victims to the wrath of their pursuers ; and for 
nearly two miles along the road by which they passed, the snow was covered 
with ^e blood and bodies of the slain. Among the fugitives was General 
Winchester himself, who, falling into the hands of several of the Wyandot 
Indians, was conducted, together with hie son, a youth of sixteen, to our rear. 
Here, being informed of the state of the action, he immediately penned an 
order to the officer commanding the block-houses, desiring him to surrender 
the troops under him as prisoners of war. Tliis being conveyed to Colonel 
Procter the fire from our line was discontinued, and an officer despatched 
with a flag and the document in question, the result of which was the capi¬ 
tulation of men, who, dreading to fall into the hands of the Indians, 
had resolved to sell their lives at the dearest rate, and could with difficulty 
have been erxpelled from the buildings into which they had thrown them* 
selves. In this manner was the whole of the American force destroyed, oile 
httndred and fifty men only effecting their escape into Fort Meigs, the for- 
tifioation which had been erected on the banks of the Miami. So complete 
was the surprise of the enemy when attacked, that General Winchester at 
his capture nad no other covering than the dress in which he slept, and his 
head was ornamented with a white cotton nightcap, which gave nim a very 
unsoldierlike appearance indeed. It may be inquix^ by the military reader 
why, since our columns had advanced so near an enemy unconscious of their 
approach, they were not suffered to enter their encampment bayonet in hand, 
in^ad of being exposed unnecessarily to the destructive fire of the riflemen. 
That question must he resolved by those who planned the attack. Let it 
suffice, that the good conduct and firmness of the troops employed overcame 
every obstacle, and that the defeat of the enemy was of the most decisive 
oharacter. 

In this affair we lost twenty-five men killed, and from fifty to sixty wounded 
of the line. The militia and Indians, having been covered by a wood and 
some -deta^ed fences, suffered less. Colonel St. Geoi^, particularly dis* 
tingoish^ by his valour and exertions on this occasion, received five wounds 
—^eeveral of them severe, and had a horse shot under him. No ofik^er was 
killed; bat among the wounded were Lieutenants Carr, of the Newfoundland 
re^tnent, dai^rously, (since dead), Clemow, of the ilst, and Rolette and 
Irvifie i^the ^vy, the latter in the heel, and immediately under the enemy's 
fireostwoxk, while endeavouring singly to withdraw a four-bunder^ which 
had been advanced and abandoned by his men. Another individual who de¬ 
serves honourable mention here, was a midi^pman, scm of Doctor Richard¬ 
son of Anherstburg, one of the maratratee ' for thaO district.. This youth, 
thra only fourteen years of age, had long been anxious to find himself en- 
ptged in ah affair with the enemy, but no opportunity having presented 
neotf on the lake, he had resolved to seise the first Ikvourable occasioii on 
land, ^i^sobejdng the positive order ^ven him toVemain behind, he joined 
thadiyision a»w nours Wore we reached Frenchtown, and, attaching l^s^ 

el* 
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to his dqMtrtment^ was among the number of those singled out by the enemy^s 
marksmen^ and^ while in the act of applying a match to one of the guns^ was 
struck 1^ a ba%^hidi shattered his right leg and felled him to the earth. 
Doctor HichaxnKi had been called on in his medical capacity to attend the 
expedition, OinHw then with tlie staiF in the rear. The first care of this f allant and excelfi^t boy was to conceal his wound from his father; and he 

egged those by whom he was borne from the held, to convey him to a posi¬ 
tion remote ft^im that occu[»ied by the staff, and request another surgeon 
to attend him, which was accordingly done. After having suffered in¬ 
tensely, but with manly counige, fur six m^ths, he was at length enabled 
to remove to Lower Canada, where his conduct being generally #known, 
he was taken into favour by the commander in chief, who gave him 
the commission of a lieutenant in one of the provincial ixirps. Colonel 
Harvey, a*yutant-general, and Colonel Murray, (piarter-msister-general, 
were also mrward in affording the most flattering testimonialg of their 
esteem; and this generous youth had the sat]sfa(’.tioii to perceive, that 
although afflicted with a wound which eventually cost him his life, the noble 
spirit developed at so early a stage of his existence was not without its re- 
wai'd in the estimation of moii whose military rank and character lent addi¬ 
tional weight to their individual approbation. 

17ie appearance of the American prisoners captured at Frenchtown was 
miserable to the last degree. Tliey had the air of men to whom cleanliness 
was a virtue unknown, and their S4pialid bodies were covered by habiliments 
that had evidently undergone every change of season, and w^ere arrived at 
the last stage of repair. It has already been remarked that it was the depth 
of winter; but scarcely an individual was in petssession of a great coat or 
clo}ik, and few of them w'ore garments of wool of any descri])tion. They 
still retained their summer dro'fs, consisting of cotton stuff of various 
colours, shaped into frocks, and descending to the knee : their trowsers were 
of the same material. They were covered with slouched hats, worn bare by 
constant use, beneath which their long hair fell matted and uncombed oyer 
their cheeks; and these together with the dirty blankets wrapped arOiind 
their loins to protect them against tho inclemency of the season, and 
fastened by broad leather belts, into which were thrust axes and knives of 
an enormous length, gave them an air of wildness and savageness, which in 
Italy would have caused them to pass for brigands of the A])eimines. 'Ilie 
only;^distinctian lietween the garb of the offleer and that of the soldier was, 
that the one, in addition to Ins sword, carried a short rifle instead of a long 
one, while a dagger, often curiously worked and of some value, supplied the 
place of the knife. This description may he considered as applicable to the 
various hordes of irregular troops sent fortli tliroughout the war from the 
States of Ohio and Kentucky. The equipment was ever the same, and 
differing only inasmuch as their o])porttinities of preserving or renewing it 
were more or less frequent. 

Far from being discouraged by the discomfiture of their armies under 
■ Generals Hull and Winchester, the Americans despatched a tliird and 

more formidable under one of their most experienced commanders. General 
Harrison, who, reaching Fort Meigs shortly subsequent to the ^air at 
Frenchtown, directed his attention to the construction of works which ren¬ 
dered his position in some measure impregnable. Determined if possible to 
thwart the views of the enemy, and give a finishing stroke to his movements 
in that quarter. General Procter (lately promoted) ordered an expedition 
to be in readiness to move for the Miami. Accordingly, towards the close of 
April, a detachment of the some militia, and 1500 Indians, accom¬ 
panied by a train of battering Artillery, and attended by two gun-boats, 
proceeded up that river, and established themselves on the left bank at the 
distance of a mile from the site selected for our batteries. The season 
was unusually wet, yet, in defiance of every obstacle, they were erected the 
8iuno< nigh^ in front of \he American fortress, and the guns transported 
along a roid.in which the axle-trees of the carriages were frequently oufied 
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In mud. Amon^ other battering pieces were two 2i-pounders, in the 
trans|K)rtation of which ^00 men with several oxen were emplo3'ed from nine 
o’clock at night until daybreak in the morning. At lenam every prepara¬ 
tion having been made, a gun bred from one of the boatS^b the signal for 
tlieir opening, and early on the morning of the 1st o£[!iPH|5 ^ heavy hre 
was commenced, and continued for four days witliout uiterndssion, during 
which period every one of tlie enemy’s lotteries within our range were silenced 
and dismantled, 'riiehreoftlie 2‘i-pounder battery was principally directed 
against the powder magazine, whi(^h the besieged M^ere busily occupied in 
covering and protecting from our hot shot. It was impossible to have 
artillery better served: cvery^hot that was fired sank into the roof of the 
magazine, scattering the earth to a ainsiderable distam^e, and burying 
many of the wwkinen in its bed, from whence we could distinctly i»erceive 
the survivors dragging forth the bodies of their slaughtered comrades. 
Meanwhile the fiank companies of the ^Ist, with a few Indians, had been 
detached to the opi»osite kIloi'c within a few hundred yards of the enemy's 
works, and liad constnu^ted a battery, from which a galling cross-fire was 
maintained. Dismayed at the suctH*ss of our operatitnm. General Harrison, 
already apprised liefore our arrival of the approach of a reinforcement of 
1.^00 men, then descending the Miami under General Clay, contrived to 
dcs}>atch a cemrior on the evening <d' th(5 tth, with an order for that 
ofiie.or to land immediately and possess himself of our batteries on the left 
bank, while he (General ffarrisoii) sallied forth to carrj'^ those on the right. 
Accordingly, at eiglit o’clock on t)»e morning of the Ath, General Clay 
pushed forward the whole of his force, and meeting with no op|U)siti<m at 
the batteries, whiidi were entirely unsupported, proceeded to spike tho 
guns ill conformity witli his instructions ; but elated with his success, and 
ilisobeying the positive order of his chief, which was to retire the instant 
his oliject was cficcted, continued to occupy the position. In the mean 
time the flying artillerymen liail given the alarm, and three companies of 
the 41st, several of militia, and a body of Indians, the latter under their 
celelirutc'd idiieftain Tecuniseh, were ordered to move on the-instant, and re¬ 
possess themselves of the works. The rain, which had commenced early in 
the morning, continued to fall with violence, and the road, as has already 
been described, w'as kuee-d(‘ep with mud, yet the men advanced to the 
assault with the utmost alain^ity and deteiminution. The enemy on our ap¬ 
proach had sheltered themselves behind the batteries, aflbrding them <j|very 
facility of defence, yet they were driven at the point of the bayonet from 
each ill succession, until eventually not a man was left in the plain. Flying 
to the woods, thd murderous fire of the Indians drove them hack upon their Imrsuers, so that they had no ])ossibility of escape. A vast number were 
Liilcd, and independently of the prisoners taken by the Indians, 450, with 

their second in (‘.omniand, fell into our hands. Every man of the detach¬ 
ment acquitted himself on this occasion t<» tlie entire satisfaction of his 
superiors. Among the most conspicuous fur gallantry was Major Chambers 
of the 41st, acting deputy quarter-master-general to the division. Sup¬ 
ported merely by four or five followers, tliis meritorious officer advanced 
under a shower of balls from the enemy, and carried one of the batteries 
sword in hand. A private of the same regiment being opposed in an isolated 
situation to three Americ.ans, contrived to disarm and render them his 
prisoners. On joining his company towards the close of the affair, he ex¬ 
cited much mirth among his comrades, in consequence of the singular man¬ 
ner in which he appeared, sweating beneath the weight of arms he had se¬ 
cured as trophies of his victory, and dri\dag his captives before him with 
an air of indifference and c^arclessnesB wliim^ntraated admirably with the 
occasion. Of the whole of tlie division under General Clay, scarcely two 
hundred men effected their escape. Amon^ the fugitives was that officer 
himself. The sortie made by General Harrison abthe head of the principal 
part of the garrison had a different result, l^he detachment sufiportiM the 
battery already described, were driven from their position, and-two oinoerB, 
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Lieutenants Mac Intyre and Hailes, and thirty men, were made prisoners. 
Meanwhile it having been discovered that the ^cs on the left batuc, owing 
to some error on the part of the enemy, had been spiked with the ramrods 
of their mus^u^, instead of the usual instruments, they were speedily 
rendered serviceable, and the fire from the batteries was renewed. At this 
moment a white flag was observed waving on the ramparts of the fort, and 
the courage mid perseverance of the troops appeared at length as if about to 
be crowned by the surrender of a fortress, the siege of which had cost them 
BO much toil and privation. Such^ however, was far from being the inten¬ 
tion of General Harrison. Availing himself of the cessation of hostilities 
which necessarily ensued, he caused the officers and men just captyred to 
be sent across the river for tlie purpose of being exchanged; but this 
was only a feint for the accompHshnieni of a more important object. 
Drawing up his whole force both of cavalry and infantry in the plain 
beneath the fortress, he caused such of tlie boats of General Clay’s 
division as were laden *with ammunition, of which the garrison stood 
much in need, to be dropped under the works, and the stores to be imme¬ 
diately disembarked. Ail this took place during the period occupied in 
the exchange of prisoners. The remaining boats, containing the baggage 
and private stores of the division, fell into the hands of the Indians 
still engaged in the pursuit of the fugitives, and the plunder they acquired 
was immense. General Harrison having secured his stores and received the 
officers and men exchanged for his captives, withdrew into the garrison, and 
the bombardment was recommenced. 

The victory obtained at the Miami was such as to reflect credit on every 
branch of the service ; but the satisfaction arising from the conviction was 
deeply embittered by an act of cruelty, which, as the writer of an impartial 

, memoir, it becomes my painful duty to record. In the heat of the action a 
strong corps of the enemy which had thrown down their arms, and surren¬ 
dered themselves prisoners of war, were immediately despatched, under an 
escort of fifty men, f(»r the purpose of being embarked in the gun-boats, 
where it was presumed they would be safe from the attaciks of the Indians. 
This measure, however, although dicitated by the purest humanity, and ap¬ 
parently offering the most probable means of security, proved one of fatal 
unport to sever^ of the prisoners. On reaching our encampment, then 
entirely deserted by the troops, they were met by a band of cowardly and 
treacherous Indians, who had borne no share in the action, yet who now, 
gunB by the savage instinct of their nature, approached the column, and, 
selecnmg their victims, commenced the work of blood. In vain did the ha¬ 
rassed and indigr^it escort attempt to save them from the fur^- of their 
destroyers; the plmcnzy of these wretches knew no bounds, and an old and 
excellent soldier of the name of Russcdl, of the 41st, was shot through the 
heart while endeavouring to wrest a victim from the grasp of his ma:^erer. 
Forty of these unhappy men had already fallen beneath the steel of the in¬ 
furiated party, when Tecumseh, apprised of what was doing, rode up at 
full speed, and raising his tom^awK threatened to destroy the first man 
who resisted his injunction to desist. £ven on those lawless people, to whom 
the language of coercion had hitherto been unknown, the threats and tone of 
the exasperated chieftain produced an instantaneous effect, and they retired 
at once humiliated and confounded. Never did Tecumseh shine more truly 
himself than on this occasion; and nought of the savage could he distinguishea 
save the colour and the garb. Ever merciful and magnanimous as he was ar¬ 
dent and courageous, the voice of the su]>pliant seldom reached him in vabi; 
and although war was his idol, the element in which he lived, his heart was 
formed to now with all the nobler and more generous impulm of the War¬ 
rior; and his character was not less esteemed by ourselves than reverenced 
by the viuiouB tribes over which, in his quality of brother to the pro|diet, he 
invariablv presided. In any other country, and governing any Other men, 
Tecums^ would have been a hero; at the head of this unciviuxed and us- 
tractable Me be was a savage; but a savage sueb ae Civiiustiou berielf 
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night not blush to acknowl^ge 'for her child. Constantly opposed to the 
encroachments of the Americans for a series of years previous to their 
rupture with England, he had combated their anuios on the banks of the 
l^bash with success, and given their leaders proofs of a skill and judg¬ 
ment in defence of his native soil, which would not havesdisgrared the earlier 
stages of military Bcienre in Europe, (ieneral Jrlarnson himself, a ccun- 
mandcr with whom he had often disputed the palm of victory, with tlie gene¬ 
rous candour of the soldier suhscifueiitly ascribed to him virtues ns a man 
and abilities as a warrior, coinniaiidiiig at once the atteiition and admiration 
v{ his enemies. 

The survivors of this melancludy catastrophe were immediately conveyed 
on beard the guii-honts inoored in tlie river; and every precaution having 
beerf taken to jtrevent a renew^al of tlie scene, the escorting party proceeded 
to the interniimt t»r the victims, to wliom tlie rites of sepulture were af¬ 
forded even before those iif our own men who had fiillcn in the action. 
Colonel Dudley, si»rond in command of General f;Jay’s divisuui, was among 
the number of the shiiii. * 

On the evening of the second day after this event, I .'icconmani<>d Major 
Muir of the list, in a ratnlde ihrougliout the encampment of tlie Indians, 
distant a few hundred yards from our own, 'J'Jie spectacle there ofliered (o 
our view was at once ol* the most luclicnms and revolting nature. Jii \ arions 
directions were lying the trunks and l»o\es taken in the boats of the Aineriean 
division, and the pluiiUtTcrs were busily occupied in displaying tladr riches, 
carefully c^aminillg each article, and attempting to divine its use. Several 
were decked out in the uniforms of the oflicers; and although onibarrassed 
to the last degree in their movements, and dragging with <iifiicu]ty tlio 
heavy military Iwiots wdth which their legs were for the fii-st time eo\ere(l, 
strutted forth much to the admiration of their less fortunate comrades. 
Some were haliited in plain clothes; others had their bodies clad in clean 
white bhirlH, eontrasting in no ordinary tnamicr witli tlie swarthiness of their 
skins; all wore home article of decoration, and their tents w'cre ornamented 
with saddles, bridles, rifles, daggers, bwords, and pistols, many of winch were 
handsomely mounted and of curious workinunship, bucli was the ridinihnm 
part of tlie ]ucture; hut mingled with tiiChO, and in \nrious diroelioiis, were 
to be seen the sesiljis of tht» slain drj ing in tJie sun, stained on the fleshy 
side with verniillon dye^, mid dangling in air as thty hung hiis])ended from 
the poles to wliich they were attached, together with hoops of iarions si/e*', 
on which w'ere stretehed jiortions of human skni taken from \ arions uarts of 
the body, pnncipally the hand and foot, and yet covered with the mis of 
those parts, wliilo scattered along tlic ground were \isihle the numihf^ from 
which they Inul been separated, and seeing as jiutrii^ent to the wolf-dogs 
by which the savages were accomjianied. As we contihned to adiancc into 
the heai't of the ciicanipmcnt, a scene of a more disgusting nature arrested 
our attention. Stopjiing at the entrance of a tent occupieil by a part of tlie 
Minoumini tribe, already spokmi of, we ohser\c<l them stated round a largo 
fire, over which wjis suspended a kettle contuining tlieir meal. Each warrior 
badapieccof string hanging over theedgeofthe vessel,and tothiswas suspend¬ 
ed a food, which, it will be presumed we heard not w itliout loathing, cutiHisted 
of part of ail American, Any expression of our feelings, as we declined the 
invitation they gave us to join in their repast, would have been n^ented by 
the IndianR without much ceremony. We had, therefore, the ]»rudence to 
excuse ourselves under the plea that we had already taken our food, iind we 
hastened to remove from the contemplation of a sight so revolting to huma¬ 
nity- This was the only instance in which the natives ever appeared to us 
in the character of Anthropophagi, and the obloquy must in justice fall on 
this tribe alone. They were the most bai4tftrous of the whole Indian race; 

^and no example can be adduced of a similar disposition being manifested 
by any one other tribe during the course of our struggle with America. 

Since the affair of the 5th the enemy continued to keep themselves sliut 
up within their works, and the bombardment, although folloVed up with 
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vigour, had effeoted no practicable breach. J^nn the account given hy the 
officers captured during the sortie, it appeared that^ with a perseverance 
and toil peculiar to themselves, the Amencans had constructed subterranean 
passages to protect thooi from the annoyance of our shells, which, sinking 
into beds of clay softened by the incessant rmns that bad fallen, instead of 
exploding, were speedUy extin^ished. Impatient of longer privation,^ and 
anxious to return to their families and occupations, numbers of the militia 
withdrew themselves in small bodies, and under cover of the night; while 
the majority of the Indians, enriched by plunder, and languudiing under the 
tediousness of a mode of warfare so different from their own, wi^ less cere¬ 
mony and caution left us to prosecute the siege as we could. Tecumseh*kt 
the head of his own tribe (the Shawanees) and a few others, in all amount¬ 
ing to about four hundred warriors, continued to remain. The troops also 
were worn dowu by constant fatigue; for here, as in every other expedition 
u^inst the enemy, few even of the officers had tents to shield them jfhnn 
the weather. A few pieces of bark torn from the trees, and covering the 
skeleton of a hut, was their only habitation, and they were merely separated 
iram the damp earth on which they lay by a few scattered leaves, on which 
was generally spread a blanket by the men, and a cloak by the officers. 
Hence frequently arose dysentery, ague, and the various ills to which an 
army, encamped on a wet and unhealthy ground, is inevitably subject; and 
fortunate was he who possessed the skin of the bear or buffalo, on which he 
could repose bis wearied limbs after a period of suffering and privation, 
which those who have never served in the wilds of America can with dif- 
hculty comprehend. Such was the position of tlie contending parties towards 
the middle of May, when General Procter, despairing to effect the reduction 
of the fort, caused preparations to be made for raising the siege. Acco^- 
ingly the gun-boats ascended the river, and anchored under the batteries, 
t]^ guns of which were conveyed on hoard under a heavy fire from the 

The whole being secured, the expedition returned to Amherstburg, 
thIraLmericans remaining tranquil within their works, and suffering us to 
depvrt unmolested. 

STANZAS. 

Like the young spring-buds sweet and bright. 
And like the lark, and like the light. 
And like the wind, and like the wave. 
E’en such is Hope; Buds find a CTave, 
The lark gives place unto the owl. 
The light is quench’d in darkness foul. 
The winds are fickle, waves betray. 
And Hope is falser far than they. 
And like the dew imon the thorn. 
And like the blushful break of morn, 
And like a vessel harbour'd well. 
And like a song, and like a spell. 
E'en sucli is Man: the 4ipw exhales. 
The morning's past, the vessel sails. 
The song is sweet but swiftly files. 
The spell is burst, and Man he dies. 

And like the azure skies of June, 
And like the sun, and like the moon. 
And like a bowl, and like a smile. 
And like a taper’s burning pile. 
E’en such is Life: the changed sky rains, 
I’he sun goes down, the pale moon wanes. 
The bowl is drain'd, that smile's tihe last. 
The taper 'tt spent, 6hd Life is p^. J.C.N. 
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HECOLLfiCTIONS OF A FUBLIC SCHOOX.. 

To the Editor of the NemMotstkfy Magazine^ 

Sir,—At the present time, when the propriety ^erecting the Kew 
College, or London University, is so. much discussed, and the sul^ 
ficiency of the old schools and establishments so violently insisted on $ 
it may be instructive to give a picture o( oue of those old establish* 
ipents, at least, for the guidance of people whp are in doubt upon the 
subject. I am, Sir, &c. 

. A CouMTBT Reader. 

The Excellence of Public Schools has for a long time been a fruitftii 
theme for panegyric. Upon this point, every doting old gentleman and 
beneficed parson have fatigued their hearers times out of mind, and 
interrupted the course of the bottle. Upon this point every raw youth 
still wastes his small stock of tawdry rhetoric; thus showing a prepos¬ 
terous sense of gratitude, which his own gains do any thing in the world 
but justify. In honest truth, the common-places which are trumpeted 
forth about public schools, are little else than dull, old, impudent 
delusions. The sages of Oxford and Cambridge (and the sages of 
public schools themselves,) hammer them into the thick craniums of 
the young fry beneath them, with as much sincerity and perseverance 
as they would maintain any exploded nuisance in philosophy, which 
the wiser intellects of the present age are employed in abating. Sodt 
in that errors arise, and so are they perpetuated. Boys put oi|^eV 
opinions with their freshmen's gowns. Unfortunately they do 
card them together. 

But I might, in this way, expend a fortune of valuable words upon 
the unwilling reader in vain. So easy is it not to take the trouble of 
investigating a position, or to deny in toto its stability. 1 do not 
understand you," or “ i do not agree with you," is as easy as lying. 
This being the case, it seems to me better, instead of railing at abuses 
generally, or worrying the unrepentant sinner with invective, to place 
my own experience upon record for the benefit of the unwary. An 
argument may be combated in general terms; but a plain fact must be 
plainly refuted. And now to come to the point^ 

I was brought up (I will not say educated) at a public school. What 
tempted my father, otherwise a sensible man, to commit this unhappy 
absurdity, I know not. Whether it was some unlucky promise which 
betrayed itself in me, or some vague ambition in liimself, must now 
remain a mystery. Until that period I had been happily disciplined, 
with cane and birch, at a small **'academy'* near London. I had re¬ 
mained there, in a state of gradual improvement, from six until I was 
thirteen years old; when some demon whispered to my father,—** Send 
your boy to a public school.'^ Accordingly I was sent thither. My 
old master's moderate charges (some five and twenty or thirty pounds 
per annum) were paid; my ragged school-books collected; my 
wardrobe replenished; and 1 was dispatched (with a guinea in my 
pocket) to‘a public school. 

-*It was on a fine morning in February that my father, my mother, 
tndl jMt off for B-— School. We travelled in a po8t-cbaise(a too ex- 
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peditiouB conveyance then), and reached our resting-place safely on the 
same day. As our chaise entered the town, we observed groups of 
impudent-looking boya, of all sizes, who examined, with aomethiog of 
a supercilious aiif^jour humble vehicle; but no offence beyond a gnn 
or a word of muttered scorn was offered. We had been already recom¬ 
mended to a Dame at B-; and accordingly drove strait up to her 
house, where we found her occupied with some book from a circulating 
library. She was a fat, stately personage, and in her appearance bore 
sufficient evidence of tolerable company and substantial -living. 
explained our visit, (in fact, we had already communicated with her 
by letter,) when she told us that we ought, in the first instance^ to 
pay our respects to Mr.-, the “ head master.’' We of course as¬ 
sented to this; and she sent her servant to that gentleman, Co announce 
the approach of a new comer. Mr.-, a tall, grave, gentlemanlike 
man, with something of severity in his countenance, which, however, 
his conduct did not answer to, received us civilly, and dismissed us 
after an interview of five minutes (in the course of which he inquired 
what I had learned, &c.l, and I never spoke to him agam but on two or 
three occasions during the four years that I remained at B-! Quit¬ 
ting this gentleman’s presence, we returned to our dame, and finally to 
the inn, where, after an indifferent dinner, a great quantity of good 
counsel, and a little more money, we parted,—1 and my mother shed¬ 
ding plenty of tears. 

It was now that 1 felt myself alone,—felt myself a stranger—ignorant 
—abashed—without a friend; and saw that I had to fight my way among 
hundreds. My dame, indeed, encouraged me by some of the ordinary 
civilities, putting before me some little eatable, and giving me some 
slight account of the school—how many masters there were, and how 
many scholars, and when we had half-holidays, and so forth. But, after 
all, the evening passed melancholily enough. The curiosity, which I 
might have felt under other circumstances, was absorbed in the grief 
of parting with my friends, and my dread of the future, which lay be¬ 
fore toe* 1 had heard terrible accounts of these large schools ; 

The Anthropophagi and men whose heads 
Uo grow beneath their shoulders"— 

were scarcely less formidable to my imagination than this mob of au¬ 
dacious and tyrannical boys. Matters were not, however, quite lo 
bad, in fact, as 1 had apprehended; and yet they were bad enough* 

At night, I was conducted to a bedroom, in which were three or 
four other beds occupied by boys of my own age. They were all 
asleep before I arrived, and accordingly I saw nothing of them till the 
next morning. I awoke with the sun, and soon after observed toy 
companions arise; hurry on their clothes: go out of the room; and 
return speedily with coats, trowsers, &c. of much larger dimensions 
than their own. These they began to brush and clean as carefully as 
possible, dispersing, as they proceeded, clouds of dust on all sides. At 
first, I imagined that I had been put among servants; but 1 soon found 
that I was mistaken, for that they were even worse—they were fags t 
One of them endeavoured, in the intervals of his toil, to get by he^t 
tome passages out of a dog’s>eared book which lay upon his 
■tand; but an imperious voice from the next room soon mterrujptod 
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lihhi callinfif You—Stanton!—why the devil don’t you bring my 
clothes ? If you go on inuntbling your d—d lesson, I’ll give you 
something to mumble for/’ &c. This gracious intiiftation was received 
in silence, and the great man’s orders alertly attended to. At eight 
o'clock I got up; breakfasted; and at nine or ten was escorted by a 
young boy to the gentleman who was appointed to act as my tutor, 
pe was a sanguine-complexioned person, and somewhat choleric; but 
upon the v^hole sufficiently reasonable, and got through his drudgery 
well. 

The office of tutor was to construe every lesson to his pupils, who 
were scattered about iadiscriminately in the different classes of the 
school, and to hear in school-hours some one particular class himself. 
[The play-hours, it may here be observed, were intended partly for the 
purpose of learning the lessons ; and the school-hours for reciting or 
explaining them when learned.] I cannot remember that I profited 
anything by my tutor; and, in truth, there was little opportunity for 
doing so. The number of his common pupils, of whom 1 was one, 
necessarily prevented his bestowing much time on each ; the more espe¬ 
cially as his private pupils (or those w^ho paid double) required an ex¬ 
traordinary portion of his time. Had my father understood that in 
order to learn properly, it was necessary to pay double the regular 
sum, 1 should probably have become a private pupil; but I did not 
think it well (I was only thirteen) to communicate a piece of informa¬ 
tion which would have added to my labours. Besides, the duties of 
the day were, as 1 soon found, enough for the day; and the duties of 

fogging would have altogether prevented my deriving much advantage 
from ^ditional instructions. And so—owing to an ignorance of Greek, 
and partly to my not being a private pupil, (they being generally c/'om* 
med so as to take the highest stand possible, consistent with their pre¬ 
tensions) I sank into that most unhappy of all animals,—a Fag at a 
public school! In this capacity, I had to do what 'the Testament says 
no man can do,—namely, to “serve two masters.” I was aptipil of 
Mr.-, and fag (i. e. slave) to a boy whom I shall call Travis. In 
order to tempt the inexperienced as much as possible, 1 beg to offer 
the following picture of my comforts and course of study at B-. 
This, it is to be observed, cost my father little less than one hundred 
and thirty pounds per annum! 

In the morning, about half-past six, in winter, I rose \ and after a 
hasty toilette, lighted my wax taper (which I paid for), got for Travis 
clean water, his shoes, and brushed his clothes, &c.—(a good half-hour’s 
labour, during the foot-ball and other dirty seasons.) At seven, the 
morning school opened, before which time I had to get by heart my 
lesson, for which I had had no opportunity the evening before. This 
was sometimes accomplished, but as often not so; for it was neces¬ 
sary to neglect either Travis or my lesson; and I naturally preferred 
the latter course, where there was only a chance of punishment, to the 
former where the matter was certain. At seven, as I have said, the 
school commenced, and I had then to ask Travis’s leave to go there! 
This was usually accorded, of course, but it was not unfrequendy re¬ 
fused for a time, and the consequence was a flogging or a task. It 
was useless to extenuate—“ 1 have been fagging, Sir f’-—That exeuse 
was seldom if ever allowed; and never but on giving up the fagger’s 
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name. If I had given up Travis’s name^ misery would have been soy 
portion. So I took my tasks or my floggings quiedy.--^Ac eight, or 
half-past eight oVlock, school was over, and we returned to the board- > 
ing-house, where breakfast was ready. This consisted of a penny roll 
(or small eake») am a little warm water v^h less milk. It was neces¬ 
sary to dispatch this before nine o’clock,, (about which time our tutor 
was accustomed to construe our Latin or Greek lessons for the day*) 
and this, in fact, could easily liave been managed (and more too): but,* 
unfortunately, it is the fag’s province to disregard his own breakfast as 
well, aa his lesson. He must attend upon him for whom he fags. So 
is disinterestedness taught. And so it was with me. 1 had to boil 
Travises kettle (for the greater boys purchased tea and sugar); toast 
his roll; go into the town and purchase butter and an additional roll; 
be ready at his call; and, in a wordj wait upon him during break&st 
in the character of a footboy—for which I was paid in blows. My own 
little roll was devoured as 1 could—sometimes thrust into my pocket, half 
eaten; sometimes bolted,” leaving my appetite nearly as fresh as ever; 
and sometimes hoarded for an hour or so till 1 arrived at my tutor’s, and 
waited bis leisure for cohstruing my lesson. At nine, it was neces¬ 
sary to start for our tutor’s house, (as he lived some way from my 
lodging,) and there we heard all our lessons for the day construed; 
duly wrote the English interpretations over every difficult word, and 
thought no more about the matter! We never consulted a dictionary ; 
for every lesson, without an exception, was fully interpreted to us. No 
industry was necessary on our parts, and accordingly we were idle! 
About ten o’clock the tutor’s labour ceased, and his pupils were, class 
by class, dismissed. After this, wc might, perhaps, have studied the 
lesson still further, (with a view to parsing it, &c. in school,) except 
that the intermediate time was generally well occupied in fagging. 
And, indeed, had it been otherwise, it was scarcely worth while to study 
a lesson for the mere chance (as will be seen hereafter) of being called 
up to say it. The consequence was. that we were either busy on be¬ 
half of some of the higher boys, or else idle on our own account! 

[I wish that 1 could condense this statement, which I fear will prove 
tedious to the reader; but it is scarcely possible to do so. The hard¬ 
ships and evils were all single, and occurring in different shapes and at 
different periods, and it is only by a detail that 1 can do them justice. 
Could 1 explain and extinguish them by a curse, it should be done; but 
as it is—we must have patience.]—At eleven o’clock, the second school 
began, and lasted till twelve ; during which the master could examine 
only about ten boys.'. If;' we were “called up,” we blundered through 
our lessons upon ,tiie strength of our tutor’s construing: if not,—we 
were, as the soldiere “ as we were.” At twelve, we emerged into 
the open air; when play bn the part of the big, and fagging on the 
part of the little boy re-commenced. At one o’clock the dinner-bell 
rang, and every one scrambled for his share of mutton and potatoes, 
bee&teak pie^ (an inexpressible medley), beef and carrots, or some such 
refection. To this was added “ swipes”—a detestable compound, which, 
it is no exaggeration to say, a London beggar would scoff at: and on 
Sundays, apd^ in the fruit season, when goosdierries were red, and. 
plums and damsons very cheap,—a pudding. After dinner (the timn 
set apart for preparing ourselves for the afternoon scbobl) fagging re>** 
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kimed^ics %way—^l^rotn two till 6ve o’clock, we were in oehooli^^waft* 
ing dnri&g the first hour for the master, andsubject to the cfaaaoe only of 
being called up during the two*last:—After^Sehool we had our tea-Hi 
repeution of breakfast (except that a thin round of bre^d and butter took 
the place of the penny roll, andrspripes succeeded to milk and water) and 
interrupted in like manner by Uie necessity of waiting upon our boy* 
master; and when his tea was over, we had to clear his table, and hold our** 
■dves in readiness for any of the higher boys who chose to call out a &g.” 
And now the lesson for the next morning ought to have been learned; 
but,* with a single playroom, and a single caudle for thirty or forty boys, 
it Will easily be imagined «how much of either ever came to the share of 
the little fag. In fact he never could calculate upon either light or 
warmth during the whole of the winter season. For my own part, 1 
scarcely ever was able to learn a lesson so long as 1 remained a fkg; 
and I sincerely believe that I never was thoroughly warm, in winter, 
except while I was in bed. At eight o’clock, weary, sad, and frequently 
hungry, we were sent to our pillows, to dream of home, and prepare 
ourselves for the next day’s toil. The next day came, when we rose 
as usual; and the same scene of toil and misery and neglect was re¬ 
peated. 

Sometimes, it is true, one day passed off less sadly than another. 
Sometimes 1 did learn a lesson. Sometimes I got scraps from Travis's 
table (such as I should give to my dog.) Sometimes he did not beat 
roe. Sometimes he did not even threaten me ;—but this was seldom. 
In general he was insolent, overbearing, capricious, and brutah He 
had no care for me—no compassion—no generosity. I was threatened, 
and beaten, and bruised, to a degree that is scarcely credible. I was 
forced from my lessons, times out of number. I was subject to every 
insult, every sort of tyranny—to kicks, to curses, reproaches, abuse of 
the foulest kind and the cruelest blows. I was pulled out of my bed 
in winter nights: 1 was (always) obliged to rise long before my 
master; and, instead of going to the one fire which was allotted us in 
winter, to brush bis clothes, get his shoes, procure water, &c. to 
attend him while he dressed, to w^ait on him during breakfast and tea, 
to hurry on all his errands, and to do fifty services, which cannot be 
enumerated; and my reward was never any thing—but blows ! Such 
is a fag’s history, for one day^ at a public school; and they are all 
nearly alike. If there have been others who have suffered less, it 
argues nothing but that their chance has been more fortunate than mine. 
They have all been liable to the same tyranny ; and thaj; is sufficient to 
stamp the system detestable. ^ - T 

Had 1 made great progress in learning during my stay at 
1 might have considered, perhaps, that some t^lftp))^nsation had been 

*allotted me. But I made none. I was undoubtedly more ignorant 
when I came away than when I went. At thirteen 1 was a tolerable 
Latin scholar. I read Ovid, Horace, Virgil, Cicero, &c. pretty well: 
in arithmetic I was in decimals: I wrote a good band: I knew some¬ 
thing of French; and was conversant with Antient and with English 
history. At -1 learned nothing—^neither writing, nor arithmetic, 
nor Eni^ish composition. On the contrary, after a stay qf about four 
years at a public school, I came awaylcnowing decidedly leU of Lathi 
ihm when i went. My ignorance ot* the rudiments of Greek, which 
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might have been remedied in three months (the rules of grammar^^d 
a modicum of the Greek Testament, are no such ipsuperabje thU^» as 
every body knows) threw me back among babes and sucklings. 1 
consequently did nothing during my stay at B-—, but wade slowly 
throu^ the books which I had traversed before. Had 1 been a pri¬ 
vate pupil, things might have been better, perhaps; but 1 was not; 
and I repeat that 1 learned—nothing! 

It will naturally enough occur to the reader to ask,—bow all ttiiis 
could have happened? Might not the fault lie with me? Might !not 
have been so obstinat^r so obtuse as to render it impossible, to teach 

In reply to th^^I can only say that 1 think the fault is in the me 
school system, 1 came off, notwithstanding more than enough of idle¬ 
ness, with a moderate share of stripes and prizes; and I kept my post 
at the examination ; all of which argue in my favour. N,o—the faul^ 
is certainly in the system. In the first place, the masters (properly so 
called) of a public school ate not competent to teacli any thing beyond 
Greek and Latin ; and they are so overburthened, generally speaking, 
with numbers, that, were ihey.ever so competent, they must teach ev^n 

..those languages imperfectly. No one man can instruct much more 
than a dozen boys of dijfercnt ages well. Some require weak, and some 
strong nourishment. Some hammer at the rudiments, some dole out 
the rules of prosody, some discuss the niceties of language. The 
genius of this asks for coercion ; the temperament of another demands 
the tenclerest care. If a tutor have fifty, sixty, or eighty pupils, there¬ 
fore, under him, the consequence is evident enough. In the second 
place, 1 ordinarily learned 7w lesson whatever, 'for every lesson was 
construed to me regularly. And, in the third place, had 1 learned it^ 
the chance was six, eight, perhaps ten to one, that 1 was not called up 
to say it! 1 omit altogether the circumstance of fagging, because 
(although that, whilst it lasts, is an utter bar to improvement, as well 
as comfort, of all sorts) it has its termination ; after,which the talents 
of the boy have fair play ; except where they are opposed or rendered 
nugatory by the preposterous customs of a public school. 

Why is it that pitrents will consult neither their own interest (their 
purse) nor the true interests of ibeir children in these matters ? They 
hire a tutor—a preparatory tutor!—to superintend their young fry for 
three or four years; or they dispose of them, if troublesome, at some 
small establishment near London, till they can wash their bands, eat 
without cutting their fingers, and are able to gabble over half-a-dozen 
of Mrs. Barbauld’s hymns, or the poetry of the Rev. Mr. Isaac Watts: 
—and then, with the^e accomplishments upon their heads, they send 
their urchins to become perfect at a public school! They send them 
at an abominable expense, too (which is a serious evil); when they 
might be birched by a competent private demagogue for one-third of * 
the mbney. 

At a private school I had been comfortable enough. I was a scholar 
among twenty or thirty others, all much of the same age. We .were 
well treated, well fed, and hcIo?rg€dj as it were, to the roaster w;bo . 
superintended us. He was not a scholastic phantom (like Justice) 
before wbon), we enacted our little parts, and were then dismissed ^ ; 
th^ neglect of a dame. But we^ere about him, and witk him, 
Heisftteat our dinner-table ; walked amidst us;, saw usour 
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hkkirti our ipbool-hourSf and in bur beds; and knew that we were 
c^n, healthy, comfortable, and industrious. At B ■ ■, I never in* 
t^changed ten words in my life with the head roaster, and attended 
my tutor only during lessons. At other, and more mhterial tiroes, Bo 
far as regards little boys, 1 was subject to the tyranny of a. brute, and 
the neglect of a dame who saw roe only once a day (at dinner) for ten 
m^utes! And then the expense, sirs,—the expense! At a private 
school I was boarded and educated for little roore tlian five and twenty 
or t))irty pounds per annum. At B-I cost roy father little less 
than one hundred and thirty! and for this 1 h|^less comfort and no 
learning! Surely something or other must be wrong. Either the 
roaster at the one place roust lose money, or the charge at the other 
is enormous. How the latter excess "arises is not very easy to show ; 
for primd fucie the charges do not appear so very exorbitant. It is the 
number of different payments which make the aggregate so unreason- 
ably great. First, there is for board and lodging at the dame's, per¬ 
haps forty pounds,—then your single bed so much, your washing so 
much, servants so much, your study (when you have it) so much. 
Then comes the head-master (whom you never interchange three words’^'' 
with for years) so much, your tutor so much (and double if you are a 
private pupil), writing so much (if you learn it), and arithmetic, and 
French, and God knows what else! Then there is a charge for 
broken windows, for torn clothes, for extras, and for every thing which 
can be imagined to be done by or for a mischievous boy. And for 
these things the riotous urchin and the quiet child pay equally. Then 
you must^nd and pay for lialf your breakfast and half your supper (or 
tea);' because what is allowed is not enough! And although dinner is 
(if not a very luxurious) generally an ample meal, you must, if you be 
too late—a circumstance likely enough in the life of a fag—purchase 
your dinner also. 

But, setting aside for a moment the objections to the method of 
teaching adopted in public schooh, fagging itself is an insuperable ob¬ 
jection to them. It is without doubt the most barbarous and senseless 
tyranny that ever was exercised by fools of a larger size over poor 
creatures of a less. I have never seen an argument in its favour that 
is worth twopence. What is the object of vesting a power in large 
boys which may be (and generally is) used tyrannically? Boys of all 
sizes go to school to obey, and not to command; and smaller ones, in 
particular, go to obey the master who is appointed to superintend 
them, not the boy who chances to he bigger. So long as the one boy 
is subject to tlie dominion of the other, it followB that the one who is 
subject performs too much of obedience (for he obeys both master and 
boy), or else that the government of the master is insufficient. Boys 
of any age are not competent to govern ; or if so, they are misplaced 
when at school, and ought to be removed. Their incompetency is an 
argument why they should not command at all; and their commanding 
in any case is a sufficient proof either that the government of the 
master is imperfect, or that too much is exacted from the younger boys* 
But the system is unquestionably an evil one. There is not the sha¬ 
dow of an excuse for it. And why, in^jlefiance of common sense and^ 
humanity, in defiance of the instances perpetually occurring, of cruelty 
on the one hand, and abject, pining Bubmission on the other—it has 
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been preserved, is beyond my capacity of guessn^. It bas never done, 
and never can do, any good; for the slave who rises to be masteri will 
always compensate himself by tyranny for his past sufferings, undl he 
htt learned to shut his eyes to example, and to strive to make the con* 
ditioB of others better than what his own has formerly been. At pre¬ 
sent, the mode of reasoning is not so amiable. The little tyrant thinks 
that slavery is the natural road to power, and that as he himself baA 
endured and risen, so is it but becoming for others to do so also* 
“ They will have their day,” he says to himself, “and after all they 
are only doing as I did.” This is the reflection that sears his con¬ 
science, and enables him to domineer without remorse. 

—1 have spoken little but of one period at school, viz. that during 
which I was a fag. Daring the others, life was of course less unplea¬ 
sant; but my progress was much as formerly. The same system of 
teaching prevailed. All the difference was that the time which was 
once devoted to slavery was now appropriated to idleness. 1 was al¬ 
ready pretty well acquainted with the Latin authors, and the Greek 
ones I studied very sparingly. There was, indeed, a chance that 1 
might be called up to show my proRciency,—but nothing more. So I 
gave'up my soiif to skaiting, to football, to hockey, to cricket, to 
swimming, and various other snmll accomplishments, in which I made 
considerable progress, to the utter neglect of Horace and the rest. In 
regard to our holidays (which should not be altogether passed over) 
they were as follows:—All Thursdays and all Saturdays in the year were 
half-holidays. All Sundays were holidays, of course. EotTy saint’s 
day throughout the year was an entire holiday! and when one did not 
occur in the week a whole holiday was given, for what reason the Pope 
only knoweth! It is true that on these saint holidays we went to church 
in the morning, and heard a low distant rumbling noise,thunder 
afar off, which we were told duly repeated the morning prayers; but 
we were little edifled by this, inasmuch as they who were not talking 
or asleep, were fully occupied in hammering out their hexameters for 
the next'day. For my own part, I scorned to waste my time, and 
therefore diligently employed myself in manufacturing Latin verses 
with false quantities to the clerical accompaniment already referred to. 
My verses were often enough wrong, and I suppose that I may have 
been sometimes in error; yet I cannot help thinking that some blame 
must also have attached to the music. It was a heavy, dull, snuffling 
tone, sufficient to have set a dragon to sleep; and not one single dis¬ 
tinct word of which was ever heard by me during my residence at 
B--- In regard to the latter portions of these holy days, they were 
passed profanely enough—eating, drinking, games of all sorts, fagging, 
fighting, and a snug bottle of cider or ale, relieved us after the tedium 
produced by the Reverend Mr. ——, and concluded the after* 
noons of Saint Thomas and Saint Paul! Edw. R. 
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VAX«KS IN ROME AND ITS BNVIR0NS-~-N0. T* TABT Hi* 

Wk knocked at thelioor, and aaer some delay we heard a harsh voice; 
the painter opened to us himself. He glanced with a mingled exmessum of 
anger and suspicion at my companion, who immediately left me. He ask^ 
our names; mine recommendea me as a stranger, and I was swn admittra^ 
He ww still engaged with some visitors in the principal chamber or rather 
hall of his estabUshment. I sUently joined the group. Before us wm » 
gigadtic painting, his —the Resurrection of the Widow s 
It had gone to London and returned from London, uriadmired, unpurMaaM, 
and uncopied; the proceeds of its exhibition had scarcely pmd for its 
journey. On my entry he resumed his task: he was playing the rmector 
and Cirerone to its beauties. The painting and the explraatlon attiwted 
some attention and more conversation, and ^ve me ample opportunity of 
analysing his features and manner. It is difficult to imagine a portrwt 
every way more characteristic. The red rheumy eye, the prematurwy 
wrinkled forehead, the leer of the shrunk lip, the cheeks blotch^ with 
scattered stains of red and yellow, were scarcely more revolting than the 
hypocrisy of his awkward bow and the lisping humility with which he Mme- 
timos rejected and sometimes excited the lagging encomiums of his auditors. 
His diminutive person and crippled and uncouth gestures woiud have de-> 
tracted even from the strongest prepossessions; but here they had nothing 
to draw on—they were in harmony with the whole of the intCTior *uam He 
ran on from testimony to testimony, from Pope to King, and Kmg to 1 ope, 
and translated the essence of his inscription twice over. The panegroo 
continued, and the ladies listened: there were two blooming Imads, m the 
first bud and blossom of existence, rising from the antique ruffis and simule 
costume of Eno^d, near mo; and I could not help dwelling on the singular 
contrast which their innocent curiosity and unsophiBti<»ted admiration 
formed to the spectacle of vire and age beside them. I now turned my 
eyes from the man to his works. The painting, he observed, is large, 
and the painter weak and little. I worked at it, he added with a smile of 
self-jrlory. « without any assistance, and four years of unabated labour wwe 
scarMly sufficient to complete it.” The painter both in words and reality 
mistook greatness for grandeur. The subject, after the atoirable Cwwm, 
possesses little novelty; but the management is good, distingmshert by 
most of the excellencies of his school; the merits of the boy, of the assis- 
tants, and particularly of the apostles, are considerable, and would be more 
admired were it not for the cartoons near. The cliaracter of the design is 
larM rather than facile, and noble rather than expressive; the compoffltion 
is well Unked, well poised, correct, and impresses the spectator with a 
higher opinion of the science than the taste or genius of its author. 1 he 
drawing is close and studied, i.ut true; the anatomy perfert; neither too 
neglect of Gerard, nor the fastidious pretension of Girodet; the details m the 
s^erest erudition: and an air of « style” and historic elevation throughout. 
But with all this the chiaroscuro is defective, (though, it must observed, 
the action passes inthe'open air,) and the colouring ra^v, French and flashy, 
vices which are as much as pos^le opposed to his ordinary manner,t and 

• Continued from pape 60. 
+ W—was employed for nearly ten years in copying the gallery of panting* 

in the Museum of Florence, and much the greater portion of the gems. It is singu¬ 
lar how a painter of bis eminence could stoop to |^is mere mechanical 
hit talents^but the payment was considerable, and this motive^ was sufficient to 
outweigh every other. He is not known to have exercised his pictorial powers in 
any w?rk of^rit during this period, and the drudgery of 
demriprion of modele, Caravagio, Teniers, and Raphael, most ” 
injure bis eye, hand, and taste. David thou^I him. at a much eailier ^nod, 
capable of Httle else} and to bis dying day aseerted “ that W-- was no pslntcr. 
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are in tome degree^ perLape, attributable to ^e uzuuanagoablo ai^ of tko 
picture itself. He omrred^ that on finishing one portion of Ijie 
ne often found it necessary to retouch almost every other^ and pa^cular]^ 
those parts which had be^ finished in the outset of the work. The Christy 
which 18 the principal figure^ concentres all these excellencies and dc^eots, 
and the eye immediately singles it out as an exemplification of the whder 
It » a vigorous effort^ and evinces^ no doubt, much laudable attempt (fr^ 
quently successful) at n^esty, severity, and style; but that perpetual 
sacrifice to convention, the .crying sin of French art, has intruded even nm. 
There is all that pomp of repo8e> which characterized the reformers of fbe 
modem school, when they took refuge from the distortion and griftiace of 
Boucher and Vanloo, in the exaggeration of the pure and sober of the apr 
tique. But the ancients painted in a style often difierent from their scuJpr 
ture, and cast something more breathing and living into what was intended 
to be more near life, ^ulpture is the dumber of painting—the idealism of 
the art—an unreal-state of cclestialized existence, which the poet created fear 
the artist, whicii a tacit accord between both has sanctioned, and curtom 
and tradition since consecrated amongst mankind. But the French school 
forgot these distinctions, and took things as they found them—compiled 
from all sorts of styles, and epochs, and languages, a sort of Gradus ad 
Pamassum—a rhyming dictionary for their'compositions; and whether from 
indolence or sterility, they have since drawn upon the cento with much th0 
same sort of unrestrained prodigality as boys who are set down to their 
first Latin theme. Attitudes were to be composed, not subjects; and as the 
ItaKi|B^y>ets. and often their prose writers, sacrifice the thouglit to the me** 
lody^md march of their sentences, the swell and cadence of each member 
rei^resenting the accord or discord of m\tsieal bars; so also it was an ordir 
nary occupation in David's ateliers, (and 1 heard the anecdote from a pupil) 
to run over the Greek gems and the Etruscan vases, and to select from tlie 
boutique a group or two, which, with » slight variation, would nearly ex¬ 
press their subject. But this ‘**nearly’* or peu pres," entailed upon tb^ra 
the curse of unvaried coldness: they were always d cote, before or behind 

Bnt it may be doubted whether there was not as much of the spif^t'of ret^aViatlon 
as justice 10 this remark. The eleve was not more cuiiiplimentary in speaking of 
his roaster. His portraits of the Pope Pius Vlf. and of the Prince Lucien in the 
Republican costume of the President of the Fh*e Hundred, with some qualification 
for the wbiM aud fiesb, which are laboured and leaden, have a fine depth of 
chiaroscuro, and a massive vigour of colouring not to be met with in the ma¬ 
jority of French paintings. The portrait (full-length) of the Princess Gidirielle, 
is distinguished by a singular richness and suavity combined, which nearly covers 
the defects by which* in common with the portraits just named, it is more or leas 
stained. His Uknesses are admirable, and have a nature, force, and matter-of- 
fact about them, (which he can idealize too when bethinks proper,) and that I 
have never seen equalled by any Continental artist, David only excepted., 1 nerd 
only quote, with the preceding paintings, the portraUs of the remainder of the 
■Roie family, 51adame Mere, the COmte St. Leu, &c. He labours with an 
assiduity and perseverance strongly contrasted to the precipitation of our own 
artists, and often obliterates three or four times before be can fully satisfy his 
fastidiousness or taste. Though he sometimes affects the Remhranesque gldoiu, 
bis manner is totally the reverse of that great painter : he prepares with great care, 
paints with still greater, glazes repeatedly, and comes out with his effect by 
plated polish, rather than by a coup-de^main. His original conipost^ons hVe 
poor, and their very manner slovenly. Study and downright work make and 
have made him what he is. Tbe# is not a drapery in bis painting which is not 
copied ipso facto from Natnre or Qie antique; but like many others of hhi countvjr* 
men, he has been over-faithful, or selected his models injudiciously. The AposUts 
hare the appearance of having been just dressed out in gala suits for the oceosloa. 
Ev^.thing^ is fresh cut, fresh shaven, glistening, and unstained^ like thO'ward¬ 
robe of a new play. But these errors, like bis perspective, ore venial alw-^wilh 
many more to answqr for, he might still rank the second, if not the first painter> 
hen*. . 
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their thought; the ep^ator feh the iritedtion^ but demanded more. The 
of oopTiam soon infected even the details—most of the eyes^ and folds 

drUi^ dtap^rleSj are directly traceable to some orthodox lines of ^ Mme 
deieription m an ancient statue. Imitation from Nature occa^onally^ in- 
ded^} operated as a corrective; but it is much more easy at all times to 
'firtrTk bn the materials of others than on one’s own. The Widow's Son is not 
together exempt from these strictures; but it is as mudi exempt as moat 
other French paintinjgs I have seen. With all this, it remains in the pidn- 
ter*s hands, and is likely to remain there till his death. He has been more 
fortunate in his smaller pieces. In the same i'o<m is a painting ordered by 
the Marchese Sommariva,—Virgil reading the^neid to Augustus. It is 
better ^coloured than the Widow’s Son; but the' same defects are obvious. 
It has all the primness and precisi^ness of the school; the general impres¬ 
sion is formal and phlegmatic in the extreme. The subject, I believe, was 
chosen by the patron and not by the artist—it is comparatively uninter¬ 
esting, and slides of itself into the stiffness of a bas-relief. The perspec¬ 
tive IS neglected—a fault equally conspicuous in the painting just under 
our observation; neither our Saviour nor Augustus appear to mrect their 
gestures to the object with which they are supposed to be engaged. 
The colouring is richer, more subdued, and more harmonious; but a Flemi^ 
partiality for the microscopic atid delicate has run into a great ex¬ 
cess of detail. This vice, equally conspicuous in most French paintings, and 
pardonable only in a cabinet-painting, originates from an inattention to 
the metaphysics of the art. It is quite true that each object in a painting is 
in nature eqiiallif finished, and ecjually precise and defined both in form and 
colour; but the business of the art is not with things as they are, but with 
things as they appear to be. Now, there is no modern painting at leae^wbich 
affects to embrace more than one instant of any action, and objeenFmust 
consequently be described on canvass, as they appear to be in that onq in¬ 
stant, and not as they are found to be after the series of observations and Sgments which succeed. The eye embraces distinctly but a certain num- 

, and every other, for the moment at least^ is indistinct and vague. Paint- 
ii^, to be true, sliould give truly this precise effect, that is, should make a 
mo^ judicious use of }dl the gradations of chiaroscuro, and treat the princi¬ 
pal as a principal, and the accessories as accessories, under pain of commit¬ 
ting a direct oontreeen^, and glaringly violating one of the first and clearest 
pnnciples of the art. The ancients erred, in this instance, from ignorance and 
poverty in' their means—the French from misconception; and the Germans 
perhaps from both. The cliairs, tables, footstools of Girodet are quite as 
nighly finished as his heads; and a German artist boasted at Rome that he 
hm expressed on the trees in his distance and middle ground almost every 
branch and leaf. The imperial couch and footstool of Augustus would do 
honour to Girodet or the German; they arc in the most exquisite upholstery 
of modern Parisian art. Camuccini has painted for the Duchess of Devon¬ 
shire's Virgil a small painting on the same subject. Camuccini's sketches 
are worth his pictures; but beside this, W-is really good. W-has 
scarcely any tning else in his atelier. He showed us indeed a Madonn 
mere copy, and a mere Order. He had also on the easel a legendary subject 
for a church on the Hadriatic; it bore the impress of a common mind, and 
was got up like a decoration. To see such a man sit down to such subjects 
14 amongst the contrasts of this singular countiT: but what country is with- 
put them—^from Constantinople to England ? \Ve also have our pretenders, 
aiud their pretensions and success m'e scarcely less frequent or less strange. 
We could not see his collection of original drawings *;—they have since been 

* No man could be more cautloun, or with^ore reason (if reports be true), in 
admitting itraogers to bis ** Capharnaum.*’ So he called a small cabinet, where 
hs.liad heaped together several of the most valuable delfris of the Revolution. His 
Minexiou wiih the commissioners employed to plunder the Vatican, and the 
Gbnrefaett was, It is said, by no means unprofitable. His collectien of urigloal 
IfawingS of Raphael and M« Angelo were supposed to be the finest ia Itiljf 
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disposed of to an Englishman; but our disappcdntihetit was jn'sotnjB Ae^teo 
alleviated by the magnificent abboszo” which lay in his ve^bule. It is # 
Vir^ and Child by Michael AngeIo> wMch would have done honour to 
lU^iael and Corre^o. It ia still in the blocks and just peepiim into exist¬ 
ence from the ems^ of the mighty master, illustrating gloriously 
sublime thought of his first sonnet, and already casting before it gleams of 
that transcendant intelligence to which it owed its birih. The spectator 
stiU sees it as through a veil; but the graceful facility with which piatemity 
and childhood are twined together, and the innumerable delicacies ^hich he 
has scattered about every line of this beautiful work, are evidences of<^that 
pliancy of genius which he shared in common with Raphael and Leonardo 
^ Vinci. The opposite excellencies conspicuous in the Cena, the force 
and vmour of the Isaiahs and Sibyls of Raphael, are not more singular 
than we gentleness and sweetness of this inimitable production. Michael 
hewed away Ids material tiU he came to the idea, and seemed to play witih 
the marble as other artists with their clay. It is almost unique: in no 
other instance has the hand stopped where it should: his Virgin in Flo¬ 
rence is harshly painted; his Eves are masculine; but the Madonna before 
us fills the imagination with the highest promise; and we see realized in 
the promise much more, perhaps, than could have ever been attained by 
the reality.—1 was now at the door; and the artist opened it for me himself. 
After a few cold compliments I took leave, and rejoined my companion in 
the street. 

There is no other atelier of any note to be met with in this part of the 
town, except, perhaps, Lante's; and he is indebted more to the lubricity of 
his subjects, and the singularity of his sudden conversion from jurisprudence 
to the arts, at a late period of life, than to any peculiar merit in the concep- 
tiptt or execution of his numerons works. The Venus Terrestris, I had 
ahnpsfc said Pandemos, guides too ftemiently his pencil, and the voluptuous 
slides with the slightest touch into the sensual. Nymphs and nakedness 
are for the young and purchasers; but Posterity is little better than an 
austere old man. His studio s^ms altogether sacred from the lynx eyes of 
the Index, and the most publicly frequented galleries of Rome are not witii*- 
out some of his productions* My companion passed him by; and T did not 
find any great reason, from what I afterwards saw, to regret it. It is a cor¬ 
ruption of the great purposes of the art to degrade it thus tdt^e trade of a 
Mezzana; and the verse of Dante may be very well transferred a book 
to a painting. The artist himself 1 saw subsequently; and applied to him 
the Ime quoted by Ausonius, hoping that he deservea it somewhat better. 
He is an academician, and has considerable practice in the holy” city. But 

unless indeed the seventy Raphaels of the Marchese Antaldi be excepted. How 
they were acquired is, fortunately perhaps, still kept a mystery. Suspicion says, 
and perhaps envy, that the fragments even of private collections, are recognisable 
amongst some of the portfolios ; but larcenies of this kind are slight offences at 
Rome, and the Cardinal Albaoi himself was not exempt from the failing. Love of the 
arts covers a multitude of sins. 1 beard the verse of the Scripture—Much shidl be 
pardoned," &c. set up as a good defence. It is singular enough to trace the travels 
of some of the more celebrated gems-: the history of the arts is full of anecdotes of 
the kind, and to this day at Rome no one will expose a gem in public without every 
possible precaution. 1 remember being one evening at the-Ambassador's, 
where a few new acquisitions were submitted to the opinion of a circle of antiqua¬ 
rians. One only was let out at a time, and not replaced or followed until safely 
relodgcd ia its cabinet. Whether W-shares this propensity with the Romans, 
or has contracted it from the French Republicans, it would be unjust to deride. 
Denon acquired the Bumame of the Comte I’Emballe from a similar disposition. 
Love of money in his latter years has altogether overcome his love of the arts. He 
sold In mass the collection of drawings; and ** the abozzo’* of Michael Angelo fell, 1 
understand, to a person as capable of appreciating its merits, and much more de¬ 
serving of their possession, than Monsieur W—. Even here be has not been 
apared by thsPbreath of scandal; and there are those who say that be-still possesaca 
M the originaU." But this 1 shonld hope, for all parties, is a mere ealuoiDju 
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Danae ifii exposed in the Capitol, and- on the i^tes of St* Peter aare 
^the J^etamorphoses of Ovid. 

Od leaving, therefore, the ex-Chiesa di S. ApoUinare, we foand ourselves 
compelled to continue our walk to the really pictorial and sculptural region 
of Rome, which, time out of mind, has been in the vicinity of the Corso, the 
Piazza di Spagna, and the Piazza Barberini. We took our way through a 
number of by-streets, avoiding as much as possible all public buildings, lest 
we should be seduced into them from our immediate purpose; and after 
having crossed the Corso near the Piazza Sciarra, and a little after the Piazza 
di \reyi and Barberini, 1 found myself at last near a cluster of studios, which 
the first peasant I met with informed me belonged to the father of Roman 
sculpture,—il Cavalier Thorwaltzen. 

A FAMILY GROUP. 

It was in full-blown June, (when Phoebus glides 
Down on his golden path to Thetis’ bowers,) 
That, in an antique room whose massy sides 
Were oak, all overgrown with knots of dowers. 
Broad leaves, and bunches of the swollen grape. 
And many a dream carved out in florid shape, 
A stately couple sate:—the dame was fair. 
Though Time with silver hands had touch’d her hair: 
Her husband, bald enough for Csesar's crown, 
Wore, like some triumph past, his soldier’s frown 
Wherewith he daunted once the mailed foe:— 
Near them, (and as a snow-drop aye will blow 
More beautiful in ice than summer’s shade,) 
All passion-pale, there sate a down-eyed maid 
Their daughter, whose small fingers plied some toil 
TiU flowers came blushing from the barren soil; 
Some white, some star-eyed, some all youth like May, 
And some lit up with love like crimsoning day: 
They had no light, and yet all sprang and flourish'd 
By her intense and passionate glances nourish’d 
To life as love is, wnich uncherish’d dies,— 
Tne pens^e turning hack its golden eyes; 
Blue violets, the spring’s treasure, ever found 
In that sweet tempest which first wakes the ground; 
And jacinths here, and there the rose was born. 
Surrounded by its unforgotteu thorn ! 

Silent they sate in that old gothic room. 
Where Darkness watch'd the Day. Showers of perfume 
Came blown in through the clouds of jasmine green. 
Which laced the windows; while, within, scarce-seen 
Rose pictured pannels tdl hung round with thought, 
Whicii Holbein or the knightly Vandyke wrought; 
And cusMon’d seats, high, deep, and shaped for ease; 
And carpets from beyond the Persian seas; 
And sculptured tables; and a mighty range 
Of books, those true friends who do never change. 
But haunt us with the odorous wisdom ever, 
And endless music, like a running river:— 
There stood PhUomphy^ a patient guest. 
Which old men worship in their letter’d rest; 
There Truth, the Science, perfect made and plmn; 
Romance, which in the truth of joy and pain; 
Tliere blood-red History, mad wi& angrv wars; 
There gallant Memoirs^ flush’d with gentler scars; 
And many a volume old which will not die, • 
And the soul-guiding dreams of Poeoy ! C. 
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**SON^ FOR THE FOURTEI£NTIl OF FBBUUARV, 

* By a General Lover. 

** MUle gravem teii» ex1iaust& pene pbaretrji." 

Apollo has peep'd through the shutter. 
And waken'd the witty and fair ; 

The boarding-school belle's in a flutter, 
The twopenny-post's in despair: 

The breath of the morning is diuglng 
A ma^c on blossom, on spray; 

And co^neys and sparrows are singing 
In choms on Valentine's Day, 

Away with ye, dreams of disaster. 
Away with ye, visions of law, 

Of cases t never shall master. 
Of pleadings 1 never shall draw: 

Away with ye, parchments and ]>aperfl. 
Red tapes, unrOad volumes, away; 

It^ves a fond lover the vapours 
To *866 you on Valentine's Day. 

I'll sit in my nightcap, like Ilavley, 
1 '11 sit With my arms crost, like Spain, 

Till joys, which arc vanishing daily. 
Gome hack in their lustre again; 

Oh shall I look over the waters. 
Or shall 1 lo6k over the way, 

For the brightest and best of Earth's daughters, 
To rhyme to on Videntine's Day ? 

Shall 1 crown with my worsiiip, for fame's sake. 
Some goddess whom Fashum has starr'd. 

Make puns on Miss Love, and her namesake, 
Or pray for a pfis with Brot^ard ? 

Shall 1 dirt, in romantic idea, 
With Chester's adorable clay. 

Or whisper in transport, " Si niea* 
Cum Vestris——on Valentine's Day? 

Shall I kneel to a Sylvia or Celia, 
Whom no one e'er saw or may see, 

A fancy-drawn Laura Amelia, 
An ad libit. Anna Marie ? 

Shall 1 court an initial with stars to it. 
Go mad for a G. or a J. 

Get Bishop to put a few bars to it, 
And print it on Valentine's Day ? 

Alas! ere I'm properly frantic 
With some such pure dgmeiit as this. 

Some vidons, not quite so romantic. 
Start up to demolidi the bliss ; 

Some Will o* the M'Up in a bonnet 
Still leads my lost wit quite astray. 

Till up to my ears in a sonnet 
I sink upon Valentine's Day. 

«' • Si mca.cum Vestris valuUient vots MeU 



Song for the Fourteenth of Febi^ry. 

The Dian 1 half bought a ring for. 
On seeing her thrown in the ring;— 

The Naiad 1 took such a spring for. 
From Waterloo Bridge^ in ue spring;— 

The trembler I saved from a robber^ on 
My walk to the Champs Flysde !— 

The warbler tiiat fainted at Oberonj 
Three months before Valentine’s day^ 

The gipsy 1 once had a spill with. 
Bad luck to the Paddington team 1— 

The countess 1 chanced to be ill with 
From Dover to Calais by steam;— 

The lass that makes tea for Sir Stephen, 
The lassie that brings in the tray;— 

It 'b odd,—but the betting ia even 
Between them on Valentine’s day. 

The white hands 1 he^’d in their nutting: 
The fair neck J cloak’d in the rain ; 

The bright eyes that thank’d me for cutting 
My friend in Finmanuel lane; 

The Blue that admires Mr. Barrow; >' 
I'he Saint that adores Lewib Way; 

The Nameless that dated from Hftrrow 
Three couplets liist Valentine’s day. 

1 think not of Laura the witty. 
For, oh! bhe is married at York !— 

I s^h not for Hose of the 
For, ah! she is buried at Cork !— 

AdMe has a braver and better 
To say what 1 nover could say ; 

Louise cannot construe a letter 
Of English, on Valentine’s day. 

do pensh the leaves in the arbour. 
The tree is all bare in the blast! 

Like a wreck that is drifting to harbour, 
1 come to thee. Lady, at last: 

Wiiere art thou so lovely and lonely ? 
Ihough idle the lute and the lay, 

'I'ho lute and the lay are thine only^ 
My fairest, on Valentine’s day* 

For thee I have open’d my Blackstone, 
For thee 1 have shut up myself; 

Exchanged my long curls for a Caxton, 
And Imd my short whist on the $hdf; 

For theo I have sold my old Sherry, 
For thee J have burned my new play; 

And 1 grow philosophical,—very I— 
Exoe^ upon Valentine’s day. 
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DICTIONARY OF 1.0VE AND BEAUTY.—NO. YI. 

Air and Exercise_Tke Gipsies,—Eating and Drinkings and Early Rising, 

** Air! air!*’ cry a room full of company, when a lady faints. 
The window is thrown open, and the glad breath of the universe enters 
and restores her. 

It is astonishing that we should recognize thus instinctively the vital 
principle by which “ we live and move and have our beingand on 
almost every other occasion of life, neglect, as if we could do without 
it. After the fainting, for instance, the window is shut again, and the 
spirit of existence sent about its business, like a village apothecary. 
We get up without air; we breakfast, dine, and sup, without air; we 
write, read, and perform every avocation possible without it; and 
then beauties lament their roses, and the manliest wonder that they 
become nervous.** 

Neither beauty nor manliness can dd without the help of nature. 
The reason why the richer clasps arc handsomer than the others, is 
not that they have nothing to do, or that “ gentle blood** is a bit better, 
or gentler, than other blood. Their having nothing to do is bad for 
them ; and their ‘‘ gentle blood/' if left to itself, would soon get fero¬ 
cious with high living. The reason is« that they take more exercise, 
spend a great deal more time in the country, and are gifted by their 
education with a superior turn for grace and enjoyment. We doubt 
whether they have fewer cares than the middle classes, though their 
carei may be of a different' sort; but they carry them off better by 
dint of their horseback and country air, and their opinions partake of 
the liberality of tbeir movements. They do not turn domesticity into 
a vice or a mere habit, and then takq their carking impotence for a 
virtue. Ladies on horseback are apt to be thought masculine by 
women on foot. It is a pity, in our opinion, that all women cannot 
afford to ride on horseback ; we are sorry that some are so rich as to 
possess more horses than they want, and others too poor to have any. 
But there are few women so poor as not to be able to take more 
air and exercise than they do: and if they did this, they would get 
wiser, and criticise one another with a good temper more becoming 
their sex. A female jockey is a nuisance, and no woman. The best 
thing we can hope of her is, that her father was an ostler. But Sophia 
Western on horseback is another matter. A ride before dinner about 
ihc Regent’s Park, or towards the western breeze of Harrow, is only a 

* dance that becomes the loveliest. It sends bloom into their che^s 
and brightness into their eyes ; and being natural and healthy, serves 
to retain them there. The famous Diana de Poitiers, who at an ad¬ 
vanced age excited the astonishment of Brantome, and preserved the 
love of a king many years younger than herself, used to ride out for 
two hours every morning; after which she lay down, and read. Her 
books perhaps taught her this wisdom ; and her exercise enabled her 
to enjoy them. 

There is a notion, that air spoils the complexion. It is possible, 
that an exposure to all weathers might do so; though if a gipsy beauty 
is to be said to have a bad complexion, it is one we are very much in¬ 
clined to be in love with. Ai^usseton apple has its beauty as well as a 
peach. At all events, a spoilt complexion of this sort is accompanied 
with none of the melancholy attending the bad complexions that arise 
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from late hours^ aod apleeni and plodding, and indolence, and indi¬ 
gestion. Fresh air 'puts a wine in the blood Chat lasts fVom morning to 
night, and not merely for an hour or two after dinner. If ladies would 
not carry buttered toast in their cheeks, instead of roses, they must 
shake the blood in their veins, till it spins clear. Cheerfulness itself 
helps to make good blood; and air and exercise make cheerfulness. 
When it is said, that air spoils the complexion, it is not meant Chat 
breatliing it does so, but exposure to it. We are convinced it is alto¬ 
gether a fallacy, and that nothing but a constant exposure to the ex¬ 
tremes of heat and cold has any such effect. The not breathing the 
fresh air is confessedly injurious ; and this mig^t be d;one muchoftener 
than* is supposed. People might oftener throw up their windows, or 
admit the air partially, and with an effect seusihle only to the general 
feelings. We find, by repeated experiments, that we can write better 
and longer with the admission of air into our study. .We have learnt 
also, by the same experience, to ]>refer a large study to a small one; 
and here the rich, it must be confessed, have another advantage over 
us. They pass their days ih large airy rooms,—in apartments that are 
field and champain, compared to the closets that we dignify with the 
name of parlours and drawidg-rooms. ' A gipsy and tiicy are in this 
respect, and in many others^ more on a footing ; and tlic gipsy beauty 
and the park beauty enjoy themselves accordingly. Can we look at 
that extraordinary race of persons,—we mean the gipsies,--«nd not 
recognize the wonderful physical perfection to which they are brought, 
solely by Uieir exemption from 8ome,pf our most inveterate ndS^pns, 
and by dint of living constantly in the fresh air ? Read any of tlio 
accounts that are given of them, ^ven by writers the most opposed to 
their way of life, and you will find these very writers refuting them¬ 
selves and their proposed am^iorations by confessing that no human 
beings can be better formed, or healthier, or happier than the gipsies, 
so long as they are kept out of the way of towns and their sophistica¬ 
tions. Aauicide is not known among them. They are as merry as 
the larks with which they rise ; have the use of their limbs to a degree 
unknown among us, except by our new friends the gymnasts; and are 
as sharp in their faculties as the perfection of their frames can render 
them. A glass of brandy puts them into a state of unbearable trans¬ 
port. It is a superfluous bliss; wine added to wine: and the old 
learn to do themselves mischief with it, and level their condition with 
stockbrokers and politicians. Yet these are the people whom some 
wiseacres are for turning into bigots and manufacturers. They had 
much better take them for what they are, and for what Providence 
seems to have intended them,—a memorandum to keep alive among 
us the belief in nature, and a proof to what a physical state of 
perfection the human being can be brought, solely by inhaling her 
glorious breath, and being exempt from our laborious mistakes. If 
the intelligent and the gipsy life could ever be brought more toge¬ 
ther, by any rational compromise (and we do not despair of it, when we 
see that calculators begin to philosophize), men might attain the greatest 
perfection of which they are capable. Meanwhile, the gipsies have 
the advantage of it, if faces are any index of health and comfort. A 
gipsy with an eye fit for a genkis, it is not difficult to meet with; but 
where shall we find a genius, or even a fund-holder, with th^ cheek and 
health of a gipsy ? 

o £ 
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Ttiere is a fact well known to physicians, which settles at once thle 
importance of fresh air to beauty, as well as health. It is, that in pro¬ 
portion as people stay at home, and do not set their lungs playing as 
they ought, the blood becomes dark,":and lags in its current; whereas 
the habit of inhaling the air out of doors reddens it like a ruby, and 
makes it clear and brisk. Now the darker the blood, the more melan¬ 
choly the sensations, and the worse the complexion. 

It is common with persons who inherit a good stock of health from 
their ancestors, to argue that they take no particular pains to preserve 
it, and yet are well. This may be true; and it is also true, that there 
is a painstaking to that effeci, which is superfluous and morbid, and 
helps to do more harm than good. Hut it does not follow from either 
of these truths, that a neglect of the rational means of retaining health 
will ultimately be good for any body, 1 lealihy people may live a good 
while upon their stock. Children are in the habit of doing it. But 
healthy children, especisilly those who are foolishly treated upon an 
assumption that health consists in being In'giily fed and having great 
beef-eating checks, very often turn out rickly at last; and grown-^p 
people, for the most part, at least in great towns, have as little really 
good health, as children in general are' given credit for the reverse. 
Nature docs indeed provide liberally for abuses : but the abuse will be 
felt at last. It is generally felt a long while before it is acknowledged^ 
Then conies age with all its train of regrets and superstitions; and 
the beauty and the man, besides a world perhaps of idle remorse, which 
they would not feel but for their perverted blood, could eat their hearts 
out for having been such fools as not to secure a continuance of good 
looks and manly feelings, for want of a little handsome energy. 

The ill taste of existence that is so apt to come upon people in middle 
life, is too often attributed to moral causes. Moral they are, but very 
often not in the sense imagined. Whaf^ter causes be mixed up with 
them, the greatest of all is, in ninety-nine instances out of a hundred, 
no better or grander than a non-performance of the common duties of 
health. Many a flue lady takes a surfeit for a tender distress; and 
many a real sufferer, who is haunted by a regret, or takes himself for 
the most ill-used of bilious old gentiemon, might trace the loftiest of 
his woes to no better origin than a series of ham-pies, or a want of 
proper use of his boots and umbrella. 

Flowers die without air. They fade without light; and, it is well 
known, will yearn after it, and bend themselves towards the window, if 
put in a dark comer. Do we suppose, that in our internal organiza¬ 
tion,—that in all that wonderful system of nerves and fibres, by means 
of which we have sensation, and are enabled to think,—do we suppose 
that in all this we arc less delicately constructed than flowers, or can 
better dispense with what is to keep us bright and happy? An oak 
hs strong ; but do we fancy that we could plant it with impunity in an 
unnatural soil, or deny it air and light, or drench it with poisonous 
waters ? Above all, commend us to a corpuknt lily ! or to a bird made 
to lie all day on a sofa. While wc have the principle of motion within 
us,, we must use it, or take the consequences. While the ladies give 
the flowers nothing but what is fit for them, are there any who fancy 
that they can put into themselves loads of preposterous meat and drink, 
and yet retain the graces and the hues, which impel poets and lovers to 
bestow upon them their flowery appellations ? Let them stuff a lily 
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Sntf and see how it looks. Let diem swell out a tnbe-rosc^ or plant a 
sweet-briar in a parcel of kitcl^en-stufF, “ Disgusting images they 
will cry. Disgusting indeed; but how then can they consent to do, 
what they dare not in common nature or propriety think of? We will 
answer for them. They do not think of it; or if they do, it is with 
regret, with dislike, with resolutions of amendment; and then they 
indulge themselves again in order to get rid of their sorrow. Tins is 
human nature, and it is to be pardoned. All that we say is, it is not 
human nature as it should be and might be; nor is it love; nor is 
it beauty. Love renders us lovely. What beauty a woman has is de¬ 
graded, and rendered not beautiful, if she contradicts the sentiment of 
beauty. It is transferred to the next woman who appreciates it better, 
and who possesses at heart tlie loveliness which the other has missed. 
It is for this reason we see so many fac^s that are delightful in spite of 
coiikmon features, and so many, called beadtiful, that we come to think 
poorly of, and even to dislike. It is in vain tliat a woman carries a 
smooth cheek, if the eflect of her intercourse be harsh and grating. 
We shall feel the misery of that, twenty times to what we reap 
in good from the other; and what a poor good it becomes! Wc 
soon learn to care as little for it, as we care for a Japan tea-board. 
At length, we recoil from the smooth impostor that gives us a taste of 
sweetness only to make our lives the bitterer. But a cheek, spripkled 
even with the small pox, that has a charming lip to it, or an eye that 
promises tenderness and joy, how we love, and are grateful to it, and 
take on it delicious pity, and look to it for pity ourselves! Set us one 
of these soul-beauties on horseback, and give her a tinge of the fresh 
air in her cheeks, and hi her shape be seen in its natural grace and 
activity, and your lazy, lanjguid, eating and drinking, corpulent, sleek¬ 
faced beauties become a parcel of beef-eaters in the comparison; 
^eo^women of the mouth. They ought to stand on each side Exeter 
Change, and ask us to walk in dnd see the animals fed. ' 

Lady.—Good God, Sir! this is very shocking. I did not think that 
a writer of your gallantry could speak in this way of any women. I 
took up the New Monthly to relish my luncheon with; and 1 vow I 
cannot eat a bit more. 

Writer,—I never had the pleasure. Madam, of seeing you before; 
but on looking into your face, you do yourself an injustice to suppose 
you are one of those to whom my remarks ought to be displeasing. 

Ladjf,—Excuse me. Sir. I am not so ignorant of myself as to pre¬ 
tend that my shape is what it was; or that the alteration of it is not 
owkig, in some measure, to.a little t6b much indulgence. But you arc 
unkind, Sir. I could shinl tears for vexation. 

WVi>er.—Then, Madam, I assure you 1 could be very sorry for 
tbem^ and very much mortified. By your countenance, you are not 
otite of those whose tears of vexation are shed in order to vex others; 
and before I could vex one like you, I could find it in my heart to call 
a dozen of the others a parcel of jolly fellows. You dine considerably, 
no doubt. I can see it by your luncheon. But, Madam, there is a 
difference in these matters, as ii} others. The same is not the same.*’ 
Others, (pardon me an ugly word that does not apply toiyou) others, 
Madam, are gormandizing; but you are festive. 

Lady,—I am accustomed to take you at your word; otherwise I 
should think you were mocking me. 
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Writer.—Pray, Madaxn/Uiink well lenough of me to believe me inca¬ 
pable of bantering a woman. My ptitase may be on tbe side of plea¬ 
santry/-but so are many that are very serious at heart In you, the 
tendency to enjoy yourself a little too much at table is only the general 
tendency to pleasure a little unrej^lated. I undertake to say, that 
you do it most, and least, when you have your friends about you; 
most, when you have something new or pleasant to recommend to tHeir 
palates, and an example to set them; least, when the pleasure of meet¬ 
ing one another and chatting and laughing makes you forget the other, 
and you have found tbe true excitement belonging to your nature. 
See, Madam ; you take a book, when you have not another friend by 
you: the chicken does not absorb your attention: Tom Jones and 
tbe merry-thought have it between them. 

Lady.—I wish, indeed, to think that I am not so fond of devouring, 
as my—what shall 1 say,—my—fondness for eating would imply. 

Writer.—And it is very charmingly said. You do not like the 
phrase, but are too sincere not to use it. Ah, Madam, you are fonder 
of much better things than eating, and your fondness for those should 
enable you to discover how alien, in reality, you are from that. 

Lady.—Those are odious phrases,—fond of chicken, fond of aspa¬ 
ragus, fond of—no, come ; nothing shall induce me to say. fond of pig. 

Writer.—If I had authority w'ith you, 1 believe I should allow you 
to be fond of any thing, seeing that you unite sincerity and good hu¬ 
mour in this charming manner. 

Lady.—Alas, Sir, I blush while I am sincere. But how am 1 to get 
over this sorry habit of indulgence? Fori d^not pretend that I can 
do it at once. 

Writer.—You are a very delightful is certain ; and must 
forgive me for saying it so abruptly, for.j9mi|^help it. But you are 
reformed, Madam, already; for you haVe^st^ and truth, and a heart. 
Any body who has these may reform dti ill habit, especially if they do 
not set about it in mere volatile hurry ; and particularly, if they have 
friends and admirers to help them with their regard. Now, Madam, 
you have a right to be complimented w*ith a painful effort; but you 
shall have a pleasurable one, for you must begin with enjoying your 
breakfast doubly to what you have done. 

Lady.~lnAeed\ how must I do that? 
Writer,—You must begin with early rising. 
Zady.—Early rising! What! And dus weather too! 
Writer.—Yes, Madam, like Aurora, or Venus, who was unquestion¬ 

ably an early riser. See the first book of Virgil, where she meets 
AEneas at day-break. Besides, was she not Venus ? I grant you, sh^ 
went to bed early ; but so could other beauties, if th^ did not lie late. 
I know what yon are going to say,—the pain — the difficulty—the 
astonishment of the servants—the delicious wilful nap—the warm sun 
to get up by (if any)—the warm fire, at all events—the leisure—the 
snugness—tlie satisfaction—perhaps the coffee in bed, and some¬ 
times the novel. Madam, I have gone through all this myself; and 
perhaps should never have got out of it, if it bad not- been for the 
ill effect wMcb I am sure to feel if"l lie late, and which render 
early rising in me less meritorious than in any body I know. You, 
for. insttance, wlio experience no ill effects at present from lying 
too late, (though unquestionably it adds every day something to what 
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you would regret by and by) would have great merit in getting U]^. 
AHom Madam, you would soon |^ .a little less plump; fqr noUiing has 
such an effect in that matter as early rising. It tends both to diminish 
what is superfluous, and to add to what is desirable, in point'6f size; 
because nothing tends so much to put the frame into its healthiest con* 
dition.. As to what 1 meant by the additional pleasure at breakfast, it 
is this:' that although eating too much is to be deprecated in every 
one, eating heartily and with an appetite becomes every body in good 
health, man or woman; and 1 have invariably observed, that the 
healDiiest appetites, though hearty and proper ones, and by far the 
most enjoying, are by no means the most craving or continued. Hun- f:er of that inveterate sort is as sickly in its way as want of appetite, 
n good health the fratne is contented with a suflSciency. The blood 

has its natural current, and does not require to be pushed on even to 
uneasiness, as is sometimes the case in states of inanition, or when one 
state of fever can only be replaced by another. But, Madam, the 
grace of the matter is the thing; Beauty is our subject; and early 
rising contributes as surely to beauty, as the dawn does to the beauty 
of tlie world. Shape—complexion—expression—the dignity arising 
from the sense of having performed a duty—the pleasure arising from 
cheerful blood, and from being prepared to give pleasure to others,— 
all contribute to make the charmer more charming. If I would paint to 
myself a perfect beauty going to bed, or wbat is better, a perfect 
charmer, as beautiful as she need be in the usual sense, and twenty 
times more beautiful than other beauties in the unusual one, 1 should 
paint her with all the sweetness upon her of a good-tempered day, and 
all the freslmess of eai^ ruing. 

Lady,—But what dqyJteall early rising ? 
Writer,—Madam, a woman of honour, and I leave that to 

your conscience. Yoii^ill reckon too much in your own favour. 
Lady.^l will think upon it. « 
Writer,—When you say you will think upon it, the thing is done, if it 

be a handsome one to do. I would only advise, if you will permit me, 
that, in case you resolve to be an early riser, you will make common 
cause with a few friends, of as much taste and sincerity, if possible, as 
yourself. It is wonderful how much more can be done in this way, 
than alone ; and it is right and happy that it should be so. Compar¬ 
ing notes, you will please and be pleased with one another, and exalted 
in eyes that you love; anil what noble heart could not do any thing 
for this 7 

To you, Madam, no more need be said, except that, if you have any 
thing to instruct me in yourself, I shall be very proud to learn. Perhaps 
you'can refute what I have said. If so, I shall endeavour to copy the 
politeness and good humour with which you have listened to me. To 
some, however, I would say, and even to yourself that no persons ever 
outgrew their natural size in any considerable degree, and, remaining 
so, attained to longevity. There is a size and an age, at which it is 
even perilous to alter the system. You are far from both. Indeed, 1 
know not whether any body could desire to diminish those fair should¬ 
ers, if they could remain as they are. I am sure 1 could not, for one, 
seeing the eyes that look over them.. But there it is, Madam : they 
will not remain so, unless you take to your heels and your early rising. 
Pray oblige us, and be charming at eighty. Lively, good-humoured 
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old women are vrbai; vaistns are to fresh grapes* Tbejr a^e witheredt 
blit they Me ^dao preserved; and a^»ear to advantage in the freshest 
company. 

A word to the other sex, now tbat||ar fair friend is gone. Ninon de 
TEnelos told women to beware of thl^sbrpulent and the coarse-handed, 
P^haps bad she lived in a naval and commercial country, she would 
have sunk the latter cdbjection; but Love and Obesity, as the poet says 
of another personage, certakily do not sit well on the same bench. 

** Non bene conveniunt, nec in una sede morantur, 
Majestas et Amior.*’ 

Hume sitting on a sofa between the ladies at Paris, was a qiecta^ 
more unbefitting his philosophy than he himself thought. A philosopher 
has no more business with so much fat, than a lover. It is said of 
Gibbon, that when he made love to Mademoiselle Curchod, and went 
down on his knees, she was obliged to ring the bell for ^e footman to 
help him up again. It was certainly a chivalrous step for him to take. 
He could not well .do more for her, or get into a worse scrape. It was 
his knee plus ultra. The lady and he were the Decline and Fall. It is 
a pity that so many good fellows have consented to get fat, and made 
verses and proverbs in favour of it. I'here may be said, in this coun¬ 
try, to be a fat superstition; though it has beetv going out of late 
years, since bad nerves came up, and the French are no longer to be 
langbed at for the meagrencss they enjoyed under the old regime. The 
meagre Frenchman was deplorable enough; but the corpulent Eng-' 
lishman was not much better. In old age hp had by far the wmrst of 
it. Observe a corpulent old gallant, who has been a handsome fellow 
in his younger days : bow hard he tries td^brace himself in, and retain 
his elegance I And it is by no means the worst thing he does. He 
has a turn for an elegance still, though M has not been graceful enough 
to preserve it. His brother elders are not so much his superiors.as 
they think, in carrying their obesity with indifference. They are enor¬ 
mous, and not ashamed. In a proper state of society, in which right 
and wrong were better understood than they are now, and greater 
stress laid on the duties of health and cheerfulness, corpuleni^^ould 
be reckoned disgraceful. 

LORD PORCHESTER's SPANISH TALE.* 

There is, perhaps, no country in Europe around which so many 
interesting associations cling, as Spain. Its early submission to 
yoke of the Moors—its struggles for many centuries with its swarthy 
oppressors—the romantic and fiery nature of the warfare—the mix¬ 
ture of Castilian and Moorish (and therefore of European and Afri¬ 
can) manners—the relics which, to the present day, it contains of the 
magnificenee of its luxurious Moslem rulers—its former pride* pomp, 
cbivdry, and intellect, and its present unhappiness and degradation^ 
form akogetfaer a history of the most striking and poetical lund* It is 
therefore no wonder that it should have been so often chosen by poets 
and novelist^BS the scene of their fictions ; but, unluckily, as not one 
in a hundred of these writers had enjoyed the advantage of seeing tha 

* The Moor, by Lord Porckester. 8vo. 
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jQi^UMijtryt or e?fn of reading moch aliout it» (for the pubtiiH^ ae- 
. counts of S^aio are very fevr,)«it followed, that their Spantsk ulcs 
were full of the most preposterous inconsistencies,-^blunders in OM- 
$uTqe, in character, in mannehjjjP^ topogra^diy, and even in natural 
productions. Collins, the . speaking of his own Oriental 
Eclogues, which, after he had pid^Hshed them, he discovered wete 
not faithful in their Eastern allusions, said that it would have been 
better to have called them ** Irish EcloguA and the greater part of 
the so called ** Spanish Tales*' might, with equal propriety, have been 
denominated Irish, Welsh, or even Chinese, either of which countries 
they would have represented as faithfully as Spain. Of this, any one 
may be readily convinced by comparing the late works of a Spanisli 
gentleman, now residing in this country, (**Don Esteban** and ** San¬ 
doval,’*) with the Spanish novels of English growth. These remarks 
do not, however, apply to the present author, who, as far as familiari¬ 
ty with the Spanish national characteristics of every kind can qualify 
hint* is abundantly fitted to write a tale of Spain. Lord Porchester 
resided for a long time in the country. He perfected himself in the 
language; examined the towns; studied the nature of the institutions, 
political and otherwise; and wandered about the countries and among 
the dangerous passes of the mountains, (at a time, too, when the most 
fatal domestic feuds were raging everywhere,) with a spirit of inquiry 
which set at nought all considerations of personal hazard, to which, 
indeed, he was in many instance^ very dangerously exposed, as wc learn 

"in the copious, and, wc must be permitted to add, highly valuable notes 
to his present poem. 

It is chiefly on account of these notes and of the preface, tlrat we are 
induced to review the voluij^e. Had we been aware of the nature of 
these parts of the work at 'Ae .time it was published, wc should cer¬ 
tainly have paid immediate atrention to it; but Lord Porchester, with 
an unlucky ingenuity, has contrived to hide some of his light under a 
bushel, and, while the title-page sets forth nothing more than The 
Moor, by Lord Porchester,** no one imagines that, besides the tale in 
verso, the volume before him contains, in manly prose, a succinct and 
maste^ view of Spanish history, particularly of the rise and fall, in 
power^f the courtly, gallant, and splendid Moors; of the present 
staite of affairs in the Peninsula; of the late revolutions ; of the 
Guerillaand of the fatal errors of the Cortes, to which, more than 
to the cunning intrigues of ^jie Royalists, the present ruin of the cause 
of Liberty is to be ascribed. Besides these topics of more weighty in¬ 
terest, Lord Porchester’s work includes, in the notes, a narrative of 
his residence and adventures in the Peninsula, which is as curious 
and entertaining as any book of travels in Europe which we have 
read. The concealment of these qualities of solid value, under the 
shadow of a poem in six cantos, is, we repeat, an extraordinary in¬ 
stance of literary mismanagement. Had his Lordship embodied his 
preface and notes, and published them as ** Travels in Spain,” we cast 
safely declare, that the work would have been extensively read and 
admired ; and then, he might, upon the strength of his reputation as 
a tourist, have ventured to put forth his poem, with the fq|l chance of 
that suQceas which its meriu deserve. The scene of the tale is laid in 
the smith of Spain during the last years of the Mahometan govern¬ 
ment, and in the reign of Abdallali, last king of the Moors. This 
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people,” says Lord Porchester, united the pride of the Spanish cha¬ 
racter with all the fire df their Eastern origin; they were go<^ sol¬ 
diers, -.but devoted to luxury and magnificence at home* Their wo¬ 
men inixed freely with the men, presided at,the bull-feasts, distributed 
rewards at the tournaments, gav^the colour to opinions, and became 
idols of those turbulent chiefs, rnis intermixture of the two sexes in 
general society is peculiar to the Spanish Moors, and to this particular 
period of their history: it was not derived from Asia or from Africa, 
and has been utterly unknown to any Mahometan country either be-, 
fore or since that time.” With some of the great historical evehts of 
that epoch, the noble author has interwoven the fictitious fortunes of 
a young Moor of high extraction. The tale is tragical, and by no 
means deficient, either in general interest or in poetical treatment, 
though we cannot help thinking it somewhat too long. It includes, 
nevertheless, many passages of singular felicity, which we would 
gladly extract for the pleasure of our readers, were our pages suffi¬ 
ciently numerous to admit them. We must content ourselves with the 
following picture of the quiet slumbers of a beautiful woman. 

Say, hast thou markM along the quiet deep 
In one rich line a gleam of moonlight sleep? 
So still, so pale, an,d beautiful she lay. 
While regularly low her bosom’s play 
Was faint as ocean's heave in stillest day.— 
Through its thin sliroud hast traced the mountain head 
When morning mists their*spaiigled gauze have spread ^ 
So the light veil descending to the knee 
Robed her fair form, but sliow’d its symmetr}'.— 
Say too, ’mid foaming torrent hast thou seen 
Some idet rock whose mossy knoll of green 
Beacons the breaking waves, that circling stray 
And round its base in thousand eddies play ? 
Oh yet more beautiful to gazer’s view 
O'er her young brow the turban's verdant hue 
Rose gaily crested, whde in sport unbound 
In reckless tides her ringlets stream'd around. 
With raven curls on neck of ivory fell. 
Veil’d her light lids still seal’d in slumber's spell. 
And floating wildly, strove in vain to hide 
The glistening bosom, and the pure blue tide • 
That on its couch of marble seem’d to glow. 
Like violets scatter'd o'er a bed of snow. 

This, it must be admitted, is very sweet, find pure, and delightfully il¬ 
lustrated. 

We now turn with great pleasure to the notes, under the full confi¬ 
dence that our readers will thank us for laying before them the fol¬ 
lowing picturesque and admirably written description of the state of 
the town of Lorca during the revolutionary troubles: 

When we arrived at a Posada bordering upon Lorca in Andalusia, we heard 
that the town was in a state of high revolutionary excitement; a conflict of 
parties had taken place on the preceding evening, which had terminated in 
the ascendeniw of the revolutionists; the Governor hod been di;iven from 
the town, his house burnt, and himself with difficulty rescued from the fury 
of the people. Four or five of the leading royalists had been massacred in 
the public sl^uare, and several had been severely injured. Feeling anxious 
to know the real nature of the events that had occurred, 1 veotuim into the 
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town: iii tiie whole length of the principal street I only niet two IndividuAb; 
they appeared to shim observation, and were passing quietly but rapidly to 
their destination. 1 ddayed them^ requesting to know the nearest .way to 
the Plaxa; ond^ under the pretext of inquiring whether 1 could proceed far¬ 
ther with safety^ introduced the subject y.pon which 1 was desirous to obtain 
information. The first man towhem 1 addressed myself appeared much an¬ 
noyed at my questions^ and replied in a tone of exultation, that 1 suspect, 
fron^ the extreme discrepancy of his manners, was by no means in unison with 
his real feelings; however, he urged me to return to the Posada, saying it was 
a very unfit time for a stranger to venture in the town. The second only an¬ 
swered^ fur God’s ssdce ask no questions, speak to no man, but return home 
without delay.” Hoth seemed alarmed at tne interruption, looked anxiously 
round to ascertain whether the few words that had passed between us had 
been overheard, and tlien hurried on more rapidly than before. 1 pcrceii ed 
that the doors were closed and the windows barred, as 1 advanced into tlio 
heart of the town; and though I saw everywhere traces of tho industry of 
man, 1 heeird not a sound that recalled his existence to my mind. 1 confess, 
1 felt awed by the unnatural contrast that existed between the magnitude and 
flourishing appearance of the town, and the horrible stillness and desolation 
that reigned around me, and was only disturbed by the echo of my own foot¬ 
steps, At length I heard a heavier tread, and saw four or five men coming 
slowly and ste^ily down the street; they wore the black cap, and carried 
muskets under the black mantle, which is the distinctive dress of Lorca, but 
the points of their fire-arms projected beyond their capotes, and were clearly 
shown. Perhaps this gloomy costume, combined with the awful circum¬ 
stances of the time, may have produced an exaggerated impression on my 
mind, but 1 still think that 1 have seldom seen an expression of villainy so 
sullen and dispassionate as was stamped upon the features of these men. 
They looked earnestly at me, but allowed me to pass without molestation. 
When 1 reached the Flaza, 1 saw some stalls shivered and overthrown, others 
had fallen uninjured, but had not yet been raised; some bars lying on the 
ground, that appeared to have been violently wrenched from the wall, and 
other symptoms, equally unequii^opl, of the recent outrage, presented them¬ 
selves : a lad who liad shown me of the way, but from whom 1 had been 
unable to extract the slightest information, now became most fearful lest 
farther observation should excite jealousy in the apprehensive state of the 
public mind, and urged me to lose no time in returning. 1 was also myseH 
convinced that farther delay would be useless and dangerous, and retraced 
my steps to the Posada. On leaving the town I perceived a group collected 
round a man who was haranguing them on the disturbance of the preceding 
day. I mingled with his hearers, and perceiving that I was a stranger and a 
gentleman, in spite of bis republican antipathies to the last-mentioned species 
of animal, he soon addressed his observauons to me, and gave me detailed 
statement of the events which had occurred; that, strange to say, I had been 
unable to learn either at the Posada, or in the town, although I had been for 
some hours almost in the scenes where they had taken place. I afterwards 
saw the some iiaralysing effects produced by terror in Catalonia, where men 
would frequently withhold information necessary to the traveller, from the 
dread of compromising themselves by any allusion to the most notorious &ct8. 
As we left ihe Posada, the national guard were pouring into Lorca; they 
were dressed in the costume of the country, and appeared wild, undisciplined, 

more likely to create fresh disturbances than to restore order. 

The narrative of the noble author’s adventures and dangers among 
the Guerillas in the mountain of Montserrat, is more interesting even 
than the above; but it would be impossible to abridge it, and we can- 
not give it entire. Altogether we think Lord Porchester is one of the 
best informed, most talented, and most accomplished of alf the prose 
writers (not to mention his poetical faculties) who have lately appeared 
in the upper circles. __ 
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SKETCHES OF PABISIAN SOCIETY, POLITICS, UTEEATXJEB. 

Pa^, January \H, 
• 

TfiE^ foHowing story has emted H^at deal of merriment in Paris^ and 
tliough ^ may not be found %qvmir diverting in London, it will at least 
serve to show the state of feeUn^^lf^^h* prevails in the south of Franco. 
That vast tract of country, extehdmg .fjroni Tours to Bayojme, and from 
Toulon to Bourdeaux, is the prey of the most absurd fanaticism. Tlje re- 

* trograde party is working hard to render it a second La Vendee. 
M. Ingres is one of the best painters of David's school He lia^ tment 

sever^ years in Florence; and is a successful imitator of the style of the 
Florentine masters. He lately finished a large picture, Mlpresenting the 
Vii^n on a throne, surrounded by a group of saints and anj^ls. This pic¬ 
ture resembles, in its ct>mposition, the works of the fifteenth century, and 
for that reason it was less admired in Paris than it deserved. M. Ingres 
went to Agen, in the 8outh of France, his native }>lace. Ho hiid mid his 
piiituiv^ the municipality of Agen, and he was received with marked at¬ 
tention on his arrival there. But no sooner was his picture exhibited, than 
all the devotees in the place were scandalized hy tW'O undraped figures of 
angels. The artist was prevailed on to clothe these figures: but, counting 
on one of those moral re-actions which have been so frequent in the history oi 
French manners, he painted in distemper, and not in dil-colours, the Pa¬ 
pery which the modest eyes of the Mayor of Agen required. The water- 
eolours could, of course, be easily washed oif at any future time. It is cu^ 
rious that the picture, which, in Paris, was tlumght to be too fiattering to 
Buperstition, was considered absolutely indecent at Agen. 

Baron Dupin, the well-known author of the excellent work on the com¬ 
mercial power of Great Britain, lately commenced his course of lectures on 
mechanics and geometry, in their connexion with the arts. These lectures, 
which are very annoying to the JeMiiitical party, are attended by great num¬ 
bers of young mechanics. You have some Jecturcs of the same kind in 
London, which also meet with furious opposition, because they tend to dif¬ 
fuse information among the lower classes. You may therefore form some 
idea of the anini(»sity whicdi Banm Dupin encounters here. But every true 
friend of France cherislies the wish to see M. Dupin one day Minister of 
the Interior. He may have the same prejudices as MM. Corbiere and 
Vaublanc, but he has at least the advantage of being well acf|uainted with 
the present state of France, At his first lecture, M. Dupin ]ircsented to 
his audience a geographicai map, which has been much sruiken of, and to 
which, it is probable, Elusion w'lll be made in tlie French Cluimbers. Some 
of the English newspapers may possibly give a descrijrtion of Barrm Du- 
pin's lecture, and, if so, my letter will arrive too late to be interesting to 
many of your readers. The fear of being anticipated in this way, frequently 
deters me from mentioning matters which appear important, and which, after 
all, remain unnoticed by your newspapers, generally so ill-informed on all 
that relates to France. 

M. l>apin divided the map of France by a line extending from Geneva to 
Baint Mmo; and he drew a comparison between the different degrees of 
civ^iasation and information existing in the two portions of France situated 
m the north and south of this imaginary line. He exhibited a map of 
France, the curious appearance of which powerfully excited the attention 
of his numerous auditors. It was diaded light and dark, according to the 
d^free of ignorance prevailing in each of the eighty-six departments* l^e 
departments in which there is least information, were of so dark a colour as 
to DO almost black; as, for exanmle, the department of which Tours is the 
capital, and in which so many English families have taken up their resl* 
dence, to acquire, as they say, the pure pronunciation, of the French lan« 
guage. Thb dep^ments which send most pupils to the public schools, &c* 
were left nearly as white as the paper. Uiuortunately, tliese light tintB 
were few in number^ and the map altogetlier presents a very wmlm aepeet. 
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M. Papin intends this nia]> to forth part of a vrork «hidi is now in the 
proHSj and is to be entitled Essai sur les Forces Productives et Commer- 
cifils de la France." 

The lecturer deihonstrated in every possible way, the proportionate de- 
frrees of information arid woaltli in dinerent parts of France. He first 
stated the number of children sent by ea^ department to the primary 
schools. Following the simple and ix^^iow idea of painting to 4;he eye 
tlio degree of inteUe4i:ua1 informatiot^t'i^^read over each department, M. 
Diipin gave the dark tint. No. 10, tp thdse departments in which the schawls 
oonWiin one-tenth of the population; and the dark tint. No. 2S9i Was giveh 
to those departments whose schools contain no more t^n the two hundred** 
and tu^onty-niuth portion of the popuhition. This explanation will enable 
you to understand the different degrees of light and shade, presented by 
each dopartm^t on the map. 

It is a curious fact, that the department in which oiJy the two hundred 
and twenty-ninti) part of the ]>opulation attends the schools, is situated |a 
'rouraine, pn the banks of the Loire, a country distinguished, even 
foreigners, by the name of the Garden of France. Be^n, on the 
which lies in tlu* centre of the Pyrenees, contains in its s^^ols 
part of its population. Thus fertility of soil and mildness of climawllp^ 
no rolatioTi with the degree of information and civilization which the 
bitants seek to acquire. On looking at a map of France, intersected, as 
above descnlied, by a line extending from Geneva to Saint Malo, you will 
find that on the n(»rth of the line there are thirty-two, and on the south 
fifty-four dcjiartmcnts. The departments on the north of the line contain 
altogether thirteen millitms of inhabitants, and the fifty-four south of the 
line contain eighteen millirms. 

The thirteen niilliotis of inhabitants in the northern departments, send 
seven hundred and forty thousand children to school, whue the eighteen 
millions of iiihahitants of the soutli have only three hundred and seventy- 
five thousand pupils in their schools. In the north of France, therefore, 
each million or inhabitants sends sixty thousand children to school, while in 
the south each million sends «mly twenty thousiind. ih*iniary instruction Is, 
consef]uently, three times more extensive in the north than in the south. 

The following facts sufficiently ptovc the advantage of information among 
the people; an advant^lgc, which is nevertheless disputed by all who are 
connected, however remotely, with the clergy and tlie nobility. In the 
northern deiuirtments of France the climate does not i»ermit the cultivation 
of the olive, the orange, or the caper-tree; mul]»errics and maize thrive hut 
indifferently in those parts. In Picardy, Artois, Flanders, and the Ardennes, 
the vine eanuot he cultivated. Yet, in spite of these great disadvantages, 
juid the unavoidable expenses which the rigour of the climate oecHsions to 
the inliahitants, the northern departments pay one hundred and twenty-seven 
millions of land-tax u}»ou a superficies of eighteen millions of hectares. 
The thirty-four millions of hectares lying to the south of the line above 
described from Geneva to Saint«Malo, which are so highly favoured by 
nature, only one hundred.and twentv-iivu millions of land-tax. Thus 
when the Emperor of Austria, echoing the sentiments of most of the sove¬ 
reigns and all the ministers of the continent, said, about six years ago, to the 
professors of the University of Laibach, 1 want no scholars in my domi¬ 
nions,’' he expressed a proposition identical with this,—do not wish my 
people to be bappy.” llm public treasury obtains taxes of every kind mucL 
more easily from the well-informed and philosophic inhabitants of the nortb, 
than from the ignorant and too frequently fanatical population of the 
south. j 

In France, every individual engaged in trade pays for a licence, called a 
patente. This tax produce^ in the thirty-two northern departments, fifteen 
millions of francs, while in fifty-four southern departments it produces no 
more than nine millions. 

The following will show the sums paid to the public treasury, in direct 
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contributlona, upon a million of hecturee, in the northern and aonthwn de- 
partmonto 

In the north. In the south. 
Land tax 6»820,000 francs. 3,579,700 francs. 
Fatciites 817,000 do. 276,216 do. 

7,637,000 3,855,916 

On examining the list of patentST^cf. inventions, granted from the Ist of 
July 1791, to the 1st of July it appears that sixteen hundred, and 
eighty-nine have been obtained by individuals in tlie tliirty-two northern 
departments of France, wliilc only four bundre<I and thirteen have been 
obtained in the fifty-four departments coloured in dark tints on M. Du- 
pin's map. 

M. Diipin stated t<» his auditors the result of his investigations, relative to 
the colleges of Paris. 'Hie University annually distributes, among the col¬ 
leges of Paris and Versailles, a p*eat number of first and second probationary 
prizes. M. Dii]»in did not include in his calculation the students bom in 
Paris, ae by so doing he would have given too great an advantage to the 
north of France;.for in the capitJil good sense and information are pretty 
generally diffused by means of the journals, and the Catholic priests have 
comparatively but little influence on the habits of families, Ine students 
from the thirty-one northern departments .(the department of the Seine 
excepted) were first counted, and afterwards those from the fifty-four 
southern departments. 

Students from the thir^-one northern departments, who have 
obtained premiums in Paris.107 

Students from the fifty-four southern departments, who have 
obtained premiums in Paris . . , • . • 36 . 

The University distributes in Paris thirW-seven great prizes among youths 
born in the departments. Thirty-three of these nrizes have been obtained 
by students from the northern departments, and only four by those from 
the south. 

That admirable institution, tlio Polyteclknic school, has been honoured 
successively by the displeasure of Napoleon and the ^urbons. Its system 
of management is corrupted. The most ignorant professors are favoured, to 
the prejudice of those who have devoted their lives to the awpxisition of 
kno^edge. Yet even in its present state of degradation, which tends to the 
exclusion of all students whose families are not of the devout party,* out of 
one thousand nine hundred and thirty-three youths admitted to the Poly¬ 
technic school, during thirteen successive years, one thousand two hundred 
and thirty-three have been from the departments of the north, and only 
seven hundred from the south. 

The Academy of Sciences does not choose its members like the French 
Academy. Loyalty is, of course, a powerful recommendation, but hitherto 
no very shameiul selections have been made. Of the sixty-five members of 
wliich the Academy of Sciences consists, forty-eight are from the north of 
Franco, and only seventeen from tlie south. 

At tlie exhibition of the productions of national industry, in 18J9, piety 
and.900c/ senthuaits (tliat is, attachment to the Jloiirbons,) operated power¬ 
fully in favour of the exhibitors. As these good sejUimnUft arc most prevalent 
in the south, the distributors of medfds were naturally inclined to show a 
preference for the ]>roductions sent from that part of France. Yet, in spite 
of this, the exhibitors in the thirty-two northern departments obtained one 
hundred and ninety-three medals, while those in the fifty-four southern de¬ 
partments obtained only one hundred and seven. 

The municipal councils appointed at (Ircnolde ;ind Nancy through the 

♦ The CRSU of young Mont-Olivicr, tin* •‘On of Napoleon's minister, which 
occurred a year or two ago, itt a ]troof of tl-i:. 
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influenoe of the Jesutts, lately rejected the proposal of two loamod prefers, 
who offered to give gratuitous lectures on mathematics to the lower class of 
oeople, like those given by M. Dupin in Paris.—But this notice of M. Dupin’a 
le.(!ture is leading me farther than I intended; and perhaps I have already 
dwelt t(Hi long on the great elementary truths so obnoxious to the aristo- 
erratic portion of society in all parts of the world. 1 shall therefore close the 
subject with a few remarks oonnectediMth literature. 

The number of members of the of Sciences now living, whether 
•natives of the south or the north of PlRce, is not nroportionate to tho num¬ 
ber of men of superior talent and pcierit produced in the north and soutli 
during the last forty years. . ,r. i /i i- i 

Napoleon and Lucien Bonaparte, Massena, Desaix, Miraheau, Carmnai 
Maury, Cazoles, Barnave, Mounier,VerguiaTid, Gaudet, Gensonne, and all the 
<iir<mdo party guillotined by Itobespierre, were natives of the south. Ictuild 
extend to a much greater length the list of eminent individuals furnished by 
the south, but that I do not wish to quote names unknown in England. Our 
present ministers are certainly very mediocre sort of men; but the cele¬ 
brated La Rochefoucauld, in his Maxims, says that no man ®ver attains to 
great fortune without possessing some degree of merit. MM. de VUlele, 
Fra)''6siiious, Peyronnet, Martignac, and Kauz^ are natives of the south. 

If from the living, or those who, like Nimoleon and Massena, have recently 
quitted the scene of life, we turn to the illustrious men who have flourished 
since the revivjJ of literature in the reign of Louis Xll*, we sliall find that 
all the great French poets have been natives of the north. Molierc, Corne^e, 
Racine, Lafontairie, Voltaire, and Boileau, were born in the north. Tlio 
south, on the other hand, has produced all our great philosophers; for 
example, Baylc, the first dialectician of France, Montesquieu, Montaigne, 
and Condillac. On examining a list of several hundreds of celebrated men, 
published a year or two ago, one is tempted to believe that the preponde¬ 
rance of talent belongs to the south of hranee; and in spite of the disad¬ 
vantage arising from the want of education, and the influence of furious pre¬ 
judice, like that which occasioned the massacre of so many Prot^tants in 
1815, we find that numbers of men who rise to distinction in Paris, are 
natives of the south of France. . 

The Revolution, by dividing the Church lands, and selling them m small 
portions,* has greatly augmented the number of landed projirietors. In con¬ 
sequence of this division of property, there is in almost every family in the 
country, a retired militarj^ man, from the general down to the private* 1 hese 
circumstances combined, have diffused a feeling of self-reject and probity 
among the lower classes of the people. This laudable feeling, whum is 
doubtless the first moral benefit of the revolution, is much more general in 
the north than in the south of France. This is obvious from the returns ot 
trials for robbery made to the Minister of Justice. 

The French Academy, whi(!h formerly furnished so many subjects of con¬ 
versation in the higher classes of society, and which, on that account, occu¬ 
pies so important a pbuie in Grimm’s correspondencLS now leads me to a 
transition from political economy to literature. The influence of the muus- 
tera is felt almost as much in the French Academy as in the Chamber of 
Peers M de Semuuvillc, under the title of Grand Referendary, directs tho 
Chamber of Peers, as M. de Raynouard lately directed the Academy in 
quality of PeniOtual Secretary. M. Raynouard, alamied at the disaj^pro- 
bation he excited, declined being perpeAual, and tendered his resignation, as 
I mentioned on a former occasion. MM. Auger and Roger, two academi¬ 
cians, who are so much accustomed to disapprobation that it nev^er gives 
them any annoyance, became rival candidates for the post vacated by M. 

• Montewiuieu oliserres, that siirh was the piety of the kings and nobles of 
France during the middle Bf;cs, tliat the whole of the french territory lias 
been piven tliree times over to tho Church. If pressed hy necessity, a sovereipn 
would not scruple to take back the domains which his predecessor had granted to 

tlie church. 
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lUjmoanrd. Both ore ddver men^ and tiie Jramblo Bervants of the 
minister. M. Roger has a place which brings him in thhiy thousand hnncs 
ayear: M. Auger has ekom different placesj wlndbj it is said, do not alto- 
gether produce mme than mneteen thousand francs per annunu But though 
not sojpell paid as his rival, M. Auger is nevmtheleBB the devoted admirer 
of little caprices of M. Corbi^e, the Minister of the Interior, and 3ie 
perseculpr of literature. M. Corjtajge granted the aoademidans free per- 
miaricm to choose between MM. JMB a^ Atigm. 

The dioice devolved on M. AmH^lbeoai^ he is less active than M. Roger, * 
and equally devoted to the' His coUeagues thought hk indolence 
a reconunendation, as it diminishes ^the chance of his doing any thing ob¬ 
jectionable. M. Auger is chiefly Imown as the author of a commenta^ on 
Mt^ere, which gave occasion to a very humorous letter from a Rnssiaxi 
l^rince. Perhaps this piece of pleasantry may not he known in Englmid, 
but, as it is now a year old, 1 will not venture to repeat it.* 

, M. Auger has considerable merit aa a grammarian; and he is preparing 
the dehnitions for the Dictionary of the Academy, which is to apjtoar in 1SS7. 
WTicnever it is absolutely imWssible to flatter the Jkiurbons or the priests, 
M. Auger gives with considerable accuracy the diflferent acceptations of 
the words of tlte French language. But he is far from possessing the merit 
of M. de Laveaux, formerly Director of the (V>llege or Sainte Barbe. M. 
de Laveaux lias ])ublished successively a French Dictionary, and a Dic¬ 
tionary of the Difficulties of the French Language. The latter work maybe 
^confidently recominoiidetl to all Englishmen who wish to read our best au¬ 
thors, and to undei*stand the delicacies of such works as La Briiyere's Ck- 
'/wslcres, Voltaire's Novels, anjl Courier's Pamphlets. 

The French Academy iost,perhayis, its cleverest moml>er in M. Lemontey, 
who died some months ago. llewnsernineutly distinguished forthatarpH^ which 
shines in the works of Montesquieu, Voltaire, &c. With all due deference 
to you, 1 believe French esjttit is rarely undcrst<»od out of France. It c<m- 
flists of a multitude of delicate shades, and when foreigners attempt to trans¬ 
late Montesquieu's “ Lhttros Persanes,” or Voltaire's Fac^UeB,** being 
inctmabie of seizing these shades, they omit them' altogether. Nothing cer¬ 
tainly is more convenient, or better calculated to abridge the labour of trans¬ 
lation. German, Etaliaii, and English tr^slators all treat French esprit in 
this way. Only those w'ho read French can therefore form any idea of the 
merit of M. Lemontey's princitial work—Raison, Folie, chacun son Mot," 

vola. 8vo. It was publi^ed, I believe, about the year 1800, while the re¬ 
collection of the Rei^ of Terror Wr^s still fresh in the public mind. ' It was 
at Itet extremely yKqmlar, but it did not keep up its popularity. It would 
be better if reduced to one volume. M. Lemontey was in the pay of Bona¬ 
parte, who, differing from his successors ia this as in every respect, showed 
judgment in the selection of the writers whom he retained in his service. 
Lemontey urrote for the Emperor the noVel of the Famille du Jura.’* In 
this little work five persons are described, proceeding to Paris to be present 
at the coronation of Napoleon. They are sup]>osed*to come from the moun¬ 
tains of the Jura, near Besan^n, and each represents by hia conversation 
the sentiments of the five political parties which divided France in 1908. 
By thus bringing his characters from a remote part of the country, the 
author is enabled to describe very naturally, the surprise experienii^ by the 
mountaineers of the Jura at every tiling they see in Paris. The work is 
free from all extravagance of style, and it betrays considerable taste and 
talent. This Bonapartist pamphlet is quite the revmue of Uie Bourbon 
pamfdilets, to which M. de Chateaubriand is indebted for the eordon-^>leu, 
and the peerage. The extravagance of M. de Chateaubriand has produced 
more effect than the talent of M. Lemontey. But the public are growing 
weary of extravagance. 
_ ■■ — ■ ■ — ^ . 

* The Russian Prince pretends to believe that Mriilre is still living, and he 
writes to the gyeat dramatist, complaining of the dulness of his commentator. 
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Buckingham's travels in Mesopotamia.* 

Mesopotamia^ or '* the country between the rivers/^ embraces* in its 
more strict dehnlrion, only the resion which spreads itself between ijhe riveis 
Algris and Euphrates; streams wnich have their common origin in oifiti’cnt 
parts of the mountains of Armenia; a^wntnoii course from north-west to 
south-east; and^ after their union, abt^p||,j3ussorab, a common outlet in the 
Persian Gulf. This is the same counW^’oo, of which, as comprehensive 
ofjrak Arabia, II Jeseerah, Chaldea^ and&bylonia, we had occasion, in re¬ 
ference to the Travels of Captain Keppel, to speak in the preceding number 
of the New Monthly Magazine,+ as embracing all the sitw which are ren¬ 
dered so interesting to Christian research through their relation with the his¬ 
tory of the Jews; and with classical learning, through their connexion with 
that of the Greeks and Romans. 

Of the attraction caused by the biblical interest in the various sites of the 
banks of the Tigris and Euphrates, we spoke in the paces just above referred 
to ; at the same time we also adverted to the increased and increasing fami¬ 
liarity with the part bf the globe in question, which is now daily growing 
upon us, incidentally to our commerce and commercial dominion in India, 
and to the political positions in wliich we are placed upon account of our 
Indian empire. ^ 

Mr. Buckingham’s overland route to India (pursued, not like that of Cap¬ 
tain Keppel’s return from the same country, through Russia and Persia, hut 
by way of the Mediterranean and of the Turkish provinces in Asia Minor,) 
has already furnished to that active observer and investigator, the materials for 
two volumes, which have been some time in the hands of the public, namely. 

Travels in Palestine,” and ‘‘Travels among the Arab Tribes;** and the third 
work, just published, and now lying before us, conducts us from Aleppo 
to the banks of the Euphrates, and thence, from plain to plain, and from 
city to city, till the author enters Bagdad, and explores the ruins in the vici¬ 
nity of iiilleh, which ruins are commonly, and apparently with the best 
reason, considered to be those of the ancient city of Babel or Babylon, 

At Aleppo, Mr. Buckingham made an arrangement for travelling to Mar- 
din and Mousul, on the Tigris, with a small caravan, formed by a merchant 
of the latter city ; and, in order to enable him to avoid the exactions imposed 
upon Frank or European travellers, by the governors at the different stations 
on the road, it was agreed that he should assume the appearance and language 
of an Arab, and 'conform in all things to the directions of HadJec-Alxl-el- 
Rackman, the master of the caravan. The route, at the first setting out from 
Aleppo, lay nearly north, along the eastern bank of the little inland river 
upon which Aleppo is built. The coutwry, at the slight distance from the 
river, is barren. At one of the sources of the river, which the caravan reached 
about sunset, several winding streams, all rising from the same spring, watered 
a small hollow plain, upon which was encamped a horde of Turcomans, the 
tents of which people are readily distinguished from those of the Arabs. At a 
short remove, one of the villages of Oktereen presented specimens (as wc 
presume) of that description of architecture which has been called Cyclopian ; 
and the extract which we shall make, besides this and several other curious 
particulars, comprises one of the many testimonials, which are now daily 
springing up, in vindication of the calumniated narratives of Bruce. It is an 
easy, and now common-place criticism, to talk of travellers’ lies; for nothing 

• Travels in Mesopotamia including a Journey from Aleppo, across the Eu- 
pbraUf, to Orfah (the Vr of the Chaldees), through the pimns of the l urcomnnH, 
&c and by the Tigris to Mousul and Bagdad ; with Researches on the Ruins of 
Ballon, Nineveh, Arbela, CtesipUon, and Scleucin. By J, S. Buckingham, author 
of Navels in Palestine, &c. 4to, 

t See above, page 121. • 
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is more within the reach of those who seenothing* and know nothing, than to 
dispute the veracity of all whose experience is wider than their own! 

Our course liad been nearly north, throughout the whole of the preceding day, 
but it Dpw bent towards the north-east, in pursuing which directum we reached, in 
an hour after setting out, a village called Oktereem There was a smaller one, about / 
a mile to the north of it, which bore the same name, and both were at this moment 
inhabited by peasants who iniltivated ridit com lands on a fine red soil, and of great 
extent. The style of building in both^ these villages, Uke that of the ruined ones 
we had already passed, was reniarkub]^4 each separate dwelling having a hi^ pointed 
dome of unbumt bricks, raised on a square fabric of stone; so that, at a little dis¬ 
tance, they resembled a cluster ofbec-hiveson square pedestals. 

' In the villugc through whicli we passed, was a khan or caravanserai of Moham¬ 
medan construction, and gmid masonry, though now seldom resorted to by travellers. 
Near it was a high round eniinonce, enclosed by u circular wall, fonned of very large 
masses of unhewn stone, rudely put together without cement. This is called the 
Castle, but over all the hill there appeal* no otlier vestiges of building than this, 
which I should consider to be a work of the very earliest ages of antiquity. The 
stones are, in general, much too large to be mov^ by mere manual labour, estimat¬ 
ing the strength of man at its present standard; and yet ontr would conceive, that if 
the people, by whom they were placed licre, used the aid of any instmments for that 
purpose, they would also have hewn them into regular forms, for additional strength. 
But, like most other works of ancient lalxmr, the very simplicity of their construc¬ 
tion excites problems the most difiimlt of solution. 

Near the foot of the hill, hut without its wall of enclosure, are deep wells, con¬ 
taining excellent Avater, of which we drank, as passed, from the pitchers of some 
women of the neighbourhood, 'ilic vessels used by tliem are broad at the Ixittoin, 
narrow at the top, and about two feet high, witli a thick handle on each side. They 
are oU of copper, tinned within and without; nor did we see a single vessel of 
earthenware among them. The dress of the females was in<jstly of blue cotton cloth; 
some of the younger girls were pretty, and all had fairer and more ruddy oomplexious 
than we had lately been accustomed to see. 

From hence, the high range of Mount Taurus was visible on our left, to tho 
north-west, and seemed to he nearly in a Hue with our route, or to run in a north¬ 
east and south-west direction. Many of its rugged summits were covered with snow; 
and from their appearance, as they intercepted our iiurizon but slightly in that quar¬ 
ter, it was evident tiiat Our tiwn level was also a very tdevated one. 

MHiilfi haltiug'at the well of Oktereen, there came to drink apoor ass of our own 
caravan, who had lost from the thickest part of bis thiglis behind, between the knee 
and the tail, at least an Knglish pound of flesh from each, and yet still walked freely, 
without any apjtarent sutfering. The bh^ remained clotted in streams below the 
wounds ; and, on inquiry, it appeared that- he had been tom in this manner, only 
two nights before, by a hyaena, while the caravan was encamped Ht Hailan, a few 
hours’ distance from Aleppo. Bnice’s account of the Abyssinians cutting steaks from 
a live ox, sewing up the wound, and driving the I)e«ist on his journey, had always, 
until noW, appeared to me difficult of belief; not from the cnielty of the act, for that 
would weigh but little with people of their character, but from my conceiving that 
no animal could, after being so treated, pursue its maroh. Hero, however, 1 saw 
4iefore me a similar fact, one which 1 confess surprised me, but to which 1 could not 
refuse credence, as it was couflrmed by the evidence of my senses. 

In an hour from Oktereen, we came to another village of the same name, each 
of these being called by that of the district in which they stand. The pointed dome- 
tops to the dwellings were now no longer seen, all the houses being flat-roofed, 
with terraces.” 

The subjuined remarkable love-story illustrates a portion of the manners of 
the TurcoQ^es; 

TheiT'^ii^Dmen, who are in general fair, ruddy, and handsome, neither disfigtm 
themselvesblue stains, nor veil themselves, after the manner of the Arabs. Ths 
jealousy of Uie men, regarding their honour, is, however, still stronger. Mr. 
Maseyk, who, it should be added, is a Dutch merchant of the highest respectability, 
and has resid^ at Aleppo for forty years, and made journeys through evenr part of 
the surrounding country, told mean instance in proof of this, which I shoula scarcely 
have believed, if 1 bad not heard it from his own mouth. 

“ Two young^rsons of the same tribe loved each otlier, and were betrothed in 
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marriage : their paMion was open and avowed, and known to all their friends, who 
hiul consented to their union, and even fixed the period for its celebration. It hap- 
)>oned, one evening, that they met, accidentally, alone, but in sight of all th^ tents : 
they stopped a moment to speak to each other; and were on the point of passing on, 
Vhen the brothers of the girl perceiving it, rushed out, with arms in their Imnds, to 
avenge their disgrace. The young man tooi to flight, and escaped with a nuiskeu 
woiind; but tlie poor girl received five balls hijber body, besides being mangitid by 
the daggers of her own brothers, who had aimw to plunge them in her heart 5 aud, 
when she fell, they atuindoued her carcase to the dogs! 

The young man gaineil the tent of a powerful friend, the chief of another tribe, 
encamped near tliem, and told liis story; begging that he would assist him with a 
troop of horse, to enable him to rescue the body of his love from its present dcgrtii^- 
tion. He went, accompanied l»y some of his own people, and found life still remain¬ 
ing. He then repaired to the tent of her enraged hnithers, and asked them why 
they had done tliis ?. They replied, that they could not suffer their sister to suiwivo 
the h»s8 of her honour, which liad been stained by her stopping to talk with her 
intended husliand, ou tho public road, before her marriage. The lover demanded 
her body for burial; when her brothers, suspecting the motive, exclaimed, What, 
is she not yet lifeless ?—then we will finish this work of death and were nishlng 
out to execute their purpose, when the youth caused the troop of horsemen, smt to 
aid his purpose, to appear, and threatened instant death to him who should first stir 
to interrupt his design. The young girl -was conveyed to his tent, and, after a series 
of kind attentions, slowly recovered. 

During her illness, the distnu^ted lover, now expelled from his own tribe, ca(no, 
under cover of the night, to see her ; and, weeping over her wounds, continually 
regretted that he had been so base as to seek his s^ety iu flight, and not to hav’o 
diecl in defending her. She as heroically rejdied, ‘ No ! No! It is my liighest hap¬ 
piness that I Ixave suffered, and that you have escaped; we shall both live, and 
Heaven will yet bless us with many pledges of our lasting love/ This really haju 
pened ; the girl recovered, was married to her impassioned swain, and they arc still 
iioth alive, with a numerous family of children. 

So rijmantic a tale of love, jealousy, revenge, fidelity, and lieroism, would liave 
l>eeu incredible, were it not that all the parties were known to Mr. Maseyk, who re¬ 
lated it; that he did so in the presence of many other ]»ersons bum in Alep]>o, and 
iicquaiiited, by report, with the fact; and that the veracity of the narrator may Ist 
regarded as unquestionable.*’ 

The short paragraph which follows is a further contribution to the picture 
ofTurcoinaa manners^ and to the. illustration of biblical history; and at the 
same time is so pretty in its particulars^ that, even on the latter account alone, 
it is a gratificatioa to transcribe it; 

In pursuing our way across this plain, we passed a party of husbandmen gather¬ 
ing in the liarvest, the greater portion of the grain being now fully ripe. They 
plucked up the corn by l^e roots, instead of reaping it, a practice often sjiuken of in 
the Scriptures, though reaping seems to be made the oai’liest and most frequent men¬ 
tion of. On seeing the caravan, one of the labourers ran from his ixunpanions, and, 
u])proaching us, danced, stood on his hands, with his feet aloft in the air, and gave 
other demonstrations of joy, when he presented us with an ear of corn and a flower, 
as an offering of the first-fruits of the year; another remnant also of a very undent 
usage in the wave offering*’ of the sheaf and the ear of cxiru, commanded to the 
Israelites by Moses. We returned for it a handfiil of paras, or small tin coin, and 
answered the shout of joy which echoed from the field, hy acclamations frtim the 
caravan.*’ . 

Journeying now to the eastward, though alittle to the north, Mr.K^ing- 
ham soon reached and crossed the river Euphrates, at Beer, a sui^Hown 
within the pashalic of Orfah. The river, even at this great distance from the 
sea, appeared to Mr. Buckin^h^tiu as broad as the Thames at Blackfriars 
Bridge. The inhabitants of its banks think it a river of greater magnitude 
than the I^ile; but Mr. Buckingham regards the two rivers as more upon an 
ecjual footing, natural as well as historical, with each other. Beer, Bir, or 
Hirtha, was anciently, as well as at present, a fremiented pass between Syria, 
or Canaan, on the west side of the Euphrates, and Mesopotamia, or Chaldea, 
upon the east. It has the remains of several fortifications; and, among oiliers, 

p 2 
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of a oaide of {mposlag armearance^ at the luqimit of the hitl upon which 
the town U built. 

Froi3^Beer the track to be pursued hv the caravan was still continued over 
the plains of the Turcoinans; plains^ ox which the natural features, accorilings 
to Mr. Buckingham, have been aceprately described by Xenophon j and men 
who, from the description of thei}*. features here before us, belong decidedly 
to the Tartar, and not to the Araoian family. We collect from the various 
and interestina statements of Mr. Buckingham, that the manners of the .two 
races are and have been equally distinct; while the ascendency of the religion 
of the Arabian prophet has had the local effect of blending the one with the 
other. It seems, at the same time, equally clear to us, that the Jews are hf this 
Turcoman or Tartar descent. 

JLicavingf here, the Euphrates, the caravan proceeded eastward toOrfah, tbe 
capital 01i country of the same'name. This city is spoken of as the ** Ur of 
the Chaldees/’ and the birth*place of the patriarch Abraham. “ It was the 
birtb*place of Abraham and his wife,” says Mr. Buckingj^m, '^as well as 
several of his family, who went out together from this city, Ur of the Chal¬ 
dees.”—Upon this point, however, we venture to differ slightly from our 
author. Adverting to the pastoral, and even wandering life of the patriarch, 
as described to us in Scripture, we should have been disposed to look for the 
birth-place of himself and his family, not in the city’’ of Ur, but in the land 
or country of which it was the capital, and which then, as now, might be 
believed to have borne a similar name ;—we say, that we should have been 
disposed to look for the birth and original dwellmg-place of Abraham, not in 
the ** city,” but in the *Mand*’ofUr, even if the text itself had not, to all 
appearance, been very conclusive upon this particular: And Terah lived 
seventy years, and begat Abraham, Nuhor, and Haran.’’ ” And Haran died 
before his father Terah, in the land of his nativity, in Ur of the Chaldees.” 
Gen. xi. ?(), Our notion, then, differs from that adopted by Mr. Buck¬ 
ingham, to this extent, that we imagine Terah and his children to have been 

^natives of the “ lainl’* generally, rather than of the **cily” in particular, of 
Ur, or Orfah. 

But, be this as it may, the tradition of Abraham is strong in the city of 
Orfali. The mosque stands on the edge of a lake: 

This lake, which is called ^ Birkct el Ibrahim el Khaleel,’ from being in the 
native city of that patriarch, ^ Abrahum the Beloved, or the Friend of Ood,' is filled 
fnHn a dear spring which rises in the south-west quarter of the town. It then 
forms a canal, which is two hundred and twenty-five paces long, by twenty-five paces 
broad; and generally from five to six feet deep. At the west end, where it com¬ 
mences, a room is built to hang over the stream; and at tbe east, where a small 
bridge terminates the greater canal, the waters run into a lesser one, whidi divides 
itself into many branches, and is dispersed in streams throughout the town, for tlie 
convenience of manufactories, private dwellings, and public khans. On the south 
side of the canal is a long causeway, the brink of which is nearly level with the 
water’s edge; and behind it are garaens full of large white muli>erry.trees, as tall 
and full in foliage as the largest of our Englisli elms. On the opp^ite side, the 
eastern half of the northern bank is occupied by the grand faqade the Mosque of 
ijhe Patriarch whose name it bears ; and its foundations are washed by the waters 
of the lake, which are also considered to be sacred to him. 

centre of this facade is a square pile of building, from which rise three 
lam doi^, of equal size, and a lofty minaret, springing up from amid a dilster of 
tau^axucl’ solemn cypress-trees. At each end of this centi^ pile, towards the stream, 
are fights of steps descending to the water's edge, for the aldutions of the pious, 
estdi ^ht occupying the centre of two correspon^ng open arcades, composed of 
several arches e^. The wings are terminal by two solid masses of building, 
perfectly uniform in design, and completing one of the most regular edifices of this 
kind, to be found, whaps, in Turkey, ^yond this, and extending to the room 
at the west gnd of the lake, is a large garden, filled with mulberry and fig-trees, 
and baring smaller bushes overhanging water’s surface. 

The Birket' or Lake, from being considered as consecrated by devotion to the 
Patriarch, is visited as u’dl from motives of piety as of pleasure, and seldom fails to 
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have wreral parties on its banks, lilke the one of El fied&vee at Trlpoly, on ^ 
coast of Syrif^ this is lUled ii^th an inor^iUe number of fine carp, some of wti/A. 
are two feet in len^h, and of a proportionate thickness. As the water )n which 
they float is beaudfully transparent, they ^ Been to great advantage; and it is an 
act of charity, as well as of Aversion, for the visitors there to pui^ase ircgeta^ 
leaves and scatter them on the surface, by which the flsh are coUech^ lite¬ 
rally in h^ps. As they are forbidden to-he caught or molested, they mulripty 
exc^ingly ; and I certainiy do not exagge^te in estimating their present num¬ 
ber throughout the whole of the canal, and smaller stream, at twenty thousand 
at 4east; and their numbers are constantly on the increase, it being regarded 
as a sacrilege of the most unpardonable kind, for any one to use them as food.** 

Ml. Buckingham, in a note, collects some of the observations that have 
been made upon the ancient fish-worship of the country; and, for ourselves, 
we suspect that it was the lake and its carp which had already consecrated 
llie site of Ur, or Orfiih, to religion, before the days of Abrahamw We may 
add, too, in reference to the remark of Mr. Buckingnam, that ** it was some¬ 
where in Mesotmtamia that Venus, flying from the violence ofTyuhon, was 
mctainorpboaeu into a fish,” the seeming coincidence, that one of tiie avatars, 
or incarnations, of the Hindoo Vishnoo, was in the form of a fish. Das**' 
ill the language of the country, is the word signifying ** a fish j” and 
“ Dagon,” in the mythology of the Chaldeans, was the fish-formed Venus. 
When we say, also, that the lake was the original source of sanctity at Oriah, 
wc would rather be understood as referring to the spring of water which fills 
the lake, and which spring has doubtless been always sacred. Pliny informs 
ns that Orfah, at different periods also called Edessa and Antioch, was called 
Callirrhocii, from its spring, or fountain ; and in this word appears to be in¬ 
cluded the etymon of Orfah and Ur; “In later times,” says Mr. Bucking¬ 
ham, it was called Roha, or, with the article of the Arabs, Ur-rhoa, and, by 
abbreviation, Orha ”—^The dialectical transition to Orfah is easy. The 
“ land,” or country, and not the “city,” (as Mr. Buckingham would lead us 
to suppose,) is thel^iradise of Alilton, and of other poets; though Babylonish 
tradition places Paradise near the very mouth of the Euphrates. The city of 
Orfah was the Edessa of the Greeks and of the Crusaders. It is from the 
city of Orfah, then called Edessa, that Agbarus, its latest independent prince; 
is said to have written a letter to Jesus Christ. The whole history of the 
place (concerning which AJr. Buckingham hasaccuinulated numerous details) 
is full of a very lively interest, Orfah is the capital of all this part of the country 
between the Euphrates and the Tigris. 

From Orfah Mr. Buckingham travelled to El Mazar, and thence toMardiii, 
Diarbckr, and thence to Mardin again ; and finally from Mardin to Dara, 
Nisibis, and across the plain of Sinjar, by Romoila to Mousul, on the wMlern 
bank of the Tigris. Here are many Christian churches, and^ many relics of 
the Crusades. Mousul is the capital of 11 Jezeerah, or El Jesirah. 

While at Moujsul, Musul, orMuntsul, Air. Buckingham made an excursion 
to the neighbouring ruins of a city which is held to have been that of ancient 
Nineveh: 

“ We went from hence towards the north-east, and passing o\'er a stone bridge 
of Mohammedan work, thrown across a small stream, which discharges itself into 
the Tigris, came in about an hour to the principal mounds which are thought U> 
mark the site of the ancient Nineveh. ' 

“ There are four of these mounds, disposed in the form of a square { and ^esc, as 
they show neither bncks, stones, nor o^er materials of building, but arc in many 
pla^s overgrown with grass, resemble the mounds left byentrenriunents and fortifi¬ 
cations of ancient Koman camps. 

“ The longest of these mounds runs nearly north and south, and consists of seve¬ 
ral ridges of unequal height, the whole appearing to extend for four or five miles in 
Imgth. There are three othe^distinct mounds, which are all near to the nver, and 
lie in the direction of east and west. The first of these, counting from ™ aouth- 

the one called Nobb6 Yunus,” having a tomb on it, which is thmighito 
ashes of the prop^t Jonas, and a small village coUectedBround uie 
northward is called Tal Hesmoosh, which is not marked by any Mnklng 
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^ecidiarity; and the third is the one we drat ascended, and which, liy way of distine- 
Uon, fh>m its regularity and height, is called Tal Ninoa, or the Hill of Nineveh.’* 

^ There are ^peanmces of mminds and rains exten^g for several miles to the 
southward, and. still more distinctly seep to the northward of this, though both are 

Jew marked than the mounds of the centre. The i^nce between these is a level 
.{daim Dvw eyery part of the face of whidi, broken pottery, and the other usual debris 
qf ndued cities, are seen scattered about. 

.. If. it Wire true, as asserted by Strabo, and other early writeie, that Nineveh was 
lamr than Asbylon, it might be consider^ to have been the largest dty that ever 
ipated hi the world, and one might even credit the assertion, that Nineveh was an 
exceeding great city of three days’ journey,” not in circiunference, as it has been 
assumed, but in length, since Jonah did not begin to proclaim the denunciations of 
Cfod a^nst it, until he bad entered the city a day's journey, which would thdn have 
been its further extreme, if three days only had been the extent of its circuit. 

But we are furnished with its actual dimensions in stadia, whidi enables tis to 
compare how far its comparative magnitude was greater than that of Babylon, or not. 
Herodotus assigns to this last a square of four hundred and eighty stadia, or a cir¬ 
cumference of sixty miles, counting fifteen miles for each of its sides, reckoning the 
stadiani at its hipest standard (»f eight to a mile. Dicaiorus Siculus gives the dimen¬ 
sions of Nineveh as one hundred and fifty stadia in length, and ninety stadia in 
breadth, or al>out niueteen miles in front along the river, and eleven and a quarter 
in Iffeadth from the river to the mountains, estimating the stadium at the same 
standard of value. 

There was, it is true, a greater leu^h in the city of Nineveh; but, from its 
more confined breadth, the 8|>ace actually included within the limits given was some¬ 
what less than that of Babylon. It may, however, be admitted to claim for itself a 
higher anti<piity, since the second great capital of the Assyrian empire did not begin 
to flourish until this, its first metnqtolis, whose origin mounts up to the period just 
succeeding the Deluge, was abandoned decay.” 

In this place, Mr. Buckingham professes to support his concluding proposi¬ 
tion, by referring his readers to Gen* x. 11 ; hut our own reading of the text 
by no means permits us to conclude that Nineveh can claim a nigher anti¬ 
quity than Babylon;”—that Babylon was no more than the second ^reat 
capital of ihe Assyrian empire ;”—that Babylon **did not be^in to flourish” 
until Nineveh, its (the Assyrian) first metropolis, whose origin mounts up 
to the period just succeeding the Deluge, was abandoned to decay.” p. 303. 

Ill our view, the text of the book of Genesis states this whole matter in 
the rlirectly opposite form. 'The localities which belong to the history of 
mankind before the epoch of the Deluge are nowhere described, except that 
the garden,” in which God placed vlie ancestors of the human race, was in 
Eden, an eastern country; and tnat at the expulsion from *'lhe garden of Eden,” 
our first parents were driven still further to the eastward ; for the ” cheru- 
bims,” and the “ flaming sword,” were “ placed at the east of the garden.” 
•—See Gen. ii. 8, 10 ; iii. 24. Cain, too, it may be added, went to dwell in 
" the land of Nod,” still “ on the east” of eastern Eden. 

The dwelling-place of Noah is nowhere named; but, at the subsiding of 
the Deluge, the ark rested upon ” the mountains of Ararat,” on wmcb 
mountains it was that ”Noah builded an altar unto the Lord.” 

But these mountains of Ararat” were to the eastward of the plain, in 
the land of Shinar, the acknowledged Babylonia, and site of Babylon, or 
Babel. It was in and about these eastern ** mountains of Ararat” that 
Noah and his posterity—” the whole earth” of the scriptural text, long 
iCbided. It was from these eastern ” mountains of Ararat,” that” the whole 
earth” journeyed westward into Mesopotamia; that, upon so entering Meso¬ 
potamia, they descended first upon the ” plain in the land of Shinar,” aud 
** dWdt there,” and there built “ a city,” and a tower, whose ” top,” they 
designed, should ” reach to heavenand this city—this first-built city after 
theCeluge—was “ called Babel,” and not “ Nfheveb.”—See Gen. viii. 4, 
Xt» 1,2, 4, 9* 

Nmerch, other hand, so far from having a” claim to higher anti¬ 
quity^^ than Babylon, grew out of the greatness of the latter; ” And Cush 
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begat Nimrod: he began to be a mighty one in the earth.”—** And the 
beginning of his kingdom was Babel, and Ereen, and Accad, and Coluefa, in 
the land of Shinar. Out of that land jycni forth Asshur, and builded Nine¬ 
veh, &c.” This, then, was the order of events, and this the higher antiquity 
of Babylon to that of Nineveh; and it deserves to be remarked, as connected 
with the building of Nineveh by Asshur, a leader, and perhaps a rebelHoui, 
or at least rival leader (as we conclude), who went out” of bhinar after the 
building of the city of Babel, that Mousul, which was thought by Gib^m 
to*have been the western suburb ofNinus, the city which succeeded Ni¬ 
neveh, was anciently, according to Benjamin ofTudcla, denominated ** the 
Gre%t Assar;” which, as justly remarked by Mr. Buckingham, was no doubt 
the tradition prevalent among the people there. If, indeed, it were simply as¬ 
serted, that Nineveh was the most ancient capital of Assyria, the question, 
in our minds, might take somewhat of a more different shape ; for. as to ihe 
political ruin of Babylon, we entertain certain doubts. When Nineveh was 
taken and spoiled, it fell before the united arms of the Medes und Baby¬ 
lonians. For the rest, we have to acknowledge that the opposite argument 
to that which we are maintaining may be thought to receive sonic colour, 
both from the order of the text of Genesis, and from the declaration (ch. xi. 
V. 8,) that after the confusion of their language, ** the whole earth left otif to 
build the city, and was scattered abroad from thence upon the face of all the 
earth.*' But we cite again, in reply, the ninth and tenth verses of the pre¬ 
ceding chapter; and we btg it also to be observed, by readers of the book 
of Genesis, that the uniform plan of its composition is, first to relate things 
getierally, and afterward to go hack to particular iiicidenu. Nineveh, then, 
was of lower antiquity than Babylon, and not of higher, as supposed by Mr. 
Buckingham. The first progress of population, and ol civilization, accord¬ 
ing to the hook of Genesis, after the Deluge, was north-westward, up the 
Euphrates and the Tigris ; and not south-eastward, down the courses ol those 
rivers. We subjoin the concluding paragraph of Mr. Buckingham’s descrip¬ 
tion of the ruins of Nineveh: 

From among the ruins of Nineveh, many antique gems, intaglios, and hiero¬ 
glyphic devices on stone, have been dug up ; of some of which, drawings and de¬ 
scriptions are given in the ^ Mines de I’Orient,* by Mr. Itich, of Bagdad ; and not 
long since, a large stone was found here, inscribed all over with sculptures ttiul un¬ 
known characters, which, falling into the hands of the Turks, was by tlieni broken 
to pieces and destroyed. 

“ Ou descending from the mound of Tal Ninoa, we walked across the level 
space, included lietwetm it and the other principal inuunds near the river, and 
found the whole extent of itcxivered with broken pottery, of a very iwirse quality, 
and in general but slightly ribbed, thougli evidently oi tlie aiuncnt kind.” 

After describing the ruins of Nineveh, Mr. Buckingham offers rwsons^ 
for his present concurrence with the opinion of Bruce, that the city of* No,' 
the earliest destruction of which is rclerred to by the prophet Nahum, was 
the ancient Thebes. 

Popular tradition in Mesopotamia (the ancient Chaldea) connects every 
remam of ancient architecture, throughout the country, from ^cr, or Bir, on 
the upper Euphrates, to the Birs Nimrod, on 'the lower, with the name, 
either of Alexander the Great, or of that older prince and conqueror, Nim¬ 
rod, the beginning of whose kingdom”—that is, the earliest seat of whose 
dominion,was Babel, &c. &c.'' 

When'Genesis was written, the renown and greatness of Nmirod (c. x. 
V. 9) were proverbial in Chaldea and its neighbourhood; and they continue 
thus (as ajipears from travellers) to this day. After leaving Nineveh and 
Mousul, and passing through Arbeel, or Arwcel, the ancient Arhela, Mr. 
Buckingham, arriving in Bagdad, made an excursion to the site of “ a shape¬ 
less mass oi'hrickwork,” ‘‘called Akkerkoof, and more generally KasrNim- 
roo^, or Nimrood’s Palace,” which stands on the west side of the Tigris. 
This ruin, ** rising from a broad base, now so worn away, as to be a mere 
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hrap orrubbUh/^ has been eslimatedt bvthe late Mr. Rich, to be of ihe 
bright of one' hundred and twenty-six English £eet. It ts a solid mats of 
brickwork, with layers of reeds, after BAylonic fashion, containing, ac¬ 
cording to Mr. Ricn, one hundred thdusand cubic feet of brick. This ruin^ 
thus standing on the banks of the Tigris, was mistaked by some of the* 
earlier travellers for that of the Tower of Babel; though the place of the 
latter should necessarily be upon those of the Euphrates ; but the passion of 
the time was to trace, in eveir considerable ruin in the country, the remains 
of the celebrated Tower. Mr. Buckingham is inclined to regard,this losds 
of brickwork (which stands amid mounds that mark the remains of a city, 
though not one of extensive size,) as having belonged to a pyramid 
our own general opinion is, that‘* pyramids,*’ in the Egyptian sense of the 
word, were in no age erected in Chaldea. _ If *• Akkcrkoof,” more strictly 
used, is only the name of the city, the remains of which arc still discoverable 
around it, and “ Kasr JNimrood,” that of this specific pile, we arc left the 
more at liberty to draw an inference in unison with what we may take some 
other occasion to advance, namely, that in every considerable place in 
Chaldea, or, at least, in Shinar,'’ there was a religious edifice, more or less 
reseinblina in magnitude, and especially in structure, the tower'* at 
** Babel” itself. Mr. Buckingham suggests, though without in any degree 
relying upon, the partial resemblance of the word ** AkkerkooP* to that of 
•* Accad,” which is said, in Genesis, to have been part of the ** beginning" of 
the kingdom of Nimrod. 

From Bagdad, too, Mr. Buckingham made an excursion to the supposed 
remains of Babel, or Babylon, in the neighbourhood of the modem town 
or city of Hilleb. To the general consideration of those remains, the readers 
of the New Monthly Magazine have been recently invited, in our review, al¬ 
ready referred to, of the** Personal Narrative'* of Captain Keppel; and we 
have now to add, that such as possess the inclination to inform themsrives 
with more minuteness concerning the present appearance, and ancient and 
modern descriptions of the great city—** the praise of the whole earth,"—may 
consult with the highest advantage the volume of Mr. Buckingham. Mr. 
Buckingham was more elaborate than Captain Keppel, in his personal exami¬ 
nation ; and he has also laid the authors who precede him under more liberal 
contribution. 

But the distinguishing result and pride of Mr. Buckingham's research ap¬ 
pears to consist in his discovery of a remaining portion of the celebrated walls 
of the city. It is in this particular that Mr. Buckingham stands quite alone. 
Mr. Rich had not explored the mound which appears to have thus rewarded 
ihe perseverance and research of l^lr. Buckingham ; and Captain Keppel had 
dUtlnctly renounced the claim to any good fortune of the kind:—*‘ After 
statinff,'^ says the latter gentleman, ** upon what grounds I rest my belief in 
the identity of these ruins, it is fair to add, that our party, in common with 
other travellers, have totally failed in discovering any traces of the city walls.'* 
—Mr. Buckingham's narrative of his ** search after the walls of Babylon,'* 
and the very full, and to us, very satisfactory disquisition into which he enters, 
as to the evidence upon which he establishes his belief that the mound called 
'*AlHheimar" is a real remain of the city-wall, will be read, by every lover of 
classical antiquity, with singular eagerness; though the author, in using the 
phrase ** search after the walls,** misrepresents his own transactions, and, by 
the same inadvertence, even invites suspicion as to the impartiality of his 
judgments. It is not true that Mr. Buckingham made his ** mdre easterly 
excursion” in ** search after the walls." He went, as he himself informs us, 
only to see the mound Al Hheimar, ** tempted by the sight of the high mounds 
in that direction, as well as by the report of there being one of particular inte¬ 
rest there, called Al Hheimar, and by the persuasion that vestiges of ruins 
must exist beyond the boundary-line which we conceived to mark only the 
enclosure, oftsixty stadia, that encompasseil the castellated palace and its 
gardens.” Thus Mr. Buokiughatn went to see the mound Al Hheimar, and 
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in ** search after” other Buppose<i vestigesbut (a» far at appears) he had 
no preconceived theory of the “ city-walls” to support; he did not go in 

search after the waijs but it was his careful and discriminating snrvey of 
the mound Al Hheimar—^liis acute application of the minute description of 
the peculiar architecture of the city-walls, as found in Herodotus—and his in** 
telligent observation of the distinguishing characteristics of the brickwork of 
Al Hheimar, as compared with that of ^1 the other ruins, which gave birA 
to his persuasion of his having unexpectedly discovered a portion of the 
cisy-wall; and which, at the same time, appears to bear so honourable a tes- 
lioiony to the minute accuracy of an ancient historian whom modem i^io- 
rance has been very free to charge with credulity and error:—“Dr. Hint,” 
says* Mr. Buckingham, “ the physician to the Residency at Bagdad, and 
Captain Lockett, of the Army* who first visited this ruin, were particularly 
struck with the singularity of this cement, and both of them, as 1 had alreacfy 
learned' from the former gentleman, thought it to have contained originally 
small pieces of straw ; though this does not appear to have suggested to them 
an idea of its being the composition described by Herodotus, nor conse¬ 
quently of the ruin being a portion of the city-wall.” Mr. Rich knew Al 
Hheimar only by report, ana never suspected its relationship to the “ city- 
wall.’’ From this very striking part of Mr. Buckingham’s work, it is the 
limitation of our space alone which prevents us from making more than one 
extract. 

Mr. Buckingham’s account and elucidations concerning the Birs Nimrod, 
situate upon the opposite, or western side of the Euphrates, are not so much 
to our satisfaction as those which he has given us of Al Hheimar, ’Fhat 
latter relic, which Captain Keppel has inadvertently placed ** fourteen miles 
to the north-north-east” “ of the ruins of the once mighty Babylon,” is un¬ 
questionably to the south, or south-south-west of those ruins; and Mr. Buck¬ 
ingham makes its distance from the Mu^illebe no more than ten miles. It is 
locally called El Birs, or, else, Birs Nimrod. Captain Keppel thought its 
distant appearance that of a castle; Mr. Buckingnam, at the same distant 
view, says it resembles a pyramid. ‘ 

For Mr. Buckingham’s description of this ruin we must again refer the 
reader to the author himself; but, with respect to his attempted elucida¬ 
tions, we shall ofler a few critical remarks. 

Mr.Buckingham, along with Mr. Rich, is at a loss for the etymology of the 
word “birs.” Mr. Rich has wished to derive it from “Belus,’’ and thus lo un¬ 
derstand by " Birs Nimrod,” the phrase, Belus Nimrodand Mr. Bucking¬ 
ham assures us that themeaning of the word is unknown to the present inhabi¬ 
tants of the country. For ourselves, the idea that the popular name of 
a ruined edifice should be “Bclus Nimrod,” appears to us superficial in the ex¬ 
treme ; and we have little doubt, upon the other hand, that at least in one 
radical langui^e of mankind (though, possibly, not that to which the modern 
inhabitants ot Hilleh are accustomed) it would be easy for us to show, that 
the word “ birs” implies** a castle.” On the Birs Nimrod, Mr. Buckingham 
** inquired particularly after the ruined site called Brousa, or Boursa, by the 
natives, and supposed to mark the place of the ancient l^rasippa of Strabo, 
the Barsita of Ptolemy, and the Byrsia of Justin.” ** Near as this place was to 
us, however, and commonly as it was thought to be known among the i)eo- 
ple of the country, there was,” subjoins Mr. Buckingham, ** but one of all our 
party v.rho did not absolutely deny its existence, contending that Boursa, or Birs, 
were but difterent ways of pronouncing the same word, which was no otherthan 
the name of the place on which we stood.” That the Byrsia of Justin, the 
fiorasippa of Strabo, &c. is really the same place with the £1 Birs now under 
review, is what we are prepared neither to contend for nor to impugn; but our 
full persuasion is, that El Birs, Byrsia, &c. and even the name (Beer or Bir) 
of the town, with its conspicuous castle, seen by Mr. Buckingham at hli first 
entrance into Mesopotamia, are names which, in all jnstance|, imply a cas¬ 
tle,” or fortress, or strong place ; and we conclude this part of our remarks by 
submiuing the proposition, that the name, Birs Nimrod, is to be interpreted 
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M otherwise than as Niihrod^s Castle.*’ At Akkerkoof, Mr. Buckingham 
saw the ruin which is locally called Kasr, or Kisr Nimrod, or'^Nimrod’s 
Palace and, Itere, in the neighbourhood of Hilleb, he saw that which is 
equally denominated Birs Nimrod, or ** Nimrod’s Castle.” It has appeared 
already, that nearly all the ancient works of architecture, of which any re*^ 
mains continue, are locally attributed to the age and grandeur of Nimrod. 

But is this ruin, thus locally held as the ruin of a castle, and of which the 
first impression, latiely made, by its distant appearance, upon the mind 
Captain Keppel, was thatofits resemblance to a''castle —is this ruin, thfis 
called, and thus, to Captain Keppel at least, a|mearing—is this ruin the ruin 
of a casile in reality? Toward the solution oT that question, some preVmi- 
naiT observations are needful. 

Ancient writers have left us two accounts of a lofty building as part oi 
the edifibes of Babylon or Babel. According to the book of Gencsi^ ** the 
whole earth,” the whole and single people of mankind, after journ^ing from 
the east into the land ofShinar, there proposed to themselves (Gen. xi.4) 
to build them “ a city and a tower j” and it is this “ tower ” which, in the 
language of bible history, is intended by the name of the ‘'Tower of Babel.” 
On the other hand, Herodotus, Strabo, Arrian, and others,4n their accounts 
of Babylon and its fortunes, have left us descriptions, not of what they call a 
“ tower,” but of a lofty edifice, which -some of tm^m speak of as a pyramid, and 
which they variously denominate the “sepulchre” and the “temple” of Belus, 
and which “temple” or “ sepulchre” subsisted in the time of Xerxes, and 
was by that conqueror overthrown. Now, the first question which, it might be 
thought, should have presented itself, is this; Have modem writers any real 
authority for identifying the “ Tower of Babel ” of the book of Genesis, 
with the “ temple ” or “ sepulchre,” or“ pyramid ” of Belus, in the city of 
Babylon ? 

Looking to the eleventh chapter of the book of Genesis, it may seem a 
violence to the text if we even imagine, that cither the “tower” or the 
“city” of Babel have any thing in commop with any edifice, or even with 
the “city” itself, of Babylon. The result of the confusion of tongues was 
that (v. 8) “ they left ofi to build the city;” and that the builders, (v. 9) so 
far from even continuing to dwell in the land of Shinar, and much less to 
build any Babel, or other “city” or “tower,” upon its soil, were scattered 
“ abroad upon the face of all the earth.” But, overcoming this objection, 
and admitting, in the teeth of this text, that (Gen. x. 10) the beginning of 
the kingdom of Nimrod “ was Babelthat the “ city ” which “ the whole 
earth” “ left off to build,” was really built; and thatthe“ tower,”which must 
have been equally left ofl* to be built, was built and completed, as the “ tem¬ 
ple,” “ sepulchre,” or “pyramid ” of Belus is said to have been completed;— 
admitting the whole of this, was the “Tower of liabel" of the book of 
Genesis a “ temple,” a “sepulchre,” a “ pyramid,” or “a castle?” if 
wc refer ourselves once more to the text of Genesis, that authority will give 
us strong reason for concluding, that the “ tower” of which it speaks was a 
casile, a place of strength ; that is, that the very purpose of its proposed alti¬ 
tude, the very feature which provoked the displeasure of God, was no other 
than military greatness and defence: “ And they said. Go to ; let us build us 
a city, and a tower whose top may reach unto heaven ; and let us make us a 
name, (that is, give ourselves a national union, consistence, and defence) lest 
wc be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth.” (Gen. xi. 4.) But 
the objection asserted by God (v. (i) is this, That if the city and tower were 
suffered to be built, “nothing will be restrained from them which they have 
imagined to dothat is, that they would beco&e too powerful a people; 
that they would possess too strong a mtlitary hold. The coincidence of the 
thought, in the fifty-first chapter of .leremiah. is, here, a strong corrobora¬ 
tion of the view thus presented: “ Though Babylon,” says the prophet, 
“ should mount up to heaven, and though she should foUify the height of 
her strength, yet from me shall spoilers come unto her, saith the Lord.” In 
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both texttf therefore, the idea df defence is that which accomiMuies 
the allusion to the elevated buildings of Babylon: in Genesis, by means of 
the ordinary punctuation of the English Bible, both the lowerand the 

city” are made to aim at reaching ‘'unto heavenin Jeremiah, Babylon 
itseltis tdd, that though it ” should mount up to heaven,” it shall be 
cd; and, indeed, if we Uke the accounts of Herodotus and Strabo, and it wc 
identify the “ Tower of Babel with the “ temple,” ” sepulchre/' or “ |^ra- 
mid ” of Belus, we shall not find, (at least according to some of our trans- 
ktors) the considerable difference between the height of fhc ” tower,” and the 
height of the walls and their towers, which we might have imagined 5 for 
while the “temple,” &c. is described as no more than five hundred feet high, 
the height of the walls only is described as three hundred 1 But, further, 
though, by Jeremiah, God is made to say, that he will “ punish Bel in 
Babylonyet. In Genesis, no imputation of a false worship is offiwd as the 
motive for the prevention of the building, either of the city or of ihe^ tower.” 
Thus far, then, as to the “ Tower of Babel” at least, a castle appears to be 
presented to us; and it remains to be seen what real character conjecltire 
may assign to that “ lower,” especially if it is to be regarded as identical with 
the “temple,” “ sepulchre,” or “ pyramid ” of profane authors. 

We assume, that according to all legitimate authority, there was but one 
edifice in Babylon pre-emiu«tly distinguished by its lofty architecture; and 
that, therefore, nothing is left to us but to choose, whether we will recognize 
that single edifice as a “ temple, &c.” or as a castle, or as both. But Mr. 
Buckingham appears to have taken up a different view. He talks both of 
“ tower ” and a “temple a duplication of the actual structure for which 
we believe Mr. Buckingham to have no written precedent, unless in a single 
and careless phrase ofNiebuhr; and, as to the mass of ruin which Mr. Buck¬ 
ingham, on inspection, wishes to separate from the “ lower,” and ascribe to 
the “ temple”—of that we shall presently speak. 

The edifice which is mentioned by Herodotus and others as one of the 
“temples” of Babylon; which is the only edifice of which those writers 
speak as eminently lofty; and which they denominate either the “ temple ” 
or the “ sepulchre” of Jupiter Belus ; that edifice we believe to be identical 
with the “ Tower of Babel,” and both with the Birs, or Castle of Nimrod ; 
and it remains, upon thU head, only to submit the notion which W'e enter- 
lain, of the reason why that edifice, both now and of old, has been regarded 
as a “ castle,” or place of defence. In the first place, as a ruin, it has struck 
native observers in general, as it struck the stranger, ^ C^tain Keppel, as re¬ 
sembling a castle upon a hill—the hill composed of its fallen portions; and, 
in the second, we doubt not but die lofty religious edifice was ai*cicntly en¬ 
closed within a real fortification; that the whole was a place of strength; a 
depository of treasure, and at once a sanctuary and a citadel. This arrangc- 
nienl was usual with antiquity. 

Satisfied, then, that the Birs Nimrod is the remains of the “ temple” or 
the “ sepulchre ” of Jupiter Belus of profane authors, and of the “ Tower of 
Babel” of Scripture; of the edifice which Xerxes overthrew, and which 
Alexander once proposed to rebuild ;—we have still to call to the minds df 
our learned readers the doubt (unnoticed either by Mr. Buckingham or Mr, 
ttich) as to whether we have really any data subsisting as to the true height 
of the “Temple,” so called, of Jupiter Belus;,and we coqld go on to im¬ 
peach some of the other statements before us, as to the remaining admeasure¬ 
ments ; to dispute die application of either the term “temple,” or “ sepul¬ 
chre” or “pyramid,” to the ancient “ tower ” in question; and to enter 
into the required explanations as to our view of the religious faith and wor¬ 
ship to which that edifice belonged, and in conformity to the dogmas and 
necessities of which it was fashioned. But those inquiries would make a se¬ 
rious addition to the pages already filled, and for that reason wc are com¬ 
pelled to desist. We must not omit,'however, the suggestion we have pro- 

as to the ruin which, as we apprehend, Mr. Buckingham mistakes for 
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that of the “ temple/' \yj the »Wc of that of the tower.” We luppose thra 
latter ruin to be that or the college and aeminaries of the priests $ of those 
priests whom Xetxes slew, at the satne time thatfae destroyed the tower,” 

Specially attracted by those parts of Mr* Buckingham’s book which tend to 
solve the mysteries of arttiqucy and particularly of biblical lore, we h^ve passed 
over, for the most part^ that succession of paintings of scenery, incidents^ana man¬ 
ners, with which every chapter presents us; anefeven the accounts given by our 
author of Arbela, Ctesiphon, aud Seleucia. The whole volume will gratify its 
readers; and the few and occasional examples ofdefectivediction, and sometimes 
of style, which must be admitted to betray themselves, are but small and trivial 
detractions from the general merit. Mr. Buckingham uniformly misemploys 
the term masonry” for brickworkand, in a few other instances diso, 
obscures the sense of what he writes, by the use of erroneous phraseology. 
We repe^ however, that these blemishes are but of rare occurrence. 

In a short Appendix, Mr. Buckingham has given a condensed account of 
his proceedings at law with Messrs. Jknkes and Murray; and has also adverted 
to his disputes with the Indian Government. Upon all these points, the im¬ 
pression upon our mind is, that Mr. Buckingham has really received very ill 
treatment nom the parties whom he impugns. Upon the subject of a free 
press in India, we are decidedly hostile to Lord^Amherst, and friendly to the 
statesman-like and open policy of Lord Has^tioesA 

The volume is adorned with twenty-seven l^'eaulifuJ wood-engraved vig¬ 
nettes, illustrative of scenery, architecture, costume, and manners, from 
drawings by Mr. W. H. Brooke; and illustrated by a map of Mesopotamia, 
and copies of the views of the rumt of ancient Babylon, from the pencil of the 
late Mr, Rich, and originally accompanying that gentleman’s Memoirs, 

THE SONGSTRESS. 

I ircAitn her breathe her lays of love 
Within her native bowers, 

Aud gaily round her lute she wove 
A wreath of w'oodland flowers. 

She shone in loveliness and song. 
Yet reck’d not of her claim. 

Nor sigh’d to join the glittering throng. 
Who sought for love or fame. 

Ah! happier far in that lone vale, 
Than if by torchlight blaze 

Her beauty won the lover’s tale, 
Her song the Hattereris praise. 

The warbling birds, the gudiing streams, 
Soft peace to her impan; 

Their voice the breath of Nature seems, 
The music of the heart. 

And vast and matchless is the scene 
That hails her song at even— 

The silver moon, the skies serene. 
The beaming stars of Heaven! 

M. A. 
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Where DowaMra in curtainM boxes ait, 
And ogle bald heads in the pit; 
And Damsels feel a Maiden's heart 
Beat to Rossini or Mozart; 
As screen’d behind a friendly fan, 

• They flirt upon a quiet plan. Opera Bpics» 

Who would not have a little bit of sentiment in his composition ? It 
IS dn ingredient that gives a piquancy, which nothing else can impart 
to most of the affairs of life. It is as essential in a song or a quadrille 
as it is in the rather more serious affairs of love and friendship. It is 
the seasoning that makes the every-day occurrences of the world passa¬ 
ble—the sauce which can exalt the humblest meal into tlie Ibast of an 
epicure. In short, it is tlie very cayenne pepper of our existence. 

If it does not dignify, it disguises our animal propensities, and can 
give the temporary semblance of virtue to that which, without it, 
might be taken for glaring barefaced vice. It forms the excuse for 
more than half the peccadilloes in the world, which are committed for 
no other reason, but that the sinners have been blessed or cursed with 
what the French call “ beaucoup d'ame.*' By-the-by, the French 
are a people who have the prettiest expressions for every kind of feel¬ 
ing, with less of the reality than any other nation under the sun. 

But to return to sentiment. It is as useful with the maid as with 
the mistress : with the one, a sigh will often go farther than a sove¬ 
reign—and with the other, a sonnet, an appeal to the moon, or an 
allusion to the blue skies of Italy,’* has made more way than rank, 
fortune, or even notoriety—which, by the best judges, is considered 
the grand desideratum of attraction to that sex who are doomed by 
the laws to form the ** better halves" of mankind. 

While so many evidences of its power are in existence, I have oAen 
been astonished at many of my brother men of the town" discarding 
sentiment from their vocabulary and their practice; and that they 
should so oflen affect the want of feeling, instead of affecting its ex¬ 
istence. By its abandonment they know not how much of the relish 
of their pleasures they lose, nor how many more they might attain, if 
they would but take the trouble to cultivate a few of those feelings, 
which, by novel-writers and ladies, have been designated sentimental. 
For my own part, it is to me what Kitchener calls his Test; I mix it up 
with every thing—and being what is called a remarkable plain person, 
I attribute the whole of my ** Bonnes fortunes*' to the little dash of 
romance which the affectation of sentiment has given me, and to the 
power of throwing in a sigh and a tear" d-propos. 

Of all the places in London, the Opera is certainly the best 
field for sentiment. The effect of the music is heightened by the 
excitement of the lights and the company ; and the retirement of the 
boxes is most amazingly adapted to sentimental fiirtatioor—and who 
would give an atom for a flirtation without sentiment? 

The Opera is the origin, and in many instances the scene, of half 
the adventures which enable a man of the town to exist through the 
season without dying of ennui. It is the great mart bn which one is 
sure to see every body worth seeing. It is the Royal Exchange for 
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sighfli smiles, glances, billet8«doux, and visiting tickets—tl^e empo* 
rinm of rank, mhion, and foppery—the resort and the delight of all, 
from the connoisseur of music to the amaicur of any thing—from the 
prim old dowager, who graced the circle, of Queen Charlotte, and is 
cursed with the remembrance of Mara and Billington when they 
were in tlie brilliancy of their career, to the languishing young lady 
who is to come out at the next drawing-room, ana who sighs over the 
pathos of Pasta and the charms of Caradori, and the pirouettes of a 
VeStris or a Paul. In short, there is no place which possesses such 
strong claims to the grateful remembrance of a man of the town; as 
the Opera; and as such, it should be the first place he flies to on his 
arrival in town, for that 

“ Englisli winter—ending in July, 
* To recommence in August— 

as Lord Byron calls it; and the last at which he should take a 
parting glance, when quadrilles are getting flat and quadrillers getting 
tired—when mammas bottle up their hopes with a sigh till next 
winter, and misses begin to think they may stand a better chance 
of going off in a chip bonnet at a watering-place, than in pasto- 
raling it in their Boucles d’Angoul£me,” (Anglice, sausage curls,) 
among the remanets in town- 

It was with these feelings of gratitude, that, at the end of the 
last season, I still lingered in the deserted streets of London, nearly as 
long as Mr. Ebers* red letters proclaimed the Opera House still to he 
open. Bu^ho can ever quit town without one farewell visit to the 
Opera ? 

When romantic young gentlemen and ladies quit the rural scenes of 
their infimt years, where, perhaps, their young hearts have first 
learned to feel, there is generally some spot sacred to memory, and 
which requires the tribute of a farewell soliloquy, from the associations 
connected with it—some tree under the branches of which, perhaps, they 
first listened to, or told the tale of youthful affection—some seat 
rendered holy, by tlie remembrance of parental kindness and instruc¬ 
tion-some “ velvet lawn,” endeared by the gambols their infancy 
has enjoyed upon its smooth greensward ; or some prospect which 
they have looked upon with other eyes, when other eyes were near to 
partake of the delight which it created. Perhaps, if they have already 
drank of those deeper feelings of life, the sources .of which are in 
death, there may be some grave upon which they have to drop 
another tear, or which they may wish to decorate with another 
flower—some 

Storied um or animated bust, 

the inscription or marble features of which they may wish to reperuse, 
before plunging into that world, a collision with which soon brushes off 
all those emanations of a youthful heart and fancy, and leaves us nothing 
to regret in life, but the disappointment of a new opera or a new dress; 
or any thing more to lament at death, than the temporary absence it 
occasions from routs and quadrilles, and the customary suit of 
solemn black,” which it compels us to wear, and, sometimes, to pay for. 

But the opeia at the end of a season is the scene of the tender 
reminiscence of a sentimental man of the town. Though there may 
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be no groves rendered dear to him by the nightingale, which Seduces 
country gentlemen and ladies from their pillows; yet is there a 
certain quantity of square yards of canvass painted by Zara, to which 
the notes of a Pasta^ and the pas-seul of a Vestris, have imparted 
a temporary interest* Though the bower in which he told his first 
tale of love may not be there ; yet there is many a box in which 
lie has told many succeeding, or radier subsequent ones; and who 
would not prefer making love in a warm opera box by gas-light to an 
accompaniment of Rossini or Mozart, with the certainty of a cast in 
a carriage to one’s quadrille party afterwards, to sighing like 
furnace"'in a cold grove by moonlight; with nothing to fill up the 
intervals of sentimental speeches, which take time to comppse, but a 
nightingale solo, and with no other perspcciivc than a rainy walk home 
afterwards ? There may be no loved spot at the Opera that rcgiinds us 
of the commencement of feeling, but there are many which call to our 
remembrance the beginning of a flirtation; and who is there possessed 
of the slightest degree of proper sensibility, that can saunter down 
Fop’s-Alley, and pass unremarked and unfeelingly, those spots from 
which he has directed the artillery of his eyes to the various boxes, 
which had by turns contained the various objects to whom his heart 
and bis opera-glass had been at once devoted? who can stand in* 
sensible upon the spot where he first strained his neck to judge of the 
“ Pirouette k pi >mb," of Ronzi Vestris or Noblet, or where he caught 
\ii» lust parting glimpse of the ancle of the fascinating Mercandotti? 

1 have no doubt but in this strange world there may be found men 
with so little of sentiment, and so much of common sense, as 'tfi admire 
the feeling of the youthful country geutr}' I have just mentioned, more 
than the cultivated sentimentality of the Opera man ; and these natural 
persons would say, that the feelings, or sensations, (a more fashionable 
word) of the one, have about as much affinity with the other, as the soA; 
sestette in “ Mathilde e Coradino” has with the vigorous air of “ The 
I'laxcD'headed Ploughboy that whistled o’er the Lea,” or the capering 
of Anatole with the unsophisticated jig of a buxom maiden at a country 
fair; or they might be severe enough to say that the feelings of the 
Opera Sentimentalist bear the same resemblance to those early emana¬ 
tions from a fresh and youthful heart, that the mock scenery of the 

Domia del Lago” docs to the real sublimity of Loch Catrinc—the 
one possessing all the magnificellice and beauty of nature ; tile other 
presenting a bad specimen of the art by which nature is professed to 
be represented. 

But to quit sense for sentiment; let imagination picture an Opera 
lounger at his last visit for the season—his last visit to the only place 
he regrets. 

He goes early, the time for giving dinners being over; he passes 
the tall man at the door, who exclaims, unheeded by the abstracted 
Opera man,*' Box Roman Twenty-one.” He drops hi%ivory ticket 
into his Genoa velvet waistcoat pocket, passes his well-pruned fingers 
through his haU'7'Tf he have any, as he skips up the steps into the pit, 
and resigns himself to his sensibility. Most of the boxes are still 
empty, so that his reflections are not much interrupted by nods of re¬ 

cognition. tf 
As his memory rapidly traces all the scenes, and all the associations 
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coonected with the place, we may imagine him Uius Boliloquizing his 
lUminiscence^ 

It was iif^thac box I first saw Miss V—and on this spot that I 
first attracted her opera-glass* Mem. compared it to a burning- 
glass, and her eye to the sun. It was the first night of Tancredi that 
1 whispered tlie beating of my heart in the ear of Lady M-, to the 
air of * Oi tanti palpiti/ and ventured to declare the violence of a 
passion which lasted till the next new opera. Here it was that my 
|i)rd C ' first greeted me with a cordial shake of the liand. And 
it was out of that box that the Duke of S-honoured me with a 
friendly nod of recognition. Mem. the only duke who ever bowed 
to me first. It was on this brass plate that I first caught a glimpse of 
tliat leg which the spectators were applauding to the skies—and which 
almost seemed destined to reach them, while it gave me a glow warmer 
than that which was imparted from the furnace beneath; and it was 
from that station that 1 had the perseverance to watch Lady B—— for 
two Tuesdays and a Saturday, till she asked who I was, and sent me a 
ticket for her fancy ball. It was behind that drapery that 1 declared 
my penchant for Mrs. W——, to the air of * La ci darem/ and had 
my heart stolen by tbp chattering Miss C- - during * La Gazza 
Ladra ;* while just above it, I made love to Miss D-., through 
all the airs of Giovanni." 

Our lounger quits the theatre, and mounts to the empty crush-room. 
This brings to his memory the first time he ventured to press Mrs. 
A-’s hand, with a feeling warmer than that of friendship. He Re¬ 
collects, on this occasion, being troubled with a temporary qualm, be¬ 
cause, at the very moment, her open-hearted husband gave him a cor¬ 
dial invitation to —-Hall for the next sporting season—and what 
a sporting season it was ! The crowd of recollections produced by ail 

"the circumstances connected with this confiding husband and affec¬ 
tionate wife overpower him—for lie is a man of sentiment; and he 
rushes to pay bis last visit to the Foyer,” and to say “ addio” to the 
damfl^,^with whom he has had an arrangement for the season. From 
the foyer he mounts to the gallery, where poke bonnets rise one above 

*another pyramidically ; covering heads as prolific and as politic in mat¬ 
ters of shntiment and intrigue, as those which are ranged below them. 
Here no nod of recogmtion takes place—a glance is ai^cient to speak 
the ack^wledgment of acquaintance. ** The eye discourses,'* but the 
tongue is silent; and poke bonnets keep their places, unless the magic 
of some secret sign draws titem into a sentimental flirtation in the slips. 

From the gallery, he proceeds to some empty box, to indulge in the 
luxury of silent contemplation; counts the bald heads in the pit, 
catches the last glimpse of the last ancle, which the curtain, more 
envious than the petticoat, hides from his view ; takes a parting squeeze 
in the crush-room, mounts his cabriolet, and takes his leave of the scene 
of all his sentimental pleasures of the last season, with a raelandioly, 
brightened only by his anticipations of the next. Y. Y. 
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FiSHVINa FlTMBRALD-^LoftD dAXBLBOlCD, After tltS SMA« At 
Brookes's between FtgiHng Fitzgerald and the tnembers of the ddb 
already detailed, it may not be amiaa to follow the duellist to ftie last 
of hia exploits and his final exit. Those readers who ak*e not awiwe Af 
other particulars in Mr, Fitsgerald's history, will wonder at bis exf^wer* 
dmary 8ucce$s ai a duellist; and that too, not so much from his prowess, 
as tiiat he should so constantly have cscaptd^ almost wiihovt a hurt 
Could thia enigma have been explained in the early part of his career, hk 
name would not have conveyed so much terror to the hearts of those who 
had the misfortune to fall into his company. Arthur Fitageral4'ha8 beUb 
compared to Lord Camelford; but there is np possible resetnblauee, 
for, though the latter fought several duels, it is well known that Me 
generally had sufficient provocation, and that be received many iuSttUa 
which be never thought worthy of public notice; in short, *his general 
deportment was mild, ahd&e never sought a quarrel, for which 
gdrald was on the constannodk-^out. CamelfiHd, likewise, had a rtucm 
generous heart; for, whilst the attention of the fashionable world Wife 
taken up with bis eccentricities, he was in the habit of performing muiUy 
private charitaUe acts among those of the poor who were a$kamtii to 
nis chanties were invariably administer^ under an assumed name; 
and he never foiled to threaten those whose he suspected, with 
a suspension of their salary, if they dared to follow him, or tried to fh^ 
out who their benefactor Was. He usually went on such expeditions at 
night: and he has often left a crowded ahd brilliant assembly, to dra^ 
himself in an old brown coat and slouched hat, in order to visit soma 
poor fomUy in the crowded courts between Prury-*lane and Charing^ 
cross. In such deeds as these, and at an expanse of several thousandi 
a year, did this unajiettd philanthropist pass tlie hoiUrs which he stole 
from tile disaipadon of hi|^ life; and bis protegees were not aAftre of 
the name or quality of their b^tOfactor, until his untimely fare put a 
period to his munificent donations. That Mr. Fitzgerald (unlike hk 
countrymen generally) was totally devoid of generosity, no-one whd 
ever knew him^Wl doubt; therefore there js'*'^fP^oint of resemblaifea 
between hin ana the nobleman above mention^, not even in (ha mods 
of tneeikg hts antagonist. Cakielford 6ame into the field with all 
of bis parson equally exposed^ and really braved death. Indeed it li fn 
insult to hk memory to mentioh them together. Arftsur ^tpgor|t14i 
on all such occasions, had bis chest, &c. cased ta o steel cwtraie, as thB 
foUow|^ circumstance will prove, and ft will aUhekame dme suffibkntly 
acoouat for faia extraordinary suoceaa. 

Being At Newmarket, he proveked a gentleman (an bid friend of the 
writer^O) pt him. The weapon kgVeed on was theskmall sword; 
and rail pavtim, for some time, Appeared to be Well matched: at 
length, a judkioualy aimed thrust at Fitsgerald's right breast would 
have lotd him dead upon the turf, had not the gentleman's sword beat 
roimdand snapped in two, ilOar (hetnlddle, owing to the point striking 

* Continued from page 136. 
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forcibly against a ptJished hard surface. Enraged at such a dishonour¬ 
able and cowardly resource, the gentleman pulled off his hat, and fling¬ 
ing it with all 1^ might in Fitzgerald's face, exclaimed, You infernal 
rascal!—so, this is tlie way in which you have been enabled to overcome 
80 many brave men; but 1 shall take care that you fight no more duels, 
—Cowardly dog !*'—As he uttered the last words, he rushed desperately 
towards him in order to despatch him with the remaining part of the 
sword which he still held in his hand; but Fitzgerald, turning round-, 
took to bis heels with all his might, and running across several fields, 
took shelter in a fiifin-^house. His opponent eagerly pursued him, fol¬ 
lowed by the amazi^d seconds, who could by no means comprehend the 
cause of this mysterious chase. When they arrived at the cottage, the 
gentleman mounted the stairs and searched all around for several mi¬ 
nutes; but the redoubted hero was nowhere to be found;—^he liad 
escaped by jumping out of a back window, at the very instant his 
antagonist had entered the bouse. 

Thus terminated Fitzgerald’s career in England, where he 
never again showed himself in public. Me embarked some months after 
for his native country, where he soon felt a victim to his ferocious dis¬ 
position, perishing by tlie hands of a common hangman; and, in bis 
wardrobe, after his death, were found several cuirasiicst constructed of 
iron or steel plates, and lined with pasteboard and flannel!—Thus the 
whole conduct of his life confirms the opinion of a celebrated philoso¬ 
pher, that Whatever may be the physical strength of a bully, he has 
no moral courage; for, however fierce his demeanour, he is surely a 
coward at heart.” 

Sheridan. Mr. Moore is mistaken in stating that Sheridan was in 
the habit o£manufacturivg puns and other witty sayings before he went 
into company ; and that he generally remained until a proper 
opportunity oflered for kiting off a good thing. That he and otlicr 
celebrated wits may have occasionally done so, is not at all improbable ; 
lt>ut that such was Sheridan’s practice, no pne who knew him inti¬ 
mately can for a moment allow. Had the learned biographer in ques¬ 
tion, given the least consideration to his practical jokes upon those 
tradesmen and others who were in the habit of dtinnittg him, he would 
perceive that Mr. Sheridan's invention was never at a stand; for, on 
Bucli occasions, instead of paying, he generally contrived to obtain 
longer time and to run more deeply into their debt;—those who came 
to shear went home shorn. But there are a thousand proofs on record 
that, like the light produced by fire-boxes now in vogue, Sheridan’s 
wit was instantaneous and vivid. A few of these brilliant flashes, ns 
they occur to the writer’s mind, shall here be displayed, the reader 
bearing in mind that such only shall be set down as are not mentioned 
by other authors, or which, having appeared, have not been attributed 
to him by them. 

Mr. Whitbread one evening at Biookes's talked loudly and largely 
against the ministers for laying what was called the uar^tax upon 
malt: every one present of course concurred with liim in opinion; but 
Sheridan could not resist the gratification of a hit against the. breuer 
himself. He took out his pencil and wrote upon the back of a letter 
the following lines, which lie handed to Mr. Whitbread across the 
table:— 
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** They Ve raised the price of table drink. 
What is the reason^ do you think ? 
The tax on mo/t's the cause^ J hear, 
But what has maJt to do wi^ beer 9^ 

One day» meeting two royal dukes walking up St. Jamea'a-streeti 
the youngest thus flippantly addressed him : ** I 6ay» Sherry^ we have 
just been discussing whether you are a greater fool or rogue : what is 
your own opinion^ my boy ?*' Mr. Sheridan having bowed and smiled 
at the compliment, took each of them by the arm, and instfuitly re¬ 
plied, “ Why, faith, I believe 1 am between hoth^*^ 

Being on a parliamentary Committee, he one day entered the room as 
all the members were seated and ready to commence business. Per* 
ceiving no empty seat, be bowed ; and, looking round the table with a 
droll expression of countenance, said, Will any gentleman movct that 
I may take the chair ?” 

Looking over a Number of the Quarterly Review one day at 
Brookes's, soon after its first appearance, he said, in reply to a gen¬ 
tleman who observed that the editor, Mr. Giffbi'd, had boasted of his 
power of conferring and disfiibuthig literary reputation; ** Very likely: 
and in the present instance I think he has done it so profusely as to 
have left none for him&elf. 

Soon after the Irish members were admitted into the British House 
of Commons, at the Union in 1801, one of them, in the midst of his 
maiden harangue, and in the national warmth of his heart, thus ad¬ 
dressed the chair: “And now, my dear Mr. Speaker,” &c., which 
created a loud laugh from all parts of the house. As soon as their 
mirth had subsided, Mr. Sheridan gave it another fillip, by observing, 
“ that the Honourable Member was perfectly in order; for thanks to 
the ministers, now-a-days, exery thing is dear** 

The Hon. Mr. S-having finished a tragedy, sent it to Sheridan 
with a note, requesting an early opinion, and offering it for performance 
at Drury-lanc. The manager looked over the manuscript; but seeing 
nothing fit for representation, laid it on the table before the noble 
author, who called two days after, without saying a word. “ Well, 
now, my dear Sheridan,’* said the dramatist, “ what do you think of it ? 
My friend Cumberland has promised me a prologue; and I dare say, 
for the interest* of the theatre, you will have no objection to supply me 
widi an epilogue?*'—“Trust me, my dear Sir,'* replied Sheridan drily 
and shaking his head, “ it will never come to that^ depend on’t.** 

A friend having pointed out to Mr. Sheridan that Lord Kenyon had 
fallen asleep at the first representation of Pizarro, and that, too, in the 
midst of Rolla's fine speech to the Peruvian soldiers, the dramatist felt 
rather mortified; but instantly recovering bis usual gooddiumour, he 
said, “ Ah 1 poor man! let him sleep; he thinks he is on the Bench*’ 

A rich member of the Lower House, but exceedingly penurious, 
having one day descanted for half an hour, at the Cocoa Tree, on the 
excellent quality and cheapness of a waistcoat^ which, after much 
hating^ he had just bought at a tailor’s shop in tbe Strand, and which 
he was exhibiting in triumph to the gentlemen present, concluded by 
praising the high perfection of the Manchester manufactures, and say¬ 
ing, “Can any thing be more reasonable? Can any onetconceivi* how 
they let me have it so cheap ?”—“ Very easily,” replied Sheridan, rais- 
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intr bw head from a newspaper, and heartily tired of being bored by 
such a subject: “ they took you for one of the trade, and sold it to you 

wholesale” , •» . . *. 
The Prince of Wales, one day. at Brookes s, expatiating on that 

beautiful but far-fetched idea of Dr. Darwin’s, that the reason o^the 
bosom of a beautiful -woman bewg the object of such exquisite delight Jot 
man to look upon, arises from the first pleasurable sensations of warmth, 
sustenance, and repose, -which he derives therefrom in his infancy. She¬ 
ridan replied: “ Truly hath it been said, that there is but one step from 
the sublime to the ridiculous. All children who are brought up by hand 
must derive their pleasurable sensations from a very different source ; 
yet I believe no one ever heard of any such, when arrived at manhood, 
evincing any very rapturous or amatory emotions at the sight of a wooden 
spoon f’ This very clever exposure of an ingenious absurdity was re¬ 
ceived by his Royal Highness, Mr. Fox, and every other gentleman 
present, with great klaf. Jt was a fine elucidation of the folly of 
taking for granted every opinion which may be bro.iched under the 

sanction of a great name. 
Mr. Sheridan, one day, meeting the celebrated Reau Brummcl at 

Charing Cross, and perceiving that he appeared desirous of avoiding 
him, thus accosted him : “ Ah, Brunimel, my fine fellow, where have 
you been at this time of day ?” The prince of dandies was at first 
rather nonplussed, but at length drawled out: » Sherry, my dear boy, 
don’t men-tion that you saw me in this filthy part of the town but, 
perhaps, I am rather severe, for his Grace of Nor-thum-ber-land re¬ 
sides Bome-where about this spot, if I don’t mis-take.—The fact is, 
my dear boy, I have been in the d-a-mn’-d c-it-yto the Bank— 
I wish they would reraoje it to the West End, for re-al-ly it is quite 
a bore to go to such a pl^|e; more par-ti-cu-lar-ly as one can-not 
be seen in one’s own e-i^ui-page beyond Somer-set House, and 
the hackney-coaches are not fit for a chimney-sweeper to ride in. 
_Yeg^ my dear Sherry, you may note the cir-cum-stance down in 
your me-mor-and-uin book, as a very re-mark-able one, that on 
the twen-ti-eth day of March, in the year of our Lord eight-een 
hund-red and three, you des-cried me tra-vell-ing from the East, like 
a common ci-ti-zen. who has left his count-ing house for the day, in 
order to dine with his up-start wife and daughters at their vul-gar re- 
si-dence in Bruns-wick Square.” *—When Brummel had concluded 
this affected rhapsody, Sheridan said, “ Nay, my good fellow .'—tra¬ 
velling from the East /—after all, that must be impossible—you must 
be joking.”_“ Why, my dear boy; why ?” demanded Brummel. 
“ Because \he Wise men came from the East,” replied Sheridan. “ So 
than, S-a-r,” exclaimed the fop, “ you think me a fool, do you ?”— 

* Sioce Brammera speech, Russell, Tavistock, and Bedford-squares, bare 
been placed in the terra incognita. In 1826 no square east of Tottenbacn-court 
Road is ackoovrledged by a man of fashion to exist, except upon a hearsay, that 
in tneh unexplored places certain sugar*bakers, attorneys, brokers, barristers, 
retired undertakers, and a centenarian judge or two are domiciled. Lord Eldon, 
the last man of note or rank exiled in these parts, has long since fled from Bed- 
ford-square torHamilton-pUcc, and if he could have ** made up his mind/* would 
have done it years before—so says Fashion ! 
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** By no meant/ answered Mr. Sheridan, turning away, 'ibat I know 
you to be one ; and so, good morning t”—Brummel, like the equea- 
trtan statue just ppposite to him, was struck dumb and motionless for 
a few seconds ; at length, he vociferated, ** I tell you what, my friend 
Shft-ry, I shall cut you for this im-per-ti-nence, de-pend on’t~I 
mean to-night, at the Opera, to send the Prince to Co-ven-try for the 
next twelve months, and you shall ac-com-pany him.*’—Sheridan 
laughed heartily at the idea of being put under Brummel's imperial han^ 
and to the great amusement of the fellow victim of his excommunica- 
ti(»«, announced to him ihewoeful tidings the same evening! 

The conversation at Brookes’s one day turning on Lord Henry 
Petty’s projected tax upon iron, one gentleman said that as there was 
Ro much opposition to it, it would be better to raise the proposed sum 
upon coals. “ Hold ! my dear fellow,*' said Sheridan, “ that would 
be out of the frying-pan into the fire, with a vengeance !'* 

But, that Sheridan was from his very infancy, a person of great wit, 
the two following anecdotes will prove beyond doubt. Being at a 
boarding-school, where were also two brothers, the sons of a physician, 
the conversation in the play-ground, as is often the case with boys, 
frequently turned on the rank, ri&hes and professions of their parents. 
The brothers were one day bragging largely of their father, saying 
** that he was dL gentletnan^ and that he professionally attended several 
of the nobility." “ And sq is my father a gentleman ; and as good as 
your father, any day, ” replied little Sheridan, “ Ah ! but,” said the 
elder boy, “your father is an actor, Dick,—a player on the public 
stage; consequently, it is impossible tliat he can be a gentleman.^*— 
“ You may think so," replied Sheridan, “ but 1 don’t; for your father 
kills people; and mine only amuses themi’^' / 

A gentleman having a remarkably long visage, was one day riding 
by the school, at the gate of which he ovetheard young Sheridan say 
to another lad, “ That gentleman’s face is longer than his life."— 
Struck by the strangeness of this rude observation, the man turned his 
horse’s head, and requested an explanation. “Sir," said the boy, 
“ I meant no offence in'the world, but I have read in the Bible aj; 
school, that a man's life is but a span, and 1 am sure your face is 
double that length," The gentleman could not help laughing, and he 
threw the lad sixpence for his wit. 

Mr. Sheridan met with a few hard ruhs himself, how'ever; one or 
two of which may not be unentertaining to mention. 

He was endeavouring to compliment (vulgo, to gammon) a city 
tailor out of a new suit of clothes, and promising him half a dozen 
similar orders every year, “ You are an excellent cut, my friend," 
said Sheridan, “and you beat our snips of the West end, hollow. 
Why don’t you push your thimble amongst us? I’ll recommend you 
every where: Upon ray honour, your work gives you infinite credit." 
—“ Yes,” replied Twist, “ 1 always take care that my work gives long 
credit; but the wearers ready money'* 

The following retort was exceedingly severe ; indeed, so much, so 
that Mr. Sheridan never forgot nor forgave its author, Horne Tooke, 
It is best to relate the anecdote in the latter gdntleman’s own words 

Shortly after I had published my two pairs of portraits oftwo fathers 
and two sons, --those of Earl Chatham and Mr. Pitt, of Lord Holland 
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and Mr. Fo1c»—I met Sheridan, who said, with a saucy satirical air, 
* So, Sir ! you are the reverend gentleman, I am told, who sometimes 
amuses himself in drawing portraits/—‘Yes, Sir,’ 1 replied, ‘ I am 
that gentleman ; and if you will do me the favour of sitting to nK^or 
yours, 1 promise you, 1 will take it so faithfully, that even you, your¬ 
self, shall shudder at it!'" 

Mr. Sheridan was frequently in the habit of telling comical stories 
and satirical anecdotes ; a few of which may be worth mentioning. 

Pugilism being the subject of conversation one evening, two gentle¬ 
men, one from Liverpool and the other from Bristol, insisted that in 
the county of Stafford the iart of boxing was more generally cultivated 
than anywhere else; and they adduced several instances of the bruta¬ 
lity and barbarism of the people employed in the potteries, &c. She¬ 
ridan felt that his honour was concerned, and that he was called on to 
defend his oun cwislituentSf at least, from such injurious aspersions; 
accordingly he drew out his forces, and like other argumentators and 
generals of the ntto scliool, he overcame his opponents by recrimina¬ 
tion ; or rather by carrying the war within the enemy’s own territories. 

“ I am not exactly aware, gentlemen, of the manner of fighting in 
the county of Stafford ; having generally had some other business on 
hand when I travelled in that part of the world; but I will relate to 
you the observations which I made when I resided in the JVest, Tlie 
men of Somerset and Gloucester, particularly thecolliers and other gentry 
of Bristol and the Forest of Dean, not only quarrel about the fair sex as 
civilized natipits^ generally do, but they actually love the game itself 
for its own They knock up a light for exercise or for ‘ a bit of 
vun,’ just as it may happen; and I remember a farmer, whose five 
sons were famous for fighting, every market-day, on their return 
from Bristol or Gloucester, by way of adjusting their several accounts. 
When their reverend and respected sire was on his death-bed,* he left 
his farm, which was a very good one, to his youngest son, saying:— 
“ Ben can lather all vour of his brothers, an* zo let be ha*t.’' 

“ What a brute !” exclaimed the Liverpool gentleman.—“Pardon 
me,’' continued Sheridan, “ they are much worse as you travel north¬ 
ward. I remember seeing a ‘ kick~buttock and bite* contest between 
two Lancashire blades, in which one actually bit off the other’s nose. 
When soiqe of the bystanders condoled with the maimed combatant on 
his misfortune, he exclaimed, Never moaind; I boitend off a piece 
of his ■ ■ ■' saying which, he spat the amputated portion out of bis 
mouth. 

An attorney one day meeting Mr. Sheridan walking with another 
gentleman in Piccadilly, told him that he had just been apprenticing 
his second daughter, a very beautiful girl, to a fashionable dress¬ 
maker in Bond-street; at the same time asking his opinion of this 
family arrangement. “ Depend upon it. Sir,” said Sheridan, “ that 
she is in as fair a way of being ruined, as a boy is to become a rogue, 
when he is first put clerk to a lawyer !” 

Sheridan’s failure at the Stafford election in 1812, was the cause of 
bis total ruin; more particularly as he had previously lost all interest 
in the theatre in Drury-lane. An ill-natured report prevailed at the 
time, that the Prince of Wales, considering his old friend and compa¬ 
nion to be plunged irretrievably in misfortune, turned his back upon 
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him like the rest of the world, and left him to his fatenay, one of 
the scurrilous prints of the day went so far as4D assert, that Uis Royal 
Highness, in reply to a request for assistance, dius addressed him, 
** sherry, my old boy, your day is gone by: there arc no boroughs now 
to be had, and I cannot possibly interfere. I always prophesied that 
you would end your days in a gaol!”' Whatever influence these gross 
calumnies might have had with the mob, they l)ad no weight with, and 
were altogether discredited by those who had the least knowledge of 
the*parties. But that His Royal Highness incapable of such con¬ 
duct, is proved by the notorious fact, that, on this very occasion, he 
presented his unfortunate friend with four thousand pounds; giving him 
the choice of putting that sum to his private uses, or of enabling him 
to be returned for Wootton Basset, 

Although Mr. Sheridan had a great desire to resume his seat in 
Parliament, he could not well stomach the idea of exchanging the re¬ 
presentation of a populous and respectable town like Stafford, for that 
of a rotten borough. After some hesitation, therefore, he declined it; 
and no doubt was considerably influenced in his decision, by the 
actual possession of so much rear/y money, which would enable him to 
carry on the wars until something else should start up; for, whilst the 
existing ministry remained in power, and there appeared little likelihood 
of a change, Mr. Sheridan had no prospect of coming in for a share of 
the loaves andjishes, and he consequently saw little utility in wearing 
away his lungs, and perhaps losing his popularity, on a stage where he 
had already enacted his part with so much eclat, ^3'he disappoint¬ 
ment, however, preyed heavily on his spirits; more pSfMS'cularly as his 
fertile and comprehensive mind was now without any active employ¬ 
ment. He did not fail, therefore, on every suitable occasion, to bestow 
his hearty blessing on the worthy electors of Stafford, and that generally 
in the following terms: — “A pack of rotten katheT‘-headss and be 
d— ■ -d to them !"—alluding to the staple manufacture of the town in 
question, which is that of shoes. 

But Mr. Sheridan s rejection was rendered still more galling by the 
lampoons and general abuse with which the newspapers and other 
prints most ungenerously assailed him at this period. Ambng other , 
things of the same kind, he confessed that he felt considerable annoy¬ 
ance from die following squibs. 

On a certain Gentlunaits discihnfiiurc at Stafford. 

Sherry to Stafford lately hied.;— 
Stafford, the ^eat St. Crispins pride : 
He smooth’d nis face,—hfe went unshod 
He swore, no shoes like tiicir’s, by G—d! 
lie had the Regent’s dread commands. 
Shoes should be worn on feet and Imnds / 
The Court had thought the fashion meet, 
That men should walk on hands and feet! 

Give me your votes;—1 *11 do such things, 
1 '11 make you great us little kings !'* 

Crispin, who erst did Britons shield 
On Agmc^)urt’s most glorious held, 
Look a from a cloud in licrcc disdain, 
And sent him back to Court again. 
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** Since Drury's corps disown my sway^ 
And Stafford's cobblers boot away. 
Betwixt Stephefis and tbe Bench 
1 must retire, or must retrench." 
* Dear Sherry, by that ruby nose. 
That like my darling beverage glows,' 
I'he Regent cries, ^ dismiss your fears, 
C'heer up, my lad, and dry yOur tears; 
Play what you will, you can’t be beat; 
In either case, you 11 have a miL*" 

A Hint to Mr. IVhitbrtaiC^ Entire Committee. 

By a Quondam Manager. * 

** Since none with a peti will trust me, but a goose, 
And paper of all kinds, 1 've little now to use;— 
To the verses writ by me, you may swear if you will. 
If inscribed on the back of a wine^merckanfs bill:— 
But, observe, should there be a receipt at the end on% 
Try agiiiii;—they We not Sherrrfs poetry, depend on*t," 

The latter of these pasquinades, jSlr. Sheridan declared to the writer, 
at firookes's, to be the “ unkvukft iut of all y” for that three-fourtlis of 
the stories which were told of 'biro, were utterly devoid of truth. 
“ However,” continued he, “ I suppose I must bear with these things 
like a philosopher ;^givc a dog an ill name, and hang him out of the 
way at once —Heigho!—fill, my dear friend, and let us drown care in 
a bumper. The rascal, now, who wrote that, I dare say, fancies him¬ 
self a poet; why, the scribbler doesn’t keep within proper time or 
measure: he halts and hobbles like a man w'ith a wooden leg in a 
meadow, picking cowslips. Still, the lines are clever for their point ; 
although 1 don’t see how they can apply to me. These unlettered 
assassins of the press season their bubble-and-squeak messes accord¬ 
ing to the taste of the swinish multitude; and when tliey have hashed 
up the victim of their ruffianism, they throw in a little piquante, 
in order to tickle their palates and make the ma-w-waUti$ go down com¬ 
fortably. ‘Thus, they please the pigs. But, presto!—the pigs and 
butchers be d——d ! here comes a fresh bottle, my dear friend ; so, 
let us change the scene and subject,” In this mai^r would poor She¬ 
ridan, when stretclied on the rack of a newspaper paragraph, alter¬ 
nately vituperate and philosopfiise; and then fly, for the, consolation of 
his wounded spirit, to his never-failing source of comfort,—the bottle. 
Sometimes, how^ever, his feelings were so agonized by neglect, insult, and 
the dreariness of his future prospects, ^at he has shed tears like a 

* It is to be observed, that the Cominittee of Management of the newly built 
theatre in Drury-lane had oflfered a premium of one hundred guineas for the beat 
Prologue to be spoken at the opening of tbe house. The poets immediately set to 
work, amongwbom,it was said, Mr. Sheridan contributed a very spirited effhsion : 
bnt his, like those of all the others, was declined by the managemmt, on tbe score 
of inefficiency ; and application was made to Lord RyniHi, wtio produced at a short 
notice, a very able prologue ; but certainly not better written than several of those 
which bad been Refused. Jt was this contest among tbe literati of the day, which Save tbe hint to the Smiths for the production of that most clever work, **The 

.ejected Addresses." 
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child whilst unbosoming himself to writer of this. They were 
tears of bitterness and regret. But, at the periodjtllbove mentioned, 
he may be said to have been in a tolerable st^te of equanimity and com¬ 
fort ; for he had a considerable portion of the Prince’s gift still in banco ; 
and he was never at a loss for some clever Yuse de guerre to escape the 
annoyance of his old friends the dans. Indeed, bis whole life seems to 
Jiave been one of expedients and shifts. 

It is now time to return to the more immediate subjects of this 
article; viz. the worthy and independent electors of Stadbrd. Mr. 
Siieridan was a man who scorned to confer favour by halves; there¬ 
fore, whilst he advocated the rights and libi^rties of these gentry in the 
senate, he was desirous of patronizing the trade of their town, by dip¬ 
ping into the boohs of all such as would give him credit. On all 
occasions, however, when he neither required their votes, a loan, or 
the renewal of a bill, he looked upon his constituents with as thorough 
contempt, as any Member that ever sat for an English borough. 

On one occasion, he received a pretty hard hit from one of the 
electors, as he was on a canvassing visit at Stafford. He was met in 
the streets by one of his old voters, a simple, but substantial burgess, 
with whom he had formerly had some dealings of a pecuniary nature. 
This man accosted him as follows:—“Well, Maister Sheridan, I be 
main glad to sec you. How ch?”—“ Why, thank you, my 
friend, very well. I hope you and your family are well,” replied the 
Candidate. “ Ay, ay,” answered the Elector, “ they are pretty nob¬ 
bling ;—but they tell me, Maister Sheridan, as how you are trying to 
get a Palumcntary Reform. Do ye think ye shall get it?”—“Why, 
yes,” said Sheridan, “I hope so.”—“And so do I,” replied his consti¬ 
tuent, “ for then vou ’ll be able to pay off the old election scores, shan’t 
ye?” 

He never forgave the Stafford people for throwing him out in 181S; 
and whenever they happened to be made the subject of conversation, 
he seldom failed to retaliate by some whimsical story of bis electioneer¬ 
ing adventures, wherein he took special care not to conceal their igno¬ 
rance or avarice. He related the following characteristic anecdote one 
evening at Brookes’s to several gentlemen who were bantering him on 
the subject of his defeat. When he was appointed Treasurer of the 
Navy, under the Whig Administration, his constituents deputed two of 
their enlightened body, one of whom w:is an alderman, to wait upon him 
for the purpose of refreshing his memory respecting certain promisees 
which be had made of making all their fortunes, on the instant of his 
getting into office! Accordingly, these two gentlemen,—one of wlioin 
no doubt expected to be made an emperor, and the other an arch¬ 
bishop,—waited upon Mr. Sheridan at his residence in Somerset House. 

“ Preliminary compliments having been disposed of,” said Sheridan. 
“ I asked them what was the more immediate purport of their visit f 
—‘ Why,’ replied the Electors, ‘ we are come to congratulate you 
upon your getting into such a good place and into such a fine house.’ 
—M am very much obliged to you, gentlemen, upon my word, and 
hope with youc-.;;8ssUtgnce to retain the one, and inhabit the other, for 
many years to come.' ‘ I wish ye may,' replied the iUdgrman, ‘ with 
all my heart; but you know, Mr. Sheridan, there are some old bills 
standing’—'And there they must stand for the present,’ I replied, 
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*for I can do nothing for you now in the way of cash, as I have not 
received a farthing yet from my office/ ‘True, true, Mr. Sheridan/ 
returned the Alderman, * we can hardly expect payment yet; but you 
surely won't forget your promise to provide your friends with good 
places, now you have got into a snug birth yourself.'—* Oh, certainly 
not,* I replied ; ' as soon as the necessary arrangements are completed, 
I mean to put half a hundred of you into the Excise, as many more into>^ 
the public-offices, as clerks; and the rest, 1 suppose, may be comfort¬ 
ably provided for as officers either in the army or navy;—1 have only 
to regret that 1 can do nothing for the ladies; but I suppose they will 
be pretty well pleased when they see their husbands and sons taken care 
of/—‘ Certainly, certJSnly, your Hight Honourable Worship,’ replied 
the other man, who was a master shoemaker; ‘and we hope you will 
show no favour, but treat us all alike/ I of course assured them that 
there should he no partiality manifested in the distribution of iny^o- 
x ours; and so, sending my respects to the whole corporation, 1 bowed 
my visitors to the drawing-room door, and with a most patronizing 
smile and a hearty shake of the hand, wished them a pleasant journey 
back to Stafford. And 1 assure you, gentlemen, 1 was glad enough to 
have got off so easily; for I expected a rumpus with the alderman, to 
whom, by the by, I happened to owe a small score for wine and beer 
furnished to my committees. 

I dare say you did, Sherry,” said Sir Thomas Stepney, I have 
little doubt but you dived to the bottom of the alderman's cellar before 
he had time to look about him. How many pipes did you drink among 
you 

“ My dear Tom,” returned Sheridan, “ if you interrupt me, you will 
lose the best part of my story.*’ 

“ Why, I thought you had packed them off to Stafford,” observed 
the Earl of Sefton. 

“So thought I, my dear Lord,” replied Sheridan, “but, in a few 
seconds, one of them,—the shoemaker,—without being observed by 
his companion, returned into the room to get a frank^ for the purpose 
of inclosing a letter to his wife, as he did not intend to leave town for 
a few days. His friend .tl^^„Alderman had nearly got to the bottom 
of the stairs, before he missed him; when, turning his head, he instantly 
suspected foul play, and rushing back, up the stai^ he met his com¬ 
panion at the door, just at the moment that he woV putting the frank 
into his pocket. This was enough. The enraged wine-merchant 
dashed into my apartment, and with clenched fists and eyes sparkling 
with fury exclaimed, ‘ D—n me if 1 didn't always think you were a 
scamp, Sheridan!’ 

“ 1 was struck with astonishment, as you may well imagine, ^p.d has¬ 
tily inquired what was amiss ? — * Amiss 1* roared out my Worthy 
constituent, ‘ didn't you say you would treat us all alike ? What have 
you beeu giving to him, there?*—‘Giving to him!’ I answered with 
surprise, ^ why, nothing but a frank for his wife/—‘ Well, then/ re- 
pli^ the Alderman, ‘if that be really the case, give me one too, and 
let it be just like his/ This demand I immediately complied with, and 
he took his leavf perfectly satisfied.” * 

f * As to the reputation of not fulfilling liis promises to his constituentB, 
which Mr. Sheridan gave to himself in the above anecdote, it ought to be men- 
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This anecdote greatly amused the party to whom it was related; 
and Mr. Sheridan was several tithes afterwards requested to repeat it to 
those gentlemen who had not heard it on tlie first narration; and this he 
did with the most inimitable humour. 

LONDON LYRICS. 

The Tablet uf Truth. 

Sit down, Mr. Clipstone, and take 
These hints, while my feelings are fresli: 

My uncle. Sir Lionel Lake, 
Has journey’d the way of all flesh- ^ 

His heirs would in marble imprint 
His merits aloft o'er his pew— 

Allow me the outline to hint— 
To flttisli, of course, rests with you. 

And first, with a visage of woe, 
Carve two little cherubs of l(>ve. 

Lamenting to lose one below 
'I'liey never will look on above. 

And next, in smooth poi-jdiyry mould, 
(ITou cannot well cut them too siiuill) 

Two liliput goblets, to hold 
The tears that his widow lets fall. 

TtTiere cluirity seeks a supply 
He leaves not his equal behind: 

I'm told there is not a dry-eye 
In the School for the Indigent illiud. 

Then chisel (not sunk in repose. 
But in alto reliefy to endure,) 

An orderly line of round O’s 
For the money he gave to the poor. 

1 league not in rhyme with the hand 
Who elevate sound over sense: 

Where Vanity beUows “expand,” 
Humility whispers condense." 

Then mark, with your mallet apd blade. 
To paint the defunct to 

Four stars for his conduct in trade. 
And a blank for his love of his wife. 

’TitfMono,—to complete a design. 
In brevity rivalling Greece, 

Imprint me a black dotted line 
For the friends who lament his decease. 

Thus letter'd with merited praise. 
Ere long shall our travel-fraught youth 

Turn hack from the false Pere-La-Chaise 
To gaze on my Tablet of Truth. 

tioned to his honour, that on one occasion, he actually did keep Ida word with the 
natives of Stafford. Numbers of those who voted for him, or their friends and rela¬ 
tives, were Nppidnted to offices in Drurj'-Lnne Theatre and the Opera-House. In 
a short time, however, he found opportunities of obliging new friends» for, alas ! 
more tlian four-fifths of his first corps of proleget were compelled to relinquish 
their situations, from receiving no pay ! — 
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WALKS IN ROME ANU ITS ENVIRONS.-t^O. VI. 

Tborwaltzen the Sculptor* 

CzcDONAHA has almost excluded Thorwaltzen^ with egregious partiality 
to his rivals from the Fasti of his Storia^ but his works every day becomiiig 
more generally known, appeal against the judgment, and his contemporaries 
are beginning to anticipate the award of ]>osterity. I knew Cariova by the 
engravings of his statues; but the outlines of Thorwaltzen's have scarcely 
passed beyond Home, and are but feeble reflectors, after all, of the originals. 
I felt therefore doubly interested in approaching his Studio; I soon crossed 
the Piazza Barberini, and was instantly attracted, by some huge blocks of the 
finest CiJrrara marble, to the entrance of a narrow lane. The rich Traver¬ 
tine masses of the Barberini palace (too large for one of the proudest sove¬ 
reigns in Europe) toweapd immediately above it, and the whole vicolo, seemed 
occupied by a scries of large magazines;—one of these was open—^thc work¬ 
men nad just returned from their siesta, and we found it full. ]Vly g^ide led 
me rapid^ through it, though crowded with a host <»f statues, across a little 
garden adjoining, to a second. The garden was retired and tranquil, the 
day pensive—a few vines thinned of their finiit, but not of their leaves, and 
mingling their tendrils with broken relics of busts, columns, and inscinptions, 
with a few bright varieties of wild shrubs, pushing their way thmugh the 
walls, and the twinkling of a small fountain near; all this, with the grey 
sky above, and the perfect stillness of the evening air, preluded most figree- 
abiy to the high intellectual treat to which I was about to be introduced, and 
was the most appropriate preliminary which could be desire<b to the studio 
of a classic artist. I thought of London, Winkleman, and the North;—a 
workman opened the door—and we found imrselves at once in presence of 
Tliorwaltaen. He. had just recovered from a rheumatic attack, and it was 
the first day he had been permitted to return to his occupations. The day 
was damp,—the miigazine large *and naked, iinfioorcd and unpainted; but 
the spirit within him con(iaered all, he w^as in the fervour <»f a magnificent 
composition, modelling the colossal horse for tlie monument of the Prince 
Poniatowski. He descended from his scaffolding, and I w'as imint^diately 
prasented to him. His ap])earance is striking—])ecuJiar—in the South doubly 
so. In the midst of these Italian faces, the features of tlie North are 
strange and jarring. Imiigine a t;ill and massive sort of person, robust, and 
almost rough in stature and gesture—boldly hew^ii from the quajTy without 
polish or pretension—in matter and manner, in word and act, emphatically 
and vigorously, the North. Thorvvaltzen is a native (»f Copenhagen, and 
his father of Iceland : he bears it about him—his residence of twenty years 
in Italy has produced no change—years have glided over him without an 
impression. In the structure or muscles of his countenance, there are none 
of those nicely defined delicacies which indicate that happy sensitiveness to 
beauty, or that sagacity almost instinctive, of taste, which is the apanage 
and glory of the South. But he has perhaps instead, the externals of a 
higher order of intellect. His forehead is capacious, and trenched with the 
traces of bold and grand thought; his eyes, thougli small, and of the light 
savage blue of the Goth and Hun, have a steady mental lustre about them 
which is well set off by their enchasement. The sf»fter parts of his charac¬ 
ter, that good-nature so charac-teristically and nationally German, lie in 
honest and ungracious smiles about his mouth. The entire h^ad is crowned 
with a waste of neglected hair thinly sprinkled with grey, which gives a 
venerable air to the whole, and frames well the poilrait. It is just such a 
model as I should choose for a Sccindinaviaii Jupiter. Throughout, there is 
great power and firm will, much genius and more refiection. His own bust, 
executed by himself, concentres hotli. It is a rmble work, aitd bears well a 
comparison with that of Canova. It is tlie ideal of the elements whicii com- 
foBB him, preserving .still the actual and grosser lineaments of the man. 1 
know nothing '£aer than the profound gaze of thought, the antique so¬ 
lemnity engendered over tlie whole being by high and noble me4itations, 
which IB so pregnantly expressed in every trait. There is, throughout, much 
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of the “ terribil via'* of his ffreat predecessor; a inusde of mind, if I may 
so express as well as bo<^; a ^rasp and strength, singularly opposed to 
the open mouth, the Virgiliaii inspiration, the soft devotional enthusiasm of the 
head of Canova. There is another portrait by a German artist; and a third 
by Camucoini, executed for him in the meridian of their friendship, and in 
gratitude for the admiratde restoration of his relief of Trajan. Cainuccini's 
is a cold and gloonyr performance* When 1 afterwards saw it, and knew 
'fhorwaltzen well, 1 neither recognized the man nor his mind. The Ger- 
n\^n portrait is the favourite of the artist himself: the likeness is there, but 
it is still clay,—^tlie mere prosaic recollection of his character, laboriou$dy 
and painfully wrought to the matter of fact of colour and shape, lie has 
shorn him of all the higher.a*ays of intellect, and terrestrialized the divine 
particle, as much as was iu his power. Ilis manners are open and aifahle ; 
a natur^ simplicity, with more than the warmth of his eountrymeu, enhances 
the value of his courtesies; nor is their sincerity a little heightened, hy the 
strongly aspirated German Italian, which he still speaks. He soon sets you 
at your ease;—is communicative without being talkative—kind without 
aflTectation; and you cannot leave him without the impression that his moral 
character, instead of suffering, receives and communicates additional lustre 
to his intellectual, by the (ujutiu't. 

After a few words' conver«itioii, he oliligingly inten*upted his lalK)urs, and 
conducted us liimsclf, w ithout any effort to Impress upon us the value of the 
favour, through the regions, rather than Uie chambers of his ateliers. Thi‘y 
are a most extensive gallery in themselves. His observations turned prin¬ 
cipally upon Ills art, and were characterized by the metaphysical i»reailee- 
tions of his countrymen. He touched upon the philosophy of sculptural 
composition, and supported his positions with cuusiuerable aptitude of illus¬ 
tration. His manner, perhaps, as much the result of organization and 
accident as of choice, he defends upon theory, and, without direc,t censure 
of the works of his competitors, more than hinted the preference which seem¬ 
ed due to his ow'U. Thorwaltzeii expends his wlioie mind on his first con¬ 
ception; he creates in clay only; the tedious day-by-day operation, tlie gra¬ 
dual swelling into the ripeness of perfection, tires and appals him ; the last 
touch is genenJly wanting; tliere is a harshness iu the execution, in what 
may perhaps be called the distinctive diction of the art, which at first sight 
separates him from Canova.* But he fully atones fur this deficiency, if such 

* Much mny be said on both sides. Years, iu sculpture, as well as pninling, 
do much for the artist: time glazes better than the best pencil. The ancients 
(unless we arc to rely on some dubious expressions of Pliny) do not sccin to hare 
much insisted on these tricks of the art; though ambngst men and schools who 
could add painting and gilding to sculpture, thus degrading statuary to a wax-work, 
affectations of a still less barbarous character might reasonably be expected. The 
yellow patina, so much affected by-Canova and his school, is a mere mechanical 
process, and not of the most, cleanly, and may to a certain degree he admitted, 
when the mellow quality of the marble itself does not supersede its necessity. But 
this is to be distinguished from what niust precede it—the manner of handling. 
Few artists spent more time upon the defuiltive, and completing master-touches 
than Canova, or intrusted less this stage of his productions to minor or meaner 
hands. He imagined that a sort of empa^emenf, or fleshiness, which was the nbjert 
of his idolatry in painting, could be extended with advantage to sculpture. Hence 
all is flowi^, round, and I might almost say blurred and muddy; nil that is ums- 
cutine, sharp, and clear, is wasted and rubbed away. Ho earned this virtue or 
vice so far as to finish frequently by night, in order that by working when the 
shades were most firm, he might more fully attain, when exposed to daylight 
that, peculiar suavity, Corregesque and Catullan at the same time, which distin- 
gaishes his productions, both in conception and execution, from most of the moderns. 
I know not, however, whether he has not altogether lost by the experiment. It in 
remarkable that when viewed by torchlight beside the productions of the ancients, 
his works lose almost all their character, and sink into feeble copies; Iround this 
very singularly tbe case in the comparison between the Athletes of antiquity and 
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it diould be oalleil, ^ the much higher powers of composition^ which ho 
brings to the work. He ia eminently mfted with the creative faculty; and 
though he can scarcely be called^ like Canova; tlie father of a school^ he is 
not less a poet, and as original as any w ho may have illustrated, since Michael 
Angelo, the records of modern sculpture. Groups in this ^loint of view, 
vwteris paribus, may be allowed to rank before isolated statues, and reliefs 
before groups. R^efs are to a single statue as historic paintings to a por¬ 
trait; and tliough one be the best preparation to the other, it can scarcely be 
denied that the greatest achievement is that which requires, and (effects with 
power and judgment, the greatest number of combinations. Tlie passions 
are never better illustmted than in their action and reaction on others; 
and it is in the nice developenient and conduct of this play of mind, that the 
author is most distinguished from the mere mechanist. The has-rcHefs (»f 
Canova are inferior to his fame: tlio vices of his manner are more conspi¬ 
cuous in them than in any other of his works. Thorwaltzen's, on the con¬ 
trary, are more than usually exemjjt from liis peculiar defects; and, were they 
to form the only measiu*e of their respective merits, would raise him above 
his rival many grades in the epic of the art. Almost the first production to 
which we were conducted, Wiis a glorious illustration of all tliis. Sommariva, 
with a liberality which has left at a great distance behind him the royal 
Msecenases of Europe, had just ordered the execution in marble of the mag¬ 
nificent frieze of the Triumph of Alexander. Tlie model had been put 
together for the workmen, and lay against the wall. With all its defects 
(and they may be numerous) it is the first of modem reliefs. M^ithout 
insisting on the difficulty of prolonging without monotony to such a length, 
so insipid a subject as a triumph, a difficulty, whiidi, if not altogether 
conquered, is at least forgotten, there are intrinsic merits in the w'ork, 
capable of exciting and justifying the loftiest admiration. The age is caught 
not only in the costume, and other accessories—an easy acUicvcincnt with 
the faculties atid examjdcs derivable from modern knowledge—but wdiat is 
beyond all erudition, in a sort of antiquity of look and attitude, solemnly 
sculptural, and breathing altogether of an elder and haughtier world. It is 
just that sort of venerable beauty in art, which in language w'c so often liml 
clinging we know not how, with an indescribable charm, to the strangely 
figured ^ihrases and obsolete chronicles of our forefathers—an idiom fitted 
for the men and things about which it is engaged, aud^which confers upon them 

liiM PugilUU. His anHtomy, indeed, was never much admired. 1 beard a French 
artist describe bis Hercules as a ** matelass, pique.’* The ancients were distin- 
fliiisbed by a very opposite manner of treating the naked ; niid though (Juatreuiere’s 
theory ^eems to imply that the operation was merely uiechanical, it 1$ impossible 
not to admire, even in the simplest of their works, the greatest science and pi e* 
cisiou in the details. Every one eulogizes the Belvidere Torso; but the Apolliuo, 
which is the very smoothucKs of a youthful and celestial nature, is not less remaik- 
able fur the minuteness and knowledge of all its parts. David was in the habit of 
selecting it as an example, and otten exhibited, by means of torchlight from be¬ 
low, as an interminable com)dicntion of line and muscle expressed with the nicest 
art, what appeared during the day U> his pupils an almost uniform surface. Nor 
waa their Judgment less conspicuous in the apparent rudeness with which some of 
their monuments have been executed—the Muses, the Panathenaic procession, 
and other reliefs of a similar description, for instance. As they have never been 
excelled, perhaps, in the skiagraphy of their architecture, so al.so nothing could he 
more nicely calculated for the point of view, or in truer optical relation with the 
object or purpose for which they were intended, than every class of tlieir public 
aud private sculpture. I am not aware that it is on such principles that Tbor- 
waltzen justifies the coarsencsK which characterizes the minority of hia works ; but 
1 am quite sure that It proceeds from any other cause than ihcapacity. Witness 
his Venus, which may stand in point of execution beside any statue of Canova. 
1 attribute it rather to the mental organization of the man, and the habits whicti Its 
has siiliseqneiKly contracted. He dislikes it; and dislike geuciates neglect, and 
ueglert cuntempt. 
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that huo of age and mystery^ which would altogether evaporate in the more po** 
sitive phraseology of the present. About his personages, there is an Etruscan 
repose seldom to be found in Canova. Alexander alone is an exception: with 
all our knowledge of this Charles XII. of antiquity^ w^e cannot help wishing 
that his attitude were a little calmer, or less operatic, lie has conquered, but 
he feels too much his triumph. He ought to iiave been more pnmd, and less 
vain. The groups of sheptierds (though their flocks are too numerous, and 
lengthen out the state something like a collection of expletives) are a judi¬ 
cious set-oif against the barbaric pearls aiid gold of the other portions of the 
relfbf, and hniig the country pleasingly into the gorgeousness of the great 
itapital. The ^ers are an invention hi the highest range of poetry. There 
is nothing more closely moulded in the mind of the times than these proplie- 
siers and promisers oi still enlarging empires to the young iSesostns of the 
age. They Imve their globes, and their wands, and their traditions, and 
their mysteries, and seem to unlock worlds and centuries by their words 
and glances. Nothing borders more nearly on that cast of Scripture gran¬ 
deur, which was at all times the inheritance of the Eiist: it recals the iive 
hundred prophets prophesying before Isaiah. The oflerings are richly 
lonisli: the architecture is worthy of the offerings. I have iJready 
was for the Mandiese Sommariva, the Alhani of modern times; but many 
years must pass before the workmen will have completed it. In the 
atelier, to which we now returned, is the Jason. Ho has just won llie 
fleece—a fine type of the Greek in idl the nakedness (»f its heroism, and a 
contemporary rather than a ccqiy or descendant of the Achilles, and Meie:iger. 
It is as near antiquity, without being an ad verhum translutiou, as can be 
borne or attained. Near is Poniatowsky—a hero, without the absurdity id' 
armour—a modern, without the degradation of modern costume. The 
Graces, who follow, attract, from tlieir contrast to the rival work of Ca¬ 
nova : they are more virginal, but less seductive than the Euterpe, ike, oi' 
the Italian, though the persuiisiveness of the latter is rather,too iniicli of a 
lesson, and, in the hands and faces particularly, br4)adeiis into a sort of open 
coquetiy. Thurwultzeii value.s them higldy,' perhaps too liighly; and feels 
heyuud its value every iximpliment which is ]taid them by a stranger. 1 was 
]ii>t a little amused by the emphitsis and nmveld with which he ])ointed out 
their excellencies, 'llie superiority which they are BU}»posed to possess over 
tlie production of his competitor, was a feitile though dfuigerous theme. 
'J'hey are fluiished with the same care all round—Canova's are better cal¬ 
culated for a niche. In tlie same chamber 1 observed the four oval bas- 
reliefs, of Strength, Wisdom, Health, and Justi(u>: thev are highly original 
persoiiifloations, of veiy coininon-phice abstrm^tions. Tliut of Jkistice lias a 
tinge of iEscliylus; Nemesis reading the scroll of guilt before Jupiter, and 
Jujiiter, US she reads, gradually grus]>iug the thunderbolts, is worth)'^ i»f the 
4»hl theugony: there cannot be a nobfei' realization of the fears of the 
wicked. They are designed for tlie chief tribunal at Copenhagen; but 
have been also <irdei*ed liy a ^irivate individual. I'lie Venus, a cojiy, or a 
rival which reminds you of a copy, of the great Mediceau original, is in the 
adjoining chamber; but the (H)pyisiu is judiciously departed from in the 
superior part of the figure. TJie head is nu,ire occupied ; the apple* wliich 
she holds in her hand explains and concentrates her attention and that of the 
spectators ; the body is beautifully fuller, and rounded into a more luxu¬ 
rious undulation tlian the ancient. All the traits are deliiiately amplified. 
The moderns have a propensity to the contraiy practice, and seem more 
habituated to the coi'sette than the zone. Nothing can be more gently 
smoothed of all harehness, or mellowed with a nicer touch into the softness 
of flesh, than tliis admirable statue. The execution and form arc equally 

IJuby- 
said it 

* Venus Victrix, or Genitrix. The Romans gave tlir same symbol to both. Ibit 
the Venus Genitrix is generally clothed (so indeed nre the Graces), touiiproach 
her, 1 presume, to ** the Ournnia," or Veuus the Celestial. The Cele^al Cupid is 
always naked. 
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Mar^ wad 

me iiqp^^pioiiuil^ AchUtoi bftid^lin| tiijcii^ beutrty re> 
v^tdis the to mere ro^ition of esi||iBafa|^ «r))i|(it!eM.}ite]e bettor 

tbianselves* *]^6 j^ext aitlier> vluA vodntaaii 'Uij^ tques- 
tiiaa gliittiA of Poniato^ski, rather ite eu>deli a'^rovded like thfe with 
baste^ which die artist's own colessai head'towers pre-^inerAly: 
the »w jS^BToi nffn, is not forgotten even by the side of Lord lliere 
is. idl the pride of the chief of princedoms and dominations in his ghiu 
and month (and ^ey seem to. have, been to their most stubborn bearing 
for the occasion*); but the^iosej eyes^ and esneeLdly the neck and should- 
erSj, which should form a noble pedestal .for tW head^ are a fatal fiulure. 
Viewed in profile^ both structure and expre«sioo are unaccountably common: 
tijie Bard is a mere English lordy who can bear floBfefet^bbve or oelow him. 
The.equestrian statue of Poniatowskl borders , the only in- 
etatuse^ perhaps> of such a fault amortgst * pi^^|pPeiM of Thom^tsen: 
it would have honoured Bernini; andean mmny wq^' say it was borrowed 

. from the Curtuis of Ih6; Villa Bqi^iiese. Thorwaltzhd says, he borrowed it 
ihm the Fountain on ,^hich«it m to o^ rather the Fountain forced it 
upon him.f T^e model, where^ou see the hrst ferment of an author's con- 
ce^ion, is burnlhg wi^V without^^imace. l*he man and mind tri¬ 
umph ova* the animal:-^ta^ |^orse shud^rs^from the stream; its rider has 
already plun^d'in before %im. favourite, liowever, is the Hope. The 
seed of .^S h|^utifm incsgingtif^ is hi: that sort of demi-JSgyptW non¬ 
descript statue, iraich jsurmoili^M the apex of flje tympanum in tne Temple 
of the Panhqlie^ac iJspiter abd was brought uith the r^nainder 
uf that oolteotion fMa thence !to Malm, ^ana subsequently to Rcnne. 

stdkie has been polished’^ inte the g^> and the seen expanded 
isio ^^^^^-blown flower t. There i#- here truth-r-poetry—creation; the 
analog^p’are' p^ect and intelli^ble. I'^know of no emhodyingof moral 
or metaphysif^ existences'dcss liable t&' objection. I like it l^ter than 
Eaphaers, though excellent, and W^'s. West's Hope on the window of 
Christ Church is more Christian, but toi» mystic; the explanation makes it 
^^ery'beautiful, but it is uptnixig without the explanation. Mystery will not 
dci^,with sU'due deference to Mons. D’Hancarville, either in sculpture or 
pi^tiog: the allegory must not be a story, nor ^an epigram, nor a riddle. 

Hope of Thorwaltzen holds a pomegranate dbout to burst into maturity 
in one hand; the other gently raises her robe, which half impedes her step ; 
a cheerful solemnity breathes about her features—it is the 11^ between fear 
and a^urance: she is advancing with the gravity and the con^dence of the 
^Pra|i|r|. in Homer. The pomegranate Thorwaltzen intended td exchange 
for tnCiotus; it would have been an ii^rovenient, and completed, with 
more consistency, the origindlthougbt. The lotus was the type of the Nile, 
and the Nile the expression of all that the imagination could frame to men 

* When Lord B—sate for Thorwaltzen, some circumstances which may Jus*' 
dfy this idea occurred. He appeared the first day in his atelier without any pre* 

^rioua notice, wrapped up in hU raSutle, and with a look which was intended to 
impress upon the artist a powe^l sen^ment of his character. It was the first iu<> 
troduction ; and Thorwaltzen, frbm'whdtti 1 heard the fapt, admitted that tlm effect 
ara^commensurate with his wishes. 1 regret to find few traces of it in his work. 
£|ie the Portraits of Westalt apd Philipps, and Dallas’s Commentary on th^m. 

f Poqiatowski, it may bq rainembered, was drowned in passing river after 
te b*ttia:9f Leipsic. His Statue, with thexonsent of the GHiad Duke Constapfine, 

deMsaid for thh chief square at Warsaw, and intended to surmod^ Hbe 
.^onpjUdii. river was^o be exprened by th^ Fo^ntiiin, or the Fonotida wah in- 
aenlmisly 4xinrerted into the river. The horse was represented starting back opon 

haok, I^niabirricl as.uil^g him on. Undulatory lines lu^way up Ite pe< 
idea. Inis mixture between the repjreeemauoa aad the 

mHty i$ dM JiBiSlciout, bDt.%n arthit would dd wroi^ ** d’avoir Unborn raison,*' 
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of the certainty and profusion of promised blessings* The gradual spread¬ 
ing of the hud into the ilower wouB in itself collect the essehce of a small 
poem. The style varies a little from the usual manner of the artist, tte 
has judicioii^ adopted a character immediately between the scoots of 
Phidias and Hegesias, but leaning in grace^ at leasts to the former. This 
throws an air of traditional sanctitv over the work^ and gives you a Divihity 
fur a mere allegory in stone. - The hint^ however^ was in the ancient; but 
he has had the judgment to seize it^ and the taste to seize it well. The 
folds of the drapery, the attitude, the look, are all in this keeping: but the 

Mress is an illustration in another way of extremely felicitoxm adaptation. 
The costume, in some degree resembling that of the original statue^ is modi¬ 
fied from the Turkish Giubeh of Constantinople. The Hebe stands near. 
She is the Hebe of the ancients,—a sort of luxurious indolence, not carried 
too far, which by reflection expresses all the quietude of Olympus, weighs 
gently and gracefully upon her. The moment has been Well chosen. Ca- 
nova’s Hebe is yotmg^, and more lightsome, and more giddy ; her forward 
and fleet step already preludes to her disaster. Thoru^aUzen’s is her eldest 
sister, perhaps a little too serious ; but this is one of the moments in which 
she has just ceased to be gay. She has already poured out the nectar, and 
seems to hang with a sort of amorous pleaata*e on the termmation of the 
feast. The drapery is distiiigui^ed for its extreme purity, and excels as much 
in the arrangement of the folds, as Canova’s maybe said to sin.* Allowances 
must be made, however, for the relati^-^e difficulty of the tasks. Tliorwaltzen 
contented himself with the suggestions of his predecessors: Canova attempted 
a feat. Here also are the exquisite reliefs of the Day and Night. The Day is 
trite, and tritely expressed—the Night belongs to 'Iliorwaltzen, and is almost a 
gem of the Antholo^. 1 observed also a Baptismal Font:—^the illustration of 
that verse so full of tenderness and beauty, Suffer little chUdren' to come 
unto me,*'&c. &c. had been felicitously chosen—justice has been done to tfie 
choice. Thorwaltzen could have gained nothing from Beato Angelo or Chan- 
trey. 'Fhe relief of Priam demanding the bod^ of his Son, requires only to have 
been dug up in the Villa Adriana to entitle it to a high rank amongst the Surest relics of ancient art. 1 cannot say so much fVir tlie Separation of 

Iriseis. Flaxman's design, though coarse and careless enough, is superior to 
it. In the adjoining atelier, is the Shepherd, an inimitable pastoral, with 
the elegance and Doricism of antiquity. There are few statues of the pastoral 
age, and none which unites with so much nature, so much of its delicacy and 
grace. 1 saw copying beside it the celebrated Mercury:—the god has al¬ 
most subdued and incumbered" into a brief trance the hundred eyea of the 
monster. The music is gradually waning away, his hand seeks in se<Tet his 
sword, whilst his head is still intently flxed upon Argus and his movements, 
—^the next moment is to decide the value and fate of his experiment. The 
artist has handled the forms of antiquity with the command of a master, and 
cast the character, with a singular trutli and facility, into a new mould. The 
head, in particular, is deserving of attention. It recalls that complication of 
contrasted feelings attributed to the Demos of the ancient master, the vigi¬ 
lance and artfulness of the god of Tliieves with the persuasiveness of the god 
of Eloquence. Near is a Ganymede, transferred from a bas-relief to a group; 
and next the Copernicus. Thorwaltzen was selected with peculiar propriety for 
the execution of this colossal statue. He has transferred into astronomer 
all the naSvete and simplicity of his own character and country. It is placed 
on a large square unomamented pedestal, sedent, and in profound contempla¬ 
tion of tiie sphere, which he holds in his right hand* The peculiarities of Ger¬ 
man costume are drowned, and not discarded; and the attention of the spec¬ 
tator is judiciously thrown and kept upon the face. It is destined for Germany 
and is to be cast in bronze. The accuracy of the portrait may be disputed ; 
the artist had no other assistance than a miserable engraving whidi he 
showed me, pasted upon the wall. In the same magazine is a model, in 
small, of the celebrated Swiss Lion,—celebrated beyond its mestoar'iirits day, 
but not unworthy of a place beside the Poniatowski and the Triumph of Alex- 
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aoder.* It ii an early work^ meagre in manner^ feeble^ and4eficient in 
truth and style^ in comparison to his after-productions, and saved from the 
glaring incongruity witn which the design U embarramed, by no other cir¬ 
cumstance than the originality of the execution and its gigantic size. But 
the master-exploit of this extraordinary man is perhaps the collection which 
he is still employed in executing for the new Cathedral of Copenhagen. The 
did Teutonic building being destroyed in the fire occasioned hy a bomb 
during our attack on the Copenhagen fleet, an edifice on the Greek and 
Roman model has been raised by order of government, and from the public 
fund, assisted by private subscriptions, to replace It. The first sculptor of-^ 
the North was judiciously chosen to embellish it with statuary; for, less rigid 
than their Anglican co-religionists, they have not tliought true piety eji~ 
dangered by the assistance, or sisterhood, of the arts. He chose for the tym¬ 
panum or frontispiece of the portico, which is on the plan of the Pantheon, 
St. John preaching in the Desert: for the niches of the Vestibule, the four 
pester Prtmhets, for the frieze, Christ bearing his cross, followed by his 
Disciples; for tlie interior of the Temple, the Twelve Apostles, and for the 
High Altar, the Redeemer himself. A large portion of this magnificent 
senes has been already executed, at least in model.t The relief first 
mentioned, which partakes more of has than alt relief, is admirably ima¬ 
gined, and adapted to its jdace without even a suspicion of effort. St. 
John occupies an eminence in the centre: his auditors are grouped with 
great judgment and facility around him in various attitudes: the figures 
nearest to the Precursor are naturally standing; at the extremities recum¬ 
bent. The management of the tympanum of the Parthenon, conducted on 
the same principles,is more laboured and artificial. The artist here, instead 
of appearing to contend against a difficulty, seems to have filled up the plan 
of his choice. The Apostles cannot be more highly praised than by saying 
that in eveiy particular they are opposed to those ot Bernini in St. John 
Lateran, Here is no contortion, no flutter: no Fuseli exaggeration of 
muscle or proportion substituted for the ease and dignity of natural gran- 

* There is a false metaphor in the conceplion. The Swiss guard may have 
resembled a lion, but a linn will scarcely interest bimaelf about tbe pii^servutiun of 
any flag, either white or red. The expression of pain and death is perhaps as true 
as it is strong, but there is a great deul of guess-work throughout. ThiirwuUsen 
smiled and shook his bead as he passed it, and pointed with a natural pride to a 
model of the same animal which he had just terminated from nature. An ex¬ 
tensive menagerie had arrived at Hume, aud he had profited by the occasion. 
There is, no doubt, much difference between ** the word on the spot,*' and the 
cart-load of reflections afterwards,'’ and every young artist would do well who 
thinks otherwise, to compare the two works immediately before us. Tborwaltzen 
in this instance is the best cominentHlor on himself. But the precision uf the 
French school, and their good faith in detailsy is every day gaiuing gnmnd. CaoovA 
executed his Minotaur from some of the finest living, or as some say dying horses, 
he could find at Roii.e. His lions, if not altogether from Nature, are glorious 
approaches, and sometimes, as in that which is slecpiug, perhaps beyond. The 
female charms of Italy were at his disposal, and for once he almost realized the 
stories of ancient ait^ Thorwaltzen himself never executes a statue without the 
deepest and most extensive research. His Venus cost him thirty models, Barto- 
lioFs Baccante still more. 1 beard them regret, in stating these particulars, (he 
necessity and expense of these studies. Early marriages, and earlier dissipation, 
bad thinned the capitals of a great portion of their ancient beauty. 

^ It is uiiu'h to be regretted that these immortal conceptions should be destined 
to remain einbodieil in so fragile a material as plaster of Paris; but so it is—tbe 
Catheilral is of stone, the pillars of wood, the decorations, including the veiilpturef 
to be fur the present, and probably for the future, of stucco. Thus, without any 
event like tbe last.^^he slow tooth of Time will of itself gradually pare and nibble 
down these glorious works, and finally annihilate them. Folo, one of tbe fli^t 
Roman or Italian artists in his Hue, will preserve them in bis engravings. His 
Christ is uSMfthtiately taken with a front light i but be has seized the pith of his 
subject, andlp on the whole an excellent translator. 
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ileur; no slaty draperies^ no cumbersoiaa allagorles, or extraVoffaiit stride 
or rushes from one expressipn to another. There is a full developement in 
allf of their and calling*; a gravity^ essential to high duties of the 
highest of all human missions; a lofty sedateness whi^ becomes the monu¬ 
mental records of the great dead; a scriptural elevation distinct from the 
grandeur either of the Temple of Jupiter or the Iliad. But with this also 
is combined with unparalleled skill a sort of individuality, the fashion of 
the peculiar man^ the essential distinctive of the moral and physical being, 

, distinctions and peculiarities personal without the aid of emblems, and sus¬ 
tained unbroken to the very folds of their drapery. I know not in what 
author or artist we can find a more complete and precise wrsonification of 
the ardour of youth in the traits of old age, the austere and stem devoted¬ 
ness of St. Peter, or. tlie staid and graceful virginity of St. John, or the 
unction of the converted St. Matthew, or the solemnity of the teachers St. 
Jude and St. James, or the firm and deep, though late conviction, of St. 
Thomas, or the aspiring after all sort of suffering for justice sake, in the 
remainder of the other apostles. The traditional emblems are happily 
arranged, but the building stands without them; they are compelled to add, 
and not detract from its beauty. But the climax of all this is, as it ought to 
be, the truly sublime statue of the Saviour liiinself. Nothing can be more 
admirable. It is to Christianity what the Phuliaii Jupiter was to Paganism, 
the embodying the whole system by its visible characteristics. The attitude 
is simplicity itself. Both arms are (extended graciously, the head is jpently 
bowed, the eyes are cast compassionately upon the sufferings of mankind at 
his feet; and the words inscribed on the base, Come to me, all ye who labour 
and are burthened, and I will refresh you,” is the beautiful epitome of the 
whole. It breathes from all its parts: it is the expression of the head, atti¬ 
tude, and costume. The very uniformity, which some censure as a negli¬ 
gence, is an artful heightening of the general effect. The parallel lines of 
the drapery, the parallel extension of the arms, the parallelism, and |>erfect 
assimilation of one side of the statue to the other, are only modifications of 
the great inspiring idea. Like a return to tlio same note in music, or a re¬ 
duplication of the same words in poetry, tliere is 'something inexpressibly 
persuasive and overpowering in this insisting exclusively and passionately 
on the single thought. There is nothing Etruscan or Greek uliout it—it 
is not even traditionally scriptural;* it resembles no Christ I have ever seen 
—it is not Raphael, nor Michael Angelo, nor any of their schools, nor 
scarcely resembles the most scriptural of them all, Poussin. The very 

* The type of our Saviour (aurox^aTw^), the Madonna f^eorofn;), the Apostles, 
&c. &c. has been preserved the same for many centuries amongst the Greeks, with 
singuliirly religious fidelity. Every one remeaibers the anecdote of the Greek 
Papas and Titian—As statues are prohibited, this is comparatively easy. The atti¬ 
tude is retained with eiiual scrupulosity : it is to the Greeks what their Liturgy i» 
to the Latins. The best examples of these orthodox portraits are to be found in the 
mosaics, which generally encrust the absis of the ancient Banlics, such as St. 
Paul's, St. John’s at Rome, the Cathedral at Monieleone near Palermo, &c. Ac. 
It SB probable that it was from one of these early designs, which may be traced as 
high at least as Constantine (see the mosaics at Bethlehem), that Nicepborus drew 
his description. Nicepborus, in his turn, suggested many hints to the early 
Italians and Germans. I saw at Stutgard a portrait professedly painted after 
him. It is engraved, with others of the same admirable collection, in the new 
lithographic publication (the finest specimen by far which exists of that discovery); 
but to judge*it properly it must be seen. In the same gallery is a Christ of 
the third scliool of German art, which struck me. It resembles much tue 

d’eduvre of Thorwaltzen. 1 was told that it had attracted his attention not 
a little,, when at Stutgard. I thought 1 could see the bint of his Christ, ibo 
drapery, altitude, Ac.;—but the expression—the expression who could give it 
but Thorwaltzen ? At Orvieto, st the entrance of the Cathedral (■rfhv'ftf is aim a 
small sadent statue, exquisitely modelled and finished; but 1 imagine, as it hat 
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uifiM and colonal cumbronaaeift by which the proportioiu are aaid to be ki- 
juvfldj is for me a chaniu It is a atyle per ae—aid which eeema to be in¬ 
spired by the first Getmaa a^ools^ sided by a sense of the sublime in the 
artist himself, which might be envied by Michael Angelo. The Pieth of 
that neat master, (the miest he ever executed,) now fi>r the first time re- 
souea from the obscurity where it lay in St. Peter's, and exposed to the 
wonder of artists by means of a cast executed for Ctunuccini, iS' no doubt a 
production which seems to distance all modern rivality: its perfect science, 
its inimitable anatomy, tiie commanding manner in which the marble has • 
been taught to follow all the endless peculiarities of dead Nature, this with¬ 
out the lightest violation of the sacred proprieties and decencies of the sul^ 
ject, are beyond all praise. The Christ of the Minerva, though of a clumsier 
and more terrestrial nature, is deserving of the suffrages which hitherto have 
ranked it in the first scale of mere art. But the Christ of Thorwaltzen, with 
less erudition, or at least less of its display, exceeds, both in the qualities 
which ought to stand the first in our estimate of intellectual excellence. 
He is indebted for his merits to mind, and to the perfect attainment of 
the objects for which the art ought at all to exist. His Redeemer is not a 
great mechanical difficulty wonderfully overcome, but a great mora) phe¬ 
nomenon illustrated with a beauty, which, whilst it is the perfection of 
physical excellence, never distracts us from the end to the means. The 
nead is radiant with the tender philosophy, the lofty morality of the Gospel. 
There is a meekness about its power, which intentionally clouds the lustre 

• of the Wvinity, and bows down the Son of Man*' to the infirmities of the 
nature which he was pleased to share, as a Father to his child, that he may 
more easily raise the sufferer up to his embraces. When we join to tins 
the size, the place, the crowd which religion must call about it—when we 
contemplate its beauty, through the eyes and hearts of assembled thousands; 
and in the elevation produced by prayer and music, and public solemnities 
and private devotion, begin to reason on the work, as such a work must 
some future day be reasoned upon, with all its accessories and aids around 
it, then indeed we must say, that there can scarcely be imagined a higher 
triumph for the art or the man, or a more noble exemplification of the Divine 
nature, which the elder philosophers, in the consciousness and exultation of 
great powers, have proudly placed within us. Every spectator on first 
seeing it cries out, The problem is solved, my imaginings are made 
actual—the Son of Man is indeed the God of the Centurion and Thorwalt¬ 
zen himself, still fresh from the inspiration, could not help turning round as 
we left the room, and in a moment M'hich repays man for many hours and 
many labours, exclaimed, ‘‘It is there ; 1 believe 1 have at last found it." 

The latest works of Thorwaltzen are, his Monument of Pius Vll. a bust of 
Gonsalvi, and some bas reliefs, which in their way are only to be equalled 
by the Asiatic delicacy of Moschus, His monument of his late protector, 
(if indeed he deserve the name), to be valued as it should be, must be seen 
after Bernini. The Charities and Wisdoms and Strengths of St. Peter's— 
that army of allegories which usually attend popes and cardinals, as the 
caudatarii of their grave —Cauova found great difficulty in suppressing, or 
reducing even to more legitimate dimensions. He was compelled to t&e a 
middle course, and put them on a sort of peace-establishment. His Gan- 
mielli first, and Rezzonico afterwards, are innovations and improvements. 
Thorwaltzen has gone farther, and altogether dismissed the incumbrance. 
His pope sits on his tomb (an ancient Soron on the model of that of the 
Scip^) with his tiara placed beside him—not only a fine composition, bat 
a ime moraL The “ sibi viventi posuit" is frequent on the mausolea both 

act been engraved, it bas altogether escaped his notice. The character of the^ 
head, however, closely coincides s and had he seen it, it could scarcely have failed 
oftmakinffSlP iujpressioD. There have been numerous copies of the Thonraltzan 
Christ already. At Stu^ard I saw one which purported to be an original; bat like 
the Picth of .Michael Angelo, nothing has yet trenched upon its supremacy. 
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et Modem and Ancient Rone; ftnd the idiietloe of the monk of La Trappe, 
who daUf digs his oim gravei a auffieient justification of the attitude- The 
cdiaracterof the Pope himself also authorizes the application. He was the 
meekest and was said to be the humblest of men. Had he left it soj for 
oni» a pope might have reposed like an apostle. The purity and severitv 
which is Christian and Northern^ is worth all the magnificence of giaB 
antico dr^ieHes and alabaster furniture which have been profanely lavished 
on his predecessors. A man^ who all his life preaches Memento homo 

«quia pulvia es/’ &c, ought to appear to be convinced of it (or his relations for 
him) at least on his tomb. But the million^ amongst whom 1 include car¬ 
dinals and princes^ as often as plebeians, willed it otherwise; and he talked 
of introducing a sort of Christian Hercules, and some other converted demi¬ 
god, besides, according to etiquette (which is inviolable even amongst the 
dead), replacing upon the head of the Pope tlie discarded tiara. A beautiful 
monument will thus become a mere nrutilated plagiarism, made up of garbled 
extracts, and belonging to every one rather than to its author. I'he like¬ 
ness is good, but so are all 1 have ever seen of Pius; it would be difficult 
to make a bad one, the peculiarity of his structure forbade it. There is 
near the Pope a bust of his minister Consalvi; it is also designed for his 
sepulchre, and incomparably the finest which exists. Thorwaltzen put out 
his soul and hand here. Every thing is real, and rendered, and the spirit 
kept gloriously over all. The thick-set eyebrow, heavy with years and 
thought, the steady and retiring eye, the indented mouth, the sunk cheek 
of the statesman, are weU retained, and all that was little, common-place, 
and courtier, Iwldly and powerfully brushed away. It is a noble work, and 
shows the felicity of his touch in little as well as great. These things still 
lay in his own house in model, and we left for it the ateliers near the Bar- 
berini. It is perhaps as great a curiosity as any other. Whilst Gerard is 
known for the ton and aristocracy of his salon, and Girodet carried his 
fastidiousness and value for Parisian luxuries into the very confusion of his 
atelier, an example improved on in the largest scale by Camucrini, it is 
singular that I'horwaltzen, with an unfeigned contempt for all these indul¬ 
gences, continues to inhabit in the Via Sistina the residence whicli he first 
occupied at Rome. He showed the greatest courtesy in conducting us from 
room to room. The admirer of his genius will not leave it without great 
gratification. The first chambers are occupied with a few bas-reliefs. 
Etruscan vases, for which he has an enthusiasm only equalled by David, and 
a few paintings decorate his sitting-room or salon, from which every other 
decoration or luxury is excluded. The majority of these paintings are pur¬ 
chases fn)m young German artists, whom Thorwaltzen with a laudable 
spirit of nationality has encouraged. No artist applies to him in vain: and 
kind words and substantial aid are liberally offered to the stranger. The 
choicest are in his bed-room—two subjects from Dante (I think by Kock) 
seem to have deserved his partiality. They have the sombre and nai'f of 
German fancy grafted on the melancholy vdluptuousness of the Italian. His 
house was almost destitute of furniture—carpets were discarded, and the 
brick-floor, every where apparent, gave it the appearance of an atelier—to 
the puiposes of which it was not unfrequently applied. His bed was sucli 
as an el&ve would have despised; his wardrobe, that of a philosopher ; his 
whole treasury, a choice collection of pierres gravees,*’ which he willingly 
exhibited for our inspection, first tumbling out a variety of decorations and 
orders conferred upon him bv various sovereigns, but which, contented with 
deserving, he never wears. The simplicity with which, all this was done, as 
nradi as l^e thing itself, pleased me. The affectation of rags is still worse 
than purple and pride. But ThOTwaltzen stands equally removed filom 
either extreme—his love of his art, like the religion of the ascetic, absorbs 
and controls all minor wants, and, I need not add, all vulgar vanities.* 

• The ** Csvaliere" Thorwaltzen, however, was the frequent and intimate 
companion of the King (then the Prince Royal of Bavaria) and amongst the prin- 
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Thorvalt.2en is rich, and owes his riches to his art He is less generous, or 
his generosity is less known than Canova's; but I cannot credit the imputa* 
tion of avarice with which the Romans would sometimes attempt to stain 
him. Like Canova, fnotwithstandiii|r the advances which have been made 
him,) he prefers the blessedness of a single life. As such, he is scarcely less 
distinguished for his moraJity than his rival Camuccini is the model of a 
married man—the race of the Razris and Cellinis is extinct, or to be found 
only in the lower Wcdks of the art. Thorwaltzen belongs to an earlier 
epoch—kind, simple, and decided, feeling beauty, but preferring strength, ^ 
his character, like his genius, is grave, vigorous, and sometimes rough. 
Canova has left him without a competitor; but his death was a loss even,to 
Thorwaltzen. Little jealousies had crept in between them; but where the^ 
began, or how they continued, even for one M'ho knew them both well, it 
would be veiy difficult to decide, lliorwaltzen's character is said to have 
indicated seeds of vanity, which no one ever discovered in Canova; and 
rivalry acting ujm)!! vanity, soon produced distinctions, and at last feud. 
With Camuccini also a very warm intimacy gradually relaxed, and at last 
expired; but, in either instance, no positive error has been quoted to 
justify or condemn any of the parties. Let us rather presume that it is one 
of those cases common in every life, and attribute to the imperfection of 
our nature casualties which can scarcely be attributed to the men. 

1 left Thorwaltzen after a visit of three hours, and 1 need not add with 
regret. After many apologies for so nm(;h personal inconvenience and for¬ 
getfulness of the value of his time, 1 thanked him, and took my leave. I 
returned in a few weeks after, to receive new pleasure from his works and 
conversation ; and on my departure from Home, left few friends behind me 
whom 1 so liiglily valued, and sojustly, as Thorwaltzen. 

Tins DESERTED HOUSE. 

Gi.oom is upon thy lonely hearth, 
O silent House ! once iilrd with mirth ; 
Sorrow is in the breezy sound 
Of thy tall poplars whispering round. 

The shadow of departed hours 
Hangs dim upon thine early flow^ers; 
Kven in thy sunshine seems to hrood 
Something more deep than solitude. 

Fair art thou, fair to stranger’s gaze. 
Mine own sweet Home of other days! 
My children's birth-place!—^yet for me 
It is too much to look on thee! 

cipalof the numerous artists wLom he distinguished with his society and patro* 
iiHge. His habits, intellectual, and liberal in the extreme, were singularly con¬ 
trasted to those of most of the imperial and royal princes of Europe, not except¬ 
ing onr own. 1 remember seeing, in the atelier of Chnurin, a cabinet painting 
recalling oue of those evening parties on the Ripa Grande, when, throwing asi^ 
his rank, the prince was only to be distinguished amongst his frieiiSs by lul^ 
affability and taste. The scene was interesting from its extreme truth; 
thing was portrait, and the portraits perfect. Thorwaltzen is also member of toe 
Academy of St. Lnke, and was, for some time, its Professor of Sculpture- An 
effort indeed was made, on the plea of bis Protestantism, to exclude or induce him 
to withdraw; but it is honourable to Rome and the Roman artista who cortipose 
the msjoril^ uMie resident members, to hear titat it totally and Immediately 
failed. 
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Too xnuoli! for all about thee spread^ 
I feel the memory of the dead^ 
And almost linger for the feet 
That never more my step shall meet. 

The looks^ the smiles>—all vanish’d now, 
FoUow me where thy roses blow; 
The echoes of kind household words 
Are with me midst thy singing-birds. 

Till my heart dies, it dies away 
In yearnings for what might not stay; 
For love which ne’er deceived my trust, 
For all which went with dust to dust I" 

What now is left me, but to raise 
From thee, lorn spot! my spirit’s gaze. 
To lift through tears my straining eye 
Up to my Father’s House on high ? 

Oh ! many are the mansions there,* 
But not in one hath m-ief a share I 

haunting shades from things gone by 
May there o'ersweep th’ undianging sky. 

And they are there, whose long-loved mien 
In earthly home no more is seen; 
Whose places, where they smiling sate. 
Are left unto us desolate. 

We miss them when the board is spread, , 
We miss them when the prayer is said; 
Upon our dreams their dying eyes 
In still and mournful fondness rise. 

But they are where these longings vain 
Trouble no more the heart and brain; 
The sadness of this aching love 
Dims not our Father's House above. 

Ye are at rest, and I in tears,f 
Ye dwellers of immortal spheres ! 
Under the poplar boughs I stand, 
And mourn the broken household band. 

But by your life nf lowly faith. 
And by your joyful hope in death. 
Guide‘me, till on some brighter shore. 
The sever'd wreath is bound once more. 

Holy ye were, and good, and true ! 
Ko change can cloud my thoughts of you. 
Guide me like you to live and die, 
And reach my Father's House on high! F. H. 

!■ III! l' . !■ I ■ W ■ --- ' ' " .. . ,, , „ 
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' ** In my Father's house are many mansions."—St.John, cfaap.xiv. 
t From an ancient Hebrew dirge—** Mourn for the mourner, and not for the 

dead; for be is at rest, and we in tears.'* 
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PASSAGES MAJIE^D MV MO^TAXONE’S ESSAYS BY 

LOUD BYEOX.* 

In the following extract I have marked the page, as usual; but the 
passage that arrested Lord Byron's attention, begins, I have no doubt, 
with the words " 'Tis a sign of crudity an^ indigestion” It is iii favour 
of a man’s exercising his own powers and judgment, unenslaved hy au¬ 
thority. 

** 1 walk firmer and more secure up htli than down ; and such as, accord¬ 
ing to our common way of teaching, undertake, with one and the same les* 
son and the same measure of direction, to instruct several boys of so differihg 
and unequal capacities, are infinitely mistaken in their iiietnod; and at this 
rate, it is no wonder, if in a multitude of scholars, there are not found above 
two or three who bring away any good account of their time and discipline* 
Let the master not only examine him about the grammatical construction of 
the bare words of his lesson, but of the sense and meaning of them ; and let 
him judge of the profit he has made, not by the testimony of his memory, but 
by that of his understanding. Let him make him put what he hath learned 
into a hundred several forms, [and accommodate it to so many several sub¬ 
jects, to see if he yet rightly comprehend it, and have made it his own, 
taking instruction by his progress from t^he Institutions of Plato. It is a sign 
of crudity and indigestion to vomit up what we eat in the same condition it 
was swallowed down, and the stomach has not performed its office, unless it 
have altered the form and condition of what was committed to it to concoct: 
so our minds work only upon trust, being bound and compelled to follow 
the appetite of another’s fancy, enslaved and captivated under the authority of 
another’s instruction, we have been so subjected to the trammel, that we have 
no free nor natural pace of our own, our own vigour and liberty is extinct 
and gone. Nungmm iutelcB sues fiunt; they are ever in wardship, and never 
left to their own luition. 1 was privately at Pisa carried to see a very honest 
man; but so great an Aristotelian, that his most usual thesis was,—that the 
touch-stone and square of all solid imagination, and of the truth, was an ab¬ 
solute conformity to Aristotle’s doctrine; and that all besides was nothing but, 
inanity and chimera; for that he had seen all, and said all. A position, that, 
for having been a little too injuriously and maliciously interpreted, brought 
him first into, and afterwards long kept him in great trouble in the Inqui¬ 
sition at Rome. Let him make him examine, and thoroughly sift every 
thing he reads, and lodge nothing in his fancy upon simple authority and 
upon trust. Aristotle’s principles will then be no] more principles to him 
than those of Epicurus and the Stoics: only let this diversity of opinions be 
propounded to, and laid before him, he will himself choose, if he be able; 
if not, he will remain in doubt. 

* Che non menche saper didiiar m’ aggrada.’ 

1 love sometimes to doubt, as well as know.” 

^ The next passage is upon Double-dealing. Montaigne had an espe¬ 
cial hatred of this troublesome and impoStic vice. It is always delight¬ 
ful to see a great man bear testimony to the utility as well as grace of 
sincerity: and nobody has doneitoftener than he. It is not those^ who 
know the world thoroughly, and like masters, but those who 
by halves and like servants, that think otherwise, A celebrated 
men of our own times,Mr. Fox, whom the most self-sufficient of trickrftmT' 
would hardly venture to pronounce ignorant of the world, said, that the 
final way to triumph over all crooked and circuitous policy, was at once 

Continued from page 32. 
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the best way and dieiibortett; natnetyi to go avowedly and atraight^fer- 
ward to your object. You arrive aft it, taid be, while others who think 
iheiDselveB deverer, are beating about the bushes. Besides, they will 
never suppose you are taking that rbad. In proportion to the 
they have of your talents, they will think your must do as they do;' 
you distance them on the very ground which they take to be foolialci 
1 have carried the extract from Montaigne (as the reader will see) 
further than Lord Byron has marked ; but it is difficult to know when 
to leave off, or where he himself ceased to be interested ; and all from 
Montaigne is gold out of the mine. 

Does not he to whom you betray another, to whom you was as welcome 
as to himself, know that you will at another lime do as much for him } He 
holds you for a villain ; and in the mean time hears what you will say, gathers 
intelligence from you, and works his own ends out of your disloyalty; for 
double-dealing ineh are useful in bringing in, but we must have a care they 
carry out as little as is possible. 1 say [nothing to one party, that 1 may not 
upon occasion say to the other, with a little alteration of accent, and report 
nothing but things either indifferent or known, or what is of common con¬ 
sequence. 1 cannot permit myself for any consideration to tell them a lie. 
What is entrusted to my secrecy,'! religiously conceal; but I take as few 
trusts of that nature upon me as 1 dan. The secrets of princes are a trouble¬ 
some burthen to such as are not interested in them. 1 very willingly in¬ 
dent that they trust me with little, but confidently rely upon what 1 tell 
them ; I have'ever known more than 1 desired. One open way of speaking 
opens another open way of speaking, and draws out discoveries like wine and 
love. Philinpides, in tny opinion, answered King Lysiinachus very discreetly, 
who asking tiim, what of his estate he should bestow upon himi^ * What you 
will,’ said ne, ‘provided it be none of your secrets.’ 1 see every one mut¬ 
ters, and is displeased, if the bottom of the affair be concealed from him 
wherein he is employed, or that there be any reservation in the thing; for 
iny part, 1 am content to know no more of the business than what they de¬ 
sire 1 should employ myself in, nor desire that my knowledge should exceed 
or strain my word: If I must serve for an instrument of deceit, let it be at 
least with a safe conscience ; 1 will neither be reputed a servant so affection¬ 
ate, nor so loyal, as to be fit to betray any one. Who is unfaithful to him¬ 
self, is excusably so to his master. But they areprinccj who do not accept 
men by halves, and despise limited and conditional} services. 1 cannot help it, 
1 truly tell them how far 1 can go; for a slave 1 should not be, but upon very 
good reason, and however 1 could hardly submit to that condition. And 
%ey also are to blame to exact from a free man the same subjection and oblU 
gatiou to their service, they do from him they have made, and bought, or 
whose fortune does particularly and expressly depend upon theirs. The 
laws have delivered me from a great anxiety, they have chosen a master 
for me; all other superiority and obligation ought to be relative to him, and 
cut off from all other. Yet is not this to say, that if my affection should 
otherwise sway and incline me, my hand should presently obey it: the will 
and desire are a law to themselves; but actions must receive commission 
from the public appointment. All this proceeding of mine is a little disso¬ 
nant from the ordinary forms; it would produce no great effects, nor be of 
any long duration ; innocence itself could not, in this age of ours, either 
nc^p|{^||atd,^thout dissimulation, or traffic without lying. And indeed pub^ 
lie vM^^ments are by no means for my palate: what my profession requires^ 
1 after the most private manner that I can. Being young, 1 was 
engaged up to the ears in business, and it succeeded well, but 1 disengaged 
mysrif in due time. 1 nave often since avoided meddling in it, raruy ac¬ 
cepted, and never asked it, keeping my back still turned to ambition: but 
if not like rowers, who so advance backward, yet so neverthelSs, that 1 am 
less obliged to my resolution than to my good fortune, that I was not wholly 
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embarked in it. For there are wap less displeasing to my taste, and more 
suitable to my ability, by which if she had formerly oailed me to the public 
service, and my own advancement towards the world's opinion, 1 know 1 
should, in spite of all my own arguments to the contrary, have pursued 
them. Such as commonly say, in opposition to what I profess, that what 
1 call freedom, simplicity, uncf plainness in luy manners, is art and subtilty, 
and rather prudence than goodness, industry than nature, good sense than 
good'luck, do me more honour than disgrace; but doubtless they make my 
subtilty too subtile: and whoever has followed me close, and pried narrowjy 
into me, I will give him the victory, if he does not confess that there is no 
rule in their school that could match this natural motion, and maintain an 
appearance of liberty and licence so equal and inflexible, through so rhany 
various and crooked paths, and that all their wit and endeavour could never 
have led them through. The way of truth is one, and simple; that of parti¬ 
cular profit, and the commodity of affairs a man is intrusted with, is double, 
unequal, and casual." 

The reputation for wisdom usually arrogated by people in advanced 
life, is in the following passage turned into something very different, 
by a man himself advanced in life. But he was really a wise man, 
and not obliged to entrench himself in reserve, and solemnity to be 
thought one. It was said by some old gentleman to a young one, 

You young fellows think us old ones fools, but we old ones know 
you to be such.*’ Montaigne would have said, "You young fel¬ 
lows think us old ones fools; and as far as we pretend that we know 
you to be such, you are in the right. We know no such thing, unless 
we can prove that we are happier and more good-humoured than you 
are.*’ Lord Byron had a great horror of growing old; and must have 
been particularly struck with this passage. 

^'Methinks our souls In old age are subject to more troublesome maladies 
and imperfections than in youth, I said the same when young, and that I 
was reproached with the want of a beard; and 1 say so now that my grey 
hairs give me lome authority. We call the difficulty of our humours, and the 
disrelish of present things, wisdom, but in truth we do not so much forsake 
vices as we change them, and in my opinion for worse. Besides a foolish 
and feeble pride, and impertinent prating, froward and unsociable humours, 
superstition, and a ridiculous desire of riches when we have lost the use; I 
find more envy, injustice, and malice. Age imprints more wrinkles ip the 
mind, than it does in the face, and souls are never, or very rarely seen, that 
ingrowing old do not smell sour and musty. Man moves all together, both 
towards his perfection and decay. In observing the wisdom of Socrates, 
and many circumstances of his condemnation, 1 ^ould dare to believe, that 
he in some sort himself purposely by collusion contributed to it, seeing that 
at the age of seventy years, he suffered the lofty motions of his wit to be so 
crampt, and his wonted lustre to be so obscured. What strange metamor¬ 
phoses do I see age every day make in many of my acquaintance! It is a 
potent malady, and that naturally and imperceptibly steals into us; and vast 
pvovision of study and great precaution are required to evade the imperfec¬ 
tions it loads us with, or at least to obstruct their progress. 1 finiL thfl 
notwithstanding all my retrenchments, it gets foot by foot upon 
the best resistance 1 can, but 1 do not know to what at last it 
me; but fall out what will, I am content the world may know, wbenS(kra 
fallen, from whence I fell.” 

I remember Lord Byron’s mentioning to me the passage that comes 
next, and vying how completely he felt, with Montaigne, that the 
peltitst vexations were the most tormenting. There was something of 
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the lord in both 6f them» that rendered petty obstmetions of the will (he 
more unbearable. And indeed there iu*e cases of this sort, with which 
most of US can sympathise. A good handsome adversity is something 
to endure. There is an insolence in little worries. 

There is al w^s somethina that goes amiss. The affairs one while of one 
house and then of another will tear you to pieces. You pry into every thing 
too near; [your perspicacity does you hurt here as well as in other things. 1 
sfbal away nom occasions of vexing myself, and turn from the knowledge 
of things that go amiss, and yet 1 cannot so order it, but that every hour 1 
justje against something or other that displeases me. And the tricks that 
they most conceal from me, arc those that 1 the soonest come to know. 
Some there are that a man himself must help to conceal. Vain vexations, 
vain sometimes, but always vexations. The smallest and slightest impedi-. 
ments are the most piercing: and as little letters most tire the eyes, so do 
little affairs the most disturb us. A rout of little ills more offepd than one 
how great soever. By how much domestic thorns are numerous and sharp, 
by so much they prick deeper, and without warning, easily surprise us, 
when least we suspect them. 1 am no philosopher. Evils oppress me 
according to their importance, and they import as much according to the 
form as the matter; and very often more. If I have therein more perspicacity 
than the vulgar, 1 have also more patience. Finally, they weigh with me, 
if they do not hurt me. Life is a tender thing, and easily molested. Since 
my age has made me grow more pensive and morose, * nemo enim resiatit 
sibt cum ceperit impelU:’ * for no man resists himself, after he once begins to 
decline;’ for the most trivial cause imaginable, 1 irritate that humour, which 
afterwards nourishes and exasperates itself of its own accord; attracting, and 
heaping up matter upon matter whereon to feed.] 

* Stillicidii casus Lapidem cavat.' 

A falling drop at last will cave a stone. 

These continual trickling drops make ulcers in me. Ordinary inconveniences 
are never light, they are continual ahd irreparable ; when th^ continually 
and inseparably spring from the concerns of good husbandry. >^When 1 con>* 
sider my affairs at distance, and in gross, I hnd, because perhaps my 
memory is none of the best, that they have gone on hitherto in improving 
beyond my reason or expectation, Methinks my revenue is greater than it 
is; their prosperity betrays me: But when 1 pry more narrowly into the 
business, and see how all things go— 

* Turn vero in curas animum diducimiis omnes :* 

' ■' ■- then my breast 
Is with innumerable cares oppress'd. 

\ 

1 have a thousand things to desire and to fear. To give thoin quite over is 
very easy (or me to do : but to look after them without trouble is very hard, 
it Is a miserable thing to be in place where every thing you see employs and 
concerns you.*’ 

And again: [In this passage, it was the confession about “ the reins 
of the and the “strap,** that chiefly struck Lord Byron, as he 
hini^l^dme; observing, that the case in this identical particular 
wm||S^Bely his own.] 
^'“1 have nothing dear but care and trouble, and endeavour nothing so 

much as to be careless and at ease. 1 had been much fitter, I believe, could 
it have been without obligation and servitude, to have lived upon another man’s 
fortune than my own: and also I do not know, when 1 examine it ^nearer, 
whether according to niy humour, what I have to suffer for illy affa rs and 
servants, have not in it something more abject, troublesome, and tormehttng. 
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than there would be in lerving a man better (torn than myieif, that would 
TOvern me with a gentle rein, and a little at my own ease. * Semtus obe- 
Sifn^ta estjracti animi, et at^ecti^ ai^trio carenlu suo* Servitude is the obe¬ 
dience of a subdued and abject mind, wanting its own free will. Crates did 
worse^ who threw himscir into the liberty of poverty, only to rid himself of 
the inconveniences and care of his house. This is what I would not do ; 1 
hate poverty equally with grief; but 1 could be content to change the 
kind of life 1 live for another that was meaner, and had fewer affairs. When 
absent from home, I strip myself of all these thoughts, and should be l^s 
concerned for the ruin of a tower, than I am, when present, at the fall of a 
tile. My mind is easily composed^at distance, but suffers as much as that of 
the meanest peasant when I am in place. The reins of my bridle being wrong 
pul on, or a strap flapping against my leg, will Iteep me out of humour a day 
together. I raise my courage well enough against inconveniences, lift up 
my eyes 1 cannot. 

* Sensus, o superi, sensus.* 

1 am at home responsible for whatever goes amiss. Few masters, I speak of 
those of competent condition, such as mine, (and if there be any such, they 
are happy) can rely so much upon another, but that the greatest part of the 
burthen will lie upon their own shoulders. I'his takes much from my grace 
in entertaining strangers, so that 1 have peradventure detained some rather 
out of expectation of a good dinner, than by my own behaviour; and lose 
much of the pleasure 1 ought to reap at iny own house from the visitation 
and assembling of my friends. The most ridiculous carriage of a gentleman 
in his own house, is to see him bustling about the business of the house, 
whispering one servant, and looking an angry look at another. It ought in- 
aensibly to slide along, and to represent an ordinary current; and I think 
it equally unhandsome to talk much to their guests of their entertainment, 
whether by way of bragging or excuse.” 

From the next page that the noble poet has marked (apparently with 
great emphasis) 1 can extract but little. There are quotations in it, 
which Cotton himself, who was far from squeamish, has not ventured 
to put in English. 

** It is certainly a misfortune, and a miracle at once, to confess at what a 
lender age 1 was first subjected to lo\e: it was indeed by chance ; for it was 
long before the years of choice, or discretion : 1 do not remeipber myself so 
long ago.” 

Before and after this passage, are some remarks in contempt of 
physic and regimen; the author affirming, that ”nothing hurt him 
which he eat with appetite and delight,” and that he ’‘never received 
harm by any action that was very pleasant to him.*' But he accompa¬ 
nies these affirmations with a circumstance, which will hold true of 
few but himself: namely, that to whatever was calculated to hurt him, 
however pleasant, or however he liked it before, he had an invincible 
repu^ance, his taste altering with his age and health, so that he did 
not like wine during sickness, nor sauces after they disagreed with his 
stomach. A man may be pretty secure whose very palate has warnings 
like these. As to the rest, the more according to nature wO Ut% the 
more safely, no doubt, we may go upon our likings and dislikes. Tbn 
great question is, what is the general state of our health, and how we 
are in the intervals. A gipsy may do with impunity what a fine gen¬ 
tleman could not venture upon ; and so in proportion. But 1 forget 
I am Writing a letter. In the following passage, out of the same 
chapter (on Experience) Montaigne seems to have been more cautious 
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then we should have guessed, but still with a confidence in nature and 
her impulses worthj^ of so natural a genius. 

** From tny youth I have used sometimes to be out of the way at supper, 
either to sharpen my appetite against the next morning, (for as Epicurus 
fasted and made lean meals, to accustom his pleasure to make shift without 
abundance, I on the contrary do it to prepare my pleasure to make better and 
more cheerful use of abundance,) or else I fasted to preserve my vigour for the 
service of some action of body nr mind; for both the one and the other of 
thTlse are cruelly dulled in me by repletion (and above all things, I hate that 
foolish coupling of so healthful and sprightly a goddess with that little belch¬ 
ing god, bloated with the fume of his liquor); or to cure my sick stomach, and 
for want of fit company. For I say, as the same Epicurus did, that a man is 
not so much to regard what he eats, as with whom ; and commend C'hilo, 
that he would not engage himself to be at Periander’s feAst, till he first was 
informed who were to be the other guests. No dish was so acceptable to 
me, nor no sauce so alluring, as that which is extracted from society. I 
think it to be more wholesome to eat more leisurely and lesd, and to eat 
oftener: but 1 will have the value of appetite and hunger enhanced. 1 
should take no pleasure to be fed with three or four pitiful and stinted re¬ 
pasts a day, after a physical manner. Who will assure me, that if i have a 
good appetite in the niOTning, I shall have the same at supper? But espe¬ 
cially, let us old fellows take the first opportune time of eating, and leave to 
almanack*makers the hopes and prognosticks. The utmost fruit of my 
health is pleasure ; let us take hold of the present and known. 1 avoid con¬ 
stancy in these laws of fasting. Who will that one' form shall serve him, let 
him evade the continuing of it; we harden ourselves in it, our forces are 
there stupified and laid asleep ; six months after you shall find your stomach 
so inured unto it, that all you have got is only the loss of your liberty ofdoing 
otherwise, but to your prejudice. 1 never keep my legs and thighs wanner 
in winter than in summer, one single pair of silk stockings is all; 1 have 
suffered myself, for the relief of my rheums, to keep my head warmer, and 
my belly, upon the account of my colick: iny diseases in a few days habi¬ 
tuated thcmstelves, and disdained my ordinary provisions. 1 was presently 
got from a single cap to a napkin, and from a napkin to a quilted cap. The 
belly-pieces of my doublet serve only for decency; they signify nothing, if I do 
not add a hare’s skin ora stomacher, and wear a callot upon my head. Fol¬ 
low this gradation, and you will go a very fine way to work, 1 am resolved 
to proceed no farther, and would leave on those too, if 1 durst. If you fall 
into any new inconvenience, all this is labour lost; you are accustomed to 
it; seek out some other way: thus do such ruin and destroy themselves, 
who submit to be pestered with these enforced and superstitious rules; 
they must add something more, and something more after that; there is no 
end on’i.” 

This is the last passage which the noble poet has marked. How 
delightful would be many such books marked by persons equally cele¬ 
brated ! H. 
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THE ULTRAMAttlNE CLUll« 

Do, Lady Litmus, set me right," 
Said fair Sapphira Smalt, 

" When is our * intellectual* night ?_ 
My memory’s given to halt. 

" For I ’ve such secrets to disclose!— 
I know who writ Tremaine, 

And I’m to bring dear Doctor Prose, 
The ^talented’ subdean. 

Who do you think is Junius now? 
I'he rojrstery's clear'd at last." 
AVhy 1 aylor miss’d the mark, 1 know. 
For Coventry writ last.^’ 

** It is—^but no, I must not tell 
Until we all shall meet—" 
Well then, my dear Sapphira—well— 
W'e will postpone the treat. 

Bless me, the knocker goes again ! 
We 're sure of something new, 

I '11 hold tny life that im comes Ben 
To announce Azura Blue." 

" Madam, Miss Blue”—“ My dear Azura, 
I'm glad to see you *re come j 

What’s new, play, opera, tale, bravura ? 
Your news, pray give us some!" 

My dear, to meet our club I've got 
A lion all folks seek, 

A Tartary traveller, born a Scot, 
Who has lived on saddled steak. 

The Traveller’s Club had hook’d him in. 
But I have got his word. 

He’ll visit our Ultramarine, 
Witli what he’s seen and heard-" 

A knock again !—" Miss Indigo," 
The Lady Litmus cries— 

Ben entei's with—Miss Indigo"— 
Away the menial hies. 

“ Dear ladies, have you aught tliat'a new 
Ofliteraiy matter?— 

You know the Duke of York is dead. 
And Devonshire has the garter. 

‘‘ That Bankes, parturient, gives the North 
A folio of his travels; 

The Djerash live pounds fully woidli. 
That still his stomach gravels." 

Another knock—Miss Bice walks in— 
Blue Bice the president. 

« Deaf Bice, what news ?"—^^Hjey say that Wynn 
Has prosed out parliament. 
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He spoke so drouthy^ memberS^slept 
Till wakeii*d for divimon— 

The laureate's pen, I hear, has wept 
For York another ^ Vision/ ” 

“ Is it hexameter or sapphic ?” 
The fair club ea^r cries— 
I Ve only heard 'tis quite seraphic," 
Their president replies. 

Keppel his tour is publishing. 
The thing I long to see— 

And then there *s ^ Natchez,* ' Morns in Spring/ 
And Coi>per’s new ' Prairie.’ 

And an 'Old Maid’s Confessions,’—heaven ! 
What may not they disclose ! 

Snodgrass too has a history given 
Of Kou-tou Amherst’s roes. 

“ I *ve brought an Album for some verse, 
Prav look, in names how rich ’tis, 

Fitz-trerald’s, the Play-licenser’s— 
' Irving'—' Sir William Curtis/ 

" Enough—let progress be reported. 
Though I'm not in the chair.’’ 

Just then Miss Verditer was courted 
Her budget to declare. 

She had come late—^liad been to hear 
A lecture mathematic % 

Spoke of projectiles far and near. 
Of figures biquadratic. 

Of angles, tangents, cones, and spheres. 
Of duxious, demonstrations. 

Said ere a million million years 
Earth’s zones must shift their stations. 

She then to meaner things reverted, , 
Laying proud science by— 

How his pure morals were asserted * 
By Loug Pole Wellesley. 

llow it became them to support. 
By act and by address. 

In private, jmblic, city, c^urt. 
The ' freedom of the press 

Since judges join’d in creed the hordes 
Of Spanish Apostolics— 

And some had sworn with holy words 
They'd spoil its freedom’s frolics. 

Tlio Horseguards* clock the morning bawl’d— 
Each fair arranged her dress. 

And soon in night’s dull mantle pall’d. 
Her blue wax'd ccdourless. 
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A CANADIAN CAMPAIGN, BY A BB1T18H OFFICER.—NO. Hi. 

Late in July another expedition, consisting of a part of the 4l8t and 
several hundred Indians, accompanied by a few pieces of light artillery, was 
undertaken against the enemy^ fortress on, the Miami. Landing on the 
right bank of the river, a small battery of d-pounders was erected on the 
site of that previously destroyed by General Harrison, and rather with a 
view of decoying the enemy from his strong hold, than with any idea of. 
making a serious impression on his works. After having waited several 
days in the vain expectation of being attacked, General Procter, to wh6m 
ii^rmatiou had been conveyed that a supply of provisions was on its route 
for, and daily expected by the garrison, availing himself of a rainy misti/ day 
when the view could not be extended beyond a few hundred yards, caused 
a heavy fire of musquetry to be kept up by the troops and Indians, posted 
along the skirt of the wood adjoining the fort, for the purpose of inducing 
the enemy to believe tlieir convoy was attacked. This stratagem, however, 
failed to produce the eifect desired ; the expedition was reimbarked, and its 
direction changed to Sandusky, a hostile fortress built on the river of that 
name, em{)tying itself into Lake Erie at a distance of some leagues, and 
in a south-western course from the mouth of the Miami. 

During the short period that we were employed before Fort Meigs, a 
young Indian of the Sawkie tribe fell a victun to his utter ignorance of 
the use or efPect of shells. Being out with a reconnoitring party of his 
countrymen, among whom a few bombs were thrown from the garrison, he 
perceived one at some little distance with the fuse still burning. Struck by 
the novelty of the sight, the young warrior ran up to the spot, and was in 
the act of touching the shell with his Angers when it exploded, tearing out 
his bowels, and mangling his limbs in a frightful manner. Being a son of 
one of their chiefs, he was interred by his tribe with all the solemnity pecu¬ 
liar to the Indians on those occasions. The fierce wild air of the warriors, 
whose countenances spoke the desire they entertained of revenging his 
death, the originality of their costume, contrasting with that of the officers 
present at the ceremony, and the sombre silence which reigned throughout 

group, heightened in efiect by the deep gloom of the forest in which 
they were assembled, composed a singular and romantic picture, in which 
melancholy grandeur and imposing savageness shone principally con¬ 
spicuous. 

The expedition having reached the Sandusky river early on the Ist of 
August, a landing was effected on the same day, and witliin range of the 
enemy’s guns, several ineffectual discharges from which ]>assed over the 
troops as they traversed a*plain several hundred yards in extent, in order 
to gain the wood, on the sKirt of which it was intended to plant the batte¬ 
ries. These being immediately erected, at day-break on the following 
morning our fire was opened, and continued until three o’cl(H:k in the after¬ 
noon of the 2d, when it being evident that no breach could be effected 
on the stockade work, General Procter resolved to attempt it by assault. 
Ac/cordingly at four o'clock the troops divided into four columns of ISO men 
each, were put in motion, and advancing through the plain in double, 
quick time, were suffered to approach within fifty yards before they were 
met by the destructive fire of the enemy. I'he strong line of pieJeeting 
constituting their defence was surrounded by a ditch flanked by batteries, 
and beyond the ditch was a deep ravine covered with brushwood, and 
more or less approximate to the place, according to its winding. Far 
from being checked by the severe fire of the Americans, the div^ons 
redoubled their exertions, and vying with each other to take the lead, 
dashed down the ravine, and clambering, up the opposite steep, were soon 
beneath the walls of the fort. Not a fascine, however, had been provided; 
und although axes had been distributed among a btsly of men selected 

^ purpose, they were so blunted by constant use, that it would 
havebeen tne work of hours to cut through the triple line of pickets. 
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«vtD if an hpd n&i b^ait thera ^to its peitgrieip, la de¬ 
fiance ox t^8 diffieidtyj the axemen leaped without hesitation into the 
ditch, and attempted to acqint themselves of their duty; but they were 
speeddy swept away by the guns from the batteries, charged wi^ mas- 
quet balls and dun, and directed with fatid precision. The troops had 
established themselves on the edge of the dit^, but it was impossible to 
scale without the aid of ladders or fascines; and within a few j)ace8 of 
the enemy only, they srtw their comrades fall on every hand with no 
hope of avenging their deaths. The second division had only two officers 
attached to it. Brevet Lieutenant-colonel Short> of the 4l8t, was killed 
while descending the ravine at the head of his column, when, the com- 
marird devolving on Lieutenant Gordon of the same regiment, that officer, 
encouraging his men, and calling on them to follow his example, was 
one of the first in the ditch, and was in the act of cutting the picketing 
with bis sabre, when a ball, fired from a wall-piece, Strude him in the. 
breast. Although dangerously wounded^ he remsed to absmdon his post, 
and continued to animate his men by his example, until a second ball, 
fired from the same piece, and lodging in his brain, left the division with¬ 
out an officer. The action had continued nearly two hours without pro¬ 
ducing the slightest impression on the enemy, when the bugles sounded the 

cease firing/* and the men were ordered, to life flat on the ground on the 
edge of the ravine. The first division we?p so near the enemy, that they 
could distinctly hear the various orders given in the fort, and the faint 
voices of the wounded and dying in the ditch, calling out for water, which 
the enemy had the humanitv to lower to them on the instant. After con¬ 
tinuing in this p(»sition until nine o’clock, the columns received an order to 
effect their retreat in silence, which was' done accordingly, the enemy 
merely firing a few volleys of musquetry, which produced no material effect. 
The troops being reimbarked the^me night, the expedition descended the 
river, and returned to Amhefrl^rg. Our loss in this affair was severe; 
that of the Ist division alone, c^shling chiefly of the light company of the 
41st, which had attacked tim ^Eftny at the strongest point, anti under his 
ve^ works, was five and thirty men. 

Dr ring the assault, no assistance whatever was afforded hy the Indians, 
wlio^ unaccustomed to this mode of warfare, contented themselves with re- 
mmning quiet sjtectators of the scene. The devoted men’* alone, to whom 
1 have before alluded, followed close in the rear of one of the columns, but 
they had not long witnessed the effect of the enemy’s fire on the divisions, 
when they retreated to the wood with a precipitation, which with any 
other people would be attributed to cowardice, f ut with tlie natives could 
only be considered as the effect of habit. They expressed much jistunish- 
ment at the coolness and intrepidity with which trie men supported the 
fire of the enemy, without returning it until arrived at the edge of the 
ditch; and concluded hy saying that they had ever hitherto/leemed them¬ 
selves the bravest nation in the world, .but were now willing to concede 
that distinction to the warriors of t^ir Great Father. 

The garrison of Sandusky, when attacked, consisted of a force in¬ 
ferior in immbers to that of the assailing columns, and was commanded 
hy Major Croghan of the line, a promising officer^' only 111001660 years 
of age. The gallant defence made by him on this occasion* met with the 
highest eneornmms from his countr3rnien, and immediately promoted 
to the raiik Cf lieutenant-colonel; neith^ was his conduct without its reward 
in the approbation of a sex, whose favour aii^d encouragement seldom fail to 
act aj^indentives to the acquisition of milita^ faine. The ladies of Ohio (the 
Btate in which Colonel Croghan was born) sul^cril^d a considerable sum, with 
which an elegant sword was purchased and presented by themselves It is 
with peculmr satisfaciion that I find myself enabled to record an act of coor^ 
tesy on the part of this gentleman, not unworthy, of the days of chivah^. 
An offiodr having been despatched to Sandusky with a flag, son^ daysKfi^" 
quent to the assault, in order to obtain the exchange of the wounded and - 
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ptiAOiun, vii received with mudi pditeneH hjr the oomswriant, who 
at the moment of departure drew from his eecret^ a pidr of piatnU, which 
had been lost in the orushwood of the ravine durtna our retreat at ni^t. 
Presudiing, from the Vorkmanship and Btyle^ that they might be^ what in 
fhct tibey actually were^ old family arms, and naturally inumning that their 

must be regretted by their possessor, he begged the officer in question 
to tiJce charge of, and present them to the individual to whom diey belonged. 
It is Unnecessary to add that they were gratefully received. 

The period was now fast approaching when the fruits of so much tqil 
and privation were to be wrested from our pasp, and the extensive line of 
territory, both original and acquired, so gallantJy defended by a single regi¬ 
ment against the repeated invasions of the enemy during a period of iifteen 
months, was to fall l)eneath the efforts of numerical strength. Since the 
capture of Detroit, the Americans had been indefatigable in their exertions 
to establish a superiority of naval force, on which, they well knew, depended 
the ultimate succ-ess of their arms. Buffalo was the harbour selected for the 
construction of their flotilla, which, under the hands of numerous woHcmen, 
soon presented a formidable appearance, and was deemed more than sufficient 
to ensure their ascendancy on the lake. Manned by experienced seamen 
taken from several frigates then blockaded in their sea-ports, and commanded 
by able and intelligent officers, these vessels put forth towards the close of 
August, and continued cruising off the harbour of Ainherstburg, in which 
our deet lay awaiting the commotion of the Detroit, a vessel of twenty guns 
then on the stocks, and the arrival of seamen long' promised and vainly 
expected from Lake Ontario. Captain Barclay had arrived some time pre¬ 
vious to take the command, and with him several officers and forty men; 
but notwithstanding every remonstrance on the subject made by the com¬ 
manding officer of the division, no farther assistance was afforded. The 
remaining part of the crews were provincial- sailors, willing and anxious, it 
is true, to do their duty, but without that pei^ection and experience in their 
profession, which are so indispensably necessary to the insurance of success 

• m a combat at sea. In defiance of this disadvantage, the enemy had no 
sooner made his appearance than the Detroit was launched in her rough and 
unfinished state, and armed, in default of other guns, with long battering- 
pieces taken from the ramparts, Eve^ calibre was employed—sixes, nines, 
twelv^, eighteens, and even the two twenty-four pounders which had been 
so successfully used at the Miami, llte early ])art of September was em¬ 
ployed in getting in her masts and rigging, and in a few days the fleet was 
ready to sail. Our portion at this period bad become exceedingly critical. 
The watit of provisions began to be seriously felt, and the ultimate possession 
of our garrisons depended wholly on the result of the naval conflict, for which 
both parties were preparing. Tn the event of the enemy being successful, 
not only we must be open to the incursions of the large forces then collected 
in several quarters, and ready to overwhelm us at the moment that the 
command of the lake would aflbrd them facility of movement, but the 
means of obtaining supplies from Fort Erie must be entirely cut off. The 
quantity of provisions already consumed had been enormous; for inde¬ 
pendently of we wanton destruction of cattle by the Indians, who often shot 
or stabbed them merely to possess themselves of the horns, in which they 
secured thmr powder, leaving the carcases to pu^trify in the son, ten 
thousand rations vmre daily issued to the warriors and their families; the 
latter appfurently increasing in numbers, as our means of supplying them 
became more contracted. 

Such was the ^uatipn of the gamson, reduced in its regular force to a 
handful of men by the losses sostsined in the varioua engagements herein 
detuled, when Captain Barclay, who had hoisted his nag on board the 
Detroit, made the signal, early on the morning of the 10th, to wei^ anchor 
and^^bear across the Iwe. Tnie little fleet, consisting of six sail, had not long 
left tke port before they were perceived by the enemy, then lying among a 
dbster or islands at some leagues distance, who immediately bmre up under 
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t Hgfat flid^wiod, fevoiipable* at tbat modnent to the ^pprofteb ol th<) %wo 
oquadrotiB. At one o'dock the engagement commenced.. The Detroit 
Reading into action^ was opposed to the St. Lawrence^ mounting e^hteeo 
mirty-two pounders, and commanded by the Ameidean Commodore; and 
such was the effect of the long guns, that the latter vessel was soon oomp^ed 
to strike her flag, having only eighteen serviceable men left, 'ilie De^it 
and Queen Charlotte had, however, suffered severely in their sails and 
rigging from the Are of the enemy's gun-boats; and not only every one of 

«their boats had been so severely wouiuled as to render it impossible to take 
possession of the prize; but the united and unceasing exertions of their crewa 
cpuld not prevent them from running foul of each other. Availing himself 
of this uniortunate accident. Commodore Perry, who had shifted hie flag to 
the Niagara, a vessel of equal force with the St, Lawrence, bore up and dis¬ 
charged his broadside with murderous effect. Waring immediately, a se¬ 
cond and equally destructive followed, and in this manner w'as the action 
continued, rendering resistance almost hvpeJess. The other smaller vessels, 
already warmly engaged, could afford no aid, and thb guns of tlie unfortu¬ 
nate wrecks were at length nearly all unserviceable,—^those at least of the 
only batteries which rnuid be brought to bear upon the enemy. Almost every 
officer had been compelled to leave the deck, and the helplessness of the 
crews amid only be exceeded by their despair, when, after two hours and 
a half of incessant cminonading, ^e British flag was replaced by the Eagles 
of America. 

The anxiety with which the issue of the combat was awaited at Amherst- 
burg, where the firing was distinctly heard, may easily be conceived. From 
the heights overhanging the lake, and nearly opposite to the islands, the flrst 
encounter of the fleets was clearly observed; but the thick columns of smoke 
in which they were speedily enveloped, precluded all possibility of following 
the progress of the contest; nor was it until the thtinaer of the artillery baa 
been some time discontinued, that the clouds of vapour gradually dllsp^Ung, 
presented the melancholy picture of our vessels, several of them crippled 
and dismasted, following in the track of the American fleet, then directing 
its course towards the bay of Sandusky, 

In this affair, so unfavourable in its result to our already precarious cause, 
tlie enemy had the most decided advantage, not only in respect to supe¬ 
riority of seamen, but in number of ships, and in weight of mam. Their 
fleet consisted of nine sail, of which the two principal, the St. Lawrence gnd 
Niagara, mounted eighteen thirty-two pounders. Four others were armed 
with a long gun of the same calibre, and, keeping aloof during the action, 
were enabled by the calm state of the liike to do much execution among our 
principal vessels, which were completely raked by their destructive fire. The 
vessels composing CJaptain Barclay's force were—^the Detroit, twenty guns ; 
Queen CharJotte, twenty guns; Lady PrevOst, twelve guns; General Hunter, 
six guns; and two sm^l craft, one of which mounted a mortar, the other a long 
eighteen-pounder; .and the whole weight of metal .did hot amount to 1100 
pounds: while that of the eiiemy^ exclusive of the tl«‘ee remaining vessris of 
their flotilla eac^ mounting several guns, was IS80: and whCn it is taken into 
consideration that the accident which occurred early in the engagement to the 
two principal ships, prevented all possibility of bringing a second broadside to 
bear, while the enemy, on the contrary, were ^enawd to avail themselves of 
Uieir whole metal, the disproportion will appear mme enmrmoue. Not- 
witWanding the disparity of force, however^.a diffeirent result might have 
been expected, had the unceasing applications made fi>r smlors bdfest attended 
to by the naval commander on Ontario, to whose unwillingness to port 
with men, who mi^t very well have been s|](ared for the occasion, must be 
attributed the sacrifice of the gallant BarcUy and his flget, and eventually 
that oi the right division. The necessity of ^ving regular and experienced 
seamen was never more cruelly exemplified than on the present opeasion ; 
since, in aU probability, had tiiey been present, the aceimt wltidh jeft ' 
^troH and Queen Cnarlntte mitirely at the mercy of the mietiiy, wonU 
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either have been prevented, or remedied in diime. All that courage and 
perseverance could effect was done: but against the decrees of destinf who 
may successfully oppose himself? (Japtain Barclay, who had already lost 
one limb while ffghtin^the battles of his country, was so severely wounded 
in his only remaining arm, as to be compelled to leave the deck early in the 
action. Captain Finnes, commanding the Queen Charlotte, was killed by a 
round shot soon afterwards; and the same ball carried off Lieutenant Gar¬ 
den, a promising young officer of the Newfoundland Regiment, mingling the 
blood of the one and the brains of the other, on the bulwark, in one melan-** 
choly and undistinguishable mass. 1 had subsequently an opportunity of 
witnessing the devastation of this sanguinary day. The decks were literally 
filled with the wounded; and such was the crippled state of the Detroit, 
that not a mast was left standing; almost all the guns were dismounted ; 
and it was impossible to place a hand on that side which had been exposed 
to the enemy s fire without covering part of a wound either from grape, 
cannister, or round shot. 

With the loss of our fleet vanished every hope of maintaining our posi¬ 
tions against the enemy, who, already assembled in the neighbourhood of 
Forts Sandusky and Meigs, to the number of tea thousand men, only awaited 
the result of the action to decide on their future movements. A vast num¬ 
ber of boats had been collected for the pui-imse of trans|)orting them across 
the Lake under cover of their squadron, whose rotseiit success leaving them 
undisputed masters of that element, necessarily precluded all probability of 
effectual opposition. A (Council was acc(>rdingly assembled, and the various 
chieftains summoned to attend. After a brief exposition of tlie defenceless 
state of the garrison, the almost utter impossibility (»f i>reventing the land¬ 
ing of the enemy, and the alarming destitution which the magazines of 
provision had fallen, General Proti;er proposed that tlie f(»rts of Detroit and 
Amheretburg, together with the various public buildings, should be destroyed, 
and that the troops and Indians should retire on the centre division at Nia¬ 
gara. This proposal was met by the (chieftains with divided sentiments; 
but Tecumsen, whose gallant and impetuous spirit coidd ill brook the idea 
of retiring before his enemies, had no sooner heard the conclusion, than he 
arose, and, in a spee(;h of much length, and accompanied by powerful energy 
and gestit^lation, protested against the infamy of abandoning the position 
without firat using every exertion for its defcmie. He addressed the com¬ 
manding officer in the severest terms; accused him of cowardice ; and after 
having compared his conduct with that ot Captain Barclay, whose noble de¬ 
fence had inspired him w'ith an enthusiasm surpassed only by the regret he 
entertained at his failure, concluded by declaring it Ut be his fixed deter¬ 
mination to remain with his warriors and defend the place himself. The 
effect of his speech was instantaneous. No scatner had the last words died 
away upon his lips, than the various chieftains started up to a man, and, 
brandisning their tomahawks in the most menacing manner, vociferated their 
approbation of his sentiments. The scene altogether was of the most im¬ 
posing character. The council-room was a large lofty building, the vaulted 
roof of which echoed back the wild yell of the Indians ; while the threaten¬ 
ing attitude and diversified costume of these latter formed a striking contrast 
with the calm demeanour and military garb of the officers grouped around 
the walls. The most prominent feature in the picture, however, was Te- 
cumseh. Habited in a close leather dress, his athletic proportions were ad¬ 
mirably delineated, while a large plume of white ostrich feathers, by which 
he wHS'gesftirally distinguished, overshudowisag his brow and contrastit^ with 
the darkness of his complexion and the brilliancy of his black and piercing 
eye, gave a singularly wild and terrific expression to his features. It was 
evident that he could be terrible. Tranquillity being at length restored, 
Greneral Procter, through the medium of his interpreters, entered into a more 
detailed account of the motives by which he was influenced, and finally suc¬ 
ceeded in **prevaiiing on the warrior to assent to a second proposal, which 
was to retire to the Moravian viUage, distant nearly half way between 
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Amiiflratbarf^ and the outposts of the centre division^ and there await the 
i^uroaoh of the enemy. 

It having been resolved to move without loss of time> the troops were im¬ 
mediately employed in razing the fortifications, and committing such stores 
as it was found impossible to remove, to the flames kindled in the various 
public buildings; and the ports of Detroit and Amherstburg for some days 
previous to our departure presented a scene of cruel desolation. At lejigtn, 
Hhe baggage-waggons and boats having been sent in advance, the tnM»]>s of 
the latter'garrison commenced its march early in the last week of Sef^ember, 
aijd being joined by those of Detroit, proceeded up the mouth of the Thames^ 
a river navigable for small craft, and separated from that of Detnat by the 
Lake Sinclair, into which it empties itself. Our movements were extremely 
dilatory; and although the bridge near Amherstburg, already described iJi 
the early part of this memoir, had been destroyed by our rear-gubrd, it was 
speedily repaired by the American general, who, on the third day after our 
departure from Amherstburg, crossed the lake in boats; and luistening to 
overtake us with a corps of five tlumsanil men, was w'ithin a few leagues at 
the moment we approached the position where it was originally intended 
the little army should intrench itself. 

The Moravian village, situated in a small plain, oflered every facility of 
defence, being bounded on one flank by a thick wood highly favourable to the 
operations of the Indians, and ontlie other, by the river Thames, while im¬ 
mediately in front a deep ravine, mvered with brushw<»od, and commanded 

. by our guns, presentevi an obstacle peculiarly unfavourable to the passage of 
cavalry, of which, we were sufficiently informed, a large portion of the ad¬ 
vancing columns consisted. Yet, notwithstanding the excellence of the 
position, Irom some strange and inexplicable motive, the project was entirely 
abandoned. On the evening of the 4.th, the enemy had cantiired our boats, 
and, with them, the guard by w^hich they were accompanied. C)n the ath, at one 
o’clock in the afternoon, we were within two miles of the Moravian village, 
but in defiance of that repeated experience which should have taught us the 
hopelessness of combating a concealed enemy, the troops were ordered to de¬ 
file into the heart of a thick and almost impervi(»us wood, through the inter¬ 
stices of which it was impo.ssible for the view^ to extend ^^itself l^ond a 
distance of tv^enty pHC.es, much less to discover objects bearing SKk close a 
resemblance to the bark and foliage of the trees and buslies as the costume 
of the Americans; M^hereas, on the contrary, tlie glaring red of the troops 
formed a point of relief on which the eve c<mld not fail to dwell. In this posi¬ 
tion, we continued to remain during three hours, our left wing extending to 
the road, in which a solitary six-pounder was p<tsted, and the right flanked 
by the Indians to the number of 1500 under'recumseh, when the bugles of the 
enemy sounding at length to the attack, the engagement commenced. The 
result of an affair, against a body of such numerical superiority, and under 
such circumstances, may easily be ariti4fipated. Closely presse/l on every 
hand, and principally by a corps of 1500 mounted riflemen, the troops were 
finally compelled to give way, and, completely hemmed in by their assailants, 
had no other alternative than to lay down their amis—fifty men only with 
a single officer. Lieutenant Bullock of the 4lst, contriving to effect their 
escape through the wood. General Procter, mounted on an excellent c<iurser, 
and accompanied by his personal stafiF, sought safety in flight at the very 
commencement of the action, and, being pursued for some hours b}^^etachv> 
ment, of cavalry, was in imminenManger of falling into their hands^Being 
subsequently tried for his conduct in this afiFair, on charges preieired by 
Lieutenant-colonel Warburton, inspecting field-officer, and Brevet Major 

' Chambers, acting deputy quarter-master general, he was suspended from 
rank and pav for six months. 

In this afiFair, I had an opportunity of particularly witnessing the cruel 
dexterity and despatch with wnich the Indians use the tomaha^ and walping- 
knife. An American rifleman who had been dismounted within a felv paces 
of the spot where I stood, was fired at by three warriors of the Delaware 
tribe. The unfortunate man received the several balls in his body, yet, 
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thou^ faint and tottmng from loss of bloody he made ererf exertion to 
lave himself. The forefoiost of his pursuers was a tall powerful man. When 
arrived within fifteen paces of his victim) uncovered in his flight) he threw 
his tomahawk) and with such force and precision) that it immediately open¬ 
ed the skull and extended him motionless on the earth. Laying- down his 
rifle) he drew forth his knifC) and after having removed the hatchet from the 
brain) proceeded to make a circular incision throughout the scalp. This done^ 
he grasped the bloody instrument between his teeth, and placing his knees oil 
the back of his victim, while at the same time he fastened his hands in the 
hdir, the scalp was torn off without much apparent difficulty, and thrust 
still bleeding into his bosom. Tlie wprrior then arose, and after having 
wiped his knife on the clothes of the unliappy man, returned it to its sheath, 
grasping at the same time the arms he had abandoned, and hastening to 
rejoin his fioinrades. All this was the work of a minute. 

The severest loss we sustained was that of the gallant and unfortunate 
Tecumseh. In the early part of the action, he had been personally opposed 
to ColuuelJohiisun, commanding the American riflemen, and having severely 
wounded that officer with a ball from his rifle, was in the act of springing on 
him with his tomahawk, when his adversary drew a pistol f|;om his belt, 
and shot him dead on the spot. No sooner had he fallen, tiian a party of 
Americans, seiising his lifeless body, proceeded to strip him of his skin, 
which they subsequently converted into razor strops!! thus testifying, in 
their anxiety to obtain this species of trophy, the dread they entertained of 
the warlike chieftain, while living, and the degree of importance they 
attached to his death. When tlie account of his fate was conveyed to the 
officers of the division, the mcmt lively regret was manifested by each ; and 
for some time, the bitter impressions arising from a sense of captivity, were 
absorbed in the melancholy inspired by liis fall. It is not less an eulogy to 
the memory of the noble-minaed Tecumseh, than a justice due to General 
Harrisou to add, that that officer was the first to deplore his death; and the 
sentiments he expressed when the circumstance and manner of his fall were, 
made known, were such as to reflect credit on himself, both as a man, a gen¬ 
tleman, a Christian, and a soldier. « 

The advantage obtained by the enemy was subsequently promulgated in 
pompous terms, in a general order issued by Governor Selby, under whose 
immediate command the American riflemen were placed. A copy of this 
unique production afterwards fell into the hands of Lieutenant Cochrane of 
the 41st, by whom it is, I believe, still preserved as a specimen of Kentuc¬ 
kian literature and Kentuckian modesty. The style was evidently an 
attempted imitation of the Bulletins of the Grand Army of Napoleon; and a 
person unacquainted with the event to which it owed its being, would have 
been tempted to imagine the achievements of the Army of Ohio and Kentucky 
little inferior to those of the victors of Austerlitz. Among other comparisons, 
all of singular and equally appropriate character, was that of an officer of 
little note, killed in the engagement, with Dessaix at the battle of Marengo ? 
To cite its absurdities, however, would be to cite the despatch; and to give 
that its due weight the orthography and style are indispensably necessary. 
Governor Selby was a stout vulgar-looking man, resembling rather, in air 
and manner, one of the drovers by which the army was accompanied, than 
the chief magistrate of a province. To the custody of this invincible and his 
legion^^ they were classically termed) were the prisoners delivered over 
by Gs^ral Harrison, for the purpose oft being conducted into l^e heart of 
the American wilderness; and on the morning of the 7fti we commenced our 
march, traversing at len^h as captives, and for the last time, that territory 
we had so long struggled to secure from the grasp of the invader. 

The detail of our imprisonment, the-seclusion of the officers as hoBtaf||es, 
and the various indi^ities we were compelled to endure from a vindictive 
and inAriated* people, to whom the bare idea of any thing British was a 
source of detestation, will form the second part of this memoir. 
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THE PARTING SHIP. 

** A sblpi that hath the plain 
Of ocean for her own domiun.*” WonsawoUTii* 

Go in thy glory o*er the ancient Sea^ 
Take with thee gentle winds thy sails to swell; 

Sunshine and joy upon thy streamers be— 
Fare thee well^ Bark^ farewell! 

Proudly the dashii^ billow thou hast clefts 
The breeze yet follows thee with cheer and song ; 

Who now of storms hath dream Or memory left ?— 
And yet the Deep is strong! 

But go thou triumphing^ while still the smiles 
Of Summer tremble on the water’s breast! 

Thou shalt be greeted by a thousand Isles^ 
In lone^ wild beauty drest. 

To thee a welcome, breathing o’er the tide. 
The Genii-groves of Araby shall pour ; 

Waves that enfold the pearl, shall bathe thy side, 
* On the old Indian shore. 

Oft shall the shadow of the palm-tree lie 
O’er glassy hays, wherein thy sails are furl’d. 

And its leaves whisper, as the wind sweeps by. 
Tales of the elder world. 

Oft shall the burning stars of southern skies. 
On the mid-ocean see thee gain’d in sleep, 

A lonely home for human thoughts and ties. 
Between the Heavens and Deep I 

Blue seas that roll on gorgeous coasts renown’d. 
By night shall sparlUe where thy prow makes way ; 

Strange creatures of th’ abyss that none may sound, 
lu thy broad wake shall play. 

From hills unknown, in mingled joy and fear. 
Free dusky tribes shall pour, thy dag to mark > 

Blessings go with thee on thy lone career ! 
Hail, and farewell, tliou Bark ! 

A long farewell!—^Thou wilt not bring us back 
All whom thou hearest far from home and hearth 

Many are thine whose steps no more shall track 
Their own sweet native earth! 

Some wilt thou leave beneath the plantain-shade. 
Where through the foliage Indian suns look bright; 

Some in the snows of wintry regions laid. 
By the cold northern light; 

And some far down below the sounding wave— 
Still shall they lie, though tempests o’er them sweep ; 

Never may flower be strown above their grave. 
Never may sister weep ! 

And thou—^the billow's queen—e'en thy proud form 
On our glad sight no more, perchance, may swell 

Yet God alike is in the calm and storm-— 
Fare thee well. Bark 1 farewell! Y* H. 
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ANECDOT1CAL RECOLLECTIONS.—NO. II- 

I had the honour once in my life, of seeing tile celebrated Howard* 
and am perhaps one of the last whb saw him upon English ground. It 
was at Falmouth in 1790, or the yeftr preceding. He was a spare man, 
of a very mild aspect, yet exhibiting nothing which impressed the ob¬ 
server wiU) any deficiency of firmness or resolution in his character- 
He had been attending the worship of a congregation of dissenters, in- 
which he was never again to join on British ground; for in his reli¬ 
gious sentiments he was of that class, though his philanthropy knew no 
distinction of creed—Christian, Jew, or Mahometan ; his charity being 
(as Henry IV. observed his child was) for all the world.” He walked 
with a light step, accompanied by my father ; all eyes were fixed upon 
him ; and I have often thouglit since how much more merited was that 
silent homage of respect, and how much more approved in the eyes o1 
a benevolent Deity, than the yells of the multitude and the shouts of 
dazzled sycophants at the heels of the butchers of mankind, with their 
retinues of bayonets and their trophies of crime and desolation. I think 
it was on the day following that Howard set sail, never to return. 

Howard brings to my recollection another celebrated philanthropist 
and friend of universal man, whose name will co-exist with^his own, 
Dr. Franklin. 1 once met with an individual who had known the phi¬ 
losopher, and had lately visited the Doctor’s daughter in America, 
Mrs. Bach. This lady had a numerous family, and resided in the 
house of her father, an interesting residence w'hen the mind that oc¬ 
cupied it is cofisidered. The building was in Market-street, Phila¬ 
delphia, and though close to a public market, cut off from all noise rfnd 
bustle. It was lofty and commodious, well, but not superfluously fur¬ 
nished. The library was very large; and in it hung, among others, a 
picture of the late Bishop of St. Asaph and his family. ■ Jhere were 
the pictures, writing-desk, and books of the great deceased, just as he 
left them. Mrs. B. spoke with strong filial feeling of the Doctor s 
tedious illness, his self-possession under the most excruciating agonies, 
and the serenity amidst all, that constantly dwelt upon his features, 
sometimes changing into a smile. Two days before his death he ob¬ 
served to her—“ My dear, 1 do not recollect that in the course of thy 
whole life 1 was even for a single moment angry with thee.” Ihe 
entire tenor of his conduct during his last illness was the same. Every 
thing was right; all that was done for him was done as it should be ; 
nothing ruffled the composure of his mind; and thus he expired, from 
many circumstances it may be concluded, that Franklin was inclined to 
deism in his religious opinions ; but he never obtruded them on any. 
It is just to observe, however, that he retnotked on the doctrine of the 
Universalists*, according to his daughter (and his family were among 
the favour^s of that sect), that in his opinion np system in the Christian 
world vj^^8o well calculated to promote the interests of society as the 
doctrine which showed “*a God reconciling a'ldpsed world to himself/* 

Sir W. Chatham Trelawney, who died Governor of Jamaica in 1769, 
used to observe of Chatham, that it was impossible for the members of 

• The Universali&ttof America assert that Christ died for all men, and that all 

will be ultimately saved. 
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the tide opposed to him in the House of ComoKHis to look him in the 
face when be was warmed in debate: he seemed to bid them all a 
haughty defiance. “For my own part/’ said Trelawney, “I never 
dared cast my eyes towards his, for if I did, they nailed me to the 
floor.” I had this from Wolcot, who went out to the West IncUes 
with Trelawney as his physician. 

The Bourbons,—It has been repeatedly asserted, that the Allied 
lowers were willing to leave the settlement of the form of government 
to the French people themselves, in the year 1814, provided Napo- 
lepn and his family were excluded from the throne. Whether this 
declaration was sincere or not, it is very certain they took no pains 
to ascertain the sentiments of the nation upon the subject, and that 
the ancient dynasty was recalled, not by the voice of the people at 
large, but through the intrigues of the emigrants, and the trickery of a 
few leading men in Paris, who had been Bonapartists, Bourbonites, 
Republicans, and had betrayed all in turn. It was asserted, that the 
citizens of Paris crowded to the Hotel of the Emperor of Russia, and 
demanded Louis XVllL, and that the determination of the Allied 
Powers was fixed upon that prince in consequence. It may be worth 
while to know how this affirmed demand on the part of the people 
was brought about, especially when at the return of Napoleon front 
Elba none were found to follow the fortunes of this imbecile family— 
no struggle was made by the people in its behalf. If no more upon 
this subject comes to light hereafter, the following may afford a cue 
to explain this seeming mystery. 

It was in the year 1816, that I became acquainted with a French 
officer, whose name, De F-, as he is, I believe, still alive, I 
will not give at full length. He commanded the gens-d'armerie of 
a northern arrondissement, and had been some years a prisoner in 
England. He was the man who shot Lieutenant D-, of the Peterel 
Schooner, by which vessel he was captureddast war, and for which ser¬ 
vice he was honoured by Napoleon with the cross of the Legion of 
Honour. Dining with me one day, and talking of the restoration of 
the Bourbons, I expressed my surprise, that having served Napoleon 
so faithfully, he could turn round and become a staunch adherent of the 
old dynasty. Ue very frankly said, “ I will explain how it was. My 
relations were several of them emigrants. I had been a Jong while a 
prisoner in the north of England, and saw no chance of returning home. 
Upon the ill success of Napoleon in Russia, hopes were immediately 
conceived by the emigrants in England, and by the Royal Family 
there, that it might lead to a restoration of the present king. Severtd 
persons had been despatched to Paris, to open a correspondence with 
their friends there. None that I know of had been successful; several 
were imprisoned and sentenced to death, having been discovered to be 
agents inctraitorous correspondence. 1 was seilt^or frona Scotland 
to London* by my relations, and the question put to me, ^H^would 
venture to Paris, as being a prisoner of war and an officer of Napoleon’s: 
I,could easily pretend to have made my escape. I took a little time 
to consider, and then determined to venture. I received three letters, 

* Caitlereagh must hare gireu him leave to come np, and wA perhaps in (be 
plot. 
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me for Princa T——, another for the Duke de F-——: fl forget for 
whom he told tne he received die thirdQ I reached Paris in safety; 
the letters were concealed in the lining of my hat, and were delivered 
according to their address. 1 was told by Prince T-~-, to remain 
quiet, arid when he had any thing to say he would send for me. 
1 remained so a considerable time, until the Allies marched into 
Paris, and the' Emperor of Russia fiaed his quarters in the palace 
of Elysee Bourbon, when one day 1 was sent for by a relative, 
and asked if 1 had any objection to make myself useful. I re¬ 
plied, that having embarked in the Bourbon cause, I was willing,, to 
stand by it to the last: I had no hope but that. The orders 1 re¬ 
ceived were, to go to the Garden m the Tuileries, and give away 
money, with which my pockets were purposely fully supplied, and that 
when they were exhausted I should receive more. * But the pcdice,’ I 
replied.—* Mind nothing,’ was the answer. ‘You will see plenty of 
idlers about there, principally of the lower classes; fling aWay your 
silver, and call out, Ftvent les Bourbons! Vive Louis XVI[I! When 
you have collected a good number around you, it will soon appear 
what you are to do.’ 1 did so, said De F-; my flve-franc pieces 
soon collected a score or two of persons, and then the mob began to in¬ 
crease rapidly. I had no idea of what all this could be for, and shall 
never forget how I hesitated before I began the cry ‘ Vivent lei Bour-^ 
tons r and threw away my first five-franc piece. I feared the interpo¬ 
sition of the sentinels planted at the gates of the palace, but they re¬ 
mained idle spectators, at which 1 wondered. None of the police inter¬ 
fered, and 1 had got together two or three hundred persons in this 
way, when, jUst as I had exhausted my money, I saw a crowd pass the Srxlte, or iron gate, on the side of the Rue Kivoli, crying ‘ Vive Louis 
[VIII, r I followed at the head of my party toward the palace: some 

of the mob hoped to pick up money, and some went out of curiosity. 
On arriving opposite the Elysee Bourbon, 1 saw several parties come up 
from other directions. A cry for the Emperor of Russia arose, 
mingled with ‘ Vivent Its Bourbons! Vive Louis XVIII,!* 1 then saw 
the object of the manoeuvre, and ray money, of which I had obtained 
a fresh supply, again flew, and the shouts were redoubled. The next 
day it was announced that the people of Paris had demanded the 
Bourbons of the Allies, and that they would be restored. I profited by 
getting my present appointment soon after, and was promised a more 
lucrative one speedily. Having taken up the cause of Louis XVltl. 
I shall sacredly serve him. Napoleon has no chance of escape from St. 
Helena; and what can 1 do better than be faithful ?—1 shall be so.” 
This conversation took place in presence of two other persons, one of 
‘whom is still living. There was no desire of keeping it a secret ex¬ 
pressed by-, who spoke English as well as he did French, and 
told thejj^ry in the former language, expressing bow fortunately things 

out in his favour. 
1 observe, in the Gentleman’s Magazine, a biography of Incledon. 

Incledon was the melodist of nature, not of art. He had the most 
powfviul as well as the sweetest voice of his time. Incledon was a 
coarse man, never having shaken off the vulgarism of his early life 
and habits. J'here is too often a tendency, arising from dbliquity 
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of mind, in tboie who put together the biogra^y of temiAidilto men, 
to eoneeal humblaiess of h^tfa, and to disguiee the truth retpeetlag 
theta if they have sprung from low pa^ntage, or were born in hOmble 
eircuinstances : as if being come of worthy or high-born parents contri¬ 
buted to genius^ or that genius gained a ray of lustre from their advan¬ 
tages. This feeling prevails in England more than in any other coud- 

«jtry. We should, indeed, diminish the roll of immortal names, to which 
England owes so mueb, if we deprived'it of those who were neither 
wealthily born, nor ranked in the circiimstance of birth beyond the 
middling class. Away, then, with such pitiful concealings of the truths 
Incledon is in some accounts s$jAed to have been the son of a respee-. 
table medical man in Cornwall: the truth is, his lather was a poor 
village apothecary, who literally wandered through the country, almost 
B beggar. I knew those who had known him well: his widow be left 
in great poverty. She was rather a superior woman in appearance, 
but addicted in. her latter years to drinking. She died somewhere 
about the year 1808 ; and her son, to his honour, always allowed her a 
sum of money annually for her maintenance, which was paid her by 
little and little at a time, to prevent her from squandering it. She 
was buried at Keiiwyn by Cliasewater; in which parish she had lived 
many years. 1 think, but am not certain, that Incledon was born at 
Helston. He went into the west, soon after his mother’s decease, on a 
professional tour, and, journeying into Cornwall, visited with a feeling, 
which did honour to his heart, her humble grave. Coarse as Incledon 
was in manners and in general conduct, his heart was kind, and the 
scene of this visit was related to me as a strange mixture of the pa¬ 
thetic and ludicrous. After standing a few minutes by the grave, to 
which he had walked as if he were going to play Captain Macheath, 
telling blustering stories, mingled up with a seasoning of oaths and 
jests; he burst into tears, literally blubbering like a great boy about his 
* dear mother.’ He remained a few minutes silent. Then walking away 
as if he had been viewing something quite indifferent to him, he re¬ 
covered his former spirits in an instant; and he expressed his fears he 
should be too late for the dinner-hour, to the convivialities of which 
he was a well-known devotee. I once agreed with a few friends to 
give Incledon a dinner. Our motive was to get some sea*songs from 
him, which no one ever sang in so noble and inspiring a style, nor 
will ever so sing them again. After dosing him with champaigne, he 
began ; and whether it was with excitation of the wine, or real power 
on his part, or youthful spirits on mine, 1 know not, but I hever 
felt the effect of any singing so powerfully. His ** Storm*’ still thrills 
in my ears. He drank a double quantity of wine, and the scene closed, 
after my asking him to give Total Eclipse” from Samson Agoniates, 
by his getting only half through it, becoming,^or5 de combat, with the 
words “ total eclipse—ipse-ipse” on his tongue. 

I have heard that this vocalist being in Wales, and havin{( to sing 
before a country audience, was accompanied by a Welsh harper, who, 
whatever proficiency he might boast in playing the national aifs of the 
sons of St. David, was unequal to the task of keeping time wilK Inele- 
doQ. The singer and the instrument started to^eAer^ but very 
quickly separate; it became the race of the hare and tortoiBe. In 
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nbltt began againi or paused to make matters even. The 
btavper was imperturbably obstinate in his jog-trot time—a very German 
postilion. 4^ *he singer could bear it no longer, and in a paroxysm 
of ai^er,' 'more violent for his preceding attempts to suppsess it, he in 
his coarse language addressed the audience, Ladies and gentlemen, 
I am very sorry—I have endeavoured to do my best,—I cannot go on 
fSw thts d---King David’s harp of yours.” This prophane mode oC 
introducing an Old Testament name was nothing to the contempt it 
implied for the patron saint of Wales and his instrument, which w^s 
all Iiicledon meant to express^ unluckily, or perhaps luckily for him¬ 
self, introducing “ king” for saint.” 

Ckurchillf Pope,—A lady related to my family by marriage, of very 
clear intellects and wonderful mmory for her years, who died in 
1816 at an advanced age, told me that she very ^ell remembered 
Pope, having been taken to a ball at Bath wherQ the poet was present. 
She was quite a girl, but recollected his little defoi^i^ed figure very 
well, though nothing of his features. The attention of all in the room 
was directed to him, which impressed it on her memory. She had 
visited also the Allens at Prior Park, Pope’s friends.—She had known 
Hogarth and Charles Churchill: the latter familiarly. Churchill 
was the last man in appearance or manners, and according to her 
even in conversation, from whom celebrity might have been expected, 
—he was a perfect waggoner,” she said. All the wits and artists of 
the time visited her father’s house, and he got ultimately into difficulties 
by his liberality towards Wilkes, of whom she used to relate many 
anecdotes. Her doubts about the Chevalier D’Eon, and lier stories of 
the conversations and surmises respecting him, were very remarkable, 
and with her as it were a matter of the present day. She was the 
wife of a country clergyman of good fortune and family. 1 often 
think I may say what few now' living can, ** I have talked with one in 
the nineteenth century who had been in company with Pope.” 

Belzoni,—This modest and indefatigable man, it is welt known, died 
in poverty. He had laboured more for fame than profit, and others 
reaped reputation that should be his. There is an empiricism, it 
seems, in^intiquity-hunting and viriu^ as well as in medicine. No just 
mention of Belzoni occurs in the British Museum, in enumerating the 
articles that enrich it through his labours. The Patrician may sup¬ 
ply a little money, hut then the toil or glory must not be divided. 
Ingenuity, risque and labour, are nothing to your guineas. Rich men 

' are beginning to find they can buy a name, and the goddess of fame 
(never till now charged with corruption) is, it appears, “ to be bad,** But 
what sort of notoriety is acquired by such means! Those monu¬ 
ments would not have visited England but for Belzoni. Posterity will 
do hitn justice; his sagacity, his skill and perseverance, ob¬ 
tained tjmpi^. Meecenas never dreamed of buying the authorship of 
the wridl^s of Horace; he was content to go down to time as the 
poetV {Mttron. Poor Belzoni complained to me of the neglect with 
Whtidi he had been treated, and the superciliousness of men who 
ahottld have been content with the honest fame of aiding his exertions. 
VI have qpemies whenever 1 attempt anything,” said he; 
abaB be utterly Ained, now I am going to try for myself.” Hii pro¬ 
phecy was a true one, and he died the victim of its fulfilment, else he 
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would have proceeded into by a difl^mt route* I ko0W 
many years« and a lees presatning, kinder, milder creature,; uni^g 
mbreover true courage and indefatigable perseverance, 1,. never'met 
with. Coxnh^ up Bond-street with him one day during the triahoftte 
late Queen, several persons whispered, There is Bergami his gi¬ 
gantic frame and wearing miistachios prob^ly giving the idea of his 
being the famous chamberlain. *‘Let us turn into the Square,’* said 
Bblaoni, meaning into that of Hanover; “ we shall meet fewer people. 
1 am well nigh tired of England.’* .; 

German Phlegm*—Converging one da^ .with a German field-officer 
of cavalry upon the apparent phlegm of the national character, from 
which one might suppose they were the least imaginative people ilpOQ 
earth, did not the German authorsf^ prove the contrary, he observed, 
that rapidity of manoeuvring among German troops was the most diffi¬ 
cult task to teach them. Every thing that line and rule could do with 
large bodies of men, giving them moderate time to act, would be exe¬ 
cuted by them as well as by any other soldiers. Their hussars and 
partisans acting separately, were not very deficient in expedition, but in 
moving masses of troops, and accustoming tliem to rapid evolutions, 
the national character always appeared. In the field, no soldier was 
more imperturbable than the German. If it was the order to a man to 
stand in a heavy fire without returning it, he obeyed as indifferently as 
if it was any order dse free from personal danger. The French had, in 
their levity of body, and rapidity of motion, always the advantage, and 
this was one secret of their success. When the German soldier has 
been a little accustomed to fire, he will move in his slowest or quickest 
time with the same quantum of stimulus, and the same sang-froid—om 
pace seems as indifferent to him as the other—to be idle as to be acting. 
“ 1 remember,’* said he, “ in my regiment of cavalry, many men who 
would sit and smoke their pipes without the least emotion, inactive, and 
within range of the French shot and shells, scarcely noticing the frequent 
casualties among themselves—a glance towards the fallen and then an 
extra puff of the pipe, were the only apparent results from the fate of a 
comrade. One day a shell fell close in front of my squadron; there it lay, 
the fuze burning, the explosion expected to deal death in our ranks, for 
we were stationed by command, and ordered not to move:—we might 
as well have been three or four hundred yards out of the way until we 
were wanted to act, but such were our orders. All eyes in front were 
fixed on the engine of destruction;—it burst, killed one min, and 
wounded several horses close by me. The dragoon on the right of him 
who had fallen, had both the fore-legs of his horse taken off by the ex¬ 
plosion, and falling, broke the pipe of%which he had been making good 
use up to that moment. He got up, ^hook himself, eyed his mutilated 
horse, and then taking up the fragments of hwg^iy^rWw hej^nt to the 
rear, exclaimed, —n the shell, it 1ms brokenn^ pipe !* **^. 

'fhe sahie officer told me, that he was employed in Spain the 
French service wkh the Germans attached to Napoleon’s army, and 
was one who quitted that country to proceed to Russia. The Spamjah 
guerillas he described as not at aU formidable to disciplined trodpa 
careful of surprise, but it required incessant watchfulness to guard 
against their attacks. Woe to all stragglers ! The crtfelty of i^e 
of these bftnds commanded by priests was horribly iohuman. In one 
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vrhidi, having atripped them naked, tied them to a tree, and on the left 
side, over the heart, vrith bcvikins m the flesh a dark bit of cloth 
as a ball'fi ey^', apd shot at jtlieitf foT amusement. Two ivere killed one 
after anotiter in this wajr, and th«t1h«rd was saved by a body of French 
cavalry surprising tbetd.—1 was once,*" said he, the means of saving 
firotn a horrible death by the guerillas, a body of the bravest men 
that ever carried muskets, A detachment of French troops, amouift* 
tng to two ot three hundf^^lfO' was despatched on a foraging party to a 
village out of the reach of h^odiate su^ort from the main body/but 
wh«3‘e no danger was appr^ended. JHie detachment reached the 
|>lace unmolested, but were scarcely in it before the noise of a numerous 
body of guerillas approaching m^ their ears. The band had received 
intelligence of the march bf the French party through mounted spies 
employed by the priests. Scarcely had the troops time to get together 
when fifteen hundred most vtllainous-^looking f^lows, armed all sorts of 
ways, appeared in sight. To retreat before so many, the intervening 
distance from the main body, was impracticable. In the centre of the 
village stood an insulated stone church ; into this it was hut the work 
of a moment to throw themselves before they were attacked on all sides. 
They defended themselves from the windows bravely for two burning 
hot days and nights without a morsel of food or drink of water. The 
Spaniards contrived to fire the roof, and the blazing rafters fell in; 
ilut the walls were thick, and the oisles next the windows arched with 
stone. *which preserved them. Many were dreadfully scorched, but 
thby made goc^ their resistance until the third day; when at the last 
eplremity from fatigue and starvation, 1 came up with a regiment of 
ttvalry and rescued them, more like spectres than men ; but few could 
IWtisalAte so as to be understood. The guerillas disappeared as if by 
ABbbsntment; a few of them only were overtaken and sabred. The 
jiptachment which had defended itself did not lose more than a fourth of 
ivts numbers, but they sold the^r lives dearly. The suffering of the 
survivors was more distressing than any thing I bs4 wiinessQ^l. ’ 
-^Thik excellent officer told me there were many situations much 
more productive of fear in bis mind than die hour of conflict. ** I 
wsa with my regiipent employed to escort a vast quantity of ammu¬ 
nition from France for dm siege of Saragossa. On a part of the '-oad 
which was exceedingly mountainous, the sun was setting amid thick 
cloudw while the immense train of waggons and their escort were 
visible in a long unbroken zigzag line from the summit of the heights; 
I saw we should have a storm. Not two hours after dark it came on, 

'and burst upon us with great fliry. The rolling of the*wheols of the 
waggons and grating of the loose balls against each other, die cries of 
the men, the thunder, and the incessant lightning, by the 
flashes/^r which the'^escort was visible from front ^o rear for several 
mtlvffwas horrible enough; but my terror arose from the extreme 
vividness of the flashes, which seemed to hang on that lofty ground, 
around the* masses of metal in the waggons. I dreaded the blowing up 
of the powder caissons, and the ruin that must ensue around. Every 
flash deepened my fears: I was almost feint from terror mingled with 
anxiety: aH Vere horribly apprehensive. The darkness, the mountains, 
the reverberation of sound, and a hissing noise which accompanied the 
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Duke q/* Fcpdl^-^Nearly"twenty £ng1ap4«^>^ 
deceased, war (k>minander of the g^rtsop'Fiy^putl^/^ He was ;'a 
very tall man, and -proportionably bro^d^ wilb ^ Mtdc abdominal prp«i> 
tuberatice; in abort, one of the largest of tbe male species^ 1 was 
told by his Aide*de-Camp, that on bis inti^oducUon to the Duke of* 
York being over, (on his return from some demand abroad#) as soon as 
he tpmed his back and was out. of hearin^ililB Royal Highness aaid in 
a low tone to an officer near l^fm,—“ EnglmmI Great Britaint by /'* 

Duelling,—Expressing my Surprise one day to Wolcot that his sati¬ 
rical disposition* bad not got him mto more 6cr<apes p he told me he 
never was in but one that seriously farmed him. Itj^as with the late 
General M^Cormifek. ' We had passed the previous forenoon alone 
together, when something 1 said more severe than 1 ought to thp 
general, roused his anger. He retorted. I was more caustic than be¬ 
fore. He went away, and sent me a challenge for the next morning* 
Six o’clock was the hour fixed upon : the ground to be the Gr^ecn at 
Truro, which at that time was sufficiently retired. There were no 
seconds. The window of my room, however, conimanded tltb Green# 
I had scarcely got out of bed to dress for the appointment, when# 
pulling aside the curtains, I saw the general walking up and down on 
the side next the river half an hour before time. The sun was just 
rising cloudily, the morning bitterly cold, which, with the sight of the 
general’s pistol and his attendance on the ground before the hour 
pointed, were by no means calculated to strengthen niy neryes. t 
dressed, and, while doing so, made up iny mind it was great folly for 
two old friends to pop away each other’s lives. My resolution waa 
speedily taken. I rang for my servant girl: ' Molly, light the fire in¬ 
stantly, make some good toast, let the breakfast be got in a minute 
for two.’ * Yes, Sir.' My watch was within a minute of the time.' 
Pistol in hand, I went out the back way from my house, which opened 
ciTt the Green. I Crossed it like a lion, and went up to McCormick- 
He looked firm, but did not speak. I did. * Good morning t'ye, 
general.* The general bow'ed. ' This is too cold u morning for bglit- 
ing.' * There is but one alternative,’ said the general.distantly. ‘ It is 
what you soldiers call an apology, I suppose ! My dear fellow, 1 would . 
rather make twenty when 1 was so much in the wrong as 1 was yestpr^ 
day, but I will only make it on one condition.* ' I cannot talk of condi-. 
tions, Sir,' ^aid die general* * Why then 1 will consider the condition 
assented to. It is tha^you will come m and take a devilish good break¬ 
fast with me now ready on the^ tabl^ I am exceedingly sorry if 1 
hurt your feelings yesterday, for I mea^ imt to We shook 
bands like old friends, and soon forgot ourSflMCncieoVfe^fea and 
toast; but I did ncft'Iike the pistols and that cold morning, noti'^^h* 
standing. I believe many duels might end as harmlessly, could tbs 
conffirtants command the field as 1 did from my window# and on sucb 
a cursed cold morning too!” , * . 

Byurbon Superstitions,—I saw an order given by Louis XFlII# ,to 
transfer the bones of St. Denis to thj^ abbey ebbreh from die chut^joit 
St« Margaret, and the ridiculo^s nature of such an ordinance WM ocr 
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ctij^ng my mind wbeii the Ahh& C—wfamn I knew» vp, and 
I began rallying him upcm ita folly. “ Sorely, Ifoaaieur C"~. ■/* I 
cfoservedy the king is not at the bottom of this; he has plain common 
sense, and must secretly laugh at it. Then why is hewch a hypocrite 
as to issue this order ? It is no|; please the people of Paris, they 
laugh at it.” It is to please the priests,” replied Monsieur C-—: 
** we must influence a portion of the community; and this is a favour granted to religion,—nonsensical enough, it is true,—^but the king is^a 

ourbon, and there never a Bourbon yet who was not a double 
dealer, except perhaps Lodis XVI.; and the contents of the iron chest tell 
a little against him also.” Biit are these J'eally the bones of St. Denis, 
Monsieur C. ? “ No one believes they Sre,” was his reply, “ but the 
fanatical party; few or none of ^he regular clergy believe it, but the 
emigrant old priests, and the young ones, who are craving for power, 
pretend to do so. The'Abb^ de Boulogne delivers a sermon on the 
occasion. Though Louis XVIII. knows ther^ are no such real relics, 
he gives three shrines to enclose the remains of somebody else.” “And 
your St. Denis !” said I, “ he puts me in miiid of Lord Lovat, who, being 
beheaded in England for treason, was, according to some Scotchmen, 
seen afterwards walking about the church-yard with his head under his 
arm, as St. Denis did from the Abbey to Paris.” “ My dear friend,” 
replied Monsieur C. “it hardly becomes me to say so, nor would I to 
one of my own countrymen ; but while the better part of the French 
people laugh at it all, many of the vulgar put faith in such ceremonies, 

^nd their faith will shortly increase the influence of the priesthood, and 
draw them to interfere with temporal affairs again.* At the Revolu¬ 
tion almost all the relics in our churches were utterly destroyed. 
Among those at St. Denis there were before that time, rated as the most 
precious, a crucifix made of the real cross, with the arms of the Duke 
de Berry upon it! A silver shrine, with relics of Jesus Christ. One 
of the nails with which Jesus was attached to the cross: there were 
hundreds among us of these before the Revolution. An image of the 
Virgin Mary, with some of her hair. A bone of the,arm of St. Simon. 
A bone ^of the martyr St, Hyppolite. A shrine the clouts and 
swaddling-clothes of the infant Saviour. A tooth of St. Panqras. 
The bones of St. Placide, in rock crystal. A pitcher of marble used 
at the marriage of Cana. A cross of iron made out of the gridiron on 
which St. Lawrence was broiled. The hair and clothes of St. Mar¬ 
garet. A finger of St. Bartlemy. A shoulder-bone of St. John the 
Baptist. A second cross of the wood of the true cross. Some relics of 
St. Denis. One of the bones of the prophet Isaiah. ,A hand of St. 
Thomas. A bone of St. Louis, ,^ing of Franc#, and sortie fragments 
of his clothes. A thorn fron^ che crown placed on the head of Christ, 
set in a rubv.-^,ri!jhe of St. Peter, md a hundred similar articles, 
all swgp.« away at tRt^downfall of Louis XVI.” 

Inflow, since these relics were placed in the Alibey-churcb before 
the Revolution, according to you, can they be carried thither again 
now from another church, seeing they were destroyed ?” 

“ I can’t answer,” replied he: “ the truth is, that our regular clergy 
under Napoleon were kept to their spiritual duties. Most of them were 

* This has proved to be a true prophecy. 
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sensible men, and as little inclined to carry on such farces as you or I. 
On the return of the reigning family the superstitious put themselves 
forward, swarms of emigrants came home, fanaticism, which had slept, 
awoke, and the really sincere and religious clergy were little in odour 
with the Bourbons, who are not a whit wiser for their misfortunes/* 
“ You will now run an ill chance, my friend,” I replied; “ you must 
inrn hypocrite too!” “I am thinking about it, between ourselves!” 
satid the merry Abbe, “ fro/? 70///’, Monsiettr !" 

ON HEARING THE ROAR OF THE SEA AT NIGHT, 

Voice of the mighty deep, 
piercing the drowsy night, 

T'hou Bcarest the gentle sleep, 
^Vllose pinions will not light 

Where thou intrudest busy thouglit. 
With depths dark as thy secrets fraught. 

Thy mystic sounds I hear. 
Peal of unwonted things; 

Of wonders far and near 
The holloXv music rings. 

Its notes home wild around the world, 
AVliere'er thy dark-blue waves are curlM. 

Oh, no, 1 cannot sleep, 
'J'hou vast and glorious sea! 

While thou dost thus tlie vigil keep 
Of thy great majesty, 

I think God's image near me is. 
In all its awful mysteries. 

Thou art a Spirit, Ocean, thou !— 
(riant of earth and air. 

Spanning the univei-se; and now, 
Wliile making music here, 

Ten tluMisaud leagues afar thy wave 
R(dling u])on an empire's grave ! 

'i'hy ann that shakes me here 
'I'lanulers upon the shore 

Of Nort.li, and South, and centnil sphere. 
Fuego, Labrador; 

]*Vom darning Equinox to frigid Pole, 
Belting the earth thy waters roll— 

Thou dost not tire—thou feel’st not toil,— 
Thou art not form'd, like me, of soil. 

March-VOE, XIX. NO. I.XXV. T 
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Wly dofit thou thunder m ? 
\Vliat in thy deeps profound, 

Thus as a strong man with bis foe, 
Gives out that angry sound ? 

On earth no foe can ever be^ 
IVinoe of creation, worthy thee! 

Age thou hast never known— 
Thoii Shalt be young and free. 

Till God command tlieegivo thino own. 
And all is dumb save thee; 

And haply when the sun is hlood, 
Unchanged shall he thy mighty flo(»d, 

[ will not grudge my sleep 
Ujion thine own vast shore. 

Since though I am too mean, O Deep! 
To check thy angry roar. 

Proud sea! tlie wanderings of my mind 
May leave thy depths and world behind! 

DICTIONARY OF LOVE AND BEAUTY.—NO. VH. 

AiESflnd Graces*—The Countesa of Carlisle,—Vert young Ladies and 
Maidservants.—VarndVs liailad on Beauty. 

Airs and graces,—a lady in her airsj—an airo£ sweetness, of sullen¬ 
ness, &c. ** There was an air about her, difficult to express/* The 
word air, used in these senses, is intended to express the most delicate 
and evanescent part of look or manner,—that which invests and 
breathes around it like an atmosphere; or that gives it its turn and 
effect, as the air affects the weather-cock; or that may be said to mo¬ 
dulate and flow along with it, like an air in music : for in these, as in 
all synonyms, there is a correspondence and a reference to the family 
root. There seems a defect in the expression, inasmuch as it implies 
something acting rather from without than within; whereas it would 
fain express the turn given to a person’s look or manner by the im¬ 
mediate state of the mind. Thus, there is no animal that appears to 
give itself so many airs as the swan; and yet in none do we recog¬ 
nize a mare obvious principle of will and self-movement. It is the 
same in a pigeon, when it is courted. The very phrase “ give itself 
airs," is extremely internal and per se. In short, the vford air^ and 
airSf seems to be the next thing to desperate gesticulation, when we arc 
in want of words, and set about expressing our meaning by sawing the 
air itself, making a flourish with the Bnger, 6cc. and saying '^you 
know," and “ that kind of thing^’ The jc ne sfai quoi of the French is 
an air. Air is the most incoj/^mreal and fugitive substance we are ac¬ 
quainted with.^fvnd we^ to it to express the most incorporeal 
aspect p^^oo^l}rW:^r^nt. Air is also the next thing to body in 
poipt of place; and wre may imagine it shaped and seted upon. A 
Ute poet, speaking of the taste for beauty in a writer whom he re¬ 
garded, and allegorizing the effect of it by a myrtle, says of that plant 
of Venus, that it 

* 

« —Lifts its sweet head into the air, and feeds 
•A silent space with ever-sprouting green.” 
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There is exquisite gusto in this. Claude would have put it in his next 
picture. It paints to us a thing invisible^an effect that we feel without 
seeing; and invests the object with a sort of ethereal pulp and latu- 
rancy, equally rich and free. This is what we mean, when we say 
of a beauty, that there is a charm ahout her. Drayton, speaking of a 
couple of beautiful girls, says with an agi*ecable hyperbole and great 
delicacy of expression, — 

The air moves not but as you please. 
So much, sweet nymphs, it owes you: 

The winds do cast them to ^eir ease. 
And amorously enclose you/* 

The ancients, no doubt, meant to insinuate our modern idea of graces 
and airs, when they painted the goddess of beauty attended with Cupids 
on the wing. It was not to express a love ready to fly away; but 
graces and loves flying round and to; mixtures of Cupid and Zephyr 

casting them to their ease/' They do not appear to have nisule use 
of our word. They have quips and cranks" in plenty, 

“ Joci, Dcliciaequc, ct lllecebras 

but no airs t though doubtless these were included. The grata pro/pr- 
vitas of Horace seems to imply a beauty in her airs; and was under* 
stood in tliat sense by Congreve, when he translated it, not very well,— 

‘‘ And with a grateful sullenness slie cliaims/’ 

It should rather be called an agreeable waywardness. Anacreon al¬ 
most hit upon our phrase, when he directed the painter of his mistress 
to set the Graces flying about her :— 

Tput^tpov fff'ai yiMiou 

IIi^^ \\jyZivw TpCLyy\K<a 

fr«To;vTo naiXM- 

Upon which passage Mr. Moore has luxuriated:— 

Then beneath the velvet chin. 
Whose dimple shades a love within. 
Mould her neck, with grace descending, 
In a heaven of beauty ending; 
While airy channSi above, below. 
Sport and flutter on its snow/* 

The word “ air,” applied to aspect and gesture, is modem, and, we 
suspect, Provenfal. It comes to us from the lands of the romance 
language, where it is still in use ; and is just the word for u beauty in 
the days of chivalry. The Greek ai^Koman women, generally speak¬ 
ing, were not allowed to give thems^i^s airs, like the others. I'he 
musical term, mV, most probably the^Aurt^titpe^ There 
is no greater analogy than between the forms oit^lound altil^esture ; 
as every body has experienced, who luis either played musii^ or 
listened to it, with enthusiasm. See an enthusiast at the piano-forte, 
and mark how he sways about his body, bending and smiling to the 
sweet shapings of the air. 

It was well observed to us the other day, that there is a difference 
between the two phrases, of atr^ and graces, and graces and airs* The 
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fortnert iiow-a-days, is generally used in a bad sense; the latter re-* 
tains the spirit of the old meaning, but is seldom met with, except in 
ballada and jeux^d^esprit. The reason is, that the abuse of turs and 
graces gradually got them a bad name ; and that the wits and poets, 
wishing to preserve them (and at the same time to accommodate their 
rhymes), inverted the appellation, and thus gave them the benefit of an 
aliaif. The distinction is useful, and ought to be kept up. We will 
give a few specimens in the former sense, which is the general one ;« 
and a lively ballad of Parnell's in honour of the latter. The rest will 
be discussed better under theh^ud of Crack. 

The very sublimation of airs and graces appears to have taken place 
in the person of the celebrated Lucy, Countess of Carlisle, who was 
bepraised by the wits and politicians of Charles the First's time, till 
she could not carry her head high^ougb. There is a portrait of her 
by Vandyke, in which you may 'See her character. She was that 
alarming personage, a female prig and busy-body; and of the very 
first water. Sir Toby Mathews, a person as fantastic in his way as 
herself, as vain and officious, and making a blundering bustle with his 
Jesuitical refinements, wrote an extraordinary panegyric upon her, 
which, as Horace Walpole says, might be taken for a satire. How¬ 
ever, there is no doubt that he intended it for what he said ; and pro¬ 
bably when he sent it her, he thought there were no two such persons 
on earth, for superiority of nature; or so fit to praise and be praised 
of one another. The following are the most remarkable passages :— 

'' She wiis of too high a mind, not only to seek, but almost t«» wish, the 
friendship (»f any creature; they, whom she is pleased t<» choose, are such 
as are of the most eminent irondition, both for power and employments; 
not with any design towjirds her own particular, either of advantage, or 
curiosity; but her nature values fortunate poisons, as virtuous: who if 
they be not so by this opinion, they have the advantage of them that are 
BO by this choice, * • * * They are, even as it were in her very 
veins, as brothers and sisters she extremely loves: but she values them as 
they are so to her: she wants not also kindnuss for tbeir children. But 
such as are removed from her, she considers no otherwise than as streams 
which run too far off to have any participation of her exc^encies. She has 
as much sense and gratitude for the actions of friendship,' as so extreme a 
beauty ^vill give her leave to entertain. # * • * She hath too great a 
heart, to have naturally any strong inclination ; not allowing.rthem to grinv 
from thence, as finding there no motions of affection, but- only upon cuiisi- 
der<ation of the merits of others towards her: so that, natunilly, sheliath 
no passion at all, since inclinations are the ground and foundation upon whidi 
passion is built. But yet she will observe them wh(»se reputation gives 
a value to their persons and condition; as if die would not be unwilling to 
find flometlilng of entertainment, whereuy to please herself or pass her time. 
But then her examinations going by way of compulsion towards her¬ 
self, they return unsatisfied. * Though be observed not to be very 
iHtref^^in tlwour religion; yet I agree not with their 
opinhw, w^hold heP^^ely to abandon and change it; not only for the 
faitl^and trust she hath^- in the truth and goodness of it, but to avoid the 
doing that which she believes to be a levity, and declaration of a former igno¬ 
rance. *• * • * * She is so great a lover of variety, as that 
fihe may not otherwise egress it, die will remove her own thoughts, if not 
change* her opinions, e^n of those persons that are not least considered by 
her; and when they have given her this entertainment, let them settle a«in 

*iii theif formei^laces with her. She hath certain high and elevated thourats, 
in which she is pleased most; and they carry her mind above any udng 
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within her knowledge. She believed nothing to be worthy of her consideri- 
tions. These gallant fancies keep her in satisfaction^ ^ when she is alone, 
where she will make something worthy of her liking, since, in tho world, 
she cannot find any thing worthy of her loving. ♦ • * * * She is in 
disposition to be choleric, which she suppresses; not, perhaps, in considera¬ 
tion of the persons that occasion it, but upon a belief that it is unlmiidsonie 
towards herself; which yet, being thus covered, doth so kindle and firt^ her 
wit, as tliat in very few words it says somewhat so extracted, as that it hath 

•a sharpness, and strength, and ta^e, to disrelish, if not to kill, the ]»r<*udeKt 
hopes which you can have of her v^ue of you. She affects extremes, be¬ 
cause she cannot suffer any condition but of plenty and glory, in which if 
shh had not an as8ur64 a^d very eminent khid of being, she would fly to the 
other extreme of retjredness ; and so rather obscure hereelf, than not to be 
herself; it being natural to her, as her life, to maintain it in magnificence. 

The Ladi/ G. of Richardson is a specimen of a person who gives 
liersclf airs ; and, to our taste, a disagreeable person she is. We 
hate to see a woman, who thinks it clever and pleasant to be always 
showing off* the inferiority of her husband. In nine cases out of ten, 
her only superiority, after all, consists in her having a stock of impu¬ 
dence. AH the rest of her conduct is at war with good sense. Most 
of the heroines of comedy are ladies in their airs; and the Precieuxes 
of JVloliere take themselves for their betters On that account. Lord. 
Byron has well hit off* the airs common to spoilt young gentlewomen, 

“ Half pertness and half pout.” 

These are the pretty dissatisfied mouffis (not unlike his own, by the 
by, in the picture by Harlowe) in which are so often to be found the 
phrases of ‘‘Nonsense”—“How tiresome”—“How can you be so 
silly,” &c. We do not write them with notes of admiration, because 
they admire nothing, and mean to express none of the emotion they 
pretend, but only an elegant discontent, and a scorn of every thing but 
their own affectations. The more you flatter them, the more right they 
think they have (and not without reason) to be unpleasant, especially lo 
their lovers. Poor things! Of such (unless they have the good fortune 
to light upon friends or husbands able to teach them better) are inad<* 
insulted wives ; selfish mothers, when their children cease to love ; and 
the worst class of disappointed old maids, generally a very ill-used race. 
It is observable, that no young women ever carry these airs to a* 
greater pitch, ’Chan maid-servants who phjue themselves on their 
breeding or “ education.” They learn to regard disdain m a mark ol 
gentility; treat their followers as if they were dogs, till the poor 
spaniel is tired out; then wonder they are forsaken; and at thirty, 
throw out lures to no purpose, to the butcher, the baker, or “ the gen¬ 
tleman that comes to clean the windows.” 

When there is good-nature and tlid^vish to please, however mixed 
with vanity and affectation, the effectboll^ers a 
little upon that of graces and airs. Colley Cibb^i^ (himseli -a c^se in 
point, who would have become an amiable man, had he possessedi*aiiy 
faculty of gravity) has given an admirable picture of Mrs. Mountfort, 
in a character of this kind. The woman she represents is vain to the 
last degree, and yet, when she quits us to “ rettirn in a twinkling,* her 
good-nature and animal spirit render it impossible for us not to wish to 
see her again. We are glad, on any terms, that a persen so infinitely 
self-satisfied lias yet consideration enough for us to wish to include us 
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in her satisfactions; and her dainty diving body'* makes us think 
she has some heart and substance in the midst of her finery;^ 

** What found ernployment/* says Mr, Cibber, ^rfor the mole vapr^a 
excellence of Mrs. Mountfort at once, was the part of Melanths^ iri 
* Marriage A*la-mode.' *’ // 

Melantha is as finished an impertinent as cver-flouriBhed in a drawing* 
room, and seems to contain the most complete system of female fopp^^ 
that could possibly be crowded into the tortured form of a fine lady; her« 
tatiguage, dress, motion, manners, soul, and body, are in a continual hurry 
to be something more than is necessary or commendable. And :^ujrb I 
douM it will ho a vain labour to offer a just likened pf Mrs. Mountinrt's 
action, yet the fantastic impression is still so strong ,Mmiy memory, that 1 
cannot help s;iying something, though fantastically,It. The first ridi- 
cuiouB airs that breiik from her, are upon a gallantiiei^t seen before, who 
delivers her a letter from her father, recommending him to her good graces as 
an honourable lover. Here, now, onb might expect a little of the sex's de¬ 
cent reserve, though never so slightly covered. No,j|dfj not a tittle of it:^ 
modesty is the virtue of a poor-souled country gei^evom^^ ^e' is too mudbr 
of a court lady to be under so vulgar a confusion; phe r^^tfae letter over, 
therefore, with a careless dropping lip, and erected eymow, hummiiig it 
hastily over, as if she was im]>atient to out-go her father's commands, by 
making a cc^picte conquest of him at once; and’that the letter might not 
emban’assherttttack, crack! slie cnimldes it at onc^^into her pabn, and 
poors upon him her whole artillery of airs, eyes, and motion; down goes her 
dainty diving body to the ground, as if she were sinking under the conscious 
load of her attractions; then launches into a Uood of fine language and com¬ 
pliment, still playing her chest forwrd in fifty fails and risings, like a swan 
upon waving water, and, to complete her impertinence, she is so rapidly fond 
of her own, that she won’t give her lover time to praise it; silent assenting 
bows, and vain endeavours tf> s])efdc, are all the share of conversation he is 
admitted to, which at last he is reHeved from by her cugiigcmeiit to half a 
score visits, which she swims from liim to make, with a promise to return to 
him in a twinkling.” 

The ballad by Parnell is copied in a letter addressed to Mrs. Howard 
by Lord Peterborough, who attributes it to Pope. Pojic, however, 
gave it as Parnells, in the edition he published of his friend. It looks 
very like the composition of tlie “poor lad,” as Swift called him, who 
stared so at Lady liolingbroke when she came down to dinner, because 
she resembled his lost wife. The turn at tlie end has been imitated 
by Mr. Moore, unless he borrowed it from the French,where it is ori¬ 
ginally to be found. 

AVhen thy beauty appears 
In its graces and airs. 

All bright as an angel new dropt from the sky; 
At «listance I gaze, and am awed by iriy fears. 

So strangely you dazd^wy eye! 

But when withoui/in 
iiirrfrailLinirirf@t you impart, 

^When yoSSTfove runs in blushes through every vein, 
Wlien it darts from your eyes, when it pants in your heart. 

Then 1 know you re a wouiuu again. 

“ There's a passion and pride 
In our sex,” she replied, 

“ And thus, might I gratify both, I would do. 
Still an angel appear to each hjyer beside, 

liirt still be a w oman to you,” 
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There is good deal of what the French call “ movement’* in this 
be^W more passion and colour than are usually to be found in 

The heroine looks as if she came upon us fresh frotti the 
li|th» with all her silks and tresses about her, and the rosy triiun{di in 
ter face. In the first verse we see nothing but the triutnph; in the 
second we have leisure to consider the woman, and a charming woman- 

is ; in the third,—but our criticism will be growing* too minute. 

A ICp^DEST DEFENCE OF PUNNING. 

** Omae tiw jp«« Tom, qui miscuit utile duki/’—Swirr. 

The man who has not music in his soul, we are told, ** is fit for 
treasons/’ which is the only cause I could ever discover, why tlie 
crowned heads of Europe are so much more liberal with their diamonds 
to public singers thi^ they are to their most faithful servants ; or why 
money is sonii|;times squandered upon the Op^, when all the other 
departments of state are starved. Bad, however, as treason may 
be, even the Great Unknown,, in his new Avatar of Malacbi Malagrow- 
ther, has discoverjqd'r—now that rebellion lies in his way—%ow “ sweet 
are the uses*’ of aJhtle wholesome resistance. But w^js^sliall be said 
of him who has nbt.^punning in his soul i The motions of his spirit 
are (indeed) dull as night, and his affections dark as Erebus: let no 
such man be trusted.” flow often, gentle subscriber, (for wliat care 1 
for the mere reader^ who has not taste enough to purchase the New 
Monthly,) how often must your gorge have risen, as mine has, against 
the villainous spoil-sport, who, unblessed by any prominent excellence 
to distinguish him from the herd, seeks to make himself a place in so¬ 
ciety by professing to dislike a pun. If I were not the mildest-tem- 
pered fellow in Europe, 1 sliould have been trounced long ago, on ac¬ 
count of some of these miserable Smellfunguses; so strongly am I 
tempted to smite, when they thwart me in the career of my humour. 
Nine times out of ten, the professed enemy of a pun is a pure hypo¬ 
crite^ one well studied in the sad ostent to please,” not his grandam,” 
honest w^oman ! but his yoke-fellows in gravity, whose intellects are of 
even more spanlike dimensions than those of his grandam. In the 
tenth instance, the pun-hater is one whose imagination is a blank—a 
true kinsman of Ariosto’s Cardinal Ippolito,and as ready to demand of 
the punster, “ Dove Diavolo avctc trovato/* &c. &c.—“ There’s never 
any of these demure boys come to any proof.” They may serve, in¬ 
deed, to make a Master in Chancery, provided the Chancellor can 
bring his mind to take a fancy to t^ir politics ; or they may do for an 
evening lecturer in a city church : contribute with two old women 
and a cat to the foundation of a new'‘b.;[t, of Southcotians ; nay, they 
may, by dint of grinding, pass muster in qualify for 
despatching his Majesty's lieges and breaking Priscian’s bead with the 
same blow of an huge But what wig-block is of so ligneous a 
compact as to be unfit for such purposes ? A mute at a funeral, an old 
maid at a love-feiat, or a college dean at a commemoration of bene¬ 
factors, is quicksilver itself, to the lumpish sadness of a genuine pun- 
hater, sinking from one sign of dolour to another,” as the apirits of 
all around him rise responsive to the quips and quidJities of a word- 
catching son of Momus. The awful solemnity with which he advances 
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hu favourite maxim, that** he who would pun would pick a pocket;*' 
the rueful pertinacity with which he screws up his feature to a co^i^ 
quintida acerbity, lest by any chance he should^i^Uinble Ott the 
and against the grain be seduced into a chuckle ; 'and the self-compla¬ 
cency with Which he takes credit for superior wisdom, on the score of 
this enforced gravity-*are fit matter for a Hogarth or a Liston. But 
when did mortal man ever abuse a pun, who possessed the slightest 
ability to make one himself, or who had fancy enough to comprehend * 
why ** darned stockiqgs are like dead men/’ which is the very pons as?- 
norum of incipient jesters. No, no, they are, one and all, of that odioUS 
and abominable race, hated of gods and men,*' who measure every¬ 
thing by asking—“ What good is it ?*'—who hold Shakspeare for a 
vagabond, think Milton no logician, and cut short a good story which 
should set the table in a roar, to ask the narrator—But is it all truel" 
" When a jest is so forward, and a-foot too, I hate it.'' 

Pope’s aphorism, that ** gentle dullness ever loves a joke," is a scan'- 
dalous libel; for gentle dullness is essentially a grave personage, and 
if she ever ventiu'es on the humorous, ber| jokes are no jokes to any 
body but herself. This lapse, however, of the great poet is more ex¬ 
cusable than his aristocratic sophism, so often quoted, that a ** little 
learning is « dangerous thing," I should like to know, is a little 
money a dangerous thing? or a little interest with the Treasury 7 or a 
little health ? or a little temper ? A great deal of all these good things 
is certainly better than a little ; yet who ever heard “ drink deep or 
taste not," applied in these cases ? I think 1 see a man refusing to ac¬ 
cept a hundred pounds, because they won’t make him a Rothschild. 
If a little learning is a dangerous thing, too much, they say, will drive 
a man mad. WW a gunpowder Percy this same learning must be !— 
No wonder the Emperor of Austria is so afraid of it. But to return ; 
men of genuine talent have never refused to condescend to a pun, in 
place and season \ and from Cicero to Porson,* a series of punsters 
might be enumerated, embracing some of the brightest names in lite¬ 
rature. The dislike of your matter-of-fact men to a pun is the more 
singular, inasmuch as punning is of great antiquity, and a very con¬ 
spicuous part of the ** w^isdom of our ancestors." The system of hiero- 
glyphicS'Of ancient Egypt, for instance, was evidently a digest of puns, 
as all must own, who have studied that modern imitation of them, 
which serves to introduce the tenants of the nursery to the mysteries 
of religion by means of a series of pictured signs, where a triangle 
figures forth the grand mystery of the church, where an eye stands for 
the first pronoun singular, and a milk-jug is the constitutional represen¬ 
tative of the possessive ** your" (ew4L^ Now if there be any weight in 
this analogy, why may not thejjifl^riptions upon tlie, so called, tomb of 
Alexander coj^jj^ia^sort ofi^i!!gyptian Joe Miller, and tbe needles oC 
Cleopatra a jester s Vade Mecum, or a “ Laugh and grow fat” ?—T 
Withcespect to the former, what conjecture can be more probable, than 
that the tomb of a great man should set forth a detail of the jests 

* Forson made the pun I allude to, when supping with a friend, at whdse bouse 
lie was to sleep. After sundry tumblers of spirits and water, he was asked, whe¬ 
ther he would replenish his glass or have a bcd-candlc ? and lie replied by the 
Creek, oH roSc oifSfroAXa, wbu;fa,ivhiluit rounds, neither tuddy Dnrtullow,8ignifics— 
neither the ene nor the other. 
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(/^^a) of its illustrious tenant If hieroglyphics were puns, (and even 
t^ngh . this'^ should be questioned as far as coneorns the euriologic 

it must be admitted of the tropical, in which ** one thing of re¬ 
sembling qualities was put for another for of all resemblances, ihat of 
soiuidjs perhaps the most obvious:) if hieroglyphics, I say, were indeed 
merely puns, then let the sticklers for gravity bear in mind how high 
in honour were placed the hierogrammatists among that wise and pious 
hatioD, who (as moralists find sermons in stones and good in every 
tiling,”) found matter for devotion, even in apes and onions. These 
state punsters, for 1 can call them no less, were, as an honour, ex¬ 
empted from all cndl employments,—a circumstance to which I the 
rather call the reader’s attention, because it traditionally explains the 
professed idleness of our young men of wit and pleasure about town, 
who sing for their suppers, and pun for their dinners, and with whom 
all sorts of civil employments are decidedly in ill repute. At the same 
time, it accounts no less satisfactorily for ths coincidence between the 
puns and the incivility of the John Bull newspaper, and of similar face¬ 
tious and pugnacious propagators of ultra Toryism. Furthermore, 
the hierogrammatists were reputed the first persons in dignity next the 
king, and they bore a kind of sceptre in their hands. Just so our secre¬ 
taries, whether of admiralty or of state, are still famous in their genera-^ 
tion as the most arrant of jokers; and though they keep as much as 
possible the “ good things” to themselves, they are liberal enough in 
bestowing their good jokes on their opponents, and in breaking jests 
as braggarts do their blades/' Oh! “ it makes me strange even to the 
disposition that 1 owe,” to note these things, and to mark the little 
consequence they draw after them, with the professed traducers of a 
pun—men with whom authority is for themost part reason, and precedent 
law, and whose devotion to establishment bears a kindred spirit to that 
of the ape-and-onion-arians of the remotest ages. 

Taking leave of the Egyptians, with this additional remark, that if 
iny theory be good, Tubal Cain, the first brass-founder, must also have 
beeh the first punster, or at least the first who applied punning to the 
purposes of monumental inscription,—I proceed to notice the honour in 
which punning was held among the Greeks. And here 1 must crave 
leave to protest against any unfavourable inference that the partisans 
of Mitford, or the Quarterly, may draw against tlie art, in consequence 
of its finding favour with those ultra liberals of antiquity. Most un¬ 
fortunately it happens, that there are some usages wliich liberals and 
absolutists must hold in common: and if eating, and lying, and sleep¬ 
ing, and peculating, and being politic with a friend, and smooth with an 
enemy, are not thought the less w /.hy of practice by the one party, 
because they are sometimes employed b], Mhe other, I think it quite un¬ 
fair diat punning should be excluded frdt.t a similar privilege. In 
point of style, at least, the Greeks must be taken as models; and the 
best Greek writers have practised punning. Sophocles, with that*re- 
gard to nature, on which the favourite writers of the modern French 
academy have so much improved, does not scruple to make Ajax pun 
upon his bwn name in the depth of his distress.* Euripides cracke 

Kw yap irap€im xal Sif cMvi 
Kat Tpif. 

T 
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almost as good a jest upon Polynices; and iEschylus, carrying themke 
almost to extravagance, heaps pun upon pun, wh^ ba Call® Hel^ 
^XeVac, tXavSpo^, iXfwroXec, which a punster would translate 
saying that the wife of Menelaiis played Helen (H—11 and) all with 
the ships, men, and cities of Troy and Greece. Among the Romans 
punning was likewise successfully practised. Quintilian, it is true, 
speaks dispraisingly of the art; but this, it should be observed, wm 
intended d propos to oratory, an humbug, by far too serious to admit 
the hazarding a smile, which may be turned against the speaker, as easily 
as go along with him ; so near is the sublime to the ridiculous- But if 
Quintilian really meant to insinuate that a pun i^ bad in itself, I boldly 
reply, that the priggish propounder of rhetorical receipts lived in a de¬ 
based age of literature, and that Cicero's* practice is worth all his 
preaching. Ovid, likewise, was a desperate punster ;t not to speak of 
his thousand and one cortcetti^ each of which is, at least, the misprision 
of a pun. Augustus Cscsar was aisp an arch wag of the first order ; 
and, like Falstaif, not only witty himself, but die cause of wit in others ; 
as an epigram, made on his nautical mishaps, testifies.^ So inveterate 
a punster, indeed, was this emperor, that, says Suetonius, jesting was 
almost a part of his court ceremonial. 

When Vectius, wdth a zeal worthy of the Agricultural Society's gold 
medal, ploughed up his father’s monument, and the affair was made 
matter of grave accusation against him at court, the facetious emperor 
defended the action, asserting that this was indeed to cultivate hia 
father’s memory the pun almost escapes in translation. 

Punning is not only to be defended on the practice of great men, but 
for its services in the arts and sciences. Mythology, if it be not 
founded on punning, is very closely related to it; its allusive depen- 
dance upon figurative meaning conferring upon it the small portion of 
common sense discoverable in* its extravagant talcs. What more re¬ 
volting than the lewd lives of the heathen gods and goddesses, when 
taken literally? what more edifying than the same stories in their 
figurative meanings ? Tlius, by a similar stretch of allusive interpreta¬ 
tion, liberty of conscience has, in our days, been reduced to a rational 
and intelligible principle, under the name of Protestant Ascendency,” 
which if it does not absolutely turn on a pun, at least deserves to do 
so! The Oracles also were entirely built upon punning; and he who 
took them at their literal value, and was unprepared for some clinch 
or conundrum, was egregiously duped. Not less is the law—that very 
grave and sage mode of fortune-telling—indebted to quips and conceits 
for its niceties. A law definition of agreement, (aggregatio quasi ag- 
gregatio mentium) is a pun dir^tf. '^nd there is this farther analogy, 
that as a law is no law till jL^broken, so a joke is no joke ^ 
cracked. Qita* the great of punning is, that it flourished!^ ,4^ 
Augustan age of ultra royalty and ultra credulity, under the Sold^n 
of dhe western world, who was the very type of modern le|||tis||il^^* 

‘ Id jocis facundissinsas, nt in omnibus, fuitsays Macrobflh. 
t “ Cur egfo non dicam, Furia, te fnriam.” 

^ « PoBtquaiD bis ctusse victns naves perdidit, 
Aliquandu ut viucat,(ludit assidue ulcam. 

§ ** Hoc C8t verc munumeutum putris colcrc.” 
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In his time every judge was a Norbury, and the pulpit vied with the * 
in fun and facetiousness. There are. it is truo» some straight- 

lac^ persons who disapprove of this mixture of the sacred and the 
pro&ne; yet, surelyi without any great show of reason. Who would 
not rather be tried by a punning judge, whose points may make in 
your favour, than by a Jeffries or a Scroggs, or a crown lawyer not 
lionest enough to afford being good-humoured 7 Who would not pre^ 
fur a jesting parson to a fanatical blow-coal? I, for one, would delight 
to hear our clerical laymen, the Lords Spiritual, and our lay clergy, the 
saints, punning from morning to night, oven though it were against 
Popes and emancipators. No one can say that they would talk more 
nonsense on the subject than they now do; and it certainly would be¬ 
come theiii almost as well as sinking the Christian in the sectarian, and 
die man in the priest. 

Puns are often the channels for communicating valuable precepts, 
and for insinuating propositions which would recoil on the pro¬ 
pounder, if fired in the point-bknk manner of a syllogism or an 
axiom. What agriculturist would not be grateful for the economic 
hint conveyed hy the Chief Justice of the Irish Common Pleas to a re¬ 
verend friend, who had failed in an experiment to feed his horses upon 
whins, altliough, for the purpose of bruising the thorns, he had, as he 
informed the company, pounded them for twenty-four hours: “ Not 
eat the whins!” said his lordship in reply ; “ then lake my advice, and 
instead of the whins, the next time pound your horses for twenty-four 
hours, and I’ll be bound, they won’t leave a stalk/’ Again; what an 
important political verity is involved in another bon mot of the same 
great original, who, upon a viceroy complaining that his predecessors 
had neglected to drain a certain pond in the Phoenix Park, Dublin, 
wliicli rendered the lodge damp, gave as an excuse, that they had been 
too busily employed in draining the rest of the country. Of the same 
solid character was llannibars remark to Antiochus, who, at a review, 
in which his troops were paraded all glittering with gold and silver 
and jewellery, asked if they were enough for the Romans; “ Ay,” 
replied the rvnmc chief, “ that they are, let the Romans be as avari¬ 
cious as they may,” But, if wit and wisdom ever housed them under 
one roof, it was in Pollio’s punning defence for his silence, when 
Augustus, like some modern statesmen dabbling in an article for tlie 
reviews, wrote a libel against him : “ Tlic scribe who proscribes is not 
easily answered.”* Feinagle’s Mnemonics are hung upon pegs, each 
of which is a pun, except that it wants the point. Had that learned 
Theban been a Parisian cockney, he would have matured his system 
into something infinitely mercurial,- f.nd edified the world (with what 
m^ht ,,be styled a cours dv mnemoniqut f'lr cakmbourgs^ d Cusage des 
beaklsil^l^ts^) just as Lord Norbury has done by special pleading, 
scardw leaving a single point of practice which he has not rendered 
portable for the shortest memories by means of a pun. The same cc«- 
trivalii^ has likewise been employed by some of the best of our anato¬ 
mical teachers, who give nerve to their discourses by illustrative drol¬ 
leries ; so Hiat, now-a-days, a man breaks his bones in greater security, 
because the teacher breaks a jest. This explains the studious gravity 

* “ At ego tecco \ non cst calm facile in cum scrlbcrc qui potest proscribere/* 
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of king^s speeches and other similar documents, which being intended 
for specific occasions, should be forgotten as speedily as may be; and 
for the better hurrying them into oblivion, they are not only divested df 
point, but as as possible of all assignable meaning. 

The practice of punning requires many virtues. Of ingenuity I say 
nothing; but what patience-does it not demand to await the proper oc- 

; ;Ci^on for introducing a pun ! what profound combination to introduce 
' thist occasion from afar, unaffectedly, and, as it were, spontaneously ! 

A good pim is entirely lost, if dragged in; it should spring naturally 
out of the previous remark {naturali pulchritudine^ as Petroniushas it); 
neither should it be blurted out when the minds of the hearers are not 
predisposed to sympathize, as for instance at a funeral, or when a great 
man is talking. Now we know that the article of death itself is no bar 
to a genuine punster ; what then must be his self-possession, who re¬ 
strains the cacoethvs on less solemn occasions? Punsters are frequently 
called upon to make great personal exertions and sacrifices for the 
forwarding of a joke. 1 know a man who frequently over-eats himself to 
empty the dish of chickens, in order to make way for a pun upon neck 
or nothing ; at another time he will abstain from his two favourite arti¬ 
cles of diet, to qualify for the observation that he is not soup-or-fish-al. 
He'll call for brandy and water, which he detests, in order to prove 
that he is not a rum fellow. He once caught a dangerous cold, by 
vralking bare-headed in the rain, for the sake of a pun on Sir Christo¬ 
pher Hat-on; and he actually lost a large sum at a gambling-table, 
which, for security against police invasion, was held in a garret, that he 
might be enabled to form a steadfast resolution against playing so 
high for the future. In short, Horace's sndavit alsit** is applica¬ 
ble to no one so much as a punster. On the merits of this art 1 shall 
add but one other word ; and those who are not convinced by it, are 
incorrigible. I allude to the infinite advantage a punster enjoys in ar¬ 
gument, who is never so sure of a victory, as when his logic utterly 
deserts him. Who has not witnessed the overthrow of the best-con- 
ducted Sorites^ to which answer w^as impossible, by means of what 
Shakspeare unwisely calls a “fool-born jest;” the whole company 
taking decided part with him who was decidedly in the wrong, merely 
because he raised a laugh at the expense of his antagonist. Oh! pun¬ 
ning is a glorious privilege! M. 

EPIGRAM 
>. < 

On Lord Eldon's standing on his hat at the Fvneral of the Duke of York. 

Eldok, when \^ur tender feet 
You found a qold aisle was no treat. 

Without referring to the Master, '' 
You banish'd all your doubts and points, 
You gave quick judgment for your joints, 

And promptly sacrificed your castor. 

Had you but felt for eacli poor elf 
AYlio waits your nod, as for yourself, 

All hope they need not so abandon. 
Oh ! think of those, who, in appeals, 
Injunctions, suits, now cool their heels. 

Till they're not left a hat to stand on I M. 
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BOSWELL KED1V1VU6.—NO. VI, 

ifr*'"alliided to a printed story of his having hung an early picture 
of Higdon’s out of sight, and of Fuseli’s observing on the occasion— 
“By G—d, you are sending him to Heaven before Ms titncl’V* He 
said there was not the least foundation for this story; nor could there 
he, he not having been hanger that year. He read out of the same 
publication a letter from Burke to a young artist of the name of Bai>’ 
row, full of excellent sense, advising him by no means to give up his 
pro^sion as an engraver till he was sure he could succeed as a painter, 
out of idle ambition and an unfounded contempt for the humbler and 
more laborious walks of life. “I could not have thought it of him,’* 
said N-; “ I confess he never appeared to me so great a man.” I 
asked what kind of looking man he was ? N— answered, “ You have 
seen the picture? There was something I did not like; a thinness in 
the features, and an expression of hauteur^ though mixed with conde¬ 
scension and the manners of a gentleman. I can't help thinking he had 
a hand in the Discourses; that he gave some of the fine, graceful turns ; 
for Sir Joshua paid a greater deference to him than to any body else, 
and put up with freedoms that he would only have submitted to from 
some peculiar obligation. Indeed, Miss Reynolds used to complain 
that whenever any of Burke's poor Irish relations came over, they were 
all poured in upon them to dinner; but Sir Joshua never took any 
notice, but bore it all with the greatest patience and tranquillity. To 
be sure, there was another reason: he expected Burke to write his Life, 
and for this he would have paid almost any price. This was what made 
him submit to the intrusions of drunken Boswell, to the insipidity of 
Malone, and to the magisterial dictation of Burke : he made snre that 
out of those three one of them would certainly write his Life, and en¬ 
sure him immortality that w^ay. He thought no more of the person 
who actually did write it afierw'ards than he would have suspected his 
dog of writing it. Indeed, 1 wisli he could have known ; for it would 
have been of some advantage to me, and be might have left me some¬ 
thing not to make him ridiculous ; though he was as free from ridicule 
as any man : but you can make any one ridiculous with whom you live 

terras of intimacy. 
“ I remember an instance of this that happened with respect to old 

Mr. Mudge, whom you must have heard me speak of, and wdio was held 
up as such an idol hy Burke, Dr. Johnson, and all the rest of them. 
Sir Joshua wanted to reprint his Sermons and prefix a Life to them, 
and asked me to get together any particulars I could learn of him. So 
I gave him a manuscript account of Mudge, written by an old school¬ 
fellow of his (Mr. Fox, a dissenting minister in the West of England) ; 
afbef which I heard no more of the Life: for it contained stories of 
Mudge having run away from the Academy where he was brought up, 
because Moll Faux, the housemaid, would not have him; of his sleeping 
in a sugar-cask all night at Wapping, finding a halfpenny in the strict, 
with which he bought a loaf to prevent himself from starving, and 
retumingJ^ome in the greatest distress, where he soon after left the 
dissentersxo go over to the church, because the former would not give 
him some situation that he wanted.” N-said, Sir Jo^shua toqk no 
farther notice, and I believe he burned my MS. for it was not to be 
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found among hte papers at hig death, though Malone at my request had 
made every search for it. The truth is, they were mortifiGd to find one 
whom they had been in the habit of crying up not only as a persop of 
the highest capacity (which he was) but as a saint and the modd*of a 
Christian pastor, turn out little better than a vagabond and mountebank. 
It was besides an imputation oh their own sagacity. Mudge was in 
fbet a man of extraordinary talents and great plausibility, and by 
fiattering, and in a manner personating the High Church notions 
of Dr. Jolinson and Sir Joshua (for he was inclined the same way) had 
persuaded them he was a sort of miracle of virtue and wisdom. There 
was, however, something in Mr, E'ox's plain account that would strike 
Sir Joshua, for he had an eye for nature, and he would at once per¬ 
ceive it was nearer the truth than Dr. Johnson^s pompous character of 
him, which was proper for a tomb-stone—it was like one of Kneller's 
•portraits,—it would do for anybody.” N-then showed me a print 
of him after Sir Joshua, which appeared to me a complete high-priest, 
bullying and insincere. This wife (the same Moll Faux, whom he 
afterwards married, and who continued a violent Dissenter to the last) 
used to say—“ There he gets up into the pulpit, and prates away as if 
he knew all the secrets of heaven and earth, and all the time does not 
believe one word of it,” My father who knew him, said there was 
always to him a look of insincerity in his very high-flown orthodoxy, 
for once when Smeaton, the great engineer, was making a remark ou 
some circumstance in the Old Testament, he cut him short by saying. 

Oh ! if you give up any part, the whole must follow !” He used also 
to say, in speaking of the arguments on natural religion, that in an in¬ 
finity of chances every thing was possible. If he had been at Rome, he 
would have got to be a Cardinal as sure as [ am standing here. He 
had ambition and abilities enough for any thing. Yet it was like 
pride in a corner too. His wife would always put a brick behind the 
fire to keep it low, and would come in and boil the saucepan by his 
study-fire, just as when they had been in poverty and mean circum¬ 
stances, and yet he never objected. He grew indolent at last, and 
spent his time in playing at cards with old ladies who were rich and 
pious. He hated writing sermons (though it was what he was chiefly 
admired for), and preached the same sec over and over again, till the 
congregation nearly had them by heart. I said it was what he did not 
feel, and he therefore set about it reluctantly. That, saidN-, is his 
definition of beauty, which Sir Joshua has adopted in the Discourses— 
that it is the medium of form. For what is a handsome nose ? A long 
nose is not a handsome nose; neither is a short nose a handsome one : 
it must then be one that is neither long nor short, but in the middle be¬ 
tween both. Even Burke bowetf to his authority; and Sir Joshua 
thought him the wisest man he ever knew. Once when Sir Joshua was 
expressing his impatience of some innovation, and I said, * At that rate, 
the Christian Religion could never have been establishedOh!” he 
saiQ, ** Mr. Mudge has answered that!” which seemed to satisfy him. 

I made some remark that I wondered he did not come up to London, 
though the same feeling seemed to belong to other clever jnen born 
in Devonshire, (as Gandy) whose ambition was confined to ^ir native 
county, so that there must be some charm in the place. You are to con¬ 
sider,” he re^cd, “ it is almost a peninsula, so that there is no thorough- 
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fare, and people are therefore more stationary in one spot. It is for 
this reason they necessarily intermarry among themselves, and you 

trace the genealogies of families for centuries back; whereas in 
ottm places, and particularly here in London, where every thing of 
that kind is jumbled together, you never know who any man’s grande- 
father was. There are country-squires and plain gentry down in that 
part of the world, who have occupied the same estate long before the 
Conquest, (as the Suckbitches in particular,—not a very sounding 
flame,) and who look down upon the Courtneys and others as upstarts. 
Certainly, Devonshire for its extent has produced a number of emi¬ 
nent men, Sir Joshua, the Mudges, Dunning, Gay, Lord Chancellor 
King, Raleigh, Drake, and Sir Richard Granville in Queen Eliza¬ 
beth's time, who made the gallant defence in an engagement 
with the Spanish fleet, and was the ancestor of Pope’s Lord Lans- 
downe, ‘ What Muse for Granville will refuse to sing? &c.’* I 
had made,” said N-, “a pretty picture of the worthies of the 
Devon, till —■ spoiled it by making me stick his ugly boy in it, 
and would not have it after all.” I asked if the family of the Mudges 
still continued ; and he said they did, but were not.equal to the two 
that he had mentioned, old Zachary Mudge, and Dr. Mudge, his son, 
who was a physician. The last had been his father's most intimate 
friend, and he remembered him perfectly well. He was one of the most 
delightful persons he had ever known. Every one was enchanted with 
his society. It was not wit that he possessed, but such perfect cheerful¬ 
ness and good-humour, that it was like health coming into the room. 
He had^none of his father’s pretension, though he too, when he chose, 
was a very agreeable companion, but w^as quite natural and unaflected. 
His reading was the most beautiful he bad ever heard. He remem¬ 
bered his once reading Moore’s fable of the Female Seducers with such 
feeling and sweetness that every one was delighted, and Dr. Mudge 
himself was so much affected that he burst into tears in the middle of 
it. His father’s manner in the pulpit, though praised by Dr. John¬ 
son, had something bombastic in it; it was evident he wished to pro¬ 
duce an effect. The family was still respectable, but derived its 
chief lustre from its two first founders, like clouds that reflect the sun’s 
rays after he has sunk below the horizon, but in time turn grey, and 
are lost in obscurity! 

I asked N- if he had ever happened to meet with a letter of 
Warburton’s in answer to one of Dr. Doddridge's, complimenting the 
— ■■ ■ _ t. -- ■. -. .—— ■ 

* Foster, tUc celebrated preacher, was also, I believe, from the West of England. 
He first became popular} from the Lord Chancellor Hardwick stopping in the 
porch of his chapel in the Old Jewry, 9mt. of a shower of rain, and thinking he 
might as well hear what was going on, went in, and was so pleased that he sent all 
the great folks to hear him, and he was run after much as Irving has been in our 
time, An old fellow-student from the country, going to wait on him at his house 
in London, found a Shakspeare on the window-seat, and remarking the circum¬ 
stance with some surprise, as out of the usual course of clerical studies, he apolo¬ 
gised by saying that he wished to know something of the world, that his situation 
and habits precluded him from the common opportunities, and that he found no 
way of SQpijlying the deficiency so agreeable or effectual as looking into a volume 
of Shakspeare. Pope has Immortalised him in the well-known lines:— 

Let modest Foster, if be will, excel 
Ten Metropolitans in preuchin*; well• 
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author of the Divine Legation of Moses or the evident zeal and 
earnestness with which he wrote —to which the latter candidly refdiedi 
that he wrote with great haste and unwillingneBs; tliat he never si^ 
down to compose till the printer's boy was waiting at the door 
manuscript^ and that he should never write at all but as a relief to a 
morbid lowness of spirits, and to drive away uneasy thoughts that often 
assailed him. “ That indeed/' observed N-, gives a different turn 
to the statement: I thought at first it was only the common coquetry, 
both of authors and artists, to be supposed to do what excites the ad¬ 
miration of others with the greatest ease and indifference, and almost 
.without knowing what they are about. If what surprises you costs 
them nothing, the wonder is so much int^ased. When Michael 
Angelo proposed to fortify his native city Florence, and he was de¬ 
sired to keep to his painting and sculpture, he answered, that those 
were his recreations, but what he really understood was architecture. 
That is what Sir Joshua makes the praise of Rubens, that he seemed 
to make a playthiijg of the art. In fact, the work is never complete 
unless it has this appearance : and therefore Sir Joshua has laid him¬ 
self open to criticism, in saying that * a picture must not only be done 
well, it must seem to have been done easily ’ It cannot be said to be 
done well, unless it has this look. That is the fault of those laboured 
and timid productions of tltc modern French and Italian schools; they 
are the result of such a tedious, petty, mechanical process, that it is as 
difficult for you to adtdire as for them to execute them. Whereas, 
when a work seems stamped on the canvass by a blow, you are taken 
by surprise, and your admiration is as instantaneous and electrical as 
tire impulse of genius wliich has caused it. 1 have seen a whole- 
length portrait by Velasquez, that seemed done while the colours were 
yet wet; every thing was touched in, as it were, by a wish : there was 
such a power that it thrilled through your whole frame, and you felt as 
if you could take up the brush and do any thing. It is this sense of 
power and freedom which delights and communicates its own inspira¬ 
tion, just as the opposite drudgery and attention to details is painful 
and disheartening. There was a little picture of one of the Infants of 
Spain on horseback, also by Velasquez, which Mr. Ellis had,* and 
with which Gainsborough was so transported, that he said in a fit of 
bravado to the servant who showed it, ‘^Tell your master I will give 
him a thousand pounds for that picture.” Mr. began to consider 
what pictures he could purchase with the mone^'^ he parted with 
this, and at last, having made up his mind, sent Crainsborough word 
he might have the picture ; who not at all expecting this result, was a 
good deal confused, and declared, however he might admire it, he 
could not afford to give so large a^^.am for it. 

* Now at the Dulwich Gallery. 
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VKOPHRCy OF THE TAGUS. 

/iy Fray Luis de Ltou. 

Roderick with CuvHplay’d 
Ry Ta^s' peaceful flow: 

No eye their ^uilt survey'd, 
Wlicti sudden from below 

Jn wrath tlie flood-G<id rose, fill'd with prophetic woe. 

Rash King ! in evil hour 
Thou waiiton’st in delight: 

» Hark! hark ! around thy bower 
War rings, and wild Jiflright. 

IjO ! Mars impatient waves his falchion wijig'd for fight. 

Woe waits on wanton joy: 
Fair Cava’s ill-starr*d charm 

Thv country shidl destroy, 
Fill Spain with wild alarm. 

And of its sceptred sway the Goth's yoked hand disarm. 

Wt>e, Rapine, War's gaunt train. 
The dying and the dead, 

Tliy amorous arms enidiain: 
Hrood of th' adulterous bod 

O'er thee, and all thy realms, arm'd fiends destruction H]>reail, 

O'er tfuise whose plough divides 
Rich Constantine’s fair plain ; 

O'er those where Kbro glides; 
O’er golden Lusitaiie, 

O'er all the wide-spread bounds of deep-deploring Sjtaiii. 

From that bold cliiF of Cales 
M'^here towers the out-raged Lord, 

And, inail’d by Vengeance, hails 
Yon hosts, von barbarous horde. 

That, thirsting for thy blood, unslieuth th' insatiate sword. 

Hark ! tlie war-trumpet brays, 
Itsjieal heaven's concave rends ; 

The Moor its call obeys. 
While high in air ascends 

The bmincr, that o'er thee the shade of death extends. 

The mtldess Arab speeds 
Fierce bigpudishing his lance: 

Refore moj'tii^bed steeds 
In countless ^uadrons glance. 

And, warring with the wind, triumphant]y advanre- 

Beneath their onset fails ^ 
Karth hid from human sight ; 

Ocean beneath their sails 
Retires, and day’s fair light 

Thick-veiPd beneath their dust puts on the form of night. 

Their fleets deep-charged with war 
Swell on the sight: and lo! 

The billows wide and far 
Tempested to and fro 

Foam at the Moor's stern oars, and boil beneatli the blow. 

March.—vou. xix. MO. Lxxv. 
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From Afric's burning sand 
Fair consputirin* blow. 

A trident-sceptred liiioil, 
Beck’nin^ tlieh* beaked j»row. 

Widens th’ Ilerculeau strait, and sinootlis the deep below, 

Canst thou in wanton ])lay 
111-fated Cava court. 

Nor hear the war-truiup bray, 
, Nor see, to mock thy s]U)i*t, 

Tlie anchor’d fleet at rest moor’d in tir Ilcronlcaii port? 

It moves, it speeds, it flies, 
It sweeps o’er mount and plain: 

Fresh blood the war-spur dyes, 
Lo(»se in the wiml each rein, 

The ficymitar nnsheathed, like iif^^iituin^, flames o’er Spain 

No pause, no ])eace, no rest, 
Fienx' War’s red tides o’erflow : 

Alike, who mails liis breast. 
Or dares on litHit the foe. 

All, liorse and horsemen sink, worn nut with toil and woo. 

Thou, Betis! red witli slain, 
With thine, and stranger blood. 

On to the neighbouring main 
Thou whirl’st along thy flood 

Bruised helms, and bleeding knights, that long tt»e Moor withstitod 

Five days, stern Mars unspent 
The equal fight maintain’d; 

On equal slaughter bent. 
The sixth proud Afric gain'd. 

And thee, oh land beloved, uith barbarous arm enchain’d. 

SKETCHES OF PARISIAN SOCIETY, POLITICS, & MTERATUllK. 

(In continuation.) 

M. Lemontey had the honour of being one (»f tlie presidents of the famous 
Constituent Assembly, whicdi will be <* lasting memorial of Ibe real worth of 
the French <diaracter. Though a liired writer, as was evident from liis ac¬ 
cepting the odious post of dramatic censor, yet as the author of the “ Fa- 
millo dn Jura,” M. Lemontey is in a certain degree justifiable. 

Between the yeai's 1800 and 1805, Bonaparte was very useful to France. 
In 1800 the French ]>eoplc wi're ruined, and were looked upon witli contenqit 
W those foreign nations who had beaten them out .4tod out in 1799. The 
Directory was the prey of roguery. Men such as Qvi^pard were the friends 
of Barras, and assisted him in defrauding the public. The coiisetpienee was, 
that the Directory sank into utter eontenijit. Jn the short sjiace of four 
years, viz. from XSOO to 1805, Bonaparte raised France to prosjierify. Our 
finances wore restored, and specie«i4ts substituted foro.v.v////i«/A', without any 
of those terrible sliocks which had been ]u*edictedby Alollet-Dupan, Burke, 
and other enemies of the Revolution. AI. Ijernontey might, therefore, con¬ 
scientiously ]»raise Bona])arte. He w^as the saviour cif France dew'll! to the 
year 1805 ; and it is only t<i he regretted that he ever survived the Austrian 
rampaign. 

After the publicatkin of the '^Famiile du Jura,” M, Lemontey commiMiced a 
history of France, from the death of Louis XIV. (1715) to the French lli'vo- 
lution (1789). Judging of this work from a portion of it which 1 have heard 
read, it appears to be written in a style of affectation, luit, at the same time, 
with considerable talent. The union of tluNC qualities characterizes the w'orks 
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of the beBt French writers of the reign of Louis XV. M. Lemontey, though 
n very timid man, iiad the (umnige to publish^ Bomo years age*, the introdiiiv 
tion to hiK history, under tlie hillowing title, De rEtablissement M(»nar- 
rJiiquc de Louis XIV.’* This volume is excellent, and it will, no doubt, bo 
read with ple.isure a hundred years hence. The author has succeeded in 
blending the useful with tlie agreeable, an art unknown among our contemn 
porary historians. The perusal of this little volume, together with the Secret 
Afemoirs of Duclos, and the Memoirs of Saint-Simon, will enable any ono 
to acquire, in the Sj):ice of a month, and in a very agreeable way, a sufHcient 
knowledge of the events of Louis XIW reign. 

M. I-emoTitey also published an abstract of Dangeau’s Alemoirs, in ono 
v(dume, wldcli iiovv sells at 'JO francs, because the author was afraid to allow 
any hoijkseller to nsprint it. Ma<l.i.ine do Genlis, the most Jesuitical woman 
that ever lived, likewise published an abstract of the same work, in which 
truth is porvertivl and falsehood dressed up in the most artful way imagin¬ 
able. Ill tiu! indignation excited by this jiuhlication, M. Lemontey inime-* 
diately set to work and prepared a genuine abstract of Dangeau's Memoirs, 
whi<*.h lias heon translated into English. The Marquis de Dangoau was ono 
of Louis XIV’s most servile courtiers. His testimony is, therefore, miqiies- 
tioiiablc, when ho relates (drciimstances unfavourable to the Grand ilfo- 
mirquc. 

'J'he honesty inaiiifostodby M. Lemontey in the publication of this abstract 
alarmed the ministers of (.'harle.s X. Immediately on the death of M. Le¬ 
montey they endeavoured to get pos.session of his papers. Baron de Damas, 
the Minister for l^ireign Att’airs, a man remarkable for his i>iety,*waa ap- 
pointeil by the Jesuits to continue M, Lemontey's history of the eighteontli 
century, and to endeavour to ])rocuro the manuscript. Should he succeed in 
this attempt, the work will not sqipeHr in print until after it has been unmer¬ 
cifully mutilated, and probably interpolated M'ith passages favourable to the 
doctrines of the ilcsuits. 'I'he History of Poland, by llalhieres, shared a 
similar fate, in 1802. The Minister for Foreign Affairs claimed the manu¬ 
script : but in that case the Government had a sort of right to make this 
claim; for Ralhierea had ree.eived, during a series of years, a pension of HOO 
francs per annum, on condition of his writing a history of the anarchy and 
tlie partition of Poland. 

Those who may be curious to know how the Catholic priests deal with the 
manuscripts of which they gain ])OSses.sioii in this way, will find their ma-> 
nmuvres described in M. Daunou’s excellent preface to the first edition of 
Ralhieres; for Napoleon directed the work to he published in 1805, just 
when he was abruit to attack Russia. He hoped to cast odium on the Russian 
Government by exjvosing its Machiavelian conduct towards Poland and her 
unfortunate king, Poniatowsky. He little dreamed that ho himself would 
one day pursue the very same line of (H)nduct towards Spain and King 
Charles IV. 

But to return to '1^. Lemontey, whose talent bears a considerable re¬ 
semblance to that' ^ Ralhieres. The Chiefs of the Congregation are 
not the only persons who have urged the pious M. de Damas to en¬ 
deavour to possess himself of the manuscript of the History of the 
Eighteenth Century.” The Poligiiacs>^hc Mortimarts, the Gk>utauts, and 
other families attached to the court, found that Lemontey’s work exposed 
them, not to public execration, (that would lus only a minor consideration,) 
but to ridicule; for Lcmonti*y, who sold liirneelf by turns t(» Napoleon and 
the Bourbons, and who in his actions was the devoted slave of power, was 
nevertheless inexorable with liis pen. Fortnnately for the interests of litera-* 
ture, M. Seguier, President of the IU>yal Coiuii of Paris, in his vexation at 
not being made a minister, has used his infiucnce to oppose the first attempt 
made by M. Damas to obtain Lemontey's manuscripts. About eighteen 
months ago Government succeeded in gaining possession of the pajiers left 
by M. Cambaceres, who was Arch-Chancellor of the Em])ire, ^und Duke 
or Parma under Napoletm. 
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From Afric's buniinpr sand 
Fair gales consenting blow. 

A trident-sceptred liandj 
Beck'ning their beaked }»row. 

Widens th' Herculean strait, and smoollis the deep below- 

Canst thou in wanton play 
Ill-fated Cava court. 

Nor hear the war-trump bray, 
. Nor see, to mock thy sport, 

Tlie anchor’d fleet at rest moor'd in th’ IIor<‘.ulo:in portr 

It moves, it speeds, it flics, 
It sweeps o er mount and ]*lain: 

Fresh blood the war-spur dyes. 
Loose in the wind each rein, 

Tlie scymitar uneheatlied, like lightning, flames o'er Spain. 

No pause, no peace, no rest, 
Fierce War's red tides o’erflow : 

Alike, who mails his breast. 
Or dares on foot the foe. 

All, horse and horsemen sink, worn out with toil and woo. 

Thou, Betis! red with slain. 
With thine, tind stranger blocal, 

On to the neighbouring main 
Thou whirl’st along thy flood 

Bruised helms, and bleeding knights, that long the IVIoor withs1oo(^. 

Five days, stern Mars unspent 
The equal light maintain’d; 

On equal slaughter bent, 
The sixth proud Afric gain'd. 

And thee, oh land beloved, witli barbarous arm enchain'd. 

SKETCHES OF PARISIAN SOCIETY, POLITICS, & LITERATURE. 

(lu continuation.) 

M* Lemontey had the honour of being one of the ]>residcnts »>f the famous 
Constituent Assembly, which will be ^ lasting memorial of the real worth of 
the FreTich character. Tliough a hired writer, as was evident from his ac¬ 
cepting the odious post of drjimatic censor, yet as the author of the Fa- 
mule da Jura,” M. Lemontey is in a certain degree justifiable. 

Between the years J 800 and 1H05, Bonaparte was very useful to France. 
In 1800 the French people wore ruined, and were looked upon witli contempt 
W those foreign nations wlio had beaten them out out in 1790. Tlie 
Directory was the prey of roguery. Men sucli as Ql^S^d were the friends 
of Barras, and assisted him in defrauding the public. The wmsequence was, 
that the I)iri»ctory sank into utter contempt. In the short space of four 
years, viz. from 1800 to 1805, Bona])arte raised France to |>ros]»erity. Our 
flnances were restored, and spocie«&as substituted for tifc-sigmiU, witliout any 
of those terril)le sliocks whi(ih had been ]>redictodl>y MoJlet-Dupan, Buvke, 
and other enemies of tlie Revolution. M. Lemontey might, therefore, con- 
flcientiously jiraise Bona)»arte. He was the saviour of France down to the 
year 1805 ; and it is only to be regretted that he ever survived the Austrian 
Campaign. 

Alter the publication of the Famille du Jura,’' M. Lemontey commenced a 
history of France, from the death of Louis XIV. (1715) to the French Revo¬ 
lution (1789). Judging of this work from a portion of it which I have heard 
read, it appears to l>e written in a style of airectation, but^ at the same time, 
wKh consgjerable talent. Tlie union of these qualities ehariicterizes the works 
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of the beat Frcncli writers of the reign of Louis XV. M. Lemontey, thougli 
n very timid man, had the r.ourage to publish^ some years the introduce 
tion to his history, under the following title, De rEtablissement Monar- 
ohitfue de Louis XIV/’ This volume is excellent, and it wilb no doubt, be 
re^ with pleasure a hundred years hence. The author has succeeded ia 
blending the useful with the agreeable, an art unknown among our contem-^ 
porary historians. The perusal of this little volume, together with the Secret 
Mem(»irs of Duclos, and the Memoirs of Saint-Simon, will enable any one 
t<i acquire, in the spjice of a mouth, and in a very agreeable way, a sufficient 
knowledge of the events of Louis XIV's reign. 

M. l^emontey also pnblishod an abstract of Dangeau’s Memoirs, in one 
volume, which now sells at 20 francs, because the author was afraid to allow 
any bookseller to reprint it. Madame de Crtuilis, the most Jesuitical wctmaii 
that ever lived, likewise jiublisbod an abstract of the same work, in which 
truth is perverted and falsehood dressed up in the most artful way imugin- 
able. In tlio indignation excited by this publication, M. Lernontey iinme* 
diatcly set to W(»rk and prepared a genuine abstract of Dangoau’s Memoirs, 
which has heoii translated into English. The Marquis de Dangeau was one 
of Louis XlV's most servile courtiers. His testimony is, therefore, unques¬ 
tionable, when he relates cirtuimstanccs unfavourable to the Grand Mo- 
nnrque. 

'Ihe honesty manifested by M. Lernontey in the publication of this abstract 
alarmed the ministers of (’harles X. Immediately on the death of M. Le- 
montey they endeavoured to get possession of his papers. Baron de Damas, 
the Minister for Foreign Affairs, a man remarkable for his piety,‘was ap¬ 
pointed by the Jesuits to continue M. Lernontey’s history of tne eighteenth 
century, and to endeavour to procure the manuscript. Should he succeed in 
this attempt, the work will not appear in print until after it has been unmer¬ 
cifully mutilated, and probably interpolated wdth passages favourable to the 
doctrines of the Jesuits. I'he History of Poland, by llalhieres, shared a 
similar fate, in 1802. The Minister for Foreign Affairs claimed the manu¬ 
script : but in that case the Government had a sort of right to make this 
claim; for Ralhieres had rctseived, during a series of years, a pension of 80() 
francs per annum, on condition of his writing a history of the anarchy and 
the partition (►f Poland. 

Those who may be curious to know how the Catholic priests deal with the 
manuscripts of which they gain possession in this way, will find their ma- 
n<«uvres described in M. Daunou's excellent preface to the first edition of 
Ralhieres; for Napoleon directed the work to be published in 1805, just 
when he was about to attack Russia. He hoped to cast odium on the Russian 
Government by exposing its Machiuvelian conduct towards Poland and her 
unfortunate king, Poniatowsky. He little dreamed that ho himself would 
one day pursue the very same line of conduct towards Spain and King 
Charles IV. ,,-v 

But to return to Lernontey, whose talent bears a considerable re¬ 
semblance to that^' Ralhieres. The Chiefs of the Congregation are 
not the only persons who have urged the pious M. de Damas to en¬ 
deavour to possess himself of the manuscript of tho History of the 
P-ighteenth Century.” The Polignace^hc Mortimarts, the Goutauts, and 
other families attached to the court, found that Leinontey’s work exposed 
them, not to public execration, (that would bo only a minor consideration,) 
but to riciicule; for Lemoptey, who sold himself by turns to Napoleon ana 
tho Bourbons, and who in his actions was tho devoted slave of power, was 
nevertheless inexorable with his pen. Fortunately for the interests of litera*-’ 
ture, M. Seguier, President of the Royal Court of Paris, in his vexation at 
not being made a minister, has used his influence to oppose the first attempt 
made by M. Damas to obtain Lemontey’s m^inuscripts. About eighteen 
months ago Government succ^^eded in gaining possession of the papers left 
by M. Catnbac^res, who was Arch-Chancellor of the Empire, ^ud Duke 
of Parma under Napoleon. 

u 2 
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M. Lemontey would almost deserve to tieoome the lioro of another Bos¬ 
well. Last year, while he filled the disgraceful post of dramatic censor, he 
secretly furnished liberal articles to the Constitutionmli on the express con¬ 
dition that the original manuscripts should be returned to him after b^ng 
printed. Notwithstanding the lively tone of his writings, Lemontey was liy 
no means brilliant in conversation, and he seemed to despise the society of 
women. He was penurious to a ridiculous extent. His income was upwards 
of thirty thousana francs a year, and yet, whenever he had occasion to go 
into H^fiacre in company with a friend, he always contrived, under some pre¬ 
tence or other, to elude the payment of the coacli-hire. To liis excessive 
avarice, and to that sentiment o‘f fear which is the foundation of all avarice, 
his friends attribute the servility of his ijonduct to the succ^sive (loverri- 
ments of France. Notwithstanding his handsome income, he exposed him¬ 
self to satirical attacks of the most degrading kind, by accepting the unfor¬ 
tunate post of dramatic censor, which did not bring him more than six 
thousand francs a year. 

No candidate having offered himself as the successor of Lemontey, the 
Academy postpimed the election to the month of November. N<»w it is 
again deferred, and no man of any celebrity has yet y>roposed himself. 

It is a singular fact, that the public sitting of tlie French Academy for 
the reception of Baron (rniraud and M. Briffaut, was quite unattended. The 
academicians who came from the country to attend the ceremony, on learn¬ 
ing from the porter the deserted state of the hall, did not go in. Tlu^re 
were only nine academicians present at the reception of the two inferior 
writers who have been chosen; while such men as M. M. <le La Miirtine, 
(the ultra ])oet,) Royer-Collart, and Benjamin (Constant, are not meml»ers of 
the Academy. The contempt of the public immediately produced its effect. 
The A(!ademy has chosen a popular subject for the prize of poetry to lie 
awarded this year, viz. The Deliveranm of (^'eece. 

At a late public sitting of the Academy of Inscriptions, we observed at 
the secretary’s desk M. Abel Remusat, the translator of tlie (Jhinese novel, 
and a young man whose insinuating manners have procured for liini ten or 
twelve yilaces, which were originally intended tor ten or twelve literary 
men. This fortunate youth is M. Raoul-ILxdiette, who is engaged by the 
Jesuits of Fribourg to insult all the rest of Switzerland. He read a necro¬ 
logical article on M. Barbie du Boccage, who prepared the Atlas for the 
Abb^ Barthelemy’s Anaehnrsis, This notice, which was very well received, 
is from tlie pen of M. Dacier, now in his eighty-second year. M. Dureati 
de la Molle afterwards read an arturle on the ])roductions and the popula- 
tif>n of Italy before the time of the Rcirnans. 'J'his pa]»er will form a sup¬ 
plement to a history of Italy by M. Niebhur of Berlin. A French tninslator 
is at present engaged in rendering M. Niebhiir’s work clear and intelligil>le ; 
and it is no very easy task to give intelligibility to the work of a Gennan 
historian, who is continually wandering from his narrati\e into the platonic 
reveries of Kant, ^iehhur's work would be worth tndftolatiiig into ICnglisli. 

At the conclusion of the ariiele read by M. Diireaii do la Mulle, the great 
M. Quatremere de Quincy made his appearance. He is the dullest of all 
the members of the Institute. He even exceeds M. Moreau dc Jounes. * At 
sight of M. Quatremere de Quincy^vho ia easily recognizable by his tall 
stature, the audience ruse en vinase, and took their departure. 1 retire<l 
with the rest of the company, and tji^efore I cannot inform you what the 
academicians did in their ffec7*et commmee. 

I must give you an account of a new comedy, entitled Le jeune Mari^ et 
Vieilk Femme, which lias recentl}^ been brought out here, and has been 

attended with great success. Morality, in France, has lutherto been 
merely an affair of fashion, and this fact may be explained without preju¬ 
dice to the French character, Tlie omnipotence of fashion is merely one 
of the effects of absolute monarchy, Louis XIV. was not only absolute in 
pctfver, but his refU greatness, wliich escaped the observat^ji both of Vid- 
taire and JfTontesquieu, consisted in the control he exeii^^Bed over public 
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npinioiit and that amon^i^ all classes of his subjects. Louis XlV. set un a 
tnoild of conduct to the counsellors of the parliament of Paris, to the Dukes 
uii4 Peers> to the physicians of Paris^ and even to the meanest village no¬ 
tary. Moliere was the minister of opinion under Louis XIV.^ and his busi¬ 
ness was to excite laughter at the expense of every Frenchman who did nut 
scrupulously imitate the pattern assigned to his particular class. This is 
the point on which Moliere^s comic humour turned; but he cannot bo imi¬ 
tated in the present day. Peculiarity of conduct is no longer regarded as 
an offence. Before the audience laugh at any character in a comedy, they 
say,—but, perhaps, the man is happy in his own way.” M. Mazures, tlie 
autHor of the new comedy, is a very clever young man. He is already 
known to the public as a joint writer with M. Scribe, who has furnished the 
Parisians with more entertainment than any other living author. 

Le jeune Mari is calculated to interest tlie English public no less than 
the French, for both countries furnish subjects for the humorous ]»ictures 
of M. Mazeres. It is said, ^hiit, perhaps, this is merely an idle story,) that 
for a few years past the hotels garnu of Paris have been thronged with 
English widows, usually ‘ very rich, though not very young. In most <»f 
the iMtvU garnxB of Paris the iabha d*hote are extremely select, as the phrase 
is. At these tables dliofe the wealthy widows attract the attention of young 
men of rank and title. Marquises or Counts at le;tst. Introductions thus 
iumied not unfrequently end in marriage; but in a month or tjwo after the 
wedding, the lady is probably discovered to be not quite so ricn as was sup¬ 
posed, while the disparity of a|j^e between the husband and wife is in no 
way diminislied. Sometimes, indeed, the title of the husband has been 
known to vanish along with the fortune of the JCnglish widow. 

Within the last year or two, twenty anecdotes of the above kind have 
been related, A pathetic author attemjited to draw tears from the au¬ 
dience of the 0(1 eon, by a comedy entitled I/Ecole des Veuves • but tlie 
piece excited no interest. M. Mazeres lias not aimed at representing 
the gloomy side of the picture, in pourtraying the deception which both 
parties practise ujion each other in these marriages. The following is 
a sketch of the comedy:—A young man named Oscar de Beaufort has re¬ 
cently married a Madame Duperier, a woman old enough to be his mother.* 
Oscar (who is admirably represented by Michclot) has been dismissed 
from his regiment on account of misconduct, and he has married Madame 
Duperier in consequence of the importunities of his creditors. The lady 
advances vast sums of money to defray her husband's debts. But there is 
one debt still remaining unpaid, and Oscar finds it rather difficult to make 
his wife acquainted with it, because the creditor is no other than a fair 
Opera-dancer. At length he musters resolution to make the confession, 
which gives rise to a very humorous scene. The lady is extremely rich, 
but by the advice of an old friend all her property has been settled on her¬ 
self. Oscar is thus wholly dependant on hia wife, and he is the slave of all 
her humours. He has an elegant cabriolet, which he dares not ride out in 
without his wife's permission. Like all women who purchase husbands in 
this way, she is excessively jealous. She keeps a watchful eye upon him, 
and by way of guarding him against^wmptation, she suffers him neither to 
see nor speak to any woman but herself* Oscar is at length arrested and 
conveyed to Sainte Pehigie. Her^ he meets with some of his old com¬ 
panions, dissipated young men, who make him drink freely of champaign 
to drown his care, and who, moreover, inform him that, in virtue of a cer¬ 
tain article of the civil code, a portion of his wife’s fortune is at his disposal. 
Oveijoyed at this discovery, and strongly fortiiiM witli wine, he leaves the 
prison, (his wdfe having been prevailed on to pay the debt,) and returns 
nome with the determination of being master in his own house. This scene 

* Madame I^pericr ia repressnted as a Creole, and not an finglishwoman. 
This ia merely a little subterfuge of the author, for Creole ladies are not now 
possessed of large fortunes as they used to be. 
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is exceedinglv diverting, and it ensured the success of the comedy. All 
Paris is runmng to see Le jeune Mari, It might be converted into an at¬ 
tractive piece for the English stage. It is not less amusing than your 
favourite Paul Pry. 

The manners, painted by M. Mazeres arc bad enough, it h true. The 
author has not ventured to make Madame Duperier a rich English widow, 
and Oscar a young Marquess and the Colonel of a regiment. This tho 
Censor would not have permitted. But the public are aware they can enjoy 
no dramatic amusement under the government of the Bourlwns, exce))t on 
condition of supplying in imagination all that the folly of the Censor str^es 
out of a new comedy. M. Mazeres has given a bold and lively picture of 
manners. His dialogue is smart and animated, and is intcrs}>crsed with 
-witty allusions to passing events. This is more than enough to secure ]>ublic 
approbation in Paris. M. Mazeres has not servilely imitated Moliere, and 
therefore his piece will be understood and relished in London and in Jlome, 
as well as in Paris. 

In one of my former letters, I mentioned the Memoirs of M. Thibau- 
deau, one of Napoleon's counsellors of state, and the jjrefect of Marseilles. 
These Memoirs, though written in a tone of moderation, are, owing to the 
truths they contain, offensive to tlie reigning family. I'he ])olicts of Paris 
intimated to M. Thibaudeau, wh(» is exiled in Belgium, that if he published 
the 3rd ai^ 4th volumes of his Memoirs he would be sent out of that 
country. M. Thibaudeau obtained an audience of the King of the Nether¬ 
lands, and acquainted his majesty with tlie threat of the French jiolice. 
The king appeared alarmed, and begged tliat M. 7’liibaudeau would tio him the 
favour to refrain from publishing the 3rd and 4th volumes of his Mem(»irs 
while he remained in Belgium. Such is the degree of degradation and 
timidi^ to which kings liave been reduced by the Holy'AUiance. 

M. Thibaudeau was by no means friendly to Bonaparte; but, seeing him 
calumniated by every dull and servile writer in Europe, he determined, 
since ho could not publish his own Memoirs, to desinibe Napoleon’s dis¬ 
cussions and conversations in his council of state. This little work, which 
consists of 1 vol. octavo, is entitled Menioirft of the Comviate, from 17f>!> to 
1804, The picture is executed in a style worthy of the subject, and this is 
perhaps more than can be said of any work that has hitherto appeared 
respecting Napoleon. The merit of M. Thibaudeau’s Narrative induces me 
to depart from my rule of not quoting from published works, and 1 subjoin 
a fragment, which I trust will not be deemed uninteresting. The question 
of the re-e^ablishment of the Catholic faitli in France does not exhibit one 
of the best points of Napoleon’s character. That measure occasioned the 
restoration of the Jesuits, who liave excited the present troubles in Por¬ 
tugal, and who may perhaps one day stir up rebellion in Ireland. 

‘‘ For the space of some months,” says M. Thiliaudcau, it had been 
known that Napoleon was negotiating a concordat with the c<ourt of 
Rome. The Prelate Spina, Cardinal Gonsalvi, and Father (’aselli, were 
the plenipotentiaries of the Pope in Paris; Joseph Bonaparte, tlie Counsellor 
of State, Cretel, and the Abbd Bernik, were the ]>lenij)otentinrics of the 
First Consul. 

" Immediately priests and statesmen were in full activity, all striving 
to obtain ascendency for their rival syl^ems and {iretensions. The mere 
fact of a negotiation with the Pope sufficiently showed what might be ex¬ 
pected to result from it, and wliat the First Consul had in view. 

On the Slst Prairiol, the Counsellor of State N-dined at Malmuison. 
After dinner he and the First Consul walked out in the park, and their 
oonversation turned ^pon religion. Najioleon discussed the i^'stems of 
philosophers, concerning various religious faiths, deism, natural religion, 
&c. He regarded them all as the visionary dreams of metaphysicians, at 
the Head of •whom he ranked Garat. ‘ Last SiiTubiy,* saiil: >he, * I was 
walking here amidst this solitude, this silence of nature, when 4 suddenly 
heard the bell of the cliureh of Ruel. A sensation of awe cfinie over ino* 
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8uoh is the force of early habits and early education! I said to myself^ 
What an impression must this make upon the minds of simple and credulous 

I What can your philosophers and metaphysicians say to tliisP A 
must have a religion; and that religion should be in the hands of 

the Government. Fifty emigrant priests, in the pay of England^ had in¬ 
fluence over the Freucfi clergy, 'llieir induence must be destroyed; and for 
this the authority of the Po]>e is requimte. He takes away their benehces^ 
or forces them to resign them. It is declared, that the Catholic religion, 

• being that of the majority of the French people, its exercise should be 
regidated. The Fir.^t (Consul nominates fifty bishops; the Pope institutes 
them. These bishops create the cure#, who are jiaid by the state. They 
talce the oath. 'J'ljosi* priests who do not submit arc banished. The heads 
of the Church are empowt'red to ^luriish tluise who preach against the 
GovemnieJit. 'I'he Pope confirms the sale of Uic property of the clergy: he 
consecrates the republic. Salvarn fnc reui (rallicam will be sung. The bull 
has arrived. There are only a few expressions to be changed. It will be 
said that I am a Papist; hut I am iiotliiug. 1 was a Mahometan in Egypt, 
and 1 will he a (Catholic itore for the good of tlic ])eople. 1 adopt no ridi- 
gious creed—hut the sentiment of a God—Then x'aising his hands to 
heaven, he added, ‘ Py whom was all this created?' 

“ N-now spoke in his turn, for he had hitherto listened in silence. 
“‘To discuss tlie necessity of religion is departing from the question. 

Hut religion may exist without a clergy; for priests and a clergy are two 
very different things. A tdergy is a liierarehy, animated bygone uuifonn 
spirit and object. Jt is a body, a iiower, a colossus. If this body he under 
the control ol* the chief of the state, it is only a secondary evil; hut if it 
acknowleilge a foreign jirince as its temporal head, it becomes a rival power. 
Never was the situation of France more favourable for a great religious re¬ 
volution. You have now tlio C^mstitutioiialists, the Apostolic Vicars of the 
Pu]>e, the emigrant Bishops in England, and many shades in these thm) 
divisions. Citizens and priests, all are disunited; a'nd the majority of tJie 
people are indifferent on tlie subject of religion.’ 

" ‘ You are mistaken,” saidNapoleon: “ the clergy still exists, and will exist 
us long as the {leople cherish that religious spirit wliich is inherent in them. 
We have seen republics and dem(»cracies; but never any state without reli- 
^on, without worship, and without jiriests. Would it not he better to regu¬ 
late religious worship, and to discipline the priests, tliau to suffer things to 
go oil as they are? The priests now jjreachagainst the rejmhlic. Must tliey 
be baiiisheil? No. For before that could be done, the whole s) stt‘in of go¬ 
vernment must be changed. The government is beloved on aceonnt of its 
respect for religion. The. English and the Austrians may be bunJ.'.heil; bnt 
this course cannot be adojited tow^ards PVeiichnieii who have families, and 
wlio are guilty only on the score of religious opinion. Means must be taken 
to attach them to the re|>uhlic.* 

“ ‘ They will never bo sincerely attached to it. The llcvolution has deprived 
them of their honours and their wealth. They will therefore always wage 
war against it. 'Fliey will he less dangerous when dispersed, than when or¬ 
ganized and combined. Tlicre is im need of haiiishing <*r persecuting any 
one. Every priest may say mass a^ie understands it, and every Freuclunau 
may attend either the church or the temple ; and finally, (should the incom¬ 
patibility between the ]>riests an^pthe republic go so fur as to disturb the 
latter, 1 would not hesitate to HUcriiice the priests to secure public tran- 
<piillity.’ 

“ ‘ Then you would ]U'i>scrihe tliem?* 
: ‘Would you have tlie llevolutioii proscribed?’ 
“ ^ This is playing upon w ords.' 
“‘No; it is coining to a clear undei*staudirig. Upsides, with good dis¬ 

cipline and an intelligent police, I do not think it would bo necessary to push 
matters to 1(hut longtli.’ • * 

“ ‘ And I must tell you that the priests who would accept fuiictious, would 
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by 80 doing make a Bchism with the old titularies, and would thus be 
terested in preventing their return^ and favouring the new order of 
things.' 

* I wish that, but 1 do not expect it. Besides, this is but a veir IHtle 
point in the great question. The Catholic reli^on has become intolerant, 
and its priests are counter-revolutionists. Their spirit and the spirit of the 
age are wholly at variance. We are nearer to the Gospel than they are.' 

* What we are doing will be a mortal blow to p<^ry,' 
" ' On the contrary, it will be reanimated. It will acquire new strength.'« 
“ * Was it not necessary that I should do exactly the reverse of Henry IV?' 

* Different times demand different manners. For my part, if we must 
have an established religion, I shall be better pleased.' 

^ You do not understand the business.' 
** 'All is prepared. We are in a situation very different from England and 

Germany. The age of the Reformation bad no Bonaparte. In tlie present 
state of the public mind if you utter but a single word, popery is overthrown, 
and France becomes a Protestant country,' 
"' Yes, one half, ' observed Napoleonand the other half will remain 

Catholic. We shall have interminable disputes and contests.' 
"' If this reasoning had been adopted at the time of the Revolution, the 

Constitutional Assembly would have shrunk back in fear of feudalism, and 
the National Convention would have been overawed by royalty and dynasty. 
All revolutions, whether political or religious, excite resistance... 

«' Why piovoke it on the part of the people and the priests ? Enlightened 
men do not rise up to opjtose Catholicism; they are indifferent about it. 1 
therefore spare troubles at home and abroad: with the help of the Pope, 1 
can •.. .* Here Napoleon stopped. 

“' The sacrifices you will make will render you dependent upon him. You 
have to do with an artful enemy, who is more formidable to those who keep 
terms with him than to those who hrejik with him at once. You now see only 
the fair side of the business. But wlien v<iu think you have settled every 
thing with the Pope, you will see what will happen. The opportunity will 
never occur again, if you suffer it to escape... .* 

“ After a moment's reflection, he addea:—' There is now no such thing as 
sincerity or faith. There is nothing more to be taken from tlie clergy. 
This is merely a political matter. Things are too far advanced, and the 

* 4M>urse which 1 have adopted appears the smest.' 
" ' Indeed, since the Bull has arrived, dl tliat I can say is useless.' 
“Meanwhile the negotiations lingered. Cardind Gonsalvi, tlie Pope’s 

Secretai^ of State, came to Paris to give the finishing touch to the religious 
restoration. Some days after this, (on the ^3d Messidor) the First Consul, 
talking to three Counsellors of State at Malmaison, said:—' I had a conver¬ 
sation with Cardinal Gonsalvi, and 1 told him tliat if tlie Pope will not come 
to a conclusion, we will establish a Gallican Church. He replied, that the 
Pope would do all that was proper for the First Consul. The Cardinal said 
to Talleyrand, * People think I am a devotee; but no such thing. I love 
pleasure as well as the rest of the world.' The Cardinal and M. Spina regret 
that they cannot go to the theatre, for fear of scandalizing tne French 
clergy; whQe in Iu>me they visit plac^ 4^'amusement in company with their 
mistresses. The clergy ot Paris have presented me a petition, complaining 
of the arbitrary conduct of the Prefect of Police towards the priest Four¬ 
nier.* I answered, that the Prefect had only acted by order of the Govern¬ 
ment. I wished to show you, that when 1 choose to give a hint, the priests 
miMbobey the civil power. They retired without making any reply. Four¬ 
nier is their Coryphieus, and they are much hurt at the way in which he hw; 
been treated. It is a revolutionary act; but until order be establish^, suefi 

* Fournier was arrested and conveyed to CliHrenton as a lunatic, because he 
preiclkcd against4be Government. 
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things are unavoidable. Fournier shall not return to France; he shall be 
sent tu ltdy, and 1 will recommend him to the Pope.* 

At the sitting of the Council of State on the 18th Thermidor, after a 
long discussion on public education, the First Consul said;— 

have to address the Council on a very important subject; viz* the con¬ 
vention made with the Pope respecting religious affairs/ (26th Messidor.) 

He described the situation of France as it had been during the llevolu- 
tion, and as it then was; he repeated all that has been above detailed on 
this subject, and having ordered the convention to be read, he thus 
continued 

' There will be fifty Bishops, who will receive from five to six thousand 
francs, arid about six thousand cures, one to each canton. The Bishops shall 
bo paid out of the secret service money, and the cures out of the revenue (»f 
the additional centimes. 1 have settled what concerns the Protestants. The 
Calvinists have their head establishment at Geneva. There is no tdijection 
to that. The Lutherans received their ministers fi-om the German Princes ; 
and a sad set was sent to them. In future they will themselves iiominute 
their ministers. The Lutherans of Strasburgh nave demanded this. As to 
the Jews, they are a nation apart. They have no connection with uny 
other sect. Besides, their number is too small to claim particidar atten¬ 
tion/ 

“ The First Consul broke up the sitting witliout consulting the Council on 
any point I'omiected with the treaty. He had indeed intimated that he 
could dispense with its assistfuice. 

This communication was coldly received. 
“ Gonsalvi returned to Rome; Spina remained in Paris. The Pope rati¬ 

fied the treaty which had been conduded there, and sent Cardinal Caprara 
as legate d kit&re. 

“ No sooner was the concordat signed, and preparations made for carry¬ 
ing it into execution, than obstacles and difficulties arose on all sides. TW 
resignation of the old Bishops, and the constitutional Bishops, the nomina¬ 
tion of the new ones, their institution, the Gallican liberties, &c. were no 
many causes of rivalry, pretension, theological controversy, and internal 
discord. The old Bish(»ps were divided; some declared their subinifsion 
to the Pope, and resigned their sees, while others refused to acknowledge 
the supreniacy of the Holy Father, and asserted that they were better 
Catholics than he. The amstitutional Bishops were all docile. But the 
Pope required them to make retractations, which they resisted. 7'lie 
First Consul was obliged to interfere in these disputes; but the C'ourt of 
Rome was not quite so accommodating as before the concordat. 

“I’here was no sect, not even the handful of Parisian Theophilanthro- 
pists preaching in the desert, to whom the First Consul did not direct 
attention. In a sitting of the Council of State, at which the Minister of 
Police was present, the First Consul made some very warm reniarks on 
the subject of a printed discourse which hud been delivered among the 
Theophilanthropists. 

‘ They complain,’ said he, ^ that the Pope will rule in France, and that 
we are retrograding to the fourth century. They seized the pretence of 
the funeral oration of a brave eololcr. 1 foresaw this. These pec^ple ran 
scarcely be called a sect; they are merely a dub. They have begun by 
flattering the military with the view of gaining them over. I do not wish 
to molest any one for religious opinions; but these people shall not, under 
that pretence, interfere in public aihurs. They have six or seven churghes 
in Paris, and their number does not exceed two hundred. Let them have a 
<^apel! If their leaders had been well reprimanded, aU this might have 
been prevented. They cry Vive la Reveillcre ! Certainly I have nothing to 
say against that. La Ueveillere may be an honest man. He and Chenier 
write their discourses. I'hey are very well done. The others canmtt write. 
We understand French.And then again the constifUtionol friests 
are raised up against me.’ 
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These words were addressed to Fouche, whom the Fh'St Consol accused 
of not haviii^r done his duty. He then spoke in a low tone to the two other 
Consuls, and a mc»ment after said—‘ Citizen Lagarde, prepare an order for 
shutting up tlie Tlieoi>hiliiiitliropists/ 

“ A proclamation <»f the Consul’s announced the re-establishment of wor¬ 
ship, On the following day (Easter Sunday) tlie law was solemnly pro¬ 
mulgated in Paris. All the corporations, the public authorities, and the 
Ciinsuls, repaired to Notre Dame. I'hougli etl4|uette had already made 
considerable ]>rogress, many went merely inwith the numbers con- 
cefJed. On this occsision the servants of the First Consul appeared in 
livery, and the inemhers of the diplomatic body were requested to brijng 
their atteridants in livery. A similar retiuost w'jis addressed to the public 
fiirictionaries who had ]>rivate carriages. AJass was performed pontifically 
by Cardinal Caprara. TliC new Bishops t(»ok the oath. After a discourse 
delivered hy Af. de Ihfisgelin, who had hecii raiMul t<» the Andiliislujpric of 
'fours, Te Dexim for the general peace, uiul l*or the pea<x‘ of the church, 
closed the ceremony, which was accompiuiied by discharges of artillery arul 
all sorts of military pomp, lii the evening tliere was an illumination, and 
a concert at the Tuileries. 

“ The militfiry tvere very much averse to tins religious ceremony, and 
much annoyed at being (ddiged to be present at it. 'fhe First Consul asked 
iieneral Delmas how he liked the ceremony. The Ceneral rej»lied, ‘ It 
was a line piece of monkish mninihery. Nothing was w anting hut to get 
back the niilliou of men who have been killed-in destroying what you are 
re-estiihhshiiig,* 

Some days after, at a dinner given by Ccnoral Moreau, at whi* h were 
pi'esent Bertbier, Marmont, and Debnas, the latter was asked wliat Uio 
First Consul had said to him—'Whatever he wiid,’ re[»bed Dehnas, 'I 
don't care for it.' The First Consul being informed of this w'as very angry 
with Berthier for not having, in quality of minister of war, dismissed 
Debnas. That General was afterwards banished for his disrespectful con¬ 
duct to the Consul, and for the opposition he manifested to every measure 
then proposed. . . . 

“ A report was circulated that the First Consul had determined on having 
the standards of the army consiHTated, and that he dared not do it because 
the troops had declared that they would trample them under foot. 

" A caricature was secretly hanilert about, representing the First C<»nsiil 
drowning in a tub of holy water, and soiue bisliops h)rciug him (lown to tlie 
bottom of the tub with their crosiers. 

" The Government and all the public oihees vibaiidoned the counting by 
decades, and adojtted the hebdoininal system. No public business was done 
on Sundays A decree w'as issued, ordering that the pul>licatioiis of mar¬ 
riages should take place on that day. The Archbisliop of Paris peifoiTucd 
mass in the chapel of the Tuileries. 

" The re-estiddishment of the (dergy was not effected, as has been said, 
without considerable conflict and (»pposition, and consequently a great deal 
of bitterness towards the First Consul. The public knew nothing of this, 
because care was taken to ]»revent the Sji^ject being menti^med in the jour¬ 
nals. The line of demarcation was imt yet obliterated between the consti¬ 
tutional priests and the refractory prie^ts. ^fije latter alone were ])un^ in 
their own eyes, and in those of tlie (-burch of Rome. The ]»redilection 
shown by the Pope and the GovernniCnt ftn* them, threw the others out of 
favimr. The civil authority was li'(*quently at variance with the ecclesiasti¬ 
cal authority, which was gradually regaining all that it had lost during the 
Revolution, and was attempting to restore institutions and rights wjiich liad 
been abolishod hy laws and rules of conduct no hmger conformable w'jth the 

ftny other luiin, the Clergy would soon ha\’e acejuired 
preponderam-e, or drawn down fn'sh ciilamitics npmi him. For though a 
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great number of prelates and priests were really animated by the love of 
peace aud charity, there wore many ambitious, enthusiastic sind turbulent 
spirits, u'hiim no daugcr would liavo awed. 

" A cii'cumstaiicc occurred in Paris, which gave rise to a decided express 
sion of public feeling respe'cliiig an act of intolerance. 

“ Mademoiselle Chaineroij an opera-dancer, died, and the perfonnerR of 
all the theatres attended her remains to the Church of Saint Jloch. Tlio 
Cur6 refused to receive the body, aud closed the church doors. This excited 
great murmurs among the populace, ^ho threatened violence to the Curt', 
but d'Aziricourt, tlie actor, succeeded in calming them. The procession then 
repaired to the <*hiipel of the Sisters Saint Thomas, where the curate per¬ 
formed the fiirienil service wiiliout hesitation. 

“ Tliis attiiir w:is alluded to at the public audience of the First (hmsul at 
Saint Oiuud. said he, ^ was the body carried to the church.'* 'fho 
burial-place is open to every one, and it might have been conveyed straight 
there. 

“ 'Fhc jMiblic generally blamed the Curr^ and on the 30th llrumaire, the ftd- 
lowing article appeared iu the Moiiiteur. It bore evident marks of having 
enuiiiated from the First Consul. 

‘ The (hirf of Saint llorh, hi a moment of infatuation, refused to }>ray for 
Mademoiselle C’liaineroi, juid to admit her remains into the church. One of 
his colleagues, a reasonalilc man, understanding the true spirit of the gospel, 
received the funeral train in the church of the Sisters of Saint Thomas, 
where the service w:w performed with all the customary ceremonies. 

“ ‘ The Archbishop of Paris has ordered the Cure of Saint Iloch to be sus¬ 
pended for tliree months, in order that be may recollect that Jesus Christ 
ttommanded us to ]irayeveii for our enemies, and that being bruuglit back to 
a sense of his duty by meditation, he may learn that all the superstitious 
forms jireserved by some rituals, wliich have been (Teated by enthusiasts 
in the ages of superstition, degi’nde religion by their folly, and are proscribed 
by the Concordat, and by the law of the 18th Gerininiil.* ” 

A CHANCERY LAW-SUIT. 

Letter I. 
* 

Clara to her Brother Huraphry, 

Dear I5rf>tlicr,—I promised to give you an account of our deeds 
and doings here during your absence. Nothing particular has hap¬ 
pened. We have had a visit from-, and have been taking our 
usual walks in the neighbourhood. You can’t think, Humphry, how 
we miss you* 

[Here follow several passage^minteresting to the general reader.] 
Oh! one thing has occurred, certainly: it does not, to be sure, con¬ 

cern us much, but you may like to hear it, as it’s a matter of business. 
You remember two fields which papa set his heart upon so much, just 
by Crooked Corner- Well, Farmer Brush agreed to sell them at last, 
and papa and he came to terms about the price. When papa began to 
communicate with Mr. Brush through his attorney, the man refused to 
perform his agreement; and so papa's going to law about it. The 
lawyer says, that papa is clearly in the right; and you know how sadly 
he wanted those fields. It's so ill-natured of Farmer Blush. £et me 
hear from ypu soon, and believe me, &c. Claua. 
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Letter II- 

Farmcr Brush to Lawyer Sweef* 
July n, 1810. 

So, Sir, your humble servant—so I'm to be bothered with a chan¬ 
cery suit about them there fields. Old Testy knows very well that he 
agreed to pay half the conveyance ; but, however, I know what a 
chancery law-suit is, though he mayn't. I ’ll spin the time out, I’ll 
promise him ; and so, Sir, your humble servant, 

Thomas Brush/ 
Your notice don’t appear to me to be regular, and so I shan’t take 

any account of it. 

^ Letter HI. 

iLawyer Twist to Farmer Brush. 

Sir,—As you have entrusted me with your defence in this case^ I 
feel bound in fairness to give you the best advice, which I do most 
conscientiously. However desirous you may be to harass your adver¬ 
sary, and however advisable that course may be under certain circum¬ 
stances, I cannot say that your determination not to appear will be by any 
means safe. If you had looked at the little label which must have accom • 
panied the subpoena, you would have seen there what you are required 
to do, and what will become of you if you refuse. Don’t be obstinate^ 
Mr. Brush. You have been hospitable enough to give me some*ex- 
cellent ale more than once when 1 have passed your house, and I would 
fain be friendly to you. You tell me, that if they attach you, you will 
run away : but what will be the consequence ? The sheriff will return 
that you are not to be found; and the results will be an attachment 
with proclamations, a commission of rebellion, a sergeant at arms to 
carry you off to the Fleet, and then a commission of sequestration, 
which will swallow up your crops, and ale-cellar,,and all. Don’t be 
obstinate then, but appear at once, and answ'er the bill which has been 
filed against you. 1 remain, Sir, your obedient servant, • 

Hungerford Twist. 

Letter IV. 
'lawyer Twist to Farmer Brush. 

Never was there such an obstinate fellow! Why, Mr. Brush, do 
you know what you are about ? Do you know that we might have de¬ 
layed the plaintiff three-quarters of a/^var, if you had been commonly 
prudent ? You have consented to appear, and now you won’t answer. 
What new freak is this? The attachment has been issued against you, 
and the sheriff will soon put his hand upon you, and then you will be 
sent* to the Fleet for contempt. Cepi corpus^ I have taken his body, 
will be the word. Put in your answer by me instantly. I’ll tell you 
how a silly old maid acted once. She thought, poor sinqdeton! to baffle 
the Court of Chancery by pertinacity, and so refused to answer. They 
$oot^ had her up firom York, where she lived, by attachment. Well, she 
still held out ;4they sued out a habeas 'corpus against her, and popped 
her into the Fleet. Still resolute. Another habeas, ^cn an alias 
habeas, a phries habeas, and an atias pluries habeas,—all separate 
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writSi Mr. Bru&h, and all to be paid for. Then« for «he was quite 
firing the plaintiff took her bill pro confes^o, as it is called» that is to 
sayp the Court gave him leave to consider the old lady's silence as 
giving consent to the charges which he had made; and this they might 
as well have done at first. Now, Mr. Brush, what will you do ? 

Your humble Servant, 
Hukgshfobd Twist. 

Letter V. ^ 

Old Mr. Tcsl^ to Counsellor LongtaiL 

Grandy Park House. 
Dear Longtail,—I am half mad, my dear fellow, and 1 am more 

than half ashamed of myself. Ilow could I help it ? I ought to have 
employed you as an old friend, I know I ought. But Sweep, my at- 
torney, told me that he could not change his ordinary counsel without 
ofiending them, and so I had Crossbill, Baitjudge, and Creanilip. 
They are all clever men, I believe. It has already cost me one hun¬ 
dred pounds, it has, this rascally law-snit* But I must tell you all 
about it, and then yOu can tell me what to do. There are two fields 
near my estate, worth about three hundred pounds at the utmost; and 
Brush the farmer, a litigating vexatious scoundrel, promised I should 
have them. He broke his word, for who could expect any thing better 
from him ? and 1 was determined to make him fulfil his agreement (we 
had it all drawn up regularly in writing), and so I filed a bill against 
him. This was in July 1810. He took till April to answer a plain 
demand, and then there came furbished up to my lawyer such a mon¬ 
strous rigmarole, that I really had not the patience to read it. We ob¬ 
jected to !t several times, and thus nearly two years were lost. Issue, 
as the lawyers call it, was at length joined, and of course I expected 
in Trinity Term 1813, that my case would be heard. It was no such 
thing, my good friend ; they told me that the evidence had not been 
published, th&t was the expression ; and 1 was not only obliged to wait 
for this arrangement, but they got into a trick on the other side of en¬ 
larging the publication—do you know what that means ?—and this 
was a further tax upon my purse,* though they said it would not delay 
the cause if it was ripe for hearing. Ay! but there's the villainy. 
Every cushion in the Court of Chancery ought to be a judge to hear 
the complaints of the suitors. And the judge ought to have an extra 
ear to take in all the well-founded objections to the long tedious prac¬ 
tice which, 1 know to my sorrow, prevails there. Ripe for heating in¬ 
deed ! 1 should like to know when it will be heard. Once I was at 
the top of the paper, as the please is, and I made sure of hearing the 
result of the long-winded business. My solicitor, mind you^ had taken 
himself out of the way, not having the least idea, as he was pleased to 
say, that the cause would come on; upon which the Lord Chancellor or¬ 
dered my case to be popped down to the bottom of the paper. Now, I am 
an old fellow, Longtail, shrewd enough to know that the attorney won't 
reimburse me for his absence. Those lawyers always make up a fine 
tale for themselves. But, pardon me, I forget that I am writing to one. 
• • Come, as some old captive king said to a fellow-sufierer, when drawing 
their conqueror’s chariot, don Viet ua despair, tlie loweft spoke, m the 
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wheel will become the uppermost in turn. 1 got a-heml at last again, and 
my solicitor ])romised roundly and hugely that he would stick to the 
chief-judge like a leech, and that no accident should ever happen again. 
I was going to swear; no, I w'on’t, I’m too old for that. Two of my 
counsel were holding forth in the court of the Vice Chancellor, plead¬ 
ing there for some lucky dog or other who had managed to decoy the 
court into hearing him; and my junior counsel very modestly de¬ 
clared, that the responsibility of the case was far too great for his 
shoulders, thougli he keeps a brazen face enough above tliem ; so ray 
Lord waxed very wroth, and muclj ado there was to hinder him from 
dropping me down again, quite down to the bottom of the list agam I 
You’re a civil set of men, Longtail! 1 went after these runaway 
fellows, and told them how hard it was ; and they were so plausible, 
and so attentive, that I quite forgot to be angry with them. And so, 
at length, another day was fixed,—and another—and another.— 
Now shall I—shall 1 pay the costs and give it up? Do advise one 
what to do. Dear Longtail, always yours, 

1814. TiMOTJiY Testy. 

P. S, My lawyer tells me that mine is an uncommonly short suit 
indeed; only four years at present! * 

Letter VI. 

Lauiyer Hawk in the Covtitiy to Lawyer Kite^ his agent in London, 

Hawk, Gent, one, &c. xu Pigeon. 

Dear Sir,—In this case be so good to have Pigeon arrested directly. 
Pigeon x). Hawk, Gent, one, &c. 

This litigating fellow must be stopped in his career. You will take 
care to put in a plea of privilege on my behalf, so that I shall be safe. 

Wool V, Cutpurse. 
I have paid the plaintiff 8?. damages for the bill on which he sued 

Mr. Cutpurse, and 1 have received ten guineas from him, being the 
extra costs which you tell me would not be allowed. I gave up the 
lien 1 had upon the eight pounds, as my client seems to be but a poor 
man. 

Smith V. Brown. 
Brown says he’ll pay the 50/. rather than go into a Chancery suit, 

although he’s clearly in the right. I can't persuade him to the contrary. 
I havie po bad opinion of his sense, though, between ourselves! 

Wappem v, Touebfurze, 
The defendant has been taking some^t'^heep-dung from Small Cross 

Green, and w^ are going to make an example of him. Yon will 
please sue out the writ, and let Mr. Subtle prepare the declaration. 
Lay tlie damages at one hundred pounds. He is a poor cottager, and 
this will be a lesson to him. ' 

BjTt^e w^j^, 1 was present at a curious conversation between' Mt. 
Longtail tlie barrister and old Testy, of Grandy Park, in wl^jch the 
counsellor defended the Court of Chancery most manfully, though 
npthing could persuade Testy tliat lie had parted with his money in a 
good cause. TJie best of it was, that Testy was found out by his own. 
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confcsiiion in many attempts to delay the defendant; and so we had a 
good laugh at him. I am, dear Sir, your obedient servant, 

Malachx Hawk. 

Letter VIL 

Clara to her Brother. 
I 

Dearest Brother,—I can’t think what’s come to Papa. He is very 
much altered of late since this odious law-suit. Formerly wo had a 
little influence over him, and used to coax him into our little gaieties ; 
but now notliing but expense is talked of. 

All this trouble about two ugly parched-up meadows. I can’t think 
what has occasioned the demur. The man said he would sell tlic fields, 
and now he refuses, I should say that he ought to be made without 
further delay. Papa compares his suit to all sorts of things—to a long 
sermon—to a great drought—sometimes to the period which we 
occupy in dressing when Colonel Longbow comes to dine here. No ¬ 
thing is certain yet upon that subject, whether it w'ill be Jane or my¬ 
self. 1 don’t care, not 1. Poor Jane doesn’t look quite so well as she 
did. I wish you would coq^c down and put us into a little spirits. 

[The remainder of the letter upon indifferent topics.] 

Letter VIII, 
Lawyer Sweep to Old Teaty, 

Dear Sir,—I am rejoiced to have an opportunity of acquainting you 
that your cause is positively fixed for Thursday next, and I anxiously 
expect a speedy decree in your favour—of the result you shall have 
the earliest intimation. 

I remain, dear Sir, your faithful obedient Servant, 
James Swkei’. 

Letter IX. 

From John Smithy Grocer^ of Grandy, to his Wife Katherine. 
Bunch of Grapes flotel, Thursday, 

Dear Kate—I got yout’s yesterday, and am quite hurt that Tom 
Speed should have had no summons about this business of Squire 
Testy’s, when you know I had one. What does I-^wyer What’s-his- 
name mean ? I’m as good as Tom Speed; rny father wasn't changed 
for robbing a hen-roost, and why shouldn’t they take my word^'te well 
as Tom Speed’s? But its all of a piece, wife ; and I'll tell you how 
tliey’ve served me since I haw^ been in this smoky town. -Ihcy had 
me up to a great big stone building in Chancery-lane, called the Six 
Clerks' Office, and there I was shown to a man who took great notice 
of me, as though I'd been a smuggler, ora swindler, something like 
that, hut all in good part as I wus told, only that I should hav^ the 
jaunt of coming up all this way again, for the pleasure of being cr6ss- 
examiqpd, (as they do at Size, I suppose). Well, they took a full ac¬ 
count of me, where 1 lived, and so forth, and then I was taken before 
such a grave-looking sensible man, and took an oath to toll the truth. 
Then they had me back again to be examined. Now* I can’t dor the' 
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Irfeofme tell why that serious gentleman shoudn’t liarc heard all I had 
to say, instead of whisking me back again in that style. And I don't 
see any objection to the young man’s taking my oath, for an oath’s an 
oatli, you see ; it would have saved so much time, and all would go oA 
ao easy* But the drollest thing of all was, (I’m a blunt, honest man, 
you know, Kate,) they wouldn't let me tell all I wanted, for that Brush 
is a queer fellow, who has made me come up to town here, and I was 
going to give my opinion of him. Oh!” said they, ** you mustn’t tell 
us any thing which will not be of advantage to Mr. Brush ; you have 
come here to be examined on his behalf;” and, although I told 'em that 
I did not think, in my conscience, that the farmer was right, it was of 
no consequence ; and so 1 said at once, that 1 had heard of Brush’s 
making the agreement about the fields, and that he ought to stand to it, 
and that he or his attorney must have been a great fool to have sent 
for me. That was all hearsay, I was answered, and so 1 was allowed to 
depart. 

I can't think how the people contrive to sell their teas and sugars 
here so cheap. I hope James minds the shop and the till. There are 
a great many other very odd things in this ^lacc, Kate; but you shall 
hear all about it when 1 come home, whicli will be as soon as Tveseen 
about tliat business of yours. God bless you! 

Your affectionate 
- JoHK 

Letter X. 

Twist to his Cle) k, 

)Vhat a stupid ass you are. Lionel Leatherhead, to send the summons 
to the wrong John Smith ! W|iy he's the grocer, and Testy’s one of his 
best customers. The case is half broke down by it. You’ll never do 
for me, unless you look sharper tlian that.—1 have sent anotlier sum¬ 
mons: serve the right John Smith directly. 

Letter XI. 

To Timothy Testy^ Esquire* 

I cannot help it, my dear sir; you would have it so. Not that I 
think your new witnesses could have proved much, but 1 am really not 
responsible for the delay, and it seems to me to be a pretty even match 
between Brush and you which should create the most. The publica-* 
tion o^^vidence having taken place, the court could not entertain any 
application of the nature you required to vary it. We solicitors are li¬ 
able to very considerable and undeserved blame sometimes, when the 
matter complained of arises wholly frorif the obedience we pay to our 
client's wishes. 1 merely say thus much to justify myself from having 
protracted the suit, and assure you in conclusion, that no efforts shall 
be wanting on my part to bring it to a speedy termination. 

« 1 remain, my dear sir, your very faithful obedient servant, 
James Sweee. 

Thnotby Testy, Esq. Grandy Park House. * 

To be continued* 
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THE COVTTKUATlOk OF VZVIAN OAEY. 

is a Work of some originality and of 'considerable intiieei* 
The Author’s apparent design in the character of Vivian Grsy is^to 
trace from the earliest, and perhaps to the latest formation, that muta¬ 
bility of the human being whose conduct is too often influenced by bis 
fortunes and his passions, unregulated by stern philosophy, and 
dhgovemed by fliced principles. He takes his hero up in earliest boy¬ 
hood, and, even before his school life, the germs of action have dropped 
into ne soil. The artificial heat of society hastens to too sudden a ma¬ 
turity.—The Age, says our Novelist, was not less corrupted, than the 
be»ig it had generated. Ambition was the Dalilah of bis passions, 
and his daring and precocious genius hurried him into a career of poli¬ 
tical intrigue, which exhibits many rapid scenes of passion and self-tor¬ 
ment. The subject is ethical; vanity is mortified, and vice is misera¬ 
ble—and the wretched victim retires ftom the world before his 
time.” ' 

Such is the theme of the first two volumes, which the writer has him¬ 
self well described. He now tells us, that it was obtruded on the 
public for no unworthy reason, in as hot and hurried a sketch as ever 
yet was penned; but like its subject, for what is youth but a sketch— 
a br^ef hour of principles unsettled, passions unrestrained, powers unde¬ 
veloped, and purposes unexecuted! ” There was something startling in 
these volumes, in the manner, as well as in the subject. The scenes 
and the actors bore a vivid air of reality, and there was a springiness in 
the mind, a boldness of conception, and a coruscation in the style, above 
the level of ordinary productions. But the youth of the author was 
at least as apparent as his genius. The singular indiscretion of intro¬ 
ducing the names of certain contempooraries, although evidently more in 
sport than in malice, occasioned him the usual fate of being misinter¬ 
preted : real names too, as is not uncommon in these cases, were 
attached to his fictitious characters—and like him who, having' pre¬ 
sumed to become the historian of the Sylphs and Gnomes, was 
imagined on bis sudden disappearance to have fallen as their victim, 
the writer of Vivian Grey appears to have been cuffed and pinched by 
his own impersonal faeries. 

The continuation of the tale opens after Vivian Grey's residence^ at 
Heidleburg about a year. Whether be took a course of German phi'* 
loBophy, or other hellebore, the medicine was sovereign for his mdill^ 
humours, but apt to induce apathy. At first, ” he felt himself a 
hearted man, and looked for deatl^ the delay of which was no bless^; 
but the feelings of youth which had misled him in his burning hours of 
joy, equally deceived him in his days of sorrow.” Life be^me less 
burdensome, for, if it be the lot ofman to suffer, it is alw his fostune 
to forget.’* Vivian had at least gained experience; he had sufl^red, 
and bad seen others suffer. ** But he commenced by founding his pb«- 
lOBophjr on a new error, for he fancied himself passionless, which man 
never is. fits trials had been severe, and, because he could no lonmr 
interest himself in any of the usual pursuits of men, he believed that on 
could interest himself in none. Subdued but not mdaaeholy, cplatamr 
plative but not gloomy, he left his solitude.” * 

Thus, Vivian Grey has lost his idiosyncrasy, his constitattanaipn^ 
^^ril 1837*—-VOL. XIX. NO. LXXVX. X 
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liarity. He goes to join the great and agitated crowd of beings/’ 
himself no longer agitated. This state is well touched on b^ one 
of those original images in which our author delights. ^'In )u^ na- 
reer through the world he resembled a tutb^ mountain-riverj vj^se 
colour had been cleared, and whose course bad been calmed in its 
passage through a lake.” On this second venture into life/’ his 
apathy has frozen him into the marble of mythology : his sensations 
are gradually to be communicated; his slumbering faculties to be 
developed; and new desires and new aversions are to give motion to 
the statue. 

The scene continues in Germany, through a series of diversified 
adventures, and a vast variety of dramatic personages. Novel-read¬ 
ers, accustomed to a unity of action, and to home-scenes, and what 
has been, not unhappily, described as “ the fetters of a regular story,” 
may consider that the interest is diminished by the succession of 
unconnected adventures, and the introduction of foreign characters. 
Unquestionably, one of the rarest inventions is the comic or prdse 
epopee, as exhibited in the admirable Fable of Tom Jones, which 
remains unparalleled; but, as we do not find in miscellaneous life that 
exquisite coherence of incidents, where every single one is made to ad¬ 
vance the catastrophe, a fiction so artificially constructed, and so regu¬ 
larly rounded by its completion, must be deemed rather an evidence of 
the ingenuity of the tale-teller, than the truest display of human affairs. 
Some of the finest productions in this department of literature, in their 
unconnected scenes and foreign cast of character, cannot boast of this 
felicity of plot, which has often been considered rather as the frame¬ 
work of the picture, than the picture itself. Who, however, has not 
found Gil Bias very companionable, though Iiis versatile adventures 
change their actors with their scenes; and who has not felt, that the 
very individuals whom he had observed at London, Bias knew at 
Madrid ? Le Sage, in his comprehensive view, took in general nature, 
and not that particular nature which is found in a neighbourhood—in a 
community—or even in a nation—such as we observe the backward 
taste of some German Novelists is still doing ; painting local customs, 
individual manners, and peculiar situations, drawn from their own 
contracted circle. Such feeble copyists of nature can never attain lo 
the highest faculty in fictitious composition—Invention, or what we 
would call the Ideal of human life. 

This ideal of the human character, among others in this fiction, 
has created two very singular and contrasted personages, in the low 
comic character of the buffoon Essper George, and the mysterious and 
fiinciful statesman, BeckendorfF. Perhaps they have no exact proto¬ 
types in life, yet, being founded on a close study of human nature, the 
writer seems to have assembled together the diversified characteristics 
of a class of beings into one being, in an unity of personifications, and 
a4iannooy of manners. 

We were early attracted by the pleasantry and agility of tha dever 
knave Esspbb Gboros, so lithe in mind and body. We soon dis- 
etiver^ that the quaint fellow would jest a twelvemonth in a hos- 
piud/’ His bia mimetic faculties imitative of the cries tat ani- 
mab, or the^sounds of instruments—^his practical, but origbal joke 
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often his rich vein of wit—^his alertness of body and his impromptu 
sbli^dness,—his persiflage in parodying the peculiar expressions of 
bis^^mpanions, humouring while laughing at them,—all these, render 
Essper George an amusing droll. His mode of conversation partakes 
of we wildness and versatility of the doubtful son of a prince or a 
gypsy—for Essper was rather confused about his bird). When Vivian 
Squired his age, he said» 1 was no head at calculating from a boy, 
but I do remember that I am two days older than one of the pltinets." 
“ H^ow is that?” “ There was one born in the sky, Sir, the day I was 
christened with a Turkish crescent.” He tells us, that, “ like all 
greht travellers, he had seen more than he remembered, and remem¬ 
bered more than he had seen.” There is often a random sort of 
wisdom in his flashes of merriment, and an honesty of intention in 
his craftiness. This child of levity and fun is perpetually exciting our 
risible emotions, or else he would not always escape the stocks for 
his Puck-like mischievousness. Even in his misery, there is a drol¬ 
lery which shows, that constitutionally this human being knows not 
to be unhappy. But he has the sympathies of humanity. His ro¬ 
mantic attachment to Vivian must not be forgotten. Our hero having 
accidentally rescued him from a cracked skull at Frankfort fair, when, 
in the character of a charlatan, he was inquiring after Truth in chat 
gxwt free city, Essper follows his protector from place to place, and it 
is from gratitude that he solicits servitude. 

In the delineation of the character of Beckendorff, there is an 
eftbrt at uniting greatness with the truth of nature. Beckendorff 
is the minister of the Grand Duke of Reisenburg; of obscure ori¬ 
gin, ** a man without a Von before his name,” and one who had 
refused the nobility which had been proffered to him, not only by In's 
own monarch, but by most of the sovereigns of Europe, His presence 
seemed to mortify the court, the destinies of which he regulated. We find 
this great politician in a romantic solitude—an enthusiast of sensibility, 
whose soul dissolves iu music, whose eye wanders among the stars 
he watches, the flowers he has himself planted, and the birds that 
often are allowed to escape from their aviary to feed and warble at 
his table. Thus he indulges many fancies; yet in this retreat he 
watched the security of the new kingdom, which his genius had raised 
to its present rank. There be meditated on the difliculties overcome 
during the influence of the great nation, and triumphed in the rapid 
revolutions of his policy between Napoleon and Metternich, which md 
Anally encircled the brows of his pupil, the former Margrave, with $, 
Grand Ducal crown. Beckendosff had not scrupled to resort to any 
measures for the interest of bis’monarch and his country, but in every 
manner had shown that personal aggrandizement had never been his 
object. 

** A minister who has sprung from the people will always concilia^ 
the aristocracy: for having no family influence of his own, he endea¬ 
vours to gain the influence of others,” observes our author. As soon 
as Beckendorff was in place, the little German princes, who had long 
tyraimised over their provinces, conspired together. The new minis¬ 
ter perb^9 fostered the conspiracy against himself, but (pok carp to 
rendw the treason unsuccessiiil. By these means he levelled their 

X 2 
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overgrown power in the state, and afterwards secured their favour by 
its gradual restoration. While, however, he weakened the pos|«c of 
the Lords, he increased the privileges of die Commons. In ^^ this, 
the patriotic minister was alike the champion of the sovereign, and the 
guardian of the people. 

The court changed its German nationality. The Grand Duke’s Udy, 
by a left-handed marriage, was l^aclame Carolina. She was philoso¬ 
phical, piquant, and Parisian; the perfectibility of man her philosof^y, 
•* the science of conversation” her secret, and the “ Memoirs of the 
Court of Charlemagne” the grand attestation of her talents, lit jusi* 
liberal aspirations she sighed to have a Quarterly Review at Ashaiilffe; 
and discussions about a free press, a reform in the constitution, and 
other interminable topics, engaged all the political and philosophical 
charlatans, whom her genius had congregated. She was vain, superfi¬ 
cial, heartless. Beckendorff’s was a mind that such a woman could not 
comprehend; and he treated her with contempt, for, in his optnipn, 
she had degraded the character of his pupil, the Grand Duke. Often 
Madame Carolina’s party were expecting a charter, or tlie institution of 
chambers, and the Grand Duke, alarmed at their eloquence, was on the 
point of concession—behold! Mr. Beckendorff rides up from his retreat 
to the residence, and the next day the whole crowd of philosophers are 
swept away from the royal presence, and the man of the people himself 
sets a severe censorship over the press. The modern Athens, as the 
court boasts itself, is, on a sudden, declared to be a Bceotial 

The incidents at the court of Keisenburg are amusing. The opera is 
the pride of Reisenburg, and the Grand Duke superintends its perfect 
orchestra. A ballet, the story of which is the Corsair of Lord Byron, is 
a gem of description for its imagination and the magic of ttie diction. At 
the review are exhibited the military evolutions of the Reisenburg army; 
we are hurried amidst tirailleurs, huzzars, cuirassiers, and lancers; and 

. field marshal Von Sohnspecr explains, during a cold collation, a favourite 
mode of a deploying of cavalry, which it was settled would have been of 
great use to Clairfayt in the Netherlands, about eight and twenty years 
ago. The literary Madame Carolina invents a fancy-dress ball, which 
her sublime genius alone was equal to imagine. Wearied with common¬ 
place effects, she decided that the party, to use her own sublime phrase, 
should represent an age!” The difficulty was to fix on one. “ The 
Committee of Selection,” after wavering between a primeval and an 
antediluvian age, to compliment the house of Austria, fix on tbe age of 
Charles the Fifth. The striking effects of the characters and Ure cos¬ 
tume are described with curious fidcJ4ty and splendour of fancy; a new 
interest is excited in the story by the appearance of a mysterious lady, 
introduced by the prime-minister, who, though never at Oouit on these 
occasions, suddenly appears, and astonishes the brilliant circle, as if the 
man in the moon had dropt out of his sphere. We leave the diversified 
Mrrative to the reader; we cannot even single out an ineideiit; our 
business is with other results. . 

We havj& thVee collegians, Mr. St. Leger, Mr. St. John, $nd 
Mr. St. George, travelling with minds utterly incapable 
of« obs^vition or reflection,—infant libertines, whom a fiKsjif^us 
fellow Of New College had dubbed All Saints.” We have'Mr. 
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Sherborne, who reads Addison, and thinks Pope a poet; thk fine 
old English gentleman calls the present age the age of slang, and 

our language more in danger than our laws and our consti- 
tutkifi. He holds die youth of the present day in absolute contempt, 
ano declares that next to being correct, a man should be candid, and 
that he has not met with a candid man these fifty years. Mr. Sher¬ 
borne is, indeed, so very candid that he passes half his life in apologizing 

jTor his perpetual misconceptions of affairs. Then, at the Table-d’hote 
at Coblentz, is that economical, dignified, and convivial judge from 
the^Danube," who passes through so many metamorphoses of character, 
in unlucky stratagem for a copartnership in a bottle of Rudesheimer, 
which he has finally to pay for without enjoying his share. The French 
Marquis too, who is always thinking of Louis Quatorze snuff-boxes, 
and the German colonel who is always pondering on button holes—the 
tall savage^looking one-eyed Bohemian serjeant, who is for murdering the 
conjuror for his joke, but at length, delighted at the ridicule heaped on 
his military rival the Prussian, throws the mimic some groschen; the de¬ 
cayed gentleman usher retired on a pension of eighty dollars, who had the 
reputation of being a man who lived within his income, and who, on din¬ 
ned occasions, wore a full court suit, and garnished his conversation with 
mSny details interesting to the females of the Bourgeoisie, and whose 
polished manners, good stories, in which frequent repetition had made 
fiim very perfect and dignified, and rather consequential bearing, which 
he knew well when to assume, had made him as popular wdtli the incni 
as with their wives, and who moreover had prudently cherished a 
friendship with the court cook, which insured him the arrival of many 
a choice hamper—^little Lintz, one of those artists who seem to value no 
reputation out of the place of their residence, and whose pencil immorta¬ 
lized the public buildings of his native city—the innkeeper, with a 
meek and charitable expression of countenance, who wore round his 
neck a collar of pewter medals, which had been blessed under the pet¬ 
ticoat of our black lady of Altoting,'' and vrho, pale and pig-headed/’ 
bore the threatened vengeance of liis duped guest for his ‘Mtems,” and 
took leave of him as pious and as |)olite as on his arrival, crossing him¬ 
self and bowing to his departing victim, w'ho left him with a curse— 
Von Aslingen, the male authority in coats, cravats, and chargers ; the 
Bruromel of his day ; who is perpetually exercising his power over the 
fops of fashion by some very amusing acts of the despotism of frivolity: 
—all these are but a few of the diversified population; yet among those 
unmentioned, surely we must not leave our especial friend, the fat and 
simple Master Rodolph, or the sarcastic Sievers, whose tongue is keen 
as a Damascus edge. ^ 

A drinking-scene at the castle in the German forest reminds us of 
those Bacchanalian feats of the Northmen, who once dignified their pota¬ 
tions by technical terms. This extraordinary scene will entertain some 
of its readers, and prove objectionable to others. It is not difficult for 
an elegant mind to limit the propriety where gentle and playful Iiu- 
iBOur ends—such as Addison’s—and that idtal humour which passes far 
beyond, commences ; the result of which is tho grotesque. To us there 
seems great truth in the whole of this wild scene. The insanity of 
men over their cups is real, and we Bdt9ire the ingenious conception of 
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the brutalizing tendencies of this ** superfluity in drink,’* where each 
character is narked by the manners of sqme congenial beast; 

Here then we have a specimen of a style which we would desigoMe 
as the GaotasQUE. It is a node of writing which sotnetimes breamtiut 
among our old dramatists. In Sternei gleams of the okotesoue, cau^t 
from the ignes faiui of the old French writers of the school of Rabelais, 
may occasionally be distinguished. We have some rich instances in 
Cervantes, but they abound among the burlesque poets of Italy. It^ 
Was a favourite style of Voltaire. There is an essential difierence be¬ 
tween the GROTESQUE and the humorous. That which is grotesque is 
generally very humorous, but that which is very humorous is very oueti 
not grotesque. The grotesque is a deviation from Nature, permitted 
in order that an eflect may be produced, which cannot be produced by 
adhering to Nature. This deviation is not allowed, unless its result be 
excellence. If its result be excellence, that is to say, if Excellence 
be produced by a deviation from Nature, which could not have been 
produced by an adherence to Nature, then the grotesque becomes 
classical. It follows, therefore, that the grotesque is not classical 
in cases where excellence is not produced, or where excellence is 
produced which might have been effected in a natural manner, 
for in this latter case the grotesque is unnecessary. In having re** 
course therefore to the grotesque, the artist must have an objeiiC. 
If he paint a boy's head appearing out of a lily, or write of a gar¬ 
den where the flowers are birds, however lively these objects may 
be depicted or described, these deviations from Nature, producing no 
sensible result, must be treated as monstrosities. If, however, the 
artist conjure up a number of fantastic forms, whose purpose is the 
temptation of a saint, or the torture of a sinner, these combinations, 
however unnatural, are not monstrosities ; because, though we are all 
aware that no such forms exist as are created by the pencil of Callot in 
the temptation of St. Anthony, or by the pen of Goethe in the Witches* 
Sabbath; nevertheless, the result of these inventions on our minds 
is instruction; since we hereby become sensible of the terrors of a 
guilty mind, or the temptations to which an innocent one is subject— 
Or we become acquainted with the wild conceptions and eccentric fan¬ 
tasies, which are alike engendered by superstitious ignorance or pre¬ 
sumptuous knowledge—all which impressions could not have been con¬ 
veyed to our understandings by a mere adherence, in the poet or the 
painter, to that established order which we style Nature. 

As an agreeable specimen of the author’s talents, we quote the fol¬ 
lowing description of Evening. 

It was evening.—Vivian remained on^\.he terrace. The red autumnal 
sun had just sunk over an immense extent of champaign countiy. llie 
evening mists from the ruddy river were already ascending, and towers 
and steeples of a neighbouring city rose black a^inst the shining sky. Sun¬ 
set is the time when memory is most keen; and as Vivian Grey eat on the 
marble widl, gazing on the wide landscape, his sorrowing mind was not inac^ 
tivoi Ndvef until this ipoment had he felt how precious, how invaluable wa|.. 
the possession and the performance of duty ! llie simple tale of his lateoOm*^ 
pmon had roused a thousand thoughts. His early, nis ifisa&e career, flitted 
across his mind. He would^ave stifled the remembrance with a sigh; but, 
inan i8^th6sl&vq,ofmemoiy/* i 
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^ Tmlight ia also intereating: 

^.Tbe Bun had already sunk behind the mountains^ whose nndnlatinf 
forhia were thrown into dark shadow against the criniBon 8ky« The thin 
crescent of the new moon floated over the eastern hills^ whose deep woo^ 
glowed with the rosy glories of twilight. Over the peak of a purple moun¬ 
tain, glittered the solitary star of evening. As the sun dropped, universfd 

«aUence seemed to pervade the whole face of Nature. The voice of the birds 
was stilly; the breeze, which had refreshed them during the day, died 
awav, as if its office were now completed; and none of the dark sounds and 
sigDts of hideous night yet dared to triumph ovet the death of day. Un¬ 
seen were the circling wings of the fell bat; unheard the screech of the 
waking owl; silent the drowsy hum of the ^ade-born beetle! What heart 
has not acknowledged the influence of this hour—^the sweet and soothin 
iiiiTTnna —MViu VA AwuuuA vji cftuvAaiauu, vuc Jiviu vx xcnvx 

—when weUink of those we love, only to regret that we have not loved 
more dearly; when we remember our enemies only to forgive them I" 

Let us add one of his Morning scenes : 

It is the hour before the labouring bee has left his golden hive; not 
yet ^ebloomii^ day buds in the blushing East; not yet has the victorious 
Luitfer chased from the early sky the fainting splendour of tlie stars of night. 
All is silent, save the light breath of Morn waking the slumbering leaves. 
Even now a golden streak breaks over the grey mountains. Hark! to dirill 
chanticleer! As the cock crows, the owl ceases. Hark! to shrill clianti- 
cleer*s feathered rival! the mounting lark sitrings from the sullen earth, and 
welcomes with his hymn the coming day. The golden streak has expanded 
into a crimson crescent, and rays of living fire flame over the rose-enamelled 
Kast. Man rises sooner than the Sun; and already sound the whistle of 
the ploughman, the song of the mower, and the forge of the smith,—and 
hark! to the bugle of the hunter, and the baying of his deep-mouthed 
hound. The Sun is up—^Ihe generating Sun! and temple, and tower, and 
tree—the massy wood, and the broad field, and the distant hill, burst into 
sudden light—quickly upcurled is the dusky mist from the shining river— 
quickly is the cold dew drunk from the raised heads of the dr(K)ping 
flowers !*' 

Riding on horseback may convey new feelings to the lounging eques¬ 
trian : 

A man never feels so proud or so sanguine as when he is bounding on 
the back of a fine horse. Cares fly with the first curvet; and the very 
sight of a spur is enough to prevent one committing suicide. What a mag¬ 
nificent creature is man, that a brute's prancing hoof can influence his tem¬ 
per or his destiny!—and truly, however little there may be to admire in the 
rider, few things in tins admirable world can be conceived more beautifrl 
than a horse, when the bloody spur^has thrust some auger in his resentful 
side. How splendid to view him with his dilated nostril, his flaming eye, 
his arched neck, and lus waving tail, rustling like a banner in a battle f-— 
to see him champing his slavered bridle, and sprinkling the snowy foam upon 
the earth, whicli his hasty hoof seems sdmost as if it scorned to touch !*' 

The situation of a royal female is interestingly pictured in the fal¬ 
lowing sketch: 

A royal prinoeA is only the most flattered of state victims. She is a 
political sacnfice, by which enraged Governments are appeased, wavering 
allies conciliated, and ancient amities confirmed. Debarred b^ her raid^mia 
her education from looking forward to t^t exchange of equal affection, 
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which is the great end and charm of female eziatevioe; no individual finde 
more fatally^ and feds more ke^y> that pomp is not f^city^ and spl^d^ 
not content. 

Deprived of all those eources of happinew whidk seem inheront in wo- 
maOj the wife of the Sovereign sometimes seeks in politics and in pleasure^ 
a means of excitement which may purchase oblivion. But the political queen 
is a rare character; she must possess an intellect of unusual power^ and her lot 
must be considered as an exception in the fortunes of female royalty. Even^ 
the political queen generally closes an agitated career with a broken heart/ 
And for the unhappy votary of pleasure^ who owns.her cold duty to a 
royal husband^ we must not forget^ that even in the most dissipated courts^ 
the conduct of the queen is expected to be decorous; and that the ihstancee 
are not rare^ where the wife of the monarch has died on the scaftdd, or in 
a dungeon, or in exile, because she dared to be indiscreet, where all wCi^ 
debauched. But for the great majority of royal wives, they exist without a 
passion; they have nothing to hope—^nothing to fear—nothing t%envy—no¬ 
thing to want—-nothing to conhae—nothing to hate—and nothing to love. 
Even their duties, though multitudinous, are mechanical; and while they 
require much attention, occasion no anxi^y. Amusement is their moment 
of greatest emotion, and fur them amusement is rare; for amusement is tlie 
result of equal companionship. Thus situated, they are doomed to become 
frivolous in their pursuits, and formal in their manners: and the Court 
chaplain, or the Court confessor, is the only person who can prove they have 
a soul, by convincing them that it will be saved.*’ 

Upon the whole we conceive Vivian Grey, comparing his Continua¬ 
tion with his former volumes, has improved in his manner of thinking, 
as well as in the mechanism of his composition. 

ODES AND ADBAESSEB TO GREAT PEOPLE- 

To Thomas Bish^ Esq. 

** The oyster-woman lock’d her 6sh up. 
And trudged away to cry “ no Bish—— 

Hudibras. 

My Bish, since fickle Fortune's dead. 
Where throbs thy speculating head, 

That hatch'd sucli matchless stones, 
Of gaining like Napoleon, all 
Success on every capital. 

And 30,000 Rories 

Dost thou now sit, when evening comes. 
Wrapt in its cold and wintry^glooms, 

Ai}d dream o'er faded pleasures: 
See numbers rise and numbers fall. 
Hear Lottery's last fhnereal call 

O’er all her vanish’d treasures? 

Thy head distract ’twixt wheel and w^. 
Ferns the last lotte^ like a blow 

From malice aim^ at thee;— 
Nq prises pass in decent rmik. 
Nothing is left thee but a blank, 

And worthy Mrs. B.! 
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Perchance at times thj^ wits ma^ striye 
With cards to kem tM game alive. 

And mock the old Arena ^ 
By fighting* fortune at Bcarte, 
Thou Channg Cross’s Bonapartd, 

In thy little St. Helena ! 

Thou *rt out of lurk—for to thy tf/wire,-— 
Not as of old,—falls blank despair. 

The thought of’t gives the vapours ! 
In some cursed <M>ttage of content, 
Tl^ haifled hopeless hours are spent, 

Spelling' the daily papers ! 

No more thy name in column stares 
On the lured reader unauares. 

The voice of Fame is o'er! 
No more it breathes thee into print: 
What is Fame's breath ?—^^here's nothing in't. 

The veriest puff!—^no more! 

The puff to others now belongs. 
The Wrights have risen upon thy wrongs, 

Rowlands and Hunts recoil! 
The wheel of Fortune, now forlorn. 
Turns but to grind the roasted corn. 

Greased with Macassar oil. 

Election chances seem’d a vent 
F<>r thy desires—But Parliament 

Is not so easily won ;— 
Numbers were once to thee a treat. 
But now by numbers thou wert beat 

And Rowland Stephenson* 

At l>rury, too, no chance was thine ; 
But thou shalt in past glory shine. 

Not as the uncertain actor,— 
Not as the man that opens wide 
The floodgate for the public tide. 

But as the great Contractor! 

And when—but Heaven protract the day— 
The time is come for life s decay. 

Prolong'd shall be thy joys ; 
A favourite wheel shall carry thee. 
And like thy ^arling lottery. 

Be drawn by Blue-coat hoys! 

A tumulms shall cover thee 
And thine—a barrow !—it will be 

Sacred to thy one wheel ; 
And genuine tears, my Bish, &om eyes 
Of those who never g^ a prize. 

At morn and eve wall steal. 
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THE OPEE14 BOX.—HO. 1. 

Pmtnii ike Countess of , Lady Fanny Hr ■ ■ and Sir Feluf 
* ^ ■ > .a 

Dilletante—Time, Second Act of** Rkciardo.*' 

Is this^ my Lord, tbe manner of their talk ?** 
It is even so, young scholar.” 

Old Play. 

Sir Felix, My dear Lady Fanny, you listen not to the music. The 
trio they are now performing is one of the most exquisite of the inven-* 
tions of Rossini. 

Lady Fanny, Ah me! I was, indeed, for a moment absent. I was 
thinking of the shocking manner in which poor Clara threw herself 
away the other day. It makes me quite unhappy to reflect how the 
dear deluded girl has linked herself to a man not only without a grain 
of principle, but also witliout even a tolerable connection. What a 
foolish silly creature!—Besides, her being in such a burry is the most 
dreadful breach of decorum 1 ever heard of—totally inconsistent with 
Clara's refinement and delicacy of feeling—I can never forgive her 
that. 

Sir Felix, Poor thing ! but there are stranger things connected with 
la belle passion^ than are dreamt of in your gentle philosophy : for exam¬ 
ple, allow me to direct your attention for a moment to the agreeable 
antediluvian in the opposite box in our tier—there—she approximates 
the girls in the Berris^ which by the way I should recommend to your 
ladyship’s consideration—they have a very sentimental air, and look like 
the caps of the young college-students whom we saw in Germany. 
There! you must see her; she is basking in the smile of that quizzical 
impertinent, Charles Huntly, who is doing his best to tantalize her. 
Pray admire for a moment the yellow loveliness of that Arabian skin, 
that lack-a-daisical and lack-lustre eye, that charming approximation 
of the interesting features of her face, and that most attenuated of 
forms. What a disgusting creature! Look at her rouge and her 
chaplet of white roses. Ugh! She claws her glass like your ladyship’s 
macaw clinging to the bars of her brazen cage. Fi done ! 1 can bear 
it no longer. Now coedd you by any accident conceive that that most 
unloveable and impossible person should have dared to fancy herself 
in love—to even dream of passion? But after you are told so, can you 
regret the fate of your friend, whose lot appears celestial when compared 
with that of this preposterous dowager ? I could if 1 would, but that I 
hate scandal, tell you such a story about our I may however 
hint that there are certain anecdotes in Circulation, of advances onthe 
kneient lady’s part, not of a very equivocal nature^ to—— 

Countess, Hush, Sir Felix, you are transgressing all the- 
Felix, Facts, my lady, come within the letter. 

Countess. Bj' no means. I admit no scandal but that of my own in¬ 
vention ; and as I do not feel excessively spiteful this moment, I posi** ^ 
tively will not suffer ^ou to speak otherwise than panegyrically. So, 
please you, exercise your discretion, and abandon personalities; suSbrj 
our pensive Fanny to continue her meditations, and let your antique^' 

* adversary unmdlestedly enjoy her delusion. By the by, I shall aoo^ 
; Hundy trben I see him. ' 

Sir FeUsc, Gentlest of your sex! But I may not reward youf 
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tderation in the way you propose. I will endeavour to study an 
impromptu—to elaborate an extempore effusion about your many 
graces; though the thing is impossible in the absolute presence of your 
radiant self^ and under me glances of your laughing eyes. Well—I 
am dumb. Bravo! Bravo! Listen to Toso. Her voice seoras to 
search every recess in the house. By heaven! 1 must give D’Egville 
a hint—she must learn to dance for the sole reason that she may know 
how to walk; all 1 fear is, that when she improves in this as in other 
particulars, she will lose something of that winning simplicity, that 
uiptophisdcated and primitive grace, that unconsciousness of self and 
perfect abandonment to the impulses of her character, which at present 
** mark her for their own.*’ She may indeed be taught to sing with 
more science, and to face the stage more according to the received 
forms; but she will, I think, be the worse for it* 

Lady Fanny. Precisely my sentiments ; though the Countess, I am 
sure, will not agree with us. Mais voila I Mrs. Fitzgerald, one of your 
favourites, has just taken her place. 

The Countess. Now, Sir Felix, for the heroics* 
air Felix. Laugh on as much as you please, but she is a superb 

woman* 
Lord Lispingion manifests himself. 

How d’ye do, Lispington. Just speaking of a friend of yours-^Mrs. 
Fitzgerald. 

Lord Lisp, Indeed ? a very fine creature*. Look what a pretty arm 
she has; a Juno in that respect, Sir Felix. 

Lady Fanny. I've been dying to hear your opinion of Toso, my 
Lord. How did she sing to-night ? 

J^trd Lisp. Positively I can’t say. Did she sing ? 
Lady Fanny. You affected creature ! Learn then that she did sing, 

and sing delightfully too.—Why that look of wonderment? Did you 
approve of the veil ? 

Lord Lisp. Did she wear a veil ? 
Lady Fanny. Forbear, trifler. Sir Felix, here, has been plaguing me 

with similitudes, that bear no resemblance, of moons, and clmds, and 
prophets, and priestesses, till I lost all patience, and threatened to 
expel him. But she is a delightful creature. Didn’t you think her 
dress magnificent ? 

Lord Lisp. Magnificent! Was it magnificent ? 
Lady Fanny. Yes, you intolerable and most unobservant Lord. 

She reminds me of Lady William Russell. I quite doat upon her, sbsf 
is so very lady-like. 

Lord Lisp. Particularly so. • 
The Countess. Sir Felix, shall we have a good season ? 
Sir Felix. Capital, if Ebers fulhls his promises. Pasta in May, or 

sooner, Galli next week, and Sontag towards the latter part of thd 
season* » 

Ijady Fanny. Poor Zuchelli! how I regret him, he made such an 
kmiable Turk! 

Sir Felix. I prefer Galli. We are to have an abundance of neW 
Operas. Coccia is to produce bis Marie Stuart, with Pasu and Tosor 
as Mary and Elizabeth. Rossini’s Siege of Corinth h also talked 
of^ to introduce another debutante, a relative of Toso. By^be-bjf 
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my Lord, did you hear that Puzzi sports the agreeable ?*-natural con- 
aequences of approximation. 

Countess. Stop, Sir Felix, and tell me who those people are on the 
third tier, with the very French head-dresses—quite remarkable ! 

Sir Felix* Quite unconscious ;—singular style—very recherch^^ and 
very pretty girls. 1 can't think how they came to escape my obser¬ 
vation. They seem to have every glass directed to their box. 

Lady Fanny, Have you been indulged with a sight of May Fair * 
They tell me I am mentioned in it. 

Sir Felix, Utterly impossible; or if so, depend upon it you are 
praised. It is quite good-natured. Alvanley would never handle a 
lady rudely. 

Lady Fanny, Well, I must hope for the best. 

Mr, Masterton Felham enters, 

Mr, Pelham, How d’ye do, Lady Fanny?—Madama La Contessa^ 
I am charm'd to see you. Ah, Sir Felix!—your hand. 

Sir Felix, Masterton, glad to see you. When did you arrive ? 
Pelham, Just in time to dress. I left Oxford early in the morn¬ 

ing, but loitered away an hour or two at Henley. Oxford is dread* 
fully dull during a vacation. A very suicidal place ! 

The Counitss, So I should think, to a man of refinement, a Tremaine 
like Mr. Pelham.—By-the-by, have you brouglit up with you the 
sketches yon promised ? I shall employ the young artist you speak of 
as my scene-painter, at some of my private theatricals. He must not, 
however, give me any thing so unclassical as that scene in the Diver¬ 
tissement, which is a shameful substitute for the prettiest ballet ima¬ 
ginable. You haven’t seen it, Pelham ? 

Lady Fanny, What a pity ! Brocard makes the most fascinating 
of fencers. You must come on Saturday. 

Lord Lispington, What are you murmuring about scene-painters, 
Sir Felix ? 

Sir Felix, Merely saying that ! must call Ebers’s attention to his 
artists, who might be a little improved in their classical designs^ 
which are hardly sufficiently imbued with the features of antiquity. 

Lady Fanny, Did^jryou not think the scenes in Medea were ad¬ 
mirable ? 

Sir Felix, Yes, many of them ; but yet there is a certain want of 
the union of simplicity and serene majesty, which, we conceive, must 
have characterised the fanes and landscapes of Greece. 
* Pelham, We shall see what Martin will make of bis new pic¬ 
ture, on a subject of more remote antiquity than any thing Atheixian— 
** The Downfal of Nineveh," about which Buckingham has been so 
interesting and explanatory in his late Oriental discoveries. 

Sir Felix, I fear for Martin. His mind is high fantastical—not 
clagisical. Witness his best work—*'The Destruction of Pompeii.” 
Martin, however, and perhaps he is right, will not be advised. He 
tried pnee to go in trammels, and very awkward he was in them. 'Tire 
Duke of Buckingham, who commissioned Martin to paint the Trag^g 
of Pompeii and Herculaneum, is well acquainted with tlie beauttfiu 
eountry where-these cities formerly stood, and with all which BDf|^a- 
riaa lejuning has discovered and conjecture concerning them/'^ll 
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thisr be wished to impress upon the mind of the artist^ together widi 
his own ideas of the proper method of representing the fretful catas¬ 
trophe. Martin very dutifully set about adopting the sog^tions of 
his patron; but the labour did not prosper ; the sketches were uiMia- 
tisfactory and forced; and, after several attempts, he told the duke that 
he should make nothing of the subject, unless be were allowed to treat 
it according to his own imagination. This was conceded to him, and a 
very remarkable picture is the result. It is, however, like all the other 

^ works of Martin, extravagant. He paints what in literature is called 
^ Bombastlie is fond of Ercles’ vein ; and 1 wonder that the speci¬ 
men which Sbakspeare has given of this, has not been selected by 
Martin as a subject for his pencil. 

The raging rocks, 
With ^ivering shocks. 
Shall break the locks 

Of prison gates. 
And Phibbus' car 
Shall shine from far.’* 

One cannot, indeed, be quite certain that these lofty” lines, as 
Bottom calls them, were not borne in mind during the treatment of his 
picture, which resembles them more than it does the account given by 
Pliny the younger, of the destruction of Pompeii and Herculaneum. 
Martin’s style is too Frenchified. He thinks that a grand totality is 
to be produced by the crowding together an infinite multitude of small 
parts, contrary to all the rules of vision, and destitute of efiect, which 
generally consists in selection and concentration. There is, however, 
in spite of the dictates of taste, something very imposing and splendid 
in the conception of the picture. The anomalous agitation of the sea 
—the Sea-quakcy is sublime : and so is the vast spread of the coast, 
with its creeks, and bays, and templed cities, seen through the red 
glare of the burning mountain. Martin might have been very pa¬ 
thetic in the foreground, where the fugitive families are collected; 
but his drawing of the human figure is so inimitably bad, and his 
expression of sentiment so deficient, that the opportunity is entirely 
wasted. His grouping is theatrical rather than natural ; and his 
attitudes ought to be performed, like those qow before us, to music. 
Martin is the Nat Lee of painters ; but if he has the fustian and false 
taste of that poet, he is assuredly not without his prodigality of ima¬ 
gination. In depicting magnitude of object, and vastness of per* 
spective, he is unrivalled. But I fatigue you with my gossip abk>ut 
art. Look! who is that lady just entering one of the stage-boxes 

Countess. Is it not Mrs. Hughes Ball? 
Lord Lispington. 1 always call her by her old name. 
Sir Felix. Where is my glass ? 1 long for a glance at the lovely 

lady of Oatlands, whom— 
I could gaze and gaze upon, ^ 
As did of old Pygmalion! 

very loveliest woman in the house is Mrs. Hughes Ball. Un* 
Equalled in that rich orientalism of aspect, so still and Tititmesque I 
unrivalled in the sleepy languor of her soft and southern eyes. Even 
^kUhis distance, one may discern diet her eye-lashes ara the lat|[M uA 
darkest in the world; and then her hair! what an enchanting / 
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Countess. Positively, if you run on at this rate, I shall inform 
Hughes. 

Sir PeliT. Whenever you please, and be laughed at for your pains. 
A handsome woman, like a fine picture, is made to be looked at. Be¬ 
sides, Ball and 1 understand each other; he knows 1 am universal as 
the sun in my admiration of the sex. 1 will point you out fifty women 
and describe you each individual point of beauty about them. There 
is the Marchioness of C: she whose placid eye is now dwelling in 
blue beauty upon the chandelier beneath her box. There, too, is the 
Countess whom I admire fur her brilliant teeth, and the beaming 
beauty of her face; what careth she for my zeal and adoration ? What 
a superb woman ! hcr’s is a queenly style of beauty ! Did you ever 
see a face so infinitely splendid and dignified? Sec-—she takes off her 
glove—curse the glass, 1 cannot bring it to the proper focus—there 1 
have it—the well-turned white arm, and the exquisite hand reveal 
themselves. 

Countess. Come, come, Sir Felix, these raptures to say the least, 
are not very considerate in the presence of two ladies. 

Sir Felix. Your ladyship is unmercifully fastidious to-night. You 
have already prohibited my censure, and now you forbid my lauda¬ 
tion. What do you think, Pelham ? But 1 ought to know that your 
thoughts are always on art and literature. Have you heard of Lut- 
trell’s affair with Murray, and the jokes it has given ri^e to atBrookes's ? 

Countess. We are getting to be like the French in our love of Me¬ 
moirs, and their train of scandal and private gossip. What can the 
Personal Sketches be which Mr. Colburn announces from the pen of 
Sir Jonah Harrington ? 

Pelham. Sir Jonah is an Irishman, and I dare say will have some 
strange things, half-wicked, half-blundering, very witty, and very odd, 
to tell us. To the English world, Ireland is a terra incognita^ and 1 
am certain that a thousand good stories are buried in the records in 
its deserted chateaux. I shall accordingly be much disappointed, if 
Sir Jonah does not at least surprise us into many a hearty laugh. 
Sir Jonah himself is, I am told, a perfect original. 1 never expect 
much that is new in English Memoirs, properly so called. We all re¬ 
collect the disappointment which was suffered on the publication of 
Horace Walpole’s Memoirs of the Reign of George the Second, the 
greater part of which was already extant in divers other Memoirs 
and Biographies of the time. The announcement, I remember, was 
v^y stimulating, and made all the old women of quality, of both 
sexes, breathless, and eager to get the^book into their clutches: se¬ 
crets and scandal were promised ; but lo! the anecdotes turn out one 
after another to be stale. Alas 1 it is not in the power of even a Lord’s 
strong box, doubly locked and sealed, to imprison a secret for sixty 
years. Fame, says the old poet,— 

* » Doth explore what lies most secret hidden, 
Entering the closet of the palace-dweUer; 
*Tis not a guard can serve for to expel her—’' 

even though the closet he the green-closet within the blue breakfiMt- 
voom at StrawbArry-hiU, and the guard be ** Laura Lady Waldegrave.*’ 

&V Felix. It ia getting late: one glimpse at Mrs. Hope’s pretty 
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little box ; it ia a satis&ction to know that she ia preMnt! How par¬ 
ticularly well-dressed! but ber taste in ihnt respect is perfect: quite 
in favour of her serene style of beauty ; she hates finery. She looks 
as beautiful as ever I As I live, she has got Anastasias, that prince 
of wits, by her side I 

Countess. Sir Felix, will you be kind enough to desire ^he box- 
keeper to see whether my carriage is come ? 1 shall not await the ter¬ 
mination of this divertissement. 

Sir Felix. The fact is ascertained immediately: it is this moment 
aflnounced. Permit me to assist you. [^Exeunt. 

TO -. 

By an Exquisite, 
** I've half a mind to tumble down to prose. 

But verse is more in fashion,—so here goes."—Beppo, 

Farewell! Philosophy hath power 
All pangs, e’en such as mine, to smother ; 

And I have wept at least an hour. 
And life’s too short to weep another: 

Farewell, fair Coz!—the time is past 
For breathing vows and wreathing fetters ; 

This morning 1 have look’d my last. 
This evening I will burn your letters. 

Love makes with youth a brief abode; 
The heart grows cold, the hair grows hoary ; 

And there's an end to every road. 
And a last page to every story : 

But what was once so fair and sweet. 
Oh let me, while it fades, remember ; 

And talk of thousands in the Fleet, 
And dream of sunshine in December. 

1 think of childhood’s strife and sport. 
Its smiles and tears, its leagues and battles ; 

Tlie nursery at Pomfret Court, 
So very full of ruts and rattles : 

The slope we used to tumble down. 
The oaken chair on which we rested; 

And that atrocious Mrs. Brown, 
Whom both of us so much detested. 

The flowers M^hich, like an eastern vest. 
Fell thickly round tliat green pavilion ; 

And how *twas there the ^ost was drest 
Which frighten’d^ Mrs. Daub's postilion : 

The bubbling stream, so fresh and fair. 
Beneath that sorrow-haunted willow, , 

And how we fill’d the bottle there 
To hide behind Sir Grodfrey's pillow. 

I think of youth,—its walks and rides. 
O’er hilb and trackless plains, together; 

The charming disregard oi guides. 
The sweet forgetmlness of weather: 

And that bright day, and that dark wood. 
Where love’s long silence first was broken, ^ 

In words not%leariy understood, 
Beoaiiis fiot very deariy spoken. 
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And our first season, Coz, in town. 
Tile Ibunning, laughing, and quadrilling, 

R«]ieaf9?»ls o£ isxnile and &owii> 
Of loc^n^ kmd^ and looking killing ; 

And that delicioue masquerade^ 
The night you bade me clasp your sandal^ 

Of which that ugly Duchess made 
Such a confounded heap of scandal. 

Transporting thoughts! Ah ! ne*er again 
1 follow you to balls and races ; 

A humbler slave must wear your chain, 
A better judge must choose< your laces; 

You angle,^—and I may not ask 
To watch the hook or guide the paddle ; 

You ride,—and 'tis another’s task 
To put you up upon the saddle. 

Yes, woman’s love, 1 well may know. 
Is dckle, like an English season ^ 

Or like the funds, which vary so, 
1 never could make out the reason ^ 

Or like the lnsect->queen, whose wing 
From rose to rose unwearied ranges ; 

Or like the Morning Post in Spring, 
So full of fashionable changes. 

Liast night,—my heart was all the while 
Bursting beside the Grand Piano,— 

You wore your most enchanting smile 
For that detestable Soprano ; 

You play'd the Harmony in D 
With your best boarding-school endeavour. 

And sang JDi tanti palpiti/’ 
With just as firm a voice as ever- 

Why am I not as others are. 
In whom, when truth is’ wrong'd or slighted. 

Affection, like a bad cigar. 
Goes out as soon as it was lighted ? 

So time might heal, or change might bless :— 
But 1 aih not that wayward rover ; 

My ^ief is like a game at chess,— 
1 think it never will be over J 

Yet will 1 try all cures for pain ; 
The yacsht, the tandem, Crockford's, Maigate 

Cards, cricket, billiards, Drury Lane, 
The gun and how, the trap and target; 

The lai^er’s gown, the x>oet'B wreath, 
New Gallery, and old Musc>um ; 

The betting stand on Ascot Heath, 
The claret at the Athenseum. 

Viun, vain!—^be happy with your mate. 
Though 1 am drocming like a lily ; 

Put on your diamonw, dine, off plate. 
And dream of routs in Piccadilly* 

Pw You young Pleasure brings away 
The brightest links £rom Hymen's forges ; 

. And I ais|^poing mad to-day, 
ara gpii^tp St, Geca^'s. 
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THE EDUCATION OP YOUTH IN THE PAPAL STATES. 

Th^ spread of knowledge and civil, liberty in Italy^ Spcun> and Portufal> 
where papal superstition still inHuences the minds of the lower classes of the 
people, as it did in other Catholic countries a centu^ is rendered a wc^ 
of almost insurmountable difficulty by the power of the Apostolics, as the 
French denominate the Ultra priesthood of the Catholic Church. In more 

^northern nations professing the Catholic religion, its asperities have been 
softened, and the church has j^artaken, in a certain degree, of the influence 
of modem knowledge. In America we see republics just established, which 
prdfess the Catholic faith, and many, ecclesiastics of the Roman church 
among their founders, aiding to diminish the darkness and disperse the 
superstition that still envelopes the minds of a considerable portion of their 
pmulation—thanks to the odious bigotry of their late Spanish masters I The 
following paper, therefore, does not apply to evety Catholic country, but 
only to those where Ultra Catholicism yet reigns triumphant under the eye 
of the Pope or Ferdinand; for as in England we have our Ultra churchmen 
and Ultra Tories, and in Franco .they have their Ultra Roy^sts and priests ; 
still we have our churchmen and Tories, who in greater numbers partake of 
the spirit of the time, are enlightened, moderate, leavned, and patriotic, to 
balance our bigots and servUes; so the Catholic church possesses individuals 
anf nations of different degrees of religious character. This article, there¬ 
fore, can afford no excuse for keeping under civil Usabilities eleven-twelfths of 
the inhabitants of a (Jatholic nation, to secure to the twelfth sordid fraction, 
at the expense of the other eleven, all its interests, profits, and temporalities, 
to wliich the other part has an equal and indefeasible right, and the engross¬ 
ing all which to themselves constitutes the end of what is called Pro¬ 
testant Ascendency,” and "Orange Principle.” We are not defenders of 
Catholic tenets, we are Protestants, but we are, and ever shall be, among 
the foremost to support the immutable principle of justice, free thought, 
and civil eligibility, on the part of all subjects of moral character and con¬ 
duct, to share in that whim they contribute to sup[K)rt, and which claims 
from them undivided duties. 

It is not my intention, in the present article, to refute the system of edu¬ 
cation pursued in the Ecclesiastical States, but only tq present it to my 
readers as it exists, and without the addition of any remarks of niy own. In 
doing this, 1 am convinced 1 am rendering an important service to morals and 
public liberty; for the details of Italian domestic education can only be 
Known by those who have been brought up according to its system, and can 
only be detailed impartially by such as have shaken off the yoke of the 
prejudices it imposes. It is impossible to obtain a correct repori; from Pro¬ 
tests nts, any more than an unbiassed one from Catholics: it requires a Pro¬ 
testant in priuciple, and a Catholic by birth and education, to unveil all the 
folly and absurdity, both legislative and administrative> existing through¬ 
out the States of his Holiness. 

That I'may not weary my readers by a dry and didactic account, 1 riiaU 
detail the system of education practised in my own case: that is to say, t 
shall describo my childhood and youth, which comprehend aU the period 
occupied in domestic education, after which comes the education of society, 
which oiteriy thanks to modern civilization, destroys, as it did in my case, 
tlie preceding species of instruction. 

Toe family to which 1 belonged was composed of my father, then advandbd 
iq .years, my mother, who was of middle age, and three brothers, of whom I 
vligthe you'ngest. My father was an idol^r of antiquity, a mortal enemy 
of ‘al|.iiuiovauon, except the conversion of unbelievers, aim consequently an 
opponent of the political doctrines whidb began, to spread about the connpenee- 
ment the present century A>he was peqtetually eidiorting* «s to Axat 
bod company, vb, that of phuosopbers, scten^c men, and other inaaybtoni: 
be would allow hone to frequent his house, but monks, friars, and pwaoaa 
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extremely devout; and accordiiwly 1 became the most foolishi bigoted^ and 
cowardly child in the world. He had constantly refused to accept any em¬ 
ployment under the French government for he tancied that there could be 
no legitimate government but that of the Vicar of Jesus Christ. He had 
sold a great portion of his property^ in order to encounter the expenses he 
incurred in consequence of his obstinacy^ or fidelity^ whichever it may be 
called. He was so sincere and so extravagant in his belief^ that on one 
occasion he seriously thought of dodging himself in the public church. At« 
his age it would have been more fitting that he should have strengthened 
his constitution by good living, than weakened it by penitence and blows* 

1 was scarcely of an age to receive my moral education, when my fafher 
sent me to school, where I was taught nothing but the first rudiments of 
Latin. It is odd enough to find the Latin—n dead language—taught to 
children who are ignorant of their native tongue. But this system, though 
absurd at first sight, is not without its uses; on the contraiy, it is founded 
on a deep knoadedge of the human heart. The object of papal instruc¬ 
tors is not to teach young men, but to direct them; and they do not aim so 
much at fonniiig the mind as the heart. The mind, on the other hand, is to 
be managed in ueir own way—swelled, subjugated, paralysed: for the human 
mind, when left to itself, naturally searches after truth: it is only by means 
of habit and education that it can be perverted, or at least kept back from 
the knowledge of what is right. The Jesuitical system of education is 
accordingly wise, inasmuch as it tends to the political ends of the Papal 
government. Besides the proscription of the sciences—that is to say, the 
exercise of the reasoning faculty in the education of children, there has also 
been established a system of punishment, which is admirably adapted for 
degrading and demoralising tne pupils. The lash holds the first iilace 
among them in the way of punishment and terror. It is to be lamented that 
the same unmanly degrading mode of discipline still exists in the (dder 
Episcopalian ^ainmar-schools of England: these retained the discipline of 
the monks, when the Reformation put down that worthless body and intro¬ 
duced more liberal doctrines; and strange to say, they cling to it even at this 
day* At Rome there is a person employed as corrector, but who ought more 
properly to be called the executioner: in the English schools before alluded 
to, the master or usher is also corrector. This corrector undertakes the 
duty of stripping the pupUs and binding their hands and feet when they 
are to be puniwed; and to him is assigned the infliction of the blows* 
This infamous punidiment, administered in presence of other scholars, 
renders the sp^ators hard-hearted, and ruins the self-esteem of the victim, 
who knows that among the ancient Romans, such a method of chastisement 
was confined to slaves or criminals under sentence of death. As the lash is 
administered on very slight occasions in most schools where it exists, and 
often without any famt wJwtever on the part of the pupil, the latter very 
soon acquires a complete distaste for his 1x»ok^ and for aU sorts of study* 
It appears clear, that those engaged in the education of the Pa^ youth have 
effe^ed, 1st, the debasement of uie intellect to the lowest bigotry; 9d, the 
brutifying the understanding; 3d, the ingtilliim an aversion to truth and the 
sciences. 1 might add to these the result produced by their discipline: cor¬ 
poral punishment is in itself so cruel and oegradizig, young men are led to 
confound all ideas of the moral nature of offences, and sometimes to believe 
that kiUing a man is no greater crime than the omission of learning a verb, 
or the making a false concord ; since the penalty by law of an atrocious act 
is^ot more severe than that which he would undergo in consequence of not 
knowing lesson. My days at school were thus divided betweeai^^e 
teadier and the corrector: the one was engaged in teaehingme Latin 
the o&er in whipmng me. It is unless here to detail way in' 
Latin is taught; X maXi allude to it afterwards; it is suffident to sq^ that 
after ending sevend years at school, preparatory to goii^ to ooUegto, not 
ope of the seholan was capdde of translati^at si^any cKOe'of the ^{dest 
Latin Classics. 
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Though my time at school was not very well employed^ as may inferred 
from what 1 have stated, it may be thought that some young peopte, more 
favoured by nature, employed dieir time out of school in making up for ti^t 
which they lost in it, by devoting it to better purposes than theLr spoMiB. 
But the priests, who provide for afl chances, had also attended to this lit^ 
inconvenience: they allowed ho interval of time to be unoccupied; and 
filhng up, as they did, every moment of the pupil's existence, it was mathe-^ 
matically impossible for him to acquire the knowledge of any thing which it 

* was their will he should be ignorant of. Prayers, confessions, sermons, dis> 
cipline, and penitence, occupied more than the whole of the time which 
refined to us, after the school-hours were over. Every one knows lhat the 
Catholics are engaged in primer, not only in the morning and evening, 
but aJso three times a-day; the itoe Jfaria is sounded in every steeple at 
braik *of day, at noon, and in the evening: there are prayers, moreover, 
beibre and after each meal. The devout, besides, go to mass every morning. 
In pious families, they say the Bosary every night. In the greater num¬ 
ber of villages, too, the benediction is given in the churches at sunset. If 
the daily prayers are all reckoned, the reader will have a sum total of five 
hours at least; and if he adds to these the extraordinary reli^ons functions, 
such os the novaines, interments, processions, &c. he wul find that through¬ 
out the year six hours may be fairly deducted per diem dedicated to prayer, 
without reckoning the jetes, which’ are entirely devoted to public wor^p, 
and triiich in tho Roman Calendar amount to mure than one hundred a-year. 
It is plain from this, that if strictly kept, a large portion of the year is thus 
subtracted from secular occupations. But though strictness may not be 
general with adults, the pupils of the schools are subjected to the most 
rigorous rule. And what sort of prayers are they thus taught ? A muttering 
m words, to which no understood meaning is att^ed: music which delights 
the ear, or at aU events distracts the attention of the hearer,—^already suffi* 
ciently divided between the pomp of the ceremony, the ornaments of the 
church, the multitude of the assembled worshmpers, and the sight of objects 
capable of exciting sentiments far different from those which the nature of 
the place ought to inspire. The mass, however, though for the reasons 
already stated, incapable of inspiring the proper emotions which a religious 
ceremony ouglit to excite, is at least amusing: for the musical instruments, 
the choirs, and the ceremonies, charm the senses, and fix the attention, when 
they do not touch the heart; but what is to be said of ^e Rosary? Job, 
who had the patience to endure all the evils which God inflicted on him as 
trisls, would certainly have lost it if he had been forced daily, during a week, 
to repeat his Kosary- Before the Saturday Lad risen he would have broken 
every bead in his chaplet, rather than have undergone the punishment of 
repeating the Ave Maria one hundred and fifty times in Latin. This, how¬ 
ever, I, a boy, had to endure daily on going home, after having suffered 
the other trials. I cannot express the aversion I had conceived for prayer: 
1 saw no purpose in it, and felt convinced that it must fatigue God and the 
\^gin Mmy quite as much as myself. I felt that it would have tired me 
excessively If any one had addressed me, and if I had been compelled to 
listen to his petition, one hundredsind fifty times oven 

But though the prayers were tiresome and useless, they were only exter¬ 
nal ceremonies: there was nothmg degrading or tyrannical, properly speak¬ 
ing, in the obli^^tion of prayL^ to the Deity, even in an unAmman tongue. 
It was not so in confes^n. lie first time I went to confess, I Spared 
byself for it by a s^-examination of several hours; and after having heqjrd, 
r^, and studied the necessary instructions, 1 was told that the priest who 
idBdafted as confessor represented Jesus Christ, and Hat I ought not to 
bi^ any action or thought unto pain of damnation from him. x^iU of tbifa 
TOtAumn, after a mature self^xamination, I proceeded to the confsstioiMd- 
Ilie prtest wrapped me in his eloak, and then began to interrogate bo hf 
way M encounigiBg me to voiuntary oonflmion» ’ f related td'him aB flmt I 
thought sinfulm my conduct; and among other things stated that t toioot 
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like the Rosary^ and that I felt the eennons too long: that I thoughtthe laah 
too cniel a punidunentj and that 1 felt a strong sentiment of hatred towards 
the corrector^ to whom 1 eagerly wished to return the Mows that he gave me. 
I did not conceal from hioi^ that in my angry moments, and particularly 
when under the hands of the corrector, 1 was sometimes guilty of blasphemy 
and oatlu. Having finished my recitd, the priest inquired whether doubts 
had ever entered my mind as to the truths oi religion. I acknowledged that 
rcould not conceive how many of the things stated to me could be true, but 
that nevertheless 1 believed them all. He lauded me for this, and told me 

in matters of relimon we should not see with the eyes of reason, but of 
fiuth; that it is precis^ because its do^as appear to us to be fal^, 
they true; that I must occasion^y have heard impious discoursips 
against religion, but that 1 must regard all such as proceeding from the 
devil: and that if any doubt arose in my mind, 1 should shake mV head 
and pronounce these words—Credo^ cr&iOj credo^ ahi Sathana!** He ad¬ 
vised me above all things, never to be disobedient to the priests, to attend 
their sermons, to go to mass, and other ceremonies, as often as I was told to 
do so, and not to doubt that 1 should be saved if 1 observed strictly all that 

confessors imposed upon me. He then gavepe as a penitence the repe¬ 
tition daily of six Ave Marias, with my hands under my knees; after which 
he allowed me to depart. In the evening, before going to sleep, T knelt 
down to SBV the Avesi but on placing my hands between my knees and the 
ground, I felt that they were not altogether at their ease. I accordingly 
took the precaution of getting on my bed, where I could put niy hands under 
my knees, without causing myself any pain by the operation. 

Confession being one of the principal instruments of tbe Papal policy, the 
necessity of it has been carefully imprinted in the minds of children from 
their earliest years ; and as shame would operate with some as a powerful 
motive for the concealment of their sins, the priests have invented a thousand 
lies to terrify those who cannot be tempted to hide any of their weaknesses 
from them. It is in ^eir sermons particularly that they urge the necessity 
of openness in the avowal of sin at the tribun^ of penitence. One day when 
I was in church, and the preacher was talking of the sacrilege those com¬ 
mitted who withheld their faults, I heard a stor>' which manned mo so 
much, that I would willingly have confessed not only my own faults but 
those of every one else, lest I should have subjected myself to the punish¬ 
ment which, the preacher said, the sinner of whom he was speaking had 
undeigone. 1 shall here relate the story, as it serves to give a sample of the 
impostures poured by the priests into the ears of youth, and is an illustration 
of the folly of the auditory that believed in such a ridiculous tale. 

** In a village near Rome, lived a young man named Pelagio, whose exemplary 
conduct was most cfHfying to all the inhabitants. He never failed to attend mass 
throughout the year. He was constant at confession, autl communion every week ; 
and he never was seen in auger hut when be heard some impious or blasphemous 
speech. He whipped himself, or administered another penitence daily : he fasted 
every Friday: he had a particular devotion for the Virgin Mary and several saints, 
and was, in short, such a person that he himself was esteemed a saint upon earth : 
and if be had nut committed the enormous pfime of concealing from his confessor 
a sin be had committed, he might have been sure that, after his death, more paters 
would have been addressed to him than he biibtsetf had ever repeated during his 
lifetime, and more masses have been said in his honour than he bad ever been pre¬ 
sent at.j^ Pelagio had the misfortune to become acquainted with another young 
malt, whose morals were not so pure as his own. This sinner led tbe saint into 
sUN : Pelagio could not resist tbe temptation, and accordingly he sinned in thought, 
word, and deed: All this would have passed over, and tbe worthy Pelagio would 
have gone quietly into Paradise, if he had only confessed the sin he bad commit!^ t 
Ibr it is not pretended that man does not sin; be is required merely to avpw.ltfs 
errors: U is beyond the power of man not to fall, but It is very easy for him tb oe- 
koovlcdge his lapse. The sins committed against tbe law of God may be 
but never the Acrilege of concealing them fi'om the confessor agai||st the prssc^t 
of the Charch> which commands us to reveal them* 
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" PaUgio, botrerar, who bad alwajra bten regarded as a sdat, and who nerrr 
bttd had occasion to confess any mortal sliif felt a complete want of ooarage when 
ba found hiznaelf compelled to declare to the confessor that be had committed one 
of those great crimes which make the hair of saints stand on end; those sin# op 
the committal of which the deril is said to give a grand entertainment In helly^^^r 
way of testifying his satisfaction* Pelagio confessed, himself several times aftw 
bis error ; when he went to confess, it was always with the honest inteption of de¬ 
claring his sin; but the devil so vividly represented to his mind the reproaches of 
the confessor, and tlie opprobrium which would certainly fall on the sinner, that 
Pelagio never found courage to acknowledge his guilt* He fell sick : death was ap¬ 
proaching, and he sent for a confessor: if he bad even at that hour confessed all, 
M might have been saved : but the devil redoubled his efforts in proportion as tbe 
ittrrors of bell darkened at the approach of death. In short, Pelagio died without 
having expiated his sin by atiricular confession-—the only way remaining of render¬ 
ing the death of Jesus Christ salutary to him. After rendering his soul Co the 
devil, he received a magnificent funeral, and his remains were left to tbe venera¬ 
tion of the public for twenty-four hours before his interment* Every one firmly 
believing that his soul had ascended to heaven, was anxious to approach the corpee, 
and to touch it as if it bad been a relique. The priests went to console the young 
man's father, and assured him that though he had lost a son on earth & had 
gained one in heaven, who i^ould eternally pray for him there until he also should 
have quitted this vale of tears. The father, in order to reply to the consolations 
which tlicse worthy persons lavished on him, gave them money, that prayers and 
masses might be said for the soul of the defunct, who, though he had never com¬ 
mitted what in the opinion of men is regarded ns a mortal sin, might nevertheless 
have occasion for the suffrages of the saints on account of certain venial offences, 
which even tbe righteous commit; for Jesus Christ remarks, that even the just sin 
seven times daily. The day following the interment, however, the Sacristan 
having proceeded to open the church and light the candles for the morning mass, 
found Pelagio’s body out of tbe grave. Supposing that the assistants had forgotten 
to bury it, the Sacristan replaced it there, and abut up tbe grave with a Urge stone. 
But the succeeding day, on going to the church, he was extremely surprised to 
find that Pelagio had moved again from his place, and not being able to persuade 
himself that the corpse had moved of itself, he guessed that some robber bad lifted 
tbe body for the purpose of stripping it. He accordingly went to give notice of tbe 
fact to the guardian of the convent to which the church belonged : tbe latter Ordered 
him to replace the body in the grave, without suspecting in the least the true cause 
of the accident; but the day following, the Sacristan seeing the body of Pelagio 
again out of its place, he became so exceedingly alarmed, that he ran out of the 
church excluming, ^ A ghost! a ghost V Tbe convent guardian ran to tbe help of 
the Sacristan, and asked what was tbe matter ? The Sacristan told him the whole 
affair; on which the guardian assembled all the monks, and having put on his 
sacerdotal habits, he proceeded to the church, and demanded of Pelagio, in the 
name of God, why he refused to rest in his grave. The guardian at first was of 
oiunioa that the body had not been interred inn spot worthy of such a holy man. t 

. but Pelagio'a answer very soon undeceived him. He assured tbe guardian that 
he conld not rest in that church, because his soul was damned: that be had com¬ 
mitted a great crime without confessing it, and that his body must be dug up and 
carried for burial to a field, where it should be left to become food to tbe crows. 
He also charged the priests to take the viaticum out of bis mouth, where it still 
lay uncousumed. After the viaticum was removed, the body of Pelagio became 
black as a coal, and a poisonous odour of bell flew about. The body was taken 
out of tbe church, bnt there was no occasion for carrying it farther; for the 
moment it issued from tbe gate, two devils seized it and carried it off.** 

After hearing this story, and others of the same description, I &oanie so 
terrified, that my imagination changed every object which I saw In the deurk 
intoi a dei^. The history of Pelagio was constantly present to my young 
fan^. 1 was thoroughly restdved not to commit any sins which 1 should ke 
le^amed to confess: nut if unfortunately sucli a Uung should happen, 1 was 
determined to suffer any thing rather than that my corpse sliould turn blaek 
like^ Pelagio’s. I would willingly have confessed twice as many faults m 1 
ever commifelpd, rather than that 1 should be devoured the crows w 
carried off by devils. In order to drive away teni])tation, 1 performed all 
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the penitenoeB to which the scbolarB were accueUmied, and which 1 was pre- 
B(^bed« The heaviest atnozig them^ however^ was the discipline^ of volun- 
taiy wHpping. We went every day after the class to the church where ^e 
curate was officiating; prayers were recited for about two hours, after 
each of us was presented with a whip: the candles were put out, five minutes 
were allowed to each to undress, after whidi the curate sang aloud the 
miserere^ which was the signal for all the boys to flog themselves. I 
thought at first that the curate whipped himselt more than any one else ; 
but on do^y observing him,. 1 saw that he addressed all the blows to the 
w^ near him, or hit the ground, whOe the poor boys (or at least several 
out of the number) fiogged themselves till the bl<^ came in streaiys, 
^t^en the discipline was over, the boysdressed themselves, the lights w^ 
reiilumined, and the sacristan collects the whips which he had distributed' 
to the penitents, 

IVhen 1 had attained the age of fourteen, I was sent to the Roman col¬ 
lege to learn the Humanities. The study of Latin was a continuation of my 
studies at the inferior school: the same plan, and the same success. In¬ 
stead of translating the Classics in order to accustom us to composition, we 
studied the rules which we were to apply to the themes which were given 
us. 1 did not understand the rules^ 1 could not of course ^ply them, and 
I composed in a sort of Latin more barbarous than that oi the soldiers of 
Attila. But worse than all this, 1 could not even read with facility any 
Latin book, however simple: though this should be the direct and prindpu 
object of the study of the dead languages. 

In the Pope^s coUege it is not intended that students should be enabled 
to comprehend the ancient writers. All that is wanted is, that they should 
understand the Breviaiy and the Ritual, and for tliia purpose it is not 
cessary that they diould be able to read Cicero, Livy, and Tacitus. 

I was taught nothing but the Latin in my collie; neither mathematics, 
histoiy, geography, nor the fine aits were studied. The whole of the time 
that 1 was not in my class was passed in religious exercises; and 1 had but 
little time, even in tne time of vacation, to employ in profane reniiing. 

Among the profane works to which I allude, I must class the Bible 
translated into the vulgar tongue. Indeed I ought to place it among the 
books expressly forbidden, and registered as such in the Index. One vacAr 
Uon when 1 was at home, a schoolfellow lent me an Italian Bible, belong¬ 
ing to an Englishman who lodged vitli his parents, and who had at that 
time gone on a tour to Naples, leaving his library at the disposal of the 
family with whom he resided. I read this Bible with considerate pleasure ; 
but 1 cannot venture to say how far my pleasure arose from its m^ing the 
word of €k>d, and how far ftom its being a forbidden book. Though I never 
ventured to doubt what my confessors said, yet in reading the Bible in Ita¬ 
lian, that is to say, in a language which I could understand without the aid 
of a dictionary, 1 was struck with finding no mention made <»f indulgences, of 
purgatory, of the intercession of saints, nor even of the mass. 

In spite of my shakings of the head at the devil, he continued to tempt 
me, insinuating that I was in the evil way, and that I must believe m 
the Bible, and not in the priests, till I was really on the point of turning 
heretic. But, in spite of the history of Pelagio, 1 would not confess having 
read the Bible. It I had committed the rin of intemperance, of debauch, of 
any thiw else which had nothing to do with religion, I should not hav6 
hesitatew a moment about confessing it; but wlien my faith was concerned, 
th^case VfBS widely d^erent: for in what concerned that, I ran the ri^ of 
the Inquisition, and of being destroyed, if not in a public square, as ^ 
former times, in a subterranean dungeon, as is the practice at preseifl. 
was not much afraid of the flames of hell, but I confess I was alamed at w 
idea of those of earthly fagots; by non-coufes8i% mysc^T I ^ould qfify 
hazard being burnt after death; by confessing, I should risk burning to 
death here, which gave me more uneasiness. I was in thi||State of 
certainty when I went one day to church, and heard the prea^er discourse 
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of the truBt that we ought to put in oonfeasiun^ and of the entire secrecy 
which the priest ought to preserve. Z heard th^ dns told to the oonfbssor 
are merely told to Ch)d; and that as he never reveals the confidences whitfii 

place in him^ so it was with confessorsj who ought to keep the secrete 
of their penitents, eVen at the expense of their own uves. 

On heanng this, I resolved to confess my sin in having refid the Biblfi. 
A favourable occasion soon offered itself in the approaching communionr 

When that period arrived, we were prepared for it by prayers and peni- 
. tences and sermons; these are styled the Exercises. We were c6nducte<l 

to a building, where we were shut up, and where we could have no 
communication with the world without. There we were obliged to liear 
mfiss every day; and after the mass there was a sermon delivered by a Ca- 
pucin, who liad been sent for eiroressly for that purpose. These monks are 
the most hypocritical of any in the church of Rome, and their discourses are 
the most foolish and the most fanatical that it is possible to hear. They re¬ 
lated to us a thousand silly lies about the necessity, the usefulness, ana tbo 
sanctity of confession, on the transubstantiation of the bread and wine, and 
on the origin and nature of the Eucharist. We readily believed all they 
told us, especially their stories about those who did not confess, and who 
they assured us would certainly be punished sooner or later. Some had been 
found dead in their beds, and black as coals, the day after non-confession; 
others had fallen down dead suddenly as they approached to receive the 
sacrament; and some had been carried off by the devil, the instant they 
left the churcli. After the Capucin's sermon, which lasted fully two hours, 
we said some prayers, and afterwards went to dinner. During the repast, 
a religious book was read, and the food was by no means abundant. Very 
often 1 could have dined a second time without any risk of committing the 
sin of intemperance. All this was done to mortify the flesh, and to prepare 
tile spirit for receiving the sacrament with that humility and devotion which 
are so incompatible with good cheer. We drank wine at table; but of such 
a sort and so well baptised, that if we had drunk too much of it, we might 
have rendered ourselves dropsical, but never drunk. 'We derived from all 
this a serenity and tranquillity of miiid, a disposition to devout feelings, 
which we could never have obtained under any other system of diet. After 
dinner, we had other sennons, other prayers, and scarcely , any recreation. 
We passed the whole day in this manner: in the evening, they gave us a 
light supper. After supper we recited our last prayers, and went to be4* 
But before this, each of us had to say his own private prayers, and the Paters 
which he had received in the last confession. , 

It was after having passed seven or eight days in these preparatory exer¬ 
cises, that we could venture to approach the tribunal of ]»enitence; truly, a 
more terrific tribunal than that of the Deity himself: for there we may ap¬ 
pear without fear when we are innocent; whereas it is precisely innocence, 
and not guilt, that trembles before the priests. 

1 underwent a self-examination, and called to my recollection how many 
times 1 had read the Bible, what chapters, and what effect my readings had 
produced upon me. After having passed in review all my sins three or four 
times, and assuring myself that ]^had omitted none of them, I weilt to the 
Confessional, where sat the monk fharged to hear us. 1 did not say at first 
that I had read the Bible. 1 begfiu by the catalogue of my less ^ave offences, 
and after having finished it, I came to my great sin. For tms 1 expected 
not only a reprimand, but a very rigorous penitence. I therefore began my 
confession of it by a preamble, stating that 1 had still to confess a sin of 
such a heavy nature that I durst not mention it. The monk exhorted me 
tfi frank, and tried to inspire me with confidence, by telling me that the 
goipdneas of God was far greater than my sins. 1 then told him tliat 1 had 
read a bad book. The Confessor thought 1 alluded to some immoral and 
irreligious FVench romance. ■ He asked me if I had read Voltaire, Pigault le 
Brtm, or other authors of that class. 1 told him that I had nqt; and repeated 
at last the wfird Testament, At this name the monk seemed, thunderstruck: 
he cried out, Was it the Latin Testament or the Italian?” 1 told him it 
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was the Italian: on whidi he said^ My dear child, I would much rstliep 
that you had rOad Voltaire, La Fontaine, any book, than that you 
ahould have read the Bible in the vulgar tongue.*’ My confessor ^ded many 
arguments to prove the impropriety of reading the Bible in the vulgar 
tongue without spedal directions and explanations: but Uiough they f^od 
to^ convince me, 1 was forced, to avoid the scandal which would not have 
failed to ensue from my rejection from the communion-table, (which 1 durst 
not approach without we priest’s absolution)—1 was forced, 1 say, to request 
the monk to absolve me, assuring him that I did not request absolution « 
i^ess he thought I merited it: l)ut that I did not wish to add to my other 
sins, that of me scandal which my non-communion would occasion. The 
priest, perceiving that 1 repented, consented to grant me absolution; he lifted 
nis haiids, laid them on me, and absolved me from all ^s, whether mortal 
or venial. I could now proceed to the communion-table, which 1 did in 
company with my colleagues to the num}>er of two hundred. 

^ I approached the sacred table with the awe and devotion which the sanc¬ 
tity of the ceremony required, llie ceremony of the sacrament is peculiarly 
solemn among Catholics, as they then believe that they partake of the actual 
body of Jesus Christ. My reason was a little wounded at being obliged to 
recognize the real body of Christ in the shape of bread : but I recalled to mind 
what had once been told me by one of my C>onfessurs—that it is precisely 
because in religion a thing seems false that it is true—1 sacrificed my rea¬ 
son to the faith, and believed it as 1 could. T had been told mi to touch 
the holy wafer with my teeth, but to let it fix itself to my palate. 1 took all 
the necessary precautions, and swallowed the body of Jesus Christ. 

When 1 had swallowed the holy wafer, I withdrew from the sacred table, 
and retired into a corner to return thunks to God for tlie honour he had 
vouchsafed me in condescending to enter into my body. After my private 
devotions, we had general prayers, and then left the ciiurch and went to our 
several homes. My father received me with open arms, to testify the joy 
he felt at my conununion, and said to me in a voice full of emotion: ‘‘ Come 
and embrace me, now that you arc a true Christian: how hap))y ought you 
to be at receiving the body of your Saviour into your own ! 1 receive it 
my^lf from time to time, but the pleasure I feel from it is by no means so 
vivid as it once was—as it now is with you who have this day received it 
for the first time.*' My mother and the other members of my family re¬ 
joiced with me equally on this happy occasion ; and my father had a party of 
friends whom he had invited this day to dinner to celebrate my first com¬ 
munion. 

It was thus that I was educated in morality and in religion. But, besides 
the good counsels I received at the Romish college, 1 had a preceptor and a 
spiritual father in the person of the Curate of the l^tunda, the Abbe Band, 
whom I visited daily, and who related to me numerous stories, and among 
the rest, that of Pelagio. This Abbe and the Abb^ Angeloni were the only 
two who had the right of exorcising within the States belonging to the Pope. 
1 was with him one day, when 1 beard that he was going to dismiss a devil 

the body of a possessed woman in the church of St. Augustine. The 
Abbe Band exhorted me to have no fears on the occasion, for the evil spirit 
®nuld do no harm without the express per&seion of God or his priests ; and 
tiiat he was compelled to reply to, and obey the exorcists, provided the 
latter addressed him in Latin. I a^ed the Abb^, why God permitted the 
devil to enter into people's bodies; to which he replied, that it was some¬ 
times to try them, as in the case of a saint who had the devil within him for 
twoimoBths. He ^ded, that after the devil was driven out of a body, the 
expossessed^ felt himself exhausted; for the devil, during his stay, waa in 
constant agitation, making the patient danc/e various sorts of measures, aoA 
even waltzes, which were altogether unknown to professors of the saltatoty^ 
art. In short, that a person possessed had never a moment of repose, and 
had not even leisure to eat. If the devil was subject to sleep or nunger as 
men are, he would of course leave the patient some moments of rest ^ but as 
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he is never eitii^r fatigued^ or hungry, or sick, he could perform bia gambols 
for ever. 

While the curate was explaining to me in this style the nature and effects 
of demoniac possession, we heard the sound of the carriage'which arrived for 
thfe purpose of carrying the exorcist to the church, where the lady who was 
possessed by the devil had been conveyed. He got into the coach, and car- 
tied me along with him. He took with him his sacerdotal habits, and some 
books contmning the formularies of exorcism. On our arrival at the church, 
we found the gates closed, to prevent the entrance of an innumerable crowd, 
which was waiting to see the possessed woman. We entered by a back door, 
at which we found about two hundred persons. The woman possessed seemed 
abbut forty years of age, exceedingly ugly and ill made. The priest, in his cos¬ 
tume of exorcist, having opened his ritual, approached her; upon which she 
uttered the n^ost hideous cries. The curate began his exorcism by sprinkling 
holy water, and said to her in Latin; “ Evil spirit, I command thee in the 
name of (fod to give me a signal that thou nosseseest this woman; lift thy 
right hand.^ The woman lifted her right hand; and the priest, who was 
surrounded by all the monks of the convent, and about fifty other ecclosi- 
iistics, turned towards them and said to them, “The devil is within her: 
therefore 1 will commence the exorcism." The woman then began to rim 
about the church, followed by the priest with the sprinkling-brush and holy 
water, which he threw over her, saying, “ I charge thee in the name of God 
to seat thee on this bench, to leave* this body in peace for one hour, and to 
reply to all the questions which I shall address to thee." The possessed 
woman sat down murmuring at the exorcist, who asked the devil how long 
he had inhabited the woman's body ? He replied, that he had only lodged 
in it for ten days. When asked for what reason he had entered into tlie 
woman, he replied, 1 will not tell,’* and spit in the face of the priest, who 
wiped his cheek with a handkerchief without showing any signs of anger, to 
give the spectators a high notion of his patience. He then said to the devil 
in Latin; 1 command thee in the name of God to tell me thy motive with¬ 
out delay and saying these words, he sprinkled the possessed woman with 
hol^ water. Tlie devil, summoned in this peremptory manner to r^ly, said, 

Inis woman is too devout; she is constantly doing penance. She mor¬ 
tifies the flesh by fasting, discipline, and other sorts of inflictions, so that 1 
cannot make her fall into sin. When she finds herself on the point of yield¬ 
ing, she recommends herself to the saints, to the Virgin, and to God, and 
thus scoffs at my temptations; and 1 have asked of God permission to enter 
into the body of this woman, to see whether 1 cannot, by being constantly 
near her, lend her into temptation.*' The curate then said to tiie devil, 1 
command thee to leave her in peace for some moments." At these words 
the deinoniat'^ threw herself on the ground, and fell asleep. Tlie curate re¬ 
mained near her with the holy water in his hand, lest the devil should wake 
again. All this scene had been arranged between the woman and the 
curate beforehand, so that there was not a soul among the spectators who 
doubted for a moment of the reality of her possession by the devil. Every 
one was induced to btfiieve tliat it was actually the devil who spoke by the 
mouth of the woman, seeing she moke always Latin, a tongue of 
which women are ignorant, especially in Italy, where it is only spoken by 
priests and devils. iVkile the woman slept near the Abb^ B—, whose holy 
water kept the devil in check, the Abbe Angelohi entered. I have already 
stated that these two dignitaries were the only authorised exorcists in the 
Pope's dominions. The Abb^ B -■ then surrendered to him his costume, 
the holy water, and the ritual, and departed, taking me along with ffim. 
In jouT vfBy home he said to me: See how we are exposed to the perse- 
evddons of the evil one: this devil whom 1 have been exorcising, having 
been himself driven out of Paradise, does not wish that men should 
go thither; he would wish us all to go to hell, where he keeps his court. 
Hell is already sufficiently peopled: and that not by the mob merely, 
bat by persons of consideratiun-^y kings, curates and magistrates. We 
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ought to pray God to refuse permiasion to the devil to tempt ug, or at 
events to give us strength to resist him^ if he does not choose to refuse the 
devil the permisBion eSbresaid/' I heard this harangue with the greatest 
attention^ believingthe curate to be a saint and a sa^: but 1 was soon after 
undeceived, fur he was one of the first to swear Melity and allegiance to 
the French, which the Pope and Cardinals were carried off from ^Kome for 
refusing. 

Every day I went to visit the demoniac, as did many others, some from 
devotion, and others for sport; though few quitted the church unpersuaded 
that the woman was really possessed. The priest still continued to exorcise 
the spirit, putting questions, to which ,the woman seemed to reply on com¬ 
pulsion, accompanied with abuse. She uttered blasphemies and obsceniVieu 
innumerable. The curate commanded the spirit to quit the body of the 
woman, and to return to hell from whence it came; but the devil though 
obedient on all other points, was extremely recusant upon this one. He 
told the priest, that having entered into the woman by the permission of 
God, he would not be driven from it by the orders of a priest. Besides, 
though the woman possessed was not particularly handsome, as I have said, 
her boj^ was, of course, a far more agreeable residence for a devil than hell- 
fire. Ine priest, however, pronounced the final and fatal adjuration, and 
the devil was at length obliged to engage to quit the woman on the Sunday 
following. The priest could, of course, have easily compelled the devil to 
dislodge from tlie demoniac at once, and would, perha[>s, have done so, if 
the case had been his own ; but fur the glory of Ck)d, he thought it would 
be better to wait for a holiday, in order- that all the people might be wit¬ 
nesses of the miracle. The curate inquired at what hour the evil spirit 
proposed to set off for hell, but this the devil refused to telL In his opinion 
the curate ought to have been satisfied with knowing the day of his de¬ 
parture, without carrying his curiosity so far as to ask the precise hour; 
but the priest insisted on the latter point, and required the devil tr> leave 
the woman on the fidlowing Sunday during the celebration of mass, and at 
the moment of the elevation of the host. 

On the arrival of this famous Sunday, the possessed woman was carried 
into one of the chambers of the church. She uttered the must piercing cnes. 
The curate told me that the devil, enraged that he was so 8o<m t(» be dis¬ 
lodged, uttered these shrieks through the mouth pf the woman. The latter, 
when the mass began, was brought in front of the high altar, between the two 
exorcists: she at first refused to go, but by means of a plentiful sprinkling 
of holy water, and some Latin words, they succeeded in dragging her to the 
mot destined for tlie final exorcism. The priests ordered her in the name of 
God to remain in peace, and the devil obeyed. At the moment of the eleva¬ 
tion of the host, tne w'oman uttering a loud cry, fell to the ground seem¬ 
ingly half dead, and remained there some time with her mouth open, even 
after mass was finished. At last the exorcist commanded her to rise, which 
she did: at the same time counterfeiting madness, and pretending to remem¬ 
ber nothing that had happened. She said she felt a pain and hkssitudo 
throughout her whole body; on which she was asked if she wished to go to 
her own home. She replied that she wisljed first to return thanks to God 
for having delivered her from the evil spirit, and requested the congregation 
to join her in praise. 

The curate, as well as all the other priests present, knelt down to thank 
God for having delivered the woman out of the clutches of the devil. All 
the populace being desirous of seeing her, she was placed ki a carria^, and 
ti^S^rted to a convent of nuns, and firmly believed to be a saint.—is by 
such manoeuvres and such pious frauds that the people are kept In obedienoe, 
servility, and iterance, and made to pay dearly in this world for the hope 
of Mug happy m the next. 
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LONDON LVUICS. 

The Lees and the Lavssons* 

Ir you call on the L#ees^ north of Bloomfibury^-square, 
They welcome you blandly^ they proffer a chair^ 

l>ecorously mild and weU-bred : 
Intent on their music, their books, or their pen, 
Employment absorbs their attention, and men 

Seem totally out of their head. 

If you call on the LnwsopSt in Eloomsbury-place, 
Wo fabric of order you seem to deface. 

Wo sober arrangement to break : 
They loung^e on the sofa, tlieir manners are odd. 
Men drop in at luncheon, and give them a nod. 

Then run to the Sherry and cake. 

The house of tlie Lees has an orderly air. 
It sets to its brethren of brick, in the square, 

A model from attic to basement: 
The knocker is polish'd, the name is japann'd. 
The step, utipolluted, is sprinkled with sand. 

White blinds veil the drawing-room casement. 

The house of the Lawsons is toute autre chose^ 
It certainly proffers no air of repose. 

For one of the girls always lingers 
Athwart the veranda, alert as an ape. 
To note to lier sisters the forthcoming gape. 

He it monkeys, or Savoyard singers. 

Whenever the Lees to the theatre stray. 
The singers who sing, and tlie players who play. 

Attentive, untalkative, find 'em: 
With sound to allure them, or sense to attract, 
'Ihey rarely turn round, till the end of the act. 

To talk with the party behind 'em- 

The LawFons are bent on a different thing r 
Miss Paton may warble. Miss Ayton may sing. 

To listeners tier above tier: 
They heed not song, character, pathos, or plot. 
Hut turn their heads back, to converse with a knot 

Of Handies who lounge in the rear. 

In life's onward i»ath it has happen*d to me 
AVith many a Lawson, and many a Lee, 

In parties to mix and to muigle : 
And somehow, in spite of manceuvres and plans, 
1 've found that the Lees get united in banns. 

While most of the Lawsons keep single. 

CJt»y Hymen is like the black maker of rum— 
13c more massa call me de more 1 vont (some,^* 
He dies from the froward and bold : 

He gives to the coy what he keeps from the kind; 
The mzddens who seek him, the maidens who find. 

Are oast in an opposite mould. 

Ve female gf/mtiasians, who strive joint by joint. 
Come give to iny Lawsons some lessons in point, 

(They can’t from their own sex rcfbse 'em) 
Whenever you plan an athletic attaclc. 
You know, from experience, to jump on man’s Iback 

Is not the right road to his bo^m. 
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BKMINISCENCKS OF A YOUNG FENCiBLB.—NO. IXI. 

During the whole of the day following my return from the marriage 
tny coniradei I was in hourly expectation of hearing the news 

brought of the landing of the French, but nothing of the sort trans¬ 
pired until late at night. This was invariably the case throughout the 
rebellion—the insurgents had at all times information by many hours 
earlier than the king's troops. When it did arrive, however, all waS 
bustle and confusion in preparing to march, orders having been re¬ 
ceived from the Marquis Cornwallis to proceed immediately to the 
North. About two o’clock in the morning we quitted the town, said 
continued marching rapidly until ten o’clock without having stopped 
to take any refreshment. On the road we received a variety of ac¬ 
counts of the proceedings of the French army, every one of which we 
aderwards ascertained to be incorrect in almost every particular. 

lliis most extraordinary invasion—extraordinary from the time at 
which it took place, when the rebellion was suppressed, and because 
from the small number of the forces disembarked there could have 
been no hope of success—this extraordinary invasion took place on the 
22d of August. General Humbert, who commanded, sailed from 
Rochelle on the 4th of the same month, with the intention of effecting 
a landing in the county of Ddncgal, but his intention was rendered 
abortive by contrary winds; he was in consequence obliged to pro¬ 
ceed to Kiilala Bay, on the coast of the county of Mayo, wliere he 
landed with one thousand and thirty private soldiers and seventy 
officers. The garrison of Kiilala, consisting of little more than fifty 
men, could oppose but a feeble resistance to the French, who took 
possession of the town about eight o’clock in the evening. On the 
24th they took possession of Ballina without opposition. 

In the mean time the English troops were concentrating at Castle¬ 
bar, under the command of Lieutenant-General Lake, who arrived 
there on the 26tb, for the purpose of repelling the invaders. He might 
have had about two or three thousand men collected at this post, in¬ 
cluding those which had arrived from Galway, under the command of 
Major-General Hutchinson. As the Marquis Cornwallis was rapidly 
collecting troops from all quarters in order to march against the enemy, 
these generals thought it advisable to wait for farther reinforcements 
prior to attacking the French veterans. General Humbert, however, 
knew too well that his only chance of success depended upon the de¬ 
cision and activity of his movements. He knew that in a few days he 
must be overwhelmed with the English forces, if he did not endeavour 
to takh them in^detail, and by penetraling into the heart of the country 
give the peasantry an opportunity of flocking to his standard. He 
therefore determined not to await the attack of the British forces, but 
to become himself tlie assailant, beforp their army became too large for 
hk handful of men to cope with. Accordingly he marched upon Castle¬ 
bar with about eight hundred of his own troops, and about a thous^d 
or fifteen hundred rebels, who bad joined his standard after the taking 
of Ballina, avoiding the lugb road where troops were sUtioned to watdi 
his progress, and taking his course through mountains generally demed 
impassable td an army* About seven o’clock in the morning be made 
his appearance within about two miles of Castlebar, where he found 
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the English troops most advantageously posted to receive hiin» It is 
said that the French officers, upon first perceiving the arrangement of 
their enemies, gave up all prospect of success, expecting no other &te 
than that of being obliged to surrender themselves prisoners of watf^ 
But they were not men accustomed to be intimidated by odds against 
them, however great; and notwithstanding a destructive fire from the 
English artillery, which at first checked their onset, they advanced 
upon the flanks of the army with the intention of coming at once to the 
point of the bayonet. Just at this critical period a panic seized the 
British forces, and they fled with the utmost precipitation through the 
town, leaving that and their artillery in the possession of the invaders. 

To such an extent did this panic pervade the flying troops, that, al¬ 
though the French army remained at Castlebar, they arrived Tuam 
on the night following the battle, and still deeming themselves unsafe, 
renewed their march, after taking a little rest and refreshment, towards 
Athlone, where a party of carabineers, consisting of sixty men and an 
officer, arrived at one o’clock on the ‘i9th, having performed a march 
of sixty-three miles in twenty seven hours. 

A few hours prior to the arrival of these carabineers our regiment 
had entered Athlone. The Marquis Cornwallis was there in person. 
All sorts of rumours were in circulation, and some of them appeared 
to be but too well entitled to credence, from the quarters whence they 
emanated. A lieutenant of the carabineers informed the Marquis that 
the French had pursued the army of General Lake to Tuam, had driven 
it from that station, and taken possession of the town. Even this re¬ 
port was in some measure confirmed by the retreat of General Lake 
towards Athlone; but the real fact was, that the French never pursued 
the flying troops beyond Castlebar, it being physically impossible that 
they could do so after having just performed a twenty-four hours' fa¬ 
tiguing march over the mountains prior to the battle. General Lake, 
however, having lost all his artillery and ammunition, did not deem it 
advisable to remain at Tuam, and therefore retreated towards Athlone. 
In consequence of these rumours, the Marquis deemed it prudent to 
place pickets for a considerable distance on the roads to Tuam and 
Ballinasloe. 

On the 30ili of August the Marquis Cornwallis proceeded with the 
main body of his army towards Castlebar. Upon the road we soon 
received sufficient information to convince us that the French had never 
stirred beyond Castlebar, and that their forces were so very small, with 
the exception of the insurgents who had joined them, that they could 
make no stand whatever agains^the combined operation of the British 
army now marching against them, under so experienced a general as 
the then Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. His Excdlenc/immediately re¬ 
solved to attack them, and had already reached Hollymoiint, on the 4th 
of September, within fourteen miles of Castlebar, when he received 
intelligence that they had abandoned that town on the same morniqg, 
and'had marched in the direction of Foxford. 

This intelligence was perfectly correct. General Humbert was in ex¬ 
pectation of succours from France, and concluding that they would at¬ 
tempt a landing in Donegal, where he had originally intended to have 
himself disembarked his little force, he resolved to m^ch thither in 
order to favour thefir landing. This was the more necessary, as the re- 
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bels who had joined him were neither so desperate nor so expert as 
those of Wexford; and if he remained longer at Castlebar, he must ine¬ 
vitably have been compelled to surrender to Lord Cornwallis upon his 
terival. He therefore ordered the troops* which he bad left at Killala* 
to join him, and with his whole force united, commenced a rapid march 
through Foxford, in the direction of the town of Sligo, followed by 
Lieutenant-Colonel Crawford and General Lake* while Major-Qeneral 
Moore watched his motions at a greater distance. * 

Instead of marching upon Castlebar, we now received orders to pro¬ 
ceed towards Carrick on Shannon, taking a direction exactly parallel 
with that in which the French were moving. 1 was at this time by no 
means apprehensive of danger. It was possible that if General Lake 
overtook them, a sanguinary action might be the result; but if our 
army could come up with them, it was scarcely to be presumed that they 
would do otherwise than surrender to an army nearly twenty thousand 
strong. 

It was decreed, however, that their first action should be with troops 
not immediately under the command of any of these generals. Colonel 
Vereker, of the city of Limerick militia, who was stationed at Sligo, 
hearing of the march of the enemy upon that town, went out to meet 
them with about four hundred men and two curricle guns. They 
met at Colooney, and after a sharp action, the Colonel was compelled 
to retreat with the loss of his artillery. The French general, however, 
notwithstanding his victory, altered his course, and proceeded towards 
the county of Leitrim, leaving some of his artillery behind him on the 
road, and throwing more over the bridge at Drummahan. After 
marching some time in this direction, he suddenly wheeled to the right, 
and proceeded by Drumkerin, with the intention, it was conjectured, 
of reaching Granard, in the county of Longford, where an insurrection 
had taken place for the purpose of making a diversion in favour of the 
invaders, of which most likely he bad received intelligence. 

The army to which I was attached, continued all this time moving in 
a parallel line with General Humbert, and thus cutting off all commu- 
nicadon between his forces and the interior of the country—certainly 
the best plan of proceeding which icould under the circumstances be 
adopted—while Colonel Crawford’s troops and those of General Lake 
kept so close upon the rear^guard of the French army, as to come to 
actioh with it on the 7th, near Ballynamore. The French again re¬ 
pulsed General Lake with considerable loss, after which they passed 
over the Shannon at Ballintra, butatill so closely followed by General 
Lake and Colonel Crawford, that the rear-guard had not even time to 
destroy the bridge in order to retard tfie pursuers. The French halted 
at a place called Cloone, and on the morning of the 8th of September 
reached BalKnamuck* where it was destined that their enterprising and 
resolute career was to have its termination. 

Om army crossed the river at Carrick on Shannon, and proceeded 
to Saint-Jobnstown, in the county of Longford, for the purpose of ki* 
tercrating the march of the enemy to Granard, by which tbovement, 
should General Humbert proceed, he must be inevitably surrounded by 
BriUsb forces, amounting in the whole to not less perhaps than thirty 
thousand meA In this dilemma that accomplished general arranged 
h» Mttle force in order of battle; soon after which die rear-guard was 
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attacked by Colonel Crawford, and about two hundred of the infantry 
surrendered themselves prisoners of war. The main body continued 
to defend itself for about half an hour afterwards, until General Lakc'e 
army made its appearance, upon which that also surrendered. The 
rebels who accompanied it, amongst whom were a great number of de** 
serters from the Longford Militia, not being entitled to quarter, main¬ 
tained the action for a little time longer, but at length fled, and were 
pursued with great slaughter from the field. 

l%e number of French troops which surrendered upon this occasion 
was about seven hundred and fifty men, besides officers. I was parti¬ 
cularly anxious to see these extraordinary men, and my wish was soon 
gratified. 1 beheld those veterans, upon whose brows victory had 
hitherto sat enthroned, and in whose appearance I imagined that I could 
trace all the deeds of heroism which they had performed in Italy and 
on the Rhine ; but there was nothing of the sort. That they were in¬ 
telligent, and active, and patient of hardship, to a degree almost ex¬ 
ceeding human endurance, and brave and temperate, was beyond all 
question ; but you could not perceive it in their pale and sallow com¬ 
plexions. That they could endure almost any thing, may be gathered 
from the fact that several of them, while at KiUala, informed the Bishop, 
that during the siege of Mentz, the preceding winter, they had slept for 
a considerable time on the ground, in holes made four feet deep under 
the snow; and one of them, m officer, assured him that he had not 
taken offhis small-clothes for a twelvemonth. 

Humbert himself was a tall, well-made, and middle-aged man, but 
of rather an unpleasing physiognomy. It was said that he was sprung 
from the lower orders of society; and in the way of education was 
master of sufficient knowledge to enable him to write his name. He 
was, notwithstanding, an active, brave, and accomplished general. 

It was so confidently presumed that the rebels at Killala would dis¬ 
perse as soon as the intelligence should reach them of the capture of the 
French, that our army made no very active movements towards that 
quarter. One division of the army, under the command of Major- 
general Trench, took possession of Castlebar. Two companies of our 
regiment were in this division. We remained in Castlebar until the 
following occurrence caused our march upon Killala. 

The rebels in Killala, as soqp as they heard of the capture of the 
French at Ballinamuck, so far from dispersing, got more daring, and 
talked of nothipg but vengeance on the Protestants. They were regu¬ 
larly drilled by the French officers, and every preparation was made 
for an obstinate resistance to ^e King’s forces. At length the cla¬ 
mour for the imprisonment of the Protestants of the town as hostages 
became so alarming, that the following stratagem was resorted to by 
the Bishop of KiUala for the purpose of gaining time. He proposed 
that two persons, the one a rebel chieflain, named Roger McGuire, ^fae 
oth&c a loyalist, Dean Thompson, should go to Castlebar with a fl^ of 
truce, and a letter from himself, stating to the General the critical 
situation of the Protestants of Killala, and expressing a hope that he 
would take no step relative to the re^ls whom he held prisoners in 
Castlebar, which might be calculated to provoke reprisals on the Pro- 
testant inhabitants of Killala. Dean Thompson found means to have a 
private conference with General Trench, the result of which was a letter 
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to tbe Siflhopi assuring him that his prisoners were aod should be treated 
with all possible humanity and tenderness. This letter was read pub¬ 
licly to the rebels^ and left in their hands, and prodqced the desired 
efiect amongst thm, that of rendering them ii'resolate. 

In the mean time we received orders to march; and certainly, if they 
WerO not wholly blind to their incerestj our march was calculated to 
aMihilate every atom of the effect produced by the letter. Our annyr 
IM we went along, set fire to the huts, in the fields adjacent to either 
side of the road, so that our route might be traced accurately by. the 
train of fire which we left behind us. 

On the morning that we approached Killala, the Bishop, together 
with the other loyalists in the town, was ordered by the rebels to pro¬ 
ceed to the hill upon which the Needle Tower is built, in order to be 
eye-witnesses of the havoc die royal army was making in its approach. 

** They are only a few cabins," said the Bishop; and he had scarcely 
uttered the words when he felt the imprudence of them. . 

A poor man’s cabin,” answered one of the rebels, to niilkaB, 
valuable as a rich maq’s palace.” 

They still, however, refrained from coldly shedding human blood; 
nor was this from want of courage, of which they subsequently gave 
us the most convincing proofs. 

Upon arriving at Crosinalina, General Trench divided his forces, 
consisting of about twelve hundred men, and sent one division by a 
circuit of three or four miles to the other side of the town, in order 
to intercept the rebels, who might take that .road in their flight 
Ab our division approached the town, wc found the rebels most ad¬ 
vantageously posted on a rising ground. They had placed them- 
sdves under'tbe low stone-walls, on either side of the road, in such 
a manner as to give them the advantage of taking aim at our troops, 
while almost completely screened from our shot. They were enabled 
to. retain this aAvaqtage but for a very short period; for on being 
taken in flank by our troops, they fled in all directions, and were pur¬ 
sued with great slaughter. The main body of them fled towards the 
town, whither they were closely pursued by our cavalry, in order that 
they might not be able to get into the houses of the inhabitants, from 
whence they might annoy our troops very greatly upon their entrance. 
In this object we were tolerably successful—few of the rebels had 
time to get into the bou^s; yet this dia not prevent the military from 
firing into them, and th^t with, such determination, that many of the 
doors and most of the window-shutters were like riddles, from the 
numbers of bullets that had been driven through them. The itfhabi- 

in order to preserve thejr lives, were compelled to lie flat upon 
tl^ flioors. The rebels, who had found it impossible to find Reiter in 
t$e houses, fled through the town, and were met at the opposite ex- 
tr^mity by the detachment which had been sent round thitlier for the 
pufpoK of intercepting thera^ so that great numbers were slain- Strgtfge 
to oay, while those rebels who were flying from death were thus 

in nrejrf direction, others were rushing from the country 
to ^hreur iasistanoe in the very heat of the engagement, and when there 

DO longes Uie remotest prospect of success. It was amsaBio^tli 
witness ,7fith what an utter recklessness of life they ran upon our Ime; 
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BoraoarmiM with nothing b^t pitebii^fcsi while those who pSk^ 
were shot before they could come within re«^ of their opponetS^* 

1 was at that time not much of ,a genfrali but 1 have smq 
service since then to know that our army was lucky in haying to oc^ 
with undisciplined troops. The irregularity of our ttravaront^ was only 
to be equall^ by that of the rebels; mid had two hundr^ ^c^ined 

soldiers been opposed to us» we must have been irretrievabiy idei^t|ed; 
There appeared to be such a total want of subordination amongst the 
soldiery, that they could literally do as they pleased. §o far from tihe 
inhabitants profiting by our taking the town from the rebels, although 
loyalists, they fell, to use an old proverb, from the frying-pan into tlie 
fire. We took whatever we wanted, without the slightest remorse of 
conscience; our constant argument being, If it bad not been for us, the 
rebels would have robbed you of it/’ 

Neither did we confine ourselves to mere necessaries : we, (I do not 
except myself from the censure, although I profited little upon the 
occasion, being too young to divest myself wholly of the qiuilms of con¬ 
science instilled in ray earlier years, but which are wholly inconsistent 
with the character of a soldier,)—we, however, literally plundered the 
inhabitants with much less ceremony than our predeeesadrs, the rebels, 
and proved ourselves to be much superior adepts to them in the art of 
open, barefaced, shameless robbery. An instance or two that I wit¬ 
nessed with my own eyes, may serve to illustrate the savage barbarity 
which characterized -every action of the loyal army. After the battle 
was over, a man in coloured clothes was observed amongst several of 
the Kerry Militia. Hb had a short time previously guided them in 
their circuitous march to the town, and w^as a most zealous loyalist* 
His not being in uniform, however, caused a parcel of soldiers of the 
Downshire and Armagh Militia to take him for a rebel, and they imme¬ 
diately swore that they would fire at him, surrounded as be was by the 
Kerrymen, if they would not themselves dispatch hkn. The Kerry 
soldiers hesitated, but the savages actually levelled thmr guns, and, in 
order to save themselves, the Kerrymen were compelled to sacrifice 
the unfortunate wretch, who had been of material service towards the 
capture of the town. During the whole of the rebellion I much ques¬ 
tion whether the royal army did not put quite as many loyalists as 
rebels to the sword. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Charost bad been left by General Humbert in 
command of Killala, when he marched to Castlebar, had a]mt- 
ments in the Bishop’s palace, and uniformly treated the Rev, Pre¬ 
late and his family with the greatest delicacy. After the town whs 
taken, he was near losing his hm, notwithstanding. He went to the 
Bishop’s palace, for the purpose of surrendering bis sword to a British' 
officer, triien it was rudely wrested from his hand by ,a Highland sol¬ 
dier. He then oqta'ed the palace, and got another sword, which he 
formally surrendered to an officer, and then was about to re-enter the 
bj^. At this instant, another Highlander levelledf his piece at hhn, 

balliirom which passed under Charost^s arm^ and pierced through a 
thick door behind him. Of this treatment he ramplatn^ and reeuWd 
an apolwy from the officer—a very poor species of satisfaction. 

.We haa admirable sport for^b^ retnaindet of the^ day^--every[' ^ ' 
and then an unlucky rebel wais ferreted out bf his larkiag-dl(^^1TO 
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afforded us a fine chase, until some well-directed bullet put a stop to 
his running. Even the darkness of night did not put a period to this 
amusement. Shots were at intervals to be heard until the following 
morning. 

There was one thing worth mentioning in the coalition between the 
rebels and the French, which I give upon no other evidence than hear¬ 
say, but it is, notwithstanding, highly probable. The rebels who flock* 
ed to join the standard of the French upon their landing at Killala, 
usually offered their services, saying, that they were come to take arms 
for France and the Blessed Virgin; while the French, on the other 
band, openly declared that they had just driven the Bope out of Italy, 
and did not look for his appearance so unexpectedly in Ireland, 
Strange that men possessed of such different religious sentiments should 
be enabled to act at all in concert. 

I never recollect to have passed a night so disagreeably as that on 
which we took possession of the town. The whole livelong night my 
ears were assailed by the shrieks of insulted females, and the groans of 
dying rebels, who were to be seen extended on the pavement at every 
turning. I never recur to the transactions of Killala without abhor¬ 
rence and disgust, and I wonder that, having subsequently the opportu¬ 
nity of quitting the service, I should ever voluntarily have consented 
to embrace it as a profession for life. 

We were now ordered upon a service, to me by no means agreeable, 
that of totally crushing the rebels in this quarter, by chasing them into 
their fastnesses and hiding-holes. This afforded a fine opportunity for 
a lawless soldiery to indulge their passions almost uncontrolled. It 
was next to impossible for them to discover the retreats of the pea¬ 
santry in the wild districts of Laggan and Ennis, but us they must do 
something to appear active and enterprising, they burned a number of 
cabins which otherwise might have tended to shelter the unfortunate 
peasantry from the biting frosts of the approaching winter. 

The country being now pretty well cleared, and the cold weather 
beginning to set in, we were by no means sorry at being ordered to the 
south, for the purpose of taking up our winter quarters. 

THE GRAVES OF MARTVRS. 

THE Kings of old have shrine and tomb. 
In many a minster^s haughty gloom ; 
And green^ along the octan-side. 
The mounds arise where Heroes died; 
But show me, on thy flowery breast, 
Earth! where thy nam^ess Martyrs rest! 

The thousands, that uncheer*d by praise. 
Have made one ofleriiig of their days; 
For Trath, for Heaven, for Freedom's sake, 
Aesign’d the bitter cup to take. 
And silently, in fearless faith. 
Bowing their noble souls to death. 

Where sleep they, Earth ?—by no proud stone 
Their narrow couch of rest is known, 
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The still, sad glory of their name. 
Hallows no mountain unto Fame; 
No—not a tree the record bears 
Of their deep thoughts and lonely prayers. 

Yet haply all around lie strew'd 
The ashes of that multitude; 
It may he that each day we tread 
Where tlius devoted hearts have bled, 
And the young dowers our children sow, 
I'ake root in holy dust below, 

Oh! that the many-rustlmg leaves 
Which round our homes the summer weaves, 
i)r that the streams, in whose glad voice 
Our own familiar paths rejoice. 
Might whisper through* the starry sky 
To teU where those Idest slumberers lie! 

Would not our inmost hearts be still’d 
With knowledge of their presence fill’d. 
And by its breathings tau|^ht to prize 
^rhe meekness of self-sacnfice ? 
—^But the old woods and sounding waves 
Are silent of those humble graves. 

Yet w'hat if no light footstep there 
Tn pilgrim-love and awe repair ? 
ilk) let it be!—like Him, whose clay 
Deep buried by his Makar lay, 
'J'hey sleep in secret—but their sod. 
Unknown to man, is mark’d of God. F. H. 

THE CLUBS OF ST. JAMES’s: 

AND CH AKACTERISTICS OF THE OLD SCHOOL OF FASHION. 

BY AN OCTOGENARIAN.-NO. III. 

Sheridan,—It was a favourite amusement with Mr. Sheridan, (as 
Michael Kelly says of him in his Reminiscences,) to make for his Irish 
friends, and to repeat as theirs, certain ludicrous expressions which 
generally go under the denomination of Bulls; and of these he would 
sometimes, in compaqy, drive a whole herd across the table;—particu¬ 
larly if a native of the Emerald Isle happened to sit opposite to him. 
That many of these were forged for the purpose of exciting a laugh, 
there can be little doubt; but following ones the writer believes to 
be too good, even for the ingenuity of Sheridan to fabricate at the mo¬ 
ment ;—at least they must have had some previous foundation in truth. 

One evening at the club, the :ionveraation turning on the propensity 
of Irishmen of all ranks to make blunders, a genueman present de¬ 
fended his countrymen from the imputation by saying, that the natives 
of other countries made Bulls as well as the Irish; and be related seve¬ 
ral instances among the English and Scotch, to prove his position:— 
such as an advertisement that appeared in the London newspapers 
many years ago, “ that Drury-Lane was removed to the Opera-House, 
until the former Theatre should be rebuilt:—and the resolutions of tlie 
Magistrates of a northern city) ** to build their new gaol from the male- 
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rials of the old one; whilst the prisoners were to remain in the latter 
until the former was rebuilt/' He maintained, moreover, that Bull* 
making was by no means a necessary accomplishment in an Irishman; 
for, that only the lower orders made blunders, and that chiedy from 
their habit of thinking in one language and speaking in another. 

Very true, my good friend," replied Sheridan, 1 grant that the 
conception of an idea in the native Erse, and the utterance of it in a 
foreign tongue, (which the English certainly is, to the majority of your 
countrymen,) maybe the cause of blundering, or mistranslation, to these 
with whom the former is the language of infancy, and the latter is one 
acquired by education; but I have heard so many Irish gentlemen, 
nay, men of taste and understanding, make Bulls, that I consider this 
propensity to be not only inherent in all Irishmen, but that it proceeds 
from that mercurial disposition which never permits them to reflect, 
so as to examine suflSciently the whole of the subject matter of which 
they are about to speak. I will give you one or two instances within 
my own knowledge. 

** A friend of mine, a half-pay Colonel, not very famous for punctu¬ 
ality in pecuniary matters,—a misfortune we are all liable to, God help 
us,*—was pressing another friend for the loan of fifty pounds upon his 
bill at a short date. * But, if I advance this sum,’ said the latter, ^ will 
you be sure to be correct for once, by honouring your acceptance on 
the very day it will fall due?—Remember, that this is the last chance 
I shall ever give you :—punctuality on this occasion may ensure further 
accommodation.' * By St. Patrick!' replied the Colonel, * you may 
take your bibte oath, that I won’t forgit to remimber to be as punctual 
as the sun in shining at twelve o’clock on a hot summer’s day.’—* I 
shall rely on you, then,’ said his friend. * And Sir, and you may 
do that thing,’ answered the borrower, * for I ’ll take care to be par¬ 
ticular in paying the bill, and the expense of the protest at the^ame 
time.’ This capital bull caused a hearty laugh against the Irish 
champion; but the following practical one completely floored him, and 
Sheridan, as was his custom when wit was the weapon, retired victorious 
from the field, 

Anchoties an Trees.—** A few years ago," said Sheridan, “ an Irish 
officer who belonged to a regiment in garrison at Malta, returned to 
this country on leave of absence; and according to the custom of 
travellers, was fond of relating the wonders he had seen. Among 
other things, he one day, in a public coffee-room, expatiated on the excel¬ 
lency of living in general among the military. * But/ said he, ' as for 
the Anchovies^hy the powers! there is*nothing to be seen like them in 
the known world!’ 

* Why, that is a bold assertion,’ said a gentleman present;' for I think 
England can boast of that article in al great perfection as any country, 
if not greater.’ 

^ My dear Sur/ replied the Irishman, * you’ll pardon me for saying 
that your opinion is founded on sheer ignorance of the fact:—excuse 
my plain-sj^ing ; but you’d soon be of my way of thinking, if you 
saw the fruit growing so beautiful and large, as I have seen it many’s 
the day.’ • 

* Well done, Pat,’ exclahned his opponent, * the fruit’ growing so 
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beautiful and large 1—on a tree, I suppose ? Come, you won’t beat that, 
however*’ 

^ Do you doubt the word of a gentleman, $ur?’ retorted the officer* 
* I doubt the fact^ Sir,* answered the gentleman* 
' Then, by the powers! you only display your own want of under¬ 

standing by so doing: and I take it very uncivil of you; for I’ve seen 
the anchovies grow upon the trees with my own eyes, many's the hun¬ 
dred time; and beaudful’s the grove of them that;the Governor has 
io his garden on the esplanade:—^besides, the whole of the walls of 
the fortress are completely covered with them, as all my brother officers 
could attest at this present writing, were they here to the fore, to do 
that same*’ 

^ Upon my soul,' returned his opponent, laughing heartily, *you 
out-mandeville even Sir John himself-^and be was no flincher at a fit* 
He it was, 1 believe, who asserted that oysters grew upon trees on the 
Malabar coast; but you give us anchovies ready pickled^ from the same 
source! Huzza for St. Patrick!—the days of miracles have returned! 

\ Then, Sur,' returned the Irishman, bridling with anger, ' am 1 to 
understand that you doubt my word?* 

* You may understand. Sir, what you please; but, though the 
licence of travellers is generally allowed to be pretty extensive, you 
must not suppose that any gentlemen in this company are to be cram¬ 
med with an absurdity so palpable, as that of anchovies growing upon 
trees.' 

* As much as to say, Sur, in plain terms, that I have, tould a lie T— 
say the word, Sur, and I am satisfied. I'm not quarrelsome, Sur, but, 
by my sowl! only say ihat^ and you had better been born without a 
shoe to your foot, or a shirt to your back.’ 

* Neither you, Sir,' returned the gentleman, ^nor any other man 
shall compel me to say that I believe that which is by nature impos¬ 
sible.’ 

* Then, Sur, I '11 beg lave to address a few words to this honour¬ 
able company ; after which, as my veracity and honour are concerned* 
both as an officer and a gentleman,—if you do not retract your words, 
and own your conviction that what I have said is true, I shall insist on 
your meeting me in another place, more^ convanient, may be, for settling 
disputes, than this room.’ 

* Go on, Sir,* said the gentleman. 
* In the first place, then, gentlemen, upon my honour and consci¬ 

ence ! as 1 have a soul to be saved and to escape the pains of purgatory! 
I swear by all the saints in thc^ calendar, and the divil himself to boot, 
that I would scorn to tell a falsehood to man or mortal—these very eyes 
have, on ten thousand different occasions, seen the anchovies as plump 
as gooseberries growing on and plucked from the trees in his Majesty's 
island and fortress of Malta. In the second place—’ 

* Impossible !* exclsdmed his pertinacious opponent: 'I tell you to 
your face, and before these gentlemen, that you never saw any such 
thing.* 

* The lie direct I-—By the rod of St. Patrick I it is more than a Chris¬ 
tian officer can bear ;^but I ’ll keep myself cool for th^ honour of the 
corps; and I'd advise you, Sur, if you can't be aisy, that you’d better 
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be as aisy as you can; for if you spuk such another disrespectful and in¬ 
jurious word, 1 *11 not call you out at all; but, by the powers 1 1 *11 smite 
your eye out on the spot, and plaster the walls with your blood I—so 
you had better take care of yourself and not be cantankerous, my dear 
honey. But, to return to tny argument, Sur, which you so uncivilly 
interrupted; I was going to observe, in the second place, to yourself, 
that it is a rule in army, and more particularly in the hcmourable 
corps to which I belong, that no gentleman shall presume to doubt the 
word of another, unless he can positively prove that he is wrong, and 
that too on the spot Therefore, Sur, even suppose I h^d tould you a 
lie, you have no right, by the laws of honour, to challenge me with it; 
because you niver were at Malta at all, and of course could not seethe 
thing with your own eyes. But, Sur, by way of conclusion to my dis¬ 
course, 1 have to. remark to ye, that you have not only insult^ an 
officer and a gentleman, but an Irishman; therefore I trust that every 
one present will see that I have sufficient reason for requiring satisfac¬ 
tion.' 

* Satisfaction !—^poohlpooh! for what ? for a mere difference of 
opinion ? Nonsense !* exclaimed several of the party. 

* I beg your pardon, gentlemen, no difference of opinion at all: he 
has given me the lie; and Cornailius O'Flanagan’s own father’s son 
won’t take the lie from man or mortal, even, as 1 said before, if it was 
true. Do ye know the way we begin fighting in Tipperary ? I ’ll tell 
ye, if ye don’t: Paddy chalks his hat, d’ye see, all round the rim of it; 
and down he throws it on the green turf. I should like any body to 
tell me now," says be, ^‘tkat this isn't silvur lake'* So, then, away they 
go to it with the sbilelagh: you understand me, Sur, that is our way. 
An Irishman’s honour is dearer to him than his life; and even when 
in the wrong, he’d sooner die than have a lie thrown in his teeth. So 
now, gentlemen, I’ll bid ye all a good night; and as for you, Sur, diere 
is my card, which I shall be happy to exchange for yours/ 

** The Englishman of course gave his address, and the next day the 
parties met, attended by their seconds. They fired, and O’Flanagan’s 
shot took effect in the fleshy part of his opponent’s thigh, which made 
the latter jump about a foot frqm the ground, and fall flat upon his 
back, where he lay for a few seconds in agony, kicking his heels. 
This being observed by the Irishman’s second, he said, * You have hit 
your man, O’Flanagan, that is certain: I think not dangerously, how¬ 
ever ; for see what capers he cuts.’ 

*Caj)ers! capers f exclaimed the Irishman* *Oh! the heavenly 
powers! What have I done? Whdt a dreadful mistake!’ And 
running up to his wounded antagonist, he took his hand, and pressing 
it eagerly, thus addressed him:—*My dear frind! if ye’re kilt, I ax 
yer pardon in this world and the next; for I made a divil of a mis¬ 
take;—it was Capers that I saw growing uipbn the trees at Malta, and 
Qo^ Anchovies at all!’ 

** The wounded man, smiling at this ludicrous explanation and 
apology, said, * My good fellow, I wish you had thought of that a 
little sooner. I don’t think you have quite killed me, but I hope you 
will remember the difference betwe^* Anchovies and Capers as long as 
youlive.”^ 
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Tub Duke of Devokshire’s Blabe-BoIKe.—The old Duke of De« 
vonshirei for several years, was in the habit of supping at Brookes’s; and 
his &vourite dish was a broiled or devilled blade-bone of mutton ; after 
picking which, he usually drank Champagne-punch, or any other 
beverage that he might happen to prefer. His Grace’s partiality for 
the above fare induced others to follow his example; and blade-bones 
were frequently in such request, that the butchers of St. James’s 
Market have sometimes been unable to afford a sufficient supply. 

One night, Mr. Sheridan coming in late, and being pretty sharp set, 
c^ed for a broiled blade-bone. The waiter told him that there was 
only one in the house, and that had just been ordered by the Duke of 
Devonshire. “ Oh, very well, no matter,” said Sheridan, “ I shall 
think of something else, by and by.” Determined, however, to have 
a blade-bone, he resolved to play a trick upon the Duke, which he did 
as follows :—Going up to the table where he sat, just as the waiter 
was about entering with the tray and cover, and pitting on an ex¬ 
pression of great indignation and disgust, he thus addressed Mr. 
Hare, who sat by the Duke; ** Upon my soul, sir, I was never so 
disgusted in my life, as with a scene which 1 witnessed a few moments 
ago. Returning from the House, just by the Abbey my foot slipped, 
and I fell into a puddle. Being very wet and uncomfortable, and there 
being no fire in any of the rooms below, I ran down into the kitchen, 
where I knew there was a good one. Whilst I stood drying my stock¬ 
ings and breeches, one of the Irish chairmen came in and laid hold of a 
prime blade-bone that lay upon the table, and began to gnaw it in 
famous style. One of the cooks observing this, sprang towards him, 
and seizing hold of it, threw it on the gridiron, saying, *D—n your 
greedy guts, you Irish-, that blade-bone was for the Duke of 
Devonshire, and we have no other in the house: couldn’t you find 
any thing else to fix your hungry teeth in, you infernal rascal V Poor 
Paddy slunk off, vexed at not being allowed to finish his snack, and 
mumbled as he went out, ^What a thundering row about a durty 
mutton-bone !’ 1 appeared to take no notice of the circumstance; 
but was resolved to acquaint his Grace with it, in case the said deli¬ 
cious moryeau should be served up ; and by Jove ! here it is!” 

Sheridan’s trap was well set, for the Duke, turning down the corners 
of his mouth, pushed the tray from him,^hilst he turned his head aside, 
and vociferated to the waiter to bring him a glass of brandy. The 
man, astonished, did as he was ordered, and was carrying the tray 
towards the sideboard, when Sheridan, who followed him close, told 
him to lay it down on another table and to bring him a couple of 
bottles of Champagne as soop as possible. He then sat down, and, 
as he a few days afterwards told the Duke and others, made a glorious 
supper; for be had been devilishly hungry.” 

Geoeoe Selwyn.—For several years, Mr. Selwyn was reckoned to 
be the Prince of Wits, not.pnly at Brookes’s, but in private society ; and 
many persons still remenrtber, that in the generality of his repartees 
there was a sting of attic poignancy, which rendered him in a peculiar 
manner the scourge of folly and self-pretension. This will be fully 
exemplified in the following anecdotes. 

One morning, whilst he was d.rinking chocolate with the Duke of 
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Queensberry, a newly appointed Commissioner of Taxes made his ap¬ 
pearance at his Grace’s house in Piccadilly, to pay his compliments. 
This man was in a tumult of joy at his preferment; but, though it was 
to the Duke he had been primarily indebted for his good fortune, he 
hardly thanked him ; for he was possessed with the notion that it was 
from his own merit that he had acquired the promotion. On his entrer, 
be assumed several consequential airs, thinking that he was now as 
great a man as the Duke himself; and he only deigned to notice the 
obligation as far as two friends, on a scale of absolute equality, would 
think of noticing a familiar interchange of civilities which might haye 
occasionally passed between them. 

“So, Mr- Commissioner,” said Selwyn, “ you will excuse me, Sir,— 
1 forget your name,—you are at length installetiy I find.” The word 
installed conveyed an awkward idea, for the new Commissioner’s grand- 
fether had been ^ stable-boy, and of course literally belonged to the 
stalks 

Why, Sir,” replied the other, “ if you mean to say that 1 am at 
length appointed^ I have the pleasure to inform you that the business is 
settled.—Yes, Sir, 1 am appointed ; and though our noble friend, the 
Duke here, did oblige me with letters to the minister, yet these letters 
were of no use; and 1 was positively promoted to the office without 
knowing a syllable about the matter, or even taking a single step in. it.” 

What! not a single step ?” cried George.—“ No, not one, upon my 
honour!” replied the new-fledged placeman: “ Egad! Sir, I did not 
walk a foot out of my way for it.” 

“And egad, Sir,” retorted Selwyn, “you never before uttered half 
so much truth, in so few words;—Reptiles, Sir, can neither walk nor 
take steps; Nature ordained it for them to creep.” 

Sir Robert Macraith had for several years been head-waiter at the 
Cocoa-Tree, where he was known by the appellatum of Bob ; and he 
at length rose from that humble situation to the rank of Baronet. He 
was a clever, good-natured, civil fellow, and greatly liked. When he 
himself succeeded to the business, he was ratlier puzzled as to what 
would be the most appropriate name for his house: George Selwyn 
calling in one morning, he stated the difficulty to him, saying that he 
was afraid “ Bob's CoflTee-house” would sound rather queerly, “ OIi, 
no,” said George, “just the thing; for then it will be Bob without, and 
robbing (Robin) witliin*” 

A lady, famous only for her low birth, but who from a large fortune 
acquired by her father in the respectable and liberal occupation of 
pawnbroker and usurer, had been enabled to form a matrimonial 
alliance with a nobleman, whose constitution and estate had been 
broken up together in a continued round of dissipation,—was showing 
her new and elegantly furnished house to Mr. Selwyn:—having led 
him from room to room, and displayed the whole of her rhetoric anti 
taste, she at last threw open a pair of folding doors that led into the 
grand saloon, which was superbly furnished; but it contained no pic¬ 
tures. “Here,” said she, “Mr.^ Selwyn, I intend to hang up all my 
family.” “I thought,” replied George, “your ladyship might have 
spared yourself that trouble; for I always understood they were hung 
up long ago.", life 

Another titled, dame, young and beautiful, but very giddy and fool* 
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ish, walking one day with Selwyn, asked him, if from tlie smallnets of 
features and figure, she did not look very young ? ** Indeed^” re¬ 

plied he, **your ladyship looks as if you were just come from boatd^ 
ing-school for the Midsummer holidays, apd fit to return again to 
finish your lessons: it is hoped that in a year or two you will be 
able to read, write, ait, stand, walk, and talk/’ 

When Selwyn heard that Earl of Grosvenor had recovered ten 
thousand pounds, as damages from the Duke of Cumberland, for adul¬ 
tery with his lady; he exclaimed, Fcenum habet in Cornu! who the 
devil would not be a cuckold ? A handsome wife is an absolute trea¬ 
sure in banco! Well, 1 always thought that Grosvenor wore antlers on 
his forehead ; but now i find it is a corna-co/na.” 

Selwyn dining at the old Duke of Richmond’s, a French marquis 
was declaiming on the ingenuity of his countrymen ; “ Who," said he, 
** were de grande artistes for de modes and de fas^ons, pour tout le 
monde : for enstance, look at de roffel! (ruffle) dat fine ornament for 
de band and for de breast! de Frenchman invent it; and all de oder 
nations of Europe quickly adopt de same plan." “ True," replied 
Mr. Selwyn, we allow that your countrymen have great merit in 
invention; but you must at the same time admit, that, though the 
English are not an inventive, they are at least an improving, people ; 
for example, to the very articles which you mention, they have made 
a very important and useful addition/’—** Les Anglois, Mistare Sel- 
vin," returned the Frenchman, stroking and pulling down the ruffles 
on his breast and ha. ids, *'are, sans doute, ver clevare men; maisje 
nc conuois pas quelle improvement dey could have make to de roffel; 
qu’est ce qiie cela, Monsieur ?"—Why, by adding a shirt to it, to be 
sure," replied George. 

During the rage of republican principles in England, and whilst the 
Corresponding Society was in full vigour, Mr. Selwyn happened one 
May-day to meet a troop of chimney-sweepers, dressed out in all their 
gaudy trappings; and observed to Mr. Fox, who was walking with him, 
“ I say, Charles, I have often heard you and others talk of the majesty 
of the people ; but 1 never saw any of the young princes and princesses, 
till now/’ 

Soon after Mr. Samuel Whitbread had returned from his travels, he 
rendered himself very conspicuous by taking an active part against the 
ministry, at a public meeting of the Westminster electors. The Duke 
of Queensbury speaking of this at Brookes's, said that the brewer 
was making a desperate lunge at popularity."—Pardon me, Duke," 
replied Selwym he is only playing at carte and tierce/’ 

A general officer in the American war was one evening at the Cocoa- 
tree describing to the company the phenomena of certain hot and cold 
springs which ^he said he frequently found quite close to each other, 
during his campaign in the western territory. Just as Selwyn enter^ 
the room, he was saying that fish of various sorts abounded in the 
latter; and that all that those in the army, who were fond of fish, dad 
to do after the fatigue of a day’s march, in order to provide a dinner, 
was to angle for a few moments with a string and hook in the. cold 
spring, and as soon as the bait took, to pull out the fish and pop it in 
the hot one, where it was boilM^in the twinkling of in eye! This 
marvellous account operated dimrently on the several gentlemen pre- 
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sent: some were incredulous; others amazed; whilst all agreed that 
it was exceedingly eurious. ** There is nothing at all surprising in the 
General’s narrative, gentlemen/’ said Selwyn; ** and, indeed, 1 myself 
can vouch for the truth of it: for when 1 was in France 1 was witness 
to similar phenomena* In Auvergne, there are springs similar to 
those in America, but with this remarkable addition, that there is 
generally a third, containing hot parsley and butter : accordingly, the 
peasants and others who go a fishing, usually carry with them large 
wooden bowls or ladles; so that, after the fish have been cooked ac¬ 
cording to the General’s receipt, they have a most delicious sauce pro¬ 
vided for it at the same moment. You seem to doubt my veracity, 
gentlemen; therefore 1 only beg that those who are incredulous may 
set out for France as soon as they please, and see the thing with their 
own eyes/*—“But, Mr. Selwyn,” said the General, “consider the 
improbability of parsley and butter.”—“ I beg your pardon, my good 
Sir,” interrupted George; ** 1 gave you full credit for your story, 
and you are surely too polite not to believe mine.” 

As one of those eccentricities which are sometimes known to pre* 
vail with men otherwise perfectly consistent, it is necessary to relate ' 
that Mr. Selwyn (like one or two persons in high life of the present 
day) bad a strange propensity of going to see malefactors executed I 
This, his friend Horace Walpole has also recorded of him. In the 
metropolis he was seldom absent from a hanging-match ;^and he has 
been known on some occasions to be present at such scenes even in 
the provinces! 

A notorious criminal being to be broken on the wheel at Paris, 
Selwyn left London in haste to witness the spectacle. In order to ren¬ 
der this execution as solemn as possible, the government had ordered 
that many of the provincial executioners should attend; and these, on 
arriving at the place of execution, were formed in a circle round the 
scaffold, and welcomed, one by one, as ** Monsieur de Bourdeaux,” 
** Monsieur de Lyons,” ‘‘ Monsieur de Marseilles,” &c. George hav¬ 
ing managed for a trifling sum to procure a place among this assembly 
of artistes^ Monsieur de Paris quickly spied him out; and, thinking 
that it was the London hangman with whose presence his performance 
was about to be honoured, he saluted him by the hmiourable appella¬ 
tion of Monsieur Jean Ketch, de Tyburn.” Selwyn bowing, replied,-— 
“ Sir, you do me rather too much honour: 1 have not yet received my 
diploma as a professor of the art; I am only an amateur; but should 
be proud of the honour of bringing my hand in by performing on a 
gentleman of your height and figure.” 

Returning in haste from France in the winter season, on hearing a 
report of a probable change in the ministry, by which he was more 
than likely to lose his place, Selwyn appeared in the drawing-room at 
St. James’s the next court-day in a light-coloured velvet dress. The 
king taking notice of this, George replied,—‘‘Yes, Sire, it is ratlier a 
cofil habiliment; but notwithstanding, 1 do assure your Majesty that I 
have been in a violent sweat ever since my arrival in England.” 

Counsellor Dunning and Dr. Brocklesby, one evening at the Cocoa- 
tree, were conversing on the superfluities of life, and the needless 
wants which men in society created fdr their own discomfort. Selwyn, 
whose aristocratic notions were such as to look with contempt on oc* 
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cupations of aH aorta,—on that of a medical man as well aa that of a 
tailor,—exclaimed, '‘Very true; gentlemen; I am myself an example 
of the justice of your remarks; for 1 have lived nearly all my life 
without wanting either a lawyer or a physician.” 

UTOPIA. 

■ ** I can dream. Sir, 
If 1 eat well and sleep well.'*—The Mad Lover, 

If 1 could scare the light away. 
No sun should ever shine ; 

If I could bid the clouds obey. 
Thick darkness should be mine: 

Where'er my wea^ footsteps roam, 
I hate whate’er 1 see; 

And Fancy builds a fairer home. 
In slumber’s hour, for me. 

1 had a vision yesternight 
Of a lovelier land than this. 

Where heaven was clothed in warmth and light, 
Where earth was full of bliss; 

And every tree was rich with fruits. 
And every field with flowers. 

And every zephyr waken’d lutes 
In passion-haunted bowers. 

I damher’d up a lofty rock. 
And did not find it steep ; 

I read through a page and a half of Locke, 
And did not fall i^eep ; 

i said wbate’er 1 may but feel, 
1 paid whate'er 1 owe; 

And 1 danced one day an Irish reel, 
With the gout in every toe. 

• 

And 1 was more than six feet high. 
And fortunate, and wise; 

And I had a voice of melody. 
And beautiful black eyes: 

My horses like the lightning went. 
My barrels carried true ; 

And 1 held my tongue at an argument. 
And winning cards at Loo. 

I saw an old Italian priest 
AVho spoke without disguise; 

1 dined with a^udge who swore like B , 
All libels should be lies: 

I bought for a penny a twopenny loaf. 
Of wheat, and nothing more ; 

1 danced with a female 
Who was not quite a bore. 

I pess'd a p^toral dunghill by. 
And it seem’d of roses full; 

1, read a witty comedy,* 
And an innoce^|^ John Bull: 

* A modern one of course. 
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The Thames rolled backward to the luring 
From which his streams are bom ; 

And a man named Gk>och was arguing 
For a free trade in corn* 

There was a crop of wheat, whidii grew 
Where plough was never brought; 

There was a noble Lord, who knew 
What he was never taught: 

A scheme appear*d in the Gazette 
For a lottery with no blanks ; 

And a Parliament had lately met. 
Without a single Bankes. 

And there were kings who never went 
To cuffs for half-a-crown; 

And lawyers who were eloquent ^ 
Without a wig and gown ; 

And sportsmen who forbore to praise 
Their greyhounds and their guns ; 

And poets who deserved the bays. 
And did not dread the duns. 

And boroughs were bought without a test. 
And no man fear d the Pope ; 

And the Irish cabins were all possest 
Of liberty and soap; 

And the Chancellor, feeling very sick. 
Had just resign'd the sesds ; 

And a clever little Catholic 
Was hearing Scotch appeals. 

There was no fault in the penal code. 
No dunce in a public school. 

No dust or dirt on a private road. 
No shame on Wellesley Pole ; 

They showed me a figurante, whose name 
Had never known disgrace ; 

And a gentleman of spotless fame, 
W^ith Mr. Bochsa’s face. 

It was an idle dream,—^but thou. 
The worshipped one, wert there, 

IVith thy dark clear eyes and beaming brow. 
White neck and floating hair: 

And oh ! I had an honest heart. 
And a house of Portland stone ; 

And thou wert dear, as still thou art. 
And more than dear, my own. 

Oh bitterness!—^the mocniiig broke 
Alike for boor and bard ; 

And thou wert married when I woke. 
And all the rest was marr’d: 

And toil and trouble, noise and steam. 
Come back with the coming ray ; 

And if 1 thought the dead could dream, 
I’d hapg myself to-day. 
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HORTENSE IN RETIREMENT, 

In the early part of last summer^ I chanced to find at Paris the ad¬ 
vertisement of a Swiss retreat, which, for vagrants like myself in search 
of a few months repose, struck me as being all in all. There was 
something picturesque even in the name of it, the Chateau de Wolfk- 
berg; and then it was situated hy the comparatively untravelled Lake 
of Constance, and was the property of an old soldier, who had been 
cbosen from his bravery to command the body-guard of Napoleon, and 
was married to a ci-dtvant dame d'honneur of the expatriated Hortense, 
It was just the place, I fancied, to roll upon the grass and hear strange 
stories till the hot weather was over; in a few days, therefore, I had 
glided through the green vineyards of France, toiled through the 
beautiful gloom of the Black Forest, and was standing upon the moun¬ 
tain-top which looked down upon my journey's end. The prospect 
had none of the abrupt outline and surprising effect which is the gene¬ 
ral character of Switzerland. It looked like the native land ofremae, 
and its blue undulations, intersected by the distant Lake, and melting 
into the sun-lighted snow peaks of the Tyrol, seemed to melt into the 
heart likewise with a home-giving welcome. The prospect inspired no> 
expectation which was not amply fulfilled. The chateau was not un¬ 
like one of^uT elegant country-houses in England, and looked down 
upon a slope of a quarter of a mile, which varied from wood to vine¬ 
yard till it stole into the calm waters, and left the eye to wander with 
white sails and hunt out little steeples on the opposite coast of Ger¬ 
many. To the right and the left, it was but a moment’s work to be 
lost amongst nut-grown dells and mazy rivulets ; and if you made an 
adventurous ride of a few hours, you might hear the Tyrolean song of 
liberty chanted above the clouds. 

The lady of the house had lived all her life in courts, and her hus¬ 
band had never before been out of a camp ; so that neither the one nor 
the other had been exposed to the contaminating plague of ordinary 
English and French society: they could think other nations nearly 
as good as their own, could form an opinion without adopting a preju¬ 
dice, and know how to be polite and attentive without being unnatural 
and officious. Ramble where I may, 1 shall never find more interesting 
amusement than 1 did in the conversation of this well-sorted pair. The 
vicissitudes of their lives, keeping pace with those of their patrons, had 
brought them^ it seemed, into contact with all the interesting people in 
the world, and I contrived to pick up in my idleness a fund of biogra¬ 
phical knowledge which it is odds if 1 could have collected from books 
by hard study. The cause for such unlikely persons for a life of se¬ 
clusion being in this retired situation was a praiseworthy fidelity to 
Hortense, the Duchess of St. Leu, who bad a house not far distant, 
and their reason for esUtblishing a home for stray travellers was that of 
having overlooked, in their zeal, the inconveniences of one some twedty 
times too big for tlsamselves. 

There were, in addition to this society, two or three young French¬ 
women, who had been brought up in the same school with Madame, 
and were making a temporary residence at the chateau from the same 
motive. 1 shall never forget the romantic pleasure wliich I used to de¬ 
rive from scrambling about the woods with this light-hearted company, 
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—tfae mirthful screams mth which they sunn^nted their petty perils, 
and the horror widi which one sH|^d into the rivulet, or another was 
caught in a bramble* Then we had a stud of docile ponies, belonging 
to establishment, which we used to canter to a stand-stilli and then 
we used to finish the day by gliding over the placid lake, and singit^ 
and aentinientalizing by the light of the stars. 

In these little voyages we used frequently to pass beneath the calm 
and unpretending abode of the Ex-queen of {lolland. It was situated 
half-way up a green hill, well wood^ with ornamental timber, through 
which it afforded a partial peep, just sufficient to remind my com¬ 
panions of their favourite theme of conversation. The affectionate vene- 
radon with which they described their former patroness as living a life 
of content and simple enjoyment, under banishment from her native 
country, and the calumny of a world with which she had reason to be 
tired, inspired me with a wish to be presented to her. It was, how¬ 
ever, rather difficult accomplishment. There was no pride in her, 
it was said, beyond tfi% dignity of a superior mind, but this had ob¬ 
tained such an influence over those about her, that she was no less a 
queen in her retirement than when she bad really possessed the power. 
All, therefore, that my friends could promise me was to let it drop 
that there was a stranger in the neighbourhood, leaving it to Hortense’s 
knowledge of the interest attached to her to suggest the meaning of 
such information. 

Meantime I was taught every day something more interesting re¬ 
specting her* The fortune which she had been enabled to save from 
the wreck of her family, was devoted mainly to the service of those of 
its followers who had been less successful; her house was the rendez¬ 
vous of talent, whatever might be its description; and her powers of 
rivalling it were not inferior to her taste and generosity in its pa¬ 
tronage. 

She had staying with her at the time, besides her two dames de £o- 
cieii, with her younger son and his tutor, the poet Cassimir Delavigne, 
his brother, who is also a distinguished dramatist, and other friends 
whose tastes lay in the same way. Amongst other amusements, there¬ 
fore, it was determined to get up a theatre, with a variety of little 
Vaudeville pieces, that all in turns might have characters to their 
liking. One of my rambling companions, a black-eyed piece of witch¬ 
craft, whom nature had made for nothing but sportive idleness, was to 
play a part, and consequently the affairs of the green-room possessed 
a double interest for me. 1 used to walk with her through the vine¬ 
yards to her rehearsals, and approaches near the house as I could, in 
die hope of being asked in. 1 could never contrive to be seen, how¬ 
ever, and was obliged to lie down under a tree, or catch fish in the 
lake, till my little friend was ready to return. At last, in spite of 
having been described as tris distingu4^ in my own country, for some- 
t^ng or other which could not exactly be remembered, I began to give 
up dl hope of an introduction, when, one fine evrSking, as we were all 
distribute about the lawn in little groups (for our party had been in¬ 
creased by severalerrant En^ish), there was an alarm that Hortense 
was coming ta visit Madmne. As I saw her winding slowly up the hill, 
with all her company in three little summer-carriages, the elegance of 
the cavalcade, in scenes where elegance was so rare, was exceedingly 
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striking; and I could not help thinking that she meditated a call of 
ceremony upon the stranger part of our community. 1 was well pleased 
to find mv surmise correct. 

The ap^arance of Hortense was such as could not &il of exciting 
admiration and kind feeling. Her countenance was full of talent, 
blended with the mild expression of a perfect gentlewoman^ and her 
figure, though not beyond the middle height, was of a mould alto¬ 
gether majestic. She lamented that she had not sooner known the 
fmrposed length of our stay in that part of Switzerland, as, having 
conceived that we were merely passing a few days, she had been un¬ 
willing to occupy our time ; she then spoke of her regret at not being 
able to entertain us according to her wishes; and finally told us that 
slie had in agitation some little theatricals, which, if we could bear 
with such trifles, we should do her pleasure in attending. All this was 
said with a simple and winning elegance, which made one's heart ache, 
not so much for her banishment, as for the taste of the epicurean old 
gentleman who banished her. And yet, if he had really surmised 
that she was guilty of plotting the return of his great rival, he was 
not altogeth^ without excuse. The seductions of such a traitress might 
possibly have unloyalized his whole court. 

At last the evening of the play arrived, and I really got beyond the 
gate of Hortense’s abode. It was a favourite bijou, upon which no 
taste had been spared. All that terraces and trellice work and wood¬ 
bines and exotics could do was seen in perfection. And then the views 
which were in some places afforded through the woods, and in others, 
by their rapid descent, carried over them, were broken in a manner 
which rendered them doubly beautiful. From one peep you caught the 
small vine-clad island pf Keichnau, with its cottage gleams trembling 
upon the twilighted lake. From another you liad a noble reach of the 
blue Rhine going forth from its brief resting-place to battle its way 
down the falls of SchafFhausen, and beyond it the eye reposed upon 
the tender outline of the Black Forest melting warmly in the West. 
In a third direction you saw the vapoury steeples of Constance appa¬ 
rently sinking in the waters which almost surrounded them, and far 
away you distinguished the little coast villages, like fading constella¬ 
tions, glimmering fainter and fainter, till land and lake and sky were 
blended together in obscurity. 

When 1 entered, I found the suite of three or four small rooms 
filled with company, but Hortense was engaged in her theatre. The 
walls of the principal apartment were ornamented with pictures, 
amongst which 1 was shown an exceedingly interesting full-length por¬ 
trait of Josephine. She was a pale, graceful woman, full of melandioly 
expression, and reclining in a corresponding attitude upon a bank 
overshadowed by a sombre shrubbery. I should imagine (for I forgot 
to inquire) from the sadness which pervaded the picture, that it 
must have been painted afkef its hardly-used original bad ceded 
her honours to hei^usband’s unfeeling views of policy, and bad been 
taught by solitude and sorrow the true value of human greatness. 
The sentiment of resignation was so well expressed, so tender mid so 
touching, with such a delicious absence of the usual melodramatic style 
of the French school, that the sight of it was quite a lesson in ^Uo- 
sophy. In the next room I found more pictures and a few busts, 
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amongst the latter of which was one of Lord Byron, with whose works 
I afterwards found the Duchess to be perfectly familiar, for, though I 
never heard her attempt to speak English, she was aUe to read it with 
facility. Upon a pedestal in the midst of a saloon beyond, two sides 
of which were open to the precipitous landscape, was Josephine again— 
a piece of breathing marble which seemed to advance through the dim 
twilight like a spirit. There was an increased interest in this duplicate 
proof of Hortense’s attachment to her unfortunate motlier, for it afford¬ 
ed an opportunity of ascertaining the strength of the resemblance ip 
each by comparing them together. They were much alike, and both 
proved the original to have been an admirable subject for the artist; as 
good a subject, indeed, as her history, which presents situations of 
simple dignity, more affecting, perhaps, than any thing of their class in 
modern days. 1 thought of Josephine, when Napoleon placed the 
crown upon her head in the presence of countless myriads, who were 
content to be her slaves—the humility with which she is said to have 
knelt before him to receive her honours—the pride of heart which he 
confessed himself to have felt when he hailed her as an empress;—then' 
what a contrast to behold the pair in their domestic privacy; the hus¬ 
band confusedly seeking to unveil his purpose in words which might 
wound the least, and the mcek^vife fainting under the intelligence that 
her days were to be ended in unmerited mortification and divorce. 
Was it, I thought, to be attributed to an unexpressed resentment of 
this treatment of her mother, that the house of Hortense exhibited not 
a vestige oF Napoleon, nor, with the exception of her children, of any 
one of his race ? The fact was singular, and considering her love for 
the fine arts, and particularly for the portraits of those whom she 
valued, could not have been without a reason. The one which struck 
roe might not have been correct, but, if it was so, it was surely neither 
devoid of greatness nor of tenderness* 

In turning my eyes from the statue, the first thing that caught them 
was the house of Prince Eugene, built by him at a short distance, that 
he might share the solitude of his exiled sister, but which he never lived 
to inhabit. Here was another powerful claim to sympathy. She re¬ 
tires from a capricious world to make the best of it in the society of an 

Affectionate brother; and Fate, as though it took the part of her enemies, 
dries up this source of consolation likewise* Surely, I thought, there 
must be something extraordinary in this woirmn, who can retaliate the 
crosses of Fortune, and make herself happy in spite of them. Was it 
incapability of feeling? Her attachment to those who had suffered in 
common with her, was a proof that she pvassessed feeling in no ordinary 
degree. Was it a dignity of endurance which the mass of human kind 
were not able to understand, because it was so far above them ? If so, 
how pitiful was the triumph of those who outraged the memory she had 
leftb^ind her, like the mantle on the horns of the beast, to be buffeteil 
by^lind and impotent malice! 

I was drawn from my reverie by perceiving tha|^he company in the 
other rooms was making a movement towards the tlieatre, which was 
formed in a building at a short distance from the house. It did infinite 
credit to the amateur artists, and was filled according to its deserts; 
for, to use the orthodox phrase, there was not even standing room. 
There must have been a gathering of the clans for leagues aroumifto 
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produce eo many pair of baronial whiskers; for die town of Conse^i^, 
like aU towns which have fallen under the Austrian dominion, was 
ruined and depopulated, as if the plagne had been in it, and had 
scarcely a grandee to boast of. 

The first piece represented was a scrap of sentimentality called 
^^L’Epreuve d’Amour;" in which the hero recommends to his mistress 
a variety of lovers by way of trying her attachment to him, and even¬ 
tually, being satisfied by the ordeal, proposes himself. The heroine 
was played by the duchess, and in a manner which made me speedily 
dbrget that it was the duchess, and not the actress, that I came to see. 
She had, indeed, a natural cast of melancholy, and a natural grace 
which rendered her little task no difficulty. Even when she was not 
speaking, one would have said that the stage had been her exclusive 
study; and the silent tremour with which she returned her hard-hearted 
lover's picture, is associated with some of my choicest theatrical re¬ 
collections. regret that 1 have not the means of giving a few ex¬ 
tracts from this dramaticle, for, whether from the habit which we have 
of thinking things good which have only been well said, or whether it 
really possessed intrinsic merit, 1 am inclined to think that it had some¬ 
thing in it which would improve the breed of English farces amazingly. 
It certainly is a matter of congratulation thaf we have emerged fVom 
the whining days of Cumberland and his imitators, but still there is a 
field of simple and ever interesting Nature, which might spring up 
most becomingly between the territories of broad grins and bloody dag¬ 
gers. It would give a character of literature to what ia now considered 
an achievement only fit for those who can do nothing else, and might, 
perhaps, be a stepping-stone towards Comedy herself, in all the pride 
of her five acts. 

The next representatidn was of a brilliant bagatelle, entitled 
Coiffeur." Before the curtain was drawn up, I could not help feeling 
nervous for my little friend, who was to exhibit the result of 'three 
weeks palpitating anxiety, and some thirty miles travelling to rehear¬ 
sals, in the principal female character. She was cruelly afraid at first, 
and looked as if she had not quite made up her mind whether she was 
most ashamed to act her part or to run away. She, however, soon 
became aware that she was thought bewitching, and played with a 
spirit, which not only won the heart of the young barber, but suif^^ 
others with which she had nq business. For my own part, having iiM 
a bitter quarrel with her, in consequence of her insisting that Sir Hud¬ 
son Lowe had poisoned Bonaparte, I found it al^solutely necessary to 
humble myself and beg pardon. 

After the play, we returned to the house, and found preparations 
made for dancing, which began with a waltz. 1 was told that some of 
the Germans performed their evolutions to perfection, but I cannot say 
that I admired this accomplishment so much in its native land, even as 
I did in England. It seemed that, to excel, it was necessary, in lien of 
the swimming, and now and then not ungraceful motion of my egteem- 
ed countrywomtill to spin round like a tee-totum, with a wriggling 
sort of a hop, as if one leg were sliorter than the other. I made a few 
unsuecessfol attempts^to distinguish myself, but was at last obliged to 
give in, for fear 1 should tear roy partner to rags in the vain endeayour 
to keep step* By degrees, the folks grew giddy and made way ^r iv 
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quadrille> of which my previous failure rendered me rather shy. The 
oHutn cum digniiate which 1 had promised myself, was not, however, to 
be enjoyed, for I was presently brought out of my corner by a highly 
flattering but somewhat appalling invitation to stand up with the Duch* 
ess. I was in fact the only Englishman of our party who had ventured 
to contend for honour upon the fantastic toe, and was invited, I ima¬ 
gine, partly in sport, and partly from complaisance to my nation. As 
luck would have it, 1 represented my tribe without causing any parti¬ 
cular accident, and, indeed, with considerable success, for a young 
Frenchman assured me that I really danced very well—that was to say,^ 
not ver^ well—not so well as a Frenchman, but quite u'ell enough to 
please myself. I was not, however, inclined to break a lance with him, 
for he allowed the dancing of the Duchess to be quite good enough to 
please other people. I’here was an absence of every thing French 
from it. It was a pastime and not a study with her ; and she moved 
witli the freedom of youth, tempered with the dignity that became the 
matron. This unpretending and spontaneous grace of nature has 
always struck me as being the only beauty of dancing in private society, 
and certainly it is a beauty irresistible. It is, in fact, a pantomimic dis- 
play of the mind, and as such is as decidedly above the doctrine of pro¬ 
fessors as it is in opposition to it. 

In the intervals between the dances, there was some singing, to the 
accompaniment of the piano. Here again Hortense was perfectly at 
home. She sang several songs, of which 1 afterwards found her to be 
the unacknowledged composer, and to which the reader has often 
listened with delight, with u feeling which, like her dancing, could never 
have been taught. Amongst these was the beautiful air of ‘‘Partant 
poul* la Syrie,'* which will be a fair guarantee that I do not say too 
much for the rest. There were afterwards some well-bred endeavours 
to 6nd a few English songs, which 1 am happy to say were unsuccess¬ 
ful. The French cannot understand our music, for it is altogether the 
note of another species of bird. Moore and our other distinguished 
composers have made no progress in proportion to their merits, and in 
a hap-hazard meeting with one of our national performances, it is odds 
but we have reason to be ashamed of it. 

By this time, the hour was getting late, and, as the company began 
to thin, the remainder W'ere dispersed in little parties round the various 
tables of drawing-books and works of belles-lettres. I chanced to place 
my hand upon a splendid album, and had the farther good fortune to 
seat myself beside a beautiful young dame de socieii of the Duchess, 
who gave me the history of all the treasures I found therein. What¬ 
ever 1 found most remarkable, was still tl^ work of Hortense. Of a 
series of small portraits, sketched by her in colour, the likeness of those 
of which i had seen the subjects, would have struck me, though turned 
upside down. She had the same power and the same affectionate feel¬ 
ing for dxing the remembrance of places likewise. The landsca^s 
which ^sbe had loved in forbidden France, even the apartments ;whieh 
the had inhabited, were executed in a manner which^t to shame the 
best amateur performances .1 had ever seen* Therevwas a minute 
attention to fidelity in tliem too, which a recollection her present 
circumstances could not fail to bring home to the spectator’s heart 
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There were, besides the labours of the Duchess, nuinerous admirable 
sketches by some of the best artists in France. 1 recollect onein 
ticular of a scene in which her taste for the pktaresque and the 
choly must have been completely gratified. She was sitting amongst 
the ruins of Rome by moonlight; a patty of friends reclining grace¬ 
fully around her, and the poet Delavigne in front reciting a tragedy. 
In most people this situation would have been smiled at as somewhat 
romantic, but in Hortense it was perfectly in keeping. Ruin and tra¬ 
gedy had been too busy with her to let her seem out of place amongst 
them. 

I know not when my interest would have cooled in this mansion of 
taste and talent. Towards morning I was obliged to take my leave, 
and 1 doubt if there was an individual who returned home by that bright 
moonlight without feeling that Hortense had been born some century 
and a half too late. For an age of bigots and turn-coats, she indeed 
seemed unsuited; in those of true poesy and trusty cavaliers, she 
would have been the subject of the best rhymes and rencontres in 
romantic France. 

After this I saw her frequently both at her own house and at Wolfsberg, 
and 1 never found any thing to destroy the impression which I received 
on my introduction. Independently of the interest attached to hersell^ 
she had always in her company some person who had made a noise in 
the world, and bad become an object of curiosity—one while a dis¬ 
tinguished painter or poet, and one while a battered soldier, who pre¬ 
ferred resting in retirement, to the imputation of changing his politics 
for advancement; then a grand duke or duchess, who had undergone, 
perhaps, as many vicissitudes as herself; and finally, the widow of the 
unfortunate Marshal Ney. There was something in the last of thhse 
characters, particularly when associated with Hortense, more interest¬ 
ing than all the others. She was a handsome, but grave and silent 
woman, and still clad in mourning for her husband, whose death, so 
connected with the banishment of the Duchess, could not fail to render 
them deeply sympathetic in each other’s fortunes- What a melancholy 
comparison of retrospections, I used to think, must these two have made 
when none were by to listen to them 1 What late discoveries of the 
imperfection of plots (if inde^4 consulted in any) 
which could only succeed enough to render the situations of those who 
formed them w^orse than before! What anxious casuistry upon the 
justice of history as to events which are mysterious even to the age 
existing! 

The amusements provided for all this company consisted of such as 
I have mentioned, expeditions to various beautiful spots in the neigh¬ 
bourhood, and music-parties on the water. ' The last of these used 
sometimes to have a peculiarly romantic effect; for, on the 
young peasant-girls, all glittering in their golden tinsel bonnets, would 
push off with their sweethearts, like mad th^ings, in whatever boats tliey 
could find upon the beach. I have seen them paddling their ^little 
fleet round the D^hess’s boat with all the curiosity of savages about a 
man-of-war, ahd^lling up the intervals of softer music with a yell, 
which, provided you heard it a mile off, was harmOluous in the extrMie. 

For the gentlemen there was likewise the ekassef,which they killed 
■ 2 A 2 \ 
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tbeir time pJeajantly enough, if they killed nothing else; for, to eon- 
fess the truth, I am grievously of opinion that the French are but 
cockney sportsmen, and the Germans no better. 1 witnessed a ckatie 
in the neighbourhood which had well nigh put an ^d to my dancing 
even xcell enough to please myself. Our party, as was usual there, con¬ 
sisted, of somewhere between twenty and thirty shooters, who, with 
their prodigious game-bags strapped behind and before, looked exactly 
like old clothesmeiv There was likewise a regiment of little hideous 
boys, dressed in cocked hats, and looking as grotesque as the devils in 
Der Freischutz. This corps of flibbertigibbits was marshalled into 
the farther end of a wood to howl German and tinkle bells through it, 
till the game was frightened into fits. In the mean time, the gunners 
bad stationed themselves at intervals along the other three sides, each 
commanding a litUe narrow path-^way, so that, when an unfortunate 
roebuck came skeltering down, he might fire in his face and send him 
back to be terrified by somebody else. There happened to be plenty 
of game, so that, when the howling began, the guns went as merrily as 
crackers on the 5th of November. In the midst of the bustle a poor 
hare was making the best of her way close by me, and, my next neigh-' 
hour providing against the possibility of being too late by banging oft’ 
Ijpth barrels before he saw her, I had the satisfaction of perceivmg that 
she got clear ofif. My fellow-sportsman, however, who was an old 
soldier, and thought no more of a fowling-piece than he did of a pop¬ 
gun, was determined to lose no credit for his dexterity.—“ roila, Mon- 
iieur,” he shouted, “ voila un joii coup / Je itrois entre vos jambes sans 
vous toucher !’’ 

When the melee was over, we made search for the killed and wounded, 
the sum-total of which was one of our chasseurs, who was indeed 
piteously peppered. 

At length the time arrived for me to bid adieu to Switzerland. 
It was arranged that I should set out for Italy with a small party of 
my Wolfsberg friends; and, an evening or two before we departed, 
we paid a leave-taking visit to the Duchess. She expressed much 
polite regret at our intention, and gave us a cordial invitation to renew 
our acquaintance with her, in the winter, at Rome. Her care indeed 
to leave a good impression of her friendly disposition upon our minds 
was exce^ingly gratifying. She professed to take an interest in the 
plans which each of us had formed, and where her experience qualified 
her, gave us instructions for our travels. Her descriptions of the 
places and circumstances of her own, were given in a manner which 
convinced me that I had only seen the surface of a mind, which, with 
more intimate knowledge, grew more and more rich. She spoke of the 
beauties of nature with a quiet enthusiasm,* which was pure poetry, and 
touched upon character and literature with all the power, but without 
the venom of the accomplished critic. If Hortense should ever occupy 
her leisure hours by writing her memoirs, they would form one of the 
most interesting works of the age. 

Wffen we rose to depart, the night being fine, ^ volunteered to 
walk part of the way home .with us. She came ab(^ a quarter of a 
mrlok to where she could command an uninterrupted view of the lake« 
above which the moon was just then rising—a hugp red orb which shot 
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a burning column to her feet,—I will now bid you adieu/’ she said; 
and we left her to the calm contemplation of grandeur, which could 
not fade, and enjoyments which could not betray. 

This was the last I saw, and perhaps shall ever see, of the accom-* 
plished HortensC; but I shall always remember my brief acquaintance 
with her as a dip into days, which gave her country the character of 
being the most polished of nations. 

YOUTH. 
* > 

What though youth’s track is trodden. 
Its scenes are lovely still. 

Like the ]*ui*ple tint that veils the form 
Oi' the distant sunny hill, 

the traveller in the waste below 
Upon a vernal day, 

Turns, looks toward its fading crest. 
And feels his sad heai*! say:— 

'Twas yesterday I trod thy brow. 
And breathed thy cool clear air. 

The world lay far below and smiled 
All beautiful and fair, 

1 saw the sultry plains stretch wide. 
Nor dream'd their springs were dry. 

While the pure fountain from thy side 
Gush'd out refreshingly. 

** Thy winding paths and changing scenes 
W ere ever bright to view, 

1 walked as if each chord of life 
Were braced and tuned anew, 

1 shouted in my bounding joy, 
< And made thy dark rocks ring. 
No bird that soars above me now. 

Hath half so free a wing. 

The light-brow’d heaven while passing thee. 
Was clad in liveries proud, 

I could not fancy thin^ so rich 
Were nothing but a clopd; 

The earth below lay broi^r'd deep 
With such delicious hues, 

1 could not think those hues the dust, 
Which this dry desert Aews. 

I would I were upon thy heights. 
Amid their air serene. 

For languid are my toilsome steps 
Along this burning scene, 

Where with the same dull round of toil 
I pace my weary way, 

Aii4sigh as I am glancmg back 
At thy own bright scenery !** 

Youth is life’s sunny Eden, 
It's bliss ne’er fears a fall, 

Until we see behind our steps 
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Those BtepB we never tread again,*-* 
It is a 4lreary thought. 

Let Reason whisper what ^e may 
Of lessons Time hath taught! 

Some scorn life’s joyous things, to catch 
The drunken crowd's dim eye; 

Some mortify life’s hour to shUn 
A future misery. 

Of such 1 am not—for my creed. 
The creed of honest truth, 

7’ells me it is no sin to wish 
, 1 could return to youth ! 

CHINESE COURTSHIP AND POETRY.* 

A PRODIGIOUS revolution has taken place in our opinion of the Chinese : 
and the lucid halo with which our imaginations once invested every thing 
belory^ing to them, has been gradually fading into the light of common day. 
The exaggerated relations of the Jesuit Missionaries in the l6th century, ' 
were believed to the letter, even by Voltaire, who bursts forth into perpe¬ 
tual raptures about Chinese wisdom and wealth; forgetting that the pious 
persons on whose authority he depends, were doubtless iuHuenced in their 
accounts of China, by the contrast which the toleration and tranquillity of 
the Celestial Empire presented to the religious dissensions which were then 
raging in Europe. The silks, porcelain, ivory, tortoiseshell, hllagree, silver, 
and mother of pearl ornaments which decorated the houses and persons of the 
Chinese—the canals, the beautiful gardens (of which Sir W. Chambers after¬ 
wards gave such inflated accounts)—all made a splendid contrast to the coin- Carative rudeness of Europe. The Missionaries saw a vast extent of country 

efore them ; and the natives contrived to persuade them that it was covered 
with a countless population, and inspired tnem with magnificent ideas of the 
industry by which that population was supported. The Chinese were 
believed in Europe to be a nation of sages, governed not by vulgar laws, but 
by certain profound maxims which had been transmitted through number¬ 
less ages : their external ceremonies and their affectation of refinement led us 
to judge well of their domestic life: we heard that literary distinctions were 
sure to lead to rank in China; and finally, we were enchanted to hear that 
the Chinese press was free ! 

A better acquaintance with the Chinese, however, soon disjielled these splen¬ 
did dreams. Recent travellers found vast deserts as they approached the capital, 
which surrounded it on all sides; and that the wealth, resources, and popula¬ 
tion of China had been ridiculously magnitied. The date of the foundation of 
the Celestial Empire, which the Chinese pretend has existed for ninety-seven 
millions of years, and which even Voltaire states at five thousand years 
before Christ, scarcely reaches the fifth centuij before the coining of our 
Saviour: this nation of sages, governed byVnse maxims, turns out to be 
ruled only by the lash, and laws, which though they do not rival our own in 
absurd fictions, give almost as ready an ard to the rich against the poor. The 
Chinese, who appeared so fair in fond imagination,” now prove to be cruel 
and mean barbarians, domestic tyrants, imprisoners and mutilators of their 
women, infanticides and cowards : their stupid ceremonies prohibit all social, 
and rneir jealousy all foreign intercourse: they are to^ly ignorant of the 
Fine Arts and of the exact sciences, and believe th^ the moon, when 
eclipsed, is eaten up by a dragon. That literary men should be distinguished 

* The Flower’s *Leaf t Chinese Courtship in Verse, &c. &c. Translated by 
Peter Terring Thoms. Macao, China, Printed at the Honourable Cast India Com¬ 
pany's Press* 
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io China^ only argues the general barbarism^ when we consider what their 
liUrature must be: we know that their written language consists but of 
two hundred and twelve characters or signs; and that the beauty of their ^ is addressed to the eye—so that the ode which looks most like a sampler 

oned the finest. The press is free—any Chinese may print any thing— 
if he only chooses to risk the bamboo ! In this respect the law of England and 
the Celestial Empire are alike. 

This little summary comprehends nearly all we now believe about the 
Chinese, who are likely, we think, to be as much underrated in Europe in 
the present century, us they were overrated in the last, 'rhere is some pre¬ 

judice, no doubt, in both cases ; we shall endeavour, in the present article, 
to inspire our readers with a juster notion of the men of fans and chess¬ 
boards. 

“The Flower's Leaf” is the story of a Chinese “Romeo and Juliet,” 
without the wit that sparkles through that delicious drama, its enchaiuiug 
tenderness, its luxurious poetry, or its tragical close. The Chinese story 
has, however, both fancy and passion hsa manme, and of these we proceed 
o give some account. We begin, commede raison, with the beginning. 

As the evening advances, lean over the railings, and iuh»l& the cool air, for 
the autumnal hrci*ze is imbued with the fragrance uf the white water-lily. A 
single horn of the bright moon, resembling clear water, can only be seen; for 
this night, it is said, Heaven's bride and bride^^^rooin unite. Since love cxihIb 
among the stars and they have conjugal intercourse, why should not man follow 
their example ? Why should he nut cuvet a pearl, or seek to rob a flower of its 
fragrance V' 

After this exordium the author says: 

1 have heard but of one Instance of love which in depth and vastness equalled 
the sea and the lieaven. 1 Hhall therefore narrate it for the benefit of posterity* 
At Wookenng, lived a youth named Lrang, whose countenance excelled the vernal 
red when added to the pale white of the moon. In point of vivacity, he greatly 
resembled Ke-king, while in elegance of manner he surpassed Fung-lang." 

After this clear and intelligible description, we are told that Leang, who 
was fond of literature, was desirous of proceeding to Cliang-chow to study. 
His mother grants her permission, but entreats Leang to return speedily, 
**and thereby prevent his aged mother from leaning over the door with ex¬ 
pectation,” Leang departs, and on his arrival at Chang-chow, finds his aunt 
and his cousin Heaou. “Banqueting wine was ordered in honour of the 
meeting; and the two youths sat pledging and repledgiiig in the hall, till 
their countenances, from inebriation, became Borid, and on looking at each 
other they perceived that they resembled the flower of the peach.”—Heaou 
is summoned by his motiier, and during his absence, Leang takes a careful 
survey of the furniture, of which the poet gives us this inventory : 

** He saw that the bookstands were filled with books, row after row, and per¬ 
ceived that flowers in every direction sent forth their fragrance. On the table lay 
the pearl dulcimer with its silver strings, and in the brazen vase incense was burn¬ 
ing. Tbe silver sang* and ivoiy flute hung against tb^ wall, and in the corner 
stood a double set of dice and a chess-board. On all sides of the room were sus¬ 
pended ancient drawings and elegant stanzas; and newly-blown flowers wore 
arranged in a line.” 

So much for the interior^ now for the landscape and the figures: 

“ As Leang approached the window, be beheld a beautiful prospect, aid per¬ 
ceived a railed patl ^hich led to the white lily-pond. Tbe white stork, on be¬ 
holding a human belmg, retired with a light step to the moon; and tbe bending 
udllow, as he touched it, rippled the stream. Qn entering the garden, he was about 
to cross the red bridge, when be perceived tbe reflection of the moon in the water. 

* A musical instrument. 
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Oa each lide of iU bankii danced tba drooping willow^ while In the abade lajr 
the boat for gathering the fruit of the water-lily.* The aileer fi^h caused the ripple 
on the water to sparkle^ while the reii«N:tion of the clouds in the pond, appeared a 
vast void. On crossing the bridge, he ascended to the cool pavilion, where he 
leaned over the balustrade and plucked the wild flowers. On his reaching the 
branches of the Too-we, to obtain their dew, their motion, unexpectedly, alarmed 
the birds, which flew in contusion. The cry of the cuckoo was as if weeping fur 
the Qiuoo expiring, while the cries of the yellow bird saddened the visitor's breast. 
The uotitin of the branches efl'aced the moon's bright reflection, when the dew» 
from their tops, bcspanaled his clothes. After crossing the little bridge, be came 
to the winding path, when he saw, in luxuriance, the green plums banging on eac^ 
aide, it was there, that be first saw a pair of peacocks, just flown from the moon, 
and parrots, of lofty note, in cages of gold. Before him lay an island, on the 
hanks of ndiicb danced the thousand-leaved peach. On turning to the west, he 
entered the almond grove, where he saw the delicate red almonds which had strove 
to appear in Spring. The grass had grown luxuriantly, and obscured the path, and 
the spreading braiichos of the clustei-rose ascended above the lofty wall. He was 
preparing with slow and careless step to return to his study, when the eastern wind 
wafted the sound of the chess-board: Who, thought he to himself, can be thus 
occupied ? At this late hour, is it possible that any one cun be playing at chess ^ 

And siliMitly he proceeded to the eastern room. From a distance he saw a seat 
in the summer-house, and by the reflected shadow of the flowers, he espied a lamp ; 
when he perceived several persons among the flowers,* whose shouts of laughter 
repeatedly burst on bis ear. Such shrill sounds, he thought, must donbtleas come 
from some light-hearted girl, which being wafted by the wind, were as a breeze 
impregnated with perfumes. On advuncing towards the purilion, he espied several 
girls walking to and fro among the flowers." 

The servants mistaking the stranger for Heaou, suffer him to approach the 
pavilion. 

There he beheld, to his surprise, two lovely young women, sitting laughing, 
as they played at chess hy the aid of the silver light. Little did he think, that 
while surprising the ladies, he would he smitten by a glance of the eye. * What!' 
exclaimed they, * there is a young mao among tlie flowers !* Down the ladies 
threw the drafts, and hastily ran away ; and Leang, as they fled, could only per¬ 
ceive, that as she cast her almond eyes on him, one of them resembled tbe flower 
Foo-yung, and her eyebrows the willow's leaf. A red dot, on ber chin, gave 
beauty to her person, while her elegant form was enough to break the heart of man. 
As each succeeding gust of tbe vernal breeze moved her dress, lie beheld the golden 
lilies (her small feet], which exceeded not three inches. On her looking rounds 
with a smUing countenance, he was as one death-smitten by the side of the flowers. 
The servants, in waiting, with their Mistress, instantly withdrew, when Leang, 
leaning against the railings, appeared as intoxicated. The two sisters, grasping 
each other by the pearly Land, surprised, deigned not a wojpd, but entered tbe 
fragrant apartment." 

After a reasonable delay, Vaou-secn, the lady with whom Leung had fallen 
in love, despatches her servant Pih-yue for the chess-board. She enters the 
garden, and finds Leang in the same spot where she left him. Leang 
Quests her to be the bearer of a letter to Yaou-seen, but she replies with all 
the periness of a European suivante— ^ 

** For what, pray, 'do you take the ladies of the retired apartments ? Who is 
Pih-yue, that she should deliver your letters of love ? I beg, Sir, that you will 
decline speaking on love afTalrs, for the secluded ladies have been taught to remain 
as unsullied as icicles." 

LeAig, who is very learned, then asks— 

*** If crystal stalactites, a.s you say, cannot be sullied wilh^st, why did she ex¬ 
cite in me those painful feelings of love i With a gay air and undisclosed face, 
she smiled on me,—then why do you say that there is no road to the celestial 

* * At Canton there are ponds, or laud inundated for rearing water lilies, from 
wkenco comes the poetical allusion of a boat for gulbering the flowers. 
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alter f Fih-yue» on bearing what he said, with a tmile repiied, ,Tboae who |M 
not In love, cannot sympathize with those who are. When my mistreaa 
cootd it he on any other account, than on seeing you. Sir, as you advanced, ea** 
tangled in a net? ^ou may talk. Sir, as much as you please about lore,, toy 
Mistress does not griere, nor will she listen to what yon say/ When she bad thus 
spoken, with a smile she withdrew, and left Leang expiring among the flowera, 
which he fain would have destroyed on account of their fragrance :-*>even the 
beautiful order of the garden added fresh grief to bis mind/' 

Leang remains all night in the garden, and next morning has'an interview 
with his aunt, who informs him that Yauu-seen is the daughter of her bro¬ 
ther Yang : and that she is a sort of blue-siocking, who composes **odes 
that astonish mankind/* This account of Yaou-seen completes'Leang's 
fascination. In the evening, '* after drinking freely of the golden goblet'* as 
usual, he says on retiring to his room, 

* Last night f trespassed on enchanted grountl; now I presume that the fair 
ladies have retired from the garden, for how were they to know, that in the study 
there was a youth breaking his heart!’ * My grief,' resumed he, * is occasioned 
by a smile, which sank deep in my mind, and, by my feelings, 1 am as one dragged 
into an immense ocean. Why am I, this night, in such distress, on account of 
these ladies ? having no associate, hut the fleeting shadow of the moon. Hitherto, 
1 would not believe the anginsh of a troubled mind, but now I feel it. Their 
apartment, though only a few cubits distant, is to me as remote as the heavens ^ 
while the chattering of the birds, with the flowers* fragrance, adds to my 
distress/ 

Night after night Leang continues to wander about the spot where he had 
first seen Yaou-seen ; at last the lady is summoned home by her mother, and 
departs, leaving her lover in despair. Leang, however, discovers the re¬ 
sidence of her father General Yang, and luckily finds that a house is to be 
let next door. This of course Leang purchases and fits up very elegantly \ 
and by means of his cousin Heaou, obtains an introduction to the old 
General, who becomes extremely attached to Leang, and hints at his 
marriage with his daughter. In the mean time Yang proposes that the two 
gardens should he thrown into one. The next morning one of Yaou-seeii's 
servants finding an opening in the wall, wanders into Leang’s garden ; and 
after a long interview with him, promises to use all her influence with her 
liiislress to induce her to receive Leang as a lover. A very clever scene be¬ 
tween the mistress and the maid follows, in which Yaou-see.n discovers her¬ 
self to be by no means so insensible to her lover’s affliction as she pretended, 
and at last she is persuaded to consent to grant Leang an interview in the 
garden. The lover ogi hearing this bursts into tears, and cries: 

** * Alas ! at first, only to talk about a meeting with her, was pleasant: could 1 
imagine that an iuterview would cause fresh traces of tears !* Presently from a 
distance be espied a person approaching; but it only proved to bef Yun^heangf 
(the maid) who had entered the back garden. Leung-sang, as soon as he saw the 
servant coming towards him, supposing that she would communicate a sacred 
agreement, impatient, said, * Shall Vthis night have an interview with that angelic' 
creature 

Yun-heang replies in the genuine style of a lady’s maul: 

** 1 perceive, Sir, you are as impatient as a barharlaa, and instantly want to hO 
seated by her side. If so, your slave from this moment will bid you adieu, and 
then you must depeud on the wild geese to be bearers of your letters,* ” * 

Leaup, however, maiAs due submission, and Yun-heang finally promises 
her assistance. Accordingly, one fine evening while the servant and he# 
misirdss are gazing at the moon, Yun-heang thus addresses the lady : 

* There are persons whose grief Is incessant, and who know ol no relief, whu 
moan from anguish, and look towards the. goddess Shen-keun (the moon.) While 
those from distant parts, when they think of their native village, vexed, would 
gladly destroy the shadow of the full moon. But how more difiicult it is to see tbC 
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thou who bare sown the seedi of lore! whose souls b thelf dreams fty 
to the celestial altar. Oa waking, when they behold the moon in the beareits, 
they are still more miserable, aud ought still more to be pitied*'^Froin Ibit 
moment, [we cannot exactly comprehend for what reason], ten thousand seeds 
of love shot forth, when Yaou-seen called to the servants to exclude the light of the 
moon. On repairing alone within the curtains of her bed, she lay her head the 
whole night on the pillow without taking rest. After breathing a long sigh, she 
rose from her bed, and leaning against the screen, rested her cheek on her hand.’* 

Yun-heang, in order to console her, advises her to take the air in Leang’s ^ 
garden, which at first she refuses, till the servant assures her that 

As yet it is early with the morn, and Leang, doubtless, is dreaming with his 
soul by bis side*” 

They enter the garden accordingly, and of course meet Leang, who thus 
addresses Vaou-becn ; • 

<< * From the 6rst time I saw you. I have been deeply in love, but till the present 
meeting, we have never exchanged a word.' When his fluttered spirits were a 
little composed, he thus addressed her, * 1 had determined to meet death through 
love for you. Miss, having as yet not a meeting to sweeten my heart. To-day, 
since 1 have a sight of you among the flowers, 1 am inclined to think that fate has 
decreed our union, for rare it is that wc perceive a snowy moon with a breeze 
impregnated with perfumes.' Yaou-seen, blushing, in answer thus replied, * In the 
first place 1 must obtain the will of my parents, and in the next that of heaven.'" 

The lovers are at this moment abruptly separated, aud Leang breaks out 
into this passionate and poetical apostrophe;— 

<< < Though I stand before the flowers, I am unable to see that lovely creature. 
Alas 1 I repine at Spring, and regret'Uiat my heart is fixed on her. Since I bade her 
adieu, what grief have I endured ! who can dispel tlie thought ? Being distressed 
in my mind, she harasses me in my dreams. Flowers of every kind offer me their 
tints, and the white lily its fragrance. The motion of the lilies, may it not be com¬ 
pared to that of the beautiful girl ? Though only a few feet distant, they are be¬ 
yond the reach of the hand.' The flower’s reflection in the autumn-stream again 
caused his mind to flutter, for he fancied their varied colours happily resembled the 
young lady’s attire.^’ 

The author next proceeds to detail the resembling feelings of Yaou-seen, 
which are checked by her feiuinine modesty; but all her scruples are oA'er- 
come by the ins'enious reasoning of Yun-neang. On the annual autumnal 
festival, Yaou-seeii wanders out into the garden, and plays an airupon the flute, 
which Leang, as usual, overhears; and perceiving that the tune is Mau- 
kwan-shan, he bursts out into transports of grief. He sees some persons 
walking in the shade 

The wind, on agitating their garments, gave them the appearance of banners, 
and wafted their soft and delicate voices among the flowers.*' 

The said ladies are none other than the daughter of Yang, Yaou-&€en, and 
her domestic attendants. Leang addresses^Yaou-scen, and prevails upon her 
to promise eiernat constancy to him: he is prepared with writing materials:-* 

* Of our vow,* said he, * you and I will each retain a copy, which we will keep 
till the day of our marriage consuniinatton.' Leang out of his sleeve drew a sheet 
of beautiful paper, and a pencil, and leaning on the music-stand, wrote a Vow of 
Constancy, which they both swore to the OodH." 

Vh e vow was of course witnessed in due form ; 

** Each vow was signed with their family and adopt^ names, to wfaieh were 
added Yun-heang's, and that of the other two servants.’* 

After which«the lovers separate in agitation. In the mean time, the iathcr 
of Leang, who had resigned his place at Court, meets in the vessel In which 
he is returning to his native fields, a certain Lew, a member of the Revenue 
Board, who has a daughter to dispose of. 
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** At nightt i^en tbey aacUored, they paised the time iu conveniiig to^at)i#r» 
and duriog the tedious day, they tncessimtly raised the golden goblet.'* ^ \ ^ 

The two old gentletnen get drunk together, and Lew proposes that LedOjg 
should fonhwitn marry his daughter—a proposal with which old Leang k 
vastly delighted. He sends a messenger to summon his son; who, after 
taking leave of General Yang, seeks an interview with Yaou-seen. She 
informs him, that her father will consent to their union, and laments that 
** they should be separated as by a dense cloud.^* This simple and beautiful 

^scene follows: 

**■ * Although my father has promised to give me in marriage to you, still there 
is the cooseut of your honoured parents to be obtained. You must constantly bear 
in iniud the Vow tbat you have made, nor should either of us fail in keepmg our 
word. From henceforth, though your father and mother should not give their con> 
sent, most assuredly 1 will never trifle with you, by marrying some other person. 
Since death, which regards neither the rich nor the poor, is the lot of all mankind, 
it is my determination to leave behind me a chaste grave, a companion for the 
evening's dusk. As yet, 1 am unacquainted with your dreision, my husband, but 
you can now say a few sincere words while before the flowers.* Leang, taking 
Yauii-seen by the band, said, * Whilst among the flowers 1 besought the Gods, that 
if I do not remain united to you till i am grey-headed, 1 might disregard life, for¬ 
sake my family, and go in search of you. Whether dead or alive, 1 will never forsake 
you, lovely and virtuous girl, but most assuredly will beyour’s while life shall Ust. 
My love, on parting, 1 hope you will return to the embroidered room, and not spend 
day after day in ihiiiking of me. In former times, those who were crossed iu love, 
fell ill: I am fearful lest you become emaciated, and be stripped of your bloom.' 
Yaou-seen, weeping, thus farther addressed young Leang, ' Promise me again, ere 
you leave me, that you will refrain from grieving ; for if fate has decreed our union, 
it must be consummated ; let therefore your mind be fixed on the temple of 
fame, and aspire Co the highest seat.’ Tims they continued hand in hand, dally¬ 
ing, they knew not how long, till they saw the spn in the west, and the willows' 
shadow reflected on them. One to the'other said, ‘ If you will not let me go, 1 
will nut let you go, for while together how can we endure the thought of parting ? 
The azure cloud is suddenly dispersed, and the glass bowl is easily broken, but the 
thought of your dwelling on the north and 1 on the south, is enough to kill one.* 
On unexpectedly hearing some persons conversing together, and still being unwill¬ 
ing to part, they instantly secluded themselves in the shade of the trees, tin ad- 
vanciug a few steps, they each turned round and wept, when from the grief of part¬ 
ing they lengthened out five paces to ten. Fain would they have destroyed the 
flowers, because tbey obscured their shadows.” 

They arc forced to separate, however, and Leang embarks. 

««Wave after wave bore him along like a fallen flower.” 

As soon as he arrives, he is acquainted with his intended marriage to the 
daughter of Lew:—• 

* Alas! (said he) 1 hare trifled with the fair and beautiful Yaou-seen. Had 1 
early known tbat we could not live together during life, how would I, from the 
first, have dared to insult her person 1 Now, since our union is not decreed, wc 
will cut asunder the feelings of loWj for if I call to Heaven it will not answer, 
nor will earth give an ear to my prayer. My sole desire is to die ; my bed, night 
after night, k made wet with my tears ! 1 will now seize the whole of my writings 
and throw them into the river,—my books ofpnetry and prose 1 will consign to the 
flames. Since Heaven has not decreed our union, I will seek death, despising fame 
though 1 could obtain the three highest literary ranks. Can 1 ever esteem a new 
face and disregard the old ? No, 1 will retain iny love for her and divorce her only 
in death. From the time that I fell in love with her, to the present moment, 
every thing appears but a^hantasm.* On beholding the bright moon, he again re- 
menibered^hislove, when the pearly tear felMn confusion, like drops of rain. On 
repairidg to bis room, be observed the sheet of paper containing the marriage vow, 
which appeared as just written : On taking it into his hand, he wept over it till he 
shed teem of blood.** 

In the mean tune General Yang is informed of the intended marriage 
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of Leang, which surprises the old gentleman as much as it disiressei his 
daughter 

** Yftou-sjien remained at tlie head of the table listening, till she felt a cold ahiver 
pass over her lovely frame. She hastily took leave of her mother, and entered the 
fragrant ^om, where her tears flowed in confusion." 

And touchingly regrets, chat ** amidst the flowers she divulged her whole 
mind/* and told her love. Her maid, who had formerly lauded Leang ex¬ 
cessively, thus attempts to console her mistress:—- 

t 

*** Shall so handsome a person grieve, of having only one suitor ? No, wewifi 
seek another far more to be esteemed than young Leang 1* Yaoii-seen was dis¬ 
pleased, and replied, ‘At first you described him as rich embroidery of flowers; 
this morning, on seeing that he has changed his mind, do you presume to euter my 
presence and play with your tongue 

The maid, on hearing this, changes her tone, and insinuates that Leang 
tiiay not he upon the whole to blame; when Yaou-seen breaks out into the 
following natural and feminine exclamation : 

“ ‘ Id this life, doubtless, there can be no joy for me, for this monster bas de¬ 
ceived me in my youth. From this time forth 1 will not own these balls of cos¬ 
metics, nor am 1 disposed again to dress my hair at the toilet, i shall never again 
use these ornaments, I will take them all and commit them to the flames. These 
balls of cosmetics and rouge 1 will cast into the pond, for who will come again and 
talk of my beauty ? My hopes of pleasure and liappineas for ever being at an ead» 
1 will with speed enter the road that leads to the yellow springs. My looking-glass 
I will smash to pieces, and destroy my precious guitar, for who is now in this world 
acquainted with my plaintive notes * Though I appear in the glass to ne handsome, 
who regards me ? 1 will spend my life like the swallow and the widow bird Lwan. 
The pearly flute, I will throw aside, and destroy the Pe-|ui, and weep like Yub- 
kwan. Should ever another solicit my hand, though as handsome as a god, 1 will 
refuse him, and at once make the yellow grave my abode. 1 will burn my pencil, 
and tear my ornamented paper, for 1 never wish again to write another ode at my 
desk. This cliess-bnard I will burn, and these dice shall be thrown away; for on 
account of this youth they ufTord me no pleasure. The seeds of love having now 
lost their virtue, and being alone, I weep tears of blood till my clothes are bedewed. 
The silver reed and ivory cards 1 will break to pieces, for they only enrage and 
‘distract my mind. Every article that 1 possess will 1 speedily destroy, retaining 
only the paper, which contains the marriage vow.’* 

An insurreciion now takes place on the frontiers, and General Yang is 
ordered to oppose the rebels. He proceeds with his wife and daughter to 
the capital, where he commands them to remain till his return from the 
camp. In the mean time Leang resolves to seek a last interview with Yaou- 
sieen, and sets out for Chang-chow: he finds the house deserted, and the 
pavilion and garden desolate, and is informed Iw the solitary gardener, that 
Vaou-seeti is residing in the capital, to which Leang incontinently follows 
her. He happens to reside in ine house adjoining that of his betrothed bride, 
and leaps over the wall into her garden. At first Yaou-seen receives him with 
reproaches, and asks him “ whether his ^lind will be at rest when he is 
alone within the bed-curtain ?’* and then sinks into regrets. 

‘ I know (says she) that a new flower is esteemed more pretty than an old otie; 
and when 1 have entered the green grave, beneath the bright moon, your slave 
will then never envy nor be jealous of any one !* Sbe was desirous to lid herself 
ofdife and return to the yellow earth, but was pained, when she thought of leaving 
her mothet forlorn. ‘ 1 (said sbe] am the only child that my parents have borne: 
when they have paid nature’s debt, who shall offer thdfai incense} Your slave 
greatly resembles a blade of grass oo the surf, borne along by the stream, re* 
gardless whether risiog or sinking. As to my father, 1 know not whether he be 
dead or alive, for as yet a letter has not arrived from the borders of the mdless 
Wall.' Tbit night, 1 think myself happy in seeing your face; hereafter I knoiff uot 
whether we sh^i ever meet again, for i am fearful that ere long from gi^f the 
cold moon will shine on luy tomb,’*’ 
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Leang consoles his bride, protests his unaltered faith, and promises tp aid 
her father in his opposition to the rebels. He solicits the Emperor’s e6nseut 
to inarch against them, and obtains it the more readily, as news hare just 
reached the capital that the troops of General Yang have been surrounded. 
He proceeds to the frontiers; and during his absence a report arrives in town 
of his having fallen in battle. Yuh-king, the daughter of Lew, to whom he 
had been promised in marriage, is exceedingly distressed at his death—but 
her worthy father takes that opportunity of recommending a new lover to 
her, whose excellent qualities he thus sums up;— 

The young Gentleman has amishle manners, he is a person of talent, polite, 
the descendant of an ancient family. Moreover, his disposition is mild and 

complaisant in the j^xtreine, so much so that if be gets intoxicated, be does BOt 
quarrel nor scold in the least. Whomever he sees, whatever he their rank, be is 
polite, and whenever a friend comes, tlte servants are ordered to briqg tca<” 

But the young lady is unmoved by this catalogue of her lover’s attractions, 
and persists in her resolution of remaining in maiden widowhood. Her pa¬ 
rents, however, insist upon her marriage; but she prefers death to incon¬ 
stancy. Jt is very touchingly said, that “she thought of ending her life by 
cutting her throat; but fearing that her parents would be distressed by seeing 
her corpse, she determined to throw herself into the river.” She proceeds 
accordingly to its banks, and thus bursts forth 

** Tliis night next year will be kept as the anniversary of my death, for this 
night, this year, 1 perish by the side of the river. Ought I not to be pitted, a per¬ 
son only eigbttfoii, and in her bloom } Ah, father and mother ! the merit of 
rearing me has vanished like smoke! This night shall put an end to all iny trmiblos, 
though 1 resemble a beautiful flower in full bloom ; but when beaten by the rain, 
and blown on by the wind it cannot last long, for leaf after leaf will take its flight 
and be borne down by the strcnin. Annually the flowers fall and the streams con¬ 
tinue to flow, but 1, when once gone, for ever will he unable to return ! This night 
iny corpse shall remain by the side of the river; silence will sit on my countenance, 
while the waters wilt spread far and wide! Prostrately i beg that the goddess 
Chang-go will lead my way into the deep part, and teach me to avoid the shallow.*’ 

She then plunges into the stream, but is rescued by the master of a vessel 
which lies near; this old gentleman has neither son nor daughter, and Vuh- 
king is adopted by him and his wife as their child. 

Leangin the mean time has defeated the rebels, and delivered General 
Yang. He sends an oflicial account of the afTair to the capital, on receiving 
which we are told “his Majesty's dragon countenance gladdened, and the 
golden mouth oidered Le^iig to be created a Mandarin of the first class.” 
Leang receives his Majesty’s orders to marry Yaou-seen. and the news of 
their union reach his betrothed bride Yuh-king. Her adopted father states 
the affair to the Emperor, who commands Leang to marry Yuh-king also, 
and to regard the two wives as equal. This he accordingly does, and the 
poem thus closes 

** The wives of Duke Leang, being happy, dwelt in harmony together, and en¬ 
deavoured to excel each other in Mod attention. When disposed to lift the cup, 
they repaired beneath the bright moon, and when enjoying the cool breeze, tlity 
alternately recited verses.” 

Mr. Thoms’s very curious volume concludes with some Chinese biogra¬ 
phical sketches. One of them, the story of Tang, a Chinese Griselda, lye 
arc unfortunately prevented by its length from quoting; but we give one nr 
two of the short notices of this gallery of Chinese beauties, all of whom, 
however, were not emiifhnt for their virtue:— 

« YU-KE 
arai the esteemed concubine of Kang-yu, and accompanied him ifben defeated at 
Kea*bea. Kang-yu, seeing bow he was circumstanced, addressed her thus ■ It 
will be better for you to attend on the sovereign of Han/ (his conqueror). Yu-ke 
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replied,—^ I have heard that a faithful mioiBter cannot serve two princes, and a 
vlrtnons woman two husbands, i beg to meet death before you suffer,’ and in¬ 
stantly cut her throat.” 

MANG 
played skilfully on the reed, and had a fine voice, was much beloved by Woo-tsnny, 
an Emperor of the Tanp dynasty. When the Emperor was near death, castina bis 
eyes on her, be said, ^ Alas! 1 am afraid 1 shall never see you again.’ She replied, 
* My employment being that of singing, I desire to breathe my last while singing 
in your presence.’ When she came to the lavt words of the Ode, ^ To the flowing 
tide,’ she suddenly expired.” 

« A CHINESE NINON,—HEA 
was considered a remarkably handsome person, and when advanced in years, ap¬ 
peared young. She had been married seven times to persons who held situations 
in the state, and was thrice Queen. The Frinces all contended for her ; there were 
none that saw her, but were in love with her.” 

« THE PRINCESS SHAN-YIN 
was the daughter of the Emperor Woo, of the Sung dynasty, and sister to King 
Te. She was an immoral character. Her brother Te was partial to her, and fre¬ 
quently drove her out in hia carriage. The Princess one day addressing him said, 
* We are both descendants of royal blood, you have several private apartments, 
where you have a great number of ladies ; 1 have only one husband ; is it not very 
dispn^portionate ” 

We have ouly to add to our own praise of the poem of the “ Flower’s 
Leaf,” that all the Chinese Reviewers, according to Mr. Thoms, have been 
loud in its laudation. 

ON THE DEATH OF DB. KITCHINER. 

Moukn, ye Bouvilliers, Verys, and Apiciuses, 
Ye greA compounders of whate’er delicious in; 
Mourn, all ye gourmands, and ye cc^ioscenti, 
^Yholove to eat and drink enough for twenty, 
Without incurring gluttony's dire ills. 
Or only such as yield to dinner pills; 
Death,—to good living that eternal foe,— 
Has dealt on Kitchiner his fatal blow; 
And to that supper hurried him, so nasty. 
Not where we eat, but where oneselTs the pasty, 
l^overbial wisdom, well worth half our books. 
Says “God sends meat, the devil sends us cooks.*' 
Too sure, alas! he sent us death: and such is 
Death’s sorry cooking, he spoils all he touches. 
Not all that art, which, living, gave the name 
Of Kitchiner to sound with endless fame, 
Oan from this hist sad feast its savitur steal. 
And render it a palatable meal. 
Yet, from the gloomy banquH of the grave 
Of mortal passioits, u some orts we save, 
If Kitchiner’s good-humour survive, 
If in elysium ms old tastes should live, 
Then his “ poor ghost,” with syynpathetic glow. 
Shall kindle at our merriment helow; 
And snuff with rapture, through remotest ages, 
Good dinners, dress’d according to hw pages. M* 
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A CHANCERY LAW-SUIT. 

Letter XIL 

Humphry Testy to his Sister Clara* 
June, 1815. 

Dearest Sistery 
# * # # # 

How sorry I am that my father frets so about that suit! Considerinff 
close attendance of business hours, 1 think I liave done very well 

to go down to the Court of Chancery three or four days, and consider¬ 
ing also too that I read a little of BIackstone*s Commentaries once, I 
fancy I know sornctliing about the law. 

However,dear Clara! I went to see how father's business came on, 
and there was the great man, the Lord Chancellor, sitting in Lincoln’s 
Inn Hall, with such a posse of wigs about him, though he is such a 
Tory!—you know 1 love a bad pun, sister. And whatever people may 
say of him, he certainly is a very clever judge. What prodigious 
intellect is revealed in his forehead 1 How patiently he hears the long 
tongues which are for ever wagging in his immediate neighbourhood ! 
And how gracefully he plays the amiable among them ! Indeed I don’t 
know whether the counsel, with their everlasting speeches, are not the 
engines of delay, and not the venerable man who bears the blame of it. 
He looks for all the world like Johnson’s picture of a lexicographer— 
“ a harmless drudge.” For my part I can’t conceive prompter deci¬ 
sions. Somebody moved for someUiing he wanted, and the Chancellor 
said at once, “ Let it be referred to the Master by which I suppose 
the business is ended. Then another made a motion of some kind, and 
as every wise man w'ould do before he decided—I’m sure I should do 
so—the judge said he should certainly think about it a little before he 
gave his judgment. Then came a tithe cause, and 1 understood that 
it was to last an amazing time, and that eight or ten speeches would be 
made about it. This was about half-past one, and I was thinking of 
leaving the court, when lo ! in the heat of the argument, the greatman 
rose, and 'said very politely, that he was under the necessity of al tend¬ 
ing the Recorder’s report, and made his coage. Well, I was there 
again soon after, to see if Testy v. Brush” would be tried, when who 
should clap me on the back but--—, our solicitor ! First of all he told * 
me that my father was very lucky and need not complain, for that 
Brush's attorney had neglected one capital mode of aggravating the cost 
of the suit; and this he called enlarging the publication, (you can read 
this, my dear girl, to your fatlier,Jor I am sure you won’t understand it). 
This enlarging would have cost a mint of money, and it might have 
lengthened the cause a little. Then he explained to me who all the 
Fig wigs were, and made me promise to dine with him. There was 
one, an amazing clever fellow, with a singularly odd speech, broad, 
and zealous in his action, - ■■ told me that he was a walking* 
library, and had a case in point for every accident which could hap¬ 
pen to man. Talk of Aat wight Sir Hudibras, 

“ Who could speak Greek 
As naturally as pigs squeak— • 

this man can whistle out the cases on any subject presently, as he. 
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walks about the room. A very honest counsel too, who talks of 
retiring from the bar, having made a sufficiency to maintain him¬ 
self with respectability. Then I remember another hard-featured, 
stern-looking gentleman, quite independent in his manner and language, 
who didn’t seem to care a halfpenny about any body; but he is always 
full of business, and bids fair to rise very high in the profession. His 
name is-. The glorious sun, however, is set, that acute lawyer, 
and humane lawgiver, Sir Samuel Romilly; a man who thought that* 
poking a silver-tanknrd out of a shop was not quite so big a crime ^ 
plundering the w'idow and the orphan. He was very anxious to s^e 
the hangman trouble too, by abolishing many of our capital punish¬ 
ments, but our rulers are not enlightened enough for that yet, “ Fare- 
wqll, great heart.*’—My father’s case was set down for a hearing, and 
so 1 stayed rather later: but the Chancellor rose in the midst of a long 
harangue, to attend th^e hearing of appeals in the House of Lords. 
What a mind he must have, Clara, to skip about so from one grave 
subject to another. And yet whatever his sense may be, I can't help 
thinking it would be better to flnish the arguments when they have been 
commenced. Such an abrupt break must dissipate the mind both 
pf counsel, judge, and though last, not lea*<t, of the patient person whose 
case is under consideration. I speak feelingly, Clara. These great 
people little thought that your poor brother was making his observa¬ 
tions upon them. It puis me in mind of the old verse, 

There's a chiel amang ye taking notes. 
And 'fiiith, he '11 prent ’em.” 

We shan’t print our correspondence though, shall we, Clara? Nobody 
will think it worth while. But I must hasten, for I am conscious that 
you’ll be wanting to go to your toilet, and that my letter is growing 
long. 

I went to his Lordship's court for the last time yesterday, and saw 
our cause safe in the paper, when, behold! no sooner was the business 
called on, than up gets Counsellor —and, My Lord," says he, 
“ I am very sorry, but the solicitor happens to be absent just now, per¬ 
haps he may be in the way presently." No one regretted more than 
himself, replied the Chancellor, the consequence which the solicitor’s 
absence would occasion, but the public could not be delayed for the 

^affairs of an individual, however urgent they might be. So the cause 
was struck out of the paper; but take care how you tell our father this 
news, for he will be monstrously annoyed at it. Now the fact is, that 
the very same solicitor who dined me on Friday, was off to Ascot, not 
having any idea that the case could waiting for him; and so it is, 
such is the constant reduplication among these gentry. 

“ Hie labor, ille domus, et inextricabilis error." 

By the way, I have got some curious Latin verses upon the Insolvent 
^ct, which you shall see when I come to Grandy. 

I went off in a huff, as you may suppose, abominating “ the law’s 
delay,and looking very much like the unfortynate prig who had been 
nonsuited, and was overtaken by the judge of assize. The attorney 
had stopped his vehicle, afid was gaping about for somethii^, when 
Sir-came up in his carriage. “ Mr.-^ Mr.-said the 
judge, en passantf ** wbat! are you looking for your writ of Nisi Prius ?" 
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Pray soften things as niuch as possible to our dear parent, 
adieu, tny dear Clara, but I must tell you * * 
nice young * * * to take his degree ♦ 
* * * next time he conies to Grandy, * 
pay his respects, ^ • curbs. * * 

[The letter ends in the usual way.] 

And now 
* « 
« • 
« • 

LETTsa XIII. 

Farmer Brush to Twisty his Lawyer* 

Sir,—I don’t understand at all what you mean by axing me for more 
money to carry on the suit. Why, you tell me yourself that the 
business hasn’t been settled, ’cause Squire Testy’s lawyer wan’t there. 
Why then he’ll have to pay, to be sure. I shan’t pay any more 
money. 

Your humble Servant, 
Brush. 

Letter XIV. 

Lawyer Twist to Farmer Brushy 

Indeed, my good friend, I should regret to proceed to extremities 
with you, but it by no means follows because the plaintiff, Mr. Testy, 
has been remiss through his solicitor (who by the by was not at Ascot 
races) that you are to have the costs. Alas! my friend, the world is 
not become so bright as that yet. You must pay the costs of the day, 
(that is to say, your own costs,) and wait for Mr. Testy’s summons to 
hear judgment. I am sorry for it. Come, wheat was up last market- 
day. Yours, &c. 

Letter XV. 

Mr. Tesiy to Sir James Senate* 
Feb. 1,1810. 

Very kind thanks, dear Sir James, for your inquiries after me and 
mine. Clara * * * ♦ you are rather witty 
about my quarrel with the farmer. Ah ! I will not give way though*; 
I think that they would compromise the matter with me ; but I won't 
be the first to come forward after such a shameful refusal to perform a 
solemn promise. But, Sir James, you are not quite right in supposing 
that every body thinks this sS tedious a case. 1 am not the butt of 
the village. Sir James. The only butt that interests me is a butt of 
sherry—the king’s own. I say that it’s not so long a case as other 
people’s : and my attorney proves it. You don't know what I might 
have done to distress my adversary, and, considering all things, how I 
have forborne. * You don’t know the history of the affiiir., On the fst 
of December 1809, Btush comes to me, and says he, ** Mr. Testy,” says 
he, ‘'you have had a longing for them fields a great while; you shall 
have ’em; come, there’s my word for’t.*'—« Thank y6,” said I, ** Mr. 
Brush. I certainly have wanted them a long time.” Well, you know 
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one doesn’t like to employ a lawyer about every <turopery afrreoinent, so 
1 put down what 1 thought right upon paper, and Brush signed it$ 
and now the obstinate fellow will fight against his own hand-writing. 
I remember Sergeant Squirt coming to call one morning, and I show^ 
him this agreement I thought he cast rather a comical eye upon it; 
and, faith, do you know, the attorney on the other side has had the 
impudence to say that it’s not worth a farthing, because the terms, 
as he wickedly says, are not technically expressed. My gentleman, * 
Mr. ■ talks about the Statute of Frauds, which is a thing 1 never 
heard of in my life; but 1 hope all will be well, notwithstat^din^T^ 
Why should my counsel go on if they thouglit they had a bad case ? 
And yet they do say, that the rogues will fight to the last, though they 
know all the time that what is put into their briefs is not worth a straw, 
and may succeed too. If it were so now,Brush deserves it; and, besides, 
was there not a plain agreement? as plain as the nose on your face, as 
Sergeant-said to Lord Chief Justice ■ , who had been sporting 
his wit upon the Sergeant, who was lame of one arm,—You make but 
a lame hand of it, brother.”—It’s as plain, my Lord, as the nose on 
your Lordship’s face.” Now this being a snub nose, though not very 
discernible, was yet to be distinguished with a little care. 

My son, you know, Sir James, is no lawyer; and when he tells me of 
this delay and the other delay, really I give the lad credit for his per¬ 
severance in seeing afier my interests; but he cannot be aware of what 
older men take as matters of course. Now there’s my Lord Chan¬ 
cellor : is there any thing wonderful in his being obliged to rise from 
court so many times 7 His business must be so immense, it’s impossible 
for him to get through any thing. As we used to say at school, " Non 
omnia possumus oranes.” How can he attend to the Recorder*s re¬ 
port and a long suit about tithes at the same time? Indeed the wonder 
is, how he can keep so cool u head to judge of the fates of poor 
wretches who have been convicted at the Old Bailey, after hearing so 
many twisted and twirled arguments. Then, as my son says, he must 
go to the House of Lords to iiear the appeals; and 1 dare say he has 
more to do than that. I tell you what. Sir James, you knew me fur a 
public-snirited man; and though 1 don’t like to fool away my money 
upon solicitors and unprincipled people like that Mr. Brush, i don’t feci 
quite so angry when a great man is compelled to put ofi' my case on 
account of his duties elsewhere. And yet it is tiresome ttM>, I admit 
it. But I don't like the forms; and 1 should like some enquiry to be 
made into them, which you, being a member of parliament, might do 
as easily as possible. There was an old stable—I forget the name of 
it, for I have not read much since 1 left>poor Dr. Savage—it belonged 
to a king, and Hercules was employed to clean it out afier thirty years’ 
filth had choked it up; and he did this by dragging a river through it. 
Now it strikes me that this court of Chancery wants a brush of this 
kind ;-^(oh ! it was the Augean stable;)—only instead of water, they 
might as well have a bonfire of the shrivelled parchments and the old 
books, and 1 would burn all the wigs and gowns. But I truly am 
getting quite beside myself, and have exceeded tne common bounds of 
a letter. Dear Sir James, do make my best respects to Lady and the 
Misses Senate; and pray give Clara’s best respects to her Ladyship, and 
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she be^s that it majr nbt be long before she has the pleasure of seeing 
her and her family at G randy Park. 

I remain your most afTectionatei humble servant, 
' Timothy *Tk8ty, 

Letter XVI. 

Sir James Senate in reply to Mr, Testy, 

My dear Testy,—When we were boys together, we used to read a 
Tittle Spanish. Now do cast your eye over this exclamation of Don 
Quixote's niece, and confess that you bear equal enmity against the 
poor t^cina jnstiti<r^—in other words, the Court of Chancery. You 
know the curate and the young woman nre consulting upon the pro¬ 
priety of burning poor La Mancha's library :—‘^Tome, vuestra merced, 
senor licenciado, rocie este aposento, no este aqui olgnn encantador 
de los muchos qui tienen estos libros y nos cncanten, enpena de las que 
les queremos dar echando los del mundo." 

And so I am to be accessary, my old friend, to a bonfire of all the 
Chancery reports and precedents, to an invasion of the sacred bureau, 
where the fatal threads of delay are woven. I can assure you that I 
am quite as well employed: I am cogitating over a bill for reducing 
the number of capital punishments in this country, and cannot spare 
time to tread on the debaieable land which you direct me to. That is 
like the enchanted ground, which Pilgrim Bunyan tells us was full of 
pits and falls to catch the unwary traveller. It is like the story of the 
bridge of life,—a beautiful allegory, to be found, I think, in the Spec¬ 
tator. From the entrance to the vanishing point on the other side^ are 
gins and snares in great abundance: the public are represented on 
their passage over; first one man sinks down, then another, anotlier, 
and another, so that scarcely any arrive at the promised goal. Never¬ 
theless, 1 by no means think that you ought to be the butt of the vil¬ 
lage, or that you can he in a situation so painfully ridiculous, for 
defending your just rights. You have shown a most righteous for¬ 
bearance towards that Mr. Brush, in avoiding every harassing ex¬ 
pense, and you seem to have equity and a good cause on your side. 
But, my dear Testy, did you never hear of the Statute of Frauds? 
You surprise me. I had scarcely thought that any gentleman of this 
country could be ignorant of so remarkable an enactment. The 
Statute of Limitations, which was intended to restrain undue credit 
and save money, has cost suitors a most enriching sum; but the Sta¬ 
tute of Frauds! 100,000/. would be a poor reckoning indeed, if I were 
to bound at that price the expenses which the public have sustained in 
acquiring a knowledge of its provisions. But it has its enchantments 
too, though not allurements, 1 hope that you have not smned against 
it; 1 fear you have; but, from the little experience I possess of legal 
matters, 1 hardly dare to tender you a common conjecture on the subject* 
Thus much, however, I can tell you,—you must be very careful h^w 
you deni with growi^ crops of grass, turnips, potatoes, or things of 
that description by way of sale; for a friend of mine parted with 
a crop of standing grass some time ago, without putting his agree¬ 
ment into writing; and finding.it necessary to bring*an action, be 
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was not only nonsuited, but paid 60/. or 70/. costs for his under taking 
And be told me that unless you contemplate the mere selling of the 
vegetable produce, without any interest whatever in the land, you need 
a memorandum, containing the terms of the bargain. I admire the 
philosophy of your reasoning upon the Chancellor's duties, although 
you are, in common with others, a partial sufferer from it. But your 
youngster has not half informed you upon that subject. The immense 
employment of settling bankruptcies is sufficient to engage the atten- « 
tion of a most able individual, yet whole days are expended in dis¬ 
cussing points and drawing subtle distinctions in this branch of tb^ 
law, which, as far as I have considered it, might well be confided to the 
single care of another person, or at all events leaving only a right of 
appeal in certain cases. As Speaker of the House of Lords, you who 
read the newspapers can judge of the weight of his parliamentary labours, 
how carefully he investigates every bill, and especially bills of improve¬ 
ment, before he decides upon adopting or rejecting them. The wonder 
is, not that he decides so slowly, but that amidst a quantity of matter 
so conflicting and incongruous, he is ever able to arrive at a conclusion; 
and some people satirically declare, that they doubt his ever having 
done so. Then what pains are taken to discover the truth of a man’s 
lunacy, how entirely is the dominion over these proceedings conferred 
upon the same judge! As a member of the cabinet, how he must trim 
the midnight lamp to be a fit counsellor to his Majesty at thf subjects 
of foreign treaties, public documents of various kinds, state prosecu¬ 
tions, and matters of such high import! How did he And time to give 
four cheers at the coronation for his earldom ? Besides this, he is con¬ 
stantly moved off to the Privy Council, when sheriffs are pricked for as 
an instance, and again to hear the Report of the Recorder. In a word, 
bis toils are endless, and more than man can essay. mortale 
loquor” I had almost said, as the matter stands at present. As it 
ought to be, that is, when all the judgments upon outstanding suits 
have been delivered before the Chancellor rises, we must publish a new 
and striking confutation of Mr. Hume’s Essay on Miracles. 

And yet who is to say, Testy, that you or I ought to wait for a deci¬ 
sion upon our private matters for a length of time so monstrous, when 
our great Charter says. We will not deny or defer to any man justice 
or right. Very well do 1 know that the Chancellor is not blameablc 
for many of the procrastinations which happen, and that he ought to 
be relieved of some teasing burthens which are laid upon him; but 
the excellence of our constitution is proved by what I have quoted- 
.and the devil sends cooks; and so my dear Testy, I wish ytjku suc¬ 
cess in your affair. [The rest of the letfer is on private matters."] 

Letter XVII. 

Humphry to Clara* 
July 1,1618. 

^Dearest Sister,—Rejoice with me, and communicate the glad tidings 
to our dear father. Our cause was decided to-di>y, after half an hour's 
controversy, and a reference was made to the Master of the Gourt*-^ 
which of course is nothing. 

The bellman is ringing for the last time, and so I must hastily bid 
you adieu, &c* 
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Letter XVIII. 

Lawyer Sweep to Timothp' Testy, Esquire. 

January 8, 1619. 
. Dear Sir,—1 have told you a dozen times that I am not responsible 

for the delays of the Court of Chancery. 1 am doing all in my power 
to expedite the inquiry before the Master, the nature of which is to 
ascertain the precise terms of your agreement, in order that an argu- 
pient may be raised upon the Statute of Frauds. If you have any 
other paper referring to, or stating the terms, some paper in fact giving 
a reasonable description of the bargain, and to which Mr. Brush has 
given his assent in any way, we shall do better; for, after all, things 
look rather gloomily. 

With reference to the second branch of your complaint, which is a 
most severe calumny, I had almost said, against my profession, 1 
assure you, that I have repented, more than once, my precipitation in 
sending you the account of your debt hitherto incurred in the suit. It 
is not usual to do more than receive money on account; and from a gen¬ 
tleman whose confidence and practice I have so long enjoyed, I sliould 
not have thought of asking any pecuniary advances. I will, however, 
give the best answer I can to your strictures. 

I observe you have marked the objectionable items with a cross, and 
one of the first is the expense of replying to the defendant’s pleadings* 
You may remember we took several exceptions to it; and though Mr. 
Brush certainly put into his answers about forty times as much as was 
necessary, give me leave to say that the costs of doing you justice in 
that respect would have been greater, as the practice is now, than the 
submission to such irrelevant matters; a course which I adopted purely 
for your interest. 

As to gratuities, they have been allowed to the clerks of the Masters 
from time immemorial; you know, dear sir, that the English pay for 
every thing, and why should the Chancery Court be more condemned 
in this respect than the Deans and Chapters of Saint Paul's or West¬ 
minster Abbey, whose right to fees is equally enforced ? Fees and gra¬ 
tuities seem to be a part of the British constitution,—I say seem, for I 
hope it is not so. Formerly when an estate was sold under a Chancery 
decree, the Masters' clerks had half-a-crown upon each bidding! 

Now with regard to the decree, you are truly lucky, and have no 
cause for complaint. For so short a judgment you cannot consider the 
expense exorbitant, especially when 1 come to give you some idea of 
the mishaps which fall upon other people in this particular. Suitors 
are compelled to take copies %f the whole decree, whether plaintiffs or 
defendants, so that, however long it may be (and long enough it is 
sometimes), however useless the greatest part of it may be to them (and 
useless truly much of it frequently is), they must bear the charges of 
procuring copies in order to enable their appearance in Court, or before 
thellfaiter. Yours being a mere simple reference, and on one betid 
only, vou cannot butideem yourself highly fortunate. 

I tmbk you see by this time that litde blame ought to be attached to 
your solicitor, and that I shall do your feelings no injury by subscribing 
myself, dear sir, j^ours very faithfully and sincerely, 

James Sweep* 
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Letter XIX* 

Sir Olden Oldenhuttle to Mr, John Zealous, 
August Ij 18S20. 

Dear Sn-f—'In searching over some old papers the other day in qoeat 
of a pedigree, by which I expect to trace a family of my acquaintance 
from John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, I stumbled upon a most ex¬ 
traordinary production, which seems to come from the .Bibliotbeque of * 
the late Job Screw^ the attorney of Greediton; and knowing bow 
anxious you are to get materials for the investigation of Chancer^ 
abuses, 1 have directed my amanuensis to copy it into this letter for 
your use, and remain, dear sir, yours very faithfully, 

O. Oldenbuttlb- 
Job Screio's advice to his sun Mordecai Screw, 

I have been long desirous, dear Mordecai, of compiling a little paper 
lor you, the object of which would be to prevent you from being quite 
so much at the mercy of others, as careless and improvident solicitors 
frequently are. You will probably succeed to my business and to the 
trifling gains which I have been able to amass in my profession; ahd 
although what I have written below need not be implicitly followed 
upon every occasion, it is good for you to know your strength in case 
you may need to use it. You are aware how important it is to oblige 
your client; and while 3^ou make his cause your own, how carefully you 
should strive at the same time to give him satisfaction as he goes on 
in his cause. By hinting to you various methods of harassing and dis¬ 
tressing your opponent in Chancery, you will be in a condition to tire 
out and weary many parties, who, if they had to deal with the majority 
of your brethren, would gain a hearing much earlier than they might 
hope for, and certainly sooner than they would if you were employed 
and availed yourself of the assistance 1 now offer you. You know how 
I detest all innovations, and what is falsely called gentlemanly reflne- 
ment. Please your client, and never mind the canting people of the 
present day when they speak of enlightened legislation.* 

Now, you are embarked in a suit as plaintiff, your case none of the 
best; find out if the defendant want money, and if his sob'eitor is anx¬ 
ious to be no loser by him. He appears and answers, except to his 
answer without the least delay. He must then go before the Master, 
and again before the court at a very considerable expense, till at 
length, having plagued him into a full disclosure of all he knows, you 
can wait upon your oars for three quarters of a year, and then, when he 
comes to put you out of court, you calmly file your replication, by 
which you get three quarters of a year more. Or you may amend your 
bill if you like, and so work him over the old ground again. To under¬ 
take that you will keep your suit alive, and speed your cause with 
affect, gains you some months more ; and by that time the inexorable 
defendant will be in a state to hearken to a compromise, which you can 
niike as advantageous as you please for your client. If the defenduit 
holds out, is obstinate, gets an unforeseen supply^ or otherwise, 
your bill, it is much the same proceeding as a nonsuit at common law, 
and by smoothing over your client properly, you will gain reputation by 
your procrasdnations, and be called at once a good, working solicitor. 
-^—g,—I—^■ .11. 

* N'lte by the amanuensis,^Job Seres' died in 1815, and thU paper was written 
in 1814. 
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But it is as a defendant, that your generalship will be most service¬ 
able, and indeed most conspicuous. Here you must contrive to be at 
home upon every emergency. I will give you some idea of your capa¬ 
bilities as the law stands, for plaintiffs are to be wearied out by good 
management, as well as defendants. I tliink a table showing the way 
of protracting a suit will give you as just a conception of this manoeuvr¬ 
ing 88 can be afforded, it will be a kind of bird's-eye view. 

, Ytm. Mthi. Wki, 
^^Suit commenced in IBIO, say subpoena returnable in Mi- 

c^liaelmas term, having been sued out in August, and your 
<*]ient living more than ten miles from town. - - - 0 5 0 

Ask for time to plead, by which you can have - - 0 1 3 
N.B. Don’t vex your client by driving him to gaol under 

writs of habeas corpus. 
Your answer being imperfect, the plaintiff excepts to it. - 0 3 0 
Submit to answer the exceptions, and ask for time to do it. - 0 I 0 
Put in another answer, which requires explanation. 
The plaintiff excepts again. - - - - 0 1 0 
Submit again to answer better. - - - - 0 1 0 
riaintiff excepts a third time. 
Yon submit again. - - . - -01 (» 

. Plaintiff still dissatisfied. - - - - - 0 3 0 
N. B. Long vacation. 

Try it once more - - - - - -olO 
The plaintiff refers the matter to the Master, and thence to 

Court. - - - - - - -060 
Your answer being perfect, the plaintiff replies - - 0 6 0 
Issue is joined and evidence taken, about which you need 

not be too expeditious. - - - - -OOO 
Take good care now to enlarge the publication of this evi¬ 

dence, by which you may have at least six months. - -060 
The case being set down for hearing, will not come on for a 

twelvemonth. - - - - - -100 
Either the plaintiff's attorney will he out of the way, or you 

can contrive to have business, and so be absent, or some of the 
counsel will be engaged elsewhere, so that with due caution 
you can get over two years more without much difficulty. -^00 

The business being part heard, is referred to the Master, wlio 
reports in about tliree months. - - - - 0 3 0 

Another unavoidable delay of a year. - - - 1 0 0 
The case being heard and decided, apply to vaiy^ the minutes. 0 B 0 
Be careful to introduce new matter at these hearing, by 

which freA minutes must be drawn, and you sliould mssent 
frm these, you may get a twelvemonth by manap:ement. - I 0 0 

\Y^t wiyi references to the Master, and settling the trans¬ 
action fldfbgether, another twelvemonth may go very safely by. I 0 0 

10 0 0 

This done, Mordecai, by threatening an appeal to the House of 
Lords, you will totally break the plainti^s heart, and he will either en¬ 
tertain a most snccesshil compromise, or will abandon his suit a{toget|^er ; 
and probably he do this long before the ten years have elapsed, 
which, jby the way, ^en you come to study the subject, you will find no 
time at all, for I have come within the mark on most occasions, out of 
mere Christian feeling. ^ Job ScreV* 
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IjEtter XX, 

Old Mr, Testy to Sir James Senate. 

January, 18^21. 

Dear Sir James,—Really, really, it is toobad;^and, besides, I was 
most dreadfully frightened last night by a report that Brush was dead, 
and so I should have had all the costs to pay, for executors, I hear, 
pay no costs. But it is too bad, Sir James, it is indeed ; the Chancellor 
gave judgment in my favour the other day, after putting it off for 
eighteen months, and now they have given me notice, that they mean‘s 
to have the case heard all over again, because some most material 
point has escaped the brains of those stupid counsel. Oh Lord! oh 
Lord! when will there be an end of it? I was reading a book of 
anecdotes a little while since, where I found a story of Lord Chan¬ 
cellor Cowper, and 1 wish I had seen it before 1 began this suit. He 
said he knew enough of law never to meddle with it himself. I think 
the farmer himself is very sorry for it, only he is so violently obstinate. 
I think we could make it up, but I wouldn't have it said for the world. 
Do give me your thoughts upon it, Sir James, for they will be atsome 
new trick soon, and I shouldn't wonder if they picked a hole in my 
agreement after all this labour. 1 remain your trulj^ afflicted friend, 

Timothy Testy. 

Letter XXL 

Sir James Senate in reply. 
January, t82l. 

My dear Sir,—Compromise directly by all means, and care not an 
instant for the impertinence of such as may think fit to observe upon 
your conduct. It is very difficult to say how far this matter may be 
carried, for we are scarcely ever safe from the fangs of Chancery. If 
I recollect rightly this part of our jurisprudence, a bill of review 
might be filed at any time within twenty years after the judgment, and 
so your troubles would revive again, and they may appeal to the House 
of Lords, though this must be an idle threat on the pare of a poor 
farmer. However, it seems, they have not gone quite so far as that yet. 

It may afford you some consolation to know, that Mr. John Williams, 
an eminent barrister on the Northern Circuit, entertains an idea of 
bringing these vexations before Parliament. I wish him well in the 
heavy and thankless undertaking he has essayed. I am sure you will 
join in this. But Copley, the Solicitor-General, is the man.I should 
like to sec ministerially employed in this matter; he is most clear-headed, 
and will do justice to any cause he takes up. If it were not for Lord 
Gifford, he would most undoubtedly have the Seals. But then perhaps 
this could not be expected from him. But to return to our subject. 
Brush, heartily tired of this case, will very likely yield the fields now 
upon your making him some moderate ^compensation, and at your 
time of life is it not better to live tranquilly in yo^ family than to con¬ 
tinue this fruitless and teasing litigation? Any effort that I can make 
to forward this conciliatory disposition, is at your service, as truly as 
1 am, dear Testy, yours very faithfully, 

James Senate. 
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Letter XXII. 

Lawyer Kite in London^ to Lawyer Hawk in the Couhtry. 

[The letter begins with directions in different suits.] 

Smith V. Brown, 
I have caused the alias flurits habeas to be issued against the defend¬ 

ant for not putting in his answer. 
I am sure you will laugh when you hear the issue of that case be¬ 

tween Testy and Brush. You see there was a difficulty as to the 
minutes of the decree, and when it came to the point, counsel were un¬ 
able to agree, upon which a rehearing of the whole business became 
necessary, and 1. understand that some new cases were to be cited, for the 
purpose of showing that the agreement was not good within the statute 
offrauds. Now, just by the way, there was an excellent rule of Lord 
Chancellor Jeffries, that the advocates and persons concerned in each 
suit should take particular notice of the decrees at the moment of their 
promulgation in open court, so that no alteration should subsequently 
be permitted, unless the minutes of such decrees were altered after their 
publication, or the registrar failed in performing his duty. By these 
means he got rid of many complaints and petitions, which, as he said, 
were causelessly preferred before him. 

But to returnit seems that this last shock entirely upset your poor 
neighbour Mr. Testy ; it was that which cost him such a fit of the gout, 
(if he would confess it,) and almost, indeed, his life. So, with all 
his resolution and perverseness, he set himself zealously to get rid of the 
whole concern as speedily as he could. But this was no easy matter, 
for the defendant, Mr. Brush, gave a great deal of trouble, insisting 
upon this and the other, till at last the old gentleman agreed to give 
the sum originally proposed for the fields, and to make his opponent 
a present of fifty pounds towards the payment of his costs. But I 
must tell you, that there had been another opinion given upon Testy’s 
new case, and that it was highly unfavourable. How far this ope¬ 
rated upon your neighbour, 1 leave you to judge. Brush has lone 
since ploughed up these meadows, so that the unfortunate plaintiff will 
be obliged to lay down the whole again in grass, and he will feel the 
additional pleasure of having lose ten years and a few hundreds for his 
pains. However, you must not let this letter go any farther, for a 
few such tales as these would ruin us all. 

Before I quite finish, I must tell you of the perfect smoothness which 
our great man showed when the compromise was mentioned. He was 
delighted be said, that the parties had arrived at an understanding 
so amicable, he could unf^nedly say, that he rejoiced at all times at 
the prospect of establishing peace instead of litigation, and while he 
could not but regret that the defendant had so long resisted the fulfil¬ 
ment of his word, he could not but wish Mr. Testy a long life to 
enjoy the property which be had been so long expecting. 

I remain yours, dear Sir, very truly, » 
-Kite. 
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QUADRILLE COKVEKfiATIOKS.— NO. T, 

Run, neighbonn, ran, all London w quadrilling it. 
Folks are pashde-baequlog it from bigh to loar; 

This is the time for toeing it and heeling it, 4^ 
Virtue and sobriety are dos-k-dos. Old Song, 

Are you a quadrillert If not, you may as well skip this article 
with the same celerity that novel-reading misses turn over the pages of 
some learned dissertations in an interesting romance; and go to the next 
article. But if you are a true professor of the Pastorale and Trenise; if 
you ever ** put your feet in a passion" to the 17th set of the Freishutz, 
or wriggle through L^Ete toWeipperfs piano or Challoner s harmonicon, 
you will then easily comprehend the distresses which a perpetual qua- 
driller is perpetually labouring under for want of conversation, and 
fully appreciate the philanthropy that would attempt to furnish a few 
observations to fill up the tedious vacancies between a “ Cbainc des 
dames'* and la Poule." 

For who has not spun out his pirouette to the last note of the music, 
and then fanned himself with bis well-cologned handkerchief, and after¬ 
wards thrust his bands through his hair and adjusted liis tie, to prolong 
the time of action, before he should find himself entirely unoccupied by 
his partner’s side, and under the necessity of saying something, or of 
being set down by a pretty girl as a remarkably stupid person ? Who 
has not felt the agony of a quadrille outlasting all the topics of con¬ 
versation, and of having exhausted all the common-places which he has 
made up for the night, and which had been repeated to all his several 
partners of the evening ? 

Had quadrilles been in fashion when Beresford wrote his Miseries of 
Human Life, 1 am sure this would have been reckoned amongst the 
greatest of them. It was never felt in a counlry-dancc, because tliere 
one had nothing to do with one’s partner, except dance, and very little 
opportunity was afforded for conversation, except in a poussette or an 
allemande, or in the few minutes which the impatience of the next 
couple would allow you, when you had perspired yourself to the top of 
the set. Besides, if one did get up an idea, and venture across the set 
to communicate it to one's fair partner, and find oneself a little at a 
loss for illustration, why the and down the middle couple" were 
sure to jostle one out of tlie scrape. 

But in a quadrille it is different: you are placed by your partner's 
side, and though she has actually more to do with every other gentle¬ 
man than yourself, yet being placed close to her ear, you ar/L.bound to 
find entertainment for her in the interval# of the dance. You are 
obliged to rack your poor brain for an anecdote, or a joke, or a senti¬ 
ment, or a critique, and condemned to see her skip off in tlie middle, or 
at the end of it to Fete” it, or “ dos-^-dos" it with another. 

This has often put me in mind of some of my married friends, who 
fag, fbg, fag from morning till night, either with the pencil or the pen, 
or at a public office or in a private counting-house, their wives and 
daughters, wlio r^pilarly start off and figure away at their numerous 
parties for the benefit of others, leaving the poor husband and papa at 
home. It is trud*, in a quadrille the gentleman '^sets" to another lady ; 
and 1 suppose it is the same in life as in a quadrille. How often have 
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we observed a youtb with a busby head of hair, an interesting coun¬ 
tenance and a coat made by StuUz, attempt to draw his partner into 
conversation, or rather to ronse himself into the effort, and find some¬ 
thing to say! and with this observation came the thought of what a 
charitable work it would be to write a dictionary of small talk^ and make 
out a regular set of quadrille dialogues. 

How much awkwardness would such a work relieve! How much 
love-making might it prevent! How many characters might it save! 
For our young men, ashamed at last of being quite silent in the inter¬ 
vals of action, and conscious of the common-place tenor of their ob- 
servatiotn on Toso, Zuchelli, the British Gallery, the last Scotch 
novel, and the London improvements—are absolutely compelled at last 
to tenderize/’or scandalize, as the only methods to create an interest 
in their partners. It is in vain they talk of music, of parties, of the 
arts, of literature—the subjects are use, or out of place % and it is dif¬ 
ficult to dress up subjects of greater interest in the light garb of small 
talk : and a young man becomes still more awkward from the increas¬ 
ing impression on his mind that he is considered either a prodigious 
quiz’" or an ** insufferable bore.” I'he moment, however, tfmt love or 
scandal becomes the topic, female eyes are lighted up or cast down; 
fans are flirted, and flirts are fanned with additional vigour; the in¬ 
creased palpitation of the white satin body proclaims the heart to be 
iotereated; Ae smiles at a satirical sally on the character or the sau~ 
ennm curl of her neighbour, and sighs as one of the warmest verses of 
Byron or Moore is quoted with reference to herself. 

But then this kind of sentimental flirtation is dangerous. Conversa¬ 
tion becomes too animated. One thing leads to another. Dancing 
heats the blood. More is said on the part of the gentleman, and 
perhaps felt on the part of the lady, than is intended ; that by which he 
means notliing, is presumed to mean every thing: bis vanity is flat¬ 
tered by the attention paid to him : a serious proposal is almost on the 
verge of issuing from his lips,—when the word “ balancez” arrests the 
irrevocable sentence as it is embodying into words that might be taken 
hold of by mammas, aunts, and brothers; and the grande ronde” pre¬ 
vents the catastrophe. 

Now all this danger arises from the want of something else^to say, 
from the want of subjects unconnected with the senses and the heart, 
from the want of being able to give interest to the thousand every-day 
nothings of life; for 1 am certain that many a match which has ren¬ 
dered two people miserable, has been merely the result of a want of 
other vtiirriV'ersation in a quadrille, which has reduced the parties to the 
miserable alternative of regaining silent or making love. 

I have sometimes thought that the inventor of quadrilles must have 
had some idea of the dangers attendant on the close contact in which the 
dapee places persons of different sexes, and so characterized the dif¬ 
ferent movements with names which should act as warning voices to 
flirting quadrillers. 

Thus if he begigs to think of marriage, ** chaine des dames” alarms 
him with an idea of the ** vinculum matrimonii.” When his lips quiver 
with what may be deemed too warm an expression, balances” in¬ 
duces consideration and reflection. ** Cavalier seui” brings to his 
recollection the independence of single blessedness. *M)ot-k-dos” 
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becomes an illustration of a matrimonial First gentleman 
turn the second lady/’ engenders a fear that somebody besides him¬ 
self may turn his partner’s bead in the grande ronde” of life, as 
well as of a quadrille; and a '‘demi queue de Chat” cuts his tale of 
love short in the middle. 

But what are all these dangers to the idea of being a stupid, silent, 
and inactive partner, who can bear to stand up in a quadrille as though 
the circle were the bar of the Old Bailey, or listen to the Lancers” 
and Moulinet” with the same silence that they would listen to a sermon. 
Yet were we to judge from the faces instead of the feet, we should 
imagine that the parties were demonstrating a proposition of Euclid, 
instead of figuring it away on the light fantastic toe ; every one seems 
to dance with a gravity more becoming a funeral than a quadrille, and 
1*11 be bound to say, that more serious countenances are never seen in 
the gravest and most important business of our lives, than in the 
" Moulinet” and “ Chassez Croisee.” 

Think then what a desideratum would be a familiar Encyclopedia of 
little nothings, which would relieve the dull tedium of a silent quadrille 
without the dangers of a flirtation. 

Such a work should collect all the common-places of life. Critiques 
of musical composers, dramatic authors, public exhibitions, favourite 
singers and celebrated dancers, ideas of cookery, philosophy, Voltaire, 
Rousseau, descriptions of blue skies, purling streams, crowded parties, 
new farces and broken hearts, should be thrown together, well-seasoned 
with little classical illustrations, and apt quotations, to give an appear¬ 
ance of reading. 

This book should lie on the toilet table, by the side of the Eau de 
Cologne and Esprit de Rose, and the memory be refreshed by its con¬ 
tents, while under the hands of the valet or lady’s maid. 

By this means, quadrillers would go out ready primed and loaded, 
and might go off well. 

A very little charge would serve for one set of quadrilles; and a 
change of partners, by presenting a new listener, would prevent the 
necessity of a change of subject. 

We should not then hear a dandy, after due deliberation and prepa¬ 
ration,. drawl out,—“ you like the new opera ? What do you 
think of the divine Pasta? I’m absolutely d-o-y-ing to see Giacinto 
Toso—and shall exp-o-i-re if the Vestris does not return* What 
exquisite legs she has!”—** Pantalon!” cries Challoner.—The opera is a 
great subject for conversation with your exquisite. Indeed, except the 
weather, I suppose the theatres afford more common-placev^x’.'an any 
subject whatever. And as to the weatheT, even the most common¬ 
place people are now ashamed to mention it by way of conversation. 

Pantalon” over, and the theatres exhausted, he exclaims, ** How pro¬ 
digiously full town is! What a crowded park!—no getting a g^lop 
of above twenty yards. Mrs. Greatheada pole ran through the back of 
Lad^ T&te^a-t&te’s vis-a-vis—Highflier’s blood roan leaped into Tsuw 
tivy’s tilbury, and Lashington'a tandem leader turned short round and 
stared him full in the face—How insufferably hot!”—!”criesWeip- 
pert. I/ete puts him in mind of frost, and be returns to the charge. 

Delightful skaib'ng on the serpentine—never saw so much science— / 
Ten figures of eight cut in five minutes—ice broken—dreadful cataa- 
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trophe—a score of skaiters fell in—Humane Society called out—Drags 
and dragsmen in full cry. Ten of my own friends drowned (he becomes 
sentimental)—all immersed in the cold—cold stream, to find a watery 
grave!*’—Poule!” screams Hart, and away he goes.—London being 
exhausted, his imagination travels to the country. ‘‘ Ever been to the 
Lakes ?—the Lakes are great bores. Nothing but still life. Win¬ 
dermere, mere wood and water, not to compare to Brighton. To be 
sure there’s the moon, and the nightingales, and the milk-maids, and 
that sort of thing ; but for my part 1 never could bear”—Pastorale!” 
cries the directeur. Almost exhausted, he is at length relieved from his 
task by the “ grande ronde,” which completes his quadrille and the 
conversation at the same time. 

The necessity of fanning, of procuring refreshments, of hunting for 
shawls, and of taking his partner to her mamma, or to his happy suc¬ 
cessor, to whom he resigns her with a little well-studied compliment,— 
and a sigh enables him to fill up the rest of the time with comparative 
facility. 

Such are the run of the common-place quadrille conversations* which 
are not seasoned by the test of flirtation. That once admitted, the eyes 
and heart euter into the service, and there is no calculating the lengths 
to which these auxiliaries may carry us; but then this is dangerous. 

The book I propose will remedy all this ; and I would have the conver¬ 
sation divided under the heads of Fashionable,'* taken from the Morn¬ 
ing Post and the Magazines. ** Sentimental,*’ consisting of scraps of 
Moore, Byron, Rousseau, L.E.L. and Rosa Matilda. Literary,” de¬ 
rived from the Edinburgh, the Quarterly, and other reviews. “ Dra¬ 
matic," drawn from Schlegel, Hazlitt, and newspaper critiques. In short, 
by pilfering and plagiarism, a number of little dialogues might be 
dressed up and garnished fit for the use of gentlemen and lady Qua- 
driliers, who might thus pass through an evening without the trouble 
of drawing upon imaginatien and brains, that might stop payment for 
want of funds to faire lea frais de la conversation/* 

1 do not mean to assert that this gravity in dancing is at all peculiar 
to the English; for we find the quadrillers in high life on the Conti¬ 
nent going through their movements with quite as sombre counte¬ 
nances as our countrymen. Even in France, except among the peasan¬ 
try, we find the men dancing their quadrilles with faces sufficiently se¬ 
rious for secretaries of state. To be sure, in France dancing is one of 
the serious businesses of their lives; and that may account for it. 

In some countries, however, the silent dancer possesses an advantage 
over the Englishman, inasmuch as he is allowed to fill up the intervals 
of actfoa'b'y a cigar ; and I have been sometimes afraid that the taci¬ 
turnity of London quadrillers, and the increasing use of this villainous 
herb, would in time sanction this horrid custom here, as well as on the 
Continent. Yet perfect silence is far better than this method ofpufiBng 
ourselves into notice; and so great aif antipathy have I to the use of 
tobacco in the presence of the ladies, that 1 trust we shall never carry 
our freedom of manners so far as this, but that every gentleman will 
adopt his motto oc^this subject from Terence, and exclaim, 

Ne QUID ni-nws. Y. Y. 
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SKETCHES OF PARISIAN 50CIETY, POLITICS, & LITER ATURR. 

iVirw, F^nvary 1827. 

It is curious to observe the sovereign contempt with which the Parisians 
regard the inhabitants of the provinces. Yet this fading is not altogether 
void of just fpundation; for certainly all the talent in Franoe, with very few 
exceptions, is assemble in the capW. That amu^ng paper, the Gazette 
des Tribunaux, every morning details all the abuses of^^wer and the acts 
of injustice which are committed in the provinces. The Parisians only 
laugh and say,—M^ut a set of fools these provincials must be to endure 
8u<m treatment !*' This sort of feeling will, perhaps, appear very strange tp 
you; for London, I presume, is not superior, except in size, to some of your 
principal provincial cities. Hut vanity, which is the ruling passion, or, 1 may 
say, the cmly passion of the Parisians, Alls them with exaggerated notions of 
their advantages o^’er the inliabitants of the departments. One thing in 
which they particularly pride themselves, is the intelligence and activity for 
which the police of Paris has been distinguished ever since it was under the 
control of the celebrated M. de Sartine. The numerous street-robberies 
which have recently been committed in the capital have, therefore, excited 
no small degree of astonishment and dissatisfaction, and have increased the 
contempt in which our present government is held. About two months ago 
so many during robberies were committed here, that it was hardly considered 
safe to pass through the streets after eleven at night. The conduct of the 
police has been most extraordinary. Instead of vbiiting the offenders with 
punishment, they brought to trial a man named La Potcre, who with con¬ 
siderable courage defended himself when attacked by a gang of thieves. 
He was accused of getting up a story for the puri)ose of al^iing the good 
pe^le of Paris and calumniating the government. 

For the last three months our police has been exceedingly vigilant, not in 
apprehending thieves, hut in persecuting })riuters and publishers, a class of 
men very obnoxious to the priest-ridden party, by whom we are now ruled. 
But, absolute as is the power of this party, one of its darling objects yet 
remains uiifulAlled; viz. the dismissal of M. de Villele, and the sul^titution 
of a cardinal in his stead. 

The present inefficiency of tlie Parisian police has occasioned the revival 
of many curious anecdotes relative to M. de Sartine. The following, in 
which one of your countrymen plays a part, is considered authentic. The 
Duke of Grafton, who visited Paris when Sartine was Lieutenant-general of 
the police, happened, in the <;ourse of conversation with that magistrate, to 
observe that he could not credit all the miracles that w'ere related respecting 
the French police. M. de Sartine ^owed him some bundles of stolen pro¬ 
perty, and read to him an account of the discovery and arrest of several 
individuals who were suspected of having committed the robberies, and who 
had been traced out in a very extraordinary way. The Duke, however, was 
not convinced. It is possible,^* said he, that men may be paid for allow¬ 
ing tliemselves to be arrested in a way that may reflect great credit on the 
p^ce, and these men may afterwards, by some trick, be enabled to escape. 
The monks in Italy pay beggars, who pretend to be lame for a^lujaor two, 
but, being miraculously cured on some lestivul i&ay, they suddenly throw aside 
their crutches, and strut about before the astonished populace. This serves 
at once to enrich the Madonna of the convent, and the keeper of the neigh¬ 
bouring tavern.’'—" I know not what to say to you," observed M. de 

«tine. should like,’’ said the Duke, to be convinced by something per¬ 
sonally concerning myself."—“ Well," rejoined M. de Sartine, favour me 
for sfmoment with one of the pieces of money you have in your purse.’* The 
Duke immediately presented a louis d'or to M. de Sartine, who, having 
marked it with ms penknife, returned it, saying, ** Within twenty-four 
hours you shall be robbed of that Louis. Be upon your guard."—'* Well," 
said the Duke, "l^agree to every thing except open force." 

After taking leave of the Lieutenant-general of police, the thing the 
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Duke did wau to wash the louis^ and put it into his mouth. This ckcuni- 
atauce soon came to the knowledge of M. de Sartine. The Duke of Grafton 
went to attend vespers at Saint Roc, which was then the fadiionable church. 
He took his place on one of the seats set apart for persons of distinction. 
He had not been loiw in the church, when a gentleman near him, drawing 
out his handkerchief dropped his purse, and immediately a number of louis 
d’or were scattered on the ground. The owner of the purse picked up 
eleven louis, and still appeared to be searching for more. 1 am sure, 
said he to the persons about him, that 1 had twelve louis in purse. 
My valet put them in just before 1 quitted home, and by a singular whim 
he marked them all with his penknife.*' He then showed the mark on those 
which he had just picked up. Continuing his search, he advanced towards 
the Duke of Grafton, v'ho was seated at some distance from the spot where 
the purse had been dropped. '^Did you by chance pick up a louis, sir?" 
Bind he, addressing himself to the Duke. The impertinence of this question 
roused the Duke's indignation, and forgetting that he had his own Louis in 
his mouth, he hastily stammered out a reply. 1 would wager any thiim,*' 
said the man, '^that my louis is at this moment in your mouth.*' 
Duke became exceedingly angry, and his attempts to exjiress his indignation 
served only to convince present of the truth of the man’s extraordinary 
assertion. At length determined to extricate himself from this embarrassing 
situation, the Duke dropped the louis into his hand, and said, ** Well, 7 
acknowledge I have had a louis in my mouth; but it is my own, and I have 
been concealing it ft)r a wager.”—“ In that case," said the man, very coolly, 

you can have no objection to show the louis to these gentlemen. They 
will see whether it is marked like mine.” The Duke could not deelinu 
this examination. The louis w^as found to be marked exactly like those 
which had been dropped out of the purse, to the owner of which it was 
given. The Duke of Grafton, in a violent passion quitted the church of Saint 
Roc, where fortunately he was known to every one. In the evening at a 
party given by the Duke of Orleans at the I’alais Royal, M. de Sartine 
restored the louis-d’or to the Duke of Grafton, and related the anecdote 
before the whole company. At that period the police prided itself in know¬ 
ing every thing, and in protecting the rich against the ]>oor. 

The law proposed by Count de Peyronnet for anniliilating the liberty of 
the press, has been the universal subject of conversation here. Paris not 
only furnishes books for all the French departments; but complete editions 
of Voltaire, Rousseau, Molicre, La Bruyere, &c, are constantly exported U* 

Russia, America, and even to Portugal. It is said that thirty thousand 
volumes are printed daily in Paris; this is perhaps an exfig^mtion, luit 
such is the enslaved condition of the press in ml other parts of France, that 
books are printed nowhere but in the capital. The laws relative to the 
press are, it is true, to all appearance, the same in the departments as in 
Paris; but a provincial printer, who might by ill-luck displease liis prefect, 
would lose his brevet or licence, without which no one can carry on the 
printing business in France. M. de Peyronnet's law excited general dismay, 
not becaus^4;ti would be a fatal blow to liberty f the multitude did not take 
so deep it vl^w of the affair), ^ut because it woiud ruin numbers of people 
in Paris, from the proprietor of the Constitutionnel, whose profits amount to 
thirty thousand francs a-year, down to the journeyman printer who earns 
only five fracs a-dav. It was evident that aU literary people would lie 
ruined by this law; for as to the few who write only for fame, they would 
be reduced to silence, or would be obliged to have their works printed in ‘ 
Brussels, as books were printed in Hollwd during, the despotism of Louis 
the Fourteenth. 

At first, those whofimagined that Peyronnet’s law would have no other 
efEeet than that of destroying the freedom of the press, the only freedom 
that France now enjoys, concluded that it would pass without difficulty in 
the ^amber of Deputies, and that it would be carriiffl by an immense 
majority in the Chomoer of Peers. But the public voice was raised so loudly 
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in defence of private interests^ that the most devoted tools of the ministiy, 
such as MM. Martignac and PardessUs^ thought they would be running too 
great a risk by supi^riing the law. M. Par^fessus^ the ccdebrated lawer^ 
with singular disinterestedness, declared that he would sooner resign ail his 
places than defend such a law. To enable you to understand the extent 
of M. Peynmnet’s absurdity, I must inform you that he is a man of vulgar 
and profli^te manners, and that he is celebrated for quarrels, particularly 
for tavern brawls. The public have raked up many deta^s of his private life, 
and brought them forward as ar^ments i^ainst his law—arguments truly 
characteristic of French levity. 1 should not have said so much on this sub- Ect, for you know my plan is to steer clear of politics as far as possible, but 

syronnet’s plan of law has been the general topic of conversation here, 
and has even banished all recollection of wliat was termed the insolence 
Mr. Canning's speech, relative to the invasion of Portugal. Mr. Canning 
roused the indignation of all the old ultra peers who formerly served in the 
army of Condd; but who can wonder that our imbecile government should 
expose us to the contemjit of foreigners ? M. de VUlele, it is true, is not 
exactly a fool, but the Jesuits are every day driving him into all sorts of 
absurdities. For example, if he could have done as he liked, he would have 
sent a man of some talent, and not such a person as M. de Moustier, on tlie 
embassy to Madrid. But what can Villele do ? When de Moustier appeared 
at the Tuileries, Charles X. instead of punishing him with coldness for his 
conduct at Madrid, clapped hifti on the shoulder, and said aloud;—PTell, 
de Moustier, I liope you do not take this as a disgrace!” This observation 
of tbe King has tended to raise M. de Villele a litue in the estimation of the 
public. 

Since the restoration, the men have been so intent on their political edu¬ 
cation, that they have forgotten all their gallantry, and the ladies receive 
but little attention in tbe saloons. The present regime is very favourable 
to purity of morals, but very inimical to French amiability, which now exists 
only in the Memoires of the eighteenth century. Two'questions are continu¬ 
ally asked in the saloons of Paris, viz.:—Can England goto war ? and WiU 
England go to war if Ferdinand should continue to play the fool ? 

It is astonishing what a degree of ignorance prevails in France respecting 
the real situation of England; and yet eight hundred English are every 
month landed at Calais and Boulogne, llie general opinion seems to be that 
England will be bankrupt if she engage in a long war; but she may, not¬ 
withstanding, And money to defray tbe expenses of a war, and her bauk- 

' ruptcy will not cause the English aristocracy to lose any of their importance. 
This idea consoles the poor French peers, many of whom speculate on 
marrying their sons to ricli heiresses, on tbe strength of the titles which 
they will one day inherit. The French people esteem nothing, love nothing, 
and believe in nothing. Our peerage will stand, if it be powerfully protected 
by foreigners; if not, on the Arst popular crisis, it will be swept away 
with every thing else. It may survive, if the virtues and moderation of our 
Dauphin should put a stop to the madness of the bigots. A celebrated obser¬ 
vation made by M. de Talleyrand, relative to the Jesuits and the ecclesias¬ 
tical party in 1811, has been parodied, and the invasion of by the 
Marquess de ("haves is said to be the beginnifig of the end. 

The discussion of political questions, and, above all, those of an alarmiiw 
nature, is unfavourable to literature. How con we feel deeply interest^ 
about a new poem, however excellent, when who knows but next year we 
may be under the control of the Inquisition, or the Duke of Orleans may 
be^n the throne of France, playing the part which King William acted in 
England in 1688 ? 

M. Casimir Delavigne's last production, the ^‘Messerdennes," is pronounced 
be very inferior to some oi his former works. It is very dull—^iike the 

mere ampliAcati||n of a student of rhetorick, who would never be a poet. M. 
Delavigne, who been extravagantly puifed by the liberals, some time ago 
set out for Italy. In tlie course of lus journey he composed seven discoursea 
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in verfle^ whidi he called MeBsenieni^s." One treats of the death of 
General Foy^ anCHiherof the discovery of America by Colunibus^ a third i^a 
walk on the Lido,* where Lord Byron, when he resided at Ve^iicBi rpde on 
horseback. This poem contains a ^od deal about Lord Byron, but it is all 
dull and common-place. M. Delavigne undoubtedly possesses conslderaUe 
talent; but this last publication will unfortunately ruin his literary reputa» 
tion. The public now begin to think that they bestowed too high a share of 
admiration on the poems which he first produced under the title of Messe- 
nionnes.^’ It is discovered that they were no way superior to the ]wems of M. 
de Fontanes; that is to say, very olegant and correct, but containing nothing 
that can excite powerful interest, like Lfu-a, the Corsak, and the best parts 
of Don* Juan, The French public always run from one extreme to another; 
and six months hence M. Delavigne, instead of being overrated, will pro¬ 
bably be far less admired than he deserves.' He has unfortunately chosen 
Bonaparte as the subject of one of his newly-published Messeniennes.” He 
went to Naples, and, while sailing past Corsica, he recollected that that 
island was the birth-place of Napoleon, who, after being banished to the Isle 
of Elba, closed his career on the Island of St. Helena. This grand, coinci- 
deiicse M. Delavigne conceived to be a fit subject for the exercise of his 
talent. ^ 

Byron himself has not spoken of Napoleon as he ought. Only two poets 
have rendered justice to that great man. One is M. Manzoni, of Milan, 
who has written a beautiful ode, commencing with the words Ki, fb.-'' 
lliis composition is immortal, like the man whose misfortunes it records. 
The glowing passage in which M. Manzoni declines, from reli^ous feeling, 
to pronounce jud^ent on the merit and the glory of Napoleon, is one of 
the finest things to be found in the writings of any modern poet. 

M. de Beran^er, our celebrated song-writer, has also spoken of Napoleon 
without pr^udice, and in a tone of simplicity suited to the lyric style, and 
to the character of the Frencji lan^age. 1 doubt whether our language is 
capable of producing any thing in the pompous style ecpisd to Manzoni's ode. 
But 1 venture to affirm that in the simple style, which of course does not 
exclude sublimity of ideas, no writer has produced any thing superior to 
Beranger. He has just written a song on Peyronnet’s law, the sarcastic 
humour of which must be exceedingly mortifying to the vanity of M. Pey- 
ronnet. 

The only passage in the new Messeniennes” which has been much 
mioted, is thal alluding to Waterloo. M. Delavigne styles the Duke of 
Wellington un A^ros de hazard,^ M. Benjamin Constant has revived the 
recollection of the Duke of Wellington's conduct towards the unfortunate 
Ney. M. ConsUmt possesses a rich vein of ironical humour, and his speech 
on the Duke of Wellington is one of the cieverest things he ever produced. 
It has been as much read and talked of as M. Roger t/ollart’s famous speech 
on the law pf sacrilege. It resembles the diatribes of Voltaire and Montes¬ 
quieu, aqdJj^any points it exhibits the delicacy of La Bruyere. The ex¬ 
cellence mnf. Constant's style is the more remarkable, because most French 
writers of the present day are exceedingly fond of pedantry and bombast— 
the sesquipedalia of Horace. 

This unfortunate defect will twenty yeBv& hence consign to the grocer's 
riiops the productions of many authors who look with contrinpt on the good 
prose writers of Louis XIV. s Among all the Frencn prose works 
published in 1836, it would be difficult to find one free firom the fauH^of 
pediu^trj. In his last successful productions, M. Constant is perhaps dry 

■■— -.# 

* '« 

* The Lido is that toague of land which separates the lagunlp of Venice from 
the sea. 

1* The phrase de hazard signifies second-haut). Thus the French say, vn couteau 
dehazardf unpiatolet. de hazard, (a chance knife or pistol,) that is, one that has becu 
purchased at a low price from the Jews. 

April.—VOL. XIX. NO. LXXVI. S C 
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and cold, but never pompous and pedantic. 1 must, however, except his 
unfortunate Histoire du Sentiment Religieux.'* 

The failure of M. Delavigne's last production caused the public to view 
With indifference the ^pearance of a volume of Odes by Af. Victor Hugo. 
They are in the style of M. Lemercier's celebrated Panhypocrisiade, and would 
no doubt possess considerable merit if they were written in int^^ble 
French. M. Hugo has been called a mighuhe. He possesses warmu of 
imagination, and might be a poet, if he would only learn to write French, 
and in that case he might be readable. Why has not M. Ddavigne the fancy 
of M. Hum ? Or why does not M. Hugo write with the clearness and ele¬ 
gance of M. Delavigne ? The public seem to have decided that France has 
now only two poets, MM. La Beranger and De la Martine. 

Two works which have been very much read in Paris are the Memmrs of 
the Venetian Casanova, published in French at Leipsic*; and the Memoirs 
of the Consulate by Count Thibaudeau. .Neither of these publicatious have 
bemi puffed. They will most likely be translated into English; but 1 can 
send you a few particulars respecting Thibaudeau's work, which the trans¬ 
lators will not nnd in their texts. Many people attribute the Memoirs of 
the Consulate to Count Berlier, who was also one of Napoleon’s Counsellors 
of State. But if they were the production of Berlier, 1 suspect they would 
have been written in a style of greater elegance. Whoever may be the 
auth<v of this work, it describes in a very superior way, that is by facts, not by 
mere words, how a young hero devoted to military glory suffered himself to be 
seduced by a character belonging to tlie reign of Louis XV. (Lucien Bona¬ 
parte), and found a throne. This would all be very plausible if every member 
of the Bourbon family hud been extinct in 1802. But to recall the high nobi¬ 
lity to the Tuileries under the name of Chamberlains, to admit them to all 
superior ranks in the army, to resuscitate the priests, the sworn enemies of 
a man who in Egypt had almost declared himself a Mahometan,—surely 
this was not ffndinjg, but rebuilding a throne. Now the throne being once 
restored, the power of recollection, which is all powerful on the mass of the 
French nation, naturally led to the recall of a Bourbon to fill the throne. It 
required the experience of all that has happened from 1815 to 1827, all the 
encroachments on liberties, such os the law of sacrilem, the law of primoge¬ 
niture, the law for the reduction of rentes, Pe^onnet s law on the press, 
&c. to disgust us at the Bourbons. Ihe whole system of our present rulers 
is at variance with the cliaracter of the French people, who only want to 
pursue their industry and their amusements without interruption, and to 
ridicule every thing, even themselves, as they have done for ages past. 

The Memoirs of the Consulate are, Strictly speaking, the history of the 
seduction of a great man This object is its effect, though the author 
does not appear to have had it in view. 

Now that it is so much the fashion to imitate Sir Walter Scott, and to 
aim at the'pifituresqpe, it is rare to find a book written in the plain and 
unpretending style of this work. Indeed this simplicity of 
me that the book is not the production of Count Berlier, who was a prolix 
and florid writer. M. Thibaudeau, on the contrary, was always more a man 
of business than an author. He sought to distinguish himsetf by deeds 
rather than by words. 

Hie Memoirs of the Consulate contain twenty chapters. One half the 
bcok conrists of discussions on politics and political economy. The author 
reports the identical words uttered by Bonaparte in his speeches to the Coun- 
cifof State, whidh from i7B9 to 1802 was the only difjecti^power in FlranCe, 
Chanter IL taeats of the,explosion of the infernal mac^e at the comw of 
the Roe Nicaise and the Place du Carrousel. The consul was speedily asmred 
\y Foudh^ tiiat this was merely a plot contrived by the pailisanB of the 
t^ne and the altar, apd ypt he persisted in expressing ^ most furious 

* Tbe French edition it mutilated. 
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indication agairut the Jacobins. His despotic instinct convinced him that 
the Jacobins were the real opponents of his ambition. They were then fhe 
only powerful party in France. The Royalists miaht^ indeed, have com** 
binra a plot lor assassination, such as the infernu machine: for that a 
dozen bravos would have been sufficient. But in 180S the Royalists had 
no influenoe in France. Bonaparte nave them power by restoring the throne 
between the years 1802 and 1813. The History of the Revolution, by ihe 
Abhe de Montgaillard, contains a list of all the noblemen who meanly 

• cited pk^ in the antichambers of Bonaparte. Onljr one man. Count de 
Faudieuil, and one Woman, Madame de Chevreuse, resisted the orders they 
received to hll posts in the antichambers of the Tuileries. People saw that 
there was an immense advantage in bearing such names as Montmorency or 
Cl^mont-Tonnere; and from that moment it was evident that the nobility 
possessed power. Thus, there can be no doubt but that Napoleon himself 
created the party which overthrew him. He was unsurpassen as a general, 
but not as a politician^ He was a good financier, but a miserable diplomatist. 
For example, at Dresden, in the year 1813, he might have obtained the sin¬ 
cere alliance of the Court of Austria, by. making a present of ten millions of 
francs to a certain individual. There are two manuscript worics in which 
^ the particulars of this affair are recorded. 'These Memoirs will be pub- 
liriied on the death of two men, already far advanced in life; that is, if 
their papers are not setaed by the police, like those of Cambacdr^ and 
Lemont^. 

One of the .most curious portions of the Memoirs of the Consulate Is 
Chapter XI., which I sent you last month, relative to the re-establisliment 
of worship and the clergy. The Pope completely duped Napoleon, 
Consul was betrayed by his own ignorance. Wholly oc<*upied in great 
events, political and military, from the age of twenty-five, he had no lei¬ 
sure to reflect on the history of the two last centuries, so important to a 
French monarch. He knew only the bare facts, which he had learned at the 
College of Brienne, where the system of instruction was wretched. 

Chapters XIIL and XIV. treat of the opposition of the tribunate, in which 
Carnot, Benjamin Constant, Savage, Rollin, and Daru, distinguished them¬ 
selves. A list is given of the number of votes on both sides on each great 
question, together with the votes of the legislative body. These documents, 
which are now for the first time published, are exceedingly important. 

Chapter XIV. which treats of the Consulate for life, of the changes in the 
constitution, and the plans for hereditary succession, is the more curious be¬ 
cause it contradicts all the absurdities related by Napol^n to Count Las 
Cases at St. Helena. 

Josephine, Napoleon’s first wife, was a fascinating and amiable woman, 
possessed of an excellent heart, but of rather volatile manners. As soon as 
Lucien Bonaparte began to seduce Wk brother, Josephine, who had no hope 
of becoming a mother, foresaw that her husband would resolve on repudi¬ 
ating her. She then became the head of the Liberal party at the court of 
Malmaiaon. That party experienced a great check when Foucbi^ lost his 
post of the Minister of Police. Of the forty-eight members composing the 
Council seven belonged to the party who v/ete averse to the re- 
est^liriiment of the throne. Aiitong them were three men of ^inent talent 
—Thibaudeau, Berli^, and the physician Beranger. 

I believe it has not hitherto b^n known in England, that about the year 
1602 Fouohi was at the head of the party opposed to the antiquated insti- 
tutkons which had been proscribed by liDeral ideas. The volume to which 
J have directed your attention, will be found to be an excellent commentary 
on the Jftmmal Las Cases. Bemaparte, when at daint-Helena, thought 
only of his son. He trus|ed that the folly of the Bourbons would speedily 
leaa to thdir expulsion, and that the nation would then turn their eyes on 
N^leon Ih 

Las Cases makes Napoleon say, that Josephine, finding she must renounce 
all hopes of giving hirtli to a son, frequently led her husband to suggest that 

2c 2 
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die diould feim premancy, and allow one of his illegitimate children to be 
proclaimed as his lawrul heir« 

It appears from the conversations of Jos^hine, who had not sufficient 
courage to lend herself to a political trick oi this sort^ that the plan was 
proposed to her^ and that she rejected it with indignation. Bonaparte loved 
fus wife. He was frequently jealous of her; but in general they lived very 
happily together. Napoleon was afraid of being assassinated bv the Jacobins; 
and but for the vanitv of his brother Lucien, he would not pave found the 
throne so soon as he did. He looked upon all discussion as rebellion. • 

Every one has read with interest the reports of the proceedings of the 
Council of State collected in the Journal of Las Cases.” The grand ideas 
developed by Napoleon relative to several plans of law, such as the law of 
divorce, &c. have excited the highest admiration. The author of the " Me¬ 
moirs of the Consulate” gives, in two collateral columns, the identical 
words of Napoleon, and the more regular phrases in which Las Cases has 
expressed the same ideas. This is a valuable literary and political monu¬ 
ment. 

1 have been favoured with a peep at some curious Memoirs, written by an 
old Jacobin. They extend from 1800 to 1814, and they show more clearly 
than Thibaudeau’s work Bonaparte’s fear of the Jacobins, and how his 
brother Lucien gradually inspired him with the idea of making himself a 
sovereign. The following anecdote from these Memoirs is at once charac¬ 
teristic of the vanity of Napoleon and the ill-naturo (»f Talleyrand, who dis¬ 
liked Bonaparte chiefly bec>ause he was an upstart! 

Tidleyrand had a country-house at Auleuil, a little village situated be¬ 
tween the Seine and the Bois de Boulogne. I will come and breakfast 
with you some day,’* said Bonaparte to Talleyrand.—“Do, General,’* replied 
the latter, and as my house is close to the Bois de J^ulogne, you may 
amuse yourself by shooting after breakfast.”—“I do not like ^looting,’' re¬ 
plied Bonaparte ; “ but 1 am very fond of bunting. Are there any wild boars 
in the Bois de Boulogne P*' Bonaparte was at this time a very young man, 
apd, not having been much in Paris, he did not know that tlie Bois de Bou¬ 
logne is like your llyde-Park, merely a place for walking and riding. 
Wild boars were of course out of the question. But a Frenchman can never 
resist a joke, though it should be at the ex];>ense of those to whom he ren¬ 
ders the most courtier-like servility. Talleyrand, who prides himself much 
on his nobility,, could not endure to see a pour lieutenant of artillery rising 
into popularity and power, not by tlie influence of high birth, but by the 
vulgar road of intellect and merit: his ill-nature, therefore, suggested to 
him the idea of playing a trick upon Bonaparte; add when the latter in¬ 
quired whether there were any wud boars in the Buis ^de Boulogne P he re¬ 
plied, Very few; but 1 dare say. General, you will be able to find one.” The 
breakfast and the hunt were fixed for the following day, and it was arranged 
that Bonaparte should be at Auteuil at seven in the morning. Talleyrand, 
ready to die with laughter, sent to the market of Paris, and purchased two 
large black hogs. These were immediately conveyed to the Bois de Bou¬ 
logne under the core of two servants, who were directed to drive them about 
and practise them in running. Bonaparte arrived at Aute^T::£4lHe appoint¬ 
ed time, accompanied by an aide-de-camj^, who was much diverted by the 
GeneraPs frequent use of several hunting-phrases, and which he misapplied 
in the most extraordinary way. Bre^fast being .ended, the party set out 
for the Bois de Boulogne, talcing with them some hounds, whi^ had been 
borrowed from the neighbouiing farmers. At length one qf the hogs was let 
iloose, and Bonaparte joyfully exclaimed: '^1 see the wild boar!" Talley¬ 
rand, who was aware that the animal would be'ki no hurry to escape from 
its pursuers, had directed a servant mounted on | small Spanish horse, and 
armed with a long whm, to ride after it. But Bonaparte was too intent on liis 
sport to observe ^s. He galloped furiously after the supposed wild boar, which 
after about bUf an hour's chase was overtaken by the hunters. By thijM^e, 
the Aide-de-camp beginning to understand the trick, feariq^^le!^ tiieiofeir 
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might become a subject of public ridicule^ determined to undeceive the Ge¬ 
neral, and riding up to him said; Surdy, Sir, yon must be aware that 
this is not a wild boar, but a bpg/' 

Bonaparte flew into a violent fit of passion. He immediately returned 
itill gallop to Auteuil. He would doubtless have vented bitter reproaches 
on Talle^and, and probably would have proceeded i^nx words to blows, 
had he not recoUected that Tallevrand was on terms of intimacy with all the 

• good society in Paris, to whom ho would have been held up as a laughinji^ 
stock, had he taken the joke too seriously. On his arrival at Auteuil, 
therefore, he laughed and pretended to be highly amused at the trick, but 
his anger was ill-disguised. Incredible as it may seem, Talleyrand, who 
was in a merry mood, immediately conceived the idea of hoaxing him a se- 
coiul time: Well, General,” said he, '^you have been disappointed of the 
wild-bonr hunt, it is true. But it is yet early. You must not think of re¬ 
turning to Paris so soon. There are plenty of rabbits in the Bois de Bou¬ 
logne. Louis XV T. used often to shoot there. Lock-making and rabbit¬ 
shooting were his favourite amusements, poor man ! He was an excellent 
shot, you know.”—“ Yes, but 1 am a very bad shot," said Bonaparte, who 
had not yet recovered his good-humour. Your ride must have given you 
an ajjpetite," resumed Tafleyrand, “ While you sit down and partake of 
some refreshment, 1 will send t(» Paris for my guns. They belonged to 
Louis XVT." 

The repast was prolonged for the space of two hours, during which M. 
7'alleyrand overwhelmed the future Emperor with that elegant flatteiy in 
which he is such an adept. Meanwhile servants had been despatched to 
Paris with orders to ]mrchase all the tame rabbits they pould procure. They 
collected as many as five or six hundred, and conveyed them hiJiacrcs to 
the Bois de Boulogne. Bonaparte set out, armed with his gun, and attended 
as before by his aides-de-camp. 1 am not a Louis XVI." said he, 1 am 
quite certain that I shall not shoot a single rabbit.” However, be soon shot 
several. 7'he aide-de-camp seeing the gravity with which Napoleon 
massacred the poor animals, talking all the while about Louis XVI., was 
seized with a strong inclination to laugh. The fiftieth rabbit was now shot, 
aud Bonaparte delighted with his success. At length the aide-de-camp 
could hold out no longer, and stepping up to him he whispered, “ Keally, 
General, T begin to think that these are not wild rabbits. 1 suspect that that 
rascal of a priest* has been playing us another trick.” 

Bonaparte, x'iolently enraged, gtmoped back to Paris. He was not recon¬ 
ciled to Talleyrand for six months after, and he ])robably threatened ven¬ 
geance if he dared to spesik of rabbit-shooting or boar-hunting in any of the 
saloons of the Faubourg St. Germain; for it is very certain that these two 
anecdotes have never been circulated in Paris, 

The law for destroying the liberty of the press has excited violent indig¬ 
nation, and wfrU probably experience furious resistance among those classes 
who will be injured by it. Even the French Academy, and other institutions 
distinguished‘llvserxdlity, have protested against Peyrimnet's law. 

This proposed bv one of the censors (M. Lacretelle Jun.) 
It has been stated that thirty bi^ops will be added to the peerage, to en¬ 
sure the passing of the law in the Upper Chamber. Charles X. is reported 
to have sud, that in case the law should not pass, he will act by his own 
authority against the printers. '' I am determined to save the souls of my 
subjects," he added 1 

A 
...--— 

* Before the Re^liition Talleyrand was Bishop of Autun 
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A PORTAAIT—LOUD BYRON. 

** All merit has a right to be recorded.” So says Tom Davies in Uie 
outset of his Life of Garrick. The sentence smacks of Samuel John* 
■on : and perhaps it would have been more correct to sayt—All merit 
ought to be recorded.” I respect the collectors of small anecdotes of 
great men. James Boswell has been ridiculed for his trivial anecdotes of 
Johnson. But what would we not give for a work equally trivial that 
should trace the private life and conversation of Shakspeare ? 

I first became acquainted with Lord Byron in the year 1812j when 
the new Drury-lane Theatre opened. The committee (of which he not 
long after became a member) applied to him, as all the world knows^ 
for an opening address^—none of those advertized for» being up to 
the mark.” He contributed it, and Eliiston spoke it. There was a 
couplet in it somewhat like the following :— 

You M'ho beheld, with awe, the (rod of flames 
Shake his red sliadow o’er the startled Thames.” 

1 quote from memory: the couplet was the first one th^t caught my 
ear, on my entrance behind the scenes. When my further acquaintance 
with Lord Byron authorized the freedom, I asked him whether he 
should not have used the word reflection” in lieu of shadow; and 
whether a shadow could have a colour? He answered with a smile,—« 
** To be sure it can. What says Wordsworth ? 

“ The swans on sweet Saint Mary's lake 
Swim double: swan and shadow." 

There is a shadow with a white body, black legs, and a yellow back.'* 
1 did not push the subject. When I first saw him, he was sitting in 
the Green-room of Drury-lane Theatre, on the right side of the fire* Elace. Mr. Whitbread was standing with his back to the fire with 

■ady Elizabeth on his arm, and was congratulating Pope on his en¬ 
gagement at that theatre. So many people have risen into life since 
the departure of that extraordinary poet, that an account, more minute 
than any that has yet appeared, of his dress and person, may, perhaps, 
interest. The figure of Lord Byron was about the middle size: erect 
and well proportioned, with the exception of one of the feet^ which was 
truncated of about half its quantity. This deprived him of the spring 
in that limb, and obliged him to use the leg as if it were a wooden one. 
His face was expressive rather of hauteur than of any other quality. It 
was void of colour, and had I met it on the shoulders of Mr. Tre¬ 
maine, I should have thought it characteristically disposed of* His 
hair was dark brown and curly, and ^emed to be some 
unguent. He wore no whiskers: his eyes were light girey, and 
rolled in their orbit in a very peculiar way, as if they were surv^ing 
the attitude of the party to whom he addressed himself. Of his 4ress 
the most remarkable part was his cravat. It consisted of a narrow 
^lip of white garsnet, and the shirt collar was rolled over it. I rather 
suspect he piqued himself on the beauty of his throat. For tl^e rest, he 
wore a brown or black coat, and in the moiCiing White RussHi duck 
trowsers, very wide, with a broad strap under the foot. The object of 
this was to Veil as much as possible the mutilated limb. In the evening 
his trowsers were white jean, equally wide. He had a liandsome gold 
watch, and a rich chain and seals of the same material. Thes^ were 
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hooked into the third button of the waistcoat, and hung across in a 
semicircle: when any thing either tickled or troubled him (and this 
happened generally a dozen times in the course of an evening) he would 
twirl bis watch-key with nervous rapidity. 

I dined with Lord Byron at Mr. Murray’s in Albemarle-street: Sir 
John Malcolnij and two other gentlemen, whose names 1 have forgot¬ 
ten, formed the party. Lord Byron at that time had a project of 
visiting Persia, and asked Sir John Malcolm what he must do to equip 
himself for the journey. •* The first thing you must do/* said the 
other, ** is to cut oflT your liuttons/’ (he wore a blue coat with gilt but¬ 
tons on that evening). “ My buttons! pray, why ?” — Why, to se¬ 
cure your life. A cloth button in Persia may get on pretty well, 
but gilt metal would cause you to be waylaid and murdered. The 
temptation is too great.’* Perhaps this induced the noble poet to give 
up his scheme. 1 observed that at dinner he ate nothing but turbot, 
which he sauced with a considerable quantity of vinegar* He was 
lively and jocose in his conversation, with a tendency to sarcasm* I 
mentioned the drama of the Maid and the Magpie, which Miss Kelly's 
talents had just brought into great celebrity. He said he did not 
think inuch of it, “ Nay, surely,” said I, “ it is a very interesting 
story.”—“ I don’t think so,” answered his lordship. “Only put 
yourself in the situation of that poor girl,” replied I. “I can’t,” 
retorted Lord Byron: “ I never was innocent of stealinir a silver spoon 

11 l*i» >1 o * in all my life. 
After coffee Lord Byron stood by the fire, resting his elbow upon the 

chimney-piece, and his head upon his hand. I stood by him and observed 
what a parsimonious dinner he had made. He said, “ Yes: it is only to 
be done by starvation: fat is an oily dropsy.” I asked him what he 
meant. He answered, “To be thin;—nothing is to be done without it: 
no man of genius was ever fat.” I mentioned Samuel Johnson, Beattie, 
and Gibbon. Men of learning,” he answered, “ and perhaps of ta¬ 
lents, but not of genius.” 1 then said, “ What do you say to David 
Hume ?” He answered with a laugh— 

The fattest hog in Epicurus’ stye.” 
“When I was at school at Harrow/* continued Lord Byron, looking 
around him and speaking in a lower note, “ 1 was as fat as Lord 
Sligo. This disgraceful infirmity I afterwards determined to get rid 
of. Accordingly, when I quitted school and came to town, 1 got some 
dresses of flannel to envelope me from head to foot. Thus dressed, I 
stood at the wicket while my servants bowled to me, two or three 
hou^in thaiday.”—“ Well, and did your plan succeed ?”—“ Partly, but 
not entirely. 1 was put hito profuse perspirations, but was not re¬ 
duced as I expected. I therefore determined to effect the rest by 
starvation. You observed what I ate for dinner to-day. Well, this is 
Saturday. 1 shall not eat again until Monday.”—“Indeed! why 
where is your Sunday dinner?”—“In my pocket.” So sayings be 
drew from his waistcoat pocket a snufif-box, and opening it, shcfwed 
me several black suj>siances of which I could not guess the quality or 
use. “ These,” continued Lord Byron, “ are preparations of tobacco* 
To-morrow I shall drink some green tea for breakfast; and at five 
o’clock chew three of these for dinner. They will absorb the gastiic 
juices of the stomach, and prevent the sensation of hunger. 1 have 
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told you how fat I was at Harrow ; lend me your hand : what do you 
think of me now V* Thus speakings he passed my hand down his left 
side.—“ I can count every rib in your body."—Indeed ? I am de¬ 
lighted to hear you say so." 

Any one who has seen» as I have, Lord Byron and Madame de Stael 
in the same party, has seen one star too many. The lady was fond of 
lecturing,and the Lord never condescended to that office: consequently 
he was rather silent. Madame de Stael was attended by Miss Lydia 
White, who echoed her sentiments. ** 1 never could manage the mathe¬ 
matics,” said Madame de Stael. Nor I,” said Lydia: “ 1 never 
could even learn the multiplication-table."—“Nay, I cannot go that 
length," replied Madame : and Lord Byron muttered “ Fairly lurched.” 

To return to the theatre. During Lord Byron’s administration, a 
ballet was invented by the elder Byrne, in which Miss Smith (since 
Mrs. Oscar Byrne) bad a pas sent. This the lady wished to remove to 
a later period in the ballet. The ballet-master refused, and the lady 
swore she would not dance it at all. The music incidental to the dance 
began to play, and the lady walked off the stage. Both parties flounced 
into the green-room to lay the case before Lord Byron, who happened 
to be the only person in that apartment. The noble committee-man 
made an award in favour of Miss Smith, and both complainants rushed 
angrily out of the room at the instant of my entering it. “ If you had 
come a minute sooner,” said Lord Byron, “you would have heard a 
curious matter decided on by me : a question of dancing!—by me," 
added he, looking down at the lame limb, “whom Nature from my 
birth has prohibited from taking a single step.” His countenance fell 
after he had uttered this, as if be had said too much ; and for a moment 
there was an embarrassing e/ilence on both sides. 

Jack Johnstone, one evening, talked of one of the Thespian frater¬ 
nity, who had got into what he called “the devil’s own scrape."—* 
“ What, is he married ?" inquired Lord Byron. “ Worse, my Lord."_ 
“ Indeed," said the peer, “ can there be a pejority?^* The word is not 
in the Dictionary, but 1 think it should be. 

SONG—FROM THE ITALIAN. 

“ Ou ! who art thou of pensive beauty. 
Whose looks so soft, so sad appear, 

All court thee with assiduous duty. 
And yet all greet thee with a tear ?"— ^ cj. 

—I smg in low and plaintiv# measure 
Of joys and sorrows long past by. 

And young and old with weeping pleasure 
Dwell on the strains of Memory!*’ 

“ Oh ! who art thou of youthful brightness. 
With airy step, and. locks of gold. 

The heart to meet thee bounds in lightness. 
The eyes with smiles thy form behoW ?"_ 

—“ 1 strive to gild this world of sa^ess. 
And change it to a sunny slcme; 

JfU love my song and tale of gi^ess, 
And call me by the name of Hope I” M.A. 
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Thompson's tbavels and adventures in 

SOUTHERN AFRICA.* 

Amoko the various beads of Information or of entertainment wliicli 
Mr. Thompson's book presents for the gratification of the readert we 
are induced to turn at once to his observations on British emigrantSi 
actual or in prospect; for these observations are necessarily such as 
will interest a large portion of onr national public, either as parties 
practically interested, or as speculative politicians. The inquiry is 
also recommended by the time; for Parliament has at present before 
it a national plan of emigration, very wise, and very efficient, if the 
raising of British Colonics, if the extension and aggrandizement of the 
empire, or if the relief of individual necessities, were the only objects 
in view;—but very absurd, and very ignorant, if the reduction of any 
part of the home population is expected from it,—and very fantastical 
and Utopian, when a national and sudden expenditure of twenty mil¬ 
lions of money is coolly talked of for carrying it into effect !j 

To this important and interesting subject, Mr. Thompson has de¬ 
voted a chapter, the contents of which are thus described:—** Causes 
of the partial failure of the Albany Settlers.—Erroneous notions re¬ 
specting the Climate.—Inadequate extent of the Locations.—Mistakes 
and Misunderstandings.—Condition of the Settlers in 1823—Sub¬ 
scriptions for their relief.—Measures of Government.—Revival of the 
Settlement, and its Prospects in 1826.” 

The origin,” says Mr. Thompson, of the British emigration to Southern 
Africa, and the progress of the settlement down to the idose of its second 
year, have been amjily detailed by the " Civil Servantand a particular 
description of the territory in which the emigrants were located, and of the 
severe distresses to which many of them were subjected, owing to the des¬ 
truction of their crops and gardens by a calamitous succession of blights and 
hurricanes, has been given to the public in Mr. Pringle's little tract, jiublish- 
ed in 1824. 

It is not my purpose to retrace the ground already trodden by those 
authors,—still less to involve myself in maze of provincial politit^, by 
entering minutely into the complicated disputes of the settlers with tlie local 
magistracy and the Colonial Government. But having visited the new set¬ 
tlement at two different periods, (first in January 1821, and again in May 
1828,) and attended with much interest to its subsequent progress, 1 shall 
briefly throw together in this chapter the result of my inquiries and obser¬ 
vations on this interesting topic. 

The general policy of this emigration, and the conduct of the British 
Government in regard to it, appear to me to have been animadverted on by 

• the “ Sevjpint,” and others, with an undue degree of severity. That 
the scheme Government adopted, was, in some respects, defective, cannot 
now be doubted; and it U not denied, that the class of emigrants sent out, 
were, in many cases, ill selected. But the propriety of the measure, as a 
matter of national policy, is equally unquestionfuile, ^ that its more imme¬ 
diate purposes were liberal and beneficent; nor can its partial failure, with 
any justice, be exclusively ascribed, either to its original projectors, to the 
character of the emigrants, or to the unfltne^ of the country for colonization. 
A v^ety of causes combined to produce this unfortunate result. The plan 

* Travels and Adventures in Southern Africa, by George Thompson, Esq., 
eight years a resident at the Cape; comprising a View of the prssent State of the 
Cape Colony, with Observations on the Progress and Prospects of the British 
Emigrants. 4to. 
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of iillottmg onlf 100 acres of .luid to each fiimily^oreacb adultmide carried 
out by the heads of parties^ was found wil to be LacompatiUe with 
the character of the ami climate. The being selected m a 
great measure horn the class of distressed mrtiaans^ and the indigent and 
unruly population of the great towns and xnanufactcuing districts^ were in 
general but ill adapted for ihe occupation of a new country. The plan of 
we large joint-stock parties was ill devised, and proved a fertile source of 
disunion. The heads or leaders were in many instances merely mmunal^ 
mid neither in property nor intelligence superior to their followers. There 
were among them also a few presumptuous, litigious, and unpruicipled indi¬ 
viduals ; and almost all had imbibed, in a greater or less d^ee, far too 
sanguine notions of the general fertility of the country. AIT these were 
circumstances, no doubt, sufficiently prolific of failure and disappointment, 
and such as the ablest and most experienced magistracy would nave found 
it no easy matter to obviate or overcome. But when to these predisposing 
causes oi dissension and discontent were added the total and Treated de¬ 
struction of the crops by blight, and the general dissatisfaction of the people 

ten-fold worse than they actually are. 

In elucidation of the mistakes, as to climate, extent of lands granted 
to settlers, &c. Mr. Thompson inserts a copy of a very able paper, 
written by a resident in the district referred to,—“ without profess¬ 
ing, however, absolutely to coincide with the writer's opinions in 
every particular point.” For ourselves, the interest of the remarks 
thus brought under view appears to be such that we should quote 
largely, did not both our limits prevent it, and the certainty that it 
will be consulted at length by those who hear of it and are more im¬ 
mediately alive to it; and we shall only add, that two fundamental 
considerations appear to be,—the iirst, that the Cape, that is, the 
eastern division of it which has been assigned to the British settlers, 
is by nature a cattle country, and not a corn country, as in England 
it has been erroneously supposed;—and the second, that, with re¬ 
ference to a new country, and siUl more with reference to pasturage, 
a grant of four thousand acres is that which, at the Cape, has alone 
been found capable of bestowing benefit upon the grantee ; while the 
English Government, judging from English circumstances alone, at 
the Cape, as well as in North America, thinks itself magnificient in 
giving one or two hundred I 

To follow, either Mr. Thompson, or his Cape authority, still farther 
upon these subjects, is out of our plan* it remains only that we 
should strongly recommend both this and the succeedipg Cjyjpter to 
all who are desirous of the kind of information which they contain, 
and to add, that Mr. Thompson thinks abundantly well of emigration 
to the Cape, if properly conducted, in spite of the partial failure of 
the year 1820. 

The principal contents of the succeeding Chapter, already referred 
ta, are, **-Resources of the Country for farther Colonisation.— 

Hints and Estimates for Mechanics and Labourers.’’—** Comparison 
of the Cape with other British Colonies.” At to farther colmiaa- 
tion 

' It is acknbwledged by every person who is well acqumnted with the 
circumstances and resources of the Cape Cdony, that it pussesees, within its 
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iMMmdarieij ample means of fumishinff a seoure and plentiful subsWlenoe to 
atieaat 4ve times its present populatmU. It no doubt, true, that nearly 
two<^tfahd8 of its entire surface consist of vast ranges of sterile mountains 
aitd dreary wastes, which no efforts o£ hummi indurtry can render avaUrfble 
fi»r the wants of civilized man, and which refuse even dz^ and paetara« 
for the herds of the wandering grazier: it is, therefore, obvious, and ad¬ 
mitted by every one, that, throughout a great part of the interior, a dense 
population can never exist. But the Cape is a country both of very wide 
extent and of very great diversity of soil and climate; its fertility, in some 
parts, is not less remarkable than its barrenness in others; and wfailealarge 
proportion of its available territory is peculiarly adapted for stock^farmiug, 
the remainder is equally well suited for agriculture.’ 

At Uitenhage, several genteel English families are already settled: 

** These are chiefly half-pay officers with families. For persons of this 
description, the salubrious and delightful dimate, and the great cheapness 
of living, either on a farm, or in most of the country-towns, render the Cape 
a most digible residence. At each of the district towns there is now an 
Bnglidi teacher established by Government, and the dergymen are also 
modly English. Female education is the chief difficulty for genteel families.’^ 

At p. 376, the Autlior makes some remarks of a very just and 
grave description. The conduct of the British Government in New 
Holland, in reference to the matter here discussed, is vrithout any 
adequate apology ; and we may take this opportunity of remarking, 
that few schemes would be more moral, as well as more patriotic and 
philanthropic, than one which should have for its object to send out, 
to our Convict-Colonies (we wish that we had never had any Convict- 
Colonies) in Australia, a very large supply of voluntary female exiles. 
The opposite course which has been pursued, of keeping at home, out 
of supposed mercy, even a very large proportion of the comparatively 
small number of female criminals whose ofiencea have subjected them 
to the sentence of transportation, is no more than one of die singular 
errors of the time: 

In whatever scheme," says Mr. Thcunpson,may be ultimately adopt¬ 
ed for promoting emigration to the Cape, 1 trust Government will be care¬ 
ful to make a due proportion of females an indi^nsable proviso. The evUs 
of a neglect of this important circumstance have been disastrously expe¬ 
rienced in more than one of our infant settlements ; nor have they been 
altogether unknown at the Cape, where the illicit connexions of Europeans 
with females of the coloured population has but too obviously tended to 
the degradation of both classes.'^ 

« 

To which, in a note, he adds, 
hjLXko means inclined to fall in with the system, too much in fash¬ 

ion now-a-days, of attributing crimes not to the iU-regulatod passions of 
mankind, but to the temptations to which men are said to be exposed by the 
peculiar state of society, for which their governments are held answerable; 
out in a scheme like that of a great emi^tion, whten a more direct interfe¬ 
rence with the details of society is exercised, awe^htier responsibility ialls, 
1 conceive, upon the patAns of the enterprise. If men, unsolicited, think 
proper, from whatever'motives, to expatriate themselves, or to followp line 
m Im subject to peculiar privations, or peculiar temptations,' their sms be 
upon their own heads but 1 cannot avoid protestingimost stroi^ly a^nst 
colonization upon an extensive scale, whether by the transportation or con¬ 
victs, or bv tne tempting of settlers by grants of land, where^ the great 
principle 01 Nature proclaimed by the Deity himsoLf, that It is not good 
mr man to be alone,*’ is for a moment overlooked; and I would Bffw to 
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the conscience of a Christian government^ how far it would be re^nsible 
for Uie enormities resulting from the deliberate creation of a state or society 
repugnant to the order of Nature*" 

The Chapter concludes with a comparative view of the good end 
evil, physical and moral, of the British Colonies, from the pen of the 
Author’s friend, Mr. Pringle; but from that passage we must cite 
only the leading proposition ;— 

With all the defects of this country and climate, I am fully satisfied 
that, in ordinary times, it is not a uwrse, but perhaps a better land to live in 
than any other British Colony.” 

Anecdotes of the appearance and habits of the Lion are prominent 
among the natural features of Mr.Thompson’s book; and, advert* 
ing, at length, to matters of more universal interest than those hitherto 
discussed, we make no apology for extracting, from one of the Ap¬ 
pendix headed the Lion, the subjoined poem, with its prerpce;— 

To the verses that follow, it may be a sufficient introduction to mention, 
that I was informed by the Bechuana Chiefs, that the lion occasionally sur¬ 
prises the giraffe or camelopard in the manner here described; and that, 
owing to the amazing strength of that m^ignificent animal, he is some¬ 
times carried away fifteen or twenty miles before it sinks under him. This 
fact, I believe, has been formerly mentioned by travellers, and has been ridi¬ 
culed as absurd by European critics. But the soothfast evidence of my 
friend, old Teysho, the sagacious Vizier of Mateeb^, AutotTat of the Mat- 
clhapees, Matclharoos, Myrees, Barolongs, and Griquas, is sufficient for me ; 
and will doubtless he allowed its due weight, when the matter is again dis¬ 
cussed by the Scavans of Paris and Edinburgh. 

“the lion and the camelofabd. 

“ Wouldst thou view the Lion's den ? 
Search afar from haunts of men— 
Where the reed-encircled fountain 
Oozes &om the rocky mountain. 
By its verdure far descried 
’Mid the desert brown and wide. 

Close beside the sedgy brim 
Couchant lurks the Lion grim. 
Waiting till the close of day 
Brings again the destined prey. 

Heedless—at the ambush’d brink 
The tall Giraffe stoops down to drink: 
Upon him straight the savage springs 
With cruel joyThe Desert rings 
With clanging sound of desperate strife— 
For the prey is strong and strives for life,— 
Plunging oft, with frantic bound, * 
To shake the tyrant to the ground; 
Then bursts like whirlwind through the waste,. 
In hope to ’scape by headlong haste; 
In vain!—the spoiler on his prize 
Rides proudly—^tearing as he flies. 

For life-*-the victim’s utmost speed 
Is muster’d in this hour of neeo-- ^ 
For life—for life—his mant might 
He st/ains, and poors his soul in flight; 
And, mad with terror, thirst, and pain, • 
Spurns with wild hoof the thundering plain. 
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’Tis vm—the thirety sands are dmk^ 
His streamioff blood—his stren^ is sinking— 
The victor's fangs are in his veins— 
His danks are streaked with sanguine stains— 
His panting breast in foam and gore 
Is bathed:—he reels—^his race is o’er! 
He falls—and, with convulsive throe. 
Resigns his throat to the raging foe; 

revels amidst his dying moans 
While, gathering round to pick his bones. 
The vultures watch in gaunt array * 
Till the proud monarch quits his prey.’* 

At p. 67, we have a specimen of Mr. Thompson’s own experience 
of the lion:— 

As we travelled along, I observed my Hottentot continually looking 
out for the spoor (track) of human feet, being exceedingly anxious to get to 
some kraal b(^ore night; but the only tra<!ks he could discover were those 

» of the wild animals abovementloned, and of their pursuer, the lion. The foot¬ 
prints of the latter were so frequent and so fresh, that it was evident these 
tyrants of the desert were numerous and near to us, Frederick also re¬ 
marked to me, that wherever such numbers of the lar^e game were to he 
seen, we might be certain lions were not far distant. 1 ne numerous skele¬ 
tons of animals scattered over the plain, presented sufficient proofs of the 
justness of our apprehensions, and these were soon coiihrmed by ocular evi¬ 
dence. We were jogging pensively along, the Hottentot with two horses, 
about ten yards before me,—1 following with the other two: Frederick was 
nodding on his saddle, having slept little, I believe, the preceding night. ] ii 
this posture, happening to cast my eyes on one side, I beheld with constei^na- 
tion two monstrous lions reclining under a mimosa bush, within fifteen yards 
of our path. They were reclining lazily on the ground, with half opened jaws 
showing their terrific fangs. 1 saw our danger, and was aware that no effort 
could save us if these savage beasts should he tempted to make a spring. ] 
collected myself, therefore, and moved on in silence; while Frederick, with¬ 
out perceiving them, rode quietly past. I followed him exactly at the same 
pace, keeping my eyes fixed upon the glaring monsters, who remained per¬ 
fectly still. When we had got about seventy or eighty yards from them, J 
rode gently up to Frederick, and desiring him to look over his shoulder, 
show^ him the lions. But such a face of terror 1 never beheld, as he exhi¬ 
bited on perceiving the danger we had so narrowly escaped. He was asto¬ 
nished too, that he had not previously observed them, being, like most of 
Ills countrymen, very quick-sighted. He said, however, that T had acted 
very properly in not speaking nor evincing the least alarm while passing the 
lions; for, if 1 had, they would probably not have let us pass so quietly. Most 
likely, however, we owed our safety to their hunger being satiated,—^for 
they appeared to have been just devouring some animal they had killed; a 

—as^ seemed to me from the hurried glance 1 had in passing.' 

The First Part” of MV. Thompson's ‘‘ Travels and Adventures'* 
is devoted to an account of an excursion to the Eastern Frontier of 
the Colony, and to thd country of the Bechuans;*' performed in 
the year 1823. 

This portion of our Author’s work is of the most romantic and in¬ 
teresting kind ; and it is impossible to read of Jiis lonely travel^ and 
escapes from the njany dangers that assailed him in the great soli¬ 
tudes of the desert, without emotions which will not be suppressed. 
His sufferings, as we have said, were manifold ; sometimes arising firom 
want of fo^, protracted to a long period; at others, from exposure 
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to the fierce and unmiiigatcd rap of the sun; nod oecaMonally from 
a haunting fear of the fangs of wild beasts, and the savage cruelties of 
still wilder men. He still, however, iVent on; suiqported in his painful 
task by the hope that his researches might confer a lasting benefit oh 
his brother colonists. tVe do not recollect a personal narrative of more 
fixing interest, nor one which is told with greater appearance of 
truth, or with more simplicity of pretension, whenever the relative 
political circumstances of England and the Cape shall be changed so 
as to render many of the discussions in Mr. Thompson’s work (im¬ 
portant as they ntm are) of no farther avail, the narrative of his in* 
dtvidtal adventures and sufferings in exploring the African wildernesses 
will often be resorted to, and will affect the hearts of posterity as they 
have done our’s. 

The condition of the Hottentots, or civilized and subjugated ab¬ 
origines of the Cape, is a subject of melancholy remark with Mr. 
Thompson, as it has also been with all previous South’^ African tra¬ 
vellers. At the Griqua Town, Mr. Thompson met with Melvill, who « 
gave him some account of the Griquas, a peculiar and mongrel popu¬ 
lation, who owe their present name to the Missionary Campbell. It 
may be useful to the reader that he should be wartved against class¬ 
ing them with the aborigines of the country. Their situation upon 
the map is immediately to the outward of the boundary of the Colony, 
and soutb of the Gariep. 

But the succeeding chapter introduces us to an account of a nation 
whose name has more of novelty for the readers of South-African tra¬ 
vels : this is the Mantatees, whose country lies to the south of that 
of the Bechuanas, and east of the river Donkin, or main stream of the 
Ky Gariep, or Orange, or Yellow, or Valley River: 

In conversing with Mr. Melvill about the Bechuana tribes to the 
northward, he mentioned that some extraordinary rumours had reached him 
a few days ago, respecting an immense horde, or nation, who were said to be 
approaching ftom the north-east, and who were laying waste the countiy, 
and destroying all who ventured to oppose them. Such extravagant details, 
however, were mingled with the reports,—representing the invaders as con¬ 
sisting partly of wmte men with long hair and boards, led on by a giantess 
with one eye in her forehead, and such like childish absurdities, uiat Mr. 
Melvill, finding the rumours were derived from the Bechuanas, was disposed 
to consider them altogether as fables of their own fabrication. We soon 
discovered, however, that these extraordinary rumours had a more serious 
foundation than he had surmised. 

As we were sitting chatting after mid-day upon this and other matters, 
a waggon was announced to be in sight, on the road from Kuruman, or New ^ 
Lattakoo. On approaching, it was recc^gnized to be that of 
one of the missionaries i-esident at tliat place; and presently Mr. Moffat 
jumped out of it, and came up to us, dressed in a jadeet of leoj^d skin and 
with a black bu^y beard, about eight inches loi^. X was the less suiprised 
at this Jewish fashion, as 1 had found Mr. Melvill wearing a beard of simi¬ 
lar dimensionsfor beards, it sa^ns, (probably from those of the na¬ 
tive! beiz^ so scanty,) are objects of no small respect in this part of the 
worm. 

As soon'as Mr. Moffat had taken a seat, he introduced the object of his 
unexpected viat; which was no other than to scdicitf assistance firmn the 
Griquas to repel the marauding luHrde of strange people, whowore now plun¬ 
dering and destroying the Bechuana tribes to the northward^ and wh6 warn . 
fast iqpproaching the country of the Matdhapee tribe, among whom Mr. 
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Moifot WS8 stationed. The accounts that had reached Kuruman of tUa aa<- 
vaM horde^ were scarcely less extraordinary than the more vague rumottin 
which Mr. Melvill had just repeated to me. They were represented by the 
Fugitives, who had escaped from the tribes that had been attacked by tliem^ 
as an imm^ise army of plunderers, led on by seyeral^hietb, and consisting of 
people of various eomplexions; the majority black ahd almost naked, others 
of a yellow or Hottentot colour, and some perfectly white, with long hair 
and Mards, and dressed in European clothing. Their weapons were said to 
be clubs and javelins, and a shout crooked instrument, like a cimeter. They 
were considered almost irresistible from their great numbers and warlike 
ferocity. They were accompanied by their wives and children; and, finidly, 
they were confidently affirmed to be cannibals. The precise point from 
which they had originally advanced was not ascertained; but they had first 
fallen i^n a tribe of Bechuanas, called Lehoyas, towards the south-east. 
From thence they had penetrated through the country to the northward, 
as far as the Wapkeets^by whom they had been repulsed, and turned back 
towards the Colony. Having defeated and plundered every other jicople 
they had encountered, to the number of twenty-eight tribes, their present 
route, according to the latest accounts, was direct upon Old Lattakoo ; and 
their design was said by the fugitives to be to plunder that place and New 
Lattakoo, or the town of Kuruman, and then to attack the Griquas. The 
aimellation by which they were known among the Bechuanas was that of 
Mantatees** 

In Kuruman, Bechuana^ a kingdom whose capital, of the same name, 
contains from eight to ten thousand inhabitants, the progress of the 
Mantatees was the subject of so much alarm, that, at the moment of 
Mr. Thompson's visit, a Peetsho,*' or Parliament, or Grand Na¬ 
tional Council, was held upon the subject. 

But the reader will rejoice to find that, at the first rencontre of the 
Griquas with the Mantatees, the latter, though (women and children 
together: for like all rude nations, ancient and modern, they take (he 
field with their families,) they were fifly thousand strong, were de¬ 
feated by the former,, even without the aid of the Bechuanas, who, 
alas! with the basest cowardice, only watched the conflict from the 
neighbouring heights, and only came down, like ferocious volves, upon 
the field of battle when they saw that the Mantatees had fairly taken 
to flight, to plunder the dead and dying, and to glut their vengeance 
by murdering the wounded women and children." But this is a sad 
sequel to the promising scene of the “ Peetsho !’* The Griquas (of 
European half-breed, it will be remembered,) were but a hundred in 
number; but such is the power, and such, also, the comparative huma- 

riUtjTiwbich accompany knowledge. 
” Wr.'^Melville's Narrative,Transactions after the Battle, and of 

his Excursion to rescue the Women and Children of the Invaders," 
form the subject of the Sixteenth Chapter; but we must only add, 
from a subsequent part of the volume, an account of the origin of the 
Mantatees, who, whatever their real name, are a Caffer tribe. Their 
history belongs to anew view of the character of the Caffer KingChakf, 
whose virtues have been the subject of former panegyrics: 

** Mr. Farewell, a hllf-pay lieutenant in the navy, proceeded with a 

a grant of the adjdidng territory from Ch^a, he erected adittle fort with 
the view of commencing an estahliriiment to trade with the natives. Not¬ 
withstanding the loss of two small vessels on the coast, the prospects of a 
profitable commerce appear so flattering as to induce the party stul to |»er- 
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severe, Mr. Ferewdl and some otker ^ngli^men recently paid a vidt to 
King Chaka, at his chief residence gf Zoola^ about 140 miles irom Bng- 
Hdi settlem'ent; and from their accounts it appears^ that this barbarian has 
sagi^tv enough to appreciate the commerdal advantages to be derived from 
a friendly intercourse With Europeans. He cannot, of course, foresedthat 
the admission of a few mercantile adventurer may perhaps ultimately lead 
to the subjugation of his kingdom ahd }K)sterity. The despotic power of this * 
savage conqueror is said to be supported by an armed force of a^ut 15,000 
men, constantly maintained under his direct command, and prepared to exe¬ 
cute, without hesitation, the most hazardous or bloody orders of th^ chief. 
F^ure or defeat are said to be punished with immediate death; and an in¬ 
stance is mentioned where one of his captains, and a band of 450 men, were 
condemned to indiscriminate execution, for having allowed thems^ves to be 
defeated by the enemy. Such, it seems, is the severe discipline* by which 
he drills his soldiery. The whole armed force of the Zoola nation is esti¬ 
mated (though 1 apprehend on very uncertain data) to amount to nearly 
100,000 men, including, of course, evpry male fit to bear arms. The object 
of Chaka’s wars appears to have been originally the plunder rather than the 
subjugation of the adjoining tribes. In the present state of these people, 
territory is indeed of value chiefly for pasturage, and cattle are the only 
property. Latterly, however, uniform success has puffed up the heart of 
this despot to such a pitch, that he now avows Kis determination to destroy 
every tnbe that yet remains between him and the colonial boundary. If he 
survives ten years longer, it appears not improbable that he may actually 
succeed in executing this threat; and in that event we shall have on our 
eastern frontier a far more formidable neighbour than has ever yet been 
known to the Cape settlement. Chaka seems to want nothing but fire-arms 
to rival a king of Ashantee in audacity as well as cruelty. 

'' The miseiy already inflicted by the wars of this barbarian upon the 
Caffer and Bechuana tribes is incalculable; and is far from being confined 
to the massacre and destruction directly occasioned by his arms. By plun¬ 
dering and driving out the adjoining nations, he has forced them to become 
plun&rers in their turn, and to carry terror and deviistation through the 
remotest quarters of Southern Africa. In short, the people dispossessed by 
Chaka, became the marauding and cannibal Mantatees/* 

Upon the “ Second Part” of Mr. Thompson’s book; or, “ Excursion 
to me Country of the Bushmen, Korannas, and Namaquas, &c.” we 
must forbear to enter. With the general interest, and able communi¬ 
cation, of the matters contained in the work, the reader is now suffi¬ 
ciently apprised ; and our limits forbid the extension of those remarks 
and quotations to which we are tempted by the perusal of almost every 
page. It is, indeed, quite impossible for us to do justice to the valu* 
able contents of the volume before us, by means of any numbers^of. 
references, or liberality of extract. In geography, insTiaturaMiistfory, 
in the pictures of life and manners, the aflthor, in spite of his modest 
pretensions, has spread for the general student a rich repast. 

Very many of Mr. Thompson’s collections upon the subject of natu¬ 
ral history, and other subjects—as the account of the Migratory Ante¬ 
lopes, Springboks, that of the habits of the Lion, and that of the ealca- 
rtous caverns at Cango, would have agreeably detained us; but,we 
must conclude by relieving the grave subjects i|hich we have touched, 
by selecting a part of Mr. Pringle’s poetic sketches of mannei^^d 
scenery in South Africa, and by citing one or two additipnd anei^tes 
from the pen of the author: 

** These Korannss do not differ very greatly in manners or ameaciuee 
from the Namaqua Hottentots. Like them,they wear the old imeep-i^in 
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ilrees^ and preserve the original customs of their nation, which were describ-^ 
cd by KoItoh a hundred years ago; but which the Hottentots in the Colony 
}iave long ago abandoned and forgotten. Some of their common customs 
which I myself witnessed indicated^ certainly^ a very low state of both men¬ 
tal and physical refinement—much lower than that of the Caffers. They 
are, however, a good-natured, and, on the whole, a good-li>oking race, 
having many of them hne-formed heads and prominent features. They 
Head an indment, wandering life, living chiefly on the milk of their cattle, 
and seldom roaming far from the banks of the Gariep and its tributary 
branches. Their cattle much resemble those of the Bechuana and Cafler 
tribes, being smaller than the Colonial breed, or that of the Namaquas. 
Some of their kraals possess, also, goats and sheep. 

“ 1 again borrow one of Mr. Pringle’s African sketches to diversify roy 
pages:— 

‘‘ THE KORAMNA. 

“ Fast by his wild resounding river. 
The listless Koran lingers ever; 
Still drives his heifers forth to feed, 
Soothed by the gorrah’s humming reed 
A wanderer still uncheck’d doth range. 
As humour calls, or seasons change; 
His tent of mats and household gear 
All pack’d upon the patient steer. 
Midst all his wanderings, hating toil. 
He never tills the stubborn soil; 
But on the milky dams depends. 
And what spontaneous Nature sends. 
Or, should long-parchiiig droughts prevail. 
And milk, and bulbs, and locusts fail,f 
He lays him down to sleep away 
Jn languid sloth the weary day; 
Oft as he feels gaunt hunger's stound. 
Still tightening famine’s girdle” round; X 
Lull’d by the sound of the Gariep 
Beneath the willows murmuring deep: 
Till thunder-clouds, surcharged with rain. 
Pour verdure o’er the desert plain,— 

And call the famish’d dreamer from his trance. 
To feast on milk and mead, and wake the moonlight dance.*’ 

We have now completed the hasty survey which alone we have per¬ 
mitted to ourselves, of a book which affords but little occasion for the 
bashful timidity of its author, who ventures to ''hope that his work, 
though but little enriched by science, or embellished by style, will be 
found to possess at least the interest which plain sincerity may 
aspire to ;** but <4ve must not finally conclude our remarks without 
making mention of the elegan^appearance which it presents, both as 
to typography and engravings, and of the valuable, because improved. 
Map of South Africa, and the plans of Graaff-Reinet and Cape Town, 
which it includes. The vignettes, which adorn the commencements of 

* A musical instrument of very simple construction, peculiar to the Hottentot 
tribes. It is described both by Lichtenstein and Burchell. 

Locusts and white ants are eaten both by the Koran and Bushman tribes in 
seasons of scarcity. 
t The girdle of emptiness,** as the Arabs call it, is frequently wosorted to by 

ail the nomadic tribes of South Africa, who do not cultivate the earth, and whoso 
means o£ subsistence are consequently precarious. 
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the chapters, are designed and engraved in the first style of art. Of 
the aquatint engravings, one or two of the drawings of the zoological 
subjects please us the least; it is certainly not the work of a pencil 
quite accomplished in that branch of drawing. The plate of the ani¬ 
mal locally called the Wild Dog, but which is a peculiar species of 
beast of prey, partaking of the two-fold nature of the hyaena and 
the wolf, is particularly defective. On the other band, the view of 
Cape Town, from an oil painting by Dr. Heartley, is as beautiful in 
its design and engraving, as it is novel and interesting in the aspect 
chosen. The portraits of the Bechuana chiefs, from drawings by Mr. 
de Meillon, are excellent; and the plates of the Peetsho, at Kuruman, 
of the Missionary village at Kamiesberg,’' and of Table Bay in a gale, 
and the portraits of the Springbok and Koodoo, from drawings by Mr. 
Thompson himself, have our unqualified praise- 

The volume concludes with valuable Appendixes, severally illustra¬ 
ting topics of Trade, Agriculture, Natural History, and Nation^ Cus¬ 
toms and Manners. 

BECOLLECTIONS OF TURKEY.—NO- HI. 

It may not be inexpedient to premise, that the account of the two 
revolutions of 1807 and 1808, such as they were given me by the bro¬ 
thers Dooz Ogloo,* and as they are stated here, have been since con¬ 
firmed to me by a great number of other well-informed persons at 
Constantinople. Sultan Selim, who ascended the Ottoman throne in 
1789, was a prince of mild and conciliating manners, with a mind sus¬ 
ceptible of being highly cultivated. His natural good sense, and the 
progress of his experience in public affairs, soon operated in freeing 
him of the barbarous prejudices and fanatical notions almost invariably 
imbibed by the Turkish princes of tlie blood, who, under the super¬ 
intendence of eunuchs, and condemned to the obscurity of the Kafass f 
from their childhood to the moment when they are called to the throne, 
are left in profound ignorance as to the principles by which the duties 
which are likely one day to devolve upon them ought to be regulated. 
The Ottoman empire had long been in a declining state, and Selim 
having discovered the causes of the decay, resolved to npply those 
remedies which alone seemed to him capable of stopping its progress, 
and enabling his country one day to retrieve its consequence, and be 
raised to a footing of equality with the first-rate European Stqtpy. 

The privileged body of Janissaries, who had long been linked toge¬ 
ther by a systematic spirit of anarchy and of mistaken opposition to the 
ruling powers, had acquired a consistence which enabled it to exercise 
a capricious and tyrannical influence in the administration of public 
affairs, and on certain occasions to assume the tone of absolute dio- 
j;ation to the sovereign himself. It was to the annihilation of this 
dreaded corps that the whole attention of Selim was first directed, being 

* Tbe history and tragic end of this family will, perhaps, be related in a future 
number. “ 

1* The Kafass is the name of the nursery in which the Turkish princes uf the 
blood are brought up, and which they are not permitted to quit until their tom 
comes to ascend the throne. 
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assured chat so longias its existence were toleratedi the objects of his 
laudable ambition would remain unattainable; and, litce Peter the 
Great wilh respect to the Strelitzes, he determined upon the meaiM 
whidi were most calculated to further his views. * ** The plan he adopted 
was chat of training by degrees, his irregular and rebellious militia to 
the European system of military discipline and tactics, and thus to 
raise an army of two hundred and fifty thousand regular troops, who, 

*by being properly paid and treated, would not only enable him to cause 
Turkey to be respected by foreign powers, but also to strengthen his 
authority within his own dominions so as to facilitate his schemes of 
farther improvement. 

The depth of his views was not easily fathomed on their first mani¬ 
festation, by the description of persons to whom they were most directly 
inimical; and he was quietly suffered, through the assistance of well- 
paid foreign officers, to complete the organization of some regiments 
of infantry, artillery, and marines; as well as to cause barracks to be 
built in the capital and its neighbourhood. In his endeavours to give 
popularity to the new military system, called Nizamy-gedid, he was 
powerfully assisted by his faithful friend and counsellor, Tshelebee- 
Efiendi, a man well known to, and universally esteemed by, the Janis¬ 
saries, as well as others, and who, among various specimens of his 
zeal, wrote and published for the lower classes a treatise in which the 
advantages of the Nizamy-gedid were explained, in the plain and em- 
phatical mode of expression, which was necessary to inculcate them on 
the unlearned understandings of his intended readers.^ 

Things went on according to Selim’s wishes, up to the time when 
the progress of Bonaparte’s encroachments on the Continent brought 
him into such close contact with the Turks, as to spread among them 
a sort of terror, which enabled him to exercise an almost unlimited in¬ 
fluence over the policy of their government. The views of the Sultan 
were incompatible with Napoleon’s ulterior intentions of conquest, and 
it became the principal business of his public as well as private agents 
at Constantinople, to counteract them by every underhand means in 
their power. Thus the chiefs among the Janissaries were secretly 
worked upon, and the overthrow of the Nizamy-gedid soon became 
among them an object of most anxious desire. Meanwhile, the suspi¬ 
cions of the credulous and good-natured Selim were easily kept back 
as to the machinations of his pretended friends, by the ostentatious 
assistance which the numerous French embassy, consisting almost en¬ 
tirely of military men, offered now and then to the officers employed 
in riualug the Nlvtniy-gedid; whilst the efforts of the ambassador suc¬ 
ceeded in involving Turkey iifa war with Russia and England, which, 
among other important objects of Bonaparte’s policy, was intended on 
his part to hasten the overthrow of the military institution of the Turks, 
yet in its infancy. It was at the commencement of warlike preparations 
in the capital, that the inconveniences of regtdar discipline were first 
complained of, both by the regular soldiers and Janissaries. The otg 

* Tbe translatioa of this carious productiou is to be found in Wilkinson’s 
** Account of Wallaebia and Moldavia.” Tbe ingenious translator has rendered it 
highly amusing, merely by adhering strictly to the idiom and Idoguage of the 
original. 
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ganized troops, at this time only amounting to ten thousand men, were, 
of course, insufficient to carry on the war against the Russians; and 
the Janissaries refused both to suffer any more of their own body to 
enlist with them, or to accompany them and assist in the military 
operations. Much time was spent in discussions in^he capital; while 
several Pashas quartered on the right side of the Danube, opened the 
campaign with their own troops. The English fleet appeared before 
Constantinople, and necessarily so engrossed the attention of all par- 
ties that nothing else was thought of for several weeks; but by 
degrees public attention returned to the late object of dispute, and 
many of the regular soldiers, sure of having the support of the Janis¬ 
saries, openly disbanded, and retired among their ancient comrades. 
Some of them were seized and publicly shot; but this ill-advised rigour, 
instead of spreading terror among the disaffected, became the signal of 
general revolt. All the soldiers abandoned their barracks, and hasten¬ 
ed to the streets mostly populated by Janissaries. The city became 
at once a scene of confusion and anarchy, and the multitude, almost 
wholly composed of Janissaries, proceeded en masse to the open square 
of the seraglio, to require of the Sultan the immediate abolition of the 
Nizaniy-gedid, the destruction of the barracks, and the heads of such 
of the ministers as had been the promoters of the new military system. 
The rage of the most turbulent was soon carried to a greater excess, 
and they added to the requisition the dethronement of the Sultan. The 
gates of the seraglio had been closed and barricadoed on the approach 
of the rebels, and every attempt was made by good words and pro¬ 
mises, either to pacify them altogether, or to enable the assailed to gain 
time. The impetuosity of the Turkish character is as difficult to check 
when first spurred on by a powerful motive, as it is easily spent and 
short of duration; hut while it lasts, it is capable of leading to acts of the 
extremest violence and ferocity. Finding the delays resorted to in this 
instance, only had the effect of increasing their rage, which threatened 
the forcing of the seraglio, and the violation of that most sacred sanc¬ 
tuary itself, the Harenim^ Sultan Selim pusillanimously determined 
upon full compliance, and after giving up the obnoxious ministers 
(they had taken refuge in the seraglio) to the infuriated mob, who put 
them to death on the spot, deserted his throne, and retired to his private 
apartments, after designing his nephew Moustaplia as his successor. 
Tshelebee-Effendi, with all his popularity, and in spite of his great 
age, might have shared the fate of his colleagues, if he had not hap¬ 
pened to be on this memorable day at his country-house, several miles 
from town. He remained there some time, and unti^ the furf^oTiBe" 
Janissaries had abated, and then quietly feturned to his town residence 
unmolested and unnoticed. 

Sultan Moustapha was about twenty-eight years of age, when he 
w«8 thus suddenly and unexpectedly called to reign. He was of a 
haughty and violent temper, which was soon evinced by several acts of 
cruelty in the exercise of his authority, and in every opportunity which 
enabled him to remind his subjects of his absolute power over them. 
Id a Hatty-Sheriffi, or autograph letter, which he^ wrote to the celebrated 
All Pasha of Epirus, soon after his accession to the throne, he ad¬ 
dressed him in following words, which, be it said en paasanif of all 
occasions were here most out of place: I who am the picture of the 
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great Prophet upon earth, called to rule the world according to my sole 
will and pleasure, and for whose special delight you and every thing 
in it have been created, command thee my trusty slave, &c/^ The 
first act of his reign was, as may be expected, the abolition of the 
Nizamy-gedid, Jtid the full restoration of the corps of Janissaries to its 
former power and privileges* 

Among the Pashas who had been stationed on the Danube, each with 
a division of his own troops, amounting to twenty thousand men, was a 
parvenu of the name of Monstapha Bai'ractar, who, like most of the 
people in power in Turkey, had risen from the lowest ranks to that of 
a Serasker, or general, and to the station of governor of Roudstchiouk. 
The extraordinary resolution of his character had rendered him a con* 
spicuouB individual in the regiment of Janissaries to which he originally 
belonged, and soon raised him to the rank of an ensign, in which certain 
instances of uncommon bravery, displayed by him on some occasion in 
the presence of Sultan Selim, attracted the notice of that prince, who 
gave him the honourable surname of Bai'ractar, or standard-bearer, and 
with it a confidential employment among his guards. The Turks, with 
all their faults, are by no means destitute of praiseworthy qualities, and 
the sentiment of gratitude is, perhaps, stronger and more lusting with 
them than it is found to be among the most civilized people. That of 
Moustapha Bairactar encreased in proportion with the multiplied 
favours of his sovereign, to whom he soon became ardently devoted. 
Sometime after the dethronement of Selim, and on learning the true 
circumstances by which it had been occasioned, he ordered the twenty 
thousand men under his command, upon whom he knew he could rely, 
to march with him to Constantinople, leaving their place at the camp 
to be supplied by another Pasha and his troops, who were expected soon 
to reach the borders of the Danube. 

The intention of Moustapha Bairactar in approaching the capital 
thus accompanied, was to insist at once on the restoration of Selim t(» 
the throne, and then to assist him in re-establishing the Nizamy-gedul 
on a solid foundation. The presence of his troops would, be was 
aware, either keep the Janissaries in awe, or prevent any effectual 
attempt being made by them to oppose hi^ scheme. lie was, how¬ 
ever, induced to change his plan of operations whilst on his march to the 
capita], in consequence of letters addressed to him by the Sultan 
Moustapha, who, unable to guess at his purpose, and glad to avail 
himself of his protection against some recently suspected plots of the 
Janissaries relative to his own person, cong^ratulated Bairactar on his 
wiorch, and^notified to him that the post of Grand Vizier bad been ex¬ 
pressly vacated in ordei* to be offered to him. The Serasker found 
this turn of things better suited to bis views, as it saved the risk of a 
contest from which bloodshed might have been expected. But many 
months elapsed after his arrival before he had the means of putting his 
design into execution; and when he believed the moment to be propi¬ 
tious, be found, to his astonishment, that Selim was not disposed^to re-« 
sume the troubles of sovereignty. This unexpected circumstance did 
not discourage hidi, and be trusted to the operation of time and to his 
own secret instigations for a favourable change in the dethroned 
Sultan’s sentiments. Meanwhile he applied himsel&with zeal to main¬ 
tain the tranquillity which his anival had restored to the capital. The 
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police under his orders were active and unremittix^ in their endeavours 
to clear the city, through the summary means of bow-*string, of all 
such as had taken part in the late riots, and were likely to become 
again troublesome; by these acts and others he succeeded in ingratiating 
himself into the good opinion of the reigning Sidtan, .who by degrees 
placed his whole confidence in him. 

But although he was successful in stifling every symptom of disaffec¬ 
tion, it was not in his power, nor was it his wish, to alter the course of 
the Sultan’s unpopularity, which gained ground every day. He saw 
this, but he did not perceive that he materially shared in the hatred 
against the Sultan, who was considered to be entirely under his in¬ 
fluence, and strongly suspected of having been prevailed upon by him 
to consent to the revival of the Nizamy-gedid. 

The tranquillity which now prevailed over the surface of popular 
feeling, and a want of judgment which admits of no apology on the 
part of one who had so much experience, led him to the resolution of 
dismissing the greater part of his troops, and thus depriving himself of 
that support through which alone his great object could have been 
attained. I shall not enter here into an unnecessary disquisition as to 
his real motives in taking this ill-advised step, but will merely state the 
general opinion of the close observers of the events here related, which 
is, that nothing but a want of foresight and common prudence could 
have brought him to this fatal error. 

The Vizier retained only three thousand men to act as his body 
guards, and the moment intelligence reached Constantinople that the 
remainder had arrived at Roudstchiouk, whither they had been sent as 
a reinforcement, the Janissaries of the capital rose again m masse. 
One strong division of them proceeded to the gate of the seraglio, 
vociferating execrations against Sultan Moustapha, and demanding 
either the restoration of Selim or the accession of Mahmood, the reign¬ 
ing Sultan’s younger brother, and the last prince of the blood- Mous¬ 
tapha resolved at once to render compliance impossible. He proceeded 
with a few of bis eunuchs to the apartment of Selim, attacked and over¬ 
powered him, and put him to death by strangulation. The body was, 
by his orders, immediately conveyed to the outer gate of the seraglio, 
and thrown over the wall among the multitude assembled in the public 
place, with this inscription attached to its back : You ask for the de¬ 
throned Selim? here he is; the Sultan sends him to you.” Moustaphai 
in his eagerness to reach the Kafass, after dispatching his uncle, out¬ 
stripped his attendants, who knew not where to fullow him, and entered 
his brother’s apartment alone. It appears he betrayed his intentions 
in time to allow of Mahmood’s preparing to defend himselff The two 
brothers fought with small daggers for several minutes, and at last the 
youngest succeeded in throwing the other down, upon which he 
plunged the instrumentfdf death into his heart, not however without 
having received several wounds in various parts of bis face and body. 

. After Mahmood had been thus compelled to put his brother to 
death in bis own defence, his first care was to apprise Selim of the fatal 
occurrence, and to considt him upon the most advisable nfeasures that 
were to be taken. His uncle’s fate decided the question at opce, and 
he lost no time in causing the gates of the seraglio to be thrown open, 

^ a partial explanation to be made aloud in his name of what had oc- 
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uurr^ within, and hia aisccfMion to the ikrdOe^to be proclaimed through¬ 
out the capitaLii This intdligence was received with satisfaction by tin 
those whom it concerned. 

Let us now turn to the other division of rebel Janisswries. They 
proceeded to the palace of the Grand Viaier Moustapha Bairactari 
which they attempted to set on fire. In this they did not immediately 
succeed, and they had recourse to other offensive operations, the imme¬ 
diate object of which was to batter down the outer walls of the palace, 
and take it by storm* So sudden and unforeseen had been their rising 
that the Vizier was unprepared for an effective defence, and he easily 
saw the contest must prove fatal to him. However, both he and his 
men, who now crowded around him, resolved to sell their lives dear, 
and they commenced a desperate defence. A sharp fire was kept up 
on both sides till the evening, when the Janissaries, finding they were 
losing many men without gaining much ground, brought some pieces 
of artillery, and soon succeeded in knocking down the walls. The 
Vizier, finding himself thus reduced to the last extremity, retreated 
with all his surviving men into a stone-built tower adjacent to his 
house, and which had been used by him as a store and ammunition- 
room for his guards. There were some barrels of gunpowder in the 
place, and he resolved to set fire to them rather than fall alive into the 
hands of his persecutors. Night brought on but a fruitless suspension 
of hostilities, and the next morning at daybreak upwards of sixty 
thousand Janissaries crowded the streets which surrounded the Vizier’s 
palace. This being found entirely abandoned, was immediately filled 
by the rebels, and the crowd became immense round the tower in 
which he had taken refuge. Suddenly a dreadful explosion took 
place, spreading death and destruction on every side. Moustapha 
Bairactar was no morei but his fall was avenged by that of thousands 
of his enemies. 

Such Was the carnage which took place at this memorable conflict, 
that the removal and burial of the dead occupied three days* incessant 
labour. 

It is a subject worthy of remark, that during the continuance of thei 
disturbances, both on this occasion and on the dethronement of Sultan 
Selim, public criers were sent to all the districts of the capital in¬ 
habited by Christians, giving notice that these were quarrels which 
concerned no one but the Turks and their government; consequently 
all other persons were desired to remain free from the fear of being 

Mm/'lested, and to attend to their affairs as usual. 
The fatat dethronement of Sultan* Moustapha, and the death of 

Moustapha Bairactar, having satisfied in the fullest extent the wishes of 
the Janissaries, tranquillity was once more restored, and every thing 
seemed to promise that it would not be hastily disturbed again. 

Mabmood was the last male ration of the imperial race; and so 
sensible were the Janissaries of the dangers attendant upon its ejitinc- < 
tion, that he was more likely to be supported on the throne than many 
of his predecessor* had been. The first time he showed himself to lus 
subjects was on tlie Friday after his accession, in the usual solemnity 
of going to the mosque. Some wounds were still visible in his face, and 
bore testimony to the desperate manner in which he had defended his 
life. The whole population hastened to catch a view of the youthful 
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inonarcb, whose age was at this time about twenty-three. The, re¬ 
ception he met was silently respectful, and would have been .much 
more favourable if, contrary to all expectation and precedent, he had 
returned the salute of the people- However trivial this circumstance 
may seem, it had, nevertheless, the effect of impressing the Janissaries 
with an opinion of his character, which encreased in no small degree 
the respect due to the free exercise of his authority. The stern ex¬ 
pression of his face denoted the man of energy and decision; and the 
first measures of his government strengthen^ not a little the opinion 
which had been built upon appearances. 

The most remarkable among the early acts of his reign, was one at 
the idea of which humanity may well shudder. The Sultan Selim's 
women had been suspected of participating in his murder, or at least 
of not exerting all the means in their power to save that prince, the 
scuffle between him and Moustapha and his party having taken place 
within their hearing. The poor women, most likely incapacitated by 
fright to act on this occasion, were, at all events, accounted responsible 
for the fatal result, and sentence of death was unhesitatingly passed 
over upwards of three hundred of them. Most of these were young 
ard beautiful; but no consideration of the kind affected their doom, 
nor even could obtain for them a less terrific mode of dying than that 
which was pronounced—they had been condemned to be taken to a 
distant place at sea, tied up each in a sack, and thrown into the watery 
element! One morning at daybreak, they were embarked on board 
several boats, with a strong body of armed eunuchs; and accompanied, 
or rather surrounded at a short distance by the Bostangee-Bashee (a 
magistrate of high authority) and several hundred of his guards in 
other boats ; they were conveyed to the back of the princes' island, a 
distance of fifteen miles from the capital, where their sentence was de¬ 
liberately and regularly executed. One of my friends happened to be 
the same morning on that side of the island on a shooting excursion, 
and witnessed the whole execution from a short distance, where he had 
taken the necessary precaution of concealing himself behind some 
bushes. The description he gave of it was truly heart-rending. The 
poor victims rent the air with their screams. Some made a desperate 
resistance, while others broke loose from the hands of the eunuchs, and 
threw themselves into the sea to avoid the horror of being sewn up in 
a sack. A few among these who were able to swim, whilst making 
the best of their way to the shore, were overtaken by some of the 
guard boats, and killed by beating them on the head with the boatmen'* 
oars. 9 ^ 

Let the advocates of absolute power go to Constantinople, and be¬ 
come eye-witnesses of the tyrannical excesses to which despotism is but 
too apt to lead; and above all, let them witness a scene of this kind ; 
and they will return with somewhat different notions as to the extent of 
powej^: which man is worthy to be trusted. 
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CONVERSATIONS OF MATURIN.—NO. t. 

Gentle reader, you and 1 have met to talk of Maturin. You have 
known him in print, as I have at the social table: you have com¬ 
muned with him in the embodied imaginings of his spirit—and I when 
the workings of that spirit were upon him: you have conversed with 
him at the dim distance of a poetic vision—and 1 when he was invested 
with its reality. We are both, therefore, under our different know¬ 
ledge of him, equally entitled to devote an hour to his memory; so, 
without parade, let us begin. 

There were few men of real ability more subject to vicissitudes of 
temperament than Maturin. The circumstances of his private fortune, 
which generally harassed his spirit, worked visible changes in the tone 
of his writings, and can be identified in that over-wrought excitement 
under which he sought to escape their influence. He chose the track of 
the marvellous and the terrible because they afforded an ideal refuge 
from the positive ills that surrounded him ; and having freely indulged 
in the cup of romantic terrors and extravagant delusions, he was 
forced to continue the stimulants to keep up the tone of his mind. 
It is folly to say that our minds do not take the colour of the channel 
in which we permit our thoughts to flow: it cannot be otherwise. He 
who devotes his genius to the conjurations of romance, finally either 
believes in their horrors, or becomes irritable and nervous. So it was 
with Maturin. Without imbibing the superstition, he yielded to the 
effects, of a course of wild and abstract invention, and became in con¬ 
sequence credulous and uncalculating. Indeed Maturin's greatest 
fault was weakness : but it was a weakness that circumscribed its ope¬ 
rations to his own actions and impulses. He had much of that amiable 
and reckless kindness which you anticipate from the ardent hero of a 
legend; who feels with oppressive sensibility the sorrows he cannot 
heal, and is duped by his easy submission to every tale that has a 
sprinkle of vnystery or innocence in it. The diversity of Maturings 
character, too, has naturally enough been visited by the censure and 
surprise of those who knew him, and would scarcely be credited by 
those who did not. But the cynical, who have no merits of their own, 
should be tardy in pronouncing judgment upon the talented and the 
ambitious: they cannot understand or develope the machinery by 
which such spirits are moved. No doubt, he weakened his powers by 
associating with inferior intellect, and prostrated his imagination before 
the unprofitable and the flippant. But as some men require to be 
provoked into exertion, so others require to be indulged; and Maturin 
was of the latfbr class. His foibles were common-place, and would, 
in another, never have attracted observation: but every thing Maturin 
said and did was converted into tea-table speculation, because the 
society in which he moved was composed of every-day people, to 
whom genius was unintelUgible, and V^ho attributed his peculiarities to 
the follies and the mndnosB of the-voluntary pursuits he adoptod. 
Had it been his fate to have been cast apipng kindred beings—to have 
mixed with the intelligence of the day-^the necessity of appearing, 
what he really was, a man of talent, would have placed liis character in 
its proper light, and redeemed him from the frivolities*he negli^ntly 
permitted to gain an ascendency over him. But he never haa that 

iWby.-VOL. XIX. NO, LX XVII. 2 K 
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opportunity. Living in a quarter of the kingdom where literary fel¬ 
lowship cannot be obtained, his habits were assimilated to the idle 
company that courted him ; and his pliability of temper and amenity of 
disposition contributed to confirm the modes to which his communion 
subjected him« But it is a question, after all, whetlier we have a right 
to drauraside the veil that conceals the private errors of those who have 
contributed to our enjoyments or our instruction; and whether we 
should take advantage of the prominent position in which their intel¬ 
lectual supremacy has placed them, and which exposes all those feelings 
that in obscure men are unnoticed. The purest poets are not poets 
at all moments: they do not speak in rhapsodies, or live amongst 
beings of air; they are men like ourselves, governed by the same 
domestic feelings, and liable to the same influences: we are not jus¬ 
tified in contrasting their lives with their works, or in demanding why 
a strict parallel has not been preserved between them. On the other 
hand, it is rather a recompense to the common condition of mankind 
to know that the great and favoured amongst them are moved by the 
same weaknesses, and guilty of the same dereliction ; and that high 
attainments are not always a protection against the current .errors of 
humanity: and it must be some source of instruction to the best of us 
to read in the foibles of a distinguished genius the humiliating lessons 
of human weakness and imperfection. If a man lives for the public, 
the public have a right to him—they possess a copyhold in him—he is 
theirs; and if, when he is dead, it be considered that he was affected by 
any peculiar moral disorder, the public have a right to send him to the 
general anatomy-house, where he may be dissected for the improve¬ 
ment of the science of human nature, and the common benefit of all 
mankind. 

Maturin’s early circumstances strongly conduced not only to his 
becoming a writer, but to the character of his writings. He began Ins 
literary course under the pressure of pecuniary difficulties ; and he fol¬ 
lowed it with little alleviation to *he close. An incident, too, of rather 
a mysterious nature connected with his descent, gave a romantic turn 
to his mind, and the impressions it made upon him from childhood 
were never effaced. He often dwelt upon it with enthusiasm, and 
indulged in the dream of tracing, at one day or another, the mystery 
to its developement. Some twenty or thirty years before the French 
revolution, a lady of rank attached to the court is said to have been 
driving through a retired street in Paris, when the cries of an infant 
ciiild caught her attention. The singularity of the circumstance in so 
lonely and remote a spot naturally induced her to inquire into the 
cause, and she drew up her horses, desiring her servant to ascertain 
from whence the cries proceeded. The man returned, after a very 
short search, with a basket containing a child newly born, which he 
found in an obscure corner of the street. The infant was dressed in 
the richest clothing, and seemed to belong to parents of distinction, 
whose motives for that inhuman abandonment there may be no great 
difficulty in guessing at; but although many exertions were afterwards 
made to discover who they were and the causai of their conduct, the 
whole matter still remains, and is likely to continue, an impenetrable 
mystery. Thb street in which the child was found was called the Rue 
de Ma^urine, in honour of a convent which then stood in it dedicated 
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to a French saint of that name; and the foundlmg/consequently, was 
called Mathurine, Avghci Maturin. The lady to whose maternal fos¬ 
terage the child was thus providentially committed, sent it at a proper 
age to the convent to be educated, and never neglected an opportunity 
of promoting the future objects for which she designed it. But the 
hoy, born under the caprice of Fortune, grew up under its inflictions, 
and was doomed to the trials of a very fluctuating life. He had 
scarcely reached manhood, when he became a victim to the political 
fury of the times, and was thrown into the Bastille, from which, after a 
long incarceration, he escaped into England at the peiiod of the Revo¬ 
lution. Here he married and naturalized. From this individual, with 
whom the name of Maturin originated, the poet descended. 

This incident formed an important feature in the exciting sources of 
Charles Robert Maturings ambition. He long and devotedly cherished 
the thought that his ancestry, to whom he assigned places of rank and 
distinction, and whom he invested in his poetic ardour with all the pomp 
and paraphernalia of chivalry, would ultimately be discovered ; and so 
deeply engaged was his mind upon the subject, that a short time before 
his death he actually wrote a tale upon the slight materials afliirded by 
the circumstance above related. That tale has never been publisht-d, 
although hopes were entertained atnongst the immediate circle to 
whom its composition was communicated, that it would appear shortly 
after his decease. The conduct of that tale was, 1 have some reason 
to think, governed by his own firm belief that the lady of rank who 
rescued the foundling was actually its mother: in which belief he per¬ 
severed to the hour of his death. 

Maturin’s family in Ireland were respectably connected, and he was 
himself related to a dignitary of the Protestant church- His father 
was a man of sound understanding and refined taste in literature, to 
which it was his desire to have devoted his attention had not the 
death of a distinguished character arrested the patronage to which he 
looked forward, and blighted his expectations. This disappointment 
damped his enthusiasm, and diverted him from the pursuit of objects 
upon which he feared to launch without encouragement and support. 
Other prospects and otlier interests engaged his talents, and he was 
induced to forego the enjoyments of literary expectancy for the less 
brilliant, but more solid, occupation of a government office, to which 
he was appointed through the influence of his relatives. Years of ar¬ 
duous application were Anally rewarded by an honourable advance to 
a station of high respectability in the Post-office, Dublin, where he 
latterly filled the^rank of clerk to one of the provincial roads, I believe 
the Leinster. 1 should not h^ve adverted so particularly to these cir¬ 
cumstances. but that they are i* timately connected with the first causes 
of young Maturin*8 authorship. At an advanced age, Mr. Maturin 
lost his situation in the Post-office, and became, with a small famdy, 
destitute in the winter of life. The poet, who was the seventh child^ 
the pet, and the hope of the old couple, was roused to poetry by dis¬ 
appointment, and from that hour devoted himself to what a friend 
of mine, a punster, ontA called the black art—black in three senses— 
wit, legerdemain, and despair. • 

As I have spoken of a punster, I "must mention that Maturin had a 
nervous dislike to punning: he had little of the grinning pleasantry of 

3 E 2 
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Aristophanes or Rabelais about him ; and his antipathies, which were 
few-, but vivid, might be fairly represented in the Commons of the 
House of Correction by a bad pun, which 1 have no doubt would do 
full justice to its constituents. I have heard him declare that he con¬ 
sidered punning to have been originally introduced into society as a 
system of annoyance against those who were irascible or petulant, be¬ 
cause puns, he considered, materially affected the nerves. But, how¬ 
ever much he reprobated the crime of originating a pun, be thought 
that the guilt of repeating a pun, as you would an anecdote, for the 
amusement of your company, was infinitely more vexatious and un¬ 
pardonable. Of course, he never made puns himself, either in his 
writings or his conversation ; yet in both, he occasionally fell into that 
species of conceit which resembles them very closely, and only want 
pungency to make them puns. 

Maturin was essentially a poet. He possessed the great materials of 
poetry, and preserved an ascendent tone of inspiration through all his 
writings: yet it is to be remarked, that lie did not always write in the 
same character of style, or keep legitimately to the standard which he 
seemed to have himself set up. This is partially to be attributed to the 
variations of animal spirits, and principally to his desultory inode of 
study. Raphael is distinguished by his brilliancy of colouring—Morland 
by his pigs: who could mistake tlie redundant regularity of Johnson 
—the dilated correctness of Addison—the elaborate energy of Gibbon ? 
It was not so with Maturin. He cultivated himself less than the ex¬ 
ample of otliers, and permitted the impressions of what he read to dis¬ 
place the memory of what he thought. He wrote less from permanent 
principle than immediate impulse, and too often sacrificed what he had 
to say to the consideration how he should say it. Like Rousseau, who 
was in love with the last petticoat he saw until he had seen another, 
Maturin unconsciously adopted something of the last book he read 
until its recollection was obliterated by the next. His passion for 
poetry was lofty and pure: he pursued it with an ardour that could 
not be restrained by the usages of composition ; and drank at the very 
spring-head of Helicon until he became intoxicated with the draught. 
But it was imagination, not thought: sparkling illustrations—fantastic 
descriptions—the lineaments of the horrible, the mysterious, and the un¬ 
real—were the materials upon which he worked: the externals of 
character he sketched graphically, perhaps too minutely : but the 
solid qualities of mind, the powerful operation of the passions, he rarely 
touched, and seldom successfully. Where he has succeeded, you find 
that, although the developement of the fiction engrosses your attention, 
the hero has been all along treading on ihj confines of the marvellous, 
with just enough of mortality in his changes to show that he is not 
quite superhuman. His characters are commonly in masquerade; 
sometimes depicted with a natural force and freedom, but in the next 
scene plunged into an enigma, and spun out into an interminable laby¬ 
rinth of improbability. All this, however, if we can once abstract it 
frf>m the notion of reality, is well and efFectually done. That he pos¬ 
sessed an original genius, we have sufRcient te^imonies; but these tes¬ 
timonies ar^ only the indications of genius, not its fruits. He would 
not permit the blossoms to ripen, but forced them into sudden expan¬ 
sion by a too luscious and overheated cultivation. Nor did he always 
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selecfc with taste what he performed with ability; and hence we fre¬ 
quently turn with loathing from the figures he presents, while we carry 
with us a pleasurable recollection of the drapery in which he has clad 
them. Poetry was certainly his ruling passion ; but it was the poetry 
of embellishment and the senses—wild, diffuse, and voluptuous. Con¬ 
scious of the difficulty of confining himself to limits, he shrunk from 
the labour of versification, and rioted in the boundless region of ro¬ 
mance. Two or three instances of this, singular enough, occur to my 
recollection. 

A gentleman of musical ability, a relative and an intimate of Maturin, 
proposed that the poet should plan a lyrical work like the “Irish Me¬ 
lodies,” giving to him the department of adapting the songs to appro¬ 
priate music. Maturin entered upon the project with enthusiasm : a 
spark from Moore’s lyre kindled up his soul, and with a desire too hot 
for constancy, he commenced the composition in ardent anticipation of 
fame and profit. But, alas! the licence that Maturin’s genius de¬ 
manded was a carte blanche: his versification was perfect revelry: it 
knew no restraints; and was almost in form and substance a re-anima¬ 
tion of the lyrist of the Olympic games. He just wrote enough to 
discover that he could write no more. The composer despaired of 
“marrying" to congenial music, verse that was so disastrously “immor¬ 
tal and ultimately the design was abandoned, to the great loss of the 
public. 

Another instance is connected with the last novel he published, “ The 
Albigenses.” When he conceived the plan of that work, he found that 
it would admit, or, perhaps, require the introduction of occasional 
pieces in verse; and unwilling to encounter a second time the chances 
of failure, he accepted the promises of some literary friends, who were 
eager to have a corner in his pages. They, of course, performed their 
undertaking, for they were ambitious to “ see themselves in print 
but, as Maturin proceeded in his work, circumstances occurred which 
led him to change his mind, and he determined to fill up the blanks 
himself. He certainly did fill them up, but not with verse; that labour 
he evaded by the substitution of Ossianic prose, or rather an impassioned 
imitation of Rousseau, tricked out in the most gaudy and glittering ha¬ 
biliments. A song of this description, he makes some musical maidens 
sing to his heroine. 

On one occasion, shortly after the publication of “ Melmoth,” the 
King’s visit to Ireland inspired the patriotism of her'poets with grate¬ 
ful sensibilities, and Maturin, amongst the rest, thought the opportu¬ 
nity a good one for a poetical compliment to the monarch. Accordingly 
he set about his poem, bu^was at a loss to fix upon a measure that 
would equally suit the purpose and his own taste. A continuous stanza 
would never answer: it should be something at least alternate, that 
wonld preserve him from the labours of perpetual rhyme;—he fixed 
upon the alternate octosyllable measure. But Maturin’s skill in this 
species of composition was certainly very inferior to his genius. In vain 
he endeavoured to check the exuberance of his fancy, and chain it down 
to eight syllables: the^difficulty of producing four perfect lines alter¬ 
nately was insurmountable; and he at length determined on dropping 
the rhyme between the first and third, so that only tfie second and 
fourth should harmonize: ultimate, or pen-ultimate, or ante-pen-ulti- 
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mate were all one to Maturin; he despised the jingle, and could not 
accomplish it. He completed three lines ; and a friend, who assures 
me that Maturin communicated the fact to hhn, has given them to 
me: they are, 

Stars of Erin, shine out! shine out! 
The night of thy sorrow is past. 

And the dawn of a joyous day— 

Thus far the poet proceeded; and it may appear perhaps incredible 
that he coujd proceed7)0 farther. After many attempts he produced 
two final tthes, but rejected them both. One was 

Rises upon thee at last. 

But the measure was incomplete, and he changed it to 

Rises on thee and for thee at last. 

And here the measure was superabundant. In a transport of rage he 
flung the paper into the fire. It is worthy of remark, too, that bis 
principal reason for being dissatisfied with the last line was that its 
terminarion too closely resembled Moore, who, he said, had established 
a sort of copyright in the expression. 

It was not inability to conquer tlie difficulties of rhyme that pro¬ 
duced this aversion to it: it was rather a rooted aversion to it that 
produced the difficulties. He had a natural distaste to the constant 
return of sound arising from tl)e restraints it threw upon his luxuriant 
fancy; and he required more preparation for a stanza than he would 
for a chapter of romance. I have heard that the chorus in Bertram” 
cost him many sleepless nights, although it consists of but eight or ten 
lines, and contains nothing worth the labour of an hour. He was at 
length determined to overcome this disrelish, which he became per¬ 
suaded was only a caprice; and sketched the materials of a poem to 
which he intended to devote much time and labour. The plan was 
grounded upon that of Lalla Rookh and the Queen's Wake, for the 
purpose of affording him the means of varying that which he most 
dreaded, and of adapting the work to the humours in which he wrote. 
The scene was to be laid in Ireland during the period of harps and 
minstrels, and to be diversified by an occasional relief from the clans¬ 
men of the North. But he did not live to fulfil his project; and no¬ 
thing remains of it, but the knowledge of his intention. 1 should men¬ 
tion, however, that on one occasion he effected a splendid victory over 
this antipathy. Trinity College, Dublin, had offered an honorary prize 
for the best poem on the event which then engaged the attention of 
Europe, the battle of Waterloo ; and Maturin, without^uch diffidrlty, 
carried off the prize in a poem of great j^'ower and beauty. He pre- 
i^nted it in a most handsome manner to one of his pupils, Shea, who 
published it; and Maturin disinterestedly declined to accept any por¬ 
tion of the profits of the publication, which had a very successful sale. 

Maturings opinions of poetry, as of every thing else, were to be in- 
feSred rather than gathered* It was very difficult to draw him into 
literary conversation : like Congreve, he wished to be an author only in 
his study. Yet he courted the society of men of letters when it was to 
be had: but would at any time have sacrificed it to dally an hour in 
tlie drawing-room, or at the quadrille. Sometimes, however, amongst 
friends (particularly if he was in a splenetic mood) he freely entered 
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ittto a diftcustion upon the AUl^rs of England, and del^^^red hia 
opinions rapidly, brillianid'y^SM mth effect. On one occasi^ 4 con¬ 
versation of this description took place, in which I had the pleastA'e of 
participating: I will recall the substance of it as well as 1 ten. Do 
not expect from Maturin the turgidity of Boswell's great man, or the 
amiable philosophy of Franklin: you will be disappointed if you antici¬ 
pate any thing profound or speculative freinn him ; for at the best of 
times he was exceedingly fond of mixing lip tlie frivolilty^ a&shion- 
able converzatione with the most solid s^ibjects. 

I met liim in the county of Wicklow on a pedestrian excursion in 
the autumn; a relaxation he constantly indulged in, particularly at 
that season of the year* It was in that part of the vale of Avoca, 
where Moore is said to have composed his celebrated song: a green 
knoll forms a gradual declivity to the river, which flows through the 
vale, and in the centre of the knoll there is the trunk of an old oak, 
cut down to a seat. Upon that venerable trunk, say the peasants, 
Moore sat when he composed a song that, like the Rans de Vacbe of 
the Swiss, will be sung amidst those mountains and valleys as long as 
they are inhabited. Opposite to that spot I met Maturin, accompanied 
by a young gentleman carrying a flshing-rod. We were at a distance 
of thirty miles from Dublin : in the heart of the most beautiful valley 
in the island : surrounded by associati^^'oC history and poetry, with 
spirits subdued into tranquillity by skies above, and the 
peaceful gurgling of the waters below ahall I forget Matu¬ 
rin s strange appearance amongst romaiftic dells* He was 
dressed in a crazy and affectedly shabby suit of black,'* that had waxed 
into a " brilliant polish" by over zeal in the service of its master; he 
wore no cravat, for the heat obliged him to throw it off, and his deli¬ 
cate neck rising gracefully from his thrice-crested collar gave him an 
appearance of great singularity. His raven hair, which he generally 
wore long, fell down luxuriantly without a breath to agitate it; and 
his head was crowned with a hat which I could sketch with a pencil, 
but not with a pen* His gait and manner were in perfect keeping ; but 
his peculiarities excited no surprise in me, for 1 was accustomeAto 
them. In a short time we' were seated on the banks of the Avoca, the 
stream cooling our feet with its refreshing spray, and the green foliage 
protecting us from the sun. 

“ Moore is said to have written his song in this place." 
“ I don’t believe a word of it," replied Maturin. ** No man ever 

wrote poetry iTnder a burn^g sun, or in the moonlight. I have oflen 
attempted a retired walk in the country at moonlight, when I had a 
madrigal in my head, and every gust of wind rang in my ears like the 
footsteps of a robber. One robber would put to flight a hundred 
tropes. You feel uneasy in a perfectly secluded place, and cannot 
collect your mind." 

But Moore, who is a poet by inspiration, could write in any cir¬ 
cumstances." f 

There is no man of the age labours harder than Moore. He is 
often a month working out the fag end of an epigsam. Ton my 
honour, I would not be such a victim to literature for the reputation of 
Pope, the greatest man of diem all." 
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** Don't you think that every man has hia own peculiarity in writings 
and can only write under particular excitements, and in a particular 
way V* 

** Certainly. Pope, who ridiculed such a caprice, practised it him¬ 
self; for he never wrote well but at midnight. Gibbon dictated to his 
amanuensis, while he walked up and down the room in a terrible pas¬ 
sion ; Stephens wrote on horseback in a full gallop: Montaigne and 
Chateaubriand in the fields: Sheridan over a bottle of wine : Moliere 
with his knees in the fire: and I^ord Bacon in a small room, which he 
said helped him to condense his thoughts. But Moore, whose pecu¬ 
liarity is retirement, would never come here to write a song he could 
write better elsewhere, merely because it related to the place.” 

“ Why omit yourself in the list? you have your own peculiarity.” 
I compose on a long walk; but then the day must neither be too 

hot, nor cold: it must be reduced to that medium from which you feel 
no inconvenience one way or tlie other; and then when 1 am perfectly 
free from the city, and experience no annoyance from the weather, my 
mind becomes lighted by sunshine, and 1 arrange my plan perfectly to 
my own satisfaction/’ 

** From the quantity of works our.living poets have given to the 
public, 1 would be disposed to say that they write with great facility, 
and without any nervous whim.” 

iff m * • * 

“ But Lord Byron—he must write witli great ease and rapidity," 
“ That I don't know ; I never could finish the perusal o^ any of his 

long poems. There is something in them excessively at variance with 
my notions of poetry. He is too fond of the obsolete; but that I do 
not quarrel with so much as his system of converting it into a kind of 
modern antique, by superadding tinsel to gold. It is a sort of mixed 
mode, neither old nor new, but incessantly hovering between both.” 

What do you think of Childe Harold V* 
“ I do not know what to think of it, nor can I give you definitively 

my reasons for disliking his poems generally.” 
^ You have taken up a prejudice, perhaps from a passage you have 

since forgotten, and never allowed yourself patience to examine it.” 
Perhaps so ; but I am not conscious of a prejudice.” 

“ No man is." 
* » • « « 

And which of the living poets fulfils your ideal standard of ex¬ 
cellence ?” ^ ^ 

Crabbe. He is all nature without pomp or parade, and exhibits 
at times deep pathos and feeling. His characters are certainly homely, 
and his scenes rather unpoetical; but then he invests his subject with 
so much genuine tenderness and sweetness, that you care not who are 
the actors, or in what situations they are placed, but pause to recollect 
where it was you met something similar in real life. Do you remember 
the little story * Delay is Danger V I ’ll recite ^you a few lines de* 
scribing my favourite scene, an autumn-evening landscape:— 

On the right side the youth a wood survey’d, 
Witli all Its dark intensity of shade; 
Where the rough wind alone was heard to move. 
In this, the pause of nature and of love, 
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When nov the young are rear'd^ and when the old. 
Lost to the tie^ grow negligent and cold— 
Far to the left he saw the huts of men 
Half hid in mist that hung upon the fen ; 
Before him swallows^ gathering for the sea* 
Took their sliort flights^ and twitter'd on the lea; 
And near the bean-sheaf stood^ the harvest done. 
And slowly blacken’d in tlie sickly sun; 
All these were sad in nature, or they took 
Sadness from him, the likeness of his look. 
And of his mind—he ponder’d for a while. 
Then met his Fanny with a borrow'd smile. 

** Except Gray’s Elegy, there is scarcely so melancholy and touch- 
ing a picture in English poetry." 

And whom do you estimate after Crabbe 
“ 1 avi disposed to say Hogg. His Queen’s Wake is a splendid 

and impassioned work. I like it for its varieties, and its utter simpli¬ 
city. What a fine image is this of a devoted vessel suddenly engulplied 
at sea: 

Some ran to the cords, some kneel’d at the shrine. 
But all the wild elements seem’d to combine ; 
’Twas just but one moment of stir and commotion. 
And down went the ship like a bird of the ocean !” 

But do not altogether take me at my word in what I say of Crabbe 
and Hogg. They have struck the chord of my taste ; but they are 
not, perhaps, the first men of the day. Moore is a writer for whom 
I feel a strong affection, because he has done that which I would 
have done if I could: but after him it would be vain to try any 
thing.*’ 

Is it your opinion that t^e swarm of minor poets and writers ad¬ 
vance the cause of literature, or that the public taste would be more 
refined and informed, if those w'ho administered to it were fewer and 
better ?” 

I object to prescribing laws to the republic of letters. It is a 
republic, in which every man is entitled to publicity if he chooses it. 
The effect unquestionably of a swarm of minor poets is the creation of 
a false taste amongst a certain class; but then that is a class that 
otherwise would have no taste at all, and it is well to draw their 
attention to literature by any agency. In the next age their moral 
culture will improve, and «we shall go on gradually diminishing the 
contagion.” 

** I object en masse to the caterers for Magazines; if they were 
capable of better things, they would throw off the security of disguise, 
and announce themselves singly/’ 

• a • • ♦ ^ 

I am quite sure that many of his opinions will appear strangely con¬ 
tradictory of the chdiacter of mind to be inferred from his works ; but 
Maturin wrote, as I have before remarked, not from a permanent and 
deep sympathy, but from immediate feeling; and som^ of his opinions 
were whims adopted without reflection, and grown inveterate by in- 
diflerence. There is a strong, I should be disposed to say, remarkable 
resemblance between Manfred and Bertram : the same gloomy imagery 
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and mysterious management of the passions! the same intermixture of 
the beautiful and the repulsive, by which nature is made to adapt and 
mould herself to the very excesses of poetry : and the same light of 
indistinct revelation in which the machinery is placed, where the 
tempters pass dimly yet visibly before us. From this extraordinary 
similarity, it would be inferred at once that Maturin admired if he did 
not imitate Lord Byron; yet, marvellous as it may seem, he could not 
read him! A closer examination, however, will enable us to discover 
the great points of ditference, which are lost on the surface, and lie in 
the depths and sources of their poetical perception. Manfred is exu¬ 
berantly metaphysical, and developcs one by one the sensations that 
are produced by a particular state of mind, operated upon by circum¬ 
stances of highly-wrought, imaginative and unearthly horror. But this 
is done in such an elevated strain of poetry, and inanimate nature is 
made so to mingle in, and contribute to, the workings of the agonized 
spirit, that the superficial effect of Manfred is one unbroken impression 
of beauty and awe. In Bertram a fierce passion is wildly sketched : 
it breaks out like a torrent—interrupted, abrupt, overwhelming* All 
things yield to its power : it gains a master sway over your sympathies. 
Heaven and earth are invoked in their most desolate aspects to aid its 
course, and you retire with the same impression of undefined terror 
and beauty. But there is nothing abstract in Bertram: it possesses 
scarcely a touch of deep feeling: its pathos is language and situation; 
and they are powerful. The likeness is external, but the internal cha¬ 
racters exhibit that sort of dissimilarity that exists between thought 
and imagination. 

Of Sir Walter Scott 1 have heard Maturin speak in terms of rapture. 
He considered his extraordinary productions the greatest efforts of 
human genius, and often said that in the poetry of universal nature he 
considered him equal to Shakspeare. Indeed so sensibly imbued was 
be with the characteristics of those magic fictions, that he apprehended 
the publication ofhis last work, ** Tlie Albigenses,*’ would expose him to 
the accusation of an intentional imitation of Ivanhoe. 1 believe the 
public, however, never perceived any imitation beyond that into which 
every novelist fails who happens to write after bir Walter ; a disad¬ 
vantage, by the way, for which reviewers ought to make some allow¬ 
ance. It was generally understood, but how justly 1 cannot say, by 
Maturings relatives after his decease, that Sir Walter Scott had under¬ 
taken the task of his bio(>raphy, which was to be published with a full 
edition ofhis works, for the benefit of his widow aniTfamily. Two 
years have now passed away, and that expectation has not been rea- 
lixed; and I am disposed to suspect that the Life of Napoleon has be¬ 
come too laborious a project to admit time for the humble memoirs qf 
an Irish dramatist. This disappointment is to be lamented for the sake 
of^the amiable survivors, and the interests of Irish literature; but the 
materials of such a life would be slender indeed, and perhaps offer 
little variety to their compiler. His transitions station, and change 
of scene and circumstance were few : his literary associations equally 
barren ; in trufh, his life would be little more than a thread upon which 
to hang the fictions it produced. 

There was something exceedingly impressive and tender in his pri¬ 
vate character. It was coloured By the softest tipts of domestic affec- 
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tion, and was full of amiability and kindness; tempered by a dash of 
romantic devotedness, and solitary Bdelity to the objects of his attach¬ 
ment. His love was a direct sentiment that borrowed np hue from the 
medium through which it passed, but came direct from the heart, warm 
and sincere. Of this singleness and purity was his long-cherished 
passion for Miss Kingsbury, sister to the present Archdeacon of Killa- 
loe, to whom after years of attachment he was married while yet going 
through his college course. It was the first love of boyhood, and full 
of ardour and truth. His marriage, no doubt, gave the final turn to 
his speculations, and determined him to enter the Church, in the hopes 
that the interest of his wife’s brother would advance him to future in¬ 
dependence. On taking orders he was appointed to the curacy of 
Louglirea, where he had little to cheer or animate his spirits, and which 
to n man like Maturin was a moral expatriation. He endured it, how¬ 
ever, for the sake of that dear partner of his affection, for whose sake 
he would have suffered and did suffer much: and to the honour of 
tliose glorious feelings of home and its sweet, sweet links, he retained 
that sentiment undiminished to the last hour of his life. He was nut 
long in Loughrea: the unconscious efforts which a man in an uneasy 
position will make to extricate himself, procured for Maturin an ex¬ 
change into Dublin, where he was nominated to the curacy of St. 
Peter's. In that situation he remained—a clergyman and a poet; his 
profession drawing him one way—liis genius another—and necessity 
both! 

ODE TO THE LATE LORD MAYOR. 

On the publication of hia “ Visit to Oxford*** 

Now Night descending, the proud scene is oVr, 
But lives in Settle’s numbers one day more.'* 

Pope—O/i the Lord Mayor't Show, 

O Worthy Mayor!—I mean to say Ex-Mayor I 
Chief Luddite of the ancient town of Lud ! 
Incumbent of the City's easy chair I— 
Conservator of Thames from mud to mud! 

Great river-bank director! 
And dam-inspector 1 

Great guardian of small sprats that swim the flood! 
Lord of the scarlet gown and furry cap J ^ 

King of Mogg's map! 
Keeper of Gates that long have ''gone their gait," 
Warier of London's stone and London log! 
Thou first, and greatest of the civic great, 

Magog or Gog!— 

O Honourable Ven- 
(Forgive this little liberty between us) 
Augusta's first Augustus f—Friend of men 

Who wield the pen! 
Dillon's Maecenas! 

* See the published work of the Rev. Mr. Dillofi, the Lord Mayor's Chaplain, 
who in bis zealous endeavour to stamp immortality upon the Civic Expedition tO 
Oxford, has outrun ev^ery production in the annals of burlesqtie, even the lon|r 
renowned " Voyage from Paris to St. Cioud." 
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Patron of Learning where she ne'er did dwells 
Where literature seldom finds abettors^ 
Where few—except the postman and liis bell 

Encourage the bell^letters /— 
Well hast thou done^ Right Honourable Sir^— 
Seeing that years are such devouring ogresses, 
And thou hast made some little journeying stir,— 
To get a Nichols to record thy Progresses! 

Wordsworth once wrote a trifle of the sort; 
But for diversion^ 

For truth—for nature—every thing in short— 
I own I do prefer thy own “Excursion.” 

The stately story 
Of Oxford glory— 

The Thames romance—yet nothing of a fiction,— 
Like thine own stream it flows along the page— 

“ Strong, without rage,*’ 
In diction worthy of thy jurisdiction! 
To future ages thou wilt seem to be 

A second Parry; 
For thou didst carry 

Thy navigation to a fellow crisis. 
He penetrated to a Frozen Sea, 
And thou—^to where the Thames is turn'd to /m / * * § 

I like thy setting out! 
Thy coachman and thy coachmaid box’d together ! f 
1 like thy Jarvy’s serious face—in doubt 
Of four fine animals”—no Cobbetts neither! J 
1 like the slow state pace—^the pace allow’d 
The best for dignity J—and for a crowd. 

And very July weather. 
So hot that it let ofl' the Hounslow powder! || 
I like the She-Mayor's proffer of a seat 
To poor Miss Magnay, fried to a white heat; II 
’Tis well it didn’t chance to be Miss Crowder / 

1 like the steeples with their weathercocks on 
Discern'd about the hour of three P. M.; 
I like thy party’s entrance into Oxon, 
For oxen soon to enter into them ! 

* The Chaplain doubts tlie correctness of the Thames being turned into the Isis 
at Oxford : of course he is right,—according to the course of the river, it must be 
the Isis that is turned into the Thames. 

T As soon ns the female attendant of the Lady Mayoress taken her seat, 
dressed with becoming neatness, at the side of the well-looking coachman, the 
carriage drove away.**—FisiU 

t “ The coachman's countenance was reserved and thoughtful, indicating full 
consciousness of the test by which his equestrian skill would this way be tried,”— 
Ibid, 

§ The carriage drove away j not, however, with that violent and extreme rapi¬ 
dity which rather astounds than gratifies the beholders; but at that steady and 
majestic pace, which is always an indication of real greatness.'* 

11 ** On approaching Hounslow, there was seen at some distance a huge volume 
of dark smoke.” The Chaplain thought it was only a bmwing up for rain, but it 
turned out to be the spontaneous combustion of a powder-mill. 

% “ The Lady Mayoress, obsening that they (the Magnays) must be somewhat 
.irowded in the chaise, invited Miss Magnay to take the fourth seat.” 
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1 like the ensuing banquet better for 
Although an act of cruelty began it;— 
For why—^before the dinner at the Star— 
Why was the poor Town Clerk sent o£F to plan U ? 

I like your learned rambles not amiss^ 
Especially at Bodley*s> where ye tarried 
llie longest—doubtless because Atkins carried 
Letters (of course from Ignorance) to Bliss !*— 
The other Halls were scrambled though more hastily;— 

But I like this,— 
I like the Aldermen who stopp’d to drink 
Of Maudlin's “ classic water" veiy tastily,+ 
Although I think—what I am loth to think— 
Except to Dillon, it has proved no Castaly! 

I like to find thee finally afloat; 
I like thy being barged and water-bailiff'd, 

Who gave thee a lift 
To thy state galley in his own state boat. 
1 like thy small sixpenny worths of largess 
Thrown to the urchins at the City's charges; 
I like the sun upon thy breezy fanners. 
Ten splendid scarlet silken stately banners I 
Thy gilded bark shines out quite transcendental! 

I like dear Dillon still, 
Who quotes from “ (toper’s Hill,” 

And Birch, the cookly Birch, grown sentimental; t 
1 like to note his civic mind expanding 
And quoting Denham, in the watery dock 

Of Ifley lock— 
Plainly no Lock upon the Understanding! 

I like thy civic deed 
At Runny mode, 

Where ancient Britons came in arms to barter 
Their lives for right—Ah, did not Waithman grow 

Half mad to show 
Where his renown'd forefathers came to bleed— 
And freeborn Magnap, triumph at his Charter f 
I like full well thy ceremonious setting 
The justice-sword (no doubt it wanted whetting!) 
On London Stone ; but I don’t like the waving 
Thy banner over it,§ for I must own 

Flag over stone 
Reads like a most superfluous piece of paving! 

I like thy CHefden treat; but I’m not going 
Tq^n the civic story through and through. 
But leave thy barge to Pater Noster row-ing 

My plaudit to renew. 

• « The Rev. Dr. Bliss, of St.John’s College, the Registrar of the University, 
to whom Mr. Alderman Atkins had letters of introduction.”_p, 32, 

t ** The Buttery was next visited, in which some of the party tasted the classic 
water,**—p. 57. » 

t Mr. Alderman Birch here called to the recollection of the psrtv the beau¬ 
tiful lines of Sir John iftenham on the river Thames «Tbo* deep yet clear, Ac.’ ” 

§ *• It was also a part of the ceremony, which though ioipojtant is simple, that 
the City banner should wave over the stone.”—P, 144. ^ « 
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Well hast thou done, Ri|i^ht Honourable rover. 
To leave this lasting record of thy reign, 
A reign, alas! that very soon is over 
And gone/' according to the Rydal strain I 

'Tis piteous how a mayor 
81ips through his chair. 

1 say it with a meaning reverential, . 
But let him be rich, lordly, wise, sentential. 
Still he must seem a thing inconsequential,— 
A melancholy truth one cannot smother; 

For why ? 'tis very clear 
He comes in at one year^ 
To go out by the other! 

This is their Lordships' universal order !— 
But thou shalt teach them to preserve a name— 
Make future Chaplains chroniclers of fame! 
And every Lord Mayor his own recorder! 

BB verb; or the man of independence.* 

This novel, and its predecessor, ‘‘Tremaine/' may be considered as com¬ 
panions, in almost every particular. There is the same simplicity of design 
in both ; the same truth of delineation, no less in presenting abstract sketches 
of character, than in selecting and setting forth particular trails in illustra¬ 
tion of those sketches \ the same habit of searching into real life and actual 
experience (and into these alone) for whatever ihe prosecution of the design 
may need in the way of character and illustration ; the same cheerful and 
healthful view of that life, and the same wise and happy use of that experi¬ 
ence ; the same kindly and earnest, albeit somewhat too lofty and rehned 
tone of sentiment; the same temperate enthusiasm towards goodness and 
beauty of whatever kind, or wherever to he found, and the same humane 
and tolerant forbearance towards their opposites; and, finally, the same ex¬ 
tensive knowledge of society and the human heart, and the same delicate 
•tact in applying that knowledge, which, together, make all these available 
to the writer's avowed end of deducing tlie purest instruction from the 
highest amusement. With this design, and with these powers for en¬ 
suring its fulfilment, the author, perhaps, does not conceive it to be necessary 
that he should bestow much time and invention on the construction of his 
plots—than which, nothing can he more inartificial. There is no develope- 
inent of intricate events—no mystery wailing for solution—no disguise (or 
scarcely any) in the actions of ine characters. The course of the story may 
be at once anticipated; but we are, nevertheless, led on irresistibly, lu the 
perusal. If then, to parody some lines of Cowley, 

--the reader some great secret miss, 
Yet things well worth his time he gains ; 
And does hie charge and labour pay ^ ^ 
With line and wise experience by the way. 

Beauclerk, a young man of family and fortune, finding hrmself, towards 
the end of the summer, grown tired of the town and the parks, every leaf 
and lady of which he had got by heart,” makes a tour into Warwickshire j 
where, in visiting the ruins of Kenilworth, he encounters and makes ac- 
quaipiance with De Vere; who, on finding that their fathers had been 
fellow-soldiers, invites him to his house, situated in the heart of the forest 

* De Vere; or, tl^. Man of Independence. By the Author of Tremaine.' 
volt, post 8vo. • 
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of Needwood* We shall extract a portion of the description of this spot, 
as furnishing a locality for the imagination of the reader to connect with the 
aher events of the story. The description of De Vere*s person^ &c.j may 
also accompany it, with a view to the same end :— 

For some yards, each had an undisturbed view of the other; and I was 
stnick with a turn of feature and general physiognomy, in which reflection and 
reserve seemed at first to predominate, to the exclusion of every thing else. His 
dignified air gave me the notion of a person of the very first breeding. Vet it 
seemed not the breeding of liondon, but had evidently a stamp of its own. Had 
1 been in Spain, I should certainly have saluted him with a ^ Seuor Cavallerd 
and 1 thought of the days of Gil Bias.’* 

There was an interest about the whole manner of this person whicli I can nei¬ 
ther describe nor account for ; so directly did it address itself to the feelings. Be¬ 
fore he spoke, the first impression excited was that of great esteem, or rather re¬ 
spect ; but he had not uttered half a sentence before his countenance was lighted 
up with a play, if not a smile, about the mouth, whicli amounted to sweetness, .md 
whicli, added to his voice, and the sparkle of an othenvise melancholy eye, convert¬ 
ed one’s reverence immediately into liking. But the moment he had done speaking 
his deep reserve was resumed, and he reminded me of the pictures of the great 
Prince of Orange, surnamed the Taciturn, who inspired Philip the Second with 
fear even in the depths of the Escurial.*’ 

r 

Either our reading or our memory Joes not serve us well enough to enable 
us to say whence this last illustration comes. But it is very fine. 

The evening now overtaking us, our ride was delicious, and we proceeded, not 
too briskly, though in unbroken silence, till we came to a large park-like gate of 
seven bars, opening through a rough palisade fence, which stretched across a broad 
avenue, (for it was too wide to be called a lane) which lay to the left. At this we 
entered. The trees seemed better timbered, and were mure in line than the 
groups we had left. Every thing was grave and still; and the loud rebound of 
the gate in closing upon ns, ocrasioued an echo through woods and fields beyond, 
which appeared to my then humour peculiarly solemn and pleasing 

The trees on each side formed the skirts of a forest road, on either hand of 
which lay a horse-path, over turf of the same elasticity with that which had 
rendered the open woods so agreeable, spite of even meridian ardors. The dew 
had now liegiin to fall; the green hue of every thing was heiglitened, and there 
arose a cx)(>lnesB whicli was only the more delicious from the contrast it formed to 
the magnificent heat we had left. The freshness of the scene seemed caught by 
our horses us well as ourselves. 

My companion’s horse, indeed, began to neigh with pleasure, as I thought, 
at the agreeableness of the scene, and even quickened his pa<'4*, as if by secret im¬ 
pulse, till tbe trees which lined the road, terminating on the right, let in a fair seat 
or gentleman’s residence, which I immediately stopped to examine. 

What I at first thought a sunk fence before tbe house, displayed every thing 
to the best; but 1 soon discovered that it formed part of a moat, whicli went en¬ 
tirely round the mansion and offices. They stood in the midst of gardens laid out 
in a very old-fashioned style. Two immense gates of iron, of a very massive pat¬ 
tern, having barbs to their pikes, whicli had once lieeii gilt, rose at ea(;]i end of that 
part of the moat wliich fronted us. They were fianked by stone pillars of propor¬ 
tionate magititude; on the top of one of which, the figure of a boar, cut in stone, 
supported a shields*f arras of aijcient simplicity, being quarterly Qules and Or; 
while, on the other, a tallMit supported the same sort of shield Azure, surmounted 
with the honourable distinction of a label of three points, and bearing a cinque-foil 
Ermine. 

The whole place looked so venerably interesting, that I could not help wish¬ 
ing a longer examination of it; but what chiefly struck me, was a large, and ori¬ 
ginally well-shaped obelisk or column, which rose in the open space before the moat, 
fenced round with iron pikes. It was of yellowish stone, ^t least made so wj^h 
age,) and in many places was crumbled so as to be defaced. On the pedestal, how¬ 
ever, was a tablet which^iad been kept in suflident preservation to make its in¬ 
scription perfectly visible. 

CuxMus almost to impertinence in these things^ 1 jumped my horse, (a 
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morement which my compamon did not oppoto,) to read the inwription: it wen 
in old oharacterfl, rather duapidated; bore the date 1573) and read thuf: 

* * Trust in thy own good aword* 
Rather than Prince’s word. 
Trust e’en in fortune sinister^ 
Rather than Prince’s minister. 
Of either, trust the guile, 
Rather than woman's smile. 
But most of all eschew, 
To trust in Parvenu.* „ 

Under the tablet was a device, cut rudely enough, in the same crumbling sort of 
stone, consisting of the shaft of a column, broken from its base, and the trunk of a 
tree hollow with age, but from which one or two fresh branches seemed to sprout, 
with the motto of 

^ Insperata floruit.* 

We have given this extract partly on account of the above inscription ; 
which, though seemingly attributed to Edward De Verc, seventeenth Earl 
of Oxford,” who ranked among the minor poets of Elizabeth’s day, is no 
doubt imaginary; and we regard it as a very skilful anticipatory glance at 
the after events of the story, the effect of which on the reader’s miud 
is poetical. It is like the gift of the gneient seers, with whom 

Coming events cast their shadows before 

or still more, perhaps, like the exquisite overtures to some of Mozart’s and 
other operas,—in which the chief melodies and sfJ^ecis of the after work 
are touched upon^ in a way to leave a faint impression of their character upon 
the hearer’s mind, without in the least degree taking from their freshness 
and novelty when they come in their proper places. 

At Talbois, Bcauclerk is introduced to Lady EleanorDc Vere, ,the hero’s 
mother,—a chaii^ter which is drawn with a truth and precisio^^of hand 
that cannot be too much admired. We do not scruple to pronounce this 
character perfect in its way. There is a sedate and solemn beauty about it, 
that is touching in the highest degree; and though never for a single instant 
cither departing from, or seeming out of place in, the path of real life, it is 
fitted to move in the lofliest scenes and situations of the loftiest romance. 
Here also we meet with Harclai, a very effective and cleverly drawn cha¬ 
racter, who performs a conspicuous part in the story. He is a sort of hu¬ 
mane misanthrope—a person who is induced to hate and rail at mankind 
by the. sheer force of his natural love for them—a kind of prose Jaques,— 
as fond as he was of a forest and an oak tree, but without his gentleness or 
subtlety, and by no means disposed to imitate him in the particular of being 
partial to the company of fools. 

One other important character is presented to us in this introductory por¬ 
tion of the work—Dr. Herbert, a dignitary of the Church, who had been 
one of the guardians to De Vere in his youth,—Harclai being the other. 
This character the author turns to a very marked account throughout the 
affer story, by making him the medium of dispensing that excellent good 
sense, and those sound practical views of life and societ;^ which form the 
staple of this whole work, as well as of allnhe merely ^ral portion of its 
predecessor, Tremaine.” In the after society and intimacy of these and 
other persons of the work, and particularly of De Vere himself, Beauclerk 
gains an insist into the past life, and a thorough knowledM of the mind and 
character of De Vere ; and he says, “ Can 1 please myself more, or do better 
for others, than give a picture of this life and this mind to the world? I 
therefore proceed to do so ; and henceforward the reader is to consider me 
no longer as an actor on the scene, but as a faithful biographer, whom he 

trust as if it were my own life I was recording.”# Vol. i. p. 83. 
The early circumstances in the life of De Vere are descrioed as of a na¬ 

ture to have abnost necessarily impressed upon him the character which 
marks and modifies all the events of his after career in the world. Born of 
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ihe very highest blood, yet IcH in early youth entirely dependent on the wilt 
of u cold and calciilatiiig, yet proud, grasping, and ambitious elder brother; 
he is subjected to all itic privations and indignities which such a situation, 
aided hy the envious dislike, amounting almost to hatred, of that brother, 
can indict. Jiut amidst all this, and in the heart of that seclusion and aU 
most poverty in which he passes his youth, he perpetually feels himself a 
De Vere, and delights to cherish and alniobt pamper that feeling, by ponder¬ 
ing on the past glories and honours that have for ages been clustered round 
his name, lie is early and perpetually made to feel, too, the bitter evils of 
dependence on any wilt but our own: and hence arises in him that high 
and honourable love of independence, which ever after becomes the marked 
Iraturc of his character, and which the efl’ect of these early feelings occa¬ 
sionally forces beyond those reasonable and practicable bounds of which it is 
one of the chief objects of this work to lay down a sort of chart. At 
length, however, by the exertions of Harclai, De Vere is placed with a 
tutor, almost as fond of independence as himself, and who, feeling himself 

Passing rich with (little more than) forty pounds a year,” can only be 
persuaded to receive De Vere as a pupil by a benevolent pity for his situa¬ 
tion. Here our hero rushes at once, with all the ardour of youth, and all 
the enthusiastic admiration of a generous and noble nature, into the briglit 
world of books,—from which he had been hitherto even more secluded than 
from the world of society itself. Having nothing now to depress the elas¬ 
ticity of his spirit, his progress is brilliant; and in the midst of it, his bro- 
iherdicH, and the youthful De Vere becomes most unexpectedly, at the age 
cif seventeen, the head of his housed and the delight ana glory of his noble 
mother, from whose society his late tyrant hud hitherto interdicted liim. 

it appears that in the wreck of the once proud fortunes of the Dc 
Veres, the interest in one solitary borough, returning one member to Par¬ 
liament, ^had been j)rcserved. The knowledge of this circumstanre brings 
upon thife’seene the Karl of Mowbray, brother to Lady Hleanor de Vere—an 
aristocraiical common-place-man of the most approved order, who conceives 
that the judicious management of a borough interest demands and includes 
the highest possible stretch of human wisdom and foresight, and tliai he, 
Lord Mowbray, is the person who understands and practises that inunage- 
nieiit in the most perfect m.anner. Accordingly, he immediately determines 
on taking under his patronage and protection the dear and deserving nephew 
of whose existence he was scarcely before aware, and of kindly preserving 
his interest in the borough pending his minority, by placing his own secre¬ 
tary in the seat as his locum lenens* We hai'e now a Tong ond pregnant dis¬ 
cussion between the old friends and the new one of our liero, as to tlie line 
of education best to be pursued, in order to lit him for the brilliant career 
which his uncle’s patronage and political connexions promise to open for him. 
It ends in the sensible Herbert carrying otf his pupil to the college of which 
he is the head; where he very soon shows pretty unequivocal evidence, not 
only of Ills 6iic natural talenU and disposition, but of that somewhat intract¬ 
able spirit which the early events of his life had at least strengthened and 
cotihrmecl, if not generated, within him. 

At the end of die very first week, he avhs called upon to read what is techni¬ 
cally denominated a theme. Keefuse as he hod been, tliis had no doubt its terrors ; 
he, however, addressed himself to it, in all simple straight-forwardness, as a mere 
duty, and had no difficulty but of voice to fill the hall. Now, it happened tluit tlie 
functionary who presided over this department was sometimes deaf, and always 
peevish. On that day he was both, and, not quite hearing De Vere, sternly called 
out from the chair of authority, * Eloquere aut dcBcendas* To the aKtonishment 
of the whole hall, the command was instantly obeyed, and the youtli with perfdint 
composure advancing from the desk to the high table, surrendered hts theme, and 
quietly returned to his plafe. 

As this was in the face of the whole college, it was deemed by the tutors an act 
of most audacious I'cbelliou, and a sort of drum-head coiu'C-iaartiid was hehl u|Hni 
it, in which it was determined that a formal chai'ge of contempt should be laid di- 4 
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rectly before the President. Dr* Herbert was therefore surprised with an addreKK 
from the tutors iu a body against his young friend. The answer of De Vere was 
simplicity itself; he meant no disrespect; he had spoken out to the utmost of his 
physical power, and iVndiug he could do no more, he had obeyed the order by de¬ 
scending from the desk, merely os a thing of course. The tutors smiled incredulous 
at thiS'apparent singleness of heart, and almost urged it as an aggravation of the 
offence. No young man in the University, they said, was ever so simple; to which 
De Vere, with a sort of primitive calmness, replied, 

“ ^ If it is simple to tell the truth, 1 certainly am a simpleton.’ 
The tutors were nettled, hut it was more at his self-possession, contrasted with 

their own anger, than any feeling that he was acting a part; and Dr. Herbert dis¬ 
missed the complaint. The affair made a noise, was criticised, and the character of 
the youth differently estimated; but somehow or other, from that time all ranks 
agre^ in giving him credit for great firmness of character; and this cliaracter he 
never lost.” 

We need not pursue De Vere’s college career further. It however 
brought him connected, among others, with a person who afterwards figures 
in a very conspicuous manner throughout the work, and whose character 
xve cannot do better than lay before the reader in the author’s own words. 

Though the principal college friend of De Vere was the nobleman just men¬ 
tioned, there were others who bad a share in his kindness, and, in some degree, iu 
his confidence. Among these, was a gentleman of the name of (/layton; who, 
though not distinguished by any peculiar talent, and who did not even compensate 
the want of this by any remarkable suavity of manner, (except to his superiors,) 
was yet a most remarkable and highly gifted character. For he had an art, per¬ 
haps the most useful in the whole circles of arts, the art of rising. And though it 
must be owned that vanity, even the vanity that attends upon mem fasbiem, rather 
than any nobler aspiration, was the original impetus to this, yet such was its fom*, 
that he never rested contented on any one step, while another remained to he 
mounted. This may be noble or contemptible, according as it is managed; and as 
Mr* Clayton manag^ it, to some it may have appeared certainly not noble. 

But never was there such a mistake. The qualifications for rising, as ho 
chose to make the attempt, are of far more difficult attainment than are imagined. 
The devotion of self to the will of another, the immolation of one’s comforts by 
the total surrender of one’s independence—the destruction of one’s hours—the sa¬ 
crifice of tastes, opinions, pleasures, and pursuits,—the not choosing to say one’s 
soul’s one's own, when a patron says otlierwise ; and all this, accompanied by a for¬ 
getfulness bf one’s own family, or those with whom one has set out in the world, 
and a noble disdain of the good or bad opinion of those beneath us, when we have 
passed them ; all this partakes almost of the nature of greatness; and all this is 
required to rise in the road which Mr. Clayton thought it best to take to prefer¬ 
ment. 

Yet, as has been hinted, his ambition, particularly at first, was of a strange co¬ 
lour ; for it did not so much consist of that honourable aspiration after power whicli 
springs from the desire of using it nobly, and which really does make this danger¬ 
ous passion virtue, as to mix with the great because they were great; to be num- 
Ttered with people of fashion, in order to be fashionable, and to be employed on em¬ 
bassies from one titled personage to another, because they were titled. This had a 
charm for him almost equal to the acquisition of place and profit itself. Tills last, 
indeed, was at length the predominating object of his heart; but it was always gild¬ 
ed by tlie objects first enumerated, if indc^ the first had noirbeen the <iTiginal 
spring that called his subsequently developed powers into action. In short, Clayton 
was from nature a tuft-hunter, from necessity a place-hunter, from habit an actor, 
from disposition a hypocrite. 

Yet was this character not altogether unmixed with something that, but for his 
selfishness, might have made him in reality what he often apjieored; amiable in 
feeling, if not just in mind. He was sensitively alive to what is called sentiment: 
the heroines of the stage drew from him real tears; Roscius roused him in imagi¬ 
nation, at least, to the full su'ell of virtue. He has been seen to weep over Leiu*, 
and redden indiniantly with Hotspur. A tale well told would dectrify turn with 
the passions of the sto^; in the senate he would catch the fire of the speaker; 
and in a cathedral, he could melt in rapture to sacred song. But all this could pass 
in the transition of a moment. The effect, however strong, never surprised him 
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into one singla devimtion from his main object. Never, as to this, was he off his 
guard; if, indeed, he was not able soinetiines to moke these emotions (according to 
tlie character of those who witnessed them^ subservient to the point he at the time 
had to carry. Thus, everywhere true to himself, and master of the great (qualities 
for rising that have been enumerated, let no one presume to despise 1^.’* 

We conceive that in giving to Clayton this sensibility, and turn for senti¬ 
ment,— which pursue him to the very end of his career, and do not quit him 
even when performing the basest acts of treachery and ingratitude to his 
friend and patron—the author has evinced at once a subtlety of conception 
and boldness of execution, which show hU knowledge of human nature to be 
of the highest order, and his confidence in that knowledge correspondent. 
Having completed his college studies, De Vere proceeds to make the tour 
of the Continent, leaving his new friend, Clayton, not only the guardian of 
his interest in the borougn, and holder of the seat, but also private secretary 
and confidential adviser of his uncle. Lord Mowbray; and in these situations 
he finds him on his return,—but with a brilliant addition of connexion and 
consequence in the world, which his tact and opportunities have enabled 
him to acquire. This success of his friend at first rouses the latent ambition 
of De Vere, and he begins to think of at once taking his seat in the House, 
and joining in those councils, the listening to which so stirs and warms his 
youthful enthusiasm. But this design did not exactly fall in with the views 
of either Clayton or Lord Mowbray,—both of whom, it presently appears, 
are much more disposed to keep in their own hands, and for their own uses, 
the interests of De Vere, than to let them revert to their right owner.— 
Here begin, then, the lessons of De Vere, as to the road he must pursue, 
and the mode in which he must pursue it, if, with his limited iutcrests and 
appliances, he would succeed in the career of ambition ; and in these les¬ 
sons—admirable as they are—consist a great and striking portion of the 
merit and value of the work. And moreover, into these lessons the author 
has contrived, by his manner of setting them forth, to infuse an interest 
which, in minds a single step removed from the mere vulgar, will scarcely 
give place to that resulting A'om the most romantic relation of real or fic¬ 
titious events. Nothing can be more admirable in their way, for instance, 
than all the conversations between De Vere and Sir William Flowerdale,— 
a gentleman who contrives to preserve as much private honesty as is con- 
sisteut with the due exercise and retention of any post of honour** but that 
of “ a private station;” and who, in so doing, preserves his place through 
all changes of all administrations. We would willingly give an example of 
these conversations: but as they are all of considerable length, and all of 
nearly equal merit and value, we must pass them over for more available 
matter. 

Another most potent obstacle to De Vere’s success in the career of politics 
now intervenes. He falls in love: and love and ambition are each of them 
brides that are jealous, and require the whole man. it happens, however, 
that De Vere’s love (alls upon an object so situated, that circumstances im¬ 
pel him either to give up all hope of success in it, or else to seek success 
through the mediuDn ofthat veiy ambition from which his love itself would 
naturally impel him to turn away. Lady Constance Mowbray is the only 
child of Lord Mowbray, and heiress to the joint wealth aud political inBu* 
ence of the Mowbray s and one branch of the Clevelands; while De Vere 
himself is poor in every thing but honour and a high name. It is, henceforth, 
the struggle between that honour, carried to a pit^ of (perhaps) overstrained 
refinement, and his humble and absorbing love, which constitutes the ma(hi 
feature of the work, and which mves to it a popular interest that will render 
it acceptable in the eye%even of the idlest of readers. And this struggle is 
necessarily kept up by the circumstance' of X^ady Cbustance being the cCusiti 
and eonshmt associate of De Vere, and the consequent impAssibiiity of Kis 
escaping from the influence of her mental and personal charms. We shall * 
refrain mm entering into much fuller detail, as to the mere events of the 
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btory. Suffice it that» until towards the end of the work, they aovf out of 
this stru^le, added to the successful inirip;iics of Clayton to undermine De 
VerC) not only in his borough, but irt the good optiiiort of his uncle. Lord 
Mowbray,—whose character nerinits him to be easily and most satisfactorily 
persuaded, that no one can be less htied for his son-in-law, than a young 
person who conceives that indepeDdeiice and ambition are compatible willi 
each other, and that at any rate, where they are not so, the latter should 
give place to the former. We have still to notice a most prominent actor 
in the after events of the story, and on whom the whole denouet/teni of it 
turns and defiends. This is Lord Cleveland, a magniheo of the hrst class.” 

The Kar] of Cleveland ^vas a cousin, only some once or twice removed from the 
Earl of Mowbray, who, through his mother, derived a very considerable ])roportiou 
of his estates from tlie Cleveland family. Sprung from one of the most powerful 
and ancient lineages of tlte kingdom, he ranked, if not hrst, yet among the very 
tirst of the nobility; and to this he added a fortune, whidi, indulgent as be was to 
a very inagnificeat taste, he knew well how to pivserve. Jt was observed, indecMl, 
that however great his expenses, tht»y were all of a jwrsoniil nature, iustniuients of 
bis power, or of his pleasures; and that no great public iiiKtitiitiou, or national es« 
tablishuient, and still less that private charities, Lad ever benefited by his vast 
wealth, lie was endowed with great and eoni])rehenbivc talents: had a shrewd¬ 
ness and reach of understanding wJiiuh few (u)uld e<iutd, and which was well turned 
to mx*uimt, both on the turf and at the card-table, as well as in the closet, not 
niendy of the minister, but of the liigliest |>ersonage of the realm. This, and a very 
active pro^ieiisity to ])arty politics, had made liim, though not at present in the ad¬ 
ministration, alUpowerfiU with the miiustcr. 

It wfis said^ indeed, that he rode the admiiiisti'ation (as he certainly did their 
subalterns) with a liard and lieavy curb, whicli he seldom relaxed, till ho mrried 
whatever oltject he laid before him. In doing this, he hud not unlVt^quently changiNi 
his line of lu'tion, and was court to-day or cinintry to-morrow, witli a most fearless 
conUMiipt of the aniniadverskms to wJiich such comluct exposed him. Nor did this 
proceed from mi^nmess, so much us from tlie absolute loftiness <if his sjiint, wliieh 
laughed at tlie fetu* of oiTeuding any one, since to every one ho thought himself su¬ 
perior. 

It was whispered tiuit Ills ndvances towards De Vore were (MTusiomsl by liis 
knowledge of tlie family iiiten‘st tliat m’us to n^tuni liim to parliament; being v(>ry 
intent, and losing no opportunity wliere he could make one, of enlisting young men 
among bis followerH. And in this, though of a pi'oiid and re)iulsive sjurit, iieiiiier 
birth, nor hipire, nor high st^nse of integrity, sucli as De Vt»re*s, were the chief 
coiisiderations that swayisl him; his object being ]K>litical iuilueuce, iu» matter 
through whom. 

Tims anihition might lie said toluive been his greatest passion, had it not held 
a divided empire with another, which govcnicd him (|uite as strongly, and, indeeil, 
absorlied more of his time: m'o mean a dtwotiou to the fair. 

It is iiicoiicidvable with what e«'igerru*ss he pursued this; into how many en¬ 
gagements it plunged him ; how many emissaries it forced him to employ, and what 
expenses—but no ! we should wnnig Ids prudence if we did not coufess that eager 
as lie was to gratify Ids wishes in this respect, he never suffered them to surprise 
him into any tldng like what he called a profligate x>rofusiou. 

And yet, to speak of the person of the magnijico,an eye objgrveT would look in 
vain for the graces of Antinons, or the features Apollo, ffls features, indeed, 
were, from uatiin*, unexpressive, and Ids person far from attractive ; so tliut when 
ive consider this part of his history, and h<»w successful he was in enslaving the atl- 
miration of the sex, we are tempted t<i exclaim with one, ^vho was as observing of 
nature, as [xietical iii description 

^ '■ Unseemly man to please fair lady’s eye,— 
Vet he of ladies oft was loved full dear, 

When fain*p facies wei*e bid staiiden bye. 
Oh ! who does know the Iwnt of woman's phantasy ?* * 

“ To Jo Lord/;!levolaud justice, however, u-e are bound to own, that what nature 

♦ Fairy fiuecu. 
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hiKl refuBod, education and habit had Buppliecl. The loftinesi of hitt mind^ fll- 
directed at it wat, had conunuxxicated itself to his manner; and this, aided by the 
air of the court ,iu whidi be had been bred, had ^ven him aa imposing look, and, 
when he pleased, a dignity of demeanour which seddom went unremark^; so tliat, 
on seeing him, you couid not help admitting there was the air of a man of quality 
about him. Jn sliort, all fashion bowed to him, and had chosen Inm for her mo¬ 
narch, and we know what that will effect in a woman's heart. But he had also 
another property which always makes its way with the sex; that of great itersonal 
bravery, when, as had l»een the fact, either the passion we are upon, or the disdain 
with which he often treated others, had exposed him to lie called to the htdd. My 
Lord Herbert (himself a great knight) tells you of a Monsieur de Bnhigny who was 
the ugliest man in France. But ho was also the bravest, and Monsieur de Balog- 
uy was accordingly the greatest favourite with the ladies.” 

Such was the person destined to be De Vere’s rival with Lady Conslancc; 
and he is the more dangerous one. Inasmuch as the (perhaps) overstrained deli¬ 
cacy and refinement of De Vere, (overstrained, if at all, by the iuHaeiicc 
of his pride and sense of independence) were perpetually urging him to re¬ 
press ine slightest direct indication which might speak his dee|H8eaie(l and 
nuiiihle love. It should be observed, that during all the ereius and changes 
arising out of the ambitious views of Dc Vere, and his passion for Lady 
Constance, another set of events are in the course of proceeding, and are 
in some measure linked with the above-named, so as to give a unity of in¬ 
terest to the whole. These are the great political changes that arc sup¬ 
posed to he taking place, in consequence of ihc falling health of the premier 
compelling him to retire from oilicc. This gives occasion to the intmduc- 
liou of another very strikingly drawn charucier, under the name of Wc-nl- 
worth, who is represented as a man of splendid talents and acciuireineiiis, 
and alone capable and fitted, at the supposed period, to wield ine powers 
of the government, but whose truly patriotic and enlightened views ot policy 
arc akogelhcr contemned and opposed by the most powerful party in the 
state. The intrigues of that pany succeed in ousting Wentworth for a 
brief period, during which he and Dc Vere make a tour together in the 
Pyrenees; and here occur what must unquestionably be considered as some 
ot the most charming and valuable portions of the work. These intrigues, 
however, succeed hut for a day; and at the end of the third volume we 
find the friends returning to England, ready to avail themselves of the 
happy change which is on the point of taking place in the views of liolli 
of them ; in the one case, by the unexpected influx of a fortune and influ¬ 
ence, which at once put him on a level with the ohjccl of his love, and 
destroy the restraint whicli had liithcrto prevented him from avowing that 
love and finding it returned in all its force and delicacy; and in the other, 
by the sheer force of his talents and character, breaking down all the in¬ 
terested opposition which had hitherto kept him out of that povver, which 
he would only consent to accept with unfettered hands. 

This hasty and most imperfect abstract may perhaps suiFicc to give some 
general idea of the plot of De Vere. With respect to the details and con¬ 
duct of that plot, tliey afford an almost unbounded scope for the iiiuoduc- 
tion of those sketches of character and manners, observations on life and 
society, refiect^ns on the qualities, habits, and passions of the human heart, 
and opinions and feelings in regard to general and particular moral etuis and 
tendencies,—in the setting forth of all which, the author had already (in 
** Tremaine”) shown so much skill and judgment. And assuredly, in the 
present instance he has availed himself of his materials and his powers to a no 
less valuableand praiseworthy end: so that we can scarcely imagine any class 
or condition of readers, always excepting the ultra-liberals, who may n«»t be ^ 
bettered and delighted by his lucubrations. Where, for instance, can the 
philosophic observer #f nature and manners, as they reciprocally act and re-act 
upon each other, look with belter success (except in real life Itself) for that 
bitter-sweet food on which he so loves to regale and pairq^cr his somewhat 

• 
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dangerous appetite We should be puzzled where better to direct the am¬ 
bitious in their inquiries (if indeed the ambitious map ever stopped to make 
inquiry) aa to the true uses of ambition^ and the best mode of making 
it subservient to that happiness which is, and ever must be, the true end 
of all human endeavours that are directed hy a sane mind. As to the 
lover, where shall we point out a more striking and instructive example of 
his noble art of ingeniously tormenting,” than will be found in these 
pages, where two young persons, who are expressly made for each other, 
and who know and feel that they are so, pass three whole volumes in per¬ 
petual and imminent peril of rendering the purity and delicacy of their passion 
the very means of subverting all its hopes ? i£vea the unworldly among 
mankind—those single and simple-hearted people who would persuade 
themselves and us, that happiness is an end, not a means, and that the best 
way of reaching an end» is by the surest and shortest road—even these will 
nowhere find (except in their own hearts, perhaps) such touching proofs 
of the value and virtue of ** a contented mind,” and its proverbial syno- 
nyme, a continual peace,” as in the e?muisile episodes of this work, en¬ 
titled, “ llie Man oi Content,” and “ The Man of Imagination.” And 
as for the opposite of these,—“ the world’s true worldlings,” even they need 
not rise disappointed from these pages; since they will scarcely fail to turn 
to their own account those “ wise saws and modem instances” which Her¬ 
bert and Flowderdale scatter about with so different a view. Finally, even 
the mere searcher after amusement would be troubled to find it in greater 
proportion, or of a more piquant and popular quality* than in the numerous 
scenes from high life with which De Vere abounds, and which are drawn 
occasionally with a fine sense of the ridiculous, and always with a truth of 
hajp^d that has rarely been surpassed in this class of writing. 

That no doubt may be entertained by general readers upon this latter 
(to them) most important point—we mean the mere amusement with which 
De Vere abounds—we must extract a passage or two: though, to say truth, 
we do this in any thing but accordance with our own tastes,—since, in 
doing It, we are obliged by our limits, to pass over matter infinitely superior 
in every respect, except that of truth of delineation. We extract, almost at 
random, a passage introductory to the great Ft^te that is given at Castle 
Mowbray, on the birth day of Lady Constance. 

** Upon their return, tlierefore, they all took their station upon the terrace, along 
which the state rooms of the Castle opened, and which was accessible at one end by 
a flight of stone steps. At the bottom of these, the visitors who approached that 
way without driving into the great court-yard, alighted from their carriages. The 
steps of the terrace were lined by a double row of orange trees aud citrons, which 
now, in full fruit, extended themselves to the door of the guard-room, where the 
lady of the Castle stood with her relations, to receive her guests. 

In truth it was a goodly sight to see the gay company ascending in gnmps, 
and moving through odoriferous shrubs and flowers, till they arrived at the most 
beautiful flower of all, the youthful Constance, to whom having paid their compli¬ 
ments, ceremony ceas^, and all was ease. 

It wanted an hour to dinner, and half an hour to dressing-time; and this odd 
half hour was dedicated to the reception of sudi guests as, comiqu^from town, or a 
great distance, were to sleep at the Castle, and di^for dinner. Some of these (as 
no introduction was expected before dinner-time) remained bdow; others sought 
their noble hosts. 

Among these, the earliest arrived (she never failed of being in dme) was a 
Mrs. Oldbury, the whimsical wife of a neighbouring and reverend gentleman, who, 
from b^ng bookish and indolent, preferred residing in his prebendal house at 
Lich^eld, to either their own mansion-house on his own estate, or a town life. 
Mrs. Oldbury, therefore, was one of those amiable little aristocrats of a cathe¬ 
dral town, to whom we formerly alluded, as lieing most exact in enfordng the line 
of separation between the provincial beau monde of the CloA), and the vulgar thriv¬ 
ing ^ple composing the trading part of the dty. Her husband was a high Tory, 
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and as firm a {nditical supporter of Lord Mowbray as his disposition would let him; 
he was, however, too iudolent or too shy to attend his public days. 

^ Seldom at/g/&, Uwas such, a busy life, 
But duly sent his family and wife.' 

We have called Mrs. Oldbury whimsical, and surely she was so; for, liefng 
ntally as we have described her, a woman of respectable rank and consequence, who 
might have re(M^ived as a right those attentions from the great and fashionable 
wliich really well-bred people never refuse where they are merited, she seemed to 
prefer suing for them as an alms, by a pertinacity of humiliation, and a too obvious 
ilattery, to whicli a mere dependant would hardly have submitted. 8lie watched 
the eye of a person of fashion, with a sort of feline anxiety, and calculated the 
(^vact advances or retrogrades in favour which she made, or thought she had made, 
with those who really were, or assumed to be, higher bred than herself. 

But a very high-looking personage was presently seen mounting the Rte|i6 of 
the terrace, much entangled with his travelling pelisse, which, to Lord CHoveland's 
horror, he found to be the counterpart of his own. Colour, pattern, waddings and 
above all, the braided Brandenburgs, were precisely the same ; OTily there having 
f»eeu a hot sun, the house-party rather wondered at its having been worn. Mr. 
Freshvillc, the new arrival, declared, however, it had been very cold, and he was 
glad to put it on. 

“ ^ But how the devil did you come by it ?* said the Earl, giving him a finger, 
i'ather than a hand; I thought mine had been the only one in England, and 
it came from Paris but three or four days ago.* 

^ Exactly the time of miue,* answered Freshville; mincing his words, l»ut 
with ail assumption of dignity. 

The Earl looked displeased, and said he had already found it sucli an ugly alFalr 
that he had resolved to give it immediately to his valet. ^ It may, however, keep 
ym w'ann enough,’ added Lord Cleveland. 

Both Constance and her aimt marked this little piece of insolence, but to their 
surprise, the Marchioness, who with all her rectitude, as it has been hinted, hived 
a little badinage, where she thought it fair to indulge it, was most diverted with 
the solemnity of astonishment with which Freshville received it. In fact Mr. 
Freshville's pride was cruelly afironted as he bowed his thanks fur this sjweoli, 
which was more mortifying than it seemed: for Freshville, a new man, though 
<if fortune, had made Ids way into most of the fashionable chwses, only by the 
studied stiifness of his manners. It was not that this was exactly the disposi¬ 
tion of his nature; but having resolved to be fashionable, he had viewed the 
difi^erent roads to that enviable lot, and finding all others pre-ociMipied, h;id 
pilfihed upon a well-pursued, though artificial fastidiousness, as the best menus 
of siuMMjss. All his deportment therefore was serious; he seemed to lie governed 
by rule and line; his looks, manner, voice, and speedt, were wrapped up in a 
gravity worthy a Spaniard. His dress was always most fashionably exact; he 
took snnfi^ with peculiar grace; and his bow was as if from the height of eleva- 

TJie speetdi of the Earl, therefore, was a blow to him, and a sevew^r one than 
at first appeared. For whether from his want of pedigree, or want of genius in the 
walk of ambition he had chosen, lie still was at a great distance from the enviable 
point of supreme bmton ; a distinction higher than mere fashion, of which all, even 
of the fashionable, are not always aware. 

But Freshville, unlike many other coxcombs, had made this discovery ; and, as 
a remedy, he thou^t, that bei^ admitted to the companionship of the Earl of 
Cleveland, he could not do better than become the double of that illustrious person. 
Accordingly, he copicnl him at least in the fastidious part of his manner, it not be¬ 
ing convenient to imitate his agremem; and not only in London, but even in 
Paris, he employed the same tailor. On the present occasion, therefore, the French 
operator hod only (according to a general order when any thing partictilarly rich or 
new had been oommissioned by Cleveland) obeyed his instructions ; and hence the 
travelling pelisse. ^ • 

** lioM Cleveland, however, soon resumed his good humour 5 for in fact Frosh- 
ville was his devoted follower in politics, and not only gave him his own vote id 
parliament, but often aided him in elections,—all which was chea]>ly repaid by 
Cleveland, though sometimes in a manner unpalatable to hisprido, by suiferiug hii 
;io/t^tra/, to give liimself the airs of u fashionable friend. 9 

“ ‘ 1 have just received a letter from him,' said FreshviDe one day, on the eve of 
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a ball which Cleveland was alKnit to ^ve at Richmond. * 1 wanted to go to Parus 
hilt ho says he must have me : indeed, 1 know he cannot do without me. This 1« a 
little unreuscniable; but it is a debt of friendship, and 1 BU]»pose 1 must pay it, still, 
it is really a great bore.’ ' 

The sufferance of sudi language by the Earl, secured Frcshvillc's vote u]K)n 
every question during the whole of that sestdoti. 

A landau now drove up, from which landed ft gay bevy of a mother and daugh¬ 
ters, who challenged all eyes. These were the females of a family nothing less iliuii 
Right tlonourable* Mr. Partridge, the father, had advanced through a long pidi- 
tical life to his dignity of a Privy Counsellor; which, in tnith, was enjoyed iniich 
more by bis wife and daughters, than himself; for it had'been liestOwed upon him, 
by way of (not letting him down, but) gently pushing him out of an appointment of 
valuo. 

The lady of this gontleman hml the misfortuno (as Harclai once shixiked her by 
saying) to l>e the daughter of an Irish earl, though nowise connected with Ireland. 
He called it a miitforUitie jiretty mui'h upon the principle of the Lady Jjydiu Loller, of 
Addison, whose chief reason for desiring to he sent to the intirnuiry for bud temper 
was, that she hud the misfortune to lie a lady of tpiality married to a commoner. It is 
very c<«rt;tiu, that tlic inequality of birth and connexions, to say nothing of disposi¬ 
tions, between Mr. Partridge and bis iaily, <Nrasioned some little moniheation to the 
latter, and a great deal to her daughters ; as they, through their mother, looked to 
l>e cuusidei’ed timoug the hrst ranks of fashion; while, through their father, tliey 
were reduced to fear (for tliey did not confess it even to themselves) tiiat tliey mi^ht 
be thought a HttU‘ t<Ni ]>iebejan. This must m'rxmnt for the extreme Jealousy which 
both mother and daughters showed, lost their pretensions should lie called in ques¬ 
tion ; and, in particular, for a 8(»rt of studied and contemptuous distance, at whicli 
tliey all agreed in keeping persons either on a level with their father^ family, or 
any Avay upproadiing to rividry with themselves. 

Both Mr, and Ijady Klizanctli Partriilge were tlie great tdlios of Lord Mow¬ 
bray, w'ho had more than once entreatt^ their assistance in doing the honours of his 
<histlo parties, and putting the natives (as Lady Elizabeth called them) into good 
liumonr witli his lordship. 

As, however, her ladyship, and still more, her danghtt^rs, were really of ex¬ 
tremely high monde, and the higher, from being reduced sometimes (for the reasons 
above stated) to fear it might be disputtsl, this was a favour not absolutely coii- 
furreil without sacritice. Jjudy Klizabetli, who liad ]>oints to carry with Ijord 
Mowbray, and was moreover his relation, conseiitcMl to it with tolenilae grace; but 
her daughters w'cre by no means fto complying. For though they liked the Castle 
jmrticfS sufficieuLly, it was, ]>erhaps, more because they there felt themselves to be 
memliers of a jinvileged few, who c^mld indulge in the exaction of almost divine 
honours from the many, than because they felt nmlcu* any obligation to submit tbeir 
cloth of gold to tile doth of frise of country families. The political considerutinus 
which led to it, they were too young to understand, or to care for them if they 
did. Their mother hud indeetl given them very proper lectures upon this sub¬ 
ject, wliich tiiey heal'd with about as much attention, as they begird all <»thcr lec-^ 
turcH, to whiidi in the course of their education they hud lioeu obliged to listen. 

Tins ])Hrty had now begun to ascend the UTruce steps, and Lady Elizalieth 
]KisHed through the huie made for lieT ut bottom, bowing to those of her acquaiutauce 
whom she rmignired, with distant condescension, till she reached the high fiei'HOn- 
agt^ who waited f<»r her at top. Her daughters (two in numl>er) followed her, with 
a most assured air, seeming to think that several persons who dilated them as tliey 
jiassed, were mere statues, whom it was not in thu smallest degree incumbent upon 
them to notice. 

They were in a very fasliionable deshabille de voyage^ consisting of loose travel¬ 
ling gowns of scarlet, well trimmed and flounced, and dasped with gold. The face 
of one at least was blooming, and tlie fibres of both tall and striking; of all which 
advantages they seemed to Ifc fully setwble. There was, liowover, a difference bc- 
tuvien them. For, while Miss Zephyrina, tlie youngest, was sweet seventeen, ihu 
eldest. Miss Partridge, was ut that uneasy (we had almost said unhappy) age, when 
the world pronounces a lady's girlhood to l>e gone, and patient is not disposed 
i4i agree in the decision. What that age is, wc dare not say; for it is different in 
different subjects,and every one must apply it for herself. * lln'y a qtCunpriuims 

^tians says an old French proverb—and Miss Partridge thought so too ; Init 
then she also thought that the printers lasted longer with her tlian it did with any 
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body dse. In short, that bloom and alacrity of spirit, which render a youiift girl 
80 cliarming to herself and others, had left lier; and she bad not (yet) acquired 
those other graces, fn>m sense and manner, wliidi, by making a woman more es- 
tiiniiblc, uiuse her to be infinitely more attracting. 

Nothing ])leaHed the elder JMiss Partridge so much as when she was clesHed 
with Jier sister, under the name of the girls.*’ 8he was fond of ielJIng stones 
wherein her father would say, ^ Come along, girls ;* or talk of his girls; and she 
WHS et^eu oiioe known to he civil for ten minutes to a man she had deteniiined to 
cut, because she heard he had spoken of her as a ^ charming girl.' 

These sisters advanced with a quidc step, laughing loudly with one another, 
and staring through tlieir glasses at the persons who made way for them, to tlie 
right and left. ‘ 

JJo Vere, who met their view, was honoured with most radiant smiles; 
w'hile, as to Uarclai, who was standing by him, and perfectly well known to them, 
tiiey almost laughed in his face. But the attraction of the gn^at nuignet, the iu- 
inily party aliove, increasing (like other attraction) in increased proportion as 
they approaclied, they were at last drawn into its focus witli irresistilde velodty. 

But, horrible to relate! Airs. Oldbury, whom they had settliMl iii thtir way 
down not to speak to, was almost close to them; though, having watched long, 
and in vain, f«)r their eyes, which were somehow or another always avertetl, she 
was forced to console herself as w'ell as slio could, by tiilking to her neighbour, the 
unpretending and happier wife of the clergyman of Af owbray* 

III time, however, and by dint of most pertinacious endeavours, Mrs. Oldbury 
succeeded so far as to nestle close to the objects of her envy and admiration, atid 
de]>rived them of all pretext to avoid retnniing a part, at least, of tlie vtTy low 
curtesy she made tluim. But having now odvauceil with an absolute thrivit of 
conversation, these duugliters of fashion and ill-breeding looked at their watches, 
and declaring they had not a minute to lose, scudded away to their room to dress; 
leaving Mrs. Oldbury in possession of mamma. 

“Lady Kliziiheth, to do her justice, carried off the misfortune with fortitude; 
and knowing that Lord Jilowbray had reason for courting the Oldbury's in the 

, country, as well as that Mr. Partridge h:id reasons for courting laird Mowbray in 
town, she deigned to speak several sentences to Mrs. Oldbury, one of wbicli actu¬ 
ally was, ^ Is that pretty-looking young woman with you, your niece ?* 

Mrs. Oldbury was charmed; and beckoning her niece, slio was presented to 
I^uly Kli/4d)eth in all due form. Nor did the liigh town lady leave it, even lierc; 
for hxikiiig at Miss Oldbury, with the utmost force of coudescenduig protection, 
she added, ^ I hear you am very oceomplislted, and play, sing, and dance, as if 
you had never been out of London.* 

« AI iss Olbury blusLed, »nd made a modest retreat beliind her aunt, whoabnost 
lient double with acknowledgement; when Lady Klizabeth, sidling off to I^ord 
Alowbrny, whispered him, loud enough to lie heard by liody Eleanor und Constance, 
ami all but loud enough for Mrs. Oldbury herself, * There, my Lortl, you surely 
o^ve me something for that. I think 1 have complied with your wishes to a 
tittle.’ . * - • • 

'^^Mulc, therefore, Constance^ on the arm of her fathei*, movcsl through the 
throng, in order to lie presented to her country neighbours, a ceremony which she 
went through with exquisite grace, the Misses Partridge crowded round the Mar¬ 
chioness and Lady Eleanor; and with the still more powerful support of the two 
noble liords, und Freshville, and Clayton, formed a coterie which Was considei'ed 
by Mrs. Oldbur^^iid others of her dass, os the Uardeu of Eden, whidi they all 
w'ould have i*ejoiced to enter,^d it not been guarded by the flaming sword of Ex- 
dusiveness, which precluded even die attempt. 

Uarclai, however, had more courage, and, prOBuming oit a very old acqiiaiiil- 
aiure with Mr. Partridge, (wo will not absolutely acquit him of malignity in the 
adveuturo,) broke without ceremony into the cirde, and with not very wdcome 
familiarity, inquired of Lady Elizabeth after the health of her husband:—possildy 
this might have been borne, but he added with suflident altfiiptness to be^uoro v 
than very disagreealde 

' ^ 1 was sor^ to hey ho had lost that fine appointment he had. I siqipose he 
considers tlie PnVy Cmincil as a sort of kick up stairs.* 

“ The provoking ^Miolneis, and possibly deaimied coarseness pf this speech, were 
heightened by his taking out his snuff-box and feeding his nostrils with a most dc^ 
termined air of remaining where he was. * * 
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Another gentleman now approached the forbidden circle, who eccaaioned atill 
greater dismay, not only to the Partridge family, btit to some of the male wiKarils 
who defended it. This was Sir Bertie Brewster, another ambitieuxy whom lie Sage 
has descrilied as one of those botis roturiersy whom the king converts into a fiuiu- 
eatf gentilhomme^ par ^excellences letires de noblesse^ And yet, if originality of 
design and perseverance in pursuing it, can entitle a man to the praise of genius, 
he was one of the most considerable geniuses of the age. 

This gentleman, being the son of a great manufacturer of that day, w'as, for 
his sins, smitten with the love of great people, and the court. How to get among 
them, was a question which might have puKzleU a less aspiring msii than himself: 
however, his father being dead, his tirst step was to dispose of all his commercial 
concerns; his next, to whitewash himself as well as he could by a title. He tried 
in vain for a baronet4*.y, but luckily being made sheriff of the county, whore, 
among the potteries, he had an estate, he succeeded for a knighthwHl. It was 
going up with an address that hrst kindled his love for the Court, w'hich he wor¬ 
shipped afterwards like an idol, lc|vee, or drawing-room scarcely ever took 
plB4;e without seeing him, sometimes in embrciitlery, sometimes in his militia <xiat, 
surrounded by ]>ersou8 of superior rank, not one of whom be knew, much less 
dared sjieak to. 

Here, however, he had a resource which we confess was original, and besjmkc 
tliat felicitous genius on which we have so deservedly complimented him. For he 
fell upon the happy expedient of eng^lging in a sort of make-believe acquaintance, 
by inducing peo]»le to suppose that he saw friends at a distance whom he did not 
see, and received bows which he did not receive. With these, tliereforc, he pi'o- 
tended to engage in an interchange of nods and smiles; nay, a ‘ How do you do, 
my Lord ?’ has frequently been heard to esoape him in a low voic/C, as if he could 
not prevent it, though the noble addressee was fliickily for Sir Bertie) so far off 
that be knew he could not hear him. 

But there was another still finer trait in his hist<»ry, which made us both call 
and tliink him a man of genius: we mean the iiuiiincr in which he ac(jini*ed tlie 
aristocratic Christian name of Bertie, by which he was latterly known. We say 
latterly, because (believe it who will) the name given him by his plain and primitive 
god-fatlievs, was the plain and primitive one of Bartholomew; of which growing 
ashamed, somewhere al»out his seven-and-twentieth year, he actually applied to the 
bishop of the diocese to know whetlier it might not be changed, and was mortified 
to be told that no power in Christendom could effect it. He therefore made a 
virtue of necessity, and remembering that in his extreme youth, the long, old, 
scriptural Bartholomew had been, per syncopen^ shortened ixitu Barty, the tran¬ 
sition from that to the noble name of Bertie was so easy, that he contrived not 
only to call himself, but to make his friends designate him mso, by that iiigh sound¬ 
ing appellation, lie was even knighted by it, by the sovereign, and was so re¬ 
corded in the Heralds' College when the fees C/Ume to be paid: and thus originally 
vamped up, he was now universally known by the name Sir Bertie Brewster. 

Upon the whole, this personage reaped some of the iKuiefit which surely his 
genius and ]>eraeverance deserved ; for, by dint of his regular appearances at Court, 
he at least got his name enrolled in those high lists of fame—tbc lists of the per¬ 
sons who frequented the drawing-room. He even obtained a bowing acquaintance 
with two or three old lords, one of them absolutely of the bed-chamber, and once 
had the glory of being serviceable even to the Partridge family thanselves. This 
happened when their coach broke down in drawing up to the gate of the palace, 
when, alas! no acquaintance was at hand, and it was impossible to get riiairs 
for so many. To complete the ill-luck it rained hard, and the crowd prevented 
their making tlieir way back. In this emergency, their ill (and Sir Bertie's good) 
star ordained, that bis own fine roomy coach stopt the way. It was impossible not 
to offer it, and scarcely possible not to acc^ept it, and liody Ji!lizal»eth and two of lier 
daughters were thus conveyed to Berkeley-square in the candage of Sir Bertie 
Brewster. 

We may be sure, a circumstance so joyful did not fail to be blazoned to the 
worlif. It appeared in the finest colours of a Court Circular, in all the papers of 
tlie next day. What was worse, the incident produced ^coll of inquiry; cards 
were left, which Mr. Partridge was forced to return ; and, worst of all. Lady Eliza¬ 
beth was obliged by her husband to send an invitation for her earliest rout, (it was, 
luckily, when few }4ople were in town,) which Sir Bertie joyfully and thankfully 

rcaliie fify miles from the country on purpose to attend. 'Tis very true, that none 
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of the MiBses Partridge spoke a word to him, Mr. Partridge very little, and Lady 
Elizabeth less. But lie went early; stayed to the very last; and made himself fa¬ 
miliar with the face, air, and dress, ol one or two persons of fasliion, who hap¬ 
pened at the time to be in London. 

Such was the redoubtable person who now approached the females of the house 
of Partridge, and (to their horror) with all the case and intimacy of an old acquaint¬ 
ance. 

The young ladies had no resource but to turn their backs upon him, which 
they did as suddenly, and with as much precision, as a rank of soldiers ordered to 

• face about; so that Lady Elizabeth was forced to bear the brunt of the attack, as 
she hud just sustained that of Harclai.** 

It is scarcely possible, under present circumstances, to close our notice 
of l)e Vere, without alluding to tne numerous political scenes and characters 
which it Includes, and to the singular and striking manner in which some 
of those scenes and characters find seeming prototypes, not only in the 
present day, but literally at the present mouient. The remarkable and mo¬ 
mentous struggle for political power which is going on now, while we write, 
is described in the pages of Dc Vere, as if with the pen of prophecy; and 
several of the mental qualities and attributes of the principal character who 
is engaged in that struggle, are shadowed forth with a force and spirit of 
resemblance, that can scarcely be supposed to result from accident; though- 
the correspondence in regard to mere events can only have been fortuitous ; 
since the novel must have been finished many months ago. The truth is, 
ihat, in regard to character, the author of De Vere has painted,—in the par¬ 
ticular instance just alluded to, as in almost every other,—chiefly from what 
lie has seen, felt, and observed. This is one of the great merits of his work, 
and one from which its chief value arises. All the characters in De Vere 
(and in ** Tremaine'^ too) are drawn from real life; but none of them are 
drawn from real persons. And in this important particular, among many 
others, it is, that ** De Vere” and '^Tremaine” diner from, and rise im¬ 
measurably above, other productions which have lately attracted popu¬ 
larity. Any painter can make a likeness, and one that almost every body 
who knows the original shall recognize; but to paint a work that shall possess 
an historical and moral truth, is a very different matter, and achievable only 
by a real artist. This is done, not by imagining, but literally by copy¬ 
ing, real traits and features, but so putting them together, that though every 
part shall be true to nature, and consistent with itself, yet the whole shall 
be an ideal work. And this is what the author of De Vere” and *'Tremaiiic” 
bus done in various instances; and, in so doing, has shown his uiuiucstion- 
uble title to rank among the true Historical Painters of manners and human 
nature. 

TO LOVE. 

4/^er the Italian, 

Oh, Love? e’en in happiest hours, thou art 
A troubled dream of restless hopes and fears, 

A flcorcliing fire that feeds upon tne heart, 
Blanches the cheek, and fills the eye with tears. 

Ah ! but for thee how many a joyous spirit. 
Now crush’d and quell'd, had still been light and free— 

How many a gentle heart, that well might merit ^ 
A happier fate, hath been undone by thee 1 L. 
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Sir Felix DilUtante enters a box on the pit tier, deposits Ms brawn fuv 
lined pelisse—throws himself indolently into a cluiir, and takes out his 
glasses from their cas€» 

Sir Felix. Foregad, a most excellent house! As I live, a most po¬ 
pulous pit! Galli proves an irresistible loadstone; and the pert and 
pretty Fanny seems to have friends. 1 am all impatience to hear my ' 
old Paris acquaintance. Quite sure he must take—so much science, 
and BO grand a voice! What a charming contemplation is an Opera- 
pit in breathless expectation of a wonder!—the bustle of dandies in 
the intersecting alleys—the serenely placid composure of elderly mu¬ 
sicals who have settled themselves on the second row—the whispers of 
the cognoscenti—the animation of the ladies in the choice of seats— 
the rapid increase and concentration of the mass—the final occupation 

of every inch of room ! 

Enter the Marquis and Marchioness of Trent. 

Marchmicss. Ah, Sir Felix! you are a true connoisseur, I see, and 
are determined to be in time. We ourselves are unfashionable to¬ 
night, and mean to hear “ La Gazza Ladra” from the beginning. The 
overture, 1 am told, is very brilliant. 

Sir Felix. Had your Ladyship been living twenty years ago, you 
might have been considered vulgar in coming thus early ; but I assure 
you it is now a different matter. Then the pit was never full, at least 
never to such an excess as you now see. No one thouglit of taking 
his seat till about ten o’clock or later. Now indeed all must present 
themselves early, or they will get no room either for sitting or standing. 
This, at any rate, is a proof of some improvement in the administration 
of affairs, for I am lotli to think that it is merely the consequence of an 
advanced state in the musical taste of what is so complacently called 

the discerning public.” The fact is, that the opm/, exclusive of the 
ballet, is better managed now than it was formerly, when Rigid and 
Mad. Collini were the everlasting hero and heroine of the Dramas 
which were set to the drowsy music of Guiglielmi and Nicolini. 

Marquis. Yes ; with poor Colombati shivering and shrieking about 
the stage. 

Sir Felix. Even Billipgton, Grassini, and Viganoni, in Winter’s 
delicious Opera of Proserpina, failed to attract such houses as we now 
see. It was that splendid creature, Catalani, who first Jjrought about 
so alarming and vulgar an innovation on the indolent decorum of the 
King’s Theatre as a struggle at the pit doors. I shaik never forget her 
first rush upon the stage in Portogallo's Semiramide (a finer work, by- 
tbe-by, than Rossini has given us on the same subject) nor her swell¬ 
ing and triumphant and queen-like paces, when she sang the exulting 
air ** Son Regina.*’ She looked as if possessed, not merely by the 
towering spirit of royalty, but by something even more lofty ;—one 
might have taken her for a vision of Cybele, or an incarnation of the 
wife of Jove. 

Marchioness. It seems to be not the least ^of Catalani’s achieve¬ 
ments that she should have turned our sarcastic friend here into 
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an enthusiast. Positively^ Sir FeHx« you. are getting quite rheto¬ 
rical. 

Sir Fdix. I thought that your Ladyship had sometinies spoken of 
me as a pratx ckeralier. But the recollection of Catalan! always puts 
me in raptures. Upon her secession the audience relapsed into their 
old easy and migratory state; one individual would monopolise a 
whole bench in the pit for nearly an hour» when he would depart either 
on an excursion to tlie gallery, to some remote box, or to the labyrinths 
behind the scenes, secure on his return to the pit to iind his original 
seat, or some other quite as good ; and thus it continued even under 
the united Queenships of Fodor and young Miss Bartolozzi, and the 
subsequent government of Bertinotti Radicati, notwithstanding the 

taste of the latter lady for the noble school of Mozart. We should still 
have the same convenient room, were it not for Ebers’s eternal novel¬ 
ties, which force every body night after night into the house. 

Marquis. Pasta is the chief glory of his administration. 
Sir Ftiix. Certainly. Even Catalan!, with all her grandeur, was 

inierior to Pasta. Indeed, in tragedy, Catalani’s chief merit consisted 
in a certain stateliness and regality.—She could not, like Pasta, pe¬ 
netrate the mysteries of nature, and lay bare to our view the human 
heart in its simple graces, its sorrows, its weaknesses, its love, its pa¬ 
rental yearning, and its untutored dignity, Catalani commanded our 
admiration; but she had no dominion in our heart, nor did uur tears 
obey her bidding. 

Mardnotivss. We must positively procure Pasta's return, if for no 
other reason than that she should inspire Sir Felix yet further, and 
make him write a poem. 

Sir Fvfu\ It would be in vain, Madam, I assure you. If female 
beauty and genius could have transformed me into a poet, your Lady¬ 
ship knows that I should long since have been a rhymer. My literary 
propensities are confined to reading, which, I take it, is far pleasanter 
tliiin writing. Your Ladyship, as a blue, will no doubt be celebratoil 
in “ May Fair.” 

Marc/iioiH6S. Do tell me, Sir Felix,—have you seen any thing of 
that poem? What is it like? What is it about? Do you know the 
author ? 

Sir Felix, To all your questions, I have only one answer. I must 
not violate the confidence reposed in me. 

Marchioness. Ah! that is all very well, and very diplomatic, Sir 

Felix; tliougii I really believe that you yourself are the author. But 
take care what you are about. We shall find abundant means of 

plaguing you, ^ • 
Sir Felix. No doubt. 
Marquis. One of the pleasantest books 1 have lately seen, is The 

Sketches of Persia.” 
Sir Felix. Extremely so : you have of course read “ De Vere.” 
Marquis, Certainly. I know Mr. Ward very well, and dined ijith 

him last week. Peel tells me that lie is astonished beyond measure at 
the picture drawn ii^ De Vere,” of the present most extraordinary 
state of the administration, though the novel was written long before 

the illness of Lord Liverpool, and consequently whcn^iothing of what 
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has since happened coidd have been anticipated. Some of the latter 
scenes of “ De Vere*' comprise, indeed, a most remarkable propbecy, 
complete in all its parts. The wonder is in every body’s mouth. 1 
questioned my friend Ward, as far as I could venture, in the hope of 
obtaining some elucidation of the mystery, but he declares that the co¬ 
incidence is purely accidental, though he admits- 

(^The conversation now takes a private turUf and gets rather personal 
about some of the old Ultras^—female as well as male. We shalt^ there- 
forCf close the boXf and leave tne party to the undivided enjoyment of their 
scandaL) 

The evening of the Twenty-first,—A Box in the Second Tier,—Present^ 
Lady Augusta Manners^ Miss Julia De Lisle^ the Honourable Euston 
Cambray^ and Captain Birkett,—Time^ the Second Act of Pietro, 

Birkett.—(After vehement applause,) How admirably that duet was 
executed—Bravi! Bravi! 1 shall never cease applauding, I am so 
much enraptured. Curioni acquits himself well, and Galli is magni¬ 
ficent—Bravi! Bravi! 

Lady Manners, Admirably executed indeed. How extremely well 
Galli acts !—What dignified and majestic feeling! I never saw a face 
capable of more powerful expression* Did you observe the depth of 
gloom which overshadowed his brow, after the denunciation of venge¬ 
ance, by Pietro, in the first act? It was very fine. 

Cambray, Your Ladyship may remember comparing him in Fer¬ 
nando to Napoleon. I have heard the same observation made fre¬ 
quently since your discovery. 

Lady Manners. I am not surprised. The resemblance in the 
upper part of the face is very striking. Galli is a very handsome 
man ; not, I confess, of the common order of beauty (of beauty, in¬ 
deed, he does not possess a particle); but as far as an interesting in¬ 
telligent marked face goes, which is quite sufficient to authorize my 
assertion, he is a very handsome man. 

Miss De Lisle, I should agree with your Ladyship entirely, if he 
had not disfigured himself with those frightful moustacheSf and those 
most portentous eyebrows. 

Birkett, Your's is not an Ottoman taste, fair Larly, in which whiskers 
are indispensable, and beetle brows of inch latitude a sine qua non, 
Galli, it must be owned, is truly Turkish in that particular. But to 
pass from his external qualifications, what do you think of his voice, 
Euston ? Do you like his singing as well as Zucchelli's 7 

Cambr^ay, Much better; and knowing, as you do, my high opinion 
of the former, you will appreciate my pra^e. His fbice is magnifi¬ 
cent* It rises and falls, and swells in its modulation like tlie waves of 
the sea. At last it bursts forth in one strong overwhelming gush that 
carries all before it. 

Miss De Lisle, Bravo, Mr. Cambray!—extremely well. What 
would I give for my note-book 7 Why you are quite an improvvisatore, 
I oRce heard Coleridge the poet talk of something he liad seen much 
in the same large style. . 

Lady Manners, Mr. Birkett, you are quite an Opera oracle. What 
intelligence have you of novelties and debuts f 
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Birkttt* Abuodancft. A new singer is engaged; a great beauty^ Sig¬ 
nora Something Brambilla. She is quite a counterpart of, only hand¬ 
somer tiian, Toso. Brambilla is from the same ecbool, the Conservatorio 
of Milan, and of course a pupil of Banderalli. Puzzi tells me the is 
an exquiaite creature. No doubt we shall have all the town after her. 

Miss De Lisle* How delightful 1 What will she appear in ? 
Birhett, In the Semiramide with Pasta. (At least, so I have 

heard.) It is now in rehearsal under Galli’s surveillance, &nd will be 
produced with great splendour. 

Cambray. I must say we never had a season of s\xc\\fulfilment as the 
present. Ebers deserves great praise. He has difBcultiesnn abundance 
to encounter: so many people to please; so many tastes to consult; 
my Lady This to accommodate, and my Lord That to oblige ; Signora 
So and So to engage, and Signor Somebody to arrange with. When 
engaged, they are all the most captious, rebellious, discontented, ca¬ 
balling set in the world; giving infinite trouble, and being care¬ 
less of every one’s convenience except their own. The other day, you 
know, Caradori refused to second Toso, leaving the manager in the 
lurch witli Biagioli, who, by the by, acquitted herself very well in her 
part; so well, that it is not easy to find out what we gain by the ac- 
cession of Caradori. In some of the scenes of La Vestale^ Biagioli’a* 
singing was of a very fine kind. Indeed much more to my taste than 
the style of Caradori. 

Miss De Lisle. Captain Birkelt, is there any truth in the report of 
Toso being about to be married to Puzzi ? 

Birkctt. Most undoubtedly; the thing is settled. Tt will take 
place some time, I believe, in the course of next week. What a happy 
little fellow he must be! positively 1 quite envy him. She is such a 
superb creature: 

Toso is music's brag, and must be heard 
In courts, in feasts, and high solemnities. 

You will find the rest in Comus. I wish she was not quite so tall, for 
at present there is no looking into her eyes, which are the finest, al¬ 
ways, excepting those of Miss De Lisle, 1 ever beheld, and her tenuc 
so extremely proper and perfect, that I cannot sufticiently admire her. 
What a pet she is of the Countess St. Antonio's ! She seems quite to 
have adopted her, chaperons her—dresses her—introduces her, and 
all that. In short, they are inseparable. La Toso^ however, will not 
be spoiled, for the Countess is a charming person, the best-natured and 
most amiable creature breathing, to say nothing of her comeliness, 
which with me, know, js every thing. 

Lady Manners. Well, I trust Puzzi will make a good husband. He 
has got a treasure. At Lady Flint’s the other evening, she was the 
admiration of the whole room. Worcester never took his eyes off her, 
and the General haunted her like her shadow. 

* Madame BiugioU is, if we are rightly informed, the wife of M. Biagioli, late 
Professor of the Italiai^ Language in the College of Louis Le Grand at Paris, 
and Editor of an edition of Dante, with ingenious and leame^ notes. Madame 
Biagioli is a lady of very good family. 
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Mm lie Lisle. Wbat has induced my litlle' friend* Fanny Ayton, 
to go to Drury Lane ? For her own sake I am sorry for it| for I fear 
it will not advance her reputation. I say sorry, because site is a fa¬ 
vourite of mine. 

Cambrojf. 1 know not. She is a little unaccountable thing. Mais^ 
adieu ! Mesdames^ 1 have a call or two to make. 

{Exit the Honourable Euston Cambra}!. 
Almost all the people one cares to see, are in the Duxes 

to-night. The beauty and the chivalry of England’s capital. Some 
of the New Administration, too. The new Lady Chancellor in her 
high Box, removed from vulgar gaze. You agree with me in thinking 
her a very fine woman—»W-ce pas, Miss De Lisle?—dresses so very 
well, and has sncii extremely beautiful eyes, and the darkest of all 
possible hair. Do you know, I frequently lose my heart to a curl, 
re-acquire it by a mouth, abandon it again to a chin, and irrecoverably 
lose it to an eye; especially if it be aa large and as dark as Lady 
Copley’s, or Miss De Lisle’s. 

JMdj/ Ma?uiers, Your saving clause was quite requisite. Captain 
Birkett. 

Birkctt. What very pretty French hats Lady Augusta Wentworth 
and her sister wear. I like them better than the Miss Chambre’s; both 
of them, however, are very much to my heathenish taste. I am glad 
to see the Duchess and the Princess here. I'hcy are quite ornamental 
to the Opera. The Princess Esterhazy looks very beautiful beside Ikt 
Lord—very beautiful indeed—a monstrous fine vroman 1 Lady Gwy- 
dir is ever interesting; one of the most ladylike women in the world. 
So, the Marchioness of Clanricarde honours us with her presence. 
Wbat a pensive, pretty, blue-cycd, fair-haired creature! Who would 
not bend the knee to one so sweetly, softly fair? Miss De Lisle, 
qu*en pensez rous ? 

Miss De Lisle, That she is perfectly beautiful. See, she is chat¬ 
ting' with Lord Bristol, whose sweet daughter is sitting near him. 
What a very pretty creature! as fair-haired as the Marchioness. 
What a dear little bouquet she has got! Quite a Saxon sort of face. 
One could fancy her the daughter of Kowena. 

Birkett. I can echo your praises, but as the curtain has fallen 
some minutes, with your Ladyship’s fiermission, (to Lady Manners,) I 
will just take a peep at the arrangements behind the curtain, and leave 
the field to the influx of men who are just making their entreci 

Captain Birkett takes his leave. A number of Exquisites make their 
appearance. The subject of GaWs performance is reconsidered ; Toso rc- 
adfniredi At last^ Lady Manneps and Mtks De Lisle are 
escorted by their Exquisite frsends^ through the private roow, to Ihtir 
respective carriages. 
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It V89 not long aftor this period a report woe flpread» that in the bfiih 
of St. Peter there was another wonusn pcNwemd hy a devil. SiHI 
nupposed to be IQ becaoee she'refused to seethe priests^ an^ beoataeiAie 
attacked them with blows whenever thof had the impradenoe to pree^ 
themselves before her. The curate was sent for, and carried me akmg wHk 
liim. On enterii^ the chamber of the sapposed demoniac, we fovmd ner in 
bed. As soon as ^ saw us, she uttered a D&ousand imprecatlofo agidnet 
the curate, who ordmd the devil within her to lift up the left hand. The 
possessed woman, however, instead of lifting her left hand, lifted her th^t, 
and ^plied therewith a vigorous blow on toe cheek of the exmcist. 
poor conjuror was obliged to hear this in patience, lest he showd suffer in 
the public opinion: but he afterwards revenged hlms^ for it in a moat cm^ 
manner, as we shall have occasion to see. At last, the exorcist iieeing that 
the devil did not yield to any of hia conjurations, and that the woman iM^ag 
an her shift only caused a great scandal to the beholders, he sent for the 
officers of the Romish vicar, for the purpose of conducting her to the Holy 
Office. As soon as they arrived, they seized upon her, though she defonded 
herself vigorously, and distributed several blows among thmn. At last, 
however, they stopped her mouth with a handkerchief, tied her hands, 
forced lier into a coach, and carried her off to the Inquisition. When the 
young woman was taken away, the curate turned to me, and asked me, 
whether, during the time of the exorcism, I had fixed gaze upon the 
possessed woman. I replied that 1 had looked at her. '' Did you experience 
any more than indifference from looking at her said he.—I did."— 

And do you not know that in doing so you have committed a mortal sin 
—I fear I have.*'—It is but too true/* replied the curate, “ and if by 
chance you were to die now, you would be necessarily and irrevocably 
damned. Nay, for having looked at that woman a moment in her exposed 
state w'ith the eye you did, you would have been condemned to oaxe upon 
the devil quite naked during a whole eternity—the devil, I say, whose ugU«> 
ness is so great, that no serpent, or wild beast, or reptUe, or monster, ap« 
proacheti him in hideousness. Know, then, that this woman is not possessed 
ny the devil, though he tempts her to commit those enormities in order to 
seduce others into sin, as it has happened to you. See what you have gained 
thereby.” I began to cry, and entreated the curate to confess me immedi¬ 
ately on our return to our own parish. In short, we were scarcely arrived 
at the church, when 1 began to confess; but while he was exhorting me 
earnestly to turn my eyes away from such sights, there came into tny head 
a very droll idea. 1 could not help thinking, that if I felt pleasure in look¬ 
ing at the lady, the curate, it was most likely, did not gaze u|H>a lier with 
indifference. This thought was, doubtless, rashly conceived; it was a sin of rash 
judgment, and of course ought to have been confessed: but how could I ven¬ 
ture to mention it to the confessor ? Commit a sin in the very oonfossionai I 
And what a sin! No less than that of conceiving the minister of G<^ 
capable of committing the same sin of which he was accusing myself 1 I fdt 
all the enormity of my offence, but did not know how to set aoout avowing 
it. After a great i^iy attempts, 1 concluded by saying to the oonfossor, 
that I hail stm one sin more to acknowledge, but that it was one so great 
tiiat 1 ffid not know how to declare it. The confessor told me to bo under 
no difficulty altout acknowledging it, because God, who read our hearts, 
knew it already, and that it was a ftdly to bludi at rdating to a man that 
which we did not scruple t6 do in the sight of God. I accordingly took 

JVffy.- 
* Concluded from page 323* 
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Uamed na for 1117 faaify jud^^ent, aid«4ded^ It is troe, ve are man, 
and for tliat reason feeble and fragile; and of course sudi a .^ht cannot be 
nuite indifferent evw to a nriest. But you kaoir tliat we are s& eonsevated 

resist nn." ite tben ^aye me various exunpies ot pnesta and smnts who 
bad encountered all lands of temptations from women, bat who, instead of 
faBiag, had converted their seducers. ^ ^ 

Afw having thus addressed me, he gave me ahsidution, and presented 
me with a chmn covered with little spikes of iron. As a penitmu^ for my 
nin, 1 was to wear this chain round my waist whenevw 1 went to bed. 1 

this chain about my body that evening on retiring to rest, bat 1 soon 
found that the girdle was not the cincture of love. 1 had scarcely put 
k on, when Ihe points entered my flesh, and far from being able to sle^, 1 

experieBced pains so acute that I was forced to take it off However, I was 
not to pass the night without wearing the chain about my waist, and after 
having profoundly reflected on the means of reconciling the pmiasice imposed 
cm me by my confessor, with the necessity 1 felt for sleeping, I took some 
^oes 01 cloth and wrapped them about chain in such a way that 1 could 
wear it without its pricking me. I felt a little annoyed at my confessor for 
having omitted to mention to me tliis method of wearing my penitential 
chain without foellng pain; but 1 soon excused him in my own mind, when 
I reflected that the thing was so plain of itself, that he must have thought 
me an idiot if he had supposed it necessary to remind me of it. 

A Aort time afterwards having gone again to confess, the first question 
which the curate put to me was, if I had undergone the penitence which he 
had last prescribed to me ? 1 told him 1 had; upon which he expressed rw.t satisfaction, for the penance, he remarked, was rather severe, but that, 

he had found 1 was unable to endure it, he would have seined its 
rigour. However, since I had been able to endure the pain, it was clear 
tl^ my strength was equal to it; and that 1 must continue to sleep with 
my giz^e flft^n nights longer. 1 assured him 1 did not at all find the 
pmiitenoe a difficult one; that indeed 1 did not feel quite at my ease the 
nnt time of putting it on, and that, nevertheless, 1 had slept pretty weJl; 
and that now I was habituated to it, and that in fact I did not suffer 
footn it at all. ** How is that possible cried the confessor: your com* 
plenon and skin seem to me very delicate; then how can it lie that the 
points of tiie iron have not entered your flesh ? Why, such spikes would 
penetrate even the skins of peasants, which are harder than those of 
asses.”*—'' They would have torn mine to pieces too,’* replied I, " if I had 
not wrapped them up in cloth: witliout this expedient 1 ^ould not have 
been idue to sleep a single minute. If 1 have been able to undergo the 
penitenoe,'it is to God that 1 owe it, for he it must have been that inmired 
me with the idea of wrapping up the chain as I did.*’ The oonfassor 
looked at me with anger and astonishment, fuid cried out,—" What do you 
call the inspiratiem of God? Is it thus you style the fraud you have em¬ 
ployed to render illusory the penitence prescribed by your priest? Say 
rather it is the devil who has put this idea mto your head. It was precisely 
bieeauae 1 knew the iron spikes would prick you that I ^d them put on tte 
ihaixu^ Had it not been for this, 1 should wve given you a woeUen hand, 
or a rilk riband to put round your body. Learn that it is <mly by mor¬ 
tifying our bodies that we can save our souk.” I be^rad pardon of him 

question wittt tne onam w&icn ne bad given me. 'i be curate then gave 
another penitence, which consisted in lashing my back wiA a ss^uga 

wkh qnkes at the ends. This 1 was to do every fikinday before gobig to 
bed itj^ the blood flowed: I was then to put tobacco and p^[q»er Into 
tile wounds which I tiiould inflict upon myself ; ana thk, the priest aisitted 
me, waaa remedy which was certain to core thmn ui a very fow minutes. 

I found from emne enquiries relative to the woman w^. had been exor- 
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eiacd at Bt AvgastinflF^ tbat dhekad bean e eemnt, te whem ik/B oixsfte 
had teogfat ft little Latin, in order that die might mi^e repUea in Ibeiiuoe 
of the eacoronm; 1 also enqniradaboat tiie other pretty vama. Sat wfam 
I had had the ndsfortune to incur fwnitenoe, uid was infmiaa that ftiler 
being earned to the Inquisitien ahe still oontinoed to abuse tiie prieBts>#ftd 
was as disobedient as ever to th^ exorcists: that the inquisitors hud nuMie 
her undergo the torture', in order, as they said, to ddiverner finm the devil; 
bi^ finding her incorrigiUe, they chose io pr<mounGe her mad, and in eonse* 
quenoe despfttched her to the Strada deOa Lengana, where tiie madhouse 
stands. The pow woman, however, was no more mad than possessed; 
however, as the inquisitors thought proper to say so, they tiedher hands 
and feet and imprisoned her in a solit^ diamber. Seeing how she was 
likely to be used, she tiiought it now advisaUe to chan^ her manner, and 
assumed an air of the greatest calmness. She talked wi^ the female keeper 
in the most sensible way imaginable, begged her to remove her chains and 
grant her a little liberty; assured her that she was not mad, as had bem 
asserted, and that she md not merit nor require such treatment. At first 
this was supposed to be only a ludd interval; but the keepers oi the hospital 
finding that she continued the same peaceable conduct and talked on the 
same rational manner, she was allowed the full use of her limbs, and the 
confessor was assured that the woman might be confessed, as she was bow 

ocnnplet^y cured. The priest at first hesitated to visit her, apprehendiftg 
a treatm^t similar to that which the exorcist had suffered; but, being 
assured of her complete recovery, he ventured into her room. The woman 
allowed him to enter, and even to approach her; but the instant he began to 
talk to her, tiie fiew upon him in a fit of fiiry, and seised him so firmly that 
it was with great difficulty they could disentangle him from her ffiusp^ in 
which he had been half-strangled. After an attack of this kind it may 
easily be imagined that the young woman was anew placed in irons, aind 
treated as downright mad. The female keeper was exceedingly distressed 
at the error of which e&e had been the occasion, and asked the woman why 
she felt sudi an aversion to priests. She replied, a priest had caused her 

tMTtiOW.'H 

which tiie vfts then suffering; that she was not mad, but that if tliey did not 
wish her reallv te become so, they must not allow a priest to come into he# 
presttice, for tn^ ^ would treat ^em all in the same manner. The keeper 
hearing hmr talk c^mly, and being desirous of haviim an opportunity of 
examining more at leisure the state of hm mind, and of learning the parti* 
eulars of her story, invited her to breakfast with her, ordOTed her chains to 
be takra off, and allowed her entire liberty. The woman, rejoiced to find 
some human creature who felt compastion m her woes, willingly related her 
melaadKdy story. 

She was bom at Albano, fourteen miles firom Rome. At the age of iwetyq 
she lost her father and mother, and was in the hands of a priest caBefi 
MatteO) who had been the oemfessor of her parents. The entire object ft# 
this h^ocrite had been for mmiy years the seduction of tiie unfortuna^ 
girl, w'no easily fell a victim to his arts. Fof some years she lived with htei 
m complete soUtude, or rather imprisonm^, within the walls of a small 
house ; but at lai|ph the priest grew we^ ^ her, and havkig seduoefi 
anotw and a still younger wl, he determined to dhwmbairaas nimself of 
tiie fost, and procured an old woman who was devefied to him, to propose to 
the giM another lover. She tiiuddered at the proposal; and her seducer, 
finding that he could not succeed in his object, treated her with the utmost 
imalt imd negleot, and finally deserted her. In her de^q^mr Ae flow to the 
cmtiessional: there another priest threatened her with hvemediabk damn^ 
tion for having been an accomplice in sin with one of tiie rniaistemof God; 
Others came to her hoims, ana inflicted upon her imndts of various kinder 
at last her anger and de^sir were taken for demoniac possession, and thd 
prieet who came to exorcise her, had been treated in thewi^ l had miU 
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neaeed. She had then been carried to the Inq^uifitioai^ and from thence to 
the madliouse. 

1 ought here to mention that the^ particulars of this poor womui’s 
histoiy were not known to me at that time; 1 became acquainted wi^ them 
afterwaribj through the brother of the female keeper^ to whom the woman 
was in the end married. 

The reader may judge from what I have stilted how completely the minds 
of the young were imbued by the priests with relirious absurdities and pre- 
ju^ces. when all at once the lights of science and of reason, at the time of 
the French Revolution, broke suddenly on the chaos that overwhelmed the 
Country of ttie Fine Arts and the Tomb of Liberty. 

All the .young men of the time were now anxious to learn the great truths 
of which they had been suffered to remain ignorwt. They absolutely de¬ 
voured the bwks which contained them. Then it was that we saw spring 
up, with a rapidity quite astounding, a striking contrast between our part 
education ana the new doctrines. Then it was that the questions of the 
licentiate Zapata succeeded to the reading of the Latin homilies, political 
conversations to our paters and rosaries, ^itary exercises to religious pro¬ 
cessions, the protection of the laws to the tyranny of the Inquisition, and 
lastly the ]ihilosophers to the exorcists. 

My fatlier, who, as 1 stated at the commencement, was a slave to tlie de¬ 
spotism of prejudice and early habits, saw with pain the rapid progress 1 

was making in the new principles; and the friendships 1 subsequently 
formed with the French stiD more contributed to annoy nim. He had i¥e- 
quently recourse to the fables with whicii my head had been stuffed while it 
was empty of good sense; but neither devils nor phantoms, nor the image of 
Pelagio himself, had any longer power over me: and I believed in no other 
purgatory but my father s own house, where 1 suffered all the torments of a 
martyr on account of my new opinions. 

But things became still worse when 1 was employed in the suppression of 
the convents, and when 1 attempted to open my father’s eyes to the in¬ 
stances of injustice and op]>ression which the priests not oply authorized but 
actually committed. So many young ladies cloistered during their whole 
existence, without any other cause than the ambition of their parents, who 
sacrificed one daughter to increase the fortune of another, destined to marry 
some great lord and thus heighten the rank of the family alliances! What 
a delightful spectacle it was to see these victims of pride and interest tear off 
the veils they had been forced to put on, with the same transports of joy as 
the slave casts off his chains! And what a contrast this presented to the 
old religious ladies, and tlie prioresses who had exalted themselves into 
^eens, and who now lost all the sweets of the most absolute dominion! 
What a contrast it was to those priests who had exerted all their sacred in¬ 
fluence to condemn a youn^ prl to a convent, under the pretext of securing 
her eternal salvation, bv withdrawing her from the seductions of the world, 
and who afterwards took advantage of her conscience to abuse their power 
over her! Unhappily my father saw not with the eyes of the understand¬ 
ing : faith, blind ^th alone, enlightened the darkness of his way. 

On the departure of the French, the Court of Rorae^aetened to restore 
old thii^, to resume its ancient influence over the minds of its emancipated 
population, and to recommence its vexatious endeavours to prevent all oou- 
nexion whatever, especially all secret associations, with our ddiverern, or 
amow ourselves; in short, to revive again the social order” of bigots and 
serviLes. The secrets of families were again sought to be penetrated into. 
For this puipose the agency of the priests was again broimht into .action. 

the curates, confessors, and ecclesiastics in ]^me, of whatever rank, 
were chari^d to acquaint themselves with the conduct and opinions of every 
family in Home, and of every individual of which ^ose families eoosirted. 
Each curate was to have a list of all his parishioners, in order to be able to 
render an account of their behaviour, and particularly to asoertabi if they 
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were scntpnloualy exact iii perforndtiff the duties of good Cathdios. If sn^ 
person neglected his duty at Easter; ne was immediately excomnmnioated; 
and in that case no one darst frequent his house, lodffe under the same roof, 
nor even lode at the individual. This misfortune happened to myself at 
Easter. 1 was far from suspecting that the curate of our itarish had his eye 
upon me, and 1 did not thu^ pf going to communicate, when a friend came 
to inform me that my name was posted on the gate of the church as an im- 
terdicted Mrson, and that it was to remain there until 1 had performed my 

* religious duties. I instantly flew into a rage, and went to the curate: 1 
reproached him warmly with his conduct, and told him that the religion of 
Christ did not authorize defamation of any individual, especially in a country 
where prejudice abounds, and where the mob is governeu by the most absurd 
maxims, and false and ridiculous sentiments. 1 added that 1 was awarQ that 
the curqte hhnself was not the dupe of these doctrines, and that he knew 
within his own breast that he atta^cd no greater importance to my fault 
than 1 myself did. 

The curate saw that I was in a furious passion, and thought it best to 
allow me to speak without interruption. At last, seeing that 1 waited for 
his answer, he said with the utmost coolness, My son, what you have now 
been saying is quite sufficient to cause your complete ruin, if 1 wero disposed 
to denounce you to'the holy office; but 1 am too Kind to do this; and as 1 be¬ 
lieve that you can with a little reflection see what risks you have run, I am 
willing for this time to forgive you, on condition that you ^ to-morrow morn¬ 
ing and repair your neglect of the obligations of a Christian. Unless you do 
this, I tell you plainly that the reparation of your fafllt n<» longer depends 
upon me; for in acting as 1 have done, 1 have only obeyed the cttmniands of 
my superiors, who have rigorously imposed this duty upon me.” 1 began to 
think that after all the curate might not be so very culpable in the iitfair; 
and seeing the necessity of reconciling myself with him, 1 made him the 
best excuses 1 could with regard to the language I had used towards him. 
The next day I remedied the matter by performing my devotions; but af- 
tei*ward81 got rid of the thing by means <if a little money, having be¬ 
come acquainted with several women who confessed very often and carried 
on a sort of trade in selling the tickets they obtained of the priest each time 
—a ticket which every parishioner is obliged to show in order to keep in the 
good graces of his curate. 

The circumstance 1 have just alluded to occasioned great regret to my 
father. I saw that, in spite of his paternal affection, he was greatly annoyed 
at my conduct, and that my principles gave him a very bad opinion of me. 
On my part, 1 suffered fuUy Us muem from seeing him so obstinately attached 
to his ancient prejudices. Our friends and the priests, who were constantly 
on his side, annoyed me continually with their sermons. 1 was, moreover, 
destitute of employment; all those who had served under the French, being, 
after their departure, dismissed from their places under government. 

All these domestic troubles, joined to the tjrranny of the government, and 
to a state of idlen^ which 1 could not endure, made me determine to quit 
the paternal roof in my own country, and I accordingly proceeded to Naples* 
It is not my intentiqp here to g^ve the memoirs of my life: therefore 1 only 
allude to this journey for the purpose of relating an anecdote which was told 
me three dm after my arrival there, bv a person of indisputable credit. 

Among aU the saints, male and female, who are daily working miracles at 
Naples, the Madonna del buon Consiglio had been for some time in the 
hignest credit, having recently cured many of the sick, lame, &c. &c. As 
often as one of these unfortunate persons recovered his health tfirough the 
benevolent intercession of the favourite Madonna, all the populace flocked 
to the church in a body, bearing offerings of rilver, ornaments, &c. &c. which 
the servants of the said ^adonna never refused, \mt applied to the purpose 
of keeping the poor believers in the saint’s good graces. It happened unfor- 
tunimv^hat in the last miracle she had wrought, an unhicKy ^ectator 
chanced to recognize in the^ person of the lame man who was wmting the 
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^ of. the Madoontii, thh oday^hmim tbelNifi^etjeorthe 
the intoaiU of Nanto). Without itayihff ik )Sb miracdhihli cui^^ lieM^ 
fhe^Utelyproe^dea to ihfcum his mastelr of vhii he hid seen* He to^d 
Him that he had ihdt Vith his ooadtman to the Street^ at a litfie distoAto 
i^tti the ehutohj supported upon erutoheB, and makinjr the most grietous 
Oontoitions of faOe; that he had scareil^ ehtOrecl tnO ohui^h trheU be 
attra^d the notice of all the auditory by the exdamatlohli wh}^ he 
addressed to the Madonna for her assistance; that the curate bad approach¬ 
ed him and aborted him to fervour in bis prayers and faith in the infinite 

AUrch of the Madonna^ to verify the fact with his own eyes. He hid been 
previously persuaded that the Madonna worked miracles^ but he had no 
sooner arrived at the church than he was undeceived. He saw his coach¬ 
man^ uith his arms raised to heavenj and sustained by chitdies placed 
under his arms, making all sorts of grimaces and shedding burdtog tears. 
Thexurate stood near him, and after some prayers he told him to h^ve fdth 
in the Madonna, and to throw away his crutches; the coachman pretended 
tiiat he durst not deprive himself of their support, but at last he threw them 
away> and lay down on the ground. The priests present then advanced, lifted 
up the lame man, and placed him on his feet, of which he made good uto to the 
B^ht of the astonished multitude to prove his cure. When the farce was 
over, the curate conducted the coachman to his house, where they ate and 

. drank together to the'sight of the faithful. The president in the meah time 
addressed himself to the minister Medici> to whom he related all he had 
seen. The curate was immediately sent to finish the digestion of his meal to 
a prison, together with all his accomplices, except the coachman, whom his 
master reclaimed. The rogue, being questioned by his master, confessed 
that he had played the part of a lame man several times, and that the curate Edd him twenty ducats a time. However, the clergy employed all their 

terest to hu^ up the afiair; and as it was not the interest or government 
to ^vu^ it, the matter was enveloped in mystery. The curate, who had 
enrichea himself by his depredations, set out for Spain, and soon after the 
miracles recommenced in other churches. 

1 ^d not remain long at Naples. After various vain attempts to procure 
myself some employment, 1 retiirned to Rome. I there had the good for¬ 
tune to meet with a person well known to the higher circles, who treated tne 
with g^at kindness. He informed me that since my departure all the a^rs 
of government were decided at the house of the Marchioness of V-^ and 
that> if 1 wished to have any employment, it was absolute^ necessary that I 
shoidd pay my court to her. At the same time he offered in the most 
obliging manner to facilitate my introduction to her, and toe following day 
he presentod me. 

It was not long before I clearly saw that toe lady in question was in reality 
the dispenser of the favours of all toe ^eat men in place. The first day 
toat 1 was at her house, 1 saw there bO. the mitred adorers of the Court of 
Rome* • , 

This was a new school of the world to me.' I shall not here dtomribe 
^ effect which the awkward attentions of these saintly men to toe lady pro- 
' duced upon me, nor the scandal which they caused iu the world. J toaU 
content myself with remarking that 1 never mw such odd-lookiiig perwn- 

witii a more comical appearance, or more stogolar maimers, t^n these 
awhing admrers. Their drollest appearance, in toe eyes of toe m^ldious 
u ilij- L 4 0;4 i ^ ? «T »11.' '/ \ 

which she bad purposely let fall. She tormented them with vatiauslriisks 
of this kind, ana indeed seemed to fed a malignant (fxasure to makipg them 
resemble as modi as possible a pack of spimiek taua^t to fbteh enifearry. 
For my own paft, aided by the counsels of my fHenC and sedw that sepe 
little attentions On toe lady's side authorised me to spehk, 1 at last vefitdred 
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tohiiittohi^jth^.myfi^dfiMndiuljBlti^geUiarimonec^l^ She 
di4 net ihake me wait loi^ j &t the fidhiiwbg diiy Ae hadtl^ |o6diiMe to 
send lOe a note addcesaed oonfidendbially to Ae CBroinal CaleaglAii^ oontiun- 
ing a raoemmendation of me eo strong^ that it very ajpee^y ph>cuM itte a 
place. 

I have o^y qmken of my return to ROxne^ and of my introduction to 
Cardinal Calcagnini^ for the purpose of rdating an anecdote of this prelate, 
of whiA the ddutmemerU is certainly one of the finest tricks that ever waa 
played oS on the ecclesiastical government. 

Monsigaor Calcagnini belonged to one of the richest and most dis* 
tinguishM iamilies in the country, and bore the title of Marquis of Milan. 
He waf still young when he returned from his travels; and as soon ae he 
arrived anumg his family, his parents wishing to have a son in the church, 
cast their eyes upon him. Witnout consulting his inclination, as is often the 
case in Italy, they succeeded by means of their influence and wealth to get 
him nominated prelate, and moreover a considerable place in the law. 

The young prelate, who did not much like the trade he had taken up, 
was not very scrupulous about his duties; and consulting only the tastes 
which he had received from nature, boldly overleaped aH the barriers of 
decency and public opinion, and b^an to lead a kind of life more distln- 
guiAed for its splendour and luxury than its piety. His amiable miners, 
his information, and his rank, aided by the efforts of those friends who were 
interested in the continuance of his debaucheries, contributed to turn the 
eyes of the world from his conduct; and his father, blinded by the desire of 
seeing a cardinal in his family, furnished him largely with the money which 
bis expenses demanded. He had led this profligate life for a considerable 
time, and with the most perfect impunity, when a certain Madame Majatti, 
a young woman of seventeen, and oi striking beauty, dazzled the eyes of the 
youthful prelate. It was well known at Rome that this young lady hadalready 
received the attentions of the hereditary Prince of Bavaria, and that he had 
procured for her husband, through the Cardinal Gonsdlvi, a pension of twenty- 
five crowns per month. This same worthy husband had, after the departure 
of the Prince of Bavaria, cast his eyes on Monsignor Calcagnini; and hearing 
that the latter wanted a mattre ahotely presented himself at his palace with 
his wife on his arm. As he required no other recommendation than that of 
being the husband of so pretty a woman, he easily obtained the place. 
Monsieur CaLcagnini lost no time in declaring himself the cavalier eervcnte of 
his new conquest, and commenced his career of liberality by presenting her 
with a magn&cent equipage, and placing her establishment on a footing 
worthy of the rank of her benefactor. 

In the mean time the public began to talk of the new liaison of Monsigndr 
Calcagnini, especially as he was seen daily in the carriage with her, and fit 
her house, witnout the least regard for public opinion. Nevertheless, in suite 
of this apparent intimacy, the public was wrong to talk: for Madame Mk- 
jatti was not a woman to disobey the instructions of her husband, whc^ in¬ 
sisted as a preliminary, that the Cardinal Aould settle upop him a pension 
for life of sixty'crowns a month. Upon this the connexion became stronger; 
and to Sttbh a length did the folly or Monsignor jra, and his affairs became 
Such Under the manadement of the ingenious M^atti, that Calcagnini in- 
evrfed the censures of the ^vernment. The public scandal bec^ame so into¬ 
lerable at last, tlmt the cardinal vicar summoned Monsignor Calcagnini, and 
reproadied Mm vividly with his excesses, assuring ^im that, if he did not 
keep within due bounds, he would be most certain^ punished. But these 
iWbnstrances had but little effect on the impassioned prelate. At the 
some rime the curate of Madame's parish summoned her husband liefore hto, 
and signified to Mm that if he continued to receive Monsignor Calcagnim at 
Ms house, and to authorize the irregularities of Ms wife, he would be con- 
ifeaiapd to ad<^t harm memirek Majatti, trusting to the influence of Ae 
Px‘iote of Bavaria and of Monrignor CMcagniiii, treated with at litrie Okie- 
many as Us master the menaoee of the curate. 
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All tbifl interference on the part of the eathoeities wved but to inerease 
thescandalj and as no farther order was observed than before ^^her 
party^ the Cardinal Vicar in anger determined on adopting more emeaid^ 
measures. For this purpose he sent for the &lia Piaaza Secca, and 
ordered him to proceed at ten in the evening to the house of M^atti^ to 
arrest the husbwd and wife and bH who should make any resistance^ and 
imprison them in the new dungeons of the Strada GiuHa. The Major did 
not fail to do^his duty, and at the hour appointed went to Majatti*s house 
alone, in order to mike no noise. There he found Madame at the piano, 
Monaignor s^hing by her side, and the husband snoring On a sofa. The 
a|^)earance ofthe Majpr sui^ris^lhem; and all at once asked him what he 
wanted. But he did not ^ve them much time to ask questions. In a few 
words he informed them of the orders for the arrest of the interesting cou¬ 
ple ; intreating them at the same time to make no resistance, in order that 
ne might not be compelled to summon assistance. 

Monaignor indigently said that force should never insult a house which 
he honoured with his presence; but the Major very speedily made him silent 
^ intimating that, in case of remonstrance, he might share the fate of his 
Dulcinea! He accordingly took the safer way, and departed. The husband 
attempted to urge his high interest, and his wife shed her more prevailing 
tears; but all in vain! The cruel Major loved his duty too well to yield. 

The next morning Monsignor Calcagnini waited upon Cardinal Gonsalvi 
to demand reparation of the affront which he had received: but Gonaalvi 
told him that he could not interfere with the actions of the Cardinal Vicar, 
and that all he could do was to endeavour to mitigate the punishment of the 
two Majattis; who were three days afterwards e:med from the Papal states, 
and took shelter in Tuscany. 

In the mean while Monsignor Calcagnini, inconsolable for the loss of his 
belle, and indignant at the affront whi^ he himself had received, ventured 
to complain to the Grand Vicar himself; and told him that he considered 
the treatment of the MUattis, which he had authorised, as an insult offered 
to himself. This style of complaint, and the haughty manners of Calcagnini 
himself, offended the Cardinal Vicar to such a degree, that he ordered Mon- 
simor a month's confinement in the Convent of St. Andrew della Valle. 
This last a&out altogether overthrew the patience of the young prelate^ and 
determined him to go to the utmost extremities in order to obtain satisfac¬ 
tion. At tlie some time he witched to withdraw himself from the power of 
the Roman government. In the mean while the Archduke Michael of 
Russia arrived at Rome; and Monsignor Calcagnini thought no means more 
likely to obtain his object than his nomination to the rank of a superior 
Russian ofiicer, if he could procure such a favour, through the interest of his 
friends, from the Ardiduke. The latter, finding that Monsignor Calca^ni 
was backed in his efforts by many of the hipest nobility in Rome, made no 
hesitation of sending him the commission of Colonel in the service of his 
Majesty the Emperor of dl the Russias. Monsignor immediately sent for a 
tailor, and ordered the uniform of a colonel in uie Russian army. A short 
time afterwards he found means of escaping ftom his convent; and trans¬ 
forming himself into a Russian colonel, he abandoned to^he Jews the whole 
of his ecclesiastical wardrobe, on condition of ^eir selling about the streets 
every article of his church habits and equipments. Ife was no longer anxious 
to hide himself, knowing that he was now under the protection of Rusina. 
But Cardinal Gons^vi and the Cardinal Vicar took the affair so much to 
heart, that th^ sent a ffiessage to the ambassador to inform him of the facts 
of the case. The only answer they got, however, was that his Majesty the 
Emperor of Russia had granted the rank of cornel to the Marquis of Milan 
at ms own request, and did not care whether he had previously been an 
ecclesiastic or not. 

The Marquis of Milan lived a month longer at Ronft, in order to enjoy his 
reven^, wmch consisted in making every one laugh at the expense of the 
sacred coU^^ The persons who sufferea most on the occasion were the 
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unfoituttttte Jewij who ireni impriaooed for a lon^ time in^ recompenie for 
having profaned tiie sacred haraa of an eedeeiaBW» by selliog them in the 
gtreets to their own profit. > 

A short time after this scandaloos afhir^ the poUtied fermentstioDa whioh 
presaged the revolution of Italy^ again began to menace all the bhurch insti¬ 
tutions. At last the revolution of Naples burst forth; and Ae interval 
between it and that of Piedmont furnishes us with only a long lirt of ui^BSt 
persecutions! of revolting vexations! and base intrigues springing ftom the 
vile agents of Papal tyranny and of Austrian despotism. 

My readers know with what rapidity the events of that time suc^ded 
each other! and what was the fate of all those who took part with liberty. 
Some suffered an ignominious death; others are still groamng in dungeons ; 
and those who had the good fortune to escape the gaoler and the execu¬ 
tioner! are now wandering over the emrth! and suffering all kinds of pri¬ 
vations. 

BRUTUS BEFORE PHILIPPI. 

It is the high midnight! 
No solitary star 

Casts through the ^oom a languid light 
Upon the fields of war! 

Where sleeping soldiers lie! 
Who shall not sleep again! 

And the night-clouds sail sidlenly 
Over the armed men. 

The lonely'sentry stands 
Leaning upon his spear! 

And thinks of scenes m distant lands! 
And wishes day-dawn near; 

The camp hush'd fearfully 
Seems dreading day begun. 

As guilty prisoners doom'd to die 
Dread the returning sun. 

But he the daring chief. 
Is in his tent mone; 

No sleep his senses brings relief! 
His living sleep is done!*- 

His dream of liberty 
Is well nigh pass’d away! 

His hopes fran aspirations high 
Must all be quench’d to day! 

His silent lamp is dim! 
^ His soul^is steep’d in thought— 
Will'home and freedom be for him! 

Or must he drink the draught 
Of Caesar’s slaveiy— 

Of a vain victor's cluuns!— 
Shall fortune from his standard fly— 

What then for Rome remains! 

lliat was an awful hour!—- 
Earth's freedom on it hung— 

He mlt what language hath no power 
To put into the tongue: I 
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He BO aelfidi Imvi . 
for he wtth Aeffie 00^4 die; 

Bui Home's unborn in throng 
his fibiey’s 

• 1 

H9 mm tbc! Cnear play 
The tyifuit's antic game^ 

Sees patriots led in yokes away 
To bend the nedc of shame: 

Yet wherefore rfunild he fear P 
Victory may still be his; 

His cause is by the Gods held dear^ 
Perhaps by the Destinies. 

Around him as he sits 
The canvass walls wave slow. 

As with a breeze that intermits^ 
And yet no breezes blow. 

He slowly lifts his eyes^ 
A phantom form is there— 

A sister of the Destinies 
With horror-striking hair. 

" Who art thou—what the sum 
Of thy commands on mo ?" 
1 am thy evil Genius come 
Again to gaze on thee/’* 

" 'Tis well i the chief replied; 
The phantom pass’d away— 

And Rome with iron bands was tied; 
And Brutus died that day! 

PARENTAL SOLILOQUIES. 

Scene I. 

No. —; Berkeley Square. 

The Marquis of Gormantown’s dressing-room. 

Hour—half-past eleven at night. 

The Marquis^ solus (in a purple silk douillette—sUppers—his neckloih 
throion aside—holding with both hands his lejl leg crossed over his 
right kneCf eyeing stedfastly an expiringand after a sigjf s/irying)— 

Lei me think—it is now six years since poor dear Lady G. lef^ 919 
the, sole charge of my three girls, and here j^ey are Itill, and as far as 
I can see, little hope of their getting off. No man in decent ciTpiim- 
stances has thought about them even I and as to the other ragamuffins 
whom they are pleased to encourage, I count them for notliing; Lhave 
done my best to understand their dispositionsi and to ascertain their 
capacities—^have had Velluti for Margaret—^Prout three times a week 
alldast spring for Georgiana, and two courses of Foscolo for Anne— 

•# 
-«---:— 

* The writer luis used a little more licence here than the sto^ ia PlutaKh will 
bear him emt ia doing, blending the two appeoMmcct of Ae ipint together* 
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oeTer grudge fcbam k box At the OpArA^^Akd ^ iwt to propMo 
comHig-ewey from the balls-^iA ril6rt» I ham disd^rged every du^ of 
a ffl^eri and yet eeAttot get toy cbUdren Off my bairfs \ 

First, there is Margaret-^Sn excellent gtr), ^t people don’t seem to 
find out her value* What can be sweeter than her voice, prettier than 
her figure, more enlivening than her hearty unrestrained laugh | yet 
there she is, still helping to crowd the &mily«eoacfa, still coming upon 
me for 150/. annually of my small income, pinched enough as it is; 
and I begin to despair now, for she has got into her bead a wHd sort of 
romance about Charles fiorradaile—^tbat reckless young fellow, who 
goes on drinking and doing all that is most unmarital, without giving 
a spark of thought to Maggy; well, she is a good girl though, and 1 
wish I could see her at the head of a good establishment—{^Jirr looking 
round to see if the newspaper is on the tables rings the bell) 1 cannot 
think why they will not leave the newspaper alone. 

{Enter Sampson.) 
Lord G. Sampson, 1 request you will not be in such a hurry to 

take away the Courier-^bring it here. {Sampson goes out—whik he is 
absentt Lord G. continues in the same position^ occasionally patting the calf 
of his kg.) 

{Re-^nter Sampson with the newspaper,) 
Samps. The Currier was in Lady Margaret^s room, my lord. 

(Exit Sampson,) 
Lord G, What can the girl want with the Courier! She was not 

at dinner to-day, and her sisters said she had a bad head-ache, t 
should hardly have thought poring over the cramped type of a news¬ 
paper the best cure—{After putting on his speciaclest casts his eyes over 
the ^aper) Whew ! what have we here! (reads) Married—Friday- 
special licence—St. George’s—the Hon. Charles Borradaile, of the 
Scots Greys, to Miss Fortinbras, only daughter of the rich jeweller of 
that name.” Well, this explains poor Madge’s loss of appetite— 
{After a short pause) On the whole I am very glad of it. Now she 
will see the ill effects of attaching herself to a young scapegrace like 
that—a pennyless fellow too! Much luck 1 wish him with his 
rich bride—what a service of plate the fellow will have out of the 
shop I I hope now she will have the good sense to look out for some 
suitable partner for herself. I think Castlemaine would not be sorry 
to take her—he is an oldish chap, to be sure. 1 remember his coming 
to Westminster just before 1 left it; but then I understand his pro** 
perty is in^dmirable order, and altogether I think he would make her 

eapital husband. I '11 ask him to dine here next Saturday. (Hw 
Lori G, changes positioay hy putting dvum his left legy and leans hack 
in his chair,) As to Georgy, I never could make any thing of her; she 
is fAr too higb-fiown for me—talks of marrying no one to whom she is 
not sincerely a parcel of stuff. I can tell her she won’t get 
ibe to join in her devotion J (Lord G. gets upj and takes two or three 
iitrns in his room, and then resumes the position described in the openii^ ^ 
of iht scene, excepting that His right leg is now crossed over his Itft.'f i 
always thought Anne a sensible girl; and though she is the least well¬ 
looking of the three,^ think she will make the best ma^ for h^ielf 
after im. She doesn't study political economy for nothing, t 
1 have long thought she has some little plot of her own for catexung a 
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Brit&elmtan; I heard her the other idght overpomring him 
urith roetaphyaies-^he listening in profound tffcomprehension of what 
she said, and in Oqudly profound ^miration of her l«uming; fbr I 
bear he is determined to have an inidkcimtl wifewell it is perhaps 
going rather fat into the city for a husband ; .but still, when his father 
wound up his accounts the other day, 1 hear 900,000/. in the three 
per cents, was one of the items of his balance, and that will buy out 
most of our pedigrees. I am sure Anne is a sensible girl:—well, I 
see the fire is out, I may as well go to bed.—[Tke Marqw •toaUcs into 
hu ird-room, futs out the candle^ and gets into bed.) 

Scene II. 

No. Harley Street. 

Lady M^TaggarfS Drawing-room. 

M^Taggart having ordered the carnage to come rounds is waiting 
in seeming impatience, ready dressed to go out.) 

^Lady M*T.—If they are so long, upon my word I am sure my dear 
little Augustus will think I am going to cheat him to-day. I long to see 
the lovely boy. What'a sweet little dear it is! I haven’t set eyes on 
him for a fortnight. Amongst all the boys at Mr. Clarentini’s, I don’t 
see one that comes near him in point of looks. To be sure, he is rather 
short of his age, but then the dear child has so much natural elegance 
about him, such charming quickness of manner too, never at a loss for 
an answer, ay and a pretty sharp one too; but theoi to be sure, we 
do give him every possible advantage in the way of education. Quite 
the very highest people send their children to Monsieur Clarentini’s : 
there is young Lord Garnton, and the Duchess of Greenwich’s three 
boys, and the little Fitz-Orvilles. Oh! I am siue that is the way to 
bring up a boy well, and to teach him to be familiar with high com¬ 
pany. Sir Alexander wanted to have sent him to a day-school in the 
Regent’s Park! but I wouldn’t hear any thing of the sort; nobody 
does that, I understand: No! no! I know better what is the right 
thing than all that. Besides I couldn’t think of doing otherwise, after 
what passed last spring at Lady Merionville’s, when that dear^Duefaess, 
in her sweet familiar way, said, Now, Lady MTaggart, mind you 
send your boy to Clarentini’s, it is the only place.” Poor^ Sir Alick 
doesn’t understand those things; but 1 will say for him, he has too« 
much good sense to think of doubting my judgment in them. 

Well! (looking at an enormous plum^-caSe upon the table^ carffMy 
packed up in white paper^ and directed to Master M^Taggart^ at Mr. 
Clarentini^e school^ Fulham^ with Mrs. Carraway*s kind respects) my 
houteke^er is a thoughtful soul. She is so attentive to iknt dear 
child, what should 1 do without her! I must not forget what she 
reipinded me of about Augustus’s flannel waistcoats, that he must have 
them cut by degrees, and not leave them off all at onqe. the 
dear boy will enjoy bis cake! to be sure, Madame Clarentini told 
me that be ate all the last I took him himself, and was not very well 
afiarwards; and then that odious young Rumlmld teased hun so ^ut 
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it! 1 wish that boy, would leave, and then dear Gofiiy wouldn't be 
mauled and pulled about so as he is. Big boya are alwaya so boiite- 
Tous! I begged him always to complain to Madame, whenever any of 
them plagued him. ' Well! 1 wish the carriage wpuld come, tojc 1 
want to leave my name widi Lady Trentbam in my way.-^(firrc ike 
carriitge is annaunced,) 

Scene III. 

Wilmington Vicarage. 

Archdeacon Pottinger*s Library. 

{The Archdeacon in a gouty chair, his legs wrapped up inJlunneL) 

Archdeacon P.—Well, I suppose in a few days my two boys will be 
home from Cambridge for Christmas. I expect to hear from their 
tutor this morning. As to Pelham, I suppose we shall only have a 
short glimpse of him, for he must go back at degree-time. Ah, he is 
a steady feUow, I have no anxiety about him; ay, and a clever one 
too; he is sure to do well; and then Ije is to succeed me here—ISOO/. 
a year is a pretty snug thing to begin the world with. Not just yet,« I 
hope though. Ah 1 what a deuce of a twinge that was! (Here ike 
equilibrium of the Archdeacon's Christian endurance is so completely dia- 
turbed, that he communicates his agitation to the writing-table, so aS to 
overturn the inkstand, and to spill the ink upon the John Bull newspaper*) 
—But then his younger brother William Pitt, I don’t feel so easy 
about; he has no great turn for mathematics, and there is no getting on 
at Cambridge without them. To be sure, the bishop has promised me 
that small living of Ashdown for him; but that will be but 400/. 
a year, when the tithes are forced up to the utmost. I made soma 
favour of giving my vote to the Solicitor-general at the last election, 
and they say he is a likely man enough to be chancellor! Well, 1 
shall make no bones of asking for something, if he is.—(T^c Arch¬ 
deacon's servant b7ings in the letter*)—Ay—there is the Cambridge 
post-mark, 1 see. ^w for some tidings of the young academicians.— 
{Reads*) 

-Coll. Cam. 
Dear and Rev. Sir,—It is with great regret that I communicate to 

you that yesterday Mr. Pottinger jun. met with an accident which is 
likely to confine him to his room for some weeks. Having impru« 
dentiy ventured in one of those dangerous vehicles called tandems, he 
was overturned near Barnwell, in consequence of the foremost horse 
having taken thd^^ilarm at some object in the road and refused to obey 
the control of the reins: Mr. Pottinger jun. was precipitated to tlie 
ground with considerable force, and sustained a severe shock in the 
shoulder, but dislocation did not take place. I am afraid that it will 
not be pdasible to give Mr. Pottinger sen. an exeat, as the time for 
going into the senate-house so nearly approaches; he is by no means 
master of his Euclid, and is so backward in his algebra, that I fear*he 
will have great difficulty in obtaining bis degree. 

I am, dear Sit, with much respect, your faithful servant, 
Thbopous Cafpersoki senior tutor. * 

P. 6. I shall shortly trouble you with the quarterly college bills of 
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thstwD ]4r. 1 4^ me^oa tliil Ih*. Rli- 
tkiga MB. l)«i in Ofi coaru of 6i« dMwn Upon me tot SOI. 
Ofcr and above {dm Mgufaur alloUranee wbicb -wicbMl bam to reoeivo* 
-^The drckd^uctm d^s the letter^ sazed faith 4 tudeui patfO0yt»n 
cf the goie^.) 

ScEKE rv. 
The corner house of Russell Square. 

Door opens into ■ Street. 

Mrsa Seijeant Frampton’s bed-room.—(a rushlight burnings and 
Mrs. Serjeant F, sola, sitting up in her bed» 

Mrs. Serjeant F* Heiglio! it does not signify, but 1 cannot get to 
sleep! Ever since the Serjeant has been on the circuit, I have been in 
constant anxiety about our Alicia—I am sure she will be off some of 
these days with young Collinson! What a thing it is to have only one 
child: I half think sometimes that it would be better to have none at 
all:—to think of the trouble this dear child has given us first and last! 
For the three first years after she was born 1 didn’t feel sure that she 
wouldn’t turn out to have a decided squint—and even now I think she 
has a kind of a cast—nothing disagreeable though—and then the Ser¬ 
jeant took it into his head that she would stutter!—and now after all 
die pains that we have taken, and all the care with which we have 
watched her, she wants to throw herself away upon this idle fellow! 
He is only just called to the bar, and of course can’t make any thing 
ftir years to come; besides, I hear he never did any thing whilst he was 
a pupil; for he was in Mr. James Field’s chambers, and I made Mrs. 
FMd ask her husband about him—and he says he didn’t learn a word 
ofjdeading with him—and the Serjeant tells me no young man can get 
on at the bar who is not a good pleader. Let me try and remember 
wlmre it was that Alicia first became acquainted widi him—(o pause— 
Mrs. Serjeant F. nods as if drowsv)—I think it was at the Solicitor- 
geaerai’s—or was it that day that we dined with the ChafF'Wax?— 
{another pause—Mrs, Serjeant F, nods again)—or, perhaps, at Mrs. 
Prothonotary Long’s ?—{Mrs. Serjeant F. imperfectly drawling out the 
last name, drops into a gentle sleep.) 

Scene V. 

No. —, Old Broad-street. 

Messrs. Gosmauchick, Furbish, and Co.’s Counting-house. 

Mr. Alderman Go^aucbick’s l?rivate Room- 

Quarter past ten A.M. 

Afr. Aid. Gosm.—{looking at his watch)—I cannot think n^bat makes 
Furbish so much behind his time this morning. 1 begged him to be 
punctual too; for I am in such a hurry to strike our bargain about my 
ifdeonora and his f/^algemon—they’ll make a pretty pair, for be is a 
steady lad that, and a stylish-looking young fellow too« 

Well! I’m sure a man has no slight job in 'and tLit’as seven children 
to look Aafter and to think about—^not but what I can come down pretty 
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’«iitow% Sat ^ of tbimi bat Mill 1 lOMite do tht4biii^ gcbted^ 
^there w«a Sijr E^oso morried his ^lde«t girt ha^ pfiox 
to Lord tbe ifroddlog w«« enough, to be aW* 
b«it tb« thipg aren't done iiologBot. to my BMod^-^iow aiy notioa Mt, 
the tnoraing that Heleonora ia to be turned off, to slip a dtoft {hr 
10,000/. between two slices of bread and butter, and lay it in her {date 
at breakfast—this I mean to be textra, and after that, 1 think Furbish 
can’t say 1 ’eve'nt dacted 'ansotne by him. 

1 suppose we must dask the ’Obbses to the wedding—(Bere the 
alderman is interrupted hy the entrance af his partner Mr, Furbish, with 
a large roll of papers indorsed,—Draught of Marriage Settkn^t of 
Algernon Furbish, Esq, with Miss Eleonora Gosmauchick,) 

Scene VI. 
/ 

Clare Street, Clare Market. 

{Mr, Andrew Richie^ the Tobacconist^ sitting in his back parlour^ with 
a glass of toddy before him,') 

Mr, Rkhks^^his lane-)—Weel, weel—I sail tnay*be no leere to aee 
Bonny Cupar again, but I wuss to insteell intil Jock’s mind the pro¬ 
priety of his aye keeping up a regular correspondence wi* his auitly 
Jean in St. Margaret’s Wynd. I’m thinking the auld lass will bae 
some to gie awa, and she maun be near-hand upon seeventy-four—at ony 
rate, she has the yaird down by the road gaun to St. Aundrews, which 
was never defeeshent in berries—very fine berries they had used to ha, 
too—and then wha kens but she might mak owr to Jock that very 
house in the Wynd—weel duve 1 mind the bouse, though it will tone 
be saxte^n year past sin’ I was there!—wi’ that bonny Jargonelle pear 
growing up forenent Baillie Thoms’s gable—^mony a eauld night hae ‘ 1 
walked up and down before the Baillie’s house to see if my Efiie, puir 
Jock’s mither, would come out for a bit crack wi’ me. I did nar dar’ 
speer for her, for the Baillie was a dour body—Ou I he's a canny lad 
that Jock—he’s just a perfect comfort till me, and now that he’s gaim 
to be a flesher, I've na doubts that he ’ll be a thriving man. He ’a 
pane of your wild stramashing chields—na, na! he gangs to the kirk 
baith fornune and afternune as constant as ony of the elders themsels, 
forbye whiles attending the exerceese in the evening:—I dinna mind of 
the day when I could say that I hae seen Jock ony-ways fou^’deed 
he is a wise-like lad; and that lass that he ca s his Sail, and that he’s 
aye gaun a-courting, is a weel-&urd lass and a weel-guided yin too-—it 
was but yestreen the puir fallow said to me wi’ tears in his een,-^** In¬ 
deed, fauier, if I*could but marry my Sail, and bad a corner-shop, 
and three South-downs to begin with, I should be a tight little covy I” 
I wuss the lad didna speak wi’ aiccan a rank English accent. But ae 
thing 1 ai]|, sure sertin of, and that is, be his language what it wall, 
Jock wtli aye speak the truth and shame the Deil 1 
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' IteiftoiAtiitLV oar Ai-'^'tyiMpd Jiom tito Aileiigriefii 
tlife t3f tiieir Ittdian fanse^ tofNaUMk^ 

thAftrst waylaid M&^to iM^d in^ ^ iti!dd^7 awraared 
^i«£ar»iia> WMi ^ knowledge we pedmeMl^^ the Indna chaMetei^theb' 
Uttar disregard'of aiB authority^ and the ftbno^ hnfioatiHiillty <rf restiiaiiitiig 
Aeir baarb8n)usiia»igea> Ihere were fewof ^pfieeie^o not «q»eat to ex¬ 
perience in thetnsdves a repetition of those a^txdfies ^4hich tii^had teote , 
than once bee^ pdned and unwilling ^ectatma. Much to otnrittzprise^ how¬ 
ever, imtead of ^warriors with eyps e^ressdhg n thint of bloody and Itods 
nnraiMd to wieid the nmrdenrad'tomBhawk^ we beheld a body of mearv oh 
vnUwe.iMaldng featares might be traced ^ deepest gymi^aty and oc»n- 
miserimim for our fate. Several who had been at AmbOatibuiw previous to 
the war> and had had daily cmportunities at '^at period of eOtSog both offi- 
oeia and men, smiled and nodded thmr beads in token of recognition as we 
passed, and the general conduct of the whole, as they stood cSmly kaiting 
<m th^ rides, was condrmatory the fact long since conveyed to uS, that 
the services of these men, under the American banners, were entirely com- 
nhlsOry; they having been reduced to the necesrity '^ preserving the 
lives <n their women and children, detained as hostages in the United States, 
by an appearance of devotedness to the cause of a people for whom the 
natives have ever entertained the most rooted and unqualified avmision. 
Notwithstuidtngthis fact, however, it would be an injustice to the diaracter 
of General Harrison not to state that every TSPeoaurion had been taken by 
faimeelfj and that anv attempt at the wanton destruction cMf priscmers would 
have heen virited by him in the severest manner/ so that Imd the Indians 
eivmi evinced a hostile bearing towards us, the conviction ^ tlmif being 
rendered completely subject by their numerical inferiority to the American 
power, must have had the effect of curbing, if not wholly repressing, their 
naturd ferodty—an advantage, which for the sake of humanity it is to be 
regretted we never sufficient possessed, since it will be recollected that the 
warriiHrs attached to our division were more than trebly superior to us in 
nujUbm, and many of them taken from those wild and ungovernable hordes 
w^ii^ knew no law but their own will, and held the whites, both friends and 
fOes> in'the most sovereign conten^. 

1%B officers were received by General Harrison and Commodore Perry, 
who had volunteered his services on this occasion in the capacity of aid-de- 3 to the American commander, with a politeness and cordiality whidi, 

r^ecting credit on themselves, proved no leas gratifying to their 
piwners. Our troops had not tasted fo^ during the daV; a circumstance 
of which General Harrison was no sooner apprised than he caused severftl 
btiSodcs to be instantly killed and distributed. Neither the victors nor the 
vanqniriied were in possession of a single tent; and as the evening drew on, 
enorWtous fires were kindled in the forest, around the principal of which we 
remained grouped during the night, squatted like savam on the ground. 
Laiwe pieces or Ineat were thrust on pointed sticks, and held before the fire 
untu suffidently warmed to be eaten without inconvenimioe, and these, ud* 
aeeompanied by the luxury either of salt or bread, wese devoured with no 
co^on appetite, riie young Aids-de-camp of the General Idndly officiating 
ae cooks, and supplying our wants in succession, 

inbe American bivouac wad kept in a State of ooitetant aham during the 

es, andrenew their desultory warfare. 
At A late hour a dietachment of horsemen that had been deroatdied by the 
governor of Kenlnricy in pursuit of General Procter, returned in undiagms^ 
ul^btuaoor at the iH SalpeesS^ atts^tdbmt ohi Iheit ndsrioa^ Mounkd on an 
excellent diaigOTi tiiat officer hsd'fiM early ta this' and was 
oo^seqaeMly at*tlie outset mudi in edunice his pursttSm; bOt encounter- 
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ing Auzotfrous ol»ataolM in the legga^wog^na end gun-cerriiiffes ^hidi 
obstarocted his passage into whiA is callM the Tveuty-^four Mile \Vood» at a 
distance of five leaguee trom. the scene of action^ he had not made much pso- 
gxeas in the deqp heavy road by which it is intersected^ when the Kenttuk* 
ions appeared at its akm. Despairing^ however^ of eventual sueoess^ as ths^ 
horses had beoome incapaUe m much farther exertion^ «md daeming the 
fugitive considerably more in advance than he actually was, they^ere 
relinquished the puraoit; and after plundering the waggons, returned to the 

*main bcMiy of the army. Fortunate was this circumstance for General Proo-* 
ter^ since the Kentuckians had sworn his destruction; and Generid Harrison 
assured us that, however deeply he might have d^recated mid lamented the 
act, no quarter would have been given him. Impressed with a false idea 
that the several empties inflicted on their countrymen by the Indians had 
ever borne the sanction of the officer commanding at Amberstburg, the 
irregular troops composing the majority of the invading army had resolved 
on his death; and as they had the tacit, if not avowed sanction of tiieir 
butcher-like governor and immediate commander, the hero already alluded 
to, the authority of the general-m-chief would have been utterly disregardod- 

Among the number of those whose deatlu the Americans were most 
anxious to avenge, was a Captain Hart, a native of Kentucky, and an uni¬ 
versal favourite. 'This officer had unfortunately perished in the afl^ of the 
1S2d of*Janiiary at Frenditown, but whether during the engagement, or su^ 
soquently in omd Uood ^ the Indians, was a question whnm could not be 
satisfactorily decided. The Kentuckians obstinately maintained the latter. 
On retiring frcmi the field with his prisoners. General Procter had been com¬ 
pelled to leave severed Americans, too severely wounded to admit of their 
being transported to Amberstburg,* in one of the bh^-houaes, which had 
been so gallantly defended, and a small party of militia were left to protect 
them. These, nowever, were too feeble to oppose any resistance to the 
large bands of Indians returning from the pursuit and slaughter of the 
comfited enemy, who proceeded to fill w the measure of their cruelties l^y 
the destruction of these ill-fated men. The block-house was set on fire, and 
most of those within perished in the flames. Such, the Americans decided, 
had been the end of Captain Hart; and the vengewce they' had vowed to 
take on him whom they conceived the author of this calamity, was at once 
summaiy and severe. Another individual devoted to their wrath, was Cap¬ 
tain Elliott of the Essex Militia, a gentleman long resident at Amberstburg, 
whom they unjustly aocuqod as having been accessary to this melancholy catas¬ 
trophe ; and we subsequently heard his own brother, a captain in the Ame^ 
rican navy, and the second in command of their fleet in the action of tlie 
10th of Seutember, declare at a public dinner-table, that, in the event of his 
brother ftwng into Ills hands, he would be the first to apply a halter to his 
neck 1 Had he or any of his countrymen been aware ox the oircumatanoe 
of my having a pair of boots on my legs at the moment with the name of 
Captain Hart written at length in the linixm, they might have been disposed 
to render me the same service as one equally itpplicated in the transaction; 
and BO strong was their feeling in this pa^ictuar instance, that to J^va 
accounted for their b<|ing in my possesion, by stating the fact of their having 
been purchased from one of tm Indians, into whose hands the whole of the 
baggage belonging to General Winchester's army had fallen, would not, I 
am persuaded, have been considered a sufficient plea to prevent the infliction 
of some penKHiid violence. 

Durmg their return to Detroit, the army contmued to be harassed by the 
Indimis, who, anxious to avenge the death of their favourite ohlefltain, hung 
upon the American rear, and, although incapable of making any serious in^ 
pression, occasioned thm some loss. Wearied with fatigue, and nearly 
exhausted with huzmw, we at leng^ refa||ed the bootable mansion of Mr. 
Mackintosh, on Canraan shore, aqdKeat:!^ opposite to the American for¬ 
tress. This gentleman, the first in wBaljSb respectability as a merchant, 
had some years previous to the war married bis eldest daughter to an Ameri- 
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can residing at Detroit, the son of an officer of rank, much distingtdehed 
throughout the revolutionary contest* This connexion naturally served as 
a guarantee for the preservation of his propertv; and while we beheld on 
every hand the most cruel traces of devakation and wanton destruction, 
effected by the hordes of irregulars, even during our short absence, the 
flourishing fields and rich establishinents of Mr. Mackintosh remained un¬ 
harmed. The hospitality of this gentleman had for a series of years been 
experienced by the officers successively stationed at Amherstburg, many of^ 
whom had been received into his family on the most friendly terms—an in-* 
timacy which had recently terminated in the marriage of his third daughter 
with Lieutenant Troughton, commanding the artillery attached to the right 
division. Placed in the singular position of having two of his children united 
to subjects of powers in a state of active hostility, serving on the same theatre, 
and under his own immediate observation—to have beheld one a prisoner be¬ 
neath the banners of the other must have excited feelings of a very contra¬ 
dictory and disagreeable nature. This mortification was, however, spared 
to Mr. Mackintodi, Lieutenant Troughton being one of the few who escaped. 
His young bride had preceded him some days previous to the affair ; and 
after having, in common with the other officers' wives, endured eve^ spetnes 
of privation and difficulty on the road, finally succeeded in reaching the 
centre division with the remaining fugitives in safety. With a kindness in 
no way diminished, either Iw the change in our position or the presence of 
^veral American officers of rank quartered on his house, Mr. Mackintosh 
received and welcomed us to his table, endeavouring to make u]> in attention 
what circumstances and the occasion caused to be deficient in convenient^e. 
After having been provided with an abundant repast, we found a large field- 
bed prepared in the principal drawing-room; ana hei’e for the first time since 
the commencement of our retreat, did we enjoy the luxury of a few hours of 
undisturbed repose. While seated round the large blazing fire, which threw 
its cheerful beams along the walls, ns if in mockery of the bleak October 
wind that whistled against the casements, we essayed to divest us of some 
portion of our apparel. No small difficulty was experienced in the attempt 
to free our long-imprisoned legs and feet; the latter being much swollen 
with constant exercise, and identi^ing os it were with the elastic substance. 
All were, however, finally successful save myself. Neither art, effort, nor 
perseverance availed me aught, and Captain Hart’s boots, like avenging 
spirits, dung to my aching limbji with ill-boding peftinacity. Yet of the 
oanger incurred by their possessor, in the event of discovery, I was too weU 
aware, not to employ a final and efficient means. A penknife drawn, 
thou^ not witliout some risk, from the extremity of the foot to the top of 
Ihe leg, divided the tenacious leather, and c^ompelled it ta yield the 
guardianship of my feet to a pair of hirge ammunition-shoes, which 1 had 
picked up we day after the action among the scattered remains of our 
plundered baggage. This point effected, my next precaution was to bum 
that part of the leather which bore the fatal name, in order that it might 
not be brought forward at any future period as ^‘damning proof" against 
those in the neighbourhood of whose dwellings the remaining relics might 
be found. v 

On reaching Detroit, we found that the Voute intended for the march of 
the prisoners into the state of Ohio was that of Fort Meigs. The officers, 
having pledged their parole to General Harrison, were suffered to take 
the advance, mounted on pack-horses provided by the American govern¬ 
ment. A few only, reserved for the Sandusky route, were embarked in 
a ^mall vessel of war, and conveyed to Put-in-bay Island, where we had 
nn opportunity of seeing our friends on board the different ships of the 
squadron. Captain Barclay was still confined to his bed by the severity 
of his wound, and the number of sufferers scattered throughout the fleet 
was mu^ greater than we had nhticipated. Of ihe fury with which both 
parties had Maintained the contest, there was sufficient evidence in the 
crippL^ state of the larger vessels, which still lay with masts, guns, and 
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cordage encumbering their decks, and affording a melancbol;|r proof of the 
enemy's superiority in weight of metal. On the second momiitf of our 
arriv^ at this island^ alter having taken on board such of the naval 
officers as were not prevented by the severity of their wounds from per¬ 
forming the journey, we continued our course for Sandusky Bay. We 
had nearly made the spot intended for our disembarication, when one of 
those dangerous and sudden hurricanes, peculiar to the lakes of Canada 

^ during the autumnal months, drove us back under bare poles to the ^lort 
we had just quitted, and along the sheet of foam with which the broad 
expanse of water was literal^ covered. At length we finally separated 
from our companions in misfortune, and after a few hours' sail were en¬ 
abled to cast anchor in the bay, where being immediately landed, we were 
(^inducted to the fort of Sandusky. 

louring our stay at this pla^ we had full leisure for examining not only 
the defences of the fortress, but the various positions occupied by our troops 
during the assault; and the result of our observations was, that an attack on 
a stockade work of this description, without the aid of ladders, must ine¬ 
vitably entail discomfiture. Ine nature of the fortification, and the manner 
in which the enemy were protected from our fire, may be judged of fromtlie 
fact of their having had only one man killed in the affair. 

That which most excited my own immediate attention was the ground oc¬ 
cupied by the left column of attack, consisting chiefly of the light company 
of the 41st, to which 1 was then attached, and w^hich having forced their 
way to the very batteries of the fort, had consequently sustained the greatest 
l<»S!!f. My escape from the ravine, where we had continued so many hours, 
wiis truly providential. When the order for retiring was, in onler to de¬ 
ceive the enemy, ^ven in the Indian language, it was immediately explained 
by several interpreters present with the grenadier column on the right, and 
conveyed by them in a low voice to the remaining divisions. Covered by the 
brow of the oj>posite eminence, they followed the course of tlie ravine in 
safety, until they emerged from the defile, at a distance sufficient to admit 
of tlieir forming unperceived by the enemy. Nearly all the men of the light 
column, having received the order, had retired with the main body ; but those 
on the extreme left, having been separated from the line by the brushwood 
and other obstacles they had encountered in the ascent, remained in utter 
ignorance of what was passing on the right; and such was the caution ob¬ 
served in retiring, that neither the enemy in the fort nor ourselves could 
distinguish the slightest sound to justify the supposition. It was now half- 
past i^c o'clock. We had continued since half-past five lying extended on 
the wet ground, where the mud was ankle-deep, and most of the men were 
chilled with cold. At this moment we heard, though indistinctlv, various 
orders given in the direction of our encampment, and then only did we sur¬ 
mise the fact of the troops having been withdrawn. In this belief we were 
s}>eedily confirmed, by hearing a c^ommand issued in a suppressed tone of 
voice in the fort, to open the sallyports. Perceiving that no time was to bo 
lost, 1 proposed in a whisper, which the rising ground prevented being 
overheard by the enetms that we should brave every risk, and attempt our 
immediate retreat. <^iiie men. however, refused to move, until the moon, 
which was then in the first quarter, and reflecting its beams every where 
but in Ihe bed of the ravine, was set, or should be obscured by some passing 
cloud. Leaving them to their fate, 1 therefore prepared to effect my escape 
iilone, and immediately in iront of the fortress ; but notwithst^ding all my 
caution, I had not advanced many paces, when I stumbled over the dead 
body of a soldier, who, after having received a mortal wound, had evidently 
crawled on his hands and knees to rest his bleeding form against a clump cH' 
bushes, and had died in that singular ^ition. The noise occasioned by my 
fall put the enemy once more on the' mert; and the moonbeams reflected 
on my arms and regimentuLs, 1 had no ^ner ascended the qpposite side of 
the ravine, than the whole front of the fort was liglited up with their fire* 

2 II 2 
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Not an individual, save myself, was ejcposed to l^eir aim, and the distance 
did not exceed fifty paces; yet, although the balls whistled round my ears 
in every direction, and hissed through the lo^, grass with which the plain 
was covered, I did not sust^ the slightest injury, even thoi^h a second 
volley was fired after the interval of Iwf a minute. On reaching the spot 
where the columns had beeu ori^ally formed for the assault, 1 found that 
my retreat had been well-timed, for the troops were already in motion 
towards the Imts, the guns having been previously embarked. In that • 
whidi contained my provision-basket, 1 discovered a few bottles of port wine, 
which had arrived tW very morning from Amherstburg. This was indeed 
a luxury that I would not at the moment have exchanged for a throne; and 
so thorou^y exhausted was 1 with hunger, thirst and fatigue, that placing 
a bottle to my parched lips, I did not abandon it until the whole of its con¬ 
tents had been emptied at a draught* Thetefiect was instantaneous, and I 
lay in the bottom of the boat aU night enjo3ring the most delidous mo¬ 
ments of repose I recoUect ever having experienced. When 1 awoke at a 
late hour on the following morning, a mild September sun was glancing 
its ^Iden rays along the tranauif bosom of Lake Erie, in the centre of 
whi^ our boats were all assembled, and gliding along its surface with a 
speed proportioned to the vigorous efforts of the rowers, the men alter¬ 
nately singing and indulging in rude jests, reckless of the comrades whose 
dying groans had assailed their ears a few hours before, and evidently with¬ 
out care or thought for the future* Every individual of those who had 
refused to accompany me were made prisoners by the American party 
despatched through the sallyport. 

%me difficulty was experienced at Sandusky in procuring the means of 
conveyance; at length, however, on the morning of the third day, mounted 
on'miserable pack-horses, scarcely able to sustain their own weight, and tot¬ 
tering at every step beneath their additional burden, we commenced our 
route for Chilicothe, the place selected for our detention. A single officer 
of infant^ composed our escort, and he had been appointed to the service 
chiefly with a view to protect us from insult, and to procure lodgings and 
otiier accommodations on the road. To describe the latigue and privation 
which we endured during this tedious journey, would requ&e more time and 
apace than it is my intention to bestow upon this narrative. The rainy 
season had already set in, and scarcely a single day passed by without our 
being literally wet to the ^in. Our route lay through an inhospitable tract 
of country, consisting alternately of gloomy forest and extensive savannah, 
the latter often intersected by streams fed from the distant mountrihs, and 
swollen by the unceasing rains. Sometimes a solitary hut, vying in filthi¬ 
ness with the beings by whom it was tenanted, afforded us anelter for the 
night, but inore frequently we found that repose which absolute fatigue and 
flXMUBtion ensure to the traveller near the fires we were compelled to kindle 
in the forest. At len^h our jaded animals, slipping at every step, and 
threatening momentarily to sink beneath their worts to advance, brought 
us to Fort Wayne, the object of our expectation in the autumn of the pre¬ 
ceding year. Here we were provided with fresh horses, but of the same 
miserable description : their backs cruelly galled by the ill-stuffed saddles, 
and their ribs almost protruding from beneath their nair-divested hides, the 
appearance of these unfortunate animals was pitiable in the extreme; and 
flew of us on leaving Fort Wayne entertained the slightest doubt of their 
sjnkjhy successively beneath us before our destination could be gained. The 
rain still continued to fall, and during the latter part of October and the 
commencement^ of Novmber we never once behdd tiie sun. Many of the 
officers were without great coAts, having been plundered of every thing, as 
well by the followers ot the division as by the enemy themselves; and al- 
thougn we each possessed a change of linen, during the whole journey we 
had no opportunity of having any thing washed, so wat in a short time we 
were infested by vermin, which gave the firushing stroke to our calamities. 
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Still we proceeded on our journey^ and through a country of the iame cha¬ 
racter with that we had previoudy travened. On one occasion we 
ourselves stopped bv a river of ccmddeTid>le depths the bridge which h^ 
been broken down oy the torrent* No other alternative remabied than to 
swim our horses acrcm, or run the ride of their breaking their legs in the 
interstices of the hrid^^ which had })artly sunk beneath the surface of the 
water. The former was after due deliberatiotr adopted; and lots having 
been drawn^ the first attempt devolved on l^ieutenant Stokoe of the Roym 

*Navy.* Spurring his horse into the current^ this officer with much du- 
hculty reached we opposite bank; but, unable to effeet a landing, was 
thrown from his seat m consequence of the violent struggles madel^ the 
animal, and, with one foot fastened in the stirrup, lay for some moments in 
imminent danger of perishing. At length, after much exertion, he succeeded 
in disengaging himself, an^ clambering up the steep, soon drew his horse 
after him. Tlds experiment behig coniddered too dangerous for repetition, 
we decided on effecting our passage across the bridge; and owing to the 
caution we observed, no accident occurred to the horses—a circumstance {>eculiarly fortunate, since wo could have found no means of supplying our 
oss. After several weeks of tedious travelling through this dreary region, 

some few traces of civilization and cultivation were perceptible, and we 
iin:illy beheld the banks of the Scioto. On the opposite shore of this small 
river stands the town of Chilicothe; and after having for the last time com¬ 
mitted our steeds and persons to the water in default of a bridge, we fbnnd 
ourselves at the termination of our journey, overcome with lassitude, and in 
a state which might have caused us to pass for any tiling rather than Briti^ 
officers. The party which had taken the route of Fort Meigs was already 
arrived, and with it the troops of the division. 

At Chilicothe I was singularly fortunate in meeting with a gentleman who, 
in consideration of some distant branches of my family with whom he was 
acquainted, exercised the rites of hospitality in my favour to the fullest 
extent; and it is with peculiar satisfaction that I And myself thus enabled to 
express my obligations to Henry Brush, Esq. for the uniform attention paid 
me daring the few months we were suJSered to retain our liberty on parole. 
No sooner was he apprised of my arrival, than an apartment was prepared 
iuid appropriated to my service, a cover daily laid at his table, and his 
horseb declared at my command* In short, no individual in the character of 
a prisoner of war had ever less reason to inveigh against his destiny. This 
ray of sunshine was, however, of short duration. Soon after the arrival of 
the Sandusky party at Chilicothe, the officers captured at the Moravian 
village were, in consequence of an order from the American government, 
despatched to Frankfort, the capital of Kentucky, those of the naval party 
alone being suffered to remain, and, through the influence used by my kind 
host, my name was included in the list of the latter. At the moment when 
we be^n to reconcile ourselves to our situation, and to appreciate the atten¬ 
tion paid us by the more respectable inhabitants, an order suddenly arrived 
for our close imprisonment. This unexpected measure owed its origin to the 
following circumstance. Among the prisoners taken at the affair in whidi 
the lamented Geiii^aUBrock lust his life, twenty-three men, recomieed as 
deserters from the various regiments in Canada, had been sent to England, 
and subsequently tried and convicted. The execution of the sentence had, 
however, been deferred. The American government was no sooner ap¬ 
prised of their impending fate, than, acting on that of naturalization 
which, in defiance of every principle of ^uity, would predgde the hitherto 
undisputed right of nations to pux&m their cruninal subjects, they caused an 
equal number of British soldiers to be kept doaely confined to answer ag 

* This gallant officer ha^ since fallen a Tictim to his enterprising spirit, having 
perished in Africa while forming one of an expedition destined to explore the 
source of tkt Niger. 
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hostages for the saf^v of the convicted deserters. This ux^ustiflabie pro¬ 
ceeding was followed oy the seclusion of twenty-three commissioned, and an 
equal number of non-commissioned Americmi officers, and retaliated by 
them in a similar manner; so that finally nearly aH the officers of both par¬ 
ties were deprived of their liberty, and liable at any moment to answer with 
their lives for the apostacy of three and twenty individuals America should 
have blushed to claim as subjects of her repubuc. That the threat of reta¬ 
liation would have been carried into effect by the government, it is scarcely 
possible to believe, since, exclusively of the blot sucn a proceeding must have" 
imprinted on their character, the disproportion of prisoners was greatly in 
our favour, as well in regard to ranK as numbers; but we had too much 
reason to apprehend, from the unqualified hatred manifested towards us by 
the populace in the states of Ohio and Kentucky, that the will of their 
rulers would have had little effect in restraining the ebullition of their rage, 
had the original sentence been carried into execution. Let it not be ima¬ 
gined that this idea arose 6im])ly from surmise, or had its being in the vague 
apprehension of men who, more immediately interested in the result, might 
be deemed ready to admit the agency of fancy in their impressions of im¬ 
pending evil, ^veral gentlemen estimable for their rank and character in 
these states, warned us, during their occasional visits, of the fact; and with 
every opportunity of ascertaining the public feeling, they communicated cir¬ 
cumstances which left us no reason to find that their fears for the result 
should be disregarded. Our sensations in consequence were not, it will be 
imagined, of the most pleasing or enviable description. The common gmd 
of the town had been fixed on for our abode, and we were distributed into 
two small rooms in an upper. story, communicating with each other, and 
containing each ten persons. During the day they were left open, but care¬ 
fully locked and bolted at night, and sentinels were posted in the corridor 
into which they opened. The height was upwards Oi sixty feet from tlie 
ground; and through the strong bars with which the windows were fur¬ 
nished, we beheld others pacing to and fro and exercising their vigilance so 
far as to direct their attention repeatedly to our rooms. Thus guarded and 
unprovided with instruments of any description whatever, we had no hope of 
effecting an escape; while, to crown our misery. Fortune had thrown us into 
the hands of a gaoler of the most ruffianlike character. On one occasion, in 
consequence of some trifling misunderstanding with an interpreter who had 
been confined in the adjoining room—a man' remarkable for the mildness 
and forbearance of his nature,—the wretch inflicted so severe a wound on his 
head with a ponderous key, as to cause the blood to gush forth with extreme 
violence, ^^en visited by the officer of the guard, a complaint was j)re- 
ferred by the injured man; but the liberal republican, with true patriotic 
feeling, justified the act of his countryman, and concluded by threatening a 
repetition of the punishment. 

We had now been some time in this disagreeable situation, when a project 
was formed which promised to throw a more favourable colouring over our 
destiny. The whole of the captive division, including the seamen, and t(» 
the number of fifteen hundred men, had been confined, since their arrival, in 
a fortified camp erected for the purpose on the skirt of a wood adipining one 
of the suburbs of the town, and were guarded by a considerable detachment 
of regular infantry. These noble fellows were no sooner apprised of the 
ignominious fate with whidi their officers were threatened, than with the 
generous devotedness characteristic of their respective professions, they de¬ 
puted two sergeants who had been suffered to communicate with us on sub¬ 
jects relative to the clothing of the men, to express their determination to 
effect our liberation or peri^ in the attempt. Accordingly, the following 
plan was adopted, and fixed on for execution at a certain £ty. At midnight, 
or some hours later if found necessary, the men were to rise and overpower 
the guard, and having secured tiiem, andjpoBsessed^liemselyes of their arms, 
to separate idto three distinct parties. The first of these, headed by one 
of the deputies, was to advance on the prison, and having effected our libu- 
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ration,.to hagtcm to, the boats on the river« which tlie second division was 
to have secured, while the third, patr<dling the streets in silence, was to 
prevent the inhabitants ftaoi assembling and imf^eding the operations of the 
iirst. This scheme, hastily adopted from the circumstances in which we 
found ourselves placed, was at best a wild one, since, had it sticceeded in all 
its primary stages, we must have been eventually destroyed in descending 
the narrow river of the Scioto, by the fire from the numerous riftemen the 
enemy would have collected on the first intimation of our departure* We 
were then, however, sanguine of success, and none paused to consider the 
difficulties that awaited us niter our. liberation, in the heart of an enemy's 
country, where ammunition and provisions were alike beyond our reacli. 
We spoke of our descent of tiie Mississippi from the Scioto, and the Ohio, 
and our final reception on board the Englm fleet we knew to be cruising of 
New Orleans, as a matter of course, and discussed our meditated move¬ 
ments with all the confidence of the soldier, but certainly with little of the 
prudence or foresight of the general. Such was the plan decided <m for our 
escape; but, while awaiting the cmnpletion of the necessary pre|>aratii)nB, a 
circumstance ludicrous in itself, yet alarming in our actual position, tliroat- 
cned to blight every hope by which we bad lately been sustained. One 
morning about daybreak, the noise of workmen was distinctly board beneatli 
the windows of the room in which, covered with a solitaiy blanket, and 
huddled together without order or ceremony, we contrived to enjoy a few 
moments of repose. One of the party immediately jumped up, and running 
to the window, beheld a number of men engaged in the erection of a scaffi^ld- 
ing, I'he exdomatlon wrung from him by the sight, drew us all to the 
spot, and then, indeed, we might be said to have experienced the sensa¬ 
tions of men who behold for the first time, and without a hope of reprieve, 
the gloomy preparations for an ignominious end. The predominant sonti- 
inent with us was, however, less regret for the existence we considered 
ourselves about to forfeit, than rage at the idea of having surrendered our¬ 
selves prisoners of war to an enemy capable of violating every principle of 
justice, fur the sake of shielding a few pexjured and despicable criminals 
from the laws of their offended country. In this state of cruel suBpensc, 
we continued until nine o'clock, the hour at which the bolts of imr prison 
were usually withdrawn for the day, when the explanation given by the 
gaoler dissipated our alarm. The scaffolding was erectii^ for the purposo 
of sinking a pump for the use of the prison; and the indistinct view we 
hud obtained of the construction through our bars, had given rise to an 
error which afforded subject for much subsequent pleasantry. 

At length the much wished-for day fixed on for the execution of our en¬ 
terprise arrived, and we arose, as we fondly hoped, from our couch of 
misery, for the last time. To persons in our situation, it may easily be 
ima^ned, the hours appeared to move on leaden wings, yet we doubted not 
an instimt of a favtmrable result. Fate had, however, ordained otherwise. 
At four in the afternoon, while yet partaking of our wretched meal, the 
trampling of horses’ feet, and a confused sound of drums and voices, drew 
us suddenly to the window, and in a few minutes we beheld the governor 
literally armeti to teeth, a rifie on his shoulder, and accompanied by a 
numerous staff, riding up at* full speed. We were for some time lost in 
astonislinient and un^le to account for this singular appearance; but a clue 
to the mystety was soon afforded by the .entrance of an American officer, 
who, leaving his guard in the corridor, advanced into the outer room accom¬ 
panied by a formidable cyclop, bearing certain insignia of his trade, with 
which we could very willingly have dupensed. 

For the better insurance oi success to our enterprise, it had been found * 
necessary to admit two individuab in the town into our confidence—cerAiu 
essentifd and preliminary arrangements remai^ng to be effected. These 
gentlemen were of tUb federal j»arty, and entered into our views with a 
willingness w'hich gave every fair promise of a favourabla issue» We had 
been rather intimately known to tlij|Mn prior to our confinement, and with , 
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tenCimeDte^ batik MHuad «ad privsfee, 1V9U aojmahttod. Tlw 
itieaBamneoM^^i0rmmi<»uriHi^^ MthfUfy executed by 
tiMOi, and xnernlBff of the ni^tii^Mdfe M»4o give ub to liberty as 
vte fondly imaf^md> aoilung itf a {ffepanitoi^ iMCnre renained to be done. 
Seised howcFOT by a audden pmde^ and' aratidpaldug ihe eonCequ^Ekeea el a 
discorery of iMMipflration tritk tiie enemies of tiieir country, tb^ rewdyed 
to elude the dai^i^ they fbared by a veduntary Md unreserv^ diMlosuxe of 
our intentions to the goremor of the state, who resided in dnlkothe. This 
vas accordingly done, and the active and j^recaottenary measures consequent 
cm this .alarm^ hiteiligenoe, had riven nae to the bustle and tumuH whidi 
assailed our ears from without, and carried disappointment and despur to 
(Mir hearts. 

This latter information was conveyed to us by (nir new visitor, Lientenant 
Harrison^ of the 19th infantry, a gentleman whose name 1 feel peculiar 
pleasure in recording, who now proceeded to oommunicaite the disagreeaUe 
duty with which he was chaiged^ and which the equipment <ti his foroidding 
attendant, armed with a hammer, anvil, and about twenty pairs of band* 
cuffs, sufficiently explained. With a tearful eye and in a faltering tone, 
did this gentleman intreat us to lose sig^t of the man in the suborainate, 
and to bdieve how much it pained him to be the instrument sdected for the 
purpose. Such an indignity, he said, he deplored being eompelledto offer to 
BritMi officers; but he trusted that with men to whcmi Uie ngouv of military 
duty was ^niliar, the public act would be forgotten in the expression of 
private feeling. The delicacy of sutdi conduct was felt by all, and we 
hastened to assure him of our grateful sentiments in return. He then de- 
ured the man to proceed to the execution of his office; and in less than an 
hour, tiie hands of the whole party, myself alone excepted, were fettered 
with irons, which ^e rough and malignant-looking son of ViJcan seemed to 
feel no little satisfaction in applying. On inquiry, I learned that I had 
been excepted at the express desire of Colonel Campbell, commanding the 
troems at Chilicothe, mm whom the order had emanated. For this favour 
I felt that 1 was indebted to my kind friend Mr. Brush, but as I had little 
inclination to be exempted fiom a participation in the fate of my compa¬ 
nions, 1 expressed mysrif to that eifect to the American officer, requesting 
at the same time that he would impart to the commandant, who was the 
colonel of his own regiment, the utter disinclination 1 entertained to owe 
him any thing in the shape of obligation, while my brother officers were 
manacled as fmons. 

On the departure of the officer, we had full leisure to reflect on the hope¬ 
lessness of our situation, and we inveighed not a little against the defection 
of our American friends, though, in fact, our own folly alone was to be taxed 
in having made the subjects of a country so interred in our detention 
accessary to the design. ^ftThese reflections, however, Anally yielded to a 
feeling of mirth excited by the ludicrous appearance we -exhibited stalking 
about the rodm like spectres, and deprived of the usage of out arms, and we 
b^i:an to enjoy the panic partly visible to our eyes, and principally ascer¬ 
tained irom our gaoler, from whose account it appeared Imrge bodies of the 
inhabitants were already assembling to the sounas of the uarm drums and 
bugles. The guards and sentinels of our prisen had been doubled at'the 
first rumour, and the militia of the adjacent country were flocking in to 
strengthen the troops intrusted with the security of ^ko men. It was not 
until a late hour in the night, that these warlike preparations a|^»eared to 
be oomjdeted, the rolling of drums frequently breakhag on our ears, ps 
we lay extended on our Uankets, to which; after a dess eoKamination of emr 

t apartments by the gaoler, followed by an unusually cueful application of 
bolts and keys, we bad low c^ce consigned our aehrag-lbmbs. 

In the state of utter h^lessnpss to which my ooBMpaaions were reduced, 
we found the advantage of the ^ception made in favour, since I was 
thus enabled to ^wrfonn many little offices which the htutaliiy and remiss- 

« ness of the gaoler left us no hope woriK be attended to by him. Three 
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days had aow elapsed 4iice lljte of TikHitenant vb#n ritu- 
ation of the auffema had become idcwnao io^ a 'de|peek*!'W«e enoe during^ 
that poiod hod they beM petmitted to throw off their dothesr or perform 
their custoinarv paitkl eldutuMiil and when they^deeoended to tiie ooort, 
which was rarely and but for aamalBOt, a sahtind-followed witii his bayonet 
extended, and within a foot a£ the piiaonmr-.' ^ Their hande and wriafo had 
also become eztrmnely swcdlen by the eompteamatqi the hrona^ and the ex¬ 
tremities of the fingers of several were discoloured with the quantity of 
blood prilled to those rarts. Under these drcumstances, 1 wrote a polite 
note to Colonel Campbell, detailing the several inconveniences sustuned 
by my brother officers, and requesting that he would cause the fetters to be 
removed under the inspection of an ofocer, and merely for the time requi¬ 
site to dean their persons and chan^ their linen* To this conununicauon 
1 received a negative reply, couched m the most positive and unfeeling terms* 
1 immediately wrote a second, expressive of our united sentiments in re¬ 
spect to his conduct, which 1 had no doubt would have brought down the 
wrath of the generous commandant on my head; but no notice whatever 
was taken of the letter. Finding it vain to expect an^ relief from this 
quarter, we adopted an expedient which answered all the intention proposed* 
With an old knife, we contrived to divide the nails by which the irons were 
riveted around the wrists, and substitute others of lead, a small quantity 
of wliich article one of the naval officers happened to have in his havresack. 
The relief afforded by the removal of the fotters, whidi was only effected by 
stealth, and at those moments when we considered ourselves free from in¬ 
terruption, was grateful to all, though the fingers were so much cramped 
by the extended position in which they had been kept, as to render it diffi¬ 
cult and painful to move them. The leaden pins nad been blackened to 
imitate iron, and as the sleeves were carefully drawn over the wrists, the 
deception could only be discovered on a minute examination. Thus were 
the officers enabled not only to emoy some little cessarion from suffering, 
but to attend to the comfort and cleanliness of their persons, an advantage 
for which they certainly were not much indebted to the humanity of the 
public authorities of Cl^cothe. 

BREATHINGS OF SPRING. 

What wak'st thou. Spring?—sweet voices in the woods. 
And reed-like echoes, that have long been mute; 
Thou bringest back, to fill the solitudes* 
The lark’s dear pipe* the cuckoo’s viewless flute. 
Whose tone seems breathing mournfulness or glee, 

£v’n as our hearts may be. 

And the leaves gteet thee, Spring!—the joyous leaves. 
Whose tremblings gladden many a copse and glade. 
Where each young spray a rosy fiush receives^ 
When thy south-wiim hath pierced the whispery fdiade, 

happy murmurs, runni^ through the grass, 
1%U that t]}y footsteps pass. 

And the bright waters—they too hear thy call— 
Spring, the Awakener 1 thou hast burst their sleep; 
A^id!^ the hollows of the rocks their fall 
Makes melody, and in the forests dqep. 
Where sudden i^arkles and blue gkiams betray 

‘Their windmgs to the day* 

And fioweVB—the fairy-pOopled ^orld of flowers! 
Thou the dust bwt set that glory foee, 
dolonring the cowslip with tiie sunny hours 
An4 pencilling the wqpd-anemOne ; * 
Silent they seem—^yet44ch to thoughtful eye 

'Glows with mute poesy. . 
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But what awak'rt thou in the hearty O Sni^ ? 
The human heart with all its dreama aim aigos ? 
lliou that jpv’at back so man^ a buried things 
Restorer of for^ten harmonies 1 
Frerii songs and scents break forth, where'er thou art— 

What wak'st thou in the heart P 

, Too much^ oh! there too much!—We know not well 
Wherefore it should be thus, yet roused by thee. 
What fond strange yearnings, from the soul’s deep ccU, 
Gush for the faces we no more shall see! 
How are we haunted, in thy wind’s low tone, 

By voices that are gone ! 

Looks of familiar love, that never more, 
Never on earth, our acliing eyes shall meet. 
Past words of welcome to our household door. 
And vanisli'd smiles, and sounds of parted feet— 
Spring! midst the murmurs of thy nowering trees. 

Why, why reviv’st thou these ? 

Vain longings for the Dead !—why come they hack 
With thy young birds, and leaves, and living blooms ? 
—Oh! is it not, that from thine earthly track, 
Hope to thy world may look beyond the tombs? 
Yes! gentle Spring; no sorrow dims thine air. 

Breathed oy our loved ones there! F. H. 

A IfARRATlVE OF AN ASCENT TO THE SUMMIT OF 

MONT BLANC, 

By H. Jackson^ Esq,^ ,Sepf. 4, 1823- 

[Alluaioa having been made in one of our former numbers to Mr. Jackson’s 
ascent of Mont Blanc in 1823, that gentleman has kindly favoured us with the 
following account of his hazardous undertaking.] 

Having left Geneva without the least intention of attempting the 
ascent of Mont Blanc this year (1823) owing to the lateness of the 
season, I was totally unprepared for it, in every way but that of 
having been much in the habit of walking. My dress consisted merely 
of nankeen trowsers, and a jacket of the same materials. I had a 
knapsack with me, containing linen and other necessaries, sufRcient 
for any pedestrian enterprise less arduous than the ascent of Mont 
Blanc. On my arrival at Chamouni, I heard such a favourable report 
of the state of the snow Upon Mr. Greenwood's attengpt about tliree 
weeks before, that I thought it advisable to awil myself of the present 
favourable opportunity for accomplishing my object, rather than wait 
for the next year, when the difficulty of passing the glacier might 
be much increased. For this reason alone I resolved to make the 
attempt now; and as the season w^as rapidly advancing, I was anxious 
Qot to lose a moment more than was necessary to make my arrange- 
mentl. 1 had debated a short time in my own mind, whether 1 should 
wait the result of the new moon, which would take place on the 4th, 
and which frequently has an effect on the weather; ^ whether I should 
start immediately and take my chance. .1 decided on the latter course; 
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and perhaps unfortunately, as I should have had a much finer day to 
have gained the summit and enjoyed the prospect from iti had 1 de« 
ferred my departure for twenty-four hours. 

Having determined, however, to make the attempt immediately, 
the first tiling to be done was to procure the best guides. I wisli^ 
very much to have had some of those who accompanied Mr. Clisaold 
in his ascent last year; particularly Marie Coutet, who has generally 
been the leader in these expeditions. But it so happened, that not only 
Marie Coutet, but every other of them was engaged out of Cliamouni. 
However, though I failed in getting exactly the guides 1 wished to 
have had, I must say, in justice to those whom I did employ, that I 
have no reason to find fault with one of them ; and that I could not 
have been better provided, if 1 had had the choice of all the guides of 
Chamouni. Their names were ; 

1. Alexis Desouassous, aged 29, who had been to the summit 
twice before, and had made several other attempts, the last of 
which was that with a party in 1820, which was fatal to three 
guides ; he was not present when the accident happened, having 
returned to Chamouni from the Grands Mulcts with one of the 
party who refused to proceed. This man was generally my 
captain; to cut holes in the ice, prepare the road, and prove 
the strength of the bridges. 

2. Joseph Charlet, aged 47 years, was the next. He had been to 
the summit, but not lately. He had accompanied Mr. Green¬ 
wood in his late unsuccessful attempt. 

3. Anselm Trouchet, aged 38; commonly called Trouchet le 
Grand. 

4. Jean Pierre Tairraz the younger, aged 37. 
5. Simon Desouassous, cousin to Alexis, aged 27. 
These three last had never been to the summit. My agreement 

with them was this ; If we reached the summit, they were each to have 
sixty francs. If we only succeeded in getting as far as Mr. Green¬ 
wood had done, which was within about three hours of the summit, 
they were to have forty-five francs ; and if we should be unable to 
ascend higher than the Grands Mulcts, they were to have only thirty 
francs. This agreement was, I think, fair enough, considering they 
must be occupied at least two days, and possibly three; besides which 
there certainly was a chance, however small, of their losing their lives, 
and leaving their families bereft of every resource. Upon my return I 
made each of them a present of an additional five^franc piece, with 
which they were all perfectly content. 

Having'engaged guides, the next thing to be done was to procure 
clothes somewhat mofe substantial than those 1 had lately worn. 
With these M. Charlet, the master of the Union hotel, was so good as 
to accommodate me. He produced a pair of thick cloth trowsers, a 
double-breasted woollen waistcoat, with long sleeves, to wear over my 
shirt; a sort of spencer made of the strongest cloth, which served as a 
surtout; two pair of very thick woollen stockings, which are qujte ih- 
dispensable, one being required for walking, and another for sleeping; 
and a pair of clojA gaiters, which are also indispensable to button bver 
the trowsers. With shoes I was provided. It is necessary to have one 
very strong pair, studded wij^ large nails, particularly at the hbel%; 
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md another dry pair to put on at night. Two pair of very warm glovet 
are alftQ quite necessary; because those wcwn in the day generally mi 
wet, and would be uncomfortable at night. A pair of green spectades 
and a green viffi are also highly needful. 

We took with ns provisions for three days, consisting of bread, 
meat, cold fowls, cheese, butter, wine, brandy, vinegar, &c. and this 
in pretty good abundance for six men in high health and vigour. 
Other articles necessary to be taken were, two blankets, a long sheet 
for a tent, a saucepan to dissolve the snow for water, ropes about 
fifteen feet long, to secure each other in passing dangerous places ; a 
hatchet for cutting steps in the ice and frozen snow ; and for each of 
us a pole about six feet in length, with a spike in the end. It is un¬ 
necessary to take any kind of fuel, as a sufficient quantity of dry wood 
to make a fire may be picked up before crossing the glacier. I much 
regret 1 was not able to procure in the village either thermometer or 
barometer; Marie Coutet was the only person who possessed any thing 
of the kind unbroken, and he was not returned. I made enquiry of 
every other person without success; and was therefore obliged to 
ascend witliout either. 

Having made my arrangements, I desired my guides to be in 
readiness to set off the following morning at five o'clock, if the weather 
should be favourable. Accordingly at five in the morning. Sept, dd, 
they were all assembled; but the weather, which had been very fine 
the preceding day, had somewhat changed during the night; and we 
began to be rather alarmed. The wind had shifted to the south-west; 
the atmosphere was much warmer than it had been for some days past, 
which the guides considered by no means a favourable circumstance. 
The tops of the lower mountains were entirely obscured, though the 
summit of Mont Blanc still remained tolerably clear. But what still 
nve me hopes was that the barometer had remained quitfe steady. 
For some time we were in a state of suspense, not knowing whether 
to venture or not. At length we resolved to wait till eight o’clock, as 
we should even then have time to reach the Grands Mulets before night. 

Soon after seven the clouds began to disperse. I met Balma, sur- 
named the Mont Blanc, upon the bridge ; and after a little conversation 
with him, I saw he was rather inclined towards our starting, though he 
did not venture directly to advise it. 1 took the hint, and immediately 
summoned my guides, who were instantly on the alert. 

It was at a quarter before eight that I left Chamouni with my five 
guides, and two or three other persons, whom the guides had procured 
to carry their knapsacks to the foot of Aiguille de Midi, in order to be 
in full force to pass the glacier. Having given myself an entire rest 
the preceding day, I felt particularly strong And well; and as far as 
these two points were concerned, 1 promised myself success. The 
weather continued to improve a little, though there was still a heavy 
mass of clouds hanging over Mont Joli in the south-west. 

We traversed the valley for the distance of half a league; when, 
arriving at the foot of the Pine Forest, we began to ascend with a slow 
and reralar step. In about half an hour wepassefd Favret’s cottage; 
near which we sat down for a few minutes ; though J confess that for 
myself such was rgy eagerness for advancing, that it was never without 
inductance that I could prevail upon ro^^elf to tarry more than a s^ond 
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or two to take breath. As we gradually emerged from the forest, tbe 
ascent became more steep and troublesome. At lengtl^se fimnd our** 
selves upon a narrow path, which conducted us along dm side of a hill 
in many parts extremdy precipitous and rugged, and by no means a 
bad preparatory trial of pur nerves—in one ^a^ particularly, where 
it was necessary to clamber over a rock, a fall from which would have 
precipitated me down a steep declivity of several hundred feet • 

Our route by no means improved as we advanced, leading over loose 
stones and fragments of rock, which were continually falling from the 
aiguilles above. At half-past eleven we arrived at a rock near the base 
of the Aiguille de Midi, where we seated ourselves and partook of some of 
our refreshments ; filling our saucepan with water from a neighbouring 
torrent. We rested half an hour ; when having made a hearty repast, 
and the guides having dismissed their assistants, we proceedea on our 
march ; and in a quarter of an hour gained the edge of the Glacier of 
Bosson. These enormous crevices seemed to interrupt our Course in 
every direction. Alexis Desouassous went first; ascended a tower of 
ice to reconnoitre the route, and in a short time hailed us, having found 
a passage. We followed ; our leader having previously cut steps in the 
ice with his axe. Although at the first appearance of the Glacier, to 
an eye unaccustomed to such a sight, it appeared totally impassable by 
any human being; still by good guidance, stepping over some of the 
crevices in places where the width of them would allow of our doing so, 
and avoiding others by making a little deviation from the direct line 
of ascent, we soon found ourselves considerably advanced without 
having encountered any very alarming difficulty : though several times 
the least false step, or a slip, might have precipitated us perhaps some 
hundreds of feet into the icy regions below. The width of the larger 
crevices is generally from about four to eight feet, though sometimes 
much wider: the depth of them varies from about forty to perhaps 
five or six hundred feet. The spaces between the crevices are ex¬ 
tremely uneven, and in some parts slippery. As we advanced towards 
the centre of the Glacier, our difficulties rather diminished: the spaces 
between the crevices became more level, and covered with hardened 
snow; so that for some time we proceeded very leisurely. About 
one o’clock we were surprised by a violent storm of hail and rain, and 
were enveloped in a thick brouillard. By the time we were nearly wet 
to the skin, we found shelter under a beautiful grotto formed in the 
side of a huge mass of blue ice, which rose from twelve to fifteen feet 
above our heads, and was capable of containing several persons. 
Here we remained about a quarter of an hour ; when the rain ceasing, 
and the clouds in some measure dispersing, we proceeded on our jour¬ 
ney. We now found ourselves approaching the Grandu Mulets; but 
had still some difficulties to encounter before we reached that point. 
The crevices opened wider than any we had Men ; our route became 
more irregular; lying in some places under a terrific precipice of ice, 
which threatened every instant to fall on our heads. Sometin^ vse 
had to scramble about among masses of ice of various shapes, which 
had lately fallen from the still impending cliffs. The rope was tied 
round me, as a prAsaution agaipst the consequence o^ an accidental slip. 
The axe was -in continual req^tion for some time, chopping holes fox 
our foet. But the great poiR was dways to have our poles firmly 
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planted in the ice before we moved a foot;-*-this was of great assisU 
ance. Tlie crampons .1 had not yet made use of; as where the iee is 
very compact/lwhich is the case in some placesi they are rather incon¬ 
venient ; but 1 found the large nails in the heels of my shoes of very 
essential service. At length we arrived at an expanse of snow, which 
led us to the edge of an immense crevice^ at least ten feet wide, and to 
all appearance unfathomable. Over this we fortunately found a pretty 
substantial bridge of snow, about four feet wide, and two or three 
thick in the smallest part. Had it not been for this bridge, we should 
probably have experienced much difficulty in proceeding; and perhaps 
should have been obliged to have made a long circuit to avoid it. We 
had traced Mr. Greenwood's route in several places—the snow not 
having yet entirely effaced it,—particularly across this bridge. In 
about ten minutes more we arrived at the foot of the Grands Mulcts. 

The Grands Mulcts (so called from the resemblance they are said at 
a distance to bear to mules following each other up a mountain) are a 
line of irregular rocks dividing the upper extremity of the Glacier of 
Bosson from the Glacier of Taconnay. The highest point was nearly 
three hundred feet from the surface of the Glacier. They are in some 
parts too precipitous for the snow to lie on them; though near the 
summit, and upon the western declivity, there is a great quantity of 
snow, which never melts. The ascent is by no means easy, and to 
any person subject to giddiness in the head would be dangerous, as 
you have sometimes to clamber round their steep sides, where you can 
find no footing but the sharp edge of some piece of rock; whilst 
below you is a precipice of eighty or a hundred feet. My guides were 
anxious to fasten the rope round me; but as I had enough confidence 
in my own dexterity to proceed without fear, I preferred going alone. 

At a quarter after three, we arrived at the usual resting-place. The 
weather had now somewhat improved ; the sun shone bright, and the 
reflection of it from the snow beneath wavS excessively powerful. The 
clouds had nearly dispersed, and I hoped to have seen the sun set with 
a promise of a fine day on the morrow. Our first occupation now was 
to take off our shirts, and to dry them on the rocks, and to put on a 
dry pair of shoes and stockings. The guides then indulged themselves 
with a salutary nap, with their hats over their faces; whilst I, seated 
on a rock, with a pencil and paper in my hand, took down the adven¬ 
tures of the day. As the evening advanced, we began to make arrange¬ 
ments for the night. Our resting-place was upon a tolerably level 
spot, about four feet wide and eight long. Above us was a rock, 
nearly perpendicular, which sheltered us from the north wind, though 
it did not project at all to protect us from the rain. Below us was a 
steep precipice ; but to obviate the danger of falling down it, former 
adventurers have piled up a wall of stones about a foot high ; on the 
top of which is laid a ladder, which has sometimes been made use of, 
in order to pass the crevices of the Glacier. From this ladder, against 

face of the rock, which formed the back of our rude habitation, we 
fixed our poles in a sloping direction, at a little distance from each 
other, and over them we spread a sheet which we had brought for this 
purpose. Such was our tent; and here we pro|(0sed to spend the 
night. Upon the' stones which formed our floor we laid down an old 
^l^ket; which served for our bed; ‘$nd we had another blanket to 

f ^ 
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throw oTer us. 1 cannot say much for the comfort of our lodging. It 
was not long enough for us all to lie at full length, neither was it wide 
enough to admit of our lying across. But we were o^ged to make 
the best of the space we had; for no place more roomy could be found. 
There are indeed two other spots occasionally occupied in the same 
way, but they were even less convenient than ours. One in which 
Saussure passed the night, was certainly inferior to it. About six 
o’clock we took our supper, to which 1 may safely say we all did justice, 
in spite of a storm of snow and rain which was beating against our 
tent, and threatening to deprive us of every hope of reaching the sum¬ 
mit. 1 resolved, however, if there was no possibility of proceeding the 
next morning, to remain till the following day, which our stock of 
provisions would allow us to have done. But in less than half an 
hour our fears were dissipated by the cessation of the storm; and 
shortly afterwards one of the guides who had sallied forth to make ob¬ 
servation, returned with the joyful tidings of a bright star-light night. 

Towards nine o’clock we all endeavoured to sleep. Idy attempts 
w’cre in vain; those of my guides were, I believe, more succcssAil. 
Between twelve and one 1 began to feel restless and wearied of my 
bed: my mouth and throat were parched with thirst, which the wine 
rather increased than relieved ; and our stock of water was exhausted. 
Alexis Desouassous went out, and with some pieces of wood which we 
had collected before we passed the Glacier, made a fire and dissolved 
in the saucepan some snow, the water of which 1 drank plentifully. 
During the night we continually heard the avalanches pouring down 
upon the Glacier of Bosson, with a tremendous noise, like that of a 
long peal of thunder: and more than once 1 congratulated myself 
upon being far out of their reach. 

At daybreak we began to make preparation for our departure; 
the weather was tine, and the sky clear overhead, but a thick 
iard hung over the valley of Chamouni, which the guides considered a 
favourable circumstance. Our tent had frozen during the night; but 
our quarters were too confined to allow of our sutiTering from the cold. 
We merely put up what provisions were necessary till our return ; con¬ 
sisting of a breakfast, some wine, brandy, and vinegar. At five we 
commenced our march, Alexis having started a little before us to 
chop holes in the snow, which we found quite hard and slippery. As 
soon as we were off the rock, I put on my crampons. The crampon 
is made of two pieces of iron crossing each other. One is about the 
breadth of the foot, the other somewhat longer. The four extremi¬ 
ties of these irons are turned down, forming short spikes. These tie 
under the foot, and can be taken oflf'or put on as occasion may require. 
I found them of so much service upon the hard snow, that I could walk 
upon any part of it without the least difficulty* 1 had no occasion 
even to make use of the holes which had been cut with the hatchet. 
The first part of our ascent was not steep: we proceeded nearly in a 

straight direction, aflerwards skirting along the base of the Dome da 
Goutet- The crevices here are of a prodigious width, much ^ider 
than those of the Glacier; but we had no occasion to attempt a pas¬ 
sage of miy one ofUthem; and for three hours we proceeded without 
having ^countered the least diflSculty. 1 once accidentally dropjied^ 
my pQj^i and be&re we could Ikiy of us atop it, it had slid down into* 
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a crevice; fortuoately^ liowever, it woe not a very deep one. Alpxw 
recovered it for nw, but not without some trouble; b^ng obliged^ $t 
the risk of his life, to descend some distance into the crevice for it. The 
sun was now begmning to tpp the summits of the Aiguilles, and the 
ramparts of snow with which we were nearly surroui^ed, were sud¬ 
denly illuminated with an indescribable brilliancy. At eight, we 
arrived almost at the extremity of an extensive plain of snow, called 
the Grand Plateau* Here we sat down and partook of our provi¬ 
sions under a large block of snow, which had been precipitated some 
time since from the neighbouring heights. I had not much appetite; 
but contrived to eat some of our cold fowl, with some bread. The 
heat of the son was excessive; and 1 found the green spectacles and 
veil of the greatest possible service, not only against the glare of 
the snow, but also against a cutting wind which blew at intervals 
with great violence. We observed upon the summit, which was then 
free from clouds, several whirlwinds of snow, which had precisely the 
appearance of so many smoking chimneys. When asked what these 
phenomena were, old Charlet's exclamation, “ Ma foi! quel orage !'* 
certainly implied some degree of alarm, and, I confess, excited in 
my mind doubts of our ultimate success. As we sat at our breakfast, 
the loose snow which had fallen the preceding evening, once or twice 
drifted against us; salting our bread and meat rather more than we 
desired. It was here I first felt the symptoms of a head-ache; which 
increased as I advanced towards the summit. The guides told me 
it was no unusual sensation, and that they were frequently affected 
with it themselves more or less. 

After resting about twenty minutes, we again proceeded, almost in 
a direct line for the Rocher Rouge. This is by far the most dangerous 
part of the ascent of Mont Blanc. The route lies immediately under 
a precipice of ice and snow, at the extremity of the Plateau. Here 
immense avalanches are continually falling. For the space of a quarter 
of an hour, our path led us over loose fragments of ice which seemed to 
have fallen but very recently. We made the best of our way across this 
part; marching the whole distance with a quick step. It unfortunately 
happened, that just at this spot one of my crampons came off. I en¬ 
deavoured to stop a moment to put it right; but the guides urged me 
to get on as fast as.possible; so that for some distance I was obliged 
to scramble along without it. Our exertions were not a little quicken¬ 
ed by the refiection that near us was the spot where the dreadful acci¬ 
dent occurred three years ago. An avalanche, or rather a separation 
of the snow suddenly took place; and the whole of the party were 
overwhelmed. Three of the poor guides, driven ifito a prodigious 
crevice, were never more heard of;—the rest of the party by degrees 
found their way out unhurt. I was so fortunate as to meet the gentle¬ 
man who was the principal of the party at Chamovni before my ascent. 
He described to me exactly how the accident happened; and I believe 
it may in measure, if not entirely, be attributed to the imprudence 
bf Marie Coutet, who, although he was aware of the danger they had 
to encounter, still agreed to hazard.it, without disclosing its extent 
to those of ihe wty who were ignorant of it. ^n aecoitpt of this 
accident was punished in the New Monthly Magazine for I|BI» Noe^ 

cApril and May, I be fittal crevice now filled up with Inf» and 
scarcely any traces of it are visible. ' 
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The ascent now became extretnely steep; so much so that we were 
obliged to take our poles quite short in the hand to be of any service 
to us. The snow was in most parts tolerably hard, excepting in a 
few places, where we found some drifts nearly knee-deep. The guides 
relieved each other in cutting,the steps in a zig-zag directionan 
operation which is attended with a great deal of fatigue.. The rope 
was here fastened about me; the guide who preceded me held one end 
of it; and the other was held by a guide behind me. From the steep* 
ness of the ascent, and the labour of cutting the steps, our progress 
was now very slow; stopping, as we did, to take breath every ten or 
fifteen paces. 

In an hour and three quarters since our departure from the Grand 
Plateau, we reached the Rocher Rouge ; a rock upon the north-east¬ 
ern side of the mountain, about one thousand feet from the summit, 
and looking towards the valley of Chamouni. It was on the sum¬ 
mit of this rock that Mr. Clissold and his party slept in their ascent 
last year. At this point vve were almost immediately assailed by a 
piercing wind ; forewarning us a little of what we had to expect on the 
summit; which, since our departure from the Grand Plateau, had be¬ 
come clouded, and was scarcely perceptible- We rested for a few 
minutes, seating ourselves across our poles which we had driven firmly 
into the snow. Some vinegar and water, with a small quantity of lemon 
juice, (a bottle or two of which we had mixed and brought with us 
from the Grands Mulcts,) 1 found a pleasant beverage, assuaging my 
extreme thirst. In another quarter of an hour we arrived at some 
rocks, called les Derniers Rochers, being the last before reaching the 
summit. These rocks are of the hardest granite; and the grain of a 
small specimen I brought away, is, 1 think, the finest I ever saw. 

.loscph Charlet was much fatigued; he sat down upon the rocks, 
and, had it not been for Alexis Desouassoiis, would in all probability 
have lailen asleep. 1 waited here only a few minutes, when, leaving 
these two men to take care of each other, I proceeded upon my march 
with my three other guides, who were as anxious for success as 1 was 
myself. 1 thought, perhaps, the other two might have followed us; 
and, indeed, they did once make an attempt; I happened about a 
quarter of an hour afterwards to look behind me, and saw them 
slowly crawling up; but either from indifference about it, over-fatigue, 
or fear of the hurricane, they thought proper to return. Alexis awaited 
our descent at les Derniers Rochers; but old Charlet thought it was 
as well to descend altogetlier; and 1 saw nothing more of him till we 
were again on le Grand Plateau. If the reason fortheir remaining behind 
was indiflTerence ulmiit ascending farther, they were wise not to accom¬ 
pany us, for all our dangers were now over; there were no crevices 
or difficulues by which we could possibly be stopped. The only 
thing we had now to encounter was the labour; and as I was quite 
able to take care of myself, and did not stand in need of any assist¬ 
ance, there was no necessity for their going farther if they were not 
inclined to do so. In regard to old Charlet, I must confess I thinb, 
from what Desouassous told me, that he was excessively fatigued ; and 
J doubt whetlier he lud it in his power to proceed, although he after¬ 
wards assured me to nie contrary. Perhaps it would bef hardly fair to 
attribute their staying beliiad to fear of the hurricane \ because, though 
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the wind was violent, and therefore doubled the labour of aflcsat, I 
do not think there was .much danger to be apprehended from it. 

The snow now became so very compact and hard, that the crampons, 
particularly when we approached the summit, scarcely made any im¬ 
pression. I was obliged to proceed very slowly in a zig-zag direction; 
and I found that the greatest number of steps I could possibly take 
without stopping to draw breath, was fifteen ; and this with great diffi¬ 
culty ; generally halting after every eight or ten. The difficulty of 
respiration arising from the rarefaction of the air, was no doubt much 
increased by the violence of the wind; for even in ascending a very in¬ 
ferior mountain, I have continually felt, when the wind has been high, 
the very same sensation, althouph of course in a much less degree. 1 
now experienced a kind of faintness, hung down my head, and panted 
for breath; the summit seeming to recede as I advancedmy head¬ 
ache had much increased, with a sliglit bleeding of the nose. A guide 
perceiving that I was somewhat distressed, thought it necessary to support 
me with his arms; but I very quietly told him I could dispense with 
his assistance,—“only let me take my time.”* Once or twice the mist 
for a few minutes cleared away a little ; I turned round, and beheld a 
prodigious extent of mountainous country, but could distinguish 
nothing. After toiling on in this way for some time, 1 at length saw 
two of my guides lying down under a ridge of snow; I made towards 
them, and was agreeably surprised, when I reached them, to find 
myself at the top of Mont Blanc. 

It was^now exactly noon; and we had been seven hours ascending 
from the Grands Mulcts. I say I was surprised, for not having ven¬ 
tured to look up for some time, I little thought 1 had made so much 
progress. I threw myself on the snow with my guides, and we con¬ 
gratulated each other, with a hearty shake of tlie hand, on the success 
of our enterprise. And here I may observe, that 1 do not pretend to 
claim any merit, but for the boldness of the undertaking. 1 did not 
ascend for any scientific purpose; sihee every such purpose had already 
been sufficiently attained by those who had preceded me. Neither had 
I set my heart on an extensive prospect, which from obvious reasons 
must in such a situation be always uncertain. Had either of these 
motives been the sole object of my ascent, 1 should of course have 
experienced much disappointment. From a love of hairdy enterprise, 
natural to, and 1 trust excusable in a young man, I had determined 
to ascend Mont Blanc,—chiefly, perhaps, because the attempt was one 
of acknowledged danger and diflSculty; and the succeeding in it would 
be rewarded with that pleasing recollection which always attends suc¬ 
cessful boldness. I gained my object; I stood dn the top of Mont 
Blanc, and 1 was perfectly satisfied. 

. The violence of the wind was now beyond any thing I ever ex¬ 
perienced. After resting a few minutes to recover my breath, I 
got up, and with the assistance of one of my guides, mounted the 
ridge under which we had been lying. ridge or bank, formed by 

* In the New Monthly MagHzine, (Vol. XVI. p. 600.) in an account given of the 
ascent of Dr. £. Clark, one of the guides is stated to kavl said, It was here 
Mr. Jackson stoat; and filling into the arms of one of his guides, exelaimed, 
* Leave me here i—& can do do more!' ** This is incorrect; the circtti^Usnce was 
exactly as I have above related it. 
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the drifting of the now, wat, where we were standing, thrta or 
four feet in breadth, and at the other extremity somewhat wider* I 
did not take the trouble to walk the whole length of it, neither can 
I give a just idea of its extent* Here we were on the very highest 
point; clinging to each other, and exerting our very utmost strength 
to maintain ourselves on our legs, which we succeeded in doing fbr 
a minute or two. The damp mist, which was continually settling 
and freezing on our clothes, produced the most intense cold; ana 
we were nearly blinded by the drifting of small particles of snow 
which had fallen the preceding evening. I regret 1 had not a ther¬ 
mometer with me to ascertain the degree of cold: all 1 can say 
is, that, in spite of the labour of the ascent, and the consequent 
temporary perspiration which it ought to have excited, I never felt 
any thing at all equal to it in the coldest day in winter; and I doubt 
whether it would have been possible to have existed th»e for any 
length of time. All that I could see waa a confused heap of mountains 
in the direction of the Shreckhorn and Jung Frau. Mont Rosa in the 
east was particularly conspicuous; and some part of Piedmont was 
visible at intervals. On the opposite side every thing was totally ob¬ 
scured. As the inducements to remain on the summit were not very 
great, we commenced our descent, after having been there about ten 
minutes. My spectacles had become so dim that I was obliged to take 
them off in order to see where to place my feet; and my veil being 
rendered unserviceable by the wind, I was obliged to dispense with that 
also. Thus I had to bear the unmitigated violence of tli% snow and 
mist, driving for some time directly in my face. 

The descent is not unpleasant: by leaning back on our poles, which 
we pressed hard upon the snow, and suffering our feet to go, we came 
down with great rapidity. In less than twenty minutes we found our¬ 
selves at the Rocher Rouge, the ascent from which had occupied us 
upwards of an hour. We were joined at les Derniers Rochers by Alexis 
Desouassous; but old Charlet had departed. The descent to the 
Grand Plateau was more dangerous, though not so fatiguing as the 
ascent, which is generally the case where the declivity is very steep; 
particularly upon snow, which will sometimes slip from under the feet. 
We were obliged to proceed very slowly and with great caution, taking 
care to have a firm bearing upon our poles. The large nails in the 
heels of the shoes we found here very useful; more so than the cram¬ 
pons ; as much depends upon throwing the heel well back into the snc»w« 
We discovered two crevices in our descent concealed by the snow: they 
were neither of them so wide but that we could step across them; 
though, had they not been detected, a broken leg mi^bt probably have 
been the consequence. A little before two we arrived at the Grand 
Plateau. We stopt for about ten minutes. I drank a glass of vinegar 
and water; but felt no inclination to eat. My headache had much 
increased, owing to the sudden transition from the extreme cold upon 
the summit to the compaifHve closeness of the air on the Pkt^, • 
where we were more sheltered from the wind, and exposed to a not 
fl^un. From thence to the Grands Mulcts we proceeded without much . 
difficulty; and generllly pretty fast, wherever tike snow^would admit 
our sliding without dan^ of crevices* In approaching the Oranda , 
Muleta^e came to two huge crevices, lying at right anglesi but sepa- 

• 11 * 
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rated from each otlier by a narrow wall of snow« over which we had 
to walk for the distance of several paces^ flanked on each side by a 
chasm truly terrific. Soon after three we arrived at the spot where we 
had slept the preceding night. The guides regaled themselves with 
the remainder of the provisions ; a pleasure in which I was not able to 
share with them, any farther than by partaking of some of the wine, 
which I was also obliged to drink unmixed, as our means for procuring 
water were exhausted. We took our departure from hence in about a 
quarter of an hour. Tlie descent of the Grands Mulets is much more 
troublesome and fatiguing than the ascent; the rocks are so very pre¬ 
cipitous in some parts, that it requires the greatest possible care and 
attention in descending them. The rope was again tied round my 
waist, and was held by two guides behind me. In several places, had 
I not been preceded by a guide, I should have thought it impossible to 
have descended; and from the difficulties we got into, I think we must 
have deviated rather from the usual route. At length we arrived 
safe at the base of the rock, and had now to repass the glacier. We 
crossed the principal crevice by the same bridge as before, which we 
fortunately found still substantial. After this we experienced no very 
great obstruction. Our route was uneven: we had to pass many 
crevices, which, with the assistance of my guides, 1 effected without 
much difficulty. The hatchet was generally employed in cutting boles 
in the ice and snow, which, by being exposed to the sun throughout 
the day, were become slippery. In crossing a bar of snow sloping 
down towards a crevice, both niy feet slipped from under me at the 
same moment: 1 fell; and after sliding the distance of several paces, 
found myself upon the very brink of the crevice, my legs hanging over. 
The guides, who were behind me, immediately checked my progress by 
the rope, which was still attached to me; and Alexis Dcsouassous, 
who had preceded me, stretclung out liis pole to me, 1 was soon re¬ 
lieved from this very critical situation. The depth of the crevice I do 
not know; but 1 must Iiave fallen at least thirty or forty feet, and per¬ 
haps much more. Soon after five we arrived upon terra firina, at the 
foot of the Aiguille de Midi, having got over all our danger. It 
was our intention to pass the night upon this spot, little thinking 
to reach it so early; bat as we were pnly three hours from Cha- 
mouni, and had still two hours more of daylight, I thought it would be 
quite as well to get on to a comfortable bed at the inn, as to have an¬ 
other sleepless night upon a rock. My proposition to this effect was 
willingly acceded to by my guides, who exulted in the idea of being 
the first adventurers who had ever succeeded in quaking tlie ascent 
from the Grands Mulets, and the whole of die descent, upon the same 
day. After resting for a few minutes, we again proceeded upon our 
journey; but, as we were much fagged and our route very indifierent, 
our progress was proportionably slow. About seven we came within 
sight of old Favret's cottage; and as the night was now closing in, and 
our route was over a bad road through a d^rk gloomy pine forest, we 
struck a light for our candle, wrapping a piece of paper round it as a 
substitute for a lantern# At eight we beheld some faint glimmering 
lights, which gyeeted our approach to the villagik of Chamouni; and 
at a quarter after we arrived at the Union, after an absence of less tlian 
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thirty-seven hours; the shortest time in which this expedition was ever 
performed. ^ 

I did not feel so excessively fatigued as I had expected to be: 
I was hot and feverish, had no appetite, and my mouth was parched with 
thirst, which I relieved with a little plain water; my bead was some¬ 
what better, and my nose had ceased bleeding. I did not go to bed 
immediately; and, indeed, so elated was 1 with my success, that I 
scarcely felt any inclination to do so. It was ten o’clock before I parted 
from Mr. DornfOrd, to whom I had been relating my adventures. 
He told me he bad seen us to the summit of the Rocher Rouge ; but 
that afterwards we disappeared in the mist. I slept soundly for pine 
hours, and the next morning awoke much refreshed. My face, par¬ 
ticularly my nose and ears, were in a slight degree excoriated, and con¬ 
tinued to peel off for some days afterwards. I found cream of use ; 
and I have no doubt that by taking the precaution of besmearing the 
face with this before it is exposed to a cutting wind or a burning sun, 
the excoriation would be in a great measure prevented. Three of the 
guides were much affected in the eyes, from not having worn spec¬ 
tacles or veils ; but I was not at all so; neither was old Cliarlet, from 
his having worn a light straw hat with a very broad brim. 

1 remained at Chamouni the two following days, exulting in my suc¬ 
cessful enterprise, and reached Geneva on the 7th. 

The following is a correct list of the different persons who had 
stood on the top of Mont Blanc before I ascended 

1. Dr. Paccard, and James Balma, a guide, Aug. 8, 1786. 
2. M. Saussure, Aug. 8, 17B7. 
8. Col. Beaufoy, English, Aug. 9, 1787. 
4. Mr. Woodley, English, Aug. 5, 1788. 
5. Baron Doorthesen, Courland, and M. Forneret, Lausanne, Aug. 

10. 1802. 
6. M. Roday, Hamburgh, Sept, 10, 1812. 
7. Count Mateyeski, Aug. 4, 1818. 
8. Dr. Renselacn, Mr. Howard, Americans, July 12, 1819. 
9. Capt. Undrell, R.N., English, Aug. 13, 1819. 

10. Mr. Clissold, English, Aug. 20, 1822. 
11. Mr. Jackson, English, Sept. 4,1823. 

t 

TO THE FIttST OF MAY. 

Hard his hertc that loreth nought 
in May, when al thia mirth is wrought/*—CAaurrr. 

a 
Hatt., thou rosy May! with thy merry-dancing hours. 
Thy eyes of dewy light,*’ and the fragrance of thy flowers,— 
Hail, thou rosy May ! for the wintry winds are past. 
And thy primroses and cowslips have shown their hues at last. 

To life's young hour of feeling the gales of Araby, 
The odours of thy spicy brea& in sweetness far outvie; 
They come with gentle colloquy, and whisper every heart. 
Of mysteries, joys, and thy bright sun, as if they ne'er could part. 

Let Summer weather flaunting garb and shoot her par^^hing ray. 
Her lip is not as fresh as thine, mino pwn dear sunny May f 
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Tbe star that gemi thr radiant brow so sweet ia lustra is. 
It diines tbe beam of hope to earth, the herald of all bliss. 

Thy pearis are flashing on the bough, the land la ^Ving life, 
llie inseet broods are awarming, and thy realm is Tree of sti^. 
The peacefulness of heaven’s own reign is round thy flowery track,'^ 
O pleasant this auspicious day that greets thy footsteps back! 

The waters sparkle with delight, a buz is in the air. 
The ocean-waves curl softer now, and man hath less of care. 
The low wind scarcely moves the wood, or sighs the leaves l^ween. 
Lest it disturb earth's harmony rnnong the branches green. 

Thou kindliest month of all the year, pass not too fast away. 
As hours enjoy’d are prone to do, for man is miserly^ 
Of thy sweet presence, since to him thou art a boon indeed. 
Slave as he ever is to gloom, in friendship, love, and creed. 

Thou ’rt come, bright May! with passion’s glance to flush the Virgin’s 
cheek. 

From feelings indefinable her tongue must never speak, 
Tbe sadness of affection’s dawn is over her soft heart. 
She sighs amid her solitude, and tears unbidden start— 

She hears the mated bird’s first song, when love is aU the theme,— 
Of thee, thou month of love, inquires, why she is not the same; 
No songster comes to sing to her, and wile her hours away. 
Cheering her wishing solitude with his congenial lay. 

Welcome, thou rosy May! with.thy merry-dancing hours. 
Thy eyes of dewy light,” and the fragrance of thy flowers,— 
Welcome, thou rosy May! for the wintry winds are past. 
And thy primroses and cowslips have shown their hues at last! 

WALKS XN ROME AND ITS ENVIRONS.—NO. Vll. 

Roman Society—the Princess Borghese, i^c. 

Ne le fli il cSelo di bellezza avaro, 
Nel volto giglio, e rosa le fioriva 
£d aggiunse ancor ch’ aveva un dir preclaro, 
Ed iovaghiva ognuno che I'udia, 
Tanto era pien di grazia e leggiadria,— 
£ ch'ella stava di presente io Roma, 
Acclamata, aggradita. RiciardeltOt Canto 5. 

It was yet too early for dinner—^for here every one dines either at two, 
or at the Ave Maria (sunset), and 1 thought I could not more agreeably fill up 
the interval than by presenting my letters to the Princ^ Borghese. I ac¬ 
cordingly drove, on leaving Thorwaltzen’s, to her palace near the Tyber, and 
in a few minutes found myself in the Cortile, The Suisse, or porter^^a tall, 
bony, forbidding-looking person, in the exclusive service of the Prince, 
look^ out at me as 1 entered, and without troubling himself with the 
answer to any of my questions aUowed me quietly to pass on. 

The PalazTO Borghese was once the most splendid at Rmie. In the prin¬ 
cipal Casino of the celebrated ViUa are still preserved sevend paintings 
illustrative of the series of masques, toumomenta, processionsi, and other 
high festivities, of which it was formerly the scene. Ute Prince l^zghese, 
though nearly two centuries have passed ever his p^nt, is still oonMered 
a ntmts homo, And his family comparatively plebeian; but he poBsdases also 
the advantages of xftvelty, and contrasts in wewh, as well as or%in, with roost 
of the old ntricians of Rome. The Popes Paul V. (Borghese) ^and Cie- 
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meat XIII. ^Aldobrandini) created his double house; the fniits of two pro* 
duotive pontilieates were soon conspicuous, in the sudden opulence of the 
new nobles, and displayed themselves, as was usual in Rome, in the elevation of 
structures which might rival the royal residences of other countries. The fresent ediiice is a noble instance. It was surpassed by the Mandragone at 

Yascati. Their successors did not degenerate fmm the magnihcence of 
their founders. The late Prince Borghese, by a fortunate speculation in 
com, then less precarious a commerce than it is at present, realixcd at one 
sweep an immense property> and created, with a munificence rare in any age 
or country, the Villa mrghese or Pinciana. His son rather increased than 
diminished the patrimony. His marriage with the Princess Pauline added 
the revenues of GuastaUa and Piacenza to his rentrull, possessions which 
were afterwards exchan^d for an indemnity; the sale of his statues (an act 
only to be palliated by the circumstances of the case—the Em])eror was the 
purchaser) was repaid by an estate in Savoy; and the emoluments of his 
government-general of tipper Italy had already produced him a very im- fortant accession to his inheritance. With the exception of the Prince 

'ombino, he is perhaps the richest subject in Italy.* 
It is some time since the present Prince has retired fn>m Rome. Hiiring 

the early part of the Revolution he was known only by his having filled, 
with many other noble names, the muster roll of a corps of the National 
Guards, raised by the patriots of the city. His brother Aldobraiidini ^ was 
a soldier; he contented himself with being an officer. He is, and has 
always been an aristocrat; Aldobrandini, a republican, and strenuously so: 

* When the Roman nobility, in pursuance of a decree of the Congress of Vienna, 
were permitted to surrender their feudal rights, the Prince Borghese presented a 
list of no less than twenty-six feudi, situate in the Roman territory, in one day to the 
Pope. His villas are scattered with profusion over the whole of the Agro Romano 
^the Mandragone and Aldobrandini at Frascati, besides a stnall villa (in the town) 
of the Princess, another at Nettuno, another at Tivoli, at Monte Porzio. Palo, &c. 
besides the cluster of villas in the Villa Borghese. Most of these indicate a 
neglect, winch forms the characteristic of the Roman proprietors. The Palare 
(for which he is principally indebted to the Princess) is in a tolerable Htatc of 
repair; the Villa Borghese, since the removal of the statues, as well as its dis¬ 
mantled state will permit, is still habitable. The Mandragone, and others, are 
ahiiost in ruins. The Prince Aldobrandini (the next brother) is in possesNion of the 
Villa Aldobrandini: it hardly forms an exception. As to personal inspeetion, it is 
not even thought of: when at Licenza, a small rillage deliffhtfnlly situated in the 
Sabinuin, the Digentiamf Horace, one of the feudi of the Borghesi, I heard froni 
the inhabitants, that not one of the family had been eecn in the nrighbonrhnod, in 
the remembrance of the oldest man. They only knew the Prince throuub the 
benign medium of his agent. Like most Italian nobles, he began life a spondthrifl.* 
He took no note of his expenditure. The Vice-Prince, on his leaving Rome, paid 
debts to the amount of G0,000 crowns with the mere copper rubbish of the kitchen, 
which time out of mind had lain in the guards robn. This accumulation Is eccen¬ 
tric, but in the princely families common. On marriage it is usual to purchase 
large quantities of every material, from the batt*rie de cuisine to the wardrobe of 
the intended, and thsse treasures are displayed with much pretenMon In the anti- 
chambers. This system of unUheded expense soon entailed its consequences—he 
became embarrassed ; bat the twelve milHoas of the Princess soon restored 1dm to 
hU former independence. With less prodigality, he is equally magnificent at pre¬ 
sent, and so completely at the head of the monied as well as landed interest, that 
he was lately invited by the Pope to combine in (he plan, then nnder consideration, 
of founding a national bank at Rome. 

f Ilie second title of the family; the third is generally a cavaliere Oerusalemi- • 
tano, or of the Order of Malta i the fourth a cardinal. The cavalierato rank/on 
an equality with the highest titles. The Prince Aldobrandini is married to a 
French lady, I think a Rochfoucauld, and has a considerable family; resides near 
Florence, and occasiondly in l^ris, and is well known for his literary and domes¬ 
tic habits. He is next heir to the title and estates. His bruilier has no children, 
nor is he pow likely to have any. 
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he sl^t with his soldiers on the benches of the Caffe Novo, whilst the Prin¬ 
cipe Ciitnillo was only remembered at Rome the more than Roman indo¬ 
lence of his disposition, the perfect stoicism with which he drank his choco¬ 
late, and performed the duties of his military toilette in the midst of the crash 
of empires, and the dissolution of the entire irame of Buropean society. A 
friend of mine saw him one morning with four valets engaged in this impor¬ 
tant service : he was then called the Citizen Borghese, but as far removed 
from the character, as at the moment at which 1 write. It was said (1 should 
suppose by Pasquin) that he displayed a new coat every day, like the Egyp¬ 
tian Sultan, and sent his linen to Paris to he washed; hut whatever be the 
fact, it is certain that his philosophy or dandyism prospered, and did quite as 
much for him as the activity and services of others. He passed unsinged 
through the furnace of the Revolution, and the Empire found him, after a 
pleasant sleep, in the full {lossession of all her honours. New dignities suc¬ 
cessively sought him without his seeking them. Fifty thousand a-year, the 
presumed rental of his Excellency, and influence which it must command 
in such a coimtry as Italy, was a better claim than his person or his manners 
to the hand of the sister of the Consul. The widow of the General Le 
Clerc brought with her dowry of twelve millions, the honours and passions 
of a splendid court. The government of Turin followed, and was enjoyed. 
He rivalled and excelled the sombre magnificence of the original sovereigns, 
and left recollections of the Napoleon dynasty, in the saloons at least, 
which will not be easily effaced. But the philosophy of the new governor, 
which had been proof against all the changes of his country, did not long 
resist the'impetuosity of his beautiful bride. Nor was he altogether without 
his own errors. In the first months after his marriage, he reverted to 
the dissipated habits of his youth. The Princess soon had rivals, and the 
public decencies were not always preserved. In a few years a separation 
took place, w'hich, notwithstanding various attempts to negotiate a return, 
continued uninterrupted, till within a few months of her death. Tlie 
Princess remained at Rome: the Prince, notwithstanding frequent entreaties 
from the Pope, fixed at Flirenco, where he built palaces, dri>ve horses, 
smiled at the downfal of his Imperial brother, received orders and decora¬ 
tions from the Bourbons, and gained his lawsuit in Savoy, to the astonish¬ 
ment of the King of Sardinia himself. 

I was now at the entrance of the Cortile. It is one of the most happy 
adaptations at Rome, of the nicadcd colonnade; the abuse of which is so 
frequent amongst the later architects. In the centre of the side, op]M>site to 
the entrance, is the usual fountain, and the niches are tenanted by the 
usual proportion of common-place statuary. A seebnd court succeeds to 
the first, and the rear extends to the Ripa Grande, and oviTlooks the 
Tyber, beyond which it commands a fine view of the gardens of Cincin- 
natiis, as they are now termed, the Monte Mario, St. Angelo, and tlio 
Vatican. The exterior, facing the Piazzetta Borghese, presents nothing re¬ 
markable ; but the side which sweeps down to the Tyber, and from wdiich its 
name of the Cembalo, or harpsichord, wliicb it resembles, is derived, is a 
noble specimen of simplicity and continuity on the largest scale. I'he 
lower, or ground story, is once more occupied by thei celebrated gallery, 
which seems to have gained little by its Transalfiine excursion, besides an im¬ 
moderate expenditure of injudicious repairs, retouches, ; the Prince Aldo- 
brandlni still lends his name to the entresol which he no longer inhabits; and 
the Princess reigns undivided sovereign of the remaining stories. 

On ascending the marble staircase, 1 ^ad to pass the open gallery of the 
two sides of the square before 1 arrived at the first Rnticnamber. Here 1 
foiind a group of servants^ whose appearance and tenue indicated a very 
considerable superiority over the indigenous Italian. They wei'e clean, 
dressed, and awake. The antichamber opened on a suite of saloons; we 
passed them rapidly, to the number nearly of ten—&eir furniture marked 
the Hne where tneg^wo centuries meet; and while tne flowered damask of 
the walls, the ^umnt carving of the consoles, and fauteuils, the deeply- 
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cored and gilded ceilings^ recalled you to the age and taste of the last courtly 
generation, all the luxury of or-molu, Sevre, and French glass* threw you 
into the splendours of St. Cloud* and the petite-maitresse elegancies of 
Neuilly. At each step some traces of the dethroned family were apparent. 
Portraits* miniatures* bu^s, increased as we advanced. The major^dotno 
passed the last apartment with a m(»re cautious step* and knocked gently at 
the folding-door, which opened into the saloon of the Princess. A Jhnme de 
ckambre answered immediately with the true Parisian accent, and 1 was in¬ 
troduced. The Princess was seated at the farther extremity ; her dress was 
simple* but recherche ; her attendant had been giving the last definitive ele¬ 
gance to her hair. Neither near, nor in any other part of the chamber, was 
there any appearance of luxury. It was the plainest apartment in the whole. 
Neither paintings* books* statuary, nor any of the usual toys or accompani¬ 
ments 01 our elegantes were discoverable. The Prince had refused the 
transposition of any <of the paintings of his gallery, or limited the permission 
to a Madonna. 1 am not aware that she ever availed herself of his gene¬ 
rosity. The lithographic engraving of Le Fcvre's portrait of the Emperor,* 
plainly framed, was the only ornament of the immense walls. 1 at the time 
imagined that the isolation was intentional;—perhaps 1 was right. She be¬ 
lieved it the best likeness extant of her brother; and when, at a later period, 
the cxinveraation sometimes turned on his fort,unes, 1 have seen her mon« 
than once look up to it in tears. The Cavaliere Gozzaiii, the vice-prince, 
or head agent of the family, was at her side; a low and iiisignificiint person, 
a meiigre and sallow cheek, and a smile which bordered upon a sneer, is all 
I recollei^ of his presence. 1 was received with the accomplished eaius for 
which in all times she was remarkable; and the letters, which she held in 
her hands, and to which she warmly and frequently recurred, furnislied the 
materials of our desultory conversation. She ksked a host of questions at 
once, heaped without much order together* and answered them herself with 
nearly the same rapidity with which they were asked. They principally 
turned, after the usual preliminary inquiries on my stay at Rome, &c. on the 
state of society in England and Ireland, the contrast between our comforts 
and those of the Continent, the absurdity of the travelling mnina—an epi¬ 
demic then raging with pecnliai* violence amongst tmr countrymen,—the 
nakedness of the Italian palace, the good taste of the French, the dis¬ 
turbances which occasionally break out on the surface of our population, the 
misgovernment of Ireland, the ultraism of the English cabinet, and every 
otlier topic interesting or otherwise, which she found on the exteri(>r of her 
<^orres]>(nidence. These and many more were successively exhausted—the 
hour of promenade had arrived; an aged priest tottering into tlie room at 
the same time, and who 1 afterwards understood was her c^infessor and 

• This portrait, taken a little after the return from Elba, is amongst the few 
for which Napoleon ever sate. It has, in an eminent degree, the full forehead, 
the broad firm outline of head* the bonhommie of mouth, and the perfect calm¬ 
ness of structure and muscle* which is equally the characteristic of other distin¬ 
guished members of his family. I heard from David, a short time before bis 
death, in speaking of this very portrait, that it was wdh difficulty he could be 
persuaded to give bis attentiou when before an artist: he generally broke otit 
into questions on the art itself, and observations, which, the painter assured me, 
as much astonished him for their fine tact and metaphysical profoundness, as for 
the facility* and the apparent indiference with which they were pronounced. Ho 
seemed* as by an instinct* to ba^ reached and pervaded almost every class of 
human knowledge, and to have attained by assault what had cost| others years and 
labour. We were standing before the celebrated painting of the Passage of Mone 
St. Bernard; and in observing that Napoleon bad fallen for others, but noi fhr 
him,*’ David added, ‘‘that he owed much of the merits of that very work to tho 
suggestions and critiaues of the Emperor. But he always felt jealous of the 
horse* (he continuedf smiling s) * 1 am afraid it will altogether eclipse me with 
posterity,' was a remark which generally^terminated our cd^^ersatioos.'* ^ 
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ahaoser, aama for hk weddy oharity, aad tba impatienoe of the cavalier#^ 
who had not yet completed the busing of hie audience, were sufficient inti- 
matuuis to retire. I received an invitatkai to her Tuesday mnreei, and^ 
d'ter an hour's conversation, took my leave. 

1 dined ^early, and waited with considerable impatience till seven, the 
reasonable hour at which society, of whatever ceto it may be, generally 
assembles in Italy. I found, on my arrival, a small of cardinals, 
cav€Uieri, and artists, moving with the Princess in person, from the interior 
of her apartments to the atdon de musique. The princess sscrihced to the 
national taste ,* and with little real sensibility to that delightful art, and less 
knowledge, affected both, without which—de sahit,—particularly at 
Rome. The pianoforte was at the extremity of the room; one side was uned 
with ladies, the other with gentlemen. The ladies were principally English; 
I had from time to time a clin^d'ceil sort of view of the introductions, and 
was much amused by the perfect English accent perceptible in every one of 
their movements. The Princess, preserving still some tincture of the Im¬ 
perial etiquette, was seated somewnat apart from the mass of the society, 
and after the drst salute, which was sufficiently imposing, though mellowed 
by the natural graces of the woman, and accompanied by a few expressions 
oi interest and inquiry, such as were suggested by her previous knowledge of 
the individual, seemed for the rest of the evening to be altogether ignorant 
of their presence. The honours were performed with due dignity by a 
diminutive German baron, and her dame d'honneur, a Swiss lady, not re¬ 
markable for a greater share of brilliancy than generally falls to the 
share of her country women j and both went through their functions with the 
same solemnity as if they were engaged in some public ceremony, or had been 
regularly oualihed as kuissiere of the Tuileries, during the most gorgeous 
period of tne Empire. The Princess allowed the machine to work without 
her, and every one but our countrymen appeared at their ease. The im- 
meffiate coterie, or sofa circle, was formed as usual by her relations and in¬ 
timate friends. Maury and Fesch, in right of parentage and official con¬ 
nexions, were admitted into the cluster. Maury then struck me (though 
my opinion was much altered by subsequent acquaintance) as a man of 
depth, energy, and strong clear mind; his square, squat-built figure, and 
roughly-chiselled features, with a dash of Scotch keenness sliooting now and 
then i^ut his lips and chin, gave the promise of any other character than 
the man who was facetiously characterize both as a statesman and orator, as 
little better than a tonneau d’eau Ho was merely suffered at 
Rome; but as he seldom came into contact, and never into collision, with the 
other members of the sacred collep, he was permitted to add his person to 
the other performers of the public functions, to wear his purple with de¬ 
corum, ana to conceal himself, as w'ell as he could in its ample folds, from 
the observation, and by degrees from the censure of his colleagues. It was 
a curious thing to see him, as I afterwards did, in the long line of these 
ecclesiastical princes, with his head bowed upon his breviary, his eye im¬ 
moveable, his attitude sternly orthodox, and his whole manner wrought up 
to a level with the most fervent model beforehim. The people gave him little 
credit for the performance, the church less; but every ono was satisfied. It 
would be too much in such a city as Rome, where *every opinion and principle 

• •• A tun of warm water”—rbetoric, but not eloquence. Maury died whilst I 
was at Rome. Various causes, as usual, were^ssigned. Some said be was poi¬ 
soned } others, that he died of the antidote. Cardinal Fesch was almost tbe*only 
cardinal who visited him during bis last moments. It is not known (though there 
Were, not wanting the most uncharitable conjectures) in what opinions he expired. 
He was Cardinal of the S.Trinitk de'Monti, a church belonging to the French 
nation ; and I remember it was a matter of serions discussion, whether his re¬ 
mains, according to the usual etiquette, should be pennittfid to repose within its 
precincts. Had thf'imhes of the French Ambassador^ prevmled, It is net ^fficult 

fto state where the^jneral" should have rotted. ' ^ 
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meflCti to imist on lincerity; ttctemal oonforraity k oil that k feqiiir^* 
Decorum k a sort of virtue; and if it be difficult to be f^ood, it ia at iewit 
eaBf to appear so. In the subsequent part of his tiiort career* be bad ao 
other consolation bat to have escaped fhm worse enemies, and to have eii* 
joyed, if not dignity, at least repose. Near him, and next to the princess* 
was her uncle, the Cardinal Fesch. He was, 1 must own, a very iUHiioien 
figure for the personification of Antichrist; (for, notwithstanding any pn^ss^ 
gions to the contrary, it is more than probame that Napoleon, fatigued with 

* his struggle with Hus VII., designs him as his successor to the Papal 
throne:)—nothing can be imagined more ^rfectly the type of a mind at ease 
with one's self ani with aU mankind, ana as little averse as can well be sup¬ 
posed to all those horrors which are believed to be the constant occupation of 
*^the Man of Sin/* The Cardinal was truly a dignitary of a peaceable, hut 
not of a triumphant church. There was nothing stem, overbearing, or in¬ 
tolerant about nim. In his person tall, hut not commanding; in his inan^* 
ners, if not dignified, at least not arrogant; smooth faced and calm fea¬ 
tured ; personable and portly; with the sleekness of good humour and good 
situation, (though there is some difference between a cardinal and the mean¬ 
est of our reformed bishops,) in every muscle-^r rather, there is no a)»pear- 
ance of muscles at all—it is all enamel and complexion, ruddy, unchfuiging, 
robust, like one of Hans Holbein's portraits, W'ell preserved and varnished, 
and likely to endure, as it has endured, for years to come, unuijurecl and 
unimpaired. If there be any detraction from these peculiarities, it is, |)er- 
haps, in the occasional efforts of his voice, the sharpness of whidi now' and 
then contrasts not a little with the round good-nature of his countenance. 
1 was nut then acqumnted with his Eminence, and could not form any 
estimate of his intellectual and moral character; but it will he sufficient 
for the present to observe, that there was a tolerable fair shadowing of the 
elements of both in the sketch which I have just presented of the exte¬ 
rior man. 

At no great distance fmm the group, with which he occasionally mingled, 
was the Cardin^ Bivarola. He was known at Rome for bis Platonic enthu¬ 
siasm for ** the first of the Romani)," as he sometimes called the Princess, and 
used to go under the soubriquet of the ‘‘Corriere della Principessa,” from his 
constantly announcing or preceding her in the few circles in which slie 
deimed to appear. The Roman urbanity, with something of that obsolete 
gallantry which at times recalls you to the ancient provinciri courts of Italy, 
blended'very strangely about him; old age and its weaknesses, the tedium 
of his winter evenings, and a constitutioi^ disposition to jdease and to be 
pleased—a quality of which almost every Italian more or less participates, 
were the links which first bound, and afterwards held together thk spiritual 
connexion. He was a fair portrait of that indolent cheerfulness, of which 
Madame de Sta£l has given another delineation in her Prince of Costel- 
forte. He was now nearly seventy; but years had made few ravages either 
in mind or person. The men gain in Italy as the women lose; old age 
attempers the harshness and heightens the flavour of the natural qualities; 
and no persons enjoy more, or are more enjoyable, than those very persons 
whose taste for efljoyment would be supfiosed altogether to have past. 
Eoelesiastics in France, pre^ous to the Revolution, were noted only for an 
exaggeration, peculiarly their own, of the national fopperies. They are at 
present reduced to duties somewhat more serious, and to that level which, 
much more than riches, can render a religion or its ministers respectable. 
In England we hear of such appearances in sodety under aspects the most 
forbidding: either the haughty reserve of smne ecclesiastical lucre^craving 
aristocrat, or the wheedling unction of some serious propagator of the Wmd,* 
in search of a babe of grace, whom he may rescue nrom the devoarer, that 
he may devour himself at his own leisure at home, immediately present 
themselves to our cen|ure; and for a priest-ridden popula^on, as the Eng¬ 
lish confess^ly are, it must be owned, such censure riways spared. 
But the communication of the clergy ^ith society in hears no kind of • 
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analogy to this ; there is much simplicity and much decorum; and however 
we may hear of the worldly devotions of some young Monsignore, scandal 
itself, which, if less loud, is much deeper than in c^land, spares the purple, 
not ^om any subservience or regard, but because in reality the higher order 
of the prelacy generally is as unimpeachable in morals as it is unimpeached. 

It may easily be conceived that the Princess differed little from most 
women, and not at all from all princesses, legitimate or ex-legitimate, who 
have been distinguished for their personal attractions; ^e could bear 
no sister near her throne. There were, therefore, with the exception of some 
two or three high-sounding titles, the announcement of which stirred all tlie 
recollections of the old Chronicles in one's imagination, scarcely any female 
visitors; the few that were, though bearable, could create no alarms of ri¬ 
valry, and were, moreover, admirers of the Princess, either real or professed* 
Another circumstance increased this solitude. Napoleon no longer reigned, 
the courtiers of yesterday were the enemies of to-day, and the tbnnc«sK did 
not take the same pains as a London dowager to beat up, by a regular sys¬ 
tem of tactics and visits, for the furniture of her drawing-room in the even¬ 
ing. The deficiency of Italian was soon filled up with faces and politics of 
all complexions from England ; the only condition was a suilirient acknow¬ 
ledgement of her supremacy; and J<»hn Bull, though sufficiently stiff¬ 
necked at home, makes no difficulty, and retains no scruples abroad. Her 
saloon had the merit, like our own cabinet, of uniting in the same circle opi- 
ni(»ns and characters the most opposite. 1 saw side by side Whig and Tory, 
‘^tigribus agni," lying down in a state of peace and mansuetude, at which 
they themselves seem to be astonished. Nothing could he more bland and 
conciliating than the old dowjigers of all parties. It was altcvgether for¬ 
gotten that the lady was a Corsican,” and not much better than her brother, 
" the GeneraL*' It is true, indeed, that Lord Bathurst, who, in his official 
notes, addressed her with the appellation of Highness, an implied recog¬ 
nition of her Imperial rank, in some degree justified this inconsistency ; but 
whatever may be the case, I never saw adulation in its perfection, "until 1 
met witli its personification in the high-crested Englishmen who frequented 
the Palace Borghese! 

In a more retired part of the chamber was seated the aged Princess 
C'olorma, a near connexion of the Borghese family; and close to her the 
Princess Santa Croce,* Ruspoli, &c. ■ I have said they were not handsome; 
but I should be sorry to say they were not interesting. Their features, 
manners, attitudes, contrasted vividly with those of our own nobility. The 
dee]>-tonefl etdouring of their complexions, their dark velvety-lookfng eyes, 
the pale stateliness of their foreheads, and that peculiai'ly antique contour 
of head, which, if not the most striking, is the most amstant characteristic 
of southern It^y, formed a ridi relief to the sparkling fresliness and light¬ 
ness of our young visitors, favellante came, candidi pezzi,” says Alneri, 
which was observable everywhere around them. But tneir voices were at 
still greater variance; and instead of those silvery and liquid tones which we 
imagine must have naturally created or accompanied their language, there 
is a coarse screaming of the voice as if strung to its utmost pit^,—a defect 
which, c<immon to aU Italy, offends more narticuJarly tft Home, from the 
peculiar drawling of its provincial accent. ThelSoftest lips, and the sweetest 
dialect are marred by this excess; and when 1 turned round from this pain¬ 
ful recitative, to the whispering of our English l^ies and their demure 
gaiety at the other side of the room, 1 could not but feel that a gentle voice 
was indeed an excellent thing in woman.” Neither was the matter of 
their conversation much superior to the manner; if the vase was common, 

«thc^ wine which was presented in it was by no iheans precious: common¬ 
place in Italy is doubly heavy; the ver>'emphasis which is lavished upon 

* Tbe title is SantayEroce, but the head of the family signs biroself Poblirola, 
tiaad affects to be cojjwerod us descended from the great Rogian of that name. 
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trifles, renders them still more insufferable. Their Italian admirers w^e 
litUe superior; 1 could only see a few cadets of the princely houses, who 
were allowed the daily piatto or cover at their father's or brother's table, 
and, under the shadow of some great historic name, had just enlisted in the 
service of the church and army, or still sauntered about, in the interval 
of their more tender engagements, in quest of some new adventure, some kind 
protectress, who might complete their education, and assist them in enter¬ 
ing the world. They differed still more remarkably from each other, than 
the objects of their adoration. The Monsigiiore, or young prelate, in nil the 
gay solemnity of bis new clerical attire, was generally the MemiiienA\ or 
dandy, of the circle. The propriety and fastidiousness of his costume was ex¬ 
treme—^the purple stockings snowed off with advantage u well-rounded leg—- 
the soutane of the ecclesiastic, in nought detracted from the fasciiiatirms of 
the courtier. The officer was a secondary object of attention. The Italian 
soldier is of two classes : some of the existing force fonnerly served under 
N^npoleon, and have carried back with them the remembrances of the Ntirih- 
erii campaigns. They still stride and stalk about, silent and discontented, 
and smile at the very mention of the pope and his army; but mucli the 
majority of these gentlemen are merely a pttrtion of the annual decorations 
at St. Peter's, or the outriders of tlie papal equipage. The Guardia Nobile 
is certainly the gaudiest display of scarlet, gold and feathers, 1 remember 
to have seen; but there their merit ends. Imagine something combined of 
the awkwardness of a recruit, the bluster of a soldier, and the whine and 
lounge of an indolent student: this with a vague tinge of aristocracy, as un¬ 
like ours as can well be imagined, is a rough casting up of their deserts ; and 
when the machine is set smirking, bowing and complimenting, it is deemed 
to be in the saprhne hon ton at llome. For my part, 1 c(msideral>ly prefer 
the Monsignore—he is a real species—his manner tastes of the country, and 
there is in the refinement of his saturnine and keen smile, a hint of all wc 
read, or hear of the old courtly diplomacy of llome. All that is ]iassiou in 
the man, is crouching and glistening about bis eye, his face is as cold and 
inurbly as an antique statue—but there is a frequent contradiction in his 
lips, like the rippling of a fountain, which shows what is boiling up from 
below, llis conversation is stale enough, and unprofitable, less conven¬ 
tional, less vain than the French, but slovenly—few ideas and many words, 
pump and ease; hut nothing sinewy, masculine, or new. They have tlio 
art of talking mucli, and saying nothing—you may be acquainted with them 
for a year, and not penetrate beyond the suiface; it is a thin layer of earth 
wliich covers a solid ruck. They are not less the favourites with the fair sex. 
Discretion and the cloth are good securities for silence—an abbato and an 
Englishinuii are proverbial; and the Italian ladies are too sincere in their 
pleasures, to play and trifle as the Fi'ench do around their meaning. 

^Vhilst 1 was involuntarily running through this analysis, preparations 
were making for the music ; and 1 found myself driven luudc into the lines 
of my countr)niien. 1 once more got into England, and thought myself in 
the heart of an English rout. We remained standing and loaning on the 
consoles, fatigued and apprehensive of incurring or inflicting an acquain¬ 
tance. Hwttis with an En^ishman, as with an ancient Roman, is only a 
synonyme for a stranger. The music at last commenced, and secretaries, 
chaniherlains, all instantly niched themselves as they could. Every one 
here thinks it a duty to imitate the other; and the cardinal's red stockings 
and the Princess's co^are were the grand points of observation, to which 
we rose and sate in mass. The music at last commenced, aud gave some¬ 
thing like the appearance of occupation, but a legion of En^ish nobles with 
their ladies entering, again decomposed the arrangement. Eticiuette wd * 
silence were restored, and at last the i)rofessor began in sober earnest; the 
last note was heard with regret; awkwardness rather titan conversation, 
seemed returning upcA every one. 1 could now aud then l^r a member of 
tlie Opposition whispmring toance, or a country gentljjman dilating upon 

but the generality were staid, sour, and tacitus|L The clumber- • 
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Idn 
the weather 

donally thought it hia duty to eto in some {nua||ent tfai^ tovching 
ther and the city — " quum quidiibet iUe garriret — ricos^ tithem quum qui 

laudaret/’—^but for the most part he found them altogether inexpugroble. 
Creacentinii the lion of the evening, again exhibited the relics of ms ta¬ 
lents. His voice, once a good soprano, was then worn by age and initr- 
mity into a sort of puncfainello pathos, which to me was half ludicrous, half 
paimul. Sometimes indeed, though seldom, he touched the heart; the ear 
never. The music ceased, and strong rum punch was handed round jMmr 
ae dSsennuyer; and a little after we were invited to '‘e/ thS*’ for the 
English, in the next room. It was laid out with much magnificence in Sevre 
and vermeil; the ladies were seated, their chevaliers attending them in the 
rear. The Italians smiled, and sauntered up and down. In thk apart¬ 
ment were the principal family portraits. General Le Clerc stood opposite 
the Prince Borghese, and they contrasted as much with each other as the 
two portraits in Hamlet. General Le Clerc bears the bold and gallant 
port of a warrior of the Revolution, young, daring, and handsome; the 
ranee, low and corpulent, in costume at least a soldier, claimed little merit 
on mere personal appearances. Near was a portrait of the Comte St. Leu, 
(ex-King of Holland) with his son, a copy from Wicar's; and as well as 
1 remember, another of Madame Mere. 1 was much surprised to find no 
memorial of Napoleon besides the portrait in her bed-room. In a few 
moments the ceremony was over, and the whole party, about forty, sepa¬ 
rated at ten, the Princess announcing, as I afterwards found was customary 
with her whenever she could no longer bear the weight of her society, that 
illness obliged her to retire. Her visitors took it as a matter of course, and 
the majority threw themselves on the hospitality of an Englisdi acquaintance 
for a dance and supper, which might occupy them till midnight. Such was 
my first evening at the Palazzo Borghese. 

I was amongst the last who left the saloon ; and in a few minutes 1 found 
myself altogether alone on the great marble staircase. A few dim lights 
twinkled before me. I was left to my reflections. 1 began slowly to collect 
them. The soirfen of the Princess are hardly samples of Italian conversa- 
ziones, but may be considered as a fair s])ecimen of the manner of grafting 
the three nations upon each other. Like her furniture, they were selections, 
tiiough scarcely the best of each. But the CTeat attr^ion of the evening 
was &e Princess herself—but I reserve her for another communication. 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

Whek M. de Talleyrand was asked his opinion as to the best sort 
of education, his answer was, “ La meilkure Sducation en Europe est 
exile qu*on donne aux ecoks publiques en Anglettrre^ elk est detestable*’ 
Whether the first part of this opinion be a just one, we freely confess 
ourselves not suflBciently European in our knowletfee of education to 
decide; but that the last part of it is true apd just to the letter, we are 
prepared to maintain. 

It is perhaps singular, but not tlie less true, lhat while every depart¬ 
ment of literature, every branch of art, science, and manufactures, has 
been improving for the last two hundred years in this country, and has 
kept pace wkh increasing civilization and knowledge, the system of 

* education the higlier orders has remained statiemary. Not only do 
the children of the great learn exactly the same things which they 
learned in the reigns of Edward the Sixth and Quepi Elizabeth, but they 
learn them in the same imperfect and defective my. Not a grammar 
has been tmpr^d, not a school-book altered. The Weatmiiister 
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boy tdili through the unintelligible rules of the Grammatiem Bus- 
beiana," while the Etonian is still taught to believe that the end of his 
creation is to make long and short Latin verses, to the prgudice of 
every other acquirement. 

We think it is impossible that this can go on; prejudice, and the 
cant of venerable institutions,” and the wisdom of our ancestors” 
may carry people great lengths ; but they cannot for ever keep their 
sway, when unsupported by either sense or reason. We think that 
when the higher orders find how completely they are left behind by the 
increasing lights of the lower, they will begin to look about them. And 
that this is what is happening with regard to the generation that is now 
growing up, there can be no doubt. The lower and middling classes 
are now learning every thing that is most useful, every thing that can 
enlarge and elevate the mind of man; and they are learning it in 
the best and most complete way : while my young Lord Thh and the 
Honourable Mr. That are going on in the old routine of having 
a little Latin and less Greek flogged into them with immense labour ; 
the consequence resulting from which is, that they enter the world 
ignorant of every useful science, and of every useful language; igno¬ 
rant of tho advantages of learning and study (because they bava 
only been forced upon their notice in conjunction with the most 
useless of all acquirements); and consequently (which is destined to 
be their curse through life) ignorant of the means of occupying them¬ 
selves like rational beings. That to this education are to be mainlvi 
in many instances, attributed the vices and follies of the higher orders, 
cannot, we think, be doubted — their minds are left uncultivated, 
and are consequently incapable of exertion and occupation. Hence 
the perpetual necessity of some external stimulus or excitement, which 
is found either at Newmarket, or at Crockford’s, or in profligacy of 
various kinds, or in committing poachers, or in galloping over young 
corn, or in a thousand frivolous and useless, if not vicious occupations, 
to which the majority of people are led, not from natural vicious or 
depraved inclinations, but that in consequence of a defective education 
they have not otherwise the means of employing themselves. 

Even if they acquired the things professed to be taught to them, 
useless as at best they are, it would be something; but this is by no 
means the case. It is notorious that nine-tenths of the persons educa¬ 
ted at public schools have never arrived at the knowledge of either Latin 
or Greek ; and it is equally notorious that of the one-tenth who do 
acquire the knowledge of these languages, far the greater part imme¬ 
diately forget them. And why do they forget them ? Because, from 
their being in no dray applicable or useful to the affairs of life, they 
are by no chance ever called upon t04*emember them. 

Oh, but, says the grave and sententious noodk^ it is true that these 
languages are not useful in themselves, but then the learning them in 
youth gives habits of application. Now this is completely begging the 
question. No one ever proposed that habits of application should not 
be given to the rising generation ; but only that habits of applicstk}|i* 
should not be given by teaching useless things. We appr^end the 
acquirement of mo^rn languages, and above all of German, and of 
various sciences, woold give more habits of applidktion, tlian the 
learning, frequently only by rote, the dead language^which the boy 
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wlio learns them^ if he is not a perfect numpskull, must know are to 
be of no possible use to him in after life. 

It is also sometimes urged on the side of public schools, that the 
system pursued there of teaching the ancient languages, does not pre¬ 
clude the acquirement of other knowledge—that there are vacant hours 
which may be advantageously devoted to the pursuit of various branches 
of learning. Now this certainly sounds very specious in theory, but 
the misfortune is, that in practice it is found to be untrue. I'he fact 
is, that boys at those schools do not learn any thing besides Latin and 
Greek; nor for the most part, from the Ipowledge of its impractica¬ 
bility, is it attempted to teach them any thing else. The French mas¬ 
ter, that unhappy suiferer! is generally the only exception attempted to 
this rule; and he, as every one knows who has been at a public 
school, is by no means the teacher of any thing, but the butt of the 
whole school. 

Nothing certainly could be more natural in the days of the Planta- 
genet and Tudor sovereigns, when our great schools were founded, 
than the system of education which was then established in them. At 
that time, the Latin and Greek classics were the only works of litera¬ 
ture that existed in any language; but now that each language of 
modern Europe possesses its own classics, which arc not only equal in 
merit to the ancient ones, but possess the superior advantage of not 
having been mutilated, and in many cases rendered unintelligible, it is 
surely preposterous that the old plan should be still strictly adhered to. 
We go on teaching languages, which we neither know bow to accen¬ 
tuate nor to pronounce, the literature of which has suffered irrep:;rably 
by time and commentators, and the acquirement of which tends to no 
useful purpose, to the prejudice of every thing else. Not to mention 
that modern literature possesses the additional superior advantage, that 
its stores and riches are perpetually encreasing, which of course is not, 
and cannot be die case with that of the Greeks and Romans. 

Rut it is not only upon tuc ground of its extraordinary fully that we 
wish this system of education changed—it is more particularly upon po¬ 
litical grounds that we would urge its reform. The lower orders, in con¬ 
sequence of the sadly defective education of the higher, are outstripping 
them in learning—and when this fact is once generally known and felt, 
let the latter beware of the consequences. When the great body of the 
people come to look upon the two Houses of Parliament as composed 
of ia^noramuis's in comparison with themselves, they will not be quite 
so ready to pay respect and obedience to their laws and ordinances as 
they are at present. Perhaps diey will then begin to complain of the 
frequent imintelligibility of Acts of Parliamept—the/ will, perhaps, re¬ 
quire something better from a Se^iretary of State than a circular about 
** Cannon laying about the country,”*—or very possibly humbly request 
his Majesty to afford the dramatic authors a more grammatical Lord 
Chamberlain than his Grace of Montrose.t 

We are ourselves attached to the present order of things, with all 
* it»imperfectioDB on its head,” and are therefore anxious to avert such a 

* See Lord Sidbouth's Letter, published ia all the new^ispera some years ago. 
t See the Duk^^fMoutrose's Letter to Mr. Shee. 
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coMWBiiiadoiij wW^ we believe to be only poieible by a olian|e bk the 
of the higher orders. 

Then are many other pointf, beetdee the Aefeot of leam{eg» H whidh 
^ course At present ^nirsned in our imblic eefaools is most ol^tetioii* 
able; bat the limits we have propped to ourselves upon the present 
oeioasion will not permit our doing baore than shortly alluding to tbenu 
Such is the ferocity of the boys m their qaarrels* permitted^ and even 
too freiiuently encouragedi and their treatment of each other. These 
sometimes are the occasion of loss of Hfe» and frequently of maiming and 
wounds, l^he system of replete with mischief; and of which 
the efiect is either to subdue and destroy the spirit of the sufibrer^ or 
to render himi when he himself becomes the tyrant, a cruel bully. 
Nor are the sad effects of fagging condned to the time of boyhood; but 
are seen and felt iu the tempers and obaracters of the men in after life. 
The great neglect of the morality of boys at public schools is also 
much to be lamented; and indeed the entire absence of all control upon 
this matter on the part of the masters. In consequence, the boys 
are too frequently initiated into the lowest kinds of profligacy at an 
age when their minds are incapable of resisting vice, and their consti* 
tutions of supporting it. 

Though last not least,’’ the all-important subject of religion must 
also be alluded to; and sorry are we to be <d>liged to confess, that 
upon tins point the state of public schools seems to us to be even more 
reprehensible than upon any otlier. In fact we may say that even mo* 
raiity is entirely neglected in them; or what is worse, that it only makes 
its appearance in the odious shape of roll-calls or punishments. We 
are not at this time of day to be told that translations of bits of the 
Greek Testament, or long and short verses made out of St. Paul’s 
Epistles, are to teach a boy the great doctrines and truths of religion. 
Neither can we away with ihe old and lame excuse that the boys learn 
their religion at home. It is the duty of the masters of schools to 
make religion and morals enter into their system of education, ay, 
and to make it the foremost thing. To inculcate religious and moral 
precepts by every means in their power, should be their first and 
most constant care. 

No one can more respect the memory of the late Dean of West¬ 
minster than we do ; and yet wc are forced to confess how completely 
O’Beirne* bad the better of Vincent in their controversy respecting 
public schoolsf and especially respecting the state of religious in*« 
struction in them. Nothing ever was so inconclusive or ao futile as the 
defence of the latter and the facts he brings forward on this subject. 

Having now minted out what appear to us to be the present de¬ 
fects in public schools^ itsis but fair that we should state how we wish 
to see them reformed and conducted; which we will, however, do very 
briefly, and without paging ourselves not to admit of any ehanges in 
dur plea, adbor^g to the peculiar ciceumstancea of fllie ease. 

** In soppoit of o«r own rlsws upon these subjects, we woulil hare to renliMl 
onrseedm fiurtOhe ^Bishop of Meath’s arpuments are svpportea by those (g tbs 
leamaS and eOfleiaatious iDr Renoell} and that the ndvertaHes of the system of 
pablle schools numher smoog them Milton, Cowley, Addifoo, and Cowptr, bosldet 

acmes ofylaence. 
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In the firit place, ivith regard to the general ayatem of treatment, 
we think the boys should be left less to themselves than Aey are at 
present; they should have less periods* of time allowed them, un¬ 
disturbed by the interference of masters and ushers, for the purpose of 
getting into mischief. At the same time that they would thus be more 
exactly watched and guarded, we would have the degrading habit of 
corporal punishment done away with, more particularly the indecent 
and disgusting exhibition of flogging. We also are of opinion that 
fagging should be abolished that very strict care should be taken of 
the morals of the boys; that the boys should be fewer, and the masters 
more numerous. It is impossible that five hundred boys, and we be¬ 
lieve there are more than that number at Eton, can be kept under 
proper control. That the number of boys in the boarding-houses 
should in many cases be diminished, and for the future limited to what 
the houses can conveniently hold ; and that no boarding-house, how¬ 
ever large, be allowed to receive great numbers. Where the boys are 
numerous in a small space, they are sure to commit more mischief, and 
to be more idle and unmanageable than where they are fewer; besides 
the insalubrity of packing boys together as if they were in a slave- 
ship. 

Secondly, with regard to tlie manner of teaching, we are of opinion 
that system should be adopted, which is found by experience to 
teach the best, in the easiest way, and in the shortest time, whether 
it be the Bell, or Lancaster, or Hamiltonian system; and that the 
elementary books upon the best plan, and which are the< clearest and 
most easy of apprehension and comprehension, should be made use of 
for the purpose. 

Thirdly, in relation to what should be taught in public schools, 
our wish would be to place the study of modern languages in the first 
line, then matheipatics and other sciences,—the moat abstruse and 
least useful last. Boys, in our opinion, should also be uugbt to read 
and write their own language—by write we mean compose; also to 
attain a legible hand, and to understand the rules of arithmetic. A 
alight acquaintance with geography, a study but little known or attend¬ 
ed to in this country, would not be amiss. With regard to the Latin 
tongue, we should be inclined to teach about as much of it as is taught 
now, only in one twentieth part of the time. Our reason for this is, 
that a slight knowledge of that language might be found useftil to all 
in consequence of die frequent recurrence of it in various acts, records, 
&c. relating to this country. Greek should not be taught, except to 
those, who feeling or having a particular vocation for it, desire to 
learn it. « 

Such is the slight oudine of our view of iftttional, useful, civilized 
education; subject of course to any modifications or improvements, 
which farther consideration and more minute attention might point out 
as necessary or desirable. We are not, we hope, obsdnately bigoted 

« * ^We understand Dr. Russell, the master of the Charter House|]iaB introduced 
several of these reforms into the school over which he presides, Mlh the greatsst 
cfect. la consequence of which be has received the doable rewaid, of the appro¬ 
bation of the pnbli^ and the vituperation pf his brethren tlM sohoolfllasterc Of the 
old or monkish sysChm* v ^ 
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to our own opinions; but should be willing to chadge theni« ^Ihnter 
ones were off^ed to our notice. It is easy to be decided in the jwiah to 
change the present system* but it is not easy to be equally de^ed as 
to the most proper to substitute in its room. 

Whether we ourselves shall live to see these our suggestions adoptad^ 
or whether, exactly as we have offered them, they will ever be adoptedy 
may be doubtful: but of this we are certain, that the tendency of pub* 
lie feeling at present is in favour of a change on these subjects. Let 
then the pedagogues of the old school (and of the old schools) beware, 
lest, by resisting too obstinately the wishes of an enlightened age, they 
only bring ruin upon the institutions over which they preside, without 
being able to retard the march of civilization and improvement. E. 

MEMOIBS OF THEOBALD WOLFE TONA.** 

This U a work of deep political interest, and withal full of amusement and 
light matter, interesting alike the attention and ^mpathies of the reader, 
whatever his political creed or character may be. for the publication of 
volumes before us, we are indebted to the author^s sou, whose early years were 
spent in the service of the Emperor Napoleon, and who is now a member of 
the American bar. Under the superintendence of Mr. Wiiliain Tone these 
documents were collected, and printed in the United States. The edition at fuesent under our eye comprises all that is contained in the American vo- 
uaies, omitting only the pamphlets, some of which wanted the ordinary spi¬ 

rit and vivacity of the writer, and others, of which the interest was purely io- 
V m .A •111 • ft ^ • 

fore we shall not refer so much in detail, as to the Journal or Diary, doddetlly 
the most lively and interesting portion of the work. Tone was born in Dub¬ 
lin in the year 1763. He was the eldest of several brothers and sisters, whose 
fates were as diversified and unfortunate as his own. Obscure in his birlli, 
and struggling with difficulties, his triumphs at the University of Dublin 
were not less nriiliant than frequent. While yet a student he married a Miss 
Witherington, the daughter of a silk mercer in Grafton Street, Dublin, a 
lady whose beauty, good sense and fortitude, were the constant themes of 
Tone's eulo^, as they were often his only solace and support. Tone's wishes 
were for a military life, but his father destined him for the bar. In January 
1787, he arrived in London, was entered of the Middle Temple, and, after 
due time, was called to the Irish bar. At the Temple he became acquainted 
with several young men distinguished for family and fortune, or the rarer 
merit of briHiant ulents. Among the former were the Hon. George Knox 
(son of Lord Northland), Mr. Wharton, a member of the British paniament, 
with 14,000/. a year, and Sir Lawrence Parsons (afterwards Earl of RoiSe), 
Among the latttt may he numbered Mr. Marcus Bereaford, Plunkett, 
Grattan, Curran, Peter Burrowea (now Judge of the Insolvent Court,) 
and Charles Bushe (now Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench in 
Ireland.) 

Shortly after Tone became a barrister, he went the Leinster Circuit, and 
pretty nearly cleared his expenses;^ but being, to use his own words, 

one of the most ignorant barristers in the Four Courts, and not eoncealiu^ 

* Memoirs of Theobald Wolfe Tone, written Iw himself, oompriaing a complete 
Joiupul of bis negotiations to procure the aid or the Frendi for the Uberatiou of 
Trela&d, with selection from his Bia^, whilst agent to the Iridi Cathcdica. Edited 
by his son WilHam Theobald Wolfe Tone, in 2 voU. 

2 K 2 
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his dislike of the profession, and his disindination to tfwU the attcmeys, bje 
made no great exhibition in hit profession* As the iaw jpow cvtqr more 
iKsgastfhl, he commenced pamphleteer, and in a few davs finishra hu 6rst 
|ieiii|9hlet, entiUed a Review of the last Session of Paritament*** This Iro- 
ekure procured him an introduction to Mr. George Ponsohby, then a leading 
member of the Irish mrliament, and he was instantly retained in the Petition, 
for the Borough of Dungarven, on the part of James Carngee Ponsonby, 
Esq. Tone now looked on himself as a kind of political character; but in this 
he soon found himself mistaken, and having pocketed his ciahty guineas fee 
and performed his professional duty* he bade adieu to the Whigs for ever.— 
He now began to think that the influence of England was the radical vice of 
the Irish Government, and on the appearance of a rupture with S))ain wrote 
a pamphlet to prove that Ireland was not bound by the declaration of war, 
but ought, as an independent nation, to stipulate for a neutrality. It was 
about this time, or shortly after, that Tone became connected with the Ca^ 
tholics. He was the first Protestant who engaged in their cause, and he ex¬ 
perienced the greatest difHculty in rousing them to a sense of their wrongs. 
It is a fact as remarkable as true, that most of the leaders of the United Irish¬ 
men were Protestants—^Tone, Emmet Russell, Lord Edward Fitzgerald, 
and of the twenty prisoners at Fort George only four were Catholics. To 
enlighten the prejudices of the Dissenters on the subject of the Catholic 
claims. Tone published a pai^hlet entitled ** An Argument on behalf of the 
Catholics of Ireland.'' The Catholics purchased this pamphlet with avidity, 
and spread it in all quarters. Tone's intimacy with several of the leaders of that 
body now commenced ; and through his first friend in the body, John Keogh, 
he became acquainted with McCormick, Byrne, Braughall, and the whole of 
the Sub and General Committee. In the winter of 1791 ^hat Tone, 
in company with Russell, went down to Belfast. The incidents of that jour¬ 
ney he recorded in a kind of diary, a practice which he then commenced 
and ever afterwards followed. From it we make the following extracts 

“ Journey to Belfast^ October 1791* 

Wednesday^ Oct. 11, 1791. Arrived at Belfast late, and was introduced to 
Diggeg, but no material conversation. Bonfires, illuminations, firing twenty-one 
guns, volunteers, &c.’* 

Christened Russell, P. P, Cleric of this PaHeh, Sinclair asked us to dine and 
meet Bigra, which -we accedetl to witli great affability. F. F. very drunk. Home; bed. 

13. Much good jesting in bed, at the expense of F. F. Laughed myself into 
good humouri Rose. Bret^ubt. 

*^Home. IHnner at William Sinclair's, to meet Dr. Holliday, who could not 
come, being suddenly called out to attend a bick bishop. Mucli conversatiou 
about Foster's treatment of Illacul>e and Fearrc. Sindair in high wrath with 
Foster (the Right Hon. Jnmes Foster, Speaker of the House of Commons,) 
of whom he told scurrilous anecdotes. The ]<H)m now iii America, and a capital of 
600,owl dollars subscril»^ to carry on the manufacture of linen; workmen, the 
great want in America, which this loom goes prooisoly to obviate. America im« 

Pearce’s various and inexhaustible invention, that they may proceed iq like man¬ 
ner in other fabrics. Washington has adopted Pearce as his protege, and declares 
him to be the first man in America.” 

24. Wakened very sick. Rose at nine. Breakfast at William Sindid^*) 
engagement; could not eat. Mrs. Sinclair nursed me with French dnuniS dec. Jiode out with F. P. and Sinclair tO see his bleach-green. A noble conoetn. Anec- 

oCet of the linen trade. ^Nearly independent of Bnglond. Seven yean appli¬ 
cation made to Parliament for a bounty of 14d. per yi^; resisted by Kq^nd; 
carried at last. Before the bounty, not more thim thirty or forty pieoe^ wipped 
direct for the West Indies, now, always 60,60, and 70, in every ship. Eng¬ 
land threatened thei^ take off the duty on foreign linens, but IM qot wjmtxpm it 
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IvAmoAMii to hm «ny forefga Hneu to ^tindity mad efaM^nieii, itf 
AiBwiefta mavkdt^ which gives no ptotoemw by «id is^ wimBh 
ledhindk Qerqaii Uaens pretored, out of by some pir« 
ticuisrly by the f«^y« AU die Eing^s end Qneea*e linciDi ,£^«s«a|u^ 
of counOs aU their retainers. Sinclair, for exper^ent, made up Hnen^iifuir.j^ 
OemuuL mode, and sent it to the houw in London wtu^ serve4 the Kiof, |e4S«j 
worn for two years, and mudi admired; ten per cent, cheaper, and 20 per Omsh 
better, than the German linen. Great orders for Irish G€rman linen, which he 
refused to execute. All but the royal family content to take it as mere Iriidn (M 
save ^eat George orw KingV^ 

In July 17Q2, Tone proceeded a second time to Belfast, from whence* in 
the middle of that month, he returned to Dublin. The following is a sam¬ 
ple of his Journal in Dublin. 

/^21. Dublin* Ride out with Gog* to Grattan, and tell him of tlie state of 
things in the North and in the South, which he approves. Talk of next winter. 
He apprehends Government will make a blow at the Catholics, by committing thj^r 
chBirnum.-l* Mr. Hutton of opinion that the whole body should rise and go with 
him in that event. Grattan advises to let him go, and immediately elect another. 
If he be committed, elect another, and so on, but never to recede* Mr. Hutton 
says that is very hard, whicli Grattan admits $ but says the reason is obvious, that 
we have no Parliament in Ireland,*’* 

22. Meet Gog in the evening, who is in a peck of troubles. Expects Burke X 
over in Cork every day, notwithstanding all that has been done to prevent his 
coming. Burke pretends that he is come on his private affairs. Private JlddU* 
sticks / Gog in a rage; determined to thwart him on all occasions, and ))ut hjm 
down with the Cath^cs, which he most richly deserves for the great impropriety 
of his conduct.*' 

4SS Mmoin 

August 17* Geg's man has been dunning me for 20/., I believe without orders. 
Give the man a short rebuke, but do not pay liim. Tlie Devil to pay In Paris. 
The mob have broken open the prisons, ajid massacred all the prisoners (Mnntmorin, 
the Princess Lamballe, &c.) with circaimstances of great barbarity, but roblied no 
one. Strange mixture of cruelty and sentiment I An Irish mob would have 
plundered but shed no blood, A Parisian mob murders, but respects projwny; 
whidi is best P I lean to the Frenchman; more majdy. Our luob, very shabby 
fellows. Never would have stood as the Parisians did on the 10th of August.'* 

18. Pay Gog, and resolve to have no more to do with him in the money way.*’ 
Oct, 3- Call at Moira House, and see every body. Most graciously ret'^siveiU 

Introduced to Lady Granard, who takes charge of my letter to CoL Barry. 
Dinner, and a great deal of wine. Frivolous day. Gener^y drunk.” 

“ 4. Sick as a dog. Rode out to Gog. ^ Smoke the rh^e.* Dennis Browne 
playing tri^s in Mayo. Recommends a separate petition, and condemns the idan. 
Wishes, if he could, to act the patron to the Catholics, that he might make sale of 
3,000,008 of clients at Castle. A blockhead, without parts or principles t” 

The following are some fragments of the Journals of 1793* January; 
The King of France was beheaded on the 2lBt/ am sorry it was nepmry.** 
Sunday, IHnner with J. Plunkett, of Ktmcommoti, and J. Jos, M^Dlmnel, of 

Mayo. The Country Cathfdics, 1 think, will stand fire, Mayo has returned, itt 
spite of Dennis Browne, who is as vexed as the Devil, and cannot hAp flimself. 
Hoiaa I Drink like a fish till past twelve. God bless every body* Eitioraoe the 
Connaught men, and go tS bed as drunk as a Lord. It is downright scandalous 
to tee in tUs, arA other journals, how often that occurrence takes idaoe>yet 1 
odl mytdf a sober man!” 

In the oommenceoient of this year (1793,) Tone proceeded to London as 
Secretuy to to Catholic Delegation. The interviews of the members eonu 
poring inis b^y, with Mr. S^retary Dondas, are detailed with much pUh 
and freslmess* and full justice is rendered to to services of the depucri^n 
by the Earl of Moira, at that period Lord Rawdon. When Mr. Secretary 

8 Jto Keogh, 
^ Tone himself. ^ 'V 
X Ritord Bafke, Esq. son of to Rt. Hon. £• Buto, and^^tmt to to Cathrikl. 
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Dnndaa bcsitated about presenting the Delegation, to the King^ Tone gives 
the following account of Lord Moira’s conduct: 

Lord Mcdra came forward and told them that^ if it became necessary, he would, 
as a'peer, diemahd an audience of his Majesty, and be their introducer; adding, 
* As an liishman and a military man, it might be esteemed to wear, perhaps, too 
|)ciremptory an appearance, were 1 to introduce you, and when the minister finds 
that you are secure of admission, he will, pr^ably, be less reluctant to have the 
credit of it himself.' The minister relaxed: and Wednesday, the 2d of January, 
was fixed as the day of their introduction.” 

It would appear, however, from the conduct of the Deputation on their 
return from Itngland, which is glanced at in the following loose fragment of 
Tone’s thoughts, that he suspected some treachery among the members of 
the body, whose faithful servant he still continued to remain. 

Sudden change of Deputation, on our return from England—Bellew’s visit, 
and mine, to the Castle—All set aside by the first visit of the whole Deputation—~ 
Kegotiation, giving up both Houses of Parliament—People then unanimous and 
spirited, but soon disheartened by this unaccountable conduct of their former 
l^erw-Oreat advantages of the Castle over us in negotiation—My own opposition 
to compromise—Compelled to give it up at last—Consequence of this derdiction, a 
loss of all public spirit—Low state of Government at the opening of the Session, as 
appeiwed hem their admitting the principle of reform—Their recovery, from the 
indecision of CathoUcs—Consequent carrying, under cover of the Catholic bill, tbe 
gunpowder and militia acts, augmentation <d' army, proclamations, &c.—Motives of 
Catholic leaders: not corruption—Some negotiation carried on by one of them in 
London, unknown to the others—Secret Committee examine about me and my letter 
to Russell—Proof of their meanness and weakness.” 

The events that followed the passing the act of April 1793, are thus de¬ 
tailed by Mr, W. Tone. We shall not spoil the narrative by any abridg¬ 
ment. 

** Blood had not yet flowed, and the reign of torture had not yet commenced; 
but a noxious crowd of infonuers, from the fasces of society, beg^ to appear like 
the vermin and insects from the mud of Egypt, under the fostering patronage of 
the Castle; state prosecutions were multiplied beyond example; juries were packed 
and iniquitous jutouents rendered; tbe soldiery were quartered on the dissGffected 
districts, and induced in every licence; the affections of the people were alienated 
for ever, and their irritation increased to madness. Amongst the most marking 
events which indicated the increasiiig violence of all parties, and the approaching 
criris of the storm, were the pirest, tri^ and imprisonment of Archibald Hamilton 
Rowan^ Simon Butler, and Oliver Bond. 

In the month of April 1794, William Jackson was arrested on a charge of high 
treason. This gentleman was sent by the French Government to sound the people 
of Ireland as to their willingness to join the French, and had received his instruc¬ 
tions from one Madgett, an old Irishman long settled in France in the office of the 
Department for Foreign Affairs. The sincerity of Jackson was fuUy demonstrated 
by his heroic death, but Iiis Jmpnidence and indiscretion rendered lum totally unfit 
for such a mission. On his passage through England, he opened himself to an 
EngUsh Attorney, Cockayne, who instantly sold his information to the British 
Go^mment, ana was ordered by the police to follow him as ai^offidal spy* The 
leaders of the.patriotic party and Catholics in IrelaTid, d38irou8 as they were to open 
a communication with France, were unwilling to compromise themselves with a 
stranger. My father undertook to run the risk, and even engaged himself to bear 
the answer to that country. But he was deeply ffisgusted by the rash and unlimited 
confidence whidi Jackson reposed in Cockayne. 

^ This was an awful period of my father's life* Every ni^t he expected to be 
arrested for examination before the Secret Committee. Several of the patriotic and 
Csfihokc leaders, moat from attachment to him, some for fear iff being oompromise4 
by his arrest, urged him to abscond. At length, by the most pressing instances 
with the Government, Tone’s friends succeed^ in concluding an agreement, by 
which, on his engaging simply to leave Ireland as soon as he cmld settle his private 
af^n, no steps were m be taken against him.” ” 

'This comproinis^^f such it can be called) eflfected through Lord KUwar- 
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then Attorney General, wa* Mt a 4idionouraWe ‘one.. jfoni 4»e»ra)wil 
Ao friend, revealed no iieeret^ and abused no confidence. » -m 

In the beginning of 179$ Lord Fitawifliam was appomied Vkteit^lJWd 
efibru were then made to attaob Tone anew to the Whig party, and lo Jtv 
duce him to write in support of the administtation, but these effort* wht^W 
felled. In March 1795, Lord Fitzwilliam was recalled, and in the roOiuhw 
April the trial of Jackson took place. It nobly redeemed his former brrora. 

The following is a somroary of what took place previously to Tone's em¬ 
barking for America. We give it in his own words:— 

1 hasteii to the period wben^ in coTneqneuc© of the conviotion of WilUam 
Jackson for high treason, I was obliged to quit my country and go into Mile in 
America. A short time before my departure, my friend Ausftell and 1 walked out 
toother to Rathfarnham, to see Emmet* He showed us a little study^ whicli he 
was building, and which he said he would consecrate to our meetings, if ever we 
lived to see our country emancipated. I begged of him, if he intended Russell 
should be of the party, to fit up a small c^laret, which should enclose a few downs 
of his l>eBt old claret. I mention this anecdote because I love the men, and it seems 
now, at least, possible that we may yet meet again in Emmet’s , study* As we walked 
into town, I opened my plan to them. I told them that I dunsidered ray coni'* 
promise with Government to extend no farther than the banks of the Defeware, and 
that the moment 1 landed, I was free to follow any plan which might suggest itself 
to me for the emancipation of my country. They both agreed with me in those 
principles, and 1 proceeded to tell them that my intention was, immediately on my 
arrivm in Philadelpliia, to wait on the French Minister; to detail to him, fiill^ 
the situation of affairs in Ireland,—to obtain a recommendation to the rronoh 
Government, and, if I succeeded so far, to leave my family in America, set off in¬ 
stancy for Paris, and apply, in the name of my country, for tlie asffistance of 
France, to enable us to assert our independence* This plan met with the warmest 
approbation from both Russell and Emmet. We shook hands, and having repeated 
our professions of unalterable regard and esteem for each other, we parted^; and this 
was the last interview which 1 was so happy as to have with those two friends.’ 

On the I3ih June, Tone embarked on board the Cincitioalus of Wilming¬ 
ton. We extract the following strange incident:— 

« About the 20th of July, after we had cleared the banks of Newfoundland, we 
were stopped by three British frigates, the Thetis, Captain Lord Cochrane, the 
Hussar, Captain Rose, and the Esperance, Captain Wood, who boarded us, end 
after treating us with great insolence, pressed every one of our hands save one. 

As I was in a jacket and trowsers, one of the lieutenants ordered mo into the 
boat, as a fit man to serve the King, and it was only the screams of my wife and 
sister which induced him to desist. On the first of August we landed safe at Wil¬ 
mington, not one of my party, providentially, having b^n for an hour indisposed 
on the passage, nor even sea-sick. We put up at the principal tavern, k^t by an 
Irishman, one Captain O’Byrne O’Flynn, for all the taverns in America are kept 
by majors and captains.” 

AAer remaining for some time at Wilmington, and procuring an interview 
with the French minister, Citizen Adet, who promised to forward a mcmn<* 
rial of Tone’s to jhe F>ench government, the author of these volumes was in 
treaty for the purchase of a farm, when he received letters from Keogh, 
Russell, and the two Sims's, pressing him to fulfil his engagement *• to 
move heaven and earth*' to force his way to the French government. Sims’s 
ieuer contained a credit to the amount of 200/. Tone’s determination was 
immediately taken. He set off the next morning for Philadelphia, and 
waited on Citizen Adet, who offered him letters to the French ffovemm^t, 
and money if necessary. The former Tone accepted, and on the l6th Ijp- 
cember arrived in New'York. On the 1st January 1796* he sailed, on 
the Jersey, from Sandy Hook for Havre dc Grace, where the crew arnved 
safely on the 1st of Feoruary*—Here confessedly a most iuterestUig part of 
the work commciJcs :“*On the 11th, Tone sets off fof Pari^. and on the 
t2th arrives in that city. On the 13lh he goes to the Tf.'^tre. Trie following 
account of the Opera is full of interest. ^ 
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^ 4a tlM iMabig-M- the QitkaA Opeta, tniMvaa Artli- Jjp%4)te. Thfe < 
tumiSAemt^ an^i AimiM judge, ^>oat eud fcii^d4M lu ‘te uiv 

'CbiUm, we dfcuMW aioet beauttf&l, aad s sempubz^ attezitkm to costume, ^ 
tile itoccffetiflipt. itThfruecfimean weiu cem^etely OeeciBii statues anixsefeed^ and' I 
Mvap sav so xandte^ the superknitf cf the tasta el the andeuts in dzw, esj^ 
dWf « cstfasda the voe^^ IpUgdnie {La Cito^fomB Chero/a) was dsested entunsly 
uhite, srithout tiie4«ast omaxnant* ^he acting admiralde, but the singing wy 
inferior to that of the KEtig's Theatre in the Haymarket. Tlie Frendi cannot sing 
like tiie Italians. Agamnemnon ezcdtent. Ciytemnestra still better* Adhilles 
abominshle, yet more applauded than either of them. Sang in the old TVendi 
s^le, whidi is most detestable, shaking and warbling on et^ery note: vile ! rile I 
vilei The others sang in a style sufficiently oenrect. The ballet, L*C3ffiran^ d in 
Liberi&^ most superb. In the centre of the stage was the Statue of Liberty, with 
an altar blwng before her. She was surround^ by tite chara^ierB in the opera, in 
their bdautiftxl Grecian habits. The dvic av ^ Fsi/Zons au salut de ffm/nre,* was 
sung by a powerful base, and received with transport by the audienos. Whenever 
the w<m ewlavage was uttered, it operated like an electric shock. The Marseil¬ 
laise hymn was next sung, and produced still greater enthusiasm. At the words 
^Aux armes eiiogetis J' all the performers drew thdr swords, and the females 
turned to them as encouraging ^em. Then came two beautiiul female figures, 
moving h'ke the Graces themsdves, with torches blazing; these were follow^ by 
four negroes, carrying two tripods between them, which they placed on each side of 
the altar; next came as many Americans, in the dress of Mexico; and these were 
followed by a crowd of other performers, variously habited. The little children 
then approadied the altar with their baskets of ilowers, which they laid before the 
goddess ; the rest in turn succeeded, and hung the altar and the base of the statue 
with garlands; the two females with the torches approadbed the tripods, and, 
touching them with the fire, they kindled into a blaze. The whole then knelt 
do^, and all of this was execut^ in cadence to the music. The first part of the 
last verse, * Amour saorc de la pa^rie,’ was then sung slowly and m^emnly, and 
the wprds ^ lAbertij lAberU with an emphasis which affected me most 
power^y.” 

We present our readers with the account given by Tone of his interview 
with Monroe. 

16. Went to Monk's, the Ambassador, and detivered in my passport and 
letters. Reodved very politely by Monroe, who inquired a great deal into the state 
of the public mind In America. 1 inqpii^ of him where 1 was to deliver my 
despatches. He informed me, to the Minister for Foreign Affairs. I then rose 
and told him that when he had read B—’s letter, (which was in cypher) he 
would, I hope, find me excused in taking the liberty to call again* He answered, 
he would be happy at all times to see me. I took my leave, and returned to his 
office for my passport. The Secretary smoked me for an Irishman directly. A la 
bonne heure. Went at three o'clock to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Rue du 
Bacq, 471. Delivered my passport, and inquired for some one who spoke English. 
Intr^uoed immediately to the Chef de Bureau, Lamare. I showed my letter, and 
told him 1 wished for an opportunity to deliver it into the Minister’s ^ada. He 
asked me, < would it not do if he took charge of it ?' I answered, he undoubtedly 
knew best, but I sbould consider myself mum obliged by being allied to driiver it 
in person. He then brought me into a magnificent ante-chmbfir, and after a few 
minutes I wks introduced to Charles de la Croix. He is a req^ebtable man of sixty, 
with the air of a Bishop." 

We pass over, in consequence of the want of space, the various intmviews 
of Tone with Madgett; in which the whole progress of the plan of i* 
d«$taited, and in which the resources and the disposition of the Frci^ Sveroment with regard to Ireland, is laid open; and we come at opoe to 

im part of the Joumal which details the author's interview with Camolix 
Want at IS e’obdt to the Luxembourg; cmmii^ speMhea in eiMn^la 

IMibb. What shall! aay to Carnot? Wril, * whatsoever the Lord pdftoth 
in my moutii, that suiely snaH I utter.' Plucked up a spiritfas I daaw^ Mat tiia 
jjgglioe—Went into ^ first Bureau that I found open, and deBSanded aW onoe to 
see Garnot. The dpw stared a little, but 1 repeated my demeetd ^th a oourage 
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inily Ymcitt on iMA Uior iiuttantiy'MiboalttBd, and «ent a fentm to ooddnol am. 
lbe^ 'tedilooam lmlln^^ in liable Om I had hem teftauad ba 
qtokeEngiidu^^AHide, ciri but I Wftoeiv«^ott.««idcfle^ aud^ if IpieaM^ 
w6 wiSoonvova in that langii^.* luiawm^ itiUjii my jaigon, that if hnoaiiM 
hare the patienee to enduie me, I would endearoua, and only prayed him to t%0|»iaa - 
whenever 1 ^ not make myi^ uadentood. I tlmii told him 1 was m ltAthmm4 ' 
that 1' had beoi Secretary and Agent to the Cathdios of that country, who were 
about ASOSfOOO of people; that 1 was also in perfect possession of the sentiments of 
the Dissenters, who wefe at least 900,000, and that I wished to communicate with'. 
him on the actual state of Ireland. He stepped me here to express a doubt as to the 
numbers being so great. 1 answered, a calculation had been made within these fbw 
yeai^ grounded on number of houses, that, by diat calculation, the people of 
Ireiahd amounted to 4,100,000, and which was awnowledged to be considerably 
under the truth; ^la** all those people were unanimous in their smitunents in fa¬ 
vour of France, and eager to throw off the yoke of England. He asked mo then, 
* What they' wanted P’ I said,^ ^ An armed force in the commencemoui, for a 
point d*appuif until they can o^nize themselves; and undoubtedly a supply of 
arms, and some money.* The Organizer of Victory proceeded* to ask me, ^ Are 
there imt some strong places in Ireland ?’ I answer^, 1 knew of none, except 
some works to defend the harbour of Cork. He stopp^ me here, exchuming, 
* Ay, Cork ! But may it not be necessary to land there wluch question 
I perceived he had been otgmwmg a little already, in his own mind.” 

We are constrained to pass over the various other interviews which Tone 
had with Carnot, La Reveillierc Lepaux, Madget, and Clarke Due De Felirr, 
to whom the arrangement of the Irish expedition was finally referred> and 
Hoche, who was to have the command of it. Want of space also pre¬ 
cludes us from giving any portion of the Journal during the period of General 
Tone's attachment to the army of the West, with the journey from Rennes 
to Brest; and we come now to the Journal of December 1790, from which 
tee make the following extracts touching the first expedition to Ireland. 

3. Bantry Bay Expedition—4)A board. Received my order to embark on board 
the Zndomptable, of 80 guns, Capt. Bedout.” 

** 15. At 11 o'dock tMs morning the signal was made to heave short. There 
is a ngnal also at the point for four sail of enemies in the offing; the sun is os 
warm and as bright as in the month of May—* I hope,’ as Lord George BrilHuiu 
says, * he may not shine through somebody presently.* We are all in high spirits, 
end the troops are as gay as if they were ^iug to a bail: with our 15,000, or more 
correctly, 13,97^ men, I would not have the least doubt of our boating 30,000 of 
such BS will opposed to us ; that is to say, if wa reach our destination." 

16. At twelve to-day the Fougtteux^ a 74, ran foul of us, but we parted witiiOUl 
any damage on either side.** 

16. At nine this morning, a fog so thick that we cannot seo a ship's length 
before us. ^ Hazy weather, master Noah ;* d—n it, we may be, for aught 1 Know, 
within a quarter of a mile of our missing ships.’* 

With the result of this expedition our readers are already well acquainted. 
On the 99ih December, 1796, the Commodore made the signal to steer 

back fbr France, and on the Ist of January 1797, they made U&e island of 
Ushant. From thil period Jone became attached to the army of the Sam- 
bre ^ Meuse/' till the 96tn of May, when he joined the Batavian army at 
Cblo^e, preparatoiy to his being attached to the second expedition, from the 
Te xd,'whi^ in the execution was still inofe unfortunate than that t6 

pedition 
1798. 

That fatal expedition set sail from the Baye de Camaret. To avoid the BritfUh 
fleets,. Bompart, an excellent seaman, took a huge sweep to the Westward, and than 
to the North-east, in order to bear down on & Nc^hem coast of Iraliuid, from 
the quarter, whcnoe.a l^eadh force woi^ .be least expected. Be met, however, 
with oontrary am it appears that his flotilla was scattered; for, cm tibe 10^ 
of October, after twenty days', croiie, he arrived off the entry of 9wiily. He * 

, and that in which Tone perished, sailed on the SOth 
Bantry 

The Ihat c 
of SeDtemb< 
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wu iniUatly gigiiBlled; and, on the break of day, next morninf, 11th of Ooto|l»ee, 
before he could enter the bay or land his troc^s, he perceived we squadron of Sir 
John Borlase Warren, conaisUng of six sail line, one razee of sixty guxM, and 
two frigates, bettfing down upon him. There was no chance of escape for the large 
and heavy man oi war, Bompart gave instant signals to the frigates and schooner, 
to retreat through shallow water, and pr^ared alone to honour we flag of lus coun¬ 
try and liberty, by a desperate but hop^ess defence. At that moment, a boat 
came from the Biche for his last orders. That ship had the best chance to get off. 
The French officers all supplicated my father to embark on board of hm*. * Our 
contest is hopeless,' they observed, * we shall be prisoners of war, but what will 
become of you ?’" 

Tone was deaf to their entreaties; and during the action, which lasted for 
six hours, he fought with the most desperate resolution. After die action 
was over, he was b^aseiy pointed out to the police officers by a person who had 
been his fellow-student at Trinity College, who stepped up to him, and said, 
** Mr. Tone, I am very happy to sec you.” From Letterkeney the unfortu¬ 
nate man was humed to Dublin, where he made two attempts on his own 
existence after he had been sentenced to die by q court-martial. 

The last of these attempts was successful. On the evening of the 
1 Uh November, 179^1 it was discovered by the sentry that Tone had in¬ 
flicted a deep wound across his neck. A surgeon was called in, who stopped 
the blood and closed it, reporting that the prisoner had missed the carotid 
artery. Tone murmured in reply, Tm sorry I've been so bad an anato¬ 
mist.” The concluding sketch is given by Mr. William Tone with truth and 
feeling. 

Stretched on his bloody pallet in a dungqpn, the first apostle of Irish union, 
and most illustrious martyr of Irish independence, counted each lingering hour du¬ 
ring the last seven days and nights of his alow and silent agony. No one was 
allowed to approach him. Far from his adored family, and from all those friends 
whom he loved so dearly, the only forms which fiitted before his eyes were those of 
the grim gaoler and rough attendants of the prison; the only sound which fell on 
his dying ear, the heavy tread of the sentry. He retained, however, the calmness 
of his soul, and the possession of his faculties, to the lastand the consciousness of 
dying for his country, and in the cause of justice and liberty, illumined, like a 
brig^Lt halo, his latest moments, and kept up his fortitude to the end. 

“ On the morning of the 19ch of November, he was seized with the spasms of 
approaching death. It is said that the surgeon who attended whispered that, if he 
attempted to move or speak, he must expire instantly; that he overheard him, and, 
making a slight movement, replied, ^ 1 can yet find words to thank you,*'Sir; it is 
the most welcome news you could give me. What should T wish to live fur ?' 
Falling back with these expressions on his lips, he expired without farther effort.” 

Thus perished a brilliant genius—-a mind pregnant with enterprise, and a 
faithful and warm heart. The political principles of Tone will be judged of 
according to the feelings and opinions of the reader; but there is no one, we 
think, who having read the volumes before us, must not be constrained to 
admit, that however much their author may have been destitute of prudence* 
however mistaken in his views, and extravagant in his opinions, he was at 
least full of sincerity, and free from all taint ofsselfishness, the besetting sin 
of pseudo-patriots. Of his rashness he was the victim, and of his principles 
the martyr; and for the rest we have no hesitation tn saying, that the piece of 
Biography of which he was himself the author, sheds more light on the 
history Of his own times, than any other work we have ever met with, while 
it displays a uninn of brilliancy and solidity, of depth of thought and va- 
ri^y ufacQuirement, which it seldom fulls to the lot of the mo8tglHe4 to po8*> 
sess, and me direction of which we must deplore. # ^ 
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MISS POPE—A POETBAIT. 
* ' ' X 

Whek I first saw Miss Pope, she was performing Mira. Candoitt in 
the School for Scandal. Her fellow*laboiirer4 in the theatric vineyn^ 
were Miss Farren as Lady Teazle, and King as Sir Peter; Parsons 
and Dodd performed Crabtree and Backbite; Baddeley personated 
Moses; Smith, Charles; and John Palmer, Joseph. Here was a 
galaxy which the dramatic hemisphere will not again present in one 
night, I have heard people wonder why the good actors in our days 
will not pull together in one piece, as they did when the School for 
Scandal first came out: meaning, I presume, as they habitually did at 
that period. 1 take the liberty to doubt the fact. If the School for 
Scandal had been brought to the Theatre by ^ some starved hackney 
sonneteer or me,” Parsons would not.havc acted Crabtree, and Dodd 
would have ** fined” rather than perform Backbite. 1 even doubt 
whether Baddeley would have taken to the Jew. Miss Pope would 
unquestionably have demurred about Mrs. Candour. Not that those 
parts are bad ones in themselves, but there is too great an interval 
between the first and last appearance of the scandalous club.” They 
get out of the sight, and consequently out of the mind of the audience. 
Moreover (which is an inexpiable sin in the perception of a player) 
there are better parts in the play. Why then, it may be asked, did 
those eminent performers act these characters ? I answer, because the 
play was written by a manager. *When, many years afterwards, Miss 
Pope attended the rehearsal of Frederick Reynolds’s play, **The Will,” 
J bvheld her (for the first and last time I ever witnessed it) a little out 
of humour. ** Oh, Mr* Reynolds,” exclaimed the lady, turning over 
the leaves of her manuscript, ” this is a very bad part.” “ Very, 
Ma’am,” was the answer; *'but, bad as it is, 1 can’t make it better.” 
Now, be it remembered that Reynolds was not a manager, and more* 
over, that he was not a regular writer for Drury-lane Theatre. His 
movements thither were eccentric. The Will, Cheap Living, and The 
Caravan, were the only wares he ever carried to that market. This 
may account for the lady’s petulance, and may perhaps excuse it. 

Nick-names are often given at hazard. Miss Pope’s private alias, 
in certain theatrical circles, was Mrs. Candour; originating partly from 
her playing that part, and partly from her readiness to undertake the 
defence of any person who happened to be run down. 1 owe it to 
truth to declare my conviction that, in adopting that course, not a par^A 
tide of irony or sarcasm was mingled with her encomiums. I never 
heard her speak ill of any human being. This, in a theatre, where 
there ia so much illt and so^any people disposed to speak it, is surely 
no faint praise. 1 have sometimes been even exasperated by her bene- 
volence* In cases of the most open delinquency, 1 could never entice 
her into mdignadon. ” 1 adore my profession,” I have heard her say 
more, than once. She might, therefore, think it policy, at all events, 
to uphold the professors, in the same way as the sex uphold each 
other in the article of marriage- You nevercan prevail upon female A 
to admit that female B has Income an old maid from want of offers. 
It is constantly a matter of choice. She has bad health: she was 
attached to a youngi|nan who died at Monmouth: she is devoted to 
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^ber sister’# children: or she won’t qmt her father. Any thing rather 
than the fact. 

I saw Miss Pope, for the second tfiiie,'hi the jewr If 90, far the cha¬ 
racter of Flippanta, in Sir John Vantoi^h^s Ue^ufaia comOdj, The 
Confederacy. Mi^s Farren was the City Wife, (Haricsaj Moody, the 
liasband; John Palmer, the Dick Amlet; John Bannister, the roguish 
servant Brisk; and Mrs. Jordan, the Corinna. The laW>-t»entione(} 
part was formerly, however, personated by Miss Pope: witness the 
encomium of Churchill in the Rosciad. 

" With all the native vigour of sixteen. 
Among the merry troop conspicuous seen, 
See lively Pope advance in jig and trip 
Corinna, Cherry, Honeycomb, and Smp. 
Not without art, but yet to nature true. 
She charms the town with humour just yet new. 
Cheer'd by her promise we the less deplore 
The fatal time when Clive shall be no more." 

This poem was published in the year 1761; and when *'the fatal 
time" which it prognosticated had arrived, Miss Pope wrote poor 
Kitty Clive’s epitaph. It may be seen on a mural tablet in Twicken¬ 
ham church-yard, commencing as follows: 

Clive’s blameless life this tablet shall proclaim.*’ 

** She was one of my earliest and best friends," said Miss Pope, I 
usually spent a month with her during the summer recess, at her 
cottage adjoining to Horace Walpole’s villa at Strawberry-hill. O^e 
fine morning 1 set off in the Twickenham passage-boat to pay her a 
visit. When we came to Vauxball, I took out a book and began io 
read/’ ** Oh Ma ’am," said one of the watermen, *' I hoped we Wete 
to have the pleasure of hearing you talk." I took the hint," added 
the benevolent lady, and put up my book.’’ She asked me if I re¬ 
membered Horace Walpole. 1 could only say, as Poj^ said of Dry- 
den, ** Virgilium tantum vidi." The only time I ever beheld him was 
when I went about the year 1793 in Undy’s passage-boat torTwicken- 
han^f He was standing upon the lawn in front of his house. “ He 
could be very pleasant," said Miss Pope.—“ He often came to drink 
tea with us at Mrs. Clive's cottage; and he could be very unpleasant." 
** In what way?" said I. “ Oh, very snarling and sarcastic/’ was the 
answer. 

When young people look at old people, they find a great difiiculty 
in imagining that the latter were formerly as young as themselves. 
When 1 first became acquainted with tl^ lady i& question, lutmedy, 
about the year 1807, idie had passed her grand climacteric, and was 
consequently gifted with a bulky person, and a duplicity of eMu* 
** Is it possible," said 1 to myself, riiat this old woman could ever 
Itave verified Churebiirs assertion, * Native vigour of sixteen V Ridi¬ 
culous!" And yet the matter is mathematically a ftet: nny more, 
Miss Pope was once in love! I had ** the eoft confession’^ ftoffa her 
own lips; and as 1 was not sworn to secrecy* and the lady has long 
sii^ joined the Capulets, the reader shall baye it too. r 

The scene of the acknowledgment lay in Ims^ope’s back ft^wing- 
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rootn» at her bouse in Great Qoeen^street, lancdn’s-inn Ilaklsi 
situ^ withm (;wo doors of the Freemasons’Tavem; wfaetbar von tbh 
north side dr the south I will not aver, not having a mim of London 
before me with the points of die covttpaas annexed* All I eaa sajr 
that it was on the Lincolifs^inn Fields side of the tavern. She 
then lived there for a period of forty years. The room woa hong 
round with portraits of people who had been gathered to their fathers 
half a century before. *' Who is this, Madam t" said I, pointing to a 

*three'quarters as large as life. is the celebrat^ Mrs. Old¬ 
field,” answered Miss Pope. I stood up to look at that once high- 
priz^ beauty, and repeated from Pope’s imitation of Horace's Second 
Satire (I firmly believe the imitation to be his, though he denied it,) 

The tribe of templers, players, apothecaries. 
Pimps, poets, wits, Lord Fannys, Lady Marys, 
And all court in tears, and half the town 
Lament dear charming Oldfield dead and gone. 
Engaging Oldfield ! who with grace and ease 
Comd join the Arts to ruin and to please.”' 

Ah, well! we must not believe all that Pope said of her,” answered 
the companion of Kitty Clive. See what a fine marked tragic brow 
she has ! 1 myself believe she was a very good woman.’* ** And who 
is that little child upon whose head her right hand rests ?'* inquired 1. 
** Did you never see,’* answered the lady, a very old man walking 
about town named General Churchill Y* “ I have.” Well, diat 
child is he!” Here was another surprise to my then juvenile imagi¬ 
nation. General Churchill aged eighty, once a little boy in petticoats I 
Miracles will never cease! In the hurry of business I quite omitted to 
a^ Miss Pope how a very good woman,” named Oldfield, could 
hive a son named Churchill.—Over the sofa hung an engraved likeness 
of a gentleman, whose ponderous quantum of hair was buckled up be¬ 
hind, like the tails of my old maiden aunt Leonora’s coach-horses. 
** That is Baron Newnham, the present Earl of Harcourt,” said the 
owner of the mansion. I bowed acquiescence. **And pray who is 
this ?” said I, turning to a portly gentleman in pearl-coloured dittos, 
with a laced cocked hat under his arm. ** Oh, that," said the lady, in 
a hesitating sort of a flurry, that is Mr. Holland!'' I thought it 
rather odd that Holland should be the only Mister of the party: and I 
said to myself, as Gibbet said when he heard that Aimwell had gone to 
church, that looks suspicious.” The stomach-pump was not then 
invented: but 1 nevertheless gradually obtained the contents the 
old lady's heart upon the subject of the said Holland; who, as the 
reader will find, on consulting Tom Davies's Life of Garrick, was an 
aefapr of celebrity ifi his dgy. The ugly curly-pated lap-dog havibg 
been now silenced by several flirts from a scented Cambric handker¬ 
chief, Miss Pope confessed her early love and her eiurly disappointment, 
** Mr. Holland and myself,” said the fair sexagenarian, ** were mutually 
attached. I had reason to expect that he would sdon make me an offer 
of W himd, Mr. Garrick (here was a second Mister, but this proceeded 
from the posthumous awe inspired by the shade of a manager and sole * 
{trowietor,) Mr. Garri^ warned me of his levities and his gallantries; 
bistih^read that a reformed rake makes Che best husband, aw I hoped 
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^8t I should find it to be so^' One day I went to visit Mrs. Clive in 
the Richmond coach. The coach stopped to hait at Mortlake, when, 
whom should I see pass me rapidly in a post'chaise hut Mr. Holland, in 
company 'vrith a lady! I coiud not discern who the lady was ; but I 
felt a pang of jealousy which kept me silent for the rest of the journey. 
I got out of the coach at the King’s Head, near the present bridge, and, 
with my little wicker basket in my hand, 1 set off to walk along Twick¬ 
enham meadows to Strawberry Hill. When 1 came opposite the. 
Eel-pie Island, 1 saw the same parties in a boat together; and 1 then 
discovered that Mr. Holland’s companion was the notorious Mrs. Bad- 
deley. He looked confused when he saw me, and tried to row across 
to the Richmond side; but the weeds prevented hitn. I met him on 
the Tuesday morning following at a rehearsal. He had done wrong, 
and he knew it; but he tried to veil his degradation by an air of 
hauteur. I was as proud as be; and firom that time we never ex¬ 
changed a word. He afterwards made love to this, that, and t’other 
woman; but I have reason to know that be never was really happy.” 
Here the old la4y wiped away a tear, which the remembrance of 
wiiat happened forty years before had caused to trickle down her 
cheek. 

1 cannot dispatch this fickle Mr. Holland without relating an anec¬ 
dote in which he was posthumously concerned. I sat in the pit of 
Drury-lane theatre one evening about twenty years ago, when one of 
Sbakspeare’s historical plays was performed, embracing “all the 
strength of the house,” accompanied by the usual portion of its weak¬ 
ness. Two worthies sat within earshot of me, between whom an ex¬ 
change of play-bills produced a temporary intimacy. They conversed 
to the following effect:—“ Do you often come here. Sir?”—“ Yes, Sir* 
now and then. I see by this bill that almost all their actors are en^ 
gaged.”—“Yes, Sir.”—“ Actors live to a great age, Sir.”—“ Yes, Sir, 
some of them.”—“ Now here, Sir,” said the first speaker; “ here. Sir, 
is Holland: he was an actor. Sir, in Garrick’s time,” and yet we have him 
in the bill for to-night.”—“ True, Sir,” answered the second speaker, 
“ and here is another of the Garrick school—Mr. Powell: he’s in the 
bill, too: he must be no chicken by this time.” I thought at the mo¬ 
ment of proving to both speakers, as Partridge says, “ that this Mr. 
Jones was not that Mr. Jones,” and that of the two Garrick contempo¬ 
raries, whom they had named, the one, if living, would be now ninety- 
six years of age, and the other a hundred and four. But I left them 
in the thick of their error. People in the pit of Drury-lane “ conceive 
better than they combine.” 

The Widow Racket in Mrs. Cowley's “ Belle’s Stratagem” was one 
of Miss Pope’s best parts. It is difficult fo describe action in words. 
Miss Pope's usual manner of exhibiting piquant carelessness consisted 
in tossing her head, from right to left, and striking the palm of each 
hand with the back of its fellow, at the same moment casting her eyes 
upward with an air o{nonchalance. Miss Mellon, who came after her, 

nearest to her in this mpner; but still it was hand passibus 
J'quu.” One morning, on taming the corner of Great Queen-street, 
with the intention of making a visit, I beheld the carriage of .]|^rd 
Harcourt, (his Lhrdsbip’s official vehicle as Ma8t|r nf the H<»ie to the 
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Queen,) standing at the door. The chariot was blood-red» the hoeses 
were coal-black, and the coachman and footman were in a complete' 
amour of gold lace. Venturing in was oat of the question ; so 1 
passed the door, and loitered in front of a broker’s shop about seven 
doors nearer to Lincoln’s-inn Fields, and close abutting upon the 
chapel. I had plenty of time, before the departure of the noble Master 
of the Horse, to make a mental inventory of the contents of the shop. 
A counting*house stool stood in front of me, with the wadding making 
a partial exit through an aperture in its morocco covering; an oaken 
chest of drawers, highly wrought and inlaid with ivory, wi^ a rusty key 
in the folding-door, gave token of former grandeur. 

Oh, couldst thou speak, 
As in Dodona once thy kindred trees,’’ 

thought I, thou mightest give me some curious anecdote^ of what 
passed in Old Burlington-street a century ago. A lady in blue velvet, 
guiltless of neckerchief, with a red rose in her hand, was half hid by a 
rickety wash-hnnd stand; a lap-dog painted in crayons, was ill guarded 
by a starred and splintered pane of glass; and a crazy mirror in a 
frame of dingy white and gold, multiplied and distorted my visage as 
I moved around for a more accurate view of what the back of the shop 
contained. In a few minutes I peeped forth from my hiding-place. 
The royal carriage was in the act of departing, and 1 luiocked at the 
door. I walked upstairs, and on entering the drawing-room, 1 found 
Miss Pope still in the attitude of graceful deference, in which hig lord¬ 
ship had left her. Her hands were crossed upon her stomacher, and 
her eyes were modestly bent toward t;he earth. She still felt the in- 
flttence of the patrician deity, although he had corporeally ceased 
to fill the vacant blue-damask arm-chair, which fronted her on the 
opposite side of the fire-place. 

I attended tlie last appearance of this estimable woman in public. 
It was on the £6th of May, 1808; the character was Deborah Dowlas, 
in the Heir at Law.” A week before, she had talked with me about 
the manner in which she should dress the character, and I answered in 
black bombazeen. Miss Pope stared; but 1 proved to her that not 
only Deborah Dowlas, but all the rest of the dramatis personae ought, 
properly speaking, to assiune suits of sable. Attend,” said I, while 
her sister Susan counted them up on her fingetrs. All the Dowlases 
should wear black as relatives of the deceased Lord Duberly. Henry 
Moreland should do the same as his son; and Steadfast as a friend 
of the family. Clerical custom requires Doctor Pangloss to be attired 
in black. CarolinevDorraer has recently lost her father, and so have 
Zekiel and Cicely Homeapud: Caroline Dormer’s first servant Kenrick, 
added 1, must of course do as his mistress does: and this makes up the 
whole of the party.” Susan, who was a roatter-of-fiict personage, thought 
me right; but Miss Pope, notwithstanding, was not fondly overcome” 
by my argument, but dressed Deborah Dowlas as her predecessors had 
done. This leave-taking was in character and in rhyme, both of which 
I thought objectionable. The character, Audrey, that of a female fool; 
should, at ail events, not have been assumed. The last line of the 
farewell address still dwells in my memory. ** And now poor Audrey 
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bids jw all fkrewell.”' The cacsa^e Miw Pope's friend aad Mtron, 
^Oamck, in a ain^ar dtnation mi^t have tanght her better. He ex.* 
pressed himself as follom:—jiogle of rhyme and the language 
of fiction, would but ill suit my present feelings. TbU is to me a very 
awful moment; it is no less than parting for ever with those froth whom 
I have receiv^ the greatest kindness and favours, and-upoa the spot 
where that kindness and those favours were eidoyed.” This was as it 
should be. , 

Miss Pope ended her days in a house in Newman-street. I felt 
grieved when she quitted Qneen*street, and so I believe did she. The 
pictures had in a measure grown to the walls; and though the mansion 
was rather too near to the Freemasons’ Tavern, whence, on a summer 
evening when windows are per force kept open, the sounds of “ Pros¬ 
perity to the deaf and dumb charity,”' sent forth a corresponding clatter 
of glasses, which, made every body in Miss Pope’s back drawing-room, 
for the moment, fit objects of that benevolent institution: still a resi¬ 
dence of forty years and upwards, is not to be parted from without 
regret. 

Miss Pope gave an evening party at her new residence, about a 
twelvemonth after her retreat from the stage, at which, I remember, 
the late Mr. Justice Grose was present, as well as a great number of 
other highly respectable persons of either sex; many of them, as I then 
learned, from the purlieus of St. James’s Palace. Here 1 beheld her 
in society for the last time. She shortly afterwards was attacked by a 
stupor of the brain: and this once lively and amiable woman, who had 
entertained me repeatedly with anecdotes of people of note in her earlier 
days, sat quietly and calmly in an arm-chair by the fire-side, patting 
the head of her poodle dog, and smiling at what passed in conversation, 
without being at all conscious of the meaning of what was uttered. At 
her death, I promised to myself to write her character in one of the 
public Journals: and at her funeral, I vowed to myself to write her 
epitaph. But, as Doctor Johnson says, the promises of authors are 
like the vows of lovers.” 

Upon a candid review of my pursuits and feelings, at the period 
above described, it appears to me that I was a much happier man then 
than I now am. Upon recollection I find that, about that time, Lewis 
the comedian let me, by anticipation, into the cause of this. We were 
walking homeward from the Keep-the-line club, then held at the 
British coffee-house. Lewis asked me my age, and I answered 
“thirty.” " Stick to that; my^deaf boy,” said the veteran, “and you 
will do. I myself was thirty once. 1 was fool enough to let -it go 

, by; and I have regretted it ever since.” , 
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Foftllie last sbc the pf Aidlybogoc^ m the counl^ pf 
had eejojred suph profou^ a^mquUlity* that even the Sunlfy. of 

Mr. Clutteihuek Casey, ofSlng-mouiit^ the most eetire roagtstrata in 
that part of Ireland^ had discontinued the custom of sitting dpwn to 
breakfast with loadi^ pistols upon the uble. There were no bitmings 
or burglaries—^no, homicides, excepting now and ^en a fair psan- 
slaoghter—no abductions, save an occasionid ohe of such doubtful 
violrace, that Father Henoessy, when called upon, did not hesitate to 
sanctify the transaction by an marriage; and what was 
better still in the opinion of the poor proscribed and sufTering Pro* 
testant gentry of the neighbourhood, rents were punctually pud. 
This happy state of things was attributed by various persons to various 
causes; by Father Hennessy to himself, und by his flock to the 
Association;'* by Mr. Hugh Maxwell Ellis, of Saintville, to tlitf 
moralising influence of his new school-house; and by a par^ular 
friend of mine, that shall be nameless, to the abatement of rents that 
followed the insurrection of 1822; but Mr. Clutterbuck Casey, with 
the prophetic instinct of an Irish justice,, used often to declare in bis 
domestic circle, that things would sooner or later change; ** let people 
talk as they might, he knew the county better than they did, both be¬ 
fore ninety-eight and since; and with all this pretended tranquillity, 
depend upon it they would soon have the Insurrection-act among them 
again, and then, the district being once more fairly disturbed, uho 
had a better claim than he to be made chief magistrate of police f , for 
wasn't he an Orangeman ? wasn't he a Friendly Brother t Hadn't he 
stuck to the Glorious Memory when others were afraid or ashamed to 
give it ? Hadn't he distrained every tenant of his dtat paid the Ca¬ 
tholic rent ? Hadn't five stacks of his corn, besides a rick of hay, and 
three calves and a filly, been all maliciously burnt one night some years 
ago, and for which he never got any thing but compensation from the 
county ? Hadn't he been illegally fired at four times when ridi^ 
along the public road, and once when walking in bis shrubbery with 
his wife and daughters, and for which he never got any compensation 
at all ? Hadn't he laid out more money in blunderbusses and gnoi^ 
powder than would have bought his son Frank a commission in tlm 
army? Had he ever refused to take an information against a Cadioliiti 
more especially if he was suspected of being a suspicious character; a^o 
accordingly was there a magistrate in all Ireland more detwted by 
them ? If these frere nol; claims, what were! And besides, hadn't he 
been faithfully promised over and over again hy his friends in Dublin, 
including Alderman Twiss and the Dean of Glennacarry, that at the 
very next insurrection in bis county, his servipes ^oidd be honourably 
aba liberally rewarded ?" In these cheering anricipatiqns, Mr, Casey 
endeavoured to reconcile himself to the cslm that obstinately prevailed 
around him. Wint^ (it was ibis last wintcar) and its long n^to^ came* 
andbrbu^t nothing insurrectionary with tliem; so that thb worthy 
ma|^trat|e, rather msgusted with the ** horrid sdlness" of the seeiMv 
increased as it was Ay the aI»eQce of Mrs. Casey and the ^rls M 
annual visit to Dublin, and being also privately informed foal hb nanib t 
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at^the next assiacs, from the many pressing claims np&n the High 
SherifiT, was either to be the last on the Grand-Jury jKHiel or omitted 
altogether, was not sorry to receive an invitation from a friend in the 
adjoining county, to ride across and pass a fear weeks at his house. 
Thither accordingly he went on the 24th of last February, and there he 
remained for an entire month; and although the distance was only 
forty miles from Slug-mount, it somehow so happened that no tidinj^S, 
directly or indirectly, reached him of some most important local cir- < 
cumstances that, during the interval, had been occurring in his neigh¬ 
bourhood ; so that he probably would have prolonged his visit, had it 
not been for the near approach of Lady-day, upon which he did not 
deem it prudent for a landlord to be out of the reach of any rent that 
might be tendered. The reader is th^^efore to imagine Mr. Clutter- 
buck Casey, on the 24th day of March, 1827, mounted on his fa¬ 
vourite bay mare (according to the literal fact) and homeward return¬ 
ing. The animal had performed her duty so well, that about four 
o’clock in the afternoon he found himself entering the Pass of Thubba- 
namull, distant only three miles from Slug-mount. Up to this point 
nothing had appeared from which the most sanguine magistrate in 
Ireland could have inferred a restoration of disturbance. As he came 
along, he had observed no signs of recent depredation. The peasants 
whom he met upon the road had accosted him with civility, and ** their 
tameness was shocking to him.’’ The few residences of tlie gentry that 
he had passed, appeared in as unguarded a state as if they were never 
to be attacked. Once, and once only, after he had entered his own 
county, his ears had been cheered by the sounds, as he thought, of a 
distant riot; but his hopes had deceived him, for, upon a nearer ap« 
proach, they turned out to be nothing more than a peaceful death-cry. 
All this, as was natural, caused the active magistrate to despond ; and 
the farther he penetrated into the pass, the more the feeling was in¬ 
creased by the pacific character of the scenery around him. His road 
wound through a narrow glen (its precipitous sides thickly covered 
with mountain-oak and brushwood), and accommodated itself to the 
course of the stream that flowed beneath, 

“ Whose low sweet talking seem'd as if it said 
Something eternal to that happy shade.” 

Not a breath of air was stirring, and the sun, notwithstanding the season 
and the hour, was so bright and warm, as to cast a summer-glow over 
all it rested upon. On the whole, the scene was so sequestered and so 
quiet ill the strictest meaning of the word, that another might have been 
easily lulled into a momentary oblivion that he was actually travelling in 
Ireland. Not so, however, Mr. Casey. He i^membered too well where 
be was. He remembered with a sigh the days when the Pass of Tbubba- 
namull was the favourite cover of the white-boys of the county—when 
noble appointments might be gained in their pursuit—and when oh active 
magistrate like him, instead of waiting and waiting for an insurrection 
that seemed farther off than ever, might, such were the times, have de- 

the government to neglect him. But what a contrast now! Wjaat 
a depressing quietude in that scene, where all had once be^n bustle and 
alarm—where, instead of the melancholy chirpings of the birds^ and tlie 
unprofitable bubbling of a mountain-brook, the shouts of insurgents and 

^ the reports of blunderbusses had been wont to re-ccho gaily through 
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the glen! Such were the heart-rending corapariaons (peculiar, perhaps, 
to Iriah magistrates,) that now crowded upon Mr. Casey’s mind, pre- 
aouiing to his too vivid imagination nothing but images of preaent 
peace, and a dreary prospect of interminable tranquillity, when, just as 
he was about to emerge from the Pass, the well-known whiz of a bullet 
dashed by his ear, followed by the report of a musket, and a hearty 
curse in the native Irish, a few yards off in the thicket above him. Before 
he had time to appreciate the occurrence as it deserved, a second bul¬ 
let, discharged from the opposite side of the stream, passed through 
the crown of his hat. Mr. Casey being for many reasons more anx¬ 
ious to live than to die in the service of old Ireland, put spurs to his 
mare, and in a few minutes r^hed the open country. He pushed on 
for Slug-mount in high spirits, arranging, as he cantered along, his 
future plan of operations and their results, which were obviously aa 
follows—first, to barricado Slug-mount—then to draw up a report, 
with appropriate exaggerations, of the particulars of his recent escape 
—then to call a meeting of his brother magistrates, who on reading the 
report were to declare the county to be disturbed, and to petition for 
the Insurrectiou-act—then to get down the insurrection-act among them 
once again—and then to slip in, with all imaginable snugness, to his 
long-delayed appointment of chief magistrate of police. 

Mr. Casey had now reached the grounds of Saintville, which adjoin 
his own, when, to his great satisfaction, be perceived that his friend’s 
new school-house was a heap of ruins. ’I'his was as it should be. 
The county was unequivocally disturbed. The cause was still a mys¬ 
tery to him, and he was impatient to meet some person who should 
clear it up, when, at the next turning of the road, he saw a body of 
peasantry moving towards him, in rather greater numbers than just at 
that moment he would have preferred to encounter. But he was constitu¬ 
tionally brave—and though he knew he was not loved of the multitude,” 
he boldly advanced into the midst of them. The foremost persons of the 
cavalcade, who were all mounted and evidently belonged to the better 
class of farmers, escorted a car bearing a coffin, which two women, 
seated beside it, almost concealed from view, as in sudden anguish they 
clasped it to their bosoms. Mr. Casey perceived at once that it was 
not a funeral. There was no hearse—no wailing among those who 
surrounded the remains—no careless conversation among those behind. 
He could further see that the countenances of the party were far more 
in anger than in sorrow ^and in anger which his sudden appearance 
among them had no tendency to mitigate. Nothing was said—no dis¬ 
respect was offered*; but group after group passed by him, every 
eye that encountered his shot a quick vindictive glance of deep and 
most intelligible meaning. With persons thus unsociably inclined, he 
had no desire to enter into conversation; but as soon as the main body, 
which consisted of several hundreds, had cleared him, be ventured to 
stop one of the stragglers, (a little ragged boy of about ten years of 
a^e,) and inquired into the nature of the procession. The child's ia- * 
formation, as contained in his own words, amounted to this: that they 
wete only carrying Tim Sheehan home to be waked: Tim Sheehan 
suffered that raorhinu from the new drop of the old gaol.” Why he 
had suffered, the informant could not tell, barrin” that the tack among 
the neighbours was that Mr. Hugh Maxwell Ellis, beyant there, had 
fairly murdered him,'’ Here a wild and terrific shouting rent the air, 
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wfaioh the magistrate, on looking back, discdvered t6 proceed firoin the 
caTalcade, which had made a momentary halt before the ruined scbeol- 
bouse; a second and third deliberate cheer succeeded, and the fnooes* 
aion resumed its silent route. Mr. Casey woidd have»mterrogated the 
boy farther, bot the young son of riot bad no sooner caught the first 
sounds of the music which he loved, dian he instantly threw in his own 
shrill octave irboop, and scampered oflT to join in the uproar. A better 
authority, however, was at hand, for Mr. Casey was now at the avenue 
'gate of Saintville. After repeated applications by ringing, knocking, 
and calling, the aged porteress, bearing the keys, emerged from the 
lodge, fearfully at first, and with looks of dire dismay, until she as¬ 
certained that the applicant for admission was Mr. Clutterbuck Casey. 
He. endeavoured to extract from the old woman some clue to die 
eauses of the scenes he had just been witnessing ; but she could only 
speak of e&cts, among which the following were the most prominent. 

That she was in fear and dread of her life, thinking, little blame to 
her, that the boys had been coining to serve the lodge, as they had 
served the school-house—tliat the master was above at the house pre¬ 
paring for the attack that was to be made, if threatening letters were 
to be believed, that very night—the night before, seventeen sheep had 
been strangled on the lawn, the Kerry cow houghed, the steward fired 
at, the haggard burnt, the mistress’s new shrubbery and flower-garden 
destroyed out and out, besides much more which his honour would 
hear when he stept out to the house.*' This, though an imperfect 
sketch of a ** night in Ireland,” filled the breast of the magistrate with 
the delicious consciousness that this was his own, his native land;’*— 
and with this enviable sensation, he hastened up the avenue, and in 
a few minutes received from the mouth of his frjend, a full con¬ 
firmation of the joyful tidings. Their conference was long and inter¬ 
esting. They both agreed, and probably with reason, that the lawless 
tmiritof the neighbourhood had now reached a height which required 
the instant application of the Jnsurrection-act; but with respect to the 
immediate Cause of so sudden a transition from tranquillity to disturb¬ 
ance, MnHu^ Maxwell Ellis, though closely questioned by the magis¬ 
trate, professed himself unable to give a satisfactory solution. It tliere- 
fcre becomes the duty of an honest historian to supply the deficiency. 

From the first. Father Hennessy never relished the idea of that 
new acbooUhouse; rather, however, from an old, traditional **timeo- 
Danaoa’! sort of feeling, than from there having been any thing 
unequivocally * hostile to the Catholic Church ip its pro{tosed con¬ 
stitution. Nothing indeed could have appeared more fair and con¬ 
siderate towards him dian the conduct of its founders, 'fbe day the 
foundation-stone was laid, be was invited to Saintville, where aU sorts 
of attention were paid him during the dinner, and his aj^ebensions 
atilled by Mra» Maxwell ElliB'*a pious sallies upon the subject of charity 
and tolerafion. When the building was completed, her inc^ided eours 

' was submitted to him. It contained nothing from which the 
- most'tvemulous pastor could infer a tendency to transmute his Infant 
fioch into Ranters,. Jumpers, or Muggletonians;' and besides* who 
could have question^ her sincerity, as with an dinost^boly fefoouf she 
over and over. wotested to Father to 
have taught to me children of her school was to rted and #rtee, Id cast 
up accounts, to tell the truth upon all occasions, and to wash their 
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little bands every mprmng witbotit luiy rifiBrehoe to disdnctioiut df 
c^igionf’. Matters. accQ^ingly went on very smoothly unUl^tho 
breaking put of the fteformation in the eounty of OaVan. The biuhi** 
pUcatipii-tahles were models of tt^eration, am words of sis: syllables 
selected for th&fpeUing classes with the most scrupulons regard to 
tender conscienm. Not a lamb of Father Hennessy’s flock had^been 
tempted to stray; but no soonei^ was the splendid discovery made that 
Irish Catholics had it in .their power to emancipate themselves by 
merely “ turning Protestants,” thaii die system of Saintville SchooUhoUse 
b^an to accommodate itself to the advancing spirit of the age. ^ First, 
there reached Father Hennessy's ears authenticated rumours of surrep* 
titious readings from the forbidden text. He remonstrated with tnild- 
ness against the breach of compact; but the fact was denied—and re¬ 
peated. Next followed the introduction into the school of numerous 
copies of “The Converted Sinner, or Idolatry made plain^*—and of 
“Andrew Dunn.” Father H. put a copy of each in his pocket, and 
proceeded to Saintville* He saw Mr. Ellis, and declared, respeotfuHy, 
that if such practices were continued, he should incur the censure of his 
superiors if he did not instantly witlidraw the Catholic children from the 
school. Mr. Ellis received him with a condescending shake of the 
hand, a fripndly spiritual smile, insisted upon his taking a chair, “that 
they might talk the matter over at length/' and then proceeded to pro¬ 
nounce an elaborate discourse, the exordium of which consisted of a 
glowing panegyric upon himself—the middle, of unintelligible matter 
—and the peroration, of a pressing invitation to his reverend friend to 
come over to the Protestant faith, in which latter event he should be 
strongly recommended to Dr. Magee. Father Hennessy was, and 
is, one of the best-tempered of human beings, lay or ecclesiastical; so 
that, instead of taking fire at the proposition, he contented himself with 
making an amiable retort, rather circuitously expressed, but of which 
the point amounted to this, “ that Mr. Hugh Maxwell Ellis’s mother 
had lived and died in the bosom onhe Catholic Church—that his father, 
though he lay in the Protestant side of the church-yard, yet when 
his hour came, and he wanted consolation for his soul, had sent for 
Father . H.—^ivately, no doubt, ^d in the dusk of the evening--^but 
ftili be had sent for him, and received at his hands absolution in exrrc- 
mu, having first executed restitution codicils, to the amount of three 
thousand four hundred pounds; and after that, not knowing but that 
k might be in the course of Providence that he might yet be called 
upon by Mr« Hugh Maxwell Ellis himself, upon a similar occasion, he 
would beg leave, with all humility, to keep himself qualified for per¬ 
forming this final act of respect to the family.” Vltth this argwmen^ . 
iwfk ad fandHatn^ Fathe/ Hennessy took his leave. But retorts and re¬ 
monstrances were unavailing. The very next day six penny-rolls were 
distributed as prizes to as many CathbUc children, each of them enve- 
lofed in a printed bulletin of the last conversions in Cavan. Iliis 
brought matters to a crisis. On the following Sunday Father H/a 
congregation were warned from the altar against the snares of proselyt- 
ism; and early the next morning the schoolmaster apprised patron 
of the establishment that he was performing to empty benches. ; Tbe 
^Ton retaliated by distress-warrants upon the parents of theseeeders. 
The tenantt pra^ for mercy; but tlm answer, as delivered by Mr. 
EUis’a steward, was, “ The children to the school, or the cattle to the 
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pound,"* In this state of things Father Hennessy held a conference 
with^his newly-arrived young coadjutor, the Rev. Cornelius MagnA« 
as to the possibility of still appeasing the anger of Mr.'Ellis, without 
conceding any points affecting the doctrine or discipline of their church. 
He had, in truth, no great reliance upon the prudenc^of his friend, 
whom the College of Maynooth had just sent forth somewhat *‘o’er-in- 
formed*" with natural fire and theologioizcal; but the case was becom¬ 
ing desperate. Father Hennessy was extremely averse to irritating 
discussions with a gentleman with whom be had lived for years 
upon terms of amity; and his spiritual helpmate, though deficient in 
the arts of courteous persuasion, had certain powers of gloomy oratory, 
not ill-adapted, he thought, to the task of forewarning Mr. Ellis of die 
public consequences of his hostile proceedings. 

My own opinion is, that Father Hennessy should have gone himself 
to Saintville. I say this, judging from the different characters of the 
men. The elder ecclesiastic, now an aged person, is one of the few 
remaining specimens of the better class of the Irish Catholic clergy of 
the old school—a race that in a few years more will be extinct. He 
was obliged to fly his country for his education, and after a long so¬ 
journ abroad, for the most part at Rome, returned with manifest signs 
(which he still retains) of having mixed with beings of a milder clime* 
Instead of passing his youth, and forming his mind and manners amidst 
the rough parochial duties of an Irish priest, that never ending, still 
beginning” round of preaching, marrying, christening, absolving, and 
interring, at all hours, and in all weathers, he had been enabled to 
mingle literature with theology, and to catch and practise the softer 
courtesies of life, as he witnessed them in the social habits of Italy. 
He had read her poetry, heard her music, reflected over her ruins, 
and been confirmed in his faith by the magnificence of her temples 
and the pomp of her spiritual institutions. The impressions thus 
made had never been effaced; and even Mr. Clutterbuck Casey has 
been known to admit, that Father Hennessy, whatever else he might 
be, was very like a gentleman.” Uut though a foreign education had 
thus raised his tastes and manners above his condition, it had by no 
means tended to give an energy to his character in temporal concerns. 
Obedience to established authority, even acquiescence in wrong, formed 
a part of his doctrines. If left to himself, he would have shrunk from 
any thing in conduct or language bearing the aspect of resistance, even 
upon points where his religion was assailed* He had in the first in¬ 
stance been somewhat panic-struck by the establishment of the Catho¬ 
lic Association and the Catholic Rent, as overt acts of an unseemly 
spirit. It was only when they became prosperous and popular, that 
the fear of reproach from his own body inducl^d him to contribute his 
countenance and co-operation. It was upon the same principle that 
he liad remonstrated against Mr. Maxwell Ellis's late proceedings. 
1 am quite certain, that, if he could have ventured, he would have sub¬ 
mitted. At all events, the mildness of his character, whether founded 
on Christian humility or complexi^nal subserviency, would have rea¬ 
died him a more appropriate mediator upon the present occasion than 
hia reverend coadjutor, who was in every respect a very different soj^t 
of person. The Rev* Cornelius Magrath is a stern h^ome-bred divine, 
full of native confidence in his faith, and paying little reverence to the 
Worldly powers arrayed against it: he is distinguished for hia blunt 
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piety, his knowledge of the Fathers, his declamatory powers, his skill 
in disputation, his strong Irish accent, and his contempt for, ths Pro¬ 
testant ascendency. Talk to him of submitting to the Kildare^street 
Association, and his eye becomes ignited, his frame tremulous iwith 
theologic ire, and in solemn sepulchral tones he denounces the sacri¬ 
legious attempt to shut the gates of Heaven against the Irish poor. 
Even in his relations with his spiritual superiors, the spirit of a stub¬ 
born democracy is strong within him* Father Hennessy should have 
remembered this, and have paused before he precipitated such a tem¬ 
perament into an angry collision with a champion of the new reforma¬ 
tion. To Mr. Ellis’s, however, the coadjutor was despatched; and he 
accepted the mission with chai'acteristic alacrity. He had never seen 
that gentleman; but, inferring from his proceedings that he should 
have much in the way of arrogance to sustain at the interview, be 
braced up his mind as he went along to repay his Protestant scorn with 
compound interest. He found Mr. Ellis in his library, occupied in 
writing a spiritual circuly to his Cavan fellow-labourers, and sur¬ 
rounded with bales of “Andrew Dunn,” “ The Converted Sinner,” 
Dr. Magee’s “ First Charge,” and an extensive assortment of no- 
Popery tracts and handbills. This did not surprise the coadjutor ; 
but what surprised him was, that tlie person before him should turn 
out, upon inspection, to be so utterly variant from the picture of his 
anticipations. Instead of encountering a coarse and fierce fanatic, he 
fancied himself in the presence of a young gentleman, rather fashion¬ 
ably dressed, of a slender frame, handsome face, and of a mild and 
courteous aspect. Mr. Magrath, though well versed in the Humanities, 
had never studied Physiognomy at Maynooth; and in scanning Mr. 
Ellis’s countenance, he failed to be struck by that peculiar expression 
of the eye, which denotes that all is not sound within, and thus explains 
the otherwise irreconcilable contrast between the mildness of his 
manners and the perverseness of his conduct. He does the most mis¬ 
chievous and provoking things in the most gentle and considerate 
manner imaginable. His heart is far from depraved : he can be kind 
and generous, and always thinks he is so; but his intellect is the vic¬ 
tim of self-delusion; and, incapable of discriminating between fancy 
and demonstration, is perpetually substituting its own morbid conclu¬ 
sions for moral ends. To emancipate the Catholics of Ireland upon 
the newly-discovered plan, was the form his malady had now assumed ; 
and to compass this maniacal project every thing appeared justifiable 
and laudable. Accordingly when Mr. Magrath forcibly called upon 
him, as a Christian, to desist from the attempt to force the consciences 
of his tenants, &e mildly replied, “ That which he did was for their 
temporal and eternal good; that their unfortunate faith—^he intended 
no offence—was the sole cause of their degradation ; and that the day 
was not distant when, their eyes being opened, they would be the first 
to bless him for his salutary harshness,” When he was told to re¬ 
member, as a man of common sense, that the ruin of his tenants would 
inevitably impair the value of his estate, he answered, “ That in siu;h% 
cause, gold was to him as dross; and, besides, that every shilling thus 
lost would be treasure laid up in Heaven.” When he was reproached 
with the inhumar^y of goading on his dependants to excesses, which 
their pastors could no longer control, he meekly responded, That anji 
excesses thus occasioned would lead to discussion; that the more the 
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trolh was discussed, the more surely and brightly it would riitne ; amt 
that, for his part, he meant nothing uncivil to Mr; Magrath; but the 
emancipation of his poor benighted countrymen from their priests, 
upon any terms, was a blessed speculation^ for which he would will¬ 
ingly lay down his life." This was too much for the coadjutor's 
patience; he started up, and vehemently exclaimed, Mr. Hugh 
Maxwell Ellis, in obedirace to the directions of my rorerend supe¬ 
rior, I have come here and endeavoured to soften yoiu heart: 1 have 
fail^; and, therefore, being forced to h, I say, ^ Woe unto you, 
scribes and pharisees, hypocrites! for ye compass sea and land to 
make one proselyte; and when be is made, ye make him two^fold 
more the child of'--* but you know the rest; and may Heaven 
forgive you!" The modern reformer returned a smile of placid com¬ 
miseration, aiid the coadjutor took bis departure. 

The consequences of Mr. Ellis's “ blessed speculations” soon ap¬ 
peared. The irritated tenants conspired, end burnt down the school- 
house. Tim Sheehan, the leading conflagwitor, was discovered, tried, 
and executed for the offence. The crime was forgotten in the pro¬ 
vocation ; and the populace, as has been seen, lost no time in cele¬ 
brating his mariyrdom. Mr. Ellis, pent up in Saintville, looked on 
in holy exultation; and Mr. Clutterhuck, according to the last ac¬ 
counts, was in hourly expectation of being made chief magistrate of 
police. _ 

AN^EL HELP.* 

This rare Tablet doth include 
Poverty with Sanctitude. 
Past midnight this poor Maid hath spun. 
And yet the work not half is done, 
Whicn must supply from earnings scant 
A feeble bed-rid parent’s want. 
Her sleep-chargea eyes exemption ask. 
And Holy haniu take up the tatic; 
Unseen the rock and spindle ply. 
And do her earthly drudgery. 

Sleep, srintly Poor One, sleep, sleep on. 
And, waking, find thy labours dune. 

Perchance she knows it by her dreams; ^ 
Her eye hath caught the ^den gleams, 
Mng^c Presence testify^,) 
That round her everywhere are flying; 
Ostents ftom which ime may pr^nie 
That much of Heaven is in the rvom. * 
Skirting her own bright hair they run. 
And to the Sonny add more Sim: 
Now on that ^ed face th^ fix. 
Streaming from the Crucifix; 
The flesh-clogg'd spirit disabusing, 
Death-disarn&ig sleeps infiidng, 

« « FrelUmtioniu foretastes high. 
And oqu^ moughts to live or die. 
.  .- I I .1 ■, I ..i—» .. I iiiii»iiii ■><} 

v,8ogge^ by a picture in the possewioa of CberbW Aders, Eso/iBseton- 
sqnere* in whkli is repririedted the Lrgead of « poor feioieie Qaiiit, wbp, uvhig 

afpuA past midutght to maintidii a bed-rid moAer, has fallea asleep frM fjUifae, 
and AugeU are finUbiog her work, la another part of ckembBr, gp Angel is 
ieaduig a lily, the emblem of her purity. 
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Qnydencr trig^t from Bden^s bower> « 
Tend with csre that LUy Flower; 
To ite leaver ai:id root imuae 
Heavea*fi auBshio^ Heaven’s dews; 
’Tis a type and *tis a pledge 
Ot a Crowning Privilege; 
Careful as that Lily Flower^ 

*This Maid must keep her precious dower; 
Live a Sainted Maid, or die 
Martyr to Virginity. 

Virtuous Poor Ones, sleep^ sleep on. 
And. wakings find your ial^urs done. 

<*, liANU 

KIT-CAT SKKTCI1K6.—NO. VI. 

Mj! iVifeh Mother, 

Mv vnple George was never easy till he got all the males of the 
family married. He has stid to me, at least a hundred iimes^ John, 
I’m surprised you don’t settle.” I did not at first understand his 
meaning. I vras walking with him in the Temple Gardens, and while 
we were in the act of contemplating the beauties of the majestic 
Thames—I allude to a man in a red night-cap walking to and fro on a 
floating raft of tied timbers, and a coal-barge embedded in mud—he 
stopped short on the gravel-walk and said, “ John, why don't you 
settle 7” Concluding that he was tired, I answered, Ob, by all 
meansand sat down in the green alcove at the eastern extremity of 
the footpath. ** Pho !” said mv uncle, I don’t mean that. I mean 
why don’t you marry 7 There ^s your brother Tom is settled, and has 
had seven children, not reckoning two who die^ of the measles ; and 
Charles is settled, and he has nine ; his eldest boy Jack is ull enough 
to thump him : and Edward is settled, at least he will be, as soon as 
Charlotte Payne has made up her mind to live in Lime-street. I 
wonder why you don’t settle.” “ Pray uncle,” said I, “ of what Bucks 
Lodge are you a noble brother?” ^^Why do you ask?” said he. 
“ Because,” replied I, you seem to think men are like masonry— 
never to be depended upon till they settle.” As we walked homeward, 
we saw that adventurous aeronaut Garnerin flying over our heads; and 
while we were wondering at his valour, he cut the rope that fastened 
his balloon to his parachute, and began to descend in the latter towards 
the earth. My uncle George began to run as fast as his legs could 
carry him, looking all the while so intently upwards, that he did not 
advert to a nurse-maid and two children, whom be accordingly upset 
in his course, and nearly precipitated into the subjacent ooze- 

What’s the matter, uncle 7” said I, ** Matter!” answered my outi- 
nian relative, ** why, I’m going to look after Garneritu x 1 shall never 
be easy till 1 sec him settled/* 

In process of time ray uncle bejpth to seriously displeased at my 
not settling. Population, he seem^ to opine, was on the wane. A|ia 
if anything should happen to my brothers Tom and Charles, and*their 
respective families, not omitting Edward and his issue, when his in* 
tend^ wife shoidd hate conquered her repugnance to Lfane-stfeet, 
whet would b^ome of the House of Jackson? It might be dea^'da- 
ibjDC^i extinct,, like the Flantageneu and Montmorcnctis of other dayt* 
u^ess I, John Jackson, of Finsbury Circus, underwriter, became ac- 
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cetsaiy to its cdntinuation. The dilemma was awful, and my unde 
George had money to leave. I accordingly resolved to fall in love* 
This, however, I found to be a matter more easily resolved upob than 
accomplished. The Batavian government, after Lord Duncan's naval 
victory, passed a series of resolutions, the first of which ran thus : 

Resolved, that a new marine be built t” but I never heard of a single 
seventy-four that ever after issued from Rotterdam dock#: and certain 
disaffected Hibernians in Dublin, in the year 1798, by way of discourag¬ 
ing British trade, made a patriotic determination in the words and figures 
following, that is to say, ** Resolved, that every thing coming from 
England be burned, except her coals, which we have occasion for.’* 
Paddy here put himself in a cleft stick, and so did I when I resolved 
to fall in love. A man may fall in a ditch whenever he pleases:— 
he must fall in love when and where he can. 

My mother recommended Susan Roper to me as a suitable match; 
and so she was as far as circumstances extend. Her father was a 
repi^table coal merchant, living in Chathagi-plat''C: 1 tried very much 
to be in love with her, and one warm evening when she sang ** Hush 
every breeze,” in a boat under the second arch of Blackfriars-bridge, 
and accompanied herself upon the guitar, I thought that 1 was in 
love—but it went off before morning. I was afterwards very glad 
it was so, for Susan Roper turned out very fat, and ate mus¬ 
tard with her roast beef. She married Tom Holloway, the Policy 
Broker, and I wished him joy. 1 wish it him still, but I doubt the 
efficacy of my prayers, inasmuch as his wife’s visage bears a strong 
resemblance to the illuminated dial-plate of St. Giles’s church clock. 

My next affair was more decisive in its result. Old Mrs. Gumming, 
of St. Helen’s-placc, Bishopsgate-street, had a daughter named Jane, 
who taught me someiduetts. We sang “When thy bosom heaves a 
sigh,”'—“Take back the Virgin page,”—and “Fair Aurora,” with 
impunity. But when it came to “Together let us range the fields,” 
where the high contracting parties talk about “ tinkling rills” and 
“ rosy beds,” the old lady who had hitherto sat in seeming carelessness 
on the sofa, hemming doyleys, requested to speak w'ith me in the 
back drawing-room; and after shutting the door, asked me my inten¬ 
tions. My heart was in my mouth, which plainly implied that it was 
still in my own keeping. Nevertheless, I had no answer ready; so 
Jane Gumming and 1 were married on^ that day month. My Uncle 
George was so delighted at my being settled, that, after making us a 
present of a silver coffee-pot, he exclaimed, “ I shall now die happy,” 
an intention, however, which he has since shown himself in no hurry 
to Carry into effect. Now came my wife’s mo^er into play. Sparrows 
leave their daughters to shift for themselves the moment they are able 
to take to the wing. (My Uncle George calls this barbarous, and says, 
they should wait till they are settled.) But in Christian countries, like 
England, one’s wife’s mother is not so unnatural. Mrs. Gumming 
lives, as 1 before mentioned, in St. Helen’s-place: 1 reside in Finsbury- 
efrews: so that the old lady has only to cross Bishopsgate-street, pass 
the church-yard, and issue through the iron bars at the base of Broad- 
street buildings, and here she is. This makes it so very convenient, 
that she is never out of my house. Indeed, all thej^ongratulatiohe of 
my wife’s friends, verbal and epistolary, ended with this apophthegm: 
**llien it must be so delightful to you to have your Mamma so neat!” 
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It 28, in fact, not only delightful, but quite provideuti^. I do oc^ 
know what my wife would 4o without nay wtie’a modm* fllio hi #ie 
organ blower to the organ^die kitdiea jack to the kitchen fire^tbe 
verb that governs the accusative case. Mrs. Cummings has acquired# 
from the pressure of time, rather a stoop in her gait; but whenever 
my wile is in the family way, my wife's mother is as tall and perpea* 
(licular as a Prussian life-guardsman. Such a bustling about the house/ 

'*siich a cry of ** hush" to the pre-existent children, and such a bevy of 
directions to Jane! The general order given to my wife is to lie flat 
upon her back, and look at nothing but the fly-trap that hangs from 
the ceiling. For five months out of the twelve, my wife is parallel to 
the horizon, like a good quiet monumental wife in Westminster Abbey, 
and my wife’s mother is sitting beside her with a bottle of Eau de Co-> 
logne in one hand, and one of my book-club books in the other. By tlie 
way, talking of book-clubs, it makes a great difference, as to the utility 
of those Institutions, whether the members of them are married or single. 
My wife's mother is a woman of uncommon purity of mind, and so con¬ 
sequently is my wife. We have accordingly discarded our Malone 
and Steeveus to make way for Bowdler's Family Shakspeare. My ex¬ 
pensive quarto edition of Paradise Lost, printed for J. and J. Richter, 
Great Newport-street, in the year 1794, is dismissed to an empty 
garret, because it contains cuts of our first parents undecorated by the 
tailor and milliner. It is to be succeeded by a Family Milton, edited 
by the late Mr. Butterworth, in which our aforesaid progenitors are 
clad, like the poet's own evening, ’‘in sober grey.” My wife’s mother 
is herself editing a Family ^sop, in which old Menenius Agrippa's 
fable of the belly and the members is denominated the stomach and 
the members. Our family nomenclature is equally unexceptionable. 
Water, according to us, is the elemental fluid; a mad dog is a rabid 
animal; and a stroke of the palsy is a paralytic seizure. Little 
Charles was yesterday rebuked for alleging that he had seen a mad 
bull, and informed by my wife's mother that the animal, which h.id 
excited hjs fears, was an over-driven ox. A pair of trowsers is the 
rest of a man's dress ; newspaper-reporters are gentlemen connected 
with the press; and a sheepstealer making his exit under the gallows, 
is not hanged but launched into eternity. Neither do our obligations 
to my wife's mother end here. Our workmen she has changed to 
operatives; and by parity of reason she would have denominated the 
parish work-house an opera-hoifse, bad she not been apprehensive that 
in so doing she might then cause Miss Fanny Ayton, in error, to call 
upon us in quest of a re-engagement. Old Bethlem is already Liver- 
puol-street, and ^'e only^ wait to see Edinburgh fairly launched as 
the Modern Athens, to call Broker's-row Cabinet-crescent. But to 
return awhile to our book-club. My wife and my wife’s mother have 
an amazing knack of grasping all the quartos and octavos that come to 
my share. They all get into my wife’s boudoir, as my wife's mother has 
christened it, whence they seldom emerge till a week or ten days after 
they are transferrable. This costs me an extra'sixpence per book jjeib 
diem : but that’s a trifle. I sent up-stairs yesterday for something to 
amuse me, hoping for De Vere, and down came little Billy with 
Baverstock on brewing, with a portrait of the author prefixed. 1 
myself drink nOthir% but water, but the secretary of the club brews i 
his own beer. I sent back Baverstock on Brewing, with a request for 
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ijpmetMng more fttftny; wbereapon my wjfe*# ifiother sent me,, flown 
Seitdoos by the Reverend Something Andrewsi of Walworth, with a 
l^rtrait of the author likewise prefixed. Mr. Burndge^ the indigo 
looker, happened to be with me when this latter publication airivM; 
and when we happened also to be discoursing about what trade my 
nephew Osgodd should be brought up to, Mr. Burrjdge cast his eye 
upon tbe portrait, and said, ** Has your nephew got a black whisket V* 
*• Yes,” I answered. “ And a white shirt collar ?” “ Yes.” “ Then* 
bring him up to the chiircb/’ It appears to me that a bookrclub would 
be a good thing if we could but get the books we want, and when we 
Want them. But perhaps 1 am too particular. 

We never have a dinner without, of course, inviting .my wife’s 
mother. Indeed she always settles the day, the dishes, and the party. 
Last Wednesday 1 begged hard to have Jack Smith invited; but 
no—my wife's mother was inexorable. Tbe last time he dined with 
us he was asked for a song. Mrs. Gumming wanted him to sing 
** My Mother had a Maid called Barbara thinking that daughters 
should bear in mind not only their mothers, but their mothers' nuuds: 
wiiereupon what does Jack do, but break cover as follows 

The Greeks they went fighting to Troy; 
The Trojans, they came out to meet 'em: 

'Tis known to esdi little school-boy 
How the Greeks they horse-jockey’d and beat 'em. 

No house in that day was secured; 
They made them too hot for their holders; 

And ASneas, not being insured. 
Pack'd off with his dad on his shoulders, 

Singing Rumpti, Aa" 

This was intolerable. A man who would mention a husband’s fetiier 
thus irreverently, could only wait for an opportunity in order to lam¬ 
poon a wife’s mother. Jack is consequently suffering under the bann 
of the Finsbury empire. This , reminds me of an odd incident that 
liappened under my cognizance before I had a wife’s mother. 1 went one 
night into the Green-room of Drury-laoe theatre. When young girls 
are called upon to perform in London playhouses, it is customary for 
their mothers to come to look after them, to adjust their dress, rub 
their cheeks with a rouged hare’s foot, and prevent viscounts from fall¬ 
ing in love with them. It so happened that five young girls were 
wanted in the drama: the consequence was that five maek-bon- 
neted mothers blockaded the Green-room. ** Did you ever see any 
thing like it?” ejaculated Munden in an under-tone; ” I’ll bring my 
own mother to-morrow night: I’ve as much right as they have!”— 
Munden’s mother !!! * 

My ancle George dined with us yesterday se’nnight, and before 
dinner asked my wife what she thought of die weather* ** Mamma 
thinks it cold for the time of year,” was tbe answer. At dinner, she 
was asked by Sir Anthony Andrews, whether she would udce red or 

wW^ite wine; Mrs* Gumming happened at the moment Co be Aeep in 
conversation with the dergyman of our parish, wbo sat next to ner, 
about the opera of Proserpina, which the clerical gentleman wished to 
see. revived, adding ** You remember, Ma’am, what a fine situation 

, occurs in the story when Proserpine invoke* the did of JovO to pimMi 
Imr gloomy abduce.” My wife’s mother could not accuiS herself of 
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rememberiDip any thinj^ about it« Wbaft Doctor^ Stubble had ex¬ 
plained the itory, the old lady shook her head, and wondered that a 
ddtyi ^o behaved in that way to bis wife’s mothe^ could be allowed 
to i^btiniie on his throne. It was in the mfemarregions/’ said !;be 
DotUor. ** I’m glad of it, a brute!” ejaculated Mrs. Gumming. Dur¬ 
ing the whole of this colloquy, Sir Anthony Andrews sat ^ith bis 
wine-glass in his right hand, waiting for my wife's decision. The 
poor girl—(she is only thirty-four)—waited for her mother’s fiat. 

White, my dear,” said the old lady,—and white it was. 
t own 1 am puzzled to know what my wife will do when my wife’s 

mother dies, which in the course of nature she must do first. The 
laws of diis country prevent her from mounting the pile, like a Hindoo 
widow, or descending into the grave, like Sindbad, the sailor. But 
I will not anticipate so lamentable an epoch. Two incidents more, and 
I have done. We went last Wednesday, with my uncle George and 
my wife’s mother, to Covent Garden theatre to see ** Peter Wilkins, or 
the Flying Indians,” whom, by the way, roy wife’s mother mistook for 
defeated Burmese. Miss M. Glover and Miss J. Scott acted two fly¬ 
ing Gowries, and were swinging across the stage, when Mrs. Cam¬ 
ming expressed a wish to go home. “ No, no, wait a little,” said my 
uncle, looking upward to the theatrical firmament, I’m quite uneasy 
about those two girls; 1 hope they '11 soon settle.”—Last Sunday 
Doctor Stubble gave us an excellent sermon: the subject was the 
fall of man ; in which he descanted eloquently upon the happiness 
of Adam in Paradise. Alas!” ejaculated I to myself, as we walked 
homeward, “ his happiness, even there, must have been incomplete t 
His wife had no mother.” 

THE BEAUTIES OF THE COURT OF KING CHARLES 

THE SECOND. 

If any of our readora wish to have a bevy of beauties perpetuidly bofdde 
them—^to look for ever upon lovely features and ms^ncent persoiis-^to 
know what sort of ladies those are whom nobles Worship and kings adore— 
they have nothing to do but to buy, with all speed, Mr; Murphy's Beauties 
^ the Court of King Charles the Second,” which have mn lately pub¬ 
lished.* They cannot invest their money more advantageously or mpre 
agreeably. ^ 
' The Court of Charles was a galaxy of beauty and wit. There never Was 
a tiihe when the intellect of men and the loveliness of women arrived at Sbch 
undiluted eminence, ^nk and wealth, title and power, seemed ttf have 
beenlaid aside hr a co^act almost as complete as swayed the foresters in 
the woods of Arden. be a peer, a duke, was nothing. The wit was 
lord of the ascen^nt; and to him even the monarch wastOontcnt to bow. 
Td.bhn the lady bent; to him she smiled; and^ to him, ,it |s said, that she 
m^en sometimes yielded. But we cannot in^gine such things. We appre- 
hehd that this must be the scandal of soipe later and demurer age, which 
baa striven to cast a shadow, upon the brilliant purity of those ihenmrable 
times. It is scarcely possible to gaze upon ^he teatores of the illustrious 

beauties,” and not reject so monstroiis an Imputation, « 
At aU events (for we have not leisure at present to discuss so delii^te 

. ■ I ' 

, f The. BetiitiieB fid the Court of King Cbsrles the Second, uith Memeuf, UriftlShl 
end Biographical, By 0. B. Murphy, £$q.' t827. > ^ ^ 
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a mieBtion) the people of the tunes of Charles were interesting people: not 
iimeed as sages or heroes^ although wit and courage were not sparingly 
scattered, but as a band of gallant thoughtless men, who had stood their 
King in exile and*bxtremitv, and returned to the land of their birth as 
careless and brave as they leh it. Charles himself, with all his faults, was 
worth a hundred of that sober, moral martyr, his father. He had more 
wit, as n^ch wisdom, and less hypo^isy. And his court was as good as a 
comedy. Buckingham, and Rochester, and Sedley, Hamilton, St. Evre- 
mond, and the rest, floated about the person of Charles (himself a brilliant 
meteor), or ran their erratic courses, like stars or comets, till the court 
became too dazzling for weaker eyes; and hence the malevolence of its ene¬ 
mies. Every man, whose want of wit kept him out of the circle, exerted 
his imbecility in Pandering it. Every woman, whom paint and patches 
failed to make perfect, became its foe. Where is the wonder that it oecame 
a by-word for abuse ? Where is. the wonder that it has fallen ? Its ladies 
alone—^those delicious lunar lights"—were sufficient to sting the ascetic 
moralist into detraction. They turned at once the brains of their lovers, 
and attracted the gall of their foes. Borne few poets, indeed, have left 
their opinion of their merits on record; but the majority of the hlstcnriana 
were inimical to their fame, and The Beauties” have suffered accordingly. 

.The history of the events of that period are well known: we need not 
become tedious on that subject. We aJl know that the Cavalier quality pre¬ 
dominated over the Roundhead; that gloom was banished for sunshine, and 
skull-caps for feathered beavers; that the rapier and revelry succeeded to 
long swords and silent meetings; and tliat the Genius of French fashion so 
overswayed the country, that English sobriety became almost extinct. 

These things are matters of history: but the iudividual gallantry and 
wit; the grace, the beauty, the grandeur, the line impudence, the brilliant 
coquetry, the attractive conceit of the men and women of that unparalleled 
period, have not been diffused so widely. It must be confessed, that the 
modest assurance of the gallants,—their taste in love and clocked stockings, 
the air with which they cast their patrimony upon their shoulders, and 
scorned the expense which their creditors were hound to suffer, deserves at 
least its portion of praise. And the generosity of the women! But that 
can never be enou^ commended. With a noble contempt for selflshness, 
and disdaining that their lords should be richer than the community in ge¬ 
neral, they resigned, without a straggle, their own persons and their hus¬ 
bands' incomes, to fortunate heroes in blue and silver, who (accomplished 
equally in compliments and cards) had always the power and sometimes the 
leisure to enjoy them. 

And, in that peerless age, was this liberality of purse and person derided p 
By no means. Every lady of every lord of tliat ha]»py court was lavish 
of her gifts, and her disinterestedness was ajiplauded in proportion. Virtue 
met with its reward. No envy, no hatred, no splenetic, peevish, ungrate¬ 
ful, uncharitable prudery. All went well and merrily- ITie king himself— 
the fountain and dispenser of honour—appreciated the exquisite delicacy of 
his courtiers. A coarse fellow who hud trudged at the head of a marching 
regiment, ^d fought his flft^ battles—a solemn rogue, had enriched 
his head with quibbles of divinity or law—remained where clear-eyed For¬ 
tune had originally placed them. They marched and read, and fought and 
argued, and acted their purpose in creation, like the potatoe or gooseberry- 
bush ; useful, no doubt, yet withal duU. But the courtiers reflected lustre 
upon each other. They ran a career with each other, like Olympic com¬ 
petitors. Eveiy one did his best, and all did well. He whose ibrtune con¬ 
sisted of his ridh wit alone, stood at the ri^t hand of the throne, the pWe 
of Honour. He who piped on a flageolet like a bullflnch, spreading , Kmr- 
moniouB thoughts; he who added to the stock of his country's knowledge, 
by importing a new fashion or a matchless pair of indescribahles, rose upon 
the ladder of renown. It was a world of pleasure. The tten of those times 
cquld reconcile happiness and virtue by means of a liberal creed. ** Great 
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men have been among ub” as Mr. Wordsworth, the poet> affirms; and in 
£sct th^ were the men. We know of no others like tnem. * 

** Tiieae moraliats could act and comprebcnd : 
Tbey knew bow genuine glory was put 
Tangbt us how rightfully a nation sboae 
In splendour,’* &c. 

In a word, every thing—except that the rivers failed in their duty, run<^ 
ning no milk and honey—every thing announced that the golden age, which 
Ovid treats of, had come agmn, and that the great Platonic circle was 
completed. 

It was at this time that Sir Peter Lely determined to make ladles im¬ 
mortal. Sir Peter, it must be admitted, did not idways succeed in his de¬ 
terminations. There is sometimes a common-place air about his portraits; 
sometimes too great a refinement, (if we may so call the defect); some¬ 
times even an manning lack of meaning; smd this even in faces which we 
know were capable of meaning mighty things,—conquest, hatred, scorn, 
revenge, and cruelty of all sorts. In the present case, however,—^for we are 
stUl thinking of Mr, Murphy's portraits—Sir Peter Lely has done his very best. 
Whether it was that with the eyes of beauty blazing upon him, he could 
not help but catch the Promethean touch, wc know not. But the radiant 
loveliness of the women he has painted seems to have illuminated his can¬ 
vass. In the likeness of the wife of Charles the Second particularly, he 
has done more than we could have thought any artist of the time could have 
achieved. For there is scarcely a portrait in our recollection, (even 1>y Van¬ 
dyke, Sir Joshua, or Sir Thomas Lawrence,) which can be said to exceed 
in tenderness, and in unaffected quiet grace, this portrait of that unfortu¬ 
nate queen. 

r—And here we must strip off our cap and bells; for we chnnot jest, 
wiuiout some difficulty, on matters of this description.! 

.Catherine of Bragauza (the first portrait in*Mr. Murphy's work) 
was a noble,and royal lady. Her mother was a daughter of the great house 
of Guzman, and she herself was transplanted from some sequestered convent 
in Portuged, into the hot-bed of the English palace. Young, innocent, 
helpless, and expatriated by the cruel pidicy of courts, she came into Eng¬ 
land with great claims upon Charles's generosity, (if that foible is to be 
found in the minds of kings.) She was pretty—^lovdy, even—and might be 
said, therefore, to have some pretensions to his regard. But he was dis¬ 
tracted by fifty love-affairs; and he had no heart. His senses were easily 
chained; his habits were as fetters upon him; he was attracted by the 
voluptuousness, fixed by the coquetry, and intimidated by the violence of 
women. But his affection (properly speaking,) was a terra incoyniia—an 
unknown doubtful land, upon which no bird of beauty" had ever settled. 
He liked often; but he never loved. 

And therefore it was, that, having neither love nor pity, he allowed 
this young and gentle l^y to be embroiled in the troubles of his palace. 
She was ne^^lected—nay, hated by her husband—insulted by his satellites— 
and contanunated by infamous associates. The ladies scorned her; the wits 
jeered her ; and the most atrocious termagant that modern times has heard 
of, (the Countess of Caeftlemaine,) was authorized to domineer over the 
Queen of England, and to shower down her imperious and spiteful imperti¬ 
nences upon the head of a daughter of the house of Guzman I Hank was 
no guardb and gentle conduct was of no avail. She had no husband to ffy 
to, no parent to appeal to, no friend to consult, no home for a refuge; but 
here, in the face of the nobility and gentry of England, she was taunted 
and degraded, and stood up a lasting and nielanchmy instance of the true 
and enduring love and gentleness of women, and the tyranny and heaftlm 
inmtitude of men. 

But we are getting serious; and this was not in our original dedgn. We 
will take leave of the subject therefore, by commending with great since- 
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rtty this intamfciiw portrait of Catherine* If it does not Ml idl 
her story, it oertahuytdls it for the most part, and diis is what fi|v fklturm 
have accomplished* ^ 

Before we quit tha topic altogether, however, wR||pst bo allowed to ex- 
tnbot from the very interating account which aoiximpaniea tiie " BoeKties" 
the fotlowing pawnge* It ilkistrates but too inoooMuUy what ofO have 
asserted of the unhappy Queen ofj^arles the Second- 

*< in tbs Iht of her uew etteodantsHtd before Cafoeriae for her spyrobatkm, 
Cbarles had the effrontery to include Lady CasUemsIae, his acbnowisd^ wii- * 
tress. Catherine instantly drew her pen acrou the name; and when tbs Kiof In-^ 
lifted, she replied haughtily, * that she would return to her own country, rmer 
than be forced to anbmit to such an IhdiMty/ Her apirit, however, fwslled her 
linles Charles, spurred on by the female fury who governed him, wap Steady to 
bis cruel purpose. On one particular occasion, when the Qneen bsU wbat we 
should now call a drawing-room, at Hampton Court, Lady Castlemalas waa iu- 
trodnced in form by tibe King. Catherine, who did not know her, and heard the 
name imperfectly, received her with as much grace and benignity se tbs rrn i but, 
ia the next moment, recollecting herself, and aware of the public Insult which had 
been offnred to her, all her passions were roused: sbe started from ber chair, 
turned ea pale as ashes; then red with shame and anger; the blood gushed from 
ber nose, and she swooned in the arms of her women.** 

It is not stated whether or not Mh Murphy is the auUior of the letter¬ 
press belonging to this work; but we iq>prehend that he is not. He Bttmt 
be top well occupied with the miniatures, which ho paints so delicately, to 
have l^ure for such a imrformance. For it is a work of very oonMembla 

laugnter 
or sparkling aimiles'*--" gikni^ that may make us less forlorn/' In AoH, 
It is not omy worthy of the engravings, which are done in the best style 
cnT Sorivea, Wright, Thomson, and HoU, but it serves most materially to 
enhance their value. 

Beridos the portrait of Catherine, there are three others in the first num¬ 
ber of the Beauties'*—Emilia, Countess of Oseory: Barbara, the renowned 
Countees of Castlemaine and Duchess of Clevdand, (who by the way, but 
for a lurking something in her eye, looks as though she had fed on hon^); 
and finally. La Belle Hamilton, whose charms of wit and penon were 
euffioiently great to attract the wary character and fix the wavering afi^ 
tions of the right famous Count P^bert de Grmamont. This lady 
looks like a rose full-blown. We marvel how she escaped the valiant 
monarch, of whose court she was so bright an omament. Nothing but the 
moet completely entrendied virtue could withstand his assaults, nothing 
but tiae most fim garrison could resist his manoeuvres. And the citadel cd' 
the heart, in dmse times, (the infancy of engineering) was but poorly 
fortified. Notwithstanding which “the witty Mrs. Hanwton” badoouti^ 
to withstand advances and attacks, and oi all sorts; axul eventuaUy 
crowned the reputation of De Grommont, by surrendering to him (honour- 
ab^ her person and her name. ^ 

We will not dilate further on these last-mentiuned la&a, as we tiPpe for 
eti oj^ortunity of doing justice to other numbers of the woric as they may 

But we must not conclude without informing our readeio that we 
understand that the exmvings are capital likeocseee of the Windsor 

n, in a portrait, is the material quality after all), as 
~ the graver* Nor mm we 

which 
te 

the 

auit the eaejeot w^hout saj^ng, that we think thet every libnunr whi 
■tetoce to be riA in ,n>4uetiom of art or nationiui bicitM. ibonlA afld 
ite voloiiutt Mr. Muit>hy’B *• Beautiee of the Coutt of Uhg Chetlli 1 
SmoimL^ 

I 
9 
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REMINISCENCES OP A YOUNG FKNCIBLE.—^NO. IV, 

Wb were quartered a few nights at Castlebar, prior to our departing 
for the South ; and my rebel friend as 1 may call him, fbr he was stiH 
as much a rebel in his heart as evei^^lthough be had prudence enough 
to calculate upon the chances beftm he acted upon the impulse of hia 
feelings, was billeted upon the same house as myself. Ona night 
while we were enjoying a glass of whisky punch before a rousing turf- 
fire, a knock came to the door, and soon after my comrade’s name 
was called aloud by our host. 

** Who wants me ?'* said he, rising from his chair and proceeding to 
the door of the room where we were seated. ** I do,*’ exclaimed a 
voice upon the stairs, and in a moment bis wife threw herself into his 
arms. 

In a few minutes we were once more seated around the Are, and 
we then learned that by some unlucky chance her father had discovered 
her marriage, and his pride of birth predominating over his feelings of 
paternal affection, he had driven her from his house, with a vow that 
the ties which linked them to each other were for ever sundered, and 
that even upon his dying bed his forgiveness should be withheld from 
a child who had brought disgrace upon his family. Thus driven forth 
upon the world, she resolved at once to bring down her ideas to the 
level of the man whom she had chosen for her husband, and for good 
or evil to share his fortunes with him. Perhaps there was little merit 
in the resolution, but, be this as it may, her subsequent conduct was 
such as to ensure her the sympathy and good offices of almost every 
officer in the regiment. They made various efforts to reconcile her 
father to the step she had taken, and to induce him to raise her hus¬ 
band to a rank commensurate with his own station in society. All, 
however, was utterly unavailing. The wounded honour of a Mi¬ 
lesian was not to be appeased by a tie of humanity, and his vow was 
irrevocable. 

She had followed the route of the regiment on foot, exposed to tlie 
greatest perils and privations, thus acquiring in the very hrst instance 
a foretaste of the life to which her own choice had reduced her. Not¬ 
withstanding her fatigue, she was cheerful and kept up her spirits. 
Indeed for years afterwards that I was acquainted with her she never 
was broken-spirited, or at least never suffered herself to appear so, ex¬ 
cept in one single instance, which 1 may as well mention, as it was 
creditable to the colonel of our regiment, as well as in some measure to 
the father of the lady. ^ 

We happened to be quartered for a week or two in the town ad¬ 
jacent to her father’s residence. Here one day as she was pur¬ 
chasing some little article of provision, the butcher who supplied her 
father's establishment, supposing that upbraiding her w*ith her im¬ 
prudent conduct would be the means of ingratiating himself with her 
family, taunted her with her bhange of Ufe, and said that she tnustieA 
this have found out the difference between being the daughter of Mr. 
H. and the wife of a soldier. She immediately burst into tears, and 
communicated the brutal insult to her husband and myself. Whi|a he 
was endeavouring^ to soothe her feelings, I proceeded at once to the* 
colonel, and laid the circumstance before him, at the same time telling 

june^yoh. XIX. NO. LXXVI1I. 2 M 
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him* tliat the title of a soldier was an honourable one, and that the bit* 
temess with which the &ther resented ^s daughter's conduct was an 
insult to the profession. 

Heaven help us! if the soldiers who were then in Ireland were to be 
considered as a fair sample of th&profewion, die father's conduct was 
perhaps more than excusable! ' 

The colonel warmly took up the cause, and proceeded immediately 
to the residence of the father. He pleaded her cause, as we after¬ 
wards learned, with the greatest earnestness, but without effect. The 
father was deaf to every feeing, save that of wounded pride; yet, 
strange to say, this very father was-indignant at the conduct of the 
wretch who had dared to insult his child. *'I haye cut her off from 

' my affections/' he exclaimed, but I wish to expose her to no other 
privations than those which naturally result from the step which she has 
taken. That, I take it, if 1 may judge by my own feelings," he 
added in a suppressed tone of voice, is punishment sufiicient without 
insult being superadded. Now, colonel, let us terminate this painful 
interview, and leave to roe the task of resenting this wanton insult." 

The colonel, finding that all farther intercession would be wholly 
fruitless, took bis leave, and the very same evening we had the satis¬ 
faction to hear that the old gentleman sent for the butcher, paid him 
his account, and told him that he should never serve the family again. 

We learned the next morning that we were destined to proceed im¬ 
mediately to Mallow, a small town in the south of Ireland, between 
Limerick and Cork; and in a day or two afterwards we commenced our 
march. 

The scenery of Irdand has been so often described that it is quite 
unnecessary here to dwell upon its beauties. That of my native 
country is sublime and magnificent—that of Ireland for the most part 
soft and beautiful; yet each are equally impressive, though exciting 
feelings of a very different description. Suffice it to say, that we 
arrived at and took up our quarters at Mallow, without encountering 
my thing worthy of remark. 

How mfficult it is to account for the workings of men’s minds as 
inferred from their actions. Here was a rebellion which agitated the 
whole country, and which failed solely from want of military discipline. 
It is hazarding but little to afiSrm that the greater part of the private 
soldiers of the Irish militias were rebels in their hearts; yet, strange to 
say, these men never deserted the English standard, when such conduct 
upon their part would have been decisive of the struggle in favour of 
the rebels; but when the rebellion was almost suppressed on every 
side, when their desertion could no longer be of service to the rebel 
standard, or injurious to the royal cause, then it was discovered that 
their ranks were daily thinned by desertion. The men who acted 
thus prolonged the contest when all hope of success was at an end|and 
eventually sacrificed their lives for no earthly purpose. 
< There wai^ however, one plot laid while we were quartered in 
Mallow, which, had it not be^ discovered in time, would have spread 
the flame of rebellion over the whale country, and under circomstances 
which mjight have rendered it impoteible for the Muquis Cornwallis to 

csuppreM it with even a much gmter force than he lad at his disposal. 
This plot originated in the brun of a single individual—a man full of 
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energy, possesied of courage and resolution^ to meet any chance of 
circumstances, and the most unbending feroci^ towards those of bis 
own party who might happen to display upon anv occasion the slightest 
symptom of timidity. Had such a man been at tne head of the rebels 
prior to, or immediately after the battle of New Ross, his talents, if 
such they might be called, would have proved fatal to English in* 
fluence in Ireland. Such, fortunimy for England, and perhaps for 
Ireland also, was not the case; but to proceed with my narrative. 

The person to whom I have thus particularly alluded was Sergeant 
Beattie, of the Royal Meath militia, which was then quartered in 
Mallow. Sergeant Beattie felt dreadfully disappointed at the unsuc¬ 
cessful termination of the rebellion, and ascertained that he had seve¬ 
ral friends and comrades who felt as sorely upon the subject as he 
did himself. They very soon came to a resolution to make some 
movement which should have the effect of exciting the country once 
more to take up arms for its independence—a plot was formed and 
matured, and in a very short space of time would have been in action, 
when it was most providently discovered. 

A great number of the peasantry of the adjacent country were sworn 
in as aiders and abettors of this plot, which was to be put into execu¬ 
tion in the following manner. The peasantry were to enter the town 
on the Sunday morning while the military were attending divine service* 
They were to be immediately joined by the disaffected soldiers from 
the Royal Meath Militia; and, thus supported, to proceed to seize 
upon the cannon, over which there was usually at that hour only ft 
slight guard. They were then to bring the cannon to the church, and 
slaughter the whole garrison without mercy. So well was this plot 
contrived, and so secretly though extensively carried on, that not a 
single breath of suspicion had been excited. We were all reposing in 
the most perfect fancied security upon a mine of gunpowder, which was 
just upon the very point of explosion, when we were awakened to a 
sense of our situation, and shuddered with horror at the danger from 
which we had, 1 may say, miraculously escaped. 

There was a man named Michael Carry, a cooper, residing in Bridge- 
street, who had been sworn in as one of the conspirators. This man’s 
zeal for the success of the rebellion was only to be equalled by his 
religious devotion. He was a Catholic, and was most strict in his 
performance of all the duties of his faith. He naturally felt that it 
might be possible that his life might be forfeited in the enterprise in 
which he was embarked ; and deemed it only prudent, therefore, to be 
prepared for his transit to another world. 

With this impfession jie went to confession on the day previous to 
that which had been appointed for the explosion of the plot. The 
clergyman to whom he confessed was the Rev. Thomas Barry, a priest 
well affected towards the existing government of the country. This 
gentleman was horror-struck at the exposition of the plot which 
Carty laid before him; for Catty deemed h bis duty to confess thati 
as well as his other transgressions, before be received the saeran)piit, 
well knowing tliat whatever might be the coosequenoes of concealment 
on the part of father Barry, be dared not utt«r a ayllable of what was 
eommimicated to him under the seal of confession. 

The priest waftialio aware Uiat he dared take no step to thwart diioi 
tu 2 
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plot prior to its explosion, without the consent of the penitent before 
him/ A painful situation to be placed in:*^the destruction of friends, 
and perhaps of reladvM also, about to take place, with power by a sin¬ 
gle word to prevent*it, and yet the little word could not be uttered 
without, blasjfoemy to that God, whose representative he stood to 
hear and to advise, but not to mention or to act upon communications 
addressed, not to him, but to God alone. He, however, did his 
dik^y, and did it successfully. He pointed out to the man the enor¬ 
mous loss of life'which must ensue; for all of which he would be an¬ 
swerable before the tribunal of the Most High, because he had the 
power to prevent it and did not exercise that power. He so worked 
upon the religious feelings of his auditor, that he at length obtained 
from him his consent that the plot should be disclosed to General Sir 

. Eyre Coote, wlio then commanded in Mallow, and whose residence was 
on the Spa-walk, at no great distance from that of the worthy priest. 
This point gained, he hastened to the General, and disclosed to him the 
whole of the plan. 

The General immediately contrived to have the Meath Militia dis¬ 
armed, and ordered them to be marched under a strong escort to a 
mountain called Knockaroura, some distance from the town. Early 
on the Sunday morning every avenue to the town was planted with 
cannon. Notwithstanding this, however, vast numbers of the pea¬ 
santry flocked into the town, almost all of them wearing great coats 
of a coarse cloth called frize, under which they had arms concealed, 
ready to act upon a preconcerted signal. Sir Eyre Coote upon this 
occasion acted with the greatest prudence and discretion. He issued 
orders that no man should be molested, unless he should be guilty 
of an actual breach of the peace, wisely foreseeing that the peasantry 
would disperse as soon as they should discover that their project had 
proved abortive; while if any attempt was made to make prisoners 
of them, the consequence must be'^^o bloody, and, perhaps, a dubious 
conflict. The result answered his object; the peasantry finding that 
no signal was given according to their expectations, and seeing no¬ 
thing at all of the Royal Meath Militia, began to surmise the truth, and 
gradually quitted the town, to the inexpressible relief of the inhabitants, 
who were in a state of feverish anxiety at the portentous appearances 
which the morning of the Sabbath ushered to their view. 

In the mem time the Meath Militia had marched to Knockaroura; 
and upon their arrival there, when the roll was called over, it was dis¬ 
covered that fifteen men were missing. The fact was, that Sergeant 
Beattie had discovered, Heaven knows through what channel, that he 
had been betrayed; and communicating this pircuroStence to his bro- 
thec conspirators, fourteen of them agreed to place themselves under 
his guidance; and they all accordingly deserted, taking with them 
sixty rounds of ball cartridge. 

As soon as this desertion was ascertained, they were pursued by the 
Yeomanry of Doneraile so hotly as to be compelled to take shelter in 
a hog. Capudn White commanded the Yeomanry; and as soon as they 
came within gun^t of the deserters, the latter fired upon them. The 
carabines of the Yeomanry, of course, coidd not carry as far as the 
musketry of the deserters, and the former were consequently obliged. 
tp dispeme and skreen themselves from the balls bMund the adjacent 
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hedges. Amongst the royal force was a gendemaii niuned Garret 
Nj^le, of Ardnakisha. The firing having cea^ for a few niinutei» 
when one party was no longer to be seen, this gentleman got upon i 
hedge for the purpose of reconnoitring the position of his opponents. 
He was immediately taken notice of by the deserters, one of whoni 
levelled his musket, exclaiming, with an oath,—** I have not an eye in 
my head if I don*t take his cap off I” He was not quite so good as his 
word; but, although he did not take the cap Off, he drove a bullet 
through it; and Mr. Garret Nagle, though unhurt, disappeared from 
the hedge in the twinkling of an eye, having thus received proof posi¬ 
tive it was rather more prudent to ensconce himself behind the hedge 
than expose himself to the muskets of such marksmen as he had then 
to contend with. 

Beattie and his followers now pushed their way through the bog, and 
took the road to a place called Kilfinnan; and being fatigued with 
their march, they stopped at an inn to refresh themselves. While they 
were here making the best use of their time, the innkeeper contrived to 
give information to the proper authorities of their being in his house; 
and a detachment which was stationed in Kilfinnan belonging to our 
regiment was sent off for the purpose'Of making prisoners of the whole 
party. 1 was not one of this detachment; but my quondam rebel 
iriend was. They proceeded immediately towards the inn ; but Beattie 
was not a man to be taken by surprise. He had placed a sentinel at 
the door of the inn, who observed our approach while still at a con¬ 
siderable distance, and rushed pale and trembling into the pre¬ 
sence of his leader, telling him that the Highlanders were upon them. 
Beattie, instead of feeling at all alarmed at the peril of his situation, 
surveyed the sentinel with a look of the most cool contempt. “ If/' 
said he, ** I thought that 1 had such a coward as you now appear to be 
amongst those whom I had selected for roy comrades in our enter¬ 
prise, I would have shot you long ere this.” 

Beattie then ordered his little force to the front of the house, and as 
the Highlanders approached, he poured a volley upon them, which 
caused five of them to bite the dust. The remainder, who scarcely ex¬ 
ceeded in number the little army of Beattie, fled with precipitation, 
leaving him to pursue at leisure whatever course he might think proper 
to adopt. 

From thence he directed his march towards Leinster, pursued by 
several strong detachments so closely, that it was almost impossible for 
his physical powers to hold out against the fatigue consequent upon 
the rapidity of their movements. There was one circumstance that 
occurred in the course of* this harassing march, which serves clearly 
to display the resolute spirit which characterized these desperadoes. 
There were amongst their number two brothers, whose names have 
escaped my memory. One of these became so completely knocked up, 
that he at length declared himself unable to proceed any farther, and 
earnestly besought his comrades not to suffer him to fall into the hand^ 
of the royal army, but to shoot him on the spot. His brother did 
all he could to encourage him to proceed, but, finding that he was 
unable to move another step, be at length complied with his request, 
and actually shot hips with his owfj hand. 

They were now so hotly pursued, that affer losin{[ some more of their 
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ntimWr in gkinnithes with Uie royal tiootw, they fcmnd dienuelves 
under the necessity of dispersing as their only chance of safety^ Some 
succeeded in escaping to the mountains; while Beattie ^ected a safe 
entry into the qity of Dublin, where, as I afterwards learned, be was 
apprehmided in concocting another conspiracy, and Bnally terminated 
his career upon the scaffold. 

The executive Government of Ireland was alive to the good policy 
of rewarding such instances of attachment to the British crown as that 
displayed by the Rev. Mr. Barry; and accordingly allowed him a 
pension of dOOZ. per annum for the remainder of his life. Carty 
also was rewarded for betraying his companions, with a peaaicm of 
50Z. per annum. 

Thus terminated this dangerous conspiracy, which, but for the con¬ 
duct of Father Barry, would have kindled afresh the dying embers of 
the rebellion, and involved in its consequences a loss of human blood, 
perhaps greater than that which had already taken place. I had reason 
to be thankful that it was discovered in such happy time, for 1 should 
have been inevitably sacrificed in the church along with the rest of the 
garrison of Mallow, had the conspiracy succeed^, and his Majesty 
would have been thereby deprived of one of his most zealous, loyal 
and active subjects! 

These were not the times for soldiers to be allowed to remain long in 
one place, or I should have well relished a longer residence in Mallow. 
As, however, my sentiments were not consulted upon the subject, we 
were compelled to bid adieu to the fair inhabitants of that part of the 
country, and direct our march once more to the county of Wexford. 

The rebellion might be said to be now virtually terminated, and 1 
no longer expected that every feeling of humanity would,be outraged 
by such cruelties as had disgraced its commencement. 1 was deceived 
in this opinion. * It is true that tiie cruelties which about this time took 
place, were not so extensive, but it is also true that they were more out¬ 
rageous, because perpetrated in cold blood, and attempted to be justi¬ 
fied on the ground of necessary policy. I thought that the policy 
which could sanction such proce^ings, was nothing less than damnable 
—but then I was a mere stripling—my mother’s milk was still run¬ 
ning in my veins, and how could I be a judge of the necessity of mea¬ 
sures founded on the political situation of the country! 

The remnant of the rebel army took refuge, to the amount of some 
few hundred inen,*in the dwarf woods of Killaughrim near Enniscorthy, 
while others, and these latter were the most numerous, sought shelter 
in the Wicklow mountains. Each of these parties was receiving conti- 
iftial reinforcements by desertions from the 'Irish militias, particularly 
irom the Antrim and King’s County regiments, but being top weak to 
appear against the king’s troops openly in the field, and having no 
other 8U{^K>rt but what they deriv^ from plunder, they became such 
a formidable annoyance to the mhabitants of the country, whose houses 
«il^ idundereit without the slighttsst ceremony, dways retreating with 
their spml to tile woods or mounudns, that the people found themselves 
under the neoesvity of takii^ up their residence in towns, as die only se- 
euri^for their Uvea andfwoperties. The Catholics wore greater losers 

? by these devastations than thm ^testant br6t|»ren; whi^ clearly 
proved that plunder and not patriotism was the sthnolant to these out- 
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IdWi, who eallod themselvos, and were generally known by the apf^lla* 
doa o£ dte ** Babes in the Wood.” TI» Catholics being disarmra by 
order of the Government, were plundered with l&s risk than the Pro^ 
testants, who were all well provided with arms and ammumtion. 

Our first task upon oiur furrival in Wexford was to clear these woode 
of their innocent babes,—^a task which with no little difficulty we werh 
at lengdi enabled to accomplish with the assiatance of other troops, and 
the yeomanry corps of the neighbouring country* The rebels in th^ 
Wicklow mountains, however, were not so easily suppressed. Their 
territory, if I may so call it, was much more extensive, and their 
haunts and recesses much more difficult tO‘ be got at* They were 
commanded by two men who were by no means destitute of the talents 
requisite to govern such troops, and to whom their eventual preserva¬ 
tion was chiefly to be attributed. The names of these men were Holt 
and Hacket Their enterprises were much more formidable than those 
of the “ Babes in the Wood,” because well concerted; and being not alto¬ 
gether instigated by plunder so much as by a desire of vengeance, they 
massacred those loyalists whose houses were selected as objects of 
attack, and almost always succeeded in effecting their retreat to the 
mountains, before they could possibly be overtaken by the military. 
It might, perhaps, have been imagined that Highlanders would be as 
active upon the mountains as these insurgents, but I can only say, 
that many a day has seen us in pursuit, without being able to overtake 
them. 

As the persons massacred by these troops were almost all Protes¬ 
tants, it was naturally concluded that the murders sprang from a spirit 
of religious hatred, and dierefore it was that the measure to which 1 
have alluded was resorted. It was of course next to an impossibi¬ 
lity to light upon the real perpetrators of tlie massacres, and there¬ 
fore some person gifted with more than ordinary political sagacity, hit 
upon the notable expedient which I am about to relate, and which in 
one instance I sa7i> put into execution. 

Whenever any Protestants were murdered, it was determined that a 
greater number of Catholics should be immediately put to death by 
the military, and this without the slightest reference to their guilt or 
innocence of any implication in the rebellion. In conformity with this 
wise and just and merciful plan of authorized assassination, a detach¬ 
ment of soldiers quartered at a small town in Wicklow, the name of 
which I forget, but 1 rather think it was Aughrim, near which some 
Protestants had been massacred in the night, were ordered to scour the 
country, and miike prii^ners of the first Catholics whom they might 
b^pen to meet with until the number of Protestants slain was at Imt 
doubled by that of foe prisoners. As soon as they had succ^ded in 
collecting a sufficient number, they returned with them to foe bar¬ 
racks, where one of foe moat revolting scenes was perpetrated, which, 
perhaps, foe records of history can furnish us with. 

Here foe troops of his Majesty formed themselves into a squaie, 
with foe prisoners in foeir centre, who prayed in vain for mercy unm foe 
signal for carnage was given, when ndfoing was to be^ heard but the ter* 
rifle shrieks of the victims, a^nd foe savage and exulting shouts of their 
murderers, as fosy cut and haeksd foe wretches flyiug from one pha« 
lanx of bayonets to be transfixed upon another, while others 
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doWn in the act of kneeling with clasped hands raised in the attitode 
of suwlication to their merciless ^stroyers. Others again, * bold 
from despair, rushetf upon their assassins and were put to death, 
while endeavouring to snatch a musket or a bayonet, with which at all 
events to sefi their lives at as dear a rate as possible. This is a scene 
too pmnful to dwell upon* If any of the actors in it are still living— 
if any of those who projected such a mode of quelling the Wicklow 
mountaineers are stillm existence—if any of the educated portion of 
the troops, the offic4lW^ho were implicated in this massacre, are still 
in the land of the living, now, when I trust better feelings and more 
humane sentiments have taken possession of their bosoms, let them 
thank their fortune, while blushing with shame and remorse at their 
murderous conduct, that their names are only known to those who 
were as deeply implicated as themselves, and that no other sting than 
that of a self-accusing conscience will be inflicted upon them by the 

Reminiscences of a Young Fencible.'* 
A similar massacre, though the victims were less numerous, was 

perpetrated at Castletown, near Gorey; and I have heard of others also 
in other places. In excuse for these murders, it was alleged that they 
were productive of the desired result, that of putung a period to the 
massacres and burnings of the Protestants and their houses. Now it 
is very true thataa^id was put to these transactions about this time, 
but I much question if it was at all accelerated by these monstrous mea¬ 
sures. The fact was, that the winter had set in, and the bleak and 
desert mountains of Wicklow afibrded no security to the rebels against 
the rigour of the weather. These mountains might have addiessed 
their inhabitants in the language of the woods of Clan Alpine to the fol¬ 
lowers of Roderick Dhut— 

We give you slielter in our breast. 
Your own good swords must buy the rest.** 

Shelter they certainly afforded against the pursuit of the royal army, 
but none against the winter's biting frosts ; and therefore the number 
of these daring outlaws gradually diminished. Hacket was killed 
about this time, which also contributed to their dispersion, although 
a considerable number still remained in arms under the command of 
Holt, who might be considered the cleverest of all the leaders of the 
rebellion, and might have rendered it successful, had he been appoint¬ 
ed at its commencement. 

As far as regarded the comfort and good cheer of the soldiery, it was 
a lucky thing for them that this force was not wholly suppressed. 
Wherever we were quartered, and we were«usuall/ sent into those 
places which bad just been plundered by the rebels, and of course 
abandoned by the possessors, we lived upon the best of every thing. 
What the rebels commenced in the way of devastation, we put the 
finishing hand to, always attributing the whole to them, or else 
laughing at the complaints of the party injured, and boldly avowing 
oar (Tight to salvage—a term to which we gave the most liberal inter¬ 
pretation, by aJwaj^a taking every thing of value that the rebels might 
perchance have left behind them iti'their hurry. 

Provisions upon those occasions we always bad in the latest 
9lenty,, and the wine-cellars of the gentry cheered us^der the fatigues 
to wUch we were necessarily exposed in protectmg their property from 
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being pillaged by the follower* of Holt. Well might wt exclaim in 
these umea— 

Hey for the life of a soldier 1" 

Althou^ this system of indiscriminate plunder upon out part (1 say 
our part, idthough Heaven knows that the Scotch troops generally were 
comparatively little implicated in these transactbns, except as far as 
regarded the meat and drink) was not punisbedf yet I will not go to 
fiir as to say that it was authorised, although tlv^J^cers participated as 
largely in it, and in some instances more so, than the common soldiers. 
Nay, in one case, a noble lord went to the house of a gentleman * 
who had been attainted of high treason, and who was subsequently 
hanged, and took out of his stable two coach-horses for the purpose of 
selling them for his own emolument! The house of that gentleman, 
who had been a commissary to the rebel army, might perhaps upon 
that account have been considered as fair game ; though even in that 
case one might imagine that a peer of the realm should have paused 
before he disgraced his bands by the plunder of an unfortunate gentle¬ 
man in Mr« Grogan s then situation. 

Little redress could be expected to result from complaints relative to 
the pillage of property by the King's forces, when crimes of a darker 
dye were perpetrated with the utmost impunity. I have been in several 
towns where the soldiers compelled numbers of respectable females to 
submit to violation—the unfortunate female peasantry dared not .re¬ 
fuse at the peril of their lives—and all complaints for such wrongs were 
sneered at, and the complaining party, if female, exposed to fresh 
insults—^if a man stood up for redress for the injury to a wife or 
daughter, that injury was redressed in mady instances by running a 
bayonet through his body, as being a rebel opposed to the laws and 
institutions of his country. 

Sometimes when 1 reflect upon all that I witnessed in Ireland, I 
should be apt to imagine, did I not well know the contrary to be the 
fact, that the Irish are the tamest and most cowardly people that ever 
inhabited the earth, or they would have risen tn tnaaset and massacred 
to a man every soldier in the country. So far from being tame, how¬ 
ever, they are the very reverse—their passions are in a blaze in a mo¬ 
ment, and the only way in which I can account for the tranquillity of 
the greater part of the country at that time, is by the supposition that 
all men are too apt to wait until such injuries and insults come home 
to themselves, before they rise to resent them. 

Holt, as I have already stated, still held out, but the dreariness of 
winter had thinned bis*foIlowers, few of them possessing sufficient reso¬ 
lution to face its bitterness, without even the shelter of a hut, upon the 
desert mountains of Wicklow. But this very difficulty of passing 
night after night upon these mountains, in the midst of frost and snow, 
and with no other canopy than the heavens, was the circumstance which 
mainly contributed to protect them from the pursuit of the loya^sts. 
It is true, Holt was clever, and in mimerous instances foiled our troops 
by his own tact and ingenuity; . but be at length perceived that \n tm 

' long-run he must be defeated and taken prisoner, in which event he ---,4,----- 
* That of Mr. CorneliuB Grogan, near Wexford. 
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thoifld most anuredly lose hii life: while on the other hand the Irish 
Government deemed it more advisable to treat with him for laying 
down his armsi than K> keep that part of the country in a state of terror 
and agitation. It was also by no means advisable to keep up a sort 
of focus for the assemblage of the discontented with a man of some 
talent and experience at its head, who, in the event of any second con¬ 
vulsion, might prove too many for his opponents. These considera¬ 
tions upon either side led eventually to a stipulation by which Holt 
agreed to disband his followers, their lives to be spared to them, and 
his own also to be spared, on the condition of bis submitting to trans¬ 
portation for life. In compliance with this stipulation Holt surren¬ 
dered to the Earl of Powerscourt; and from that time these bands of 
midnight marauders totally disappeared. 

Thus at length we were left at liberty to take up our winter-quar¬ 
ters in peace and quietness, being seldom called upon to leave the city 
in which we were now for a short time quartered, unless for the pur¬ 
pose of assisting the excise officers in the seizure of a still, or in pro¬ 
tecting the proctors, while assessing or taking the tithes in the neigh¬ 
bourhood. 

THE MEMORIAL PILLAR.* 

“ Hast thou through Eden's wild-wood vales pursued 
Each mountain-setne magnificently rude. 
Nor, with attention’s Hfted eye, revered 
That modest stone which pious Pembroke rear'd, 
Which still records, beyond the pencil's power. 
The silent sorrows of a parting hour Pfeafurei oj Afemo/p. 

Motulb and (liild ! whose blending tears 
Have sanctified the place. 

Where to the love of many years 
Was given one last embrace; 

Oh ! ye have set a spell of power 
Deep in your record of that hour! 

A spell to waken solemn tliought, 
A stiU, small under-tone, 

That calls back days of childhood, fraught 
With many a treasure gone; 

And smites, percliance, the hidden source. 
Though long untroubl^, of remorse. 

For who that gazes on the stone 
Which marks your parting spot, , * 

Who but a mother’s love hath known, 
The one love changing not ? 

Alas I and haply leam’d its worth. 
First with the sound of Earth to earth ?*’ 

* Pn the road-side between Penrith and Appleby, stands a small pillar with this 
iDtcnpvlon: ** This pillar was erected in the year i65fi. by Ann Countess Dowager 
of Pembroke, for a memorial of her last parting, in this place, with W good and 
pious mother, Margaret, Countess Dowap:er of Cumberland, on the 2d April, 1616 : 
in memo^ whereof she hath left an annuity of 4/. to be distributed to the poor of 
thf parish of Brougham, every 2d day of April for ever, upbn the stone«table 
plac^ hard by. Laus Deo!” 
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But thouj true-hearted Daughter ! thou 
0*er whose bright honoii^d head 

Blesainn and tears of holiest flow 
£v’n nere were fondly ^ed ; * 

Thou from the passion of thy mef 
In its full tide couldst draw relief. 

For oh ! though painful be th* excess, 
llie might wherewith it swells. 

In Nature's fount no bitterness 
Of Nature's mingling dwells; 

And thou hadst not, by wroi^ or pride. 
Poison’d the free and healthful tide. 

But didst thou meet the face no more 
Which thy young heart first knew ? 

And all—was all in this world o'er 
With ties thus close and true ? 

Jt was; on earth no other eye 
Could give thee back thine infancy. 

No other voice could pierce the maze 
Where, deep within thy breast. 

The sounds and dreams of other days 
With Memory lay at rest; 

No other smile to tnee could bring 
A gladdening like the breath of Spring. 

Yet, while thy place of weeping still 
Ite lone memorial keeps, 

While on thy name, midst wood and hill. 
The quiet sun^ine sleeps. 

And touches, in each graven line. 
Of reverential thought a sign; 

Cun I, while yet these tokens wear 
The impress of the Dead, 

Think of the love embodied there. 
As of a vision fled ? 

A perish'd thing, the joy and flower 
And glory of an earthly hour? 

Not so!—1 will not bow me so 
To thoughts that breathe despair; 

A loftier faith we need below. 
Life's^ farewell words to bear! 

Mother and Child !—^your tears are past,- 
* Surely^your hearts have met at last f F. H. 
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t VICISSITUDSI IN THE X.IFB OF AN ACTOR. 

^ ^ \Wiilten by Himself.) 

*118 truCt *ti8 pity. And pity 'Us 'tit trne/' 

I WAS bom in Dublin, in which city my fother was an eminent solidtor; 
and 1 received in common with my brothers and sisters a liberal education, 
under the superintendence of kind and affectionate parents. Of my infancy 
and boyhood, I have nothing remarkable to relate, for they passed sway, as 
they generally dp, in happiness rarely equ^ed in after-life. I cannot recol¬ 
lect any propensity of my boyhood, indicative of the wandering and unsettled 
disposition, which afterwards distinguished me; on the contrary, 1 was a 
steady plodding lad, and the only pecu^arity of my boyhood which bears at 
all upon my story, was the predilection Vhich at that time I felt for reading 
Shakspeare. Before 1 had numbered^ sixteen years, I was well read in all 
his plays, «conld quote them with readiness, and found more real pleasure in 
perusing them than in the amusements of boys of my own age in general. In 
compliance with my father's wishes, though contrary to my own, 1 con¬ 
sented to turn my attention to the law, a profession to which I had ever 
borne a strong dislike Lgpd 1 entered his office as an articled derk. During 
my clerkship the dislil^ with which 1 commenced it gradually ripened into 
absolute hatred; the occupation was too dull, too void of excitement for me, 
and at the close of each day's labour 1 gladly sought a refuge from the 
horrors of musty parchments, long briefs, and tastel^ repetitions, in the 
delights which were offered me by my favourite Shakspeare, and a host of 
poems, novelB, and romances with which the circulating library furnished 
me. Such a course of reading could not fail to have its ^ect on my mind: 
I fancied myself qualified, and indeed intended by nature for a nobler occu¬ 
pation than the petty mean business of an attorney, and in my heart 1 
resolved to pursue it no longer than circumstances might render necessary. 
While in this state of mind 1 got intimately acquainted with some theatrical 
persons, through whose means 1 was enabled to visit the theatre; and it was 
not long before I imbibed the idea of making the stage my profession. Long 
and secretly did I cherish this idea; it became an essential part of my exist¬ 
ence—every thing 1 said, every thing 1 did, was theatrical. 

My inontli 1 scarce could ope 
But out there flew a figure or a trope." 

In this way matters went on until 1 had nearly completed my clerkship, 
when an event happened, which, tliough it for a time recalled my scattered 
senses, and brought me to a right feeling, yet by making me my own master 
at an early age proved instrumental in my subsequent ruin. It pleased Pro¬ 
vidence suddenly to deprive mo of the best of fathers. He fell a victim to a 
typhus fever in the prime of life, after an Ulness of fourteen days, leaving 
my mother and eight children to deplore his loss. 1 will not trespass on the 
patience of the reader by attempting to paint my grief: it was too acute to 
M described. Suffice it to say, that from thenceforward I resolved to banisii 

All trivial fond records, all petty recollections'’ of the dreams which had so 
long occupied my imagination, and to turn my mind seriously to business. 
Alas! had my vow been as firmly kept as it was sincerely made in that 
moment ot affliction, I should nut now have the degrading task of recording 
my own humiliation. But how frail is poor human nature! 

I entered upon my profe^onal career under most favourable auspices, and 
punu^ it with credit and success for upwm*dB of two years, when a disap- 
poin&fent which 1 had not the firmnew to bear, again unsettled me. 1 hM 
fixed my a^^tions upon a young lady in every respect qualified to make me 
happy, and I had the gcoA fortune to be esteemed by her in retuni. My 
enthusiastic disposition led me to overlook all obstacles, I saw but the bright 
siiite ef the picture, I looked for complete happiness in a^ union with the 
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beloved one; and when I thought myself about to taste the overflowing cyp 
uf bliss, it was dashed fn»m my Urn for ever, msappointed in the idfalr 
upon which my fondest hopes were naed, and the prospect of attaining wMdi 
had ^ven a stimulus to my industry, and sweetened my toil, I became a 
wret^ed, careless being. 1 lost all Readiness, neglected my business, and 
dissipated my money. Tossed about |[>y my desj^r, I was Ime a ship with<« 
out a rudder; beating about at tlie mercy of the winds and waves, 1 had 
indeed no longer a haven to mak^ 

' My former predilection for the stage now returned, and, yielding to its 
influence, I determined to try my fortune in a profession for which my 
vanity persuaded me 1 had tolent; besides, its nature seemed to promise me 
that refuge from thought 1 could not hope to And in the dull routine of law 
proceedings. Enamoured of this hazardous project, excited by its novelty, 
and dazzled by fancy pictures of its ^vantages, 1 was not* long in m^ing 
preparations' to quit the home, which to me had now lost its chief uttractioli. 

On the morning of the 18th of June, celebrated as the anniversaiy the> 
battle of Waterloo, but to me still more remarkable as the commencmnent of 
my self-sought misfortunes, I, without any intimation to my Jriends, em¬ 
barked on board the steam-packet, and sailed for Bristol. From thence I 
went to Bath with the intention of making my first attempt at the theatre 
in that city; hut finding the season about to close, I left Bath, and pro¬ 
ceeded to Birmingham. At the latter place the theatrical campaign had 
just (xtmmenced, and having a letter of introduction to the manager, I im« 
mediately waited upon him. He received me politely, but threw eveiy 
possible obstacle in my way, with the view of divertii^ 'me from so fiKiIish 
a project. I was not, however, easily to be deterred nom the execution of 
the scheme 1 had so long fostered; and 1 persevered until 1 wrung from him 
a reluctant consent, that I should undertwe the part of O'Donn^ in Jlmri 
Quatre the following evening. The time for preparation was idiort, and I 
was wholly ignorant of the play; but such a trifling matter was nothing to 
my sanguine spirit. Having procured the part, I laboured incessantly until 
1 had made myself master of the words set down for me. This, 1 thought, 
was all that could be necessary on my part: my genius, I conceived, would 
do the rest. Thus prepared, 1 went to the theatre on the appointed evening, 
saying to myself, 

** TliU is the night. 
That either makes me, or fordoes me quite.’* 

1 thought myself pr<»digiously fine when I had put on the dress laid out for 
me; and as 1 strutted before the glass 1 fancied 1 was certain of succoss. 
My heart swelled proudly as I pictured to myself the involuntary burst of 
applause which must follow my first appearance, the modest elegance of my 
bow in acknowledgment, the rapture with which each uf my speeches would 
be received, and the glowing colours in which the papers of the next day 
would paint the merits of him who was to outshine John Kemble as 

“ Hyperion to a satyr.'* 

At length tlie glorious moment arrived; O’Donnell was called, and bold as a 
lion I a{)proached ^he sta^; but scarcely had I set my foot upon Aiat 
dangerous ground, scarce^ had 1 cast one glance uran the audience and 
the lights, when the few senses 1 ever possessed, with one accord de- 

^ serted me, and 1 stood before my judges a senseless image of egregious 
folly— 

Obstupui Bteteroutque coma, et vox faucibhs hasit." 

The gentleman who played Eugene, to whom my first speech diould haw 
been addressed, gr^ed my hwd, and goc^aturedly whispered Go mi?' 
This aroused me a little from the rtupor which had seized my senses, hut it 
was only to a consciousness of the horrors that surrounded me. 1 essayed: to 
speak, but in vain; my tongue refused to perform its office. I endeavoui^ 
to move, but withoiA success ; my feet seemed riveted to the boards. Hefiv* 
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low I might have remained inthkrtatel know not, had not a coaraevoloe 
mm the galkry, echoed by twenty more, ahonted Speak up I" Thin 
gentle hinV given in tiie true at^le <n '^battootmakii^ mating and Brum¬ 
magem politetteaa,** Vas irresisuble, and I did apeak, hut not so aa to be 
heard beymid the limits of the orchestra. The gods impatient of delay'’ 
could brook suspmiae no longeiv-thevhad paid their money, and had a right 
to know what was going forward ; ana they entered their protest against the 
proceedings by a loud and general hiss. This un^mtle uasae endted my 
indignation, and 1 actually walked dowp to tiie fooUights ibr uie purpose of' 
addressing the audience; but ere I co^ readi the bri^t bouzulary whicli 
oil (Hr gas nad placed between the hissers and the hissed my ooumge faUed 
me, and 1 wished for nothing more than a secure retreat* I was conscious 
of being superlativelv ridiculous; this consciousness did iu>t tend to diminish 
my awkwa^ess. All this was high fun to the ^ds, and they riiouted with 
delight, while the people in the boxes tittered, and the pit shook with 
lau^ter. 1 now scowled with rage, and looked big, but all to no purpose ; 
1 bowed, and by signs expressed a derire to be heard, but, when silence was 
obtained, I could not spew, and confusion again covered me. Some called 
out Fair play," Do as you would be done by,” “ Hear him, hear him 
but the majority with stentorian voices riiouted Off! off! off 1” Irritated 
and mortiwd, astonished and bewildered, 1 knew not what I did, but 
suffered some Mendly hand to lead me, unconscious as 1 was, from the sta^; 
and thus ended the nrst scene of my actorship. Not daunted by this dis¬ 
astrous commencement, 1 persevered throughout the play, in hopes of re¬ 
trieving my forfeited honour, but stHl committing every kind of blunder, 
and experiencing the same treatment. In short, during the whole per¬ 
formance 1 was the object alternately of laughter and hissing, of mirth and 
anger. At the fall of the curtain 1 retired from the stage, covered with 
shame instead of glory, with vexation and repentance^ 1 was now perfectly 
satisfied of the worth of my theatrical talents, and fully resolved never more 
to give them a trial. In a newspaper critique which appeared the next day, 
I was congratulated upon the brilliant success whiim had crowned my 
effmrts, ana advised never to condescend in future to pW any part inferior 
to Timoleon in the Grecian Daughter, dr Fortinbras in Hamlet, characters 
which are merely alluded to, and never make their appearance before the 
audience. To avoid the repetition of this annoyance, and various jeers to 
which 1 had subjected myself, 1 fied from Birmingham as from a pestilential 
region, and took my route to London. 

In London I gradually recovered from the mortification 1 had undergone, 
and my mind returned to its wonted state. 1 soon became capable of re¬ 
viewing without pain, the circumstances of my late adventure. From this 
review it appeared that fair play was not allowed me, and that unkind usage 
had deprived me of the power of displaying those talents, which a little in¬ 
dulgence might have encouraged to develope themselves. Under this im¬ 
pression, and fanned by the breath of vanity, the flame which had l»eeti 
smothered, but not extinguished, again burst ro^; 1 became again the vic¬ 
tim of the theatrical mania. Experience had, however, taught me some- 
tti^^and, profiting by her hints, 1 determined that in any future attempts 

** The steep where Fame's proud temple shines afar,*’ 

I would begin at the foot of the ladder. I therefore made diligent inquiry 
respecting we small theatres in the vicinity of London, having ascer¬ 
tained that a company was performing at Windsor, I repaired to that town, 
waited upon ^ manager, and offei^ my servicee as a volunteer. To a 
caantry managmr the ome was too tempting for refusal. Recraits su<jh as 1 
was, diemed and serving gratuitously, were sot eve^ day to he met 
with; I wasat oaoe declared a member of the corpsdramati^* Thia point 
bring adjusted, my next care was to provide myself witii a lodgiiw^ suitable 

•'tb the then decluiis^ dMe of my pone, and I soon raciieeded. T% was cer- 
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tvnljr not suck ^ lodging as I had been aceoatomed to. The aittbufwroAi 
was small and meanly fumidied, and the bed-room was a narroirwucf» in 
whidi> owing to the shape of the roof, it was impomne to atahd upi^t, 
except immediately in the centre. The fumitare of the dormitory wu in 
perfect kecDing with the chamber hself—it was miserable in the extreme; 
and yet such was xny infatuation, that though 1 had been from infancy ao 
customed to every comfort that money could procure, 1 was content to put 

' up with it for the sake of being an ^or. 
The first part allotted to me was that of a fcp in Tom and Jerry; and al¬ 

though 1 was dreadfully a^tated, the recollection of my recent disgrace was 
too strong to allow me to mve way to fear; I mustered resolution enough to 
cany me through the task—at least without being hissed. Encouraged by 
this negative success, and becoming famiHar with the audience before me, 
and the other actors, I grew bolder and bolder on each succeeding attempt, 
and in a short time fancied myself equal to any part in the range of ue 
drama. Amongst the many diaracters whitdi I subsequently undertook, was 
the Irishman in Rosina,” Of my performance in tins <^aracter I was ex¬ 
ceedingly proud, for it had elicited the rapturous applause of a regiment 
of Irish dragoons” then quartered in the town. One evening, Just as 1 bad 
completed my toOet for the elegant Hibernian, (a which for conve¬ 
nience I generally fulfilled at my lodging) and when 1 was dressed in a 
tattered grey jacket, a pair of patched ana greasy heather inexpressibles, old 
worsted stockings darned with various colours, shucs to mat^, and every 
other article after the same character, 1 was informed that a gentleman 
wished to see me. Thinking that the visitor could be no other than one of 
my brother performers, come, as was the custom, to borrow some portion of 
my wardrobe for the evening, 1 desired that be should walk up. Chairs 
being scarce, 1 was ratting on the bed in the elegant attic which 1 have 
alre^y mentioned, and in my acting attire. The door opened, and one of 
mv most intimate friends, a young surgeon of Dublin, stood before me. 1 
felt thunderstruck, while my friend stood at the door surveying me and my 
apartment with an expression of countenance, in which amazement, indig¬ 
nation, and grief seemed struggling for predominance. 

Gracious Heaven!" he at length exciumed,'' can it be ? are you already 
reduced to this state of abject misery Recovering my presence of mind, 
1 welcomed him as well as 1 could9 uod begged him to be seated while I ex- 
pltuned to him the cause of my present appearance. 1 tried to persuade 
him that my rags were bad^ of honourable distinction, and that my 
lodging was such as actors of note had used from time immemoriaL He 
was not to be thus satisfied, and implored me to renounce a way of lUk 
which could lead only to ruin and dis^ace. He infonned me, that, anxious 
to restore me to my mends, whose^ief he painted in the most vivid colours, 
he had uudertakeu the journey to England, and had long sought me in vain, 
until accident discovei^ the place of my abode and the nature of my 
occupation. He said that he was commissioned by my mother to entreat 
that I would return to her, and that no endeavour should be spared to pro¬ 
mote my comfort aigi happiness. He used every argument which frienos^ 
or reason could suggest, to4nduce me to abandon my foBy and accorniumy 
him home. But au was in vain: 1 was too closely weddeu to the life i had 
chosen, and I suffered that kind-hearted young man to leave me in anger 
and disgust. 

With my present comply of actors I passed ^ weeks completely to my 
satisfaction, for my morning wim occupied in rehearsals, my evenings in 
acting, and the iat^als of time in study; I bought tiie life of an actor thg 
most delightful in the world. My good opinion of myself was diuly gainlhg 
mund, whough 1 occasionally receivea some slight check, of urmdi tm 
folloffi^isa ^eciznen. 

I was one day reading the papttr in the coffse^room of one of the principal 
inns, when a^aiieifaa of faduonahle app^anoeentered into conversation, 
with me. Amr some preliminaTy observations he said, What a wretched 
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ootnpany cS octom you have here 1 answered that some of them were bad 
enough, and inquired if he had been at the theatre the precadinff night. 
''Ohl yes/ said he**'and I have had enough of it.*' “Pray, Sir/ in* 
quired I, *' what did you think of the tall thin young man, who Wre a 
brown frock-coat and white trowsers " Think of, him," exclaimed he, 
“ why. Sir, his was the most miserable attempt at acting I have ever wit¬ 
ness^. I would recommend the manager to emplo]r him in future in trim¬ 
ming the lamps." “ Sir,” said 1, ri^ng and bowing, " I tbai^ you for 
your good wishes. I am the individual of whom you are pleased to express 
yourself in such Mattering terms. Good morning, Sir —and I widked out 
of the room with no very exalted opinion of the stranger's discernment. 

At the end of six weeks the season terminated; and the company sepa¬ 
rated each to seek or to fulfil some new engagement. I found, upon exa¬ 
mining into the state of my finances, that my remaining stock of cash was 
wholly inadequate to the demands upon it, and that without a supply I 
could not leave the town. 1 therefore applied to an Israelite who dealt in 
jewellery, and requested him to buy my watdi, which had cost me twelve 
guineas but a few mouths before. 1 had always regarded it as a good time¬ 
keeper, but I now discovered a thousand faults in it, which I should never 
have ^own but for the sagacity of Moses, who pointed them all out care¬ 
fully, solemnly assuring me that it was not worth thirty shillings; in fact, 
he would sell me better for the money, but that, as 1 was in distress, he 
would give me forty sliillinp for it, and take his chance of selling it to some 
one who might not know the value of such things, I was by no means 
satisfied with this oder, and was about to leave the shop, when he made an 
advance of five shillings, to which he gradually made admtions until his offer 
reached three pounds, and there he protested his conscience obliged him to 
stop. My conscience, however, would not allow me to take this sum, 
chiefly because it was not equal to my purposes, and 1 left the shop in dis¬ 
tress, when the Jew followed me and said that rather than let me be annoyed 
he would ^ve me three pounds ten shillings. At last declaring it was 
robbing himself and his heirs, he gave me four pounds. With the money 
thus raised, I paid my debts, and got to London, with a little experience 
and half a crown in money. 1 iiad scarcely alighted from the coach, when 
I was accosted by one of my fellow performers at Windsor, whose name u'as 
Douglas, the primo buffo of the company. After the usual salutations, he 
inquired if I had any money. I instantly told him the extent of my purse ; 
then said he, 1 humbly move that we enter into partnership, for I have eigli- 
teen pence. I could see no reasonable objection to this proposal, even 
though my share of the capital was the largest; and having signified my 
assent, we forthwith set out in quest of Icings. After duigent search, 
we provided ourselves with two bed-rooms in ^e neighbourhood of Totten- 
hom-court-road, at the rent of nine shillinp per week. One of the bed¬ 
rooms being a large aii^ room, it was agreed that it should be used likewise 
as a parlour, and ^at I, having the largest share of the capital, should sleep 
in it. These preliminaries being adjusted, we resolved ourselves into a 
cozpmittee of supply, beii^ fuUy persuaded that we could npt long exist 
upon four shillings, and it was determined thjtt each should apply to his 
friends for assistance, and that in the mean time Douglas* watch should 
be pawned for our present exigencies. 'Ihis was no sooner resolved upon 
than executed; letters were written, and we sat down as happy as princes 
to a beefsteak and a quart of Barclay, Perkins and Co. For a fort¬ 
night all went on comfortably, and we busied ourselves looking out for en- 
giwements; but even thirty killings could not last iot ever, and in spite of 

endeavours last skiing nme its appearuuse wittumt our receiving 
any intelligence from home. The oonrideration of itbe ieditary shilling sank 
my spirits to the lowest ebb; I was eonmous of having'forfeited eH c&m to 
ihB assistance of my family; I saw no prospeiGt of em'deyment, and I knew 

whid way to turn few relief. One morniJ^ aMr Doupas had gone 
out, the servant ptl brought me something carefuBy wrapped up in paper. 
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which she said she had found in his bed. It felt so very like itH^ey theit I 
could not resist the temptation of examining it; and opening the M^l 1 
found ten shiliings. True to the character and thrift of a Scotchm^ he 
had provided for a rainy day^ which^ he afterwards told me, jud^ng ironi 
my okposition, he saw would not fail soon to visit us. When he came home, 
1 was inclined to be offended with him for deceiving me, but could not 
really feel angiy, so much was I pleased with the possession of the money* 
For a time this supply cheered us, but it was soon exhausted. '‘Now, 
indeed," cried I, " we are Ukjdy to'starve!" but scarcely had 1 pronounced 

kiiomc of the twopenny postman made me start the words when the loud 
from my chair. “ Whom can thit be for said I. The entrance of the ^rl 
with a letter for me put an end to our doubt. Eagerly I broke the seal, 
and found that it was from a stranger, informing me tliat if 1 would call 
upon him the next day, he could offer me an engagement for the C-helten- 
ham theatre. "Now,*' exclaimed I exultingly, “this is as It should be; 
my name has already reached Cheltenham, the gay, fashionable and elegant 
Cheltenham; and 1 am offered an engagement for that place. Weil, let 
Cynics scoff as they will, merit is sure to be rewarded." 

I was so overjoy^ that I could think of nothing but Cheltenham, 1 got 
a map and traced out the journey, fancying myself already on the road. 
Next morning I was punctual to my appointment, saw the gontleimiu who 
had written to me, and concluded an engagement for the repiainder of the 
Cheltenham season, then about eignt weeks, at the handsome salary of 
twenty-five sliillings per week, for which I agreed to make myself gene- 
riilly useful, that is to say, to play any part allotted me, however degrading 
or disagreeable. 

Oh! what a fall was there, my countrymen < 

My profestdonal earnings at home, during the two years that 1 was steady, 
were never Jess than six guineas a week, with every prospect of an increase, 
and that too in a reputable business. " Heu raihi dolor !*’ By a lucky coin¬ 
cidence,-the very next post brought me a letter from home, inclosing a little 
money. I was tlius unexpectedly furnished with the means of making the 
journey* Leaving Douglas fifteen shillings, and reserving to myself one 
pound for the coach fare, and five shillings for sundries, 1 sot off the next 
day, and arrived at Cheltenham with about two shillings in my purse. 

At Cheltenham, however, the shallowness of my purse did not signify, 
and having procured a lodging at. four shilling per week, I easily contrived 
to get credit for eatables and drinkables until the ensuing Saturday, when 
I received my salary, the first I had ever earned by my theatric/iJ exertions. 
My first appearance on the Cheltenham boards was in the important part 
of the Sheriff in Henry the Fourth, in which play the well-kn(>wn amateur 
Colonel ^rkeley played the Prince, and his brother Augustus, Falataff, 
1 had therefore a claim on the acquaintance of the Colonel similar to that 
of the man on the eminent actor whom he reminded that he had played the 
Cock to his Ghost in Hamlet. 1 thought then and still think the Colonel a 
good amateur actor, and th^ best stage-manager I ever saw, for I never 
met any other man %ho to ^ knowledge of his business added such perseVW- 
iiig indaetry and zeal. 1 well remember that the play of Henry the Fourth, 
under his direction, und^^ent sixteen rehearsals, which I, having only six 
lines to speak, thought a great bore. The good effect of this drUling w»is 
evident wnen the play came to be acted, for every one was to the letter 
perfect, and even 1 had the good fortune to ^ through without stumbling. 

Having tluw made my own ground lure, 1 hethou^t me of my friend 
Douglas, and so glowin^y did I represent his ^alifioations to the managgvy 
that 1 procured him an engagement as singer* at the salaiy of two pounds 
per week. Upon Uiis engagement hU came to Cheltenham, and a seci^nd 
room being to let in the house where 1 lodged, we again became messmates, 
la the Chelten^m theatre, I played a variety (ff parts without any mat'kf^ 
disgrace, a fact whiidi 1 now ttUnbdte to the urbanity of the audience, ftw * 
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1 m well awured that I was far from being tolerable ag an actor. However, 
811 did not think eo then, my apparent success was pleasing to my vanity, 
and I was on excell^t terms with myself. 1 passed my tune verv agree¬ 
ably, for Dqpglas having hired a piano for the purpose of practiMg, our 
lod^ng becme the rendezvous or all the muncm men of the thea^, who 
usually every non-play night assembled there, and sang glees and duets. 
1 contributed to the harmony in the only way 1 could, by mixing whisky- 
pundi after the true Hibernian style. Such gay living was, however, so , 
unsuited to my means, that at the end of the season, when it became neces¬ 
sary to depart, I was without a shilling. In this dilemma the prudent 
Scot again oefriended me, for he had saved three pounds, and to his thrifty 
conduct I was indebted fur the means of reaching London. 

We arrived in town, wearied, dispirited and cold, late in the evening 
of one of the damp chillv days in tne middle of November. We could 
muster but five or six shillings in our joint purse, and were not provided 
with a lodging; it was then too late to seek one, and it became absolutely 
necessary to put up for that night at an hotel. We accordingly stopped 
at a respectable house in Oxford-street, resolving to make oun^vc» com¬ 
fortable, and trusting to Providence to send us the means of paying the 
bill in the morning. Accordingly, we had a good supper, of whitm we 
stood much in need; and having qualified it with a glass or two of 
brandv and water, we retired to rest, and slept as soundly, perhaps more 
soundly, than if we had been possessed of ten thousand pounds. After 
breakfast next day we held a consultation upon raising money to discharge 
OUT bill, and we agreed each should go in searcli of hia acquaintances and 
endeavour to borrow a trifle, and meet at the hotel at the dinner-hour. 
When we met, however, the length of our faces too plainly told our dis¬ 
appointment. We had returned as we set out, excepting that each of us 
had acquired an enormous appetite. To satisfy our hunger we ordered a 
beefsteak; and having dispose of that and a glass to clieer our spirits, we 
came to the conclusion, that hj so much had our expenses been increased 
while our funds continued unimproved. Pondering over the means of ex¬ 
trication, an expedient occurred to me, which, however unpleasant, 1 deter¬ 
mined to carry into execution. 1 had some good clothes, and there was a 
pawnbroker in the neighbourhood. The great difficulty was to get the 
clothes out of the house unobserved; but that difficulty was soon removed. 
Having communicated my plan to Douglas, we went upstairs to my bed¬ 
room, where 1 took from my trunk four g<^ coats, which I folded sepa¬ 
rately, while he passed a silk handkerchief round and secured them to my 
body. I then put on my travelling cloak, which being very large, com¬ 
pletely concealed the cargo with wmch 1 had loaded myself, and a flight 
appearance of corpulency was a}! whidi could be perceived. Thus prepared 
1 sent Douglas forth to see that the coast was dear; and following hhn with 
cautious ste'ps, 1 had descended one flight of the stairs when one of the 
waiters was seen coming up. In a moment I was in my room again, and 
when there I had some difficulty to prevent myself from fainting, so over¬ 
come was I with terror; for had 1 been detected I must have appeared like 
n thief. The coast being pronounced clear agaip, I ma^ a second attempt, 
and luckily got out of the house without farther intemiption. When in the 
street 1 almost flew until 1 reached the three balls; and enterutt at the 
friendly door, above which was written Monev lent/’ I joyfully deposited 
my buraen on the counter. The money rdsea by this expedient was two 
pounds. Happy in possessing the cash, 1 returned to the hotel in lighter 
spirits than I had emovedfor eome days. 

« yVe next took a fpq^^ in an obscure street dose to Leicester-square, 
paid our lull at the hotel, and removed our luggage to our new quarters, 
coDaiBtiii|g of two bed-rooms. Here we remained many weeks in a most 
deplozable state of poverty, frequently having no other meal than tea in the 
miuniug and evening; sometimes, through accident or the kindness of an 

' ^uaintance, we got a good dinner; but more frequently a walk in the 
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Regent's Park, or a peep at the print-shops, was its substitute. At ti» close 
of eadt wedc 1 was obli^d to pawn an article of clothing in order to pay the 
rent, and by these means my wardrobe rapidly dimiaished. At Im^ 1 
mustmed resolution and wrote my mother a penitent letter, which procured 
me five pounds; end Douglas having at the same time succeeded in making 
an engagement for the Exeter theatre, I divided the money with him afjw 
paying some arrears of rent. He left town promising me a remittance as 

, soon as possible. Having some hope of obtaining employment at the Green¬ 
wich Iheatre, I went to that place and remained a fortnmht in fruitless ex¬ 
pectation. At the end of that period I returned to London, my monev was 
exhausted, and 1 was compelled to have recourse again to an hotel in order to 
avoid actual starvation. 1 accordingly took my abode at a house not fur 
from Covent Garden. In order to raise a fund to defray my expenses, 1 
wrote immediatdy to a friend in Dublin, stating my circumstances, and soli¬ 
citing a trifiing loan; but to that application I never received an answer; 
and when my Mil for the first week was presented, I was obliged to beg a 
little indulgence on the score of being disappointed of a remittance. While 
at dinner one day in the coffee-roem, a very dashing, elegant-looking fellow, 
with a huge bunch of seals and all the other appurtenances of dandyism, 
entered into conversation with me; and having introduced himself as a Mr. 
Somebody from the city, whose old dad was immensely rich, he politely in-, 
vited me to take a share of a bottle of wine. I at first declined his offer; but 
his kindness was such that he would take no excuse, and I was obliged to 
comply. Flattered by his civility, and pleased with the wine, which In my 
low spirits was a wdcome treat, 1 made no objection to the appearance of a 
second bottle, but helped to finish that also, and went to bed highly de¬ 
lighted with myself, my entertainer, and all the world besides. In the 
morning, however, 1 found that ** all is not gold that glitters;*’ for my kind 
friend had absconded and left me to pay for the two bottles of wine and an 
expensive decanter which he had broken. This formed a most uuseasonalBle 
addition to my bill; but it gave me a useful lesson, and I was ever after 
more cautious of accepting such marks of kindness from strangers, particu¬ 
larly the race who haunt the west end of town, dressed in the pink of tlie 
mode, aping men of fashion, but really living in holes and comers. 1 was 
still in hopes of hearing from my friend, and anxiously did I watch the ar¬ 
rival of the postman; but day after day passed away and no letter came. 
Several times my landlord reminded me that the bill was unpaid; but 1 
contrived to put him off with the same plea, until at len^h his patience and 
his confidence in me were worn out. One evening I had an order presented 
me, and went to see the new pantomime at Covent Garden theatre, which 
was not over till twelve o'clock. On my return, feeling much exhausted, I 
ordered some trifle for supper ; but, instead of supper, the waiter brought me 
a note firom the landlord informing me that no farther credit could be given 
until my bill was paid. Stung to the soul by this indignity, and disgusted 
at the cruelty and meanness which could dictate a refusal at such an hour, I 
started from my seat, and, throwing my cloak about me, rushed into the 
street, resolved, even if death shoiud be the consequence, not to pass an¬ 
other night under tile fellow's roof. It was now the bOginidng of January, 
the snow lay upon the ground knee-deep, and the wind was piercingly cola ; 
but the pa^on which raged within my bosom and made my blood boil, ren¬ 
dered me insensible of external annoyance. 1 wandered about the streets 
for nearly an hour, neither knowing nor caring w'here 1 went. At length 
the excessive edid reminded me of my situation. I looked around for some 
place of shdter, in vain; every hpuse was dosed, nor had I the poor con¬ 
solation of a oompamon in n^oiitune; for Such was the inclemency of thi 
weather, that even the unhappy beings who usually frequent the streets at 
night, had retired to their mutable homes, and the watchmen had ensconced 
themselves snugly within their boxes, leaving ^ 

«s 
The world to wretchedness and me.** 

2 N 2 
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Deeply did I now repent the folly which had led me from my comfortable 
home -^ ‘ "- 
as ha 
and di^ace. Vainly 
side at home^ the maternal smile which had ever wdcomed me tlmre, and 
^e indescribable charm whidi presides over a domestic circle^ The con¬ 
trast between my past mid present eircumstances filled me with angoieh: I 
had wantonly sacri6ced good for evil^ comfort for miseryj respei^ for con¬ 
tempt ; and I was now a wretched outcacrt;^ c^ld, hungry, penniless, and 
houseless, without prospect of relief for the present or n^e for the future. 
What might have ^eu the consequence of these bitter reflections 1 dare 
not think, had not a merciful Prcrvidence directed my steps to the door of an 
hotel, where 1 had in better times expended considerable sums of money. A 
light over the door attracted my attention, and re-awakened hope. ** Here,” 
thought I, if gratitude and humanity have not together depai^d from the 
world—liere I may surely expect a welcomeand I was not mistaken. 1 
knocked, and was admitted. A large par^ within had caused the inmates of 
the house to stay up later than usual. The landlord received me with cor¬ 
diality mixed with some surprise at seeing me at such an hour: he provided 

• A % jV. An* A ■ 

KUUAt PLEASURES* 

1 o live in the country, surely one must be more or less than man ; 
less, to be satisfied, or more, to endure it with fortitude. I have very 
often tried the experiment, and slaved with all my might and main to 
bear with the ennui; but 1 am not Hercules ; and if even he had been 
sent for, by way of a thirteenth labour, to spend six weeks with a country 
cousin, the Centaur’s shirt might have been cut up into hlister-plaisters; 
for the god would have died without its administration. What people 
mean by “ rural pleasures’ I cannot conceive. The “ life exempt from 
public haunt” is good for nobody but a hermit, or a man biding from 
his creditors. As for tongues in trees,” I never could find any 
tongues fit to be named with those which are vended bv Mr. Burgess 
in the Strand ; while the books,” which they boast of, to be read in 
“ running brooks,” are nothing to be compared with the New Monthly 
Magazine” and “ Mr. Colburn’s New Publicationsand for ” sermons 
in stones,” to my taste, the Macadamization of Regent-street is more 
edifying than Stonehenge and the Giant’s Causeway together. 

This vaunt of half-thinkers, concerning the charms of a coun¬ 
try life, is another of those pieces of conventicyial jargpo, which 
occupy the place of ideas in the brains df a large portion of. his 
majesty's lieges, and make parcel of the established cree4 of the com¬ 
munity. Unlike, however, to some other portions of the national 
symbol, there is nothing to be got by upholding it; and therefore it is 
that I am surprised at the credit in which it stands. When one con¬ 
siders that there really is no one, having a direct interest in preaching 
rdbticity, except the steam-boat company, and the lodging-house 
keepers of Margate, &c. I own I cannot by any iugebbity ac¬ 
count for the ready credence which men, otherwise of sound dfiscretion, 
Jiesftow upon the flattering error,” in spite of oft-rciterated experi¬ 
ence. Upon how many worthy families may not ehrery reader lay his 
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finger, who for ten or more succetsive years have tried the experiment 
of spitting nvelr bridges and picking up cockl^hells, till they have bht 
narrowly escaped/* dying the death of the bored,”/as the young lord 
happily expresses it in Fbrence Macarthy,) and yet return annually 
to the; same watering-places, like a fi>oUBh perch to the hook which is 
baked with a piece of his own torn jaw, leaving their pleasant and. 
commodious tdwn'^houses, in some well-wooded and picturesque square, 
to inhabit the narrow, cribbed, hot, cold, damp, and spn-bakcd tene¬ 
ments of a leafless sea-coast! Hbw many also are there who go annu¬ 
ally into,a voluntary banishment to Camberwell or Clapham-rise, under 
the notkm that London is dreary; and yet, who would give their eyes 
to be once more in the terra incognita of Russell-square, before they 
have left home a fortnight.* An hundred years ago there might per-» 
haps have been some excuse for such fancies, some pretext for carry¬ 
ing on the absurd farce of rural simplicity, when cockneys had no other 
notions of a country life than were to bo acquired from the pastoral 
poets, or from boarding-school landscapes worked in chenille ; wliere 
shepherds play upon pipes, instead of smoking them, and where well- 
fed sfaejdierdesses, taller than the steeple of the adjoining church, 
squint horribly upon their potbellied swains; and, surrounded by 
sheep, the image of poodle-dogs, and by scenery, such as rivals a blue- 
china saucer, lay basking amidst eternal sunshine, and never-ending 
summer. In times thus ignorant, that men should be found to put as 
implicit a faith in Pope’s eclogues as in their Bible, and to make tlie 
pleasures of the country a sort of fortieth article to their religion, is 
not so surprising; but now, in the broad glare of intellectual illumi¬ 
nation of this nineteenth century—when a shilling’s worth of the Pad¬ 
dington stage, or a trip in the steam-boat to Greenwich or Richmond, 
can bring the matter to the test of sensation—that such absurdities 
should be admitted and committed, fairly beats cock-fighting, There 
is, it must be allowed, a physical sensation, a pleased alacrity and 
cheer of mind,” derived from breathing the pure air of the country, 
and glancing over an extensive range of fields, which, on first leaving 
a great city, is sufficiently delightful: 1 grant also that the smell of 
new-mown hay is sweet, and that the distant bark of a village-dog, or 
the lively song of the nightingale, (why is it called melancholy ?) are 
quite as agreeable preparatives to sleep, as “ past twelve o’clock,” or 
** flre! fire!” Some allowance also must be made for the luxury of 
thick Cream, (real cream and not snails and chalk,) and of ** new-laid 
eggs” that are not quite chickens. These certainly are calculated to 
aeiie on a young imagination ; yet for even these, 1 would not grant the 
most romantic imsf^inatioq more than a week; and when the novelty has 
passed away, what else remains ? If 1 were desired to define the plea¬ 
sures of a country life, as I hope to be saved, 1 scarcely know what else 
to enumerate, besides reading st^e newspapers, and returning in dark 
moonless nights, on an average, seven miles fimm your dinner-parties, 
together with being thrown for society on any terms, during nine-tenths 
of your existence, upon soiw prig of a parson, or village apothecvy, 
who “ can find in his heart to bestow alibis tediousness” on the nearest 
householder ** possessed of aught to giveay, and you must be grate- 

See prospectus o^tfao AnU-out-of-town Compsny, N. M. M. v. xiv. p. 
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ful to Providence even for the welconte avatars of these itinerant and in- 
csihiate bores. Let not the unsuspicious dupe, who has been invited to 
a country mansion during a hunting party or the Christmas festivities, 
imagine that the hilarity, and fun, and dancing, the splendid feasting, and 
deep drinking of those epochs, go on during the entire year. Upcm these 
occasions the owner of the bouse keeps an hotel; for the rest of the 

/ year he lives in solitude unbroken except by the weekly invasion of 
' the curate upon the Sunday beef, or by the chance company of the 

aforesaid apothecary, or perhaps^of the physician, tempted from the 
country town by the prospect of—a fee in your next fit of the gout. 

To those, however, who live all their lives in the country, things 
may not be quite so bad as they seem. There is a great principle 
of compensation in human affairs; and Providence, it is said, tem¬ 
pers the wind to the shorn lamb. It cannot, for instance, be denied 
that farmers derive a pleasure from the smell of a dunghill, to which a 
cockney citizen is wholly insensible. A well^filled barn, likewise, may 
be a very picturesque object in his contemplation ; and tiie heaviest 
day*8 weather that ever drove an hypochondriac into a halter, may by 
him be cheerfully endured, provided his turnips want rain, or his after¬ 
grass is backward. Nay, there is something even in the vexations of the 
agriculturists which partake of the pleasurable vicissitudes of gaming. 
Many’s the time when 1 have sat in listless despair tracing the drops of 
an imperturbable down-pour, chasing each other down the panes of the 
windows; I have envied the agitated countenance and half-suppressed 
oath of the farmer, as he consulted his barometer, or watched the 
cloud-covercd hill giving new tokens of a protracted visit from Jupiter 
Pluvius ; while his wandering eye searched the heavens in vain for as 
much blue sky as would make a Dutchman a pair of breeches. These, 
however, are pleasures which the farmer alone can prove, and in which 
the Cockney cannot participate. Doubtless, also, the proprietors of 
estates enjoy some rural pleasures known only to themselves, and 
which compensate for the stupidity of their monotonous existence. 
The pleasure of possession is in itself considerable; the owner of the 
dreariest fenny flats of Lincolnshire, or of the blackest bog in IrelaUd, 
can look from the bow-wiiidow of his bleak residence, and find some¬ 
thing that does not displease him. There is always, besides, for this 
privileged class of mortals, that greatest of all delights, the pleasure 
of tormenting every one within their reach and influence;—bullying 
tenants, justicing the county, educating the parish children, and lectur¬ 
ing the villagers on those two essential points of doctrine, external 
neatness in temporals, and orthodox rigour in spiritual matters, llien, 
last, but not least, they have the game laws, jhe deefrly-purchuad and 
fondly-cherished privilege of their caste, which, from Dover Cliffs to 
the iJand’s End in Cornwall, and northward up to the good town of 
Berwick-upon-Tweed/’ keep the whole agricultural population in hot 
water, and find the proprietors of the soil an amiable and exhaustleas 
amusenoent for occupying their otium cum dignitaie as a country gen- 
tlajpan should do. All these country sports are cut off firom the men 
whose estate is in the Bank-books or floating in an East Indiaman. 
Once a year I am compelled, for my sins, to make a dirty visit to 
som^, relations in the coruntry; and never did ^a double letter from 

t Northamptonshire” excite a deeper and more awful|^ensation than the 
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arrival of tliis well^knowyi ia?iuU<m f^iucea in my boiom« rocurring^ 
at it does, mth the punctuality of a taitor’a bill at Chrisuoaa* Imagine, 
my dear reader^ imagine the mere horror of leaving town; the dreary 
boarsenesB of the mail horn, the melancholy aifounciation that ^'aira 
ngbt,*’ the pattering of the rain against the wihdows, with that sinking 
of the heart which follows the disappearance of the last gas light! 

There is something quite awful in that most typical leave-taUnglrldi 
cheerfulness and civilization ; and if it were not that I sleep in a coMh 
like a4op, I verily believe &at I aliould have often got out at Barnet, 
or, at all events, should not have made up my mind to encounter the 
Downs of Dunstable. When first 1 embarked on one of these expe-* 
ditions, I was as ignorant as any other native of the^n of Bow bell. 
Every thing at starting was a source of delight: every duck-pond 
was a lake, and all the little cabbage-gardens of the hedge ale-houses 
where we stopped to water the horses, were as many paradises. 
The hens and chickens, and pigs, were all matters of endless amuse¬ 
ment, and the cock turkey employed my imagination during a whole 
moniing, by hif striking resemblance to a lord mayor. Picking 
my own gooseberries was enchanting, till my fingers, covered with 
scratches and dripping with blood, reminded me of the supm'ior 
comfort of buying them out of a pint petvter-pot. Catching my 
own fish was delightful till the fish refused to take the hook, and 
niy own nose did not; and above all things, doing nothing from 
morning till night but walk about, was pleasurable, until 1 discovered 
that my walks were without an object. This discovery was not long 
in making; 1 soon found out that nothing more closely resembles one 
green field than another; that rivers are all twin brothers; and that 
mountains possess the most astonishing family likeness; that inanimate 
objects, however beautiful, like a French lady^s husband, ne savent pas 
remplir Cameand that the country bumpkins are at once less beauti¬ 
ful, and not more interesting. The first thing that convinced me that 
1 was not singular in this disgust, but that the country really affords 
but a miserable sort of existence, was the frequency of the meals, and 
the anxiety with which the hour of their arrival is anticipated. Eating 
in the country is the business of every one in the house, and *‘is dinner 
almost ready is a question repeated in as many different keys as was 
Sterne's never-to-be-forgotten Alas! poor Yorick.’' If it were not 
for luncheon, more especially, time itself would be lost in eternity. 
Why else do the ladies tire down their four stout coach-horses, in daMy 
visits to their neighbours, which have no other discoverable motive but 
the cold meat and remainder of yesterday's bottle of sherry. Then, by 
the by, when tha hour of eating does come, how inferior is the best- 
supplied country table, to that which is furnished from X^eadenball 
market! Your fish,-—but don’t mention that* If you live on the 
coast, you have the pleasure of seeing delicious turbots and mackarel 
with the hues of the rainbow, packed up at your very dcor and sent to 
town; and if your residence be inland, you may indulge in Ihe luxuries 
of muddy tench and eels, with now am then, for a change, a smie 
lobster or a stinking barrel of oysters, per coach from London. Tnen 
what are the b^t desserts and ices, which the country affords, to those 
of Gunter? or the best country inn to the London tavern? And it is 
notorious that a real cook will not live permanently out of town,*if yqp 
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would give him the pay of a Heucelumt^geneiiil. The country, «ve are 
toli^ia the fdace for eonteiQpl&tive minds, for aeatiioeilta&to, aad 
those to whom their own ideas are a sufficient world, and who find 
in the presence of nature themes for endtesa reflectioa, Md ever new 
delight. The man who^ndidly admits his preference for a sea^al 
fire, and the society of cultivated companions, is reproached as a 
shidlow-pated blockhead, who cannot bear to be atone, nor exist with¬ 
out a ball or a play. You may tell this .to the marines, if you mil, but 
1 know full well that there never was l^^roposiuon more udfounded* 
In the first place, the country stands convicted of irretrievable didness 
from the mere fact that every one hurries to London during the finest 
months of the year, when an out-of-door life is alone enjoyable, and 
when nature offers in her fondest prodigality, sights, sounds, and 
odours to delight the senses, and intoxicate the imagination. Theti it 
is, if ever, that the country possesses an especial charm^ Yet ask the 
wannest devotee of rural life, which is the pleasantest time of year, 
and he will tell you the shooting and hunting seaspn. So then the 
truth comes out at last that the contemplauve man, the sentimratalist, 
the communer with the Deity rendered visible in his works, leaves the 
fa4e amusements of the town, to employ his superior intellect, Jiis 
awfully solemn emotions, in worrying hares, foundering horses, and 
bringing murder and carnage to the haunts of the partridge ; that ani¬ 
mal of others claiming our tenderest sympathies, as the most closely 
shadowing forth in its habits, domestic affection and human society. 
Without these innocent amusements, tlie country gentleman is a man 
of efffttti, and all the charms of summer “ as tedious as a twice-told 
tale.” Surely it is no arrogance to say that the man whose soul is 
filled and saturated with field sports, is a man ** of very little soul in¬ 
deed,and in the scale of beings not much more elevated than his own 
pointers. Oh! bqt then you forget husbandry, gardening, natural 
history, study, and a thousand other agreeable pastimes of a country 
life:—not in the least. Husbandry (of course not meaning the trade of 
agriculture, but gentlemen farming, as it is called) is one of the idlest 
of all men's methods of killing time'l If practised for gain, it is a 
sordid and unworthy occupation of a gentleman’s hours* defiling the 
mind as it does the person, and degrading him to the level of a plough- 
boy. If practised at a loss, and as a mere pastime, it is a shaineful 
waste of the powers of the soil, in a country which does not produce 
sufficient food for its own population. The notion of gentlemans 
agriculture being beneficial to the community in the way of experi¬ 
ment, is altogether a sham plea. The real farmer, who lives by his 
labour, alone makes useful experiments, because he alone undertakes 
them at a hrrivy personal risk. Gentleman-farming is the refiige of 
those who can neither thitik nor read: and who prefer doing mischief, 
and injuring their property, to enduring the load of an existence which 
they know not bow to etijoy. As for gardening, there is something, I 
grant, in that. Of all the inodes of passing the neavy hours Of a coua« 
try^life, gardemng is certainly the most interesting and agreeable. Yet 
the Itory of our first parents exemplifies bow little it u to be depended 
upon as a resource against ennuu Adam bad never been introAiced at 
Crockford’s, nor Eve admitted at Almack's.; yet^ atmdac all this igno- 
r^qpe^of liih, they felly Heet»uf|u(aadiiig that they elevated the finest 
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garden of which hittory makaeoieiilioft* Bestdai^ the floriat may have^ 
if he chooaet} ^a hundred times inore pleasure in Loiidoii« than ean be 
obtained in the country. The productions of every clime are tb^ laid 
at hhi feet, collected within the small space of a Nursery ground; and 
there is scarcely a hundred squcure yards* in tfai suburbs of the Meaeo4 
polls, without its specimens of rarities, any one of which the neb 
country gardener might be proud to possess. Theq as the labou^^ 
and dmculty of xearing a plant to a healthy maturity, is far greater 
in the smoke of London, tMi^ is proportionably a greater excitement 
in the process: and a few hyacinths in glasses over a metropolitan 
chimney-piece, may be pitted against the finest bed of carnations that 
the country ever produced. Natural history, again, as it is generally 
pursued, what is it but a most pompous inanity; a substitution of 
sounds for ideas, of nomenclature for knowledge 7 With the exception 
of a very few men of real science, almost uniformly inhabiting great 
cities, your observers of the loves of the cockchafers, the Paul Prys 
into the mysteries of the cryptogamic hymen, are for the most part 
the heaviest mortals that breathe. Ay, but what say you to books? 
Why, truly, I say that you may read books in the country as weU as 
in town,‘^if you can get them to read: but even when that is the case, 
1 do not see why a man should be obliged to go into banishment for 
the sake of reading, while he may do it with much less abstraction in 
a two-pair of stairs back lodging in Lincoln^s-inn or the Tetnfde. 

There is one conclusive answer to all the preceding argument of the 
intellectuality of a close intercourse with Nature. ^Pray, Sir, did you 
ever pass an evening with a knot of mere country gentlemen 7 l>ecause, 
if not, 1 have; and I promise you, a greater set of bores *‘my con¬ 
versation never coped withal/’ Their talk is ever of bullocks, and 
dogs, of grand-jury jobs, of poachers, of impossible Munchausen leaps 
and shots by rural parsons and squires, of election squabbles, and of 
all the personalities, births, deaths, and marriages, disputes for pre¬ 
cedence, and warnings off preserves, for ten miles round. A stranger 
who drops into such a company, is as completely thrown out of all 
conversation or understanding, as a New Zealander at a lecture on the 
atomic theor;^, or a man of sense at the readings of the Royal Literary 
Society. How wearisome existence really is, to these unfortunates, 
may be seen, in the dullness of their houses, in the heaviness of their 
looks, in their early going to bed, and their ** sleepinga on bencbeiftil 
the afternoon to say nothing of the relief they experience ftroro tWo 
sermons, and an evening lecture on Sundays, with the long commab- 
tary on their accompanying events. ** Mr. A. sat in the Q’s pew ; 1 
wonder what dmt means.”—“The W’s are all in deep mourning; 
atiotber legacy, no doufit!”—“Doubletext has preached that sermon 
till 1 am tired of bearing it> It has served for a charity sermon, a 
funeral, and a general fast, with the sole alteration of the citation from 
scripture.” ** That slut Sally Seagrim is again with- ” ^ut enough. 
If this is intellectual life, give me a city feast, or a meeting of creditors. 

It was observed in FnuK^ that a nobleman could not spend six mmtbs 
bn his estate, without losing much of the polish and refinement or thf 
court; and I solemnly declare, that when my neighbours, old Gasfl 
and his wife and daughters, return from their trip to Worthing,^ (it is 
not altogether scLbad with ^ri^ton^) they seem to be quite anotbtt 
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sort of creaturdi. Not a trace of the beaux e^rite of Finibary remains 
on Cbeir persons. Their ideas are as sun-burnt as their faces; I 
should not be surprised to hear of their being beset by the pidEpockCts 
in Fleet-street, as so mwy country puts. What can be more cc^usire 
against a country life, man the pains universally tdcen to make all 
the summer retreats of our banished citizens as like the to#h as possi¬ 
ble, and to baniih by every imaginable device, all chance of an intrusion 
of rural ideas f Go to Cheltenham and Leamington, to Brighton or 
Margate, no two peas are more alike, than these are to London. There 
you will find balls, promenades, theatres; and hackney coaches and 
pastry-cooks, and methodist meetings, and jewellers, and news-rooms, 
and hair dressers; and I am heartily convinced, that ere long we shall 
hear even of a stock exchange. If this does not convince, nothing on 
earth will. In leaving London, country is the last thing folks think 
about* Calum nm animum mutant. By a sort of common consent, 
while the common folks are thus imitating the capital, the Londoners 
are building London out of town. In a short time we shall see these 
extremes, like most others, meet. The whole island will be covered 
with dingy bricks^ and mortar, till not a green field will be left; and 
the landed interest will be driven to confine their efforts at legislation 
to the protection of their mignonette pots, and the preservation of the 
sparrows on their chimney tops. A consummation, 1 say, roost de¬ 
voutly to be wished; and the sooner it is completed, the better I shall 
like it. Neither is this, after all, so selfish a wish. Every one to 
his liking, say 1: but if, after the perusal of this paper, there should 
yet remain any advocates for a country life, can’t they go to Switzer¬ 
land, and pass their summers in making a pathway over Mont Blanc, 
and scribbling nonsense in the innkeeper’s police books? or if they are 
tired of that, there is very picturesque scenery in New South Wales* 

A CANADIAN CAMPAIGN, BV A BRITISH OFFICER*—NO. V.* 

Nearly ten days had succeeded to the detection of our nlan of escape, 
when, one evening at a late hour, we received intimation tOTrepare for our 
removal to the penitentiary of Frankfort in Kentucky; and accordingly the 
next day, about two o'clock in the afternoon, we were conducted to the front 
of the prison, where a detachment of regular infantry was drawn up with 
their ranks fadng inwards and at extendi order. Between these ranks we 
were placed two abreast, and the detachment being ordered to face to the 
right and left, we moved on, thus escorted or rawer enfiladed, from the 
gloomy waUs of our prison. As if to humiliate us to the last degree, and add 
insult to misfortune, we were paraded through the prinG)pi^ streets of the 
town, though such a route was at once circuitous and unnecessary. The 
taunts and hisses of the populace who had assembled at an early hour to 
witness our departure, and were now with difficulty kept back by the guard, 
followed us throughout; hut the clamorous ebullition of their hate gave us 
far less concern than the sombre countenances of the more respect^m inha¬ 
bitants collected to view the passing scene. Those wiUi whom we had lately 
aasomated, and who had exercised tiie rites of hospitaHty in our favour, now 
gaSed on us with various expression—some with a cold apd triuxpfdisnt dis¬ 
dain, originating in a false rumour, which had been industriously propsi^Bd, 

• < 
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of a denim to fire the town-mothers with an evident interetf and concern 
arising from the conviction of the injustice of sudi a change. Frieiifis ipid 
foes were, however, alike to us at that moment, and the proud indlffisretiQe 
of our looks lighted on all with the same ezpresiiton of defiance; for we felt 
that the ignominious treatment we were then rficeiving refiect^ no sba^ 
on us, who had attempted the fulfilment of a duty we owed both to 
country and to ourselves, but on those who thus abused the power they l|ii4 
over Us as defenceless captives. Still were we not without a secret con¬ 
fusion of soul, arising foom the contrast of our late and actual positions, iui 
we caught the long Inne of feiaale heads which filled-the windows and watch¬ 
ed our approach with mingled emotions pf curiosity and interest. Front 
more than one of these the occasional and partial movement of a handker¬ 
chief or hand waved an adieu, which seemed apprehensive of detection; but,' 
manacled as we were, the eye alone could reply to the salutation. At 
length, when it was presumed that the good inhabitants of ChilicoUie had 
sated themselves with a view of the English lions,” we were conducted to 
a large boat on the river, already manned with soldiers, and awaiting our 
an-ival. 

It was with a feeling of real pleasure that we found Lieutenant Harrison 
to be the officer in command of the detachment to whose charge we were 
here given over; and as we took our places, the boat was pushed off from 
the shore, and quickly glided down the Scioto, amid the continued hootifigs 
of the rabble coUected at the point of embarkation on its banks. Impressed 
with various reflections arising from the preceding scene, few of the party 
were disposed for conversation, and an almost uninterrupted silence pre¬ 
vailed for some hours, when, towards the close of the day, the boat stnsdk 
against what is called in America a sawyer,” which is nothing more or 
less than the trunk of a tree carried off from the land during we floods, 
and frecpiently stationary in the beds of rivers, from whence, when acted on 
by the tides and currente, it rises suddenly to the surface in a perpendicular 
direction, preserving a state of reaction, and threatening destruction even 
to the largest boats used in the navigation of the Ohio and Miussippi. The 
concussion we experienced gave rise to serious apprehensions for our safety; 
and in an instant the leaden pins of the handcuffs were removed, but yet 
with sufficient precaution to escape the attention of the guard. Lieutenant 
Harrison, however, caused the boat to be directed towai'ds the sliore, and 
having expressed his intention to pass the night in an old deserted building 
which stood at the distance of some few hundred paces, we were accordingly 
disembarkedj^ When arrived at the spot indicated for our temporary so¬ 
journ, the jffierican officer, evidently impressed with a full, sense of our re¬ 
cent danger, declared it to be his determination to remove the fetters from our 
hands, provided we would pledge our words to him, as British officers, that 
no attempt at evasion should be made. This step, he observed, had not in 
any way the sanction of his superiors, but he was willing to take the resiiiigt- 
eibility upon himself, satisfiea that, our parole once engaged, no ultinmlo 
risk could be incurred, lliis circumstance, however gyateful in fact, pkujed 
•us in rather an awkward dilemma, since it was evident that in removing the 
irons, which had replaced the instant the danger was passed, the decep¬ 
tion must be discovered.* We had, however, formed too just an estiutaw 
of the character of Lieutenant Harrison to hesitate long in the avowal of a 
subterfuge to which we had been driven by suffering and necessity. Our 
promise was then given, and we once more enjoyed the unrestrained use 
of our limbs. At an early hour on the following morning we again embark¬ 
ed, and a few hours broi^jht us to the point of confluence with the m^qstic 
waters oflthe Ohio. The strong current of this e^ansive river carrieil tw 
r^idly forward, and we soon found ourselves at C^cinnati, the capital Oif 
the state. The first use we made of the momentarv liberty obtained hm#, 
was to seek weapons of destruction amnst each otner; for unhappil^r even 
during our paimi^ oonfinemnt at Chilicqthe, dissension had ihUb oUr 
circle, and conbril^ted to the unpleasantness of our situation. The paAifs 
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in this case were Lieutenants Purvis^ Stdcoe.. and RolettCj SU of the navy. 
Somtf warm discuKdonB rdative to Ihe late engagement had given rise to a 
misundmtandiiig, whidi had terminated in the resolution to meet m the 
first favourable occasion! They were> however^ of course much at a loss for 
pistolsi it being quite out^f the question to expect that the officer to whom 
the cukody of our persons was entrusted, would so far commit hia re^nsi- 
UBHy as to afford the means^ or even admit of a duel taking plaoe. in this 
dihmuna recourse was had to an elderly officer, a major in the American 
regular service, who resided in the hotel where we stopped for the night. 
This gentleman unhesitatingly supplied all that was necessary fbr the occa¬ 
sion, and the first meeting to(»k pl^ at daybreak on the following morning. 
Purvis, who was the challenged party in both instances, received Rolette's 

- fire with singular coolness, and then discharged his pi^oi in the air. His 
warm-hearted brother sailor immediately dadied his weapon to the eailih, 
and heedless of the cold formalities usual on such occasions, advanced to 
embrace him whom he still considered his companion and friend. Thus 
happily was this affair terminated. The second meeting took place some 
hours afterwards, and on tlie same spot; Mr. Garden, of the Newfoundland 
regiment, acting as the second of Purvis, I was the friend of Stokoe. In 
the same manner did the noble Purvis receive his adversary's fire; and nearly 
in the same manner, but with less effusion of feeling, were tlie brave sailors 
(one of whom, Stokoe, was scarcely recovered from a recent wound in the 
head) reconciled to each other. On our return towards the hotel, we found 
that a hue and cry had been raised in consequence of our absence; and even 
our 6iend Harrison, knowing not how to account for our sudden disaj>pear- 
ance, had entertained no slight anxiety. Amidst the bustle and noise at- 
tendwt on this circumstance, the gallant American major continued to 
preserve an honourable silence, and only avowed his participation when, on 
Deholding us approach the inn with our ill-secreted weapons, he found there 
was no longer a necessity for concealment. At noon we agmn embarked, 
and the evening of that day was, in consequence of the reconciliatitm of 
all parties, the h^piest we had passed for many weeks. Descending the 
full waters of the Onio, we enjoyed the wild surrounding scenery, with ad¬ 
ditional and unbroken interest, while our guard amused themselves with 
firing at the numerous flocks of wild turkies which sprang up at every in¬ 
stant from either bank, and, winmng their dull and fearless night over our 
heads, presented in their vast bulk an unerring mark to the murderous lead. 
After passing the boundary line which separates the States of Ohio and 
Kentucky, the direction of our course was changed, and we ascended a 
sinall river intersecting the latter state, and le^ing in tire line of the 
capital. Our process here was slow and difficult. A thick and apparently 
impervious wood iwirted its banks, and, occasionally interweaving its pro¬ 
truding tops, threw a chilling gloom over the scene, while the close un^r- 
wood, reading to the very margin of the waters, seemed to preclude all 
possibility of a landing. At len^ a more open space was perceptible, and 
St this point our journey by water, owing to the increa^g difficulty of 
movement, was di^ntinued. Horses were procured in the adjacent coun¬ 
try ; and, escorted by Lieutenant Harrison, who left his detachment in the 
boat, we continued our route towards Franl^ort, then at no great distance. 
After travelling through a wild and thinly inhabited country, and along 
pa^B which no other wan American horses could have trOd with safety, a 
range of lofty and gloomy hills, by which that capital is nearly surrounded, 
announced t{ie proximity of what we were to consider as our future home, 
^he morning was cold and rainv, and as we wound round the base of a hill 
whkh intercepted our view, tne towerii^ walls of the penitentiftry, aitu- 
atra*in the extremity of the town by which we approached, fi^ niddenly 
on our gaze. A few minutes brought us on a line with its principal entrance; 
and as we glanced upwards at the low and narrow windows^ we beheld our 
companions thrusting their handkm^iefs throng^ tiie bi^and siduting us 
ac they could. They were the pSiTl^ that had preceded i^lwom Cbiliccdhe, 
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and oondBted diiefly of the officers taken at the Moravian town* It fas a 
melancholy moment for recognition^ and our feelings had imbibed much of 
the sombre character of the seaaonj as we moved on io the spot appointed for 
our delivery into the hands of the marshal. Thk duty penormed^ Lieute¬ 
nant Hurison bade us adieu^ with a friendly warmth which every individu^ 
in oar party folly appredatod and returned. Should these pages ever ntop 
the eye of that officer, he may perceive that his gentlemanly and humim 
conduct throughout has not been lost on the captives entrusted under mch 
painful circumstances to his care. May be be induced to consider the tee^ 
timony of one as the unqualified sentiment of all! 

On entering the prison of the penitentiary, we found our friends distri¬ 
buted into two small rooms little larger than common cells, and crowded« 
together in a distressing manner; but many had reconciled themselves to 
their situations, and enjoyed a temporary distraction in studying the trades 
carried on by the convicts in the court, who cheerfully initiated them in the 
rudiments oi their respective arts. Our stay here, however, was tm limited 
to admit of perfection in our new occupations. At this period a strung 
sensation was produced in America by the intelligence of Napoleon's unex¬ 
pected reverses in Russia. A termination of the war between Great Britain 
and France might now be anticipated as an event of no very remote occur¬ 
rence, and the ability thus afforded to the former imwer of senduia a more 
formidable army to oppose that of the United states, would place the 
struggle l>etween the two countries on a very different footing. Under this 
view of the case, and as one of the measures consequent on the altered 
aspect of the war, the affair of the hostages was gradually suffered to 4ie 
away. The first step, however, was only an amelioration of our condition, 
which wag effected by our removal from the penitentiary to the town. The 
principal hotel in Frankfort, to which was attached an extensive garden, 
surrounded by a low wall, was the place selected for our residence, with the 
express prohibition, however, of outstepping its limits. Here our suffer¬ 
ings were in a great measure at an end, and on the score of personal enm- 
fori we had no reason to complain. Three shillings a day was the allowance 
granted by the American government to each officer, and the sick were en¬ 
titled to twice that amount. With the first sum we were boarded in the 
hotel. One room was occupied by two prisoners, and our table was abun¬ 
dantly supplied with excellent food. Tea, coffee, eggs, cold meat, and the 
various sweet sauces" to which the Americans are so partial, composed 
our breakfast; while at dinner we generally found ourselves seated before 
meats of every description, interspersed with game and long sauce," (by 
this is to be understood potatoes and other v^tables,) and succeeded by a 
plentiful dessert, two large decanters of whi&y invariably occupying their 
stations at either extremity of the table. Of this latter article, however, 
our consumption was small, it being extremely fiery, and possessing few of 
the properties of that of the lands of the thistle and sliamrock. Tea, coffieta, 
and hot cakes, such as at sea I have often with an envious eye beheld, de¬ 
scending for the breakfast of the ship’s officers, while compelled myself to 
eat the dry an^ mouldy fragments from the bread-room, composed our 
evening repost. *A number of black slaves were also at our orders, and the 
washing or our linen was included in the moderate charge. Such was the 
revolution effected in our position, and but f(»r the restraint imposed on our 
liberty, our chains wc»uld nave been light. Our promenade was the garden, 
and as some of the officers still retained their uniforms, we were the objects 
of general attraction to the long-bodied and loi^-limbed baclAvoodsmen of 
Kentucky, assembled daily to behold the British," who, much to the sur¬ 
prise of many, were discovered to be of the same colour with themselves,%nd 
not like the lugians,’* as they had been taught to believe. Their rude BtA 
unceremonious staro generally drew frqm us boisterous expressions of miitb 
and ridicule,—-the/only arms we founds successful in drivi^ them frofp us; 
and on these ottdiwona they would to each other in evident sSrpriw, 
and in their usual nasal drawling tone^ " Tarnation seize me if these Bn- 
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tainnfrv don't treat us more as If we were their prisonm thm they ours 
Rear me up a sapling if they arnt mighty saucyBy Ch—t I*ve we 

swiftest horse, the truest rifle, and the prettiest si^r in the whole state of 
Kentucky, but Td give 'eto all to have one long shot;” and other equally 
expressive phrases peculiar to themselves. To m gazed at like wild beasts, 
aim to be constantly interrupted in our seclusion, was not altogether desira¬ 
ble, but we were compelled to submit to their impertinent curiosity, and 
were sometimes ^ati^ed in return by a biting ana gouging^' match. This 
mode of ^hting is very common in this Western State, where many a dis¬ 
gusting victim of its practice may be encountered. When two combatants 
engage in this strife, the principal manoeuvre is to grasp the hair pending 

r over the temples, and woni of an unusual length by the lower orders of 
people. The loreflnger of each hand is then twisted into it in such a man¬ 
ner as to form a point d'a^ui, and the thumb being dexterously inserted 
into the eye, every effort is made to remove it from the socket. The next 
object of attack is the nose, and ill-fated is the wretch who in a moment of 
hostUity suffers this member to fall between the teeth of his adversary. To 
crown the honour of the disgusting exhibition, blows from the feet are 
directed towards a particular part of the individual, where injury is certain 
and agonizing death. It is by no means uncommon to see men in these 
States deprived of portions of their noses; and on our route at a period sub¬ 
sequent to that of which I now treat, we fell in with a man who had lost not 
only his nose, but presented a terrific example of this horrible species of com¬ 
bat, in the wild dikortion of eyes half wrested from their sockets. 

At length, in consequence of an order from the seat of Government, we 
were once more placed on parole, and permission was accorded to such of 
the prisoners as chose to pay their own expenses, and provide their own 
horses, to repair to the Canadian frontier. This offer was eagerly em¬ 
braced by the field officers, and such others as the state of their finances 
would permit. The remainder were compelled to await the definitive ar¬ 
rangements then in agitation for an exchange of prisoners, satisfied that 
the shackles of captivity, which had at the outset promised to ho of long 
rontinuance, would speedily be removed; and we availed ourselves of the 
Rberty once more accorded. Several gentlemen of the highest respectability 
in tbeplMe were foiward in offering attention; and among the first of these 
was Major Madison. This officer had been himself a prisoner in Lower 
Canada, from whence he was only recently returned, and, impressed himself 
with a grateful sense of the treatment he had received, hastened to evince 
it by various acts of hospitality and courtesy towards ourselves. We became 
welcome visitors in his family, and frequently accompanied him in excur¬ 
sions to several delightful country seats at some distance from the town. 
Permission was frequently obtained for us to visit places at the distance of 
twenty miles without any escort whatever; and as our purses had been re¬ 
plenished by the kindness of Mr, Sproule, a Frankfort banker, without any 
otiier guarantee for fixture payment than our simple bills, these excursions 
were not few. A good underrtanding was, however, only maintained with 
a very small portion of the inhabitants. By the rest wq, were regarded 
with an eye of jealousy and detestation, and whenever opportunities did 
present themselves, these feelings were undisguisedly manifested, though 
It must be confessed we took little pains to conciliate them, but, on the 
contrary treated them with a hauteur bordering on contempt. We had 
made it an invariable rule to cel^rate the festivals of our tutelar saints, 
and the anniversary of the King^s birthday we resolved to keep as became 
liege and loyal suDjects. Our dining-room, the windows of which were 
throW o^ien on account of the excessive heat, overlooked one of the princi¬ 
pal streets, and as we had substituted our uniforms for the grey cotton 
frocks, which, like the Kentucky riflemen, we jrenerally wore, our prepara¬ 
tions wpre viewed with an increased frding of disquietude and dicker In 
nq way awed by the forbidding of the crowd collected In front of our 

^ hotel, and little inclined to forego the customary tributes respect to our 
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sovereign, our toasts were adapted to the occasion^ although by uo meana 
suited to the fastidious taste of our listeners. This, however, was enaured 
until towards the dose of the evening, when the ffvourite *'God aave the 
King," and ** Rule Britanni^" fell in startlina numbers on their ears. 
Unable longer to contain their wrath and impatftnce, they rushed forward 
to the entrance hsdl, but were prevented ast^ding the stairs by our hv0 
Mr. Weisiger, who knew bis own interest too well to suffer men who psM 
him thirty dollars a dozen for Claret and twenty-four for Madeira, and con** 
Burned no small quantity of fkher, to be thus uncerdmoniously disturbjed. 
An innkeeper is a man of no mean importance in the United States, and the 
persuasions of Mr. Weisiger had their due effect. They retired, but with a 
threat of future vengeance. That threat was speedily executed, and in a ^ 
manner worthy of themselves. 

As a slight return for the attentions of Major Madison, Lieutenant Irvine 
of the navy, the person so honourably alluded to in the first part of this 
narrative, had, with an ingenuity for which he was remarkable, constructed 
a vessel in miniature for the daughter of that gentleman. To many of 
the inhabitants of Kentucky, the model even of a frigate complete in all 
her parts, was a novel sight, and the present was thankfully received. 
Anxious to tender a similar offering, though in a different tpiurter, a young 
midshipman named Campbell, occupying ono of the upper roctms, had under¬ 
taken a similar task, and devoting himself with all the anxiety and ardour 
of his years to the completion of ms vessel, soon had the satisfaction see¬ 
ing it in a state of great forwardness. Most unfortunately for him, however, 
he had foigotten that an English flag even on a bark of tliese Lilliputian 
dimensions is ever an ofi'ensive image to an American cw; and decked in 
this fatal ornament, it now lay exposed in one of the windows of his apart¬ 
ment, and was distinctly visible rrom the street. On tlie morning subse¬ 
quent to the birthday, a crowd of the same persons, delighted at having 
what they conceived a pretext for insult, rusned in a body up the stairB, 
utteoing imprecations and threats. Having reached the spot where the ob¬ 
ject of their fury was lying, they seized the luckless ship, and dashed it on 
the pavement of the street, where it was shattered in a tiinusand fragments, 
the leader of the party exclaiming, '' You d.d British rascals, if you 
show your d——n Briti^ colours here again, we 'll throw you after them.” 
This noble feat being accomplished, they retired, swearing at us all in true 
Kentucky style, and leaving poor Campbell to brood at leisure over his 
misfortune. 

Shortly after this event, arrived the agreeable intelligence of a general 
exchange of prisoners; and a few evenings previous to our d^arture another 
act of hostility, thougii of a more personal and revengeful nature, was 
directed towards mvaelf. Since our liberation on parole, I had been rather 
intimate in the family of a highly esteemed and much lamented officer, who 
had fallen in the affair of Frenchtown in the preceding year. Among the 
persons whom 1 occasionally met beneath this hospitimie roof, was a 
James, a man of vulgar bearing and appearance, and evidently little Uf£d 
to the decoram necessary to he preserved in the society of females. 1 had 
ever cautiously abided ijl sort m immediate connexion with this person, for 
wliom 1 felt the most decided dislike, but could not on one occasion forbear 
commenting aloud on the ungentlemonly tenor of his conduct iu persisting 
to smoke a cigar in the drawing-room, to the evident annoyance of the fe¬ 
males of the family. He made no reply to my observation, but, darting a 
look full of malignant meaning, soon rose ftrom his seat and ret^d. From 
this period, he seemed cautiously to avoid me, and we never afterwards 
met under the same roof. When the order for our departure regohed 
Frankfort, many of the officers employed the intermediate time in farewell 
visits to their acquaintance, ^fhe last evening but one prior to our journey, 
I passed with thp family in question, and only left them at a very advanced 
hour of tlie night* Tne house was situ^d in an unfrequented hart of 
the town, and m]f path lay along a s(dmiy declivity leading to the Fodt 
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of our earden wall. I had not admiced more than a hundred yardfl, when 
throdgfa ike glooia I perceived a man etationai^ near the road. The 
ununw appearance of this person at such an hour somewhat starided me, 
yi^ I resolved to see who, it was. My suspense was not ’ of long duration* 
The figure proved to he aL". James, who now placed himsdf in sudi a man* 
ner as to bar my passage. I endeavoured to avoid him, and demanded the 
motive of his conauct. This, he said, I should presently know, and swearing 
a horrid oath, observed, You have escaped me once, but Ill take ^oa 
care you don’t again." His right hand a stiletto or dirk, which he 
hM behind his bade, and with the other he made a sudden movement to 
seize me by the collar. 1 felt all the danger of my situatiem, and found that, 
unarmed as 1 was, and opposed to a man whose physical strength exceeded 

" my own, my only chance of safety was in flight. The thought was 
sooner conceived tlian executed, and, eluding his touch, 1 ran with all the 
weed of one who perceives that life hangs on the fieetness of his stepa. 
This unexpected movement rather disconcerted my enemy, but he speedily 
recovered from his surprise; and on his uttering a shrill whistle, several 
other persons sprang up from an ambuscade on either side of the road, 
and joined in the pursuit. Not a cry was uttered—not a sound broke on 
the stillness of the night, save that of rapid and numerous footsteps; for I 
felt that any exclamation for assistance would be too late, and that one des¬ 
perate attempt alone could save me. If fear sometimes deprives men of tbe 
power of action, it also sometimes urges them to undertake seeming impossi¬ 
bilities. The garden-wall which I now rapidly approached, w^as ujiwards 
of five feet in height, and the ground leading to it from the outside sloped 
rather abruptly off from its base. At any other moment I should nut,have 
thought of attempting it, buf a successful leap was now my only ho[)e of 
escape. Placing my left hand on the wall, 1 made a desperate bound, and 
cleared it with an ease which surprised me even at that moment; and, as I 
was in the act of passing, 1 felt my coat glide from the uncertain grasp 
of one of my pursuers. Nor was this all the effect produced by a sen^ of 
danger. Impressed with an idea that my enemies were still in pursuit, 1 
stopped not an instant in my flight, but advanced to the op|>osite extre- ' 
mity of the garden. The gate which opened into the court was firmly 
closed, but such was the violence with which 1 thrust nij person against it, 
that it fell as if entirely unsupported; nor did 1 discontinue my speed until 
I had finally gained my apartment. 

On tbe following day I despatched a note to Mrs. H—with an 
account of the assassination meditated by Mr. James; and received a reply 
towards the close of the evening, filled with expressions of concern at the 
occurrence, and stating that their doors were in tonsequence closed against 
him for ever; and the letter contained other intelligence of a more im¬ 
portant nature Foiled in his attempt of tlie preceding evening, and en¬ 
raged at the affront thus offered liim by the family, the ruffian had that 
nioming boldly avowed having followed me to Lexington in the same 
State, where 1 had some time previously accompanied a brother-officer,* for 
the purpose of witnessii^ the ascent of a bajloon, with a brace of pistols 
in his pocket, and with the fixed determination to shoot *me in the crowd, 
an object which had onlv been left unaecotnplished^fFom the circumstance of 
his having lost sight o^ my person. This assertion, the letter intimated, 
there was eveiy reason to believe correct; and 1 was now enabled to account 
for his expression, You have escaped me once, but 111 take good care you 
don’t agmn^' I now began to think my life seriously endang^ed, and Wt 
fbr the circmnstance of our departure having been med. on for the following 
day, should have been compelled to call on the authorities of tbe place for 
protection. We were not permitted to have arms of any kind in our pos*- 
session, and notbne of our apartments was provided with a key or faatmmig 

<. ■ 

e * Lieut. (now€«ptaiu)vWHt8on, and residing in ^ndoo, 
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cf 8B^ desoctet^. Nothing therofiire oould be more ewff ^^ma far m 
BMoeem to Am hie wey to hie TieUm ih thu unguerded buU^Af; 
tmddr the Inn imrOssioa a viait of this nature that 1 ratjLred ito 
last time to my puee of rest. Nor was it ontil tie day bad sene titot 
dmm&it that I Yenttired to eoa^gn my wemed to the repose th^ ep 
much r^uiied. Suck was my adventure with this iadividua}; and althoiigh 
it may appear extraordinary^ it is no less traSjthat I had no reason to bejtieyat 
ahf ooier motive ^sr his vindictive conduct jaturted^ than that I have abeiady 
mentutoed. 

The morning ef our departure :firom Frankfort was one joy and ex¬ 
ultation to uB all; and at an early hour most (rf, the efocera were already 
up and preparing for their journey. Those alone who have esperienood the 
miseries and restraints attendant on a state of ca^vitys especially undiur < 
such dmimstmices as those by which that of the officers of tne right divi¬ 
sion was marked, ean enter into the foeUngs by which we were actuated. 
^ many the news^ althoixj^ long expeded, of our exchange being actudly 
eifocted, had been received as a pleasing dream or iUurion^ frpm wliich the 
mind dreaded to be awakened; mid nnSl riie moment of actual departure, 
that reBtlesaiess of impatience whidi is the t^nring of unomtainty seemed 
to dominate in eve^ breast. A thousand things umikely to occur, but still 
wiriiui the pale of possibility, presented themselves to imaginations moiw 
disposed to the expe^tion ot glomny than of agreeable events. The order 
for our departure might he repeal^—the negotiation fm: the exchange 
broken off altogether—and to crown all, the oruei subject of the hostages 19- 
neired. Pleasiuraibie anticipations belong only to those who have basked in 
the unbroken sanshine of Fortune—those who have bemi tutored in the 
school ef Adverrity are less sanguine in thrir hopes, and temper .Uie glow «f 
generous oonddraee with the steady of waning experience. 

Our horses were at length brou^t to the entrance of the hotel, before 
which nearly half the town of Frankfort had collected to witness our de« 
parture. Habited in our light Kentudcy frocks, faetened by rilvpr buckles 
attacked to broad red-morocco belts, we soon vaulted mto the saddle; end 
escorted Lieutenant Mitchell of the rifle service, and Mr. Crockiri, tlie 
marshal of the state, a omisequential gentleman, who had often vainly sought 
to subdue our refractory spirits into something like submission to his autho¬ 
rity, we commmiced our ^^eurney. The hand of kindness and the voice of 
gentlemanly consideration were extended to us by a few, among whom sttiod 
principally eons^uouB Major Madison, and the banker Mv. ^roulo : but 
on the countenances of the many might be traced very different feelings. 
Even wh^ detesting our presence, ttey seemed to regret the approaching 
removal of their victims, and the insolence of their looks and ohservations 
bore sufficient testimony of tiieir hostility. A more serious imprehensiQilif 
however, tiian that of ktoks and comments weighed with me at tne momeiit p 
for 1 fully expected to be in nome measure eompcdled to run the n^ntiet 
the wood through which we were to pass. The character the villain wl|%. 
had abeady mutated two aevmal attacks on my life was snob Us to exiuto^' 
belief that I ri^oidd be greeted with aparting long dtot"from a rifle, an bn- 
pressioa which several of my brother oflh^ shared with jpe; cmd for Uie 
flrst league of our joume^ we examined every toee sa we passed with a scru- 
tinizulg glance, firequenuy casting a look, behind to see if the flasasnin was 
not in cautions pursuit. Notiiing however oecarred<. 

Pursuing a louto diffiarent fofon that by wbiifo we had xeaehed Frankfort, 
we aoim arrived st Newpmt, a snail town staatod at the confluwce of the 
Kaaaway and Ohio rivers, and immediately opporite to CindmUti, in thf 
neighbourhood a£ which latter }dace the jprisonaa from ChiUcothe wm 
awaitiag the Arrival of their officers, lauge boats were procured fmr*uie 
passage of our horses, and, haring creaaed therbvmr the some evwuing, ^ 
wetB conducted to the piktoifrihotel to Ciiriraiati* WbaepMAing ttooiuu 
the streets, we dbearv^ several groups of pWopIe ooUeetod, and evidaBtly 
dtfcuistog some scdiaet of interest. A g^oemy expresrion of dtwvpomtoEwntk 
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seemed to hang on every brow, and, as th(s evening advanced, the groups 
becfftne more numerous. With the knowledge we hud of the rage for politics 
whi«* distinguishes every chiss, age, and sex, in the United States, we im¬ 
mediately conjectured fhat the “ British*^ had gained some serious advantage 
over them, and our idea proved to be correct; for on inquiry at the hotel we 
found that this violent sensation had been produced by intelligence just 
received of the capture of the Essex frigate near Valparaiso. This was felt 
as a severe blow by the Americans, whose successes at sea at the outset had 
led them to imagine their power invincible on that element; and the only 
consolation they now derived, arose from an assertion, eagerly spread and 
as eagerly accrechted by the vulgar, that their beloved frigate had only 
yielded to the united efforts of two English vessels of war, each of which was 

** of sufficient force to cope singly with her enemy. This unpleasant news 
did not, however, retard certain preparations we found making at the hotel 
for a ball the same (n*ening; and soon after our arrival, scv(;ral of our regi¬ 
mental band entered t« say that they had been desired by the American 
officers to he in attendaiuie for the evening,—a command which they had 
refused to obey, unless the sanction of their own officers was obtained. We 
had, thnmghout the whole period of our captivity, ciuTied what the Ameri¬ 
cans were pleased to call a very liigh liand, and been at some pains to show 
them that even as prisoners we exjiected to be treated as gentlemen; and 
that there were certain points of etiquette which w^e were not willing to 
wave. This was decidedly one; and Jis they had not evinced delicacy 
enough to go through the form of asking a permission whicli would hove 
been unhesitatingly accorded, we expressed our disapprobation of the pro¬ 
ceeding, and the bund positively refused to attend. This decision gave 
much lunhrage to the party. Yet, as it m as by no means our intention to de- 

hidies of their amusement, hut simply to remutd the American 
officers that, although prisoners, the men were not to he ordered about as 

slaves, or to he held amenable to their will in cases unconnected with our 
actual position, we sulisequcntly repealed the prohibition, authorising them 
at the same time to state tlie motives of our conduct if questioned bjf the 
fonner, Ihewealc orchestra of (Cincinnati liad therefore the addition i»f 
01^ imperfect hand, and harmony appeared to be the order of the evening. 
The apartment we occupied was in a distinct angle of the building, but 
opening into a wn'idorc^umuiinicatiug with tlie hall-nHun , and two or three 
American gentlemen, whom wo hud previously known, having been invited 
to join our circle, the lioiirs flew rapidly hy in convivifdity and clieerful con¬ 
verse. Ihe Imttle circulated freely, but without leading to excess, and 
son^ were Anally introduced. Two or three had already been sung, when 
an American officer, smarting in all probability beneath the loss of the 
Essex and the recollection of our recent lesson of politeness, appeared at 

were disturbing the dancers, and desired our silence. 
With this very modest,request we declined to comply, observing that we 

(^ere, like themselves, in a public iun, forming a distinct society, and in no 
way disposed^ forego the pleasures of oui meeting at so peremptory an in¬ 
timation. The intruder then thought projier to use some threatening ex¬ 
pressions, which were answered by Lieutenant (dements, of the ilst, to 
whom they were more immediately addressed. Tlio language of hostility 
he was told, in ftn ironiC'al tone, well became him, who, powerful t>nJy in our 
weakness, and abusing the position in wdiich wo were placed, thus ventured 
to pve utterance to his sentiments; and after some larlher observations lie 
witlidrew mthout advancing his object. We were soon afterwards, how¬ 
ever, visitea by^ our redoubtable guaidian," Mr. (brocket, who, burning 

an opmrtumty to display a little of his now expiring autliority, entered 
the apartment with due and becoming solemnity of voice and manner, 
repeating the order of the person who had preceded him. Finding us how- 

iwual, refhicto^, and Clements in particular, he pompously threa- 
t^eor^ d^in that omcer altog^er, and suffer the rest of the party to 
yxwceed without him. The impotency of this threat %^led up an lucreda- 
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louB aud provoking smile on tlie countenance of ClemeiitSj uccompanied by 
M you please^ Mr. Crocket—we know you to be a man ofjautho- 

I'ity/* which irritated the Marshal beyond bearing. Pale with rage, and in 
a voice broken by agitation^ he returned^ “ Another word, sir, and ] sliall 
drag you to prison.'" Just as you please, AW Crocket—wo knoAV you to 
be a man of authorityand the same sarcastic mile accompanied tl»e repl)^ 
—** Silence, sir, or you go to ]>nson this very instant.^'—Just ns you please, 
Mr. Crocket—we know you to be a man of authority and ho sipped his 
wine, and held his glass up to the light with an air of provoking comjm- 
sure and indifference. F<mow me, Mr. Clements/' vociferated the inaig- 
naut Marslial. Clements diwk off his wine, rose slowly from his seat, 
threw oil his hat with an air of nonchalance, w'ished us a *' gcMal night," and 
left the apartment w'ith another cutting “ We know y<»n to bo a man 
authority, Mr. (brocket." There was nothing in the mere w'l^rils, but the 
tone of irony in which they were drawled forth, the manner whicli suTompa- 
Jiied them, and the personal contempt they conveyed, stiing the angry Ken¬ 
tuckian to the soul. We saw no more of our companion until the folh»wing 
m(»rning, when, visiting the gaol of (Cincinnati at an early hour, we found 
him lying on the door, dressed as he had left us, and wrapped in ii blanket 
which had been given him by the gaoler. He was then enjoying a profound 
sleej> ill the apartment, which lie shared with two other prisoners : tlie one 
was a robber, the other a reputed murderer! 

The morning of Clements' liberation was the last of Mr. (.'rocket's 
“ guardinnship/' for we were now handed over to an old friend, Mr. Steele, 
the Marshal of Ohio, a man as gentle, considerate, and unassuming, as the 
other was harsh, exacting, and overbearing. From tlus gentleman we 
received an account of the death of our old persecutor (\>lomd ('ampbell. 
This odicer had lieen despei'ately wounded on the Niagara frontier, whither 
he had been ordered with his regiment soon after our departure fnim ('hili- 
cothe. The, cap of his knee had been carried away by a ciuinon shot, aud he 
died in extreme iigony. If we had humanity eumigh not to rejoice at this 
intelligence, we certainly did not indulge in any very immoderate grief; for 
the iinfet'liiig conduct of that individual was still fresh in the recollection of 
many, and above all the insult of exposing us to jmblic enriohily in the prin¬ 
cipal streets of a town in which he held tlie drst military command—an 
insult wo had every reason to believe originated with himself. 

On joining the men, wc found, that iiidepeiulentJy of those whom the 
Americans liad successfully employed every art to seduce from our service, 
two individuals were missing, in whose fate we bad become previously in¬ 
terested. At the moment of departure from the harbour of Amhersthurg, 
Captain Barclay had received two young Indian warrioi’s, anxious to witness 
a naval combat, on board of the Detmt; and on engaging the American 
fleet, they were stationed in the tops with their rifles. 'I'his position, how¬ 
ever, they found less secure than the trees of tlicir native frtrests, and were 
soon assailed by showers of grape and canister, which filled them with dlf- 
may. They instantly relinquished their rifles, and liastcned to decamp. 
Too much friglitened to adopt the safer and more usual mode of descent by 
the ladder of the rigging, they each grasped a loose rope pending from the 
yards, and in this^nanner glided with fearful ra]>idity to the deck, lacerating 
their hands in a cruel manner, and no doubt secretly regretting their spirit 
of adventure. Nor did they stop until they reached the bottom of the hold, 
where tliey were subsequently found by the Americans, lying within a largo 
coil of rope, and in company with a pet bear, belonging to one of the crow, 
who had conveyed him there, as a place of perfect security fromtllie enemy's 
sliot. In our occfisioiial visits to the encampment at Chilicothe, we always saw 
and conversed with them, and at the last which preceded our close impsiSuii- 
ment, we found them busily engaged in making bows and arrows—a work in 
ivhich they were not interrupted by their guard, who probably saw iiotliing^ 
more in the occupation than amusement, or an agreeable employqierit of 
their time, but tliey^ld us in their own tongue, a little of which was un4e|^ 

f 2o 2 
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ctood by one or two of the party^ that , they wore meditatinff their erapej 
and that the ^wa and airows were to plvvlde them with food in the wwoda. 
The intelligence now received was, that they had succeeded hi effecting their 
de^n shortly after our departure, having managed to sc^e the pi&etii^ 
on a dark idght, whicdi thej^ had selected for, the purpose. What the find 
result of their enterj^se was, we had no fotnre opportunity of aSc^Mrtatnt- 
iitf; but with the KOowled^ we possessed of the extreme facfiity with 
which the Indians find thehr way through the deepest and most extenSiVe 
forests, we did not entertain a doubt m thdr having rejoined their cocm* 
trymeli in safety. 

Our route from Cincinnati lay through tlm same dull re^on we had tra¬ 
versed the preceding autumn; but with feelings far different from those we 

* Jien experienced, did we now measure back our steps. Hie season too 
was changed, and instead of chill damps and penetrating rains, over the 
face of nature was spread the genial warmth of summer. It was the middle 
of July; and though the ardent rays of a burning sun threw their oppresuve 
lustre on our heads, while traversing the more open parts of the country, 
we much more frequently found shelter in thick and extensive woods, where 
a solitary, winding, and imperfect waggon-road alone marked the progress 
of civilization. Each moment of our journey Inrought us nearm'to the more 
fortunate companions of our toils, and the terminaticm of our anxieties; and 
with this heart-cheering perspective we reconciled ourselves to the priva- 
tkms we were again compelled to endure along this inhospitaUe road. A 
detainment of American infantry escorted the men, and with the officers 
we were on more friendly terms than at any other previous period, nor did 
our mutual good understanding suffer the lightest interruption to the end. 
Among themselves, however, the spirit of discord had been let loose, and we 
witness an exhibition of physical strength soon after our journey com¬ 
menced, against which as men our hearts recoiled, and for which as British 
officers we were wholly at a loss to account. A quarrel had arisen shortly 
ait^ our departure from Cincinnati between Doctor Baldwin and Lieute¬ 
nant Edmofidson, both of the same regiment, and attached to the esccd^lMng 
party, which terminated in a challenge from the former. Etoondson; from 
smne particular motive, refused to accept it, and Baldwin, even on the route, 
caused placards of the affair to be printed and posted in one of the towns at 
which we stopped for the evenings Edmondson, who had been clearly stigma¬ 
tized with the name of' coward/ received the account of this proceeding with 
apparent calmness and indifference, and the Doctor evidently exulted m Hs 
victory. On die following morning while we were all seated at the break¬ 
fast-table, Edmondson w^pered ms adversary that he had something to 
communu^e to him, and requested a private interview. Baldwin instantly 
arose and followed to a considerable distance from the inn. The heat of the 
weather was oppressive, and he had thrown off both coat and waistcoat on 
sitting down to oreakfast, neither of which he resumed on retiring. After 
having gained a retired spot, Edmondson, who had hitherto preserved an 
vnbrwen rilence, saddens stopped and sternly desired his now alarmed ene¬ 
my to take off his diirt. This the other refused; and Edmondson, who Was a 
very powerful and active young iium, caught him by the qpQar of this slight 
0U7nent, and exhibiting k strong* cow-lude, whklf he drew from within the 
ueeve of faU coat, proceeded to use it in a cruel manner. In vain did Bald¬ 
win, whoseperson was weak and diminutive, make the most desperate efforts 
to escape the grasp of his antagonist, or with intreaties for mercy seek to 
disarm the vengeance of his oppressor. The strokes fell without intermis¬ 
sion on his fiack and shoulders; and when several of our party, idaiifod at 

loi^ absence and apprehending some serious termination of their con- 
ferefiee, moved in the direction they bad taken, they beheld Ae unfortu¬ 
nate Baldwin writhing beneath the IsA and utter^ prayers for dtUvery, 
intermii^ed witii imprecati<ms, which were utterly disr^arded by Edmond¬ 
son, whose heart was steeled againdt pity, and whose osoi, collected coun- 
tenanee contrasted ringahriy vnth the agitation and vitible on that 
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of his vwsthii. As the intruders approached, he ceased; hut not until the 
unhai^y Baldwin had been fearfully lacerated. Filled with ra^ and humi¬ 
liation at this treatment, the sufferer was no sooner released, tnun he swore 
that Edmondmn's life should pay the forfeit of hj^temerity; and so well did 
the latter believe in ap attempt at the fulfilment of this threat, that dujdng 
the remainder of the journey be never retired to repose in hb tent without 
placing his loaded pirtols at his aide, and using every other preoaation to 
guard against gurmse- How the afiur subsequmitlv terminated, we hfitd 
no opportunity of Knowing^; but during the period tnat we continued adth 
them, the rankling batr^ of these officers was indulged in secret, and 
manifested in no otn^ way than by looks that would have murdered if tliey 
could, whenever they came in contact with each other. 

Towards the dose of August we again arrived at Sandusky, and during 
nearly the whole of the succeeding month, were compelled to remain en¬ 
camps on the small marshy plain extending from the bsse of the hill on 
which that fort is situated to the edge of the river from which it derives its 
name. Owing to the unjustifiable neglect of those to whom that office was 
entrusted, not a boat was in readiness for o)ur tran^rtatiou across the lake, 
and we b^eld this new and unlooked-for evil with dismay. The finishing 
stroke was put to our calamities by the introduction of intennittent fever 
into the camp, a malady which necessarily arose irom constant exposure to 
heavy fo« and noxious exhalations from the stagnant waters ai'ound us. 
Few of toe officers escaped this cruel and distressing scourge, and nearly 
one-half of the men were attacked by it. With the view of having the 
former more immediately at hand, the medical officers in the fort (Uiused 
them to be conducted to a small building contiguous to one of the gates, 
which had been previoudy used as a stable, and admitted the air and rain on 
every side. A handful of hay covered with a blanket coin))osed our couch; 
and here in a state of inexpressible misery did we languish beneath Uie 
effects of accumulating privation and disease. Nourishing or refreshing 
aUments we were utterly unable to obtain, and the absence of necessary 
nmfficaments was severely felt. Either from ignorance or indolence,—but 
we were given to presume the funner,—the medical officer!^ while they pre¬ 
scribed bleeding, would not perform that office themselves, but entrust^ it 
to a drummer of the garrison, who certainly, to his credit be it said, opened 
our veins with admirable dexterity. This operation be^ performed on the 
arm of each patient, half a pint of raw whisky was given us to drink. II 
this potation was ad^nistered with an idea of burning the disease out, the 
effect did not answer the intention, fm* our stomachs were long inilamed in 
consequence of this draught, and the fever raged with unceasing violence. 
Heartily sick of our present abode, we b^ged to be rem(»ved to the tents 
we had lately occupied. This request was accorded; but here we were 
visited by another severe inconvenience. The neighbourhood of Sandusky 
abounded in wolves, and our ears were nightly assailed with their djhniml 
howlii^ The noi^ generally, commenced frean one pa^ at no greak^fiis- 
tancemm the fort, and was repeated by several others in siiccessioti, and 
from opposite situations, untU the whole extent of surrounding woods ap¬ 
peared to be alife witl^th«a* There was something fearfully grand in thiK 
association wild sounds, pazticu^ly when the night was far advanced, 
and the eocampment hushed into silence and r^iose, and but for the danger 
aetually apprehended, we ^ould have been disposed to find amusemont in 
their discordant yellings; but these bold animals came frequently down 
Mall the adjacent hills, and by the pale light of the dyW embers, we 
could distinctly see and hear them crunching the bones anafragments re¬ 
maining from our meals. At our repeated so^tations, however, UrMrena 
were accord^ us; and though we made no actual ^ae of tliem, they In¬ 
spired us with a filing of greater confidence and security. Yet were we 
not even then entirely free from ai«rm$ e^ecially as our tents were detached 
and at some distance from each other; and more than one sleepless xiighi 
did we pass wit|| <fiir fingers on the triggers of the muskets and moftieiftoHly 
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expecting to be attacked by these ravenous prowlers, against whose fury we 
invariatfy took the precaution to secure the entrance to our tents in every 
possible manner. ^ 

Our situation was now beaoine truly pitiable, and some of the officers were 
compelled to part with thei#" scanW wardrobe in order to procure the com¬ 
mon necessaries of life from the few miserable settlers who had taken up 
their abode in tlxe neighbourhood of that fort, which they partially Kupplied 
with milk and vegetables. ‘'I'he former article was that in most requisition 
with the invalids, and, in addition to the wild fruits which we ate with 
avidity, contributed not a little to the increase of our malady. At length, 
when nearly worn down by vain expectation and undermining fever, a soli- 
Jary boat was seen slowly emerging from one of the angles formed by the 
windings of the narrow and unhealthy river, and in this we were embarked 
for Cleveland, a small harbour on the American sliore opposite to Long Point, 
in Canada, where we were to be fimdly delivered up. During this (U>asting 
voyage we were assailed by a tempest, which upset our boat; but as we had 
fortunately kept close to the land, the accident occurred in water not be¬ 
yond our depth, and we easily succeeded in righting and drawing the vessel 
to the shore. Every article of clothing was, however, completely wet tlirough, 
and no habitation being near, we were compelled to throw ourselves for wie 
night on the damp beach, covered with blankets still dripping with recent 
wet, and suffering the extremes of cold and heat as the various stages of our 
disease were developed. It required more than ordinary constitutions to 
resist these attacks, and one officer (Lieutenant Jones, of the 4<lst) subse¬ 
quently perished. Our provisions had been utterly destroyed by the w ater, 
and our only dependence was on the scanty pittance obtained from the im¬ 
poverished inhabitants along the coast. A few potatoes and a small quantity 
of rancid butter were all that could be procured by the American officer 
escorting us, and those we devoured wdth all the keenness and ra))acity of 
famished wolves; yet was our hunger never wholly appesised. At length 
the harliour of Cleveland appeared in sight, and we were now lauded on tjie 
beach, where several of the officers imprudently ate large quantities of 
peaches which grew uninclosed and in abundance around. The accession 
of fever produced in consequetice was great, and the niglit was passed in 
the ravings of a delirium amounting to madness. On the hdlowing morning 
we were re-omlmrked in a small vessel lying in the hiirbour; and leaving 
Lieutenant Watson behind to await the arrival, and superintend the trans¬ 
portation of the men, who were advancing by land, we ag;un set sail. Long 
Point, the place of our destination, was soon gained; but with w^hat altered 
feelings did m'o now behold that soil which one short month before would 
have been hailed with rapturous exultation! Disease had worn away our 
persons, and our minds were deeply tinged with that morbid melancholy 
which is a characteristic feature in the complaint. Existence itself liail 
neariy lost its value with its charms; and in our then tone of feeling iilierty 
or captivity were situations of indifference. It had rained without inter- 
tnission during the passage; and on the vessel being brought to anchor, we 
were summoned from the small filthy cabin, into which we had been thrown, 
to the boats waiting for our reception. In a few nqnutes were landed, 
exhibiting to those by whom we were received on the beach the most dis¬ 
tressing images of povdrty, disease, exhaustion, and discontent. We arzrived 
iu Canada on the ith of ’Octolier, 1814, making just one year from the date 
of our captivity. 

A word in qpnclusion, of our complaint. The ague we had contracted was 
of the most tormenting and dangerous description. Several of the officers 
contix^ed to be offiicted with it for dve successive months ; and during that 
period not one day of respite was esmerienced. llie cold ht generally com¬ 
menced about four o'clock in the afternoon, and was preceded by excessive 
hunger, which it did not afford time to appease. It continued with di*eudful 
idiivenng^, accompanied by distortions of the features, until seven, at which 
hoifi.'lever and delirium reSumeil their empire, raging wUh^ intolerable \io- 
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lence^ and causing the sufferer frequently to start in agony from his Ifiirninu 
couch and rush into the open air. This usually lasted longer than the cold fit, 
and was succeeded hy a languor and torpor of thei^onses ainountmg almost to 
imbecility. Arsenic was copiously administered ^o several, yet without effect; 
but lai^ quantities of strong Peruvian bark infused in Port wine proved nri 
efficient reinedy. The evil stopped not here. The disease was at'companied 
by dysentery, and ended with many in an affection of the spleiui. The suc- 
ceediuic winter being also extremely severe, greatly retarded our conva- 
li*scence; and for months after our liberation we dragged tm a joyless, 
cheerless existence, equaDy insensible to the attentions of our friends aiul 
to the .'imiisoments by which we were everywhere surrounded while in win¬ 
ter qiiarters, and in which our more fortunate companions, who had pr^ 
ceded us from Frankfort, indulged. At length Spring wiili her smiling and 
invigorating attributes arrived tc» dissipate the remnants of diseahc, and 
restere us that cheerfulness, of which we had long been denriveil; and 
wholly after the cessation of hostilities between England ami America, a 
great ]iroporliun of the Canadian tr(M»j»s recei\ed the order for embark¬ 
ation io join the English iurmy iu Flanders, we were once more enabled 
toprepfire for fresh toils, and enter with renewed <irdour on the duties of oiii 
profession. 

lover's victim."^ 

She left her own warm liome 
'I'o tempt tlie frozen waste, 

^Vhat time the traveller fear’d to roam, 
And Iniiiter shimn’d the blast, 

iiO\e pour'd his strength into her siml— 
< 'ould peril e’er his power control! 

She left her own warn home. 
When stinie, and herb, and tree. 

And all beneath heaven's lurid dome 
Tly wintry majesty. 

In his stern age, were clad with snow. 
And human hearts beat chili and slow. 

It was a fearful hour 
F(ff one so 3’oung and fair: 

'riio woods liad not one bheltcring bower, 
The eartli was trackless thews 

'i'he very bouglis iu silver slept, 
As the sea-foam had o'er them swept. 

Snow after snow came down. 
The ItKik’d fix’d in ice; 

She deem'd amid the season’s power, 
• 11 er love would all suffice 

To kltep the murco of being warm. 
And mock the terrors of the storm. 

• A few miles below tbe Notch of the White MotiuCains in the VuHey of Saio, ig 
a little rise of land called Nancy’s Hill.” It was formerly thickly covered with 
trees, a cluster of which remains to mark tbe spot. la 1773, at Dartmouth, Jef¬ 
ferson CO. U. S. lived Nancy-of respectable connexions. She was engaged u> be 
married. Her lover had set out for Lancaster. She would follow him^ki the 
depth of winter, and on foot* There was not a house for thirty miles, and tbe 
way through the wild woods a footpath only. She persisted in her design, and 
wrapping herself in her long cloak, proceeded on her way. Snow and frost took 
place for several weeks, when some persons passing her route reached the hill at 
night. On lightiiv their fires, an unearthly figure ^od before them beheaA lUe 
bending branches,%^rapped in a robe of ice. It was the lifeless form of Nancy. 
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Love wm her wadai of h£e. 
She thought but of her heert. 

And fenoviog that the witttiM:''e strife 
^ CJould net its hope dispart, 
Who dream’d not that its home of clay 
Might yield b^Ebre the tempest’s sway— 

OjMudged that passoon’s power— 
Pamon so strong and pune, 

M^ht mock the snow-flake’'^ wildering shower. 
Proud that it could endure. 

As woman oft In times bef<n*e 
Had peril borne as much or more. 

She went—dawn past o’er dawn. 
None saw her lace again, 

The eyes she should have gazed upon. 
Look’d for her face in v^-— 

The ear to which her voice was song. 
Her voice had sought—how vidnly mng! 

There is in Saco’s vale 
A gently swelling hill. 

Shadows have wrapt it like a veil 
From trees that mark it still, 

Around, the mountains towering blue 
Look on that spot of saddest hue. 

*Twas by that little hill. 
At the dark noon of night. 

Close by a frozen snow-hid rill. 
Where hrandhes close unite 

Even in winter’s leafless time. 
The skeletons of summer’s prime— 

That flaw'd the traveller’s flame 
On tree and precipice. 

And show’d a fair unearthly frame 
In robes of glittering ice. 

With head against a trunk inclined, 
Like a dream-spirit of the mbid. 

’Twas that love^wandm*’d niiud, death-pale. 
Her very heart’s blood frime. 

Love’s Niobe in her own vale. 
Now reckless of all woes— 

Love’s victim Mr, and tpie, and meet. 
As she of the famed Paraclete. 

c 

The mountains round shall tell 
Her tale to travellers long. 

The little vale of Saco swell 
The western poet^s song. 

And Nancy’s Hill” in loftier rhytnes 
Be sung through unborn realms and times* 
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TH£ STVART FAPSBS.—NO« K ' . 
It U a very remarkable circenistaiice, that te^^^ears have now elapsed 

smee the discovery of one of the most important collections of State 
Papers connected with the most interesting portion of our history, and 
the public are still in unpardonable ignorance of their most valuable con¬ 
tents.* Whether the inquisitorial severitv with wjhich they were at first 
seised, and have since b^n ooneealed in the Lethe of the Koyal Library, 
from public, or at least popular inspection, be a state measure of ex¬ 
pediency, 1 am BO poor a politician, or so philosophical a one, as neither 
to inquire nor care; but it is surely in some manner to defraud th^ 
British nation of a portion of their title-deeds, and to rob posterity of 
their unquestionable rights, thus to bury a second time in thick ob¬ 
struction records, which, in an especial manner, uqlocked the minutest 
mysteries of history, and introduced us to a sort of cabinet acquaintance 
with the personages who sustained the chief characters of our eventful 
drama for a hundred and fifty years. Passion stilt lives Under the 
smoothest surface of court panegyric; and the historian of that period 
feels still beneath his head, as he journeys on over “ the burning marr* 
of our Revolution, those occasional bursts of smoke and flame amongst 
the expiring embers, to which the chronicler of all civil feuds must more 
or less be exposed. The slightest gleam which can bring things to our 
political view divested of the confusing circumstances of prejudice and 
passion, is a great gain: it is worth time, and labour, and^ain, and 
disappointment, and obloquy; and no efforts are better expended, or 
more noble sacrifices offered to the good of a free community, tlian thus 
turning the eye of the political inquirer to the true side of the tapestry, 
and leading him, “ intus et in cute,” to the reality of history through 
all the flattering semblances of its exterior. If history does not this, it 
does nothing; it is little better than a strenuous idleness, an ingenious 
repetition of the Sisyphean punishments of Tartarus—a long discourse 
in the style of a reception speech of the Academy—the writer exclaims 
to hia subject, “ merci grand merciand his subject would be well 
authorized to answer his panegyrist, il n’y a pas ie quoi.” 

No one is a hero before his valet de chambre; and kings are the 
property of posterity, ft is natural, then, we should feel anxious to 
catch idl those individualities which belong to the unsophisticated 
monarch, when didrobed of the brocade and tinsel of royalty. French 
Idstory, perhaps, has this advantage over ours, that it much more pro¬ 
fusely abounds in every description of autobiography, from the first 
minister to thf last ^mistress; and materials from every hand, and 
worked up in every fashion, are always ready for the compiler. The 
same traits, even to the same eyes, will considerably vary according to 
the point of view; and it is from the comparision of these front and 
prome likenesses that we gradually feel pur way to some clear con¬ 
ception of the whole man- In despotic courts, more thim in others, 
these records are of importance, and are collected accordingly •with 
corresponding care. The interior wheels and their unseen nxovemeiits 
are a very curious study for a state mechanist, and are to the people, 

- ---—---—---B—. 

* The publics^D of Stsnier Clarke does not embrace the most impoftsnf, ae- 
cordiog to our correspondent. i 
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whtf arc subject to them, certain approximated data, by which they 
may reasonably conjuture as to the regularity or eccentricity of the 
orbit in which they cliUnce to move. In a free government the sove¬ 
reign, as the species generally go, bears much the same relation in point 
of real power to the rest of the state, that the crown does to the sove¬ 
reign who wears it: it is rather the decoration and dignity of the em¬ 
pire, tlie crowning capital of the commonweal, the emblem, and bond of 
tile converging interests of die entire community. An oligarchy in 
such a mitigated form of monarchy either governs by the monarch, or 

« in despite of the monarch; and if the oligarchy be also an aristocracy 
cither of wealth, birth, or talent, though the latter is rather an exten¬ 
sion of the term, the government machine will proceed in the same 
progressive and uniform tenor without bound, but also without ob¬ 
stacle, for many successive reigns. In such cases there is little to 
learn from one man’s history, and it is too voluminous a task to write or 
study all. 

The history of the Stuarts is just that eventful period in the exist¬ 
ence of our government, that the transition from youth to manhood is 
observed to be in the history of man. It is varied both in dramatic 
incident and moral instruction beyond any other of this, or any pre¬ 
ceding time. Its lesson, whilst applicable and perplexing enough to 
all despots, is particularly home and English. It broke up the dor¬ 
mant elements of our English nature, and cast them forth tumultuously 
to the st^rface. It gave us a clear and intelligible right to our inhe¬ 
ritance, made liberty not a word of the schools, but the thought and 
theme of the ploughman and peasant, and unrolled the English charter 
to the whole English nation, instead of conBning its explication and pri¬ 
vileges to the Halls and study of the learned and noble few. But these 
wonders were not achieved by a miracle, no more than any of the other 
great moral or physical phenomena around us: the cause was linked 
with the effect through a long and regular chain ; and it was by many 
apparent contradictions and oppositions that we arrived, through the 
conflicting portions of the system, to its perfection, and from the dark¬ 
ness with which we bad been encompassed, emerged into absolute and 
certain day. It is not to be concealed, that the history of the Revo¬ 
lution embraces every anomaly and diversity in character, opinion^ and 
conduct. The same men are often found on every side, and the same 
side often exhibits, on the extinction of some immediate and common 
danger, the most deadly and unnatural foes. National faith stands 
scarcely higher than individual; and whether it be the Puritan, Roy¬ 
alist, or Freethinker, they all play at the saroa gam% with the same 
common reference to self. Men seem the creations and slaves of mere 
circumstance, and bubble up from the troubled bottom, cohere, and 
dissolve, under the blow or stir of the moment, as if they were acci¬ 
dental combinations of mere matter, gathered, or scattered by some re¬ 
sistless stre^. To seek, in such an abandonment of all ordinary 
standards of right or wrong, for a principle or an end is, perhaps, too 
much like the search for the needle in a bundle of straw. The late Revo¬ 
lution in France, which was the enactment of the same drama on a more 
terriblji extensive stage, and with a still greater cast and venture on the 
die,Exhibits precisely similar views of human hopes and happiness. The 

f English Revolution, like the French, has its dictionary of Girouettes; like 
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the French also wc have our sudden and perfect profligacy, our auda*- 
cious cant, our tinkling patriotism, our cheap metal virtue, we hkvc 
our gods and idols of all complexions and statui^; and few historians 
there are even of the present day who can takeup their pen without 
having first sworn themselves to some of these^many faiths with a fana¬ 
ticism not at all different from the predetermination of the Napoleonist 
or Bourbonist of our own days. If in their instance it be of value to 
have in our hands such correctives as the works of Fouch6, Segur, 
and Napoleon himself, even upon points the progress and influence of 
which we have marked with our own eyes, how much more essential 
and interesting it must be to pofisess such antidotes as a journal by each ■ 
of the Stuart family, on events which have long since evaded the prosing 
grasp of philosophical history, and had nearly sunk into irrecoverable 
night. Such aid is in existence, but its application is still uncertain ; 
the public curiosity bas indeed of late been directed to portions, and 
fragments of these chamber anecdotes of our constitution: the Pepys 
Memoirs are a good specimen of the court gossip of the day, and form 
a curious antithesis to the sparkle and spirit of the epigrammatic Gram- 
mont; but, though royal authors are not more marvellous as authors*, 
than tliey generally seem to have been as sovereigns, there is some differ¬ 
ence in reading a man’s own heart in his own confessions, and the opi¬ 
nions of others, at a distance, upon what such men are likely to feel or 
say. The Stuart papers fully supply this desideratum, and tliere is as 
much difference between their portraitures, and those of their copyists, 
as between the substance and colour of the real man, and tl»e empty 
shadow which accompanies him. 

In the year 1817 the public, or, more correctly speaking, the English 
public at Rome, were much excited by the report of a very singular 
discovery. The largest and the most interesting collection of papers 
relating to tlie Stuart family, probably existing, was suddenly recover¬ 
ed. The circumstances connected with the discovery are curious. 
Doctor W—, whose residence on the Continent for many years Jiad 
been unceasingly devoted to every species of research which could tend 
to throw light on the antiquities of his country and the history of her 
Kings, had in the Scotch college at Paris, after much patient investiga¬ 
tion, arrived at the knowledge of some Gaelic MSS. and, what may be 
perhaps deemed of more consequence, of several papers relating to the 
dethroned family. The Gaelic MSS., it was imagined, would throw 
some light on the quarrel de lana caprina of the Ossian “ remains," a 
name which, as it has been given to the Iliad and Odyssey, cannot be 
considered as an^nsult to the claims of the Irish or Scottish phantom 
which has been conjured up under the name of Ossian : but the Jour¬ 
nals, &c., though they added little to his actual information, and com¬ 
municated few facts not hitherto bmore the public, had at least the 
merit of placing the end of the clue in his band, and hinting first tiie 
probability of a more productive inquiry elsewhere. It qccurred to 
him that after the demise of James 11. as the majority of the family 
habitually resided at Rome, much the greater number of intereattng 

* LauU XVlIl. is, 1 ttelieve, the last, but 1 am afraid the least also, on the cata*^ 
logue. No one can read his Tour without eurying him his thoughtlcsia^ss hts 
appetite, but nothi^ else. t 
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deaiments ougitt itill to be discoverable io that city, and, whatever 
facUities might originally have exiatedt they must have been hicreased 
conaiderablyj and in^rad enhanced by the late es^netion of die direct 
line in the person of^ie Cardinal de York. * His journey to Rome, 
and the results of his''perseverance, fully justified these conjectures. 
There was nothing in Doctor W—*s appearance or manner, nothing in 
the circumstances of bis long absence from bis country, which could 
ofi&r motives of encouragement; no tnai| carried less before him, as far 
as externals were in question, that letter of recommendation to which 
the most uneourteous are compelled to yield. He was in bad odour 
with his own government, and consequently with every thing legiti¬ 
mate and subservient on the Continent, and one of the worst calcu¬ 
lated individuals that Providence could have selected, if not for a dis- 
covery, at least for its preservation. Doctor W— was known to few 
of bis countrymen at Rome ; and as well as I recollect, they were ex¬ 
clusively Scotch, but his acquaintance amongst the natives was exten¬ 
sive and useful. He bad been engaged in some cotton spectdations in 
the Campegtia, which had altogether failed, more, I believe, l^m want 
pf funds and .public spirit, than from any error in the project or its 
execution. The soil was favourable, the climate favourable, and the 
specimen I saw scarcely inferior to the Asiatic. But whatever may 
have been tbe causes, the results were salutary, and productive at least 
of this advantage, that it served to introduce him to tbe mezzo ceto*’ 
circles of the Capital. A Mercante di Campagna is a personage in no 
wise inferior to a lawyer, and Doctor W. knew how to preserve his 
importance amongst his competitors. The information which he gained 
here, was a new source of encouragement. After much sagacious and 
persevering inquiry and occasional but partial disappointment^ 4ie at 
last chanced in a happy hour on the great object of all his labours. 
He was informed in rather a circuitous manner, that a considerable 
portion of the late Cardinal de York's effects lay still in the hands of 
the executors, but could not at first ascertain whether they compre¬ 
hended any large masses of bis papers. Enough, however, had been 
detected to lead him much farther; he seized the bint, profited by it, 
and in a few weeks satisfactorily assured himself that the papers were, 
as he suspected, included, and were at that very moment at Rome. He 
lost no time in addressing himself to the proper quarter, but Monsig¬ 
nor — was out of town, (the acting executor of the Cardinal,) and it 

^HisRoyftl HighneBS the Cardinal de York, or as he was soroctiroeB called 
«> Your Majesty,** reposes in the subterraneous church of St.cl’eter, under a plain 
sarcophagns, which bears tbe name of Hen. IX. No cAie will dispute the titie of a 
lew bss^fuls of dust, but it is worth observing that something vetY rimllar re¬ 
appears on the monument in St. Peter's itself. This is consistent in a Roman : 
legitimacy, like the piiesthood, is indelible, and cannot be robbed put by misfor¬ 
tune or wrong. The sketch in Porsj^h is interestibg and delicate, though rather 
Jacobite and Scotch. 1 met many persons who retained reeoUectiona pf him at 
Rome, but nonp of tl^ese recollections are worth noticing. He seams to have 

himaelf more remarkable by petty peculiarities, than any great quality of 
nem or head. He was supposed to be the quickest driver for a cardinal of the 
Whole college, and sometimes came In from Frascati (his bishopric and habitual 
re«j4ea€e),a^staaceof^ittfoartodn miles, in an hour and a quarter. This 
'wdiir|)^Mht>la the irst instance iparvidUkms, and in the next indecorous. She 
■nitfhawBm; he retained were his titles great and little, and the privilege of 

vaticao in a sedan-chair. ^ 
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was very doubtful whether his agent, the Abbate Lupi, was sufficiently 
authorized or empowered to dispose of them in his absence; the Abbate 
Litpi, less scrupulous, or more ignorant than persons in situationl of 
such hi^ trust, smiled at the communication., conducted the Doe* 
tor without delay to the premises where thjsse Cartacei, or Paper- 
rubbish, as he termed them, were still lying in confusion. It was a 
dark and dreary garret or gallery, at the top of the house. The Abbate 
pushed back a crazy door, and sliowed them heaped up, in large, lots, 
in various parts of the chamber. Tiie garret was crumbling, die wind 
and rain entered ad libitum thrbugh the broken tiles, the rats prowled and 
plundered at full discretion, like the followers of Omar, and had now 
lived for many years at free quarters on die spoils; but neither decay, 
nor the seasons and their ravages, nor the rats and their incursions, nor 
the appearance of daily loss, were sufficient to rouse the habitual indo¬ 
lence of the administrators to the least effort for the preservation of the 
remainder. There was a sufficient quantity, however, left to surpm 
the most ardent anticipations of the Doctor: he gazed in silence and 
astonishment; 4t was a moment of true and unalloyed delight—>an in¬ 
stant which, in the estimate of the enthusiast, will outbalance the 
sufferings of months and years, like the Land I landof Columbus, 
or the eureka of Pythagoras. He hesitated, he doubted—he took up the 
paper that was nearest to him ; his warmest wishes were realized; it 
was an autograph of James II. A glance over the rest was sufficient; 
it was with difficulty he could suppress the feeling of exultation which 
shivered and fled over bis whole frame. After an affected question or 
two, the Abbate accepted his proposal, and very near bve hundred 
thousand documents, of unquestionable authenticity and of the first 
historm importance and authority, were knocked down to him for not 
more than 300 Roman crowns. Dr. W. still meditated, paused, ap¬ 
peared reluctant, inquired for the letter of attorney, examined it, and 
finding all in order, and powers as he imagined sufficiently full, the 
arrangement in a few moments was completed. Two carts were 
brought to the door, the papers were thrown into them confusedly, 
and BO little did the Abbate value their utility, that on two or three 
packets falling into the street, they undoubtedly would have lain there 
with other rubbish, had not the Doctor immediately hastened to take 
them up and carried them himself to his lodgings. 

The prize was now won, and a collection perhaps unrivalled m 
Europe, an £1 Dorado of imaginary wealth and glory, was saMy 
lodged in the precincts of his own apartment. Joy is talkative, and 
for once the Doctor altogether forgot bis caution, and in thedan^ous 
moment of a firsb triumph, rushed to his countrymen and proefanned 
his ve/ii, vki to Mimr envy and astoni^ment. 'I'hey were in¬ 
vited to inspect them. Rome, die capital of a considerame state, is 
still a provincial town, and events of this kind hardly require news¬ 
papers. In a few days the news of all the poets imd barbers was the 
singular good fortune of the Doctor. What it was no onc;knew, ex* 
cept the Duchess of D.. , Her drawiim-room was not only the 
rendezvous of every stranger, and particularly of every Eni^ishniM at 
Rome, but, iVfaat ought to have been considered as of infinitely mate 
moment ai^ indeed danmr, was a sort of aqticliamber to the Vadean. 
Her acquaintance with the Cardind Seeretarv intimately connpe^ jfm 
with the Papal government; and during lier life and his adminisUraTOfI, 
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the English might almost be said to be, in the language, of the modern 
city, the assistants of the pontiRcal throne. The Duchess requested a 
cabinet peep. The Doctor expostulated;—he ought to have done so, 
but on the contrary^ was gratified by the compliment, and a little 
conversazione packet w^as made up with expedition for her next even¬ 
ing party. The Doctor*had time to judge of his acquisition, and made 
a judicious selection, but so unfortunately inviting, that his noble pa¬ 
troness could with difficulty confine to her own breast the sentiments 
she felt of surprise and admiration. Besides, it would be selfish to con¬ 
ceal the gratification from her friends ; the papers were of course in a 
few days to start for England. Who could tell when they were likely 

^ to be out ? Theft there was an enjoyment, not likely to be resisted by a 
duchess and a protectress, of all that was literary at Rome, in tumbling 
over an original MS.—and such a MS.—and reading and judging the 
important work, before it was even dreamt of by the rest of the world. 
She had been favoured, and could not be blamed for extending, like 
the Doctor, the favour to others. She had two or three very dear 
friends, and she could not reflect without pain on what they laiglit say, 
and with so much justice, should they discover some daj^s after¬ 
wards, that she had been in possession of such a treasure, though for 
a few hours, witliout kindly participating her pleasures with her ac- 

^quaintances. 
These reasons, cogent at any time, were altogether invincible under 

the circumstances of the case. The Duchess had many friends, but 
the most intimate of these many was the Cardinal Secretary. The prac¬ 
tised eye of that statesman could not be so easily seduced. He was 
one of the chief invited of the evening, and as usual appeared amongst 
die earliest of the guests. The papers were on the table on his entry; 
they became the chief, the first, and soon the only topic of conversa¬ 
tion. They were examined ; the Cardinal read, folded them up, and 
was silent; but ere daylight the next morning a guard of the Pope's 
carabiniers attacked Dr. W—'s apartment, which was not the castle 
of an Englishman, and very important papers were irrecoverably lost 
to him, and perhaps to the public for ever. 

The next morning, all the valets de place in Rome knew, and took 
care to inform their masters, that during the mght the Abbate Lupi 
had been arrested, and lay actually in prison for a gross violation of 
liis trust; but it was not understood till much later in the day, that tlie 
moment the Cardinal had left the apartments of the Duchess, orders 
had been also given to have the papers immediately put under the seal 
and wardship of the State. The Doctor was consequently awakened, 
as we have seen, rather earlier than usual, in the mo|t unceremonious 
manner imaginable, and requested in rather a ^remptory manner to 
point out the treasury room. Tortures were not used, but threats 
were. The sanctuary was easily discovered ; the inviolable seal was 
fixed on Che door; and a guard put over the house, during the re¬ 
mainder of^the day. 

The arrest of the Abbate wae^ followed up by a measure of more 
rigdVr, and of far greater importance. '"The contract itself was annull¬ 
ed on the ground of incompetence in the seller—the three hundred 
crowns were ordered to be paid back, and Dr. W. permitted to appeal, 
ant^satosfy himself with civil answers as well as he could, and with what 
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every Jurisconsult of the Curia Iniiocenziana had decided, or wjould 
decide if called upon by the secretary, to be the ancient and existing 
law of Rome. ^ 

The Doctor made, through himself and others, the ordinary applica¬ 
tions, each of which were received and answered in the ordinary man¬ 
ner. This was encouraging, and he vented his indignation amongst his 
acquaintances, and, when the access and struggle were over, lay like 
Gulliver, fatigued on his back. 

In the mean time, a vessel arrived from England at Civita Vccchia, 
and a boat's crew a little after from Fiumicino at Rome. Tlie papers 
were released and embarked. The Doctor expostulated, and the** 
Cardinal Secretary received him with his usual urbanity. His visit was 
quite as satisfactory as any of the preceding, and as conclusive as such 
visits generally are at Rome. The Cardinal heard every thing with the 
most dignified composure, and simply replied, that any application to 
him personally was now unavailing, and that he could not do better 
than apply to the King of England, in whose hands the papers in ques¬ 
tion would probably be found in the course of another month. 

The Ddetor bowed and took the advice,—but, in leaving the room, 
it occurred to him that he might not meet a more favourable reception 
in Downing-street than at the Vatican. A friend at that time resident 
at Rome proposed to act as his representative to the minister, and 
acquitted himself in the sequel with a fidelity as rare amongst ambas¬ 
sadors as attorneys. 

1 never heard any thing decisive of the result of this interview ;—but 
1 have no doubt the Cardinal was in the right. No inquiries at all 
disquieting were made or questions asked of the Keeper of the King's 
conscience, on the ad judication of the Court of Rome. The King of 
England, in right of his Stuart blood, keeps and will leave to his de¬ 
scendants probably, the care of publishing all the Stuart MSS. 

But in the momentous interval between the discovery of the papers, 
and their voyage to England, more eyes than tliose of an English Duch¬ 
ess and a Cardinal Secretary of State contrived to glance over the 
treasure. For a day or two they were exposed to the inspection of the 
privileged few, at the bead of whom was the late Professor Playfair, 
Lord S-, Lord of Session, &c.: to one of these favoured indivi¬ 
duals I am indebted for most of the particulars which follow. 

On entering the chamber where they were arranged, which was a 
small room, on the first floor, of a small apartment in a secondary quar¬ 
ter of Rome, he found the walls to a great height literally covered 
with piles of pap^ of every size and quality. They were packed so 
close, had beet) so Iong«unopened, and had so much suffered from the 
humidity, each packet was found to contain, on examination, a 
very much targer quantity than had at first been expected. They were 
arranged in the most perfect order, and classed according to the age, 
country, or writer. Several were autographs, and copies, where they ex¬ 
isted, were in the best preservation, and generally under the eye, and I^y 
the order of the first authority. /The series commenced about the peAod 
of the King's arrival in France, and were continued down, with scarcely 
any interruption or hiatus to tlie demise of the last direct heir, the Car¬ 
dinal de York. They embraced not only every document conn^ctc^^ 
with political matters, but entered into the most minute details on the 
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domestic and personal afiairs of the iUustrious individtuds, to vsbom 
they'related, and threw a very singular light on transactions whidb 
have been long conceafed or viewed under very partial bearings by the 
British public. Not the private and confidential correspondea<^ 
between the different members of the Royal Family, hut references to 
the most trivial circumstances connected with the interior of the royal 
household, and various other matters of simili^r interest, were everywhere 
observable. The revenues, the expenditure, were regularly noted; a 
large volume or ledger almost comfdetely filled with items of this kind, 
gave no bad scale of the gradation or diminution of expense, calculated 

*an country, time, and situation, and therefore a very fair estimate of their 
means under the successive fortunes to which they had been exposed* 
But by far the most interesting documents of the collection referred to 
tlm important political transactions of that memorable epoch. James II. 
occupies a considerable, and, indeed, a principal portion of this inte¬ 
rest. His letters to his son, written and corrected in his own hand, 
give a very flattering portrait, and perhaps a ve^ authentic one, of 
his character in almost all his domestic relations, without claim, 
but also without much pretension, to style—the sin of that a|^ and not. 
less of the succeeding: they are not without a certain tinge of the 
elegance of manner, which, though by no means his apanage, had more 
or less been contracted in those dissolute circles which had inspired 
Hamilton. But there were other qualities with which they abounded, 
of much higher value and importance, greater depth of feeling toan 
what usually exists in courts, paternal affection in all the bitterness of 
an unrequited fondness, and a settled and unavailing despair (he died, 
indeed, of a lethargy,) of the future destinies of bis house, gvpunded 
on the frail support he could anticipate from the depravedlMSlks of 
his son. The reproaches addressed to him are frequent, and fhsught 
with the overflowing waters of fatherly disappointment; the hrouiUon, 
or rough draft of the letter, which was sometimes preserved^ was often 
blotted, and the wavering and agitation of bis mind betrayed itself 
very visibly in his very hand. The general view wbk^ they give is 
favourable, and presents a kindlier aspect of his character than what 
we are habituated to meet with in the general)^ of the Whig writers. 
But, in proportion as the father gains, the son loses. James the Third 
is not to be confounded with his fatlm’. But 1 have already trespassed 
sufficiently on the indulgence of the reader, and must reserve, for my 
next communiccuion, the continuation of this review, ' / 

THE TAKNER—AN EPIGftAM. 

A Beruoxdsey tanner would often engage 
In a long with his dmne, 

While trotting to town in the Kranington stage, 
About giving their villa a name. 

A neighbour, thus hearing skin-dresser talk, 
Stw out, h^ an hour afw dark. 

Pick'd up in the roadway a fragmerrt oi chalk. 
And wrote on the palings^—“ iftdle Park!” 
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B^uapat (e.-^Thd fottowidg djalogue, ivhiph I bare beard 
Botadj^rte'wheo dut^ a boy, an age at wb^ah oost youtha thiok only of 
jSiua arid gaiety, MdwTery ataracteristio b^of hu naind ana PMimar 
Id kflsr yean. Ode day going to a tailot^s be addreated utf tqan of 
ibean with the fottbedog pithy brevify 

** Dee ccdottes, mbn ami V* 
** Oui, Monai^f t you do me great honour. I do not thinb tbete 

is a tailor in the^towh or ikabourga tba^ will suit yon beuer than my> 
aOli'l I have made for the Count de —■ -» for the Marshal de * * *, 
and for the tnoat illustrious EfTendi who lately rioted us front Tarbeut 
I bad bia oiistom (pratique). He reijuired culotfe$ of a vast and trul^ 
tnagnillloent sia«; all the articles from my magaziue fitted his easel* 
lehcy to a tittle; no one else could have managed as well, be declared 
they were Superb, grand——” 

“ Eh, bien I je vois que vous 6tea le roi dee taOleurs: mais des 
culottesk non ami, & dis beures demain, et point de verbiage 

“ MwMeur will allow me to take his measure 7” 
” An bonne heure.” 
“ Very good, Monsieur! and of wbat stuff would Monsieur p1oa'>e 

to have them made, of what quality and-" 
*' Ne vous ^je pas dit, point de verbiage ? Des culottes, non anti* 

demain k dbi heures; et voilk tout.” 
** Pardon me, Monsieur, but the colour 7” 
" Tenez, Monsieur. J’ai d'autres choses k faire que de in'ofieu|ier 

de mes culottes. Prenez la couleur, que vous aves dohnd h votre 
* ptlNllue' I’Effendi, ou une £toffe sans couleur, ou de tontes lei con* 
leuAtt eela m'est parfaitement £gaL Mais des culottes, k dix heures 
derAain; pas un mot de plus; ou j’envoye ehercher un autre tailleur 
qui a pei|t6tre moms de ‘ pratique,' mais certmnement moins de ver* 
hiage. Jd ne suis pas n6 pour faire la guerre avec un aussi brave 
fXilleur que toi sur les dinerentes modes des culottes. Bon jour! 
demain k diX heures.” 

This anecdote is on the authority of an officer who was a eompsttion 
of his youth, and a witneas of the surprise of the ttdkative tailor at the 
conduct of his customer. The man of the thimble did not dream 
there was a youth in France who could treat the important matter of 
the mIow of a pair of inexpressibles widi such, in his eyes, berotical 
indiiwigloe, or turn a deaf ear to the relation of his own profossionul 
achieveiHents. I have used Bonaparte’s own words in the original 
language as th^ were told me. 

Porr.-wlSitting on#day with Pwr, we yiere talking of principles and 
the strangji^ pervernen of some fotnds, that could reconcile to tnsir be¬ 
lief almost any guide of human action rather than simple justice. 
« Fox,” said Parr, ” always beat Pitt in argument by taking this 
ground. Pitt dwelt widi eloquence upon the expediency policy, ne> 
cessity of a measure, rarely m the justioe, for it seldom Suited him to 
do sp. Paley fiuls here.”^* Yet how many take his principle as 
their guide,” I observed, “They bad better take a purse,” replied 
tile Doctor. 
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Tic Quaker Fox*—This individua}, several years deceased, was a 
mast remarkable man in his circle \ a great naturai genius which em« 
ployf4 itself upon trivial or not generally interestiog matters. Me ^9^ 
serr^ to have been known better than be was. The last years of hii 
life he resided at BristdL He was a great Persian scholar^ and pub*' 
lished some translations of the poets of that nation, which ware wdB 
Worthy perusal. He was self-taught, and had patience and peraere* 
ranee for any thing* He was somewhat eccentric, bat had the quick* 
est reasoning power, and consequently the greatest coolness, of any man 
of bis day, who was able to reason. As an example of this I retnem* 
her that his bouse took fire in the night; it was situated near the sea; 
it was uninsured, and the flames spread so rapidly nothing could be 
8hved. He saw the consequences instantly, made up bh mind to 
them as rapidly, and ascending a hill at some distance in the rear of 
his dwelling, watched the picture and the reflection of the flames on 
the sea, admiring its beauties, as if it were a holiday bonfire. 

Smchet^—l was once in company with the Duke of Albufera. He 
was an agreeable man, with dark coarse hair, and a form the reverse 
of that which Byron held must appertain to genius. His stature was 
of the middle height. He did not strike the beholder as possessing the 
extraordinary talent he had in military affairs* You are going to the 
* f4te Dieu* to-day. Marshal observed a gentleman who was of the 
company. No,’* replied Suchet, ** 1 cannot make up my mind yet 
to change my profession.’* He died very lately at Marseilles. 

JVaskington,—! remember my father telling me he was introduced to 
Washington in 1790, by an American friend. A servant, well looking 
and well dressed, received the visitants at the door, and by him they 
were ddivered over to an officer of the United States service, who usher¬ 
ed them into the drawing-room in which Mrs* Washington and sovsffal 
ladies were seated. There was nothing remarkable in the person of the 
lady of the President; she was matronly and kind, with perfect good 
breeding: she at once entered into easy conversation; asked how long 
he had been in America, how he liked the country, and such other fami^ 
liar, but general questions. In a few minutes the General entered the 
room. U was not necessary to announce his name; for his peculiar 
appearance, his firm forehead, Roman nose, and a projection of the 
lower jaw, his height and figure, could not be mistaken by any one who 
had seen a full-length picture of him, and yet no picture accurately 
resembled him in the minute traits of his person. His features, how¬ 
ever, were so marked by prominent characteristics, which appear Ih oil 
likenesses of him, that a stranger could not be mistaken in the roan. 
He was remarkably dignified in manner, and bad an air of benignity 
over his features, which his visitant did not expfct, b£ing rather pre- 
par^ for sternness of countenance. After an introduction'by Mrs. 
Washington, without more form than common good manners pre>« 
scribes, “He requested me,” said my father, “to be seated; and. 
taking a chair himself, entered at once into converssoion. His manner 
was full of affability* He asked how I liked the country, the city of 
New^York: talked of the infant institutioiis of America, and the ad*** 
vantages she oflfered by her intercourse for benefitmg other nations. 
He was grave in manner, but perfectly easy. His dress was of purple 
satin. There was a commanding air in his appearance, which excited 
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respect, end forbade too great a freedom towards him, independeody of 
that ^lecies of awe which » always felt in the moral influanee of a 
great character. In every movement too there was a polim gmaefidaeaa 
Of oai to any met with in the most polished individoals of Europe, and 
bb smile was extraordinarily attractive. It ills observed to me, tb#t 
there was an expression in Washington's &ce that no painter hitd 
aaoceeded in taking. It struck me no man could be better formed 
for command. A stature of six feet, a robust but weli-proponioned 
frame, calculated to sustain fatigue, without that heaviness which gene¬ 
rally attends great muscular strength, and abates active exertion, dis¬ 
playing bodily power of no mean standard. A light eye and full,*— 
the very eye of genius and reflection, rather than of blind passionate 
impulse. His nose appeared thick; and, though it befitted his othef 
features, was too coarsely and strongly formed to be the handsomest 
of its class. His mouth was like no other that 1 ever saw; the lips 
firm, and the under jaw seeming to grasp the upper with force, as if its 
muscles were in full action when he sa|^ still. Neither with the General 
nor with Mrs. Washington was there the slightest restraint of eeremony. 
There was less of it than I ever recollect to have met with, where 
perfect good breeding and manners were at the same time obeerved. 
To many remarks Washington assented with a smile or inclination of 
the head, as if he were by nature sparing in his conversation; and I am 
inclined to think this was the case. An allusion was made to a serious 
fit of illness he had recently suffered ; but he took no notice of it. I 
could not help remarking, that America must have looked with anxiety 
to the termination of his indisposition. He made no reply to my com¬ 
pliment but by an indination of the head. His bow at my taking 
leave I shall not forget; it was the last movement which 1 taw that 
illustrious character make as my eyes took their leave of him for ever, 
and it hangs a perfect picture upon my recollection. The house of 
Washington was in the Broadway, and the street front was handsome. 
The drawing-room, in which 1 sat, was lofty and spacious ; but the 
furniture was not beyond that found in dwellings of opulent Americans 
in general, and might be called plain for its situation. The upper end 
of the room had glass doors, which opened upon a balcony command¬ 
ing an extensive view of the Hudson river, interspersed with islands, 
and the Jersey shore on the opposite side. A grandson and daughter 
resided constantly in the house with the General; and a nephew of the 
Genaral's, married to a niece of Mrs. Washington, resided at Mount 
Yenihn, the General’s family seat in Virginia, his residence, as Presi¬ 
dent, k^ing him at the seat of government.” The levees held by 
Washington, as President, were generally crowded, and held on a 
Tuesday, betw^ three and four o'clock. The President stood and 
reoeived the bow of the person presented, who retired to make way 
for another. At the drawing-rooms Mrs. Washington received ilie 
ladies, who curtsied and passed aside without exchanging a word. 
Tea and with refi^hments of all kinds, were Imd in one rart of 
the rooms, and before die individuals of the company retired, emi lady 
was a secfl^ time led up to the lady President, made her second ffileot 
obeisance and departed:—nothing could be more simple, yet \t was 
enough. 

Duke of Orifofis,—In 1789, Egalitg, as he was called, visited Egg- 
2 p 2 ^ * 
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land, and in company with the English princes, partook in tlie gay 
scenes and amusementa of the country. He returned home, delighted 
wit^ the freedom enjoyed by all ranks here, and was ever alluding to 
it in conversation. He one day said to Count du Rourc, who told me 
of it, ** What service i'^y wealth to me, what advantage is my rank ? 
In England the princes •go about as they please, and partake in all 
public amusements, but here in France I cannot mount my horse and 
take a ride of a dozen miles, but I must send to the palace and ask 
leave, and often even to Versailles! I am sick of this restraint!” 

Orihodox Obsequiousness.—A clergyman, not long ago, was called 
upon by the bishop of his diocese, with whom he was well acquainted. 
On going away, the prelate discovered around the house a number of 

Sporting dogs of all kinds, on which he said to the owner, who expected 
promotion in the church through his prelate’s influence, “ Mr. ——, 
I do not like sporting parsons—what a variety of dogs you have here!" 
The bishop’s back being turned, the parson went to his servant, and 
said, John, hang all these dog^, and when you see any of the bishop’s 
servants, tell them what you have done 1” 

Mr. Coleridge.—In conversation upon authors borrowing from each 
other, I observed to Mr. -, that Mr. Coleridge could not be ac¬ 
cused of this in Christabel, for certainly the poem was original, 
whatever opinions might be held upon its merits. Nonsense,” he 
repliedthe very *To whit to whoo,’ is borrowed.” From whom? 
I inquired. Why, from the 2d book of old Quarles, in his Emblems,” 
replied the cynic; “look for it—* To wit—to woe'—it is rank pla¬ 
giarism !” 

Col. Thornton.—The following anecdote of this sporting character 
may furnish hints to frugal country gentlemen, who do not know how 
to frank their game up to town. I had been sitting one day with an 
individual, to whom, just as 1 was going away, a servant announced 
that Col. Thornton had sent a present of some game. “ What is it ?” 
inquired my friend. “ Two partridges and a rabbit,” answered the 
girl, “ and there is two and sixpence to pay for porterage. I am cer¬ 
tain, sir, it is a servant of the Colonel's, though he is diflerently 
dressed from what be used to be.” “ Send them back,” said my friend ; 
“ and let the bearer tell the colonel that I can get them as cheap in the 
market.” Then turning to me, he added, “ this is one of that mean 
fellow’s tricks. He has received a quantity of game from his place in 
the country by coach, and having kept the best for himself, repays the 
carriage of it up to town, by laying a porterage upon the worthless 
part, and sending round his servant in disguise with it to half a dozen 
of his friends. He never pays a milkman, but he must be summoned.” 
Thornton was a diverting fellow too. He was one day stating that he 
had bought the princely domain of Chambord from the French govern¬ 
ment. I said, “ It has some rank annexed to it, 1 think ?” “ Oh, yes,” 
said he ; ** and I shall have it. The estate is so immense, no one in 
France could buy it. I am naturalized, sir, and have purchased it. I 
have rank, sir, as a French peer in consequence ; it is a noble estate, 
quitf a province.” Just then a casual visitor dropped in, and he rei¬ 
terated, “lam a French peer, and shall have my seat accordingly.” 
“ What is that, Colonel said the last comer, in catching the word p^r. 
“ I have bought Chambord, a noble place in France—Ju possession 
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makes me a peer, sir—pardon me, a prince, I mean—it is a princi¬ 
pality. I am a prince, by G—d!" Had he told the story a third 
time he would have made himself the Daupliii^ 

Opic,—The early friend and patron of Opie, Peter Pindar, so ofti^ 
had the laugli against Opie, without his being able to retaliate, that one 
day hearing Wolcot say he had been at a meeting of the friends of the 
people at Copenhagen bouse, and that he was apprehensive of bein^ 
a marked man in consequence, and showing at the same time const* 
derable nervousness on the occasion, the painter, thought it a* good 
opportunity for taking his revenge. Government.was on the look*but 
for certain suspected characters at the time, mA the newspaperl 
teemed with accounts of arrests. One evening Opie called upon 
Wolcot, and advised him to take care, for government had its eye ui^on 
him; Wolcot was alarmed. The next evening Opie and a friend, dts* 
guised with great coats and slouch hats (as officers then dressed) took 
their station opposite the doctor’s lodging about dusk. They soon 
saw him eye them with alarm from his window, and Opie going away, 
leaving his companion, stripped off his disguise, and knocking at the 
door of the house, entered and sought the poet, whom he found in a 
great tremour, whicli it was not his business to lessen. ** What had 
I best do?" asked Wolcot. “Get into the country, my dear fellow,” 
said Opie; “ fly at once ; there are two cursed runners now about your 
house. I saw them and know them well.” “ But how shall 1 get 
out ?” said the Doctor in alarm, “ without being observed ? Hce, one 
of them is gone“ Perhaps coming to knock at the door/’ said 
Opie, “ and inquire for you—get out at the back window, I will assist 
you.” Accordingly out at the back-window got the Doctor, and dis¬ 
appeared ; nor was lie beard of for a fortnight, having flown down to 
Windsor, and got into an obscure lodging, perhaps shrewdly thinking 
no one would suspect his flying towards head-quarters on such an 
occasion. Opie and his friend spread abroad the story; and the 
Doctor, which was very rarely the case, had for once the worst of it. 

JFolcot,—Everyone who has visited the port of Falmouth knows 
the little village of Flushing, situated on a branch of that beautiful 
harbour. At Flushing, nearly fifty years ago, resided Mr. John Good- 
ridge, a practitioner of medicine, and also well known in that neigh¬ 
bourhood for a predilection for the study of astronomy, which ho felt 
a sudden fancy to acquire, and an ambition to cultivate, that nothing 
could control. Those who flattered him on his progress he loaded 
with his attentions. When he told them of any visionary discovery, 
they were often ^lischievous enough to run the astronomer fartlier into liis 
errors, and a good diAner and plenty of excellent wine followed. Such 
a character could not escape Wolcot, who then resided in the neighbour* 
hood. Goodridge had announced the discovery of a new star, which 
be had christened the “ Phoenix,’’ and compliments poured in upon 
him from his acquaintance. Wolcot sent him the following lines, which 
the simple man looked upon as a compliment, and actu^y invited a 
party to meet the mischievous writer in the excess of his gratitudsf 

O Goodridge, whose uncommon eyes explore 
What, by thy kind, was never seen before, 
To thee shall all the sons of science bend. 
Few Heaven-born science ne’er shall have an end. 
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See mighty Newton Arom yon azuire aky 
Looks down on Flushing with an envious eye^ 
Ready to yield the merit of his Fluxions^ 
To shine thh* Author of thy rare pioductiooB. 
How have the srondrous saj^ 'monpt mankind 
Been to thy radiant star^ l&e puppies^ blind! 
Since Uiou (with sharper astronomic eyes) 
Hast just found out tMs Phoenix of the skiesj 
Lo grateAil Science shall reward thy brains. 
And christen a Phcenix*^ for thy pains! 

Bonaparte—Massena,—An incident not worth reciting here, brought 
loe acquainted with the individual who was despatched by Massena to 
Napoleon during the siege of Genoa in 1800, to give him information 
of his distressed situation. It was long before the downfal of the Em¬ 
peror, that the circumstance was told me by this ofRcer, then employed 
in the army of Italy. “I was/’ said he, Genoa with Massena. 
Thirty-five thousand Austrians blockaded us by land, and the English 
fleet by sea. The inhabitants were starving. Mutiny was ready to 
break fbrth. We had fed on the most disgusting food; and the garri¬ 
son, consisting of twelve thousand men, was worn out with service and 
famine. Nothing could exceed the strictness of the blockade, and 
frequently tlie British ships came so close that they threw shells into 
the port. I saw infants expire from hunger, not having been able to 
draw nourishment from the dried up sources of the mothers’ bosoms. 
Massena was firm, but he saw his situation was well nigh hopeless, and 
were he certain of not receiving relief, would willingly spare further 
misery by a surrender. Courier after courier made vain attempts to 
pass the enemy, but both by water and land, they failed to effect a 
communication with Bonaparte, or to convey to him the desperate 
situation of the garrison. Massena one day thus addressed me. * Our 
lives depend on a communication with the first consul. We can subsist 
a certain number of days and no longer—try your best.’—I set out,” 
said Monsieur L-, my informant, “ believing that to hold out even 
so long as the general said was impossible.—^Tell the first consul,’ 
said Massena, * that we have ever beaten and foiled our enemies even 
in a state of famine and misery—there are nine of their colours/—He 
pointed at them with a sort of theatrical motion of the body, and an 
air of triumph that bad an effect upon my young and ardent feelings. 
I shall never forget it. It was the first time he ever spoke to me. I 
caught a portion of his enthusiasm, and declared my determination to 
try my fortune. In the dead of a gloomy night, I succeeded in getting 
beyond the enemy’s lines, passing on all-fours close to^ sentind; and 
by a circuitous route, I ultimately reached Lausaifhe, where Bonaparte 
then was. ‘ How long can the general bold out?’ he asked me hastily. 
I told him what Massena had said, but that 1 did not conceive it possible. 
* But he will/ said the first Consul; ^ very well. By the 26 Prairial I 
shall have beaten the enemy, and Genoa will be free.’ At this moment, 
Bonaparte vvbm at Lausanne, he bad to pass the Alps by St. Bernard, 
tbe strong fortress of Bar, the Tesin, and the Po, swollen by the 
melting of the snoWs—in short, what to my mind and those of any 
other man, were obstacles no skill could surmount in the time. Feel¬ 
ing for the misery of the garrison, I ventured to say, * General Consul, 
yoa have heretofore made us &miliar with miracles, bul^I fear for die 
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truth of your prediction that Genoa will have fallen/—He ,replied» 
* That is my affair. Sir, you may retire.’ The prediction of this cxtta- 
ordinary man was correct. I saw Massena and his attenuated garrison 
set free within the time named by Bonaparte; %ad how they subsistedi 
is as great a miracle to me even at this monmnt, aB the passage of the 
Alps by the then First Consul/’ 

Admiral Sir Edward BuUer.—The late Admiral Sir Edward Duller 
was a very kind man and a good officer, whom no one accused of 
being too lenient in discipline. Captain Corbet, who was killed in the 
Africaine frigate, near the Isle of France, last war, was notorious on 
board ship as a naval despot. When the Africaine lay iu Plymouth 
Sound, and Corbet was appointed to her. the crew showed symptonfs 
of discontent, and did not at all relish the idea of having him for a 
commander. Admiral Young, who then commanded at Plymouth, 
ordered two heavy vessels to lie near the Africaine, in case mutiny 
should openly appear, so far was the dissatisfaction carried among the 
crew. One day at table, Corbet, sitting near Sir Edward Butler, said. 

The service will not be good for any thing until captains can flog 
their lieutenants if needful, as well as the ship’s company \ absolute 
power over all in the ship is the thing/’ “ Why, then,” said Sir Ed¬ 
ward Buller, ** Admirals must in justice have the power of flogging 
captains—have a care, Corbet, and don’t come under tny orders, fori 
won't spare you 

Major Topham,—This well-known character, who established the 
** World newspaper," and afterwards retired into the wolds of York¬ 
shire to breed greyhounds, once invited a friend to dine with him, who 
was in fear of being arrested for debt. The party was seated at 
dinner, when a loud knock at the door produced more than a common 
degree of alarm on his friend's countenance, while he, observing him 
start, said, “ What, my dear-■, startled by my knocker ? You are 
not at hom^ recollect—^yet of men in your circumstances, my friend. 
Gray well says— 

Still as they run tliey look behind. 
They hear a voice in every wind. 

And snatch a fearful joy/' 

Madame dc StacU—The first time 1 ever saw Madame de StacI was 
at her house in Argyle-street, in London. 1 think it was next door to 
the house at present occupied by Sir Christopher Hawkins. The Eresent Duchess de Broglio, a very interesting and agreeable young 

idy, not handsome, and marked a little with the smmlpox, but ex¬ 
tremely polite and affable, received me. Never was I so much dis¬ 
appointed in tbS ide% I had preconceived of any individual as in that of 
Sladame de Staeh She is reported to have declared she would give 
all her literary reputation gladly to be beautiful in person; and really 
if her impression of her own personal attractions was as unfavourable 
as mine, on my first glance at her face when she entered the room, 1 
cannot think she was much to blame. Wilks, wbo was, a»all the world 
knows, hideously unhandsome, only desired ten minutes time^in ad¬ 
vance of the handsomest man of the day to gain the good graces of a 
lady. They who could appreciate the charms of Madame de StaeVs 
conversation, soon forgot her ordinary person. When she chose to 
be the woman of the world (though not always fond of bc^ngouch), 
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^he could bring herself down to the level of her s6x*s general cofiver- 
and be the woman of everj*day Ufe.‘ Her wit, her information, 

aad her very illustratione wore remarkable and interesting, even upon 
subjects of no great mbment In her company, with a very stnall 
circle, her conversation was preferable to that when in a large party* 
She said many good things; but then it could be seen she aimed at 
point and sparkle, notwithstanding every affectation of ease. The con¬ 
versation turned upon Germany. They are a mystical people, fond 
of the extravagant,^’ she said; “but they will by and by become the 
coolest and most exact of reasoners. Their wild theories will be for¬ 
gotten, and reason will govern them entirely; for their slow plodding 
t&mperament will make a good soil for it. They will then shame you 
logical English, who talk of Locke and reason, and live slaves to cus-^ 
tom in its defiance. The Germans will be sincere actors in what they 
may believe right; you are a sort of logical hypocrites; you own your 
belief, but you are too much afraid of custom to practise the truths you 
do not hesitate to acknowledge.’' This was, I recollect, the substance 
of one of her remarks. 

A nobleman invited her to visit him. “ Let me look at my tablets/’ 
she replied. “ I am engaged, my Lord, until the fifteenth of April 
(this, I think, was January or the beginning of February); on the six¬ 
teenth 1 shall be happy to inscribe myself for your Lordship’s guest." 

“ It is astonishing/’ said Madame de Stael, “ what a number of 
writers, without learning or sentiment or religion, we have in France 
always writing about learning, sentiment, religion. They are in lite¬ 
rature and morals what a French critic calls ‘ Eunmiues de r Esprit*" 

LONDON LYRICS. 

The Exhibitiofi, 

Says Captain John Clay, 
“ 'Tis the second of May, 

All the town's in a humming condition, 
Like bees in a hive— 
!%all I give you a drive 

To the Somerset House Exhibition ?” 
“YouVe tumbled,*’ I answered, “my wish on. 
We '11 pi to this yesir’s Exhibition 

So, l^ht as Queen Mab, 
We enter’d his cab 

And drove to the new Exhibition. 

We first, hard as bone, «. 
View'd the models in stone. 

And saw, like a turkey a dish on. 
Fair Psyche on Zrahyrs, 
As ^tiess as heifers, 

AU m^ing an odd Exhibition. 
A polish'd defunct politician, 
A Kemble,—^the drama's ma^cian, 

A Mrs. H. Gurney, 
A marble attorney; 

And all in this Year tn Exhibition. 
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We then» with our cat- 
A-log^e Ettow'd in our hat, 

Asceiii^d^ with no expedition^ 
'Wliere Heroines grapples 
His larceny apples> ^ 

And guards this sublime Exhibition* 
Upstairs, in a weary condition. 
We mounted this grand Exhibition ; 

Saw Boys with a spajiiel. 
Two Flounders by UanicU, 

And all in this Year's Exliibition. 

A chief of dragoons 
In tight red pantaloons. 

Stood looking as fierce as Domitian ; 
A big Holofernea, 
Whom Judith at her knees 

Survey’d in a ticklish condition. 
Indeed ’tis a fine Exhibition ! 
I*ray mai'k in this Year’s Exhibition, 

A fat Captive Ne^o, 
W^hose visage made me grow 

Quite sad, in this new Exhibition. 

There’s Jesse Watts Russelk 
A 'Waterloo Bustle, 

May Morning—not painted by Titian. 
A Boa C/unstrictor, 
As big as the picture^ 

And all in this Year's exhibition. 
Indeed 'tis a fine Exliibition, 
Pray note in this new Exhibition 

A Farebrother Sheriff^ 
J idiould not much care if 
He graced not this Year’s Exhibition. 

There's mild Caradori, 
II. Singleton's Glory, 

A heail of Ji. Gooch, a physician, 
Charles Mathews revealing 
His charms to tlie ceiling. 

And all in this grand Exhibition. 
A Snow-storm, a dresser with Fish on, 
I'hree Smugglers prepared for sedition, 

Five heads by Sir Thomas— 
Should fate twe him from us, 

'Twould be a much worse Exhibition. 

» A Juliet by Briggs, 
A l^asant and pigs, 

A doctor descended from Priscian. 
A Miss Charlotte Bestwich ; 
Not naming the rest which 

Api>ear in this Year's Exhibitiem. 
Pniy, reader, let no prohibition 
Keep you &om this year's Exhibition. 
I>o but go, and 1 trust 
That you '11 find this u just 

Account of the new Exhibition* 

_ 

nfn 
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CONVEBSATIONS OF MATUSIN.—1«0. II. 
f 

Although Maturin was very sensitive to animadversions an4 com¬ 
ments upon bis own writings, I do not think he always extended the 
same consideration to his *contemporaries. In May 1B20| Sheridan 
Knowles produced Virginius.” The extraordinary success of that 
play very naturally excited Maturings curiosity, and Ue was impatient 
to read it To one who had never witnessed the representation of 
Virginius, its perusal would afford little satisfaction beyond the mere 
force of natur^ sentiment. This defect, if defect it can be called, in 
a play written for the stage, was seized upon by Maturin, who always 
exposed it when speaking on the subject "A tragedy,** he used to 
say, ** ought to be natural, it is true, but it ought also to be poetical; 
pathos may be effective without poetry; but how much more so with 
it !** ** Virginius,** however, is a very peculiar play; it possesses great 
vigour, and certainly produces in representation more efiect than any 
modern drama, without descending to melodramatic agency, or tres¬ 
passing beyond the limits of legitimate tragedy. Every scene has a 
separate subject, and & distinct catastrophe; and yet the great in¬ 
cident of the play, upon which its whole interest depends, is felicitously 
simple. Several dramatists had tried the subject before, and failed 
from the scantiness of material it adbrded; still Mr. Knowles, upon 
a foundation that seemed so fallacious, erected a superstructure that 
stood well, and deserved to stand. The homely and unaffected phrase¬ 
ology, which caused such a nervous irascibility in Maturin, constitutes 
its greatest beauty in the opinions of good judges. 1 have frequently 
been disposed to attribute Maturin*s objections rather to his jealousy 
than his judgment. When ** Virginius” was first published, a friend oC 
Maturins purchased a copy, with which he was so pleased, that it 
always lay on his table, and he constantly devoted hours of relaxation 
to its perusal. Maturin calling one morning when his frie^ happened 
to be from home, filled up the interval by scribbling, in ^me places 
rather unintelligibly, his splenetic remarks in the pages[^of the favourite 
drama. 

In 1794 an Historical Society was established in Trinity College, 
Dublin, and continued to exist for a period of twenty-one years. It was 
during that time that Maturin entered college: he was then but fifteen 
years of age, yet before he took his degree, he distinguished himself 
in its debates. Indeed romantic as was his early story, and much as 
he was engrossed by his attacliment for Miss Kingsbury, bis college 
course was as brilliant as if he had devoted all his ^xieties to study ; 
he won many academic honours, and finally gained \ scholarship, 
which, small as were its immunities, was at that time a very acceptable 
triumph. 

The Historical Society will long be remembered in Dublin: it was 
the nurse of some of the most distinguished Irishmen, and is recol¬ 
lected by eve^y man of feeling with affectionate regret. As it is a 
Bubjeor^ connected with the most valuable interests of education, and 
associated with,the names of many illustrious individnals, now living, 
who shared in the splendour of its meridian, a rapid sketch of its 
liistory will be interesting. ^ 

Tbi first institution of the kind which is found in the annals of tlie 
I 
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college of the Trinity, Dublin, was established about 173S: it was 
little more than a club to promote the knowledge of history ; but cm 
infortuadon of any kind only excites a desire for more, the meihbers 
gradually enlarged their system, and introduced a monthly disoosskm 
on a question taken from ancient history. It was at first but a conver* 
sazione, and finally grew into a Debating Society. How long that 
society continued there is no record; and there is some reason to con¬ 
jecture that it was but the descendant of an earlier and more imper-^ 
feet club which had fallen away some years before. In 1770 a great 
effort was made by the students to attach the liberal advantages of de¬ 
bate and discussion to the usual course of study; because as most of« 
them were advancing to professions where eloquence, and the ex¬ 
ercise of memory, and research, would become necessary, they felt 
that the dull undeviating routine of academical instruction was too 
inactive for public life; and accordingly formed themselves into a 
society to cultivate these practical objects. They obtained a grant of 
apartments in the College, and held their meetings weekly. The most 
brilliant success, and most decided benefit followed the progress 
of the society; and it may not be inapposite to remark that the direc¬ 
tion which it gave to the minds, habits, and characters of the young 
gentlemen it associated together, mainly contributed to detach them 
from the immoralities to which a residence in the Irish metropolis 
exposed them. At the end of twenty-four years, however, the society 
voluntarily dispersed ; and although no specific reasons are assigned for 
that dispersion, yet it is not improbable that it arose from a general 
resistance to some restraint attempted to be imposed by the heads 
of the University, for they, like all other oligarchs, were not desti¬ 
tute of selfish principles. During its existence, however, it had the 
honour of reckoning amongst its members a host of great men 
who have since attained the highest rank in the liberal professions. 
Amongst theses 1 can name the late and present Justice of the King's 
Bench, the Lord Chief Baron, Judges Day, Mayne, Fox, Osborne, 
Jebb, Sic; the late and the present Attorney-general of Ireland, and 
the late and the present Solicitor-general; Dr. Radcliffe, Sergeants 
Ball and Brown; the Peimefathers, Townsend, Lloyd, &c.; and, I 
believe, Lord Avonmore, and Curran ; some of the highest dignitaries 
of the church, including the present Archbishop of Dublin (once 
called the liberal Dean, and now.the illiberal Bishop); the present Pro¬ 
vost of the College ; the Rev. J. Whitelaw, whose patriotic exertions 
completed the project of establishing canals throughout Ireland, and 
whose History of Dublin will long be esteemed a valuable addition to 
Irish literature. * 

This society was immediately followed by another, to which some 
distinguished characters belonged. It was established in 1794, under 
the hame of the “ Historical Society of the University of Dublin," insti¬ 
tuted for the cultivation of history, oratory, and composition. It was 
confined exclusively to the student; it awarded medals for excellence, and 
was governed by such rules and regulations as were calculated to«givn 
it solidity and im^rtance. The rays of its influence were fdt by every' 
member of the University; sustained by public opinion, and gathe^ing^ 
strength and improvement from success, it became almost a nec^s^ry 
bran^ ibr collegiate exercise; and the honours with which it remrdeU 
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ability increased the ardour and avidity to. obtain them. It con^ued 
for'eighteen years in a state of progressive prosperity. This was 
under the provostship of Dr. Hall, who^ on being promoted to the 
Bishoprick of Dromore^ unfortunately left a vacancy for a man who 
inherited the barbarous* policy of the Vandals, and acted upon it ^ 
Dr. Elrington was that man. His name will long be accompanied 
by the anathema of free-born literature. The first act of that gen¬ 
tleman's power was the substitution of new laws in the place of the 
old ones, by which, serious innovations were made upon the con¬ 
stitution of the society, and the seeds of dissension and ruin sown^ 

* These laws limited the admission of students until they had obtained 
a certain standing, thereby depriving those, who most required the 
advantage, from availing themselves of it, and gradually sapping the 
foundation of the system; they also threw Wbarous restrictions 
over discussion excluding the old and experienced members from the 
privilege of attendance; and, in fact, consigned the society to the 
class that without ability to promote its interests, possessed just suffi¬ 
cient knowledge to embarrass its progress. Against these devices to 
overthrow it, the society in vain remonstrated ; the Provost remained 
inexorable, and, the better to secure the object he had in view, in¬ 
stituted an inquisitorial watch over its proceedings, in the person of a 
porter whom he placed nightly in the hall to detect in the members any 
violations of the prescribed punctilio. The exclusion of the senior 
members, whose presence had hitherto preserved decorum and com¬ 
manded respect, exposed the young, the petulant, and the unpractised, 
to tlie inevitable consequences of warmth in debate, and frequent 
deviations from collegiate regularity. This was what the new law¬ 
maker and his colleagues at the Board of Fellows desired. Some 
personal disputes occurred, which were likely to lead to serious results: 
the names of the parties were erased from the books of the collegei 
and further and more harassing restraints laid upon the society. From 
one injustice they proceeded to another, visiting the offences their own 
tyranny bad caused with further and still more aggravating oppressions, 
until at length to escape the disgrace, and evade the discomfiture of 
direct suppression, the society, after mature deliberation, adjourned 
sine dicf in the year 1815. 

Every lover of learning, who feels the importance of education upon 
liberal and expanded principles, will interested in this brief sketch; 
for although it refers to an act of local barbarism, the cause and the 
question it involves are of general and paramount interest. The same 
policy that crushed the Historical Society, would nqpr resist the esta* 
blishment of the London University, and, unde^'the selfish pretext of 
preventing the growth of political knowledge, stifle all examination and 
discussion. But it is not so easy to repress the ardour of inquiry— 
it IS not 80 easy to build up a barrier before the march of a young 
generation: the youth of the country will be instructed in the practical 
and the u^ful—in the arts that are available ttf life, and in the mode 
thaf#will render them impressive—whether that instruction is obtained 
in-doors, or out of doors—whether it is obtained through the natu- 
rsi dtannel of unprejudiced and open education, or through that after 
rnediu?! by which it comes coloured with scorn of defeated despot- 
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ism and contempt for the petty t3rrant. Nor has the Dublin Univer** 
sity yht terminated its system of slavery: the students are to this hour 
pr^ibited under pain of expulsion from joining any literary societies: 
yet the same University that prohibits under so vindictive a penalty 
the cultivation of the mind, exhibits no sensitiveness, and raises no ob** 
jections, to a society instituted within its walls*and nourished by its for-* 
bearance, having for its object the cultivation of bigotry, discord, and 
bear-garden riot. 1 allude to what is called the T. C. D. club, which 
is, in fact, the most violent Orange Lodge in Ireland, and which lately 
gave a very just illustration of its character, by burning in effigy a 
most distinguished Irishman, because he voted in favour of that liberty 
for which Grattan died ! But despite the coercion of the heads, the stu*>« 
dents have formed societies that meet privately in Dublin: they cannot 
be restrained from drinking at the pure streams of science and the belles 
lettres ; and to this hour a society exists under the name of the ** His¬ 
torical Society/' devoted to these objects, of wiiich several students of 
the University are members. 

1 have mentioned that Maturin had a strong distate for Lord Byron’s 
poetry, and while more orthodox readers may condemn, or, {X'rhaps, 
disbelieve the existence of such an heresy, yet they must remember 
that Byron himself was guilty of the same offence against ShakH|>eare, 
in which opinion, according to Moore, he was joined by no less a dra** 
matist than Sheridan: and that Wordsworth abhors Gray, Pope and 
Dryden. When Newton read “ Paradise Lost,” he calmly remarked^ 

It is a fine poem, but what does it prove 7’’ There is a standard in 
the mind to which it refers all questions of taste, and first decisions 
are frequently permitted to settle into invincible dogmas. Maturin 
yielded to prejudices of this description, and suffered the caprice of the 
moment to tyrannize over the labours of years. Ills aversion to rhyme 
at once deprived the world of that which he was eminently qualified to 
produce, and produced that which is a reproach to his fame: isolated 
and undigested verses are scattered through his novels; and as they 
were written in spue of impulse, and not in obedience to it, they carry 
few of the marks of that luxuriant fancy which was the chief character* 
istic of his writings. So sensibly impressed was he with this convic¬ 
tion, that he frequently lamented the publication of some of those earlier 
unfinished pieces that appeared before fame was to liim a matter of 
consequence: indeed, 1 have some reason to think that had he lived, 
and been permitted by circumstances to indulge his wish, he would 
have carefully revised his first productions, and republished them. 

In common with almost every man of genius, the first indications of 
his taste were exiubited in sundry temporary verses upon local and per- 
sonal subjects, which ftrere, as all such premature tokens of talent an% 
read with avidity and admiration, and quoted, and copied in the circle 
of domestic friends. Nor did his friends forget that fatal fondness of 
exoessive praise to wliich the heart too often gives way-^hich arrests 
the growth of solid information and the progress of improvement, by 
filling the precocious aspirant with undue notions of his powers, and 
giving him sufficient excuse for thinking he is already perfect,^nd 
can perform by intuition, what others have done by labour. The ten¬ 
derness of his parents towards him, however, was in some measure 
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dcawn from drcumfltances of household sorrow, as he was the only child 
left of many who lived beyond the term ofboylH>od» and who seemed to 
bsare been preserved vto their love like a solitary relic df early years: 
he was therefore treated with extraordinary fondness, and every new in¬ 
stance of ability was a lBnesfa motive to that natural and lavish afiecdcm: 
his appearance, too, wasVi justification of their anxiety, for his frame was 
delicate and fragile, and a cast^f melancholy and rewji^ overspread his 
features, which at that period were exceedingly inmestmg. Some of 
these verses were as a matter of cout^published in the newspapers, but I 
am not aware that they excited any attention beyond that of the imme¬ 
diate friends to whom the secret of publication was made known. His 

, earliest passion, notwithstanding the applause bestowed on his author¬ 
ship, was for the acting drama: here he was the director, the manager, 
the prompter, the arranger of sCenes, and the overseer of the ward¬ 
robe. The spirit and genius he threw into bis plans naturally gave him 
the supremacy amongst his juvenile companions; and an authority, 
equal to a dictatorship, was universally conceded to him on those oc¬ 
casions of holiday pageant and pastime. He ingeniously seised upon 
opportunities, when his parents were from home, to construct his pri¬ 
vate theatricals, which he did by converting folding-doors into a green 
curtain, the back apartment into a stage, and the front into pit, boxes, 
and ga&ry for the accommodation of his imaginary, or at beat, scanty 
audience. It may be remarked as a singular type of the turn of his 
mind, as afterwards developed in his writings, that his favourite play 
was Lee*s Alexander,'* in which he .enact^ the principal part him¬ 
self. The mad poetry of that piece was his favourite recitation, and 
it would have been difficult to discover an actor who could give a 
greater force to the tempestuous passage of his ** Bucephalus'^ than 
young Maturin. But who could have beheld the germ of so much 
talent in the boy dressing and instructing his young sisters and com¬ 
panions? Yet even in that subordinate department he exhibited an^ 
adherence to truth, and a desire for effect, that subsequently expanded 
into delineation of costume and character, to which the delight of 
thousands has borne testimony. Inappropriate and meagre as were his 
dre^s, they were, nevertheless, disposed gracefully; and if his 
Queen wore a shattered turban of his mother's, and flounced in a 
French silk or an Irish tabinet, yet she was redeemed by some slight 
ornament, or some peculiar fold of the drapery, that gave an air of 
antiquity or extravagance to her appearance : and comical as he must 
have looked in a double-breasted waistcoat of his father’s, and per¬ 
haps a scratch-wig, with old Spanish shoes, and some of bis mother’s 
frills round bis neck and wrists, still he contrived {p throw over die 
ludicrous personation a semblance of reality of manner and earnestnesa 
of delivery, that quickly dissipated that which was ludicrous in the 
efiect. 

Those who recollect Maturin at this period, agree in aiating^';||ttt 
his histrionic powers were eminently correct, impressive, am' ad¬ 
aptive ; aild were calculated to secure the highest success in the more 
ardijpus trial of the public stage: and had it not been for considera¬ 
tions of a very difierent kind from distrust of tbe event, it is not im* 
probable be might have chosen for life that very laborious and uncer¬ 
tain grofessioD. To the latest period he was passionately fond of all 
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that tehted to the parAphemalia and business of the theatre { and I 
believe.it will beadmitted by those who have badihepleasure of witssess- 
ing hini in the hours of relaxation, that the scenes of Bertram’’-' were 
never delivered with so much feeling, tendmiess, and power, as by the 
author himself when stepping behind a chair and assuming the part of his 
own gloomy hero, he delivered one of those ^lassages illuminated by 
poetry and pasaiom into which the dramatist alone could infuse the 
truth of representanon. He was particularly fond of reciting Imogine’s 
soliloquy, which he considered as eite of the most eloquent specimens 
of the play. 

To this taste, and the knowledge of the stage acquired by its cultiva¬ 
tion, may be partially attributed the acting qualities of Bertram, every « 
alternation and speech, of which he rehearsed with a view to stage- 
eflect, until he produced, by the process of constantly refining, a pure 
tragedy almost without alloy, considering it in reference to the class to 
which it belongs. Connected with Bertram, and with Maturin’s propen¬ 
sity for recitation, I recollect an anecdote, which, as it is somewhat cha¬ 
racteristic, will not be out of place. A dignitary of the church, who be¬ 
came interested by some accident, in Maturin's circumstances, and was 
anxious to improve them, called upon him for the purpose of offering 
him some clerical promotion, or of consulting him as to the means of 
forwarding his advancement. It was during the time that Maturin 
was composing Bestram, and before he became an avowed writer : his 
works, however, were sufficiently well known to entitle him to the 
character of an author, and 1 believe the object of the good visitor was 
to rescue the poet from the necessities that forced him to write 

** Profane conceits and fantasies— 

and to enable him to devote all his abilities to the offices of his spi¬ 
ritual calling. The reverend doctor was formally ushered into a sit- 
%ing room, the poet being engaged at the moment in his study. He 
waited for some time very patiently, but the fascination of some tVen- 
zied scene was upon Maturin, who felt little compunction in sacrificing 
the divine to the drama ; and it was not till after an half-hour*s delay 
that the poet made his appearance. He entered the room suddenly, 
reciting some rapturous passage—a part of the manuscript play in ope 
hand, the pen in the other ; his person attired in a theatrical momif^ 
gown-—his attitude that of an inspired provisantCf his arms tossing, 
and his eyes strained, and thus continued his oration until he wound It 
up, by ffinging himself on the sofa, beside the astonished minister. 
This unlucky interference of the ruling passion lost to poor Maturin, 
whatever patronage or advantage might have been derived from the 
intended friendship of his visitor, whose nerves or habiu were ill 
qualified for the grotesque exhibition presented by the Curate of St* 
Peter’s : in vain did Maturin endeavour to neutralize ihe effects of hiS 
^iii0kopos enthusiasm; and the only gleam of ecclesiastical hope that 
ev^ OToke upon him, thus came and vanished in the same instant! 

There is something in Maturin's story that bears a resemblance to 
that of Charles Wolfe, the anthor of the lines on Sir John MooA. 
They were both educated in the same college—^both members of the 
Historical Society—both obtained scholarships, and both were finally 
transported to ol»cure country curacies, which it was Maturin’s figitu^ 
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to outlivct but which, in cpaibjnution with jwivate sorrows, destroyed 
the health of Wolfe. In their tastes and habits there was fi renuwhajbJe 
similarity. W-olfe’s temper was naturally gay and social, but a secret 
melancholy preyed upon his spirits; yet, delighted in gratifying the 
wishes of others, be concealed his personal feelings from society. His 
habits of study were desultory and unsatisfactory,: the book upon 
which he happened to be engaged, was thrown aside upon the most 
frivolous occasion ; and if taken up again, it wsa more by accident 
than design. He did not direct his mind to a particular object for any 
time together, but varied his pursuits as whim directed. By thu 
means he became only superficially acquainted with science and litata- 
ture, made but a little progress in one study, and then stopped and 
began another. Still he possessed the advantages of a clear un*- 
derstanding and a retentive memory, and what he djd reed he 
digested and retained. His excellent biographer, the Reverend Mr. 
Russel, of Dublin, states that he had a disputativc turn of mind, 
which started fresh arguments and speculations at every step, not 
only delaying his progress, but, in a measure, unfitting him for 
a comprehensive consideration of any subject. These singularities 
in a greater or less degree, belonged to Maturin. His temper was 
gay, flippant, buoyant: and whatever might have been the sad or dis¬ 
piriting reflections of his solitary moments, he never permitted them to 
intrude on his light-heartedness in society. He ha^ a scrupulous and 
fantastic regard for that species of French manner and coquetry, which 
may be termed elasticity of mind rather than levity. In company, be 
appeared quite free of the thoughts that oppressed him in secret; still 
like Wolfe, he had a hue of melancholy over his character which im¬ 
parted even to his foibles a romantic interest. His studies were as 
various and as profltless. But there was this difference; Wolfe read 
for the sake of refuting the book—Maturin for the sake of imbibing 
its spirit and novelty; casting it into a crucible, and making it his own. 
From the most extravagant romance, Maturin was certain to extract 
a thought which he moulded into something of value : but if Wolfe met 
such a thought, lie would replace it with another, superadd fresh ideal- 

asms to those of the author, and totally supplant his descriptions with 
some picturesque creation of his own. Whatever Maturin read, con¬ 
tributed something to his stock of acquirements, but nothing in a re¬ 
gular or useful order : all was accidental, occasional, scattered,—but 
from the vast mass of materials thus collected, he was able to pro¬ 
duce works at once 83'stcmatic and imaginative. His studies were fgoverned not by a desire to promote or perfect his acquisitions in 
earning; but by the description of composition be happened to have 

in hand. Locke and Tillotson gave way to Radcliffe and Monk 
Lewis at the seasons when the spell of romance was on htim. Like 
Wolfe, he had a genius for many subjects, and dipped into all. He 
seemed to h&ve' been a disciple of that doctrine of Stiendan*8, ^t 

tliere are on every subject but a few leading and fixed ideas ; ud 
^eir tracks may be traced by one’s own genius as well, as reading.” 
^is accommodating, principle (in which, however, there is some truth) 
seems, to have guided Maturin, who too often mistook false liglits 
for the great first laws of science. General principles to a miiw so 
volatile, hasty and adaptive, are not always serviceable, because it too 
f ^ 
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often takes a part for the whole, and is satisfied with partial proofs for 
perfect demonstrations. ^ 

Maturin’s reading, however, was extensive; and while he may be 
charged with the injustice of deciding the igerits of literary men upon 
an imperfect acquaintance with their works, his opinions of them were 
frequently correct. His notions of excellence were often singularly at 
variance with his practice. What could be more contradictory than 
the author of the extravagant Bertram, a poem amenable to no laws, and 
outraging all unities and systems, extolling the well-balanced measures 
of Pope, and the domestic simplicity of Crabbe! Yet although form¬ 
ing an apparent antithesis to Maturin, these writers were the idols of hiif 
poetical devotion; and he has been heard to declare that he considered 
** Pope’s JJloisa to Abelard a piece perfect in its way.” He held his 
opinions very pertinaciously, and did not seem to admit either kindness 
or utility as motives to disturb them. His anxiety to show that he 
would not bedislodged from his position,” frequently seduced him 
into an exuberant and extravagant mode of expression, as if the vio¬ 
lence of his style gave him a stronger hold on his subject. This mode 
he often adopted to fortify a paralogism, and to show the hopelessness 
of his opponent’s hazarding a contradiction. To the most insignificant 
subject he carried this over-wrought periphrasis. For instance, in 
speaking of old English country dances, he said,—“I hate these culi¬ 
nary dances—they breathe the very air of the furnace and scullery, 
and come upon you with the swing, the fulness, and the coarseness 
of the region from whence a vitiated taste has redeemed them, for the 
paradise of the chalked fioor and the harp.” Who would undertake 
to answer this ? Dr. Johnson, when a lady who travelled with him in 
a carriage, remarked that she could not hear him in consequence of the 
noise, is said to have answered, “ Madam, the stripetuosity of circum* 
rotary motion renders the modulations of ordinary discourse inaudible ; 
and the cartilaginous materials which compose our auricular members, 
become stultified to the exercise of their natural functions!” Who 
could answer this? 

dibdin's keminiscenof.s.* 

The effects produced by the Drama upon the literature of a nation. 
Its character and tastes, render the history of the Stage not only in¬ 
teresting, but important. Without a theatre, wc should probably not 
have had Shakspeare, and Otway would, perhaps, have been only con- 

* temptuously remembered, as he appears in Southey’s specimens. The 
scenic representation vAich we have first seen upon the stage in child¬ 
hood, is always distinctly remembered in after-life, invested with a 
brilliancy which, as we advance in ^ears, fades i&^ the light of com- 
spon day. But even, when the earliest impression ts gone, the charm 
undone, the spell broken, we experience a high and intellectual ^atifi<< 
cation in studying in the pictured drama the anatomy of the human 
heart, in watching all its pulsations, and in seeing its darkest receliea 
laid open to our gaze : in untwisting all the intricacies of passion and 
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temper, and in witnessing the complicated movements of the springs of 
human action and human character. Even to those who have neither 
the taste nor the talent for this, the drama may be made admirabk as a 
school of morals, and instjructive as a teacher of history. How tnahy 
persons are there now living, who know nothing of English kings, or the 
evento of their reigns, but what they have learned from Shakspeare's 
historical plays! Are not the wars of the Roses far more familicft^ to 
the general ear than even the tale of “ Troy divine V* Is not L^aster 

time-honoured,’^ chiefly in virtue of the poet who graced biih with 
the epithet ? 
« There are few readers of Shakspeare, however little tinctnred with 
the love of the stage, who have not felt a curiosity to know somethihg 
of the actors wlm first maddened in Lear, shuddered in Macbeth, or 
gave its earliest utterance to the melancholy music of Hamlet: and 
there are many to whom the early history of the theatre is so interest 
ing, as to have led to the production of sundry little quartos, in which 
are embodied all that can be learned about Burbadge, Alleyne, Kempe, 
Taylor, and the other professors of the theatrical art, who trod the 
same stage with Shakspeare, and sat in the Mermaid with Ben Jonson. 
Even the minutest scraps of information which can be collected res-*' 
pecting them, are eagerly preserved by all lovers oj- the drama—for 
the same causes that give the drama its power and interest, lead us 
to be curious about the personal history of those that embody its crea¬ 
tions. What would we not give for Ueminiscences of the stage in the 
days of Elizabeth, as minute and ample as those that unfold its his¬ 
tory under the reign of the four Georges i Who would not be de¬ 
lighted to trace its earlier history in the pages of so picturesque a 
writer as Colley Cibber, or of such an honest chronicler as O’KeefFe ? 
who would not relish tlie quaint and rich anecdotes of its later periods 
in the pages of a reminiscent like Kelly, our revived Anacreon; or 
Reynolds, that prince of dramatic story-tellers; or of Dibdin, the 
Momus of the tribe ? 

But if we are curious about players of so remote a period, if we are^ 
voracious of anecdotes of actors, so far removed from our own times, 
we are yet more deeply interested by those that relate to performers of 
whom we have only heard the fame—of those who made our fathers 
and mothers glow, tremble, or weep, by the magic of their “ so potent 
art/’ Who does not love to glean all he can respecting the style of 
Garrick’s acting—to learn wliether his Richard the Third was most 
like Cooke's or Kean’s ? Who does not wish to know whether Hen¬ 
derson’s Hotspur resembled John Kemble’s—and how he used to build 
up Falstaff, that mighty mass of wit, humour, sack and sugar? To 
have seen Garrick was one of our earliest wishes—and not to have seen 
him will perhaps be among our last regrets. 

Then if we love to read about performances that charmed or over¬ 
awed the gast generation, we must be still more delighted wkh die 
sonal history of actors that have enchanted our own eyer and eats,—^ 
wbdm our own bands have applauded. We are not contented with hav*' 
ing seen John Kemble kindle a Hotspur, or Henry V., or be bontemptu*' 
oils in Coriolanus, or stately in Brutus; it is not enough for us^to have 
sefg.hfrs, Siddons go sweeping by, like an incarnation of the Tragic 
Muse, in Volumnia, or melt and subdue in Queen Katheijine, of awake ell 
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the tremendauft energies of grief in Constance : we are unsatisfied i|Vef| 
with Jack Johnutone^s Major OTlaherty* and the complete contrast* 
(equally perfect) to that most exquisite and refined sketch* t>eiinii 
Brulgruddery. Munden pleases us not: ner Liston with his face<^ 
nor Mathews with all his faces—unless we know something about 
their private lives and conversation. We wish to know whet&r Cato 
ever drank Burgundy—or Lady Macbeth took tea; if Sir Luciua 
O’Trig^cr made bulls off the stage; if Lubin Log was a wit at a din¬ 
ner-table, and if Mathews, the mimic of multifarious characters, had 
any individual character of his own—if the master of all styles and all, 
manners bad any style or manner peculiar to himself. On all these 
points, we are naturally anxious to be informed ; and atf few compara¬ 
tively can have the gratification of learning such matters from personal 
acquaintance, they must learn them from such books as Mr. Dibdin’s. 
Such writers as O'Keeffe, Kelly, Reynolds, and the Author before us, 
are indeed the only persons by whom such things can or ought to bo 
told : they have always lived in the very heart and current of the so¬ 
ciety they describe; they have assisted at symposia from which the rest 
of the world are excluded ; and they have a taste for embeUishing, 
which makes good things still better, and middling stories piquant and 
racy. ^ 

Mr. Dibdin has the talent, and has had all the opportunities that 
could be desired for producing an amusing book about stage matters : 
and the interest of all he says on the subject is greatly enhanced, by 
its referring particularly to persons now upon the stage* It is this qua¬ 
lity of receiitnesd which distinguishes it from all the other dramatic 
btograpbies, and must give it considerable popularity with the existing 
generation. 

There is nothing more interesting and amusing than theatrical auto¬ 
biography. An actor or a play-writer has not only a better story in 
general to tell than other men, but he tells it better. The constant 
study of effect, which in him becomes a habit, leads him unconsciously 
to present even his facts in a more imposing and dramatic dress than 
other reminiscents. The personal history of an actor at least, lends 
itself readily to this practice. His early adventures are in general 
auBSciently droll, and the miseries of a youthful stage-life sufficiently 
whimsical to afford matter for lively narrative in the author and laugh¬ 
ter in the reader. The world, which at a later period of life he has 
seen on all sides, gives ample scope for light sketches of character and 
shrewd remarks on human nature: the society, both above and below him, 
with which of necessity ^e has mingled, gives him more opportunities 
than any other manner of man, (to borrow a phrase from the American 
dictionary,) for observation of manners and detail of anecdote; and 
admitted as he is into the company of his superiors in moments of con- 
vivtality, when all the springs of the heart are suffered to flow freely, 
and kt emotions and workings are most undisguised, he is enabled to 
ghre far more curious and characteristic traits of people of rank tb^ 
coidd be gathered from any other sources, or at any other times. 

The power of making an amusing book, is a very good excuse for 
writing one, and Mr. Dibdin may justly give this reason for comibg 
fonyard as an auto-biographer; But we are glad of the appearand of s 
his book on anq^er account: it completes the series of memoirs, 

^ 2 Q 2 ^ 
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whipb> taken jointly, present a complete bistory of the English ,stage 
from the time of Colley Cibber down to our own days—to the actual 
year in which we are writing. O’Keeffe is the successor of Cibber— 
Kelly of O’Keefie; Reynolds follows Kelly, and Dibdin completes the 
chain of theatrical narratives. 

Mr. Dibdin may certainly be regarded as possessing, of all theatrical 
biographers, the best opportunities for writing a diverting book of stage 
history* He has not only been an actor, but like his predecessor, 
Colley Cibber, an author too: and not only an author but a manager; 
so that he has literally been more “ behind the scenes” than any of his 

* brother-biographers. He must have heard more of the chronique scah- 
ddUuse of the Green-room, and seen more of the cabals of actors—he 
must have known more of the intrigues both of authors and actresses 
than any other individual now living, having been successively direc¬ 
tor, under various proprietors, of Drury-Lane, Covent Garden, and 
the Haymarket—not to mention his own two theatres: and whatever 
estimate may be formed of his merits as a dramatic writer, the suc¬ 
cess of many of his pieces which still keep possession of the stage, 
entitle the life of the writer of two hundred plays to very respectful 
attention—especially when we consider the very great effect which even 
the farce of a season has upon manners—the coloumg which it gives 
to conversation and habits of expression—and the way in which the 
stage modifies the ordinary language and ordinary ideas of the nu¬ 
merous class of persons who frequent the tlieatres. 

Mr. Dibdin begins his Reminiscences with some amusing anecdotes 
of his childhood—his apprenticeship, from which he ran away, and his 
first appearance as an actor. The account of his strolling adventures 
is inimitably good—and few things in Reynolds’s ^‘Dramatist,” or the 
** Wild Oats” of O’Keeffe, will be found so whimsical and diverting as 
the detail of the Author's alternate mishaps and successes from the 
time of his engagement in Mrs. Baker’s Dramatic corps at Deal to his 
arrival in London. We give the following little sketch of Mrs. Baker: 

The indefatigable priestess of Thalia and Melpomene went every mom- 
to market, and kept the box-book, on which always lay a massive silver 

^-stand, which, with a superb t)air of silver trumpets, several cups, tank¬ 
ards, and candlesticks of the same pure metal, it was the lady’s honest pride 
to say slie had paid for with her own hard earning: she next manufactured 
the dually play-bill, by the help of scissors, needle, thread, and a collection 
of old bills; cutting a play fnmi one, an interlude from another, and a farce 

. from a third, and sewed them neatly together; and thus precluded the ne¬ 
cessity of pen and ink, except where the name of a former actor Was to make 
way for a successor, and then a blank was left for the hrst performer who 
happened to call in, and who could write, to fA up. A sort of levee for 
those of her establicJiment who had business with her, while others were re¬ 
hearsing on the stage, (for her dwelling was generally in the theatre,) filled 
up the remainder of the morning Her family, consisting of a son, two 
daughters, (one of the young ladies being the Siddons and Jordan, and the 
other the Crouch and Billington of the company,) together with her Mster, 
and Mr. Gardner the manager, and sometimes a favourite actress or actor, 
w$re added to the dinner-party, which no sooner separatedi thftn Mrs. B* 
prepared for the important five-hours' station of money-taker at box, pitia^ 
galtory doors, which she very cleverly united in one careful fbpus^ aqa saved 
by ii as much money in her life-time as 1 lost at the Surrey Theatre in'aix 
or a^eo years. When the curtain dropped, she immediatiuy retired her 
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bed-chamber^ witli the receipts of the evening in a large front pockety leav¬ 
ing always a supper-table substantially covered for rest of the family. 
Twide a week^ when the theatre was not open^ a pleasant little tea and card 
party^ concluding at an early hour, filled up the time, which, on other evetl- 
ings, was allotted to the business of the theatae. When Mrs. Baker (wto 
hfd many years previously only employed actors and actresses of cherry- 
wood, holly, oak, or ebony, and dressed and undressed both the ladies and 

I gentlemen herself,) first engaged a living company, she not only used to beat 
th% drum behind the scenes, in Aichard, and other martial plays, but was 
occasionally her own prompter, or rather that of her actors. As has be¬ 
fore been hinted, her practice in reading had not been very eittensive; and 
one evening, when her manager, Mr. Gardener, was playing Gradus, in the 
farce of ‘ Who's the Dupe,' and imposing on old Doiley, by affecting to speal^ 
Greek, his memory unfortunately failed him, and he cast an anxious eye to¬ 
wards the prompteress for assistance; Mrs. B. having never met with so 
many syllables combined in one word, or so many sucli words in one puge as 
the fictitious Greek afforded, was rather puzzled, and hesitated a roomeiit; 
when Gardner's distress increasing by the delay, he rather angrily, in a loud 
whisper, exclaimed, * Give me the word. Madam.' The lady replied, ‘ It 'b a 
hard word, Then give me the next.'—‘ That's harder.'—‘ The next?’ 
—' Hfu'der still.* Gardener became furious; and the manageress, no less 
so, threw the book on the stage, and left it saying,—‘ I'here, now you have 
'em all; you may take your choice.’ ” 

Here are a fevj^ 3(j|ecdoies of the same eccentric personage: 

" No individual ever persevered more industriously or more succewfully 
in getting money than Mrs. Baker, who, as fast as she realized cash, laid it 
out in purchasing or building the several theatres she died possessed of. 
When by her laudable exertions she had beceme sole proprietress of the Can¬ 
terbury, Rochester, Maidstone, Tunbridge-Wells, and Feversham theatt^es, 
(the first four have each an attached dwelling-house well furnished, and its 
own ])articular stock of standing scenery; the latter, a slight edifice, built at 
Margate, and removed to Feversham, in consequence of Mrs, B.’s !>eing ex¬ 
cluded by the Margate patent,) she began to be at a loss hoAv to dispose of 
her increasing savings. Well versed as she was in the art of i'airly acquiring 
money, she knew so little what to do with her honest gains, when she had 
obtained them, that, after vesting sums in country banks, and in the hands 
of respectable tradesmen at perhaps three per cent, and in some cases at 
per cent at all, hut with a view to its being safer than in her own hands,— 
still retained considerable sums in roulpavx in her house and about her 
son. Incredible as it may appear, she had an insumiountahle distrust or tJm 
Bank of England, and could never be brought to comprehend why her money 
would he safer and more productive there than elsewhere. At hist, in conse¬ 
quence of some trifling losses, (incurred thnnigh her keeping so many little 
spice-boxes full of guineas in her own custody,) she began tu listen to advice ; 
and by request of her nearest relations, my wife and self joined in entreating 

^er to buy stock. 1 recommended a highly-respectable stock-broker, Mr. 
Millington, who was anA is a most intimate friend of her soTi-in-law Dow- 
ton; and among the first money she commissioned rne to pay into his hands, 
(at a time when gold was gold) were seven hundred guineas, (guineas w'ere 
often sold at 1/. 78, each in that day) a gold Jacobus, wveral foreign coins, 
and a Bank of England note for two hundred pounds,“Whic}i last, from its 
being in her eye a rarity, she had literally keut in her pocket above seven 
years, and parted with it as reluctantly as if sne was never to seft its value 
<^in. It was vain trying to convince her that had she bought stock ^th 
it when it fii^ came into her possession, it would have been how worth tnreo 
Hundred instead of two; she conceived she had acted like a heroine in tMrt- 
Ing with it at all: her opinion, however, gradually altered; and we had the 
pleawre of a half-yearly visit ftom her in town, when she came, not ts\e^ 
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way, but to add to her dividends the very comfortable profits die itill cod- 
titm^ to reduse.’* 

** I remember one very crowded night, patronised by a royal duke at Tun- 
bridge-Welle, when Mrs. Baker was taking money for three doors at once,— 
her anxiety, and very proper tact, led her, while receiving cash iinm one 
customer, to keep an eye in perspe^ve on the next, to save time; as thus:— 
'Little girl! get your money all ready while tlds gentleman pays.-^My 
Lord! Tm sure your Lordslup has silver; and let that little boy go in while 
1 give his Lordship change.—Shan’t count after your Ladyship.—Ilere comes 
the Duke! make noste! His Rfiyal Highness will please to get his ticket 
ready while*my Lady—^now, Sir! now your Royal Highness !*«-< O, dear, 
Mrs. Baker! Vve left my ticket in another coat-pocket.’—‘ To be sure you 

' have I take your R^ival llighness’s word: let his Royal Highness pass: his 
Royal Highness has left his ticket in his other coat-pocket.’ Eelutn de fire 
followed; and 1 believe tlie rank and fadiion of the evening found more en¬ 
tertainment in the lobby than from the stage.'* 

Of Incledon’s unintcrmitting flow of nonsense there are many ex¬ 
amples in these volumes.— Our readers may take the following : 

" Afr. Johnstone had walked out with Mr. Lewis, the latter desiring me 
to w'ait his return; pending which, Iiicledon re-entered the rottm, and said, 
without stoj)ping for breatli,—' My dear lad! that you possess some talent, 
no man that/> a man—of judgment can deny; 1 adore your father; and, 
niy deiir hoy ! you have got the mark of the beast on yoi^ as well as he has. 
Then why, my dear Tom Dibdin ! (1 love the name; /Sr, in sliort, it is a 
name—that is a name) though your father is abused by many a composer 
w'lio is no brick-maker himself, (but his ' Lads of the Village' will live 
longer than you or I, my hoy !) and that makes me ask you—you, who have 
heard me sing ‘ Black-eyed Susan' and the ‘ Storm,’—the ‘ Stonn,’ my 
boy !—how you could think of writing me su<*li a d—d dialH)lic.a] part as 
this? not but what Til do it from res])ect t<» Tommy Harris, and yourself, 
and your father’s talent; and because Pin sure you can never have heard me 
open 'the Messiali,’ or sing 'Old To^^ler.’ Come to-night, and listen, and 
then you’ll know how to do the next better.’* 

" I'll be judged by any body: Jisk my friend Dow'ton, the old (’acique ; 
ask Caoofo^, mv dear hoy! whether (Charles Jncledon is fit to play Harle¬ 
quin. What is Harlequin ? can he sing ' Old Towler,' or ‘ I'he Thom ?” is 
he like Billy {Shield, or Rauzziin, or Jackson of Exeter, or little Davy ? can 
he compose, or can lie open ' The Messiah.'” can his black fa<’e give ' Black 
Eyed Susan ?' will his tricks produce ‘ Sally in our Alley ?* or his magic con¬ 
jure any thing like ‘ The Slonn ?’ A ]>antomime isn't an opera, my dear fel¬ 
low ! Can Macheath, when 'his pistols miss fire,’ and 'his mare slips her 
shoulder, when she is pursued,* change Pcachum into a poll-pnrrot; or can 
Young Meadows, when he leaves his father's house ' on the iSth of June,* 
turn Justice Woodcock into a wig-block ? What would Tommy Harris say, 
and Sloper, and Farley, to see ' Harlequin Hawthorn, or the Wandering 
Melodist,’ and Charles Incledon in ' I’he Quaker,’ while singing ' The Lad» 
of the Village,' transmogrified from Old Steady into * 

The high-mettled racer 
is in at the death ? 

Aftropos of Talma, Mr. Dibdin inB-oduces the following pleasant 
anecdote: 

'' Monsieur Talma's father lodged in Hie next house to me, and practised 
as a dentist. A Miss Daniels, (afterwards married to George Cooke, and now 
to Mr. Windsor, of Bath,) with her mother, also lodged in tlie same house 
with Talma, sen. Miss Daniels, at that time, had a comjdetely foreign ac- 
cent,^nd was practising a ^iig in Dudley Bates’s opera of " The Wood- 
Ki^n, in which there was a fiequently repeated passage of ' Tell me, tell 
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mei tell mei'-^which Miss Daniels mispronounced^ ‘ Tall ma. Tali laa, Tall 
ina!’—-Mr, Talma^ sen,, who wan in the room aliove, hearing i/hem w^ds 
^ivea with so mui^ expression, imagined the younff lady was sui!erin|( irom 
the tooth-ache, and wanted his assistance; he selected j^is terrihc instru¬ 
ments ; and, pecpuig in at the siren’s door, ^th a C]*imson ni^it-rap On, 
exclaimed,-—^ You w'ant me. Miss? here 1 am I I take out your loose hf- 
maaTTtcn/, and I prevent you make dat discordant noise a^ain/ It would 
he superfluous to add, that Miss Daniels bfieodily chased the mibtaken fo- 
ri^gner from tlie door.” 

Mr. Dibdin gives an anecdote of the elder Sheridan i^ot generally 
known; 

During the latter-part of his theatrie.'il life, he was unft>rtnnately sub¬ 
ject to sfimethiiig like an ap]m)arh to usthnin, w’hich, esperiidlv when de¬ 
claiming, obliged him alternately to (wliat Kvery \ulgarly called) hawk and 
spit; but as his ear was very liue rcbjiectiii^* poetical measure, he never suf¬ 
fered the expression of liib infirmity to break the quantity of a line, and 
therefore let it stand as a substitute for the word or syllable disjdaced ; as 
thub, in Cato:— 

My bane and (hawk) tidote are both before me: 
Tliis in a moment brinjtfc me to my (bawk), 
And tins informs me 1 rni nevei (hpit). 

Or imagine the miUant ])ouglas, hail Sheridan e\er jdayed the yonug hero, 
addressing Lord^id Lady llandolph with— 

My name it (hawkye) ; on the Grampian (bpitR) 
My father feeds hib (liawKb): a frugal (bpits), 
Whobc roDbtant caie, d.c. &c. &c. 

The following anecdotes we cxtiact without any attempt at arrange¬ 
ment :— 

“ At the last nOieurhul of 'Joanna/ Mr. Wild, the prompter, asked the 
author for an oiiler to admit two lilends to the boxes; and whether Mr. 
('uinherlaud was thinking of tlie probable proceeds (»f his phi}, (»r whether 
his anxiety otherwise bewildered him, cannot he ascertained ; hut he wrote^ 
instead of the usual 'two to the boxes’—‘admit two ijouiids two ’ Wild 
oftiui exliihited this order to his friends, and kept it as a htjou among his 
other theatrical curiosities.” 

"Cooke and the Author went, at n tolerably Meady quirk step, as far ns 
the middle of (.Jreek-street, when Cooke, who bail passetl liis hand along all 
the palisjides and sliutteis as lie marched, <*iinie in contact with the recently 
painted new front of a c(*acliHiaker’s shop, from which ho obtained a ctun- 
plete liaudful of wet colour. Without any explanation to me as to the cause 
of his anger, he rubhed suddenly into the middle of the stri'et, and raised it 
stone which, in respect to its magnitude, Polypheme might not have re¬ 
jected in his desire to crush the shepherd Aeis, J'his fragment Cooke was 
going to liurl ngaliist the unoffending windows; Imt 1 was in time to save 
them from destriK^ion,^ and him from the w^atch-house. On my asking the 
cause of his hostility to the premises of a man who could not liave offended 
him, he replied, with a hiccup, ' Wliat! not offend? a d -d ignorant 
coachmakcr, to lenve his house out, new-painted, at tliis time of night !* *’ 

" 1 forgot to say that he stopped in the middle of Soho-square, and with 
thundering emphasis uttered the interjection ' Ilah !’ in a tone about ten 
degrees beyond the strongest aspiration of our stoutest staeet-paviorh. 
'TliereJ' said f'ooke, 'tell Harris what my voice effected, after n Jiard 
drinking-bout, at seven iii the morning, in Soho-square.’—‘ I wUl, niyVood 
friend !' said 1. ' Will you, indeed/ replied (’ooke, ^bc such an enenif to 
your old friend^ IVhat businebs, llarrib will sav, had Cimke in ^hu- 
sqnare at bcven in tlie morning ? and thus, throu^ your forward frjmid- 
fliip, I shall lose ni} Mtuation !* lie uttered much more nonsense; 
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pared the bright moon to Mr* Harris, and a dark doud to Mr. KemUe, 
with whom, he said, he would play any part by way of wager for—ibr^ 
yes^ for a god." 

Mr. Lewis mentioned a whimsical circumstance occurring to himself, 
when he had engaged to pl^ six nights at a considerable distance from the 
capitd, and the manager had stuck up a very large LEWIS indeed. Only 
one member of the company (and he happened to be the worst actor in it) 
took umbrage at this display; and his indignation was so loud, that it hap« 
pened to reach the ears of the envied nominee. Lewis was always fon^jt^if 
a joke ; and having sought out his temporary employer, the two managers, 
town and country, laid their heads together how to give the grumbler a 
lesson; and next day’s bills appeared with the names of the actors in gone* 

,ral, unusually jimall, Mr. Lewis's only distinguished by bei^ much smaller 
than the rest, and that of the aggrieved hero, in the LAKGEST LETTER 
the printer’s fount afforded;—a distinction so truly ridiculous, that even 
the malcontent joined in the laugh against himself, and was glad, from that 
time, to find his 'post of honour in a private station.’ ” 

" When I produced the comedy of “ The School for Prejudice,'* at Co¬ 
vent Garden, some years before, Mr. Munden asked me, in what style I 
wished him to play the part of Old Li}>eral ? I replied, I meant it as an 
humble imitation of Matthew Bramble. ' And who the devil’s Matthew 
Bramble ?' to my astonisliment, inquired the veteran. ‘ Vou are pleased to 
joke. Sir; you have, of course, read Humphrey (^linker?' ' Not I, Sir; 
after J left school, 1 never read any bo(»ks but plays—and no play unless I 
had a part in it—and even then, no more of such play was immediately 
connected with the character assigned me.* ” ^ 

1 had the honour of being in a post-cliaise with Mr. Kemble, very 
early in the morning, on our way to a friend’s house in the country, on 
business to be related hereafter. We ha<l left town early, and 1 expressed 
a wifih for our arrival, where 1 might enjoy the luxury ot warm water, for 
the purpose of shaving. ' There, my dear Hibdin!’ observed my fe^w- 
trav^er, ' you are quite wrong: you go often, 1 dare say, (as 1 do) on 
visits to gentlemen’s houses, where a guest, uho is not utteimed by a valet 
of his own, will always find it advisable to make himself as independent of 
his host’s servants as possible: now, if you are subservient to the luxury of 
warm water, you must eitiier ring your bell as soon as you awake iu the 
morning; or, if you do not readily find one, you must call William, or 
John, or Tliomas, (for gentlemen’s servants have various names,) and ask 
for warm water; by which means it is proclaimed to all the house, that Mr. 
Thomas Dibdin is going to get rid of his beard; (it is a mistake to suppose 
he said bird.') On the other hand, if, even in the depth of winter, you are 
man enough to use cold water, you enter the breakfast-parlour in the true 
spirit of independence, above the nei^essity of previous assistance; and the 
neatness of your toilet receives double effect from the silent and unas¬ 
suming way in which you have made it.’ Mr. Kemble laughed as heartily 

*as he made me laugh at this and several other whimsical ideas, each em¬ 
bodying much polished good sense in their comicality.” 

The note and letter from Lord Byron are Idghl^r characteristic of 
the Author of Childe Harold:— 

I received the following from Lord Byron, after a meeting in which it was 
resolved, among other matters, unfi mer by the whole committee, that no 
free a4missions f^ould be issued 

" Dear ^\r,—You will oblige me with a couple of pit orders for this ni^t, 
particularly if prohibited. Yours, very truly, 

^ '' Bybon.” 
f P. S. I mean two orders for one each—single admission.” 
His Lordship again, after hearing a new piece read:— 
” Dear Sir,—Is not part of the dialogue in the new piece a little too double, 

if hot \oo broad, now and then f for instance, the word ' rarlsh * occurs ki 
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the way of queetion^ as well as a remark^ some half dozen times in the conipe 
of one noenef thereby meanings not rBptures> but rape* With regaird to the 
probable effect of the piece^ you are tne best judge: it seems to me IMter 
and worse than many others of the same kind. Inope you got home at lastj 
and that Miss --- has recovered the eloquence of my ooUeagoe^ 
which^ if it convinced, it is the first time,—1 do not mean the ffrst time hla 
eloquence had that effect,—but that a woman oould be convinced she was 
not fit fur any thing on any stage. “ Yours truly, 
\ “Bvaoii.” 

We venture to give a few more private letters, now for the first time 
made public; 

Sir.—Of all the extraordinary things, or, at least, things which ha^e 
B^ck me as extraordinary, since I have become conversant with the inte<> 
rior of a theatre, the mast extraordinary has been, the refusal of performers 
to take parts offered them, of which we have now a sign^ instance in the 
case of Mr. Phillips. 1 do not understand how salaries can be paid, if per¬ 
formers will not co-operate to render pieces attractive. Wisning you and 
the* theatre every possible success, and desiring by no means to interfere, 
1 am. Sir, Your obedient servant,, 

S. Whitbrbad/* 

" Pray show this to Mr. Raymond.’' 
Cassiobu^, Nov. 12th, 1815. 

pdar Sir,—^ur Journal of to-day ^if it does not fjive you too much trou¬ 
ble) is really mo^ satisfactory, interesting, and amusing; but pray let it be 
always so done as not to deprive you of those few moments of leisure so ne¬ 
cessary both for your comfort as well as amusements. I cannot bear to occu¬ 
py your time, while you have so many other calls on it: only spare me a few 
short words in Dr. Pangloss's style ; as ‘ Wednesday 420^ gross receipts,— 
pley went off well,—Miss Nash in good voice,—Mr. ♦ • • • in a d—d pasamn, 
—Peter Moore got a new wig: Thiirsdj^, house crammed,—an alderman 
Md his wife nearly squeezed to death. T. T.' and no beginnings and end¬ 
ings of ‘ your Lordship,* and * obedient servants :* it is too mu^ and must 
not be. If you have an inclination to take a little fresh air, return here 
with my carriage: I shall be happy to see you j or if your subjects re(|uire, 
this evening, the attendance of both kings, I send up my landau and four 
horses to-morrow: it will leave town alwiit four, and we do not dine till 
seven. I have directed my porter to receive your orders. Send a man from 
the theatre, about one, to fetdi the hooks 1 have sent you, and let the porter 
know your determination “ Yours, very faithfully, 

“ Ebskx.”* 
His Lordship concludes another equally affable and condescending letter 

with 
Yours, Essex, with the gout in his foot. 

** P. S. This is m)’^ foot upon a stooL*’ 

Dear Dibdin,—Imagine you had written this request to the late Mr. 
Kemble, and guess his answer: he was patient; 1 am irritablq. He would 
have said,—' I cannot be made a stop-gap of the property I Kave been so 
long supporting,' &c. &c. I, Edmund Kean, say,—^ if I play o 
night, 111 be-" E. 

Men< 
[saV' 

Our readers may remember some curious specimens of theatrical 
#]H8toIary correspondence which appeared some time ago in thjf 
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sine. There are several to be found in Mr. Dibdin's volumes that 
would have made an amusing continuation of that series of papers: 

The following, addressed to Lady Caroline Lamb, having l»een enclosed 
to me by her ladyship, will need no better testimony of its being genuine; 
there is therefore no occasion^o give the writer’s name: 

< And now there’s * Madam’ enough for yon.’ 

My Lady^—I some time back took the Great liberty of applying to yow 
Ijadinhipy to have the kindness to patronize my Sons benefit at the 
(iOburg Theatre; and your Ladiahip had the kindness to say that your 
Ladhhip had patronized so many that your Ladiship eoizld not cMjmply with 
my request just then. My son, my Ijidy, Las been in Scotland since and 
succeeded very well; his talent is not yet known in Loudon my Jjidyy as 
he has never vet had an oppertunity to shew it: 1 hope f/our Laditthip yiiHl 
forgive this liberty, and trust my motive for .'igain truebling your LadUtMp 
will meet with your Ladialup'a pardon. 1 am the widow, my Lady^ of an 
old officer, and have four children totelly unprovided for. J am in a little 
way of business, my Lady, but trade is so bad that it does not Bup{M»rt us. 
My present request, my Lfidy, is, if it meets m Lth your jAidiMpH approba¬ 
tion, to beg your Ijodiithip would have l)enev<»lent kii/dness to give my son a 
few lines to Mr. Thos. Dibdiii, muneger of the Surrey Theatre, to employ 
him, from your LodiMp^s recommendation. I am confident of sneress, and 
Mr. Dibdin would Be the makeing of niy son. J can give yrmr JjtfiUhip a 
refforence to the w'ar office for my self and sons rharjwter. my I^ady, and 
likewise to Mr. Beverly, maneger of the Begency-'riiejiJre, or Air. Wm. 
Barrymore, if my request should meet with your LadiMp*x approbation. I 
most ernestly beg your lAidishtp will grant my request ^ it will ever bo re¬ 
membered by my smf and son with gratitude. 

I am, my Lady, your LadMip’s most Devoted and Grateful Servt. 
‘^P.S. My Son, m.y/yrrf//, will take the liberty of waiting your/rfr/Zw/tip*# 

answer. 1 have taken the liberty of KneJosing mr. mason’s letter to your 
IjidiBhip, the maneger whom he was with last, my Lady” 

There is much matter equally pleasant mingled with the Author's 
history of the stage. 

Among other personages of whom anecdotes are told, or whose 
letters Mr. Dibdin has here published, arc Queen Caroline, George 
the Third, the Duke of Wellington, George Lamb, Douglas Kin- 
naird, Peter Moore, Mr. Canning, 'J om Sheridan, Mrs. Coutts, &c. 
The Ibllowing authors figure in Mr. D.’s volumes : George Colman, 
Arnold, Reynolds, Morton, Kenney, Sheridan, Poole. Actors: John 
Kemble, Charles Kemble, Mrs. Siddons, Fawcett, Johnstone, Simmons, 
Lewis, Knight, Bannister, Elliston, Blanchard, Talma, Cooke, Munden, 
Russell, Emery, Betty, Farley, Rae, Mrs. Bunn, Kean, Singers and 
musicians: Incledon, Braham, Storace, Shield, Billington, Dickons, 
Miss Paton, &c. &c. This must be allowed to be a highly attractive 
catalogue. Besides all this we have anecdotes of the clubs to which 
Mr. Dibdin belonged, many of the members of which were eminent 
both for rank and talent: and the history of the stage which his Re¬ 
miniscences” contain, is as full and particular as might have been an¬ 
ticipated from the opportunities the author enjoyed, and the intimate 
knowledge df Green-room secrets which be possessed. 
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THE OPERA BOX.—NO. 111. 

J own I like this easy talking, 
A kind .of Opera sleep-walkifg; 
Just made fur lazy brains li&t mine! 
Let wits and sages strive to shine) 
My loveliest of all lovely tbiogs 
Is woman, angel witbout wings. May Fair. 

TimCf the evening of the ^fifteenthf nit, between the acts of the Senm'a^ 
mide : locale^ a box in the pit tier. Present the Eari of Cameron and 
Colonel Darner, • 

I 

Colonel Darner, Now that the act is over, you shall have tlie residue 
of the story, I was telling you, of Chiselhurst's affaire, 

liord Cameron, Ah! lemechant! What iniquity has he been guilty 
of? In what new toils has he been entangling himself? Has he formed 
any fresh liaison! The fellow will be shot to a certainty sonic of these 
days ; though 1 don't think he fears tliat much-to-be-desiderated ulti¬ 
matum to ills career. I shall counsel him seriously on the danger of 
his ways. Why the young dog has not been in the Guards a month, 
and he is alre^y besieging tlie women with a spirit worthy of the 
corps. 11 a yizn./i/rcur, they say, parwi/cA dames. The hair-brained 
coxcomb fancies that every ictnalc who smiles upon him, loves him. A 
single ogle, he thinks, is enough to propitiate any woman benealh the 
peerage ; and that a duchess falls the victim of a second glance. 

Colonel Darner, Egad, 1 see him this very moment in the pit, ex¬ 
changing love passages with some French girl. Upon niy soul, the 
fellow is not ill-looking ; and might be bearable were he not such a 
pickle. By Heavens ! he seems to have two strings to his bow, aud is 
actually exclianging, or trying to exchange, a side whisper with one of 
the very women I told you of before, just as if nothing had happened ; 
and as if she had not punished his vanity. That nonchalance of lus is 
the most enviable thing in the world. It does him gieat credit. 

lAnd Camtrun, 1 hope you will finish your story before Broeard 
dances; for at that time I shall have no car : I shall be all eye. What 
follows in your narrative? “ No scandal about Queen Elizabeth, I 
hope Y* 

Colonel Darner. Queen Elizabeth ! What then, you've been at tlie 
rehearsal of the new opera, this morning ? 

lAO'd Cameron. No, I have not. Lord Mount-Edgecumbe's pri- 
■ XHitelif printed book (which I dare say will not go much into public,) hag 

almost frightened me from looking at any thing new. 
Colonel Darner. I believe his Lordship thinks nothing good of 

which the composer has not been dead at least fifty years. 
Lord Cameron. Ay, and damned too. 1 don’t mean to be coarse, 

as Lord Byron says. I mean dramatically or operatically damned. 
Colonel Darner. 1 assure you you w'ill be delighted wilh Cuccia’s 

opera. It is quite Italian in its style; and will, I am sure, give ^sta 
one of the grandest opportunities she has yet had d faitc 
her audience. 

Lord CamcKm, lias Toso any ))art in it ? 
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Cuionel Darner, You should say Madame Puzzi. Yes, she is to 
pli^ Elizabeth ; and will, 1 am sure, stand higher with the public than 
ever. 

Lord Cameron, I hop^not She is high enough already, in all con¬ 
science. N’esl-ce pas? But proceed with your story. 

Colonel Darner, You know the three dames whose beauty scordied 
our friend Chiselhurst, and to all of whom the egregious varlct 
love. Well, after flirting, about a week ago, with one of them m a 
soirie, he sent her a letter full of professions of adoration, undivided con¬ 
stancy, and the usual routine of such things. To bis great surprise, the 

•lady sent him a favorable answer ; hinting, in the midst of great ap¬ 
parent embarrassment, that she should be at a certain musical party on a 
certain evening, when her husband was to be engaged in the expected 
debate at the House about the Canning ministry. 

Lord Cameron, You astonish me ! I thought the lady was all 
purity. 

Colonel Darner, And so she is: but wait a little, and 111 explain 
the mystery. You must know, it so happened, that the youngster, fol¬ 
lowing the praiseworthy example of Falstaff, had not confined his ad¬ 
dresses to one lady; but, with truly meritorious prolixity, extended his 
correspondence to a second; and then the young sinn^ positively dis¬ 
patched a third soft missive to another. How the devil he dared to 
hazard such a speculation, I know not: but you shall hear their 
retaliation. 

Lord Cameron, I all impatience. Proceed. 
Cohnel Domer. Why, as if the whole Falstaff story were to be 

illustrated by a “ modern instance,*' the ladies happened to meet in the 
Park one day; and, after some conversation on indifferent matters, 
showed each other their respective billets. The scene must have been 
capital. Only conceive their excessive mirth, and the mischiev,ous 
projects which arose in the minds of each. They agreed to consider 
themselves in the light of insulted ladies; and immediately concerted 
a scheme of revenge. It was arranged that one of them was to inform 
Chiselhurst that she W'ould be at the Marchioness's smrecy as I have 
already told you, and the others engaged to make assignations with 
the gallant on the same evening at different places. 

Lord Cameron. Rather perplexing, that. Surely our Millamour 
did not attempt to meet them all. 

Cohnel Darner. Yes, but he did though. He first, however, de¬ 
termined to pay his devoirs to the lady who was to be at the Aoiree. On 
entering the room, full ofinfinite self-congratulation, fee was struck with •*** 
astonishment to behold the three fair ones engaged in conversation to¬ 
gether. Bewildered as he was, he endeavoured to separate them, and 
succeeded; though no sooner had he drawn one aside, than the other 
ladies buzzed about him, with significant and reproachful glances. His 
confusion was extreme, and required the utmost dexterity of address. 
At length, *it was suggested by one compassionating charmer, that he 
8h<^d withdraw, and plant himself on the South side of the Square, 
anq'she promised, that as soon as she could evade the observation of 
her friends, she would drive by the spot The night was wretchedly 

need not tell you that no lady came. Our youth k^t his 
ground, however, manfully till break of day; when he stole to hit 
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apartmenca, to indulge iu execrations of the sex in generalf and the jilts 
in particular. On entering his chambers, the first thing that greeted 
him, was a provoking little billet, signed by the three ladies, compli¬ 
menting him on his gallantry, congratulatii^ him on bis success, and 
assuring him, at the same time, that the story was too good, and too 
much to his credit, to be kept secret; and that they should take every 

^eans of giving it the publicity it merited. 
•iLord Comerotu Bravo, Mesdameh! This is what Wellington would 

call a great moral lesson/' But see, the diverti&Hment begins. 
Colonel Darner, Look at Fleurot. Very well, upon my soul I She 

emulates the Konzi Vestris. You remember her peculiar pas^ my 
Lord? This is nearly as good. Bravo, Blasis! cursed heavy fellow 
that, but gets through his business properly. Did you ever see him in 
Paris ? 

Lord Cumeron, 1 don’t remember him. What other he fellows has 
Ebers acquired ? He wrote me down to Scotland that he had engaged 
Gosselin. Does he dance to-night ? 

ColoHel Darner, Of course. We sliall have him anon. Huron takes, 
I think: her pirouette is the best in Europe—such a firm foot, and 
stands so well on the fetlock! If you happened to be near her 
while practising in the foyer^ one elevation of her leg, would tioor you 
like the kick ot« horse. 

Lotd Cameron, 11a, ha! galvanic propulsion, I suppose. There 
she floats in with Brocard, the sylph of the ballet. Where is my glass? 

Colonel Darner. You shall have it directly. Beautiful Brocard! 
What eyes I Never did gazelle possess orbs more lustrously lovely : so 
exquisitely set, so soft, so bewitching! Her style of dressing, too, is 
excellent: that ribbou—those flowers—quite a picture I Upon my 
soul, I envy Bruce I 

Lord Cameron. How admirably she enacted Venus last year! No¬ 
thing could be more graceful, more alluring, more exquisitely conceived 
than her Canova-like recumbency in the shell, as she floated over the 
waves; or more enticing than her display of loveliness as the throned 
Queen of Beauty. 

jEfffer Sir Felix DUktanle. 
Colonel Darner. Ah, Sir Felix I It would be strange indeed, if there 

were to be an Opera witliout your presence. But how is it you are so 
late ? 1 thought your passion was for the singing, and that you des¬ 
pised the dancing. 

Sir Felix. Why 1 don’t care much for the twirling, that’s the fact, 
* especially v/henja Fa^ta is here; though 1 must confess that Buroii 

has her merits,—at kast the men in the pit say so. But tiie curtain is 
down, and we shall soon have Pasta and Brambilla again. I have a 
tlieory about the latter singer, which 1 shall put down some of these 
days,* and send to the New Monthly. By the by, has any body lieard 
of the new fashionable Quarterly Review ? 

Colonel Darner. No. What sort of thing is it to be ? • 
Sir Felix. Oh, it isn’t published yet; but Alvaniey complakis so 

much of the vulgarity of the reviews, that there *s to be a new or«r of 
things immediately. Nobody is to be allowed to be a writer in itrwho 
has ms than 3000/. a year, or is without a title. j. 

Colonel Darner. A capital idea. Have you qualified for if, ^Fe¬ 
lix? Who ay to be the contributors ? 
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Sir Fclix^ Oh, Lord Jersey is to write on the monted interest; 
Loid Alvanley on Saving-banks; the Duke of Bedfordbn Agricultural 
Distresses; Petersham on the Fine Arts; De Roos on the American 
Marine; and the Honours^le Fanny S*** on the Belles Lettres* 

Cnhnel Darner. Who is to publish it ? 
6'ir Felix, I don’t know; but they say it’s not to be sold, but given 

away, like Joe Manton’s guns. I hope it will go r^'as well. ^ 
Colonel Damer. I hope so. Now for a look at the mondc* Capi¬ 

tal house. If it dlls in this way, Ebers will make his fortune. The 
boxes, too, are brim-full of well-dressed women. Quite a show of hats 
and diamonds and plumes and bracelets, and all the ** pride, pomp, and 
circumstance,” of glorious beauty. Ah, Lady Owen, how d’ye do ? 
(kisses his hand.) How well she looks! 1 must go and chat with her 
anon. The Countess, 1 see, is here. Is that her niece with her ? By 
the by, I must find out the Marchioness of Westmeath. Where dwell- 
eth she ? 

hord Cameron. Directly opposite us on the third tier. The new 
Master of the Rolls, d-dtrant Vice, is in her box. How triumphantly 
that plume waves about ! The Marchioness understands, perfectly well, 
what becomes her. 

Sir Felix. (After a pans.' oecupied in glassing'' lovely covnte- 
na;nces of the tvearers of the aforesaid hats^ dimnondsj fAitkers^ t'j'C. and a 
final continuous gaze at one in particular). Stately, queenlike, divine 
Lady Jersey! if ever blue*eyed Pallas had a type on earth, ’twas thou ! 
(iMrd Cameron laughs outrageously.) Laugh on, insensible ; but if thou 
matchest me that still, blue, skyey eye, I will forfeit an existence too 
well spent in ever gazing on its beauty. What a brow ! did queen ever 
boast one more beautifully dignified, or serenely haughty ? It pro¬ 
claims her the despotic Empress of Elegance- 

Lord Cameron. When you have finished rhapsodizing, my dear fel¬ 
low, be good enough to inform me, whether that is the Countess of 
Cooper with her ? for that cursed curtain obstructs my view. 

Sir Felix. Yes; it is her box, 1 believe. So all the Pagets and 
Argyles are here; and the lovely Mountcliarles; and, Tore heaven, a 
whole host of splendid women! Look at tlie jewels that flame on Lon¬ 
donderry’s patrician brows, the feathers that float from Worcester’s 
raven tresses, and the dazzling tiara of the lovely and irresistible Tan- 
kerville. 

Lord Cameron. In raptures again, Sir Felix, eh ? There is one, 
however, unnamed, who is entitled to hold rank with the proudest of 
them in the scale of beauty. Where is Mcrcandotti ? 

Coliwel Darner. 1 know not. Vainly have I lobked for her of late. 
This house wants one of its chief attractions in her absence. (The 
door opens to admit Mr, Ebers.) Ah, Ebers! come in—capital house to¬ 
night—you \e had a bustling season. What do the ladies say of Pasta ? 

Ebers* They think she sings and acts better than ever. What is 
your opinion, my Lord ? 

Da0 Cameron. Why you know I am no authority in musical mat- 
t0n.f When do you mean to give us a new ballet ? 

E^rs. Immediately, my lord. 
Sir^Fglix. What a very pretty girl Brambilla if, Ebers ; and whata^^ 

V 
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luscious voice she has! How she sports the casque and feathers \nd 
dons the pantaloons, 

Ehers. I expect to make a hit with Braigbilla. She is already a pro* 
digious favourite with the male portion of the audience. 

Colonel Darner. Yes, yes, she will supersede Toso, especially as the 
fatter is married. They tell me the Countess has been in dreadful des- 
ph^ ever since that occurrence. I hope Brambilla is not matrimonial? 

Ebers, I don’t know, Colonel; but they say she has already bad five 
offers. I hope, gentlemen, you will do me the favour to come to the 
rehearsal of Coccia's opera to-morrow. I long to hear Sir Felix*! 
opinion/ (Exit Mr. Ebers,) 

Sir Felix. 1 shall certainly attend. What little I have heard is ex** 
cellent. and must, 1 am sure, please the public. Pasta s first song is 
well calculated for effect. She is just liberated from her imprisonment, 
and pours forth a burst of gladness at the freshness of the fields and 
the joy of freedom. 

Lord Cav/croM. What do you say to a peep behind the scenes while 
the ballet is preparing ? 

Colonel Darner. With all my heart. Come, Sir Felix.—(Exeunt,) 
(Towards the^end of the ballet the party re-enter their 6o.r, and meet 

the Polish FrincCjmCzartoriskoplxqrstlin^i.) 
Lord Cameron, Ah! Prince, how do? Have you seen the ballet? 

But 1 suppose not. You are, as De Roos christened you, always the 
late Prince Czartoriskoplxqrstlinski. 

The Prince. Really I never look at the stage. Maintenant Je suis 
indifferent d loutes ccs choses Id. 

Lord Cameron. Comment! tt la petite danseuse— 
The Prince. Rrlsons-ld. I can't talk on the subject* You know I 

went to Greece to try to forget her. 
Sir Felix. How could you be so unfashionable as to go to Greece ? 

It’s no longer la mode now, since Byron died. Egypt, Syria, and ail 
that, are the only places where you don’t see the eternal English blue¬ 
stocking ladies in ultra-marine pelisses, and waiting maids with their 
rose-coloured spencers, like Lady Belmour’s woman. For my part, I 
sbould like to go to China. The Celestial Empire is, 1 believe, as yet 
sacred. 

Colonel Darner. No, indeed. The Leadenhall people—the Grocer- 
princes, have got a breed of English there too. 1 am credibly in¬ 
formed that a Mrs. Tims gave a tea-party lately on the great wall of 

^hina. ^ 
Sir Felix. Of course, with toast and butter, and all tbe usual ac¬ 

companiments of a July evening ? 
Colonel Darner. Oh ! no doubt; but the Chinese newspapers don’t 

give very precise details upon the subject, I believe. 
Sir Felix. Do you read Chinese ? . 
Colonel Darner. No ; but I am qualifying myself for thl study pf 

ii, by trying every morning to decypher my friend Lord Grosvemr’a 
franks. 

Lord Cameron. . Very good study, I allow. Pray, how did you Ske 

Italy, Prince * •e\ss 
•TAe Princes Oh, pretty well The women are handsome; but one 
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doesn't like to find that princes are bankers and print-sellers, that dukes 
let lodgings, and marquesses turn pawnbrokers; though, really, 
the mixture of people one finds in Rome is vastly piquant. Besides, 
you can so easily separate'ihe set that is dUtitigue^ from the set that is 
not dMngu6 by any thing but vulgarity. 

Colonel Darner, Have you seen an English book upon Italy, latelv 
published 7 

The Prince, “ The English in Italy ?" 
Colonel Darner. Oh, no; though I hear that that is a very clever 

work; but it has become ancient—^it was published above a year ago* 
I allude to a new book—sort of novel, 1 believe, called “ English 
Fashionables Abroad." I'm told it is very spirited and amusing. 

Sir Felix. It is really so. I have no hesitation in saying that it is 
by far the best account of Italian and English manners contrasted, that 
has yet appeared. 

Lord Cameron. I hope my friend De Roos will make as amusing a 
book. 

Sir Felix. I have no doubt of it. De Roos has all the talents ne¬ 
cessary for writing well. ** I expect," as the Americans say, that he will 
draw a pleasant contrast between the manners to which he has been 
accustomed at home, and the habits of Jonathan in ** States." 

The Prince. II a beaucovp de taknty ce M. de Roos. 
Colonel Darner. Do you know the good thing he said of the 

Cavendish 7 
The Prince. No, I don't. Do yow / 
Colonel Darner, Of course. He told the Prince de Polignac that 

the Duke of ■■ bad certainly du talent—an grand talent pour le 
silence. 

Sir Fdix. Capital! De Roos certainly says very good things. He 
visited the &lls of Niagara, didn’t he 7 

CoUmel Darner. Yes ; and has described them in such a way, I *m 
told, as will not tend to his own decline or fall*' in the estimation of 
the public. 

Sir Felix, Ob, abominable joker! Certainly the amateur travellers 
are getting prodigiously clever. There are Captains Head and Alex¬ 
ander, and the writer of the Sketches in Persia, and my friend Keppel, 
whose Babylonia 1 see is going into a third edition, to the great delight 
of Lord Albemarle and the Duke of Sussex. By-the-by, the prints 
in the Major’s book were rather clumsy; were they from his own 
drawings 7 

Colonel Darner. I know not; but I know that De Roos has both 
an eye and a hand for the Arts. He sketches pleasantly, and has 
even lithographed the plates for his book. 

The Prince. Eh bien—miurc 6i son ouvrage fait noa/ragc, il se 
saut^cra sur Us planches. 

Tutti. Bravo, bravo, Principe! 
I^rd Cameron. Gentlemen, I propose that we adjourn to the 

cr/^h-room. It is the only thing left us, now that the ballet is over, 
m AlUm! 
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of Baron Guirand and M. BriBaut, * 
284—M. Raoul Kochette, ib.^Le 
Jeune Mari, 284, 285—L’Ecole ocs 
Veuves, 285—memoirs of M. Thi- 
baudicu, 286—^anecdote ol M. N-, 
counsellor of state, an'! Napoleon, t/*. 
287, 288, 289, 290, 291. 

Parting Ship, The, 255, 
Passages in Montaigne's Essays marked 

by Byron, 26. 240. 
Pauline, 155. 
Poetry, London Lyrics—the year 38— 

retort legal, 47—Madame Mirepoix 
to the Duke de Nivernois, 52— 
answer, {7/.—song of impossibilities, 
54—epistle from Lemulus Crus, 60— 
the last tree of the forest, 68—on re¬ 
ceiving the present of a silver snuBT- 
box, 149—Records of Woman, No. 
X. Pauline, 155—stanzas, 170—a 
family group, 183—song for the 14th ‘ 
February, 184—the songstress, 212— 
a gentleman’s discomBiure at Stafford, 
223—impromptu, 224—hint to Mr. 
Whitbread's entire committee, ib — 
the tablet of truth, 227—the deserted 
house, 238—the ultramarine club, 
246—the parting ship, 255—on hear- 

. ing the roar of the sea at night, 265— 
lines by Moore, 270—epigram to Lord 
Eldon, 276—prophecy of the Tagus, 
281—'I'o ■' , by an exquisite, 311 
—odes and addresses to great people, 
;t04—The Levs and Lawsons, 323—the 
graves of the martyrs, 331—Utopia, 
339—youth, 349—lines on the death 
of Dr. Kitchiner, 358—song from the 
Italian, 384—the bon and camelopard, 
.389—the Koranna, 393—ode to the 
Ute Lord Mayor, 411—lines to love, 
from the Italian, 427—Brutus before 
Philippi, 441—breathings of spring, 
457—to the first of May, 469 —angel 
help, 504—^the memorial pillar, 522— 
love's victim, 551—epigram, the tan¬ 
ner, 560—the exhibition, 568. 

Pope, Miss, a portrait, 49V 
Porchester, Lord, bis Spanish tal% 192. 
Portrait, lird Byron, a, 382. \ 
—- Miss Pope, 491. J 
Public School, Recollections oQt* 
Public Schools, 478. \ 
Punning, modest defence of, I ^ • 



(XDK X. 

Q 
lEliMdrUie Convenation«r No. L »i70. 

# 

R 
Rooords of Womaii} No.X. 155. 
Reformarion in Ireland, 497< « 
Keminiicencct of a young Fcncit)le, No. 

11.61-^111. 324—IV. 513—musician 
to the rebei!^^ 62—love adventure of a 
comrade, 63—assists in a clandestine 
marriage, 64—come upon a party of 

^ jebeUj 66k—the ^redding, 67—march 
to m^t the French on their landing, 

«324-^Genenil Lake beaten by Hum¬ 
bert, 325—panic of the beaten aiiuy, 
t5.—Cornwallis sets out to meet the 
enemy, *5.—defeat ot Colonel Vc- 
reker, 326—surrender of the French 
to Cornwallis, 327—General Hum¬ 
bert, conduct ot the rebels, t/*.— 
defeat of the n^bels, 328—bad disci¬ 
pline of -the British troops, 329— 
their ^tem of plunder, «/.—then 
excesses, tb, ^ 

Retort Legal, 47. 
Roar of Che Sea, on hearing it at night, 

265. 
Rome, Walks in, No. V. 56—V. J^ait 

II. 179—VI. 228—VII. 470. 
Rural Flcasures, 532 

S 
> 

SOBtimentahty, Opera, 213. 
Sberwill's Visit to Mont Blanc, 41, 150 

vBtartingfor the summit, tf*.^glacier 
ofTacconui, 41—the Grand Plateau, 
42—inclination to sleep, t/',—Lcs Pe- 
tita MoJets, 43—attainment of the 
summit apd view, 44—deacent by 
Bliding, 46—reach Les Grands Mu- 
lets dn the return, 47—descent to¬ 
wards Chamouni, 150 Maria dc 
Mont Blanc, 152—^welcome at Oha- 
mouni, 153—table ot the hpi>^hts ot 
the different mountains near Cha- 
mooni, 154. 

Sketches of Parisian Society, 76, 196, 
2i2, 374. 

-- Kit-Cat, No, V. 84—VL 505. 
■ of the Irish Bar, No. XIII. 105 
' —the Catholic Bar—Mr. Bellew,i5.— 

Sk.ll)eobald Butler and the old Ca- 
thdhclawyers* 108, 109—his epitaph, 
112—Lady Palmer, 113—Act for the 
Velief of Roman Catholics, 114—Mr. 

Beltew'fr extraction, Uo—cha- 
. » 

racter as a Ui^yer, 117—laughable 
incident respecting chat gentleman, 
121. 

Song for the 14th of February, 184. 
— from the Italian, 384. 
— of impossibilities, 54. 
Songstress, The, 212. 
SpdnUh Tale, Laid Porchester's, 192. 
Stafford, Shendim's discomfiture, verses 

on^23. 
Stanzas, 170. ^ 
Stuart Papers, The, No. 1.553. 

T 

Tablet of Truth, The, 227. 
Tagus, prophecy of the, 2B1. 
Talcs of a Voyage) to the Arctic Ocean, 

100. 
Tanner, The, an epigram, 560, 
Thorwaltzrn the Sculptor, 228. ^ 
1 one, Theobald Wolf, Memoirs of re¬ 

viewed, 483, 
Turkey, Recollections of, No. II, 13^^ 

Ill. 395. « 

U 

Ultramarine Club, Tht'l 246, 
Utopia, 339. 

'V 
Vivian Grey, Continuation of, reviewed, 

297. 

• W 
Walks in Rome, 56, 179,, 228,470—dc- 

scription of a Homan antiquary, 56— 
enccdots of aa Irish baronet and Abb6 
Fea, 57 —Braghetcone, origin of 
name, 58—a studio, 59—the resur¬ 
rection of the vridoVs son, 179— 
Hrti<;th' pictures in Rome, 1B2—I'hor- 
wdluen the sculptor, 228—his con¬ 
versation, 229—the triumph of Alex¬ 
ander, 230 — other sculptures, 231 
—Hebe, 233 — monument of Pius 
VU. Roman society, 470—th«r 
Princess Borghese, t5. — Borghesc 
palace, 472—one of the Princess's 
parties described, 474—Cardinal Bi- 
varola, 475—mean adulation of the 
Engli^ h fashionable characters abroad, 
176- Genera^ Lc Clefc, 477. 

V 
Year, The, 1826, 38. 
Youth, 319. 
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